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INDEX.

berdeen, Scotland. Account of a recent visit to, 251.

Lcetvlene gas. Remarkable properties of, as an illu-

minant, 126.

dverse aid. Remarks on overcoming difficulties, en-

titled, 340.

ffliction. The blessings of, 410.

frica. Natives of South, visit England to protest

against a proposed change of government, 127.

Appeal of natives of South, against measures
favoring intemperance, 167.

The introduction of intoxicants into, a reproach

to professing Christendom, 202.

The continuance of slavery on islands under
British rule, on the east coast of, 330.

Slavery and slave-raiding almost unchecked in

Central Soudan, 402.

African chief. A ccount of Khama, a noble, 276. 2*3. 291

.

Remarks on the above, 27 'J.

agriculture. The economic value of birds in, 206.

Uaska. The effects expected to follow the introduc-

tion of reindeer into, 286.

The introduction of reindeer into, 333.

Alexander Edward, of Ireland. Incident in the min-
v of, 290.

Uber'tson Jacob and Mary. Brief notice of, 3.

llegheny City, Pa. Notice of a subterranean stream

under, 82.

Ulen Charles. Brief mention of, 90. 131.

Allen Rebecca. Brief mention of, 22. 60.

Ulen Mary B. Brief mention of, 10b.

Ulen John. Brief mention of, 153.

Aluminum in steel. On the use of, 325.

Uong Crum Creek. Essay entitled, 380.

Amusements. The serious responsibility of those who
countenance vain exhibitions and, 227.

Anecdote of the Duke of Wellington, 2S7.

Urinials. Kindness of an aged man to, 223.

Anniversaries. Remarks on observing, 78.

Antwei-p. Notes of a recent visit to, 50.

Appeal to the brotherhood of man. Touching incident

entitled, 94.

Arabia. Account of a recent journey in the deserts of,

300.

Arbitration. The value of, as a substitute for war, 146.

327.

A court of, between England and the United
States proposed. 220. 263. 306.

advocated by Christian professors in England,
310.

Hopeful signs of the establishment of interna-

tional, 389.

between Chili and Argentina. Notice of a re-

cent, 391.

Armenia. Notice of an appeal for sufferers in, 279. 311.
j

Relief furnished to sufferers in, 343.

Art of putting things." Incident entitled, 108.

Ashbridge Elizabeth. Brief account of, 45.

Attempts to use carnal means in spiritual services. On,

190. .

Atwater Meade. Brief mention of, 108.

Aurora Borealis in British America. Description of

an, 221.

Austin Charles G. S. Account of the drafting of, ISO.

Australia. A land of paradoxes in nature, 247.

Autumn. Views of North Carolina in, 220.

Baal. On the worship of, 291.

Babylonia. Recent explorations in, by the University

of Pennsvlvania, 6. 12.

i Backhouse'j. Brief notice of, 60. 83.

Hannah C. Brief notice of, 60. S3.

I

Balderston Samuel. Brief mention of, 102.
' Bangs Benjamin. Incidents in the ministry of, 28. 46.

Bank of England. On the printing, &c, of the notes

!
of, 66.

Banks John. Account of remarkable service in the

ministry by, 18.

Healed of a painful malady by Geo. Fox in a

remarkable manner, 185.

Baptism with water held by some to be the touchstone
of Christianity, 31.

Baptism. Tin- evil effects of insisting upon the rite of

Barclay bom.'" at West Chester, Pa. Notice of "The,
146."

Barnardo's homes for destitute boys and girls. Account
of, 322.

Barnardiston <>ile.s Notice of the persecution of, 45.

Bartram Rachel. Notice of the death and character

of, 123.

Bedawin pursuers, Escaping from. 212.

An adventure with, 229.

A visit to a party of, 242.

Berlin and its environs. ' in, 406.

Bettle Jane. Brief mention of, 108.

Bettle Samuel. Brief mention of. tin. Iu2. His. 109. 123.

Remarks of, on the duty of Philadelphia Yearlv
Meeting, 404.

On the character and foresight of. 4n4.

Bible association of Friends. Account of the origin

and recent incorporation of. 297.

Bird. The stratagem of a, 287.

Birds. The wholesale -laughter of, in Florida, &c, for

the purposes of the milliner, 166.

The economic value of. as destrovers of insects,

206.

The nesting-place of European, in the Arctic re-

gions, 227.

Where canary, are reared, 254.

Iffe-sings of bereavement. Extract entitled, 410.

Blind man. Account of Newell Perry, a learned, 11.

Book notices, &c. The forty-third annual report of

the Institute for Colored Youth, 7.

Memoirs of Jordan and the Chalfonts, and the
early Friends in the Chiltern Hundreds by
William H. Summers, 23.

Six generations of Friends in Ireland. By Jane
M. Richardson, oil.

An Examen. &c, by Chas. Evans. M. D., 1 1.

The Cxreat Frozen Land, by F. G. Jackson, 126.

Southern Heroes, by Fernando G. Cartland, 135.

Echoes and Pictures, bv Richard Henrv Thomas,
208.

Memoir of Edith Jefleris, 264.

Early Church History, by Backhouse and Ty-
lor, translated into Spanish. 307.

Finley's Life among the Indians, 309.

Report of Friends' Free Librarv at German-
town, Phila., 311.

Southern Quakers and Slaverv, bv Stephen B.

Weeks, 311.
•' Verbum Dei;' bv Robert F. Horton, 339. 345.

354. 361.

Thirty-third Annual Report of Friends' Freed-
men's Association, 344.

Report of Friends' Asylum for the Insane, 376.

Books. On the need of wisdom in regard to, 284.

Book-making. On primitive, 132.

Bonwill H. H. Notice of an app_eal by, 119. 199.

Box. Account of a travelled. 24 1.

Bovs. Touching account of the honestv of two poor,

281.

Account of Dr. Barnardo's homes for destitute,

Advice to. to master the trade of a carpenter, 405.

brigades. The danger of, to the country, 85. 107.

The disappearance of, in Cincinnati, 199.

Bowne Joseph. Brief mention of, 102.

Bownas Samuel, instrumental in checking arbitrary

legal proceedings in Long Island, 233.

Experience bv, of spiritual povertv, and com-
ments. 238.

Branson Ann. Commissioned to declare warnings from
the Lord, 27. 161.

Incidents of the ministry of, 265. 282.

Letter of, 274.

Brausc >n Jacob. Reminiscences of, 282.

British America. On the dampness of the climate of, 166.

Brewer's gift. Remarks on a protest against accepting

a, by Drury College, Mo , 318.

Brown Moses', of Providence. R. I. Briefmention of, 66.

Brantingham John. Incident in the ministry of, 269.

Bryant William < iillen. A copy o) a prayer of, befori

his marriage, 327.

Bug worship of the Egyptians compared to modern in-

fidelity, 2':-.

Burden-. Remark- mi the effect of carrying, on the
spiritual life, 197.

Burial at sea. Account of a, 2^2.

Business. Advice 't' Friends to ob i

in their. 33
Illustration of dishonesty in, 74.

Moderation in the mode of living rather than
an increase of. advised by Londoi i rl

Meeting. 98.

Advice upon learning your. 1 In. 263.
i aution against considering temporal, first, and

the Lords business la-t. 1:;l'

Illustrations of integrity in, 163.

Illustration- of faithfulness to religious

tions in, 165.

Remarks on a desire to change one's, lit;:;. 40'..

By and by. On the danger of procrastination, 91.

Camp. A morning's work in. _:;l.

Camphor language. Remarks on the, 82.

Candles. On the method of making, formerly in New
England, 36.

Carborundum. On the manufacture of, bv electricitv,

370.

Carpenter M. R. Brief mention of, 137. 138.

Carpenter Zeno. Brief mention of. 108.

Carpenter. Advice to bovs to master the trade of a, 405.

Carter John. Brief mention of, 35.

Carelessness. We mav do harm bv, as much as bv mal-
ice, 211.

Casson Isabel. Brief mention of, 132. 137, 138. 145.

Carolina. Uncompromising attitude of Covenanters
against slaverv in South, 165.

Caves of Yucatan. Account of recent explorations in.

235.

Chamillard. Anecdote of. 2.0.

Character. The first impressions of the. of others often

misleading, 236.

Charitable giving. The duty of, performed by the

poor, rather than by the rich. 187.

China. Notice of hospital work in. by Methodists, 247.

Cm the production of insect wax in, 324.

The corrupt -v-teni of judicial punishment in,

394.

Experience of a missionary in establishing a

house for worship in, 397.'

Chinese language. Experience in learning the, 411.

Child. A definition of an enemy by a, 69.

The necessity of setting a good example before

a, 93.

The first lesson taught a, should be obedience,

147.

life in Syria, 372.

Children. The importance of making early impres-

sions for good upon, 164.

Hints upon the proper training of, 242. 243, 244.

Parents should be guides and counsellors to. 251.

Tender advice of London Yearly Meeting to

parents of, 121.

Notice of the abundant labors of George Smith
in England on behalf of toiling and suffering.

172.

( >n the happv reunion of, with parents in heaven,

231.

Notice of Dr. Barnardo's homes for neglected

and destitute, 322.

On the necessity of the early training of, 323.

Vicious methods of training, tend to insanitv.

376.

Care of sick, in New York City by the Floating

Hospital, &c, 37s.

On keeping faith with, 388.

Christ. On the necessitv of obedience to the cross of.

1. 69.

On taking heed to, as the true light, 98.

Testimonv of our earlv Friends to the divinity

of, 164."



Christ. Sound doctrine must be accompanied by a

faithful following of, 143.

The importance of immediate and entire obedi-
ence to, 213.

Remarks on. as the Son of God. 282.

Comments on the above. :-:o4.

• >n the offices of, in the redemption of man, 342.
the Word of God, 354.

the gift of God's love for man's salvation. Es-
say entitled, 393.

Christian. A steadfast, 212.

A, made onlv bv the operation of Divine grace,
406.

P *

believers. Who are, 410.

intercourse with others a powerful promoter
of righteousness. A. lSv

League of Philadelphia. Resolutions of the,
against theatres, Ac. 263.

progression. Essay entitled, 401.
Chicago. Remarks of the Mayor of, on its corrupt

city officials, 27:'.

ship canal. On the. ITS.

Church. The generally worldly state of the profess-
ing. 86.

The necessity for each one faithfully to obey the
Head of the, in order to promote its welfare
16S.

The welfare of the, can be promoted onlv under
the leadings of the Holy Spirit, 190.

< In the introduction of gymnastics, sports, &c,
in the professing, 191.

The real worth of a Christian communitv is in
the members of the. 251.

Testimony to the value of the, by a criminal
lawyer. 255.

Essay'entitled. The, 266.
Churchman John. Account of the early religious ex-

ercises and call to the ministry of, lot.
Chopping Lucy. Comments on the services of, in min-

istering to Friends in prison, 191.
Choice. Every, a choice for ever. Extract entitled,

Civilizing effect of good roads. On the, 178.
Claridge Richard. The spiritual progress of. 194. 203.
Clark Dugan and Asenath. Brief notice of, 137. 153.
Claypoole Elizabeth, a Free Quaker. Correction in

regard to, 285.

Coal. Our supply of anthracite, 398.
Colored people. Notice of the religious exercises of

Friends in meetings of, 257. 265.
in Southern States. ( )n the progress of, in ma-

terial and moral improvement, 308.
formerly denied seats with whites in meeting-

hou-es, 338
Discrimination against, condemned bv the Leg-

islature of Massachusetts, 356.
Woman. Comforting trust and assurance of a

lying, 399.

Coggeshall" Elizabeth. Brief mention of, 42. 102.
Cologne. Notes of a recent visit to, 50.

Colors. ( In the sources of, 174.

"Come unto me." Extract entitled, 235.
Comfort Ezra. Brief notice of, 3. 99. 110.
Communion with God. On habitual and constant, 250.

362.

Conover, O. M. Brief notice of, 396.
Conversion. The true agent in. is the HolySpirit, 234,
i '.m-ei-ation. The advantages of simple "and truthful

expressions in. 245.

< iongo. The great volume of water discharged bv the
river, 15.

< 'ooper Cyrus. Extracts from letters of, 371.
Cope David. Brief notice of, 22. 29. 36. .".:-;. 6]. in. 40:,

Cope Debby. Brief notice of, 22. 36. 45. 53. 61.
1 ope Samuel. Brief mention of, 61. 76. 110. Jo:,.

1 lope Morris. Letter of, and remarks on the character
of, 61. 69.

Brief mention of, 110. 147.
Remarkable interview of, with Samuel Bettle

senior, 404.

Cope Henry. Brief mention of, 109.
Cow with a cotton tail. A, 60.

Copperhead snake. Notes on the, 114. 124.
1 'orrect poise of the body. On the, 194.
CressoD Sarah. Brief notice of, 35. 42. 52.
< rime I >ecrease of, in England, 30.

A love for dress the ruin of many voung women
234.

' iook John. Letter of, to Isaac Penington, 214.
Cross of Christ. The necessity of taking up the, 127.
1 ro-bic Archibald. Notice of movements of in Great

Britain, 223. 247. 2-7.

Daily bread. Extract entitled, 141.
Dalton John, the chemist. Brief account of, 262.

INDEX.

Davies Richard. Remarkable incidents in the life of,

201.

Davis Abigail. Brief mention of, 102.
Davis Mary W. Brief mention of, 66.
Davy Sir Humphrey. Anecdote of the public spirit

of, 270.
VI

Day at a time. On living one, 179.
Days of grace. On the origin of, 260.
Dead_ Sea plains. Experience of a visitor in the,

Death, On the approach of, 202.
On the wisdom of preparing for, 210.

Deaths.—Sally Allen, 264: Elizabeth Burgess, 64;
Joshua H. Ballinger, '."'.; George Brinton, 96. 104;
Elvira P. Bailey, 176; Ann Burgess, 240. Man-
Walker Bacon, 24-; ; Elizabeth C. Borton, 328 ; Mar-
tha S. Bailey, 32s

: Aim- Borton, 328; Sarah K.
Baily, 336 ; Eliza Branso'n, 392 ; Jesse Carter, 72

;

Rebecca S. Conard. 112; Mifflin Cooper. 144; Su-
sanna R. Cooper, 224; Nathaniel Cox, 296; Benja-
min Cooper. 296; Jacob Chandler, 312; Sarah "B.
Cope, 344 : Phebe Contain. 3f.8

: Anna T. Dennis, 144
;

Deborah Davis. 416; Richard Esterbrook, 144; Josiah
B. Evans. 304: Amasa Frame. 279; Edmin B. Fogg,
328

;
Clara Foster, 352; Annie E. French. 368 ; Aaron

Frame, 400; Deborah C. Gardner. 16 ; Sarah Garri-
gues, 56 : Joseph Gardiner, 120 ; Edward J. (,arrett,
336; Anna Clara Gruwell. 392; John Gill, 408;
Noah Hartley. 48; Joseph Hartley, 4S ; Henrv
Hall.4s

; Rebecca Hornor, 56 ; Samuel Hulme. 96';

Melissa C. Hall. 160: Jesse Haine,, 216; Henrv Horn,
240; Angeline Hushes. 256

; Sina Hall, 304"; John
Harvey, 312; Mary Ethel Hinshaw, 328; John
Haines ;i6ii

; Hannah W.Hutton, 376; Gilbert Jones
296; Jane E. Knight, 160; Elijah Kester, 208

;

Henry A. Kuowles. 216; John S. Lowrv, 32- Sarah
Loyd, 136; Robert Miller, ss

. Robert Million-.
288; Joseph McL'artv, 360: Hannah R. Newbold
136; Martha R. Outland, 224; William H. Oli-
phant, 392 ; Man- J. Parker, 72 ; Man- M. Patton
200; Anna B. Pitrield. 336; Jane Peters, 400; Han-
nah W. Richardson. 96; Martha Rash. 176; Septi-
mus Roberts, 200

; Hannah J. Roberts, 256. ; Marv
Seattergood, 8S; Man- Almv Smith, 96; Ann T.
Smallwood, 96; Benjamin Seal, 104: JohnM. Saun-
ders, 104. 112; Clarkson Sheppard, 112; Asenath
Smith. 120; Deborah Satterthwaite, 152; Isaac C
Stokes, ^24 ; Martha E. Shaw, 248

; Lillian Shaw
24s; Vermel W. Stanley, 279; Matilda >ho„rds,
312; William Savery, M. D., 312; Eliza G. Sheffield
384; Mary Ann Smith, 400; Rlioda Thornburg, 96;
Calvin Thompson, 144; William R. Taber, 144

; D.'

Gilbert Thompson. 144
; Charlotte P. Tilton, 152

Joshua Taylor, 160; Emma F. Trimble, 200; Su-
sannah S. Thomas, 256 ; Joseph E. Trimble, 408

;

Thorazine Valentine. 296 : Eunice Warrington, 160 •

Deborah B.Webb, 160; John Wood 176- George
Williams, 360; Daniel Williams, 392.

Decker Peter I. Remarks concerning, 27.
Demoralizing exhibitions. Notice of successful efforts

against, in Philadelphia. 231.
literature. A Russian fable upon, 298.
Remarks on. entitled "A Girl in Poor Com

pany,'' 348.

songs." A protest against, 301.
journalism. Appeal to editors of

against. 326.

Dew of Hermon The copiousness of, 103
Dewsbury William Happy experience of.

pect of death, 389.
Dillwyn George. Lines on the character of, 156.
Discoveries. Notice of some valuable, made apparently

by accident, 231.
" }

Divine will. Essay entitled The, 27.
glory promoted by entire dedication to God, 395.
wisdom. An illustrious instance of, 134.
power in man. Incidents illustrating the reality

of, 177. 185. 201.
grace The universality of, illustrated in the

experience of the Indians, 179.
invitations. The folly of disregarding, 223.

Doit. On putting kind thoughts into execution, en-
titled, 229.

" Do you know Jesus?" Extract entitled, 325.
Dogs distinguished by deeds of bravery, 332.
Dookhobortzy. The persecution of. in Russia, for their
testimony against war. 119.

Douglass John Henry. Some startling statements made
by, denied, 79.

Dreams. Instruction in, 294.
Dress. Advice of London Yearly Meeting in 1808 re-

specting, 8:1.

The testimony and experience of early Friends
upon plainness of, 217.

spapers

• pros.

Dress. The powerful influence exerted through sim
plicity and plainness in, 234.

Message from Shawnee Indians to Friends re

specting simplicity of appearance, 317.
The assuming of a plain, often one of the earll

requisitions of the Divine will, 335.
Illustration of the preserving effect of a plan
Quaker, 339.

Divine requisitions in regard to. though humili
ating, must be submitted to, 351.

Drury College, Mo. A protest of students of, againsi
receiving a gift from a brewer commended, 318. 1

Dry weather thoughts. Essay entitled, 74.

Duke of Wellington. Anecdote of, 270.
Duty. On the, for the moment, 90.

and honesty. Illustrations of, 270.
and courage. Illustrations of, 273.
A Russian fable respecting, 298.
and philanthropy. Account of Thomas Wright's

labors among prisoners, 305.
The shrinking from required, often the begin-
ning of a downward course, 322.

Dymond Jonathan. Remarks of, on attempting to un-
derstand the Holy Scriptures without Divine aid, 199,

Easton, Pa. Account of a visit to, 125.
Ebers George, the Egyptologist. Weighty testimony

from, respecting li i~ religions faith, 410.
Eddy Hannah. Brief mention of, 90.
Edgerton Joseph. Brief mention of, 68. 109, 110.
Education defined, 101.

Edmundson William. Notice of the powerful and bap-
tizing ministry of, 185.

Incidents in the life of, showing Divine guid-
ance. 201.

Editorial.—Remarks on commencing the sixtv-ninth
volume, 7 : Notice to subscribers. 7

; Remarks on an
unjust school law in Florida, 15; Notice of "Me-
moirs of Jordan and the ChalfontS," &c, by W. H.
Summers, 23 ; Notice of a change in the" time of
holding Rancocas meeting, 23; Remarks on an un-
willingness by some professors of religion to consider
Friends as Christians, 31 ; On the alleged effect of
Fir.st-dav schools lect of the reading
of the Holy Scriptures in the family, 39 ; Notice of
the return of Hannah H. Stratton and her compan-
ions to this country, 39. 55

; Remarks on the course
of The Friexd, 39 ; Notice of an article by Edwin
P. Sellew, 39; Remarks on the recent outrages upon
the Bannock Indians. 47 ; Notice of a word of en-
couragement in the publication of The Friend, 55 :

On using the cars on the First-day of the week, 55;
Notice of an account of the late North Carolina
Yearly Meeting. 63 ; Remarks on an article respect-
ing plainness, 63 ; On reasons why the recent ad-
yances of London Yearly Meeting towards resuming
correspondence with conservative Yearly Meetings
are not cordially received, 63

; Notice of"corrections
furnished by Robert Hatton, 63

; Notice of a slander-
ous charge lately revived against George Fox, 71

;

Remarks on the dangers of delay in the work of sal-
vation, 80 ; On the doctrine of" Friends respecting
freedom from sin in this life, S7 ; Remarks on the
exercise of the ministry at times of funerals, 95 ; No-
tice of innovations upon the principles and practices
of Friends in North Carolina, 103 ; Remarks upon
an article contributed by Abram Fisher, 104: On
the death and character .'.f

( 'larkson Sheppard, 111
;

Account of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 111; Notice of
the proceedings of Western Yearly Meeting I Con-
servative'. 12, ; Correction of a statement respecting
Mary K Passmore, 128; Notice of Southern Hemes'
by Fernando G. Cartland, 135 : Sound doctrine to be
savin- must be accompanied by a faithful following
ot Christ, 143; Caution respecting the formation of
associations of younger members among Friends for
religious ,,r benevolent purposes, 159; the necessity
for each one to obey faithfully the Head of the
church, 111 order to promote the welfare of the church,
168;_Caution to Friends against attending religious
meetings of other denominations, 175; Remarks on
the disposition to engage in various organizations
tor moral reforms, &c, 183; Comments on the dif-
ferent services which the Lord requires of his ser-
yants 191; Remarks on the present excitement in
regard to the Venezuela boundary, 192; Remarks
on a "clerical worldling," and the spiritual discipline
necessary for a minister of ( hrist, 199 ; Notice of an
appeal for help for the destitute in Kansas, 199. 232
Notice of an appeal by Iluldah H. Bonwill, 199;
Notice o| " Echoes and Pictures," by Richard Henrv
I homas, 208

; Remarks on a criticism respecting the
term "Friends' church," 215; Remarks on the
Quaker ideal of the ministry, 216

; On the doctrines



of Friends respecting tin-
<

i

null li< vilion for the min-
, 223; Notice of an appeal tin- ai<l from the

President of the "Sunday Breakfast Association,''

:31 ; Remarks on the great evil of introducing mili-

irv training into public schools, 232 ;
i in profiting

f the account- preserved of the faithfulness of our

iredecessors in religious profession, 239 ; Notice of

ingfor "its inenibe.-. _; _''•
i: larkson Westtown

school, 248; Notice - caus - en onrageoient to

concerned Friend- J Re larks m the preserva-

tion and increase of the S eiety of Friends in its

early days by Divine regard, 203 ; Notice of a Me-
moir of Edith Jelleris. 264; On the doctrine of

Friends in regard to mini-try and the de-olating ef-

fects of departing from it. 271 : Notk ''an appeal

on behalf of the suffering Armenians, 272. 311 ; No-
tice of a change in the pla f ding Western
Select Quarterly Meeting, 2 2 Remarks on the de-

partures from our principle- following the introduc-

tion of "home missions," 279; Remarks on thechar-

acter of the African chief. Khama, 279; On the

character of the early Friends, and the eliect which
should be produced in the community by the Society

at the present day. 2*7 : Remarks on the inconsis-

tencies of Christendom generally on the subject of

war, 295 : Notice of the course taken by Joseph Mor-
ris in withdrawing from religion- association with

those who had departed from the principles and
practice- of Friends, 3n.:

:
i >n the p re-age of evil in

the present craze for increasing the navy, Are , in the

United State-. 303 ; Comments on a contributed ar-

ticle, 2>2 ; Notice of ' Southern Quakers and Slav-

ery,'' bv Stephen I!. Weeks, 311 ; Notice of the pro-

ceeding- of Philadelphia Yearly .Meeting, 319. 327;
Remarks on the communication of a Friend from
Iowa. 32s ; I in the testimony of Friends to plainness

of dress, 335 ; A holy life as well as a sound faith

indispensable to the Christian. 343: Notice of the
Thirty-third Annual Report of the Friends' Freed-
men's Association. 344: Divine reoui-itions though
humiliating are to be yielded to. 351 :

i >n mistaking
the insinuations of the enemy of our souls for the

impulse- of the Holy Spirit. .'.5V : t -n the Salvation

Army. 360; Comments on an account of a religious

professor who had once been a Friend. 307 : No-
tice of a Report of Friends' Asylum for the Insane,

376: Remarks on a pamphlet by Wm. Tallack 3*4;
Notice of a letter from a Friend in threat Britain

respecting Phila lelphia Yearly Meeting. 391 ; Re-
mark- on a contributed article respecting life insur-

ance. 391 : Remarks on a contributed article upon
the Salvation Army. 392: Remark- on a proposed
union of Hickory Grove Quarterly meeting and
Iowa Yearly Meeting (conservative), 400: On ad-

mitting the children of those who are not members to

"Friends' schools, 415 : Notice of remarks on the late

Yearly Meeting in New England Larger Body), 415.

Egypt. Remarkable fulfilment of prophecv in relation
to. 228.

Testimony borne by the ancient hieroglyphs of,

to the truth of the Holy Scripture-, 25::.

Remarks on the worship of bugs in ancient, and
on modern infidelity, 268.

Elephant Sagacity of an, 205.

Elkinton Joseph. Brief mention of, 102.

Elwood Thomas. The submitting by, to Divine re-

quisitions respecting dress, address, &c„ fol-

lowed by a growth in grace. 351.

Experience by, of the transforming of Satan
into the appearance of an augel of light. 359.

Ellis Mercy. Brief mention of, 91.

Margaret. Account of the life and character
of, 302.

Emliree Walter. Brief mention of, 100.

Emlen James. Brief notice of, 22. 29. 44. 53. 67. 137.

Sarah. Brief notice of. 12. 22. 67. 10S. 137. 13s

145. 153.

Employer and employed. On the duty and need of

sympathy between the, 281.

Encouragement to tribulated souls, 268.

England. Decrease of crime in, 30.

Notice of the election of members among Friends
to Parliament, 79.

Account of the recent attendance of a Friends'

Meeting in Yorkshire. 94.

Arbitration between, and the United States pro-

posed, 220. 389.

Notice of the aggregate amount of charitable

bequests in. for one year, 255.

An address of Evangelical bodies in, to those of
America in favor of a treaty of arbitration, 310.

Church of. On the propriety of the di-e-tab-

blishment of the, in Wales, "199.

I N D E X.

England, Church of Self-sacrificing effort:

of the. 25

The war again-t tithe- of the, in

274.

A mini-lef of, commending tic -,, i.-:\ ,,t

Friend- 391.

Enlightened sinners Query. Essay entitled. The. 38.

English language. Notice of the survival
word- ..f. in Fa-torn 1 enm i

Esterbro I Kiel Eternal

Eyes On shutting the, to harmful things, 348.

Filch re. I'rogiv-sive. de hired to bi

Evolution theory of development. Rejection of. by a

former advocate of it. Prof. Romanes. 215.

Evans Jonathan. Brief mention of, 117.

Evans Thomas. Brief mention of, 68. 102. 109. 372.

Declaration of. in reference to a righteous life,

306.

Remarks of, again-t -hutting out tin- -<•

marriage entertainments, 408.

Evans William. Brief n nice of. 22. 29. 44. bl.ofi. Ki-J.

109. 117. 123. 137. 13S. 145. 146 153

Testimony of, again-t count' t. -in-

hibitions and amusement- 227.

Evan- Elizabeth. Brief notice of, 61. 66. 90 108, 109.

123. 131. 145.

Exharn John, of Ireland. Prophetical declarations of,

and their fulfillment, 161.

Explorations of Dr. W. L. Abbott in the Pamir. 2.

in Babylonia bv the University of Pennsylva-
nia, 6. 12.

Examine yourselves Essay entitled. 172.

Exodus. Remarks on the observed action of the wind
upon a bodv of water in Egypt, in connection with
the, 262.

Extravagance in living, and the propriety of living

simply. On, 210.

Faith. Remarks on, 45.

( In the nature of true, 16s.

A holy life as well a- a sound, indispensable to

the Christian, 343.

The power of, 379.

The fruits of a living, 391 .

How true, is the gift of God, 410.

Farnsworth Richaid. Epistle of, to Frieuds, 261 1.

Fault, t In finding, with others. 84.

Fell Leonard. The Christian intrepidity of, 134.

Fe.uie—ne— in I iod's -ervice. ( in, 363.

Fenelon. Remarks of, on the bitter fruits of our own
wisdom, 212.

Few natural objects. Essay entitled, A, 34S.

Field Hannah. Brief mention of. 42.

Field Samuel. Anecdote illustrating the integrity of,

163.

Fisher Abram. Review by. of an article in ''The Amer-
ican Friend," 102.

Comments on the above, 104.

First day of the week. The use of pastry, &c, involv-

ing extra labor on the. discouraged, 28.

The need of, as a day of rest. ">o

Friend- discouraged from using the cars on the.

55.

Fisheries on the coast of Norway. Account of the,

119. 122. 130

Fisherman. Views of an old, in regard to luxurious
living, &c, x 6.

Planner William. Brief mention of, 42.

Florida. Remark- on scenery, to., in, 75.

The unjust law in. respecting colored persons,

opposed, 183.

Folwell Abigail S. Notice of the character and death
of, 66.

Forgiveness. On the duty of cherishing the temper of,

81.

Mistaken views of, 326.

Foulke Hannah. Brief notice of, 3, 53.

Forsythe Sarah. Brief mention of. *5. 94.

Forster William. Brief mention of, 153.

Forster Jcsiah. Brief mention of, 153.

Fowler John S. and Esther. Notice of the move-
ments of, during a religious visit to Egypt. &c, 7.

Fothergill Samuel. Extracts from, 251.

Four bad friends. Extract entitled. 323.

Fox George. A slanderous charge against, refuted, 71.

Belief of, on the possibility of" freedom from sin

in this life, 87.

Instances of Divine power manifested in. 17,

.

Boldness of, in pleading for religious liberty,

2::::.

Incidents showing the courage of, 249.

Fox i reorge. Remarks of, oi

Di vim* opening- upon the mind of, in n .

spiritual thing-. 410.

I- I. The beans of the mesquite trei

i in the preparation of -;tgo for. :!".-.

Meat rendered tender by the pawpaw li

France in 1794 compared with the United

14, 107.

A friendlv visit L ndon
to, 143."

l'l,.

NIi i ii i

,

her military ai quisi-

a war weary people, 349.

Franklin Benjamin Inecdote illustrating the tact of,

227.

Alice |ol

Frazer River. >h,,

Free Mason- Notice of tie- c pu

the, for not concealing a crimi

Frere Sir Bartle. :

Friends Religious communication- addiv-sed to, 9.

12. 27 2 2.9- 127. 133. 146.

14-. 166. 171. 191. 196. 222. 245 25 1 25-. 259.

296. 2: -. 2:0.:;;:;. .,17 322 . ..' ;_ •

-

On the state of the Society ol 77. 102,103.116.
255. 261. 363 323 324.'32S ;63. 384.

Account of pe . arlv. 4. 14. 18.

45. 1C.9. 230. 267. 249. 2l

are faithfully to observe the weighty rules and
precepts of their faithful predecessors, 10.

The blessed reward to, of faithfulness. 14. 169.

230 258.

i ibjections of, to Bible scl

Eminence among, never attained by any but
bv faithfulness and dedication, even in little

things. 21.

Selections from the epistle- of London Yearly
Meeting of, 1. 9. 17. 25. 33. 41. 49. 57. 65. 73.

81.89. 97. 105, 113. 121. 12.'.

Advice by London Yearly Meeting to, on the
performance of Divine wor-hip. 17.

Remarks on correspondence between Yearly

^
Meeting-. 31

The perusal of the writings of early, recom-
mended by London Yearly Meeting. 41.

Notice of Cain Quarterly Meeting of. held

Eighth Month. 1895, 54.

On the testimony of. again-t tithe-. 57.

Earnest counsel of London Yearly Meeting to

parents, 66

Encouragement to, to maintain the principles

they profess. 70. 333.

On the need of, to go into suffering with the

suffering seed, 75.

On the doctrine- ,. ,
-

.

,

; g freedom from sin

in this life, 87.

Notice of Haddonfield ^iiiarterlv Meeting of,

00. 284. 394

The objection- of. to the pastoral -v-o . -

103. 116.

Why. do not read the Holy Scriptures in meet-

ings for worship, 109.

Those who wish to introduce innovations among,
should leave the Society of, 11'..

6)u the doctrines of, in regard to prayer. 125.

Advice to, on holding meetings for discipline,

146.

Caution against allowing flags to be placed in

grave-yards under the control of. 4.

A loving -alutation to, 133.

On the place which, have believed the Holy
Scriptures should occupy, 14,.

The making of a minister'in the Society of, il-

lustrated in the case of John Churchman. 157.

Caution respecting the formation of associations

among, for religious or benevolent purposes.

159. 167.

On paving religion- visits to. in their families.

161.

Testimony of early, to the divinitv

Christ, 164. 282
'

Reasons why. cannot consistently attend the

meetings of other religious denominations.
175. 333.

1 In the labors of George Whitehead on behalf
of. under persecution. 17-

Caution to, on engaging in various organizations

of a professedly religious character. 1 83.

< in the duty of. in view of the threatening of

war between the United States and Great
Britain, 191.



Friends. Advice of Dublin Yearly Meeting to, 194.

Prophetical declarations of George Fox and
others, 201. 230. 237.

< Observations of John Fothergill on the increase

and decrease of, 202.

The need of, a- a people, 2o3. 2-7. 333.

Remarks of the Bishop of Wakefield up mi, and
reply thereto, 204.

Memorial of, to the President and Congress in

reference to the Venezuela difficulty, 207.

Account of the establishment of the discipline

among, by George Fox, 209.

Remarks on, in answer to the charge that they

are ''behind the age," 211.

Experience and testimony of, in reference to

phtinne-s of dress and speech, 217. 33-3. 351.

On the doctrine of, in regard to ministry, 223.

On the importance of complying with the disci-

pline on appointiiisr judicious, as Representa-
tives, 231.

The boldness of the early, contributed largely

to the spread of religious liberty, 233.

On profiting bv the accounts preserved of the

faithfulness of early. 239.

Remarks on the charges brought by George
Keith against, in Pennsylvania, 241. 34<.

Remarks on some of the causes of unsettlement

amongst, in the present day, 242.

Notice of, in Scotland, 251. 2-7.

Testimony of Isaac Fenington to the character

and principles of, 255.

Notice of meetings of, recently held in and near
Philadelphia, 255. 279. 2*4.

Account of the religious exercises of, among
colored people in the Southern States, 257.

265.

Historical notes on the earliest, in America, 258.

Epistle of Richard Farnsworth to, 260.

Remarks on making the meetings of, "attrac-

tive," 261. 279.

No need for the existence of the Society of,

should it depart from its principles, 271. 333.

Remarks on dealing with offenders, 278.

Comments on the above, 389.

Notice of public meetings lately appointed by,

of Concord Quarterly Meeting, 279.

On the result- following the introduction of

"home missions" among, in North Carolina,

289.

Concern expressed in Haddonfield Quarterly
Meeting of, against the reading of newspapers,
284.

Remarks on sleeping in the religious meetings,
of, 285.

Notice of the testimony of, in the Southern
States against slavery, 311.

Report of a Committee to visit the meetings of,

in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 313.

Remarks of Stephen Gre'llet in 1805 on the So-
ciety of, in Pennsylvania, 310.

Encouragement towards gathering, into one
body, 323.

t lomments on the above. 328 349.

The dutv of, to earn- their profession into every
day life, 324.

Why, do not have what are called by others
prayer meetings, 320.

Testimony of, in 1692, against George Keith,
347.

The care and concern of early, shown in some
ancient minute-, 357.

Reasons for the comparatively small uumber of
members in the Society of. :;.">-.

Notice of the Western Quarterly Meeting held

in the Fifth Month, 1890, 363.

Remarks on the great and general departure of

many under the name of. from their original

principles, 363.

Sal account of one who had formerly been a

member among, 367.

if faithful, would be the happiest people in the
world. '175.

The views of, in regard to ''mission" work, 370.

in Australia. Considerations addressed to, 381.
I aution to. aaaiust encouraging an intellectual

or stated ministry of any kind. 398.

Anecdote of the faithful attendance of rj tings

of, by Israel 11. Johnson when a b iy,
'

> >

.

On admitting the children of those not members
to the schools of, 1

1
i

Friendly conversation. Essay entitled, Jul,

Fur trade of Pennsylvania. < >n the, 348.

Fussell Clarissa. Brief mention of, 105.

Fussell Dr. Bartholomew. Reminiscences of, 314.

Gambling. The need of an aroused public sentiment
against the vice of, 403.

Garrett Isaac and Phebe. Brief notice of, 22.

Gate of heaven. Essay entitled. The, 317.

Gather the fragment-.' Essay entitled, 257. 265.

Gayety. Apparent, often covers a sad and unsatisfied

spirit, 156,

Geese. On caching, in Kolquev, 103.

Geology of New Jersey. Observations on the, 67. 230.

394
Germany. Letters from, 50. 83. 138. 406.

Growing complaints in, against military requi-
sitions, 414.

Gibbons Hannah Brief notice of, 12. 22. 53.

Glucinium. Remarks on the valuable properties of,

200.

God's adoption. Extract entitled, 407.
Gold leaf. On exceedingly thin, 133.

mining under difficulties on the borders of Alas-
ka. 215.

Gospel. The, distinguished from the Holy Scriptures,

The dispensation of the, is a ministration of the
Spirit, 203.

Gospel of Christ Essay entitled The, 243.

Grace of God. On the universality of the, 350.
Green sand o f New Jersey Observations on the, 23i i. 258.

Granite City. Account of a recent visit to the, 251.
Green Jacob. Brief mention of, 102.

Green William, a minister of the Gospel in the Society
of Friends. Reminiscences of, 19.

Remarks on the above, 75.

Testimony of Lisbnrn Monthly Meeting con-
cerning, 403.

Grellet Stephen. Remarks of, on the spiritual disci-

pline, by which he was prepared for the min-
istry, 199.

A striking incident in the life of, 254.

Remarks of, on the Society of Friends, in 1805,
316.

Account by, of a religiously minded slaveholder,
331.

The spiritual awakening of, by a direct com-
munication from God, 345.

A way remarkably opened to, to proclaim the
gospel, 399.

Griffin Hester. Brief mention of, 00. 90.

Green Rachel of Ohio. Testimony of Ann Branson on
the character of, 274.

Guttapercha obtained from the leaves of the tree, 341.

Habitual and constant intercourse with God. On, 250.
Hacker Isaiah and Hannah. Brief mention of, 110.

Haddon Elizabeth. Brief notice of, 42.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting. Notice of, 100. 284.
394.

Haines Jesse P. of Lockport, N. Y. Brief mention of, 91.

Haines Jacob of Muncy, Pa. Brief mention . >f. 01

.

Hamelin, Germany. Account of a recent visit to, 138
Hanover. Notice' of a recent visit to, 50.
I [appiness can not be obtained without Divine grace. 42.
Halhead Miles. Account of some remarkable occur-
rences in the Christian experience of, 230. 237. 243.

Harrison Sarah. Brief notice of. 46.

Hawkshurst Sarah. Brief mention of, 60.

Hayes Alice. Sufferings of, for her religion-, principles,

Hayes Isaac and Sarah. Brief mention of, 363.
Health. On the effect of the imagination upon the, 86.

Physical culture as an aid to. 0s.

On a cure for snake-bites, 120.

Te-timony of life insurance actuaries that beer-
drinking shortens life, 135. 207.

Antidotes for some common poisons, 149.

The correct position in standing or sitting, 194.
On the approach of death, 202.

Observations on malarial diseases, i; 17.

Dry rot in houses a source of disease, 271.

Gymnastic exercises for women recommended
354.

Objections to a military drill for boys on the
ground of, 350.

On the caw of sick children in New York city
by the Floating Hospital, &c., 378.

'Her father lets her wear just what she likes." Essay
entitled, 234.

Hicks Elias. The doctrines of, opposed by London
Yearly Meeting, 404.

1 lilies Samuel. Brief mention of, 76. 138.

llillman Sarah. Brief mention of, 123.

Hirsch. Account of the life and generosity of the laU
Baron de, 340.

Holy Spirit. The. welfare of the church can be pro-

moted only by obedience to the leadings o:

the. 190.

The teachings of the, declared by Presbyterians

a rule of faith, 191.

The, the true agent in the conversion of the<

soul, 234.

Without the, men are unfit for the service of the
Master, 238.

The present time is peculiarly a dispensation of

the. 341.

Holiness a practical thing, 270.

Home duties. The exemplary performance of, 222.

Hoag Lindley Murray. Brief mention of, 123.
" Hoe the first hill of corn." Extract entitled, 163.

Holy Scriptures. The teaching of the, in Bible schools
not conducive to Quakerism, 18.

The teaching of the, in First-day schools al-

leged to have caused a neglect of them in the
family, 39.

Passages in the, illustrated from Oriental cus-
toms, eic, 103 117. 132. 141. 189. 107. 213.200.
202. 207. 382.

Why Friends do not read the, in meetings for
worship. 109.

The enlightening influence of the Holy Spirit
necessary to see the meaning and beauty of
the, 132 143.199

The, subordinate to the Holy Spirit which gave
them forth, 147.

The concern and example of Daniel Wheeler;
respecting the reading of, in his family, 155.

The fulfilment of the prophecies in, relating to
Nineveh, 173.

The dangers attending the literal knowledge of
the, 182.

The meaning of certain passages of the, rendered
clearer by the R-vi-ed Version, 205.

Confirmations of the truth of the, from Egyp-
tian history, 253

The high value set upon the, by Friends, 297
of I

lod, 355. 361

The serious calling the, the Word of

higherOn the absurdities of the claims of the
critics" respecting the, 405.

Horse. The instinct of a, to step over a prostrate
man, 179.

Howard John. The labors of, on behalf of prisoners
289.

Howell Deborah. Selections from the memoranda of,

and comments, 35. 42. 52. 00. 00. 78. 83. 87. 90.
101. 108. 116. 120. 123. 131. 137. 145. 153.

Comments on the above, 178.

Howell Hannah. Brief notice of, 35.

Howell Israel. Brief mention of, 60. 108. 137.
Howell Joseph. Brief mention of, 60. 146.
Howell Laura. Brief mention of, 60.

Howell William Hudson. Brief mention of, 116.
Howell Joseph Kirkbride. Brief mention of. 123.
Howell Sallie C. Brief mention of, 146.
Hubbs Rebcjcca. Brief mention of, 137, 13S.
Hubbard Jeremiah. Brief mention of, 60. S3.
Humility. The duty and blessing of, enjoined, 97.
Hunt Nathan. Brief mention of, 60. 137.
Hull Henry. I Observations of, on noisy demonstrations

in religious meetings, 28.

Remarks of, on the great evils of slavery in the
Southern States, 34.

greatly tendered in a religious visit to his father's
family, 161.

Husbands and wives share in the reward of faithful
service in spiritual blessings, 225.

Hutchinson Margaret. Brief notice of, 22.
Huxley Professor. Anecdote of, 208.
Hume David. Remarks of, on a religious man, 302.

Idolatry. Modern superstition a form of, 206.
The origin of, 254.

" If I were rich." Remarks on the duty of giving, en-

Imagination. Curious incidents connected with the 80
India. Correct public sentiment in, relating to 'the

theatre, 174.

Account of tiger hunting in, 188.
Natives of, brought to a knowledge of the Sav-

'

Indian Touching expressions of a religious, 162
Reply of an, to a Swedish missionary respecting

religious truth, 179.
6

Conversion of an, through kindness 181
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dians. Remarks on the recent outrages upon the

Bannock, 47.

Notice of efforts of Friends to assist the, in 1841,

108, 109.

Notice of Tedyuscung, a chief of the I lelawares.

On the funeral customs of the muuiul builders, IS;!.

The hunting of the moose bv, in British America.
142.

Remarks on the Wyandot, of ' )hio, 154. 162.

Religious ceremonies among, 162.

Notice of words derived from the languages of,

181.

On doctoring among the Hudson Bay, l'.'s.

Notice of an encouraging outlook for the, con-

tained in the late report of the Indian Rights

Association, 219.

The progress of, hindered by unwise appoint-

ments of Government employee-, sol.

Notice of plants used by, in drinks, 303.

Account of the labors of John Stewart as a

preacher among the Wyandot. 309.

A message from Shawnee Indians sent to North
Carolina Yearly Meeting in 1826, respecting

deviations from ancient simplicity, 317.

An appeal to Congress against allowing exorbit-

ant attorney fees for services to, 318.

Account of the claim of the Ogden Land Com-
pany to certain reservations of, in New York,
364. 370.377.385.

ndividual influence. On the character and importance
of, 122.

ncidents and Reflections. Essays entitled, 4. 14. 18.

27. 34. 45. 59. 68. 161. 109. 177. 185. 193. 201; 209. 217.

225. 233. 241. 249.

nfluenza. On the prevalence of, in Philadelphia, in

1836, 78.

ntidelity. Notice of Archbishop YVhately's method
of confuting, 405.

ntidelity compared with the bug-worship of the Egyp-
tians, 268.

nsanitv. Vicious methods of training children tend
~76.

, Notes on, 10. 23. 38. 77.

nsect was. On the production of, in China, 324.

nsurance Companies. On the plan of conducting
business by, 350. 353.

Remarks on the above, 386. 391.

Integrity in business. Illustrations of, 103.

Intemperance. A lecture against, by four travelling

salesmen, 3.

A sad illustration of the effects of, 4.

Remarks on a " Horn of Plenty," 78.

Notice of the successful labors of Phebe W.
Roberts with an innkeeper, 93.

Striking incident following a faithful testimony
against liquor selling, 95.

Promptness necessary in abandoning. 124.

Strong drink introduced among natives of the
Bechuana Land, 127.

Testimony an 1 example of Gen. William Henry
Harrison against wine-drinking, 135.

Testimony of life insurance actuaries that beer-

drinking shortens life, 135. 207.

The life of an eminent scholar ruined by, 139.

The efforts of Friends against, best accomplished
by united action, 167.

Appeal of South African chief- against measures
which promote, 167.

The introduction of intoxicants into Africa a
reproach to professing Christendom, 202.

Reasons why the number of licensed saloons
should be lessened in New York, 218.

Suggestive incidents connected with, in the life

of a popular preacher, 218.

Prohibition enforced in a community of whisky
distillers, 229.

Noteworthy order of General Scott to prevent,
231.

A saloonkeeper's death caused by, 24 1.

Licenses for selling liquor in Norway voted
down by women, 247.

Gratifying abstinence from intoxicating drinks
in a National assembly of editors in Florida.

255.

Noble conduct of Khama, an African chief in

repressing, among his people, 283.

Reasons for signing a petition to shut up the
dram shops, 319.

Remarks on the growth of, in France, 319.

The powerful effects of wine drinking, &c, in

social gatherings in promoting, 338.

Address to those persons in Rahway, N. J., who
were engaged in selling spirituous liquors, 413.

INDEX.

Inspiration has not ceased, S01.

Ireland. Notii f the tithe war in, 269. 27 I.

Notice of the worship of Baal in, during recent

times, 290.

Is this salvation for me? Essay entitled, 259
Items 7. 15. So. 47. 55 02. 71.79. -7. 95. 119. 127. 1S5.

143. 159. 107. 175. I-;;. l;u. ].,.,. >,:. 215. 22S. 231.

239. 247. 255. 263. 279. 287. 295. Slo. 319

399.

of,

guarde

1

James Mary. Uric-:'

Jefferis Martha. Te
versation of, 391.

Jenkins William of Providence, R. I Brief meat
of, 66.

Jericho. Remarks on the present condition of, 118.

Jerusalem. ' In the destruction o\ by I itus, 3S2.

Jews. Notice of colonies ,,f, ,vr„ established by Baron
de Hirsch, 3 16.

Johnson Jane. Brief mention of, 138.

Johnson Israel H. Anecdote ofthe faithful attendance
of religious meetings by, whin a boy, 405.

Jordan Richard. Brief mention of, 42.

Justice. On the importance of doing, to all especially

to children, 2io.

Kansas. Account by F. Buckm in of the distribution

of funds for the relief of sufferers in, 2*.

Account of a great storm in, in Twelfth Month,
1895, 195.

Appeal for help fir the destitute in, 199.

Keith George. Incidents relating to, and comments, 241.

Testimony against, by the Yearly Meeting held
in Burlington, N. .1., in 1692, 3 17.

Khama, a noble African chief. Account of, 270. 2 >:!.

291.

Remarks on the above, 2-0.

Killing the Spirit. Remarks on, 237.

Kind thoughts. Encouragement to put, into execu-

tion, 229~

King John. Brief mention of, 60.

King Mary. Brief mention of, 60.

Kirkbride E. Brief mention of, 60.

Kite Mary. Brief notice of, 22. 36.

Kite Thomas. Brief mention of, 102. 1 10. 145.

Kite Nathan. Brief mention of, 110. 123.

Kite William. Brief mention of, 138.

Knight Thomas and Mary. Brief mention of, 114.

Knott Elizabeth. Account by, of the sad end of a

person who had formerly been a Friend, 307.

Kola nut. On the, 414.

Kolguev, an Arctic island. Notice of a recent visit to,

102.

Ladd Benjamin. Brief mention of, 109.

Lamb Charles. The sympathy and love of, for his af-

flicted sister, 281.

Lambert John. Interview of Miles Halhead with, in

1673, 243.

Larken Salkeld. Brief mention of, 110.

Led away from Rome by the Spirit. Account of a for-

mer Roman Catholic priest, entitled, 154.

Lemming. On the Norwegian, 250.

Letchworth John. Anecdote of, 310.

Brief mention of, 363.

Letter of Morris Cope, 61. 69.

John Crook to Isaa:- Penington, 214.

William Dewsburv, 225.

Miles Halhead, 237.

Ann Branson, 274.

George H. Pullman. 343.

Abel Thomas, 373.

Letters from Germany, 50. 83. 13S.

of Clarksou Sheppard. Extracts from, 125.

of Cyrus Cooper. Extracts from, 371.

Lewis Enoch. Brief mention of. 102.

Lightning. Beech trees seldom struck by, 37o.

Library. On the value of a. 79.

Life. On rightly enjoying the pleasures and perform-
ing the duties of, 215.

Spiritual, not to be obtained but by obedience,

255.

saving service. Praiseworthy exploits of a crew
in the, at Evanston, 111., 181.

A light in the window of an orphan girl a. 226.

Courage displayed by a crew in the, on the

coast of England, 274.

Little by little. E-say entitled, 116.

Lincoln Abraham. Tenderness of heart in, 239.

Life insurance. Remarks on, 386.

Locomotive engines. Shooting old, to remove their

bolts, &c, 126.

Loe Thomas. Memorable interview of, with William
Penn, 255.

Logs. ( lurious method of sort

i'v, Ireland. Prophecy of William Edmund-
son respecting, and its fulfillment, 185.

Lotteries. Remarks on the di- q>p -a rno- f, in the

i idled Slates. 252.

I.oyd Mary Ann. Brief mention of, 138.

o gi>. ing. 220.

rking by, S27.

Lo'her. Lxpre-ions of. relating to hi- faith in i hri-t.

135.

Luxurious living, v'iews of an old

ing, 6.

Lynching i

linst, 207.

i
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Making of a nnni-tcr. An account of John ' iuir

man, entitled. 1
I

i

Malin Geo
Malin Margaret.
Malin Randall. Bri a I ic ol

Mahommedans > up! - of, ig tin I i

moved, 212.

Marl. On the g een sand, of Xe v Jersey, 101.

arshall



Ministry. An unbeliever in the inspiration of Gospel,
convinced. 269.

of Edward Alexander of Ireland. Inciden
the. 290.

i in a. tending to promote infidelity, 204.
The, of John .Stewart among the Wyandot In-

dians. 309.

True, is a communication direct from God, 339
345.

Natural eloquence not helpful in true. 361.
1 innervations of Abel Thomas on the work of the

Advice of Jonathan Evans to Mildred Ratcliff
on the. 378

Caution to Friends against encouraging an in-
tellectual or stated, of anv kin.l 39»

"

Mirage. Instances of, 1U3. 1],s. '

Mission work. On the views of Friends in regard to,

Missionary. Narrow escape from a violent deatli of a.
in one of the Southwestern State-. 140.

Experience of a, in a Chinese town, 397.M "-"' Water placed in the cemeteries of. for the
use ol birds, 15.

Morris Sarah. Brief mention of, 138.
Morris Paschall. Brief mention of, 13-.
-Morris Samuel E. Brief mention of, 53.
Morris Catharine W. Brief mention of, 66.
Morton M. R. Brief notice of, 35.
Mother's influence. A, 278.
Mott Anne. Brief mention of, 60. 102.
Mott William F. Brief mention of, 90.
Mott Richard. Brief mention of, 90. 102. 145.
Mother. The powerful influence of a. in her home, 148
Mystery solved. Incident entitled. A., 44

INDEX.
New Year question. A, 213.
Niagara Falls. Probable lessening of the amount of

water passing,
I 3.

Niger River. The, 397.
Nineveh On the fulfilment • f prophecy relating to,

Norse fishermen. On the life of the, 119. 122. 130.
North Carolina. A little journey in the woods in. 42.

Another ramble in. 220.
Nova Scotia. Account of a recent visit to bv E P

Sellew, 37. 39. 43.
?

'

Not ready to come in. Extract entitled, 223.

Oak leaves, laurel crown, or olive branc
titled, 146.

Oak leaves. On the variety and charact
Oaths. The uselessne-s of judicial. 245.
Observations on Bible words in Bible lands, 189
Ogden Land Co. An account of the, 364. 370. 37
Ohio. Remarks on the WvnnHnt '

Essay en

of. 187.

the Wyandot Indians former

arious edible and esse:

ifioni. oo.

Natural History notes, 308.
Natural Historv, &c—The

tera. 10: Mimicry in insec
lx

:
The white-marked tu

mon Hies. 23 : The tunny,
maid nioth-, 3>: Turnus'h
butterfly. 3> : Siaugbterii
costly material for a bird's
imported into Uregon.

basilisk, 6; The lepidop-
Sag a-i iv of a horse,

jsock moth. 23; Ichneu-
- ' - - 30 ; Hand-

itterflv, 18 : The monarch
ig grasshoppers, 46 : A
nest. 4, : European birds
The Fall web-worm, 77

Gall-flies, ,7; The monkev. 95: A naturalist's ex
pertence in the tropics. 110: The copperhead snake
114. 124; Ike cod, 119 : Anchovies. 11H : The gvpsv
moth, 120; The Oregon wood-pecker, 120; The' Eu-
ropean bison, 133; The moose, 142; Catching gee-em uets, 142: A seal hunting ducks, 143: Electric
eels, 149; The great auk, 149: The tree lizard of
New Jersey, lo7

; The penguin, 159; The egret,
lob; A tame razorbill. 107: A home for deer 174'
Drone-Hies. 174 ; The horse, 179 ; Swan., 1 82 ; Tigers,
188; i he owl, 19%; Elephant. 205.3x2; The rubv-
tailed fly. 200: Deep sea fish. 200; The economic
value ot bird-. -JO'.

: Catching a boa-constrictor, 206;
Wasps, 214; Ihe nesting place of European birds
within the arctic regions, 227 : Tiny oxen, 234- in
insect feeding on old book,. 239: The cork moth,
24o

: The Norwegian lemming. 250
;
Foraminifera.

2o8
; 1 he mantis, 271. 398

; Reindeer, 286
;
The little

stmt. 2S7; The menhaden. 293. 302; The Bewick

™V-'" :

,

E«-,:-t-. :ioo
: Spiders. 3ns. 415: Shells,

316; Conch shells. 321 : Slipper shells -"."1 • ("Mams
321; Lady-bird b,. t.,lo, ::j.vS'c;cuinta wren 325^
i':.. i.-i.-.i

.
:.._. - ;,. ..,• . ;,„ ;;,;,;,„ -,';•';-{„

traduction of reindeer in Aia-ka, 333
; Wild cattle in

the (.oast Range. 334: Ducks 341
; Harvesting ant-,

341
;
Gigantic extinct birds. 341 ; Memorv in a horse

341
;
Bees 34

1 : Water beetles. 349 : The crawfish, 340
Wligators, :;.,-; Minbirds of Borneo. 3--; Kingfish-

-i' 3 i-
:
.s,-t building fishes, 305 : Memorv in a dog

•3-: Hummingbirds' luMs :;so
. Wasps. 3x2

: AnG,
'-'-'. >',; Coral-. 3-3: A shepherd-dog I ,;,-,] :;,;;-
I Cxygen in the swimming bladder, of fi-|,e- 3-3 \

poisonous bivalve, :>::
; Water spider. 397 : Marchin"

ante, 397; Mice, 398; The partridge, 398; King
crabs, 409; The wisdom of bees, 413; Poisonous
fish, 414.

Nan-™ Dr. the Arctic explorer. Anecdotes Bhowine
the courageous character of. 3.34.

New birth. E-sav entitled, The, 245.
New England. < »n the earliest appearance of Friends

In, aOo, 322.

Newfoundland. How children earn their pennies in,

N '» .Jersey. Observations on the geologj ol

' to the menhaden fishery on the coast of 293.

Newspapers. Remarks on the pernicious influence of
many, 2x4.

Remarks
residing in, 154.

Oils. On the manufacture of
ial, 315.

Old age. Essay entitled, bv Phebe R
On the advantages of, 234,

Old man's advice. An, 1 79.
Opium traffic in India. Notice of a late report by a

Commissiou on the, 327.
Orders." Extract entitled. " Obeying, 287.
Orkney Islands. A light in the window of an

girl in the, a life saving service, 226.
Other side. On neglecting to relieve the suffering

titled, The, 412.
S

phan

Palmyra. On searching for antiquities in, 221.
An adventure among the tombs of, 259.

Pamir. Notice of the explorations of Dr. W. L. Abbott
in the, 2.

Papyrus. The use of, as a material for writing on, 132.
Parents. Christian earnest advice of London Yearly

Meeting to, 66. 89.
Hints to, upon the proper training of children,

242, 243, 244.

should be safe guides and counsellors to their
children, 251. 359.

The powerful and life long influence of, over
their children, 359.

Passmore Pennock. Brief notice of, 36. 53.
Pas-more Mary. Brief notice of, 36. 44.
Passmore Mary K. Brief mention of, 6%. 110. l"s
Passmore Elizabeth H. An account of the life and

character of, 114.
Pastoral system. The objections of Friends to the

102, 103.

Pastors. Remarks on the injury done by homage to,

Paterson Jared. Brief mention of, 108.
Paul. Remarks on the character of the Apostle, 263.
Pemberton James. Illustration of the integrity of. in

business, 358.
Peace. How to obtain. 69.
Pease John. Brief notice of, 137, 138. 145.
Pemberton Israel. Brief mention of, 131.
Pemberton Philadelphia. Brief mention of, 145.
Penn William. On the doctrines of Friends concern-

ing perfection, .87.

Advice of, to the young men and women among
Friends, 184.

A memorable interview of, with Thomas Loe
on his death bed, 255.

Concern of, for his fellow ministers of the Gos-
pel, 271.

Lines on, 404.
Penington Isaac. On true prayer, 412.
Perry Newell, a learned blind'man. Account of, 11.
Personal libem as regulated by law, 245.
Petroleum. Notice of solidified, 20G.
Peace River. Perilous crossing of the, 191.
Petchora River. Account of the breaking up of ice in

the, 302.

Phonograph. A, used to rind a defeci
Physical culture. Essay on, 98.
Pilgrimage to Nejd. A, 300.
Picnic Monthly Meeting. A, 94.
Pierce Caleb. '

Brief mention of, 153.
Pierce Jane. Brief mention of, 153
Pitfield Elizabeth. Brief notice of, Ox. 102. 10X. 123

131. 145.

Pins. Notice of the greatly increased number of, made
by machinery, 287.

Plants.—Thorn bearing tropical plants,!'.: Vegetable
ivory, 7; The palm-oil tree, 15; The sun-dew, 20;
The pitcher plant, 20: Date palms, 30; Corn,nsis
palmata, 45 : The hemlock, 54

;
Some plants found in

pump.

Chester Co., Pa., 54 : Seaside plants, 67
; Ditauv, Sal

The wild licorice, 95 ; The sweet gum, 100 ; SensD
tive plants, 1IHJ; The persimmon. 100; The red
cedar. InO: The water-hyacinth. 103 ; Plants found
in the pine barrens of New Jersev. loo

: The en-
lii'l.s. P

,
Pi,, ,,-,i cedar, 3 3 | !,,. characteristics

'f de-ci- p am-. 03; \ j„,p!a, „„,-, in British
America. 142; The climbing tern. 14s

: The cactus
family. l_4v The turkeybeard. 148: The reindee
mo", 151 : Lichens, 157 ; A muskeg swamp, 159
<>ak tree-. 1x7

;
Indian rice. 191 . The van-ins

vitality of plants. 204: Red snow. 204; The papv
rus plant, 22S ; An incombustible tree. 239; Nd
tice of plants used bv the Indians. 303 ; The Hil
dersheim rosebush, 239. 306; The Osage oran»e
30.x

;
Elders, 308 : Garlic, 309 : The olive, 3151

The mesquite tree, 331: The Spring beauty, 348

1

The Indian turnip, 348; The vellow'puccoon,
Adam and Eve plant, 355 .-"The adder's tor
3oo : False mermaid. 356 ; The bishop's cap
Pitcher plants, 358 : The Myrm.eodin, 358

; The
sitive plant a weed in India, 380; The cowpar-
3X0; Nettles. 3m i : The spider-wort. 381 ; Star-worts,
381

;
The cypress. 3x2

; The pawpaw tree. 397 • The
mangrove, 397

; Legv.nin^rAw The Germ-din, 409;
The kola-nut, 414.

Pleasants .Mary. Brief mention of, 131.
Pleasants Samuel. Brief mention of. 131.
Pope. Blasphemous statements respecting the infalli-

bility of the, 154.

Poetry.—Original.—In the Santa Cruz mountains, 77 j•ror all we bless Thee, most for the severe,'' 180'
At evening. 212; An evening meditation. 23o'

: Win-
ter bud:, 230

; Musi n gS . 252 ; To the memory of a
friend 201 : Contentment, 332: First wild flowers,
•40; The Master's touch. 348 ; The promise 34s-
Our journey. 304; Now, 372; Beautv. 3.-0- Friends'
ministry, 380.

Poetry.— Selected.—At last, 53; About your daily
work, 164; As one who serves, 228; Alpha and
Omega. 244

; Appeal, 244 : Amen. 20s . Address to a
Pnend on leaving home, 293; Angels, 293; After
the quarantine, 356: Blessing of the merciful 124 •

'Be ye therefore perfect." 140; A better day 1561
Between the days. 164: The border land, 104; The
best way. 324 ; A colloquy with myself, 101 :' The
children's offering 1,2; The carpenter's sun. 340 •

The dead babe, 110: The dumb prophet, 412: Enoch
wa.kedwith Cod, x4

: The earlv Friends. 2u4 Crati-
titude 300 ; In harvest-day, 5

; He careth for us all
14s

;
Hold on hold in, hold out, 244 ; The hill of

difficulty, 270
: Harvest, 316 ; A handful of para-

phrases. 3411: He was not there, 340; It is He 190-
If. if 220; If I were a voice, 228: The little bird!
x4; Lines by Dr. Bottome, 196; Lowly but aspir-
ing. 220; A little heart and how it grew. 293 The
light-house lamp. 3os

: Lines. 348. 304; Lines on
the emigration of William Penn to America 404-
Ihe Messiah, 13 : Morning hvnin, 45

: .Moonlight -j

the grave, 132; To the memorv of George Di'lhwn'
lo6; In memory, 172: My yoke, 190; My life, niv
light, my way. 212: Night. 61: Not shut in 108-
other voices, 148: One won.au. 201

; Only to-day'
•0s; The pas-age of the Red Sea. 21 : Press on niv
soul. 110: Peace, 252; Refused by the bench •'Ox'-

Reconciliation. 390 : Strength for'to-dav 10x •'

Shut
m. 132 15o

: Sand castles, 1,80: Show me Thy wav
201

;
The single head of wheat. 324; Submission'

•:o2
;
A spelling lesson, 412; Three score and ten

09: Thoughts of heaven. 252; "They that seek me
early shall find me," 284 ;

" Too many of we " 30o •

The unfailing one, 140; Via Solitaria 390- Wh-n
was his creed? 29; The well flowed on. 36; We
cannot tell, 164; What you did not say. Is-

: Words
208

;
Wlien work is done, 284 : When'mither's gane'

SS2
; \\ ork and rest, 3S0.

Perrot John. Remarks on the delusions of 35-1
Plainness and simplicity in dress. Testimony of Friends

in relation to, 217.
Poisons and their antidotes, 149
Power of the Spirit of God. Essay entitled, The 3oo
Poor in this world. Christian advice to, X9
I resbyterians. A meeting house erected by, without -i

'

debt, 21o.
•

'

Procrastination. On the danger of 91
Promotion. Illustration of the spirit which leads to.

Providential deliverances, 59.
Prayer. The doctrine of ejaculatorv, becoming more

generally adopted, 125.
°

True incidents connected with 139
On the nature of, 171. 412.
On the cost of, 226.
The character of true, 307. 374.



•ayer in the name of Christ explained, 396.

defined by Isaac Penington, 412.

iving engineer on a locomotive. A, 298.

eachers. Remarks on the dangers of popular. 302.

•isons. Notice of the labors of John Howard for the

improvement of, 289.

•iestman Rachel. Brief mention of, 132. 137, 138.

145.

-ize fighting Remarks on the disappearance of, in

the L'nited State-. 252.

Account of recent legislation in Texas, Arkansas

and by the United States to prohibit, 295.

isoners. Notice of the benevolent efforts of Thomas
Wright for discharged, 305.

oblems. Caution against attempting impossible, 255.

ogress of disputes. Remarks on, 24b.

ohibition enforced in a community of whiskey dis-

tillers, 229.

•onuses of God. On the, 3,4.

•ophetical declarations of George Fox and other-, 2ol.

230. 237.

rotestantism. The ultimate principle of, stated, 310.

lblic opinion. Illustrations of the effects of, in pro-

moting moral reforms, 295.

llpit plagiarism. Remarks on. 37*.

ailroad. A praying engineer on a, 29*.

A Christian conductor on a, 340.

ailroads. Notice of the great depression in the profits

of, in the United .States, 4.

t )n steps leading to the introduction of automatic
couplers on cars, 197.

atcliff, Mildred. Brief mention of, 102.

lin. Remarks on the desire for. and for spiritual

refreshment, 74.

eason, not revelation. Remarks on the state of the

Society of Friends, entitled, 77.

ed Jacket, an Indian chief. A speech of, 365.

efuge and strength for alh Extract entitled, 219.

egeueration not an instantaneous work, 29.

.eligion of Jesus Christ is attended with self-denial.

The, 235.

True, must be attended with tribulations, 238.

Real, can not be gained by proxy, 255.

The strongest argument for, is a consistent Chris-

tian life, 261.

Riches have made men bankrupts in, 321.

Hard things in a life of, made easy by love, 327.

The nature and work of, gradually opened to

the obedient soul, 331.

Ceremonials in, done away bv the dispensation of

the Holy Spirit. 341.

True, makes a people peculiar, 347.

The purest forms of, have been held by the
relatively few, 358.

The bles-ings of. partirularlv in advanced age,

364.

Faithful obedience to the pointings of duty the
way to grow in, 380.

teligious instruction received only by the help of the

Holy Spirit, 5.

activity. Remarks on, 322.

teverence. A want of, an alarming feature of the
present day, 265.

lescue of shipwrecked sailors on Lake Superior. Ac-
count of a gallant, 290.

Result of a little silence. Extract entitled, The, 197.

tetirement favorable to religious growth. 293.

thoads Deborah. Brief mention of, 6S.

thoads Jonathan E. Notice of the movements of, in

prosecuting a religious visit in Great Britain and
Ireland, 7. 95. 120/199. 207. 223. 247. 263. 311.

toads Joseph. Brief notice of, 36.

thoads Hannah. Brief notice of, 22. 36. 68. 109.

Richards Ann. Brief mention of, 123.

Thomas. Brief mention of, 123.

Miches. The danger of. to spiritual welfare, 321.

The loss of, often a blessing, 359.

Hichardson John. Remarkable incidents in the life

and ministry of, 59. 68, 193.

Intimations of future events made known to, 193.

Account bv, of a public disputation with George
Keith, 241.

Ritualism. The nature and effects of, 183.

An advocate of, in England condemned, 215.
Inroads of, in the Protestant Episcopal church

in New Jersey, 391.

Roads. On the civilizing effect of

Description of, made by the
Roberts Alice. Brief notice of, 3.

Roberts Isaac. Brief notice of, 36.

Roberts Jacob. Brief notice of, 3.

Roberts Phebe W. Selections from the memoranda of,

• 3. 11. 29. 36. 44. 53. 03. 68. 70. ,s5. 93. 99. 106.

I countrv, 17

nana, 244.

INDEX.

Roberts Solomon W. Brief mention of 53. 61.

Roberts Anna Maria. Brief mention of. 70,.

Roberts Alice. Brief notice of. 85.

Roberts Ebenezer. Brief mention of, 153.

Robson Elizabeth. Brief mention of, 108. 131.

Romanes Prof. Rejection by, of the evolution theory
of development, 215.

Roman Catholics. Notice of an appeal to, on behalf of

religious toleration in Peru, Ecuador and
Bolivia, 87.

Some errors of the, remarkably exposed in a

trance, 90.

Brotherly kindness shown by, to Protestants in

Fiance. 94.

Account of the renunciation of the doctrines of,

by a former priest, 154.

A member among, converted to Protestantism,

307.

Rothschild. The founder of the house of, 270.

Ruined life. Account of an intemperate eminent scholar.

&c., entitled, 139

Russell Thomas, of Cork, Ireland. Remarkable cir-

cumstance in connection with, 90.

Ru-sia. Persecution of the Dookhobortzy, an account
of their testimony against war, in, 119.

Notice of the Sainov.-d-, inhabiting Arctic, 120.

Denial of religious liberty in, 327.

Remarks on the late trampling to death of hun-
dreds at Mosc 'W, 402.

Rutherford Samuel. Diligence of, in secret communion
with God, 301.

Sabbath. The Jewish observance of the. 19S.

Salkeld John. Account of the life and ministry of, 58.

Remarks on the above, 110.

Salt bed in Louisiana. Notice of a large, 247.

Salvation. Essay entitled, 12.

The dangers of postponing the work of, 31

'

Salvation Army. Objections to "the, 309. 360.

Comments on the above, 387. 392.

Samble Richard. An address by, to Friends, in the

prospect of death, 299.

Sand used for moulding. Notice of, 205.

Sansom Beulah. Brief mention of, 102.

Saunders John. Brief notice of, 35.

Schaff Philip. Anecdote of, 3.

Scattergood Joseph. Brief mention of, 85.

Scattergood Joseph, Jr. Brief mention of, 93. 94. 100.

Scattergood Thomas. Brief notice of, 35. 52. 85.

Scattergood William. Brief notice of, 22. 53.

Scientific notes. &c, o. 15. 30. 40. 95. 103. 110. 118. 126.

133. 142. 149. 159. 166. 174. 182. 191. 19s. 206. 214.

221. 231. 239. 240. 271. 295. 303. 325. 334. 336. 341.

35S. 365.382.397.414.
Schimmelmaun Countess. Intrepidity of the, 375.

School. Experience of a teacher of a country, with re-

fractory children, 163.

Certificate granted to a girl in 1826, for profi-

ciency in geography, 235.

The head of a good primary, iu Boston a col-

ored woman. 319.

Schools. Remarks on an unjust law in Florida respect-

ing, for white and colored children, 15. 183.
i Ejections of Friends to Bible, 18.

First-day, alleged to have caused a neglect of the

reading of the Holv Scriptures in the familv,

39
The objections of colored people to industrial,

in the South, disappearing, 40.

The introduction of a militarv drill in, fosters

the spirit of war, 102. 232. 356.
< )n the limitations of the powers of teachers in,

181.

The need of text books in, giving a Christian

and not a warlike view of history. 335.

The value of industrial, to boys, 405.

Scripture Illustrations, 415.

Sea. Fresh water springs under the, 341.

Sea-side ramble. A, 310. 321.332.

Secret societies. On the tyranny of certain, 55.

Notice of the expulsion"of Dr. Jackson from a

Masonic lodge for not concealing a crime,

223. 255.

Selections from the epistles of London Yearly Meeting,
(continued from vol. lxviii, p. 370), 1. 9. 17. 25. 33. 41.

49. 57. 65 73. 81. 89. 97. 105. 113. 121. 129.

Self-examination. The duty and the blessing of, 252.

Sensational journalism. Appeal to editors to cease the

publication of, 326.

Set thy-house in order. Extract entitled, 210.

Seebohm Henrv, ornithologist. Brief account of, 227.

Sharpless family. Notice of members of the. 247.
' Clarkson. On the death and character of,

Sbeppard CI

218

reckei

Extract- from the Letters of, L25.

Account of the KalianShi

290.

Shober II. Regina. Brief mention of, 138.

Shut the window or watch the monkey. Incident en-

titled, 95.

Sievieking Amelia. Account of the self-denying life

and labors of, 007.

Silver. Why. is cheap, 407.

Simmons Edward. Brief mention of, 123.

Simmons Elizabeth ( ,. Brief mention of, 120.

Simmons Stephen. Brief mention of. 140.

Simmons Edward G. Brief mention of, 140.

Singing, music, i\c. not worship, 14".

Slave. Account of William J. White, once a, 257.

Account of a religiously minded,

tide of the ( Covenanters

105.

f Friends in the South-

Slave holder.

331.

Slavery. Uncompromising :

in South Carolina
Notice of the testimoi

ern States against. 311.

Reminiscences of, 314.
i )n the continuance of, on the islands of Pemba
and Zanzibar, 330.

i Ib-ervations of Friends upon the great evils of,

in the Southern State-. 04.

The relations of Christianity and paganism re-

-pectivelv to. 5s.

and slave-raiding flourishing almost unchecked
in Central Soudan. 402.

Smedley Bennett. Brief notice of, 11. 22.

Smith Susan, of Burlington. N. J. Brief mention of,

66.

Smith Ephraim. Notice of the prospect of, to join

Jonathan E. Rhoads, 120.

Smith Hannah Logan. Brief mention of, 153.

Smith James. Brief mention of, 153.

Smith Elizabeth W. Testimony of Ann Branson on
the character of, 274.

Smith George. Notice of the important labors of, in

England on behalf of suffering children, 172.

Smith Sir Donald, governor of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. Notice of, 340.

Snowden Joseph. Brief mention of, 77.

Sodom. The destruction of. viewed from a geological

standpoint, 375.

Spain. A Roman Catholic in, converted to Prostes-

tantism, 307.

Speculation. Comments upon, 71.

Spencer Edith. Brief mention of, 12.

Sport. On killing pigeons for, 383.

Sportsmau. On the motives which influence the, 67.

Spring vegetation. Remarks on a walk Third Month,
6th, 1*90, entitled, 285.

Starbuck Mary, of Nantucket. Remarkable convince-

ment of, and others through the ministry of John
Richardson, 193.

Steel John. Remarkable testimonv delivered bv,

against John Wilkinson and John Story, 209.

Stewart John. Notice of the labors of, as a preacher

among the Wyandot Indians, 309.

Stewardson Thomas. Brief mention of, 117.

Stacey George. Brief mention of, 153.
L Testimony of, delivered to KingStirredge Elizabeth

Charles II. 169.

Strattou Hannah H.
ing a religious visi

Notice of the movements of, dur-

to Great Britain and Ireland. 7.

Storm in Australia. Description of a, 398.

Story Thomas. Remarkable healing of, by the mani-
festation of Divine power, 177.

Stone on the head. The helpful effect of carrying a.

and comments, 197.

Stroud Elizabeth. Brief notice of. 30.

Suffering. The experience of a Christian young wo-

man in physical. 135.

The duty of the follower of Christ to relieve,

412.

Sufferings for Truth's sake. Incidents and Reflections

entitled, 45.

Summary of Events. >. 15. 23. 31. 39. 47. 55. 64. 72.

80. 88." 90. lo4. 112. 120. 128. 136. 143. 151. 160. 10s.

170. 1»4. 192. 200. 20>. 210. 224. 232. 240. 24-. 250,.

204. 272. 279. 2ss. 296. 304. 311. 320. 328

352. 360. 368. 376. 3s4. 392. 400. 408. 416.

Sunday. Remarks on ungodly exercises appropriate

to the name, as originally used, 95.

Sun. On preparations for observing the eclipse of the,

in Eighth Month. 1*90. 375.

Some results of modern investigation concern-

ing the, 395.

Superstition. Instances of, at the present day, 206.

On the duty of opposing, 214.



Swearing A mother's method to prevent the practice

of, in her child, 140.

Protests of George Fox against judicial. 233.

Swett Benjamin. Brief mention of. i B.

Swett Marv. Notice of a remarkable communication

of, 69.

Brief mention of, 7v 17*.

Swett Joseph Cooper. Notice of the character and
death of, 78.

Swayne Samuel. Brief mention of, 363.

Sympathy between the employer and employed. On
the dutv and need of, 281.

Syria. Child life in. 372.

Taylor Samuel. Brief menl
Taylor Sarah. Brief mention of. S3.

Teacher. Essay entitle.!, Th
Teetotal. On the origin of the word, 19.

Temptation. Remarks .in resisting, entitled ' Wait a

minute," 237.

Theatre. Remarks on the debased condition of the, in

America. 127.

Remarks of Newman Hall on the moral injury

done by the, 134.

The demoralizing character of the. and the re-

sponsibility of the press in relation to it, 174.

Declarations'of John Hall before the Yale Di-

vinitv school, against the, 239.

Resolutions of The Christian League of Phila-

delphia, against the, 263.

A protest against a singer of immoral songs in

a, 301.

Thiers, President of France. Anecdote of, 347.

Tholuck Prof. Incident related by, 346.

Thomas Abel. Letter of, while on a religious visit,

373.

Thomas Hannah. Brief notice of, 11.

Thomas William, of Canada. Brief notice of, 91.

Thomas Abel. The loss of riches by, esteemed a bless-

ing, 359.

Thornton Rachel. Brief mention of, 108.

Thankful. The ability to be, dependent upon Divine
grace, 357.

Thompson Sarah B. Brief mention of, 66.

Thorp John. Remarks of, on the vain attempts to

make the terms of membership among Friends more
easy, Ac. 183.

Tiger hunting in India. Account of, 1S8.
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I 1775.— Dearly Beloved Friends and Breth-

en:—Truly to believe, and steadily to walk
'i the light of God's Holy Spirit, we must re-

ign ourselves to its guidance, and abide in the

iaths of humility and self-denial. The over

nxious cares of the world, and the inordinate

elights thereof, are incompatible with the life

fa follower of Christ, who said, " If any man
fill come after me, let him deny himself, and
ake up his cross daily, and follow me. Who-
mever doth not bear his cross, and come after

oe, cannot be my disciple."

|
"The preaching of the cross," saith the apos-

de, " is to them that perish, foolishness ; but

[into us who are saved, it is the power of God."
'.n the cross the power is experienced ; out of

;,he cross, we want the power, and necessarily

iibide in weakness, void of that sense of the Di-

ane presence, which is the strength and sup-

port of the faithful.
: From the mixture of pain, trouble and dis-

ippointment, which, in the course of Providence,

ittends all sublunary enjoyments, and from
.he many warnings given forth in Holy Writ,

igainst resting upon them, or indulging our-

selves in them, as well as from the remorse that

snsues upon such indulgence, it is evident, that

a life of self-gratification is dangerous to our

present and future happiness.

We are therefore called upon to " watch con-

tinually," and to "pass the time of our sojourn-

ing here in fear." A reverent regard to this

advice is undoubtedly requisite. Time slides

away apace, and must inevitably bring us to

that solemn period when our state will be de-

termined either to happiness or misery forever.

How circumspect then ought we to be, that

neither the cares nor comforts, the profits nor
pleasures of this mutable life, may so prevail

as to prevent the improvement required at our
hands, and beguile us of our reward !

" To
be carnally minded is death, but to be spirit-

ually minded is life and peace."
"If any man be in Christ, he is a new crea-

ture." Whoever therefore, would be a true

ristian, must not trust in a name, or a pro-

fession of Christianity, but be inwardly engag-

ed to experience the effectual work of regen-

eration, to " put off the old man which is ci ir-

rupt, according to the deceitful lusts, and to In-

renewed in the spirit of his mind, by putting

on the new man, which, after God, is created in

righteousness and true holiness." For this end,

let neither the levity of a vain mind, nor the

darkness of a carnal understanding hold any
of us in bondage to earthly things, and objects

of a perishing nature; but let us be fervently

concerned to seek the accomplish men t of this

great and necessary work in us, that we may
be found in a state of preparation for that awful

moment, when " the dust shall return to the

earth as it was, and the spirit unto God who
gave it." Then we may hope, that " when
Christ, who is our life, shall appear, "we also

shall appear with Him in glory*
1776 —Dear Friends: we earnestly recom-

mend it to all, humbly to bow themselves before

the Lord of the universe, craving his Divine

"The foregoing Christian doctrine and exhortation

seem applicable to every age and to all time. It is of

the Lord's mercy, that the principles of Truth are as

unchangeable as their adorable Author;— the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever. Thus the light of God's
Holy Spirit is neither a local nor a transient illumina-

tion, but given, through Christ the Saviour, for our
salvation to the ends of the earth

;
provided, as stated

in one of the Epistles, " we resign ourselves to its guid-

ance, and abide in the paths of humility and self-de-

nial." Leavened with these capital virtues, the lawful

no less than the unlawful pursuits of the world, will

be held subordinate to the superlative duty of keeping
the first commandment, and of seeking primarily the

kingdom of God and the righteousness thereof.

The doctrine of the Cross of Christ with the called

for obedience to it, coupled with self-denial, also up-
held in the preceding testimony, is one of indispensa-

ble obligation, being "a doctrine according to godli-

ness." William Penn on this subject writes: "Christ's

cross is Christ's way to Christ's crown." And again,
" >'o Cross no Crown." Moreover none, from his own
words, can be disciples of the Saviour, but those who
are sufficiently humbled under a painful mortifying

sense of their sins, as to take his yoke upon, to learn of.

and to follow Him in the high and holy way of self-denial

and the daily cross unto regeneration and eternal life.

That this is "the way cast up for alt of the Lord's chil-

dren to walk, is often upheld in his teachings when
among men. But it is related of the astute Indian,

that while he saw the fiery baptism or way of the cross,

through which every true Christian or follower of

Christ must pass, he meanwhile saw also a little partly

hidden path around it, in which the many walked, in

order to escape the persecution or the burning.

The becoming prepared for the solemn final period,

which is fast hastening to each one of us, and to which
diligent attention is invited in the foregoing epistle,

most surely calls for watchfulness unto prayer, and of

"passing the time of our sojourning here in fear;"

that being baptized into Christ, we may, as prompted by-

Holy Writ, put Him on, even to becoming new crea-

tures in Him: "born again, not of corruptible seed,

but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which liveth

and abideth forever." ' This new birth unto righteous-

ness, was clearly enunciated by our Lord and Law-
giver to Xicodemus in the stirring words: " Except a

man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God."
That through this holy process we may become trans-

formed from a state of nature to one of grace, be en-

gafted into Christ the true vine, so as to bring forth

fruit to his praise, should be the earnest, prayerful

solicitude of every heart enamored of his love, or ran-

somed by his blood.

assistance, and the preservation of the faithful

of every denomination ; fervently desiring that

He may grant repentance, and forgivi

those who have long lived in forgetfulness of

the God who formed them for a purpose of his

glory, and of Christ their holy Redeemer.
Let us humbly retire to that blessed princi-

ple of strength and wisdom, the grace of God,
manifested in our hearts; that through a strict

adherence thereunto, we may be favored to ex-

perience it to be as a munition of rocks, and a

sure hiding place, to which the righteous fly

and are safe in every time of trial ; that, in like

manner with the evangelical prophet, we may
he enabled truly to say, " I will trust, and not

be afraid ; for the Lord Jehovah is my strength

and my song, He also is become my salvation."

Brethren, keep in singleness of heart, and res-

ignation of soul to the Almighty, that He may
bless and replenish you with that perfect love

which casteth out all fear. Then shall ye be

at peace in yourselves, and one with another,

and " the peace of God, which passeth all un-

derstanding, shall keep your hearts and minds,

through Jesus Christ."

1777.—We have, with much satisfaction, to

acquaint you, that the general body of Friends

in America, under all the trials and difficulties

they are exposed to in these times of confusion

and peril* have been preserved in a conduct

consistent with our peaceable principles. United

in brotherly love, and in the same precious faith,

we truly sympathize with them, verily believing

it to be our iudispensable duty to promote the

Gospel of peace in life and practice, and to ap-

prove ourselves followers of the Lamb of God,

who, when upon earth, overcame through suf-

fering, and " left us an example that we should

follow his steps." For, according to Holy Writ,

" He that saith he abideth in Him, ought him-

self also so to walk even as He walked."

Marriage being a Divine ordinance, and a

solemn engagement for term of life, is of great

importance to our peace, and well-being in this

world, and may prove of no small consequence

respecting our state in that which is to come;

vet it is often too inconsiderately entered into,

upon motives inconsistent with the evident in-

tention of that unerring wisdom by which it

was primarily ordained ; which was for the

mutual assistance and comfort of both sexes,

that they might be meet-helps to each other,

both in spirituals and temporals, and that their

endeavors might be united for the pious and

proper education of their children, in the nur-

ture and admonition of the Lord, and for suit-

ably qualifying them to discharge their duty in

their various allotments in the world.

Marriage implies union and concurrence, as

well in spiritual as temporal concerns. Whilst

the parties differ in religion, they stand dis-

united in the main point; even that which

should increase and confirm their mutual hap-

piness, and render them meet-helps and bless-

* Alluding, no doubt, to the revolutionary war, and

its attendant evils.
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inga to each other. Where it is otherwise, the

reciprocal obligation they have entered into

becomes their burden, and the more so, as it

may not be of a short and transient duration.

"Whatever felicity they might expect or flatter

themselves with in the beginning, they have

found themselves disappointed of, by the daily

uneasiness accompanying their minds, and im-

bittering their enjoyments.

The perplexed situation of the offspring of

such alliances is likewise to be lamented. At-

tached by nature to both parents, the confusion

they are often in renders them unfixed in prin-

ciple, and unsettled in practice: or if, as it is

usual, the sons go with the father, and the

daughters with the mother, brothers and sisters

are trained up in lines of conduct diverse from,

and, in some cases opposite to each other. Thus,

differing in principle, they are frequently divided

in affection, and though so nearly related, are

sometimes at the greatest distance from that love

and harmony which ought continually to subsist

between them.

To prevent falling into these disagreeable and
disorderly engagements, it is requisite to beware
of the paths that lead to them—the sordid in-

terests, and insnaring friendships of the world,

the contaminating pleasures and idle pastimes

of earthly minds; also the various solicitations

and incentives to festivity and dissipation. Let

them likewise especially avoid too frequent and
too familiar converse with those from whom may
arise a danger of entanglement, by their allur-

ing the passions, and drawing the affections after

them.
1778.—We are informed that the difficulties

and distresses of our Friends in America have
been, and still continue to be, great in divers

provinces.

"Affliction," it is said, " cometh not forth of

the dust, neither doth trouble spring out of the

ground." Let the present calamities, therefore,

awfully impress every mind, and lead us seri-

ously to reflect, both on the many mercies we,

with our fellow-subjects, have long and largely

enjoyed, and the distressing prospect now before

us; that all may individually turn to the Lord
with full purpose of heart, and, in a sense of

our own nothingness and unworthiness, abide

in humble prostration of spirit before Him, that

He may vouchsafe to forgive our offences, to

renew his covenant of peace with us, and enable

us to walk as lights in the world ; and by our
savory conversation and exemplary conduct, to

lead the tender inquirer into the life of right-

eousness and true holiness.

We also tenderly entreat, that none who have
received a sense of Divine visitation may either

rest contented with a bare convincement, or

satisfy themselves with having been enabled to

make some advances in the way to life and sal-

vation, concluding they have sufficiently at-

tained, that they are already made whole, and
that all is safe and well with them ; for such
may be assured, they have suffered loss, though
they see it not; and if they so continue, will, at

best, settle in a state of weakness, dwarfishness,

and danger. Let not any therefore sit as at

ease in Zion ; but let all arise, and with zeal and
fervency press daily forward, following on to

know the Lord, and acknowledging Him in all

their ways, that He may direct their paths, lest,

like the backsliders in Israel, they fall iu the

wilderness, and never obtain an inheritance in

the promised land.
(To be continued.)

The world is too generally entered upon as a

scene of pleasure, instead as of trial.

Explorations of Dr. W. L. Abbott in the Pamir.

Among the treasures just forwarded to the

National Museum at Washington from the won-

derful region of the Pamir, in Central Asia, are

the skins of two hundred and twenty-eight birds

and more than one hundred mammals. More
than one-half of these are species new to science.

The collection includes twelve specimens of the

great mountain sheep with huge horns, known
as the ovis poli. It is found only in that district

of sky-kissing altitudes which is called the
" roof of the world." Many of the animals re-

ferred to were killed at an elevation of nearly

three miles above the sea. These included three
" pikas," which are rabbits of a queer sort, liv-

ing in rocky places near the summits, beyond
the line of vegetation.

Dr. W. L. Abbott, the collector of these nov-

elties, the scion of a rich Philadelphia family,

can afford to gratify the rather costly whim of

travelling in remote parts of the world. He is

a seeker of adventures, his ambition being to go

where nobody has gone, and to see what nobody
has seen.

The Pamir, Dr. Abbott's latest hunting ground,

is an immense plateau, uplifted in the midst of

the loftiest mountains in the world. From it ra-

diate the ranges of Hindoo-koosh, Karakoram
and the Himalayas. It is the great water-shed

of Asia, from which rivers run to all points of

the compass. To the east of it is Thibet, to the

south India, to the west Turkestau, and to the

north the country of the Tartars. Sheltered

from the north winds by lofty hills and having

a southern exposure, it is a bit of the sub-tropics

surrounded by cold regions. Here is situated

the famous vale of Cashmere, which is the gar-

den spot of the earth.

The Pamir is difficult of access, not merely on

account of its remoteness and great altitude.

Strangers are forbidden to enter the country,

and only now and then travellers have visited

it in disguise. But money, which will make
almost any road passable, helped Abbott. He
reached the head-waters of the Indus, and from

the town of Ladak he crossed the Karakoram
range into eastern Turkestan. In the course of

his journey, he paused at Kashgar and Yark-

and. Many ethnological specimens collected

by him connect, in an interesting manner, with

those gathered in Thibet and presented to the

National Museum by W. Woodville Bockhill,

at present Third Assistant Secretary of State.

These include prayer-wheels, charms for ward-

ing off evil spirits, hideous wooden masks worn
by the priests in religious plays, queer house-

hold utensils,' rugs of goats' hair and camels'

hair, and native costumes.

Dr. Abbott is a skilful trapper, and a born

taxidermist. Exhibited in a series of glass cases,

at the National Museum, is a procession, one

hundred feet long, of various species of ante-

lopes collected by him in Africa. The British

Museum offered him a high price for them, but

he preferred to give them to his own govern-

ment. In like manner, he has contributed many
other specimens, comprising skins, skulls and
skeletons. These always arrive in beautiful con-

dition, having travelled, perhaps, ten thousand

miles or more. Some of them have come all the

way from the interior of Africa, shipped by ca-

noes down the rivers, and carried around cata-

racts on the backs of black natives. The birds

are invariably in perfect plumage, and all ready

for stuffing and mounting. To each specimen a

neat descriptive label is attached.

Among the most interesting of the birds col-

lected by Dr. Abbott was a new species of eagle-

owl. This is the biggest kind of owl known, ,]:

wings having a spread of five feet. Anotb $

remarkable feathered creature was a hither

unknown relative of the familiar oyster-catchi

with a bill like that of an ibis. The every-d

oyster-catcher lives near the sea-shore, and es

oysters and clams, which it pecks from their she

at low tide, when the mollusks are offtheir guai

with opened valves. Of course, this particul

bird, living at an altitude between two and t.hr

miles above the sea, has no experience of clai

and oysters. It is very rare, and the specirai

described is the only one that has ever reachi

the United States. Dr. Abbott got two speci

of sand-grouse, which have peculiar pads <

their feet for running over the hot desert sands

Turkestan and Thibet. His collection includ

ravens, jackdaws, rooks and magpies—sever

of them new species. Also he secured half

dozen new species of rosy finches and groun
nut crackers. The latter occur only on the big

barren lands of Central Asia, near the surnmi

of the mountains. They are rapid runners, ar.

make their nests in the holes of the pikas.

Among the skins forwarded to the Nation;.

Museum, were those of twelve hedge-hogs an

four hares, several of them representing ne

species. There was also quite a number of fieln

mice and shrews of odd kinds, killed at grei

elevations. The mammals of all sorts were sh<i

and trapped, the birds were killed with sma,

charges of bird-shot. Hunters for scientific pu

poses now-a-days carry with them little traps i

an extremely simple, yet effective, pattern. The
may be folded up into such small compass ths

one can carry two or three dozen of them in

pocket. Each of them is a mere jaw of win
with springs. It is set and baited in a momen
instantly capturing any animal not of conside;

able size that meddles with it. Such traps ar

serviceable for taking nocturnal creatures an

others that live underground, like shrews an

moles. As a rule, mammals are harder to co

lect than birds, because they hide themselve

more quickly.

The traveller in the Pamir might easily imag
ine himself in Thibet. The religion chiefly

ognized is Buddhism, and the numerous monas
teries are filled with priests, who have grea

influence and absorb most of the wealth of th

country. Their main business is to keep evi

spirits out of the land, which, but for their ei

forts, would be overrun with such diabolica

agents. For the purpose of frightening then

away, they employ such grewsome apparatus a

drums made of human skulls, with human ski

for drum-heads ; also trumpets of human thigh

bones, hollowed out, to which are attached whip
lashes of human skin. They beat the dru
blow the trumpets, and crack the whips to ex
orcise the devils. Their rosaries are commonlj
composed of disks of bone cut from humar.
skulls. Silver bells and thunderbolts wrought 1
metal, are additional weapons employed against

the demons. The images of gods have man},
arms, and clothes are made for them, the notioE;

being that it is not respectable for a divinity tc

so naked.
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d festivals, coming from all points of the com-

ss. The business of the nomad is to seek food
• his animals. He is a prospector for grass,

ing where he can get the most meat for the

ist effort.

All over the world, the arable plains and val-

y

rs yield crops and afford sustenance for human
ings. On the lower slopes of the mountains
e the ricli grazing grounds for cattle and other

minant animals. Higher up on the hills live

3 carnivorous creatures, which prey upon the

minants. Such is the arrangement made by
ture. If you will cast your eye upon a map
Asia, you will find that the backbone of that

ntinent is the Altai range, which runs from
rtheast to southwest. On the lower slopes of

is rauge appear to have originated and devel-

-passing from northeast to southwest—the
indeer, the camel, the horse, the ass, the sheep,

e goat aud yak. Man at the beginning hunted
animals. Later on, he found that it was

uch easier to herd aud breed them, so that they

ight be found whenever they are wanted, in-

jad of going to find aud kill them. Thus the

st step in the progress of civilization was ac-

mplished. From a hunter, man was graduated
the condition of a herder, driving his beasts

out in search of pasture.

In this condition are the people of the Pamir,

aey have wonderful horses, and are said to be

e best riders in the world—better even than

e Arabs. They own no suzerain, recognizing

ly tribal government.

—

Boston Tramcrijrt.

The Four Travellers.—The following true

Dry is related by one of the participants in

e remarkable incident:

Not long since in a certain New England
ty four commercial travellers met for the first

fie

at the table. With that genial bonhomie
euliar to the craft they were soon engaged
conversation. In a few moments one of them
id:

I

"Gentlemen, suppose we begin, being all

irangers, with the gentlemen opposite me, to

Produce ourselves and our firms' business."

(This was unanimously agreed to.

i Said No. 1, "I am , and I represent the

ouse of X. Y. Z., selling glass bottles."

: Said No. 2: " Well, gentlemen, perhaps it is

b chance that I come next, fori represent P.

P. Q. I am , and I sell the stuff that goes

|ito bottles. I sell wines and liquors."
: There was a moment's silence as No. 3 said,

That, gentlemen, does seem a little strange,

tat perhaps there is a fatality about this. I

m , of the firm of W. U. S., dealers in un-

lartaker's goods."

j
No. 4 now remained silent, and suggested

iat it would be well not to pursue the subject

irther, and that it had been well never to have
[arted it.

i After much urging to complete the chain he
lid, "Gentlemen, it is indeed a fatality. I

tn
, of D. B. E., and I am taking orders

>r gravestones." Was there ever a temper-
nce lecture compressed into so few lines?

—

Se-

•rted.

"Not many months before his decease, Dr.
chaff said to a dear friend that he hoped he
light be spared to do some more work, but
dded, ' At any rate, my trunk is packed.' To
ve thus in readiness for the last great summons,

i a sublime way of obeying the Saviour's in-

inction to his disciples: 'Be ye also ready, for

3 such an hour as ye think not the Son of Man
ometh.' "

Diary of Phebe W. Roberts.

Fifth Month 28th, 1843.—I have frequently

thought, and increasingly of latter time, that it

would be right for me to leave behind me some
of the gracious dealings of my Heavenly Father
with me. He hath followed me from my very
childhood, notwithstanding my many omissions

and commissions, yet, in his tender mercy, He
has still followed me to this very day. Though
feebly expressed, there may be some selections

which may tend to the encouragement of the

weary traveller Zionward in days to come. But
it is more especially for my own dear family,

should their lives be spared them.

Next to the Scriptures, the writings of those

who " have ceased from their labors," fathers and
mothers in Israel, have been to me a source of

great comfort and encouragement, and I desire

our dear young Friends may read them more.

I have but a faint remembrance of my father,

Jesse Williams. I was four years of age at the

time of his death, but I can remember being

taken into the room to see his remains, and the

distress it occasioned. He was the son of Richard
and Sarah Williams, and wasborn on the twenty-

ninth of Second Month, 1780. When a young
man, he was engaged in school teaching. He was
also librarian at Westtown Boarding School.

The deep interest he felt while there in the chil-

dren's best welfare, is expressed in his own writ-

ings. A gift in the ministry was committed to

him, and he was acknowledged an approved
minister by Evesham Monthly and Haddonfield

Quarterly Meeting, New Jersey. In the year

1809, he removed, with his family, to Plymouth,
Montgomery County, Pa., where he resided till

his death, which occurred when he was thirty-

four years of age. My mother, Hannah Will-

iams, was in the station of an elder. She was

the daughter of Jacob and Mary Albertson, of

Plymouth, Pa. I was frequently with them, my
dear grandparents, in my early life. I can well

remember their bright example and care of me.

Before I could read, I loved to sit by my grand-

father when he was reading in the Bible, which
was his frequent practice.

Our dear father had a boarding-school for

boys at the time of his death. Our mother was
strengthened to bear up, and struggle on with

many cares and difficulties, being left with four

little children, the eldest about six years of age

and the youngest nearly six months. After a

time, she opened a boarding-school for girls, our

cousin, Hannah Foulke, assisting her. This

school was a blessing to many. It was for mem-
bers of our Society, and others who conformed

to the rules of the school. I want to express my
unity withsehools of this kind, believing, through

best help, they are often the means of drawing
down the Divine ble-sing. Our mother was
deeply interested in the education of the youth.

She was engaged in teaching the greater part of

her life. Her early religious care of her children

was as a hedge about us, taking us regularly to

meetings, both for worship and discipline, unless

something unavoidable prevented. This is a duty

parents owe to their children. If they should do

differently in after life, the parents will be clear.

Our beloved mother was also concerned to

keep us at home on the afternoon of the first

day of the week, when the time was generally-

passed in instructive reading. It was her prac-

tice, in the evening or afternoon of that dayr of

the week, to collect all her family ( company not

preventing) for reading in the Scriptures, and
for quiet waiting before the Lord. It was also

her daily practice, before retiring for the night,

to have a chapter read from the sacred volume.

She was strengthened faithfully to discharge

her duty in all under her roof, and was helpful

to many in the neighborhood. The poor and
afflicted were the tender objects of her sympathy,
often handing " a cup of cold water," either

spiritually or temporally, that at the close of

her dedicated lif'. the language, I believe, will

be applicable. "< -ome, ye bles.-cd of my Father,

inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the

foundation of the world." After 1 had finished

my education, I was placed as teacher in our
school, where I remained until the time I entered
into marriage with Jacob Roberts, in 1837, which,
I believe, was in the ordering of Best Wisdom,
and that I am in the place assigned me.

The first year after our marriage, our home
was near my dear mother's, whose watchful care

over us, both spiritually and temporally, we de-

sire to number among our many blessings. She
was a mother to whom 1 could go with all my
joys and sorrows. Though I was blessed with a
truly kind and affectionate husband, I knew
little of the world, and, having but little to be-

gin with, we had to exert ourselves, but the little

was blest, which to this very day calls for heart-

felt gratitude to the Giver of " every good and
perfect gift," who marvellously helped us and
blest us, and made a way for us. " What shall

we render unto the Lord for all his benefits?"

In the year 1841, our beloved mother, Alice

Roberts, was removed by death. As we sat

silently together with the bereaved family after

the redeemed spirit had passed from its suffer-

ing tabernacle, we reverently believe, " to a

building of God, an house not made with hands,

eternal in the heavens." My feelings on that

occasion cannot be forgotten while memory
lasts. So strong was the impression that I ought
to express the earnest desire I felt that her re-

moval might be blest to us and her family, but

I reasoned it away, thinking it could not be

required. Aud again, when assembled, the day
of the funeral, while sitting by the remains, this

language forcibly presented, " Be ye also ready,"

but through fear it was not required, rather than

from wilful disobedience, I withheld expressing

it, which caused deep sorrow of heart. About
this time, as I lay awake one night, the lan-

guage addressed to Queen Esther was brought

to remembrance :
" If thou altogether holdeth

thy peace at this time, thou and thy father's

house shall be destroyed," which produced feel-

ings not easily described, and wrought a will-

ingness to cheerfully follow my Divine Lord
whithersoever He leadeth, if He would only be

graciously pleased to be with me. At that time

I had no thought of anything more being re-

quired of me than to express my feelings to the

family. The next First-day, in" our little meet-

ing at Plymouth, these words presented, and

strength was given me to proclaim them, " Who-
soever shall be ashamed of me and of my words,

of him also shall the Son of Man be ashamed
when He cometh in the glory of his Father, with

the holy angels," and expressed the desire I felt

that we might be ready, when the language

should be addressed, "Give an account of thy

stewardship, for thou mayest be no longer stew-

ard." It was as unexpected to me as to any

one, to be heard there. Some time elapsed

after this before I was again called to open my
mouth in the assemblies of the people. The
next time was in our Monthly Meeting at Gwyn-
edd. A concern was brought into Women's
Meeting by our uncle, Ezra Comfort, on account

of deficiencies reported in the answers to the

Yearly Meeting, and the advice sent down in

"The'Extracts." I felt so drawn into feeling
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with the burden-bearers, "those whose hands

were ready to hang down through weakness,"

that I felt constrained to intercede on their be-

half in supplication. Thus hath ray Heavenly

Father led me along, step by step, fur it is a

gradual work. Some parts of the Scriptures,

which had been to me a sealed book, were opened

very clearly to my understanding. Surely it

was nothing short of the Holy Spirit, " He that

hath the key of David," who thus instructed me,

and " loosed the seals," having never heard them

explained by any one I am convinced that this

is the only way that we can be instructed in the

heavenly mysteries. We may open our Bibles

and read, it may be but one verse, and we are

comforted and strengthened. Again, we may
read them, and not be able to understand, but

enough is opened to us to satisfy the hungry soul

;

for " ye need not that any man teach you ; but

the same anointing teacheth you of all things,

and is Truth, and is no lie." Oh ! the desire I feel

that all may become acquainted with this teacher

that " abideth in you," who teaches as never

man taught.
(To be continued.)

Showing His Photograph.

When a merchant, in Raleigh, N. C, a far-

mer entered my store one bright summer day,

having just delivered his mortgaged bale of

cotton to the merchant who had supplied him

and his family with provisions that year. His

poorly kept horse and rickety wagon was stand-

ing by my door and his little boy by his side.

He was half drunk. With apparent pride he

drew from his ragged coat a photograph of

himself when a young man of seventeen. It

was taken while he was seated at a wine table

with bottle and glass in hand, his cheeks flushed

with the beverage. When his father's large

estate was divided this young man fell heir to

several hundred acres of valuable farming land.

It lay on the banks of a large stream ; he could

count his miles on both its banks of rich soil

which would produce its ten barrels of corn per

acre, and its hillsides would yield a bale of cot-

ton per acre worth forty-five or fifty dollars each.

Years had passed, acre after acre had gone

into the drink shop, and his family had been

brought down from a high to a low position.

At last the acres narrowed down to a one horse

farm around the house. Then the homestead

was mortgaged. One more long and dreary

year was spent under the old familiar roof by a

broken-hearted wife and children, and then,

drink had taken the roof from over their heads.

All was gone, gone, gone! And here he stood

before me, after years of dissipation, with a

wrecked home, ruined constitution, with a bro-

ken-hearted wife and pitiful children.

When he held up before me the photograph

of his young manhood, I looked at that and
then at him, and marked the contrast. His

hair was protruding through the top of his hat.

his feet almost shoeless, his little pitiful boy.

blushing with shame, standing by his side, say-

ing, " Papa, papa, come home," anxiously watch-

ing the remaining pennies, remembering in his

little heart, the longing, waiting mother.

I will never forget that scene as long as I

live. It made an indelible impression on my
mind. The sad look on the child's face was

enough to wrench a tear from the hardest heart.

Twenty years before that man had a life full

of promise before him, but now he could look

back over a blasted life, with wreckage all along

its path, a cotton farm here, acres of heavily

timbered land there, and a beautiful homestead,

all now the valuable possessions of others, and

his wife and children homeless.

What led to all these sad results? First,

the social glass in the father's home. There,

when but a lad, he acquired the appetite for

drink, which in after years proved to be a fet-

ter of iron, too strong for a weakened will to

break. His father before him drank, and the

appetite was not only easily acquired but partly

inherited.

Parents, take warning from this sad story,

and never let the children of your love know
their father or mother to take a drink of that

which may in after years blast their lives.

" Touch not, taste not, handle not," and then

your words of admonition will be effective.

Listen to the words of warning from Solomon :

" Who hath woe? who hath sorrow? who hath

contentions? who hath babbling? who hath

wounds without cause? who hath redness of

eyes? They that tarry long at the wine; they

that go to seek mixed wine. Look not thou

upon the wine when it is red, when it giveth

his color in the cup, when it moveth itself aright.

At the last it biteth like a serpent, and stingeth

like an adder. Wine is a mocker; strong

drink is raging; and whosoever is deceived

thereby is not wise." Proverbs xxiii : 29-32

:

xxi: 1.— 6'. J. Belts in Truth for the People.

Fok "The Friend."

The writer has for years noticed with feel

ings of disapprobation, that at or about the

same time every year, small imitations or fac

similes of the United States war flags, are stuck

in the ground or placed over the graves of per-

sons interred in some ofFriends' burying grounds

and as has been noticed, allowed there to re

main till rains and storms destroyed them, un-

less carried off by some little one secretly. These

are little things, 'tis true, but as little right

pointing things have an influence to lead in

right ways, or strengthen and establish in the

right, so do those which point in the opposite

direction have their influence for the wrong
Persons over whose graves such flags would

be placed, may not be interred in many of the

graveyards of Friends, but where they are,

and when flags are placed, would it not be well

for the overseers, or those appointed to take

care of " Friends" graveyards, to feel after

right qualification to labor with those placing

them there, to convince them of the impropriety

of putting such mementoes in a place of inter-

ment, and of holding in memory that part of

the life of the deceased ? And would not such

a course, and the timely removing in tender

concern for the Truth, be more befitting our

testimony against war, and keep our burying-

grounds consistent therewith. J. D.
Sadsbukyville, Pa.

Incidents and Reflections.—No.

BANISHING QUAKERS.

At one time in 1665 there remained in New
f

gate prison more than one hundred and twent

persons under sentence of transportation, whot

the sheriffs knew not how to get rid of; for th

masters of ships, persuaded of the men's inni

cence, generally refused to carry them, and th

increasing pestilence confirmed them in thei

refusal, it being esteemed by them and man
others as a judgment on the nation for its pet

secuting laws. To remedy this, an order ws

made that no merchant-man should go down th

river without a pass from the admiral, and th

would be given to no master going to the Wes
Indies, but on condition of his engaging to can-

some Quakers. Remonstrances were vain. A
length the sheriff found a man named Fudg
who agreed to carry the prisoners to Jamaict

and in pursuance thereof, fifty-five were take

out of Newgate, put in a barge, and carrie

down the river to his ship, lying a little belo'

Greenwich. When they came to the ship's sidi

the master being absent, the seamen refused 1

assist in forcing them on board, and the prisoi

ers were unwilling to be active in thei

transportation. The turnkey and officers use

high words to the seamen, insisting that th

prisoners were the king's goods, and that the

ought to be assisted in putting them on boar<:

The commander of the soldiers called to th'

seamen to assist, but few of them regardec

Then the soldiers in the barge laid hold on th

prisoners, dragging some, kicking and punchin

others, heaving many by the legs and arm
and in this manner got them all on board i

about an hour's time, being thirty-seven me
and eighteen women.
On board, the men were all thronged togethe

between decks, where they could not stand ur

right. The master of the ship being in thf

Railroad Problems.— The Independent, of

Sixth Month Oth, publishes a series of eighteen

papers on this subject from the pens of as many
writers. They contain many suggestive state-

ments. One of these is that the annual loss to

the community in the diminished employment
of labor during the last four years, caused by
the depressed condition of the railroad interests

is more than the entire face value of either the

wheat or corn crop. This depression has beeu

partially caused by the competition between

rival roads, there having been in many cases

more roads built than were needed for the busi-

ness of the country ; and to the cutting of rates

arising therefrom. In 1873 the average rate of

freight was two cents per ton per mile, which in

1893 was reduced to eight-tenths of one cent.
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ar a very extensive and destructive conflagra-

>n occurred, and these things so diverted the

Iteration of the government and magistrates,

at for some years dissenters were suffered to

Id their meetings with less disturbance.

Hard as was the lot of many of our Friends

those days, yet their persecutors were still

>re to be pitied. For those who faithfully

ire thAr testimony had the unspeakable com-
rt of partaking of that blessed peace which
ir Redeemer promised to his disciples, and
lich no earthly power could deprive them of.

eorge Whitehead, who was one of the laborers

d sufferers of that period, says :
" In those

lys, prisons and jails were made sanctuaries

d places of refuge and safety to us, from the

ry of the tumultuous mob, although we met
th but mean treatment and hard usage in

lose places of severe confinement, many times

mong notorious criminals; and although I suf-

red both in tumults and imprisonments, by
ard usage in them, the Lord helped and sus-

ined me by his Divine power and goodness,

that I was not weary of his service, nor my
)irit faint in suffering."

Much of the sufferings of our early Friends

rose from the influence of the clergy. George
Whitehead says: "The Lord often laid a pres-

jre upon me, and others of his servants, to

»stify against the pride and covetousuess of the

riests, and their preaching for hire, for tithes,

nd forced maintenance, contrary to Christ's

ommand and his ministers' example. For this

they were the more envious against us,

nd in their pulpits exclaimed and made a

reat noise, to incense the people and magis-

ates against the Quakers, so-called, even to

evere persecution and imprisonments.

In another place, this same eminent minister

peaks of how wonderfully the Lord supported

d comforted them when confined in prison.

le says :
" In the comfortable enjoyment of his

lorious Divine power and presence, several of

have often been made to sing aloud in praise

his glorious name
;
yea, his high praises have

>een in our mouths oftentimes to the great

imazement and astonishment of the malefactors

hut up in the same ward with us. When
valking together our hearts have been lifted

ip in living praise to the Lord, often for several

dours together with voices of melody. Oh ! the

iweet presence and power of the Lord our God,
now precious to be enjoyed in prisons and dun-
geons, and strait confinements. Glory and do-

minion be to our God and to the Lamb that

sits upon the throne forever and ever."

This beautiful passage confirms the language
rf William Leddra, who, when in prison and
ibout to be executed at Boston on account of

his religion, wrote to his friends: "Alas, alas,

what can the wrath and spirit of man, that

lusteth to envy, aggravated by the heat and
strength of the king of the locusts, which came
)ut of the pit, do unto one that is hid in the

secret places of the Almighty? or, unto them
that are gathered under the healing wings of

the Prince of Peace ?"

On one occasion George Whitehead was ar-

rested in a religious meeting, taken before per-

secuting magistrates, who unjustly and illegally

ordered him to be whipped as a vagrant. He
says : The said warrant was the next day after

its date put into severe execution by a foolish

fellow, whom the constable got to do it. When
the constable had stripped me above the waist,

the fellow with a long, sharp whip, laid on so

violently -that he cut and wounded both my
back and breast with long stripes, tearing the

skin and shedding blood, till some people present
cried out to stop him. There were a great
number present, it being in a public place, like

a market place in the street, and many wept to

see their cruelty
;
yet by the Lord's power 1 was

enabled cheerfully to bear it all with patience,

great comfort and rejoicing, even in the very
time of the execution, yvhereby many were amaz-
ed and smitten. How many stripes I had I do
not well know, but remember that the marks
thereof were to be seen a long time after, both
on my back and breast.

" It is also very memorable to me, how won-
derfully the Lord, by his Divine power, sup-

ported me, even while they were inflicting their

cruelty and punishment upon my body ; that

even then my spirit was raised, and my mouth
opened to sing aloud in praises to the Lord my
God, that He counted me worthy to suffer for

his Name and Truth's sake."

A few Friends resided on the Isle of Man,
which was under the control of the Earl of

Derby. They were imprisoned, and the Earl
gave an order that the men should be sent out
of the Island. When they were put on board
of a ship for this purpose, the seamen went out
on the other side, telling the captain that they
were not hired to take people out of their native

country against their wills. So the captain put
them ou shore. A few days after they were
forcibly put on board of two vessels bound for

Dublin, contrary to their Master's will. On
reaching Dublin, the mayor ordered the cap-

tain to return them to Man ; but instead of

doing so he took them to White Haven, where
a justice of the peace issued a warrant com-
manding him to take them to the island. After
repeated efforts, which all were defeated, and
finding that both from England and Ireland

the banished were continually sent back with a
censure of the illegality and unreasonableness

of their proceedings, in order to free themselves

from the like trouble and reproach for thefuture,

they determined to transport William Gallon)

to Virginia by a London ship then at anchor
in Ramseybog, and bound thither. William
Callom was brought before the Governor, who
inquired of him if he was willing to go to Vir-

ginia? to which he replied "I have no business

there;" but, replied the Governor, "We will

send thee thither." William inquired, " By
what law?" Answer: "By my lord's order."

William desired a fair trial, insisted that he
had never been tried ; never been brought be-

fore any court; demanded to be tried by the

laws of his own country, or by the laws of Eng-
land. The benefit of the law was refused, and
his appeals rejected by this insolent governor,

who was resolved, by the wanton exertion of

illegal violence, to put it out of his power to

avail himself of legal redress for the wrongs he
received, or prosecute any appeal to effect.

After a short conference, in which William
strenuously maintained his right to exemption
from the proposed banishment, and denied the

legality of the Governor's power to transport

him, against which the Governor had little

further to advance than, " Upon my credit thou
shalt go to Virginia. I deny thy appeal ; what
I do I will answer it." He ordered the soldiers

to take him away, upon which two of them haled

him away and left him on ship-board. The
sailors refused to go the voyage, if he was to be

carried with them, saying, " They never heard

of a ship which carried Quakers against their

will, that ever prospered." Whereupon the

master promised them, that he would carry him
no further than Ireland, and accordingly the

next day set him on shore north of Dub!

IN HARVEST DAY.
Thm' farmer Hale's wild fields 1 passed

Just yester eve

;

My week of holiday was spent,

And idly on the stile I leant,

Taking my leave,

Of all the fair and smiling plain,

Wood, vale ami hill,

Ami all the homely household hand
(The warm grasp of each kindlv hand,

Bides with me still):
'

Anil I was sad. The stricken grain
Around me lay

;

1 could hut think of silent glade—
Of huds and hlossoms lowly laid

The harvest day.

" And this is all .'" I sadly said,

"These withered leaves

—

This gathered grain L spring's hours of hli

And summer's glory turn to this—
Some yellow sheaves!"

Then Farmer Gale—that good old man,
.So simply wise

—

Who overheard and quickly turned,

Said, while a spark of anger burned
In s gray eyes

:

" Lad, thou art town-bred, knowing naught
Whereof thou pratest

!

For, he the flower as fair as May,
The fruit it yields in harvest day

Is still the greatest

!

" And thou—thy spring shall quickly pass
;

Fast fall the leaves

From life's frail tree. In harvest day,

See that before the Lord thou lay

Some yellow sheaves."

He went his way
; I mine; and now

I hear the flow

Of busy life in crowded street

—

Of eager voices, hurrying feet,

To come and go.

Yet e'en while flashing factory looms
My hands engage,

I see that far-off upland plain

—

Its long, long rows of gathered grain,

Its rustic sage,

And hear them say: " Let pleasure fair,

And passions vain,

And youthful follies, fade and die
;

But all good deeds, pure thoughts and high,

Like golden grain,

" Be gathered still." Blest harvest store,

That only grows
In hearts besprinkled with the blood

That evermore—a sacred flood

—

From Calvary flows I

Lord, wdien Thou callest, when this world

My spirit leaves,

Then to Thy feet, oh, let me come,

Bringing, in joyful harvest home,
Some yellow sheaves !—Sunday Magazine.

Selected for " The Fkikhd."

Religious Instruction.— "There is no
really knowing the things of God, but by his

light and Spirit in the heart," as said an emi-

nent minister and messenger of the Gospel,

George Fox—"no knowing the Son, nor the

Father, but by the revelation of the Holy
Spirit; no knowing the Scriptures but by the

same Holy Ghost, that moved the holy men to

give them forth ; no calling Jesus Lord, but

by the Holy Ghost; no true wisdom, but from

above; no true receiving it but in the fear of

the Lord; no true understanding of Spiritual

things, but what Christ gives, and no true love

to God, but what He sheddeth abroad in the

heart."

—

John Barclay.
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Recent Explorations in Babylonia.

BY PROFESSOR DR. HERMAN V. HILPRECHT.

In the summer of 1888, the University of

Pennsylvania fully equipped and sent out the

first American expedition to the northern half

of the plains of Babylonia, to effect a thorough

exploration of the ruins of Nippur— the modern
Niffer, or, more correctly, Nuffar—on the bor-

der of the unwholesome swamps of the Affej,

and to undertake extensive excavations. A
few intelligent citizens of Philadelphia had met
in the house of ex-Provost Dr. William Pepper,

and formed "The Babylonian Exploration

Fund," a short time before this, with the pur-

pose of effecting a systematic exploration of

ancient Babylonia. What science owes to this

unselfish undertaking can be adequately esti-

mated only by posterity. At any rate, the

striking success of this American expedition is

due first of all to the noble disposition and
generosity of those who have spent money, time

and labor for years past in the service of this

great undertaking.

Two professors, Peters and Hilprecht, were

entrusted with the management of the expedi-

tion, Dr. Peters, as director, and Dr. Hilprecht,

as Assyriologist. J. H. Haynes, of Robert Col-

lege, Constantinople, united in his own person

the duties of business manager, commissary
and photographer, and placed at the expedi-

tion's service his large experience in the ex-

plorations of Assos. Field, a New York archi-

tect ; Professor R. F. Harper, the Assyriologist

of the University of Chicago ; Daniel Noorian,

an Armenian interpreter, who possessed an inti-

mate acquaintance with the country and its peo-

ple; and a Turkish commissioner, made up the

staff of the expedition. D. J. Prince, now pro-

fessor in the University of New York, would
have made the eighth, had he not fallen so

seriously sick, during the march across the Syr-

ian desert, that he had to be left behind at Bag-
dad, whence he made his way back to America
by way of India and China.

The other participants in the expedition,

were not spared many dangers and disappoint-

ments. Even on the journey from Smyrna to

Alexandretta, the large French steamship, which
carried half the staff of the expedition, was
wrecked on the rocky promonotory Kerketeos,

on the island of Samos. Prince Alexander, of

Samos, vying in hospitality with his predeces-

sor, Polycrates, liberated the distressed travel-

ers, after a day and a half, from their unhappy
plight, and brought them safe and sound to his

capital Vathy. But hardly had they landed
on the marshy haven, at the foot of the Ama-
nus chain, a few weeks later, to begin their

journey inland, when there began that series

of illnesses and adventures which are never
wanting to the larger expeditions, but which
are pleasing to those who go through them
only when they are things of the past. Not far

from Aleppo our architect was saved from the

hands of a highway robber only by the timely

arrival of two of his associates. Below Der,
the well-known horse-market of the Anazeh
tribe, while trying to find a watering-place,

another member broke through the steep un-

derwashed bank of the Euphrates, and with

difficulty escaped drowning.
After following for some thirty days the

course of the Euphrates, Bagdad was reached.

A fortress founded about 1300, B. C, by King
Kurigabza, in the north of his kingdom, stand-

ing a few miles west from Bagdad, and still

represented by the imposing ruins of Akarkuf,

and the Quai walls of Nebuchadrezzar (B. C.

605-562), were explored. Thence the expedi-

tion proceeded past Abu-Habbah to Hillah.

Two days' journey southeast from Babylon, a

part of it was surprised by an Arab razziah at

its frugal meal, and cut off from the caravan

which had gone ahead. Thanks to the speed

of their horses, and their own presence of mind,

they escaped the treachery and violence of the

marauders. The nearer they came to the goal

of their journey, the more disturbed the popu-

lation.

In the vicinity of Nuffar, where the soil is

cut up by hundreds of old Babylonian canals,

which offered endless difficulties to the advance
of a caravan composed of more than a hundred

beasts of burden, a crowd of Arabs from Hil-

lah, and forty-six Turkish irregulars, the whole

Country was inflamed by war. The BedVeen
of the Shammar and Affej tribes, were fighting

for the pasture-lands, were driving away each

other's sheep and camels, and were damming
the waters of the canals. On the summit of

every clay tower, which rises for its protection

in every Arab village of that neighborhood,

there fluttered a black rag, and shrilly sounded

the warning cries of terrified women and chil-

dren over the flat and treeless plain.

The progress along the edge of the marshes

was slow enough. Clearer and clearer on the

horizon rose the mighty ruins of Nuffar, sur-

mounted by the venerable mound of the col-

lapsed temple of Bel. Amidst the cheerful

noise of the caravan, and greeted by the weap-

on clash and war cries of Affej warriors, who
watched the approach of the strange company
from a peak of the weather-torn ruins, they took

possession of a long, low hill in the centre of

vast field of ruins, and established a temporary
camp. It was long before the natives got rid

of their distrust, and satisfied themselves that

the Americans had no intention of erecting a

new military station out of the bricks of the

old walls for the purpose of collecting arrears

of taxes.

At the same time the first campaign of the

expedition was on the whole a time of disturb-

ance and agitation. There were days when
every one who left the camp wore a revolver in

his belt. With a handful of trained Arabs
from the neighborhood of Babylon, the exca-

vations made a beginning. The entire hill and
its surroundings, with the visible remains of

the city walls Imgur-Marduk and Nimitti-Mar-

duk, were trigonometrically surveyed ; trenches

and experimental ditches were determined on

scientific principles, and driven into the hill

;

a systematic plan of operations was outlined

and discussed, by moonlight or day-light, in all

its details. With tact and skill the excited

minds of the neighboring tribes were quieted,

by enlisting in the service of the expedition

members of the most influential branches of

the Affej, who numbered about four thousand

warriors, and thus new resources were opened
to the population of the land. In this way the

number of Arabs we had at work gradually

increased until it reached four hundred. While
some were cutting the experimental trendies,

and others collecting the literary documents
recovered from the old archives, the work of

thoroughly examining the heap of the vast

ruins of the temple was pushed on with special

vigor. The result was satisfactory in every

way, and more than two thousand precious

cuneiform documents were secured in the space

of a few months.

It was now proposed to bring the campaign

to a close. The heat, even on the eight
<•'

of Third Month, and in the shade of the ten

rose to 108° (Fahrenheit). The insects, mult

plying by reason of the proximity of so muc
stagnant water, became intolerable, while tb

scorpions began to creep out of their corners

moreover, the provisions of the expedition bi

gan to give out. The working season close-

more quickly than was either wished or es

pected. Occasionally a well-planned robber 3l

by Arabs, with especial reference to the horse -1

of the expedition, led to a night skirmish. Th ;lt

sentinels, who night and day occupied the aj *

proach to the camp, happily defeated the ai i'

tempt. Much powder was expended on botl

sides, but they intentionally fired over eacV

other's heads, to avoid the severe laws of Aral

blood revenge. In^pite of this precaution on'

of the Arabs was shot through the heart. Thuj

blood-money offered was proudly rejected b;

the hostile tribe, and an old Arab, employed
as a go-between, came back from his missioi

without effecting anything. But the American:

were equally prompt in refusing to give up thi

" murderer." The days and nights which fol

lowed were full of exciting scenes, and the la

borers had to be withdrawn from the trenches

to the camp, to make their lives safe.

On the morning of Fifth-day in Easter week'

before the sun rose, the whole expedition was ii

readiness to vacate the hill, and to force theii

way to Hillah, when, through the treachery o:

the powerful Affej shaykh Mukoter, an Aral
secretly set the camp on fire, and laid the whole

of its straw huts in ashes in the space of five

minutes. Half the horses perished in the flames

and weapons and furniture, and a considerable

sum of money, fell into the hands of the thiev>

ish Arabs. But all the antiquities were saved,

and the expedition, in good order, withdrew in

two divisions, one on horseback, past Siik-el-

Affej and Diwanijeh ; the other on boats across

the swamps to Tagharah, and back to Hillah,

where the Weli of Bagdad already had taken
steps to come to our assistance with a military

force. A few weeks later the cholera broke

out in Babylonia, and carried off Mukoter
one of its first victims. During the summer
more than fifteen thousand Arabs were carried

off by this dreadful scourge.

—

S. S. Times.

Natural History, Science, etc.

A Flying Trip to the Tropics.—-This is a re-
cord of an ornithological visit to South America,
especially the interior of Colombia. In his pur
suit of the birds of that region, the author has
collected some interesting details of natural
history.

Near Barranquilla, he says: "I was sur-

prised at the number of trees and bushes bear-
ing thorns,—nearly all having thorns of differ-

ent sizes. One tree, of large size, and smooth,
light-green bark, had scattered over the trunk
teat-like excresences an inch or more in height,

and sharp-pointed, which would entirely pre-

vent any one from climbing the tree. Some of

the palms had very hard needle-like thorns,,

which would pierce the sole of a shoe ; others
had rows of short hooks arranged like the teeth

of a saw."

When walking along the river Magdalena

:

" I had just reached the bank, aud was walk-
ing along slowly when a horrible-looking crea-
ture sprang up from under my feet and rushed
off at a tremendous rate, stopping to look back
at me when it had gone about thirty yards. I<
fired and killed it. It was a lizard, 'over two
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;t in length, with very long and wide spread-

g toes. It was brown, with darker markings

its sides, a conspicuous fin-like crest along

back and tail, and a light-gray liberty-cap-

iking growth at the back of its head. This

is the basilisk (
'J}a.iili*e<i.i A uierieanm). Later

saw quantities of them. They run with ex-

aordinary rapidity, and stand higher from

ground when running than any lizard

at I have seen. So rapid is the motion of

feet that they can actually run over the

rface of water. This I saw repeatedly. I

low of no other animal that can do this, ex-

pt that I have seen frogs keep on the surface

succession of rapid jumps; but frogs are

eb-footed, and these lizards are not. I saw
veral cross pools ten feet in width, and keep
the surface for the whole distance. They
• climb well. We saw them in the man-

•oves on branches overhanging the water. As
passed under a long tree, one, frightened

us, sprang out on Cabell's back, and thence

the ground, giving him quite a start. We
o saw numbers of other lizards, some striped

een, blue and yellow; other small ones, gray,

ith dark red heads."

While waiting at the wharf for his steamer

move, he saw on the shore great piles of what
thought were potatoes, but which an exami-

ation showed were nuts of the vegetable ivory.

On the stream " the bill of fare is about the

me for every meal, soup, beef, and vegetables,

Juice' or sweet, which usually consists of some
uit such as green figs or ' guayaba' skins, etc.,

oiled in syrup and served with coffee or choco-

jite and cheese. There was neither fresh butter

pr milk. In every possible dish garlic is used,

pd the majority of the dishes are colored yel-

i)w with arnatta. The vegetables are rice, po-

(itoes, yucca, plaintains (boiled or fried), and
(names,' or yams, as we would call them,
jiough they are entirely different from the

i.veet potato to which we give that name. The

ieat
is always in slices, and is fried or stewed,

oasts, joints, &c, are unknown. The climate

ould not allow a roast to be kept for even a
[:w hours. I witnessed one morning the prepa-

ation of the meat for the day. The cow was
'uickly killed and skinned, then the flesh was
feral ly taken off in ribbons until nothing but
he bones were left. These ribbons were wound
round slender rods, taken to the upper deck,

nd exposed in the sun. In a few hours they

ecame like pieces of sole leather. This is

ailed ' tasajo,' or jerked beef. Before being
ooked it is soaked and beaten to soften it."

Items.

Dub/in Yearly Meeting. — We have received a
rimed copy of the minutes of Dublin Yearly
leeting, in which we find the Report of the Com-
littee appointed the previous year to consider
The general question of our correspondence with
he various Yearly Meetings on the American
'ontinent." The Report says, "The Committee
oes not see its way to recommend tlie Yearly
leeting to cease correspondence with any of the
'early Meetings on the American Continent, with
lohich we at present correspond, but it believes,

hat if the Yearly Meeting still feels it right to ad-
ress them, this correspondence to be of any real

alue either to them or to us, should be carried on
n a spirit of faithfulness and brotherly love, not
ritbholding the expression of counsel and wani-
ng, whenever these may seem to be required."
The committee stated that so far as they had

scertained, there were six other Yearly Meetings
u America besides those they now corresponded
'ith, and it saw no sufficient reason why the Yearly
leeting, if it felt it right to do so, might not offer

a loving greeting to them. It was concluded to

send an epistle as heretofore, i" those bodies with
which the Yearly Meeting had been in correB] I-

ence, hut it was felt that the right time had not
come to address an epistle to the ether Yearly
Meetings referred to.

A committee that had been appointed to devise
some means of shortening the sittings of the Yearly
Meeting, suggested that Friends who take part in

its deliberations should speak more briefly and to

the subject before the meeting.
Thomas Hodgkin offered to the meeting a num-

ber of papers of historical nature relating to the
famine period of lS4o-7. They were cordially ac-

cepted. There were forty-four recorded minis-

ters in Ireland, and ninety-eight persons in the
station of elder.

The reports on intoxicating drinks, represent
that most of the Friends in Ireland are total ab-

stainers, although there are some exceptions to

this, and a few are engaged in the sale of them.
The statistical tables give the whole number of

members as two thousand six hundred and four ou
Twelfth Month 31st, 1894, which is one more than
the number reported the previous year. One hun-
dred and eighty-nine of these are non-residents.

Our American Friends. — H. H. Stratton and
companions, after leaving Ireland, attended meet-
ings appointed for them in Scotland, at Ardrossan
on the nineteenth of Sixth Month, at Killmaruock
on the 20th, and at Crossbill on the 21st. At Glas-
gow on the 2:ird, they attended meetings both in

the morning and evening, and proposed visiting

some of the aged and infirm till the time of the
mid-week in that city.

Haunah Stratton and company have, we believe,

finished their visit in Scotland, and will probably
be engaged among Friends in England for some
time to come; but we cannot give much informa-
tion as to their movements, as they seem peculiarly

sensitive on that subject. Yet we do not doubt
that the Head of the Church will open the way for

the performance of such service as He may require

at their hands.
Most of the Ayrshire Friends have come into the

Society from convincement of the truth of its prin-

ciples. They seem to be a simple-hearted people.

It is with a feeling of regret that we state that

our friend William Evans, who had been the ac-

ceptable companion of Jonathan E. Rhoads, has

been compelled to return home by an attack of
asthma, brought on, it is supposed, by the climate
of England, or possibly by the air of London, in

which they spent considerable time while attend-

ing the Yearly Meeting, and visiting the surround-
ing meetings. He left Eugland on the tenth of

Seventh Month, and up to that date they had been
at forty-four meetings, besides attending the Yearly
Meeting, and had about finished the meetings in

Kent, Surrey and Sussex, and were looking to-

wards going into Essex, and from thence north-

ward along the eastern shores of England.
There seemed to be a disposition to facilitate J.

E. Rhoads' labors, so that he found a comparatively
open door before him ; and English Friends were
pleased with his prospect of visiting the Particular

Meetings, many of which are small, and not often

visited by strangers.

John S. and Esther Fowler, after spending about
two weeks in Alexandria, expected to leave that port

for Marseilles in France, on the thirtieth of Sixth
Month. E. Fowler remarked in one of her letters :

*' We would fall short in gratitude not to acknowl-
edge the belief that we have been favored with

best help; and the trustful belief, too, that it has
been in the ordering of Him 'whose ways are un-
searchable and past finding out,' that our way was
opened to come to this land. We have been more
comfortable as to our outward needs than we could
have expected."

—The Forty-third Annual Report of the Insti-

tute for Colored Youth, Philadelphia, states that of
the eleven who graduated a year ago, nine have
been teaching. There are two hundred and thirty-

five pupils in the Industrial Department : "Brick-
laying, 18; Printing, 10; tailoring, 19, Dressmak-
ing, 4-3; carpentry, 22 ; shoemaking, 22; short-hand

and typewriting, 14 ; cooking, 85.
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With the present number commences the

sixty-ninth volume of The Friend. Of those

Friends, who sixty-eight years ago assumed the

pecuniary responsibility of its publication, and
many of whom labored with the pen and in Other

ways to promote its success, all have long since

passed from the scene of their earthly labor-.

In the prospectus published in the first num-
ber their object is stated to be "to furnish to

the members of the Society of Friend- an agreea-

ble and instructive miscellany." In doing this,

they proposed to present a selection from the

literature of the day, filling a part of the paper
with notices of new scientific discoveries, the re-

sult of the explorations of remote regions of the

earth, the treasures of ancient lore rescued from

the catacombs and pyramids of Egypt, the won-
ders ofastronomical research, and the revelations

of the microscope.

Selections from the great writers of the old

English school were expected to cultivate a
relish fora pure and simple style of composition.

Information is promised on philanthropic

subjects, and the views of Friends are to be set

forth on such evils as lotteries, gambling and
intemperance.

The Journal is to contain a summary of pass-

ing events.

A portion of space is to be set apart for es-

says, poetry and original communications.

An important part of the labors of The
Friend was to be the defence and spread of

the principles of the Society of Friends.

The preservation of a great mass of curious

and valuable information respecting the early

settlement of Friends in this country was one of

the objects proposed.

In view of the wide field of labor which the

early managers had marked out for themselves,

we can appreciate the remark with which their

prospectus closes :
" We enter upon the duties of

editors with feelings chastened by a sense of

the responsibilities we have assumed, and of the

arduousness of the undertaking; yet animated

by the prospect of au honorable and useful

career."

Those who have been familiar with the course

of The Friend, from its commencement, we
think will admit, that it has in good measure

carried out the program laid down.

The proportion of space given to the different

subjects has of course varied from time to time,

with the circumstances of the times, and to some
extent with the individual tastes and interests

of the Editors. But a care has been maintained

to endeavor to uphold in its pages the doctrines

and testimonies of Friends— and through the

labors of its editors and of others, it has become

a great storehouse of information respecting the

history of our Society, and the early settlements

in this country. What may be called the more
purely literary department has, of latter times,

received less attention than was originally in-

tended, but it is in contemplation occasionally

to introduce into its columns some of the pro-

ductions of former years with which a former

generation were familiar, and whose intrinsic

merits are such, that they will be acceptable

and profitable to people of the present time.

The commencement of a new volume should

remind our subscribers that the subscription

price of our paper is payable in advance.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—As the result of gold exports last

week, the United States Treasury gold reserve on the

23rd stood at §105,800,957, a loss since the 20th inst.

of $1,005,000.
The Vice President of the Humane Association of

New York has written to Secretary Carlisle, asking

him to prevent the importation to this country from

Mexico of sundry bulls and toreadors for bull fighting

exhibitions at the Atlanta Exposition. He gave warn-

ing that participants will be prosecuted by the society.

Grand Master Sovereign has issued a manifesto to

his organization and to the Farmer's Alliance, People's

Party, reform clubs, and kindred societies, reciting
" the wrongs of the masses," and calling for a general

boycott on national bank notes in all dealings between

individuals. The boycott is to go into effect Ninth
Month 1st.

It is estimated that the annual consumption of oats

in the United States has been reduced about 100,000,-

000 bushels, owing to the displacement of horse power
bv electricity and bicycles.

C. K. Gilbert, of the United States Geological Sur-

vey, has discovered three valuable deposits of fireclay

in'Pueblo County, Col. The find is likely to prove of

great importance to Colorado, as the furnaces connected

with the smelting of silver ore and the making of iron

requires a large annual supply of this substance.

Anthracite coal, in a vein of four feet thick, has

been discovered on the Line Mountain, which bounds

Schuylkill and Northumberland Counties, Pa., on the

south" side, near Pitman, in the former county. This

is a surprise to coal experts, for it is five miles south

of the Shamokin coal basin, and was believed to be
outside the coal district. The vein is being opened,

and proves well.

The Alaskan seal industry is so poor this season, that

Captain Hooper, in command of the Bering Sea patrol,

rep iris that there is not a sealer and hardly a seal in

the sea.

This is a great year for apricots in Southern Cali-

fornia. The crop in Pomona Valley alone will amount
to about 1600 tons.

Tobacco is grown in forty-two States and Territories,

but nearly half the crop comes from Kentucky, Vir-

ginia, Ohio, North Carolina, Tennessee, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut.

Leading stockholders of the People's, the Electric

and the Philadelphia Tract inn Companies have agreed
to consolidate and form a company with a capital of

$30,000,000, a charter for which, it was stated, would
be applied for immediately.
There were 478 deaths in this city last week—a de-

crease of 105 from the previous week, and a decrease of

104 from the corresponding week of last year. Of the

foregoing, 201 were under one year of age; 245 were
males and 233 females : 79 died of cholera infantum

;

38 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 35 of

consumption ; 31 of heart disease ; 30 of marasmus ; 23
of inanition; 20 of convulsions, 18 of diphtheria; 15

of pneumonia; 15 of inflammation of the brain ; 13 of

cancer, and 9 of apoplexv.
Markets, &c— U. S. 2's, 97 ; 4's, reg., 112} a 112:!

;

coupon, 1124 a 113; 4's, 1925, coupon, 123| a 124} ;

reg, 122| a 123|;5's, reg, 115| a 115:]; coupon, 116|
a 117 ; currency 6's, 100 a 109.

Cotton was quiet and steady on a basis of 7}c. per
pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $1600 a $17.00
per ton; spring bran, in sacks, spot, $16.00 a $17.00
per ton.

Flour—Winter super, $2 50 a $2.65 ; do, extras,

$2.70 a $2.90 ; No. 2 winter family, $2.90 a $3.10 ; Penn-
sylvania roller, clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do, do, straight,

$3.50 a $3.70 ; Western winter, clear, old, $3.25 a $3.50

;

do, do. straight, old, $3.50 a $3.75; do, do, patent,

old, $3.75 a $3.90; new winters, 15 a 25c. per barrel

less than old; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.10; do,
straight, $3.30 a $3.00 ;

do, patent, $3.60 a $3.80 ; do,
favorite brands, higher.

Kye Flour.—Choice Penna, $3.60 a $0.05
;
per bbl.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, G8g a 08£c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 49J a 49.1c.

Beep Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 5] a 5!c;
medium, 4:] a 5c; common, 4 a 4.1c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3| a 4c; good, 3', -., :;.',. .,

medium, 2$ a 3c , common, 1.1 a 2k\; lambs, 3 a 5|o.

Hogs. —Good Western, 1% a 8c; other Western,

7ia7fc.
Fokl'IGN.—The returns of the elections for mem-

bers of the English Parliament to midnight on Sev-
enth-day last, show that the ( iinscrvatives and Union-
ists have secured 370 seats; Liberals, MeCarthyiles
and Parnelites, 155.

Harold Frederic gives this view of the situation in

the New York Times : " If you adopt the theory that

the defeated candidates are the best judges of what
struck them there is practically the unanimous ex-

planation of beer. Not only, they say, did the lower

classes rally vehemently in support of the publicans,

but the recent conversion of many of the great brew-

eries into limited companies has turned thousands of

middle class Liberals into small shareholders or trus-

tees of brewery stock, to protect which they and all

their friends unhesitatingly deserted the party. It

certainly is true that all these brewery stocks have
gone up during the week. But this is only one phase

of the general demoralization that has been steadily

increasing since Gladstone, failing to c immand his

own way in the party, left it to its own devices. Here
in London, I fancy, the increase of rates had still

more to do with the crash than the beer issue. The
progressive County Council tried nobly to make Lon-
don cleaner, healthier and more beautiful, but it could

not be done for nothing, and the small taxpayers
resented the extra cost. There was, moreover, in the

poorer districts of London especially, the grossest

public corruption, some of which will, one is glad to

hear, be brought before the Courts. Unfortunately,

$5000 has to be deposited as a guarantee before an
election petition can be heard, and if Harry Marks,
whose victory even Tories blush at, is allowed to re-

tain his seat without inquiry, it will be because his

antagonist has no money to pay lawyers. Public in-

dignation in his district ran so high on the night of

the election that the ballots had to be carried into

another division to be counted, for fear that other-

wise he would have been killed by the mob." Glad-
stone, in writing to a friend, says :

" It is too early to

speculate upon the causes of our defeat and learn les-

sons from the facts, but the Liberal party can well

afford to stand upon its record."

The London representative of the New York Tri-

bune says :
" The steamship agents, who began by esti-

mating the number of American tourists this season

at 50,000 have already doubled their figures and may
yet treble them. The return of this swarm of pleas-

ure-seekers will not be easy. The steamships of the
popular lines are already filled from the middle of

August to the first of October, with hardly a berth to

spare "

The money has been subscribed for the proposed
balloon trip of the Swedish engineer, Andree, to the
North Pole. The balloon will be made in Paris at a
cost of $8000.

Whether women shall practice as surgeons and
physicians in Austria, is a question now under con-
sideration by the Government, in consequence of a
petition to be allowed to practice presented by Baron-
ess Possauer. Prussia has just decided to throw open
medical studies and decrees to women.
A despatch of the 21st inst, from Spezzia, Italy,

says: "A terrible accident, resulting in the loss of 14S
lives, occurred near the mouth of the Gulf of Spezzia
to-day. At half-past one o'clock this morning the
steamers Ortigia and Maria P. ran into each other,

and the latter vessel was so badly damaged that she
sank in a very short time. The Maria P. had on
board, in addition to her crew, 178 passengers, bound
from Naples to the river Plate, by far the larger part
of whom were emigrants."

Stefan M. Stambuloffj ex-Premier, of Bulgaria,

died early on the morning of the 18th inst. from the
effects of the wound inflicted upon him on the 15th
by four assassins. His death has intensified the bitter

feeling existing between his followers and the sup-
porters of the Government, and it has been freely

charged that Prince Ferdinand and his Ministers
were directly responsible for the ex-Premier's assas-

sination. Three arrests have now been made of men
implicated in the assassination. Two of the prisoners

are believed to have been accomplices in the murder,
while the other was actually concerned in it. Three
gendarmes have been dismissed and will be tried for

not protecting Stambuloff.

The Chronicle of the 22nd published a despatch
from Philippopolis, saying that severe fighting has
taken place at Djuma, on the Bulgarian-Macedonian
frontier. The Turkish troops at that place were at-

tacked by a band of 1000 insurgents and defeated
with heavy loss. The loss of the insurgents was also

heavy. The situation is serious.

Emigration from Great Britain to the colonies of
the South Pacific has been checked by the announce-
ment that there is absolutely do employment for labor
in these colonies. All the Australia*, New Zealand
and the Cape tell the same story.

According lo reports from Government sources, the

recent battle between insurgents and Governmei
troops, between Manzanillo and Bayamo, lasted seven

hours. " The insurgents left 500 dead and woundt
on the field. The Government loss was 72 killed an

a number of wounded." Be ports from insurgent sourci

state that the Spaniards lost 1,000 men and Genen
Campos' forces were destroyed, the General himse
being wounded.
South American advices, brought to San Francist

on the 19th instant by the steamer San Bias, stal

that the south coast of Peru and the coast of (Jhil,

north of Valparaiso, have been visited by a tidal wa
which has done a great deal of damage. Earthqua
shocks preceded the main disturbance, and at Seren

on Fifth Month ISth, at 1.30 A. M, a severe eart

quake, lasting 45 seconds, occurred. At 3.55 anoth
shock followed.

Jules Despecher, of Paris, intends to purchase th

island of Anticosti from the English syndicate thi

owns it, for $1,000,000. Despecher's object in pureha
ing the island is not speculation, but to devek
fishing and agricultural resources, and no public cow
pany will be formed.
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WGg~Ilrmilia n<-,:.< received after Third-d'iy evening wi
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NOTICES.
A Friend with long experience and large executiv

ability, wishes position as superintendent, matron-
managing housekeeper, in institution or private fa mil}
Best reference from well known Friends. Would mak<
an engagement for fall. Address " H,"

Office of The Friend.

Westtown Boarding School.—The next term a
Westtown will open the third (3rd) of Ninth Month
Application should be made to

Zebkdee Haines, Sup'L,
Westtown P. O, Chester Co., Pi
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—

Dear Friend* and Brethren : The sacred

kings inform us, Christ "died for all, that

ey which live, should not live henceforth unto

emselves, but unto Him who died for them."

live unto Him, we must live and walk in

Spirit, observe his precepts, and follow his

ample in the way of humility, moderation,

d self denial; otherwise we cannot be his fol-

wers. " If any man," saith He, " will come
ter me, let him deny himself, and take up his

daily, and follow me."*

There is encouragement, comfort and hope in these

eetings and admonitions, notwithstanding the indis-

•nsalile duty is clearly upheld, of living to and for

irist, and of following Him in the way of humility,

oderation and self-denial There is no escaping

osses and exercises in this probationary scene, inas-

uch as our Divine Lawgiver has declared, " In the

orld ye sh ill hare tribulation," &c. We have had re-

tlled'in this connection the apostolic advice of Paul
the youthful Timothy :

" Thou therefore endure
irdness, ;us a good soldier of Jesus Christ." Adding,

man that warreth entangleth himself with the

lairs of this life ; that he may please Him who hath
tiled him to be a soldier." It is well for the youthful,

5 well as the more advanced soldier in the Lamb's
rmy, to have settled in the mind, that the way to

leaven is no primrose path of ease and smoothness,

'herein we can live unto ourselves, and do as we list,

ut on the contrary, one of conflict, of trial, of self-

enial and of warfare. Meanwhile, we are exampled
nd exhorted to keep the eye fixed upon the amenity or

appim-s of heaven promised to those who overcome,
hough they may have to labor and strive, and wrestle

herefor, even " the recompense of the reward " Moses
lad respect to, the pearl of great price, the crown of

lever-fading glory, at the end of the race.

A pious woman lias left the record, that she as greatly

rished to be found walking in the strait and narrow
vaj to heaven as to get there at last. And should not

his be the humble, resigned, fervent desire of each one
if us as pilgrims of earth? We are assured that no
christian traveller, has, in the Holy Scriptures, any
asier way or shorter road, with many soothing encour-
igements set before him, than one of afflictions, of chas-
enings and s-courgings. These are in Infinite, if mys-
erious wisdom, designed to be made a holy discipline

vhieh none can escape. There are. it is true, different

legrees and kinds of suffering ; but it is a cup from
vhieh all must more or less deeply drink. That noble
iuflerer, who helped to make up the band of primitive
Friends, William DewsUiry, testified :

" I was made a

christian through a day of vengeance, and of burning
is an oven, and the haughtiness and pride of man in

A professional belief in Christ, anil ot the

doctrines of the Gospel, may denominate us

Christians; but to be Christians indeed, we must
be indued with the spirit and nature of Chris-

tianity. " He is not a Jew," saith the apostle,

" who is one outwardly," neither is he a true

Christian who is only one outwardly; " for, in

Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth, nor

uncircumcision, but. a new creature." "If any
man be in Christ, he is a new creature." Con-

sequently, no man is in reality any further a

Christian than as he is created anew in Christ

Jesus. " It is the spirit that quickeneth ; the

flesh profiteth nothing."

Seeing, therefore, that essential and accepta-

ble religion is only produced and maintained in

us, through a renovation of heart by the spirit,

the more frequently we wait for its powerful in-

fluence, and the more fervently we seek it, the

oftener we shall find it renewed to us ; for, " they

that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength ; they shall mount up with wings as

eagles; they shall run and not be weary; they

shall walk and not faint."

As the present season is a time of deep exer-

cise and trial, let every one be weightily im-

pressed with a living concern, to look steadily

to Him who is able to save to the uttermost all

that come unto God by Him. If we live in his

fear, we shall have just ground to confide in his

protection ; and that He will preserve us through

all the vicissitudes of this mutable state in the

safe munition of his own Spirit and power,

me was brought low." He continues, " I never heard

the voice of Christ as his follower, until I was slain and
baptized, and lay as a little child under his heavenly

chastisement." Again, " Do not make the way to

heaven easier in your minds and imaginations than

indeed it is, and think it not sufficient to live in an nut-

ward observance of the ways of God. If your own wills

be alive and your corruptions remain unmortified, the

judgment of God will be your portion." What was not

the great apostle Paul willing to endure to obtain the

glorious victory, wheu he could say, " I count not my
life dear unto myself, so that I may finish my course

wilhjnyf" While we should cease not to emulate the

exalted virtues and attainments of these, let us each

one by the all-sufficient grace of the Saviour, in humility

and deep self-abasement, filially and devoutly inquire,

" Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"
Until we have passed through some such thoroughly

cleansing baptisms as these, we are not fully anointed

and qualified for service in the church, nor meet for

the inscription of " holiness unto the Lord." Under a

former and less perfect dispensation, it was enjoined :

" Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord " And
nothing having "a blemish" or being "unhallowed"
(Lev. xxii), was to be offered with acceptance upon
the Lord's altar. These were typical, no doubt, of the

inward cleansing and purity of heart and life, required

in this more perfect day of Gospel light, wherein all

are called to come more absolutely under the dominion

of Christ, and the teaching and guidance of his Holy
Spirit; that thus through abiding in the Vine of life,

they may be enabled to bring forth fruit to his praise.

In concluding this note, dear Readers of every class,

is not that called for at our hands, very similar to

what was required of ancient Israel ; renewed diligence

and faithfulness in carrying out in living practice, our

covenants with a covenant keeping Father in Heaven?
Even "To walk after the Lord, and to keep his com-

mandments and his testimonies and his statutes, with

all the heart and with all the soul ?"

where the instability of things without, will not

be suffered improperly or immoderately to affect

us. The things of the world are in continual

fluctuation anil uncertainty, and in proportion

to the hope and dependence that any place upon

them, such will be their loss and disappoint-

ment; but "they who trust in the Lord shall

be as Mount Zion, which cannot be moved." For
" as the mountains are round about Jerusalem,

so is the Lord round about his people, from

henceforth even for ever."

1779.—Inasmuch as we have sufficient ground

to believe that the true Gospel ministry is freely

received from the holy Head and unchangeable

Hi_;h Priest of the Christian Church, and by

Him commanded to be freely given, we can-

not esteem the laws of men, made in the apos-

tatized state of the professing churches, as of

any force to control and supersede his Divine

law, or to warrant us to act in violation there-

of; we therefore exhort you, brethren, be true

and steadfast in the faith once delivered to

the saints, and deeply suffered for by divers of

the protestaut martyrs, as well as by our own

faithful predecessors. However any amongst

us, to whom blindness in part hath happened,

may swerve from the law, and from the testi-

mony, suffer it not to fall as in the streets,

through your weakness, or the want of your ex-

ample; lest, for your denial of Christ before

men, He deny you before his Father and the

holy angels.

Dear Friends; seeing our time is ever silently

upon the wing, and the opportunity afforded us

for the important work of preparation daily

shortening ; knowing also, that the solemn pe-

riod advances, wherein every individual, how-

ever occupied in this transient mode of being,

must soon be called hence, and may in a mo-

ment unexpected, be broken off* from every

temporal connection by that awful command,

"Give an account of thy stewardship; for thou

mayst be no longer steward ;" let us be vigilant,

and in earnest so to improve the precious time

allotted us, that when this awakening call ap-

proaches, our consciences may not accuse us,

but our faith may be firm, and an admittance

granted us into that city which hath founda-

tions, whose builder and maker is God!
1780.—Advice hath been often communicated

from this meeting on the subject of education,

the effects of which are so manifestly interesting

and important to mankind ; for though it is the

grace and good spirit of God, through Christ,

that bringeth salvation, yet the earlier young

minds are instructed, and the better they are

prepared to receive the seed of the kingdom,

the more likely they will be to retain its virtue

and profit thereby.

Youth are very liable to form intimacies

with those who suit their natural inclinations

and passions, aud to imbibe their spirit and

manners, which too often lead them from a due

attention to the manifestations of Truth in their

own hearts, and to disregard the salutary ad-

vice of their friends, till they become entangled

in disagreeable and hurtful connections; out of
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which, it may not be in the power of their

friends to extricate them. We therefore entreat

you, brethren and sisters, who are placed over

them as parents, guardians or teachers, to keep

those under your charge, as much as possible,

out of the way of temptation, both by timely

caution ami proper restraint. Train them up

in useful learning, and to suitable employments.
Inure them to the frequent reading of the Holy
Scriptures, and the religious writings of those

who have been concerned and experienced in

the work and power of Truth. Guard them
against all publications which have a tendency

to affect and heighten their passions, to excite

lightness and vanity, or to instil principles of

infidelity and licentiousness ; minister not to

their hurt by improper indulgence, nor suffer

them to fall into evil through connivance, or

neglecting to apprise them of the clangers that

surround them.

And, dear young people, we tenderly beseech

you, receive with all due regard the wholesome
counsel of those who are honestly concerned

for you, and the labors of love both publicly

and privately bestowed upon you ; and above
all, adhere to the Spirit of Christ in your own
hearts, which, if ye wait for, and diligently seek

after, ye will feel more livingly in your minds
against all manner of evil, and through daily

submission to its Divine guidance, ye will ex-

perience the blessed operation thereof, till ye
are favored with a participation of its heavenly
nature, and enabled to abide under its preserv-

ing power, the safe munition of the watchful

and obedient.

Let not anything divert your attention from
this Divine principle, nor draw you to join with
temptation ; for notwithstanding the corruptions

of the world may appear displeasing, or even
disgusting to you, on their first presentation, if

ye fly not from, but tamper or amuse yourselves
with them, they will soon become familiar and
at length desirable. Thus many have gradually
fallen into bondage to things they once held in

abhorrence.

And, dear Friends ; let a tender and Christian

concern come upon you all, in your several
stations, to walk as bccometh the Gospel, and
to watch over one another for good ; and we
especially entreat those appointed as elders and
overseers to be diligent in the discharge of their

extensive and important duties; that the ig-

norant may be informed, the weak strengthened,
the tender encouraged, the scattered sought out,

the unwary cautioned, the unruly warned, and
that such as act in opposition to the testimonies

required of us by the spirit and doctrines of
Truth, may be treated with in love and meek-
ii' -s, yet with an holy firmness, that the cause
of Truth may not be suffered to fall, tli rough
the remissness of those who are placed as watch-
men on the walls of Zion.

It is much to be lamented, that any who have
descended from pious ancestors, should fail of
ciiiiiing up in the steps of their forefathers, who
stood firm in their integrity to the Truth mani-
fested unto them, through all the violence of
persecution and outrage they met with, that
they might keep a conscience void of offence

to Him who graciously supported them in ex-

emplary faith and patience.

The Christian principle they with so much
zeal and constancy maintained, and so deeply
suffered for, ought certainly to be of no light

estimation with us in this day of ease, wherein
we enjoy the freedom publicly to worship the
great Author of our bring and well-being, ac-

cording t r consciences, and to bold forth

the several branches of our religious duty to

Him, without enduring the like severities of our

predecessors. They nobly kept their ground in

the stormy season," and shall any of us, their

successors, who reap the advantage of their

faithfulness, take our flight in a time of calm-

ness and serenity ? We are under the same ob-

ligation they were, to testify to the Truth both

in profession and practice, to walk in self-denial,

and to follow Christ in the regeneration. Let

none, therefore, deny Him, by disobedience to

his requirings, or be ashamed of Him before

men, lest He deny them before his Father who
is in heaven.

We are not under a necessity of applying to

others, that we may learn how the case stands

betwixt God and our own souls. Experience

concurs with Holy Writ in teaching us that his

witness is within us, either excusing or accusing,

according to our faithfulness or unfaithfulness

thereunto. To this internal witness, let all be

entreated to give strict and reverent observance,

not suffering the momentary acquisitions or the

fleeting enjoyments of this world to steal away
the precious time mercifully allowed them,

wherein to prepare for higher and more endur-

ing fruitions.

Now though we think it needful thus to stir

you up to duty, we are well satisfied that many
ofyou are sincerely concerned to dwell in subjec-

tion to the gift of God in your own hearts, and
we fervently desire the preservation and estab-

lishment of such in the blessed Truth. May the

numberof these abundantly increase throughout

the churches; that the refreshing showers of

Divine favor may be frequently renewed and
fall upon them " as the dew of Hermon, and as

the dew that descended upon the mountains of

Zion ; for there the Lord commanded the bless-

ing, even life for evermore."
" Now unto him that is able to do exceeding

abundantly above all that we ask or think, ac-

cording to the power that worketh in us, unto

Him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus,

throughout all ages, world without end." Amen.
(To be continued.)

" And as sure as ever Joshua was to succeed

Moses and to observe all the law which was
commanded him, so are Friends now, who are

of a succeeding generation, faithfully to keep
and observe those weighty rules and precepts

left them by their elders, without turning from
them, either to the right hand or to the left.

And it remains as a testimony in my heart for

the Lord, to leave with you, that when any
offers abything in men's meetings which contra-

dicts the ancient rules and Divine precepts

settled amongst us in the heavenly power, they
contradict the very counsel of God, and it is but
an offering of strange fire, which God never
commanded, neither will accept of, and so bring
death over themselves, kindle strange fire in the

meeting, dazzle the minds of Friends and are
hinderers of the work and service of Truth."

—

Epistli of Thomas Wilson to Friends.

Persuaded that "there is a rest for the
people of God," I would fain urge all to "press
forward toward the mark for the prize of their

high calling of God in Christ Jesus"— and not
stop by the way to solve problems beyond our
ken. " There is a way that scemeth right unto
a man, but the end thereof is death." A way
is opened for the righteous, along which " bread
convenient for them" is dispensed with mar-
vellous knowledge of their needs, and God is

glorified.

For "THE FiirENI

Notes on Insects.

On the seventh of Seventh Month I noti

that the large leaves of the rhubarb plant in

garden were sadly eaten, great holes being m
in them, and some of the leaves having

;
fl

much of their substance. The upper surfacjis'

the leaves gave no clue to the maker of the i

chief, but on turning up the under side, tl

appeared hairy caterpillars of about two inc

in length, busily engaged in feeding. Ca
pillars are the young of butterflies and mo
and from their number and voracity are oi

very destructive. Some of them devour aln

all kinds of herbaceous plants, others feed o

upon a certain species.

I have not ascertained with certainty

kind of moth into which my rhubarb eal

change, but I suppose they are the parent;

some of the small moths often seen towards

fall of the year. When the caterpillars are fui

grown, they creep into some convenient pi;

of shelter and there spin their cocoons, in wh
they change into a chrysalis and so remain d

ing the winter and until they are ready to co

forth as moths in the following spring or ea

summer.
The species of caterpillars are very mimeri

Harris in his " Iusects of Massachusetts" si

he knows of five hundred kinds of butterfl

and moths inhabiting that State, and the wh'

number in the United States probably amoui
to several thousands, so that those who desi

to investigate their habits have a wide field

research open before them, and one which w
yield much of interest and instruction.

Two long and slender fags in the interior

the caterpillars contain the matter of the si.

This is a sticky fluid, and it flows from the spi

ner in a fine stream which hardens into a tk

so soon as it comes to the air. Some caterp

lars make but little silk, others produce it

great abundance.
When they have arrived at their full sis'

the caterpillars cease eating, and prepare i\

the wonderful transformation which they ai

yet to experience. Many of them spin aroui:

their bodies a case or cocoon to shelter theni

others suspend themselves in various way;

others merely enter the earth. When these pi

liminary precautions have been taken, by
peated struggles it bursts open the skin on tl

top of its back, withdraws the fore part of tl 1

body, and works the skin backward, until tl

hinder extremity is extricated. It is then

longer a caterpillar, but a chrysalis, apparent)
without head or limbs. In this state it tab
no food, but remains quiet for a time. After
while the chrysalis begins to swell, the skin

rent over its back, and from the fissure conn
out a butterfly or moth. At first the new ill

sect is moist, soft and weak, and its wings ai

shrivelled, but these soon stretch out to thei

full dimensions, and the limbs acquire the;

strength and firmness.

Not only is the shape and general appearanc
of the insect entirely changed, but the mout
and digestive organs also. It is incapable nl
of feeding on leaves, and only sucks water an'

the juice of flowers through a tube which con
stitutes its tongue. It has indeed nearly com
pleted the circle of its existence, and its remain
ing duty is to provide for the succession of th

race by laying its eggs in suitable situations-
after this it soon dies.

These insects belong to an order called Lepi
doptera, or scaly winged, for by the aid of i

microscope the mealy powder with which tin
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!gs are covered is seen to be coin posed of

les resembling those of a fish.

)n the day after looking at ray rhubarb eat-

when walking by the edge ofa thicket, I met
1 uinach bush ( Rh «.< glabra) in bloom, with

ye panicles of pale yellow or straw-colored

ers. I remembered that years ago when at

house of a friend in Ohio, I had partaken

( some honey, clear and beautiful, but of a

:uliar sulphur yellow color. My host said

color was due to its being collected by the

a from the flowers of the sumach. An in-

ction of my bush showed that bees are not

only insects to whom sumach is attractive.

nbering about on the blossoms were two

ids of beetles, and several sorts of flies, bees

, 1 wasps.

A. day or two before I had picked up in the

jets of our village a beetle about an inch in

gth, of a deej) mahogany color, with smooth

i polished surface, called a stag beetle, or

rn bug, from its long curved jaws. The grubs

e in the trunks and roots of trees in which
sy gnaw passages of considerable size.

J. W.

Learned Blind Student.

Over in Berkeley at the State University, and

_ its most successful students, is a young
in who has to rely upon four of the five aven-

) by which men gain imformation of the outer

rid, yet he has not only acquired great power
I a mathematician, a reasoner and a teacher,

It he has actually gained more knowledge of

Eternal nature than a great share of people

Newell Perry is now twenty-one years of age,

d has been totally blind since the age of nine,

iiieu
a bad case of poison oak left him sightless.

is childhood had been that of the average
salthy boy, except that his powers of observa-

j>n were uncommonly exercised, and his mind
lis well stored with pictures of sea and sky and
jll and valley. These recollections of early

jiars have been of inestimable value to him
pee his loss of sight, serving to guide and cor-

pct his conception of things which maturer
ludies have brought him.

1 After his blindness young Perry was sent to

le State Institution for the Blind, where he
ion distinguished himself as a student. He
ad before acquired the ability to read and to

andle simple figures. In his work under the

sachers of the blind his misfortune served to

iteusify the senses left him. If he could now
jad with much less facility than formerly, still

jading came to mean much more to him. His
lind was free to throw all its powers into form-
lg the conceptions suggested by the words. If

e could not now manage large numbers^o read-

y by the use of written figures, he soon ac-

uired the ability to carry and manipulate com-
aratively large numbers in his mind with mar-
ellous accuracy and rapidity.

Young Perry's advance from the institution

>r the blind to a city high school and thence
3 the State University was rapid. In his later

Ludies he has always employed a reader to save
ime. He selects for this office a person who is

rilling to be guided, who will be a passive instru-

lent and literally "lend his eyes." In these

ears his rank as a student has been good

—

mong the best, in fact ; and in mathematics es-

lecially it has been extremely high. The con-

duction for the most complex geometrical prob-
em can be drawn in his mind and held there
fhile the comparisons are being made which
ead to the solution. The profundities of the

differential and intergral calculus, so full of
dread to most minds, are pleasures to a mental-

ity of his grasp and concentration.

An instance may illustrate young Perry's

power. He requested a student to read to him
several logarithms which he wished to use, and
three or four were read of fifteen figures each.

Perry requested that they be read a second
time, after which he went to his room to use the

sixty figures, each in its proper place. It is an
ordinary thing for him to work with an alge-

braic expression of twenty terms, carrying it in

his mind through all the changes of a mathe-

matical computation.

But not only in mathematics is Perry's won-
derful ability displayed. He speaks, reads and
writes the German language. He is exceeding-

ly well read in history and English literature.

He is a thorough student of the natural sciences,

possessing the spirit of an investigator and the

habit of strict reasoning.

One of the surprising powers possessed by
Perry is his ability to direct his movements near-

ly or quite as well as can the average man.
Many persons who meet him upon his rambles

over the Berkeley hills or see him take the train

for San Francisco or pass him upon crowded
Market Street do not realize that he has not the

advantage of optical vision. So remarkably ac-

curate are his movements on the street, in a

jostling crowd, in descending a stairway two

steps at a time, in entering a crowded lodging

house and finding the room of his friend and
selecting the book he wishes to borrow in his

friend's absence, in traversing new paths with

as much ease and confidence as those well known,
in riding upon his bicycle along the busy streets,

that one is compelled to wonder if the much-
talked-of sixth sense be not here beautifully ex-

emplified ; if some kind of spiritual vision more
reliable than ordinary sight be not his fortunate

possession. He himself does not know how to

account for his success in moving around. He
just goes where he wishes without any attention

to how he does it; without realizing that he is

in any respect different from other men until

the realization is forced upon him by somebody's

remark.

Perry has already demonstrated his great

ability in teaching. Among those students who
are seeking the services of a private tutor, either

to be prepared for the university or to remedy
some backwardness in university studies, Perry's

success is well known, and his instruction is wide-

ly sought. The same intensity of vision, order-

ly arrangement of ideas and fulness of infor-

mation which have made his own great success

as a student, admirably fit him to help other

students. And so reliable is his wonderful mem-
ory that he can direct a student to the exact

page of his text book where a required piece of

information is to be found. When pursuing his

own studies his reader is requested to announce

the number of each new page, and thereafter the

blind man knows where that information can

be found.

Among those who have watched the career of

Perry there is no doubt that great things are at

some day to be written about him. Among his

plans is one for the study of the higher mathema-
tics in Germany, and, as he is very courageous

and hopeful, he will no doubt carry it out.

Meanwhile those persons who live and work with-

out the aid of one or more of the senses, who ac-

complish great things in spite of this lack, are

constant reminders that the most of us fail to

live nearly up to our highest possibilities of devel-

opment.

—

From the San Francisco Chronicle.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.
Roberts.

[Continued from page U
It is the duty of parents, professing as we do

to be a self-denying people and followers of a

crucified Lord, to train up their families in a

plain way, and a blessing will rest upon their

labors, and may prove " as bread cast upon the

waters, found after many days."

The practice of collecting the family for read-

ing in the Scriptures and Friends' writings, is

one that will make lasting impressions for good,

and will bring comfort and satisfaction.

A daily quiet retirement before the Lord, will

refresh the weary soul, and strengthen and pre-

pare us afresh for life's duties. If we would
experience " a growth in the Truth," a spiritual

communion must be maintained. It may be

but a short time from the hurry of life, to thus

earnestly turn our thought to Him from whom
all our help cometh. " My help cometh from
the Lord which made Heaven and earth."

I want here to encourage young mothers,

when the dear children are of a suitable age, to

take them to meetings both for worship and dis-

cipline, though I well know the anxious feeling

of at times leaving an infant ; my faith has often

been closely tried, but our great Caretaker does

remember and safely guards these precious lambs.

AFriend once told mean incident which strength-

ened my faith. " A pious woman who left her

home to attend her place of worship, was in-

formed ere she returned that one of her chil-

dren was drowned, she replied, 'It cannot be

one of my children, I left them in the care of

my Heavenly Father.'" And so it proved, it

was not her child.

I was introduced into the meeting of minis-

ters and elders in 1844. It was altogether un-

expected to me, not knowing it was to come
before the meeting till I heard it read, and well

remember the feelings it produced
;
great was

my desire I might not in any way bring re-

proach on the Truth.

In the year 1844 we moved to Chester County
and became members of Goshen Monthly and
Concord Quarterly Meeting. The first minute

I obtained was in the year 1845, to visit the

families of Goshen Preparative Meeting ; hav-

ing a little family I could not see how it was to

be done, but I was marvellously helped through.

Fifth Month, 1846.—My second minute was

to visit the families and those who attend the

meeting at Willistown ; the service was per-

formed to the peace of my mind.

First Month, 1847.—I was liberated to visit

the meetings of Abington Quarterly Meeting,

and the families of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting.

Hannah Thomas and Bennett Smedley accom-

panied me.

Seventh Month, 1847.—A visit was made to

the families and attenders of Whiteland Meet-

ing. George and Margaret Malin my compan-

ions.

Second Month, 1848.—My dear husband was

near being seriously injured from an accident.

Surely nothing but an unseen Hand preserved

his life, and is cause for heart-felt gratitude.

We have also had sickness in our family, but

through Best Help we were all favored to re-

cover. I have lately been brought low, but I

am again raised up, to our Heavenly Father

above we owe much. I desire to ascribe to Him
all praise, glory and honor, for He bringeth low

and raiseth up. "I will make the wilderness

a pool of water, and the dry lands springs of

water." I write not boastingly, but desire to
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number our blessings, and it is under a renewed

sense thereof, I mention the.-e things, that we
may be afresh incited to follow faithfully our

dear Lord and Master.

Third Month.—The Bridegroom of souls seeth

meet at seasons to hide his face as it were behind

the clouds, which have lately been permitted to

spread over us ; our dear little Alice being very

sick, and our beloved mother is near death's

door; it is a close trial not to be able to be with

her, but I desire to bow in submission to the

Lord's most holy will, and say " the cup that

my father hath given me, shall I not drink it?"

Fifth Month 12th.— I have now to record the

decease of our honored mother. She peace-

fully departed this life, without sigh or struggle,

to her everlasting rest, aged sixty-four years.

Truly, "blessed are the dead who have died in

the Lord." I crave that her mantle may rest

upon us her children, who have her bright ex-

ample before us. I can but thankfully acknowl-
edge the favor of being with her at the last,

with my sisters and brother, our dear uncles,

and our beloved friend Edith Spencer, who was
with us several days before the change. It was
cause of thankfulness, "the all-sustaining Arm
was felt to be underneath for our support," as

our dear mother said she believed it would be.

Fifth Month.— First-day.—Our meeting was
to me a solemn occasion, a feeling of quietness

spread over us, more than is often felt. Ah

!

what a favor when we are permitted to sit down
as at a table richly spread, and comparable to

the meat the prophet went in the strength of
forty days : but there must be a gathering daily,

for it is a daily work. It is a comfort to re-

member such precious seasons, when the dear
Master condescends to our low estate, and feeds

his hungry children with bread immediately
from heaven.

Sixth Month 1st.— Our Monthly Meeting.
Hannah A. Warner appeared in fervent supli-

cation, I could feelingly respond to it, viz: "Oh
righteous Father, as it has pleased thee to re-

move fathers and mothers from our Israel, we
humbly pray thee that their mantles may rest

upon us, that a double portion of the spirit of
Elijah may rest upon Elisha. That thy strength
may be made perfect in our weakness, feeling

that we are poor and needy, and enable us to

lay aside every weight, and the sin that so easily

besets us," &c.
Oh ! for greater watchfulness ; the enemy is

ever ready to draw us aside, I often fear I am
not on my guard as I should be; may I be pre-
served from being a stumbling block to the sin-

cere seeking soul. Keep me, dearest Father,
for I cannot keep myself, and be pleased to be
near me when gathered for the solemn purpose
of worship, that thy will only may be done by
me.

Eighth Month.—Our Select Quarterly Meet-
ing was a time of favor, Hannah Gibbonssupli-
cated that we might not become as the "withered
branches," or " as the salt that has lost its savor."
Sarah Emlen followed in testimony, "Ye have
not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and or-

dained you that ye should go and bring forth
fruit, and that your fruit should remain." I

felt unworthy of a seat in this meeting. Next
day was also a favored meeting. Samuel Cope
and others appeared in testimony. Before a
word was spoken, greatly did I desire that the

thirsty ground might be wntered, by whom or
through whom the Great Head of the Church
mighl see meel ;

unworthy as I felt for the favor,

it was granted. I could not feel excused with-
out expressing it, and desiring we might be en-

abled through the Lord's holy help, to " take

heed to his word, that our way might be cleans

ed," and we fitted and prepared for "an in

heritance incorruptible and undefiled that fadeth

not away." Nothing but apprehended duty,

and strength given me to appear in this large

gathering, could have enabled me to express

my feelings.

Ninth Month.—I have been instructed th

evening in viewing a beautiful sunset, after a

day of clouds and tempests, and secret desires

arose, that should the rain descend and the

storms beat against my little bark, if the Sun
of Righteousness does but arise in the evening
of my day, it will be an unspeakable favor.

May it be my happy experience at that solemn
period, is my heartfelt prayer in my silent medi-

tations this evening.

(To be continued.)

Fob "The Friend."

Salvation.

The salvation of man depends upon what
Christ has done for us without us, in the one
offering that was made on Calvary; and what
He is pleased to do for us within us by the work
of the blessed Holy Spirit. The Spirit worked
in a limited decree under the old dispensation

which was largely outward. We of to-day are

living under the new covenant that was ushered
in through the death, sufferings and resurrec-

tion of the Son of God.
The human side of this last and lasting cove-

nant is repentance and faith ; and whenever the

human family comply with these terms they
are brought into covenant relationship with
their great Creator, they are changed from na-

ture's darkness into the glorious liberty of the

sons of God. They are no longer aliens and
strangers to the commonwealth of Israel, but
are fellow-citizens with the saints and the house-
hold of God. " You hath He quickened who
were dead in trespasses and sins." While in

times past ye walked in trespasses and sins, by
grace are ye saved through faith, though not of
yourselves; not of works lest any man should
boast, ye are brought nigh by the blood of
Christ.

God was in Christ reconciling the world unto
himself not imputing their sins, and has given
unto us the word of reconciliation. The same
Apostle to the Corinthians, uses this language,
much more being reconciled by his death, we
shall be saved by his life, and when we are
brought into spiritual life we become branches
of the true viue Christ Jesus, and are fruit bear-
ing branches. Christ's parable in regard to the
vine and branches, is a good one, the branch
cannot bear fruit of itself, neither can we. It

is our privilege to draw or drink of living water
which will be in the child of God as a well of
waters springing up unto everlasting life.

While we were aliens to God and strangers
to grace, we were visited by the dayspring from
on high, and as we closed in with this we came
to know of Christ being formed within the hope
of glory. Let the wicked man forsake his ways
and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and let

him turn unto the Lord, who will have mercy
upon him and to our God who will abundantly
pardon. William Peun left it as his testimony
that his theology was what Christ had done for

him without him, and what he was pleased to

do for him within him.

George Brigqs.
New Sharon, Iowa, Seventh Mo. 10th, 1895.

Humility of mind and heart leads into sim-
plicity in manners, in conduct and in all things.

Recent Explorations in Babylonia.

BY PROFESSOR PR. HERMAN V. HILPRECHT,

Thanks to the gracious protection which 1

majesty the Sultan has always and eminent
extended to the Babylonian Expedition of ti

University of Pennsylvania, and to the live

and cordial interest which Hamdy Bey, the I
rector-General of the Imperial Museum in Co
stantinople, has shown in it, the interrupted e

cavations could be resumed in the fall of tl

same year, 1889, as soon as cold weather set i

and pressed on with energy and fresh confident.

As a basis of operations had been marked out
the first campaign, there was, of course, less net

for the assistance of the Assyriologist in the fie!

than at home, where the sifting of the materis
and the preparations for the publication of tl

cuneiform discoveries, claimed his entire attei

tion. Only the director, the business manage
and the dragoman returned to Babylonia, w!

"

the architect made use of his studies to complet
in Paris, a plan in relief of the body of ruins
Nuffar.

The excitement among the tribes on accou
of one of their members having been killed b

a Turkish soldier (as described in my first art

cle) came occasionally to an outbreak in

derous attacks. Happily, however, to the men
bers of the expedition one circumstance prove
of priceless value. Among the Affej tribes th

was spread very generally the notion that th

foreigners, being armed with supernatural pov
er, had, in punishment of the treachery that ha
been practised upon them, brought upon th

country the cholera, which was not quite extint

even in the year following. Several succ(

treatments of sickness among the Arabs whoi
they employed, served to sustain this faith i:

their power. When finally, at the proper
ment, some rockets and fire-crackers, which hai

been brought along, were set offfrom the trenche
in the ruins before the assembled multitude,
shot their fiery sparks through the air as thougl
they had been scattered by the hand of a spirit

then, at last, there was a period of rest from th>

secret attacks. Fear of the uncanny powers o

jinns, or demons, held their minds in bondage
A young Syrian physician from Beyrout, whon
the expedition had brought with it this time oi

account of the cholera, fell ill of typhoid feve:

soon after its arrival in Nuffar, and had to b»

sent back, while in a state of delirium, to Bag
dad, where he recovered slowly in the course o
the winter.

In spite of all, not for a moment was the great
purpose of the expedition lost sight of. The
valuable experience which the members of th<

expedition had acquired the first year, the com-
prehensive oversight of the central committee in

Philadelphia (E. W. Clark, chairman), and oi

the director in the field, and the powerful sup-
port of the Ottoman government, insured a com-
plete success to the second campaign also. Ever
deeper the explorers penetrated into secrets and
riddles of the huge mound of ruins. Hundreds^
of graves, clay coffins, and urns were opened, and
the ruins of demolished habitations and store-
houses, along with the contents of their cham-
bers, were explored. In this way thousands of
documents, inscribed bricks, vases, and votive
tablets, were collected. The active life and mo-
tion which once pulsated in the streets of the
city, and in the forecourts of its temple, on the
palm-and corn-laden banks of the great canal,
unfolded itself before the eyes of the restless ex-
plorers.

The second campaign came to a more peace-
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1 ending than did the first. At its close, both

r. Peters and the dragoman returned to Amer-
i and Haynes, who had labored with so much
ill in Nuffar for the object of the expedition,

s unanimously chosen its director to continue

i explorations. He went alone to the field

labor, and since that time has exposed him-

lf to the rains of winter and the heat of sum-

er almost continuously. He has had merely

e temporary help and company of another

merican named Meyer, who has rendered great

rvice by his excellent drawings of the ruins,

id of objects found in them. But Meyer's

eakened frame fell a victim, in December last,

the malaria on the border of the marsh, where
ren before this the Syrian physician and the

•esent writer had absorbed the germs of typhus.

l the European cemetery in Bagdad, on the

inks of the Tigris, he rests, having fallen a

anch fighter in the cause of science. Even if

ie great sand-storms of the Babylonian plains

lould efface his solitary grave, what matters

? His bones rest in classic soil, where the

radle of the race once stood, and the history

f Assyriology will not omit his name from its

ages.

The terraces of the temple of Ekur (that is,

lountain house) rose ever more distinctly out

f the rubbish mass which had grown above it

tirough millenniums. Theimpressiveruinsstood
(bout one hundred feet above the level of the

Jjurrounding plain, while its foundation lay hid-

jien in the earth's bosom more than sixty feet

I ,-elnw that level. The platform of the first king
j f Ur, who built here some 2800 B. C, was soon

(leached. But deeper still sank the shafts of the

llmericans. "What for ages no king among
1 he kings had seen,"—to speak with King Na-
iiuna'id—"the old foundation of Naram-Sin,
•hat saw I." The numerous bricks bearing the

piame of the great Sargon, who, 3800 B. C, had
xtended his powerful empire to the shores of

he Mediterranean, came forth to the light of

lay under pickaxe and shovel. By this the

expedition supplied irrefutable proof of the his-

,orical character of this primitive Semitic king-

lorn, which has often been doubted. The curse

>f the king, which he had engraved in cuneiform

'haracters in the door-sockets of the entrance,

:' Whosoever removes this inscribed stone, may
Bel, Shamash, and Ninna root him out, and de-

stroy his posterity," had no terrors for the science

of the nineteenth century. New trenches were
out. At times the waters of the god Ea, and the

A.nunaki, the Babylonian spirits of the depths,

sprang up, and tried to frighten away the bold

explorers; all in vain, however,
i Under the buildings of Sargon and Naram-
Sin one of the largest and most important finds

rewarded the labor that had been expended.
An arch of brick, in splendid preservation, and
of nearly the same form as is found in the later

monuments of the second Assyrian empire, was
laid bare, and most carefully photographed. By
this the question long discussed by the historians

of architeoture, as to the antiquity of the arch,

entered upon a new stage, and its existence in

Babylonia about the end of the fifth and the

beginningofthe fourth millennium before Christ

was proven. But, although the excavations have
gone already twenty-three feet below the plat-

form of King Ur-Gur of Ur (about 2800 B. C),
not yet have they reached the deepest founda-
tions of this venerable sanctuary, whose influ-

ence for over four thousand years had been felt

by all classes of the Babylonian people. But
in the presence of this fact we begin to have
some notion why Nippur is spoken of as the

ohlest city of the earth in the old Sumerian le-

gends of the creation.

Close upon seventy thousand dollars has been
spent on the excavations in Nuffar, to say noth-

ing of the loss of life and the endurance of trou-

ble by those who have borne the burden and
heat of the day on its fields of ruins. Great
sacrifices of time, money, and personal devotion
will be needed to carry the exploration to its

end. But what the University of Pennsylvania
and its friends have begun, will be finished.

The classification and editing of the numerous
and important results of the expedition has been
entrusted by the Committee of Publication (C.

H. Clark, chairman), to Professor Hilprecht,

who has planned their publication in four series

of from ten to fifteen volumes each. Other
Semitic scholars of America have been invited

to take part in their publication, and have
promised their assistance for the near future.

Two volumes, prepared by the editor-in-chief,

have appeared already, and three are in the

press, while seven others are in preparation,

one of them containing the history of the ex-

pedition- by Dr. Peters and Dr. Haynes. It

may be worth while, at this point, to summarize
the most noteworthy results.

About thirty thousand cuneiform tablets form
the bulk of what has been recovered. Many of

these are of the time of the earliest dynasty of

Ur (about 2800 b. c.) and of the period of the

Cassite kings (about 1725 to 1140 b. c), which
hitherto were not represented by dated docu-

ments. Of the manifold character of these

documents — syllabaries, letters, chronological

lists, historical fragments, astronomical and re-

ligious texts, inscriptions referring to buildings,

votive tablets, dedications, inventories, contracts,

&c.—nothing less than an exhaustive examina-
tion can give a clear idea. Most of the early

rulers of Babylon, who were known to us only

by name, and nine whose very names had been

lost, have been restored to history by this ex-

pedition. Through the abundance of the re-

covered texts of the earliest Semitic rulers,

Aluharshid, Sargon I., and Naram-Sin, compris-

ing hundreds of inscribed bricks, door sockets,

marble vases, and clay stamps for bricks, our
conception of the power and extent of the Semitic

race about 3800 b. c. had to undergo a radical

transformation.

Of especial value are the hundred and fifty

fragments of inscribed sacrificial vessels and
votive objects belonging to rulers already known
to us through Tello, as they promise to cast

entirely new light upon the chronology of a

difficult period. Besides this, the first publica-

tion showed the Publication Committee of Phila-

delphia to be determined to clear up the en-

tangled questions of Babylonian paleography

by treating them on scientific principles.

Those who studied the explorations of Loftus

and Layard know what indescribable pains they

have taken to save for the British Museum three

clay sarcophagi, even though they crumbled
to pieces on contact with the air. Thanks to

the patient efforts of Haynes, nine clay sar-

cophagi have already been excavated at Nuffar,

and conveyed in good condition to the imperial

Museum at Constantinople, and twenty-five more
stand packed ready to leave the fields of ruins.

Among the great number of seals and seal-cylin-

ders such as the Babylonians employed in busi-

ness transactions, there are some at every period

of their history, and several belonged to kings

and governors. Two hundred clay bowls, closely

inscribed in Aramaic, Hebrew and Mandean,
allow us a welcome glimpse into the wizardry

of Babylonia, which exerted considerable in-

fluence on the religious teachings of the later,

posl biblical literature of tin- .lews. Thousands
of enamelled and plain vases of clay of all sorts,

playthings, weapons, weights, gold and silver

ornaments, objects in stone, bronze and iron,

together with a collection of human skulls, otter

us help in the study of the piebald ethnological

relations of Babylonia.

With regard to the wealth of its results and
the scientific treatment of the doci nts it lias

published, this Philadelphia expedition takes

equal rank with the best sent out from England
or France. The systematic and careful manner
of laying bare the vast ruins of buildings, and
in exploring ami depicting them, with a view
to a complete and connected view of the whole,

is something without parallel in previous ex-

peditions to Babylonia. And when the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania has completed her great

undertaking in Nuffar, there will belong to her
and those who have shared in her expedition

the unquestionable credit of haying exhaustively

examined one of the vastest ruin-heaps of the

Mesopotamian plain. To this institution must
be given the credit of having excavated the

most important sanctuary, and at the same time
the earliest terrace temple, of this land of primi-

tive civilization, and of having made intelligible,

by earnest research, its construction and its

history.

—

8. S. Times.

THE MESSIAH.

To this poem, first published in 1712, the

author prefixed the following advertisement:

"In reading several passages of the prophet

Isaiah, which foretell the coming of Christ and
the felicities attending it, I could not but ob-

serve a remarkable parity between many of the

thoughts and those in the Pollio of Virgil. This

will not seem surprising, when we reflect that

the eclogue was taken from a Sibylline prophecy

on the same subject. One may judge that Virgil

did not copy it line by line, but selected such

ideas as best agreed with the nature of pastoral

poetry, and disposed them in that manner which

served most to beautify his piece. I have en-

deavored the same in this imitation of him,

though without admitting anything of my own,
since it was written with this particular view, that

the reader, by comparing the several thoughts

might see how far the images aud descriptions

of the prophet are superior to those of the poet."

Ye nymphs of Solyma ! begin the song :

To heavenly themes subliiuer strains belong.

The mossy fountains and the sylvan shades.

The dreams of Pindos and the Aonian maids
Delight no more—O Thou my voice inspire

Who tonch'd Isaiah's hallowed lips with tire !

Rapt into future times, the bard begun :

A Virgin shall conceive, a Virgin bear a Son !

From Jesse's root behold a branch arise,

Whose sacred flower with fragrance tills the skies:

The ethereal spirit o'er its leaves shall move,
And on its top descends the mystic dove.

Ye heavens! from high the dewy nectar pour.

And in soft silence shed the kindly shower!
The sick and weak the healing plant shall aid,

From storm a shelter and from heat a shade.

All crimes shall cease, and ancient frauds shall fail

;

Returning Justice lilt aloft her scale;

Peace o'er the world her olive wan I extend.

And white-robed Innocence from heaven descend.

Swift fly the years, and rise the expected morn!
Oh spring to light, auspicious Babe, be born !

See, Nature hastes her earliest wreaths to bring,

With all the incense of the breathing spring:

See lofty Lebanon his head advance.

See nodding forests on the mountains dance:
See spicy cloud- from lowly Saron rise,

And Canuel's flowery top perfume the skies !
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Hark ! a glad voice the lonely desert cheers
;

Prepare the way ! A God, a God appears !

A God, a God ! the vocal hills reply ;

The rocks proclaim the approaclrr.g Deity.

Lo, earth receives hira from the bending skies !

Sink down, ye mountains; and ye valleys, rise !

With head declined, ye cedars, homage pay
;

Be smooth, ye rocks ! ye rapid floods give way !

The Saviour comes! by ancient bards foretold:

Hear Him, ye deaf! and all ye blind, behold!

He from thick rilms shall purge the visual ray,

And on the sightless eye-ball pour the day :

'Tis he the obstructed paths of sound shall clear,

And bid new music charm the unfolding ear;

The dumb shall sing, the lame his crutch forego,

And leap exulting, like the bounding roe.

No sigh, no murmur the wide world shall hear;

From every face he wipes off' every tear.

In adamantine chains shall death be bound,

And hell's grim tyrant feel the eternal wound.
As the good shepherd tends his fleecy care,

Seek- freshest pasture and the purest air;

Explores the lost: the wandering sheep directs,

By day o'ersees them, and by night protects
;

The tender lambs, he raises in his arms,

Feeds from his hand and in his bosom warms:
Thus shall mankind his guardian care engage,

The promised father of the future age.

No more shall nation against nation rise,

Nor ardent warriors meet with hateful eyes,

Nor fields with gleaming steel be covered o'er,

Ths brazen trumpets kindle rage no more;
But useless lances into scythes shall bend,

And the broad falchion in a ploughshare end.

Then palaces shall rise, the joyful son
Shall finish what his short-lived sire begun ;

Their vines a shadow to their race shall yield,

And the same hand that sow'd, shall reap the Held.

The swain in barren deserts wiih surprise

Sees lilies spring and sudden verdure rise

;

And starts, amidst the thirsty wilds, to hear
New falls of water murmuring in his ear.

On rifted rocks, the dragon's late abodes,

The green reed trembles, and the bulrush nods.

Waste sandy valleys, once perplext with thorn,

The spiry lir and shapely box adorn:
To leafless shrubs the flowery palms succeed,
And odorous myrtle to the noisome weed.
The lambs with wolves shall graze the verdant mead,
Anil boys in flowery bands the tiger lead.

The steer and lion at one crib shall meet,

And harmless serpents lick the pilgrim's feet,

The smiling infant in his hand shall take
The cresteii basilisk and speckled snake,
Pleased, the green lustre of the stales survey,
And with their forkv tongues shall innocently play.

Kise, crown'd with light, imperial Salem, rise !

Exalt thy lowery head, and lift thy eyes !

See a long race thy spacious courts adorn
;

See future suns, and daughters yet unborn,
In crowding ranks on every side arise,

Demanding life, impatient for the skies!

See barbarous nations at thy gates attend,

Walk in thy light and in thy temple bend
;

See thy bright altars throng'd with prostrate kings,
And heap'd with products of Sabean springs!
For thee, Idume's spicy forests blow,
And seeds of gold in Opbir's mountains glow :

See heaven its sparkling portals wide display,

And break upon thee in a flood of day!
No more the rising sun shall gild the morn,
Nor evening Cynthia fill her silver horn;
But lost, dissolved in thy superior rays,

One tide of glory, one unclouded blaze,

O'erflow thy courts: the Light himself shall shine
Reveal'd, and God's eternal day be thine!
The seas shall waste, the skies in smoke decay,
Bocks fall to dust, and mountains: melt away

;

But lix'd bis word, his saving power remains;
Thy realm for ever lists, thy own Messiah reigns!

To l)e born aga'm calls for a mutation of the

whole man ; the change which it introduces in

our practice must grow out of a new motive;
not merely out of an amended principle, but a
new principle; not an improvement in some
particulars only, hut a general determining
change.

The simplicity of the cross is what toe many
stumble at.

Incidents and Reflections.—No. 324.

THE REWARD OF FAITHFULNESS.

It is said in the book of Revelations, " Blessed

are they that do his commandments, that they

may have right to the tree of life, and may
enter in through the gates into the city."

The early history of the Society of Friends

furnishes many instances of the blessing that

has crowned the closing days of those who have

faithfully followed the Lord in the way of his

leadings. Richard Farnsworth was one of the

first that received George Fox's testimony, and
joined him in Society and ministerial labors.

Many were converted through his labors, and
he partook of the sufferings to which his breth-

ren were exposed. After about fifteen years

spent in laboring and suffering for the Truth,

he was taken ill in London. A short time be-

fore his departure out of this life, he gave the

following exhortation :
" Friends, God hath been

mightily with me, and supported me at this

time, and his presence and power have encom-
passed me all along. I am tilled with his love

more than I am able to express."

Francis Howgill was one of the principal

persons among the first promulgators of the

Christian doctrines held by Friends. He was
a minister among the Independents, but did

not feel the full satisfaction that he desired. He
was in a seeking state of mind when George
Fox had a remarkable meeting at the Firbank
chapel, where he officiated, and he was con-

vinced of the truth of the doctrines preached
by that eminent minister of the Lord; and
himself became a preacher of the same doc-

trines. For refusing to swear he was confined

to a prison at Appleby for the last five years

of his life ; and died there after a sickness of
nine days. He expressed himself in this sick-

ness " That he was content and ready to die,"

praising the Almighty for the many sweet enjoy-

ments and refreshing seasons he had been favored

with on that his prison-house bed whereon he

lay; freely forgiving all who had a hand in his

restraints. To his wife he said, " I am well and
content to die. I am not afraid at all of death."

Shortly before his close, he said, " I die in the

faith in which I lived and suffered for."

William Bailey died in 1675. He had been
a zealous preacher among Friends and bore his

share of suffering for his testimony—being sev-

eral times imprisoned and also receiving cor-

poral abuse. He followed a sea-faring life for

the support of his family, and was on his way
from Barbadoes to England when he was visited

by a disease which terminated his life. When
he perceived his end near, he sent a message to

his wife not to mourn too much, " for it is well

with me." To those about him, he said, " Death
is nothing in itself, for the sting of death is sin.

Tell the Friends in London, I go to my Father
and their Father, my God and their God."
One Thomas Stordy in the North of England

was imprisoned for ten years at Carlisle for re-

fusing to swear ; and after his release under
the proclamation of the king in 1(372, was again
cast into prison for absenting himself from the
public worship, and remained there until his

death in 1(384. Hard as his lot might seem to

be, yet he encouraged to faithfulness the Friends
who visited him, telling them, that the Lord
rewarded him with sweet peace.

William Dewsbury was a native of York-
shire, England, and was early distinguished
among the foremost members of the Society of
Friends, for depth of religious experience, tiie

eminence of his labors in the ministry, and the

severity of his sufferings for the testimony of
good conscience. He was often imprisoned—

:

one time for nineteen years for refusing to swea

He was a man " valiant for the Truth," ar

when on his death-bed from a sickness contract*

in jail, he said to some Friends who came l

visit him, " Friends, be faithful and trust in tl

Lord your God ; for this I can say, I neve

played the coward, but as joyfully entere

prisons as palaces. And in the prison hout

I sang praises to my God ; and esteemed tl

bolts and locks put upon me as jewels, and i

the name of the eternal God I always got tl

victory, for they could not keep me any longs

than the time determined of Him. My depar

ure draws nigh, blessed be God, I have nothin

to do but to die, and put off this corruptibl

and mortal tabernacle, this body of flesh, ths

hath so many infirmities ; but the life that dwel

in it ascends out of the reach of death, hell an

the grave; and immortality and eternal life i

my crown for ever and ever."

Robert Lodge, also of Yorkshire, was cot

vinced of the principles of Friends when abou

eighteen years of age. He was favored with ai

eminent gift in the ministry, in the exercise o

which he travelled in England and Ireland

and was instrumental in gathering many froD 1

the evils which are in the world. Like man
others in that day, he had to suffer imprison]

ment, but he kept his first love and his integrit;]

to the last, and in his last sickness uttered thes-j

comfortable expressions to one who visited him
" The Lord knows my heart that I have servet

Him ; and it hath been of more account to me
the gaining of one soul, than all my labor.j

and travels." His last words were — " Blessed

be God, I have heavenly peace."

Among early Friends, Robert Barclay is verj

widely known as the author of various treatises

especially his vindication of the doctrines held

by the Society of Friends, published with tht

title of " The Apology." William Penn testifies;

of him, " He was a learned man, a good Chris

tian, an able minister, a dutiful son, a loving

husband, a tender and careful father, an easy

master, and a good, kind neighbor and friend.'

James Dickinson paid him a visit when on his

death-bed, to whom R. Barclay said :
" God is

good still, and though I am under a great

weight of weakness and sickness, yet my peace

flows ; and this I know, whatever exercises may
be permitted to come upon me, they shall tend

to God's glory and my salvation, and in that If;

rest."

William Penn says of George Fox that

he lived, so he died, feeling the same etern;

power that raised him to be greatly serviceable

in his generation, and preserved him stedft

in a life of righteousness, to raise him above ti

fear of death in his last moments. To so

who inquired how he felt himself? he answei
"Never heed, the Lord's presence is over
weakness and death, the Seed reigns, blessed be
the Lord."

Stephen Crisp was convinced of the Truth
through the labors of James Parnell, then quite

a youth, when at Colchester. The historian;

relates that Stephen called on him at his lodg-
ings, and James appearing as a mere boy, he
viewed him with a contemptuous eye, but upon
entering into discourse with him, the awful
frame of his spirit, and the weight and con-
ciseness of his expressions fixed so deep an im-
pression on Stephen Crisp's mind, that he was
effectually convinced, and became himself an
eminent publisher of the same doctrines. He
was zealous and diligent in the exercise of his
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linistry, travelling in England and Scotland,

-Id especially in Holland and Germany, and

wossed the German Ocean thirteen times on

I :ligious visits to those countries. He was very

id seful to many, especially widows and orphans,

i the management of their outward affairs.

1 .bout four days before his decease, he said to

>;|eorge Whitehead : "There is no cloud in my
A ay ; I have full assurance of my peace with

i
od in Christ Jesus." To another he said :

" I

i ave fought the good fight of faith and have

1 in my course, and am waiting for the crown of

Ife that is laid up for me."

.* Charles Marshall of Bristol, was convinced

Jnder the powerful ministry of John Audland
ill the year 1(354, and his attention turned to

ie manifestations of the light of Christ in his

Jwn heart. Abiding faithful to his convictions,

Jbout sixteen years afterwards, he received a dis-

pensation of the Gospel to minister to others.

,u this he labored about twenty years, and was

;istrumental in convincing many. Although

i e suffered less from personal violence and iin-

Irisonment than many of his cotemporaries, yet

tie experienced enough to rank him among
ihat happy company of whom our Saviour said,

;
|
Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and

.;
persecute you, and say all manner of evil against

i

iou falsely for my name's sake." On one occa-

sion as he was concerned in prayer, a justice of

: he peace laid violent hands on him to pull him
.trough the rail of the gallery, and gripped him

Wtf the side so rudely and so hard, as caused

.nim to spit blood.

. He was a considerable sufferer for his testi-

mony against tithes, in the loss and spoil of his

joods. His last illness was a lingering indis-

position, from which he felt that he should not

lecover; yet this fixed persuasion of his mind
ivas attended with no fearful apprehensions of

lis future well being. He felt that the work
jf righteousness was peace, and the effect thereof

quietness aud assurance forever.

These dear Friends in the close of life could

fejoice in looking back over its scenes in the

,:onsciousness that they had endeavored faith-

,'ully to follow as Christ Jesus their heavenly
Leader had led them. Yet they did not ascribe

Lheir salvation to their own efforts, but to the

mercy of God, who had been pleased to visit

.vith his Spirit, and give them strength to obey
Him. This is very clearly shown in the account
ieft on record of Thomas Camm, who was a
diligent laborer in the Gospel. Near the end of

ife, he said, " I bless the Lord I can say with

;he Apostle, ' I have fought a good fight ; I have
pnished my course, I have kept the faith ; hence-

forth there is laid up for me a crown of right-

eousness." On another occasion he remarked,
' I have been pondering in my mind and medi-
tating of the wonderful and unspeakable mer-

cies and loving-kindnesses of God, to me, extend-

jed all my life long, even to this very day, that

I, such a poor, weak, feeble creature, should be

enabled to hold out and go through those many
trials, travails, sufferings and exercises, both
inward and outward, of various kinds, that have
fallen to my lot, has indeed been the Lord's
doings. He shall have the praise and the glory

;of all, for He alone is worthy of it." J. \V.

Natural History, Science, etc.

F. Vincent relates that when in the interior

of the Congo country, one of the men found a
curious insect about eight inches in length and
the size of one's little finger. As it hung slug-

gishly from a string to which it was attached,

he says, " I at first thought that my friends were

trying to palm off the dead branch of a tree for

an animal. But suddenly the creature jerked up
its legs, and I was quite as much surprised as

if a dead bough of a tree had all at once moved
its branches." On touching it there opened
from the middle of the body a pair of wings
like those of a butterfly, and transparent as

isinglass. Being let alone it soon shut its wings,

wrapping them tightly around the body like

the bark of a branch, so that they were abso-

lutely concealed. The object of this mimicry
is protection against attacks.

The Congo River discharges one million tons

of water per second, probably as great a vol-

ume as of all the other rivers of Africa together.

At its mouth it is eight miles wide, and nine

hundred feet deep in mid-channel. It has now
a channel six thousand feet deep for a distance

of three hundred miles into the ocean. Its

mud is said to be found six hundred miles at

sea. The water at the sea surface opposite the

mouth is fresh for a hundred miles from land.

Palm-oil.—The tree that yields this substance

flourishes along the coast of the Gulf of Guiana,
and far inland. It is a comparatively low palm
tree. At the point where the leaves branch
from the stem hangs the fruit, a large bunch of

reddish-yellow plums, which when ripe, are

picked and boiled in kettles to extract the oil

of commerce. It is used in the manufacture of

soap.

In the cemeteries of Morocco, at either end
of the graves, are placed little receptacles of

stone, in which water is kept for the use of

birds. This is a peculiar act of charity which
the Arab believes will be highly recompensed
in the next life, and will tend to bring his

family good luck in this.

Eye diseases and blindness are very preva-

lent among the Arabs and negroes of northern

Africa.

Items.

Our American Friends. — Two letters have re-

cently been received from our friends John S. and
Esther Fowler, which state that after arriving at

Cairo, the principal work that opened before them
was visiting the children, caretakers and teachers

in the mission schools. Seven of these were visited,

containing in the Aggregate eight or nine hundred
native children, among whom were a number, of

young men, who were being prepared to go out as

teachers.

Some of these opportunities were seasons of favor,

in which the principal exercise felt was a concern
to turn them to that within their own breasts winch
comforts for well-doing and reproves for wrung.

They left these dear children with feelings of in-

creased interest in them as well as their caretakers.

After two week's stay at Cairo, they went to Alex-
andria, where they were kindly received and helped.

Thankfulness is expressed for the preservation of

their health and for the degree of comfort they ex-

perienced ; and the remark was made that they did

not feel the heat so much as sometimes at home.
Our beloved friends left Alexandria on the thir-

tieth of Sixth Month in a French vessel for Mar-
seilles, feeling thankful in being able to leave Egypt
as well in health as when they went there ; and
with a comfortable iiope that their labors bad been

accepted by the Master. They had a favorable

passage and reached Marseilles on Fifth-day, the

fourth of Seventh Month, and the next day went
by rail about one hundred miles to Congenies,
where they found quarters with i nglish-speaking
Friends at the house of Marie Barnard, who was
truly kind to them, as was also her husband. She
was able to speak English well, which was a great

comfort to the travellers.

At the meeting al Congenies on First-day, the

seventh of the month, about twenty persons were
present, besides several children. They were to

be at meeting at Fontaines on the following First-

day.

The hist letter received says :

" And now after giving a little information as to

our movements, this short account would be in-

complete without a grateful acknowledgment, that

although 'lie may lead in paths which we have
not known, that He does not forsake in the time
of need, but has condescended to manifest from
time to time the needful help; and we believe

opened the hearts of those we came among to re-

ceive us kindly; and the morning we left Alexan-
dria, thankful feelings arose in being aide to leave
that land as well in health as when we went then-,

and what is more, have a comfortable hope that

He with whom we have to do accepted the endeavor
to follow on to know Him in the way that was be-
lieved to be his will."

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 3, 1895.

The Legislature of Florida has passed an act

making it a penal offence for white and colored

children to be educated in the same building, or

taught in the same class, or by the same teacher

at the same time.

This wretched law conflicts with the princi-

ples of both Christianity and civilization, and
is a disgrace to the State. The New York Inde-

pendent gives the following history of the law :

This law was proposed by the Superintendent of
Education for Florida. It was called to his atten-

tion that there is a good private school supported
by Northern benevolence at Orange Park for the

education of those who will avail themselves of its

advantages. It admitted and invited negroes;
but being the best school in the neighborhood, a
number of Northern people who desired their chil-

dren to be well educated sent them to it. It thus
became, and has been for several years, a mixed
school. The purpose of Superintendent Sheats was
to destroy such a school as that at (.(range Park, sup-

ported by a Northern missionary society, by pre-

venting thoroughly trained Northern teachers from
being employed who should be competent, from
their acquaintance with the best normal methods,
to instruct the colored youth and thus raise up
those colored men and women who should in time
be fit to compete with white teachers.

Its constitutionality will probably be contest-

ed ; but it would be still more satisfactory if the

people of Florida should repeal the law, from a

conviction of the fact that the education and
right traiuing of their young people is an essential

element in the safety and prosperity of the com-
monwealth.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A little less than $2,000,000 gold

was withdrawn from the Suli-Treasury recently for

export to Europe and Canada. On the 26th ultimo

the Morgan- Belmont syndicate deposited in the Sub-
Treasurv full scj.onO.OOO gold in exchange for green-

backs. 'The reserve fund now stands at $107,321,676.

Secretary Herbert, acting upon the recommenda-
tions of a Board of naval experts, has ordered that

cellulose from the pith of cornstalks be substituted

for that from cocoa tibre for use on warships to pre-

vent leakage through apertures made by shots from

the enemy's guns.

Secretary of War Lamont, having directed General
Coppinger to send troops to the scene of the Indian

trouble, in Wyoming, to protect the settlers and com-
pel the Indians to return to their reservation, four

troops of calvary have been forwarded accordingly.

Along with the reports of the massacre of settlers by
the Indians in Wyoming, comes word that the frontier

rustlers who started the war have gotten themselves

into safe quarters. This is the regular history : In-

dian wars. They are begun by aggressions by the

class of rowdies who infest the frontier, and who stand
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to win by any trouble that occurs. The killing of a

number of Indians who were hunting game, as under

their treaty they had a right to do, sent the Indians

on the warpath, whereupon the rustlers got out of

harm's way, and the industrious settlers fall victims

to Indian vengeance. The outbreak of an Indian war

means an unusually large expenditure of Government
money, and the rustlers get their pickings. In the

end the Indians are whipped by the troops and sent

back to their reservations; but meanwhile terrible

atrocities are committed, great losses are sustained by

the settlers, and the Government has to spend some
millions of dollars before order is restored. It is a

question whether Horace Greely was not right about

the cheapest way of settling the In lian trouble. His
idea was that it would be a saving to board all the

Indians at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York.

Speaking of new decisions by the Courts, the Pitts-

burg Chronicle remarks respecting the Orphans' Court

of Allegheny County : Judge Hawkins rules that peo-

ple who lend money t > intemperate men for the pur-

pose of buying liquor cannot recover the same, and,

furthermore, are equally guilty of a misdemeanor
with the retail dealer who sells them liquor. The
Court said, " While no precedent in point has been

found, this case comes clearly within the prohibition

of public policy. The Brooks law not only expressly

withholds from retail dealers a right in any case to

recover for liquors sold, but makes the sale of them
to persons of intemperate habits a criminal offence.

It is obvious that the law is equally applicable to the

man who furnishes the drinks and ti him who fur-

nishes the money to pay for them. Each contributes

to the temptatb n. There is no reason for discrimi-

nation between them. The law is applicable and
should be obeyed by all."

Representatives of colored women's clubs, from all

parts of the United States, held a meeting in Boston

on Second day last, for tbe purpose of organizing the

National Conference of Colored Women of America.
The State Department has advised tbe President of

the American Humane Society that there is no ground
on which it can interfere to prevent the proposed
"bull fights" at the Atlanta Exposition, and that if

such " bull fights" are a violation of the laws of Geor-
gia it will be the duty of the State authorities to act.

Vice President Ballou, of the American Humane So-

ciety, has appealed to the President from a decision

of the Treasury Department admitting to the United
States bulls bred lor lighting only, and men trained

only for bull fighting, to exhibit at the Cotton States'

International Exhibition at Atlanta.

A Mobile, Alabama, despatch says that tbe British

steamer Stratbgvle, cleared from Scranton, Mississip-

pi, with 3,203,000 superficial feet of lumber in tbe

shape of deals for Rotterdam. "Barring the Great
Eastern's cargo of deals out of Montreal a number of

years ago, tbe Strathgy le's is the largest cargo of lum-
ber or timber ever carried out of any port of North

A writer in Current Literature thinks that one of the
triumphs of future engineers will be the sinking of a

shaft 12,000 to 15,000 feet into the earth in order to

utilize tbe central heat of the globe. So great a depth
it is believed, may not be impossi* le for the improved
machinery of the coming scientist. Water at a tem-
perature of 200 centigrade, which will be obtained
by these deep borings, will heat houses and public

buildings, to say nothing of the power it would fur-

nish. The plant once paid for, the only expense
would be the keeping of the pipes in good condition.
Nature would do tbe rest.

There were 503 deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of 115 over the previous week, and an increase
of 11 over the corresponding week of last year. ( >f the
foregoing, 318 were males ami 275 females : 125 died
of cholera infantum; 45 of marasmus

; 45 of consump-
tion: 36 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels;
25 of heart disease; 22 of convulsions j 22 of inanition ;

is of diphtheria; Hi of inflammation of the brain ; 14

of old age; 14 of pneumonia; 12 of casualties; 11 of

cancer of the stomach; II of nephritis, and 10 of

Bright's disease.

Markets, &c V. S. 2's, 97; 4's, reg., 112 a 112.',
;

coupon, 112.'. a 113;4's, 1925, reg, 122', a 123; coupon,
123] a 124 ;5's, reg., Il5}all5jj coupon, 1101 a 117;
currency 6's, 100 a 109.

Cotton.—The market ruled firm, with a moderate
demand from spinners, at 7 ',e. per pound for middling
upland-.

FEED. -Supplies were small and prices well main-
tained, with choice lots iu fair demand : Winter bran,

in bulk, $ lii. 51
1 a £17.511 per ton

;
spring bran, in sacks,

$16.50 a |17.50 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super, $2 50 a $2.05 ; do., extras,

$2.70 a $3.00 ; No. 2 winter familv, $2.90 a $3.10 ;
Penn-

sylvania roller, clear, §3.15 a $3.50; do., do., straight,

$3.40 a $3.70 ;
Western winter, clear, $3.20 a $3.50 ;_do„

do., straight, $3.50 a $3.75; do., do., patent, $3.70 a

$4.00; spring, clear, $2.85 a $3.20; do., straight, $3.40

a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.00 ; do., favorite brands,

higher.

Rye Flour.—Choice Pennsylvania, $3.50 per bbl.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72§ a 72Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 48 a 48 \c.

No. 2 white oats, 31] a 31Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 5} a 5Jc;

medium, 4J a 5c; common, 4 a 44c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3 J a 4c; good. 3 J- a 3Jc,

medium, 2| a 3c ,
common, 1] a 2Ac; lambs, 3 a 5Jc.

Hogs.—7i a Sc. for Western, and a few State hogs

sold for 7c.

Foreign.—The returns now at hand show the elec-

tion in Great Britain, of 338 Conservatives, 72 Union-

ists, 176 Liberals, 59 Anti-Parnellites and 12 Parnell-

ites. Thus the Conservative-Liberal-Unionist ma-
jority, subject to the results in three districts yet to be

heard from, will be 153. The Conservative majority

over any coalition that can be made will be 9. The
Unionises have gained 110 seats and the Liberals 20.

The Chronicle i>( the 30th tilt, claims to have au-

thority to deny the statement that Great Britain has

abandoned her occupation of the island of Trinidad,

off the coast of Brazil.

Advices from Rio de Janeiro state that indignation

meetings in protest against the seizure of Trinidad by
England continue. These are not confined to Rio
Janeiro, but are being held in all parts of the country.

There was an explosion of fire-damp in a mine at

Boehum, Westphalia, on the night of the 25th ult.

Thirty-two dead and eleven injured men have been

taken out, but the total number of deaths is not yet

known.
Preparations have been completed to place 68,000

Russian troops on the frontiers of Manchuria and
Corea, besides sending 12,000 men by transport ser-

vice to Vladivostock.

It is asserted that Japan hopes to induce Lord Salis-

bury's Government to support her against Russia.

Japan will demand an additional £7,500,000 from
China as compensation for abandoning the Laio Tung
territory.

Since the outbreak of cholera in Japan there have
been 9,000 cases of the disease and 5,000 deaths. The
scourge is raging in Corea and on the Liao Tung pe-

ninsula.

A Japanese troop-train was wrecked on the sea-

wall near Kobe, Japan, by a heavy sea, on the 26th of

Seventh Month, and 140 Japanese soldiers perished.

The formation of groups of Russian Hebrews for

emigration to tbe Argentine Republic has ceased.

Many complaints reached Russia concerning the ad-

ministration of the Hebrew colony in Argentina, the

want of means by which the colonists could earn a

livelihood, and also of ill-treatment of the colonists.

A movement is now under way looking to directing

the flow of emigration to the more sparsely populated
districts in the Western United States.

An endeavor is being made to organize a celebra-

tion in 1897, of the 400th anniversary of the discovery
of Canada, which is reported to have taken place on
Sixth Month 24th, 1497.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Asa Ellis, Agent, Ind., $12, being $2

each for himself, Ezra Barker, Abel II. Blackburn, Ann
Hawortb, Hannah H. Jones and David Stalker, vol.

09 ; from Phebe F. Gruwell, ( >., $2. vol. 09 ; from Sarah
E. Wistar, (itn.,$2, vol. 69 ; from William Berry, Gtn.,

$2, vol. 09; from J. Benjamin Olavin, Phila., $2, vol.

09; from Sarah D Allen, Phila, $2, vol. 69; from C.
A. Panzerhieter, Phila, $1 to No. 27, vol. 09; from
Elizabeth I'.. Ash, Pa, $2, vol. 09 ; from Thomas Wool-
man, Phila, $2, vol. 69; from Walter P. Stokes, N. J.,

$2, vol. 69; from Joseph B. Mettles, $2, and for Wil-
liam Hetties, 111.. $2, vol. 09; from Clarkson Hodgin,
Kans, $2, vol. 69; from Jesse A. Carter, Kans, $2,
vol. r.S

;
from Howard A. Mickle, N. J., $2, vol. 69;

from Levi B. Cowperthwaite, N. J., $2, vol. 09; from
Henry Hall, Pa., $2, vol. 69 j from Lydia T. King, Pa,
S\ being S2 each for herself, Thomas Evans, Joseph
E. Mickle and William Mickle, vol. 09; from Richard
.1. Allen, Phila.. $10, being $2 each for himself, Row-
land I). Mien, William ( ',. Allen, Rowland J. Dutton
and Sarah .1. Dutton, vol. 09; from Joseph L. Bailey,
Pa., $10, being $2 each for himself, Sarah Bailey,
Joseph Bailey, Franklin (I. Swavely and Susan W.
Warrington, vol. 09; from Thomas S. Downing, Pa.,

$2, vol. 09 ; from Abby Middleton, N. J., $2, vol. 6
from Frances E. Jones for Margaret H. Jones, PhiL

$2, vol. 09; from Sarah A. Gilbert, Pa., $10, being !

each for herself, Eliza G. Cope, Albert M. Cope, Ai
Case and Dillon Gibbons, vol. 09; from Richard As
bridge, Pa, $2, vol. 09; from Hannah Mickle, N. ,

$2, vol. 09 ; from John I. Glover, N. J., $0, being !

each for himself, Zebedee Nicholson and Virgin
Nicholson, vol. 69; from Benjamin Hoopes, Pa., $
being $2 each for himself. W. W. Hoopes and T. A
Hoopes, Minn, vol. 69; from George Vaux, Phil:

$2, vol. 09; from Anna W. Bailey, Phila., $2, vol. 6'

from Charles Darnell, N. J., $2, vol. 09; from Barch
Penrose, N. Y., $2, vol. 6^ ; from Stephen W. Pos
N. Y.. $2, and for Henry R. Post, $2, vol. 69 ; fro

James G. McCollin, Phila., $12. being $2 each f.

himself, Frances B. McCollin, Thomas H. McColli
Benjamin Vail, Margaretta E. Reed and Charles Poti

vol. 69 ; from Isaac Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; fro
John E. Carter, Gtn , $8, being $2 each for himsel
Shelter for Colored Orphans, Rebecca S. Conard ai

E. M. and L. M. Thornton, vol. 09; from Willia
Seattcrgood, Pa ., $2, and for Charles C. Seatteriroo

$2, vol. 69; from Hugh Foulke, Phila., $2, vol. 6i

for Mary E. Cadwalader, Phila, $2, vol. 69; fro.

Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J., $44, being $2 each fi

Edwin R. Bell, Uriah Borton, Howard H. Hell, Eliz.

beth H. Bromley, Florence A. Elliott, Ann W. Hooto
Beulah S. Leeds, Philena P. Lippincott, Henriet
Haines. M. and R- Matlack, Joseph II. Matlack, Wi
Ham Matlack, Mary Ann Matlack, Elizabeth C. Bo
ton for Ellen D. Moore, Allen Maxwell, Ind, Miriai
L. Roberts, Dr. Joseph Stokes, and $4 from Dr. I:

Newlin Stokes for himself and Phebe Coutant, O, an
$0 from Deborah W. Buzby for herself, Walter S. Reel
and William M. Winner, vol. 09 ; from William Evan
N. J, $2, vol. 69 ; from John W. 'Latum, Pa, $6, beiE
$2 each for himself, Lydia B. Price and Moses Youre:
vol. 69 ; from Jane E. Mason, Gtn, $2, and for Jom
Edge, Kans, $2, vol. 69 ; from A. Pancoast, Pa, $:

vol. 69; from Rebecca P. Brooks, Phila, $2, vol. 6(
.

from Oeorge Russell. N. J., $2, vol. 69; from Aubre
Howell, Gtn, $2, vol. 09 ; from Anna V. Edge, Pa
$0, being $2 each for herself, Abram S. Ashbridge an

Joseph Harrison, vol. 09; from Thomas Perrv, Agen
R. I, $24, being $2 each for himself, Charles Perr;
George Foster, J. Barclay Foster, Anna A. Foste'

John W. Foster, George C. Foster, Marv A. < Janlne
Lvdia F. Nichols, Arthur Perry, Martha B. Shelliel

and Eliza G. Sheffield, vol. 09; for C. S. Brown, Pa
$1.50 to No. 52, vol. 09 ; from Mary B. Clement, J
J, $2, vol. 69 ; from R. E. Haines for Sarah E. Haine I

Pa, $2, vol. 69 : from Rebecca S. Hutton, Gtn, #1
vol. 69; from John Tatum, Phila, $2, vol. 09 ; froil

Pardon Tucker, R. I, $2, vol. 09 ; from Hugh D. Vail
Cal., $2, vol. 09 ; from M. T. Akins, Pa, $2, vol. 6£

from Sarah T. House, Pa, $2, and for Lena II. Shari I

less $2, vol. 69; from Josiah Lippincott, $0, being $|
each for himself, Charles A. Lippincott and lsaa >

Lippincott, vol. 69.

Bf§?*Remittances received after Third-dry evening w'.

not appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
A Friend with long experience and large executivJ

ability, wishes position as superintendent, matroi]
managing housekeeper, in institution or private famil;
Best reference from well known Friends. Would malt
an engagement for fall. Address " H,"

Office of The Friend. I

West-town Boarding School.—The next term :

Westtown will open the third (3rd) of Ninth Monti
Application should be made to

Zebedee Haines, Sup't,
Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pi\

Wanted.—The Committee for the civilization of th I

Indians desire the services of a Friend (married of
single), to assist in the management of the farm a

Tunessassa, Xew York, and the care of the boys nutcj
school— to enter upon his duties in the Ninth Mont
next. Applications may be made to

John G. Haines. Malvern, Pa.,
Josiah Wistar, Salem N. J.

Died, at her residence. Poplar Ridge, Cavuga Col
N. Y., on the sixteenth of Sixth Mo., 1895, Deborah
C._G w:i'NER, aged eighty three years ; a member cj
Scipio Monthly Meeting of Friends. "Precious i.j

the sight of the Lord is the death of bis saints."

WILLIAM II. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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1781.—Dear Friend* and Brethren : We have

bundant cause thankfully to acknowledge the

racious condescension of the Lord our God, in

ivoring this large and solemn assembly with

lie renewal of his ancient power and goodness

;

inder a sense whereof his high and holy name
tath been reverently worshipped, and the af-

lirs before us were conducted iu much broth-

rly love and concord, wherein we tenderly

dilute you, with fervent desires that all in pro-

ession with us may sincerely seek to be gath-

ired into, and united together in, the one Spirit

sf the one true living Head of the Church, the

Lord Jesus Christ, and may become strength-

ened aud established in Him forever.

> And, dear Friends ; in order to the proper

ischarge of every duty, both to God and man,

bt an especial regard be constantly had to the

'manifestation of the spirit given to every man
o profit withal." If we live inattentive to this

")ivine principle, graciously afforded us for our

;uide, leaning upon our own understandings,

mrsuing our own wills, and resting iu the form

f.nd profession which it led our pious predeces-

'ors into, without a sincere and fervent concern

laily to experience the life and virtue of it in

mr own hearts, we must find in the time of

olemn awakening, that we have only followed

ifter lying vanities, and forsaken our own mer-

ges ; and that the things wherein we have

)laced our delight and trust, will terminate in

lisappointment, vanity and vexation of spirit.

' What then will avail all the lucrative ac-

juisitions, the flattering connections and dissi-

pating pleasures of the world, with all its friend-

ships, fashions and follies, the direct tendency

whereof is to draw away the mind, and alienate

't from the love and fear of God, and centre it

it last in his deep displeasure '?

Seek day by day for that spiritual bread that

oerisheth not, that your strength may be fre-

juently renewed, and your souls invigorated to

jursue the paths of piety and virtue; and we
iarnestly entreat you, be diligent in the attend-

ance of your meetings, both on First-days and
Jther days of the week ; for slackness iu this

respect not only denotes weakness, but increaseth

it, indisposeth the mind towards, and enfeebles

it for, religious duty. And when you are as-

sembled for the purpose of Divine worship, be

inwardly and reverently attentive to the great

and awful object of adoration, the omnipresent

and all-searching God. Let not your eyes be

abroad upon others, and not give way to wan-

dering thoughts. Sit not idle and unconcerned

in time of silence, in expectation of instrumental

help; but let your minds be singly exercised

towards the Lord Jehovah, in whom is ever-

lasting strength. Wait to receive a touch of

the live coal from the holy altar, that your of-

ferings may ascend as sweet incense. " Quicken

us," said the Psalmist, "and we will call upon

thy name !" And the wise man testified, " The
preparation of the heart in man, and the answer

of the tongue is from the Lord."

And, you, dear brethren, whose constant care

it is not to live unto yourselves, but unto Him
who died for you ; let nothing abate your con-

cern, nor prevail to move you from your stead-

fastness. Though some fall by one temptation,

and some by another, yet be not ye discourag-

ed, but abide in faith, and " presi earnestly for-

ward towards the mark, for the prize of the

high calling of God, in Jesus Christ;" for amidst

all fluctuations, storms and tempests, the foun

dation of God standeth sure. Those who keep

the word of his patience, shall be kept in the

hour of temptation ; and he that is faithful

unto death, shall inherit a crown of life.

1782.—Dear Friends ; you who are sensible of

the manifestationsof Divine grace in your hearts,

yet remain uuresigned to its salutary guidance,

be entreated no longer to resist or avoid its con-

victions. Say not, with Felix, " Go thy way

for this time, when I have a convenient season,

I will call for thee." The longer you put it off,

the more indisposed, it is to be feared, ye will

be to attend thereunto, and the more unable to

embrace its offers. None can assure themselves

of another visitation, nor even of a future day
;

let the Lord's time, therefore, in all things, be

yours, and expect not that He should wait your

leisure. We are in duty bound to love, honor,

nd obey Him above all. The first and great

commandment is, "Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy mind." Can any, who
properly concerned to discharge this first

and great duty, prefer the gratification of their

own wills, or inclinations, to the requirings of

God's Holy Spirit, or put a slight upon his

gracious calls, upon whom all our felicity, both

in time and in eternity, depends ? Though He
may, in mercy, vouchsafe to renew his visita-

tions to us, we ought not to presume upon it,

but to remember He hath declared, " My Spirit

shall not always strive with man." Notwith-

standing a season is afforded, wherein backslid-

ers may return, and be healed of their backslid-

ings; yet by unwisely persisting in delays, the

time may overtake them, when no more calls

may be afforded, nor any place of repentance

shall be found. Let us, therefore, lay hold of the

present opportunity ;
" Seek the Lord while He

may he found, call ye upon Him while If i-

near."

We may likewise observe, it is but too proba-

ble, that many who, in time past, received the

Truth in a degree of the faith and love of it,

and made some progress in the necessary work

of regeneration, yet, for want of keeping their

eye in due singleness to the leadings of the Holy

Spirit, have suffered the allurements of a de-

ceitful world to steal in upon them, whereby

they have been retarded in their course, and at

length prevailed with to take up a rest short of

what they might otherwise have attained ;
and

though such may think well of their own state,

yet, as they come not up in that liveliness of

faith, and" brightness of example, requisite to

render them true way-marks to serious inquir-

ers and inexperienced travellers towards the

heavenly Canaan, they cannot be deemed clear

of contributing to that lamentable declension,

which too obviously appears amongst us.
_

Let

every one, therefore, be excited to a diligent

search how the case stands betwixt God, and

their own souls, and apply to Him with fervency

of heart, for the removal of every obstruction to

their advancement in the way of life, and the

important work of their salvation.

It is incumbent upon all to work out their

own salvation whilst the d.iy of Divine visita-

tion is continued to them, for therein the Lord

waits to be gracious; who, as we yield to his

operation, worketh in us both to will and to do of

his good pleasure. We beseech you, suffer not

the precious opportunity to pass over your heads,

but use all diligence to make your calling and

election sure. Neglect no season of spiritual im-

provement. Be not remiss in the attendance

of your meetings, aud therein watch and wait

humbly with a single eye to the springing up

of the well of life in your own hearts, which is

as a refreshing brook to the rightly exercised in

their travel Zion-ward. The sensible reception

of this internal heavenly life, whether imme-

diately or instrumentally conveyed, is that which

strengthens the weak hands, confirms the feeble

knees, and enables the wrestling seed to hold

on their way. The best of words without this,

are but as the tinkling of a cymbal, unsubstan-

tial and unprofitable. The itching ear may
find a transient amusement in them, but unless

testimonies arise from the life, and are accom-

panied therewith, they administer no true feed-

ing to the soul that"hungers and thirsts after

the righteousness of God.

And, dear brethren, as nothing can make us

alive to God, but the Spirit of God, let us in-

wardly seek unto Him day by day, for the lively

ministration thereof to our souls, by our Lord

Jesus Christ, the great minister of the sanctuary,

who said, " Seek, and ye shall find ;
knock, and

it shall be opened unto you." Be neither satis-

fied with the vain hopes, nor the delusive en-

joyments of this world ; for this is not our rest
;

it'is only a state of passage and probation, ever

attended with fluctuations and trials; conse-

quently, our principal business here, is to en-

deavor after preparation for an infinitely better,
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ami more enduring state hereafter, with the

general assembly of the just, and church of the

first-born written in heaven.

In order to attain this happy conclusion, let

all, in everj' station of life, be careful to avoid

everything that may have a tendency to lead

their minds from that Divine principle which

God hath placed in the heart of every individ-

ual, as a swift and sure witness against all un-

righteousness and ungodliness, and for a jus-

titier and comforter to the believing and obe-

dient. Receive with meekness this ingrafted

Word, which is able to save your souls. Touch
not, ye beloved youth, with those corrupt pub-
lications which are calculated to excite and in-

flame the passions, nor give ear to those subtle

reasonings, and plausible discourses, which art-

fully instil the poisonous leaven of infidelity.

As much as possible shun all converse and cor-

respondence with the licentious, and have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of dark-
ness, but rather reprove them. Abhor that which
is evil ; cleave to that which is good.

And, dear Friends; seeing that the various

distresses of the pres-ent day are very trying to

many, we affectionately exhort every individual,

under a sense of their own insufficiency and un-
worthiness, humbly to look unto the Lord om-
niscient, with steadfast resignation to Him, the

Father of mercies, and sure support of all that

yield obedience to Him, and trust Him. Let us

not muiniur at his dispensations, nor seek our
own wills, but that his righteous will may be
done, who faileth not to sanctity every kind of

trouble to those who love and fear Him. If He
bring suffering upon us, it is for our refinement,
that we may not become castaways. " When
we are judged," saith the apostle, " we are chas-

tened of the Lord, that we should not be con-
demned with the world." In the midst of judg-
ment the Lord remembers mercy ; let all there-

fore, who may be under affliction of any kind,
wait in submission the time of his gracious de-

liverance; for "it is good that a man should
both hope, and quietly wait for the salvation of
the Lord."

" Jiow, unto Him that is able to keep you
from falling, and to present you faultless before
the presence of his glory with exceeding joy, to

the only wise God, our Saviour, be glory and
majesty, dominion and power, both now and
ever." Amen.

1T0 be continued.)

Jack's Lame Foot.—A well known person
kindly sends us an account of Jack, a chestnut
horse with a white star in his forehead, white
right hind foot, a beautiful head and bright eyes,

who, one day, when about nine years old, be-

came lame, and was turned from his stall into
the barnyard. Shortly afterwards Jack con-
trived to get out of the barnyard, and without
halter or bridle went to the neighboring city of
L—— , which was about three miles distant, and
found the blacksmith's shop where he had been
shod. The blacksmith, not knowing the horse,

drove him out of the shop four times, and then,
as he again returned, examined his right fore
foot, and pulled off the shoe, and found that a
nail had been driven into the quick of the foot,

which produced the lameness of the horse.

To get to the blacksmith's shop Jack had pull-

ed the pin out of the barnyard gate and passed
through the main street of the city, which was
full of teams, and made two turns in the street

to get to the right place.

—

Dumb Animals.

" Tin: way of the transgressor is hard."

For " The Friend."

Bible Schools.

It is a source of regret to me that any amongst
us .should advocate the introduction of Bible

schools as a means of bringing the Society back

to the place it once held in the eyes of the world.

It does seem to me that it is a step towards a

man made religion and a man made ministry.

If we have schools in which the Bible is to

be taught it is of course necessary to have teach-

ers to instruct in them, and I question whether
any one can go to these schools and instruct in

them at stated times in that power which is by
the immediate revelation of the Spirit. For, as

every humble dependent follower of the dear
Master knows, there are times when they cannot
speak to profit.

So if those who go in this way to teach have
their minds well stored with Scripture truths,

and are not favored with the quickening power
of the Most High, which alone can enable us

to instruct others, how can they instruct those

under their care in a way which will be of any
benefit to them ? For I believe it is only as we
are favored with the presence of the Spirit which
gave forth the Scriptures that we are enabled
to open them to the understanding of others.

I would not have anyone think that I hold a
low estimation of the Bible, for it is the book of
books with me.

All Scripture is given by inspiration of God,
and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness: that

the man of God may be perfect, thorougly fur-

nished unto all good works (III Tim. ii : 16-17).

Let us read them diligently that our minds may
be well stored with the precious truths which
are recorded in them, but let us wait for the ap-

pearance of the Spirit of Truth in our hearts to

open them to our understanding, and not un-
dertake to teach them in our own time and in

our own will. I think such a system amongst
us would lead those who have not reached an
age of understanding to rely too much on tl

teaching of man, which would I fear soon lead
us away from the principle which has always
been upheld by the Society, that Christ is the
great and only Head of the Church, and that

He teaches as never man taught. It does seem
to me that there is no need of us trying this sys-

tem, for do we not see that many of those bear-

ing our name who have adopted it have drifted

far from the faith of their forefathers?

So I cannot help but feel that it is a great
mistake for us in this day of great weakness in

the Church, caused I believe by the unfaithful-

ness of the members, to expect to bring the So-
ciety back to where it started, by such means.
Oh then let us one and all be willing to bow
our necks to the yoke of Christ and to bear his

cross; and yield our hearts to the transforming
power of his grace, and I believe we will all be
brought into that oneness of spirit where we can
see that the only teaching which can perpetuate
Quakerism is the teaching of our Redeemer. I
believe religion is to be found in the heart, and
when it is yielded to will regulate every thought,
every word, and every deed.

So let us be willing then to still continue to
walk in that strait and narrow way which lead-

eth to eternal life, regardless of what the world
thinks of us, turning neither to the right nor to

the left, but keeping our eye single to Christ
who is the captain of our salvation.

A. W. L.

The chief end of man is to glorify God here,
and then to enjoy Him forever.

Incidents and Reflections.—No. 326.

The Journal of Charles Marshall furnis'

an instructive illustration of the dealings of I

Almighty in calling on his faithful servants

labor in his vineyard ; and of his support!

power in enabling them to perform that wh:

is required at their hands. He says:
" In the year 1670 I received this commissi

from God, Run through the nation, and vi

my breathing and bruised birth, which I bej

among my people, in the day of their first ti
1

der visitation. Then cried I unto the Lo
How shall I visit thy people in these tim

when the rod of the wicked is upon their bacll

and almost everywhere endeavoring throuj

violence, to scatter the assemblies of thy peopl'

How shall I meet with them? And the Lol
said, Go, I will prosper thy way ; and this pnj
eut exercise which is over my people, shall

|

as a morning cloud, and I will be to them I

the tender dew through the land. Then
bowed before the Lord, and travelled in ol

dience to his command; and from the latt

end of the Tenth Month, 1670, to the twentiel

of Twelfth Month, 1672, I was at about fo

hundred public meetings.
" In my travels many were convinced, ai

the mouths of gainsayers stopped, and the spill

of God fell on divers, who have now a testimor
j

to bear for his name. Great were the tria 1

sorrows, difficulties and jeopardies, inwardly aii

outwardly, that I went through.
" In my travels through the land, there we I

many attempts made for my imprisonment ; bil

the Lord was with me, and his word was as

fire in my bones, to run through the land ; ari

He helped me in spiritual battle with the eneir. 1

of the souls of men ; and although the lav'

were then put in execution against dissenter 1

that empowered the magistrate to fine the owni 1

of the house where a meeting was held, twent
pounds, and five shillings for every person pre 1

ent, with twenty pounds for the preacher; an
those accounted able were to pay the fines I

the poor, and the informer to have a third parl ;

yet in this time of sore persecution, in my pa,
;

sage through cities, towns and all the eountii

in England, no man was suffered to lay hanc
on me, to stop my way; neither did any ma
that I know of, lose five pounds on myaccoun 1

through the nation. Which I leave to posterity

not out of any glory to self, but to magnify an
exalt the holy power of the Lord."

Charles Marshall describes in a lively mai
ner, a visit paid to the city of Bristol in 165
by John Camm and John Audland. He says
"John Camm was an ancient man, full of zea

and fervency in the Gospel. John Audlam
was a younger man of a sweet and ruddy cour
tenance, and of a cheerful spirit; one of th

wise in heart, filled with the excellent power o

the Lord, and his voice was as thunder, dreadfu
in the strength of the Lord of hosts, agains
the man of sin, and the workers of iuiquity
but livingly tender to the poor in spirit.

"These two ministers of Jesus Christ came ti

the City of Bristol, in the Fifth Month, 1654
amongst a seeking people, who kept one day in

the week in fasting and praying. Amongst I
they spoke the powerful word of life, in thi

dread of his name that lives foiever; and w*
were smitten even to the heart.

" On a First-day, in the morning, I went witr
these two servants of God, about a mile and f

half from the city, to a little spring of water
where I had spent many solitary hours in mj
tender years, seeking the Lord, where we sat

some time and drank of the spring. After some
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Jurs of the morning were spent, I saw in them
treat travail in spirit. John Audlanrl said,

jfeonblingly, Let us be going into the city ; so

J) came to the street called Broadmead, to a

J.use where were several people met together.

Jhn Audland was under great exercise of

lirit, and said, Is here anyone that has an in-

vest in any field ? An ancient man said, I

rj.ve a held pretty near. Notice being given

4 the people in the house they came forth

;

Id as we went along, people in the streets went
iso to the held, so that we became a pretty

Amber. Dear John Camm began to speak
jiderly and in great zeal, directing to the

laveiily grace of God, and testifying against

ii and iniquity fervently. I perceived a great

tercise in my dear friend and father in Christ

.^sus, John Audland, who very much trembled.

,fter dear John Camm had (lone, he stood up,

;11 of dread in his countenance, lifted up his

>>ice as a trumpet, and said, I proclaim spirit-

ed war with the inhabitants of the earth, who
Ee in the fall and separation from Gad, and
:ophecy to the four winds of heaven ; and he

'isnt on in the mighty power of God, opening

])e way of life. But, oh, the seizings of soul,

jid prickings at heart, which attended that

tason ! Some fell on the ground, others cried

,it, under a sense of their states. It was a

Otable day, worthy to be left on record."

. When John Banks was paying a religious

sit in Ireland, as he was waiting on the Lord
Dublin, a great weight came upon his spirit,

ith an opening that on the next First-day he
ust have a meeting at a point some miles to

ne southward, of which he did not know the

,ime. He told William Edmundson of his

percise, who mentioned Wicklow, and he felt

aat that was the place he was to go to. So on
isventh-day he went in company with two
,iends, and gave notice of his intention to hold
meeting. Soon after the company were gath-

fed, and before John had spoken, a guard of
msketeers came and took him before the gov-

fnor of the town, where they found the priest,

ho exclaimed, "This is the deceiver, this is the
,eluder who has come from England to delude
eople here; I hope you will do justice and
,secute the law." The room was* large, and
lany people crowded in. After a time, John
arned to the crowd and said, " Your minister
ath charged me without proof, that I am a
eceiver and a deluder. Did you ever see my
tee before? or did you ever hear me speak
efore now? Which of you, or whom, have
deceived or deluded? Some more words I

poke, to manifest to the people that their min-
ster was no minister of Christ, according to the
criptures.

"All this time the governor was silent, and I

eclaring God's everlasting truth to the people,
^.t last the priest's wife said to the governor,
I pray you, sir, let him not preach here ; corn-
jit him to jail.'" This the governor did, on
he ground that he had broken the law against
onventicles. John replied, that they only met
a a honorable manner in silence, waiting upon
be Lord. But the governor directed the jailer,

.'ho was present, to take charge of him. When
hey came forth from the house, the jailer said,

,
Come after me." He took them in to a large
oom beyond his own dwelling, and the people
arae in and filled that room, the jailer's and

j
part of a third. John Banks adds, " In a

ittle time my mouth was opened in the demon-
tration of the power and spirit of God, and I

iireaehed the way of peace and salvation to the
>eople, iu and by Jesus Christ his Son, by be-

lieving in his pure light, and walking answera-
ble to the teachings of his grace, and the re-

proofs of his Holy Spirit, by which they might
receive power to become the Sons of God.

" It was a blessed day for the Lord and his

Truth, for his heavenly power broke in on many,
and several were convinced, and received the

Truth in the love of it; and many made con-

fession thereunto, and told the priest they were
satisfied by what they had heard me speak, that

I was no such man as he said I was, and that

we were not the people he had persuaded them
to believe."

The next morning the priest went to the

sheriff to tell him what a numerous meeting
the jailer had suffered to be in the county jail,

and said, " I entreat you, sir, to take some course

in time, or else I fear all the town of Wicklow
will be Quakers." The sheriff replied, " If the

jailer or any other suffer the like again, come
and inform me, and I shall take a course with

them." When the news came to the jailer, who
was a man of a pretty noble spirit, "What,"
said he, " have I been a jailer eight years, and
know not what belongs to my place ? So that I

have my prisoners, when there is occasion for

them, I'll set my doors open, and they shall go
and come who will." Accordingly, he did so,

during the three days John Banks was there,

who says, that except when he was in bed, there

was scarcely an hour without some persons com-
ing to see him, and discourse with him about the

principles of religion ;
" so that I was sorry for

nothing but that I had no longer time there
;

the Truth having prevailed so much upon the

people, aud begotten true love to it in so little

time. Everlasting praises unto the Lord alone,

whose the work is, and by his own power He is

the carrier on and manager of it."

On Third-day morning John Banks was
brought before the governor, who, in great mod-
eration, reasoned with him for about an hour,

about their manner of meeting and the worship

of God, and what they believed concerning

Christ, and of honor to men in authority ; all

which was cleared to his satisfaction. He con-

fessed to the truth of what was said, expressed

his belief that John Banks was an honest man,
and set him at liberty.

After a visit to the north of Ireland, John
was drawn again to go to Wicklow, about ten

weeks after his former visit. This time he had
a blessed, heavenly, peaceable meeting, without

any disturbance at all.

About two years after, the Lord required him
again to go to Ireland, and coming to Wicklow
he went to the jailer's to see Friends in prison.

When the jailer saw him, he said, "Oh, Mr.
Banks, are you come again? I think you need

not to have come any more
;
you did your busi-

ness the last time you were here, for I think all

the town of Wicklow will be Quakers."

After about two years more he was agaiu at

Wicklow, and found Truth still prospering, and
Friends' Meeting settled and established iu peace

and quiet.

^ J. W.

The first temperance was not a total absti-

nence society. It met with such poor success

that it had to make its choice between dissolv-

ing or adopting the total abstinence principle.

The best authenticated account of the origin of

the phrase "teetotaler" is that the chairman of

the committee to draw up the resolution stut-

tered, and in reading it said :
" Resolved, That

ilii- society shall be known as the T-t-t-total

Abstinence Society."

—

Christian Advocate.

Reminiscences of William Green, of Ireland.

The following extract i- condensed from the

"Lisburn Standard, «i Fourth Month 6th, 1895.

"On Monday last, the first of April, the re-

main- of this highly-rc.-pii.-tcd and venerable

resident, who died on Friday morning, the

twenty-ninth of March, at his residence, Park
Cottage, in Lord Downshire's demesne, were
consigned to their last resting-place in the quiet

grave-yard adjoining the Hillsborough Friends'

Meeting House. There were present a goodly

number of the principal residents of the town
and neighborhood, including also ministers of

different denominations.
" For the bust five and twenty years the hardy

form and elastic step of William Oreen have
been familiar to many of the inhabitants of

Lisburn and Hillsborough. Until the hist few

years he was frequently accustomed to walk in

aud out to Lisburn, particularly on market-

days, and when attending the Monthly Meet-
ings of the Friends in Railway Street; and
when the periodic meetings of the church oc-

curred at Hillsborough he kept open house for

as many as he could accommodate, and, with

his daughter, Henrietta Green, greatly increased

the pleasure of these reunions.

" He was greatly respected by the members
of Lord Downshire's family, and, although un-

able to converse with his distinguished visitors

from his extreme deafness, yet many little con-

versations of more than passing interest were

written down between the visitors and their

venerable host, in the note-books or folding-

slates which he kept at hand, while the Dow-
ager Marchioness, or Lord Arthur Hill, would

occasionally partake of his simple hospitality.

" William Green was born at Annahilt, near

Hillsborough, on Oak Apple Day, 1802, and

he was consequently nearly ninety-three years of

age at his death. At the age of ten he was sent to

the Friends' School at Prospect Hill, of which

Institution he was at the time of his death the

oldest surviving scholar. He married Eliza-

beth, sister of the late Jacob Green, of Trumra,

near Moira, who also lived to a great age, and

was himself in many ways a counterpart of

William Green. He settled at a neat little

farm under Lord Hertford, at Ballinderry, and

with the Bedford's, Boyd's, Bell's, Douglases,

and other families, attended the old Ballin-

derry Meeting before the establishment of the

new one at Megaberry. This was at a time

when the little colonies of the Friends and Mora-

vians, near Ballinderry were at their best, and

when also the Moravian settlement at Kilwar-

lin was famed throughout the north of Ireland.

About the year 1856, having lost his wife, he

relinquished his farm, and took in hand the

cultivation and improvement of the 'School

Lands' at Prospect Hill, aud although not quali-

fied as a teacher, he placed his services as super-

intendent of the school family, at the disposal

of the committee, who gratefully accepted them.

He also for a time filled a similar office in the

Institution at Brookfield, being assisted in these

responsible duties by his amiable partner, Eliza-

beth Green. At intervals in his service he

occasionally went out with the unity and sanc-

tion of his Monthly Meeting to visit Friends in

different parts of" the Province, and also on

three or four occasions he travelled as 'a min-

ister of the Gospel in unity' with the Friends,

in parts of North America. His figure when
in the gallery was wonderfully impressive, and

continued so till the last. Hi; refined aud
finely-chiselled features, and expressive counte-
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uance glowed with a heavenly warmth as he

invited sinners to the 'fountain set open for

the men of Judah and the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem for sin and for uncleanness ;' or remind-

ed his friends of the only 'terms of dicipleship,'

or warned the careless and indifferent of the

danger of neglecting their 'day of visitation.'

Of him Cowper's lines were true:

" ' There stands the messenger of truth,

There sir nds the legate of the skies,

His office s:<cred, his credentials clear!'

"He lived in an atmosphere of love to all

men, which made him willing, even at the risk

of appearing as a fool, sometimes privately, and

sometimes more publicly, to warn the giddy

and thoughtless of their ' day of visitation.'

lie was in fullest unity with the views of the

early Friends, and had no sympathy with the

rationalistic Quakerism which laid waste the

Society in th's province in the beginning of

this century. He cherished the very lowest

opinion of himself and of his Christian attain-

ments, and was sustained to the last amidst the

infirmities of a protracted life, by the hope of

an entrance within the pearl gates into the

heavenly city, through the mercy of God and
the atoning sacrifice of Christ Jesus his Saviour."

The foregoing account of the late William
Green, of Ireland, revives many pleasant and
instructive memories of the visits to Philadel-

phia of this eminent minister, and humble aDd
dedicated servant of the Lord.

William Green's first visit to Philadelphia

was in 1*">7, having arrived at New York in

time to attend the last sitting of the Yearly
Meeting in that city, and then coming pretty

directly to Philadelphia, and engaging in re-

ligious service in the meetings of the city, and
in those of the neighboring Quarterly Meetings.

William Green was then in about the fifty-

fifth year of his age, still in the vigor of II fie

;

and his natural force not abated. He was not

tall in form but was of large physique, and his

powerful voice, in its rich but agreeable Irish

tone, carried his Gospel message with clearness

to the furthest corners of the largest rooms.

So distinctly is the recollection of this gifted

and heavenly-minded man impressed upon those

who had the privilege of associating with him
at that time, that it is hard to realize that the

aged Friends of that day have long since been
gathered to their rest—that few of the middle-
aged are now living, and that those just entering'

manhood then, are now well past middle life.

Clear as a bell, and with convincing force,

his voice rang out in the Orange Street Meet-
ing-house at his first meeting for worship, one
First-day morning in Philadelphia, on the im-

portance of obedience keeping place with knowl-
edge. At an afternoon meeting at another place
his discerning spirit was led to faithfully pro-

claim, "There were those who would give of
their time, talents and substance for what they
considered would promote the cause of Truth
and righteousness, but they would not go into

suffering with the suffering Seed ;" and in the

evening, at a religious opportunity, with the

directness of an arrow which pierces the mark,
and the clearness of a ray which carries liLr ht

to remotest corners, the condition of one pres-

ent wa.- so opened, that it was difficult to con-

vince him that a relative had nol given William
Green information concerning him.

Through some of tin- meetings in Pennsyl-
vania, William Green had for < panion the

late Joseph Elkinton, of Philadelphia, an es-

teemed elder of the Southern District Monthly

Meeting. As a result of this companionship, a

close and loving friendship between them was

formed, both in the bonds of the Gospel, and

in natural love and affection, which continued

undiminished on earth until the close of the

life of Joseph Elkinton in 1868, and which was

held in cherished memory by William Green

for the twenty-seven years afterwards, till he

too was called to his Heavenly home. Many
of the meetings which William Green attended

at this time were seasons of unusual favor

through the Divine anointing which attended

his ministry, as the situations of meetings and

of individuals were opened to his spiritual vis-

ion, and he was led to speak fittingly thereto—

and thus the witness for Truth was often reached

in the hearers, and the living members who
were dipped in unison with his ministry were

edified and comforted by it.

There was however in the existing state of

the Society, an element of hindrance which

obstructed the free course of the Gospel labors

of William Green in Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing. London Yearly Meeting had declined or

failed to acquiesce in the counsel of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting to suppress the unsound

writings largely in favor in Great Britain, and
both London and Dublin Yearly Meetings had

officially accepted the fellowship of the Binns'

secession from Ohio Yearly Meeting, and re-

jected fellowship with Ohio Yearly Meeting.

It is true this had not been the united action

of all the members of these Yearly Meetings,

and in view of the little reputation it brought

them in the light of subsequent history, it is

probable the controllers of the official action

realized less satisfaction from it than they an-

ticipated ; but the effect upon the greater part

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting was a distrust

of the soundness of Friends coming from either

London or Dublin Yearly Meetings, and a hesi-

tancy with some as to freely receiving them.

The Seed of God in Great Britain and Ire-

land was not extinguished by the shortcomings

of the Church, but as the members of the church

suffer with it, there was no exemption for Wil-

liam Green from some of the consequences of

the state of the Church ; and in some meetings

in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting there was such

a lack of openness to receive him, and so much
objection to appointing meetings for him and
his companion, that they gave up completing

their prospective labor in those vicinities, which
was a heavy trial to the travellers and to many
of their friends.

We may wonder at the apparent discords in

the judgments of those who are equally endeav-
oring to be followers of the same Heavenly
Guide, but as all spiritual treasures are held in

earthen vessels, and the earthen vessels are not

equally endowed with patience, but are more
or less liable to the influences of the environ-

ments with which they suffer themselves to be
surrounded, it is not surprising that with an
earnest zeal mistakes may occur.

The consolations of sympathetic friends were i

freely extended to William Green, particularly
in a memorable religious opportunity shortly

after the return to Philadelphia, and thus his

trials resulted in a deeper affection from those
who understood and most thoroughly knew him.

Robert Scotton, that sturdy veteran to whom
compromising advices and sentiments of "lib-

eral Quakerism" were never known to be at-

tributed, expressed unity with the services of
William Green, in Abingtou Quarter, where
Robert was a member.

William Green shortly afterwards returned

to Ireland, for in a letter to his friend, Josej

Elkinton, dated Ballinderry, nineteenth ofNint

Month, 1857, he wrote: " 1 have been favon

to reach my home after an agreeable passaj

of less than eleven days, and found my fami

all well, but were much surprised to see me,fi

although I had made some allusion to it in

letter, they did not think it would be the cas

Friends generally were taken rather unaware
but I believe feel satisfied, since I returned n
certificate on Fifth-day, which was our Month
Meeting. I think it was a favored one."

Under date of eighteenth of Fifth Mo., 185
he wrote, " You are all often the companions
my thoughts in my solitary moments, what
favor it is that we can think of one anoth
and mingle in spirit, desiring each others wc-

fare, though far separated as to the outwar
I was pleased to hear the account of your Year.

Meeting, I trust that the day will yet come wh«i

you shall, and we shall, be more and more
"

ing members of the one body of which Chrii

Jesus is the Holy Head,
. . . that the Church may yet shine

her ancient beauty, that judges may be raistl

up as at the first, and counsellors as at the b
ginning, and that the Lord's name may be gl

rified by us as a people."

In a letter dated Prospect Hill, twenty-firl

of Third Mo., 1859, William Green wrote ofhj
engagement in the duties of Superintendent
Ulster Provincial School, " which to me w
deeply trying, it being a new field of labor
had not been accustomed to, and what made
more so, my family were all opposed to it, bt

after seriously considering the matter, and qu,

etly resting under the weight of it, all objectiot

were removed by the kind interposition of ni

Heavenly Father (who never lays more on h
children than He gives them ability to perform
who in his love and mercy sent two of hi
vauts with a message, that they believed it w.»

a service required at my hands, although th<

had no outward information of what was goir

on in my mind ; so in some time after, I \a.v

my concern before the committee, which
united with, and my dear wife and I came 1

oil the twenty-second of Seventh Mo., 1858,

:

I have had no reason to think other but it we
in the ordering of Best Wisdom . . .

wife is housekeeper or matron in the school, i

we feel comfortable in our situation."

In this incident in the life of William Greet
there is a lesson of instruction for all who ma
feel they have a call for a religious service,-

which is not immediately seen by those whos
judgment it is right to consider ;—and his exaD
pie may be safely followed. He neither chafe<

nor did he complain of want of sympathy an
encouragement; he seriously considered
quietly rested, not precipitating his movement
or withdrawing from the exercise, but in tiro

Divine messages strengthened his view and th

way was open.

The same letter also speaks of the deep ba]

tisms that " we had to pass through in travel

ing up and down in Pennsylvania, but the*

are all gone by, and though, we may have man
more yet before leaving this tribulated scene, ye
if it is the Master himself that is dipping us, t

will work for our good in the end. When w
remember what He suffered for us, the dust I

the unjust, surely then we ought to be willin

to suffer for his sake. It is enough, my dea
friend, that the servant be as his Master, an
the disciple as his Lord, it is a favor for poc
worms of the dust to be counted worthy to sui

fer for Him or his name's sake."
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Speaking of the state of the Society in Ire-

id and England, he wrote, "The state of the

Dr Church in this land, as well as in Eng-
d, feels deeply trying to the rightly exercised

ongst us." And with reference to the two
ry different states, those on the one hand who
jght a speedy relief from the burdens occa-

ned by innovations in the church, and who
t that their colaborers were not sufficiently

cided in testifying against them, and on the

her hand, those who were turning away from
Truth and favoring the innovations, he

ote, "Too many under our name are not

lling to walk in the strait and narrow way,
lich leadeth unto life, but would prefer an
sier way ; a way in which there would be less

3-bearing—no way to the crown but by the

5," . . . and "many in this land who
turning away from following the Master,

rning from Him, the substance, and going

ck to the weak and beggarly elements, from
ttich, we as a Society, were led and redeemed
the Truth."

Under of date of eleventh of Eighth Month,
160, William Green wrote, "My thoughts are

ten wandering over the great water, I believe

ight say oftener than the day. I can, my
iar friend, unite with thee, that many in this

nd, as well as in yours, are clothed as with

ck cloth, often going mourning on their way,

d no doubt the cry is often raised, ' Spare

y people, oh, Lord, and give not thy heritage

reproach ;' this is a sifting time amongst us

a Society, the precious testimonies delivered

us, and lor which our faithful predecessors

ffered, how are they in many instances tram-
", as in the streets, how is the gold become
m and the fine gold changed, the precious

of Zion, comparable to fine gold, how are

any of them become as earthen pitchers. In
lusion to our last Yearly Meeting, as remarked
j thee, it was a very trying time to the rightly

ercised amongst us ; many changes proposed,

ihich some of us cannot go hand in hand with,

pe had a large number in attendance from
'ngland, some of whom did not lighten the

lrden. You have had your trials, we have
irs now; but, my dear friend, in the times of

|roving, there is no safety only in Him, who is

le munition of rocks, and we are endeavoring
i build upon the sure foundation, Christ Jesus,

lie immutable Rock of Ages ; then neither

onus nor tempests, nor all the stratagems of

ae enemy shall ever be able to prevail ; for

Lher foundation can no man lay than that

uat is laid, which is Jesus Christ, the same yes-

•rday, to-day and forever. He is the only and
lone way to the Father, the living door unto
lie true Sheepfold ; and, oh, my dear friend,

low I crave that thou and I, and all belonging
I) us, may be enabled so to follow the leadings

nd gnidings of his Holy Spirit in our hearts,

lat when these few fleeting days may be at an
ad, we may be permitted, through his adorable
iercy, to join that innumerable company who
and before the throne, who had washed their

obes and made them white in his most precious
lood."

i As stated in the Lisburn Standard, William
Ifreen " was in fullest unity with the views of the
arly Friends, and bad no sympathy with the

rationalistic Quakerism which laid waste the

'ociety in this province, [Ireland] in the be-

inning of this century."

Probably the rationalistic Quakerism of the

eginning of this ceutury was expressed in

rosser terms than the erudite and seductive
terature, by which some in Great Britain now

define it, but no skilful phrases or polished sen-

tences closed the spiritual eye of William 'linn,

or dimmed the faith by which, beyond all hu-
man reasonings, he realized there was to him
and to all mankind, as they cooperated with

the Holy Spirit, a benefit in that awful sacri-

fice on Mount Calvary, which the unanointed
intellect has never yet discovered.

William Green also kept to the faith of the

early Friends, against the tide of liberal Quak-
erism, which was set in motion by writings and
teachings written in pleasing language and de-

livered with pleasing address, which many failed

to see, were leading from the Truth as proclaim-

ed by Friends, but which have culminated in re-

sults not contemplated when the deviations were
initiated.

Though he was averse to separations in the

Society, he was outspoken in his testimony

against the innovations of the day, saying of a

certain Yearly Meeting that he attended dur-

ing a later visit to America, that it would be

better not to hold a Yearly Meeting than to

hold it as that had been held ; and at a so-called

Friends' Meeting in the West he had attended,

the religious weight prevailing, seemed to his

pure and sanctified spirit, but little above that

of an agricultural fair in his own country.

Williaru Green did not enjoy the tumult of

the world's activity. The comparative quiet of

the streets of Philadelphia, spread as they are

over a wide area, suited his temperament better

than the noise of New York, with its heavy
traffic concentrating in a narrow compass. New
York, he said " was such a bustling city." The
thunderstorms of our American summer climate

inspired him with awe, and perhaps with fear,

precluding enjoyment in these displays of na-

tural forces, and withdrawing his mind for the

time from current themes.

In social companionship, William Green
ranked as one that was lovely to a high degree.

A wonderful memory of friends he had known,
and their particular surroundings, a bright per-

ception and consequent interest in the subjects

in hand, and the overflowing affection of his

Irish nature, all seasoned with the Divine grace,

which seemed ever present with him, carried

with his conversation great refreshment, and
the aroma of heavenly places ; and when in pri-

vate companies or putblic assemblies, his voice

was raised in delivering the messages flowing

through him, his countenance would beam with

the love swelling in his heart, and the feeling

would be with impressive force, This is a man
of God.

William Green passed through Philadelphia

on his way home from his last visit to America,

but halted only a few days. The touches of age

were then appearing in his physical nature, but

he was in greater, rather than less degree, the

same spiritually-minded, the same gifted, bright

and loving William Green. T. E.

" It is an unanswerable fact, that there has

not been one individual who has risen to any
eminence for religious dedication in our Society

(as a true and consistent Friend), but has had
to tread the straight and narrow path, and has

had to attribute his progress to giving up in

the ability received, to obey the secret moni-

tion of the Spirit of Christ, even in little things."
—John Barclay's Letters.

If we stand at the left hand of Christ while

we live, we shall stand there too in the judg-

ment. The separation must be begun in this

world, which iu that day shall be made forever.

THE PASSAGE OF THE RED SEA.
REGINALD 111

Will,

'Twaa silence nil, the sparkling vni'U along
;

Save where (In- locust trill'd bet feeble song,
Or, blended soft in drowsj cadence, fell

The wave's low whisper, or the camel's hell.

'Twae silence all !—The flocks lor shelter fly

Where, waving light, tin- acacia shadows lie
;

Or where, from far, the flattering vapors make
The noontide semblance of a misty lake:

While the mute swain, in careless safety spread,
Willi arms enfolded and dejected head,
Dreams o'er his wond'roiis rail, his lineage high,
And, late revealed, his children's destiny.

For, not in vain, in thraldom's darkest hour,
Had sped from Amram's sons the word of power

;

failed the dreadful wand, whose godlike swayNc
Could lure the locust from her airy way,
With reptile war assail their proud abodes,
And mar the giant pomp of Egypt's gods.
Oh helpless gods! who nought availed to shield
From fiery rain your Zoan's favor'd field!

Oh helpless gods! who saw the curdled blood
Taint the pure lotus of your ancient flood,

And fourfold night the wondering earth enchain,
While Memnon's orient harp was heard in vain !

Such musings held the tribes, till now the west
With milder influence on their temples prest

;

And that portentous cloud which, all the day,
Hung its dark curlain o'er their weary way,
(A cloud by day, a friendly flame by night,)

Rolled back iis misty veil, and kindled into light !

Soft fell the eve:—but, ere the day was done,
Tall waving hanners streaked the level sun;
And wide and dark along the horizon red,

In sandy surge the rising desert spread.
" Mark, Israel, mark !"—On that strange sight intent,

In breathless terror, every eye was bent

;

And husy faction's fast increasing hum,
And female voices shriek, "They come, they come !"

They come, they come ! In scintillating show,
O'er the dark mass the hrazen lances glow

;

And sandy clouds in countless shapes combine.
As deepens or extends the long tumultuous line.

And fancy's keener glance e'en now can trace

The threatening aspects of each mingled race
;

For many a coal-black race and cany spear,

The hireling guards of Misraim's throne were there.

From distant Gush they troop'd a warrior train,

Sinah's green isle, and Sennaar's marly plain :

On either wing their fiery coursers check
The parched and sinewy sons of Amalek

;

While close behind, inured to feast on blood,

Deck'd in Behemoth's spoils, the tall Shangalla strode.

'Mid blazing helms, and bucklers rough with gold,

Saw ye how swift the scythed chariots roll'd?

Lo, these are they whom, lord of Afric's fates,

Old Thebes bath pour'd through all her hundred gates,

Mother of Armies !—How the emeralds glow'd,

Where, flushed with power and vengeance, Pharaoh
rode

!

And, stoled in white, those brazen wheels before,

Osiris' ark his swarthy wizards bore;
And still responsive to the trumpet's cry,

The priestly syslrum murmur'd— Victory !

Why swell these shouts that rend the desert's gloom ?

Whom come ye forth to combat?—Warriors, whom ?

These flocks and herds—this faint anil weary train

—

Red from the scourge, and recent from the chain ?

God of the poor, the poor and friendless save !

Giver and Lord of freedom, help, the slave !
—

North, south and west, the sandy whirlwinds fly

The circling horns of Egypt's chivalry.

On earth's last margin throng the weeping train ;

Their cloudy guide moves on,—"And must we swim
the main?"

'Mid the light spray their snorting camels stood,

Nor bathed a fetlock in the nauseous flood.

He comes—their leader comes!—the man of God
O'er the wide waters lifts his mighty rod,

And onward treads.—The circling waves retreat,

In hoarse deep murmurs from his holy feet

And the chafed surges, inlv roaring, show
The hard, wet sand, and coral hills below.

With limbs thai taller, and with hearts that swell,

Down, down they pass,—a steep and slippery dell.

—

Around them rise, in pristine chaos hurl'd,

The ancient rocks, the secrets of the world,
And flowers that blush beneath the ocean green,

And caves, the sea-calves' low-roofd haunt, are seen.

Down, safely down the narrow pass they tread
;
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The beetling waters storm above their head
;

While far behind retires the sinking day,

And fades on Edoui's hill its latest ray.

Yet not from Israel fled the friendly light.

Or dark to them, or cheerless, came the night.

Still in their van, along that dreadful road,

Blazed broad and fierce the brandish'd torch of God.

Its meteor glare a tenfold lustre gave

On the long mirror of the rosy wave:
While its blest beams a sunlike heat supply,

Warm every cheek, and dance in every eye

—

To them alone—for Misraim's wizard train

Invoke for light their monster-gods in vain :

Clouds heaped on clouds their struggling sight con-

fine,

A tenfold darkness broods above their line.

Yet on they fare, by reckless vengeance led,

And range unconscious through the ocean's bed:

Till midway now—that strange and fiery form
Show'd his dread visage lightening through thestorm

;

With withering splendor blasted all their might,

And brake their chariot-wheels, ami marr'd their

courser's flight.

" Fly, Misraim, fly !"—From Edom's coral strand

Again the pmphet stretched his dreadful wand :—
With one wild crash the thundering waters sweep,

And all is waves—a dark and lonely deep

—

Yet o'er those lonely waves such murmurs past,

As mortal wailing swelled the mighty blast:

And strange and sad the whispering breezes bore

The groans of Egypt to Arabia's shore.

Oh ! welcome came the morn when Israel stood

In trustless wonder by th' avenging flood !

Oh ! welcome came the cheerful morn to show
The drifted wreck of Zoan's pride below

;

The mangled limbs of men—the broken car

—

A few sad relics of a nation's war.

Alas, how few!—Then, soft as Elim's well,

The precious tears of new-born freedom fell.

And he whose harden'd heart alike had borne
The house of bondage and the oppressor's scorn,

The stubborn slave, by hope's new beams subdued,
In faltering accents sobbed his gratitude

—

Till kindling into warmer zeal around,
The virgin timbrel waked its silver sound

;

And in tierce joy, no more by doubt supprest,

The struggling spirit throbbed in Miriam's breast.

She, with bare arms, and fixing on the sky
The dark transparence of her lucid eye,

Pour'd on the winds of heaven her wild sweet har-

mony.
" Where now," she sang, " the tall Egyptian spear ?

On's warlike shield, and Zoan's chariot, where?
Above their ranks the whelming waters spread.

Shout, Israel, for the Lord has triumphed !"

And every pause between, as Miriam sang,

From tribe lo tribe the martial thunder rang;
And loud and far their stormy chorus spread,

—

"Shout, Israel, for the Lord has triumphed !"

Tin: Same Cat.—B. V. Wolf, agent of the

North (ionium Lloyd Steamship Company in

Middletown, N. Y., has a cat that he has for

months been trying to get rid of. She has been
given to farmers who have taken her miles away
to their homes, time after time, but she has never

failed to put in an appearance again at the

Wolf mansion, after brief absences. The other

day Wolf went to New York. He put the cat

in a bag, and placed it under the seat of the car.

When tiie train arrived at Sterlington, Wolf
dropped the cat out of the window. Sterlington

is forty milea from Middletown. Wolf transact-

ed his business in New York and went home.
This was on Third-day. When he went home to

supper on Fifth-day night and sat down by his

hearthstone Oven was the same cat. She got up,

rubbed herself on her master's legs, and purred
in a way that showed how she appreciated his

little joke. Wolf sat down and seemed dazed

for a minute. Then he stroked the cat fondly,

but respectfully, and said, "You can stay here

as long as you live if it's a hundred years. I'll

pel a gold collar for you and tie it full of red

ribbons."— Exchangt

.

We should en

g to their true

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.

Roberts.
(Continued from page 12.)

Ninth Month, 1848.—It is good to trust in

the Lord, who remains to be " a strong hold in

the day of trouble." To Him alone is my se-

cret desire known, that I may be fitted and pre-

pared by what ever way He seeth meet, for an

entrance into his Kingdom of rest and peace.

Dearest Father still follow me through all, and

keep me from falling.

Eleventh Month. — Attended Philadelphia

Quarterly Meeting, having for sometime felt my
mind drawn towards the meetings composing it,

and those of Bucks Quarterly Meeting. I left

it with Friends of our Monthly Meeting, it was

united with, and a minute prepared for me. Our
Friends Debby Cope and Bennett Smedley ex-

pressed a willingness to accompany me, they

were indeed armor bearers which staid my hands

many times. I craved that our alone sure Helper

might preserve me on every hand, and strengthen

for his own work.

I considered it a favor I was permitted to

sit with them in silence in the Select Meeting.

I was strengthened by the remarks of our friend

William Evans, "That there had been instances

in our Society of ministers being raised up, who
had no treasury of their own, yet what they ex-

pressed was attended with life and power, and

it was evident it proceeded from the source and
Fountain of all Good."

At the Quarterly Meeting ami mber of Friends

appeared in testimony, and I expressed what was

felt to be required. The meetings composing

it were visited, also those of Bucks Quarterly

Meeting; to the peace of my mind.

When in the city I called to see some elderly

Friends, who were unable to be at Meeting.

Dear Margaret Hutchinson, also Rebecca Allen

(who reminded me of my own dear mother,)

she is a mother in Israel to many beside her

own dear children. I called on a Friend, whose
husband deceased a short time before. She was

left with several little children.

Fourth Mo., 1849.—No memorandum made
lately. It has been a wintry season, and the

poor soul ready to doubt, whether " the voice

of the turtle will again be heard," but I have
this day believed from the quiet feeling that per-

vaded my mind in the silent sitting in our meet-

ing, that " the time of the singing of birds" would
come, and Heavenly bread was secretly handed,
for the favor, I desire to return thanks. We
do indeed owe much unto our Lord for the bless-

ings we are daily receiving. He hath again

and again covered my head in the day of battle.

To Him be the praise.

Seventh Month.—Our beloved Friend and
mother in the Truth, Sarah Emlen, departed

this life on the twenty-seventh inst. Those who
were watching beside her bed scarcely knew when
the purified spirit was released, so easy was the

passage to " Eternal day." In a letter to our
mother a short time before her death, she said,

" I think I can see the dawning of an Eternal
day." They were closely united to each other,

and in their deaths, not far divided. Having
done her days' work in the day time, she has

been "gathered as a shock of corn cometh in

his season." Hannah Gibbons and Hannah
Rhoads, spoke at the grave, "All flesh is as grass,

and all the glory of man as the flower of -i ;i-s"

the very language dear Sarah Emlen expressed

on a similar occasion a short, time before. David
Cope and William Scattergood were engaged
in testimony in the meeting held after the in-

terment. The devoted companion, James Em-

len, was very composed. I have long thotig

he was redeemed from earth and earthly thin§

After the funeral we called on the bereavt

family. May the mantle be gathered up, ai

the waters will be divided for these precioi

children of our departed Friend.

First-Day.—In company with my husbai

attended the meeting at Darby, after meetii

dined with our kind friends Isaac and Phel

Garrett, and had a sitting in their family. 'W

left home in the morning at an early hour, b

a peaceful mind fully paid for all.

First Month, 1850.—Attended our Select Pi

parative Meeting. After hearing the four

query read, "to train up their families in plai

ness of dress and simplicity of manners becoi

ing our religious profession." My mind w:|

impressed with that simplicity the Truth leai

into. There are those amongst us who are ho]

estly discharging their religious duty towari

their dear children, and to these the languan
will be addressed, " Let her alone she hath doi

what she could."

Second Month.—In company with ourfrien

James Emlen we visited a poor colored man, i

prison in West Chester for stealing money.
J

had called to see his wife, whose death occurre

afterwards, while he was in prison, and sin<

have felt it would be right for me to visit hir

We had an opportunity in his cell, the keepi

of the jail standing at the door; after I ha

spoken, J. E. addressed him very suitably.

believed the witness for Truth was reached,

felt relieved.

First Month, 27th.—Our friend Mary Ki
j

attended our Monthly Meeting, and appeawj
iu fervent supplication on behalf of "the wres;

ling Seed." The queries and answers were reac

my mind was exercised on the subject of "pe.'

nicious reading," and I was enabled to leave
,

with our beloved young Friends. It seeme

with me to extend a word of caution, not ti

spend too much time in reading the public new
papers; not that I would restrict the readin

of them unduly, as it is the only way we hes

of that which is of interest, and of the death <

our Friends, &c, but there is much in them ths

will not strengthen us. Our time here is sho:

and precious, and may we see to it that we ai

spending it aright in the sight of Him, who hi

bought us with a price ; and remember we
not our own.

Second Month, First-Day 17th.—At our mee
ing to-day encouragement was given to sons

preseut. " No weapon formed against thee sha

prosper," as thou continues faithfully to folio

thy dear Lord and Master in the way of h

requirings. Thou knowest, dearest Father,

am a poor feeble instrument, keep me as in tt

hollow of thy holy hand, and suffer me not I

reach forth a hand unbidden "to steady the ark,

and yet faithfully follow at thy bidding even I

the end of the race.

Second Month, 19th.—Our Quarterly Mee
ing at Concord was an interesting: occasion. I

the second meeting our beloved Friend Hauna
Rhoads was liberated to visit iu Gospel love th

meetings of Friends in Great Britain and In
land. A very quiet covering spread over th

meeting, under which much unity and sympath
was expressed. " Loose her and let her go, fc

the Lord hath need of her," impressed my mini

A memorial was also read for our beloved friem

Sarah Emlen, which called forth much feelin

and expression. Hannah Rhoads addressed oil

young Friends, desiring they "might becora

good soldiers in the Lamb's army, and endui
not expecting to be dandled as upo
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ie knee, but arise quickly as Mary did, at the

11 of the dear Master." An exercise attended

f mind, "The Master has come and calleth

r thee to come up to his help against the

ighty." We were all tenderly addressed in

Select Meeting the day previous. My name
i taken, with others, to attend the Yearly

eetiug as representative, for the first time. I

t it a weighty appointment, and feel myself

fit for the service ; may it tend to humble the

or creature, and make me more what I ought

be.

I felt peaceful on retiring to rest, having been

Hide willing to make a sacrifice in my dress,

(tiich I felt was required. I am persuaded

at to be obedient in little things is the only

,y to obtain the crown.
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Notes on Insects.

Some years ago my grapevines were troubled

a species of hairy caterpillar, which seemed
have a peculiar fondness for the sub-acid

ice of the fruit-stem, and by eating them
5)used the bunehts of grapes to fall prematurely,

tjbout the middle of the Seventh Month, as I

jfis looking over my vines, I saw a hairy eat-

j^pillar on the leaves, but it had been placed

ilyond the power of doing any harm by a
^ecies of bug which had plunged its sucking
tbe into its body and sucked out the juices.

d being disturbed, the bug allowed the dead
jrvato fall to the ground, while it commenced
inning over the leaves as if in search of further

fey-

Bugs belong to the natuial order LTemijitera,

c half-winged, so called from the small size of

KB outer wings. They ieed on animal and
\getable juices. Some of them are useful to

"te farmer by keeping in check the number of
i;ects which prey on his crops— others are

t rtfu 1 by their own depredations. They are
It furnished with jaws, and so cannot con-

sme the leaves of plants, like caterpillars, but
fey plunge their beaks into the vegetable tis-

ses and suck up the sap, and when numerous,
,cen greatly weaken and even destroy the plants

( which they feed.

The trees in Philadelphia are often greatly

[tested by slender caterpillars of a bright yel-

]w color, slightly covered with hairs, and hav-
ig several brush-like tufts on the back. Dr.
Sinner says that when full grown they let

temselves down to the ground by a silken

tread, and then crawl up the trunk and spin
teir cocoons in the crevices of the bark. From
tjse cocoons emerge either a male or female
i))th. The female is a short, chunky insect,

vthout wings, and lays its eggs, about three
lndred and twenty-five in number, upon the
to of the cocoons and covers them with a large
cantity of frothy matter, which on drying be-
omes white and brittle. Different broods of
tese insects appear at various times in the
(urse of the summer. The name of the moth
i Orgyia leucnstigma or the white-marked Tus-
s:k moth. The males have large ashen-gray
rags, crossed by wavy darker bands.
The method adopted in our city parks to

ceck the ravages of this insect, is to smear the
tink of the trees about five feet from the
found with a ring of some sticky substance,
Mich will stop the march of the caterpillar in

i ascent. Dr. Skinner, in an article in the
Jiblic Ledger, says that this should be supple-
'•:nted by picking off all the caterpillars, co-
( >m, moths and egg masses, on the trunk be-

low the ring, and binning or otherwise destroy-

ing them. He thinks two hours' work a day
for two seasons would exterminate these pests.

As I was in the city on the twentieth of the

Seventh Month, and walking up Walnut Street

above Sixth, I noticed the rings of sticky ma-
terial on the trees, and a number of both cater-

pillars and cocoons on the trunks below them.

I was particularly interested to notice a Blender,

wasp-like little insect, moving actively about,

especially over an apparently newly-made co-

coon, and frequently piercing the cover with

its sting-like ovipositor, laying its eggs in the

body of the inmate. These eggs hatch into little

maggots which feed on the body of the cater-

pillar or its chrysalis, and thus check the in-

crease of these unpleasant visitors to our trees.

The insect which performs this service is an
ichneumon-fly, of which there are many kinds,

whose office in the economy of nature appears
to be to prevent the too great increase of these

insects, which would be destructive to vegetation.

A writer on the Ichneumon describes about
sixteen hundred and fifty European species, and
they are abundant in other parts of the world.

They generally lay their eggs in, but sometimes
on, the bodies, eggs or larva? of insects, or in

spiders. Particular species are the natural ene-

mies of particular kinds of other insects. Thus
certain ichneumons lay their eggs in the green

caterpillars of the cabbage butterfly. They gen-

erally consume only the fat of the larvae on

which they feed. Some of the ichneumon-flies

have very long ovipositors, so as to reach the

eggs or larva? of wood-boring insects.

In the streets of our village there are a few
elm trees. This summer many of the leaves of

these have a forlorn, skeletonized appearance,
caused by a very small caterpillar which fastens

itself on the under side of the leaf and eats out
the green substance, leaving the midrib and the

larger veins which branch from it. When ex-

amining one of these, a few days ago, I noticed

a very small bug, which I thought it probable

would attack the caterpillar, after the habits of

its kind, and thus prove a means of lessening

their ravages. It soon ran to one that was feed-

ing on the leaf, but the caterpillar struck at it

so viciously with its tail, that it appeared to be
frightened and retreated.

Leaves are essential agents of plants, for it is

mainly in them that the sap is digested and
prepared for the nourishment of the plant. So
that it may readily be seen that it is a great

drain upon the vitality of a tree, when in the

summer season its leaves are devoured by a host

of caterpillars. J. W.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 10, 1895.

We have received from J. C. Winston & Co.,

of Philadelphia, the American Publishers, a
copy of" Memoirs of Jordan and the C'halfonts,

and the Early Friends in the Chiltern Hun-
dreds, by W. H. Summers." The writer was the

pastor of a Congregational congregation who
resided for a number of years in the neighbor-

hood of which he writes; and although not a
member of our Society, seems to be in sym-
pathy with their firm and conscientious support
of their principles through the period of persecu-

tion to which they were exposed. The book
contains notices, so far as the author had been
able to collect, of all the members who resided

within the limits of the territory he describes.

Among these were many very interesting char-

acters, such as Thomas Ell wood, [saacand Mary
Penington, their daughter Guli, and William
l'eiin who became her husband. So that W.
H. Summers had ample material for a volume
of great interest; and such we have found his

book to be. The lively autobiography of Thomas
Ellwood has furnished more material for his his-

tory than any other one source, but it is evident
that the work is the result of considerable re-

search, and it embodies many incidents of his-

torical interest, more or less connected with

Friends of that locality.

The concluding paragraph of the book is as

follows: "There are, the writer believes, no
Friends now remaining in the Chiltern Hun-
dreds, excepting in the town of Chesham. The
meeting-house at Wycombe has been closed for

many years; that of Amersham is now used by
the Wesleyans; while at Jordan, as is well known,
meetings are held only twice a year. But it may
be permitted to one who has dwelt in this beau-
tiful district for eleven years, to express his be-

lief that much that is best in the character of
some of its worthiest inhabitants is due to the

surviving influence of Quaker descent and Qua-
ker training."

Friends of Rancocas Meeting, have changed
the time of commencing their First-day Meetings
from eleven-thirty to ten A. M.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The public debt statement fur

Seventh Month shows a net increase in the debt, less

cash in the Treasury, during the month, of $:;x,J.:;.\-

037. The interest-bearing debt increased >::l, ].".>. :;)o -

the non interest bearing debt decreased SS12,025, and
the cash in the Treasury decreased ?S,090,622.

The Spanish Cabinet has formally approved the
amount of the indemnity to lie paid the United States

in settlement of the Mora claim.

During the year 1894 the production of aluminum
in the United' States was 550,000 pounds. The im-
ports were valued at $4,110. Bauxite, which is an
oxide of aluminum, has been found in sufficient quan-
tities to be commercially valuable in only three locali-

ties in the United States. These are in New Mexico,
Arkansas, and the Coosaw Valley of Georgia and
Alabama.
At the close of the last fiscal year there were 969,544

pensioners on the rolls of the Pension Bureau.
The Public Ledger says: "It looks as though there

would be no Indian war after all. The blood-curdling
reports of massacres sent from Idaho and Wyoming
have turned out to be flat fabrications. The Bannock
and other Indians are showing themselves friendly,

and are returning to their reservations. As the offi-

cials of the War and Interior Departments surmised
from the first, the ''scare" was instituted by the un-
scrupulous white settlers, who want the Indians trans-

ferred to another reservation, and who expected to

make money in an Indian war by furnishing supplies

to the troops. In the meantime a number of Indians
have been killed in a most cowardly fashion by the
cowboys. The latter should be apprehended by the
Government and dealt with severely."

The Supreme Court of Nebraska has just declared
unconstitutional the law requiring railway engineers to

whistle at every highway. and imposing a tine o! s.'.n f.,r

every failure to do so, half of which went to the in-

former. For years the farmers along the railways have
made considerable money by bringing suits under this

law. The Union Pacific Railroad recently had to pay
§3,500 to one man alone.

An unprecedented feat of travel in Alaska was the
recent journey of nearly four thousand miles during
the coldest period of the year by Guy Merriam, a

United States customs inspector, with only a canoe and
a dog sled. Merriam started at Forty Mile, Tenth
Month 3rd, and ended at Kodiac Fourth Month 9th.

Nebraska's apple crop this year is the large-t ever
raised in the State.

Recent surveys show that over one-sixth of the
State of Oregon^ something over 10,000,000 acres, is

covered with dense forests.

Georgia beat her record with the peach crop this
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seasoD, anil there is every indication (hnt the pear
crop, too, will be by far the largest ever raised.

There were 2,294" prosecutions in Maine la-l year,

and over half of them were for violations of the liquor

law.

The New York World says: "A careful estimate

made by a well-posted brewer fixes the loss of the

brewers eaeli week since the enforcement of the excise

law at $250,000." The Voice asks the World who has
this $250,000 now '.'

Announcement is made in this city that arrange-
ments had been effected for a partnership between the
Baldwin Locomotive Works and the Westinghouse
Electric Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburg, for the
purpose of constructing electric locomotives and elec-

tric motive power equipment, and the development of

a new electric railway system.

There were 437 deaths in this city last week—a de-
crease of 156 from the previous week, and a decrease
of 140 from the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing, 108 were under one year of age; 229
were males and 208 females : 79 died of cholera in-

fantum; 42 of marasmus; 39 of consumption; 28 of

heart disease; 20 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels; 20 of cancer; 10 of convulsions; 13 of casual-

ties ; 12 of inflammation of the brain; 12 of pneu-
monia; 11 of old age; 9 of diphtheria, and 9 of neph-
ritis.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, 964 a 100; 4's, reg., 112$
a 112; ; coupon, 1124 a 113; 4's, 1925, 1224 a 123; 5's,

115J a 1 1:,
4 ; currency 6's, 100 a 110.

Cotton.—The market was quiet, but steady, on a
basis of 7jjc. per pound for middling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, $16.50 a £17.50 per

ton ; spring bran, in sacks, $16.50 a $17.50 per ton.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 50 a $2.65 ; do., extras,

$2.70 a $3.00 ; No. 2 winter family, $2.90 a $3 10
; Penn-

sylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do., do., straight,

$3.50 a $3.65 ; Western winter, clear, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do.,

do., straight, $3.50 a $3.65; do., do., patent, $3.70 a
$3.90; spring, clear, $2.85 a $3.20; do., straight, $3.40
a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.70 a $3.90 ; do., favorite brands,
higher. Rye Flour sold in small lots at $3.50 per bbl.

for choice Pennsylvania*.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70§ a 70Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 474 a 47Jc.
No. 2 white oats, 28| a 29}c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 5} a 54c;

medium, 4] a 5c; common, 4 a 44c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3|a 4c; good, 3} a 34,c,

medium, 2| a 3c, common, 2} a 24c; culls, 14 a 2c,
lambs, 3 a 5|c.

Hogs.—Good Western, 74 a 7Jc, other grades, 7J-

a 7Jc.
Foreign.—On the 2nd instant, Joseph Chamberlain

made a speech in the city of Birmingham. In the course
of his remarks he referred to the coalition between the
Conservatives and Liberal-Unionists, and said that
there was no previous instance in history of such a
political coalition lasting through three general elec-
tions, and being stronger at the end than at the begin-
ning. He hoped and belived that the alliance would
be permanent.
Many of our Friends in Ireland are afraid that

" Home Rule" in their island, would prove to be " Kume
Rule."
A writer in the London Times who has been investi-

gating the subject has arrived at the opinion that
British shipping will not contribute a great deal to the
defraying of the enormous expense involved in the
construction of the Baltic Canal. The dues are heavy
and its advantages as a short cut are doubtful, owing
to the likelihood of detention in the canal itself and
the troublesome navigation experienced at the mouth
of the Elbe.

A semi-official statement issued ii

di poses of the rumors thai Russia wi

cognize Prince Ferdinand as Ruler of
statement is to the effect that Russia
into relations with the existing illegal

eminent, which has been forced upon tl

St. Petersburg
lid probably re-

Bulgaria. The
vill never enter
iulgarian Gov-

?rincipality
by a usurper. Russia simply demands that a Pri
shall I"' chosen in accordance with tin- provisions of
tin- Berlin treaty, with tin- concurren f tin- Porte.
The Da ' H prii - a Vienn - ipatch Baying that
this declaration of Russia's position i- held to signify

garian ( lovernment at the shortest p i sible notice.

\ < on .laiiilm |.k <i.'-| an i, r. |..,n- an eng
between the Turk- and Ma. . .n.nian in-urgeilts at Sien-
mit/a, in which the lurks lost 500 tilled or wounded.
The insurgent loss was less than 100.

A despatch of the 2ml from Constantinople says:
"The Cabinet has derided that reforms shall be 'in-

stituted, not only in Armenia, but in all the Turkish
provinces."

The London D lily News of the 5th inst., published

a Vienna despatch giving a reply to the demand of

the Powers for reform, which confirms the New:' pre-

viously made statement. The opinion in political

circles now is that it is impossible to obtain a favora-

ble result without pressure, and that the issuance of

an ultimatum, or the holding of a European confer-

ence will be necessary.

Seven hundred and eleven female missionaries are at

work in India. During the last two years these visited

40,513 heathen families, and instructed 62,414 heathen
girls in the different mission schools.

A despatch from Majunga, Madagascar, says the
Hova soldiers are deserting en masse after being
routed from day to day by the steadily advancing
French army.

Continuous heavy rains throughout Japan have
ruined the crops. It is feared that the failure of the
rice harvest will cause a famine.
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B®'Remittances received after Third-d-iy evening
'

not appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Wanted, by a Friend with a little girl five ye

old, unfurnished rooms, orsituation in an institutiot

private family during winter, to commence about fj

of Tenth Month. Can do all kinds of family se
well

; can darn and knit nicely. Address
J. Jennings,

Colebrook, Addington Co
Ont!

Wanted, a person having had experience in i

ing to care for an invalid and do some sewing.
Address "R,"

Office of The Fried

Westtown Boarding School.—The next teraj
Westtown will open the third (3rd) of Ninth Mot^.
Application should be made to

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.,

Westtown P. O., Chester Co.,

Wanted.—The Committee for the ci-

Indians desire the services of a Friend (marriet
single), to assist in the management of the farm
Tunessassa, New York, and the care of the boys ouj
school— to enter upon his duties in the Ninth Moi
next. Applications may be made

John G. Haines, Malvern, Pa!
Josiah Wistar, Salem N. J.

A Friend with long experience and large execi
ability, wishes position as superintendent, mi
managing housekeeper, in institution orprivat
Best reference- from well known Friends. Wo:
an engagement for fall. Address " II

Office of The Fri

matr
tcfam
uld m:

WILLIAM II. PILK'S SONS, PRINTERS,
I

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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1783.—Dear Friends and Brethren : Seeing

!, hath pleased the Supreme Disposer of events

tiercifully to incline the powers lately at war

}j put a stop to the effusion of human blood,

lit us thankfully receive the return of peace
;

md, in all our conversation and conduct, de-

iean ourselves as becomes the followers of

Jhrist, the Prince of Peace, laboring to pro-

note the good of all, and, as much as in us lies,

rutting in practice that comprehensive exhor-

fition of the apostle, " I exhort, therefore, that

irst of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions,

nd giving of thanks be made for all men ; for

,:ings, and for all that are in authority ; that we

nay lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godli-

less and honesty : for this is good and accepta-

ble in the sight of God our Saviour, who would

|iaveall men to be saved, and to come unto the

knowledge of the Truth."

The will of God being thus universally gra-

:ious towards mankind, it is much to be la-

nented, that any should fail of giving due at-

ention to the law He writes in the heart, and
he spirit he puts in the inward parts, or con-

ciences of all, for their guidance in the way of

ife and salvation : and we cannot but be deeply

concerned to observe the manifest deficiency

hat appears in many professing with us, in

coming up in faithful obedience to this Divine,

nspeaking Word; which, if truly regarded,

vould unquestionably both lead and enable

i.hem to shew firth the faith of the Gospel, by
,vorks answerable thereunto. But, alas! it is

ipparent, that the self-denial to which this prin-

ciple of conviction leads, is a stone of stumbling,

ind a rock of offence to the carnal inclinations

')f those who either seek to avoid, or who resist,

ts salutary admonitions and reproofs. But let

.is consider, that whatsoever modes of faith we
profess, or whatever acts of religion we exercise

ourselves in, we can never be true Christians

without submission to the cross : for, said our
Lord, " If any man will come after me, let him
Jeny himself, and take up his cross daily, and
follow me : whosoever doth not bear his cross,

and come after me, cannot be my disciple."

Let none amongst us, therefore, indulge an

evil covetousness, nor vainly seek to vie in

appearance with those of greater ability ;
but

wisely submit to the cross, which will dispose

all to be content with a manner of living within

their own compass, agreeable to the doctrine of

our holy head ; an honest conformity whereunto,

will be conducive to inward peace and tran-

quillity here, and to everlasting felicity hereafter.

Dear Friends ; we affectionately entreat you,

who have been sincerely concerned to follow

Christ in the regeneration, whereby ye have

been enabled to walk as good examples to others

hold fast that which you have, and still press

forward, with a single eye to the Spirit of Truth,

that nothing may be suffered to prevent your

attainment of that blessed promise, " To him

that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of

life which is in the midst of the paradise of

God."
1784—Being impressed with a comfortable

hope that the beneficent Creator, notwithstand-

ing the prevailing dissipation ofa degenerate age,

is looking down upon the noblest part of his visi-

ble creation with a gracious eye, and by the in-

fluence of his Holy Spirit exciting in many
hearts the serious inquiry, " Who will shew us

any good ?" An ardent desire is revived in our

minds on behalf of our dear brethren and sisters

in the profession of an inward and spiritual re-

ligion ; that the pure influence of the Spirit of

Truth may become the object of their constant

attention, and the rule of their conduct. If ye

believe in the light, walk in the light, that ye

may be the children of the light, and so be in-

strumental in drawing many who are seeking

rest to their souls, from unprofitable outward

observations, to an acquaintance with the king-

dom of God as revealed within them. But will

not such as are secretly revolting from this Di-

vine law, and whose conversation discovers a

manifest opposition to our holy profession, be-

come stumbling-blocks to serious inquirers after

the way to the kingdom, and be the mean of

turning them aside with the discouraging re-

flection, " where is their God."

Dear Friends, let us frequently call to mind,

that we have no continuing city here ; and let

the reflection, through Divine influence, awaken

us from every degree of spiritual indolence, to

use all diligence to make our calling and elec-

tion sure, before we go hence, and be seen of

man no more. Few and fleeting are the days

we have to spend in this transitory world : yet

how inconceivably important the use we make
of them, and of the manner in which we suffer

them to pass over! Whilst we believe in a fu-

ture state, and in the distribution of everlasting

rewards and punishments, according as our deeds

have been, by that awful Judge of quick and

dead, who even now standeth at the door, whose

penetrating eye is ever beholding the ways of

the sons of men ; may we not be justly deemed

dead to all rational reflection, if, unawed by

these awakening considerations, we do not feel

1'

ourselves powerfully incited to lay aside every

weight and burden, and the sin that most easily

besets us, to address ourselves in goqd earnest

to the race that is set before us, running so as

to obtain the prize of our high calling in Christ

Jesus our Lord ? We beseech you, in the bowels

of tender compassion, and that strength of true

affection, which makes your greatest happiness

the lively concern of our minds at this time, to

arise and shake yourselves, to examine deeply

the state of your hearts, and ponder the path of

your feet, whilst the day of your visitation is

mercifully lengthened out, and you are favored

with the opportunity, by joining in with the of-

fers of Divine grace, to work out your salvation :

put not off this most necessary work, till the

dreadful sound, time shall be no longer, awaken

you to the distressing reflection, " The harvest

is past, the summer is ended, and we are not

saved."

It remains an everlasting truth, that "there

is none other name under heaven given among

men, whereby we must be saved," but the name

of Jesus. Tliis is the strong tower to which the

righteous in all ages have fled and found safety :

we entreat you therefore to live daily under the

fresh influence thereof, experiencing your con-

versation to be thereby ordered aright :
and in

an especial manner, we desire that in all your

religious assemblies, for discipline as well as for

worship, you may be engaged to gather in this

holy name, waiting for renewed qualification to

worship the Lord with acceptance, and to act

in the church for his honor, and the health and

benefit of the body. It was in the Divine wis-

dom thus received, that the salutary discipline

of the Society was first established, and under

the influence of the same wisdom, it can only

be maintained to real edification.

1785.—We feel at this time a renewed con-

cern to address the elder brethren, and others

who take an active part in the discipline, and,

by the stations they occupy in the church, are

placed in a conspicuous point of view, that we

may stir up the pure mind in them, by way of

remembrance; considering how important it is

to the Society in general, that they walk worthy

of the vocation wherewith they are called, in

diligent circumspection and godly fear, keep-

ing their own hearts and hands clean from the

spots of the world ; that so they may not ad-

minister cause of stumbling to any, but enforce

the counsel they find necessary to impart to

others, by their own example, that they may

be enabled to say with the apostle, " Those

things which ye have both learned and received,

and seen and heard in me, do : and the God ot

peace shall be with you."

And we beseech you, beloved youth, choose

the Lord for your portion, and the God of Jacob

for the lot of your inheritance. We are com-

forted on your behalf, under a lively sense, that

a merciful visitation of Divine love is graciously

extended to you, which we desire may prove ef-

fectual to your growth and establishment in

the Truth ; and therefore, in much affection, we

earnestly exhort you, render faithful obedience

to the convictions of the Spirit of Christ in the

secret of your own hearts ; that you may experi-

ence preservation from the evils that are in the
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world, receive wisdom to discern, and strength

steadily to pursue, those things which make tor

your present and everlasting peace. Despise

not the day of small things, but watchfully re-

gard every manifestation of the Light in your

consciences : by this the righteous in all ages

have been safely guided to glory ; and by this

alone can vou attain real advancement in the

path that leads thereunto. Be on your guard

against everything that tends to draw the mind

outward ; by either too much depending on in-

strumental help, or imprudently disclosing your

religious feelings in fruitless or unseasonable

conversation. "It is good for a man that he

bear the yoke in his youth. He sitteth alone

and keepeth silence, because he hath born it

upon him. He putteth his mouth in the dust, if

so be there may be hope." The rightly awaken-

ed, amongst our early predecessors, were much
drawn to solitude and inward retirement, and

therein were favored to experience judgment

brought forth unto victory, and admitted to

"eat of the hidden manna." On the contrary,

for want of patient submission to the turning of

the Lord's hand upon them, even those who,

in their lender years, afforded hope of becoming

useful members in the church, may lose the

dew of their youth, and become but withered

brauches, having received the grace of God in

vain.

And as we cannot but feel deeply for the ris-

ing youth in general, amidst the dangers and

temptations to which they are exposed, in an

age so addicted to licentiousness both in princi-

ple and practice, and whereiu much precious

time is spent in a round of dissipation and ex-

cess ; we are engaged, dear young Friends, ear-

nestly to entreat you to live in the fear of the

Lord, which will preserve you from delighting

in the company and conversation of those who
are estranged from this holy fear : from whom
you may receive irrecoverable loss by being

gradually drawn into the paths of folly and

destruction. Frequent and earnest have been

the advices of former Yearly Meetings, that all

under our name may avoid the attendance of

vain sports, and places of amusement, which

divert the mind from serious reflection, and in-

cline it to wantonness and vanity. Understand-

ing that diversions of this kind are spreading,

and play-houses inci easing in various places,

we are concerned to renew a caution on this

subject ; being clearly convinced of the per-

nicious effects of those evil practices, the in-

ventions of degenerate men, tending to stifle

the convictions of the Divine witness in the

conscience, and set men at ease in a state of

alienation from God. " Wherefore come out

from among men, and be ye separate ; touch

not the unclean thing," ever bearing in mind,
that although "the young man may rejoice in

his youth, and let his heart cheer him in the

days of his youth, walking in the ways of his

heart, and in' the sight of his eyes, yet for all

these things God will bring thee into judg-
ment."

(To be continued.)

"There are some women of engaging manners
who, if they were more wholly subject to Christ

and seeking to uphold his banner, would exert

a very attractive influence on those around
them."

For "The Friend."

A Visit to Brown's Mills.

On the twenty-third of Seventh Month a

small party of botanists (three men and two

women) visited this locality in search of the

plants which grow in the pine barrens.

Leaving the cars at the track which leads to

the hotel, we followed on foot the main road for

a mile or two, until we came to a branch of the

Raucocas which runs at that place through

rather extensive meadows which have been

turned into a cranberry bog, our walk along

the railroad furnished us with many interesting

plants, especially in the depressed spots which

retained enough water to favor the growth of

moisture-loving plants. In such localities we

found the beautiful orange-colored milk-wort

(Polygala lulea)
i
nnd a species with purple flow-

ers (Polygala crueiata). One of the insect-eating

plants, the sun-dew (Drosera longijblia) was

abundant. The flowers are white, but the leaves

are clothed with reddish gland-bearing bristles,

which exude drops of a clear glutinous fluid,

glittering like dew-drops, whence the name of

the genus. When a small fly or other insect

alights on these leaves, its motions are quickly

hampered by the sticky fluid of the bristles, and

to render its escape more impossible the bristles

soon bend over and embrace it, and pour out ad-

ditional fluid on it, so that it soon ceases to

struggle. The fluid seems to have the power of

digesting the soft parts of the insect, which are

then absorbed by the plant, and are supposed

to contibute to its nourishment and growth.

A writer in the American Naturalist, records

his observations on an allied species, the round-

leaved sun-dew, which can scarcely be distin-

guished from the plant we saw, except by the

shape of the leaves. He says: "I was looking

early in the spring in a swamp when 1 noticed

the tiny leaves of the sun-dew, which has beau-

tiful blood-red glandular hairs, each tipped with

a glistening dew-drop. The leaves were covered

with the wings and legs of gnats, one or two had

the hairs gathered into a knot at their centres,

and on one a live gnat was struggling hopelessly

to escape. I secured two plants and kept them
several weeks by laying a bit of moss on which
they grew in a plate supplied with water every

day. During this time I fed them with midges,

ants and beefsteak. The tiny drop of dew is

glutinous, and any small insect touching them
is lost. Every effort to escape but hurries its

doom, and in a moment wings and legs are held

fast to the tiny bristles.

All the hairs now begin to move towards the

insect, but so slowly that their motion is almost
imperceptible. In a few hours the hairs touch

and cover it with their adhesive points. I

placed a piece of raw beefsteak in the centre of

a leaf. In twelve hours nearly every hair

touched it. They gathered over it in knots and
remained so for a day and a half, when they
slowly returned to their natural position leav

. . . the Babe of Bethlehem—the grain of

mustard-seed— the little leaven— the engrafted
word—the power of God—Christ within, the

hope of glory.

of white. Like the other Droseras, this specie!

is carnivorous.
J

On the side of the bog there grew anothei t

curious insect-destroying, if not insect-eatinc-

plant—the side-saddle flower or pitcher-plan

(Sarracenia purpurea). The purple petals of th<

flower had fallen, but the hollow pitchershapec

leaves were there, half filled with water in whicl

were many drowned insects, largely ants. Wha
it is that attracts the insects, I know not, but th<

inner face of the broad hood of the leaf is clothec

with stiff bristles pointing downward, so tha

while it is easy to go in, it is almost impossible

to return—a veritable trap— and a successfu

one, as the multitudes caught in it shows.

The most showy of the flowers we met witl

was the Turk's leaf lily (Lilium superbum), o!

a bright deep orange color, marked with numer

ous dark purple spots on the inner face of thf.

flower leaves. These roll so much that the^

are often quite turned back, and this is a char

acteristic mark of the species.

The pure white blossoms of one of the orchil

family (Habenana bkphariglotlis) were very ab

tractive and although less showy were perhap'

equally beautiful with the lilies.

In sterile fields and on the ridges of serpen

tine rocks in Chester County, Pennsylvania, wi'

have often found a showy species of centaury

(Sabbatia angularis), with numerous rose-eolora

flowers. But to-day we found a white-floweret

species (Sabbatia lanceolata) growing in the boj

among the cranberry vines.

In the small ditches which had been made
for drainage purposes in the bog, the beautifu

sweet blossoms ofjthe pond lily (Nympluva odo'

rata) were beginning to open, and I plucket

one fully expanded. On looking at its attrac

tive outline and delicate parts, no one nee<

wonder that it is an almost universal favorite:

At one part of our walk along the railroad

we met with quite a large patch of the red roof

(Lacnanthes tinetoria). It has a red fihrou
|

root, and the stem of about a foot in height, i

crowned with a cluster of dingy yellow ant

loosely woolly flowers. It is a curious and in]

teresting plant, with characters of its own, and

unlike any other plant in our section of tM
country.

The interesting plants were not confined fal

those with flowers, for a species of huckleberri

was abundant—a low growing shrub, whicl

bore berries equal in size and almost in qualit]

to the famous swamp huckleberries which abouni

in wet places in the pine barrens. It was the

low blueberry ( Vaccinium vacillans). In one

part of the district over which we rambled, thr

ground seemed to be a white gravelly sand

without admixture of either clay or vegetabL

mould. On this apparently barren ground grev

many plants of the sand blackberry (Bubu
euneifo/im), thickly armed with stout prickles

but loaded with delicious berries that were full.'

ripe, and superior in quality to the fruit of th<'

ordinary tall blackberry
ing the beef a white sodden atom resting on the! We found many other plants than thos
points of the hairs. I tried it with a bit of herein enumerated—so that we had an enjoya
paper, but it refused to move for that; then a
tiny fly was touched to one of the treacherous
dew-drops, smothered, and in a few hours all

the ferocious little scarlet hairs had their beaded
points upon his body."

We found also another species of sun dew,
the thread-leaved {Drosera fitformi), which has
long slender leaves, five or six inches in length,
like strands of scarlet thread. These are thickly
beset with glandular hairs like the other species,

but the flowers are larger and purple, instead

ble and successful excursion— but none of th<

party evinced the degree of enthusiasm which
impelled the botanist who came across a bed o

the rare little fern, Schizea pusilla, to seek reliel

for his feelings, by lying down and rolling oil

the sod on which it grew. J. W. I

It is not easy to continue to associate witl
j

the world, without retaining some of its spirit!

We may see its errors, while not having resoj

lution to emancipate ourselves from its shackles!
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For "The Friend."

The Divine Will.

God's rule in heaven and earth is supreme,

niscient, omnipresent and almighty — He
ills, and it is done. Being goodness itself, He
eated beings celestial and terrestrial to be

appy in his love, and to glorify their Creator,

en thousand times ten thousand minister be-

ds throne. With them He dwells in eter-

ity, for neither time nor death is known in

lose heavenly regions.

In accord with the eternal counsels, it was

lid: "Let us make man in our image, after

ir likeness" (Gen i: 26), and by God's word
ere the heavens and the earth created and
dam formed, and God " breathed into his uos-

ils the breath of life ; and man became a living

ul " (Gen. ii: 7). To him God granted sweet

>nverse and communion, making known to

an the Divine will concerning man's duty

id allegiance to his Creator, and the revela-

on of that will became to Adam law. In the

Eepingof that law was life. And with the knowl-

ge of that law was power also given to obey

i behests. Man then was placed in the regions

time; in a state of probatiou, with life and
eath in view, according to his future conduct,

d though through temptation and the wiles of

le adversary, Adam did indeed fall from his holy

tate, God's purpose of grace in Christ Jesus

jmained steadfast. Through Christ Jesus, the

aviour of men, countless thousands have been

rued to God, and translated into his king-

om above, where they surround the throne of

rod and the Lamb, and siug the praises of r.*-

:ng grace. Though man sinned, and so

eath passed upon all men, yet did God in love

man "open a fountain for sin and for un-

leanness" (Zech. xiii: 1), in which man wash-

ig, might be made clean and become tit to

uter into the presence of the Holy One.

[l God has provided for this through the death,

i lediation and power of Christ, and through the

utpouring of his Spirit. God. even after man's

ill, revealed to him his will, both concerning

imself and his posterity, and gave him hope,

blessed hope, whose fruition is in heaven. " By
lis will," and purpose of God in Christ Jesus,

the apostle says, " are we sanctified."

And throughout all ages of the world, God
lift not himself without a witness in the heart

f every child of Adam. This is the witness

>r God, which the antediluvians who perished

the flood, rejecting God's offers of mercy
irough Noah, refused to believe ; it is this

ss which God's own people Israel, who
lejected Christ Jesus when He .came into the

torld to save sinners, did refuse to believe

;

nd it is this same witness for God in the heart

?

f every man, which all who perish in this or

,ny previous age, have refused to hearken to,

•lse they would hear, believe and receive Him,
j'ho is the Truth himself. And they who re-

ceive and obey Him are owned of Him.
Prophets to whom Christ by his Spirit made
nown his sufferings and death, which He should

.fterwards accomplish in the days of his flesh,

dth the glory that should follow, desired to

10k into these mysteries; to whom it was re-

ealed that not unto themselves, but to those

.'ho should follow, they ministered these things,

f which they spoke ; and the same Holy Ghost,
'ho by the prophets foretold these things, is

le alone who can savingly unfold the under-
tanding of them to our souls. A prophet dif-

isrs from other saints simply in this, that God's
tfill is not only declared and made manifest to

jiim in regard more especially to his own im-

mediate concernment, but at times regarding
others also, and with the knowledgr mcs t In*

command to declare that will. " He that prophe-
sieth (Lat. preacheth), speaketh unto men to

edification, and exhortation, and comfort." (1

Cor.xiv: 3.) From which text it is evident, that

the spirit of prophecy (which is the " testimony
of Jesus") so far from ceasing with the usher-

ing in of the Gospel dispensation, was to be
greatly enlarged, as said the prophet, " I will

pour out my spirit upon all flesh ; and your
sons and your (laughters shall prophesy." (Joel

ii : 28.) PortoGod the past, presentand future

are all open and plain to his view ; and he, who
hearing God's will declared in the demonstra-
tion of the spirit, the witness for God's Truth
in his heart setting his seal thereto, believes, is

himself baptized into the spirit of prophecy.

If then in past ages it pleased God by his

.Spirit to reveal coming events to man, that we
might believe, is it possible that He who so

loved poor lost sinners as to give his Son, that

by the grace of God He might taste death for

every man, of whom, reader, thou art one, is it

possible that He will not reveal by that same
Spirit, enough of his will to thee, that thou

mayst know it, and if willing, bestow power on

thee to do it? David's prayer was "Teach me
to do thy will ; for thou art my God : thy Spirit

is good ; lead me into the land of uprightness."

(Ps. cxliii : 10.) And to become or to be sons

of God, led by the Spirit which begets them to

God, the language of the heart must be such as

Jesus taught his disciples to use in the infancy

of their career. " Thy will be done in earth as

it is heaven." This spirit of obedience was
manifested in Jesus, who cried out in his agony,
'• Not my will, but thine, be done." (Luke xxii

:

42.) Christ himself said, " Not every one that

saith unto me, "Lord, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the will

of my Father which is in heaven." (Matt, vii:

21.) Let us therefore humble ourselves before

Him, in accord with the command, " Be silent,

O all flesh, before the Lord " (Zech. ii : 13), that

we- may hear and be taught of Him. So shall

we be kept in the love of God, and in love and
peace one with another, walking in obedience

to his will; doing which, the Christian is safe

in whatever part of his pilgrimage he may be.

For these reproofs and teachings of the Spirit

are nothing more nor less than the voice of God,
speaking to our souls. Let us then earnestly

seek those things which concern our eternal

peace and welfare. For " say ye to the right-

eous, that it shall be well with him ; for they

shall eat the fruit of their doings. Wo unto

the wicked ; it shall be ill with him, for the re-

ward of his hands shall be given him ;" (Is. iii

:

10,11.) W. W. B.

There was a man in my native town, called,

by old and young, " Peter I. Decker." It was
never "Peter," nor "Decker," nor "Mr. Decker,"

but always" Peter I. Decker." Sitting in prayer

meeting by my mother's side, and ofcen hearing

the old hymn containing these words,

" False to thee like Peter I

Would fain like Peter weep,"

I used to ponder the probable falsity of " Peter

I.," not doubting that it. was he who from a

pushcart sold vegetables from house to house.

To this day the hymn has but one mission to

me— that of calling to mind the corpulent

figure of Peter I. Decker, the list of vegetables

which he cried at the side gate, and his sup-

posed treachery.

—

S. S. Times.

Incidents and Reflections.—No. 327.

The anointed ministers of the Lord are at

times called upon to utter warnings, and even
to speak of things to come, which prove a very

close test of both faith and allegiance. The
possibility of their being mistaken in their be-

lief that such messages are required of them no

doubt at times, adds greatly to the reluctance

they feel thus to expose themselves and the

cause of Christ to censure.

Ann Branson, of Ohio, who was a remarka-
ble minister in the Society of Friends, records

in her Journal: "Several months before the

war broke out, in the spring of 1861, 1 had felt

an impression that it would be required of me
to go to Barnesville, and deliver a public warn-
ing, in the main street of that town, to tli<- in-

habitants thereof; and the spot I was to go to

to deliver this message from the Lord, was
pointed out to me. The language contained in

the ninth chapter of Jeremiah, from verse 17th

to 25th, had been sounding in my ears month
after month, with a belief that some, if not all,

of that remarkable declaration would be re-

quired of me to deliver in the street of Barnes-

ville. And being in that neighborhood on re-

ligious service, in the spring of 1861, and about

to return home, a deep and weighty exercise

came over me, with an intimation to settle down
and wait upon the Lord, to see and know what
He required at my hands, so that I scarcely

knew what to do with myself. But I plead the

necessity of returning immediately home, hav-

ing given my companions and their families to

expect our return at that time. I plead excuse,

and thought when I got a little more strength

I would yield, or comply with whatever more
might be called for at my hands in that place.

But, alas! the day after I returned home, news
came to Barnesville that Fort Sumpter had
been bombarded, and now all the town was in

an uproar, and everything out of order to hear

a message like unto the one I had on my mind
to deliver.

" I have felt that the blood of many of the

citizens of Barnesville was required at my hands,

because I did not faithfully warn them to return,

repent and live. Many have gone from that

town to the war, and have been since slain in

battle."

She relates another incident, as a warning

to others not to put off what they believe the

Lord is requiring at their hands :
" It was, I be-

lieve, in the year 1837, that the Lord required

me to visit an inn-keeper in the village of Flush-

ing, who was in the habit of selling spirituous

liquor, and taking it to excess himself. I had

for some years felt at times a great weight on

my mind concerning this man, during which

time he was brought very low with delirium

tremens. I then felt very fearful that if he

should be taken away by death in that awful

condition, that I should not be clear of his blood

;

yet the thought of visiting him, and delivering

the whole counsel of God unto him, was like

giving up my natural life. But the Lord in

mercy raised him up from the bed of affliction,

and he for some time entirely refrained from

the poisonous draught, Now it came before me
that the time for visiting this man was about

come, and as I was expecting to go with a com-

mittee of the Yearly Meeting, the Lord showed

me clearly that He required me to go and see

this inn-keeper before I left home, and more-

over He said to me, " If thou go not a judgment

will overtake thee. This was as clear to the
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ear of my soul as any voice could be to my out-

ward or natural ear. I said in my heart, good

is the word of the Lord, and bowed in a feeling

of acquiescence to his holy will."

Notwithstanding the clearness of the impres-

sion on her mind, the visit was postponed, and

she started on her journey to Salem without

having performed it. When near her journey's

end, the carriage was upset and her right arm
broken. She then remembered the caution giv-

en her, " If thou go not to see this man before

thou leaves home for Salem, a judgment will

overtake thee." As soon as her arm had suffi-

ciently recovered she gladly paid the visit, and

called" on him at three different times. She was

respectfully received, but the poor man died a

few years afterwards with delirium tremens.

In the days of persecution in England, Ben-
jamin Bangs was taken from a meeting by a

constable, and brought before the Mayor of Nor-

wich, who upon being told that he was a shoe-

maker, said, " Oh ! these are brave times when
shoemakers, weavers and combers set up to be

preachers." " I told him," says Benjamin, " I

thought a shoemaker was not much inferior to

a fisherman or a tent-maker, yet we find Christ

called such, and made them able ministers."
" Oh !" said he, " they were moved to it by the

Spirit of God." " Yes," said I, " and the same
God yet is." "Aye, said he, " but that extra-

ordinary way is not now to be expected." I

answered, " that the man that hath not the

Spirit of Christ, is none of his ; but so many as

are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons

of God."
When in Ireland, B. Bangs was going from

Antrim to the Grange, he saw ten or twelve

men upon the road, walking in a very solitary

manner, and it arose in his heart, These are

sheep having no shepherd. He says, " When
I came up to them, I slackened my pace, and
queried of them, What news? The men were
startled at the question, and answered, We know
of none. Continuing to go softly, I said, Are
ye going to a meeting? They answered, Our
minister is silenced, for orders are come down
commanding all dissenters not to assemble; so

now we have no teacher. At this time, all dis-

senters, except Friends, had declined keeping
up their meetings.

" I proceeded to discourse with the men, and
said, The hireling fleeth because he is au hire-

ling, and careth not for the sheep; further
showing, that it is happy for those who are come
to the knowledge of that Teacher who cannot
be removed into a corner. God said He would
teach his children himself; and the children
of the Lord are taught of the Lord. And you
may read in the First Epistle of John, The
anointing which ye have received of Him abid-
eth in you, and ye need not that any man teach
you, but as the same anointing teacheth you of
all things, &c. And in Titus, The grace of
God which bringeth salvation, hath appeared
unto all men, teaching us, &c. Here I directed
them to the great Heavenly Schoolmaster, who
said, Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in

heart; follow me and ye shall find rest unto
your souls. Thus I labored to bring them from
their hireling teachers, to the teaching of God
and Christ, in themselves, by which they might
come to the knowledge of God, and walk in the

way of his salvation ; for a manifestation of the

Spirit is given to every mail to profit withal.

I advised them to turn their minds inward, and
mind the secret operations of it, which checks
and reproves for bad words and actions; and
as they turned to it, they would find it would

lead them into all Truth. They were well pleased

with this discourse, declaring at parting, that

they had never heard things so opened to them
in their lives."

When Henry Hull was travelling during a

religious visit in the Southern States, he had a

meeting at a place called Liberty, of which he

says: " Whilst I was speaking a woman fell on

the floor, appearing as if in great agony, and
groaning in a pitiful manner, as is not uncom-
mon in the meetings of some societies, and fre-

quently has the effect to excite the preacher to

greater efforts. It was, however, the reverse

with me, and I felt grieved. The minds of the

people appeared to be impressed with a degree

of solemnity, which made them attentive to what
was delivered, and prepared the mind also to

judge correctly; the Holy Spirit bearing wit-

ness with their spirits, to the Truth. It was
painful to me to think of the meeting being

disturbed, and I therefore requested the people

to endeavor to keep still, and if the woman was
likely to faint, some persons could take her to

the door for fresh air, upon which she arose from

the floor, and apparently much confused, walked
to the door, where she sat quietly until the meet-

ing concluded. I am sensible that the influence

of the Divine Spirit will at times tender the

mind, as well as operate upon the body, and that

tears will flow, so that it is almost impossible to

restrain them. It is, however, necessary for us

to guard against disturbing an assembly whose
minds may be gathered into serious attention

to communication, which in Divine wisdom may
be made interesting and instructive to them.

God is a God of order, and must be worshipped
in spirit and truth, au engagement to which
stillness and quietude are peculiarly appropri-

ate. I cannot unite with the confusion and
noises sometimes heard in assemblies professedly

religious, and hailed as the mighty effects of

Divine power, which it is to be feared proceed

rather from the passions and will of the crea-

ture; and while these are in au unsubjected

state, the mind cannot be benefited, as the hum-
ble and contrite heart often is, when the benign
spirit of the Most High operates as the refresh-

ing dews upon the tender herb. J. W.

For "The Friend."

First-Day Pastry and Ices.

In a recent number of The Friend the sub-

ject was touched upon of baker's First-day work
in supplying pastry and ices. To the writer,

it was some relief to have the matter brought
before Friends.

In the borough where I live, it has been pain-
ful to observe, on returning from meeting, the

busy ice cream deliveries catering to customers,
in this way, occupying time appointed in the

morning for religious meeting, and curtailing

rest for man and beast. In Philadelphia the

tendency seems to be, at least in parts of the
city, for open ice cream restaurants and soda
water fountains.

It does not seem sufficient to reply: These
men are glad of the pecuniary return ; nor
enough to urge that they will sell whether we
buy or not. Does not everyone who knowingly
shares a wrong, share also the responsibility and
damage incurred by thai wrong ?

Ripe fruit or some simple preparation can
be provided beforehand, and an endeavor made
to be supplied with bread and crackers. Better
dry bread than that obtained at the expense of
another's good.

Do we not owe a testimony to others to the

propriety and importance of gleaning from thi

pause in the week's business, the helpful influ

ences therewith offered ; and to those dispose

to misuse the day, even when freed from worl

is it not due that encouragement be afforded t

the right use of the time, rather than stones i

stumbling ? Aye, for the sake of all, does n<

"eternal vigilance" remain to be the " price c

liberty" from the much-to-be-dreaded encroacl

rnents of the "European" First-day?

To observe the practice of First-day orden

gaining foothold amongst Friends increased th

weight of concern. Would that as a Societ

our own skirts may be cleared, and our endeav

or be to place helps and not hindrances in th

way of our fellows; avoiding that whereby
"brother stumbleth, or is offended, or mad
weak," (Rom. xiv : 21). A. T. G.

For •' The Friend.'

Kansas Relief Fund.

As many of the readers of The Friend coi

tributed during the last winter to the fund

raised for the relief of the sufferers in Kansai
they will probably be interested in the summar
statement forwarded by Frank Buckman,
Utica, Kansas, through whom most of the con

tributions were distributed. In a letter date

Seventh Month 6th, he states the amount re

ceived by public and private contributions 8

$1,204.92.
" I used the funds received as follows:—
Paid for provisions, . . . $702.38

" " fuel, .... 226.501
" " clothing, . . . 145.30
" " medicine, . . . 13.25
" " flour last of Sixth Mo., 30.51
" " freight on clothing, . 15.25

Seeds grain for spring planting, 308.71

Total expenditures, . .$1,441.!

Of this amount $236.98 were ray own fund

I assisted all told two hundred and sixtji

eight families doing my work. There are som
magnificent crops of grain raised from seed

furnished our farmers. While many lost theii

crops by hail last month, those not injure|

will be able to assist their neighbors to employ
ment and seed. And with frugal economy out

farmers are now able to care for their familitt

and not suffer want the coming winter. Ha:J
vest will commence next week and all crops ai !

fair to excellent. We have had an uncommoj
wet year so far, and indications are pointin

to a wet harvest. While thanking God m
work is ended, I also thank Him for the assis i

ance extended me by the eastern people, anj

extend to them my grateful affection. God wi
j

reward them in due season. And you can havj

the satisfaction of knowing you have done you*'

Christian duty and were the cause of relieviDii

untold misery and suffering."

The largest remittances were from Philade"
phia. Among the contributors was our No;!
wegian Friend Ole Tow, of Norway, Iowa. I

Buckman further says:

—

"All funds were judiciously used as intended
by contributors, and all clothing promptly din

tributed to those most in need."

How express and frequent are the direction
to parents to inculcate early and late the gre(|i

truths of religion ; nay, it was enforced with a]
the minuteness of detail, " precept upon pni
cept, line upon line, here a little and there \

little," at all times and seasons, " walking b
j

the way, and sitting in the house."
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Selected.

WHAT WAS HIS CREED?
left a load of anthracite

front of a poor woman's door,

len the deep snow, frozen and white,

Vrapped street and square, mountain and moor.
That was his deed

;

He did it well.
" What was his creed '!"

I cannot tell.

ssed "in his basket and in his store,"

itting down and rising up;

more he got, he gave the more,
Vithholding not the crust and cup.

He took the lead

In each good task.
" What was Ids creed ?"

I did not ask.

charity was like the snow

—

mft, light and silent in its fall

!

like the noisy winds that blow
roni shivering trees the leaves; a pall

For flowers and weed
Drooping below.

" What was his creed ?"

The poor may know.

had great faith in loaves of bread

'or hungry people young and old,

d hope inspired, kind words he said

loose he sheltered from the cold.

For we must feed

As well as pray.
" What was his creed ?"

I cannot say.

words he did not put his trust
;

frlis faith in words he never writ

;

I' loved to share his cup and crust

[With all mankind who needed it.

In time of need
A friend was he.

"What was his creed?"

He told not me.

1' put his trust in Heaven, and he
^Worked well with hand and head

;

Hid what he gave in charity

|
Sweetened his sleep and daily bread.

Let us take heed.

For life is brief—
"What was his creed?"
" What his belief?"

For "The Friend."

"Ye Must be Born Again."

'To suppose that regeneration is an instanta-

]:ous work is a mistake. In relation to a na-

tral birth, we know not the day nor the hour
iien first we breathe the breath of a natural

Ve until we are told. Man spiritually dead by
tmsgression, knows not the Father's time to

"sit an individual and pronounce " live." At
1st we scarcely know what it is to live, but the

awning of a better day has commenced, in

feich the fear of God as a fountain of life re-

aves and strengthens the spiritual babe, till,

•< a little child, it knows what it is to be born

?to the kingdom of Heaven. Increasing in

ature, the child becomes a strong man in the

iord, realizing that " As in Adam all die so in

"brist shall all be made alive." Whereas a

isty conclusion of some sudden transition from
iath to life argues an easy way of salvation,

it is not safe—not in accordance with the

aching of sacred Scripture and calculated to

islead. Conversion means turning to God
hen visited by Him as with a day-spring from
1 high ; as " when the morning stars sang
'gether, and all the sons of God shouted for

,y." Truly a season of favor when knowing
' repentance not to be repented of. Again and
jain the true believer turns to God with desire

! be saved with an everlasting salvation ; feel-

'ig as described by the Apostle Paul, two spirits

riving within him for the mastery, but he

knew of a final overcoming of evil, saying,
" Thanks be to God who giveth the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ." Christians

fresh courage take, till at Jesus' feet we lay the
armor down to wear the crown.

Phebe R. Gefford.
Providence, Seventh Mr.nth ^(ith, 1

*'.'.">.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.
Roberts.

(Continued from page 23.)

Fifth Month, 1850.—The desire of my heart

is, I may not bring dishonor on the Truth, if I

cannot advance it. May I be kept at the feet

of the dear Master, waiting to hear the words
that proceed out of his mouth, and may strength

be given me to follow. Oh ! what need have I,

and all who speak in the assemblies of the peo-

ple, to dwell very near to the Spring of Life,

and never venture to express that which is not

clearly of the Lord's preparing. The breath-

ing of my heart is for preservation. Keep me,
dearest Father, near unto thee in spirit.

First-Day.—" How much owest thou unto
thy Lord," was brought to remembrance in our

silent sitting together, in our meeting this morn-
ing; and the desire was expressed, we might be

grateful receivers of the many blessings bestowed.

It felt to me there was a want of this, and of re-

turning the first fruits unto Him, who hath so

bountifully blest this part of his heritage, and
is looking for fruit from hearts which are so full

of other guests. Like the inn formerly, there is

" no room for Him to lay his head."

Seventh Month 28th, First Day.—The ac-

count of Naaman of Syria, was revived in our
little gathering this morning: "If the Prophet
had bid thee do some great thing, wouldest thou

not have done it?" It is by being obedient we
can be made clean, &c.

Eighth Month.—In company with my hus-

band and sister A. attended the Western Quar-
terly Meeting. We called on our way to see a

dear young friend (P. Walters), who is nearing

the close of life. It was instructive to be in her

company, a feeling of quiet resignation pervad-

ed her chamber.
Our friends W. and E. Evans, attended the

Quarterly Meeting, and were engaged in testi-

mony. May their labors be blest. A little ser-

vice was given me in both meetings, and brought

the reward of peace, which always follows obe-

dience. Thomas Shillitoe said : "When the en-

emy could not make him lag behind, he hurried

him on too fast." May I be preserved, and fol-

low closely the dear Master. My soul is bowed
at this time, remembering his tender regard and
Fatherly care over me all my life long ; when
my little bark was almost ready to sink, how
often hath He reached forth a hand of help,

and sustained me, that in humble gratitude I

would return thanksgivings and praise.

Eighth Month 29th.—Our Monthly Meeting
was a favored oue, E. Passmore expressed a lit-

tle, and was followed by David Cope, who has

not been heard in this way for some time. He
arose with saying. " It had been his lot to be
silent, though he was not an idler, that petitions

were often raised for his own perservation, and
for his friends." Encouragement followed for

some present. " Every branch that beareth

fruit, He purgeth it, that it may bring forth

more fruit."

Tenth Month, 1850.—In company with our
friend James Emlen, my husband and sister A.

visited a young man in prison, who was guilty

of murder. My mind was impressed that it was
my duty to do so, painful as it was, to enter his

cell. The young man received us kindly. I told

him I had been teni to Visil him. First J. E. read,

opening to the chapter, " We then that are strong

oughl to hear the infirmities of the weak," after

this, I expressed what was given me for him, he
showed feeling which gave a hope he might,

through Divine Help, be brought to feel the

weight 'if his great sin, and his need of a Sav-
iour. J. E. desired he might not add sin to

sin, but be willing to acknowledge his commis-
sion." 1 felt it right to Bay: "Fear not them
that kill the body," <fcc. " The thief on the

cross" was brought to remembranre. The se-

cret, earnest petition of my soul for this poor
mortal is, and has been, " Lord have mercy on
him." He was waiting his trial.

Eleventh Month.—Our Quarterly Meeting
was a favored one. Several Friends were en-

gaged in testimony. In the second meeting,

after the answers to the queries were read, H.
Gibbons spoke on the neglect of the attendance
of our religious meetings. Surely no one can
prosper in the Truth who neglects this duty to

our Heavenly Father. Oh ! how is faithfulness

wanting amongst us as a people.

First Month, 1851. I consider it a favor to

be permitted to be at home with our dear family,

and have desired my spiritual ear mav be kept
open to hear " What the Spirit saith." I have
felt a jealousy over myself that I may be in-

creasingly on the watch, that while endeavor-
ing to provide things honest in the sight of men,
I may not forget the " one thing needful."

Second Month.—Our Monthly Meeting. The
account of the Watchman, was expressed, who
was commanded to give the people warning, and
if they turned not from their evil way their blood

would be upon their own heads: but if the Watch-
man gave not the warning, their blood would lie

required at the Watchman's hands.

Oh ! how have I feared lest I be not found
faithful occupying the talent committed. Be
pleased most Holy Father to anoint my eyes

clearly to see the things that thou requirest,

that in the end I may be found worthy to re-

ceive the " well done" welcome. May my " words
be few and savory, seasoned with grace."

Fifth Mouth, 1851.—In company with my
husband, attended Bucks Quarterly Meeting.

There was a little service for me in both meet-

ings, though in great weakness I put forth " a
hand to the ark ;" but from the reward of peace

mercifully granted from time to time when thus

engaged, I believe it is not " unbidden." Be
pleased, dearest Father, to keep me from ever

venturing as one formerly, but anoint my eyes

again and again to see aud do thy will.

Seventh Month 27th.—Again visited that

poor soul in prison, whose days were fast draw-

ing to a close. My mind had been so burdened
I could see no other way than to go again ; he

had lived with us several months as a helper,

makes me feel it more, though at that time

nothing appeared different from other boys of

his age, he was always willing to do what he

was asked. On opening the prison door we
found him with his Bible in his hand, and his

very countenance changed, so solid and calm,

that it left on my mind a very different feeling

in regard to him, from what I had ever felt be-

fore. It was what I had so wanted to see, that

he felt his situation. The language arose al-

most as soon as we were gathered into silence.

"Except a man be born again, he cannot see

the Kingdom of God." I was enabled to inter-

cede that he might find forgiveness and an evi-

dence be given to those about him, that his rube

had been " Washed aud made white in the bluod
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of the Lamb," and that in the great day of ac-

count we might be clear of his blood. The poor

man kneeled beside me ; my feelings for him

cannot be expressed in words. When we last

visited him, he said, as we were leaving, "I

would be very thankful for one more visit, do

come once more." Oh ! I believe that mercy

was shown by Him who said: "Though your sins

be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow."

I feel fully paid "for all I have passed through

on his account, believing his great sin is for-

given, and our feeble petitions been heard. I

think we made him seven visits while in prison.

Yesterday was the time appointed for the exe-

cution. Oh! it has felt awful to me, to take

the life of a fellow being. May the eyes of the

people be opened on this very important sub-

ject. I see uo way for my mind to obtain re-

lief, but as ability is afforded to intercede that

so sinful a law may be changed. Imprisonment

for life would be much better.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

London Correspondence.

In the American Friend of Sixth Mouth 20th,

in an editorial on London correspondence, may
be found the following :

" No one supposes that

London Friends are expressing their satifaction

with these six Yearly Meetings which are grad-

ually growing smaller and smaller, and which

are out of touch with every other branch of the

church of Christ, though they contain most

certainly many exemplary men and women,

who have shown a remarkable devotion to what

they hold to be important."

While I have no desire to sit in the judg-

ment seat to say what particular line of action

would be right for the writer of the above quo-

tation to follow, or " the fourteen other Yearly

Meetings" alluded to in his editorial, and that

he seems to be in touch with
;
yet, while read-

ing his article I was reminded of what occurred

to Gideon's army before he was enabled to go

forward in the conquering of the Midianites.

His army of thirty-two thousand men was first

reduced to ten thousand, and then to a little

insignificant band of three hundred; but with

these under right authority he was able to over-

come. And God would have us learn that not

by numbers nor in our own strength shall our

victories be won. "Not by might nor by pow-

er, but by my spirit saith the Lord."

Now if these little companies, these six Yearly

Meetings, which are thought by the editor of

the American Friend to be out of touch with

every other branch of the Church of Christ

(even if this be true), if they are only favored

to keep in touch with Him who first called the

Society of Friends into existence, though they

may only keep in touch with the hem of his gar-

ment, the promise to them will be verified, "They
that trust in the Lord shall be as Mount Ziou,

which cannot he removed, but abidetb forever."

God can save by few as well as by many;
and when each and every one individually

claiming the name of Friend, will see that the

inside of his cup and platter is made clean, he

will be able to till that particular place in the

Church Militant that it was designed that he

should fill ; and outward unity among Friends

would just as snr.lv follow as light follows dark-

ness. In such a state of the Church, London
Yearly Meeting could send an epistle to whom
she would, without causing uneasiness to any

one on this aide the Atlantic. And if it be the

will of God that the Society of Friends continue

to exist, He can keep its members alive.

I see no reason why good to the Society of

Friends may not result from the step London
Yearly Meeting has taken in proposing to send

an epistle to these six Yearly Meetings on this

Continent. It may be that some of them may
prepare an epistle in reply, that may tend to

help that Yearly Meeting in bringing some of

its own members more fully to maintain the in-

tegrity of its founders.

In the early history of the Church of Christ

differences arose which greatly disturbed its

members. Even in that day there were those

who taught that which was at variance with

what Paul aud Barnabas were teaching; and

the people troubled thereby, determined to send

chosen men to Jerusalem unto the Apostles and

elders about this question. " And the Apostles

and elders came together for to consider of this

matter ;" and it was concluded to prepare an

epistle and send it with chosen men, who should

tell the same thing by mouth. " So when they

were dismissed they came to Antioch, aud when
they had gathered the multitude together they

delivered the epistle, which, when they had
read, they rejoiced for the consolation."

And now, even in the Society of Friends

things inconsistent with our profession have

been advocated, both in our own land and in

Europe, which have caused deep mourning
within its borders. And it is not at all strange

that the true mourners for our Zion in Europe
do not understand the condition of Society

matters in this country, for I think that it may
be truly said that they have but little personal

knowledge of the situation here; for the reason

that few if any of the members of London Yearly

Meeting have visited the Smaller Bodies of

Friends here during the last fifty years. Now,
who shall say that the Lord may not enable

some of these six Yearly Meetings in America
to prepare an epistle in reply to London, that,

when read, may bring consolation to those who
are striving to keep upon the sure foundation

of Quakerism ? " For other foundation can no

man lay than that is laid," upon which we can

build an edifice that shall stand. And how
true is the language of the Psalmist, " Except
the Lord build the house, they labor in vain

that build it ; except the Lord keep the city,

the watchman waketh but in vain." Aud how
applicable to the Society of Friends to-day is

the language of the Apostle Paul, addressed to

the elders of the church of Ephesus, " Take
heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the

flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made
you overseers, to feed the Church of God, which

He hath purchased with his own blood. For
I know this, that after my departure, shall

grievous wolves enter in among you, not spar-

ing the flock. Also of your own selves shall

men arise, speaking perverse things to draw
away disciples after them. Therefore watch,

and remember, that by the space of three years

I ceased not to warn every one night and day
with tears." Paul the Apostle had warned the

people of Ephesus of the dangers that they were

in both night and day for a period of only three

years; but in the Society of Friends anointed

ones have given similar warning for more than

two hundred years; and from an outward stand-

point it may look discouraging to see so many
earned away by dissimulation.

Yet how comforting to all faithful little com-
panies of Friends must be the promise, "Fear
not, little flock, it is your Father's good pleasure

to give you the Kingdom." When we are suffi-

ciently purged, we shall go forward to victory,

as did Gideon of old ; and we shall come out

more than conquerors through Him who lov

us. And all that overcome their inward enero

fighting in the army of the Lord, uuder t

banner of the Prince of Peace, will know of

certainty "The foundation of God stande I

sure, having this seal, the Lord knoweth the

that are his." J- S. Gidley.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Date Fahns.—The Algerian oases are estim

ted in value by the number of date palms th

bear. The trees are carefully irrigated. T]

great bunches of dates are cut down in t

Tenth and Eleventh Mouths. A good tree

said to yield on an average one hundred mi

twenty pounds of dates. The date as eaten i

the place of its production is a large, tend

and juicy fruit.

Instinct of the Tunny.—This is a fish of t

Mediterranean, somewhat like a Spanish Mac
erel, although much larger. They are mm
esteemed for food. They make an annual

gration from the ocean to the Grecian Arcl

pelago and the Black Sea, following the shoi

of the Mediterranean in all their windings, at

are caught in great numbers in nets. So stroi

is the migratory instinct in these fish, that tb

always endeavor to find a way to the east, ai

will pass from one enclosure of nets to anothi

Sponge Farms are now well established aloi

the Florida coast of the Gulf of Mexico. l|

preference, an arm of the sea with free flow '

salt water is selected. Rocks, stones, &c
dropped for them to fasten upon, and the " seed

(

sown iu the autumn in small ponds, are turm

loose early in spring. The harvest general

begins in the third year, and is gathered ii

far less trouble and danger than from the opi

seas, for the waters are usually shallow ai

smooth. Owners are making from £200
£2,000 a year in this way; the best spong

fetching up to 12s. a pound.

Items.

Decrease of Crime in England. — In The Im.

pendent of Seventh Month 18th, there is an encot

aging article by Charles E. Webster, of Sou
Bethlehem, Pa., showing from a study of crimin

statistics that there is a noteworthy decrease

crime in England in the last twenty-five yea'

Much of this improvement the writer attributes

the work of the Society for the Prevention of Cr

elty to Children.

Six Generations of Friends in Ireland.—Jane 1

Richardson, of Bessbrook, Ireland, has published

book with the above title. The first of the gener

tions described is Thomas Wilson, an emine
minister, who removed there from Cnmbcrlan
England. The author, being desirous of circuli

ing widely the religious views and peace principl

of Friends, has placed at the disposal of the F
and Tract Committee of New York, a large nun
of copies for free distribution.

Any Friend wishing a copy is requested to i

an application to William T. Ferris, Secretai

409 Broadway, New York, enclosing twenty i

to pay for the United States duty and postag

giving the name of the town, county, State ai<

Yearly Meeting, and signed by the person 1

whose use the book is wanted.
The Editor has not himself read the book, all

therefore cannot say how well the portraits a

drawn, but the period of Irish history covered '

it is one of much interest and instruction.

London Year!;/ Meeting. — We have receive*
copy of the printed Minutes of London Yeal

Meeting, from which the following items are gat

ered :
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iere wore solemnized during the year 1894 sixty

riages in Friends' meeting-houses—in twenly-

e ot these cases both parties were members; in

3ty-three, one party was a member, and in

teen, neither parly was a member ; of one hun-

1 and ten members married during the year,
"

le were married to persons not members.
ohn Moreland was nominated as a correspond-

for Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, in place of

jph Armfield, deceased.

he Report of the Committee of the Meeting for

erings on correspondence with American Yearly

itings slates that there is nothing in the legal

sions that have been given in America between
;ating bodies of Friends which need make Lon-
Yearly Meeting hesitate to adopt what course

r may think right with respect to correspond-

he Report estimates the number of" Primitive

ids" whose meetings are in correspondence
the "Fritchley Friends " in England to be

ut two hundred and thirty,

t states that there are six Yearly Meetings of

inservative Friends"—Ohio, Kansas, Western,

a, Canada and New England, with a total

nbership of between four thousand fivehundred
five thousand.
he following is a copy of the Epistle directed

le sent to the six "Conservative" Yearly Meet-

)ear Friends:—At this Yearly Meeting a re-

t has been presented referring to bodies of

ends in America who have become separated

n us, from various causes, since the year 1830.

hilst we deplore these separations, our hearts

forth to you in love as we dwell on the unity

our common faith. Christ is " the true light

ch lighteth every man that cometh into the

Id ;" with you we desire to know his headship
r us, not alone in our Meetings for Worship,
in our whole lives. It is his Spirit which is

en to us, as to all men, both to lead men to

m, and to reveal to believers the deep things of

i. It is by faith in Him as the sacrifice for us

t we are brought near to Him in the forgiveness

our sins, and it is by his guidance and power
t we are enabled to follow Him in faithfulness.

our Lord still lives and reigns, we acknowledge
other guidance than his in our lives or in our
rship, no other baptism than that of the Holy
ost and of fire, and no other communion than
t with our Father in heaven through Him.

measure of his love we would greet you,

1 commend you afresh to Him who is able to

exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or

nk.

signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meeting
d in London.
The report of the Continental Committee states

it the little company of Friends at Constanti-
de had regularly held their meetings for wor-

p on First-day mornings.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH

i When the late Amelia Maerkt, a Friend of
Bern, O., was living in Pittsburgh, she received

aisit from a sister, who, we believe was a Luth-
Bin, and was in declining health. She knew
lyit Amelia was inclining towards the Society

B Friends, and the principal motive for her
Bit was to satisfy herself whether it was possi-

fe for a member of that Society to enter the

Wigdom of Heaven, or whether their parting
Ire must be a final one.

This sister appears to have been a religiously

lplined person, but her mind had become so

(jiuded by her training, that she could scarcely

tderstand how true religion could exist apart
fun the forms and ceremonies with which it

v.s associated in her mind. She probably was
Izzled to know how Amelia could be a good

woman and yet reject the baptism with water,

on which she had been accustomed to look with

reverence—not duly considering that in the

Christian church there is but one baptism, and
that the baptism of Christ, with the Holy Spirit

and with fire. Nor did she appreciate, that the

disciple of Christ, who in filial faith and obedi-

ence is favored with spiritual communion with

Him, has no need to partake of outward bread

and wine as a symbol of that which he already

enjoys.

Amelia's sister was a type of many others.

For there have been many cases in which per-

sons were ready to give Friends credit for hon-

esty, uprightness and philanthropy, and to es-

teem them as useful citizens, but yet did not

regard them as Christians, because they did not

practice the outward ordinances, which they

had come to regard as the touch stone of Chris-

tianity.

We hope this feeling is not so prevalent as

formerly, and that the professors of Christianity

are increasingly learning that the disciples of

Christ are those who obey his commands to deny
themselves, take up their cross and follow Him
—that purity of heart, and not external obser-

vances is the test of cleanness.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Statistics received at the Bureau

of Indian Affairs show that of the 247,0U0 Indians in

this country, 30,000 are to-day engaged in farming,

stock raising and ether civilized pursuits. Thev own
205,844 head of cattle, 1,283,633 sheep and goats, and
the value of products of Indian labor .sold bv them is

esiimated at $1,220,517. Of the 247,000 Indians, 189,-

000 are self-supporting and 35,000 pay taxes, live out-

side the reservations and are counted in the general

population. At the last election 22,000 Indians voted.

About 30,000 are church members.
The Sank Ste. Marie Canal, between Lakes Huron

and Michigan, now carries 20,000,000 tuns a year, or

twice the weight that passes through the Suez Canal
annually.

A perfect skeleton of an ancient elk, in an excellent

state of preservation, was fuiind about two feet under
ground at Flitchburg, Mich., a few days ago.

In Berlin alone there are nearly 400 American stu-

dents, 189 of them on the rolls of the University, and
in the other University towns of the Empire the per

centage of American students is so large as to exc'ue

the comment of the local press

A nine year old colored girl in Darlington, S. C, is

creating a sensation preaching to congregations, many
of whom are white persons.

Our Consul at Victoria, British Columbia, reports

to the State Department that the seals in BehringSea
are" practically exterminated."

The New Orleans Times- Democrat says: "Although
comparatively little has been said of the immigration
into the South this year, it has been the largest ever

known. The movement is not confined to any Slate,

and the older ones, as, for instance, Georgia, are re-

ceiving thousands of new settlers."

Associate Justice, Howell Edmonds Jackson, of the

Supreme Court of ihe United Slate-, died on the 8th

inst., at his resilience at West Meade, Tennessee, aged
63 years.

The British steamer Capac arrived in Philadelphia

on the Sth, with Captain Henderson and 16 of the

crew of the British ship Prince O-car, which collided

with an unknown four-masted ship on the night of

Seventh Mo. 13th, off the coast of Brazil. The Prince

Oscar went down and six of her crew were lost. The
unknown ship sank, it is supposed, with all on hoard.

The 17 men of the Oscar were rescued alter drifting

for two days and a half, without food or water.

A despatch from New York says that it is believed

in shipping circles there that the ship with which the

Prime Oscar collided, was the four-masted British

vessel Hollhill, bound from San Francisco for Liver-

pool with grain.

A portion of a new eight story building in course of

erection at the corner of West Broadway and Third
street, in New York City, collapsed on the Sth inst.,

burying a number of workmen in the ruins. Ten
dead bodies have been taken out, several are unac-

counted for. The contractor and foreman were arrested.

Ada County, Idaho, has paid bounties on 84,612

rabbits killed in ihe county, amounting to $2250.36.

Professor Maurice F. Egan, of the Washington
1 toman (

'al hoi ic University has delivered two lectures

at the Summer School at ( 'hautauqua. The fai t ol so

intense a Catholic addressing this assemblage, where
Methodism reigns so supreme, has been spoken of as

a sign of the progress of Christian unity. Another
step in this direction is the application of Bishop Vin-
cent lor a Catholic Prie-t to say mass and milliliter IO

the spiritual wants of those of the Pope's subjects who
will hereafter visit Chautauqua.
Complaint has been made to Satolli, the Papal

Delegate, against the maintenance bv the Benedictine
Monks at Beatty, Westmoreland County, l

J
a., of the

brewery plant which they have established there.

By the last census there were 837,104 acres of buck-
wheat sown in the United States, producing a yield

of 12,110,349 bushels.

A fire in Newark, New Jersey, on the afternoon of

the 11 th, destroyed the James, Aikman & Co.'s stamp-
ing works. Loss, $500,000.
A despatch from Montanezano, Washington, ^ivs

that a destructive fire is sweeping over the eastern

part of C'hehalis county. The loss falls on many small
farmers, who lust practically all they possessed.

The negro miners who had been driven out of Spring
Valley, III., by the Italians, returned on the morning
of ihe 9th inst., and nearly all went to work. They
are guarded by armed deputies, but everything is

peaceful and no further outbreak is feared. Many
Italians are reported to have left, fearing arrest.

A windstorm of cyclonic proportions, accompanied
by a heavy downpour of ruin and hail, visited Balti-

more on First-day afternoon Houses were unroofed,

trees uprooted, windowssmashed, telegraph, telephone,

and trolley wires broken, and other damage done.

The losses so far reported amount to upwards of

$30 000.

On Second-day, the 12th inst., fire in this city de-

stroyed the paper box factory of Brown & Bailey,

northwest corner of Franklin and Willow Streets the

gas fixture factory of W. J. Buck, Sons and Co.,

northeast corner Eighth and Willow Streets; eight

three story dwellings on Franklin Street, above Wil-
low, and six dwellings on Willow Street. The aggre-

gate loss is nearly £300,000, partly covered by inoiir-

A severe rain and hail storm, accompanied by a

strong wind, visited the upper part of Koxhorough,
Philadelphia, early on the morning of the 12lh. Grow-
ing corn, trees and electric wires were badly damaged.
An electrical storm visited the Schuylkill Valley,

accompanied by a tornado at Conshohocken, Pa., on
the morning of the 12lh and caused much damage.
A tornado struck the town of Kensselaer, Ind., on the

afternoon of the lltb inst. Over 820,000 damage was
done to properly. Fully 50 dwellings were badly

wrecked by being crushed by trees that were blown
down upon them.

First-day, the 11th inst., was the hottest day of the
year in Philadelphia, and with a maximum of 98 de-

grees, was the warmest day in the Eighth Month on
record.

There were 477 deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of 40 from the previous week, and an increase

of 53 from the corresponding week of last \ear. (if

the foregoing, 152 were under one year of age; 2o"

were males and 270 females : 69 died of cholera in-

fantum; 42 of marasmus; 38 of consumption; 30 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 27 of heart

disease; 23 of old age; 21 of pneumonia; 20 of can-

cer ; 17 of diphtheria ; 15 of inflammation of the brain
;

14 of convulsions, and 7 of casualties.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, 96.1 ; 4's. reg., 112 a 112',
;

coupon, 112J a 1122
I
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115.1; currency 6's, 100.

Cotton.—The market was firm and Jc. per pound
higher, but demand from spinners was moderate.

Middling uplands quoted at 7:c. per pound.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $16.50 a $17.00

;

spring bran, in sacks, $16.50 a 817.00 a ton.

Flocb.— Winter super, $2 50 a $2.65; do., extras,

$2.75 a$3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.35;

do., do., straight. $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent. $3.6.5 a $3.90: spring, clear, $2.85 a $3.2o
;

do., straight, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., patent, $3.65 a $3
do., favorite brands, higher. Eye Flour was dull

and weak ; old and new mixed at $3.40 a $3.45 per
barrel.
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Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70; a 70JC.

No. 2 mixed com, 46.', a 463c.

No. 2 while oats, 28 a 28Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 5} a 5}c;

medium, 4| a 5c; common, 4 a 41c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 31 a 3Jc; good. 3 a 3|c,

medium, 21 a 2|c, common, 2 a 2Jc; culls, 11 a l|c,

iambs, 3a5}c.
, „,

Hogs.—Good Western, 71 a 7|c, other grades, ?J

-The composition of the new Britisli Par-

liament will be as follows: Conservatives, 338; Liberal-

Unionists, 73; Liberals, 1.7; Anti-Paruellites, 70;

Parnellites, 12. This gives to the Government, in-

cluding the Liberal-Unionists, 411 seals, and to the

opposition 259, a Government majority over any com-

bination of parties, including Liberal-Unionists, which

might be formed will be six.

The House of Commons in its personal as distin-

guished from its political character, is composed as

follows: Lawyers, 131; "Gentry and landowners,"

lr.'i; Peer's sons and brothers, 41; Manufacturers,

54 ;
Merchants, :;

;
Newspaper men, 31 ; Bankers, 20

;

Brewers, distillers or wine merchants, 18: Steamship

owners or builders, IS; Shopkeepers, 1G ; Farmers,

15; about the tame number each of coal and iron

merchants, and smaller numbers from various other

professions and trades.

The London correspondent of the New York Tribune

says: "Barrow and other centres of the steel trade

are greatly depressed. The manufacturers reluctantly

admit thai Americans are no longer large customers for

heavy classes of steel, and are gradually taking pos

session of the tin bar trade, as they have peviously

secured the wire rod trade."

The latest census of Berlin shows that the popula-

tion is nearly stationary. It appears to be hopeless

for Berlin to overtake' Paris, which is now 800,000

ahead. Vienna is pressing Berlin closely while St.

Petersburg progresses more rapidly than the German
capital. In Berlin there are now more than 45,000

apartments without tenants.

Workmen employed in the buildings for the Berlin

Exposition have gone on strike for an increase in

wages.

The gold and silver reserves of the Bank of France
have reached a sum in excess of £132,000,(100, of which
amount about £50.000,000 is in silver. This is not

only the largest reserve in the world, but it has never

been paralleled in the history of finance.

The presence of British and Spanish men-of-war at

Tangier is due to the authorities at Morocco bavin
granted their consent to the permanent residence of a

French Consul at Fez. The other powers insist that

their representatives shall be granted the same p
lege.

A report is current in Madrid that the United States

Government has asked that interest be paid on the

Mora claims and that the Spanish Government has

decided (o reluse the request.

General Campos expresses full confidence

ability to suppress the insurrection in Cuba before the

end of the present year. In the meantime the in-

surgents, to the number of two thirds less than the
Spanish forces, continue to take possession of addi-

tional provinces. Many of the reserves in Spain have
entered a protest against being sent to Cuba.

In a battle between the Japanese an I rebels in For-
mosa, the former won a complete victory. No details

have as yet been received.

The British steamer Catterthorn, bound from Syd-
ney for Hong Kong, struck the Seal Rocks, near the

former port on the 8th inst., during a heavy gale, and
sank in 20 minutes. Fifty-four lives were lost, only

four European passengers being among the saved.

A large mob of infuriated Chinese attacked the

American and British Missions at Fatshan, near Can-
ton, at noon on the 7th inst. A Chinese gunboat has

been senl to ipiel 1 the rioting. J. C. Hixson, the

United Slates Consul at Foo Chow, has obtained a list

of over 50 natives who took part in the massacre at

Whasang. A great indignation meeting was held in

Hong Kong on the same night lo protest against the

recent massacre. The apathy of the British Gov-
ernment was denounced.

In a letter received from Segrid Holgeson, a Nor-

wegian girl, who went as a medical missionary to

China. She writes: "Riots and unlawful a. ts occur
daily. Six provinces, not far from here, have of late

been devastated- that is, property belonging to for-

eigners destroyed by lire and other means.
I he massacre of mission tries in ( hina has been the

subject of anxious discussion at the State Department
at Washington, since the news of the outrages per-

petrated upon Europeans and the property of Ameri-

can missionaries was received. So far as can be as-

certained no American missionary has lost his lite at

Kuchang, but the property of Americans at Yung Fob

was burned. Instructions have been cabled to Minis-

ter Denby at China, to use every effort for the protec-

of the lives and property of American mission-

aries and to make prompt demand upon the Chinese

Government for reparation for damage already done.

Consul General Hsu Nai Kwang, the Chinese re-

presentative in New York, ha-i been interviewed in

relation to the recent murder of missionaries by his

countrymen, and in the course of his interview he

gave the Americans what may be appropriately termed

a home thrust. " Every country," he said, " is sub-

ject to these outbreaks, and we are not more fanatical

than Americans. You have been making a great out-

cry against China in your papers about these murders,

but you seem to forget the attack in 1885 upon the

Chinese at Rock Springs, when my countrymen were

cut and shot down like dogs. America is not wholly

blameless in the matter of attacking and murdering

foreigners."

An official telegram received in London, Eighth

Month 9th, states that imperative orders have been

issued from Pekin to the Viceroy of Fukien directing

him to instantly despatch troops to Kucheng to pro-

tect the remaining missionary buildings. He was also

instructed to inquire into the origin of the outrages

there, and to arraign the guilty persons as quickly as

possible. The Viceroy obeyed the order as soon as it

was received and sent 1500 troups to Kucheng at

once.
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NOTICES.
Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth 1,

16th, 1895. The Superintendent will be at his of

during the two weeks preceding the opening, from

until one o'clock. Catalogues or information by "
upon application.

J. Henry Bartlett, Supt.,

140 N. Sixteenth St., Phils!

Wanted, by a Friend with a little girl five ye'

old, unfurnished rooms, or situation in an institt

private family during winter, to commence about t

of Tenth Month. Can do all kinds of family sew,

well ; can darn and knit nicely. Address
J. Jennings,

Colebrook, Addington Co
Onta

Wanted, a person having bad experience i

ig to care for an invalid and do some sewing.

Address "R,"
Office of The Frieni

Westtown Boarding School.—The next tern

Westtown will open the third (3rd) of Ninth Mor 1

Application should be made to

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.,

Westtown P. O., Chester Co.,

Wanted.—The Committee for the civilization of

Indians desire the services of a Friend (married
single), to assist in the management of the farm;

Tunessassa, New York, and the care of the boys ou
school— to enter upon his duties iu the Ninth Mo
next. Applications may be made to

John G. Haines, Malvern, Pa
Josiah WlSTAR, Salem N. J.

Died, on the twenty-first of Seventh Month, It

at his residence in Philadelphia, John S. Low
in the ninety-second year of his age, a member of

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.
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1786.

—

Dearly Beloved Friends and Brethren :

y accounts from the Quarterly Meetings we

formed that Friends are generally pre-

frved in love and unity; and that divers have

«n added to our religious Society by convince-

since last year. We fervently desire all

ch may maintain a steady adherence to the

Ctates of that Light and Truth which first

sited them, and thereby experience an estab-

shment in righteousness. Thus will they be

abled to guard against settling down in a lit'e-

39 profession, 'as well as against those incon-

nes in conduct and appearance, whereby
o many of the professors of Truth have be-

as stumbling-blocks to honest inquirers,

bo have beeu asking the way to Zion, with

faces thitherward.

ii And it is the sense and judgment of this meet-

tig, that if any fall short of paying their just

icbts, and a composition is made with their

.•^editors to accept of a part instead of the whole,

.iitwithstanding the parties may look upon them-
!ilves legally discharged of any obligation to

Ij'.y the remainder, yet the principle we profess

«joins full satisfaction to be made, if ever the

i btors are of ability. And in order that such

Jiay the better retrieve their circumstances, we
< hort them to submit to a manner of living in

<ery respect the most conducive to this pur-

]>se, and correspondent to the state they are

: iduced to. It being exceedingly dishonorable
Ir any to live in ostentation and greatness at

te expense of others; which is certainly the

<se, where any part of the debts due by the

lw of equity and strict justice remains unpaid.

Many are the snares which the enemy of

Bn's happiness is secretly laying to betray the

nwary, and to obstruct the work of Divine
•race in the heart: we feel a religious concern
lr our fellow professors, that they may be pre-

irved from every hurtful thing. And as this

s;e of dissipation and of curious unprofitable

iquiry, abounds with publications injurious to

t te cause of true religion, tending to fill the
:ind with vain notions and fruitless specula-
ons, and to draw it from the plain discoveries
< truth in the heart, and from an attention to

the excellent truths and precepts of the Gospel ;

we affectionately caution all, and particularly

those who have in any degree experienced the

operation of the Divine Word, to live under its

holy influence; depending solely thereon, and

not leaning to their own understandings: ever

bearing in mind, that "the natural man re-

ceiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for

they are foolishness unto him : neither can he

know them, because they are spiritually dis-

cerned."

As the Lord hath been graciously pleased to

renew the visitations of his love unto the in-

habitants of this land, and to awaken in the

minds of many, a sense of the want of his saving

help, raising in them an inquiry after the knowl-

edge of the Truth ; we beseech all in profession

with us, carefully to examine whether they are

concerned to improve by the abundant labor

bestowed so as to bring forth fruit answerable

thereunto.

May the elders and heads of families, con-

sider the importance of the trust reposed in

them, and by a watchful care over their own
conduct, be qualified to instruct the beloved

youth in the way of piety and virtue: that being

good examples to them herein, they may, with

authority, rebuke and exhort the unruly and
disorderly walkers, and tenderly encourage every

appearance of good.

Although a sorrowful deviation appears in

many from that plainness in dress, and sim-

plicity of life and manners, into which Truth

led our ancestors, and still leads all who follow

it with unreserved obedience; yet we are com-

forted in the prospect of a return from this Baby-

lonish captivity, and that many of the youth

are learning of Him, who said, " I am meek
and lowly in heart." We entreat all these to

dwell in the patience, remembering, that he that

believeth shall not make haste. Thus will they

know a growth in the root of life, and experi-

ence a gradual increase in spiritual knowledge,

and an establishment upon Christ Jesus, the

rock of ages, and by his power be formed a peo-

ple to his prai-e

!

And, dear Friends; that your true happiness

may increase through faithfulness to Divine re-

quiring?, and you thereby made more useful in

the Lord's hand to promote the cause of Truth

in the earth ; we recommend to all a diligent

attendance of our religious meetings: it being

necessary to our advancement in true religion

and virtue, to be frequent in the exercises of

waiting upon God, that our strength may be re-

newed in Him, who is alone the sufficient help

of his people. And as we daily stand in need

of that wisdom which is profitable to direct, of

whom should we ask it, but of God? and how
can we ask aright, but by that assistance of his

good Spirit, which is to be obtained by waiting

upon Him in humility and fear, with minds ab-

stracted from the incumbering concerns of this

life? Let not the smallness of numbers, nor the

want of outward ministry, discourage any; place

not your dependence on man, but on the Lord

alone, who never fails to help those who put

their trust in Him, and who hath graciously as-

sured us, " that where two or three arc gathered

together in his name, there He i> in the midst

of them."

We apprehend, that^Jie want of a right con-

cern to discharge this important duty, hath been

one great cause of the declension which appears

in divers places, and of the falling away of

many: concerning whom it may be said, a- of

Demas formerly, they have loved this present

world. But be ye more and more engaged to

seek a better inheritance, not laboring for an

increase ofoutward riches, which cannot be long

enjoyed, but to lay up treasure in heaven, where

the "moth cannot corrupt, nor thieves break

through and steal.

1787.— . . . Accounts, at this time,

which have been received, have afforded us

comfort; yet, dear Friends, we are sorrowfully

affected in perceiving so great a declension in

some, from that simplicity and uprightness by

which our predecessors were so eminently dis-

tinguished ; and also with the worldly-minded-

ness, carnal ease, and security, in which others

appear to be settled ; who contenting themselves

with a nominal profession of membership, or a

form of godliness, are not solicitous for an ac-

quaintance with its living virtue and saving

power: forgetting that if we truly succeed those

sons of the morning, as witnesses for the Truth

on earth, the same spirit which influenced their

minds must actuate ours, and fit us to support

the testimonies given us to bear. Without this,

our profession will degenerate into formality,

or be openly sacrificed to the mammon of un-

righteousness: and then, of however high ac-

count our works may be, in our own estimation,

or that of others, at the hour of awful decision,

and in the unerring balance of the sanctuary,

we shall assuredly be found wanting. We there-

fore feel our minds deeply engaged, in the bow-

els of fervent charity, toentreat such to enter,

with humility and self-abasement, into an in-

timate acquaintance with the state of their own

hearts, by attending to the testimony of the

faithful witness which God hath placed in every

man's conscience, that by earnestly applying to

Him, on whom effectual help is laid, the end of

their faith may be received, even the salvation of

their souls. Suppress not then, dear Friends, the

smallest intimation from this precious gift, de-

signed by its blessed author to steer us through the

dangers of time, to an unfading inheritance in a

blissful eternity ; but stand open to its convictions,

and patiently "wait therein, to receive strength to

subject your wills to its manifestations. So will

your faith in its operation and influence be in-

creased ; and as you are obedient to its discov-

eries, and therein follow on to know the Lord,

vou will have, with his gathered flock, to ac-

knowledge that the intelligence of this inward

monitor is more safely to be depended upon

than any outward instruction, and thereby be

preserved from the many snares and stratagems

of the enemy ; by which he is attempting to draw

aside the inexperienced and unwary, suggesting

to their minds, that there is an easier way to the
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kingdom than by the cross of Christ. Great,

we fear, hath been the loss which many, who

have been visited by the day-spring from on

high, have sustained through their reasoning

against these secret convictions of Divine Grace,

counting them with Ephraim, as a strange thing,

and seeking mere to increase knowledge than

to have the will of the creature subjected to the

will of God. Hence they have gradually swerved

from the Divine government, laid themselves

open to the subtle insinuations of the enemy,

mistaken imagination for revelation, and at

length frustrated the gracious purposes of the

Almighty concerning them. Whereas, had they

abode in patience and humility under the form-

ing hand, depending, in child-like simplicity, on

the heavenly instructor, for the gradual unfold-

ings of his counsel, they might have been in-

strumental in gathering others to the participa-

tion of substantial good. Earnest are our de-

sires for the beloved youth, that they may receive

caution from these mis-stoppings of others, and

by watchfully attending to the voice of pure

wisdom, not only be preserved themselves, but

be way-marks to others in the new and living

way, which of God is cast up for the redeemed

to walk in. And it is our renewed concern to

advise Friends to be vigilant in preventing the

introduction of such books into their families,

as, by vitiating the taste and polluting the mind,

either incline it to folly and licentiousness, or

tend to fill it with airy notions; shaking its

belief in the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and lessening that regard to his blessed pre-

cepts, which their unspeakable importance re-

quires.

Of the Lord's people formerly it was said,

they should dwell alone, and not mix with the

surrounding nations ; so we are persuaded our

safety and prosperity in spiritual experience,

under this last and highest dispensation of Gos-

pel light, depends much on refraining from

such connections and engagements in the world,

as divert the mind from a state of lowliness

and watchful dependence (against which, as

against Israel abiding in their teuts, neither di-

vination nor enchantment is suffered to prevail)

and lead also from that simplicity of life and
conversation, in which, our wants being few and
our desires bounded, we may be preserved from
the temptation, into which some iu profession

with us have so disgracefully fallen, of support-

ing a vain show of affluence and grandeur, at

the expense and to the certain injury of others.

Our advices on the subject of a religious edu-

cation have been frequent; yet as it is so ex-

tensively important, we still feel it the weighty

concern of our minds, to endeavor to stir up the

attention of Friends to this great object; and
we beseech all parents and heads of families, to

watch with a godly jealousy over themselves,

and iu Gospel love over their dependants, as

stewards to whom is intrusted the care of im-

mortal souls. In order then, dear Friends, that

your accounts of this trust may be rendered with

reverent hope of Divine acceptance, we counsel

you to take every suitable opportunity of culti-

vating iu the tender minds of your offspring,

the plant which our Heavenly Father hath

planted, and to suppress, as far as in you lies,

whatever you are sensible springs from the root

of evil: avoiding in your own conduct and ap-

pearance, every thing which may be hurtful for

them to imitate, or cause them to stumble.

And, dear youth, as we have cause to believe

a considerable number among you are sensible

that the visitations of our Heavenly Father's

love is afresh extended, we tenderly exhort you

to give diligent attention to it. Many are the

dangers to which you are exposed, and much
depends on the connections you form in the

early stages of life. The impressions you then

receive may grow into habits of good or evil, by

which your future peace and comfort may be

much increased or lessened. Let perfect obedi-

ence then be your aim; and although, as you

labor after it, the Lord may see meet to exer-

cise you in small things, despise them not: tol-

as his will is there most clearly revealed, where

that of the creature is most fully subjected, our

submission in small things may often be a more

acceptable sacrifice in his sight than in matters

which, to our own wisdom, may appear greater.

Finally, brethren, in the words of the apostle,

" we beseech you, by the coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together

unto Him, that ye be not soon shaken iu mind."

But "as ye have received Christ Jesus the Lord,

so walk ye iu Him : rooted and built up in Him
and established iu the faith, as ye have been

taught, abounding therein with thanksgiving.

Beware, lest any man spoil you through philos-

ophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men,

after the rudiments of the world, and not after

Christ: for in Him dwelieth all the fulness of

the Godhead bodily."

(To be continued.)

For •' The Frien

Incidents and Reflections.—No. 328.

Henry Hull mentions in his Journal having

a meeting at Crooked Run in Virginia, in 1799.

"At this meeting," he says, " I was led to expose

the iniquity of the slave trade, and the practice

of holding the African race in bondage. This was

much to the relief of my own mind, which was

often deeply oppressed with grief at seeing the

sufferings endured by the poor slaves. Their

allowance was one peck of corn for a week, and
this they were sometimes necessitated to pound
in the night, when they should be asleep to re-

fresh them for the next day's labor. To this

I have often been a witness, when the noise of

the pestle and mortar has aroused me ; and soon

after I have been startled by the voice of the

driver and the snapping of his whip urging them
to the toils of the day, even before the light had
fully appeared. In addition to this, they had
to endure the broiling heat of the sun, bare-

headed, both males and females; the latter with

only one garment to cover them, and the cruel

drivers following them with a large wagon whip
in order to hasten their speed, using it freely

upon those who fell behind, when hoeing the

corn or tobacco. Similar cruelties I have seen

exercised on the house slaves, upon whom the

lash was often freely laid, while they were sub-

ject to the kicks and cuffs of the children of the

family. At one time, having laid my horse-

whip on a table in the bar-room of a tavern, I

was suddenly raised from my seat by seeing the

I tavern keeper using my whip upon the back of
1

his negro boy. I stepped to him as quickly

as I could, and got it from him, assuring him
it was not accustomed to such business, and
he should have known better than to take it

for that purpose. At another time my eye
caught the sight of a poor negro's back, who
was rowing us over a ferry (his shirt being a
mere bunch of rags), and it appeared like a
piece of raw flesh, from the severe flogging he
had received. It was a most pitiful, sickeuing
sight, and affected me very much ; the more so

as he was toiling for our accommodation, for

which, however, we paid him, in addition t

what was demanded by his oppressor— a prat

tice, I believe, common with Friends, for a col

ored man who attended at another ferry, tot 1

us he was always glad to see the Quakers conic

for then he had something given him. It wa

also our practice to pay those who took care i

our horses, not always with money, but som«

times with food, for which they appeared thank

ful. But after all, I could do little for them,

had to mourn for them and their oppressoi

also, whose situation appeared far from a desii

able one. In many places they seemed to h

under great fear, being careful to secure thei

lodging-rooms with* locks and bolts and to hav

their weapons of defense at hand, ready to b

seized at the slightest alarm. The influence t

the parents' example in exercising an arbitrar

and cruel power over the inmates of the housi

produced an evil effect on the children, whos

countenances and conduct, marked with rag'

and pride, presented a very different appearanc

from what they would, had they been taugl

to view and to treat the colored people as th

workmanship of the same Almighty Hand f

themselves, and equally the objects of the R
deemer's mercy and care, instead of being mad
to consider them as little or no better than th

beasts of the field, and not worthy of the notic

their dogs received. Many countenances whic

but for the passions depicted upon them, woul

have been lovely and engaging, appeared spoile

and repulsive—many and great, indeed, are tl

evil consequences of slavery, both to the 0)

pressed and the oppressor.

My companion and I, in company with anotht

Friend, pursued our journey towards Jami

River, crossing the Blue Mountain at a plat

called Rock-fish Gap, where we lodged. W
number of travellers and other persons, had pi

up here, among whom were several rough an

fierce-looking men, in pursuit of a runaway slav

who after being once taken by them, had agai

made his escape into the woods.

"As we sat around the supper table, the

were relating the circumstances of his captui

and escape, loading the poor slave with hai

names, and drawing from their fellow sla^

holders the conclusion, that should they tab

him again, the most cruel and severe punisl

ment they could inflict would not be too ba

for him. I was grieved at such conversatio

and feeling my spirit stirred against their coi

duct, could not forbear advocating the exe

tions of the poor runaway to obtain his liberl

—calling upon them to make his case their ow
and think whether there was any among the

all, who, if placed in his situation, would m
use the same means to escape slavery and put

ishment. I was soon convinced of the propriel!

of the caution given by Christ, ' Cast not yoi

pearls before swine, lest they turn again a»

rend you:' their anger was raised, and man
tested toward me by furious and wrathful word

and they were so unreasonable in their condu
that I concluded it best to say nothing more
them. The house was in a very solitary plac

and the inmates alike hostile to us, they being al:
1

slave-holders, and from their conduct after v

rose from the supper table, we were not withoi

apprehensions of personal danger. [The nii

morning] we did not feel quite released fro:

apprehensions of danger, until we had rode son

miles from the place, remembering that Willia

Savery had been cautioned to beware lest 1

should be popped off his horse, for having i

terfered and cut the rope with which a por

colored boy was tied while receiving a seve
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>gging, for not having the cows in the yard at

e usual time."

Towards the conclusion of this journey lit my
ull had a meeting at Edisto, of which place

says: "The crying injustice and cruelty of

ivery had frequently engaged my attention

ring the course of this journey, but never

ore than while I was in this place, where the

(pressed race are very numerous, and are fre-

lently sold at auction like cattle. At one of

sales I was much affected in hearing a

ung colored man pleading his cause. His

;ed father and mother, and his wife and child

ire all mounted upon a stage, so that they

ight be seen by the bidders ; they being about

be sold. The young man stepped up and
>od by them, but was soon ordered down. He
id he wanted to be sold with them, but was
Id that he could not, as it was a sale to satisfy

mortgage upon the others, in which he was

included. He pleaded with very affecting

d moving language, to show how hard it was

be separated from his family; but it was all

no purpose. When he saw that his prayers

ire unheeded, and that the others would be

Id without him, he burst into a flood of tears,

d in the anguish of his feelings besought them
th'er to kill him ; for, said he, I had rather

3 than be separated from my family—upon
lich he was dragged off the scaffold and
^ven away. The company went on bidding,

pareutly as unaffected as though the auc-

neer had been selling sheep — while the

•earns aud prayers of the aged parents, and
bereaved wife with her infant in her arms,

nt up to heaven on behalf of themselves, and
>ecially for the poor young man, who had
en so inhumanly torn away from them."

In 1746 John Woolman paid a religious visit

the Southern States, of which he says: "Two
ngs were remarkable to me in this journey

first, in regard to my entertainment; when I

drank and lodged free cost with people who
d in ease on the hard labor of their slaves, I

t uneasy ; and as my mind was inward to the

>rd, I found from place to place this uneasi-

return upon me, at times, through the

lole visit. Where the masters bore a good
ire of the burthen, and lived frugally, so that

servants were well provided for, and their

>or moderate, I felt more easy ; but where

y lived in a costly way, aud laid heavy bur-

ns on their slaves, my exercise was often

2at, aud I frequently had conversation with

3m in private concerning it. Secondly, the

of importing slaves from their native

jtuntry being much encouraged amongst them,

B,d the white people and their children so gen-

eilly living without much labor, were fre-

«;ently the subject of my serious thoughts ; and
Iiaw in these Southern provinces so many vices

ad corruptions, increased by this trade and
lis way of life, that it appeared to me as a
crk gloominess hanging over the laud; and
tough now many willingly run into it, yet in

lure the consequences will be grievous to pos-

rity. I express it as it hath appeared to me,

It at once, or twice, but as a matter fixed on
w mind."

; The men of this generation who have seen

*V3 bitter calamities brought on our country by
fc late civil war, which was one of the fruits

10 the system of slavery ; will be ready to be-

lve that when John Woolman predicted that

''he consequences would be grievous to pos-

t'ity," he was a true prophet —one whose eyes

id been anointed to see future events.

J. W.

Deborah Howell.

Some manuscripts have recently been placed

in the hands of the writer, containing memoran-
dums of Deborah Howell, commencing in the

year 1807 and concluding in 1847. They are

mostly composed of her recollections of meetings
and some of the exercises of devoted ministers

of the Gospel of that day, interspersed with her

own feelings and reflections. It is thought they

may interest the readers of The Friend.
She was the daughter of that remarkably

gifted minister of the Gospel, Arthur Howell,
and was born in Philadelphia, 1781. Soon after

her decease the following notice appeared in

The Friend of Eighth Mo. 15th, 1857. " Died
in this city on the fifteenth of Seventh Month,
last, Deborah Howell, in the seventy-sixth year

of her age, a member, and for many years an

overseer of the Southern District Monthly Meet-
ing. This dear Friend's early dedication and
steadfast adherence to the cause of Truth, ren-

dered her example instructive; whilst her cheer-

fulness of spirit and her sympathy with the

afflicted, made her a valuable assistant to the

poor and helpless; and when bodily infirmity

no longer admitted of active usefulness, it was
evident that He, who had been her morning
light became her evening song, and we rever-

ently believe her purified spirit received the

welcome of ' Well done good and faithful ser-

vant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.'
"

In a letter from one of her nieces, recently

received, she says: " I have a very loving mem-
ory of dear Aunt Debby. I can see her now,
as she sat in her arm chair, in her bright sunny
room, listening to my reading of the New Testa-

ment in French. She had been one of Stephen

Grellet's scholars, and (I think) was much in-

terested in our studies. For several years she

was blind from cataract, and I well remember
the joy in the household when Aunt Debby
could see after an operation."

Another relative writes, " Cousin Debby, as

I remember her, was a little brusque, but 1 de-

lighted to talk to her, she always kept the house

and was full of good works besides; using the

greater part of a not very large income in good

deeds. She was much interested in an orphan
asylum (I think I am correct), and every week
went to the meetings, even after her sight be-

came impaired, indeed when she was entirely

blind and waiting for the cataracts which had

formed on both eyes, were in a condition to be

operated upon. A cab with the same driver

came for her always, he would go into the entry

and carefully lead her down the steps, put her

in, and bring her home when the meeting was

over. It was very touching to see her led about,

so very active as she always was. Such a mercy
she had her eyes restored and could see for some
time before her death."

Her niece also says :
" that any notice of Aunt

Debby would be incomplete, without some no-

tice of dear, noble-hearted, unselfish Aunt Han-
nah. She was not so conspicuous in church

work as Aunt Debby, but her whole life was

one of self-sacrifice and devotion to duty, and I

think I never saw in any one such perfect con-

trol of temper. She was a true Christian. "To
know her was to love her. To name her was to

praise.'

"

OCCASIONAL REMARKS BY DEBORAH HOWELL.

First Mo. 30th, 1807.—This day our Monthly
Meeting was held in which I was sensible how
much I have been and am favored, particularly at

a time when so many outward circumstances con-

spire to cloud every scene. Thou in thy abundant
goodness has so continued thy visitation-, ae to

create the wish that amidst these discouragements

1 may persevere in the high and holy way and
learn to lean alone on thee. The indisposition

of a most valuable and tenderly beloved Friend

(Sarah Cresson ), who under the Divine anoint-

ing has been the instrument of calling my at-

tention to the Heavenly Voice, and who is en-

deared to me by the strongest ties of friendship,

whose counsel has cheered, and her example
often strengthened my infant wishes, after su-

perior enjoyment, is at the present time labor-

ing under deep baptism ami depression ofspirits.

May I be taught the uncertainly of all human
dependence, that every confidence will fail, but
that which is built on the Rock of Ages.

Second Month 1st.—First day of the week, a

day which I much love. The ground is covered

with snow but very fine overhead. Favored to

attend three meetings, that of this evening large,

in which the sweet language of invitation to the

youth was held forth by John Saunders, a ven-

erable veteran in the glorious cause, one of those

who living iu the beauty of holiness are possess-

ing the dew of their youth. May I be enabled

in sincerity to adopt his language, "Strip me of

all, dearest Father, that thou requirest, but

withdraw not thy glorious presence from me,

lest I turn aside, lest I be numbered with those

with whom thou hast no pleasure." So be it,

Amen.
2nd.— Mild weather this day, the evening

stormy. Our Quarterly Meeting at this time

was not so eminently favored, as these solemni-

ties often are, uor that animation felt which is

so desirable. Some excellent counsel was held

forth to the youth. May I be more fervently

engaged to improve by every day's experience,

so as to adopt the language, " May I, in all

things be instructed, Oh Lord !"

15th.—This has been a day of trial, the tears

of sympathy were plentifully shed, mixed with

the remembrance of the dew of former days.

Oh ! that Thou wouldst cause thy candle once

more to shine upon the head of her for whom I

mourn. In our afternoon meeting the language

was sweetly revived by dear M. K. Morton, that

haying here no continuing city we might seek

one,which hath foundations immutable as its eter-

nal builder, which will alone stand when every

other confidence shall fail, that these disappoint-

ments are salutary chastisements in order to

wean from the world and its pursuits. Oh

!

may these truths sink deeply in my heart and

not be forgotten.

Third Month 7th.—What seasons of Gospel

favor, have been experienced in several of our

meetings. May they be remembered with grati-

tude.

29th.—For two weeks past, my beloved friend

S. C. has appeared better. This, I expect is, for

the present season our concluding evening meet-

ing, it was small occasioned by wet weather.

These meetings commenced this winter aud con-

cluded, I trust, in the life. In that of this

evening, we had the acceptable company and

labors of Thomas Scattergood, who appeared in

testimony and supplication, iu which he was

much favored.

Fifth Month 4th.—Our Yearly, Quarterly

and Monthly Meetings are past. Seasons which

I trust will "be remembered by me, as marks of

renewed favor, and incite me to entire dedica-

tion to the Divine will. What blessings do I

not possess, what advantages do I not enjoy ?

Oh ! Thou preserver of my life, guide of my
youth ; Thou, who has been a lamp to my feet,
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and a light to mv path, accept the wish by Thee

created, to be only thine, li t not the allurements

of this world evi r be able to entrap my unwary

feet, or eclipse the superior brightness of the

Gospel sun. May I esteem the matchless favor

of thy enlightening influence, more than all the

boasted enj tyments of those unacquainted with

its precious effects. I acknowledge with grati-

tude thv mercy extended in a particular man-

ner to our Monthly Meeting— when Thou was

plea- d to renew communion with my soul and

enabled me to taste of thy goodness. May it

1)0 remembered and my mind be deeply im-

pressed with the necessity of a more full con-

formity to thy holy discipline, that I turn not

aside nor forget the day of espousals.

(To be continued.)

Candles in Old New England.

In these days of cheap and universal illumi-

nation, we almost forget the humble tallow dips

of "ur grandmothers, and the way they were

made. Candle making was the great household

event of the late autumn or early winter, as

soap making was of the spring. Careful and
laborious preparations were made for this labor.

The small wooden rods that had been laid up
above the great beams of the kitchen or thrust

umler the garret raves since the previous year,

were brought down stairs to the scene of the

candle dipping, and cotton wicks that had pre-

viously been cut and sometimes snaked in salt-

peter were placed three or four inches apart the

entire length of each rod. Usually eight or ten

wicks were fastened to a rod. Sometimes" cat-

tail.-" or flags were used instead of wooden rods.

Then long poles were placed in a cool room,

supported on two straight backed chairs, and
across these poles the bewicked rods were hung,
like the rounds of a ladder. This work was all

don,, on li,,- day previous to that appointed for

the candle dipping, and on the following moru-
ing all in the household were astir before dawn.
The fire in the kitchen fireplace was piled with
logs, the va-t brass kettle brought out and hung
on the crane, and partly tilled with water. When
this water was hot, cakes of tallow were broken
up and thrown in to melt and float upon the
top of the water.

This tallow had been collected for many
months from the slaughtered animals by the
earrt'ul housewife; and beeswax had also been
saved from the hives to add to the candle stock
to make harder candles ; and. -when' bayberries
-row. bayberry wax also. These fragrant little

berries had been gathered through the late sum-
mer in vasl -to,, -, boiled with water till the
melted bayberry wax had separat..! and risen
t.. the top. when..- it had been Bkimmed and
allowed to harden int., cukes, to save for the
candle making. When the wax and tallow were
well melted the kettle was taken from the crane
and carried to the cooler room, or the cool end
of the kitchen, where -to. ,] ,|„. ,-h:iirs with the
poles, rods, and wicks. Each wick was then
Clipped carefully into the melted tallow, and the
rod placed again on the poles, care being, taken
that each wick bun- Btraighl ami well away
from the other. Each rod was taken in Mini,
and by tie- time the la-t wick had received its

dipping the first wick- were cool and ready to

receives Becond coating of tallow by a Becond
immersion. This tedious process was repeated
again and again till the candles
de-ire. l. The land!,- were left to thot

harden over night, and in the morning were
taken from the rods and packed away with -at

and prid. for winter n- . 1 1/ / '.,. ',

SELECTED.

'THE WELL FLOWED ON."

JOIIS KERR.

One day I wandered where the salt sea tide

Backward had drawn its wave,

And found a spring as sweet as e'er hillside

To wild Mowers gave.

Freshly it sparkled in the sun's bright look,

And 'mid its pebbles strayed,

As if it thought to join a happy brook

In some green glade.

But soon the heavy sea's resistless swell

Came rolling in once more,

Spreading its hitler o'er the clear, sweet well

And pebbled shore.

Like a fair star thick buried in a cloud,

Or lite in the grave's gloom,
The well, enwrapt in a deep, watery shroud,

Sank to Us tomb.

As one by ihe beach roams far and wide
Kerunants of wreck to save,

Again I wandered where the salt sea tide

Withdrew its wave.

And there unchanged, no taint in all its sweet,

Iv'o anger in its tone,

Still as it thought some happy brook to meet,

The well flowed on.

While waves of bitterness rolled o'er its head
Its heart had folded deep

Within it-elf, and quiet fancies led,

As in a sleep;

Till, when the Ocean lorsed its heavy chain
And gave it back to-day,

Calmly it turned to its own life again,

And gentle way.

Happy, thought I, that which can draw iis life,

Deep from the nether springs
Safe 'neath the pre-sure, tranquil 'mid the strife

Of surface things.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.
Roberts.

(Continued from page 30.)

Seventh Month, 1851.—My kind friends.Pen-
nock and Mary Passmore, accompanied me in a
visit to the meetings of the Western Quarterly
Meeting, for which service minutes had been
granted us.

Eighth Month 13th.—Departed this life our
dear father, Isaac Roberts, after a lingering ill-

ness, which he was enabled to bear with Chris-
tian patience and resignation, aged nearly sev-
enty-six years. While silently sitting by the
remains, the spirit of supplication was felt to
spread over us. That He, who had been with
our dear parent, and had made all his bed in
his sickness, and had heard our feeble petitions,
and granted him an easy passage out of time,
would be with us, and enable us to feel that the
groat business of our lives is to be prepared for
death. The interment was at Plymouth, Pa.

Eleventh Mo. 27th.— At our Monthly Meet-
ing I had again to leave with my friends a
heavy burden, and obtained a minute to visit
the meetings belonging to Abington and Con-
cord Quarterly Meetings, and to appoint some
for those not in membership with us. My friend
Debby Cope also obtained a minute to accom-
pany me. My mind was particularly drawn to
some who do not attend any place of worship.
Since this visil has been performed, I can but
believe it was a sacrifice accepted by Him, who
alone knoweth the desire of the heart; and I
have several limes since had to speak well of
his ever excellent Name, Hot olllvill ullroWll
bm in neighboring meetings. Dearest Father^
k.ep me ,.n every hand, is my secret prayer.

Second Month 9th, 1852.—Our Select Quar-

terly Meeting at Concord. Our dear friend

Elizabeth Stroud had a short and lively testi-

mony, " Give us this day our daily bread." She

was 'followed by David Cope. Little do my
friends know of how very unworthy I feel of a

seat in this meeting, though the precious cause

is very dear to my best life, and may I be pre

pared to espouse it. The Queries with theii

answers were read, and very important they are

The nest day, in the second meeting, Marj

Kite returned the minute granted her in Eightt

Month last, informing the visit to North Caro

lina had been performed. Mary Passmore said

she was well satisfied in having accompanied

her.

Seventh Month, 1852.—Having for some timi

felt my mind turned towards the Meetings o

Salem Quarterly Meeting, N. J., I obtained I

minute at our Monthly Meeting, expressive o

the unity of my friends. Margaret and Panda
Malin accompanied me. It is not needful ti

say much of these visits, only to commemorat
the goodness of the Lord, and " his wonderfu

works to the children of men." In this littl

visit, He was indeed strength in weakness, riche

in poverty, and a present Helper in the needfu

time. Some months have elapsed since I hav
penned anything here, but I have been favor©

at times with a glimpse of the glorious Sun c

Righteousness, and the desire I feel is, thai

fresh strength may be put on in the Lord, an,

a journeying forward be my experience.

Tenth Month 21st.—Departed this life, E. H
daughter of I. H. This dear young friend wa

taken ill two weeks ago. I visited her (at he

request) the day before her decease. She sai<

" how have I suffered on this bed, not bodily su

fering, but oh ! how many years have I wasted.

I believed the suffering she was passing throug
was not all on her own account; I believed

mansion was prepared for her, but I did n(

think she was so soon to inhabit it. She wf

favored to make a peaceful close, saying, si

" could see her Heavenly Father's face."

Second Month, 1853.'—Had an acceptab
visit from our friends Joseph and Hanna
Kboads. Dear H. R. said, in a sitting in ot 1

family, she "felt her mind turned towards tli

beads of this household." " The Lord loveth
cheerful giver," &c. My spirit was humble
under a sense of the goodness of our Heavenll
Father, in putting it into the heart of tb>

Friend to thus strengthen our hands ; and ,•

that very time a deep exercise of religious labi>

was opening before me, that of visiting the faro,

lies of our Monthly Meeting, also some wfi

attend our meeting. I informed our Frient
at our next meeting, which was united wit)

We visited sixty-four families in about eigl

days. In looking over this visit I have remer
bered when " the seventy were appointed, an]
sent two and two into every city and plaJ
whither He himself would come." " The ha
vest truly is great, but the laborers are fe*l
pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, thl
He would send forth laborers into the harvesll
I have also remembered we are not to rejdSi
"that the spirits are subject unto you," f|
truly it was nothing of our own, but it wl
" the Lord's doings, it is marvellous in our eyes!

(To be continued.)

Princes and states may carry on wars ail
negotiations with one another, while He, wll
rules all things, makes every event subserviel
to the great design of spreading the kingdom I
his Son.
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For "The Friend."

A Visit to Nova Scotia.

Imong the passengers on board the steamship

irtan, of the Boston and Philadelphia Line,

he swung out into the Delaware River on

afternoon of Seventh day, the twenty-ninth

sixth Month, was a small company of Friends,

nd for Nova Scotia. As the forms of the

id Friends standing on the pier vanish from

sight, we turn our attention to the famil-

i, yet ever-new scenes on the river banks and
the numerous craft on its waters, and it is

h reluctance that some of us heed the sec-

1 call to supper, and go below just as we
passing Wilmington. Supper over, we
ill quickly at our places on deck again,

ere some remain until long past the usual

ie for retiring,although darkness has shut

; from our view every object, except the lights

the light-houses and of Cape May, and an oc-

ional light of a vessel lying at anchor. A
! hours later, two, at least, are out of their

ths, and from their state-room window are

tching the long row of electric lights along
" board-walk" of Atlantic City. It is a

utiful sight. Several hours before the time

breakfast next morning, some of us are

ain on deck, but no land is visible, only a

>ad expanse of water.

on the spouting of a whale attracts atten-

aud all are eagerly watching to see when
where he will again come to the surface.

i Again he spouts, this time only a short dis-

fcbee away from our ship, and a fine view of

te upper part of his huge body is obtained, as he

r.es the swell and again disappears beneath the

\ ter.

•The bell summons to breakfast, of which all

prtake, but which some do not long retain, and
to of our party spend the greater part of the

c'y in their berths, suffering with sea-sickness,

lis First-day is truly a quiet one to some of

V the well ones sitting on deck when not look-

i* after the sick. The principal item of in-

t-est during the forenoon is the sighting and
ssing of the Parthian (the twin boat of our
nartan), which left Boston at the same time

Itat we left Philadelphia. Although we are

lit near enough to see the people on board, yet

*: are sufficiently near to hear her salute of

free whistles, to which our boat responds,

jward evening, after passing Montauk Point,

te extreme eastern end of Long Island, we run
ito a dense fog. We are interested in ob-

eying the caution, as well as the fidelity to

«ty, shown by our commander, L. B. Crowell.

41 conversation near the pilot-house is hushed,

t second man is ordered on the "look-out,"

s>d every ear and eye seems strained to hear
tsound or see a light. To those unaccustomed
1 it, the almost incessant blowing of our large

Sam whistle seems very solemn. At length

B hear another whistle in the distance, and
ten the faint but plaintive sound of a fog-horn
«t some sailing vessel. The second officer and
<ie of the seamen are employed much of the

me casting overboard the " lead" to take our
'soundings." All hands seem to be listening

jr some sound. The first officer goes himself

\ the lookout, and before long he announces
e quarter from which a faint whistle is heard
the distance. We soon learn that it is the

g-whistle on a " light-ship" anchored off the
•trance to Martha's Vineyard Channel, to mark
e channel and warn ships off from the shallow
atersjust beyond. We pass within two ships'-

ngths of the " light-ship," and hear the solemn
lling of her huge bell, but can only discern

her lights when right abreast. Soon we are out

of sound of the "light-ship's" bell and whistle.

The fog seems to grow more dense, and no lights

can be seen, nor a sound heard, except the fre-

quent blowing of our own whistle.

Now the order to prepare to cast anchor is

given, the signal to stop the engines is sounded,
and about nine o'clock we are quietly lying, at

anchor in the entrance to Vineyard's Channel,
a narrow passage through which many boats of
various kinds and sizes pass, and in which many
have come to grief.

In asilence which we had not known since leav-

ing the pier in Philadelphia, it was easy to drop
off to sleep, feeling assured that our careful cap-

tain did not intend to risk our lives to save a few
hours' time. Some of us slept so soundly that

we rlid not know when the anchor was weighed
and the engines started. But upon looking out

of our state-room window early on Second-day
morning, we observe that the fog had nearly

lifted, and we learn that the high land in

sight of which we are coasting is the Cape
Cod Peninsula. The fog again settling down,
we did not get a view of the cape, but after

some hours we emerge into sunlight again,

and soon are able to discern the Massachusett's

coast and Minot's Ledge Light-house. This
light-house rises up directly out of the water,

with no land near it, being built upon a sub-

merged rock, a long distance out from the main-
land, which makes it a striking and impressive

object.

About eleven o'clock, we are approaching
Boston Light-house, which marks the entrance
to the beautiful Boston Harbor. Our anxiety

lest we should lose our steamer for Nova Scotia

is not so great as to prevent our observing the

objects of interest and seeing the beautiful sights,

especially the numerous islands, some small and
unoccupied. Two larger ones are occupied by
forts, with guns pointing in all directions ; one
large one, with extensive buildings, which, we
are told, is a Home for Aged Women ; and
in the distance, to our right, on another large

island, are other buildings, which we learn are

a quarantine station and a marine hospital.

At a quarter past twelve o'clock, as the Spar-

tan is being swung around to her dock, the

steamship Boston, for Yarmouth, steams past

us down the harbor, and we are left for twenty-

four hours in the " Hub."
This delay affords an opportunity to see a

little of Boston and Boston Common, as well as

to call on some old acquaintances.

Third-day noon, the second of Seventh Month.
—We are on board the steamship Yarmouth,

and soon are steaming out of the harbor, past

the varied objects of interest, which we beheld

for the first time yesterday. After we pass Bos-

ton Light, our course is a direct northeasterly

one for two hundred and twenty miles to Yar-
mouth Light, on the southwesterly point of

Nova Scotia. In a few hours we are out of sight

of land, yet hour after hour is passed sitting

quietly on deck, watching the waves break from
the sides of our boat, and occasionally, by the

aid of a glass, getting a clearer view of some
vessel in the distance. A sunset at sea is a sight

we shall not soon forget. As the sun approached
the horizon, we hardly took our eyes off from it

until the last of it had disappeared below the

water's edge. The afternoon is a perfect one

for such a voyage, and we feel thankful that we
have been so favored.

The information that we are in sight of land,

brings us out of our berths at an early hour

next morning, and soon some of us are on deck,

getting our first view of the coast of Nova Sco-

tia. In front of us ie Yarmouth Light-bouse;

to our right a series of rocky islands running
out to a point; and to our left, some distance

up the coast, are what appears like two long
banks of snow, but which, we conclude, must
be beaches of white sand. Yarmouth is noted,

at Borne seasons of the year, for it- fogs, continu-

ing several days in succession when the wind
blows from the south ; and we were told that

this is the first time for many days that tin:

boat has entered the harbor on a clear morning.
Although we have never met a person residing

in Nova Scotia, several of our friends are at

the wharf in Yarmouth to meet us, and we are
soon shaking their hands and beginning a pleas-

ant acquaintance. As it is two hours before the
"Flying Blue Nose" express train starts, our
friends will have us use the conveyances which
they have provided, and go to the house of one
of them. After about an hour of pleasant con-

versation, much of it on religious topics and our
connection with the Society of Friends, our com-
pany separates, two of us going to the train for

Digby, and others, after spending the day with
some of these friends, to leave in the evening
for Boston, by the same boat in which they and
we came over.

Our time-table says that the " Flying Blue
Nose" leaves Yarmouth at 8 o'clock A. M., but
our friends tell us nine o'clock. We soon learn

that the local time in Nova Scotia is one hour
faster than standard railroad time. From Yar-
mouth to Digby is sixty-seven miles, and the
fast train runs this distance in just two hours.

Although Nova Scotia is only about seventy
miles across, from the Atlantic to the Bay of

Fundy, yet it abounds in lakes and rivers.

Yarmouth County alone is said to contain two
hundred and fifty distinct lakes. Frequent bays
and inlets indent the coast. The beautiful little

lakes and the deep green of the evergreens are
things which impress themselves upon the mem-
ory. For some time after leaving Yarmouth, we
see evidences that considerable attention is

given to farming, but after about a half hour's

ride, the stations passed seem to be chiefly

mill and lumbering villages, and the intervening

country a wilderness of evergreens and rocks,

interspersed with the beautiful lakes, which ap-

pear to be everywhere. The high bridge at

Weymouth, on which we cross the Sissiboo

River, a short distance above where it empties

into St. Mary's Bay, gives a fine view of the

river, both above and below the bridge.

From Weymouth to Digby, we perceive that

the country is growing bolder, and for miles we
ride in full view of a sugar-loaf mountain, which
we afterwards learn is Beeman's Mountain, only

seven hundred feet high, and just below Digby
Gap, through which the Bay of Fundy pours its

high tides into the Annapolis Basin. This beau-

tiful sheet of water now breaks upon our view.

We swin? around a sharp curve, cross a high

bridge, wind around the hillside, and stop at

Digby Station.
(To be concluded.)

How necessary is a total and absolute resig-

nation and subjection of our will to the Divine

will, if we ever come to be truly profitable to

ourselves, or fit instruments in the Lord's hand
for carrying on his work effectually in the earth.

The great object of this uncertain period of

probation, as well as our concern with it con-

sists, for the most part, in our becoming new
creatures in Christ Jesus.
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Notes on Insects.

On the fourth of Eighth Month, as I was

sauntering along a lane in our village al Moores-

town, N. •'.. I was sui i mass of

caterpillars lying on the grass beneath a Wal
nut tree. There may have been a hundred or

more of these worms in the cluster. They were

about an inch and a half in length, with black

heads, and bodies of a reddish color, marked
witli longitudinal strips of white, and thinly

: with hairs. Tiny were probably the

larva.- of the Handmaid Moth-
|
Daiana I, which

in their habits, and feed in colo

uies. They have a peculiar habit of elevating

tin- head and tail, while retaining their hold of

the branch on which they arc standing, by the

legs in the centre of the body. When the time

It arrives the colony gathers in large

masses on the trunk or other part of the trees;

and then the moulting process is performed.

Alongside of the cluster I found was a leaf-

ripped of it- leaflets, of the walnut tree

—and I suppose they had gathered on this and
the weight had loosened it from the tree, and
all had fallen together. This appeared to have

been a fatal t'all to the larvae concerned. For
although they were lively enough when I found
them, yet. in subsequent visits they were still

lying in a mass, and many if not all were dead.

Going along the lane a little further I came
to a smaller walnut tree, partially stripped of
its leaves, ,,,, the trunks of which were several

similar masses of worms. Two days later these

were largely clusters of empty skins, left behind
by the worms which had east them off and as-

eend-d the trunk to continue their ravages.

Yet tln-re were a number that had apparently
died in the effort -so that I incline to the opin-
ion that it i- often a difficult and exhaustive
process. The -kin of an insect i- hardened more
or less hy a horny substance, which limits the

- which it can stretch enough to allow
lor the growth of the insect The result is that
from time to tin ,,- it becomes too small ami must
I"- -he. I. Before this is done a new skin is

formed beneath the old one; then the old -kin
bursts open, and the insect erawls forth clothed
in a soft skin which stretches to accommodate
tie- increased size of the animal. Soon, how-
ever, the new -kin becomes hardened, and after
a time it in turn must be shed.
When fully grown these larva- go into the

ground, change into chrysalids and pa- about
nine month- in that .-tan- before they emerge as
-mall brown moth- which have the front wings

with bar- ,.f -, different shade of color.
These make their appearance about the middle
of the following summer.

' havi ral fug. yellow butter-
flies tinting ab,, ut. Their win--' are marked
witli black lines. They are i file- largest
of the butterfly family that inhabit the north
.-.isiern States of America. Tin- ,-p, cies i- the
Turnus Butti rfly, called by Hani- Papilio '/'»,-.

ally abundant in New Hamp-
shire. The larva- is -aid to feed upon the papaw.
If that i- aiv. i ,

-

lens 1 -aw
must have travelled many miles a- I know of
no p.paw trees growing nearer to u- than the
bank- ot the Susquehanna, perhaps seventy-
five mil.- away. I', it ihi- distance maj
much ot an -.1. ,-, ... ing, ,|

,

,,..,

tun - For Professor I imstock, in Bpea
the Monarch I notia pit eippu
dish brown butterfly which is found
the United States says, " It is believed thai the

i ai li yi ii, in a I n ;e pari of

the Northern States, and that these butterflies,

which appear first in this region in the [Sixth

or Seventh .Month], have flown thither from the

S mth, where they hibernate in the adult state.

In the extreme south they fly all winter. Great

swarms, including many thousands of individ-

uals of this species are sometimes seen."

The larva1 of this species feeds on different

species of Milkweed (Asclepias). It is a beautiful

insect of a lemon yellow color, broadly banded

with shining black. The Chrysalis also is pretty.

It is a bright green color, dotted with gold.

^ J. W.

For "The Friend."

The Enlightened Sinner's Query.

"What must I do to he saved?" cried the

Philippian gaoler a.s the judgments and terrors

of God seized upon him for his sins. Alas! man,
there is nothing man of himself can do that will

save his soul alive. But God hath provided an

all sufficient Saviour, who is near to every one,

even Jesus, who loving us, died for our sins that

we might live ; He rose again for our justifica-

tion and now forever liveth sitting at the right

hand of power on high. The bowels of God's
love, mercy and compassion, toward a world lost

in sin and estranged from God, moved Him to

send his Son to save them.

Christ in his love toward sinners died for

them. In that unchangeable love He now
comes in spirit to redeem them from sin and
from its power and bondage. He rebukes the

sin and woos the sinner. John the Baptist
preached the baptism of repentance and cried

of Jesus, " Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh
away the sin of the world.". This gaoler's heart
in presence of a miracle was subdued. Like
John, Paul pointed him to Jesus, "Believe in the
Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved."
But the same apostle queries, How shall they

believe in Him of whom they have not heard ?

and how shall they hear without a preacher?
But have they not heard ? Yea, verily, " Their
sound went out into all the earth," the sound of
that Gospel which is preached to every creature
which is under heaven. The gaoler believed, and
believing became a changed man, the lion was
changed into a lamb.

" He that cometh to God must believe that
He is, and that He is a rewarder of them that
diligently seek Him," (Heb. xi : 6.) The first

step then for man to take is faith. But this by
no means excludes repentance. Man, blind,

,\
'-a dead in trespasses and sins, seeth not his sin-

fulness nor doth he feel his separation from God.
But the Spirit of Christ quickens the dead, gives
him to feel his state and to see his sins, he opens
his blind eyes to see himself in the light of
Christ's presence. And seeing, can he do any-
thing but loathe himself? And he who seeing,
turneth from his iniquity, yet feeling his utter
weakness and inability to overcome, he cries,
"A Saviour or I die, "a Redeemer or I perish
forever." The same merciful God who putteth
Ibis prayer into (he heart of the sinner is He,
" who heareth the desire of the humble." This'
js God's work of faith with power. Happy is
be wl patience abideth God's time.

But faith to be saving must bear fruit. And
though repentance is necessarily essential, it
loe* mil do for us to limit o,- prescribe in what
manner the Lord may work with each one of

'"' "the,,, are diversities of operation-, but
the same God which worketh all in all"

I Cor. xii: 6). Nor dees repentance end its
kwith the entrance of a living faith. Con-

Bldering our own frailly, our mi-,stoppings, if

not through un watch fulness a lapsing back int

a proneness to evil, the Apostle John exhorts
" If any man sin, we have an advocate with th

Father, even Jesus Christ, the righteous" ( 1 Joh:

ii : 1). Not that He who calls us with a hig

and holy calling would have us sin, for his con
mand is " Watch and pray that ye enter not int

temptation," but the Lord will not cast off hi

people, if in true repentance they turn to Hii

like repentant Peter who went out and wet

bitterly and was forgiven.

Christ commands us to " Believe in the 1 _
that we may be the children of the light," an
such are children who continue in and walk i

the Light. The Light of Christ in the heart:

that which makes his sin manifest to the sinne

And this same Light or "grace of God thi,

hath appeared to all men," and that manifest,

sin, is the same grace or goodness of God thi

leadeth to repentance, and as obeyed and fo

lowed, leads into a living and saving faith

the Lord Jesus Christ who sends it. A fait

that purifies the heart, overcomes sin, and fil,

the soul with love to God and man. For Chrii

alone is the author and finisher of the saint

faith.

To deny self and the workings of the natun
mind, may and does appear hard to the natun
man, but grace, sufficient to bear every crosi

makes all things easy, and as patiently pe
severed in, the language of the soul become
" My meat is to do the will of my Saviour an
my "Redeemer," and " Not my will but thine 1

done, Lord."
" Fear not little flock, it is your Father's goc

pleasure to give you the kingdom." If faithfi

the inheritance to you is sure. When lookin
back at all the temptations and trials of yon
faith, you may exclaim, "I had fainted -unless]

had believed to see the goodness of the Lord i

the land of the living." And though in thi

tabulated path no friend may appear near upcj
whom thou canst lean, though Satan may buff:

thee yet is there one near to defend thee. R
member that the hand of Him who created til

darkness, and said " Let there be light," is ij

near for thy help when thou passest through tl

]

valley of the shadow of death, as He is whel
He is as it were visible to the eye of thy fail!

upon the mountain of his glory. Through faii
andpatience we inherit the promises. And eveSi
adverse wind if rightly borne, but causes fail I

to take deeper root.

God's great means of salvation is the LigM
Grace or Spirit of Christ, whereby Christ seal
his disciples to the day of redemption. Ail
God by his Spirit gave forth the Holy Scri I
tures for the perfecting of the saints, and il
struction in righteousness, and even now in thi
the glorious dispensation of his Spirit, in r|
true church He withholds not living streams I
the same Gospel ministry. The members of 11
church are living stones, whose purified heail
are as fit altars, wherein holy, spiritual saerifiol
ascend to God, acceptable to Him, throSI
their Great High Priest, Christ Jesus. TheiJ
walking in faith and love, edify one anothl
and are built up together, and having the o I
Head, have the one mind, and with one heal
and one voice praise and magnify the name <l
Him and of his dear Son, who alone is wortW
of all glory, honor and renown, now and fil

W. W. B. |

In view of the innumerable blessings ail

mercies which bestrew life's pathway, how shouj
our hearts overflow with gratitude to Him will
out whom nothing is strong, nothing is holy.

J
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Alexander Mack, the founder of the Dun-

1 Church, was an adhereut of Hochmann
til the year 1708, when Mack was baptized

immersion in a stream. As Hochraann did

; unite with him, Mack from this time on be-

lle a very decided opponent to him. At a

tain meeting in Switzerland, Hochmann once

ike a few words of admonition and edification,

ck contradicted him and publicly denounced

) as a hypocrite and fanatic, to all of which

ichraann answered with meek silence. At the

f the meeting, Hochmann arose, and, cor-

dly embracing Mack, said smilingly, " When
j, dear brother, are in heaven, and see me
•ive there too, you will rejoice and say, ' Well,

11, there comes our dear brother Hochmann
o!'"

—

Exchange.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 24, 1895.

[n an editorial article in The Independent on

'he Bible as Literature," it is stated that the

3leas literature needs far more attention than

s receiving in current educational methods.

la to say it surely needs it if its beauties

1 grandeurs are to remain a part of our com-

n literary tradition, and if the aroma of it

d allusions to it which pervade our literature

W not to become meaningless to readers.

IjOne difficulty, it must be confessed, lies in gen-

fel conditions as much as in anything peculiar to

K Bible. That book we do not carry in our

rinds any more as a familiar friend, but neither

dwe carry any book. We have no memories any

are; we "have indexes. If the comparison were

nde between an intimate knowledge of the Bible

ki an intimate knowledge (if the classics, the lat-

t< would be found to have lamentably decayed as

b'.ch as the other. If you have a good concord-

Bce, what more do you need in an age that does

n: care to know a thing, but only to know where

yj can find it?

(But there are, of course, special reasons why
i: Bible has ceased to be the essential part of

nntal furniture that it once was to all English-

B-'aking men and women. One of them, and a

.Trst powerful one, is the almost complete turning

or of Biblical instruction to the Sunday-school,

al its almost complete disappearance, even in

Cristian families from the old place in daily read-

and regular memorizing.

Those of us who were brought up under the old

siool system, and were familiarized with the

Ible by its frequent reading in the family circle,

a well as by committing portions to memory,
ci remember the interest we felt in turning

osrits pages and selecting beautiful and sublime

psages—such as some of the Psalms, parts of

Liah, the first chapter of Hebrews, ttc.

Such know that it is not only " profitable for

c|ctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

tm in righteousness," but that in a merely lit-

any point of view there is no book to be put

comparison with it.

But let it be kept in mind that the literary

s-dy of the Bible is of minor importance, and
tit we should ever keep in view the moral and
rigious instruction which the Spirit of Christ

ci convey through its instrumentality ; and
viich gives it a degree of sacredness in our eyes,

vuch has much to do with the estimation in

; vuch we hold it.

We suppose many of the readers of The
ItiEND will be interested to know that Hannah
I Stratton and her companions have returned
t this country, having finished their labors in

Great Britain. From an article in the British

Friend of the Eighth Month, it appears that

when at Aberdeen in Scotland, they were ad-

vised to go to London and lay their credentials

for service before the Meeting for Sufferings.

They accordingly did so; but as Ohio Yearly

Meeting is one for which London has no corre-

spondent, they were not read. So that their sub-

sequent labors were, in a measure, independent

of its authority. From the British Friend and

other sources, we learu that H. H. Stratton and

companions paid an acceptable visit to Worces-

ter, Malvern, Birmingham and other places.

They met with kind receptions from many
Friends, to whom we doubt not their visits were

very acceptable. Yet it must have been a very

exercising service*to visit the oppressed seed,

with a feeling that in a general way they had

not the official sympathy of the meetings where

they went. Yet we doubt not that they met

with many who had been divinely visited and

who were comforted by the Gospel messages de-

livered in their hearing, and by a feeling of the

savor of Truth which accompanied them.

May the Lord watch over the visited seed,

and raise up in London Yearly Meeting, as

well as elsewhere, a body of single-hearted dis-

ciples, who will not place reliance on learning,

intellectual ability or the favor of man, but fol-

low in simple obedience where the Head of the

Church leads them, so that London Yearly

Meeting may once more rejoice in the possession

of those who will faithfully uphold our original

principles and testimonies.

We desire to make a slight correction to a

mistake made by one of the correspondents of

the British Friend, who states that the certificate

granted to Lydia K. Lightfoot by the Monthly
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia as a com-

panion to H. H. Stratton, was signed among
others by Samuel Morris and Joseph Walton.

The Editor felt ample unity with both H. H.

Stratton and Lydia K. Lightfoot to warrant his

signing it, but refrained from doing so because

he was not a member of that Monthly Meeting.

Samuel Morris also belongs to another meeting.

We learn that our friends John S. and Esther

Fowler have taken their passage in the steam-

ship Aurania, which sails on the 27th instant

from Liverpool.

A rather recent subscriber writes as follows:

" In renewing my subscription I feel it right to

express the hope that the publishers of The
Friend may ever be firm in their defense of the

doctrines and testimonies of the early Friends.

The Quakerism of those early days is what we

sadly need to-day."

The Editor is willing to accept the encour-

agement and caution conveyed by these words,

and to unite in the desire that the Quakerism

of our early days may contiuue to find expres-

sion in the columns of our journal.

Our friend Edwin P. Sellew has recently

paid a religious visit to Nova Scotia. As there

were some points of peculiar interest connected

with this visit, we requested him to prepare for

our use such an account of his experiences as

might be proper. He has kindly consented to

do so, and the first part of his article appears in

the present number. We believe many of our

readers can join us in the expression of grati-

tude to him for his response to our request.

fsUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Government receipts for the

first half of the present month aggregated >14,292,3o3.

and the expenditures for the same period $21,473,700.

The deficit for the month to <laii: is *7,l*i,
,

ami

for the fiscal year to date, two and one-half months,
i,|i; c.v.i.iino. 'i hi- ' \[porls ol specie from New York,

ia-t week, were SI, 357, 217, of which 3
:

-V,2,000 were

gold, ami .>S0-V2I7 silver.

The Belmont-Morgan syndicate d.-p -It-.l -

000 of gold in the Sub-Treasury in N. Y. last week.

Supervising Surgeon General Waltei Wyman, of

tl.e Marine Hospital Service, received a cablegram on

the 16th in-'., from Havana, I 'ol a. aim. n.n

outbreak of yellow fever al Sunto B>perito. 1 he dis-

ease is prevalent at many places in the island, and

seems to be increasing. General Wyman ale

report the previous day from Eagle I'

negro colonists reluming from Mexico are quarantined

because of an outbreak of small-pox. To dale 137 ca i

and 31 deaths had been reported,

( if the 558 deaths recorded in the city of Philadelphia

last week, 225, or nearly one-half of the whole mor-

tality, was of children under the age of five years.

There appeared last week in the obituary columns

of the Philadelphia Public Ler/V/cr, notices of the death

of 20 person-, 13 men and 7 women, who had lived to

or beyond the advanced age of >0 year-.

A despatch from Lake Minnewaska. New York, on

the 19th inst., says that ex-Justice .Strong, of the

United States Supreme Court, died here at 2.15 today.

The report of Indian Agent Teter, of the Fort Hall

Reservation, received at the Indian Bureau, confirms

the heretofore published accounts of the killing of the

Banm ck Indians. In connection with the killing of

the Indians an interesting report has been received

bv the Secretary of the Interior, forwarded from the

War Department. It is from Captain J. T. Van Ore-

dale, of the Seventh United States Cavalry, formerly

acting agent of the Fort Hall reservation. The report

says, in part :
" Being short-rationed and far from self-

supporting, the Bannocks hunt for the purpose of ob

tabling sustenance. By treaty they are granted this

privilege. It would seem that the killing of these

Indians, under the circumstances, was nothing more

nor less than murder. Further, I believe that there

is no wanton slaughter of game by these Indians, while

it is a notorious fact that hundreds of the animals are

killed by while men for noihing more than heads and

horns. There are men in that country who make it a

business to pilot hunting parties from the East and

abroad, which not only slaughter elk. but capture and

ship them Out of the country. The killing of game by

Indians interferes with this business. The Imli.u - can

hardly be expected to submit to the killing • f their

people while engaged in an occupation which they

think thev have a right to follow, more quietly than

white men, and failure by the Government to take

is liable to result in seriom loss of lifeproper action

and property.

During the thirty years Ainsworth R. Spoffard has

been the Librarian of Congress the number ol b • k-

in his charge has increased from 70,000 to 700,000.

Information has reached Commissioner General

Stump that a company had been formed in Japan to

send into this country large numbers of Japanese under

contract.

Gumry Hotel, Denver, Col., was wrecked by an ex-

plosion earlv on the morning of the 19th inst. Eight

bodies have been recovered from the ruins. Seventeen

persons are missing.

From repr.rts received from Southwestern Missouri,

thousands of bushels of peaches will be lost because

they cannot he marketed to advantage under present

transportation facilities.

The Chicago house of the notorious criminal Holmes,

was burned early on the morning of the 19th instant.

The fire was supposed to he of incendiary origin to

prevent anv further disclosure of secrets.

The sentence of saloonkeeper Mullins to thirty days

in the penetentiary by Recorder Goff, of New York

City, has greatly aided the Mayor and Police Com-
missioners in their efforts to enforce the exci-e law re-

garding the closing of the saloons on the First-day of

the week. The best idea of the extent of the observ-

ance on last First-day of the law may be gathered from

the fact that in the whole city but 66 arrests were

made, or bss than half the number made the preced-

ing First-day.

There were 55? deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of 81 over the previous week, and an increase

of 182 over the corresponding week of last year. Ol

the foregoing, 153 were under one year of age; 310

were males and 248 femabs : 78 died of cholera in-

fantum; 57 of consumption; 32 of marasmus : 26 f

old age ;
26 of heart disease ; 24 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 23 of cancer; 22 of pneumonia;

20 of apoplexv; 16 of typhoid fever; 15 of casualties
;
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id. 5 a 5Jc:

13 of diphtheria; 13 »f inflammation .if the brain; 1

of convulsions; 11 of inanition; 9 of debility; 8 of

paralysis, and 8 of measles.

U.S. 2-t 112a 1121 :

1121 a 111',: l's. I
!'--'">, 121 j

a 122,

ncy 6's, 100 a 112.

y.—Spinners bought sparingly on a basis of

7|c, per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $16.50 a $17.00;

spring bran, in sacks, H6.50 a jl7.no ;i ton.

FlOUB.— Winter super, r2.o0 a 82 6.",
; do., extras

• in
; Pennsylvania mler. clear. 8:1.10 a $3.:S5

-traiglil, fc.'f ,'li ;i}:i,'i"; Western winter, clear,

.1.... straight. .>;.:: > a >l.""i: .1.,.,

do., patent, #3.tio a *::.>.">: spring, clear, L2.S") a $3.20;

lent, $3.65 a $3.85
;

do., lav, .rile brands, higher.

Bye Flour.— Choice old and new Pennsylvania,

$3.40 per barrel.

Grain.—No. 2 re.l wheat, 68j a

No. 2 mixed o.>rn, 4->-l a 4."v|c.

No. 2 white oats, -

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here

medium, l\ a 4 \c; common, I

Sheep and Lamb- — Em, 1.2:[a3c,

medium, 2 i, 1j a 2c.; lambs, 2! a 5c.

II i.- -Western, 7| a 7.V., other grades, 7 a 7}c.

FOREIGN.—The leadership of the Liberals in the

House of Commons i- the salient point of interest in

English politics at this time. The conservative ele-

the party appear to cling to ex-Premier Rose-

be ry as the most eligible person to assume the direction

of the party. The Radical wing prefer Sir (. 'buries

Dilke, and steps have been taken to sound the Liberal

opinion on the sul

Thb was a had year for the English farmers, and the

future of English agricultural interests is far from

cheerful. The London correspondent of the New
York Tribune writes : "All forecasts, of the English
harvest are most dismal. Every crop runs far below
the average, and the results of tiie season's farming in

< ire.it Britain and Ireland are less favorable than those

I l-'.'o, which was the worst harvest since Is7'.i."

The Argentine Republic, which has just begun its

i.-ir.-.-r as a wheal .spoiler, expects to ship 90,0011,000

bushels of lost year's crop. < Hit of the crop for the
previous year it exported i'.".,i>i,,miiiii bushels, cbielly to

England.
A eomniittee appoint.-.] b\ the Ro-ebory ( lovernment

ha- renuiiiiieiidcil that the metric system of weights
and measur.-. be legalized, and that the use of the sys-

tem 1m- made coiiipulsiiry.

The Internationa] Parliamentary Peace Conference
at Itrus-i-l-., i|. elari-d unani inou-.lv 'in favor of creatine
an Internationa] Court of Arbitration.

The mobilization of the members of t lie reserve, who
have been called out for service in Cuba, continues
throughout .-pain. Advantage is bring taken of the
despatch of large bodies of Hoops to Cuba t,, inaugurate
an active movement looking to tin- overthrow of the
monarchy and the e-tablishmcnt of a republic. There

1 ri-ing of lo -pulilieaii bands in the
{irovince of Valencia and the province of I is U nde
a Plana immediately north •! Valencia The Gov-
ernment i- taking active measures to quell the rising
in it- incipiency

I be London P ,,, an article on the
bat, il gh i apiain General

n ' nl. a will get aut mv.
\i trblehead has been

ordered
:

, , thescei fthe
ubli al the \m. , i. an Si bool.

The London Daily Newt Constantinople correspon-
dent telegraph- that I lie .-inba-i.- in that city have re

ws thai the c mdition of the Armenians is

now worse than ever. Hundreds of them are dying of
starvation. ']|„. inaction of tin- Powers causes the
Knr-I- to taunt the Armenian- with the val
of European support.

I recently in Moscow a man who in il..- last
2" year- gave J-.'i. ,11,111 i,, ,-haritv. lie wa« State
Councillor Jermakoff, who I a poor family.
Hi • public a. i which .-v.it. d general
was the purchase of the freedom of all the serfs living
in his native will

I II,

- pi.- lime and lime
again when the harvest failed. Hi
the largest ever seen in tl Id burial place ol tl l;

sian ( zar-. thousands of 111. | r ol 1 1,, eapil.il follow -

ing tin- philanthi
| grave.

\ despatch fr .m I rii st, -ay iliai ,,, w-,.

report that an ezplosi turred Eighth Month 1'jth,

sons are said to have been killed, including many offi-

cers. The barrack- are a heap of ruins. An examina-

tion into the cause of the explosion led to the discovery

that the barracks had been undermined everywhere.

Many arrests have been made of persons suspected of

being implicated in the outrage, which is suppo-cd to

have been the work of Nihilists.

A despatch from Shanghai says .
" The work of the

commission appointed to inquire into the massacre ol

Christians at Kuclieng is likely to prove futile. The
(
'liine.se i iovernnient is trilling with the question, and

there are likely to be further troubles."

A later despatch states that the Chinese Government
has refused to allow the British and American Con-
suls at Foo Chow to make any inquiries into the mas-

sacre of Christians at Kucheng, where they and the

other members of the Commission of Inquiry arrived

a few days ago. The despatch adds that the Chinese

soldiers are plundering the people, who feel that the

foreigners are the cause of their stifle-rings, and believe

thai it is necessary to destroy them. Further incen-

diary placards have been posted at Canton.

The outbreak of cholera in China, Corea and For-
mosa is becoming serious.

Reports have been received at Shanghai from For-
mosa stating that the Japanese under General Kawa-
rnura attacked Sliiuchiku, an important city on the

southwest coast of the island, and the stronghold of the

leader of the Black Flags. Two Japanese gunboats
co-operated with the land forces. The Black Flags
were routed and the rebellion is virtually over.

It is reported from Honolulu that Japan contem-
plates an early establishment of steamer lines via
Honolulu, perhaps, to San Diego, to carry American
cotton to Japan and Japanese coal in return.

Advices from Wellington, New Zealand, dated the
19th of Eighth Month, say a severe earthquake to-day,

in the Tauranga district, on North Island, did much
damage. At Tupo the residents were panic-stricken
and fled to the fields, -where they are now camping, for

safety.

A despatch from Belgrade, Servia, dated Eighth Mo.
19th, says, " A sharp, but short, earthquake occurred
here at 10.25 to-night."

RECEIPTS.
Received from Susan J. Yerkes, Fkfd

, $2, vol. 69

;

from Ellwood Evans, N. J., $2, to No. 29, vol. 70 ; from
John Carey, Agent, O., $12, being $2 each for Jacob
Barrett. Isaiah M. Haworth, E. M. Ilaworth, William
Hawortli, Lewis Johnson and Catharine Ann Stanton
vol. 69 ;

from Phebe E. Hall, Agent, ( >., $8, being 82
each for Elisha Doudna, Jesse D. Hall, Maria Hart-
ley and Hannah A Webster, vol. 69 ; from Mahlon
Hotlecker, John G. Haines, Levi S. Thomas and
Thomas W. Fisher, Pa., *2 each, vol. 69: from Clark-
son Moore, Agent, Pa ,

S-12, being 82 each for himself,
Truman C. Moore, Horatio G. Cooper, Elizabeth C.
Cooper, George R. Chambers, Sarah IS. Chambers, Wil-
liam II. Harvey, Priscilla IL Hughes, S. Morris Jones,
Catharine Jacob, Harvey Murry, Elizabeth W. Moore,
Sarah L. Passmore, Thomas L. Passmore, Sophia R
Pii-.-y. William II. Pcnnell, Hannah J. Reid, Abi M.
Whit-on, Sarah M. Walter, William Wickersham, vol.

69, and J. Adrian Moore to No. 13, vol. 70; from E,
K. Hutchinson, Phila , $2, vol. 69; from Caspar W.
Thompson, N. .}., $2, and for Priscilla M. Lippineott
82 vol. 69; from Reece L. Thomas, Pa., $2, vol till

•

from John Carey. Agent, O., $2 for Ruth B. Mather!
v "' '

' •''""' -
:
'.' '• s. Cowgill, Cal., 82, vol. 69; from

Abraham I on gill. I a I . $2, and for Caroline Cope, $2,
vol. 69; from Ephraim Smith, Phila,, $12, being $2
each tor linn-ll, Mom- S. Cope, Elizabeth Hughes,
Dr. L. M. Williams, Jo.-l J. Smith and Lucy Jacobs
vol 69; from Emilie E. Metzler, Phila., $2, vol. 09-
from Jo.iah W. Leeds. Pa., $2, and for II. Frank Leeds!
$2, vol. 69; from Sarah R, Whitall, N. Y., $2, and for
Mary \. Peekbam, 82, vol. (19; from l'.enjaniin Herit-
age, N. J, 82 to No. 13, vol. 70; from Wilson lint, -li-

ens, Mo., $2, vol. 69; from Arnold! Ilai.dn Cn„.„l-,

W.

at the artilb

eminent of thai name, in Russia. Three bui

barracks al |..-.la, capitol of the ',,,-,

Ihr.

Dvh
i T Sidwell, Nathan -ait, , tl, wait, Peter N

I Iv I Spencer, Lydia Roberts, John Thomas'
vol 69, M. A. Fritchman'to N,,. I'.i, v ..l 7n ami -I for
Lliidley I leal, I, vol,. (IS am I 09; from Jesse W Taylor
Phila ,$2, vol il'.i; from 1 1. II. Iledlev, Pa., 8- "

vol'
' - I'. H.-opes for Thomas I ). I loo pes, Pa. $2'

^
1

|1

( .''
1

'

f'-"- •l.-iab
\. linberts, 1.1. 82, Vol. .19; from

\\.l.ani llan.y A,,-,,,, |,,,|.,.s|,;, |,,.i,,e s-J ,,.,-!, .',„-

Sally AM,-,,, l.meliue \ ,
,- v , N a ncy T. 1 1 udlcv

. Eli Had-
b-y. Mahlon Job,,-,,,,. Ashley Join,

, CaUl, .l,,l, „..,„,

and Ruth Ann Stanton, vol. 69
;
from Jacob It. Elfret

Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; from Marv E. Warren, Pa., $2, vi

(Hi ; from Elizabeth Rhoads, Pa., $2, vol. 69, and f.

Susan Worrell, $2 to No. 12, vol. 70; from Thomas.
I 'raw ford. Agent, ( )., 822.~>0, being $2 each for llannt

Ilrantinghani, Anna M. Esterling, D. C, David Ellysc

Robert Ellyson, Eliza Ann Fogg, Edwin Fogg, E.lw

II ol low ay, Edgar Warrington, Lydia Warrington, Abn
Woolmanand -2.-"iO f, ,r John ( rawford, Ireland, vol.6

fr,,in.l,,-i:ih Wistar, N. J., $10, being 82 each for bin

Richard Wistar, Hannah II. Acton, William C. Ree
and Susan Demi, 111., vol. 69; from Edwin A. Hoop,

I ,.,
'

-

i 69; from Joshua Brantinghani, Agent, <

S32, being $2 each for Alfred Bantingham, Willis

P.rantingbuni, James E. Bailey, Edward Y. C01
Grifieth Dewees, John Iloyle, Lousina Harris, Jose;

Masters, John Oliphant. Rebecca Price, Rachel Str;

ton, Charles W. Satlerlhwait, William 1) Satterthwa
Isaac II. Satterthwait, Lydia Winder and Edward
Woolman, vol. 69; from Woolston Comfort, Mich.,}
vol. 69; from William Bettle, N. J., $2, vol. 69 : fr<

Joseph Evans, N. J., $2, vol. 69 ; from Mary J. Fost
R. I., $2, vol. 69 ; from Joel J. Thompson, Del., \

vol. 69; from Joseph Pennell, Pa., $2, and for Elit

betb C. Yarnall, $2, vol. 69
;
from Elisha Roberts,

I
- hi ing 82 each for himself, I 'avid Roberts, Jose

II. Roberts and William II. Roberts, vol. 69; fr(

John R. Tatum, Del.. $2, vol. 69; from R. P. Gibbo
Del., $2, vol. 69; from William B. Hockett, Agent,
C, for Jesse D. Hockett, $2, vol. 69; from Matilda.
John, la , $2, vol. 69 ; from George J. Foster, 111., I

vol. 69; from Gilbert Rowntree, Mo., $2, vol. 69; 1

John M. Sheppard, Pa., S2, vol. 69; from W. C. W(
ren, Phila., $6, being $2 each for himself, S. EL
Warren and Marv M. Applegate, vol. 69; from Jo
II. Webster, Jr., Fkfd., 86, being 82 each for himsi
Lydia S. Webster and George S. Webster, vol. 69; fn
Jacob L. Evens, N. J., $2, and for Lydia Saunders, 1

vol. 69 ; from Samuel W. Stanley," Agent, la., $1
being 82 each for Samuel Embree,' Micajab Kiumo
Wilson Ilodgin, William <L Hovle, Joseph L. Hoj
vol. 69, and" $6 for William G. Coppock, vols. 67,
and 69, and SI for Matilda E. Crew, to No. 27 vol. (

from Walter J. Bnzby, N. J., 82, and for Mark
Buzby, 82, vol. 69 ; from Henry B. Leeds, Agent,
J., 8s, being 82 each for Edward R. Manle, Hannah
Maule, William S. Kennedy and Isaac Powell Lee
vol.69; from Gwen Y. Webster, Pa., per Samuel
Moore. $2, vol, 69 ; Iron, Jesse Haines, Pa . S2, vol. I

from Elizabeth D. Meredith, Pa., 82, vol. 69;
Richard S. Griffith, 88, being 82 each for Thomas
Seattergood, Sarah S. Scaltergood, Ann M. Woodwa
Pa., and Debbie C. Spaekman I )., vol. 69 ; from Josf
J. Hopkins, Pa., $2, vol. 69; from Anna P. Chamb
Pa., 82, vol. 69; from Elijah Fester, Md., %2, vol.
from Charles Stokes, Agt , N. J., $8, being $2 each
Kichaidson S. Reeve, .Maria S. Reeve, Clayton Hai
and M. S. and E. P. Allen, vol. 09; from Willi,
Stanton, Agent, O, 831, being $2 each for Joseph
Doiidna, Jesse Ilailev, Saniiu-i ('.Smith Ilarclav Sm :

William Pickett. Ann Eliza Wilson, William Frai
T. C. Bundy, William Bundv, Marv P. Dawson, Mv
P. Taber, Hannah Tatum, James Steer, vol. 6J
Allen Bailey, vol. 68, and $3 for Friends' Board!
School, Barnesville, one copv, vol. 69, and one cop},
No. 27, vol. 69.

flS?"Remittances received after Tlrird-dny evening
not appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth |

16lh, 1895. The Superintendent will be at hist'
during the two weeks preceding the opening, fron
until one o'clock. Catalogues or information by m,
upon application.

J. Henry Bartlett, Supt.,

140 N. Sixteenth St., Phihl

Westtown Boarding School.—The next terffl

Wesltown will open the third (3rd) of Ninth Moj
Application should be made to

Zebeuee Haines, Sup'l.,

Westtown P. O., Chester Co.,

A YODNG man, a graduate of Westtown, desirt
position as teacher in a Friends' school. Address",

Box 226, Moorestown, N.

.

:

A Friend, familiar with books and accounts deeI
employment a pari or all of bis time for a mode |e

compensation. Can give good city reference. .
f

Address "G," 2026 MervineS!

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Wulnut Street.
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—

Dear Friends and Brethren : In that

He which is not subject to change, we affec-

Ibately salute you. By the accounts received

En our several Quarterly Meetings, we have

comfortable intelligence of fresh additions to

! religious Society, by convinced persons, and

iithese kingdoms more than at some former

M'iods. For the religious progress of these we

a warmly solicitous, that, by abiding closely

Bier the forming hand, they may effectually ex-

S'ience an advancement in the weighty work

conversion ; which gradually leads the be-

lling and obedient soul into that child-like

Bite, which is meet for the kingdom. May those

v^ohave had the privilegeof birthrightamongst

\\ be watchful lest, by swerving from the sim-

neity in which Truth leads its faithful fol-

k-ers, they become cause of offence to such as

ad thus brought into our religious community.

(Friends! rest not contented with having been

e'jeated in a profession even of the Truth it-

8|f, but wait to know the power, which re-

gierates and quickens the soul, and qualifies

tsee the things which pertain to the kingdom
dGod ; that power which awakened the spir-

i al senses of our forefathers, which disturbed

t;ir rest in outward forms, and which caused

t;m to be dissatisfied with everything short of

t- substance of Christianity. Let not us, their

sxessors in the profession of the same living

f th, degenerate into formality, taking up ou

iddence as in the outward court; but let us

s?k after an entrance into that spiritual temple

Mere true prayer is wont to be made; and
ljmbly and deeply wait for ability to worship

ta Father of Spirits, in spirit and in truth.

<ierish, we beseech you, the inward manifesta-

Itne, and the tender impressions of Divine
{ace, and walk therein ; so shall ye experi-

<ce preservation from the defilements and eor-

iptions of the world. Deplorable hath been
le consequence of living above the simple dis-

(veries of the pure word of life in the heart,

<en darkness, error and unbelief.

And, dear Friends; as we are convinced that

ire and spiritual worship only is acceptable to

<ad, so we are also firmly persuaded that the

wholesome discipline established amongst us,

can only be rightly and effectually exercised in

the wisdom and power of the Spirit. Waif

therefore in all your meetings of discipline for

the renewings of Divine life, and to be clothed

"th the Spirit of Christ; the fruits of which

are meekness, long-suffering, and love unfeigned.

The religious concern of this meeting hath

been abundantly manifested in our epistolary

communications from year to year, in order to

excite our brethren iu profession to seek after

durable riches and righteousness. We there-

fore earnestly entreat that this consideration

may take place in every mind : What spiritual

advantage have I experienced from these Gos-

pel labors of the church for the promotion of

true piety and self-denial? If such a considera-

tion be attended to, it will not be necessary to

communicate much ; nor do we feel our minds

under an engagement at this time to enlarge
;

but we refer to the many profitable and weighty

advices in former epistles. Nevertheless, dear

Friends, the continuance of covetousness and

of earthly-mindedness in many, calls upon us

to endeavor to awaken such as are infected with

it, to a sense of what they are pursuing, and at

what price. The great Master hath shown the

unprofitableness of the whole world, compared

with one immortal soul, and yet many are pur-

suing a delusive portion of it, at the expense of

their souls' interests. But were all thus awak-

ened, what place would be found for extensive

schemes in trade, and fictitious credit to sup-

port them ? To mix with the spirit of the world

in the pursuit of gain, would then be a subject

of dread ; and contentment under the allotment

of Providence, the sure means of preservation

We would express our comfort, that notwith

standing the many weaknesses which prevail,

numbers of our beloved youth are preserved in

faithfulness, to whom the gracious Lord hath

extended, and is continuing to extend, the visi-

tations of his light and love; whereby there is

reason to hope that they will grow up in useful-

ness, and become a succession of testimony-bear-

ers to the Truth. That they may iu all humility

receive the saving help, and, by obedience to the

pointing of the Divine hand, continue steadfast

to the end, where the prize inestimable is to be

obtained, is the fervent travail of our spirits.

1789.— We are concerned at this time to

press upon your consideration the awful duty

of pure and spiritual worship. It is not enough

that, after the example of our forefathers, we

meet together in one place, iu outward silence;

rejecting those forms and ceremonies which were

invented by the wisdom, as well as that worship

which is performed only in the will of man ; it

is not enough that, with a commendable dili-

gence, we attend all our religious meetings ; un-

less also like them we wait in humble reverence

for spiritual ability to worship acceptably the

Lord of heaven and earth. Wait therefore, dear

Frieuds, humbly and diligently wait in the spirit

of your minds, for the coining of Him who told

his disciples "without me ye can do nothing;"

that ye may happily experience the influence of

his Spirit to enlighten and quicken the soul to

a true sight and sense of its condition ;
that feel-

ing the spirit of supplication ye may approach

the throne of grace, and under a renewed sense

of the Father's mercy and goodness, may be

enabled to offer the sacrifice of praise. This liv-

ing and spiritual worship is ever acceptable, and

draws down his favor on those who are thus

humbly exercised before Him.
Being thus qualified to worship together the

Father of Spirits, to " eat of the same spiritual

meat, and drink the same spiritual drink," our

love to the pure Truth, and to each other, will

increase. The preservation of love is a duty in

every state of religious attainment, and did we

faithfully observe the great Master's precept of

doing to others as we would they should do to

us, its practice would be easy ; detraction and

enmity would then be destroyed in the seed,

and that excellent Christian charity, recom-

mended by the apostle, prevail over all. " A
new commandment," said our Lord, "I give

unto you, that ye love one another ; as I have

loved you, that ye also love one another. By
this shall all men know that ye are my disciples,

if ye have love one to another."

We exhort all parents, and those who have

youth under their care, deeply to seek the Lord

for themselves, and feci after his baptizing power,

that their own spirits being rightly leavened,

may, through Divine help be made instrumental

to leaven the minds of their tender connections,

and the branches of their families; whereby

there may be a growth in the spiritual life, and

a succession of living, baptized members in our

religious Society.

Such members as have the spiritual welfare

of the professors of the blessed Truth at heart,

are pained in beholding the deviation of many
amongst us, from that purity of life and con-

versation, and that plainness and simplicity of

manners, into which the holy principle that we

profess ever leads its followers. This deviation

is apparent not only in the dress, but in the ad-

dress and deportment of too many of our youth

and others. that our beloved youth would

happily submit to the tender impressions of

Divine grace, often made on their minds in the

early part of life; and that they would, by in-

ward retirement, cherish and cultivate the pre-

cious and heavenly visitations, graciously re-

newed to their spirits, as they advance in age ;

so would that eye be kept open in them, which

discerns the beauty and excellency of the Gos-

pel of Christ, and that a possession in his saving

Truth infinitely excels all the profits and honors,

the favor and friendship, of a fading and de-

lusive world.

We earnestly recommend to all the frequent

perusal of the Holy Scriptures, according to re-

peated exhortations; and we at this time also

recommend the writings of our faithful prede-

cessors, and the accounts that are published of

their experiences, labors, travels and sufferings

in the cause of Christ. Those hours of leisure

would be profitably employed in this manner,

which are often wasted in reading the light and
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trivial publications, calculated to gratify the

vain imagination, and to feed that disposition

that is always hankering after some new thing.

1790.—Friends! high and holy is the profes-

sion which we arc making to the world. Many
who do not openly profess with us, are yet per-

miaded in their ( sciences that the inward

principle which we,acci rdingtothe Holy Scrip-

tures, hold forth to the world, is Truth, though

the cross stands in the way of their public

avowal uf it. May none of us act as enemies to

the cross uf Christ, ami he stumbling-blocks ill

the way of sober and unprejudiced inquirers,

hurting and hindering, by ottr outward appear-

\dpractice, the success of that cause which

we are called to espouse and promote.

And as we have received information of the

removal ofmany faithful Friends from the field

of labor, we greatly desire that t he rising gen-

eration may lay it to heart, and come up with

unreserved dedication of soul to the support and

promotion of the cause of vital Christianity, ac-

cording to their several gifts and measures; not

only by promulgating its salutary ami blessed

doctrines ami precepts, hut by being also living

of their holy influeuce on the whole

conduct and conversation
;
as becomes a people

believing in tin- inward and spiritual appear-

ance of Christ.

We hold that there is no need, no absolute

necessity, that any man should teach us our re-

ligious duties, lint as the same anointing which

taught the primitive believers, teacheth us. We
hold that no offering in worship is acceptable

to our great Creator, hut that which is produced

by the motions of his own Spirit. And though
it hath pleased Chri>t, the Head of the Church,
to raise up, qualify, and send forth able minis-

t< i- amongst US, whose labors and ministration

of the free Gospel of Christ have been and are

truly serviceable; yet the growth and preserva-

tion of every individual in true religion, can
only be effected by every one deriving his spir-

itual supplies and abilities from the root of Di-

vine life ; as Christ himself, when personally on
earth declared, "As the branch cannot bear
fruit of itself, excepl it abide in the vine: no
more can ye, except ye abide in me." Let us
therefore evince our belief in, and dependence
upon, this inward instruction, this source of all

nghl religious qualification, by a diligent at-

tendance of our ii tings for worship, and by a
watchful patient waiting therein for Divine suc-
cor, not only on the First, hut on other days of
the week.

In the fresh renewing of Gospel love, we
commend you to (he grace of our Lord Jesus
< !hrist, the al pr. server of men

; beseeching
you. in the words of the apostle, "That ye walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith ye arc called,
with all lowliness and meekness, with long-suf-
fering, forhearing one another in love, endeav-
oring to keep tic- , n ,ity of the Spirit in the I. 1

of peace." (To ,

[T is a -feat privilege and honor to 1,.
per.

mitted to he the servants and handmaidens of
such a Master- the King of kings. Then how-

should we strive to glorify Bira in our bodies
and in our spirits which are his. Doc any one
suppose their happiness can he independent of
Him who created then, for tin- purpose of his
own glory'/ 1! ing ransomed from sin by the

blood of Jesus, and redeemed through obedi-
ence to the law of ii,,. Spirit of life in Christ
.1 vealed in the heart, lew earnest Bhould
we he to obtain salvation by submission to his

all sufficient grai <.

For "The Friend."

A Little Journey in the Woods.

We had been wanting to go for a long walk

in the woods for some time, but everything

seemed conspiring against us, till, in the end,

kind mother Nature held out her arms, as if

he-ging us to lend our presence to that of the

birds, and, as if appealing, the budding trees

nodded their heads at us, the flowers wafted

their fragrance towards us, as is only possible in

the spring-time, for the warm part of summer
seems to dry up any perfume that was once

there. Now there is much to discourage long

walking in the South, for the interval between

the very warm and very cold is so short one has

scarcely time to become accustomed to walking.

The day came at last, although we hesitated a

while as the clouds hung low, but soon they

lifted, leaving a clear, blue sky and a cool, fresh

breeze. Accompanied by our faithful collie,

we were soon on our way, with a bag to strap

across the shoulders, with our lunch, and which

was to serve as a receptacle for botanical speci-

mens on our return trip, our shawls and para-

sols, as the mornings and evenings were cool and
the noon day warm. At first our way led by
open tracts of land, with a swamp here and
there. The pine tree was pre-eminent, being re-

lieved by several varieties of oaks, gum, maple,

cypress, cedar, and a few other kinds. Many
flowers were to be seen on all sides. The yellow

jessamine's day was over, and the azalea going

out. Little streams of water bubbled out from
the ground, forming miniature water-falls, or

crept quietly, through leafy dells, lending their

presence to form larger streams, which flowed

on to the distant woods. We now turned off

the direct road, wandering along winding ways,

gathering flowers, past many a farm-house, then

out on an old railroad. Scarcely a vestige is

left to tell what it had once been, save a few
cross-ties. At length we reached a high trestle,

over what is called " Deep Cut." Our nerves at

once protested against crossing such a high ele-

vation, so we followed a path running alongside

the trestle. Byron has truly said, " There is a
pleasure in the pathless woods," for soon our
path ended, so we had to pick our steps over
moss covered logs, 'neath hanging branches and
trailing vines, which shut out the sun's rays.

Graceful ferns added to the picturesqueness of
the place.

There is such a freedom from care in the still

depths of the woods, we had forgotten the world
and the many perplexities of life, and were alone
with Nature. Here was solitude indeed, not a
sound save the song of birds and the wind among
the trees. The. very water seemed too lazy to

ripple, so went murmuring on its way to a larger
stream beyond, which wound its way far into
the forest. But the trestle was not to be avoided,
for the stream was now too wide to cross any
other way. Near noon we reached our destina-
tion, the Roanoke. Pleasant thoughts of many
happy hour- spent on its peaceful waters came
swiftly toourminds. The foliage along its banks
is lovely at all seasons of the year. The Florida
moss, hanging to the trees, gives the place a
very tropical appearance. The main object of
our visit was to obtain some plants of Aii'k iriilli*

Atamatco, or Fairy Lily, which some of our
friends had found growing wild in these parts,
but, to our disappointment, we could find none.
Nevertheless, we were rewarded for our walk by
finding several new llowers, at least new to US,
the Oalax Leaves md Styrax, also the Mountain
Laurel, which we had not seen in North Caro-
lina before, hut herc.on the hilly slopes, it grew

in abundance, and beautiful it was indeed.

we seated ourselves beneath its branches, a

partook of our lunch.

After wandering around these woods, we turfri

our steps homewards, following the direct roJJ

going leisurely, as the afternoon was ward

though not too warm for comfort. We rest

several times, for, as I said to my sister,
|

beauty of such a walk is to go at one's pie

stopping where one likes. Of course we rem

at the trestle, the woods were too beautiful,

pass without a pause. I think I could havet

there half the day, dreaming, had not the s'

ing sun warned us to retrace our steps. We
not over-tired, although we had walked aboi

twelve miles. So I hope this walk may be t

precursor of many more delightful rambles.
'

E.F.P.

For " The Friend.

Deborah Howell.

(Continued from page 3G.)

Several precious Friends from other Yeai
Meetings attended ours, viz: Elizabeth C(

geshall, Hannah Field, Richard Jordan a
William Flanuer, he (W. F.) seems to be

|
of those in whom there is no guile. One,
though unacquainted with human literature, r.

derived bis knowledge in the school of Chris"

Our beloved R. Jordan has also been p
mitted to hand out, in his powerful impressi

manner, bread to the hungry, and consolati

to the afflicted soul.

How precious is true Gospel ministry—hi

animating to the awakened mind to find the

of larger experience enabled to stand firm a
in the encouraging language of Richard's co
munications this day " that though the lion m
roar tremendously ; He has but power to brui

the heel, for Thou shall bruise his head, a
the ancient declaration. Never heed, the Lo.

reigns, to your stronghold ye prisoners of hopi

were his concluding expressions.

Fifth Mo. 6th.— I may, I trust, with thac>

fulness of heart record, that my ever dear
truly beloved Sarah Cresson appears reeoveri

from her long season of indisposition

baptism of spirit, and as a change of air 1

been advised, is about removing to the count

(the seat of her ancestor, the late valual

Elizabeth Haddou, from whom the village

Haddonfield derives its name), about six mi
from Cooper's ferry, New Jersey. A beautil

rural retreat, adorned with many trees and ev
greens, a situation unusually pleasant and grs'

tying to the taste. May the change be blest

this dear Friend, and she whose harp has, as*

were, hung so long upon the willows, be a
anointed to sing the songs of Zion.

_
Eighth Month 23rd.—"To whom shall I

for thou hath the words of eternal life." A
to whom shall I indeed go"? or where shall

find that consolation, that peace which I ha*

found in thee. How dull, how vapid evftj

object appears, without thy cheering smile. I
landscape loses its charms, the fields their v
dure, and all appears a barren waste. Oal
I have turned aside for a moment, if the l
ceitful insinuations of modern weak and ignora
scribblers have in the least caused the cloud1

!

doubt to arise, concerning those sacred truti

in the belief of which I have alone found t!

sweetest consolation, Oh ! pardon blessed Sf
iour, my weakness and forgive my sins. So
tablish me in those holy truths, that notbii
may shake my faith, that nothing may sap
foundation thou hast mercifully laid, that
with him, who formerly experienced the

iga
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efficacy of thy word, I may in the moment
rial cleave closer unto thee and adopt the

guage I wish to believe, " Oh, Lord, help

u my unbelief." At this time, when sick-

is so prevalent and our solemn feasts so

•tken, may my confidence not fail, but labor-

to have bread in my own house and water

ny own cistern, be preserved from turning

wfully away, but seeking thee in sincerity

integrity of heart, trust thou will arise

healing in thy wings. Thou the adorable

isenger of the new covenant, will assuredly

e and cause the light of thy countenance to

)el any cloud of darkness.

!4th.—This has been a trying day. Scarcely

e to say I have hope, at least the prospect

*ood things seemed almost gone. The ex-

ency and dignity of religion and its superi-

ty to every other pursuit which lately ap-

red so conspicuous in my views is now clouded
'. scarcely strength afforded to acknowledge

Oh! suffer me not, most bountiful Lord, to

t here, I cannot be satisfied with these lower

oyments, the soul immortal can only be nour-

ed with immortal food.

Give what thou canst, without thee we are

I and with thee rich, take what thou wilt

ay." To thee alone I fly for refuge, not

ly from outward enemies but from those of

' own house which hourly beset me ; when
Jill this disposition which needs daily supplies

grace be kept in submission, be entirely laid

v. Oh ! in mercy be pleased to deliver, be

ised to enable me to stand my ground, until

victory is gained, that thus old things being

e away, all things may become new in thee

d of thee. I am weary, and oh ! blessed

epherd, thou, knowest I desire, when favored

desire, strength to overcome those things

lich are as mountains in the way, and as

D)iids to intercept the light of the sun of right-

usness from my anxious sight.

Ninth Month 2nd.—I thank thee, most blessed

viour for thy mercy entended this day, in

ving been pleased to cause Gospel rain to be

ce more showered down on the plants of thy

id right hand planting, which seem at times

lady to wither, who are often asking for bread

^d no man breaketh it unto them. Oh! may
tese learn to know that bread of their own
^rning is sweeter to the taste than any other,

[id that the Fountain of living waters is still

jten to those, who in humility ask to drink of

is sustaining streams, which can alone make
jad the whole heritage of God. Then dwell

nep, oh ! my soul, and prefer the baptizing,

jmbling dispensations of thy Lord, to all the

HJoyments that this world can afford, and
ough tossed and tempted, wearied and de-

mised, yet remember that he that overcometh
as the promise of this life, and of that which
to come. He that " trod the wine press alone

id of the people there was none with him," is

ie Captain of thy salvation, therefore trust in

im. So shalt thou be fed, believe in Him,
od thou shalt come to know that in his service

lere is perfect liberty and that his conimand-
tents are exceeding broad.
• 5th.

—
" Be willing to suffer, to wait, to die,"

as the language sweetly held forth this even-
ig. May these expressions impress my mind
nd may I endeavor to lay hold of this iujune-

ou.

[

9th.—This has been a day of favor. How
;as the dew of the Gospel been shed, replenish-

ig4he soul of the traveller Zionward. What
privilege to be thus remembered, to have the

,'ruth preached without money and without

price. Oh ! may I learn more and more to prize

the innumerable mercies 1 enjoy.

27th.—This has been a remarkable day. R.
Tune's wife was interred this afternoon. She
was suddenly attacked with severe pain in the
night, and before medical assistance could be

obtained was removed by death. Oh ! may this

instance of the uncertainty of life make suitable

impressions. While standing around the grave
mingling our tears with those of her bereaved
children, may 1 thankfully acknowledge how 1

am blessed in being still favored with relatives

and friends.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

A Visit to Nova Scotia.

(Concluded frora page 37.)

As we step from the train, a person is ob-

served closely watching the passengers getting

off, and the writer at once feels that this is the

man whom we have come so far to see. Greet-

ings over, a half-hour is spent arranging for a

place in which to hold a public meeting on the

coming First-day. A ride of a mile and a short

walk bring us to the home of our new friend,

whose wife joins him in extending a cordial

welcome to the travellers. Our new home looks

down upon the beautiful Annapolis Basin, a
mile away, and across whose waters, on a clear

day, can be seen some of the houses of the an-

cient village of Annapolis, twenty miles distant.

It is a beautiful and an interesting spot. As we
drive out of Digby, toward our new home, we
see a sight which impresses us as queer. Two
piers, at which are standing two-masted fishing

schooners of considerable size, and no water
within many rods of them. At length we begin

to consider that the tides here are about thirty

feet high, and that, when the tide is in, these

vessels will be afloat, and the piers surrounded
with water. It is a grateful surprise to us to find

that our friend is a member of the religious So-

ciety of Friends, although we are the first mem-
bers of our Society whom he has met. The
application for membership, and the labors of

the committee to consider it, had all been by cor-

respondence, and he had been admitted to mem-
bership in Norwich Monthly Meeting, Ontario,

Canada. It is exceedingly interesting to hear hi ni

relate some of the experiences through which he

has passed in coming to his present position.

The comfort which this dear friend and his

wife seem to derive from the company of Friends,

we feel to be a sufficient reward for the long

journey we have taken.

The days pass quickly,—much of the time

spent in social converse upon religious themes

and the testimonies of our own Society. A
pleasant acquaintance is formed with the Meth-
odist minister and wife, who receive us with

much openness, and show an interest in the pe-

culiar views of our Society. The editor of the

Weekly Courier kindly offers to insert a notice

of our public meeting, which is to be held First-

day afternoon, Seventh Month 7th, in tue
" Methodist Hall." This meeting is well at-

tended, some who cannot find seats standing

quietly in the entry and about the open door.

Although few, if any, of these people have ever

attended a Friends' meeting before, yet their

bearing is mostly serious and solid, and the si-

lence is solemn and impressive. After the

meeting we are comforted with the belief that

reproach has not been brought upou the cause

of Truth or the Society we love. Many show
a desire for the tracts which are offered at the

close of the meeting. One aged man, whose

father was a minister of the Church of England,
of which he was himself ;i member, cornea for-

ward to Bpeak to us, anil remarks that he has
heard that Friends do not have any speaking
in their meetings. He is informed that al times

we sit from one hour to an hour and a half with-

out a word being spoken, although there may
lie several acknowledged ministers in the meet-
ing, while at other times nearly every one of
these ministers may have something to commu-
nicate.

One person, the sheriff' of the county, informs
us that his brother, now deceased, was a minister

in the Society of Friends.

Second-day morning.—One of the friends who
met us at the boat comes up from Yarmouth to

spend the two succeeding days with us and our
new friends at Digby, whom he had never be-

fore met. These days pass as rapidly as have
the previous ones, and soon farewells are said,

and we begin to retrace our steps. As we did
not visit this country for pleasure orsight-seeiug,

we turn our backs upon the beautiful Annapolis
and Cornwallis Valleys beyond, of whose famous
apple orchards and rich farms we have heard,

but which we shall not see at this time.

Yarmouth is a scattering little city of ten

thousand inhabitants, so we are told, and it has

an electric railway in its main street.

The large number of fine residences show that

numbers of the inhabitants must be possessed of

considerable worldly wealth. Most of this, we un-

derstand, was accumulated when ship-building

was the chief industry of the place.

The friends, to visit whom we have stopped

at this place, are not in membership with our
Society, nor are they members of the churches.

One of them, now about seventy-six years of aure,

tells us that it was the practice of their father,

who himselfwas not in membership with Friends,

to spend the long winter evenings, often until the

midnight hour, reading the writings of Fox,
Penn and other worthies of our religious Society.

He read aloud, in a loud tone of voice, so that

all of the numerous family heard these books

read. Our friend remembered nights, after he

had gone up to bed, hearing his father's voice,

still reading these works. Such a family edu-

cation as this would not tend to produce " church-

men," nor did it. Friends' books are to be found
in all three of the homes of these sous visited by
us. One has been a subscriber to Tut: Fbiend
for nearly forty-six years, so he tells us, and an-

other for a somewhat shorter period. One, who
the greater part of his life has been a sea-captain,

brings from the upper part of his house a good-

sized trunk full of ancient Friends' books. As
he places the trunk on the floor he remarks, " I

keep these books up under the roof to keep the

house from being struck with lightning."

Reply is made that, to us, this is a new use to

put Friends' writings to, but we are glad that

they can be of some service, although we do not

think it is that for which the writers intended

them.

We soon find, however, that their owner has

put them to some other use than the one he

names, as his familiarity with their contents

and the doctrines therein taught, shows that he

has given them a careful reading. This is a large

collection of Friends' writings, and contains

many ancient editions—some printed in 1689,

1701", 1715, &c. Here are the works of Fox,

Penn, Penington, Barclay, Burrough and a

long li-t of tiie early defenders of the Quaker
faith. Our friend expresses the belief that, if

these books fall into the hands of many Chris-

tian professors they will be burned. " But," he
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remarks "if they can be preserved fifty year?

longer, after that they will take care of them-

These works have been purchased in

London, and have been read by the captain on

the lone voyages in the slow sailing vessels.

- v days spent in the vicinity of

Yarmouth, five public meetings are held. All

are well attended, and are felt to be Seasons of

j.r.dit, in which a measure of Divine help is

witnessed. Two of these are held in the heart

ity : one on Fifth-day evening, the elev-

enth of Seventh .Month, in the Salvation Army
Hall, which they are not using this evening, and

the other on the following First-day afternoon,

in the V. M. C. A. rooms.

In the early part of this latter meeting, it

-.in- ri— lit briefly to call attention to our cus-

gathering into silence, and the ground for

: and also to mention our views in ref-

erence to vocal services in religious assemblies.

Tracts arc ..tiered at the close, and two packages

are thus disposed of. Many express a desire for

n tract on the distinctive views of Friefids, and

our .-tock of this kind is entirely inadequate to

supply the demand. The secretary of the Y. M.
('. A. introduces himself, anil expresses a d«sire

for some of the tracts, and to him we give the

few remaining. He also says he would likea few

Friend-' hooks for their library, and a copy of

The FRIEND for the reading-room. It is hoped

that the supplying of this demand may afford

an opportunity tor those to inform themselves

of the views of Friends, who are unahle to pro-

cure the tracts they desire. Two meetings are

held in a country neighborhood known as Brook-

lyn, the first on First-day morning, in the Meth-
odist Meeting-house, which is well filled, not-

withstanding a heavy shower about the time

forgathering; and the other in the Free-will

Baptist House, the following evening. Some
hesitation is felt about the appointment of this

eting, as the farmers are busy with hay-
ing, but the large company that gathers, and
the solemn covering which overspreads it, give
us to feel that we have not mistaken the point-

ings ..f duty.

Third-day evening.— With tender feelings,

we say farewell to the company of our friends

who nave gathered at the wharf for a parting
interview, and Boon the steamship Yarmouth is

steaming down tin- harbor, and we begin to

realize that our vi-it to Nova Scotia is accorn-

plished.

Among the many incidents during our stay
at Yarmouth, may be mentioned two calls. The
first i- at tin- hoii f the president of the Yar-
mouth Steamship Company, who, with his wife,

had attended our meeting on Twelfth Street,

when in Philadelphia, and had become some-
what interested in Friends. We are careful to
inform them that we have not come to Nova
Scotia f.r pleasure or -ieht seeing, but from a

3i ii-.- of religious duty. The conversation turn-
ing upon the customs of Friends, especially in

connection with ministers, an opportunity is

afforded to set before them the .air which the

who are
I in the ministry among us.

We ;,,-. shown a nice collection of plants and
flowi r- in the conservatory, among which is an
orange tree, with fruit in" all stages, from the

bloss to the ripe orange. One of these is

given to US, that we may take home an orange
grown in Nova Scotia.

We are also shown grant being grown under
I lie l.o.lie,- of thl

.i min'- wrist, ami the lion-- in which they arc

Browing i- all -l.i--. and from twi Ive in tu. nt\

feet high. We are told that when this variety

.f grapes is first placed upon the Boston mar-

kets they sometimes command from one to two

dollars a pound.
( >ur next call is at a more bumble home near

by, in which we find one who has been nearly

helpless from paralysis for about two years,

lying in a reclining-chair, with an open Bible

before him. His peaceful, and even cheerful,

countenaneeappears to us to indicate thathehas

gotten beyond the letter, into the spirit of that

which he"is reading. We feel it a privilege to

spend a short time in his company. We also

visit the keeper of the County Prison, who takes

us in to see the inmates, two in number. Out
of a population of nearly twenty thousand, to

find only two prisoners seems to us a remark-

able fact.

One of these, a man who does not look to be

forty years of age, had been sentenced to two
months' imprisonment, as a penalty for drunk-

enness. The other is a lad, apparently about

fourteen years of age, who had taken money and
goods from a store. A few kindly words spoken

to then> appear to be received in a measure of

tenderness.

In a drive to what is called Fish Point, near

the Yarmouth Light-house, we are interested in

the drying of codfish in the sun. These, in large

numbers, are spread out upon " flakes," or dry-

ing-tables, and men and boys are engaged in

turning them over, exposing the other side to

the sun. Our attention is called to a large tract

of low-lying meadows, which has been reclaimed

from the inroads of the salt tides. This has been
done by building a dyke across a narrow place,

between higher lands, in which are gates so

adjusted that the rising tide, pressing against

them, causes them to shut ; and when the tide

recedes, the pressure of the small stream, flow-

ing down from above, opens the gates and allows

the fresh water which has accumulated, to flow

out into the sea.

But the blow ing of the fog-whistle at the Yar-
mouth Light-house reminds us that we are leav-

ing Yarmouth and Nova Scotia in one of their

frequent fogs. About one o'clock next day we
are back to Boston. Through the kindness of
the steward, our landing tickets have been
marked " O. K.," and we are soon passed by
the "Emigrant Inspector, without any deten-
tion. Our satchels are opened in the presence
of the "Customs officer," who glances at them,
makes some curious chalk-marks on them, and
we pass out. Two hours later, the Sparta?i is

carrying us again out of Boston harbor, and
about forty hours later we are landed in Phila-

delphia, after an absence of nearly three weeks.
Every needful comfort has been provided, and
we trust we are not unmindful of the care of
Him who has not only watched over, but pre-
served us amid the perils to which those who
travel are necessarily exposed.

A Mystery, Solved—Once, in the Foreign
< "lice, a new chief was taking possession of his
rooms, and he came face to face with a soldier
pacing the passage. He marvelled because the
guard gave the word, " Keep to the left,"

" Why do you say ' Keep to the left?'
"

"
I don't know."

'flic statesman investigated the singular affair,
in. I, after no) a little trouble, a clew was found'
and followed. Fifty years before the passage

1 painted, ami' an orderly had tramped
it with orders to bid every one to " Keep to the
I't't," and avoid the wel paint. This order had

an ;. .1 for fifty years.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe 1

Roberts.

(Continued from page 3C.)

Second Month, 1853.—I believe it is thewi
of the Lord that his work should go forwar

may there be a willingness to be made use of j

whatever way He may see meet. I have bet

comforted in believing there are those amor
our dear young and younger Friends, who a
secretly preparing for his work in their day at

generation, and others will be brought to fei

that there is nothing in this world that cf

satisfy the desires of their immortal souls. Not
ing but unreserved obedience to the will of oi

blessed Lord and Saviour, secretly made know
even in little things, will give peace. I A
truly say " flesh and blood " did not reveal u&
me what sacrifice was called for, " but my F
ther who is in Heaven." If parents would I

strain their dear children in very early life, thf

would oftener see the travail of their souls sab

fied.

Seventh Month.—An impression of duty h

rested with me, which I believe I shall have •

leave with my Friends for them to do wh
may seem right. It is to attend the approac
ing Yearly Meeting in Indiana, and a few met

ings belonging to it.

7th.— I was enabled in our Monthly Meetii

to inform my Friends of the above mentionc

service, a certificate of their concurrence w.

prepared, also one for my friend, Mary Pa*
more, who expressed a willingness to accompa*
me, if it should be sanctioned by our Quarter"
Meeting.

Eighth Month, 1853.— " Unless the Lo
had been my help, my soul had almost dwfr

in silence," was remembered before informii.

Friends in our Quarterly Meeting of my pit

posed visit, with which unity and sympathy w.
expressed. Our father in the Truth, Jain'

Emlen, kindly offered to go with us; truly.it

the Lord's doings, that He should put it into ti

heart of this Friend to accompany us. I hf|

my mind turned to hin^ but I did not feel

liberty to mention it to him. What a compK
sionate Father we have who makes a way f

us, and may He be pleased to go before us

this visit, preserving us on the right hand ail

on the left, and enable us from day to day
do his work, and permit us to return when it

accomplished. And may his protecting care
with those that are at home.

Eleventh Month.— I returned the minu
granted me, and informed my Friends at o

Monthly Meeting the visit had been perform.,

to the relief aud peace of my mind. Williai

Evans, who was with us, expressed what w
addressed to the disciples formerly, " Lacfefl

ye anything?" truly we can humbly acknovj
edge, "nothing Lord."
Oh ! may we who have to speak to others, I

concerned to keep our habitations in the Trull
and that a watch may be set before our moujj
and the door of our lips be kept.

Eleventh Mouth, 1854.— May I be ma]
" quick ofunderstanding in the fearofthe Lore]
and strengthened for the great work assigned I

one of the very least of the flock, and tin wort1

1

of the tender mercies which have been marvj
lously extended to our household, and wtftj
call for humble and heartfelt thankfulness. (I
awaking this morning, the account of the thl]
children, who were cast into the burning, fiej

furnace, came lively before me, and the dea#S
j

of God was with them and preserved them,"n|
was a hair of their bead singed, nor the snttl
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fire had passed on them." I was comforted
remembrance of these things.

Eleventh Month.— I believed the time had
ne to leave with my Friends what had im-

ssed my mind, that it would be right for me
visit the meetings of Burlington Quarterly

seting. H. Thomas accompanied me. I feel

nkful in acknowledging Divine Help was
ir in seasons of close proving. H. T. was sent

on account of the illness of her son, who
ieased before she arrived home. This dear
ing Friend desired them "not to send for his

ther," he " believed she was in her right

,ce," and left a message of love for me. He
:de a peaceful close. D. Cope came as my com-
mon through the remainder of the visit. The
iguage of the dear Master was often brought
remembrance in this service. "Other sheep
lave which are not of this fold : them also I

st bring, and they shall hear my voice, and
re shall be one fold and one Shepherd." I

rnestly desire we may not be as stumbling
to the honest inquirer after Truth.

Eighth Month, 1855.—In the silence of our
:eting this day a precious feeling spread over
which was not of our own begetting. Those
t journeyed with the apostle "heard not the

ice of Him that spake," but "saw indeed the

ht" I have craved to know my own heart

ny thing remains that is not pleasing in the

vine sight, may it be removed.
127th.—My forty fifth birthday ! It has caused
ious reflections.

Ninth Month 14th.— Our beloved Friend
rah Hillman has been removed from works

1 rewards. Soon after hearing of her death,

le words of our dear Saviour were brought
ircibly to my mind, " I have finished the work
hich thou gavest me to do." The dedicated

le of this dear Friend glorified "our Father
ftiich is in Heaven."
Ninth Month.—It is an unspeakable favor to

J3l the dear Master's presence near, though I

su so unworthy that He should " come under
ly roof," and a jealousy often prevails least I

m not what I appear to be. " Search me, O
'od, and know my heart."

(To be continued.)

.The true faith which "works by love" will

jid its clearest manifestations and its largest

:cial result, in that growing unity of sentiment
Ihich must be regarded as an essential equip-

'ent of the Church in its stubborn struggle

ith and its destined final triumph over all the

iwers of darkness. Let us not weakly shrink
om any collision of intellect which may be in-

'dent to the process; nor from any shaking up
id settling down of our cherished associations

'hich may be necessary to disturb any false

:sts, or to correct any false activities. Some
pntimental optimists of our day appear not to

insider that however much the area of unani-

mity may be thus enlarged, there must still as

tet result a correspondingly extended border

-

'ind of conjecture, sufficient to supply every
eruand for a picturesque diversity of individ-
'al thought. R. R.

A friend who was one of the party that went
) Brown's Mills on a botanical excursion, as

escribed recently in The Friend, criticises the
mission of one plant found growing near the
Id station—the Coreopsis pa/mata—v/b\eh, so
nr as he knows, has never before been found in

few Jersey. Its native home is in the remote
outhwest. The seed from which the plant
prang may have been accidentally brought by
railroad car.

MORNING HYMN.

These are thy glorious works, Parent of good,
Almighty, thine this universal frame,
Thus wondrous fair; thyself how wondrous then !

Unspeakable, who sit'st above these heavens,
To us invisible, or dimly seen
In these thy lowest works; yet these declare
Thy goodness beyond thought, and pow'r divine.
Speak ye who best ean tell, ye sons of light,

Angels, for ye behold Him, and with songs
And choral symphonies, day without night,
Circle his throne rejoicing; ye in heaven,
On earth join all ye creatures to extol
Him tiist, Him last, Him midst, and without end.
Fairest of stars, last in the train of night,

If better thou belong not to the dawn,
Sure pledge of day, that crown'st the smiling morn
With thy bright circlet, praise Him in thy sphere,
While day arises, that sweet hour of prime.
Thou Sun, of this great world both eye and soul,

Acknowledge Him thy greater, sound his praise
In thy eternal course, both when thou climb'st,

And when high noon hast gain'd,and when thou fall'st.

Moon, that now meet'st the orient sun, now fly'st,

With the fix'd stars, fix'd in their orb that Hies,

And ye five other wandering fires that move
In mystic dance im without song, resound
His praise, who out of darkness call'd up light.

Air, and ye elements, the eldest birth

Of Nature's womb, that in quaternion run
Perpetual circle, multiform; and mix
And nourish all things; let your ceaseless change
Vary to our great Maker still new praise.

Ye mists and exhalations that now rise

From hill or steaming lake, dusky or grey,

Till the sun paint your fleecy skirts with gold,

In honor to the world's great Author rise,

Whether to deck with clouds th' uncolour'd sky,

Or wet the thirsty earth with falling showers,
Rising or falling still advance his praise.

His praise ye wintls, that from four quarters blow,

Breathe soft or loud ; and wave your tops ye pines;
With every plant, in sign of worship wave.
Fountains, and ye that warble as ye flow,

Melodious murmurs, warbling tune his praise.

Join voices, all ye living souls; ye birds,

That singing up to heaven's gate ascend,

Bear on your wings and in your notes his praise.

Ye that in waters glide and ye that walk
The earth, and stately tread, or lowly creep

;

Witness if I be silent, morn or even,

To hill, or valley, fountain, or fresh shade
Made vocal by my song, and taught his praise.

Hail universal Lord, be bounteous still

To give us only good : and if the night
Have gather'd ought of evil, or conceal'd,

Disperse it, as now light dispels the dark.

For -'The Friend."

Incidents and Reflections.—No. 329.

sufferings for truth's sake.

Giles Baruardiston wasone of the early Friends
who had received a university education, and
was designed to be a minister ; but feeling un-

willing to enter on that sacred office without a
sense of Divine requiring, he joined in member-
ship with the people of God called Quakers,
who were then exposed to much suffering from
the persecutions of those in power. "At Col-

chester many of them were taken from their

meeting and committed to prison, and the seats

and windows of the house were broken up. Be-
ing kept out of their house, Friends collected in

the street regularly on First and Fourth-days,

sometimes in cold and rain, and there held their

meetings for the worship of God. On the sixth

day of the Tenth Month, 1662, a troop of horse,

armed with swords and pistols, rode furiously

amongst them, beating with drawn swords old

and young, male and female, by which many
were very much injured. They returned the fol-

lowing week, having provided themselves with

clubs, and with these knocked down many, some
of whom lay for a time as dead ; and many were
so disabled that they could not take off their

clothes, nor feed themselves for several days.
These outrage- wore repeated for -everal v, 1-1 I.-,

in which time a Dumber of aged persons were
disabled. < me man was so beaten thai he I >sl

much blood, and his wife, fearing the troopers

would kill him, threw herself upon bim to de-

fend him from their blows, many of which she

received. 11<t father was knocked down and
survived the blow but a few days. Among these
valiant sufferers for the Truth was Giles Bar-
nardiston.

In the year 1669, Giles removed to Clare in

Suffolk, and with his brethren there was sub-

jected to another course of persecution. So many
warrants of distress were issued that it was
thought all the estates of the members there
were too little to satisfy them. After taking till

the goods out of one Friend's house, and the
wood from his yard, a neighbor desired the offi-

cers to leave a few old hoop-poles to boil milk
for the children, but they refused. From an-
other they took the team of horses from his

plow; and when they had made a spoil of a
weaver's goods, they broke his loom in pieces

with the work in it, which was .his only means
to get bread for himself, a sick wife ami voiui"

child.

Friends could not forsake the assembling of
themselves together, but manifested their love

and allegiance to their Lord and Master by
publicly offering that worship which is due to

Him.
After all this spoiling of goods, the Friends

were kept out of their meeting-house six months
together in winter, when they met in the open
street as constantly as before, and underwent
much abuse. Two watchmen with halberts

pushed them up and down the streets, fre-

quently striking and threatening to kill them.
One of the watchmen falling sick, was relieved

by some of those whom he had been engaged in

abusing. Their charity and christian kindness
in rendering good for evil, so wrought upon his

comrade, that he refused to continue his out-

rageous treatment any longer, and one day meet-
ing a Friend whom he had abused, he said :

" I

desire you to forgive me—the blessing of God is

among you." Although they employed another

to continue the same course, the patience and
mildness of Friends overpowered him, and he
finally took his seat on the threshold of the

meeting-house during the time of their worship.

Elizabeth Ashbridge, who died in 1755, left

behind her a narrative of her life and religious

experiences. She was so imprudent when a
young woman as to marry a man who fell in

love with her from her dancing. When she

came under religious conviction, he could not

sympathize with her, but by his opposition

greatly embittered her life. She had been ac-

customed to divert him by her singing and
dancing, in which he greatly delighted : and
when she was forced to give up these amuse-
ments, he was much offended. She was then a

member of the Church of England, but while

on a visit, to some relatives in Pennsylvania
who were Friends, she picked up a book, writ-

ten by a Quaker, which caused her heart to

burn within her, and removed some of the

prejudices she had formerly entertained respect-

ing that people, for she had heard that they

denied the Scriptures. The favorable impres-

sion thus made was confirmed by the services

of a minister who visited the family.

After an absence of about four months her

husband came to her; and she said to him,

"My dear, I am glad to see thee." At this, he

flew into a great rage, exclaiming, " The devil,
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thee, thee, thee, don't thee me." He soon after

I hi- wife from among her Quaker re-

lations, and engaged lodgings with a man who

was a bitter enemy to Friends. He soon after

; to Freehold, New Jersey. On their

way they stopped at a tavern in Philadelphia,

where one of the company procured a fiddle,

and proposed they should have a dance. He
asked his wife to dance, and when she declined,

d her round the room, till the tears fell

from her eye-, at the sight of which the musi-

pped, and said, " I'll play no more ;
let

your wile alone."

a i oor, they made the journey mostly on

At Freehold they each obtained a school

and rented a room about one mile from each

school-house, and eight miles from a Friends'

.. When First-day came, Elizabeth said

to her husband, " My dear, art thou willing to

let me go to meeting?" He flew into a rage,

and replied, "No, you -han't." Speaking firmly,

.-he told him that a.- a dutiful wife, she was

ready to obey all his lawful commands; but

when they imposed on her conscience, she could

not obey him." Ho continued inflexible, and

she wont without leave. She says :
" For some

time 1 had to go eight miles on foot to meeting,

which I never thought hard. My husband had

hut he would not suffer me to ride on

it; nor when my shoes were worn out, would he

lei me have a new pair; but though he hoped

on this account to keep me from meeting, it did

not hinder me; I have tied them round with

strings to keep them on. Finding that all the

means he had yet used could not alter my reso-

lutions, he several times struck me severe blows."

Elizabeth Asbbridge continued faithful, and
in time her hu.-hand ceased his attempts to con-

trol her in religious matters. In a drunken
Spell he enlisted in the army, but believing it

wrong to light, he was whipped and so abused

thai hi' wa- sent to the hospital at Chelsea, near
London, where he died.

Benjamin Bangs relates in his Journal that

he was at a general meeting of Friends at New-
ton, where Sir Philip Egerton and Captain

Needham, two justices of the peace, came to

break up the meeting. He says: "I was at

prayer when they came in, ami they stood

awhile silent; then Captain Needham stepped
up to me, ami commanded silence, which I not

observing, ho first took my hat and threw it

away, then got hold of my cravat and pulled it

to pieces. I -till continuing my address to Al-
mighty (iod — for his Divine presence was
amongst us, he then -truck me over my head
with his cane, with such violence as to raise

Beveral great swellings on my head, and after

that he kicked me down with his foot from oil'

my km- - \io
i this, Friends rising from their

knees and putting on their hats, he brokesev-
eral of their heads, 30 that their bl 1 ran down.
Then Sii Pbilip cried, ' Brother, brother, lei us

Ite the law upon them and not abuse
them,' and my wife si I up and -aid with a

raised voice, ' Turks, heathen ami infidels would
in BUch practice.'

"Their intention was to tender us the oath
and -end US to prison, but bavin.- 110 Bible
with them, tiny took down names to prosi cute

us on the Conventicle Act; ami 1 wa- fined

twenty pounds, and others propoiiional.lv to

their stations, which was levied with -real rigor."
When Henrj Hull was travelling

land be nays :

" We dined at tin- house of a

Friend, who-.- wife wa- one of a large family,
who had joined inceraent.

An eldl iug appointed by

Saiah Harrison of Philadelphia, was convinced

of the Truth as held by Friends. She became

an attenderof the meeting at Brighton, though

her residence was nine miles distant, aud her

father much opposed to her going, she passed

through great difficulties, rising early in the

morning, and working hard to have her busi-

ness accomplished before it was time to set off

for meeting; and after her return worked very

late to make up for the time she was absent,

and all this beside walking to and from the

meeting. This was very trying to her nature,

but her diligence and constancy had an effect

upon her brothers and sisters, and her younger

brethren soon accompanied her to meeting, after

which the others, to the number of eight, one

after another went with her, and all became re-

spectable members of Society, as did also their

mother.

When Alice Hayes became convinced of the

truth of the principles held by Friends, her

husband became much opposed to her attending

their meetings. He had been very loving and
kind, but now his love seemed ii be turned into

hatred. After his other effortsTad proved una-

vailing, he one day said to her, " Now I am
come to a resolution in my own mind what to

do: if you do not leave off going to the Quakers,

I will sell all that I have, pay every one their

own, and go and leave you." She says, "This
came close to my very life, and then also came
the saying of Jesus into my mind, ' Ho that

loveth anything better than me is not worthy
of me.' Then was I brought to the very proof

whether I loved Christ Jesus best or my hus-

band ; for one of the two must have preeminence
in my heart.

" After some time of weighing the thing in

my spirit, I said with a true concern upon my
heart, after this manner, ' Well, husband, if it

must be so I can not help it;' giving him to

understand I could not let go that interest I had
in God, through faith in his Son, by refraining,

in compliance to him, from going to worship
God amongst that people, whom God so visibly

and so fully satisfied me He owned, and amongst
whom I had felt and witnessed his presence."

J. w.

The Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute,

Alabama.

[Extracts from the Principal's Report to the

Trustees!]

Herewith I present to you the report of the
fourteenth session of this Institution:

Each year marks quite a growth in the effec-

tiveness of the literary and industrial work. One
i- being constantly more and more " dove-tailed"
into the other, the one being made to help the
other. The student is learning to put his know-
ledge of phy>ics in practice in the machine shop,
his knowledge of chemistry in practice on the
farm in enriching the soil. The girl becomes
all the more interested in mathematics as she
learns to use this knowledge in sewing and dress-
making.

In this connection, it may be of interest and
value to glance at the growth of industrial edu-
cation in the south. Twenty-seven years ago,
when General Armstrong introduced industrial
education at Bampton, he stood practically
alone, and for year.- his methods and aims were
opposed by almost all the leading colored men
i" the country, and many of the rank and file,

a- well ;is many leading white people. Now,
n-i a single colored or white man whose

opinion is worth noting, who does m.t heartilj

I

commend the methods started so long ago

Hampton. In 1881, when the Tuskegee Norm
and Industrial Institute was opened at Tusk

gee. there was practically no school in Alabatr

Missi-sippi, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Sou

Carolina or Texas, that gave attention to indi

trial education. On the other hand, there

a feeling in many institutions that itwasbenea

the dignity of an institution of learning to gi

time or attention to industries. Among t

masses of the people aud their children, the

was a feeling that there was a certain degree

disgrace connected with any amount of indi

trial training that a girl or boy might be giv

at school. Cases are not unfamiliar where

dents known to be contemplating attendii

school at this Institution were warned that

would disgrace them to attend a " workii

school," or a school for " poor girls and bo

During the first two or three years of the

tory of this Institution, there were constant

quests from parents, and students themselvi

that students take " book studies" only, and 1

given no hand-training, and there were not afi

among the students who, if they did work,

ferred not to be seen in the operation by oth

students.

Since this condition existed, ten years hi

passed, and how completely has the whole fe

ing regarding industrial education in all ti

Gulf States been revolutionized. Now there

no institution of note ia any of these States th

does not give hand-training, and so anxious a

they to number themselves as one of the ins

tutions that give industrial training, that t

advertisements on papers are often far in si

vance of the actual performances.

It has been ten years since a request has cot

from parent or student for a student to be j

lieved from industrial work. On the other ban

the requests for opportunities to receive iustru

tions in the various industries are much beyoi

our ability to comply with, and students are nc

in attendance from seventeen States, some coi

ing from as far as Massachusetts and Nebrasb

In considering the condition and growth
this Institution, it should be borne in mind th*

while many of the buildings do not present th

fiuished, convenient and artistic appearance th

is so often noticeable in buildings of other i

stitutions of the South, yet what is seeming
lost in this respect, is more than overbalano
in the fact that, with few exceptions, the thirt

seven buildings on the school grounds are t

work of the students themselves. In education

and civilizing power, in the present conditi«

of our race, even a poor building, created by t'.

effort of the student, has a power in race deal

opment that cannot be compared to the infl

ence of buildings that come without effort <

the student's part. I believe that there is noi
stitution in the world that is so largely the crei

tion of its students as is true of this one.

Natural History, Science, etc.

S/aur/hterimj Grasshoppers.—Dr. Otto Luggt
Minnesota's expert on insects, was invited*
do something to rid the farms of their voracioJ

brigades of hoppers early this summer. I

found evidences of euoug'h of them to kill i

the crops in Minnesota. The rains helped
kill off some of them, but science had to doi
share in the extermination. In the neighbfl
hood ,,f Taylor's Fall, Dr. Lugger found a grai

hopper-infested district covering fifty or six

square miles. The insects were descendants,]
thought of a previous generation which hi
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trouble in 1890. They were of the so-

pellucid or California variety,

•e happened to be a State appropriation

ing hoppers, and this was turned over to

ecution. "I had two hundred hopper-

built after the most approved fashion,"

r. Lugger to a World correspondent," and
sed sixty barrels of kerosene oil. All

ed of the farmers was that they run the

es. That they were anxious to do this

n by the fact that there was a fight for

ichines. Every farmer in the section

one and wanted it at once. We could

, them built fast enough to supply the

1. The same thing was done at Rush
luluth and other points, although there

ot as many of them furnished at these

I estimate that these machines killed

ight thousand bushels a day during the

at they were all running. I do not think

is is exaggerated in the least, as there

.-er four hundred of the machines, and
end of a day's work from three to ten

could be taken out of each machine
shovel. Just about one hopper in ten

is does so in the machine, so you can see

f estimate is not a large one by any

at is the nature of the machine?" he was

It is something of the nature of an over-

wn dustpan, and is made of tin. It is about
ht feet long by two feet wide, runs on three

all runners, and is drawn over the ground
horse. At the front of the machine is a

ugh filled with coal oil, and behind this, at

ht angles, a piece of canvas rises to a height

hree or four feet. As this (uachine is drawn
pr the ground the hoppers jump into it, the
pivas preventing them from jumping over.

Bey fall into the oil and that is the end.

If'
Ofcourse the hopper-dozers araonly a make-

lift. I am conducting experiments now which
bope will show me a much better way of get-

lig rid of the pests than the very clumsy way

p
gathering them up on a dustpan. A little

Stile ago I read in some paper that in certain

feinties in Colorado the hoppers were dying in

gjat numbers with some sort of a disease. I

Sit to the postmasters of that State asking a
(jmber of them to send me some of the insects

|dt were diseased. I received a large number,
id there is no doubt in my mind that they aie
Hilly afflicted with a disease that is contagious
ijits nature. We are trying to find out if the

ivects which we have in this State are liable to

tis disease. If so, we will then know how to

ial with them in a scientific manner."

\Costly Materialfor a Nest.—A ten dollar bill,

^ich had mysteriously disappeared, was re-

vered by Assistant Coiu Teller Phil Turpin,
3the Sub-Treasury, in a peculiar manner. He
Is a beautiful farm out on Cliff Creek, near the
Ittle Miami River. In that section birds fairly

lound. One evening, about the beginning of
Ifth Month, Turpin was getting ready to attend
lueetiug at his next neighbor's in Newtown,
(out two miles distant. The weather, it will be
'nembered, at that time, was unusually warm,
id he left the windows of his room open.
'P. Turpin had taken his money, among which
ia a $10 bill, and laid it on a centre table,

tending to put it in a pocket of his other trou-

fs. The room is at the corner of the house,
id has windows on both sides.

iHe stationed himself at one of the windows
Id commenced to shavs. The birds were sing-

ing outside, and flying about the house, and
through the open windows, joyful, no doubt, at

the advent of spring, while others were busy in

trees building nests. It was a luxury to shave
amid such surroundings, and when lie finished

he looked sleeker than ever. After washing
he prepared to don his best clothes. After he
arranged his necktie to give the best effect he

went to the centre table and began picking up
his money, but was not a little surprised to find

a 810 bill missing. He thought that the wind
might have blown it on the floor, and he began
looking there for it.

After a long time spent in vain he gave up
the search there. He then went out into the

garden, and began hunting among the flowers

and grass for it, thinking that it might have
been blown through the open window, but be

had to go to that soiree minus a §10 note.

Day before yesterday the severe wind storm

blew a robin's nest out of a tree near the front

porch. Turpin picked the nest up and was
about to cast it away, when he noticed what
seemed to be a piece of paper of peculiar color.

He examined ic-and found it to be currency of

some denomination, but it was not until he had
carefully torn the nest apart that he discovered

it to be a 810 bill. It was apparently the one
he had lost a couple of weeks ago, a bird hav-
ing flown into the room and snatched up the

money. The bill was in pretty bad condition,

and he redeemed it at the Treasury.

Items.

Our friend Jonathan E. Rhoads, when last heard
from, was prosecuting his visit to the meetings in

the Eastern and Northern parts of England. At
his request, William C. Allen, who is temporarily
in England, has joined him for a few weeks.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 31, 1895.

The recent episode of trouble in Wyoming
with the Bannock Indians, and the fears which
weie entertained of an attack by them on the

settlers, have peacefully subsided. By a treaty

with the United States, the Bannocks reserved

the right of hunting on any unoccupied lands,

and it has been their practice annually to go on a
hunting excursion to a part of the Slate abound-
ing in game. In the meantime, the State of
Wyoming has passed laws for the protection of
large game, which, while binding on its own
citizens, have no authority over the Indians,

whose rights are guaranteed to them by the su-

perior authority of the United States. During
the present season, some of the local state offi-

cers undertook to enforce those laws on the In-

dians, who were hunting. Several of them were
arrested, and when they attempted to make
their escape, were fired upon and killed. Under
these circumstances, it was natural that fears

were felt lest the Indians in retaliation should
attack the white settlers in that vicinity, and
so much excitement arose that a detachment of

United States troops was sent to the neighbor-
hood to prevent further violence. The use of
these troops seems principally to have been to

restrain the whites; for the Indians quietly re-

turned to their reservation without doing any
harm.

The Nation of Eighth Month 1st makes the

following comments on the subject

:

The Indians were simply accused of doing what
everybody in and about Jackson's Hole regarded
as the most natural thing for them to do in retalia-

tion for the brutal killing of their unarmed com-
panions last week, li maybe set down as evidence
of a forbearance, most amiable and praiseworthy,
but new to the Indi.ni character il li.e be
settlers are relieved by Gen. Coppingi r'- command
before any more bloodshed occurs. The attempt
to 1" i loud public judgment in the East by an out-

cry about the violation of tin- game laws of the
State of Wyoming by the Indiana is quite c in-

sistent with the general policy id' the frontiersman
toward the Indian. The game law- of the State of
Wyoming are very sacred ordinances when an In-

dian is the transgressor; but the white cowboy,
trapper or guide may play football with them to

his heart's content, and nobody ventures to -hoot
him down lor it. Yet the white man i- bound by
these laws, whereas the Indian enjoys treaty privi-

leges outside of them, granted to him by the United
States Government long before Wyoming became
a Stale or had taken the first step towards bi com-
ing one. The whole miserable business of the last

three weeks, viewed strictly by the light of the
statements which the settlers themselves and their
friends have published, shows a deliberate pur-
pose on their part to stir up a strife which would
either cause the removal of their red neighbors to

a distance, or induce the War Department to plant
a military post where it will do the most good

'

to the Jackson's Hole gentry who have something
to sell.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— Advices received at the State De-

partment for inir Mini-ter to Core* indieate that chol-
era has appeared at Chemulpo, and that all the con-
ditions are ripe for an outbreaking of the disease at

Seoul. Information is also received that the outbreak
of cholera at Chee Foo, China, has been checked, and
that no further trouble is feared.

The State Department has been informed lhat an
agreement of peace has been signed by the Govern-
ment ol Brazil and the Kin Grande revolutionists.

Gold withdrawals at New York on the liord instant
for export to Europe amounted to $935,000. This re-
dines the Treasury gold reserve to $100,829,524.
The Public Ledger of this city, says :

" The census
volume on the churches, recently published, shows at

least one thing which we do nut doubt will be a sur-
prise to many; it is that the proportion of church
members or communicants to the whole population is

larger in the cities than among the rural populations.
The common impression trends the other way, but we
glean from the Census report the following facts, the
figures, of course, being for the year 1S90 : The p ^il-

lation of the whole country was then 62,622,250, of
whom 20,616,800 were "communicants," or ''mem-
bers," of the churches. The average percentage of
communicants to the whole population was 32.85,
within a little more than .48 of one-third of the whole."
A despatch from Burns, Oregon, says a courier from

Diamond Valley reports the killing of 15 Bannock
Indians by stock men under the leadership of •' Rye"
Smith. The Indians are reported to have killed a
number of cattle.

A revolting slaughter of two bulls occurreJ at Crip-
ple Creek, Colorado, on the 25'.h instant. The usual
Spanish bull-light was observed, with the pi

toreador and bandarillos—the last-named a woman !

The cruel sport was not endorsed by the miners, who
were the principal spectators, because revolting to

American ideas of fair play. The managers and as-

sistants were arrested, but released by an obliging
Justice.

William Hosea Ballon, Vice President of the Ameri-
can Humane Association, has sent a congratulatory
telegram to the Board of Directors of the Cotton Stales

arul International Exposition, wdio, on the 20:h in-t.

announced that the bull-fight advertised to take place
in the Mexican village at the Exposition would not

he permitted.

The pastor of the quaint Waldensian colony, which
was founded two years ago in North Carolina denies

the report that the colony is a failure. He says lhat

this year's crops will put the colonists above want for

the coming year, and that the people have no intention

of returning to their European h ii les.

The coming rice crop promises to "tie larger than
the largest crop yet recorue I, that of three y<

when the total yield appr iximaie-l 2". ;_

According to reports, the pear crop of Georgia, this

year, will be the largest on record. It is estimated

that it will exceed 300,000 bushels. The bulk of this
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enormous yield is confined to the product of six or

10ties.
-

-
-" !l

- ).

A hail ami wind storm of great violence did much
iii.1 buildings ,t Newton, Kansas, on

il <.f the 19th instant. Hailstones "largerthan

5gs were piled up until they resembled snow

er of cattle were killed by lightning.

sere 163 deaths in thi- city last week— a de-

. the previous week, and an increase

..f 102 over the corresponding week of last year. < if

the foregoing, 138 were under one year ol

were males and 207 females: tin died of cholera in-

fantum; 53 of consumption; 45 of marasmus; 26 ol

heart disease: 20 of diphtheria ; 20 of convulsions ; If

of old age; 14 of pneumonia; 13 of cancer; 12 of pa-

ralysis; 11 of casualties; 11 of inanition; 10 of ueph-

of inflammation of the brain ; 9 of diarrhoea,

and 9 of typhoid fever.

.'•/ l«, cfce. - 0. S. 2*8, 96J ; 4's, reg.,112J all2f;
:;2'. a ii:: : i\ 1925, 1221 a 122] ; ".v. n.-.j a

-

s was lirm and advanced .'. c. per pound, but

demand was only moderate on a basis of So. per pound
for middling upland-.

FEED.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $16.00 a 516.50;
spring bran, in sacks. 515.50 a 516.0O a Ion.

-Winter super. J2.-10 a 52 6o
; do., extras,

62.90; Pennsylvania roller, clear, 5:i.no a 5-1.25
;

do., do., straight, (3.25 a $3.40; Western winter, clear,

. do., straight, 5M.25 a 55.10; do.,

do., pa;.!, : -pring, clear. $2.75 a 55. 1";

do., straight, $3.15 a s:: in
;
d... patent, $3.55 a $3.75

;

do., favorite brands, higher. Rye Flotjr moved slowly
and was held at $3.25 a $3.30 per barrel as to quality.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 6

No. 2 mixed corn, 42, a l:;.-.

No. 2 while oats, 27 a 2. }c.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, none here
;
good, 5 a 5Jc;

medium, -11 a l,c: common, :;' a j;,.

Sheep and Lambs — Extra, 3| a 3lc; good. 2:; a 3c,
medium, 2J a 2jc, common, i; a 2c; lambs, 21 a 5Jc

iVestern, 1\ a 7'.e.

FOREIGN.—The coin collection in the British Mu-
s. uin now consists of 25o,iiiio specimens.
The strike of the jute workers in Dundee is spread-

ing rapidly. Thirteen thousand workers went out on
the 21-1 uist., in addition to the seven thousand or
more who struck the day before. The strikers are
very orderly and are giving the police no trouble.

'1 be leaders of the German Bimetallic League,
although to a considerable degree discouraged by the
declaration of Balfour in the British House of Com-
mons, that be bad no right to pledge bis colleagues in
the ministry to a policy favorable to the calling of
an.tlor International Monetary Conference, refuse ol

regard the British .,,, ;1S tinal in deter-
mining the action of Great Britain in the matter.
Communications which have been received from the
British Bimetallic league represent Balfour as willing
to assist in bringing about a • inference, hut he i- al-o

-. hel'ole iilaeing tlieqlleS-
tion before the Cabinet, of being enabled to present to
hi- colleagues feasible bases ot discussion.

If the German, Kieiich and I'.u-
1 i-h BimetallistS can

• pri posal- of the character mentioned, pro-
fa as would induce I hancellnr Hohenlobe

to carry out hi-
| ,, , initiative in the

English Government, it is

n-. "ill not refuse
The altitude taken by

BalfOUr I- -imply the position assumed bv hi- piedo-
the leadership ,,f the lb,,, J

i

Sir William Harcourt.wiil ,,,, I ;,[,,.,
.

r

sympathizes with instead ol opposing himetallisin
preparing to i ipete for the tourist busi-

iri I at Reikjavik
ll.e island, and the \ltbi,,..

a steamer to establish direct cora-
munii ilion with England during the summer mouths
lor mail-

Ilo» little ihe population of frame moves about is
shown by the lasi „, i„j,,,,i.
lai.t

. 21,000,000 live in the town or villa-e in winch
they were born, and thirty „ n d ..iic-liMl million, have

Iheir native ilcparliii.iiis. < l„lv a
million and a hall have emigrated to France from

litrics.

I lie damage d .lie to boil, I,,,.., i-

ve r v serious.

The exportation from Pal-

armo to the United States during the year 1S94 was

eight times a- much as the exportation to all other

ountries during the same period.

The London Daihi Xrir.< publi-b.es an Odessa de-

spatcb, saying that the Turkish authorities, in order

to aggravate the sufferings of the Armenians, are try-

ing to induce grain merchants to hold back food stuffs

from the Armenian districts during the winter, when
it is expected there will be a partial famine.

It is learned that the Porte has again rejected the

demand of the powers that the proposed reforms in

Armenia shall be under foreign control.

A despatch to the Cologne Gazette from Warsawsays
that the popular movement that led to the recent

arrests in Odessa, is more extensive than the similar

movement that occurred in 1S94. Peasants and arti-

sans in West and Southwest Russia are exceedingly
restless in consequence of systematic agitation, and
might easily be incited to open revolt. The Govern-
ment is prepared to suppress any overt acts against its

authority.

It is officially announced that there were nine cases

of cholera and seven deaths from the disease on board
the steamer Baikow, which arrived at Vladivostock
from Chefooon the 6th inst., and until the 20th there
were 16 further cases and 12 deaths in Vladivostock.
Prominence is given in London to a statement of a

traveller who is intimate with the internal conditions
prevailing in China. He declares that the talk about
secret societies being responsible for [he massacres is

outrageous and a gigantic misc inception. These so-

cieties he declares, are harmless, and c mid be sup-
pressed if the mandarins chose to do so. The officials

have ample means to protect foreigners. The series

of riots that have occurred since 1891, which riots

have extended throughout China, means that the offi-

cials aim to drive foreigners out of the country. The
practice of accepting blood money at the rate of £3000
for an ordinary missionary, with the fictitious punish-
ment of criminals, is not sufficient to check the plot.

If an enormous indemnity of about £1,000 000 should
be claimed, followed by the occupation of a treaty
port to collect the customs revenue on a refusal to pay,
the Pekin Government would soon abolish the system
of outrages.

United Press correspondence from Tokio, Eighth
Month 10th, says, " Germany is reported to have ob-
tained a concession in Tien-Tsin. The land grant has
a river frontage of about two-thirds of a mile, and ex-
tends backwards some 400 yards from the shore. It
is below the British concession. A period of 30 years
will be allowed to buy out existing Chinese interests.
There is no expectation that Germany will attempt to
reserve the concession for her own subjects onlv. The
lots will probably be put up to public auction. 'Hence
the event is universally welcomed, for the foreign
residents of Tien-Tsin have been suffering from a stale
of congestion. It is iiinted that this is the reward
obtained by Germany for her share in 'advising'
Japan to surrender Liao-Tung peninsula. If so, the
drama of the triple alliance is now fullv in evidence.
Fiance obtained possession of the territory that should
have sonstituted a buffer State between' Indo-China,
British territory and China proper; Germany gets a
concession in Tien-Tsin

; France and Russia "become
l'ekin's bankers, and Russia acquires an inferential
title to some part of Manchuria."
The American Mission near Ftichan, China, was at-

tacked and wrecked by a mob of natives. A number
ol Chinese soldiers at Tien Tsin, China, revolted and
killed over 100 persons in the city. Thev assembled
at the gates of Li Hung Chang's palace and raised a
clamor lor t heir arrears of pav.
The manager of a Hong Kong Bank declared re-

cently, alter -10 years of active business life, that he
bad never known of a Chinese defaulter.
A 5. "kal n despatch says that since the outbreak

"I cholera ,„ .I a ,, :1I1 there have been 25,000 case, and
itbs.

It is said Ihe Spanish Government has abandoned
us intention to send 25,000 soldiers to < luba in Tenth
Month.
A Winnipeg paper asked its contemporaries of the

-'.'""•oof the fact thai 22,0011 fa,- ,,,,.,-, „f
.Manitoba will tins year produce ('.11,01111 lllllj bushels
Ol grain Iron, 1,887,793 acres of land.

RECEIPTS.
lo."av,,l lV,„,\Val,c,. |.. M „ N.J.,$2, and for

l'".

1

', ' ,'
' '•"' '•'': from Samuel T.
' ''oing .2 cad, lor Anna ]',

."">«•». ';-|'l- II. May,,.,, \i,„, 1 1 . Mno„, Henrv

•'"'I' 1

'
G. Pollard, Jesse Stover, vol. 69, Joshua War-

ing to No. 23, vol. /(I, and SI for John Moore to I

27, vol. 69 ; from Phebe A. Elkinton, N. J., S2,

69 ; from Thompson Frame, Cal., $6, being $2 e

for himself, Amasa Frame and Tacv T. Starbuck, v

69; from Ruth A. Crandall, R. I.,' $2, vol. 69; frt

James Davis, Pa., per Joseph Hall, 52, vol. 69; fn
Sarah C. Roberts, Pa, 52, vol. 69; from M. Hodgsi
Gtn., 52, vol. 69; from Sallie A. Armor, Del., 52, v

69 ; from Margaret Kite, O., $2, vol. 69 ; from E.
Fowler, Agent, ( I.. Ss, being 52 each for Thomas He
son. Benjamin .1. llob-ou, Mildred Penrose and Ma,
Kirk. vol. 69; from Thomas J. Rorke, Agent, Canai
52, and for George Rorke, 52, vol. 69; from Sami
Forsythe, Pa., 52, vol. 69 ; from Richard S. G
for L. Iloopes, M. I.)., Pa., 52, vol. 69; from Hann
F. Sharpless, I'hila, 52, vol. 69; from John M. Sag
Pa., 52, vol. 69 ; from Barker Hall, Agent, < )., 5 1 \ bei

52 each for William Atkinson, .1. Henry Binns, Wall
Fdgeilou, Josii.h Hall. Lewis 11,11. Nathan R. Smii
Robert Smith, Edmund S. Smith and Beulah Thorn
vol. 69; from Joseph Hall for Marv M. Frazier, Ind.,l'

and for Mary A. Osborn, Ind., 52," vol. 69; from Hen
Newton, England, 10s., vol. 69; from Jonathan Cha
R. I., 52, vol. 69 ;

from Ole T. Sawyer, la., 512, bei

52 each for himself, John Kundsen, Iver Olsen, Sij

jorn T. Rosdale, Malinda Thompson and Anna T. Ti

tenson, vol. 69 ; from George Abbott, N. J., $2, ai

for Henrv A. Lippincott, $2, vol. 69 ; from Samuel
Moo,,, I'hila., so, being 52 each for himself, Char]
Balling.-!- and Mark B. Wills, vol. 69; from Gulielt
Neil], 'I., 52, vol. 69; from Henry B. Leeds. Age;
N. J„ S2 for Joshua L. Harmer and §2 for Sallie
Kaighn, vol. 69 ; from Charles DeCou, N. J., $2, v
69; from Lloyd Balderston, Md., 52, and for Geor
Balderston, 52, vol. 69; from J. R. Haines, Gtn., f
vol. 69; from Richard W. Hutton, Pa., $2, vol. 6'

from Matilda W. Warner. Pa., 52. vol. 69 ; from Geor
Blackburn, Agent, ()., $10. bring 52 each for An
Blackliurn, Dr. William J. Blackburn, Joshua J. Bool
Miriam French and Catharine M. Thomas, vol. 6
from Seth Shaw, Agent, O ,

62S, being $2 each i

himself, Jonathan Blackburn. Nathan M. Blackhni
Hannah Blackburn, Charles Blackburn, Linton Ha
Lucinda Allmati, Phebe Ellyson, Jesse Edgerton,
Howard Fdgerton, Job Iliu-'-tis. Tlicophilus Morla
vol. 69, and 51 for Nathan Kirk, vols. 6* and 69

; fro

John R. Tatum, Del., 52 for Mary T. Evans, vol. 6:
from Joseph W. Lippincott, Phila., $2, vol. 69.

B^g* Remittances received after Third-diy evening 1

not appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Persons wanting a quiet, comfortable home c;

have such in a Friend's family in the village of Wf
Grove. For address inquire at the office of Tl
Friend.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth M
16th, 1S95. The Superintendent will beat his offi

during the two weeks preceding the opening, from ti

until one o'clock. Catalogues or information by ma
j

upon application.

J. Henry Bartlett, Supt.,
j

140 N. Sixteenth St., Phila.

Westtown Boarding ScnooL.—The nest term I

Westtown will open the third (3rd) of Ninth MonM
Application should be made to

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.,

P.O., Chester Co., 1

1

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Caleb A
nold, in Ouaker Citv, ( lliio, on the second of Eleven)
Month. 1SS9, Noah Hartley, in the eighty seven
year of his age.

><"> ihe second of Eighth Month, 1S90, Josei-
Hartley, ot near Quaker City, Ohio, aged eight.
two years ten months and two davs, of paralvsis. Aft'
disease had rendered him quite helpless, and his mil
somewhat enfeebled, the interest he still mamfesjjrl
for the Society of Friends was very remarkable. '

——
,
Henry Hall was born in" Wavne ( 'onnty, 1

C., the sixth of Second Month, l.su.,, anil departed til

hie the twenty-second of the Fourth Month, 1S95, b
ing in his ninety-third year.

_
These three aged Friends settled a few miles anal

in Guernsev Countv. ( H,io, an, I for manv vears reg
larly atlende I Richland Particular and' Stillwat
Monthly Meeting, their places scarcely ever being*!
'•'."<: and they did not allow business to intern*!
with their attendance at the mid-week meetings. I
niighl be litlingly said of them, "These are they th 1
have come out ot great tribulation mid washed' the
robes in the blood of the Lamb."
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—

Dear Friends.—In that love which is

I bond of religious fellowship, we affection-

lily salute you who profess the blessed Truth,

FRrever scattered in your several allotments,

Hi wish you health and salvation through Jesus

prist our Lord. Brethren, we write not to

fji, as matter of form, but as having our minds

pressed with a renewed sense of the state of

lb church.

Ve have in humble gratitude to eomniemo-

ki the continued kindness of Divine Provi-

jcce.in enabling us once more to meet together,

Irl to hold our annual assembly; which hath

btn large, and in a good degree owned by the

gleious regard of Him, without whom no re-

lij-ous act can be acceptably performed. Under
ajvely sense of the necessity of waiting for this

hiy help, and, we trust, under some experience

olit, the affairs of our religious society have

b(n transacted at this time.

Vefind it our concern at this time to remind

vn, dear Friends, that though a sound form
bi requisite, it is essentially necessary that we
sluld wait for a Divine power to quicken and
airuate it. Our forefathers turned away from

sih as had a form of godliness, but who denied

tb power thereof. Let not us, then, their suc-

ctsors in the same faith, settle down in formal-

it or rest content with anything short of feel-

ir the life and power of Truth in our religious

nwements.

nasmuch as we are sensible that the Lord
Anighty is still graciously caring for, and vis-

it g his church ; and that his forming, qualify-

in hand, is preparing and leading forth many
olhe rising generation into the service of the

if
; it is the earnest travail of our spirits, that

the maybe preserved in watchfulness, fidelity

ail obedience. It is not enough that the eye
hih been once opened to see the beauty and
e:ellence which are in the Truth ; it is not
eiugh to have walked well for a time, or even
tciave been rightly engaged in some religious

slices ; that eye may again close, and that

csacity for service may decay. There is a ne-

c<;ity to follow on to know the Lord, and to

e:>erience the renewings of a right spirit, in

order to be preserved in a state of safety, and

of ability to labor in the cause of Christ. And
may those who are advanced in years, and in

religious growth, not trust to their former ex-

periences of good, and to the sense and under-

standing which they have had in spi ritual things

;

but may they diligently wait for the arising of

that power in their hearts, which reneweth the

mind, and preserveth in a freshness and liveli-

ness of spirit, even in old age ; that so they may
have their fruit unto holiness, and the end ever-

lasting life. All are called to purity and holi-

ness, without which, it is said, "no man shall

see the Lord."

Let us, beloved Friends, in the strength of

Gospel love, entreat all, both old and young, to

walk as becometh our high and holy profession
;

so that our Christian simplicity of manners, up-

rightness of conduct, and universal charity, may
answer the just witness in all; and that serious

persons of other professions who are thoughtful

about a future state, being induced, by observ

ing our lives and conversation, to inquire into

our principles, may, through the Divine blessing

on their honest and impartial search, be brought

to the experience and acknowledgment of the

Truth, as is it in Jesus.

Ee not discouraged by the smallness of num-

bers in any place, from attending with diligence

your week-day meetings. We need to have our

spiritual strength often renewed, and it was

esteemed by our forefathers and elders in the

Truth, to be a profitable as well as necessary

duty. When any then are negligent in this

part of our testimony, let it be the care of those

who remain livingly sensible of the benefit of

these opportunities, to stir up such to their duty,

and let the deficient seriously consider, whether,

by a neglect of this part of our religious duty,

they are not in danger of gradually declining

from a life of faith and holiness, and falling

into evils which at present they may hold in

abhorrence.

1792.—-Repeated have been the calls of the

church to the rising generation, and frequent

her exhortations and admonitions; the elders

having no greater joy, next to the sense of heav-

enly communication to their own spirits, than

to hear that the children " walk in Truth." Let

us now, dear youth, with renewed solicitude,

again expostulate with you, and entreat you to

ponder those things which belong to your eter-

nal welfare. Why should the transitory grati-

fications of this life—why should the" fading

splendor, or false friendship of the world, pre

vail to draw any of you away " from the sim-

plicity that is in Christ:" leading you into "many
foolish and hurtful lusts," and unfitting your

minds for the reception of those Divine visita-

tions, and those spiritual refreshments^ which

alone are worthy of the aspirations of an immor-

tal soul ? And you, beloved young Friends, who

have set your hands to the plough, look not

back. Though the Lord, in unerring wisdom,

may yet allot you deeper baptisms, and more

humiliating conflicts, flinch not under the oper-

ations of his love. So may ye be purified from

every mixture of the creature, lilted for the

work whereuntoyearecalled.and enabled to per-

form his heavenly commands in holy quietude.

Brethren, of every rank, be persuaded that

mil' happiness, in time and in eternity, depends

on pleasing God : and the apostle declares," They
that are in the flesh cannot please God. For

1

to be carnally-minded is death, but to be spir-

tually-minded is life and peace." Come, there-

fore, beloved Friends, out of all those things

which dim the prospect of the beauty and ex-

cellency which are in the Truth ; seek a pos-

session in it above all visible enjoyments; flat-

ter not yourselves with the fallacious expecta-

tion of being heirs of two kingdoms ; but sub-

it your hearts with total surrender, to the

government of Him,who declared, my " kingdom

is not of this world."

1793.—Dear Friends.—We salute you in gos-

pel love, and in a degree of that humility, which

a close inspection into the state of our religious

society at this time, hath produced : for, although

we may thankfully acknowledge that we have

not found things in so neglected a condition, as

in some former years; and some increasing con-

cern appears to have invested the minds of many
brethren, for the support of our testimonies

;

yet much remains to be done, and much labor-

ious exercise of spirit to be patiently endured,

before our Zion can become so eminently as we

trust she is designed to be, the praise of nations.

Friends! may every one of you, who may read

or hear this our tender salvation, closely and

effectually consider in what instance, and to

what degree, he obstructs in his practice, the

accomplishment of a design so gracious*

Many have been of late the overturnings and

That a "laborious exercise of spirit must be pa-

tiently endured," with fervent breathings to our Om-
nipotent Helper, before that is removed which ob-

structs in oar practice the designs of Heavenly Wisdom
concerning us, cannot admit of doubt. Is it not ob-

viously a time, when not only many of the landmarks

which our fathers set are removed, but when new ones

of greater conformity to the worldly spirit are substi-

tuted in their stead? And not only this, but are

not separate altars to a greater or less extent, being

set op as at Dan and Bethel, tending (1 Kings xii:

29, 30), to unsettle, if not to draw away from the true

allegiance and fidelity to the primitive standard, and

as is feared, sooner or later, from our Holy Head 1

Moreover, is this not a day of such weakness and

blindness,' that as a Society "we may well take heed,

lest we be beguiled through the snbtilty of the serpent

from our steadfastness in the Truth, by the kis-es a>

of Absalom (2 Samuel iv:), no less tending to allure

and mislead, to our own irrevocable los-f and to dis-

turbance of the church and the peace of Israel.

Seeing that we have precious immortal souls to ac-

count for and their salvation to" work out," no less now

than in the earlier days of the church, surely it be-

hooves us not to omit the watching unto prayer as en-

joined by our Lord and Lawgiver, and especially not

to neglect the daily sacrifice — the obedience of the

heart and life, "lest the abomination that maketh

desolate be set up." (Dan. xii : 11).

Withal, is there not much need of our becoming

more and more closely joined together in the one Spirit

of the one true and living Head? that as a body in

Christian fellowship, seeing eye to eye, walking by

the same rule, and minding the same thing, and hav-

ing on the whole armor of God, we may stand un-
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failures in the commercial world
; and some

amongst us have not escaped the disgrace. We
tl ese thing- may operate as a call to all

of us, who may need the caution, to contract

rather than to enlarge our plans lor the acqui-

siti if wealth. Let us sooner endeavor to

secure a competency, by contracting our wants

and limiting our desires; recollecting that, as

Christ, our great example, declared his kingdom

not to be of this world, so neither can his faithful

followers make it the storehouse of their treas-

ure. " Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon

earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and

where thieves break through and steal
;
but

lav up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where

neither moth nor rust corrupt, and where thieves

do not break through nor Steal. For where

your treasure is, there will your heart be also."

1794.—A degree of that love which drew our

predecessors from the various tonus of religion,

to wait upon the Lord, and to serve Him in

simplicity and holy tear, engages us afresh to

salute you ; desiring that ye may increase and

abound in every good work; and that as lights

in the world, ye may so shine as to glorify our

Heavenly Father.

As we believe no genuine minister of Christ

can dare to tratHc with the truths of the Gos-

pel, we are concerned fervently to exhort all

Friends to be steadfast iu maintaining the tes-

timony most surely given in to bear against this

violation of the spirit and letter of it.

We have been reminded in this meeting ofsuch

of our Friends as are in lonely situations, and few

in number. We desire these may be concerned

not to neglect their little meetings; but therein

to wait upon tii.- Lord, iu whose presence there

is life, and to have their expectations on Him
alone; considering that his tender compassion
is not only to the multitude, but descends even
to the two or three gathered in his name. Let
this indeed be encouragement to all to persevere

in the practice of assembling tor the worship of
God, and as all are in need of help from above,
to strengthen them in the performance of their

several duties, whether us parents, as heads of

families, or as children ; let us humbly trust

that those who thus, in integrity of soul, honor
Him, and endeavor to walk before Him with
acceptance, will by Him be honored with his

gracious assistance and support.

(To be continued.]

A i»ay of rest is calculated to elevate views
which the soul requires from devoting itself,

even for this little lime, to its proper object;

the man of business should rejoice in and wel-
come it- return, ool only as a rest from anxiety
and labor, but as an occasion ol cooling and
quieting the mind, of softening it- irritation, of
allaying ii- ferment, ami thus restoring the im-
paired faculties and invigorated spirits to the
demands of the succeeding week, in a frame of

I aptitude for meeting it- difficulties

and encountering its duties.

moved fui the Truth a- it i- in Jesus; and, bavins
ii.ne all, i., stand.

The Lord is (be strength and salvation of hi- people
here an.

I forever. An. I a- such are concerned in hu-
mility end filial fear, to espouse tbeniselvi to Him
with le.lv lives aii.l tender loving hearts, how un-
speakably great, even in tins pr ition, is the reward
of siuli obedience I while in the life to come, it will be
without measure and without en. I. As written, " Godli-
ness i- profitable unto all things, having the promise
(if llie life that JiOW i<, an, I of that which i- Iu , ..»

An. I from the same high authority, comes th

ance that lo the lowly, faithful followers of the Saviour,
the hundred-fold in Out lift i- promised, and in the
world t.. come, life everlasting.

For "The Friend."

Letter from Germany.

[Our sprightly correspondent, " E. S. K.,"

some of whose letters from California and other

places of interest in America, have appeared in

The Friend, has gone to Germany, with the

view of perfecting herself in a knowledge of the

German language. She had been engaged in

teaching for a considerable time past, and, in

connection with this, prosecuted her own studies

to such an extent, that she badly needed a change

and a rest.

Herdestination was Hanover,and she took the

steamer Noordland for Antwerp, and from thence

to Hanover, where her letter is dated. The com-

panion to whom she alludes is a niece aged about

ten years.

—

Ed.]

Haar Stk , 2

We have been in Hanover two days, and I

feel already very much at home, for everything

has worked beautifully. Our room windows
look out on a beautiful garden, belonging to the

house where we are stopping, and beyond is

what they call the " Wiese," or meadow. Now
it is a green expanse, but in winter it is flooded

and used for skating. A few minutes' walk is

the Park, with beautiful monuments, trees and
flowers. Fifteen minutes brings us to the centre

of the town, with its magnificent central depot,

hotels and other fine buildings. Hanover is the

most beautiful and cleanest city I have ever

been in. There seem to be no ugly houses. The
old town is quaint bevond description, but just

as clean as possible. Everywhere are beautiful,

irregular-shaped open spaces, ca'led " Platz,"

with large trees and green grass and flowers and
monuments, and the buildings, as I said before,

are beautiful.

The house is very pleasant, and there are

some interesting boarders here also. I am not
certain how long we will stay. For a month I

do not desire to make any change, as I am
really very tired, and wish entire rest.

Nearly everything is very cheap. Board is

not much different from at home. I pay one
hundred and eighty marks a month for us two,

or about forty-five dollars. Later I may get in

a family where I can live a little cheaper. This
is a thoroughly first-class " pension," as they
call them here. But I have great advantages.
I have already met a number of very pleasant

Germans with whom I can talk. Then the
woman with whom I stay takes me everywhere
with her, to market and in the shops, and I am
constantly getting vocabulary. Shespeaks Eng-
lish, and sometimes, when I am tired, we relapse
into my native tongue, which is very restful. I

talk as though we had been here a very long
time, instead of two days, but, really, I feel so

much at home, for she has taken us iu so kindly,
and I tun free to go in kitchen and pantry, or
where I choose, and all parts of a German house
are interesting to me.

Between eight and nine, we have breakfast,
-imply bread, butter and coffee, or cocoa. At,

two I'. M. is dinner, at live coilee and sweet
cakes, at eight supper. It does not get dark
until very late at this time of year. I am sur-
prised to find how good everything is, and well
cooked and served. Everything is so orderly,
and the whole housekeeping goes on like clock-
work.

The market here is one of the prettiest sights
I have se.n. there arc so many Vegetables, and
so tastefully arranged. Nearly till the sellers
:i "- women, and, like the German race gene-
rally, they are very industrious, and knit or

sew while waiting for customers. The mar I

building is handsome and clean.

I like to go in the stores alone and make i

J
self understood. My first question generally

J
" Sprechen sie English ?" If they do not, I 1

not afraid to use my German. I learn vl
much iu this way, and am greatly amused, I

sides amusing them. Sometimes it is very fun I

Every one seems to know me as an Americl
and the Americans are well liked. A. enj I

herself very much, and will soon talk, she I

so many little children to play with. At I

table, of course, is a great deal of conversatil

On the voyage over, we had very pleas
J

companions. Prof. Wentworth, of Exeter,]

H., who wrote the arithmetics and algeb I

with his daughter and her aunt, sat at our tall

and we became very good friends, thougll

scarcely roused myself to a state of sufficil

consciousness to be friendly to any one, fol

slept, on an average, eighteen hours a day. I

was so smooth all the way over that only o 1

did we have racks on the table, and then we I

not need them. But, oh, I enjoyed it. On hi
I am never contented. When I feel so dull :|
stupid I constantly force myself to do soil

thing, but at sea there is that delicious eonscicl

ness of absolutely nothing to do. It was w]
dismay I looked at the first light-house, and cl
the chalk cliffs and green downs of the Isle I

Wight gave me no pleasure. I roused my. I

up twice the last morning to get a glimpse

Flushing, a Hollaud town at the mouth of

Scheldt, where we took on a pilot and m
The dykes and windmills and low, green me
ows were just as I had pictured them. It raiii

all the way up the river and until we were,

the " 'bus" that waited for us at the wharf,

was First day morning that we arrived, and I

spectacle that awaited us, as we came out of >

hotel on the Place Verte, immediately after

curing our rooms, was truly a foreign one. 1

band was playing and the place gorgeous

flowers, with quaint peasant women behind
stalls, offering them for sale, while the cro

;

that thronged the place was scarcely less I
liant in coloring.

Of course we visited the Cathedral, for if

the sight of Antwerp, on account of its age f,

the great master-pieces of Rubens. The
thedrals have always had a charm for me,
though they are most certainly an embodim.
of a great superstition, yet when one thinks

them as representing five or six centurieaj

humau lives—for which the very life-blood,

this people has been spent, however foolishlv

may seem to us, yet it was the best that tii

knew—these buildings assume a place aim
sacred in one's heart, not because of the sup.

stition they embody, but because of huma
they represent. I do not think even Mt. Taco
moved me so much as that lofty spire, so ohjj

stained, so eaten by the tooth of time, yet s

ing there a monument of the past. There
|

others all over Europe, far grander, far

highly decorated, but there will never be

that, to me, will be so beautiful as this first,

Cathedral of Antwerp.
As I stood in the Place Verte and gazed i.

ward at its lofty spire, rising above the
that cut off the lower part of the building,
of our " compagnous du voyage" came up,
to one of them I remarked my admiration.
answered, " Yes, but as Miss says, it net!

washing inside and out." It was with hor.I

almost that I turned away. Wash those spirl
I was devoutly thankful that I was not trasl
ling through Europe with Miss , whoe'|
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ie might be. In the afternoon we climbed to

(e top, sis hundred and eighteen steps, and

lid a nearer view of the quaint carvings and
Ice-like effects of the stone-work, whose out-

lies were so mellowed with age. The sandstone,

(iginallv soft yellow in color, was eaten into,

Ie rocks in the mountain, and covered with a

eating of lichens, that gave it such a delicate

rect (that of needing to be washed, as it did to

Jiss , I suppose) against the sky. From
^e top the view was superb. The city below us,

te open places here and there, the quaint tiled

ufs, with steep sides, and four or five rows of

tiy windows, one over the other, and the wind-

U streets, and, far away, the green landscape

Id slowly moving river. We could see the

Idke-stack, or funnel I mean (I use strictly

nitical speech now) of our beloved Noordland,

]ng at the dock, besides much else of inter-

|,. It cost us fifty centimes a piece to ascend.

(. centime is one-fifth of a cent.) We were

B>n followed, however, by a young man who
soke a little English, and very politely opened

f
- us the room where the chimes of bells are

tng. There were forty in all. It was almost

fie o'clock when we were there, so we waited,

lie machinery is very much like a great music-

Ex, which is worked by the clock. It plays

g/en and a half minutes, and then strikes the

far. The bells are connected by wires to the

clinder. It can also be worked by a piano,

ion which some one plays. This is used for

try high occasions. The young man had us

vite our names in a book, and afterwards

lnded us the number of the page, 2.S.'), written

c a piece of paper, so, if any one should climb

t'lt tower, they will see our names ou that page.

'Ie youth was so obliging that we felt quite

charitable, and among us collected a handful
tchange (there were only three in the party,

hvever). I felt so generous as I handed it to

Ijn—or at least, until I reflected that, in all,

iimounted to about six cents!

In this cathedral there are not pews, but only

t; dearest, quaiutest little high anil straight-

Icked chairs, with the seats very low. They
a; piled upon the sides when not in use, so the

ales are clear. The whole effect seems to me
r'ire like a great forest than anything else I

da think of. The side-chapels did not interest

i;, they are too much decorated. I love the

S'ere simplicity of those lofty columns and
ibhed roofs.

Next morning the large number of Noordland
psengers at our hotel dispersed. Prof. Went-
Vrth's party very kindly insisted on our joining

thm and going to Cologne, by way of Amsterdam
ad the Hague. It was a great temptation, but I

snraoned courage to resist, mainly on A's ac-

cint, reflecting that her little head would have
rite enough to do to keep straight all the

shts that she would encounter before reaching

Iinover, going directly.

About one P. M. we left the Hotel de Haudre,
Viere we had been very well treated, and made
ct first acquaintance with the foreign cars.

The ride across Belgium was very interesting,

i'being harvest time, and all the fields were
ave with people, very many women and dogs,
t; latter hitched to carts. The implements
vre primitive, mostly a sickle, and the sheaves
vre bound and stacked by hand. One striking
tng was the very small size of the patches of
ay one kind of grain or vegetable, and the
asence offences gave the landscape a very odd
apearance. It seemed to me there were no
Teds, and absolutely no waste ground, but

ry inch trim and beautiful. The houses

were quaint, but very comfortable-looking, and
instead of the distressing scenes I had e\p>-rted,

I found very little that was Dot smiling and
contented. The dogs under the carts looked

well cared for, and responded with a wag and
bright look to a friendly pat. The women and
children were evidently happy.
At Aix la Chapelle we were summarily hus-

tled out to pass through the custom house, but

the opening for half a moment of the valise

was all that was necessary, and we were allowed

to return.

At Cologne, or Kdln, as they call it here, a

porter took my valise, as we descended from
the coupe, and as we walked up the long train

shed ), surely larger than the Pennsylvania, and
certainly not less imposing and far handsomer
outside), we fell into an interesting conversation.

It was the first chance I had had to talk my
German, and I rejoiced to find how well it

worked. Our hotel was right by the cathedral,

as was also the depot. Upon the hotel clerk

who showed us rooms I also tried my German,
but it did not work so well. Some vocabulary

that I did not have was needed. After strug-

gling for a few minutes and making signs, he

very blandly said, with faultless accent, "I can
speak English, if you prefer." I preferred, and
since then I first find out if they can speak my
tongue. It saves some embarrassments.

After dinner, I went out on the Square. I

need not try to explain how those gigantic build-

ings with heaven-reaching spires, make one

want to fall down in speechless admiration, like

a mountain or any other stupendous sight, only,

I said before, about these cathedrals attaches

human interest that no work of nature or any
other kind of building can claim, for it is, after

all, an expression of the great soul of humanity
struggling upward, however blindly, however
weakly. To that great struggling mass, century

after century, it was the one way open to them, and

they willingly gave their best and all, that they

might, as they believed, be thereby joined to the

highest. Before such a spectacle one can forget

the narrowness and wickedness and selfish strug-

gle for power of those in authority, and hear and
feel only the heart-throbs of the great masses,

and realize how, after all, separated by centu-

ries, and millions in number, humanity is one

—one in the spirit which they all, more or less

feebly, permit to shine forth.

Vast as is the Cologne Cathedral, it is not so

satisfying as the one at Antwerp, or, at least, to

me. Perhaps I was influenced by the fact that

I was cheated there the first thing, and that is,

after all, a most unpleasant sensation. An offi-

cious individual, marking us as strangers, came
up, and though I tried to avoid him, he gave

me at first some information about the doorway
before which we were standing that I very much
wanted (my Baedecker does not take in Co-

logne), I showed my interest, and after that I

could not shake him off. After walking us

around outside, he led us across the street, and
showed us a very beautiful model of the church

building, which we found afterwards was free

to those who bought " eau de Cologne" in this

shop. I wanted some, of course, but I was help-

less here. I had to take what they had, and

pay two prices for it. Then he led us to the

meeting-house door. I opened my pocket-book

to give him ten pfennig, begrudging even that,

for I disliked his face, but wanted to get rid of

him. He, however, very blandly smiled, and

said, " The church, madam, is free, but a mark
for my services." I was angry enough, you

may believe, for all he had done was to force

me to pay two marks for what I could have
gotten elsewhere for one, and his wretched fee

besides.

From a very small child, the one thing at

Cologne that I had most wanted to see was the
" Church" of St. Ursula, with its famous chapel

of the bones of the eleven tl -and virgins. You
know the story. St. Ursula and this vast horde
of women, whom she collected on her way from

England to Rome, made a pilgrimage there, to

receive the blessing of the pope. Ou their re-

turn they were fallen upon by the Huns, when
they had reached Cologne, which, even at that

date (some time about the fourth century) con-

tained a Christian church. All of them were
murdered, but their bones were piously pre-

served, and now decorate the walls of this chapel.

The building itself is very old, and at present

is undergoing repairs, but a smooth-shaven and
smooth-tongued priest gladly showed us the holy

relics, for the consideration of two marks. A.
was deeply impressed, and to her mind what
he said did not seem improbable, for, with per-

fect simplicity, he showed us some of the teeth

of St. Stephen, the right-foot bone of St. An-
thony, a left foot bone of another saint, two of

the thorns from Christ's crown, the spear that

killed St. Ursula (how they distinguished it from

the ones that killed the other eleven thousand

he did not say), and hosts of like relics. The
sides of the walls were lined with cases of skulls,

while gilded busts containing skulls, were set

about in rows. They were covered with mar-

vellous needle-work, done by the nuns during

all these centuries, and the pearls and precious

stones that were worked in exceeded belief.

Above, curious designs, completely covering the

place, were made from arm and leg-bones, filled

in with vertebra;, while an occasional ghastly

skull gleamed out of the midst.

Not Mercies, but Mercy.—God's mercies

are always more numerous than we see them.

We choose to call one thing or another a bene-

fit and a blessing because it happens to fit our

desires, or, at least, our ideas, of what a blessing

ought to be. But we are too insensible, too short-

sighted, to see all the stars of God's goodness in

our sky. Only here and there do we perceive a

point of light, a larger or a lesser sun or planet.

But had we finer spiritual vision, we should

perceive the innumerable points of light in what

are now to us but the dark interstellar spaces.

The highly sensitized plate of the astronomical

photographer reveals a countless multitude of

stars where a field-glass, or even a telescope,

fails to discover aught but blank space. Says

an English astronomer :
" So far as we have

gone at present in astronomical photography,

we have not yet sounded the depths of the stel-

lar universe; every increase of exposure has

given a corresponding increase in the number
of stars, and many eminent authorities believe

that, with sufficient exposure, we shall find that

the whole of the heavens is full of stars, and it

will be possible to get plates in which the star

images will be so numerous and so close togeth-

er that they will overlap, and the plates will

appear simply as a blaze of light." So, too, we

may say that we have not gone so far yet in our

spiritual perceptions—we are not yet so spiritu-

ally sensitized as to see our sky a blaze of light.

But each new revelation, each new star, or group

of stars, as it appears above our horizon ought

to be an evidence that the dark is not dark-

ness, but light unperceived. The sky of life is

not merely studded with mercies. It is itself

mercy.

—

Exchange.
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Deborah Howell.

(Continued from
|

Tenth Month 2nd.—Children's meeting hehl

this day, in which dear Thomas Scattergood was

largely and livingly exercised in testimony to

the children; it was a solemn opportunity, may
it he remembered. What cause have we, of

this favored Society, to be thankful for the mer-

cies so continually showered down u | ion us. May
we be favored with hearts capable of feeling

the magnitude of those blessings which we as a

or community, possi --.

Tenth Month, 1807.—I may with gratitude

record the restoration to health and usefulness

of my beloved Sarah Cresson, who lias come
forth with brightness, her bow, being again

strung lor battle, and a new song being once

more put into her mouth. She continues to

reside at Haddonfield, and though I sensibly

feel the privations of her precious company,

yet as it -i ems to be at present her right place,

must be willing to resign her, and endeavor to

follow on like her, to know the Lord to be my
strength.

1831, Second .Month 29th.—A lapse of sev-

eral years is apparent since the last written

remarks, iu which time much has been suffered

and enjoyed. Many tears have been shed, many
poignant feelings endured, many beloved friends

aud relatives gone from works to rewards.

Our beloved parents, two brothers, two en-

deared sisters-in-law, two nieces, one of them in

the fresh bloom of youth, two nephews, two first

cousins, much beloved, a near and dear cousin

of my honored father, another precious relative

of my excellent mother, one dear aunt, an uncle
who, with his wife were truly valuable

;
all have

finished their course, I believe with joy, and I

trust have entered within the pearl gates, I have
not the least doubt, through the merits and
atonement of the blessed Saviour ?hor

they believed, Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God,
who alone taketh away the sin3 of the world.

Also from the soldiers in the Lamb's army,
manyof whom have been removed to the Church
triumphant in Heaven. I have to deplore the
loss of my ever dear and tenderly beloved friend
anil mother in the Truth, Sarah Cresson-a digni-

fied minister of the Gospel, and preciously gifted

Friend, no one more useful or more truly valu-
able in a Yearly Meeting, of whom it may with
truth be said, " the church mourns the loss of an
upright pillar removed." She departed this
life on Fourth-day (seven o'clock. P. M. i, Ninth
Month 23rd, 1829, in the fifty-eighth year of her
age, after a severe illness of aboul six months,
at W Ibury, N. J. Thus it seemed right to

the <;re;it Head of the Church to take unto
himself "his own," to gather them safely into
the garner of eternal rest, before the -appalling
Storm" burel forth, which, like a whirlwind, has
been

]
ermitted to -hake our favored Society to

its v. rj the unfaithfulness, pride
ami forgetfulness of too many of its members,
who regarded not the Lord, "neither the opera-
tion of his hand."

A spirit of infidelity ha- been gradually mak-
ing its way, a disbelief in the Divinity of our-
Lord and Saviour, .1. SUS Christ, and in the au-
thority of the Holy Scriptures, in endeavoring

naughl the atonement of the blessed
Son of God, c tin- the blood of the covenant
an nmlean thing, inculcating that a belief in

hi* birth, life, miracle*, resurrection from the
dead and ascension into Heaven, were of no
importance to the ( 'hri-tiau, or had nothing I

do with the salvation ofsinm re.

These doctrines, with many other deistical

opinions, having been adopted and preached

industriously by E. H ,
of Long Island, who

had stood high among Friends, and whose spe-

cious appearance aud outward profession gained

him many adherents and followers. . . .

Third "Month 5th.— Every week, on looking

back furnishes some cause of regret, mercies

abused, faults committed, and oh, such leanness

of spirit.

Oh! for a little dew, for some of that soul

refreshing influence, which cheers the drooping

soul, and in the absence of which nothing earthly

can satisfy. Shall I ever again know a drink-

ing at the hallowed spring of Divine consola-

tion, an establishment on that immovable rock

on which alone there is safety?

Oh ! visit me with thy salvation, nor suffer

me to fall.

Third Month 13th.—Though our meetings

are comparatively smaller than before "the

separation," yet on the morning of (First-day)

a large number of Friends and others still con-

vene, and though generally held in silence, the

outward ministrations of the " Word" being, for

some months past, remarkably withheld from

our assemblies, yet the precious covering of so-

lemnity, is often spread as a canopy over us,

encouraging the hope we are still owned by the
" Head of the Church," in solemn silence.

This day was interred T. Richardson a well

known inhabitant of this city, for many years

past an assayer of the United States mint.

The past winter has been uncommonly severe,

the cold intense; such an immense fall of snow
took place in the First Month, as to block up
the streets, stop the stages, and render the trav-

elling entirely dangerous; many lives were lost,

and so great was the suffering among the poor,

that had not great exertions been made and a

large sum of money raised by our benevolent

citizens, aud a soup house opened for their re-

lief, they must have perished. The Spring has

opened mild, and the river, which has been fast

bound with ice most of the winter, so as to be
travelled over like the streets, is entirely clear,

the navigation opened, and business has resumed
its usual activity. This queen of cities is im-
proving in size and beauty; new buildings put-

ting up in almost every direction, new streets

laying out, business improving, and its inhabi-

tants increasing in wealth and luxury—would
that they might grow in godliness.

A great deal appears to be doing to amelior-
ate the condition of the poor and others, by in-

structing them, through the medium of "Sab-
bath" Schools, Bible Societies, Infant Schools,
&c. Great exertions are also making, particu-
larly in Great Britain, to mitigate the sufferings
of the (colored) population in the colonies, as
also to effect an entire emancipation of the poor
slaves, whose fetters this land of boasted liberty
appear to be riveting. The conduct of our
government towards the Cherokee Indians, has
8tamped a stigma on our national character of
oppression and cruelty, which, with the buying i

and selling of the souls and bodies of men, prac-
tised and allowed by our rulers, must ultimately
loin- down the judgments of an offended God
on ih. ir heads, who has awfully declared " Ven-
geance i- mine, I will repay, saith the Lord."

Third Month 1831.—Our blessed Saviour was
prophetically declared to lie "a man of sorrows
•
ind acquainted with grief," which every truly
baptized disciple must experience the fulfilment
in his daily walk among men. It is easy to say
wh( ii On Sun of Righteousness illumes the soul
with its hallowed ray, I will follow thee witherso-

ever thou art pleased to lead, but when that is i

wisdom withdrawn, when stripped of all He bi

conferred, to be poor and dwelling in a " Ian

not sown," then indeed is the trial of our fait,

To persevere amidst death and darkness in tl

path of lamb-like dependance is indeed a sta;

of humiliation in which too few are willing I

follow on to know the Lord. Many who ha^

received the " Word with gladness" and hai

persevered for awhile in the path of holines

when want, dryness of soul or persecution ha^

arisen, they have turned aside and became u

fruitful. May I be preserved amidst the

desolations, and endeavor to hunger and thir

patiently ; be not weary, neither doubt, and i

accordance with the supplication of a belov<

mother in Israel, publicly engaged on beha

of the visited children, " be regardless of tl

opinions of men, if but accompanied with t

evidence of being the Lord's.

Through weeks and months the covering'

my spirit has been sack cloth, and gladne

has been a stranger to me, but I desire n

to murmur, well knowing how I am blest wil

the fatness of the earth, and other innumerab
favors. Much rather would I be thus destitul

despised and rejected of men, than be of th

number, who are living, as it were, without G(
in the world, sitting as queens, pretending

know no sorrow. Ah ! what will many of tl

degenerate sons and daughters of our high

favored Society do in a day which is fast a

proaching, if there is not a change of hea;

amidst all their lightness and vanity, and boasti

enjoyment.
(To be continued.)

A Permanent Record.—Many things a !

forgotten, and many things are remembere
We cannot choose for ourselves what shall I

1

remembered and what forgotten concerning oij

words or our ways, but a safe rule for us is I

strive always to say or do nothing that cou

be remembered to our discredit. In many
case we speak or act with a hope that our cour

will be held in loving remembrance, and agal
we act or speak thoughtlessly, in a way that lj

would regret to have borne in mind against
(J

by others. A popular amusement or experimeij

in a social circle at the present time is for allij

the room to speak into a phonograph, iu ord
j

that the words may be preserved for future tl

petition. When all have thus spoken, the w*l
cylinder is put away among the home treasuw
to be brought out from time to time for use I

the bearing of the same person or others. Thet|

are those who realize the importance of worl
spoken at such a time, but there are more wkj
have no sense of responsibility for their uttel

ances. The question ought to be, whenever'™
speak or act, How would this appear in the f I

ture, if the record be brought out in the pr»l

ence of those who would judge us by our wor#l
If only this thought were always in our mini

how careful we should be of the spirit in wff
we do or say that which may be a raatteii

permanent record ! "And I saw the dead, t

great and the small, standing before the thrcf
and books were opened: . . . and the dead
judged out of the things which were written
the books, according to their works." "EM
idle word that men shall speak, they shall gi

account thereof in the day of judgment."
indeed, we cannot change the record of our id

or evil words, let us pray God that the lovii

Judge of all may pass his bleeding hand ov
the page written against us, and blot out fb

ever the story of our folly aud sin.—Sia&
School Time*.
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bedside, as the last moment of his life approaehe

ien on my day of life the night is falling,

kod, in tlie winds from unsunned spaces blown,

ear far vi ices out of darkness calling

ly ftet to palhs unknown,

ho hast made my home of life so pleasant,

? not its tenant when its walls decay !

X)ve Divine! O Helper ever present I

ie Thou my strength and stay.

near me when all else is from me drifting

—

:artb, sky, home's picture's, days of shade and shine

;

d kindly faces to my own uplifting

'he love which answers mine.

ave but thee my Father , let Thy spirit

ie with me then to comfort and uphold
;

gate of pearl, no branch of palm I merit,

?or street of shining gold.

Bee it if—my good and ill unreckoned,
nd both forgiven through Thy abounding grace

—

nd myself by hands familiar beckoned
Jnto my fitting place.

humble door among Thy many mansions,
iome sheltering shade where sin and striving cease,
' flows forever through heaven's green expansions
'he river of Thy peace.

re, from the music round about me stealing,

fain would learn the new and holy song,

d find at last, beneath Thy trees of healing
'he life for which I long."

ections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.
Roberts.

(Continued from page 45.)

Tenth Month 25th, 1855. — Attended the

inthly Meeting of Philadelphia for the North-
i district. The language of one formerly, in

of close proving, was remembered, "Thou
d seeth me." No matter what our situation

life may be, or how great our trials, they are

1, known to Him who formerly reached forth

Liand of help to Peter, when near sinking,

iiy we not sit down, as by the way, mourning
ti loss of those who have finished their work,
b: be incited to greater diligence in the work
mour day. Some may not have conspicuous

ke.es to till, but the smaller stones in the build-

ii- are as needful as the larger.

Ij May we experience preservation, and
^now an increase with the increase of God,"
H at last become a family united in heaven,

kere those who were dear to us have, we doubt
u;, through redeeming mercy, entered. I feel

Restrained to commemorate the goodness and
fcrcy of our unslumbering Shepherd, trustfully

b.ieving He is still watching over his church
a.l people, and designs to bless them.
' Eleventh Month 15th. Attended Cain Quar-
k«ly Meeting. In the select meeting, I believe

fcl language of the Spirit was, " Fear not, little

fbk, for it is your Father's good pleasure to

gfe you the kingdom." We remained over
ri;ht at J. E.'s, whose child had lately de-

fused, it felt to me the All-sustaining Arm was
ujeriieath. At the meeting next day, our
d.ir father in the Truth, David Cope, was en-

g?ed in testimony.

[First Month, 1856. At our Monthly Meet-
it; a minute was granted me to visit in Gospel
lee, the meetings composing Cain Quarterly
ft:etiug, and some belonging to Concord Quar-
to.

Sixth Month, 1857.— In company with my
Bier A. and our friend James Emlen we made
a;isit to a man now confined in jail in West
tester, convicted of murder, whose hands are
Stiued with the blood of his first cousin. It

was a deep exercise to my mind, but endeavored
to know what I had to do, to awaken him to

his awful condition. "The voice of a brother's

blood crieth from the ground." And "it is a

fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living

God." I believed he had experienced " the way
of the transgressor is hard," but though his sin

was as the crimson dye, a door of mercy was
opened, through the merits of a crucified Re-
deemer, and the language to him was "return,

repent and live." Sister A. feelingly addressed
him, and if we are but clear in the Divine sight,

it will be a favor ; and may we be enabled avail-

ingly to pray for him, that his eyes may be
opened, and time allowed to prepare for a
never-ending eternity. He had not yet had
his trial.

Sixth Month, 1857.—My spirit is bowed this

evening, having been renewedly made to feel

the goodness and mercy of our great Caretaker,

our never-failing Helper in every season of

trial and difficulty. Our dear family having
again and again been preserved from sickness is

cause for heartfelt gratitude. May we not forget

to return thanks unto Him to whom it is due,

and endeavor so to live that when time to us

shall be no more, we may through adorable

mercy, be permitted to unite " in singing the

song of Moses and the Lamb."
Eighth Month 3rd.—Departed this life our

esteemed friend, Pennock Passmore, with a short

illness. He had long been laboring under dis-

ease, which proved too much for his weak frame.

But his work was done, and the place that hath

known him will know him no more. "Shall

not the Judge of all the earth do right?" A
solemn meeting was held after the interment,

I felt constrained to revive the language of

Elisha, when Elijah was removed "My Father,

my father ! the chariots of Israel and the horse-

men thereof!

Eighth Month 10th. — Second-day was our

Select Quarterly Meeting at Concord, Pa. It

was a time to be remembered by us. Our cousin,

William Scattergood, attended for the last time.

Near the close of the meeting, he referred to

the visit he had made a short time before to

the families of this Quarterly Meeting; he be-

lieved there was a living remnant preserved in

these meetings, etc. To me it felt very impres-

sive. After meeting he walked to his home,

which was near the meeting-house, and it was

soon observed he had an attack of paralysis.

He grew worse rapidly, and quietly passed

away on Fifth-day morning. Truly " the Son

of man cometh at an hour when ye think not."

Second Month, 1858.—I have lately been en-

gaged visiting the families of Concord and Bir-

mingham Monthly Meetings. My faithful com-
panion, Debby Cope, again accompanied me. I

truly feel myself to be " an unprofitable ser-

vant, having done no more than was my duty

to do."

Sixth Month, 1858.— Attended the funeral

of our dear cousin, C. Foulke. I have no doubt

he is safely gathered home, "as a shock of corn

cometh in his season ;" aged nearly eighty years.

A few months before, I also attended the fu-

neral of his wife, our beloved cousin, Hannah
Foulke. The ciuiet feeling which attended my
mind while the company were gathering, was

of itself an evidence that her spirit was safely

landed.

Eighth Month 12th.— Visited our cousin,

Solomon W. Roberts, whose wife was removed

by death a few days before. May he be sus-

tained under this heavy atHiction. He is left

with four little children.

Tenth Month 28th. Our Monthly Meeting.

I believed the time had come t<> leave with my
friends a burden, which had weightily impressed

my mind, increasingly BO of latter time, to visit

in Gospel love the families of our Monthly
Meeting, and those who attend our meetings. 1

was liberated lor this humbling service. May
help and strength he granted by Him, who
alone can give it to accomplish the work to his

praise.

First Month 26th, 1859.—The funeral of our
dear friend, Samuel B. Morris occurred to-day
at Germantown. His family and Society do
most keenly feel this great loss. "Blessed are

the dead who tlie in the Lord."
Ninth Month 4th. Last First-day we attended

a meeting appointed by our dear aged friend,

Hannah Gibbons, for the young Friends in

West Chester. It was a time of favor ; may her
faithful labors be blest, and may " the word not

return void." After she ha'd spoken, the words
of our blessed Lord impressed my mind, " Who-
soever heareth these sayings of mine and doeth

them, I will liken him unto a wise man which
built his house upon a rock," &<:, desiring that

we might individually build upon that Rock,
against which all the storms of time shall beat

in vain.

Ninth Month. First-day.—In the afternoon,

my husband and I visited a young man in

an advanced stage of consumption. We be-

lieved the Great Physician was near him, and
the great work of the soul's salvation was being

silently wrought out.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

North Carolina Yearly Meeting.

It is in much weakness I write a short ac-

count of our late Yearly Meeting.

The Representative Meeting convened on
Third-day, the 6th instant, at eleven A. M.,

with a small attendance; same clerks as last

year. Minutes of the meetings held since last

Yearly Meeting were read over. The Commit-
tee appointed to provide rooms for use during

sittings of Yearly Meeting, reported having en-

gaged two at houses not far off; if a piazza were

added at south end of present house, four nice

rooms could be provided, anil additional accom-
modation for attenders at Yearly Meeting. The
cost would be over §200.

At three P. M. The opening session of the

Meeting on Ministry and Oversight. Some
routine business transacted, and adjourned to

Sixth-day, when James R. Jones' concern, left

over from last year, was disposed of, after hear-

ing the Committee's report. The Yearly Meet-

ing at largre assembled on Fourth-day, the 7th,

at 10 A. M. A proposal from the Representa-

tive Meeting for men and women Friends, to

meet in joint session at the opening of the Year-

ly Meeting, was read, to which objection was

taken that such an important change from the

practice of Friends' service in the authority of

Truth, mens' and womens' meetings were set up

and held for over two hundred years, required

weighty consideration, reference first being had

to the Great Head of the Church, to know his

will, so as to be preserved in what will bear the

test of futurity. It is very desirable that in the

opening of our meeting, men and women should

solidly wait on the Lord for his blessed help

and guidance in all their deliberations. The
Clerk ruled the proposition in order, and wom-
en Friends assenting, the shutters were moved
back. A few ministers from other Yearly Meet-

ings were present, whose certificates were read
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and entered. The General Epistle from Lon-

don was read and commented on, and a Com-

mittee appointed to write an Epistle to the Year-

ly Meetings with whom we correspond, and a

few of the Epistles received, written jointly by

men and women, were read. .Meeting for wor-

ship at two P. M.
On Fourth-day again met at ten A. M.

The Representatives reported the name of L.

I lerk and G. W. White and E.

F.Tomlinson tor assistants, which being united

with, they were appointed for the ensuing year.

Epistles read.

Alt. rnoon. The Report of Evangelistic Com-

mittee read, and an appropriation of two hun-

dred dollar- made for it.- use during the year,

:il-.. a subscription taken up in the face of the

meeting.

Fifth-day, the 9th, morning session occupied

with reading answers t" the Queries, which dis-

closed a low state of things, a large number of

our members were reported as engaged in the

growth, use ami sale of tobacco, which elicited

rring remarks. The Report on Indian

affairs was read and approved. Afternoon, the

K port of Blue Ridge mission was read, and

an appropriation made of two hundred dollars,

al-o subscription taken tip in open meeting.

The funds are very low, and little prospect as

y.t of its being self supporting. The Womens'

F .r. i_rii Mi-i mi report read, and interesting

remarks made by S. A. Purdie. The Orphaa-

age Committee's report for the year, showed an

income of thirteen hundred dollars received

through tie' exertions of Rufus King, and about

same amount from other sources; no income as

yel from the farm. They have secured the ser-

vice- ot'a nice Friend anl wife, as Superintend-

ent and matron, have twelve children in the

house, and one or two put out in places, one

hundred ami fifty dollars was appropriated from

tie- meeting funds, and about the same collected

in meeting.

Seventh-day, the llih. Memorials were read

for Beth Parker and [sham Cox and spoken to.

Afternoon .---.-ion, the reading of Reports from

Committee and President of Guilford College

Bhowed that about one hundred and sixty schol-

ars Were in attendance the past year, and that

they want the number to be increased to two
hundred this ; no account of income and expen-
diture appeared, and it was remarked that there
shoiiM be a detailed account, examined and
certified to by thorough and reliable account-

me friction between the Trustees and
Yearly Meeting appearing, a- to appointment
of two new Trustees, the Yearly Meeting ap-

pointed two friends to confer with the Trustees,

who endorsing the aame name.-, elicited from a
will known friend a stirring protes! against one
of the names as lii-iii'.' engaged in the tobacco
bii-iin—

, first reading the rulesol the College
against the use of it by the scholars. < >m- of the

'. and it appears
it was expected to come from that channel. The
in.-.-: i 1

1

lt was troubled about it.

The Trustees of Guilford College proposed
to have pexl Yearly Meeting held there, but

rious consideration it was not united
with.

The report ( Reprea ntatives stated they had
audited the ace lunts of the Treasurer, and found
tin- deficiencies from I increased
about two hundred dollars last yen. ami about
this amount collected by the Committee ap-
pointed la-i year to devise some plan to reduce
tin- in Lb!. -.In.--. 1 1 wa- agreed i" raise twelve
hundred dollars for next year, which, with the in-

debtedness from the Quarters, would, if all paid,

much relieve the Yearly Meeting. The debt

accumulated since the Yearly Meeting made

appropriations for evangelistic and other work,

against the protest of some well concerned

Friends.

The meetings on First day were crowded,

two separate ones being held in the Meeting-

house, one iu the tent and one at the lodging-

places in the grove. The night meeting in the

house was not satisfactory, the calling from the

gallery for singing and other things inconsistent

with our views as to revereut waiting upon

God and committing the care of ourselves to

the Lord Jesus, the President and Bishop of

souls. Men calling on those assembled to sing,

put up hands, rise, kneel and pray, also to stop

after meeting is dismissed by singing the doxol-

ogy, and then to have a time of it, is not what

we Quakers believe in. May the Lord arise for

our help in holding fast the profession of our

faith without wavering. Every good and every

perfect gift is from above, and cometh down
from the Father of Lights, with whom is no

variableness, neither shadow of turning.

A. Fisher.
MegESSA, Martin Ouritv, N. C.

Eighth Month, 27th, 1895.

For "The Friend."

Cain Quarterly Meeting.

In compauy with a beloved friend, with whom
I had often taken sweet counsel, and gone to the

place of worship in company, I left West Chester

on the morning of the sixteenth of Eighth Month,

and rode to Cain Meeting-house, where the Quar-

terly Meeting was to be held.

It was a beautiful ride along the banks of

the Braudywine, much of the way under the

shadow of the trees, and, in the early morning,

not oppressively warm, so that we much enjoyed

our excursion. We found the Hemlock grow-

ing on the banks—a tree which is not very

common in Chester County, although it is found

on the rocky banks of several of the larger

streams. It becomes far more abundant as we
go northward, and approach the mountains, in

the ravines among which it is very abundant,
and attains a great size. Few natural objects

have given me more vivid emotions of sublimity

than I have felt when standing in a hemlock
forest where the huge trunks were thickly clus-

tered around me. The bark is largely used
tor tanning—the trees are cut down when the

sap is flowing, and the bark removed ; the wood
is often left to rot, unless it is near a stream
sufficiently large to float the logs down to tide

water or other place where they can be utilized.

In that case, during the winter, they are dragged
over the snow to the banks of the stream, and
when the spring freshets come, they are rolled

into its waters, fastened together in small rafts,

and -eni whirling down the rapid current. The
business of guiding these rafts in their rapid
course is a somewhat venturesome and exciting
one, bul it lias its charms for the active and
i nergetic young men who inhabit the mountains
of Pennsylvania.

West Chester i- located in the gneiss or mica
slate region, which embraces the greater portion
of the southeastern part of the county. Our
mad crossed the Great Valley, underlaid with
limesl at Downingtown. For some miles
before reaching this place, we passed through
a region of slaty rock, called lab- slate. Cain
Meeting bouse is Bituated on the high hill which
bordi r- tin Great Valley on the mirth, and here
the rock is Quartz. The view from this -pot is

very fine, extending for a considerable distan

along the fertile valley, aud over the south-lyu.

talc-slate hills.

The number of Friends who meet in this o

stone house is not very large. Many honon

servants of the Lord, who formerly assembl

on such occasions, have passed from works!

rewards. While these were missed, yet it w
encouraging to remember that the Head oft,

Church still condescends to meet with the

who wait upon Him in Spirit, and to solemn!

their hearts with a sense of his presence,

remembered that when a young man, I n

unfrequently had the opportunity of being

Cain Quarterly Meeting, and that I had form

the impression that we were always favor

with good meetings. The experience of tl

day did not belie the old remembrance. 8e*

eral ministers from a distance were in atteif

ance, whose services were acceptable, and t

solemnity that rested on the minds of those!

sembled during the time of silence, was profit!

ble and comfortable.

We dined at the house of a Friend who li?

at the spot where Beaver Creek emerges fro

the hill and enters the Great Valley. One
the family pointed out on the lawn a narro

well-defined track, leading from the water

the creek, through the grass to an apple tn

under which lay many ripe apples. It was st

posed to have been made by musk-rats, for th(

animals live mainly on vegetable substanc

although they sometimes devour muscles.

The main object of our trip was not botanit

—yet one who has been trained to study t'

forms of vegetable life can scarcely fail to I

tice the various plants that grow by the side

the road along which he passes. Indeed,!

sometimes requires the exercise of some sf

denial to pass by the attractive flowers tl

present themselves to the eye. Aud yet, tl

self-denial has to be put in practice when o

feels the necessity of keeping the thoughts

the time mainly turned to spiritual and hes

euly contemplations, and withdrawn from o

ward objects. For there are times when eve

thing, even such innocent employments as t

study of natural science, must be laid aside, a

the undivided attention given to "the kii

dom of God and his righteousness," which c

Saviour exhorts his disciples to " seek first." ]

are told to lay up for ourselves treasures

heaven, for where our treasure is, there will

our heart also. We believe many have be

convinced that these " treasures" may const

iu the acquisition of knowledge, and in the

velopment of the intellect, as well as in o

ward possessions, and that they had need to I

on their guard, lest science anil literature shot I

become the ruling passion of the heart, whl
ought above all to be devoted to the cause aj

service of our Father in Heaven.
Among the most showy plants that greell

our vision was a large-flowered species of col

flower, with yellow petals— the Rudbeckia]
einiata. It grew iu large clumps in wet plaol

about six feet high, and was quite conspicucj

Another showy plant was a species of a]
flower

—

Hdianthus gigantem. Its flowers I

not quite so large as those of the cone-flofll

The enlarged summit of the flower-stem, I

which the individual florets are packed, is!l

instead of cone-shaped, as it is in the Rudbeei I

Both of these plants belong to the natural or
J

of compound flowers ( Composites), in whichsl
eral or many individual flowers are compacl
together, with a circle of bracts enclosing I

whole. The individual florets have five staml
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led in a tube. The cultivated sunflower is

largest flower that we have of this immense

ural order, and the florets being on a large

e, are well adapted to give the student a

rect conception of their structure and ar-

gement.

Jelongingr to the same natural order were two

uies of Eupatorium common in low grounds,

was the common Boneset (Eupatorium per-

ilum), in which the leaves are opposite and

ied together by their broadened bases, so

t the stem appears to pierce the leaves. It

medicinal properties, and holds a high place

jng domestic remedies. Its flowers are white.

other species, the purple boneset (Eupatorium

pureum), has a large head of pale purple

rers, and the leaves surround the stem in

)rls of from four to six individual leaflets.

ilso is reputed to be medicinal. We passed

a number of plants allied to the Lettuce

—

botanical name of which, Lactuea, is derived

l the Latin word Lac, meaning milk, and

been given to these plants because they

re a white, milky juice. Those which we
were noble plants of six or eight feet in

ht, thickly clothed with large, irregular

res, and crowned with panicles of blue flow-

They belonged to the Lactuea Floridana.

n swampy places along the roadside grew a

ie plant with a long spike of bright blue

ers, intermingled with leaves. Dr. Dar-

;ton says it is next in beauty to the Cardinal

wer, another species of the same genus—Lo-

a. Our blue plant is the Lobelia syphilitica,

was formerly an Indian remedy,

n a rich piece of woodland we found a plant

ut three feet in height, with large leaves

ered with stinging hairs—a species of nettle

portea Canadensis). The hairs are sharp-
", and will pierce the hand of an incau-

:s handler, and infuse a drop of poison se-

,ed by the leaf, which causes irritation and

The stinging of the American and Eu-

ean species of nettle is trifling compared with

of some of the East Indian species. Of one

hese, it is said the first sensation is merely a

ht tingling, but vithin an hour violent pain

felt, as if a red-hot iron were applied. This

tinues for about twenty-four hours, and is

wed on the application of cold water, and
not entirely cease for eight days. The young

its of nettle are used in Scotland for greens.

I ;>n my return to Philadelphia the next day,

hopped off and visited a small quarry which

b.iished some interesting illustrations of the

won of the forces which bring the materials

ptjur rocks into regular crystalline form,

s already mentioned, the most common rocks

nuch of the couidiry in Chester and Dela-

e Counties are forms of gneiss— composed of

rtz, mica and feldspar, arranged more or less

jejilarly in layers. The materials composing
hjn are supposed to have been derived from
iiplder series of rocks, which have been worn
I'j'n by the action of water and other natural

bjes, spread over the country, and afterwards

sqsolidated into rocks as we now see them.

81 the mysterious action of chemical forces,

tiie three substances— quartz, mica and feld-

ifl

-— are mostly combined in small grains.

Bl occasionally we find places where they have
m gathered into large masses — so that crystal-

ill plates of mica of considerable size are found
»:ne part of a quarry, while another contains
fejspar and a third quartz, in separate masses.

?J
quarry I visited had been opened several

rers ago and worked for the mica ; but it was
'olid that the mica was stained with metallic

crystallizations, which although beautiful in

themselves, rendered it unfit for the use of the

stove-makers, who wanted a substance that

should show the light through it without hind-

rance. Recently the quarry has again been

worked for the sake of the feldspar, which is

used in the making of porcelain and china. In

its present shape, it furnishes interesting speci-

mens of mica and feldspar.

t [

J. W.

Items.

Tyranny of Secret Labor Organizations.—Justice

Brown, in a recent address on " The Dangers of the

Twentieth Century" said one of them was the tyr-

anny of labor. He said : "It arises from the ap-

parent inability of the laboring man to perceive

that the rights he exacts he must also concede. A
year never passes in which outrages are nut per-

petrated under the name of " rights of labor." Meu
are worried, assaulted and stoned simply because

they are willing to work for less than their assail-

ants. This, too, in a nominally free country."

llecently there was a striking illustration of the

correctness of Justice Brown's statements. Two
painters were at work peacefully on a public school

building in this city. They were spotted by the

walking delegate or some other union spy, and
a few days after they were called on by a delega-

tion of union painters and asked if they had work-
ing cards. They said no. Thereupon the walking
delegate who headed the deputation of intermed-

dlers asked these two men to stop work. They re-

fused to do so.

On the following day, while they were attending

quietly to their business they were attacked by five

champions of the "rights of labor," armed with

clubs made out of lead and gas pipes. The as-

sailants were so cowardly that they did not call

on the two men to come out and have a fair fight,

but fell upon them unawares, fracturing the skull

and breaking the arm of one and bruising the other

badly. It will be a long time before the worst in-

jured one will be able to do any work. Fortunately

the walking delegate and two of his assistant ruffi-

ans were caught and locked up.

In the eye of the law the two painters had been

guilty of no offense. It is true that they had re-

fused to join the Painter's Union; but that is not

a crime. No man in this country can be forced to

join any organization if he does not want to. It is

true that these men, though not members, persisted

in working at their trade when they could find any
one to hire them. But that is no crime. The law
nowhere says that no man shall work at a trade

unless he has a working card. On the contrary,

the law is that every man may earn his honest liv-

ing in his own way, and can put his services at

the command of an employer without having to

get the consent of any organization.

This walking delegate and his accomplices, be-

ing a law unto themselves, take the position that

no man shall work as a painter in this city unless

he belongs to their union, and that if any man de-

fies their authority, he shall be given so severe a

dose of club law that he will be unable to work.

It is assumed that all persons who work as painters

are under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Paint-

ers' Union, and that its laws are higher than those

of the State, and that those who disobey them can

with propriety be beaten or even killed.

It is time to read these defenders of the " rights

of labor" a much needed lesson. They should be

punished as severely as the law will allow. If

they can be sent to the penitentiary for assault to

commit murder, so much the better. If not they

should be given a year iu the county jail. The
penitentiary is the best place for them.— Christian

Cynosure.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH

We have received from our friend, John B.

Wood, a word of encouragement to " keep on

publishing things relating to the Kingdom of

Heaven." He says: "Asl was lying reading

The Fkilnd about two weeks ago, a gentle-

man said to me, ' Why, I was brought to a sav-

ing knowledge of our Lord Jesus, while reading

that paper.'
"

Tins man, in process of time, felt himself

called to labor for the spread of the Gospel in

foreign parts. Sometime after his arrival at his

place of destination, a lady came to him saying,

"A short time before you came to our town, I

had a dream, I saw a young man come and oc-

cupy a carpenter shop iu this town, turn it into

a place of worship, and my son, who was then

a bartender, converted to the Christian religion

there. You came, changed the carpenter-shop

into a church, and my son was one of the first

converted."

Much success had since attended his labors,

and he had gathered a large congregation.

We have received from a friend a communi-
cation calling attention to the use of the cars

on a First-day of the week.

While the Society of Friends do no believe

that there is any intrinsic holiness in one day of

the week more than another, but that all our

time should be spent as our Heavenly Father

wills
;
yet it is reasonable and equitable that

time be allowed for rest, and a day set apart

when the ordinary business of life may largely

be suspended, and time given for public worship

of the Almighty, and for quiet retirement and

religious meditation, and profitable reading of

a serious nature.

Inasmuch as cars cannot be regularly run

without requiring the labor of many persons,

who are thus deprived of the advantages which

others experience from a day of rest, and of

change from the usual avocation, it seems to

us that Friends should avoid patronizing them
on the First-day' of the week, except in cases

where the circumstances really justify it.

We cheerfully publish the following explana-

tory letter from our friend, Jesse Edgerton :

Editor Friexd— I notice in an Editorial in the

last number of The Friend, the statement repro-

duced from The British Friend, that when Hannah
H. Stratton and her companions were in Aberdeen
they were advised to go to London and present their

credentials to the Meeting for Sufferings. The in-

ference that would naturally be drawn from this

statement, is that our Friends in Aberdeen save
this advice. In justice to our Friends there I de-

sire to say that such was not the case. We were

most kindly received and treated by our Scotch

Friends, and we found lure a wide-open door for

service among them. The advice alluded to reached

us while in Aberdeen, but it came from England,

from Friends who were honestly desirous, as we
believe, for the success of our errand in that coun-

try. 1 have no desire to discuss the propriety or

impropriety, the wisdom or unwisdom of this ad-

vice, but wish simply to place our Friends in Scot-

land in their true position, with regard to us and
our trip to London—a position involving no re-

sponsibility therefor.

Jesse Edgertoit.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Salvador de Mendonca, Minister

to the United States from Brazil, telegraphs to the

United Press from Kenne Valley, X. Y., where he is

spending the summer, that he "has received advices

from the Government confirming the news given in

previous despatches of the pacification of the State of

Kin Grande do SuI, where a revolt has been in pro-

gress since the ending of the Mello and Garna Bra-

zilian insurrection.

The Territorial Supreme Court of Utah, on the 31st

nit., handed down its decision on the Woman's Suf-

frage question, holding that only male citizens are en-
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tilled to vote on ilie adoption or rejection of the State

l. a- .-tilled

art, u, thai the Edmunds-Tucker act, which

disfranchised women in the Territory of Utah, is still

in force and applicable until it is repealed or the Ter-

ritor* actually bee
- CI ief Justice Mer-

rit, Democrat, and Associate Bartch, Republican,

in that view. Associate Justice [nam. Demo-
rered a dissenting ing that the

Enabling Act, by in plii ation, repealed the provision

of the Edmunds-Tucker act and that women were

entitled 1 1 vote on the i onsiitulion and for State offi-

It i.- urge I :iL.':iit»st the prop ,se,l constitutional amend-
ment reducing the school age thai every scho d-hotise

in Missouri is crowded now, and there is room for no

more children.

While there are no complete statistics available,

careful estimates from all possible sources of informa-

tion make it probable that, at the time of the discov-

ery, there were not more than 500,000 Indian- in all

North America.
The New York P..<t savs: '• In the city of New York

there are over 100,1 Russian Jewish immigrants,

and ike consninpti .n of intoxicating liquors by them
i- va-t y less than among an equal number of any
other p irtion of the population of New York."

" There was a government in existence within the

limits of my Mate during the late war that 1 find no
mention of in the histories." says !'. M. Holden. of

Mississippi. " In the early days of the secession the

Jones, through its leading citizens, withdrew
from the Confederacy, declared themselves a free and
independent people, organized a government, adopted
a constitution modelled after that of the I'nite 1 Stales,

called this n^vr Government ' the Republic of Jones,'

i President and a full quota of officials, and
to furnish men or money to the Southern cause.

On the approach of I »ii federal e troops they would re-

treat to the swamps and other inaccessible places and
remain in hiding till the danger had passed. They
kept up this queer attitude of hostility to their own
brethren, so far a- I am informed, to the close of the
war

;
but lb.- K. -public of .J. ut- passed out ..f the mem-

ory if men with the event of Appomattox, and the
if it now in that locality is only a cause for

jreal meteor which fell from the heavens some
B i near Gulf Summit is can-nig a queer legal

muddle, says the Atlanta Constitution. The meteor
fell on the land of Farmer Sivackhammer, almost on
the boundary between New York and Pennsylvania.
The exact location oi this State line ha- for many years
been a mailer of dispute, and the matter has been
brought to a focus by the falling of this meteor. Nol
only ha- the Slate line been in dispute, bul the divid-
ing line between Swackharamer and Farmer Little-

j ihn's land-, dependent upon the Stale line, has never
been totaled. Falling in the disputed territory, this
meteor has brought al i a legal battle, as both far-

mers claim it, while a third person claims it bv right
of discovery. Injuncti have been obtained by all
three. Meanwhile scientists have partly excavated
the -too,- and have endeavored to determine it- origin.

ol the promini nt member- of ti,,. Knights
Templar- are planning the establishment of a National
University for both next i I

:

by and in

the interest of all Masons, with a permanent endow-
ment of not b-s than Kiiioiiii. According to the
plan- children ol all Master Masons can secure a com-
plete education from the age of 10 years and upwards.
along any line of instruction which they may desire.
The buil

'

iniodaie HMiuii students.
The blueberry i r ip in Maine i- phenomenally large

tin- year. Michigan, too, has a big crop
annual ( invention of tin

berry-grower's Association, on the '-'Tib oil .

report -bowed this year's crop to be likely to
i. it of 189-1 by 230,950 bushel-.

\ irthquakc shook was distinctly fell in Eastern
I'c-nn-ylvania, Souihern New York. Eastern C 'cli-
ent, New Jersey and Delaware, about In min
o'clock on the morning of the 1st insi. The tremor

ind, a- lar as report,.,!, did
no damage. The Beveresl -I ks seem to have been
f.-li at i mey Island and along the Jersey shore, where
building- rocked noticeably and window pane- were
•haltered. The Delicate seismic recorders at Wash-

trthqiiake.

I I. am, an, nil Wilmington
in I alll-le!

i irnis and ammu-
nition, al Penngrove, N .1 . u the :;mh ultimo. The

I
i ilibubters bad chartered the tug Taurus and

conveyed their munitions of war to Penngrove. there

to await an out-bound Cuban fruit steamer. United

,..,,i-ioner McAllister gave them a prelimi-

narv hearing at Wilmington, and held them for trial.

There were 412 deaths in this city last week—a de-

crea-e of 53 from the previ ius week, and an increase

of 17 over the corresponding week of last year. Of

the foregoing, 140 were under one year of age; 2-0

were males and 192 females: 55 died of cholera in-

fantum; 42 of marasmus; 34 of consumption; 31 of

heart disease; 18 of apoplexy; 17 of inflammation of

.rich and bowels; 16 of pneumonia; 16 of can-

cer ; 15 of diphtheria; 13 of inflammation of the brain,

and 1' of old age.

Markets, &c - T. S. 2's, 962 1 4's, 1907, 112, a 113;

4's, 1925, 123J a 123| ; 5's, 115J a 116}; currency 6's,

100 a 109.

(mi. in.— Prices ruled steady on a basis of 8|c. per

pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, $15.00 a $15.50 per Ion.

Flock.— Winter super, $2.35 a $2.50; do., extras,

S2.60aS2.S-i; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $2.90 a $3.10;

do., do., straight. $3.10 a $3.30 ; Western winter, clear,

$2 00 a $:;.10; do., do., straight, $3.15 a $3.30; do.,

do., patent, $3.35 a $3.60 ; spring, clear, $2.70 a $3.00;

do., straight, $3.00 a $3.25 ; do., patent, $3.35 a $3.60
;

do., favorite brands, higher. Rye Flour was slow and
weak at $3.20 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 64J a 65c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 42} a 421c.

No. 2 white oats, 251 a 26c."

Beef Cattle. — Extra, none here
;
good, 5 a 5|c;

medium, 41 a 4|c; common, 3£ a 4}c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3} a 31c; good. 2J a 3c,
medium, 2} a 2.5c ,

common, 1} a 2c; lambs, 21 a 5£c.

Hogs.— Western, 6| a 7c
Foreign.—A despatch from Edinburgh dated the

29lh lilt., say- :
" The -trike of the Dundee jute work-

ers is still spreading, and 30,000 operatives are now
out. The masters have given notice to their striking
employees, that, if they do not return to-morrow, the
fa' tone- will be closed and the lock-out continued in-

definitely."

The Duke of Orleans has decided to abandon the
royalist propaganda in France, cease the payment of
subsidies to royalist newspapers and abandon the of-

fices in Paris occupied by the Royalist Committee.
The Siandurd of the 2nd inst. published a despatch

from Vienna saying that Professor Vambery, who has
intimate personal relations with the Sultan, has writ-

ten an article which appears in the Pesther Lloyd, de-
claring that the Sultan will assent to establishing re-

forms in Armenia if Germany, Austria and Ittly will
join the three protesting Powers, Great Britain, France
and Russia, thereby making unanimous the concert of
Europe, which would lessen the insult of having to

place the internal administration of one of his own
provinces under foreign control.

A Swiss scientist lias been testing the presence of
bacteria in the mountain air, and finds that not a
single microbe exists above an altitude of 2,000 feet.

\dvi. es received in Hong Kong from Kucheng state
thai the inquiry of the investigating commission into
the recent outrages is proceeding satisfactorily. The
Chinese officials are giving the Commission ample as-
sistance. Ten members of the Vegetarian Society
have been convicted of participation" in the outrages,
and the trial of others is in progress. There is^no
danger of fresh disturbances during the sittings of the
( loiniiii— ion.

The Public Ledger say-: "There is probability of
I leuador now that General Alfaro has enlered

1,'uiioai the head of the victorious revolutionists. The
people were dissatisfied

frage. Inst

ith the way the elections
extension of the right of suf-

iking to correct their wrongs
it bi x or in ii,e primary elections, they

Vu.cric. in remedy for all political ills,
and drove tin- adiiiiui-lr.it ion from power by force of
arms, li seems to have been a genuine revolution, the
1 " ''• 'iiu.eni boding a majority of the people against
il when an attempt was made to suppress the first re-
volt. General Alfaro represents the Liberals, so far
as that term i- understood in South America."

E-tani-laus Tamarez, a noted bandit chief was
hanged at 1'arral, Mexico, la-l week. This is the lirst

n by hanging that has occurred in Mexico the
usual manner of death hoi,,,, by .]„, ,|i„„

h eksar. rep rte

Mc.xii - I; uld'i - wer.

lry."TI,'c7bcliVvc
foleano is,,,, the point of eruption.

tight between Iroopsaud in-urgenis, six lea-ties
deCuba, on the 31st ult

, the troops

inolep:

r„i

were victorious. The rebel camp, containing

ions, munitions and correspondence, was captured,

the Government forces.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Rlioads, N. J., $2, vol. 6

from William T. Cooper. N. J., $2, vol. li'.) ; frt

Stephen H. Foster, 111., $2, vol. 69 ; from Milto

lev. Agent, Ind., $6, being $2 each for Rachel Ca|(|

Joel Newlin and Albert .Maxwell, vol. 60; from Al'

J. Hopkins, Pa., $2, and for L. H. Hopkins, D
vol. 69; from Oliver Miller, O., $2, vol. 69

Joseph McCarty, Pa., $2, vol. 69; from Charles'

Hall, Cal., $2, vol. 69 ; from Joseph H. Branson, Phft

$2, vol. 69; from Sarah V. Willits, la., -$2, vol. (

from Edward Maris, M. !>., Phila., $16, being $2 ea

for himself, Alfred E. Maris, Robert W. Maris, Gay|,

P. Burgess, Ark., Dillon Haworth, Arthur B. Maxwi
Ind., Wilber F. Crist, Cal., and Gilbert Junes, Cana
vol. 69; from Thomas A. Wood, Agent, O., $7, bei

$2 each for Jonathan Brown, Eliza Stock and Jossi

Vaughan, and $1 for himself, vol. 69; from Heniy
Ellvson, la., $2, vol. 69 ; from Sarah Huestis, Age<

O., $26, being $2 each for Lydia J. Bye, Eliza!*

Bowman, Mary L. Crew, Edna P. Dean, Amy Jol

Harmon Rhodes, Eliza Smith, Hannah P. Smith, Da»
Smith, Belinda H.Schoiield, Hannah A. Vanlaw, Sui'

Worstell and Richard Edgerton, vol. 69; from Willii

C. Ivins, N. J., *6, being $2 each for himself, Le'

Toft and James Fo.-kett, vol. 69 ; from Anne E. Howti

Gtn , $2, vol. 69 ; from Charles Jones, Gtn , $2, «.

for J. Barclay Jones, $2, vol. 69 ; from Edmund Wo
N. J., $2. and from George Wood, $2, vol. 69; fill

K. L. Roberts, N. J., $2, vol. 69 ; from Ezra Engh
J., $2, and for Josiah P. Engle, $2, vol. 69 ; fori

Mary S. Taylor, Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; from L. O. Staajt

Agent, Ind., $2 for Joel W. Hodson, and $2 for W
Ham C. Stanley, vol. 69

;
from Nathan Freeman, III

$2, vol. 69 ; from John W. Garwood, Agent, la.,,

for John Williams, vol. 69 ; from Ira J. Parker, 1
:

$2, vol. 69; from Allen T. Leeds, Phila., $2, volj!
from Seth Shaw, Agent, O., $2 for Wilson M.
vol. 69

;
from Mary W. Bacon, N. J., $2, vol. 69;fel

George Briggs, la., $2, vol. 69 ; from Anna Horst,

$2, vol. 69
;
from James Lee, Jr., Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; fit

George L. Smedlev, Phila., $2, vol. 69 ; from Ge»
Haines, Jr., N. J., $2, vol. 69 ; from Marv W. Bac
Phila , $2, and Cor Anna D. Snowdon, $2, vol. 69 ; frl

Joseph B. Matlack, Phila., $2, vol. 69; from SaraW
Haines, Phila., $2, vol. 69.

6®-Remittance* received after Third-day evening
not appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Persons wanting a quiet, comfortable home i

have such in a Friend's family in the village of W
Grove. For address inquire at the office of T
Friend.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth 1'

16th, 1895. The Superintendent will beat his oil

during the two weeks preceding the opening, from
until one o'clock. Catalogues or information by ~
upon application.

J. Henry Bartlett, Supl.,

140 N. Sixteenth St., Phil*

Reduced Rates to Ohio Yearly Meeting, i

Baltimore & Ohio R. R.—Friends desiring to attt

Ohio Yearly Meeting can go and return for one I

and a third ; that is, paying full fare to BarnesvM
Ohio, and returning for line-third of a full fare. TioM
good from Ninth Month 11th, to Tenth Month I
inclusive. For tickets or further information call

James Potter, 833 Chestnut St., Phil'a, Pi!

Position Wanted. — A competent experien]
woman, a Friend, wi-hes position as companion]
housekeeper. Best ref. Address for two weeks,

]

"Friend," 4033 Powelton Ave., West Phil'il

Died, at her residence in Haverford, Pa., Eig 1
Month (ith, 1X95 Sarah Gaurigues, in the eigll
eighth year of her age; a member of the MonM
Mcciing oi Friends ,,f Philadelphia for the West!
District.

'

, at her home in this city on the mornilB
Eighth Month 7th, Rebecca Hornor, a membal
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia
the Western District—a Friend bv birthrigbMfl
conviction, lion. Eighth Mouth 30th, 1799, her 1

1

hie closed peacefully at the age of nearly nineSI
years. "

1 shall be satisfied, when I awake, with I
likeness."
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j
;794.—Dear Friends :

—
lye find ourselves engaged at this time, to

ation all our fellow professors to watch, with

de attention, against giving way to the un-

miected activity of their own spirits. Many
fc-e are, who although willing to confess the

notency thereof for promoting the spiritual

»<fare of men, are yet unwilling to submit it to

i restraint of Divine wisdom in outward en-

^aements. From this cause such have often

«3d in plausible pursuits, often brought re-

jnch on our profession, often distress on them-

»es. Thus also some have been improperly

Id into speculative opinions on the affairs of

A unstable world, and the commotions which

rel it, very inconsistently with the purity and
arplicity of our principles, and unbecoming
iiie who profess to be subjects of the peaceable

ii'doni of Christ. Let not such indulge them-

re,es in contention, even with their tongues.

Filow peace with all men. Study to be quiet

in to do your own business, remembering that

ii spiritual Jerusalem is a quiet habitation
;

in that to lead a holy, unblamable life among
Hh, walking in the fear of the Lord, and ac-

joling to the direction of that light wherewith
H favors us, is to contribute, in the degree
with He approves, to the advancement of true

re.rmation in the earth.

>ear Friends, we have not any desire un-

sritably to multiply words, but. Oh! that we
n ht be enabled to rouse the supine among us,

if very age, and of every appearance, to the

ivul thought that they are not their own ! Surely
na this alarm effectually sounded in their ears,

Tiny who now gird themselves, go whither they

is and absent themselves when they list from
'inittendance on the Lord's service, would not
)n; submit to be restrained by his fear, but
weld pray that his hand might not spare, or
ai eye pity, until a disposition was produced
in established in them, to serve Him in sin-

;lness of heart.

.795.

—

Dear Friends and Brethren: In our
Jo.mon cause— the endeavor to promote, in

JU generation, the righteousness of Christ, by
iblience to his Spirit operating in the heart
—ow awful is our profession ; and what man-

ner of men ought we to be, in all godliness and

honesty, that our practice may correspond with

it! Religion is not a speculative thing, but a

practical duty ; and, at this Yearly Meeting, we

have been renewedly made desirous that our

members may be more and more diligent in sup-

port of the testimonies which we believe our-

selves bound, in our conduct, to bear to the

world. Thus impressed, we tenderly salute you,

and inform you, that we have reason to believe,

from the examination that we have made into

the state of our Society, that the cause of Truth

gains ground ; that the visitation of Divine love

continues to be extended, by faithfulness to which

a growth in the Truth is experienced ; and, that

our Christian discipline is supported with in-

creasing vigor.

The account of sufferings brought in this year,

chiefly for tithes, priests' demands, and those

called church-rates, amounts in Britain, to six

thousand three hundred and eighty-one pounds,

and in Ireland, to one thousand two hundred

and ninety-two pounds. Seven members of our

Society are lately committed to prison, by an

exchequer process, on account of our testimony

against tithes. We wish their allotment may
prove a call to those among us, who do not come

up to their brethren in this testimony, afresh to

consider the foundation of it : namely, a desire

to be clear in the sight of the Shepherd and

Bishop of souls, from supporting a ministry of

human ordination, exercising its functions for

lucre, and tending to divert the attention of the

people from the secret instruction of his all-suf-

ficient Spirit. Divers have been the admoni-

tions of this meeting to these unfaithful breth-

ren, and clear the provision of our discipline

against their confirmed neglect : but Friends

of this description, how much more desirable is

it to gain you by persuasion, and to perceive

your judgments convinced by the light of Truth,

than to treat you as delinquents! Lay aside,

therefore, your former prejudices. Suffer not

the customs of men, the prospect of inconven-

ience, or the fear of appearing to differ from

your intimates, so to influence your minds,

as to make your deviations even desirable in

your view. Be sure, also, that other inconsis-

tencies with the self-denying character of a

Christian, do not keep you at a distance from

that point of view, in which ye may cleaily see

your duty in this respect.

It hath been often observed, that the desire

of acquiring wealth is an incitement to every

evil ; and having many proof's to what great

lengths it will carry those who give it place

in their hearts, let us guard against the begin-

nings of so great temptation. Circumscribed

even as we are more than many, it is not unu-

sual, in our pursuit of the things of this life, for

our gain and our convenience to clash with our

testimony. O, theu may we be willing to pause,

and give time for those passions to subside, which

would hurry us to the accomplishment of the

desired purpose, ere the still voice of wisdom be

distinctly heard to guide us in the way in which

we should go. And, beloved youth, in an especial

manner, guard against the first sacrifices of duty

to inclination. If ye curb inordinate desires in

their infancy, your victory over future tempta-

tions will be the more easy ; and, through faith

in Him that hath loved us, and hath overcome,

ye will in time be more than conquerors; but if

ye shrink from the conflict, or resign the victory

to the tempter, ye will be despoiled of the ar-

mor designed to preserve you in future assaults
;

and, it may be, unable to resist, in your further

progress through life, temptations which in the

fresh morning of your day, ye would have held

in abhorrence.

1796.—We have this year received epistles

from our Friends of the Yearly Meetings of

North and South Carolina and Georgia, of Vir-

ginia, of Pennsylvania, of New York, and of

New England, evincing their continued concern

to support our testimonies, and our Christian

discipline. The inhabitants of the continent,

dwelling in fertile regions once possessed by

different tribes of the Indian natives, are doubt-

less bound to regard them with benevolence:

accordingly, we find our Friends engaged in an

undertaking to furnish them with some of the

comforts of civilized life. A fund is raising to

supply the expense of instructing them in agri-

culture, in mechanic arts, and in some useful

branches of learning.

On examining into the state of our Society in

these nations, we find cause to believe that, in

many parts, the attention of Friends is gradu-

ally fixing, more and more closely, on the ex-

cellence of the several testimonies which we are

required to bear; and we are persuaded that

were our members universally more loosened

in theiraffections from the profits and the friend-

ships of the world, the standard of truth would

be more conspicuously and availingly displayed.

Let us consider, brethren, what is the cause

of our dissent from the prevailing opinions and

practices of the age. Is it not that we most

surely believe that our faith is more consistent

with the evangelical purity of the primitive

times ; and our manners less liable to promote

an attachment to a world that passeth away?

How then shall we set the candle, that hath

been thus mercifully lighted in any of us, under

the bed or the bushel
;
giving up any part of

our testimony, be it ever so small, for the sake

of ease or of outward advantage ?

The beloved apostle declared that " God is

light, and in Him is no darkness at all." A
manifestation of this Divine light, in infinite

mercy, is given to every man, to lead him out

of the misery of fallen nature, unto the eternal

fountain of life and light. In every heart, and

in every society of people, in which place is

given to any kind of unrighteousness, an eclipse

of the light necessarily follows as far as the

compliance with evil extends ; and if this state

be continued in, spiritual death must ensue.

Wherefore, brethren, in your conduct as indi-

viduals, and in the part which ye take in the

exercise of the discipline established amongst

us, be ye animated to resist every appearance

of evil : remembering that, as our Heavenly
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Father canDot unite with darkness, so neither

um?t those unite with it who desire to attain

ship with Him: in which fellowship our

happiness consisteth, both in time and in eter-

nity.

This meeting bath heen very large, ami our

minds have been much exercised in a travail

for the cause of Truth. ( >. Friend? of every

description, bow would ye contribute, not only

to your own peaci as individuals) but to rentier

•ur assemblies, under the sanction of the great

Master, seasons of rejoicing, were ye all to be
I in earnest, each one tiir himself, to do

away the hurtful and hindering things, which
ye must l>e sensible are yet to be found within
our borders!

Pear Friends; remember the apostolic decla-

ruiH n, •• The foundation of God standeth sure,

having this Beal, the Lord knoweth them that

arc his." Strive therefore to become such, by
obedience to his holy law. It hath been our
uniform ami constant testimony, that God hath

vouchsafed his grace and good .Spirit unto the

children of men universally, as the mean of their

Modification, May ye therefore, in your sev-

eral degrees of growth, evince and recommend
your belief in it, by dwelling under its holy in-

fluence.

1798.— Among other advantages which we
find in thus assembling ourselves before the
Lord, it is none of the least, that our love for

the members of his mystical body, the church,
receives from time to time a renewal of holy
fervor, with ardent desire that she may increase
in qualification to be presented to Him a glori-

ous church, not having spot or wrinkle, or any
such thing. May we. Friends, as a part thereof,

through the grace which is given to us, be wil-
ling to cleanse ourselves from every pollution of
flesh and spirit, and to become holy in all man-
ner of conversation.

livery step which we can gain in the way of
obedience to duty, is not only of advantage to

ourselves, but it "gives additional strength and
animation to be beneficial to others. By this
mean alone can the parent or the guardian
hope to discharge his important and awful
trust to the lambs committed to his caie, in the
wilderness of this world. And what need there
i- of seeking all means of qualification to be
helpful to them, the dangers of that wilderness,
and the failuieof many who are entrusted with
the charge, too obviously declare. We fear that
in many instances, an early and frequent peru-
sal of the Scriptures of Truth, and opportuni-
'' f quiel retirement in families, before the
Lord, arc neglected; whilst amusements not
suited to tla condition of a candidate for im-
mortality, and writings inimical to the simplic-
ity of the Gospel, arc indulged or connived at.

r, also, thai some of our youth are train-
ing in habits ofexpense in attire, furniture and
attendance; which growing into custom, are not
only inconsistent with the simplicity of
pel, but a constant call for much of that prop-
erty, which would be better employed in feed-
ing the hungry; and of thai time which might
be occupied in visiting and cheering the habita-
tions of human misery. " The trimmings of the
vain u., r |d." said ..or worthy elder, William
I'eiin. " would clothe the naker'l one." It is not,
however, with Mich only thai we plead, on be-
half of the indigent We wish those who are
generally consistent in appearance and man-
ners with our self-denying profession, to be clear
that a due proportion of their lime and Bub-
stance i- spenl in the relief of distress. This is

a day when thousands of our fellow creatures

are wanting the necessaries of the body : and

thousands imbibing with avidity principles in-

jurious to the mind. Happy will it be, as a

parting retrospect, to believe that we have

neither contributed, by misapplication of our

entrusted property to the one; nor omitted to do

all in our power to prevent the baneful spread

of the other. Christ is all ; in Him are all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge; and the

observance of his law, written on the heart,

would restore perfect harmony to the universe.

Finally, dear Friends ; let us bear in constant

remembrance that important principle of our
profession, a testimony to the pure and free

ministry of the Gospel of Christ, whose sole pre-

rogative it is, to send and qualify such as it

pleases him, without respect to worldly rank or

human acquirements; and all his truly devoted
servants, whatever may be their gift- and sta-

tions in the church, are brethren ; and hold

them under Him the only Head, and the uni-

versal and all-sufficient Teacher.

We salute you in Gospel love, and remain
your affectionate Friends and brethren.

For "THE FRIEND."

Christianity and Slavery.

Skeptics tell us that Christianity approves of
slavery, and cite the so-called Christian coun-
tries where slavery has been prevalent, as proof
of the truth of their assertion. The truth of the

matter, however, is just the opposite, as is well
shown in the following extract from a little

leaflet, with the above title, forming one of the
excellent " Grape Shot " tracts series of H. L.
Hastings, of Boston :

"The early Christian church did its utmost
to destroy the distinction between master and
slave. Says Lecky, the historian :

' Whatever
mistakes may have been made, the entire move-
ment I have traced displays an anxiety not
only for the life, but also for the moral well-
being of the castaways of society, such as the

most humane nations ofantiquity had never reached.
This minute and scrupulous care for human
life and human virtue in the humblest forms

—

in the slave, the gladiator, the savage, or the
infant—was indeed wholly foreign to the genius
of Paganism It is the distinguishing
and transcendent characteristic of every so-

ciety into which the spirit of Christianity has
passed?—Morals vol. ii. p. 36, 1869. 'Chris-
tianity alone could effect the profound change
of character that rendered possible the abolition
of slavery.' ' The Christians did not preach a
revolutionary doctrine .... they steadily
sapped it [slavery] at its basis by opposing to it

the doctrine of Universal Brotherhood, and by
infusing a spirit of humanity into the relations
of society.'

—

nationalism, vol ii., p. 258, 1866.
" Paul sent back Onesimus to Philemon, 'not

now as a servant, but above a servant, a brother
beloved.' Tertullian declared the slaves to be
brethren.' Cyprian said, ' The slave is as much

a man as the freeman.' Cyprian once collected
seven hundred and eighty-one pounds to buy
Blaves and set them free. Lactantius taught
people to give their gold to redeem captives
from slavey. Ambrose sold the ornaments of
the church at Milan to rescue captives from
servitude, saying ' Men are more precious than
metals;' 'and this practice speedily became
general. Lecky, Morals, ii., pp. 76, 77 ; Gib-
bon's Decline and Fall, chap, xv." J.Elmer.

N" l'l \< i:.—"There is no place this side of
heaven where it will nol be safe for the Chris-
tian to watch and pray."

For "The Friend,"

John Salkeld.

[Account of John Salkeld, extracted froms
account of the family by a descendant.]

John Salkeld, son ofThomas Salkeld, of Col

beck, in the County of Cumberland, Englan
was born in 1672.

He belonged to, and was a preacher in tl

Society of Friends. He paid religious visits i

Ireland in 1698 and 1703, and in 1700 he we:

on a religious mission to America.
On the eighth of the Ninth Month, 1704,

1

married Agnes Powey, after they had declari

their intentions of marriage before several pu-

lie meetings of Quakers in Westmoreland, ai

receivtd the consent of parents and parties eo

cerned. Their marriage was consummated
a meeting for worship, at the meeting-house

Grayngge, he promising " to be a true and lc

ing husband until death separate us," and
promising " to love and obey thee as my hi;

band until death separate us." A certificate I
drawn up in form and signed by the parties ai

witnesses.

On the ninth of the Seventh Month, 17(

John Salkeld and wife took passage from Lo
don to Philadelphia, and settled at Chester,

the Delaware. On the twenty-fifth of the Tweli
Month, in the same year, he gave in a cert:

cate to Chester Monthly Meeting in Pennsyh
nia, from the Quarterly Meeting in Cumberla
in Great Britain.

His occupation was that ofa farmer and ma
ster, and he appears to have owned four hundi
acres of land near Chester, on which he residi

Besides this he had one thousand acres, pi

chased of Collett, in Westtown, and which foi

number of years was covered with the primes
forest, after the adjacent land was cleared, a

was known as Parker's Woods, which was aft
J

wardsdivided and sold in small tracts by Jose]
Parker Norris. He also owned a tract in Falkf
field Township, the original purchase of Lan]
lott Fallowfield, of Great Stickland, in Wfrj
moreland County, England, besides other tra]

not so well determined.
As a preacher, it was common for him to]

to neighboring meetings in Pennsylvania, Nl
Jersey and Delaware, and would occasional
extend his visits to distant parts. About 'I

year 1712, a religious concern took him to Nl
England, and it would appear that he went I

a visit to England, Scotland and Ireland in '1

year 1712, returning sometime in 1715. Ahl
the year 1717, he revisited New England, (I
in the latter part of 1719 and theforepartf
1720, he was in the West India Islands, f
visited Long Island in 1725, and revisited Grj
Britain in 1726-7. He again revisited Nj
England in 1730, and in 1733-4, he via*]

friends in Virginia and North Carolina. (I
of his journals to England is still preserved, t]

likewise his marriage certificate, and there I

be other papers of interest among his desc
ants, if those who have them would make
fact known.
Bowden remarks that "John Salkeld

notable man to proclaim the Gospel. Hel|
great opening in the Scriptures, which
mighty help and comfort to many friends,
was fervently engaged for Truth's pi

and for this purpose travelled several" ti;

through the Continent. He was cheerful|
conversation, and found it necessary to kee
constant guard. He had a clear, distinct i

intelligent method of utterance in his minis
being often attended with life and authorit'

1
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Smith says, " He was naturally of a cheerful

[position, hail a clear, distinct and intelligible

erance in his ministry, often attended with

»t life. Generally had an uncommon reach

his auditory, and sometimes crowned with

3ess."

On the twentieth of the Ninth Month, 1739,

hn Salkeld died at his residence, aged sixty-

en years nine months and four days, and
8 interred at Friends' Burial Ground at Ches-

, on the twenty-second. The following lines

n appeared, which were attributed by some
Joseph Brantuall, a Friend and scrivener, of

iladelphia. Others supposed them to have

>n written by Henry Hale Graham, a lawyer,

(Chester.

Salkeld, from silent sitting, slow would rise,

Vnd seemed as it' with himself lie did advise.

lis first words would be soft, but might be heard
;

ie looked resolved, yet spoke as if he feared
;

le gained attention in a gradual way,

\s morning twilight ushers in the day
;

Proposed his theme, and sometimes would repeat
;

'.est some should not observe, or should forget

;

hen gently, louder, on the text explain,

^nd set to view its every nerve and vein.

I [Till, when he saw his listening flock give ear,

I
lVnd trickle from their tender eyes a tear,

Onus louder, then, he strained his cheerful voice,

The sounds grow t uieful, and their hearts rejoice.

LjTo heaven he lifts them with delightful notes,

, Xod every soul to its First Cause devotes.

\nd when he ceases, still the music rings,

[!V.nd every heart its hallelujah sings.

The many anecdotes related of John Salkeld

Wuld indicate that he was of a lively, and some-

ties even jovial turn of mind bordering on the

lien trie.

One day he was wearing a new hat that had
ebutton and loop upon it, which was considered

tjite fashionable, and as he cared but little

a.iut appearance, he did not notice the impro-

pety. He was, however, taken to task by a

fend for wearing the fashionable appendage.
Jhn immediately tore it off, remarking, " If his

fund's religion consisted of a button and loop,

|li would not give a button and loop for it."

Being once at a meeting of Friends, and ob-

s ving the assembly sleepy, he rose on his feet,

ad exclaimed, " Fire ! Fire !" which startled

Id, Some one inquired, where ? "In hell!"

t replied, " to burn up the drowsy and uncon-
doned."

Returning from a religious visit in New Jer-

s r
, he observed that he " had breakfasted with

t; Lads, dined with the Lords and slept with
tjj Hoggs," the families with whom he had
tsn entertained having these names.
Being in his cornfield by the roadside, a man
I the name of Cloud came along, and said,

"John, thee will have a good crop of corn." He
aerwards related the circumstance of his being
i.the cornfield, when he heard a voice coming
c't of a cloud, saying, " John, thee will have a
|pd crop of corn."

It would appear that John Salkeld was at

ties absent-minded, for when on a religious

\jiit to friends in New Jersey, on one occasion
1 took his daughter Agnes with him, she rid-

lj; behind him on horseback, as was very much
t; custom at that time. After meeting, he
f'got his daughter, and rode off, leaving her
s'the meeting-house.

For "The Friend.'"

• Incidents and Reflections.—No. 330.

The Journal of John Richardson furnishes
sue interesting illustrations of the Divine Pow-
e that sometimes accompanies the labors of the
lird's servants.

He mentions that when in the lower part of
Pennsylvania, he came to the bouse of a Friend,

who had been convinced not long before by
Thomas Story. " When I came to the house,

the man's wife was very uneasy, and called me
a deceiver, and wrung her hands, and said,
' Woe is me, I am undone ; my husband is de-

ceived, and more deceivers are come.' I was
somewhat struck with the passion the poor wom-
an was in ; however, I said little, but sat down,
and after some time it rose in my mind to ask

her, in what her husband was deceived ; wheth-
er he was, since he came amongst us, any worse
husband to her ; if he was, it was a bad sign

;

or was he a worse father to his children, or a

worse neighbor, or'in an)' particular thing which
she could name, changed from better to worse,

since he was convinced of the Truth? If not,

she had no great reason to complain. She hon-

estly owned she had nothing to charge him with.

I told her she had made a lamentable outcry

about her husband's being deceived, but had
not convinced me of any cause she had received

for her dire complaint.

Being weary, I took leave of her husband and
went to rest, and saw him no more till the next

day in the evening. When he came, I asked
him for what reason he left us so long, as he

knew how uneasy his wife was about us, and
that we had a great want of him. He said he

had been giving notice of the meeting twenty

miles one way, and two men had given notice

as far, each man his way. After some further

discourse with the wife she became more meek
and friendly. We had a good meeting the

next day, and she said if I would stay that

night, I should be as welcome as her own chil-

dren, but if not, she blessed the Lord for my
company, and the good she had already received

by me, and parted with me in much brokenness

of heart; and I heard she lived and died in

good unity with Friends. But, oh, how glad

was her husband to see that great and sudden
change wrought in her. It was the Lord's do-

ings."

The same Friend relates, " I had a meeting,

when in Virginia, aud something I said in meet-

ing offended a young woman, a Presbyterian.

She desired liberty of her Master to go to the

next meeting, that there she might ease her

mind to me. Accordingly she came to the meet-

ing, where the Lord's mighty power broke in

upon us, to the tendering of many hearts, and
it proved a good day to this young woman.
Her heart was as if it had been melted in her

;

she shed many tears, and I am satisfied, went
from the meeting in fear how to walk, so as not

to offend Christ, the elect ; and joy that she had
met with the Messiah.

" Sometime after, I met with her in Phila-

delphia, plain and Truth-like."

In the year 1702, while sailing to Barbadoes,

the ship put into Bermudas on their way. After

an interview with the Governor, the visitors

went to the house of Richard Stafford, a judge,

and a man of much influence on the island. J.

R. says, " When we came to the judge, he rose

up and took the candle in his hand, and said,

' Are you the strangers I sent for ?' I said, whom
thou may'st expect, I know not, but we are

strangers. When he had looked well in my face,

he set down the candle, and said, ' What a mer-

cy is this, that the Lord should send men from

I know not where, in his hive to visit me!' and
took me in his arms and kissed me ; and I said

to him, The Lord of heaven and earth bless thee,

and we shed many tears and wept together.

"As I entered the house, I felt the love of

God ;
and his glory, as I thought, shone in and

filled every room a.s I passed through them;
and I said, Peace be to this place, aud I felt it

was so. We went to bed, and when morning
came, the judge's wife came, and said her hus-

band desired we would come and pray with

him before we went away. I desired her to tell

the judge that if he would suffer us to come in

to his room, and sit down and wait on the Lord,
as our manner is in such a case as this, if it

please the Lord to move us by his holy spirit

to pray, we may; but if not, let not the judge
take it amiss, for we are willing to be at the

Lord's disposing in all things. She went, and
came back to us again in a very little time. I

asked what the judge said ; she replied, he said,

let the men take their own way, and whether
they pray for me or not, I believe they are men
of God. So, being brought to the judge's bed-
side, we sat down, and waited upon the Lord,
who was pleased in his love and by his mighty
power, to break in upon us, and also opened my
mouth in his gift of grace and of supplication,

in which gift ardent and fervent cries went up
to the Lord of heaven aud earth, that He would
send health and salvation to the judge, and also

to all his family, and to all people far and near,

that all everywhere might repent, and come to

the knowledge of the Truth, and be saved. The
judge wept aloud, and a mighty visitation it was
to his family, and especially to himself and his

teuder wife. We left the judge in a fine frame
of spirit, and no doubt near the kingdom. His
wife and foot page went went with us to all the

meetings, except one, while we were on the is-

land, which was about two weeks."

During their passage from the Bermudas to

Barbadoes, they were chased by a Turkish pi-

rate. The captain said, " We shall be taken,

for the ship has gained upon us for several hours,

we have done what we can and are all spent."

J. R. says, "I walked on the main deck under
no small concern of mind, and Truth rose, and
I found it open in the Truth, that we should not

be taken; the captain said, We shall certainly

be taken. I said, No, we shall not, unless by
our mismanagement. Alas, said he, you are

such a man as I never met with. Do you not

see the Salleeman is just going to fire a broad-

side at us, opening the gun ports, and laying the

ship broadside upon us. I said, They will not

fire; and desired him to be easy, for we should

come to no damage by that ship. Ply away
awhile, and you will see they will fall back and
we shall leave them. We outsailed them, and
by the time it began to be dark, we had left

them considerably. We came to the island

next day in much joy."

When they landed on the island, John Rich-

ardson was very ill of a fever, yet ou First-day

he went to the meeting of Friends, although

very weak. He says, " During my sitting, the

living virtue, or Heavenly power of Christ,

sprung up in my inward man like healing oil,

which so effectually helped me every way, that

I could say feelingly and experimentally, mir-

acles are not ceased. I was raised beyond my
own expectation and all others who knew my
weak state, to give testimony to the glorious

coming and manifestation of Christ in power
and spirit for the help and salvation of all the

children of men, who receive, believe in and
obey his spiritual reproofs and heavenly calls

in the soul."

Iu his passage home to England from the

West Indies, John Richardson says, " We had
some rough weather near the tropics, and the

men and captain being much disordered with
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watching and hard labor, a calm ensuing, the

captain desired me to take his place for his

watch, ami mind the helmsman and see that

he made Btraight steerage ; but hewasso sleepy

lhat it was ne.it to impoeaible to keep him awake.

I walked on the deck and had overmuch work

to mind the compass and the helmsman tot), for

a tine breeze of wind came on, and all of a Bud-

di n a very unusual tear fell on me; I looked into

the sea, and behold, it appeared to turn blue,

and as far as I could discern to windward, I

saw irhitecaps, on which through fear I stamped

with my foot Out came the captain. When
he came upon deck, he called all hands, and

bid them lower ami furl the sails with speed,

for here is a hurricane just upon us. No sooner

thing made snug, as well as could be,

but the wind blew so, 1 thought it would have

turned the ship bottom upwards
;

the like I

never saw. Through the Divine Providence of

I I ini who is Lord over all, we came safe in to

land in Ireland." J. W.

For "THB Friend."

Deborah Howell.

(Continued from page 62.)

" Tlie broadest front audacious folly wears,

Less pleasing far than virtue's bitterest tears."

Third Month 27th, 1831.—A day of dearth

and drought. ( >h, thatthe dew of Hermon would
but descend and visit the mind, and enable once
more to worship in the beauty of holiness, in

the courts of the Lord's house.

I attended the three Monthly Meetings du
ing last week, in all of which, I trust, there are

those who are prepared to support " the law and
the testimony." and to stand as way-marks for

the people. We had the acceptable and valu-
able company of our dear friends, James and
Hannah Backhouse, who arrived at New York
from England in the Ninth Mouth last, on a
religious visit to our land. They are Friends
calculated to please, and we hope their Gospel
labors, as well as their exemplary deportment,
will edify and quicken us Zionward, and we be
grateful for the favor of being again remem-
bered by the Head of the Church.

Fourth Month 3rd.—I have omitted record-
ing the death of a valuable woman, a kind
friend of my dear mother's, Martha Webb, in

the eightieth year of her age. Her allotment,
though in the humble walks of life, was ren-
dered dignified by her consistent conduct and
resignati in to her lot. Cheerful and happy in
herself, thankful for favors administered, and
depending on the arm of Divine support, she
was prepared to meet the awful summons, and
departed in peace on the evening of Third
Month 29th, 1831. Few have been more be-
loved in life, and her memory is precious.

Fourth Month 5th.—Left home for Westtown
Boarding School, in company with Beveral

the I leneral Committee, which
convened the next day. We had a quiet, inter-
esting meeting. Visited the scholars in the
Collecting mom, in which „,. had a religious
opportunity. The large number ofchil
which there are one hundred and nine girls,
ninety-live or more boy-, the order of tl

hold, the general consistent appearance of the
children, rendered it n most interesting place.
The beauty of the situation, the health of its

inhabitants, but, above all, the belief thai the
Divine blessing continui - to be afforded to this
- miliary, animate- with the hope it may prove
beneficial to society, and be a means of bringing
children unto Christ I returned home on the
eleventh, after spending .. few daj ill my

brother Israel's, in the neighborhood of West-

town.

18th.— This day commenced our Yearly

Meeting for business, in which we have had

the company of our English Friends, Hester

Griffin, Anne Mott and Sarah Hawkshurst,

from New York, and other Friends from differ-

ent Yearly Meetings, whose labors amongst us

have been very acceptable and precious. The
meeting has been large and sweetly covered with

a canopy of heavenly solemnity, under the in-

fluence of which, the business has been trans-

acted in much harmony and sisterly condescen-

sion. The subject of the right education of our

youth was ably advocated, and the reports from

the different Quarterly Meetings, in accordance

with the concern handed down from the Yearly

Meeting of 1*30, together with the report of the

Committee on Education, which was also read,

being sent from the Men's Meeting, furnishes

the hope that this important subject is gaining

ground amongst us, and that schools will ere

long be established and supported throughout

this Yearly Meeting. Much excellent counsel

and encouragement was handed forth to the

youth, and to almost every class of society, that

they might be incited to faithfulness and dedi-

cation to the service of the best of Masters. The
epistles were well written, and bore the stamp
of being the language of the " Spirit to the

Churches." One addressed from this Yearly
Meeting to the subordinate meetings, expressive

of the various exercises of this, was drawn up
by a Special Committee, and was approved and
signed. Men's Meeting was livingly engaged
and concerned in a similar exercise. They sent

in from their meeting a valuable, excellent

epistle, for our hearing and consideration, to be
conveyed down to the Quarterly and Monthly
Meetings, expressive of their concern and exer-

cise on many important and deeply interesting

subjects. May the many signal favors and
blessings with which we have been indulged at

this season teach us to value the inestimable
privileges with which we, as a people, are blessed,

and enable us more and more to see, with respect

to our peculiar testimonies, that, as was formerly
declared, " Israel is to dwell alone, and not be
reckoned among the nations."

The meeting continued until this morning
(Seventh-day, Fourth Month 23rd), when it I

closed its interesting sittings with a sweet and
holy solemnity.

I never remember a time in which the dignity
of the Society shone more conspicuously, nor
when there appeared so deep a concern for the
good and real welfare of the members.
The large number that attended, the solidity

and consistency of their general appearance, the
weight and solemnity of the deliberations, the
talents and capacity displayed in their different
lines of service of many beloved sisters, with
the holy anointing which qualified for the min-
istration of the Word, all confirmed the per-
suasion that we are not forgotten, but continue
to be remembered by the"Head ofthe Church,"
who still regards the very " dust of Zion."

Fifth Month 17th.—Our Quarterly Meeting,
held on the first instant, was a favored season.
The exercises of the Yearly Meeting, comprised
in the excellent epistle Bent down, were spread
before us, as well as many pertinent remarks.
I he < iospd trumpet was sounded with authority
and power, and a Committee appointed to at-
tend the Monthly Meetings composing this
Quarter, " il1

' tl pistle above mentioned, to

Fifth Month 21st.—Set out, with my broth

Joseph, and his daughter Laura, to attend Ne
York Yearly Meeting. Had a dusty, thoui

not unpleasant, journey, and arrived at Jol

King's, in New York, about six o'clock P. J
and was hospitably received by the family.

First-day, attended both meetings, which we
large. Our beloved English Friends, J. and},

C. Backhouse, Jeremiah Hubbard, a power!

minister from North Carolina; Samuel Bett

and wife, from our city, and many other rich

gifted Friends from different parts, attended,

was a season of favor and instruction, and I wi'

to be enabled rightly to esteem and to profit!

these opportunities. Kemained in New Yo
until the ninth of Sixth Month, when I went'

board the steamboat Chancellor Livingston, 1

Newport, to attend the ensuing Yearly Meeti?

for Rhode Island, in company with dear J. ai

H. C. Backhouse, Nathan Hunt, of North Cai

lina, a venerable and distinguished veteran

the cause of Truth; Jeremiah Hubbard, Mai
King, E. Kirkbride and several others, all boui 1

to the same port. It was an interesting grot
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and that heifer is now one of the best milk-g
" " P'r 1,1
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v ;l '" 1 '"'purta.it .ers in the neighborhood, fat and well.-Z>«

subjects contained therein.
. I „;,„„/, I

Old Age.

In the instance of the blind man whose sig:

was by a miracle restored, according to W
Testament record, we read that among the

quiries that were made as to how it was dot

the parents gave answer, " he is of age
him—he shall speak for himself." It is indet

desirable that age, whether at twenty, thirty

fifty, should speak for itself; while but few i

prepared to enjoy the blessings which res<

from a preparation of heart that is from t

Lord. The wise king said, " To every thi

there is a season and a time to every purpi

under the heaven." None can know what prx

erly belongs to old age till they become o
when consequent infirmities abound ; and h
to live aright is an every day question. Aim
every piece of machinery that has been ke
steady use for a length of time, lasts yet 1

by being kept in proper use. It does not
with us old people to be set aside till the
time comes. Tis true that being overwoi
when in younger life unfits for enjoyment
advanced and advancing age. Excesses on
tremes in what is good, and abuse of the sai

constitute evil, and it should be scrupulou
guarded against. Were I to speak of mys
I would say that at no period of my life is I
more of mystery involved in the one fact

man's being than when nearing the shores'

immortality. The continuation of sight a

hearing proves life a mystery, and not of hum
skill. "Praise ye the Lord."

P. R. Gifford
Providence, Eighth Month 26th, 1895.

A New England lady removed to Soutfcl
California decided that she wanted a cow. |1
iting a cattle farm to purchase one, the sighttl

a tailless, thin and forlorn heifer excited if
interest and sympathy. To her question ij

owner replied this heifer promised to be the bl
of his herd, but since she lost her tail tlieflie\
pestered her that she could neither graze nor i~

sufficiently, and was therefore no good.
"How much do you ask for her?"
"She was worth forty dollars; I will sell

|

for five."

The lady bought her, drove her home,
dirtied for Iter a cotton tnif, affixed it secuWl

Animals.
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Fades from the west, the farewell light

Flung backward by the setiing sun,

And silence deepens as the night

eals, with its solemn shadow, on !

Gathers the soft, refreshing dew,

On springing grass and flowret stems—
And lo! the everlasting blue

s radiant with a thousand gems!

Not only doth the voiceful day,

Thy loving kindness, Lord ! proclaim

—

jt night, with its sublime array

Of worlds, doth magnify thy name !

Yea— while adoring seraphim

Before Thee bend the willing knee,

From every star a choral hymn
Goes up unceasingly to Thee !

Day unto day doth utter speech,

And night to night thy voice makes known
;

Through all the earth, where thought may react

heard the glad and solemn tone;

And worlds beyond the furthest star

Whose light hath reached the human eye,

Catch the light anthem from afar

That rolls along immensity !

0, holy Father! mid the calm
And stillness of this evening hour,

We, too, would lift our solemn psalm

To praise thy goodness and thy power;

For over us, as over all,

! Thy tender mercies shall extend,

Nor vainly shall the contrite call

i On Thee, our Father and our Friend.

Kept by thy goodness through the day,

Thanksgiving to thy name we pour;

(Night o'er us, with its fears—we pray

: Thy love to guard us evermore

!

In grief, consols:— in gladness, bless

—

In darkness, guide— in sickness, cheer

—

Till, in the Saviour's righteousness,
' Before the throne our souls appear!

flections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.

Roberts.
(Continued from page 53.)

Third Month.—I felt it would be right for

is to visit the public school, which is near us;

(Je of the pupils had lately been suddenly re-

ijved by death. After they had finished re-

c'ing their lessons, I read them a tract on

Truthfulness," finishing with the familiar

\rses

:

i "Almighty God ! Thy piercing eye

Sees through the shades of night," &c.

/terwards I spoke to them, referring to their

ltle schoolmate who so lately met with them :

tey sat very still, though some had but little

r igious care at home. I gave the teacher

sue tracts, and conversed with her about read-

lb; the Scriptures on first opening the school in

ts morning, which I understood was not their

pctice. I am thankful it has since been
qopted.

Tenth Month, 1859.—A poor laboring man
vs seriously injured from the horses running
say, and died soon after. I felt near sympa-
tjf with the widow and the fatherless, as I sat

vth them in their humble abode. I believed

1 was thus suddenly removed that others might
t awakened to the need of a preparation for

ernity. He was an honest man, and endeav-
o:d to live " in the fear of the Lord." At the

give I had to lift up my voice, " Prepare to

r«t thy God."
Tenth Month 23rd.—First-day.— I fervently

sired, in our little gathering this morning,
tit we might look unto the Lord alone for help,
f truly "vain is the help of man." He who
loweth the secret desires of every heart, kuow-

eth what is best for his needy children the world
over.

Eleventh Month.—David Cope addressed us

in our Monthly Meeting, which was strength-

ening anil encouraging. I was enabled in our
last meeting to leave with my Friends what had
for some time rested weightily on my mind, to

have a meeting appointed in each of our Meet-
ing-houses—Goshen, Whiteland and Willistown
(which compose our Monthly Meeting),for mem-
bers and others, more especially for those not in

membership with us, which was united with.

The meetings were largely attended, and brought
peace to my mind.

Fourth Month 10th, I860.—This day we fol-

lowed to the grave our beloved Friend, Marga-
ret Malin, an esteemed elder and member of

Goshen Monthly and Whiteland Particular

Meeting. Her illness was short and her death

unexpected to many of us, but I believe the

work was cut short in righteousness. Several

testimonies were borne at the house, and in a

meeting after the interment, William Evans
extended a powerful call to all present, plead-

ing with us in a persuasive manner, aud was
followed by Samuel Cope, " Precious in the sight

of the Lord is the death of his saints." Han-
nah Rhoads closed the meeting in supplication.

At the house I felt constrained to intercede on
behalf of some present, and also for our dear
aged Friend, the companion left (George Malin

)

that He who had been with him all his life long,

would continue to be near, and when a few more
conflicts were ended, He would be his evening
and everlasting song.

Eighth Month 30th, 1861.—The children of

Israel had light in their dwellings when dark-

ness prevailed over the land of Egypt, and every

one who is endeavoring to build upon the alone

sure foundation, Christ Jesus, the Rock of Ages,

will be preserved in the day of trouble, when
the sound of war is heard in our favored coun-

try. It is indeed a fearful time! The hearts

of many are " failing them for fear." Oh ! that

we as a people may know our abiding to be very

close unto Him, who ruleth over all, and as

ability is given, pleading with Him, that He
would ''in wrath remember mercy." "When
thy judgments are in the earth, the inhabitants

of the world will learn righteousness."

Eleventh Month 12th.—Our feelings were
greatly shocked hearing of the sudden removal
of our beloved Friend, Elizabeth Evans, wife

of William Evans. They were from home
visiting their friends near Salem, New Jersey,

and also had attended the Quarterly Meeting
of Ministers and Elders, held in Salem. After

retiring as usual for the night, she awoke with

uncomfortable feeliix.'s, being greatly oppressed
;

and about an hour after, the spirit took its flight,

without apparent pain or struggle. She was in

the sixty-eighth year of her age. May the ever-

lasting Arms be underneath and round about

the bereaved family ; and may there be those

prepared by the Lord's own preparing, to take

the places of these who are being removed to

their everlasting rest.

First Mouth 2nd, 1862.—I was enabled to

leave with my Friends, at our Monthly Meet-

ing, what has rested heavily on my mind for

some time past, to again visit the members of

our Monthly Meeting, and those who attend

with us. I was liberated for the service, and
strength has been given to perform the visit.

The language that has dwelt much with me has

been," Strengthen the things which remain, that

are ready to die." The longer I live the more
I feel the necessity of our knowing when to

speak and when to be silent; preserve me, dear-

est Father, on every hand.

First Month, 1862.—Hearing of the illness

of my dear Friend, Debby ( 'ope, I went to her;

she has been as a mother to me. It was a privi-

lege to see her patient waiting, and entire resig-

nation to the Divine will. Her health had long

been declining, till the redeemed spirit was re-

leased from the shackles of mortality. She was
a worthy elder of Goshen Monthly Meeting, in

the sixty-sixth year of her age. I feel no doubt
she is forever at rest, safely gathered from the

storms of time.

Third Month 16th.—The language expressed

in our little meeting this morning, felt solemn
to me, and I desire to take my full share of it.

The necessity of having oil in our vessels, that

when the midnight cry is heard, we may not be
alarmed "as a man wakened out of sleep." I

have been called upon of latter time again and
again to leave my home, and endeavor to turn

the hearts of the people unto Him, who is still

waiting to be gracious; and to encourage those

whose faith hath been reduced, to hold on their

way, for I believe " the day of their redemption
draweth nigh." May I ever be preserved from
running without being sent, but endeavor to

keep so near my Divine Master as to see what
He would have me do, and what to leave un-

done.
(To be continued.)

For "Thk Friend."

Morris Cope.

Our late valued friend, Morris Cope, was en-

dued with great energy of character, of a fear-

less disposition, of a clear judgment in matters

of business, of unusual mental ability, and was
eminently qualified for usefulness in civil society.

He was frequently called on to settle differences

in his immediate neighborhood, his discernment

and strict integrity inspiring confidence in those

who sought his counsel.

When by submission to the visitations of Di-

vine grace, and by its transforming power, he

had become in good measure a dedicated fol-

lower of the Lord Jesus Christ, these traits were

made useful in religious society, and he was
deeply concerned for the maintenance of our

principles and testimonies, and unflinchingly

opposed the introduction among us of doctrines

and practices inconsistent with those originally

held by Friends. Whatever plausible argu-

ments might be advanced for the approval of

changes in these respects, his friends could rely

with unshaken confidence on the giving of his

voice and the exertion of his influence on behalf

of the faith delivered to George Fox and his

associates by the Head of the Church.

It was, however, by the grace of God that he

was what he was. It was this which sanctified

and softened the natural disposition and facul-

ties of his mind, and during a lingering illness

preserved him in much patience and submission

of spirit. It is interesting to trace the formation

and religious experience of such a character,

and with this view it is believed the following

instructive letter, written by him when upwards

of seventy years of age. will be acceptable to

many of the readers of The Friend. As will

be perceived, it was not intended for publica-

tion, but a copy of it having been found among
his papers since his decease, it is thought it may
now properly be given a wider circulation.

London GkoveP. O., Chester Co., Pa.

First Month 10th, 1874.

My Dear Young Friend .-—Perhaps thou may
feel almost ready to conclude that my long con-
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tinued silence to thy truly acceptable letter of

inquiry and suggestion, indicates a state of in-

activity, or a lack of that lively interest in the

spiritual welfare and religious advancement of

the youthful portion of the present generation,

which the importance of so interesting a subject

elicit

; I mistake nut the feelings of my own

heart, it often yearns with deep and earnest

. i on their account, earnestly desiring

the preservati to ofs ime, and the more perma-

nent establishment of others comp aing this class

of the Lord's heritage, on that foundation which

cannot be either removed or shaken. And that

their spiritual vision may be anointed more

clearly to see the beauty and excellency of the

unchangeable Truth, and their feet he so shod

with the preparation of the Gospel of]

to make straight steps in that path which no

fowl knoweth, the vulture's eye hath not seen,

the lion's whelp has not trodden, nor the fierce

lion been permitted to pass by or approach.

This U a path of lowliness and self-denial, and
yel so plain that the humble minded wayfaring

follower of Christ, though very weak as to the

wisdom of this world, can walk therein aud not

err. It is the Christian's highway to the king-

dom of Heaven.
Ami I often feel in my measure (as I appre-

hend) somewhat similar to one formerly, who
testified that he had no greater joy than to hear
that the children walk in Truth. As I advance
in age, having considerably exceeded the pe-

riod allotted to man, of three score years and
ten. and under an humbling sense that this life

with me most be last waning to a final close; I

think I am made increasingly to feel the vast

imp irtance of an early attention, even in ehild-

h 1 and youth, to the little secret monitions,

pointings and restraining of that inward, un-
erring guide, which never directed one solitary,

hones) inquirer after the way to virtue and
holiness, in a wrong direction "( it may be well
for me here ju-; ;,, observe, that I do not appre-
hend the term children, when used by the evan-
gelist, was intended to apply as nuich to one
young in years, ae to a new or spiritual birth
and growth in righteousness.)

The -till small voice which instructed the
prophet Elijah what to do ("read 1st Kings,
chapter 19th), and which was neither in the
whirlwind, the earth.puke nor the fire ; if at-
tentively listened to and ob syed, -till mercifully
condescends to regard and instruct the weary,
careworn traveller Zionward, not only to find,
but to walk in thai path before spoken of, and
which alone leadi to thai spiritual kingdom
where the righteous of every age and 'jen. ration
have found a resting place. It is through tribu-
lation the righl i- enter the kingdom. Then
murmur nol at those afflictive dispensations
which are but momentary; bear them with
Christian patience and resignation, and strivi to
obtain that crown which i- immortal, and never
fades nor decays; it is a pearl i f< itless value.

David, the Psalmist of Israel, said, and I can
with many oilier-, honestly adopt hi- language,
"Once I was young, and now I am old, vet have
• never n the righteous forsaken, nor his seed

l. re ;ld." And although many and va-
rious have been my trials and afflicti i

rcaverucnU and chastenings, yel I am nol dis-
couraged from striving to attain
can, to that truly desirable condition as expressed
by the Prophet , || ;l ',. jjj ; 17-18), " Although
the fiu tree -I. ill n il bin ,m, il'c,, I v ill rejoice
in the I- ird, I will joy in the < Sod of my salva-
tion."

However varied and multiplied the vicissi-

tudes of this transitory scene may have been,

when closely examined, anil calmly considered,

we can scarcely fail to perceive that the judg-

ments of the Lord, which are indeed unsearcha-

ble, aud his ways past finding out, have been

administered in mercy, unmerited mercy. It

is long since I have trodden the slippery path

of youth ; wherein my feet too often strayed

from the way of life and peace, and on some

occasions almost cast me unheeding into the

chamber of death and destruction (spiritually),

which is constantly yawning to engulf the giddy

and thoughtless votaries of folly, aud all such

as keep not the Lord's covenants, neither re-

member his commandments to do them. And
under a deep sense of humiliation and thank-

fulness may I gratefully acknowledge the watch-

ful care aud Christian counsel of my long since

departed worthy aud devoted parents, who
watched over their rising offspring as those sen-

sible of their accountability for all committed

to their care. And with humble gratitude, I

also admire and adore the long suffering kind-

ness and tender mercy of Israel's unslumbering
Shepherd, who continues to watch over his help-

less, dependent, erring children (both elder and
younger) for their present and everlasting wel-

fare.

He often leadeth them in paths they have
not known, and by ways which they have not

seen; making darkness light before them, and
crooked things straight, for his great Name's
sake, that his mercy aud his wonder working
Power may appear, be spoken of, aud sought
unto by the children of men. I think I know
and I feel what I write, not boastingly, but in

abasedness and humiliation of soul, and can say
as in the parable, " God be merciful to me a
sinner."

Believing, as I do, that there is in thy breast

a tender, precious plant, one of the Lord's own
right hand planting, and earnestly desiring its

cultivation and growth, and also believing that
thou will neither betray nor abuse the unfold-

ings of a tenderly affectionate and sympathiz-
ing elder brother, who desires thy encourage-
ment and spiritual strength, I may venture to

disclose somewhat of that which I have known
in my own experience, and whereby I have
been deeply instructed," that it is not in man
that walketh (the natural man) to direct his

steps," he must have supernatural aid.

I also earnestly desire that thou may clearly
and distinctly perceive by this that auother at
least, before thee, and at a much earlier age,
has b.cn sorely beset with the whisperings of
Satan, and the reasonings of self (or the fleshy
pari

,
and not once or twice only, but repeat-

edly, and in my very youth. Like many others
I have since learned the reproofs of instruction
are the way of life.

Through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus
our Lord, 1 have been favored to experience in
measure, au overcoming, and to witness a re-
newal of living faith, whereby I have been in-
structed that it is only in the denying of self,

and a state of humiliation and abasedness of
soul, thai any can become scholars in the school
ol Christ, and be prepared, as Paul was, to in-
quire, " Lord, what will, thou have me to do."
ouch as these have in due time been favored
clearly to distinguish the voice of the true Shep-
herd from thai of the stranger; and amidst all
the Storms and trials of time, and the buffeting*

n these have been prevented from being
, '"

1 -' 1 ' 1 '" ll " •<'' f the fowler, and ultimately
enabled to find safe anchorage in that haven of

rest, whereunto the righteous flee and find safet

And although I ofttimes wandered far from n

Heavenly Father's house, I was merciful

watched over and followed. As He who wi

eth not the death of him that dieth (spirituall

pities and compassionates the weakness

folly of human nature; so it seems He regard

the wanderings and errors of my youthful da;

Prompted, as I was, by a naturally strong, actii

inquiring disposition, I was also favored to pi

sess a heart quickly and feelingly wrought up
by the inshining rays of the glorious sun

righteousness and peace. But many and sev«

were the spiritual buft'etings aud conflicts I h

to endure, even in my very youth.

Many also were the solemn seasons of de

repentance and contrition of soul before G<
which I experienced. Yet my busy, acti

mind, was again and again caught by listeni

to the plausible insinuations of the crafty ei

my of my soul's true peace ; catching at

argument tending to assist or encourage in evs

ing the cross, which was, to my Jewish natu

as a stumbling block ; and to what Greci

wisdom I had acquired, but foolishness. A'

many a time I was so deeply involved in c

obedience and folly, that it has since bee

vellous in my own view, that I was not left to n

self, or taken away and destroyed as an unproi

able, unfruitful branch. But the Lord, wh
lender mercy endureth long, ceased not to str

with me by his holy spirit, not only to follow a

word behind me, but sometimes to meet ;

almost as face to face. Then I would
plead for mercy and forgiveness, and enter ii

a renewal of covenant with my Heavenly
[

ther, which would be remembered and kept

a season.
(To be concluded.)

Items.
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rttion to the New World. In this they were aided

Q the Government of the Dominion of Canada,

H numbers of Mennonites, at much sacrifice,

jllized their property, and made their long and

jtious way to lands provided for them iu the

l.rthwest Province of Manitoba. There they have

triven and multiplied, and are model colonists to

mer nationalities round and about them. When
Rrr Teichner has done his term of imprisonment
irGerniany, he and his family should join his co-

rigioiiists in Canada, where freedom of conscience

ienjoyed by every citizen.

frenchmen Comltmn'my I fie A/iulayasmr L'.rjiedi-

fei.—The Bookbinders' Trade Union, of Lyons,

hve addressed a noble reply to an appeal to them

f contributions in aid of the Madagascar Expe-
dion. They courteously reluse to give any en-

Biragement to it, and earnestly protest against

i as a wicked and indefensible act. They re-

i rk that "Whilst in our view, war is always a

jjrrible curse, this war is not only a curse but a

d^grace, an iniquity, a crime against humanity,

aJ, in short, a sacrilege. Its real object is to im-

Ee, iu the interests ot commerce, upon a young
rition whose only fault is that of being weak, a

f'eign yoke which we ourselves would not for a

bment tolerate. The duty laid upon us by Jus-

tie is simple and is expressed in this axiom of the

lernal Law :
' Do not do to others what you would

t wish that they should do to you.' But what
)uld we say, if, under some false pretext, a foreign

wer were to endeavor to foist a protectorate

on our country, upon France! The Law of

ght is not limited to the frontiers of Europe. Its

j
isdiction is universal. It covers the black as

yll as the white, the weak as well as the strong.

I> people has a right to take away by violence, or

t; fraud, the liberties of another nation."

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 14, 1895.

NORTH CAROLINA YEARLY MEETING.

We have received a letter from a Friend in

Birth Carolina, which speaks in general terms

c their late Yearly Meeting, but does not give

a many particulars as we would gladly re-

eve. The letter says, "Our Yearly Meeting
Ha imposed upon very much by some of the

\estern so-called Friends. Yet I am glad to

w, that we have quite a number that do not

Id in with them, nor give them any encour-

aement in any way. And especially was I

nde glad to meet with so many young Friends

tit were getting disgusted with the way that

t; fast Friends were doing, and said they

vnted to go back to the doctrines and prac-

tes of our dear old Friends who have gone on
libre us; and I do believe that they really

Kant just what they were saying. I know that

t; Master will always make a way, where
tere seems to be no way, if we are only faithful

tdo the little that He requires of us."

The letter mentions the comfort that was felt,

i the declaration of the doctrines of Friends,

c the first day of the Yearly Meeting, by one
ctheir own members.

We have received an essay on " Plainness,"

i which it is commended from the example
ad teachings ofour Saviour. The writer expos-
t ates with those who profess to be "Friends,"
ad yet, through a departure from the ancient

'ictices of the Society have lost their influences
f' good and have become stumbling-blocks in

ti way of others.

Although the essay, in some respects, doe? not
sm to be adapted to our columns, yet we have
i ity with the purpose of the writer, and the

£aeral drift of his article ; and we would be
|id if our members generally showed a fuller

redemption from the spirit of the world and its

usages.

It is with some hesitation that we refer to the

controversies of forty years ago, and to the se-

cession from Ohio Yearly Meeting, in 1854, of

about one-third of its members, who organized

another and rival Yearly Meeting.

The remote cause of this separation was the

publication of doctrinal views, in England, by
members of our Society, inconsistent with our

original principles, and the refusal of those in

authority in Great Britain to officially condemn
such publications, which were thus suffered to

be spread through the Society with a measure

of the prestige which the honored name of Lon-
don Yearly Meeting carried with it. The effect

of this course was almost necessarily to spread

discord ami division amongst Friends elsewhere.

Clear-sighted men and women who loved the

Truth were made uneasy at the spread of un-

sound principles among the flocks over which,

in some measure, the Holy Ghost had made
them overseers. Others, of less discernment or

less opportunity of knowledge, were disposed to

discourage criticism on books emanating from

members of London Yearly Meeting ; and thus a

line of division of feeling was gradually formed.

In 1845, a separation took place in New Eng-
land Yearly Meeting, and this was the proximate

cause of the division in Ohio in 1854.

At Ohio Yearly Meeting, in that year, there

were present, among other visitors, two members
of what was called the " Smaller Body" in New
England. Strenuous objection was made to their

being allowed to sit in the meeting for business.

The clerk was called upon to havethem removed
He refused to take such a step, which would

have been a virtual declaration of disunity with

the body from which they came, and which con-

sisted of Friends sound in the faith, and willing

to testify for it amid much suffering. When the

representatives met, the great body of them fa-

vored the renomination of the present clerk, but

this was objected to by others, and finally a

Friend was directed to report that they could

not unite on any name. This had happened

several times in preceding years, and it had be-

come the established custom in such cases to

continue the existing clerks for the current year.

But so much feeling bad been awakened by the

preceding sitting, that twelve of the forty-two

representatives got together, and concluded to

bring forward another name. This was done,

and thus a separation was effected.

This proceeding was so irregular and revolu-

tionary in its character, that it was a cause of

much concern to some weighty Friends lest

London Yearly Meeting should indorse such a

disorderly course. That body possessed many
members who were fully conscious of the viola-

tion of disciplinary usage, but when epistles were

presented to it from each of the bodies claiming

to be Ohio Yearly Meeting, the meeting decided

to recognize as a co-ordinate branch those who
had thus separated from Ohio Yearly Meeting.

And some of those who advocated this course I

admitted the irregularity, and acknowledged

that they were influenced by sympathy, the

Separatists being those who were most nearly

in unity with themselves.

Whether these Ohio seceders had received

previous assurances of recognition we know not,

but a prominent member of London Yearly

Meeting wrote to a Friend in Philadelphia, en-

couraging those here of like mind to effect a

separation, promising that they should be recog-

nized, and referriug to the case of Ohio as an

example.

We should have more hopes of some good re-

sulting from the labor of London Yearly Meet-

ing among the divided Yearly Meetings in this

country, if it manifested more of an appreciation

of its own measure of responsibility for the stale

of things amongst us. Winn, some years ago,

it sent a Committee to America to labor for the

restoration of harmony, the members of this

Committee were so hampered by the position of

the body that appointed them, that they found

they could do little more than assume that the

members of the different " Const rratirr" Meet-

ings they visited were in the wrong, and advise

them to disband their organizations and return to

the other party. They were unwilling to discuss

the question as to the rightfulness and propriety

of the positions they occupied, as that would

practically have been to sit in judgment on the

body that appointed them. Of course little

fruit resulted from such one-sided labor.

It may be asked ivhy, at this late daU , ri rive the

remembrance of these things? It may have the

effect of explaining to some in England one of

the reasons why the advances made by London
Yearly Meeting, in sending epistles to Conserv-

ative Meetings in this country, are not more
cordially received. But, independently of what
may be regarded as the formal cause of the

suspension of correspondence, and without any
feeling of affront or offended dignity, there is

no evidence, so far as we know, that the kind of

sympathy which led London Yearly Meeting to

recognize the Binns' Meeting as the true Yearly
Meeting of Friends in Ohio, has at all lessened,

while, on the other hand, changes have been

adopted which neither Ohio Yearly Meeting nor

any Yearly Meeting which is sincerely desirous

of maintaining the original doctrines and prac-

tices of Friends, could approve, and which have

essentially altered the character of London
Yearly Meeting, as a body, so that there could

be no real unity between these different bodies,

such as would give to an epistolary correspond-

ence any value as a means of confirming the

faith, or strengthening the attachment, of the

individual members to our distinguishing char-

acteristics.

In writing the above remarks, we have not

been influenced by any unkind feeling towards

the members of London Yearly Meeting, for we
believe there are among them many well-con-

cerned and religiously-minded individuals, and

we desire the increase of such, and their indi-

vidual growth in the life of religion, and that

the day may come when that body shall be a

faithful exponent of our principles, and as a

burning and shining light—a city set on a hill,

that cannot be hid.

We are indebted to our friend Robert Hatton

for the following corrections :

In The Friexd of Ninth Month 7th, 1895, first

page, third column, the Extract from London Epis-

tles of 1793, I note near the close of the first para-

graph as follows :
" Friends ! may every one of you

who may read, or hear this our tender salvation,

&c." In"the copy of Epistles which I have it reads,
" Friends ! may every one of you who read or hear

this our tender salutation, &.c." From the tenor of

the sentence, I conclude miration to be a misprint,

and that it should be salutation. Also on page 53,

middle column, eighth line from bottom. Memo-
randa of P. W. Roberts, mention is made of the

funeral of C. Foulke, and of Hannah— I suppose

Cadwalader Foulke and his sister, not wife. Han-
nah. Cadwalader's wife, Ann, died some twenty-

five years before. He married only once, and his

sister lived with him from the time of his wile-

death, until her own.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Ukitkd States ll is averred that our State De-

partment baa within a short time past, earnestly,

.(on the British Foreign Office, tin

the earnest de-ire of thi- • i vern-

nient that arbitration alone shall decide the Yenezu-

ipute. It is Btated that the attitude ot' the

Administration has been a firm one in this matter,

and that, while no demand "r threat has been male
ivernment, Great Britain h<- been distinctly

md that the forcible acquisition by

her of any of the disputed territory in Venezuela, will

probably be regarded as an unfriendly act by this

< . ..eminent

During the year 1894 Japan sent goods to the

United States rained :it $22,008,336, and received

from the I'nite.l States goods valued at $50,579,139.

The Treasury circulation statement shows a net de-

I money of all kinds in circulation in the

United States on Ninth Month 1st,' f $10,950,758, mak-
ing the total i-in • "

.- •>. pi -r

capita, based nn 70,127,00 populai n U
with Ninth Month I, 1894, there is a decrease in cir-

cnlation of $43,000 The public debt statement

shows a net increase, less cash in the Treasury, dur-

ing Eighth Month, of $2,815,418.

While Superintendent Skinner is trying to prevent

New York school-children from studying the effects

of alcohol ti|Kin the human system, the French Minis-

ter of Interii.r, alarmed at the spread of intemperance

in that country, i- taking steps for a thorough course

of ktudy in the scl K ol France on the scientific,

hygienic and moral effects of alcoholic liquor drink-

in_'. Belgium has just introduced a similar course of

stiiily in her scl Is.

Light miles of cable wire wound on a mammoth
spool was received in New York on the- 3rd instant,

from Wilkesbarre, I

J
a. It will require fifty horses to

move it through the streets on a specially made truck.

It is intended for the Lexington avenue road.

In some parts of the fan s Comstock mines, the
weight of the superfluous (lay compresses wood into

almost stone-like hardness. \ piece of Sierra Nevada
pine, 17 inches squire, iii a short time will be pressed
into four inches in width.

II g i bolera prevails in the eastern part of the In-
dian Territory. The mortality is said to be so great
that f»ll shipments to the Northern markets will be

er 25 per cent.

On the 8th inst. the littletown ofGridley,of400 inhabi-
tants, in Coffey Co., Kansas, one of the termini of the
Burlington branch of the Santa Fe, became a wreck,
with not a single uninjured house. Most of the build-
ings and the Btoi ks ol goods of every description are
utterly ruined. About 3 o'clock a storm of wind and
rain burst on the town from the northwest. Twelve
inches of water fell in an incredibly short time. This
deluge completed the destruction 'that had not been
accomplished by the wind. From 80 to 90 buildings
were razed to the ground. Many other towns in south-
ern Kansas were U

\ deai aid, of the 4th inst. from San Anthico, Texas,
Reports continue to reach here from points

in Northern Mexico and along the Gulf coasl of
Southwestern Texas, showing that the recent storm
was the most devastating that has occurred for many
years. Traffic of the Mexican railroad north of Mon-
terey is still entirely suspended, as ten miles of track
and a number of bridges have been washed away.
Seven! re C night in the hurricane,
and are believed to have been wrecked and their

Thirty five miners were entombed in the Osceola
Copper Mine. at Houghton, Michigan, on the7ih inst.,

a lire in a level 2600 f.et under ground, cutting offtheir
retreat It i* believed that all of the men perished,

lealha in this city last week—a dc-
• : from the previous week, and .,

oi 16 from the corresponding week of hist year. < M
the foregoing, Is.', were males and 170 were females :

::•; died ,,f cholera infantum; ::i ol

consumption; 22 of hearl incerj 18 of
diphtheria; II ,.f inflammati f the brain; 13 ol

,
13 of pneumonia ;

In of ..1.1 age
;

lii />,„„
i convulsions.

•" reg., 111} a 112;
coupon, 1121 a 113; I'a, 1925, 123]

r pound.
Feed. -WinK

spring I, ran. m sm
Iron:. Winter super, $2 25 a $2.40 ; do., extras

J-J.ollar •

da, do., j ,. Western wii

*2S-. a $3.10; do., do., straight, $3.10 a $3.2-i; do.,

do., patent. 83.30 a $i.>.oo
; spring, clear, 82.60 a 82.911;

do., straight. 82.95 a 83.20 ; do., patent, $3.30 a $3.50
;

do., favorite brands, higher.

Kyk FlXHJR.—$3.10 a $3.15 per barrel for choice Pa.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 61 J a 02c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39} a 39|c.

No. 2 white oats. 251 a2-.|c.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, none here
;
good, 5 a 5|c;

medium, -1
\ a 4|c; common, 3} a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 3j a 3.U'.; good. 2:{ a 3c;

medium, 2| a 2.1c, common, 1\ a 2c; lambs, 21 a 51c
Hogs.—Western, 6.1 a 6fc.

Foreign.—The British Parliament was prorogued

on the 5th instant until Eleventh Month loth.

A. J. Balfour, First Lord of the British Treasury,

has written a letter in which he gives his opinion that

there is little prospect of a monetary conference suc-

ceeding, unless the Governments arrive at some kind
of an entente before conferring. Unfortunately, he
says, no such entente exists.

A despatch of the 5th instant from London says

:

"The sale of California fruit brought over by the

steamer Pai-is, at the Covent Garden Market today,
was disappointing to the expectation of buyers. The
attendance yesterday, when there was no sale because
the fruit did not arrive in time, was very large, and
this fact was due to the quality and condition of last

week's consignment. To-day, the number of buyers
was as large as was expected, but the fruit offered was
in bad condition. It is said that the inferior grade of

the fruit is due to the varying temperature of the
steamer's cold room, hut it is more than likely that it

is the result of picking too ripe and bad packing L.
A. Lathrop, United .States Consul at Bristol, who at-

tended the sale, will report to the Agricultural De-
partment in Washington in regard to the prospects of
California fruit here, representing that a radical im-
provement in the shipments is demanded, otherwise
California fruit will fall into disfavor."

Belgium is about to build a ship canal. It is to

run from Ileyst, on the North Sea, to Bruges.
The Spanish Government has decided to send a

naval squadron to Buenos Ayres to protect Spaniards
there, who, by their desire to assist Spain in quelling
the insurrection in Cuba, have incurred the wrath of
the population in Buenos Ayres, who are deeply in
sympathy with the Cuban revolutionists.

A despatch to the rail Mall Gazelle from Hong Kong
says the leader of the Kucheng massacre has been
captured by the authorities. The total number of
persons thus far arrested for participation in the out-
rages at Kucheng is 130, of whom 23 have been con-
victed.

The Vladivostock correspondent of the NovoeVremya
says that cholera is raging in China, and that there are
daily 2,(100 deaths from the disease in Pekin. It is

said that there have been 40,11(10 deaths from cholera
in Pekin during the Eighth Month.

It is stated that the United States Government has
decided to enter upon an independent investigation of
the Cheng-Tu riots. A Chinese representative will
co-operate.

It is said that the largest diamond in the world was
found a short time ago in the mines of Bahia de Per-
nagus, Brazil. The gem is reported to weigh 3,100
carats, which is 2,129 carats heavier than the largest
existing diamond.

\ c iblegram of the 5th instant from Key West, Fla.,
to the Time*- Union savs: " Private letter's to this citv
bring the news of a big battle fought on Eighth Mo.
::isl near Santiago de Cuba between the insurgents
under Antonio Macen and Spanish troops commanded
by Cam-Mas in which the insurgents completely routed
the troops, killing 600 soldiers and S officers, and
wounding Cam-lias. The Spanish papers report that
the battle was lought, hut do not give the details."

_
A despatch dated Ninth Month Mrd from St. Julien's,

N. F., says: "Alarming news was received in this citv
""I". Irom Labrador. 1 1 was that a Canadian cruiser,
armed with Catling gunsand other weapons , had seized
:
'
"" • r ol New Found land schooners fishing in the

waters,. I Canadian Labrador, and conveyed them to
Bradorn, on the charge of violating the Canadian
I'lshery Law. 1 Ins action is incomprehensible here
and has cau-ed much indignation."

RECEIPTS.
ed from Joseph Brinton, Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; from

la., $2, vol. (10; In,,,, Rozin Thomp-
' ': from Amelia Smith (I $•> vol

innicl. J„, K-, Del, $2, vol. Oil'; Con, .John
Hilvanl. \..l..s-J,vol.<; ; ,

; f,,„„ J.r.Wm. L.Ba.es,
'

: '"''•'': lnm,.!„.epl,Ca,lland,Mass.

$2, vol. 69; from Sarah A. Holmes, Mass, $2, vol. 6!

from Wm. Kite, G't'n, 82, and for Win. Kite, Jr., $'

vol. 69; from Anna M. Warrington, Pa, $2, and ft

T. Francis Warrington, 82, vol. 69; from Jane Cron

Canada, per E. Maris, M. D., 82, to No. 8, vol. 7(

from Elizabeth and Grace Brodrib, R. I, §2, vol. 6!

from Levi I. Hoopes, Pa, 2, vol. 69 ; from Mary V
Roberts, N. J, 82, vol. 69; from Abram Stratton, Pi

$2, vol. 69 ;
from David Wallace, ( )., 82, vol. 69

; fro
i

C. ( I. ( igden, Pa, 82, vol. 6 9 ;
from Josiah W. Clou

N. J, $2, vol. 69; from Lindley II. Bedell, Phila, f

vol. 69; from Wm. Stauton, Agent, (>, 818, being |{

each for L. P. Bailey, Abram Plummer, Joseph Co'

gill, James Edgerton, John G. Hall, Jesse K. Liveze

Esther Sears, Benjamin Stanton and James Walto
vol. 69; from Joshua Rrontingliani, Agent, O, 812, b

ing 82 each for Cyrus Brantingliani, Joshua Coppoc
Mary L. Test, Mary H. Fritcbinan, George t '< Megri

and Dilluyn Stratton, vol. 69; from Archibald Crc

hie, Agent, Ia , 820, J„"',
T . being 82 eacli for Joseph He

dei-son, Archibald Henderson, Daniel J. Peckhai

Lorenzo Rockwell, Hubert Rockwell, Franklin Roc
well, Lewis L. Rockwell, Ole P. Tjossem, Christii

Thomson and Severt Tow, vol. 69, and 25 cents, i

Robert Knowles to No. 7, vol. 69; from Thomas'
Newbv, Ind, $2, and for E. A. Thrift, 82, vol. 69 ; fro

Gcrge S Garrett, Pa, 82, vol. 69; from E. B. Tayk
I

Phila, 82. vol. 69 ; for Amy J. Brooks, N. J, $2, vi

69 ; for Hannah J. Roberts, G't'n, $2, vol. 69 ; fro

Anna Spencer, G't'n, 82, vol. 69; from Philena
"

Smedley, Pa, 82, vol. 69; from Barclay R. Leet

Phila.. 8 s
,
being 82 each for himself, Daniel L. Leet

Amelia Leeds and VVm. H. Leeds, vol. 09; from Ge
B. Allen, Pa. 82, vol. 69 from Robt. R. Hulme, PH

82, vol. 69 ; from Richard S. Griffith, Pa, 822, beM
82 each for Edward Brinton. Deborah G. Brinto

David Cope, Aaron Davis, Jonathan Eldridge, Ma
Eldridge, J. Edwin James, J. Jones McFadgen, Ma
E. Webb, Hannah Webb and Mary Ann Taylor, vi

69; from Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J, 82, for Ami
Ashead, vol. 69 ; for Newbold" R. Haines, Pa, $2, vi

69 ; from Job Bacon, N. J, 82, vol. 69 ; from John !

Hulme, Phila, 82, vol. 69.

NOTICES.
Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth M

16th, 1895. The Superintendent will beat his offii

during the two weeks preceding the opening, from f

until one o'clock. Catalogues or information by ma
upon application.

J. Henry Bartlett, Supt.,

140 N. Sixteenth St, Phila.

Reduced Rates to Giiro Yearly Meeting, \

Baltimore & Ohio R. R.—Friends desiring to

Ohio Yearly Meeting can go and return for one fa

and a third; that is, paying full fare to Barnesvil

Ohio, and returning for one-third of a full fare. Tick'

good from Ninth Month 1 1th, to Tenth Month 15lj

inclusive.

All persons should be careful to take a certificate"

payment from the selling agent.

For tickets or further information call on
James Potter, 833 Chestnut St., Phil'a, Pa

j

Position Wanted. — A competent experience
woman, a Friend, wishes position as companion i

housekeeper. Best ref. Address for two weeks, a

" Friend," -1033 Powelton Ave, West Phil'a
]

A Friend, familiar with books and accounts, desivj

employment a part or all of his time for a ruoderiji

compensation. Can give good citv reference.

Address "G," '2020 Mervine St,'

Scattergood Seminary.—The next term of Sc\

tergood Seminary, near Center Dale, 'Iowa, will op!
the eleventh of Eleventh Month. Course equal I
that at Barnesville, Ohio. We desire to make i

pleasant home for all Friends who wish toavail thai
selves of its advantages as pupils.

Lewis W. and Phebe H. Bye, Carelakeri'^

Persons wanting a quiet, comfortable home I
have such in a Friend's family in the village of Wj
Grove. For address inquire at the office of I
Friend.

Died, suddenly, from injuries received from a fall fU

the residence of her brother-in-law, Cornelius Woi
ward, near Fountain City, Ind, the ninth of Fifth 111
1*9.1, Elizabeth Bcbgess, in the seventy-fourth yl
(l1 ocr age; a member of IVniisvillc Monthly and!"
ticular Meetings of Friends, Ohio. She was fi«l
attached to the doctrine and testimonies of the -

ciety of Friends.
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1799.

—

Dear Friends: The epistle received

tis year from Pennsylvania states that the

parly Meeting, having met at the usual time

<t its sitting, during the prevalence of a con-

tains and highly mortal fever, adjourned to

te Twelfth Month last. By this disease thous-

tds of the inhabitants of Philadelphia were
t ickly removed out of time. Let us in rever-

se of soul, avoid too nice au inquiry into the

Viral causes of such dreadful calamities; but
ak, with unremitting solicitude, an entrance,
trough the strait gate, into that narrow, but
it untrodden path, which alike leads to blessed-

iss through every dispensation of the Lord's
Herring providence.

Friends, we in this land, do not live unsur-
lunded by manifold dangers. By what means,
(en, shall we expect preservation ? Our belief

ithat it will depend on a frequent recurrence
I our first principle; even to the saving power
( Christ Jesus our Lord, revealed in the heart.

This," said our Redeemer when personally on
i rth, " is life eternal, to know thee, the only true
<od, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent."

.\it this is no trivial nor momentary acquire-

jent Many of you know that it must be waited
:rin singleness of heart, and that the important
firsuit of this heavenly knowledge should regu-
.te the tenor of our lives.

Where then, judge ye, would any find leisure

r those amusements, in which some in profes-

pn with us, are reported to waste much of their
ne? This meeting has repeatedly testified

(;ainst vain sports, and places of diversion, as
: many allurements tending to draw the mind
om its watch, and to lay it open to further
aiptation. The best recreation of a Christian
the relief of distress ; and his chief delight, to

^omote the knowledge, and to exalt the glory,
' his Heavenly Master ; and this is most ef-

ctually done under his holy influence, by a
te of faith, purity and general benevolence,
alse principles, too, as well as wrong practices,
'ay have their advocates for a time ; but the
ospotted lives of the faithful remain to be their
2st refutation. Let none then start aside at
ie magnitude of the object, or be too much
ismayed because of the little progress they

seem to themselves to make in the way of holi-

ness ; but, trusting in the Lord, who "giveth
power to the faint," let us all press after ability

to comply with the apostolic advice, " Be ye
holy, in all manner of conversation."

May all our meetings be held, with weight, as

in the immediate presence of the heavenly
President. May the aged among us be exam-
ples of every Christian virtue ; and evince, by
the calmness of their evening, that their day
has been blest. May the middle aged not faint

in their allotted stations ; but, together with
their elder and younger brethren, firmly sup-

port, yea exalt, the several testimonies which
we are called to maintain. And O ! may the

beloved youth, the tender objects of our care,

and of our hope, bend early and cheerfully

under the forming power of Truth ; that thus,

each standing in his allotment, the harmony of

the building may be preserved, and we may truly

grow up into an holy temple for the Lord*
1800.— Dear Friends ; a religious concern

still attends our minds, that ye, our dear absent

brethren, may partake of the benefit and bless-

ing of our thus assembling together ; not only

*How Christianly paternal ! How comprehensive
and engaging ! how directing to the one infinite and
eternal Source of spiritual help and strength ! How
exhorting and inviting to a due "holding the Head,
from which all the body by joints and bands having
nourishment ministered, and knit together, increasetii

wilh the increase that is of God!" How aiming to

exalt the precious, cementing, all-correcting power of

the grace or Holy Spirit of God, whereby that har-
mony and unity is preserved, which characterizes and
constitutes a holy brotherhood in the Lord. Surely
London Yearly Meeting of that day has approved it-

self clear in these matters.

Is not our first great duty, reverently and humbly to

submit our own wills to the will of Him who created
us for the purpose of his own glory, and to Him who
gave his precious life a ransom for us, not that we
should live to ourselres, but unto Him who died for us

and rose again. As we lay our talents, our heart*, and
our all at the feet of the Crucified, filially and cheer-
fully yielding to the discipline of his cross and thor-

oughly cleansing baptism, He will cause the aged
reverently to bow to Him, and to bring forth fruit

by the exercise of every Christian virtue; He will

strengthen and sus'ain by his invincible grace the
middle-aged, enabling them to turn the battle to the

gate, with weapons " mighty through God to the pull-

ing down of strongholds ;" and will watch over the
beloved youth with paternal love and tenderness
anointing and rearing them for the service of his

church. And though ibis spiritual training especially

in its more advanced lessons, cjIIs for baptism and re-

baptism in the, if humbling, yet purifying waters of

Jordan, He, the Captain of Salvation, will in richest

mercy be with such, and cause them to bring up from
thence living stones of memorial, and to pitch them
to the honor of his ever adorable and excellent name.
Such are greatly nee led in this day of much out-

wardness, of tossings hither and thither, of running
to and fro, whereby "the boastel march of intellect"

may multiply its resources and its followers, while at

the same time, such are greatly in danger of suffering

an eclipse of Truth's heavenly beam and of taking

up a rest short of that prepared for the people of God.
Would that we might etch duly consider for what end
we have a being here, and no less, what a never-end-
ing home in heaven, through a working out of the
soul's salvation, will be to us? and what, on the other
hand, the loss thereof will involve throughout eter-

by means ofsuch regulations as have been found
expedient, but that we may convey to you,

through this our affectionate salutation, the de-

sire which the collected body feels for you as

for itself; that we may all be whit we profess ;

that we may all daily look to our foundations,

and be fervent in our prayers for an establish-

ment upon that Pick, agaiust which every
storm will beat in vain. In the renewings,
therefore, of that love, which knows no abate-

ment from length of time; but through all ages

remains the same, in the hearts of believers fin
the love of the Gospel of Christ Jesus, our Re-
deemer, we tenderly salute you.

We beseech you, brethren, be watchful. Keep
in the holy inclosure of the preserving fear of

God; and call to mind the perfect security of

Israel, encamped of old under his never-foiling

protection ; when the intended curses ofan enemy
were converted into blessings. He with whom
we have to do is the same yesterday, to-day, and
forever. Why then are we not kept in his fear,

and made perfect in his love? Is it not because

the visible things of this fading state, are in

various ways and proportions, drawing away
our attention ? But, Friends, enter from time

to time into the closet : shut to the door. Pray
to your Father who seeth in secret, for daily

supplies of strength, to suppress that immoderate
love of earthly things which prevents you from
giving to Him his due pre-eminence.

They who are obedient to this universal in-

junction of our Saviour, " Watch," are prepared

for the due fulfilling of every duty ; and emin-

ently so for that most essential one of worship.

How many i'eel themselves languid when as-

sembled for this solemn purpose, for want of

a previous preparation of heart! The mind
crowded with thoughts on outward things in

approaching the place for public worship, and
resuming them with avidity on its return, is not

likely to fill up the interval to profit; and to

such, their meeting together may prove a form

as empty, as any of those out of which, we be-

lieve, Truth called our forefathers, and still

calls us. If we truly succeed them, as witnesses

for the Truth, we must look beyond forms to

that which is the life of all true religious per-

formances, so we may become fitted in our sev-

eral stations, for the Lord's service, the promo-

tion of the cause of righteousness on earth.

Dear Friends, we believe there are many of

you, and especially of the youth, who, in a good

degree, have given up, and are giving up, your

hearts to serve the Lord. May you submit with

patience to all the repeated baptisms necessary

for your refinement. The Gospel hath its tribu-

lations; but they are not like the sorrow of the

world, which worketh death. They are intended

to disturb the polluted rest in mere worldly en-

joyments ; they unite you to the living members
of Christ's body, in whom the same things have

been accomplished ; and, if they be accepted as

tokens of his love, and abode under the allotted

time without repining, they will completely

unite you to Him, the Holy Head.
Wherefore, ye dearlv beloved vouth, our treas-
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me. in whom we sometimes dare to delight, and

to hope that you will one day succeed t" the

places of those faithful laborers, who have passed

and an- passing from works t" rewards: we en-

treat you, dear children, with tender solicitude

we prt >.- it upon you, flee from everj thing which

tends lo despoil _\"ii of your innocence; and to

render your minds less receptive of that holy

influence, which your enlightened judgment
demonstrates to be Truth.

A i d ye
i
arents, he ye solicitous to discharge

your important and awful duty, with scrupulous

attention. It is often too late to wain the youth-

ful mind of danger, when your OWD negligence

or indulgence hath suffered your offspring to

deviate from that path of simplicity, in which
you have thought yourselves bound to walk,

and in which you nave found peace. If you
fail to Biippress '/" early beginnings of undue
liberty, how can you expect a Messing on your
endeavors, when further deviations at length

your attention; and how, having failed

td rule your own house- well, can you expect

duly to - lake care of the church of God :" by
performing that too much neglected duty of
private admonition therein? There were of old
those who brought children to Christ in the

days of his flesh : and now the religious parent
can breathe no wanner aspiration for them,
than when he spiritually commends his tender
offspring to the protection of his Lord. But
see, Friends, that you encourage no propensities
iu them which prevent a union with Him. Re-
strain them, we beseech you, from associating
with those whose influence and example lead
away from his law; and be especially careful
that you introduce not among them publications
which are either wholly, or in part, repugnant
to the faith, as it is in Jesus. Let it be your
own daily care to endeavor after closer com-
munion with Him, and to walk in meek sub-
mis-ion to his commands; so may you gain, over
the minds of the youth providentially placed
under your care, that ascendency which arises
from the united effects of sound judgment,
true8l love, and a good example.

1801.- Dear Friends: The cross still remains
the way to the crown. Nevertheless, as a patient
endurance of suffering works for us thenar more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory, let us
accept it as the discipline of Christ, designed to
make us proficients in his school, partakers of
his bapti8m,and finally, in heritors of his pmmi.-r.
The maxims and policy of this fleeting world

are .-till, as they ever have been, opposed to these
gacred truths. The spirit of the world, there-
for.', hath its allurements for drawing the in-
cautious of every class from under this holy
discipline. It captivates some with it.- profits,

«th its pleasures, and others with its

prospects of greater ease than the way oJ Truth
will admit. The rich and the poor, the wise
and the simple, are all within the reach of its
ban-; and if palpable temptations to indulgence
llr '' withsl I. it ran insinuate itself under the
appearance of virtue, and zeal for the honor of
liod. \\ herefore,dear Friends, we exhort you,

unto you the whole armor of God, that
ye may be aloe to w itli.-taml in the evil day
and lnr, ing done all, to Btand." How emphatic

•-.-ion. " Having done all, to stand."
-to be invested, by the Captain of our

irticleof bis heavenly ar-
mory; and. as -aiih the apostle, above all "'fake
the shield of faith, wherewith ye -hall be able
to quench all the Bery dans of the wicked

'

Friends, lei us all, having surveyed the
standard of righteousness, be willingto

I

ured by it ; to examine our own states, and to

sc whether we are doing all in our power to

edify our brethren. It hath pleased our wise

Creator to plant us in society. To know, there-

fore, whether we are acting our proper part in

it before Him, or not, is a subject worthy of

our serious consideration.

(To be continued.)

IL .w Bank of England Notes are Print-
ed.—The notes are printed in a long and nar-

row printing room, in which a dozen machines

of similar construction are in full action. Their

denominations vary from £5 to £1,000, the

largest note now printed. They cost about two
thirds of a cent each. A single impression com-
pletes the note, specially numbered, dated and
signed by the cashier. The notes are delivered

in pairs, slid upon a small table at the back of

the press, where an employee stands to examine
each one, and see that it is correctly numbered
and perfectly printed. The numbers run back-

ward, so that each bundle often thousand lie in

their natural order when they are taken away.
Thus the two notts on each sheet are numbered
say, 67168 and 77168, and the nest pair are

67167 and 77167. The bundles are cut in two by
an ordinary cutter, and thus it happens that every
Bank of England note has three rough edges
and one clean one. Great reliance, as a check
upon counterfeiting, is placed upon the paper
itself, the engraving, as compared with the
American banknote standard, being less elab-

orate. The paper, specially made from pure
linen rags, is strangely thin and remarkably
tough. It has a peculiar shade of whiteness
impossible to describe, and is printed in indeli-

ble black ink of a special manufacture. The
paper is made by a secret process at a special
mill, which time out of mind has been the prop-
erty of the Portal family. The note to-day is

practically the same as it has ever been, and its

apparent simplicity offers a great temptation to

counterfeiters out of employment.

—

McClure's
Magazine.

Deserved Promotion.—Chauneey M. De-
pew tells the story of his visit to the Mechanical
Department of Cornell University. He found
at the head of it Professor Morris, who claimed
him as a superior officer, giving as a reason that
he was an old-time worker on the New York
Central Railroad.

" How did you get here?" asked Depew.
" I fired on the New York Central. I stood

on the footboard as an engineer on the Central.
While a locomotive engineer I made up my
mind to get an education. I studied at night
and fitted myself for Union College, running all
the time with my locomotive. I procured books
and attended as far as possible the lectures and
recitations. I kept up with my class, and on the
day of graduation I left my locomotive, washed
up, put on my gown and cap, delivered my the-
sis, and received my diploma, put the gown and
cap in the closet, put on my working shirt, got
on my engine, and made my usual run that
day."

"Then," said Depew, " I know how he became
Professor Mori is.''

That spirit will cause a man to rise in any
calling, h is ambition, but it is ambition wisely
directed, aiming not at the goal—for such an
ambition produces envy, scheming, discontent,
and weakness—bul bravely and cheerily aim-
ing at iino < self, seeking to make one's self fitted
for higher work. When this is accomplished

1 higher work is sure to come.

For "Tns Fkiend.1

Deborah Howell.
(Continued from page 60.)

Our passage was rough and occasioned sio*

ness, as is generally the case in passing Poi
Judith, which is much exposed and entirely opr

to the ocean, and is often very tempestuous.

We arrived at Newport about ten A. ])

having left the city at five P. M. the evenlf
previously. The Yearly Meeting comment
on Second-day, the 13th, and was held to satii

faction. It was well attended, and counsel ajj

encouragement were sweetly held forth. Elm
beth Evans, of Philadelphia, and many otb

valuable Friends, were with us. The meetii

closed on Sixth-day, noon, the 17th. It was,

my mind, a sweet, interesting season, and 1

1

much pleased with Newport, though I was rj

situated, as I expected to have been, with t

dear friends with whom I had left New Yfflj

We left Newport on Seventh-day, the 18th, ai

arrived at Providence, about thirty n

tant, the same evening. Found our inenr
William Jenkins and son, ready to receive

arid take us to his house. It is a delightful r

dence, and the piety, kindness and hospitality-

these excellent Friends is remarkable.- Thoun
so wealthy, they are consistent, and though co

fortable, nothing that betrays them as ostenf

tious. His wife is the daughter of* Willis!

Almy and grand-daughter to the excellent Mot
Brown, so well known for his humility, dedu
tion and extensive usefulness in the Society a
in his neighborhood. He is in his ninety-seco
year, and attends meetings whenever he is ah
being alive in the best sense.

19th.—Attended meeting First-day,
morning, at Providence, in which Elizabf
Evans was livingly engaged ; in the af'terno

that held at Friends' Boarding School, neart
city, at which there are about sixty schola*]

boys and girls. It also was a favored
the same dear friend being engaged in her va

J

able gift to plead with the children.

Seventh Month 20th.—Left Providence
one P. M., iu company with Elizabeth Evaf
E. Reeves, Susan Smith, of Burlington, N.

j

and S. Newbold. After a very pleasant voya
arrived safely at New York about seven o'cW
A. M. The other Friends went directly on bosj
the Philadelphia boat. I. having various ral

cerns to arrange in New York, remained ur.f

the next morning. I left at seven o'clock, a
found myself at my comfortable home theH
evening.

On looking over this journey, while I des
to estimate the privileges connected with it,j

mingling with some of the servants of the M*|
High, I perceive mistakes which might ha]
been avoided, had not complacence to oth.j

led me into them. Item—Endeavor in theij
ture to be more careful !*

Eighth Month 22nd.—I was called upon tl
evening to attend at the bedside of dear Abigl
S. Folwell, who, with her valued mother, 'I|
been ill for several days with bilious remit
fever. She was very ill, but calm, compo*!
and sweetly resigned to the Divine will, tellii

her sister Sarah she was going to leave her, a I

i he opportui

Selected.

About this time a concern arose in the minds!
a numher of women Friends for the establishment
a school designed for the children of such parents!
may wish to educate them in the guarded manner 1

essential to our well-being as a Society. It results!

I

the setting up of the " Infant School.'"' The follow
JFriends were appointed a Committee on AdmissioJ

Catharine W. .Munis, Sarah B. Thompson, Mary
Davis, Mary Whitall, Elizabeth Evans Rebecca {
ten, Deborah Howell.
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hi heard the songs of t lie redeemed in glory,

seating her hope and belief in the atonement
Ijthe Saviour of the world, saying, " Who can

ife to doubt He died for sinners, for me, even
m me?" She continued through the day (the

tuuty-third ). repeating, almost as long as lite

Kiained, " Not my will, but thine be done,"

H closed her valuable life about ten o'clock

t evening, in perfect peace, in the thirty-

Bond year of her age. She was an example
hher daily walk, her care in not speaking to

(l disadvantage of others, her practice of daily

rtirenient, of kindness to the p >or, of mildness

al affection to the family, and her love for the

lithasitisiu Jesus, and to his followers, render
II- loss deeply felt by her family and friends,

wo, nevertheless, sorrow not as those without

|pe, but are comforted in the belief that she

Etnited to that happy number in whose har-

ny she appears to have participated ere the
rit left the clay. Her memory is precious.

Ijtfinth Month 6th.—L;ft home at noon for

V'Sttown, in company with S. B. C, E. K. and
B.,* in order to attend the Quarterly Meet-
tv of that Committee. We arrived there safely

jbutsix P. M., and found a number of Frieuds.

H in the evening in the collecting room, with

I girls, of whom there are more than one hun-
Ld, and ninety-five or more boys. They look
cufortable, and the Institution appears to be
tifi flourishing state. The < 'ommittee met at

Be o'clock in the morning. Present, twenty-

Ken men and twenty-five women Friends. It

ps a quiet, satisfactory opportunity, many in-

tost ing subjects claiming and obtaining our
[liberate, solid attention. May this Institution

flirish. May the righteous exertions of its care-

h.ers be blessed, and il continue to be a place
ftere the children of Friends receive a guarded
nigious education. Left Westtown in the af-

tcaoon for my brother's farm, in company with
Jnes and Sarah Emlen, who spent the remain-
i- of the evening with us. These dear Friends
a sincerely devoted to the promotion of Truth
II righteousness, and are examples in their

D,ghborhood in principle and practice.

leturned home with my brother on the twelfth,

»Br a pleasant visit, and found the family well.

C-jatitude is a pleasing, delightful emotion. It

Utilizes the soul. To be incapable of feeling

itto be shut out of that enjoyment of which the
d.-oted mind partakes wheu it is favored with
tl Divine influence, is hard to be borne, and
ftders the mind a wilderness, in which there is

11 water, dew nor rain.

(To be continued.)

When we see the average white sportsmen
Hinto the forests to destroy such beautiful
Batures as parrots and toucans, simply to

gitify his murderous appetite, we are more
tin shocked. Even when he wounds one of
I'm it ofteu clutches at a twig and remains
tire to suffer, or drops in the forest where it

tnnot be found. The Indian kills to eat, and
vy rarely wounds. He cannot afford to waste
pwder and shot, while the amateur sportsman
isarelessof this. The consequence is an amount
Dsuffering which he surely cannot appreciate,
i) he would be afraid to lift, his gun against a

p*rot. The naturalist who has such a man
if a companion on a bush excursion is horrified
tisee him let fly at anything and everything

—

K even those little wanderers from paradise,
t: humming-birds, being excepted. — In the

tiiana Forest.

Probably Sarah B. Cope, Elizabeth Richardson,
J?n Buckley.

A Trip to the Sea-shore.

Having received a kind invitation to visit a

Friend who was spending the summer in a cot-

tage at Bdach Haven, I went there on the af-

ternoon of the fourth of Ninth Month. The
road there from Philadelphia pursu:sa general
Easterly course, till it intersects the New Jersey
Southern Railroad at Whiting's Station. At
this point it forks, one branch continuing nearly
in the same direction as before, till it reaches
the beach at Sea-Side Park, and the other bear-

ing more decidedly to the south, towards Tuck-
erton. At Manahawkin a branch runs across

the meadows to Long Beach.
From Camden the railroad passes obliquely

through the wide belt of sandy clays, sand and
marls, which occupy the part of the State next
the Delaware River, and extend in a south-

west direction from Riritan Bay to the alluvial

deposit below Salem. In the vicinity of Brown's
Mills, it enters a region of white sand, such as

is used in making glass, and which seems to

have, little soil or vegetable matter in it, so that

it is almost barren for the farmer, although it

produces many plants of peculiar interest to

the botanist—some of which were mentioned in

a recent accouut of a visit to Brown's Mills—
indeed we passed but two or three houses near
the railroad from the vicinity of Brown's Mills,

till we approached Whiting's Station, and ex-

cept in their vicinity, no signs of cultivation.

The ountry was covered with bushes and small

trees, principally of pine and oak, which the

frequent forest fires prevented from making as

much growth as the soil would otherwise have
permitted.

At Whiting's, the glass sand gave place to a
yellow gravel, which seemed to have rather

more fertility, perhaps because it was more tena-

cious and did not permit the vegetable mould
to leach away so freely as the white sand. The
south-eastern part of the State, inside of the al-

luvial border, represented mainly by the salt

marsh or meadows, is principally composed of

beds of sand and gravel intermingled with

each other. They were probably derived long

ages ago from the decomposition of a primitive

rock, by the action of the weather. The peb-

bles of the gravel have been rounded by friction

and stained yellow by oxide of iron.

There are certain low forms of vegetation, such

as the lichens, which spread over the surface of

trees and rocks, which seem to derive their

sustenance mainly from the air—decomposing
the carbonic acid which it contains and utilizing

the carbon. As these decay they furnish vege-

table mould in which plants of a higher order

can grow. The process is a slow one, but the

great Author of nature is not limited for time,

and gradually causes a fertile soil to form where
formerly the earth was not much more than a

barren waste. Even in the white sand district,

I have noticed, the surface is often covered with

a species of lichen (a Cenomyce), the forerunner

of other plants.

In many places the low, damp ground was
covered with a growth of the White Cedar (the

Cupressus thyoides of Linnreus). This tree gen-

erally grows thickly together so that it shoots

upward, and the branches are rather closely ap-

pressed to the main trunk. The leaves are very
small, and awl-shaped, the bark fibrous and
shreddy, and the wood light and very durable

—so that a good cedar swamp is considered a

valuable piece of property.

An interesting feature in the geology of New-
Jersey is the narrow, sandy strips of sand, called

beaches, which border the Atlantic coast, which
are often separated from the mainland by bays
and channels fringed by tide marsh or salt

meadow. They wereoriginally sand bars, formed
at greater or less depth by currents depositing

sediment under favorable conditions, and sub-

sequently brought above water by the waves,
or by change-, in the sea level. Once above the

water they are acted on by the wind, which
has caught up some of the sand and deposited
it in the sand-hills or dunes, which form part

of a sea-side landscape. A part of the sand
is carried further inland, and falling in the
marsh tends to solidify it—and thus gradually
many parts of the beach are transported west-

ward. A comparison of surveys made in 1839
and 1871 of the shore line of Long Beach, shows
that during that interval in some parts more
than three hundred yards of the beach had
been worn away, while in the southern part,

near Beach Haven, there had been a gain.

The bays and channels and marsh lands, ly-

ing between the uplands and the sea beaches,

are often several miles in width. The salt

meadows support a vegetation mostly quite dis-

tinct from that which grows beyond the limits

of salt water. Some species of plants are found
in both localities, as the Fire Weed, Purple
Gerardia. Rose Mallow, Panicum Crus-Galli or

Birnyard Grass, Wild Bean Vine, &c. There
is a marked tendency in salt meadow plants to

have thick, fleshy leaves.

I was interested in a group of salt-loving

plants that grow on the sands of the shore—the
Salt-wort (Silmla Kali), with short, awl-shaped,

prickly-pointed leaves, so thickly scattered over
it, that it was difficult to touch it without feeling

the prick of their points. The Samphire (Sali-

comia muc.ronala) , without leaves, but having a
succulent, jointed stem, which turns red late in

the season. The flowers are sunk in the holloas

of the upper joints. The height is from six to

twelve inches. The Orache(Atriplexarenarium),

a thick leaved, branching plant, silvery-mealy.

Soon after our cars reached Long Beach, I

saw in the meadows large patches of a plant

with purplish flowers, which emitted a rather

unpleasant odor somewhat resembling camphor.
It was the Marsh Fle&beme (Plueheacamphorata).

Much of the meadow land was covered with

grasses of various kinds, some slender and others

coarse. Among the latter the most conspicuous

was the Sea Sand-Reed (Ammophila arundina-

cea).. It has running rootstocks which tend to

bind the sand together, and stout stems of two
or three feet in height. The spike of flowers is

from six to nine inches long. Another interest-

ing grass was the Cord or Marsh Grass (Spar-

tina), which like the preceding one has long,

creeping root-stocks. There were several other

varieties which I did not know, and my atten-

tion was soon absorbed by the more interesting

flowers which bloomed among them, in places

so abundantly as to be a natural flower-garden.

The Purple Gerardia; a small-flowered species

i with fleshy leaves, {Gerardia maritima); a species

' of Centaury (SabbatHastellaris), with bright, rose-

purple flowers, which had a yellow spot in the

center, and narrow leaves ; and a wild bean vine

(Phaseolus helvolus L.), whose long branches

twined among the other plants, were the most
conspicuous. The Mock Bishop-weed t Disco-

pleura capillacea), though the flowers were small

and white, attracted attention by the extreme

fineness of its leaves, which were cut into threads.

The pretty, lavender-colored flowers of the

Marsh Rosemary (Statice Limonium), added
much to the floral charm of the meadows. The
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leaves spring directly fo m the root, and may

easily be overlooked, while the flower-stalk is

much branched and abundantly supplied with

the Bmall bul attractive flowers.

Among other plant- met with were two ot

the Star family (Aster tubulatus and A. team-

the Groundsel l no
ml a Bpecies of spurge (EwpAor&ia y»'/.</-

gonifolia), which grew spread out flat on the

.-and. and several others whose names I have

determined.

The afternoon of the fifth was devoted to bo-

tanical exploration, and was quite successfully

employed. My kind host is the owner of a

small sailing-yacht, and I enjoyed a sail on the

hay with a pleasant company in the forenoon

ting as captain. -Most of the party had

ines, and caught a few weak-fish, of

I partook at dinner time. I was specially

interested in watching our captain, whose vigil-

,er to falter, but who kept him-

Belf wide awake to changes of wind and tide, to

BhoaU and currents, and whatever else might

help or hinder the desired movements of his

__ « " •

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.

Roberts.
(Continued from page 61.)

Fourth Month 19th.—Our Yearly Meeting.

We can but acknowledge the wing of ancient

-- was at seasons spread over us, and

ability was given to labor ou accouut of defi-

ciencies apparent. May we become more and

more humbled under a sense of our weak-

ness and shortcomings, and endeavor to see to

it individually, where we are standing in the

sight of the Great Searcher of hearts. The re-

moval of mothers in Israel during the last yi ar,

was fell by many of us, who feel as very children

for the great work of our day. I remembered
the remark of Mary Dudley, " If children are

to become rulers, give them wisdom and hu-

mility." May we indeed be preserved, and made
"ofquick understanding in the fear of the Lord."
We know his power U the same as ever it was
to qualify for his own work and service.

First 'Month 1st, 1863.—Another year has

passed away, and what the present will bring
- known to Him who inhabiteth eternity.

May we be enabled so to live that at last we
may feel the greai work is done. I have been
comforted in reading a portion of the Psalms.
Ah! there remain- One who -till hears our pe-

titions. It is indeed a day wherein we have
great nee. I to dwell very near our Holy Head
in ,-pirit, interceding for ourselves and "for the
people, thai the day may be hastened when
"nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

neither -hall they learn war any more."
F -tli Month 30th, 1863.—"A seed -hall

serve Him; it shall be accounted to the Lord
ipn si d in our meeting

this morning. I feared then- was a dwelling
too much on the discouragements of our day,
instead of being individually faithful. "The
Lord a! • is equal to take care of his Church,
and to overrule all things for the good of his

little dependent -." Faithfulness in our re-

ligious duties draws down the Divine blessing,

even in an outward .-.Use. May we be one an-
other's helper- In the Lord.

nth Month 30th, I was strengthened to
leave with my Friends an exercise which has
impressed my mind, to visit in Gospel love the
meetings of Abington and C :ord Quarterly
Meetings, and to appoint Bome meetings within
their limits, particularly for those who have

separated from us. I was liberated for the ser-

vice. May I be kept on every hand, being

fully sensible I cannot keep myself. I often

remember the remarks of a dear Father in the

Truth, Joseph Edgertou, in speaking on the

subject of the ministry, be said, " That if it had

ever been a cross to speak, he desired it might

never become a cross to be silent if there was

nothing given him to say." May I be well as-

sured, before I open my mouth in our assem-

blies, that it is of the Lord's requiring.

Ninth Month 27th, 1864—This day we fol-

lowed to the grave our beloved Friend, David

Cope. A large company assembled, of different

religious denominations, he being much beloved

in his neighborhood. Our Society keenly feels

the loss of such faithful ones. A meeting was

held after the interment, which was a time of

favor. " Let me die the death of the righteous,

and let my last end be like his."

Eleventh Month 3rd, 1864.— I obtained a

minute to visit the meetings of Cain and West-

ern Quarterly Meetings, with which service

unity was expressed. I endeavored to cast my
burden upon Him who alone can sustain me.

The same day, at Greenwich Monthly Meeting,

N. J., C. S. was liberated to visit the same

meetings above mentioned. As we were thus

drawn together to visit these meetings, without

outward knowledge, it felt to me "it is the

Lord's doings." C. S. was much favored in

these meetings, and in opportunities with those

who were sick and afflicted, and among our

Friends where our lot was cast. In looking

back over this visit of Gospel love, I can indeed

acknowledge Divine help was from day to day

extended, and under a feeling of abasedness

aud unworthiness, ascribe all honor unto Him,
who strengthened for the work.

Eighth Month 25th, 1865.— Our beloved

Friend, Hannah Bhoads, has been removed
from the Church Militant, we reverently be-

lieve to the Church Triumphant, " to go no more
out." She has long been a truly acceptable

minister, and a Mother in the Church to many
of us little ones. " What are these which are

arrayed in white robes? and whence came they ?

These are they which came out of great tribu-

lation, and have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb," was re-

vived by her brother, Thomas Evans, at the

grave.

Second Month, 1866.—Our Friend, Deboral
Rhoads, is acceptably visiting the meetings o

Concord Quarterly Meeting, with her first min
ute. At our meeting she was engaged both in

testimony and supplication, a precious solemnity
spread over us. She encouraged the frequent

perusal of the Holy Scriptures, with our minds
turned to Him, who only can reveal them to us.

I had near unity with her exercise.

Third Month 1st.—For some time I have felt

it would be right to have a few meetings ap
pointed for those wdio do not belong to any re-

ligious society; liberty was given me for the
service, and through the Lord's holy help, they
were relieving opportunities to my mind, and
were well attended. May all praise and adora-
tion be given to his ever excellent Name, who
alone is worthy.

Seventh Month 7th.—Our beloved mother in

Israel, Elizabeth Pitfield, has been gathered to
her eternal rest. This day her mortal remains
were followed to the grave by a very large com-
pany of Friends. Some of us deeply feel her
removal, though fully believe "our loss is her
everlasting gain."

Ninth Month 7th.- A visit to the families

of Frankford Monthly Meeting, has been pei

formed, for which I was liberated in Seventh

Month last. I can, with feelings of humbl;

gratitude, say, "Wherefore didst thou doubt.

Our great and good Master was pleased to b

near, and strengthened for this humiliating sei

;e.

First Month, 1867.—A little company i

bled at our Monthly Meeting, I believe our des
1

Master was near. Our young Friend, Mary I

Passmore, expressed a few words, which weij

comforting to me, " Fear not, little flock," i°

Sister A. followed in testimony. I thankful!

believe there are those among our beloved y ouiij
j

er Friends preparing for service in the ChurcL

may they be faithfully obedient to the Gr«
Teacher of his people. In the afternoon, nj

husband accompanied me in a visit to a your!

man in our neighborhood, who is nearing tli

close of life with consumption. The roads

much drifted with snow, and the ride fatiguin

but we felt rewarded for the effort in findir

him iu a quiet, resigned condition, brought dow

to the state of a little child. The feeble pel

tions of my heart on his account have be<-

mercifully answered.

Second Month 15th.—We attended the f

neral of this young man. The desire I felt wfj

while at the house of mourning, that we mig
" lay it to heart," and felt it right to express

while sitting with the family, and also, that it is
\

favor to live till we are prepared to die.,

afterwards felt my mind turned to the compail

gathered below, and standing on the stairs, bro!
j

the silence with these* words, "Oh! that th

were wise, that they understood this, that th

would consider their latter end." A quiet fe!

ing prevailed, and I left my burden with the i

(To be continued.)

Incidents and Reflections.—No. 331.

John Richardson relates some instances I

which the Holy Spirit manifested to him iu]

striking manner the condition of some with whe

he came in contact. He says :
" During my st

in one of the Jerseys, a great weight, more th

usual, seized upon my spirit, as I sat in a m&>

ing, and under a sense of the source, my i

ascended unto the Lord, the Fountain of

tender mercies, that He would please to

me what was the cause of that great power
darkness which did so oppress my spirit. At

it pleased the Lord to show me, that a

there had been guilty of some gross wickednc

Aud when it clearly appeared to be required*

me to express it publicly, it became a very gn

exercise to me, and I had some reasonings '

fore I gave up to make it public to that lai

meeting of Friends and other people. I laboi

under it till towards the conclusion of the me:

ing, but finding my peace concerned very neai
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| "After the meeting, I found there was a great

ialousy in the minds of Friends that something

[as wrong with the man, but I was, till then,

^together a stranger to their thoughts, and to

pe state of the man, yet I advised Friends

nould have a watchful eye over him and his

Emily, for I told Friends my spirit was easy in

hat I delivered, and I believed the evil would

jpt be concealed. On my return, I heard his

ickedness had been made manifest, which he

jid not deny.

| "Something of the like exercise I met with

I a meeting in Pennsylvania, repeating several

inies what oppression my spirit was under, be-

jnuse of some yet hidden wickedness, which,

U a short time, would be brought to light, to

he blemish of Truth and great trouble to

jriends. That very evening, after the meeting,

Bwoman, little thought by Friends to be guilty

1'such a crime, went to a worthy Friend, and

Lid him she was the woman who had done that

{•eat wickedness I had complained of, and had

lorne such a great load because of; and, as the

(onest Friend said, she wept bitterly, even in

Ike very anguish of her soul. He came twelve

dies the next day, to Philadelphia, to acquaint

ie with the matter and ask my advice, which

[igave to this effect: If Friends find, upon in-

lliiry in the proper season, that the woman
Untinues heartily sorry and truly penitent for

i ;hat she hath done, and if, from such a hearty

> id penitent sense, she gave forth a paper against

\£T wicked doings, for the clearing of Truth

(fld Friends, and for the ease and peace of her

I Ivn mind, then Friends may pass it by."

J. W.

For " The Friend."

'i am crucified with Chr'st; nevertheless I live: yet

It I, but Christ liveth in rae, and the life which I

>w live in the llesh I live by the faith of the Son of

'3d, who loved me and gave himself for rae. (Gal.

I 20.)

We, being crucified with Christ, are to be

Head indeed unto sin, but alive unto God ;"

^om. vi : 2) ; it is not possible for us to live

tree of sin, and, at the same time to serve

lod. We "' cannot serve two masters." Chris-

;ins must be dead to the sinful pleasures of

Ie world. We must all realize that Christians

ie obliged to be holy, not by law, but by love

; the Lord Jesus Christ, who loved us and
,ive himself for us. But how can we be holy,

ith sin within and without, and with so much
draw us away from God—in fact, how can

e obtain power ? Friends, we cannot get power
^cept as it is given us by the Omnipotent One.

et us remember that " we are not our own,

jt are bought with a price." So then, if we
Ire to be used by God, and if we wish to have
brist in us," (which is another name for holi-

es), the first thing for us to do is to yield our-

lves in unconditional surrender to Him, so

at we may be filled with the Holy Spirit, and
that ( 'hrist may come and take full possession

T our whole being, to be his alone; self must
: put entirely aside—Christ must be exalted.

:' we are conscious of anything held back from
od, we will not be filled with the Holy Spirit.

jet us therefore search our hearts and see if we
e wholly the Lord's. O beloved Friends, it

I only by being entirely consecrated to the

ord Jesus Christ, and by doing all for the

Jory and honor of God, that we will receive

at blessed peace and rest, in this world, which
od has promised. Let us " stand fast there-

re in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made
|i free ;" but "God forbid that we should glory,

ve in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,

whereby the world is crucified unto me, and I

unto the world." (Gal. vi : 14.) W.
Eighth Month 24th, '95.

"THREESCORE AND TEN.

TO KICHABD HENRY STODDARD.

BY E. D. MORRIS.

To me the years have gentler grown,

And time more gracious now than then
;

Tho here I sit and muse alone,

Threescore and ten.

The best of living is the last,

And life grows sweetest at its close

;

And something richer than the past

These days disclose.

I mourn not now the silvered hair,

The trembling hand, the failing power,

As here I wait and calmly dare

The coming hour.

What dreams of honor or of gain,

Of wreaths or crowns to grace my brow,

Once stirred my spirit, none remain
To stir me now.

The tossing life, the hope and fear,

The strile, the pain of earlier days—
On these, all past, I look with clear,

Unshrinking gaze.

And even when I sorrow most,

Yet happy are the tears I shed,

And bright the memories of the lost,

The precious dead.

The increase of the corn and wine,

And growing gladness in the heart,

And wondrous grace and joy are mine,

From men apart.

Alone, but not alone I stand
;

Around, above, a power Divine

Is shining, and a heavenly Hand
Is touching mine.

Strange glories gild my closing day,

And one bright star from out the west.

Calls me in tender tones away
From work to rest.

And voices which amid the din

Of outward life I could not hear,

Are gently whispering within

Their words of cheer.

So, welcome is each flying year,

And welcome is this silent bliss:

Nor aught the noisy world can bear

Compares with this.

O Poet, sitting on the slope

Of life, apart from busy men,

Receive with me this larger hope,

Threescore and ten.—The Independent.

What is an Enemy ?—Definitions of words

vary according to the persons who use the

words, even though the same term be used by

all persons in the defining. Fresh and important

views of truth can often be obtained through a

child's definitions, because they are usually so

unconventional, aud go so incisively to the roots

of things. A certain little girl of six had been

taught the text, " Love your enemies." After

she had known it for a year or so, she was re-

peating it, together with other texts, one day,

when the question was suddenly put to her,

" What is an enemy?" She had had no experi-

ence in enmity, because of her generous and

loving nature, and her definition was suggest-

ively logical. "An enemy," she said, thought-

fully, " is somebody you love." If we were to

live up to the Christ ideal, would not this defi-

nition be strictly true? And if so, is it not a

searching reflection upon us older persons, that

we have never thought of looking at it that way
ourselves?

Morris Cope.

[Coni In. ].M from pai;c 62.)

But alas! through weakness and unwatch-

fulness, I would again suffer doubts to ari.se in-

timating that religion is lint a fiction, and not a

substantial reality, an i </«/.< jutuit* that leads to

bewilder and dazzles to blind those who become
very zealously engaged therein. And although

ministers might preach very feelingly, say many
excellent things, live truly consistent exemplary
lives, yet I could not see the in-cc-.-ity, or feel

convinced that it was required of children and

young people to be so extremely self-denying

about little things (such as dress, address, etc.,)

as many of the older Friends of that day seemed
not only disposed to teach, but also to enforce

and to carry out, by example as well as pre-

cept: and well would it be for the religions So-

ciety of Friends, and particularly for the youth-

ful portion of it, if individuals of that descrip-

tion were much more abundant at the present

day; which being so directly at variance with

human nature, and humiliating to the pride of

man, that I, though a very youth, was strongly

tempted, and almost concluded, to treat all re-

ligious matters with as much indifference as the

nature of my situation would admit of, and not

be troubled or worried about anything relating

thereto.

But one particular matter more than almost

any other had perplexed my mind for a con-

siderable time, and which stuck so closely and

constantly with me wdien awake, that I found

very little rest or quiet ; and sometimes when
asleep it added largely to the anguish of a trou-

bled spirit.

The perplexing subject which so tormented

my youthful mind by day and by night was,

how any minister (as ministers are but mortals),

could possibly see or feel the internal or spiritual

condition of any other individual, or the state

of an assembly. I believed what I read in the

New Testament, viz : " What man knoweth the

things of a man, save the spirit of a man which

is in him. Even so the things of God knoweth

no man, but the Spirit of God." How good ad-

vice and wise counsel might be delivered I could

easily see, and fully comprehend. But how any
minister could go beyond this, was to my spir-

itual vision hidden in obscurity and darkness,

until He who is touched with a feeling of our

infirmities and weakness, in his tender and un-

merited mercy, had compassion on my weak aud
infant condition ; and in a most signal manner
(may this statement all be penned and received

with an awe and holy reverence becoming so

solemn a subject), deigned to arouse and en-

lighten my spiritual vision, so that I was re-

lieved from that wretched state of blindness and

ignorance into which I had become enveloped,

and in a manner, and by an instrument divinely

qualified, and appointed to the work ; and
whose faithful performance thereof, under the

Divine blessing, removed all the doubts and

troubles, which had for a considerable time

clouded and disquieted my youthful mind con-

cerning religious subjects ; so that I could thank-

fully say as one did formerly," Lord, I believe,

help thou my unbelief." This I think occurred

not later than the fourteenth year of my age,

and perhaps may have been somewhat earlier;

and although not less than sixty years have

now transpired, it remains as vividly before the

view of my mind, as though it had but recently

occurred, and was as follow-, viz: On a First-

day morning I went as usual with my parents

and brothers to Bradford Meeting. On going

into the meeting house I noticed an elderly ven-
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erable looking female Friend with a broad-

brimmed beaver hat on, such as was still worn

at that day by a few of the real, plain, old-

fashioned female Friends, sitting at the head of

the upper gallery, on the women's side of the

partition. And Bhe appeared to be looking di-

rectly at me on my entering the door of the

meeting-house.

My seal «as a considerable distance from

here, and in a pretty dense body of people; yet

appeared to be steadily fixed on me,

r 1 looked in berdirection. The meeting

was large, the house being well fillsd, rather

crowded, although no previous notice had been

riven reaj ling the attendance of the stranger.

1 was never informed of any one who knew of

her expected attendance. The solemnity of her

ance, tin- plainness and simplicity of her

appearance, and her sharp, penetrating eye, car-

ried with them a conviction, an awe, and a rev-

erence which reached the secret recess of my
very soul, before a word was uttered.

Howi \. r, in due season she arose to her feet,

and in a most solemn and prophetic manner
began to communicate what was on her mind,

or rather, as I was very soon sensible, only

what was given her to say. For I was not long

in believing that she was no other, than an in-

strument in the Divine hand, sent to unfold and

show me my real state and spiritual condition,

very far to exceed anything it was possible for

her, or any other living mortal to know through

any other medium, than the Spirit of God, or

I (ivine revelation—yes, it very far exceeded any
revelation that I myself, could have made. And
it was doii'- too, by one toward whom I could

)i no prejudice, either for, or against, as

I could form no idea who she was; neither

was it possible that .-he by any outward intelli-

ild have any knowledge of me, or from
wh nrc I came. During the delivery of her

:ation, her .-harp, penetrating eye ap-

peared constantly centered on me, and very
are of contrition and penitence flowed

freely from my youthful eves—and indeed a

large portion of the assembly were also bathed
in tear.-.

i Iccasionally I would wipe my eyes, and raise

my head a little to observe how others were
might then be claiming

the attention of the speaker. But, alas! she
would -till appear to be looking as steadfastly

at me as though there had been no other per-
- ins present besides the speaker and myself.
Ami - p it continued with me until the close of
her communication.

II i supplication to the God and Father of
all our Bure mercies, after a solemn season of as

profound silence ami awful quiet as I ever re-

member to have witnessed, was "•, less affecting
than her previous testimony, and when In ghe
interceded most fervently "at the footstool of
mercy on behalf of the lukewarm, the forgetful,

llious, and the unbelieving.

When the meeting i [sat near the
d( door), I Sle] ped out. and hastily

sought a place of retirement, or rather of con-
cealment, behind a very large oak ti

from the people, and a go idly distance from the
meeting-li mse, a- I much desired to be aloni

.

where 1 might -eeretly Weep tear- of e ,|1 1 lit ioll

and peuit. lie,-, and intercede with my Heavenly
Father for mercy and forgiveness for the past,
and strength and wisdom from above to arm

istain me in the future against the man
of sili and father of disobedieoce.

Alter my feelings ha. I becomi
and composed, I ventured to peep ar I the

body of the tree, to see whether any one observed

me.' when about the first object I beheld was

that same female preacher, coming out of the

meeting-house at the old men's door, or the same

whereby I had made my exit, she having left

the women's apartment, and passed directly

through the men's, without stopping to speak

with those she passed (as I was afterward in-

formed I, and also passing silently by the people

in the yard, she came directly- to and around

the tree" where I was (the body of the tree not

appearing to offer any obstruction to her spirit-

ual vision, and taking me very affectionately by

the hand, she did most truly and certainly un-

fold to me, by the spirit of prophecy, and from

no other source, in plain, unhesitating accents,

the very thoughts and troubles of my aching

heart. And then, under the same Divine anoint-

ing, she assured me there were many blessings

yet in store, both spiritual and temporal, if I

would cease relying so much on human reason

and human understanding, and trust in the Lord
with all my heart. Then "shall his word be a

lamp to thy feet and a light to thy path," a'so

quoting the Apostle, when he consulted no

longer with flesh and blood, but gave up to the

heavenly vision, and prophetically declared what
should most surely come to pass in after days,

if there were on my part a proper yielding in

faithful obedience to the convictions and open-

ings of manifested duty, and an eye kept singly

directeil to the pointings and teachings of the

Lord's holy Spirit, Christ within, the hope of

glory. She said considerably more, neither need-

ful nor proper for me herein to insert, except,

that she said, with much weight and solemnity,

"After my labors in the militant Church shall

have ceased, thy mouth will be opened to pro-

claim the glad tidings of the Gospel of life and
salvation, and to praise and magnify the name of

the Lord of Hosts, the God of Israel, for his

manifold mercies and favors, and his caring for

and preserving thy never-dying soul from the

snare of the fowler. Thou shalt also plead with

and persuade others to accept the long-suffering

kindness and tender mercy of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, who came into the world
to save sinners and offers terms of salvation to

the never-dying souls of all the children of men."
She then bade me an affectionate farewell,

returned into the meeting-house by the way she
came out, and I never saw or heard her more.

I was afterward informed that her name was
Mary Swett, whose home was in the State of
New Jersey, and that she was a highly esteemed
minister in the religious Society of Friends.
This was a memorable day to me, one Dever to
In forgotten while consciousness and memory
shall be retained.

With the salutation of unfeigned love and
regard, I am, affectionately, thy well-wishing
friend and brother in tribulation.

Morris CorE.
1'. S. I hope thou will understand, I have

not penned this lor publicity, but offer it in that
freedom a,,,

| tenderness of feeling which desires
to render any assistance under my control which
may tend to relieve thee in tiny degree from the
perplexing disquietude under which thy mind
appear- to be laboring, most of which may have

I'"- entertain nt of doubt's and
unprofitable reasoning.

I wish to encourage and promote thy more per-
manent establishment on that foundation which
has no change and cat I beshaken. It standeth
sure, having this seal, the Lord knoweth them

tin surest means
!"- >r\ o'.: ih. H pea te and sta-

bility which far surpass human understanding,

and this state can only be attained by first be-

coming as a little child, and, by degrees, ad-

vancing toward the attainment of a state some-

what resembling Peter's when our Lord said,

" Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona," &c. i Matt
xvi: 13,17.)

It would appear that the remarkable commu-
nication above described was delivered by Mary
Swett about the year 1814. She was a ministei

of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, N. J., and

died Third Month 2nd, 1821, in the eighty-third

year of her age. The prediction that " after my
labors in the militant Church shall have ceased

i

thy mouth will be opened to proclaim the glax

tidings of the Gospel of life and salvation," &c.

was fulfilled, Morris Cope, as stated in the Me
morial of London Grove Monthly Meeting con

cernHg him, " was near the meridian of lifi

when he first appeared in the ministry. Hisgif

was acknowledged in 1817." G. J. S.

For " Thk Friend."

Having my mind drawn towards the dea

youth, I felt like offering a few lines to this class

I would that they might read more good am
wholesome works, and less light and chaff

matter, like some magazines and newspaper

and many fictitious books, which draw away th

mind from that which is good. The more
allow ourselves to read such, the less taste

will have for good books. Oh, that the dea

youth would acquaint themselves with the livt

of good men and women who have left on recor

many precious testimonies to the goodness an

mercy of God, in leading them out of error int

Truth, and how, amid persecution, God enable

them to bear all for Christ's sake, and how joi

fully they entered those foul prisons, estec-

the reproach of Christ greater riches than the

earthly goods or their natural lives. Next lj

the Scriptures, I value the writings of earl;

Friends. Oh, that the young and rising gen'i

ration might be more willing to inform then

selves in what we, as a Society, profess.

Read George Fox, William Penn and Isas

Penington and many others I could mentis
Penn's " No Cross, No Crown," is a very valuab'

book. I would that all might read it. I firmly b

lieve that the religion these men upheld andtl
religion we, as a people uphold, is Christia

in its simplest, plainest form. Not but whajk

think there are Christians in other societies, h
I believe that it is the conservative elements

all societies that are Christian. It does seej

to me that the popular religion of the prese
j

day is a religion of forms. Even in our am
Society we cau see the sad effects of formalist

Oh, that there might be a deepening in the roc

1

of life, even of paying attention to the sti]

small voice which speaks to us in the secreffl

the soul, and which would teach us to deny qw
selves of everything which is of a worldlyjj
ture, such as the lust of the flesh, the lust of fJ
eye, and the pride of life, for we are plainly toil

if we love the world, the love of the FathefJ
not in us. Oh, that our dear young people woujt

nor strive for honor, or for this world's goods, t

strive to know God's will, and ask Him to hel

them to do it, for remember that this world, a

I

all its riches, all its honors, will soon fade aw
tons. We are told to seek first the kingdt

of God and his righteousness, and all thai
necessary shall be added. But sad, indeed,!
is that the larger portion of mankind seem I
forget, or do not seem to care anything for til
better part, and many who are, or preteoBI
be, Christians, are lukewarm in our own Scl
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y, as well as others. Let us remember what
as said of the Church that was lukewarm,
Because thou art neither hot nor cold, I will

>e\v thee out of my mouth." If we were not

i
this condition we could not go to meeting and

eep. Let us strive a little more, ami crave to

13 lifted out of this condition into a state of

pceptance with Him, even to a new creature

; Christ, willing to be as clay in the hands of

ie great Potter, that He may fit, fashion and
louhl us as seemeth Him good. But the vessel

lust l>c empty before He can fill it. It is the

.mgry and thirsty that He will fill. If we are

led with the love of the world's goods or the

ive of pleasure, we must not expect to be filled

i tli bis love, for we are plainly told we cannot

rve God and Mammon. Oh, that we may live

insistent with what we profess as a people. I

link we ought to be just as careful in regard

i the furniture in our houses as we are in dress

id address. Let us be careful in all, for the

nrld is watching us. Oh, that our light might
:;ain break forth and shine, even to the saving

i souls. William Test.

Some Imported Birds.

'A society was organized at Portland, Oregon,

ir transporting songsters from across the sea.

.subscription was started, and soon a sufficient

pount was raised to pay the expenses of the

Irds' voyage to their new home.
In due time the first installment of birds

melted their destination, having made the en-

tre journey from Germany, by way of New-
ark and Chicago, in twenty-two days. Their
tean voyage proved to be a rough one, yet

rbst of the little pilgrims were in good condi-

tm, although a number had died on the way.
r;

ie company consisted of about three hundred
jirs, including the following species: Song
trushes, black thrushes, skylarks, wood-larks,

fldfiuches, chaffinches, siskins, green-finches,

lllfiuches, crossbills, black starlings, robin red-

feasts, linnets, singing quails, goldanners and
f -est finches.

They were placed in a dozen large cages,

Mich had been provided for their reception.

Ite floor of the cages was strewn with sand, and
i each was placed a tin pan for food, and an-

oer filled with water for a lavatory. After
feir long pilgrimage, the birds were half fren-

zd for a bath, rushing to the water, plunging
i o it, flapping their wings, twinkling their

tis, and fairly revelling in their ablutions.

After a thorough rinsing, they hopped upon
t'3 perches to preen their feathers, and make
timselves as prig as possible. Before long
Home of them tried their pipes, to see if they
vre in order for giving a concert," says the

Lai reporter, "and the whole lot kept up a
tittering and fluttering, as if delighted that

t-ir long journey was at an end." Most of
t:m were turned" loose in the City Park and
t: grounds adjoining.

fhe birds, for the most part, have not only
ten happy and contented, but have also in-

cased rapidly from year to year. They have
e;ended their range into neighboring counties,

nny miles from the localities in which they
vre first given their freedom.
A curious incident occurred when the larks
al their companions arrived in Portland, and
«re put into the large cages provided for them,
ley do not bathe in water, like other birds,

bt dust themselves, after the manner of grouse
al barnyard fowls. This eccentricity had been
I'gotten, and no special provision had been
ride for them to make their toilets. But they

proved true to their own instinct, and at once
began to shift for themselves in their own way.

The ground within the aviary being dry, they

soon had scratched tiny holes in it, where they
burrowed happily, and freshened up their plum. -.

The song thrushes and wood-larks have also

multiplied rapidly, and the starling has flour-

ished well, as have also the goldfinches and chaf-

finches. But nothing in the life of these winged
foreigners is more interesting and marvellous

than the movements of the migrants. The bird-

lover almost holds his breath, lest these birds,

coming from another continent, and living in

a strange land, might fail to wing their way
southward at the approach of winter, and there-

fore perish in their cold Northern home. Were
these little strangers equal to the exigencies of

their new conditions ? It seems they were, won-
derful to tell. In September and October, a Port-
land paper avers, the " migrants" leave Oregon,
and go far to the South, where perpetual sum-
mer reigns. Just where they do go for a sum-
mer outing is not known definitely." The sec-

retary of the society for importing the birds is

of the opinion that they go as far south as Cen-
tral America.— The Independent.

General Turr on Bismarekian Armaments.—Bis-

marck has, according to the Hungarian General
Turr, cost Europe during the last twenty-five years

no less a sum than five billion pounds. He has
done this by producing a condition of armed ter-

rorism which goes under the name of Peace, in

which we have been living for a quarter of a cen-
tury, each Power vying with each other in the

preparation of costly armaments. Furthermore, it

is a peculiarity of armaments that they are not only
a dead less in themselves in a quiescent state, but
that when put into active use they entail an enor-
mous daily expenditure, which is not only unpro-
ductive, but actually destructive in its operation.
" Now, if," adds General Turr, " only two-thirds of

that sum had been employed to increase the gen-
eral wealth and welfare, and to improve the lot of

the working classes in town and country, the social

question would not now weigh like a fearful night-

mare on all Europe." And few will deny that

there is sound common sense in the General's con-

clusion.

— The Southern Forge, of Lynchburg, Va., pub-
lishes this advertisement from Chicago, stating that

"ten dollars for each one dollar invested can be
made by our systematic plan of speculation,"

which covers both sides, so that whether the
market rises or falls, it brings a steady profit that

piles up enormously in a short time." We wish

the publisher could find room for a pointer on this

line from the Apostle Paul, and publish it by the

side of this advertisement while it remains in his

columns: "They that will be rich fall into temp-
tation and a snare, and into many foolish and
hurtful lusts which drown men in destruction and
perdition. For the love of money is the root of all

evil, which, while some coveted after, they have
erred from tlie faith and pierced themselves through
with many sorrows. But thou, man of God, flee

these things."

—

Christian Cynosure.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 21, 1805.

A Friend in North Carolina writes to us that

in their recent Yearly Meeting, a person said,

"That it was a matter of record that George
Fox on every First-day morning, would send

his preachers to and fro, just as he saw fit, act-

ing just as [if] he was bishop over them, and

that they had to go wherever he would send

them."
If this statement were true, it is so incon-

sistent with the professed principles and pub-

lished wii tings ofthat servant i >f the Most High,

that we would be compelled to regard him as

a deceitful hypocrite or a deluded enthusiast.

But our correspondent may take comfort in the

assurance that it is a slanderous charge which
cannot be substantiated. .So far as we know it

originated with the late Robert Barclay, a de-

scendant of the Apologist, who in 1876, pub-
lished a book on "The Inner Life of tin- Re-

ligious Societies of the Commonwealth," which
is a remarkable specimen of erecting great

buildings on very flimsy foundations. R. Barclay
found that some of the Baptists and Mennonites
of those days, held some religious views, similar

to those of Friends, and he assumes that G. Fox
derived his sentiments from them, ignoring the

clear and positive statements of that great re-

former as to the manner in which they were
opened to his mind by the Spirit of Truth.

The late Charles Evans, M. 1,., „f Philadel-

phia, under a concern for the reputation of our

Society and its early members, prepared an
elaborate review of R. Barclay's book, pointing

out its erroneous assumptions, and clearly show-

ing that there was no solid foundation for the

charges it contained. Thi3 was published under
the title of "An Examen," and is still for sale

at Friend's Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.

We do not suppose the person who made this

strange statement at North Carolina knew how-

far he was departing from historical accuracy.

Yet it is probable that there was an undue wil-

lingness to believe it true, because it seemed in

measure to sanction the actions of a party with

which he felt unity, and therefore he was not

sufficiently cautious to investigate the case.

R. Barclay says in his work : "Preachers were
supplied for congregations; they were displaced

or called in; were sent to particular places,

where their gifts were specially likely to be

useful. We find all the features of a well or-

ganized system of itinerant lay preaching, some-

thing similar to that of the Wesleyans at the

present day." In support of these strange as-

sertions, he quotes several extracts from Geo.

Fox's correspondence, which are copied into

C. Evans' Examen, and clearly shown to be no

adequate proof, and to be very insufficient

grounds for setting aside the distinct statements

to the contrary which abound in the writings

of our early Friends. It would require too

much space to insert them all here, but some
may be introduced as a sample.

In 1653 Thomas Goodyear writes to G. Fox,

desiring him to send a Friend to Swanington,

so as to release him from the service there.

There is nothing in the letter implying that he

had been sent to exercise the functions of a

minister ; and as 1653 was a year of great suf-

fering, when many Friends were thrust into

jails, C. Evans thinks it altogether probable

that T. Goodyear hail gone to look after im-

prisoned Friends, and to apply relief to their

families.

A letter to Margaret Fell in 1660 mentions

that G. Fox had laid it upon three Friends

named, to go into Staffordshire and get meet-

ings up and down in that county.

That was about the time in which the Fifth

Monarchy men rose in rebellion, and Friends

were accused of being in sympathy with them,

and were greatly persecuted. G. Fox says in

his Journal, " Now were the prisons everywhere
tilled with Friends and others, and the post was

so laid for the searching of letters that none

could pass unsearched. We heard of several
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thousands of our Friends that were ca<t into

prison, in several parts of the nation, and Mar-
garet Fell carrieil an account of them to the

King and C iiincil." It was important to know
lation of Friends in order to move the

king to release them. To ascertain this was

probably the errand on which these Friends
m into Staffordshire.

[| i- quite probable that G. Fox at times

may have telt that there would be a service for

the Truth in certain Friends visiting certain

neighborhoods where an opening presented for

the spread of Gospel principles, and may have
even su_'.'csted tii ministers in whom he had
confidence, that it would be well to look after

such places — for this is no more than other

concerned Friends have done from that time to

this: but this is no foundation for the assertion

that he exercised authority over them and di-

recled their movements as a bishop might that
of liis subordinate clergy.

William Penn says of G. Fox, " He was a
servant to ail," an 1

" exercised no authority but

over evil." And in liis reply to T. Hicks, a

Baptist minister, he charges him with falsehood
in saying "that we appoint ministers before
hand to Bpeak at such a place, at such a time."
Thomas Ellwood, in reply to a charge that
some of the members claim power to give di-

ll Ctions io others, says. " There is no such gov-
ernment among us, or owned by us."

We would recommend that those who arein-
in tic history of our Society, and have

i l bled by such assertions as were made
at .North Carolina Yearly Meeting, procure a
copy of the Examen, which they will find inter-

esting reading, as it contains numerous extracts
from the writings of Friends of that early day.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
UNITED States.—The Treasury gold reserve stood,

:" U>« close of busings .in Hit- loth instant, at $95-
'lie lowe.l point readied since the last bond

i„ii- raided tin- reserve ab , V e the $1011,0110,111111 mark
I Ulers t,, supply ,|„. Treasury- with gold i„ sm .,l| quan-
tities, Iron, .,.,,11111.1 t„ $1011,

, |, a ve been received,
' -''I the -ill, ra 1 0Q6idere I favorable t . • the Govern

-

.
been accepted. Several offer* have been

declined. One of these was from a Louisville, K'v
bank wind, desired the -'Id they offered to be ac-
cepted at 11, face value. Two other oilers, where the
banks wanted ll,,- Treasurv to pay the express chai-es
on gold and currency both' wavs,' u< rc .1!., tcjc, id"

All reports received at the Treasurv Department
show that the seal herds are heim- rapi'dlv de-u.ne.l
To such an ex lent is this 1 h.. ,.,..• h lr .;r jM M ,,.,\, ,.,

|'

in pelagic sealing are reluming 0, port with\c,-,-
"""" •'•• ll '" Io a- ...mpared wiih previo,,. years.

'

An Indianapolis despatch say, thai ( '.,,11 .1, ,'nder in
loel Walker.,,,' ,|„. Ilraid \r,„v „f ,1,,- Republic

""•'•'I 'bal he will l,..gi„ a, soon as p,„sible
the I nited State, four! to determine the

luestion a, i rested
right It is expected that ex-Prcident Harrison wil

e for l he Order.
19 figures -how that in ten years I |.:

l"*"""i I have lost ,., population.
in 1813 postage raie, i„ the United States were:

Single leller, b, land, io ,, ,„, ,,
-.^

1 miles, 17 cents'

four sin-!.

The hottest mines in the world are the l

"•" r levels the I,. . .
i ,, ,|„. ,,„.„

i annot w.,rk over ten or 1
I v , ,

!""'»" : "
'

'l'e leal have !„.,,, 'iVleil
in v.,,,,

.
1... ,,„.;,, before it reaches ti„. bottom of the

n on the New York Central Railroad was run
eentlv.a distance

«>- ,r( ,Mininv.ha.i, a young man, living seven miles
ff Dexter, Maine, died recentlj

i

cigarette poisoning. He Iia 1 grown so emaciated from
the use of the poison he had to go to bed. He awoke
at 12 o'clock at night, rolled a eigirette, lighted it,

called for a drink of water an I expired in an instant.

He smoked about 100 daily.

There were .'ills deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of I:; over the previ ms week, and an increase

of 31 from the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing, 213 were males and 185 were females :

41 died of consumption; 34 of cholera infantum; 29
of heart disease; 26 of marasmus; 19 of pneumonia

;

19 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; IS of

convulsions; lo of old age; 13 of cancer; 13 of in-

flammation of the brain ; 13 of diphtheria ;
11 of ty-

phoid fever ; 10 of inanition ; 9 of paralysis, and 9 of
apoplexy.

Markets, &c.—\J. S. 2's, 96J; 4's, reg., 111J a 1131;
coupon, 1121 a 113; 4's, 1912, 120i a 12H;"5's, 115V
a 116}; currency O's, 100 a 1091.

Cotton.—Middling uplands, S-f
7,e. per pound.

Feed.— Winter bran, in bulk, held at $15.00 a
515.50, and spring bran, in sacks, at spot, $14.50 a
$1500 per ton.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 25 a $2.40 ; do., extras,
$2.50 a S2.75

; Pennsylvania roller, clear. $2.85 a S3.IJ0
;

do., do., straight, $3.00 a $3.20 ; Western winter, clear,
c2.S5 a $3.00; do., do., straight, $3.05 a $3.25; do.,
do., patent, $3.30 a $3. oil; spring, clear, $2.00 a $2.90;
do., straight, $2.95 a $3.20 ; do., patent, $3.25 a $3.45

;

do., favorite brands, higher.
Rye Flour.—$3.00' per barrel for choice Penn'a.
Grain-.—No. 2 red wheat, 60 a 60}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 3S}c.
No. 2 white oats, 264

L a 27c.
Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here

;
good, 5} a 5Jc;

edium, 4J a 5c; common, 3| a 4£c.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3.'> a 3|c; good 3 a 3}c-

medium, 2,! a 2i>c , common, U a"2[c; lambs, 3 a 5c.
Hogs.— Western, 0.1 a 6fc.
Foreign.—The British Women's Temperance As-
ciation has secured a large farm in Surrey, on which

cottages are in process of erection, and a little village
is rising clustered round a main building. Here habit-

inebriates will be received for not less than one
year. Each cottage accommodates a group of w en-:

th a matron.
The Deutsche Warte declares that the Island of

Chilean, off the east coast of China, will be ceded to
Germany, and that a German colony will be founded
there. The paper adds that Germany will obtain ad-
ditional territory near Tien-Tsin.
The avalanche from the Altels Glacier has blocked

communication in the cantons of Berne and Valais.
It is feared that ten shepherds and three hundred cat-
tle perished.

The Central News correspondent in Vienna asserts
that the Governments of England, France and Russia
have already accepted the proposals submitted by the
Porte in regard to the inauguration of reforms in Ar-

Confirmation is bad in St. Petersburg from a well
informed source of the report that the Porte has writ-
ten its acceptance of the proposals of Russia, France
and Great Britain relative to reforms in Armenia.
A naptha spring lias been opened at Grosni, in the

lerek province, in the Caucasus, which is throwing
lets to a great height and d ischarging .SO,! II 1(1,0110. poods
Llc>*2,l"0,<«>0| nds] of the fluid daily.
News is received in London of the death of Mako-

lolo, one of Livingstone's most faithful followers in
Africa from 1851 to 1861.
The cotton plants of Peru yield two crops a year,

•ocl I hey are productive for from 10 to 20 years
Despatches from Tegucigalpa, Honduras, give ac-

counts ot a terrible earthquake at Yetapan, in that
country. The shocks commenced upon ih e Sth inst
;""' continued to the l.'ith

; sheets of flame arose to' a
'-'•-:" beieht in the mountains and streams of lava set
"re to nouses. Ihe number killed in the towns and
"" 'imams, a, far as ascertained, amounts t „ 2S7 The
l""l"'i'y Io sis calculate 1 vcr .$60(1,(100 The < )„,.
ernment is doing all possible for the victims. Two
lUi'i'.'.'h 1

'„\
l

,''
l

'||
v

i

"' ,: '" "'' ;| '''. """' throwing lava,

io iuoiici','-e"l'
.

'l''
:ln, ' :iL'~ ^i~bt shows lurid flames

liiin.l'r'.'d'.'an'i'.'.'w
','

i' n '/''''r'
1 ''' llK,t " v ''r eighteen

, ,rvl,.'r .;,..!, v.'...; :....

Ir"'1«"™ louring the

vol. 09; from Laura A. Gsbom, Conn., $2, vol. 6!

from Anna Eastburn Willits, N. J., $2, vol. 69
; froi

Alva J. Smith, Agent, Kans., $2 for Sarah Ann Hii
shaiv, vol. 0'. 1

; from Ge irge Blackburn, Agent, O., $
being $2 each for Edward Strallon, Sarah J. Bonsai
Stephen llodgin and J. Briggs, vol. 69; from Samui
L. Whitson, Pa., $2, vol. 09; from Charles Stoke
Agent, N. J., $10, being $2 each for Julianna N. Pov
ell, Sarah P. Darnell, Samuel Haines, Dr. S. S. Haiti!

and Alfred (
'. Haines, vol. HO; from James S. Newboll

Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; from Nathan F. Spencer, N. C, $H
No. 27, vol. 69, from William Robinson, Agent, Ind

$10, being $2 each for Isaac W. Thunihurg, Susann
Cox. I.ydia . I. Hill, Job Hinshaw and Lydia Robins*
vol. 69; from Ira S. Frame, Cal., $2, vol. 69; froi

Solomon E. Barker, Del., $2, vol. 09; from Racht
Doyle for Lydia H. Negus, Neb, $2, vol. 69; froi

Thomas A. Crawford, Agent. < >., $2 for Sarah B. Wi
liaius, vol. 69 ; from Rachel E. Bell, N. J., $2, vol. 6S
from J. Albin Thorp, Pa., $2, vol. 09; from Samui
A. Bacon, N. J., $2, vol. 69; from Ellen Bromle-
Phila., $2, vol. Oil; from Jesse Negus. Agent, la., Jl'l

being $2 each for Tristram ( 'oggo-liall, Mary M. Et
mundsiin, .Joseph Hawley and Hugh L. Knowles, vo
69, and Kliza Walker, vol. 0$ ; from Isaac L. Robert
N. J.. $2, vol. 09; from John E. Darnell, N. J., f:

vol 00; fro,,, .lame- II. Moon, Pa., Sii, being $2 eac
for himself, Everett Moon, Minn., and Dr. W. V
Moon, N. Y., vol. 69; from Arnoldt H night, Canad
$2 for Lydia Clayton, vol. 09 ; from Ann Kirkbrid
Phila., $2, vol. 69; from Anne B. Pittield, Pa, $2, vc

09 ;
from David Heston for Israel Cope, U., $2, vol. 6

from .1.

'

!

'

ol. 69;
be W.
eve, N.
J., $2,

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.— For convenient

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 .

and 2.53 and 4.55 p. m. Other trains are met
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen i

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To i

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone {

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.

Reduced Rates to Ohio Yearly Meeting, v
Biltimore & Ohio R. R.—Friends desiring to attei

Ohio Yearly Meeting cm go and return for one ft]
and a third; that is, paying full fare to BaiuesviL
Ohio, and returning for one-third of a full fare. Tickiil

good from Ninth Month 11th, to Tenth Month 15l|

inclusive.

All persons should be careful to take a certificated
payment from the selling agent, as the reduced ra'

are given on the Certificate Plan, and if the
does not bring with him a certificate of having pi

full fare to Barnesville, the agent at Barnesville V
charge full fare for return ticket.
This explanation seemed needful, as there hasbVJ

difficulty experienced in past years on this accountlf

„ . ,
T. C. HogueJ

lor tickets or further information call on
James Potter, 833 Chestnut St., Pbil'a, Pa

A Friend, familiar with books and accounts, desi
employment a part or all of his time for a tnode«|
compensation. Can give good city reference.

Address "G," 2026 Mervinef

Soattergood Seminary.—The next term of !

tergood Seminary, near Center Dale, Iowa, will (

the eleventh of Eleventh Month. Course
that at Barnesville, Ohio. We desire to n
pleasant home for all Friends who wishtoavail
selves of its advantages as pupils.

Lewis W. and Phebe H. Bye, CtrctakerA

Died, at her residence at Woodland, N. C, SeyeA
Month 25th, 1895, Mary J. Parker, wife of Gerj
H. I arker and daughter of Jesse and Elizabeth Pel
in the fifty-sixth year of her age. A memberof BJ
Square Monthly Meeting of Friends. This cj
1 riend had been a great sufferer for many year
during the latter part of her earthly existence'
victim of that lingering disease, bronchitis. Shi
dured much suffering with Christian patience al
signation, never murmuring. She expressed hei
as being entirely resigned to give up all earthly
but would, for her devoted companion's sake, r—
ing to remain with him yet longer. "Happy ;

dead who die in the Lord."
,
at the residence of his son Benaiah w

tei near (l.vton, Hendricks C.., Ink, Eighth:
.'lb. lS9o, Jesse Carter, in the ninety-sixth y

his age
;
an esteemed member and elder of Mill

Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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801.—Dear Friends, whose hearts are indeed

id to the holy testimony, be vigilant, we
ech you. When ye see the approach of an

ny, be timely in warning of the danger.

re is probably no one, however obscure his

ion, whose heart the Lord hath touched, and
hath bended under the secret convictions,

may be in his hand, an instrument of good
thers. Faint not, therefore, nor be wear}7

,

1 though you should seem to labor without

but remember that no service in his vine-

1, and by his direction, goes without its re-

il : and that it is He alone that can give the

ease.

'o you also who occupy the more conspicu-

stations in our Society, we are concerned to

fcnd the word of exhortation. Be ye en-

llples to the flock. Such, however, ye can

fer be, but by taking heed to your own steps,

tfthe light wherewith Christ, the Chief Shep-
»ei, hath enlightened you. But if you suffer

hi light that is in you to become darkness,

llw great is that darkness !" If this should

inappily be the case with any, such may re-

|(ble those of whom it was said of old, that

hi' entered not in themselves, nor suffered

hie. that were entering to go in. But, beloved
Fends, let us add, in words similar to those of

ifciapostles, we are persuaded better things of

TOibers among you, and things that accompany
salation, though we thus speak.

I i.nd, dear young people, our anxious and
j>i<tant care, how shall we express the desire

Bj we feel, that no evil may prevail against

fol and, truly, what thing shall ever " harm
p>, if ye be followers of that which is good?"
Bt ye yourselves must cooperate with the

fr:e, which is from time to time offered for

for acceptance. You must watch, and you
m»t pray, to be preserved from evil; and if

fcj are in earnest in this exercise, you cer

jly will be careful to avoid the means of

fejptation. They are various ; but your Guide
wi not fail you in discovering them. See ye
th'efore to it, and may the Lord endow you
rkly with his blessing.

I rom an inspection into the state of the So-
aer, as laid open in the answers to the queries

brought to this meeting, we think we can dis-

cover on the whole, reason for encouragement;

but the concern truly to labor for the removal

of hurtful things appears to be less in some
places than in others, and in most quarters too

little. Wherefore, dear Friends, lei us renew

our exhortation, be in earnest. " Whatsoever
ye do, do it heartily, as to the Lord, and not

unto men ; knowing that of the Lord ye shall

receive the reward of the inheritance: for ye

serve the Lord Christ."
" Iron," saith the wise man, " sharpeneth

iron : so a man sharpeneth the countenance of

his friend." Thus, at these our Yearly Meet-

ings, we are encouraged by the presence of each

other to persevere in the way which we believe

to be cast up for us. But we are not unmindful

of the different situation of many of you, dear

Friends, whose lots are cast in solitary places,

and who necessarily assemble for worship in

small companies. But seeing, "the same Lord
over all is rich unto all that call upon Him,"
we beseech you to be encouraged in the punc-

tual attendance of your meetings. This, indeed,

we believe, is incumbent on all who desire to

manifest themselves to be his humble depend-

ants, and is especially necessary at a time when,

under various and specious pretences, many are

neglecting the due performance of this leading

duty. We therefore are disposed with respect

to this subject, and some others to which we

have adverted in this our epistle, to sum up our

concern with the language of the apostle, "Let
us hold fast the profession of our faith without

wavering ; for He is faithful that promised ; and

let us consider one another, to provoke unto

love and good works ; not forsaking the assem-

bling of ourselves together, as the manner of

some is; but exhorting one another: and so much
the more, as ye see the day approaching."

1802.—Dear Friends; in times of outward

prosperity there are snares to be avoided, as

well as duties to be fulfilled. One of those

snares seems to us to be a too eager, and there-

fore an unlawful pursuit of lawful things. Such

a pursuit prevents the mind from rising in liv-

ing aspirations to God, the giver of every good

and perfect gift ; indisposes it for duly assem-

bling with his devoted servants to wait upon

Him, and worship Him ; and causes "the vol-

ume of the book" of sacred Scripture—that

record of Truth which was written aforetime

for our instruction—to be but seldom perused.

Such a pursuit also, if general, spreads devasta-

tion over religious Society. But, Friends, we
entreat you, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God,

and his righteousness, and all these things,"

said our blessed Redeemer, speaking of neces-

sary things, " shall be added unto you." TAen

would your assembling together be seasons of

heavenly consolation
;
your hearts would be en-

larged in that Gospel love, that knows no bounds

to its desires of human happiness ;
you would^

covet that others might partake with you of

the enriching joy; and ye would be careful

that not any trifling impediment prevented the

due attendance of your own families. " Come,"

would ye say by your example if not in words,
"( '.mic and let us gc up to the mountain of the

Lord, and to the house of the God of Jacob;
and he will teach us of his ways, and we wdl

walk iu his paths." " Come and let us join our-

selves to the Lord in a perpetual covenant that

shall not be forgotten."

Now, dear Friends, who stand in the tender

relation, and in the awful and importan I station

of parents, such of you more particularly as

have bought the Truth, let us again remind you

of the danger of indulging your inexperienced

offspring in worldly liberties, from which the

Truth restrains you. Let not any false and

specious reasoning prevail on you to suppose,

that it will be sufficiently soon for their wills t'>

be subjected, when they shall have attained

maturity ofjudgment. Then, alas ! the practice

of self-gratification may be so confirmed, that

the way of self-denial may seem to them much
narrower than it really is; and you will have

contributed to increase the difficulties of those,

whom it was your indispensable duty to pro-

tect, to guard from all danger, and to train up

in the way they should go. It is still a pre-

cept sanctioned by reason and by revelation,

" Train up a child in the way he should go
;"

and this was imputed to Abraham, as a thing

well-pleasing to the Almighty. " For I know
him," said The Lord, "that he will command
his children and his household after him, and

they shall keep the way of the Lord."

And, beloved young Friends ; submit, we be-

seech you, with readiness to the restraints of

your religious parents. As you accustom your-

selves to bend in due subjection to the power of

Truth in your own hearts, such restraint will

become less irksome, as also it will be less nec-

essary. Many of you, we are persuaded, are no

strangers to the voice of wisdom speaking in

secret, and saying, when you are disposed to

turn to the right, or to the left hand, " This is

the way, walk ye iu it," Many inconveniences,

evils, and occasions of sorrow of heart, may be

avoided, by hearing and consulting the holy

Witness in" yourselves. It will sometime.- gently

arrest you in the prosecution of your purpose,

when you may not distinctly see the cause. But

it i- wiser than we, proceeding from that pure

intelligence to which all things and all events

are known. O! then, mind its secret checks:

and we are at this time particularly engaged to

recommend you to consult the witness, ere you

venture upon the perusal of the specious publi-

cations with which this age abounds. In this

way, dear children, keep your hearts " with all

diligence," lest ye enter into temptation.

And for you", whatever be your age or sta-

tion, who ha've the burthen of the cause resting

as on your shoulders, in this exercising day,

our desires are strong, that you may be pre-

served in humility and patience, and steadily

persevere iu the path of duty. " Unto you it is

given in the behalf of Christ, not only to be-

lieve on Him, but also to suffer for his sake."

Thus, dear Friends, as you persevere, having

your trust and your dependence on the invin-
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cible, though sometimes invisible arm of Al-

mighty power, the Lord will become your shield,

ami \ ?ard.

1803.

—

Dear Friends : It hath seemed good

to this meeting to send you a fresh memorial

of it- love and of its continuing travail, that

you may be more and re purified from every

defilement of flesh and spirit ; that thus you
v forth in your lives the efficacy of the

our bli— I R ideemer; and at the sol-

emn final close, and in the day of righteous

decision, be of the number whom He will own
in tlie presence of his Almighty Father. Ah!
Friends, is not this the mark at which all of

u- ought to aim ? Is not this the prize without

which all other questions are " less than nothing

an 1 vanity ?" Seek it therefore with a solici-

tude proportioned to its infinite importance;

suffer not the things of time to have an undue
share ofyour affections ; and look with faith and
reliance on the Captain of our Salvation. Out
of Him we can do nothing; in Him is life, and
that life is the light of men.

That the assembling of ourselves for the pur-

p se of expressing our sense of dependence on
our great Creator is a duty, most if not all of

ii- acknowledge, by stated or occasional attend-

ance al some of the times, appointed for wor-

ship. But too many content themselves with

an attendance once in the week, on the day when
business is suspended ; and even of that day, the

greater part is devoted to what is called relaxa-

tion. Thus little as it is which is meant for

Bacrifice, that little has cost them nothing. And
how many—how many even of those who are
far removed above indigence—seldom, if ever,

leave off their outward pursuits, to join with
their brethren. on other days of the week! The
want of a due and diligent attendance at the
usual time.-, is productive of many evils. It

often deprives the mind of opportunities of in-

struction ami consolation ; and thus leaves it

more liable to he drawn aside from the right

way, by the spirit of the world; it leads natu-
rally to the neglect of other religious duties

;

and it tends to occasion indifference in those
to whom the influence reaches, by its baneful
example. But the habitual neglect of relig-

ious meetings, in any of our members, as it is

thus the cause of many evils, hath also itself

a cause. This, dear Friends, we should search
out, if we wish to have the remedy applied.
And to what can-.' can we ascribe

'

it, but to

a want of hunger and thirst for that spiritual
refreshment, which is yet, blessed be the Lord,
to be known in the meetings of his humble
and depended servants? Now if we feel not
this hunger and thirst, is there not reason for
us to be alarmed; and may we not justly fear
that uv are spiritually sick? And truly, not-
withstanding the excuses of such as v.t ac-
knowledge public worship to be essential, and
the specious semblances of reasoning of such
'- attempt to set aside a constant obligation
to it, experience has taught us, that a neglect
of meetings both indicates and produces in

disp isition of mind
;
and tend- v, lav waste re-

ligious Society. Wherefore, we once n

e remiss of the present day, to lay these
thin-- to heart, and strive for amendment

; and
we again pre-, i, upon such a- an' thi .

diligent, that they do not neglect any
timation of duty, to admonish a brothi r or a
Bister for wh >se remissness they may
cern.

The deviations from our ancient simplicity of
111 """''

i I of attire, lev,.

may affect !• term them -mall things

withstanding causes of great grief to the faith-

ful among us; because we are persuaded that

they demonstrate a mind averse from the self-

denial which the Gospel enjoins, and lead to

liberties of a hurtful tendency. In our last

epistle, we cautioned such as have the care of

youth, against an indulgence in these respects

that wounds their own minds, and lamentably

injures the tender objects of their care. We
renew the caution, and we press it upon Friends

who themselves»are clear, to be early and ear

nest in advising parents against the beginning*

of connivance at the vain propensities of thei

children. But, Friends, what shall we say to

such as lead them, almost in infancy, into fash-

ions which they themselves, in their own practice,

appear to disapprove?
Now for you, tender youth, arises before we

conclude, the salutation of love, and the word
of encouragement, We have often addressed

you also with counsel and caution, because we
have often felt you, as we now feel, very near
to us in Gospel affection ; and we pray that

nothing may unfit you to be presented and
united to Christ. Even now, in early life, ii

you seek an acquaintance with Him, as out-

wardly revealed in the Scriptures of Truth, and
inwardly in your hearts ; and if you become 1:

friends by obedience to his voice, even now
you will contribute to the advancings of his

cause of righteousness ; and as you follow on
under the guidance of his meek and lowly
Spirit, you will be enabled more conspicuously
to espouse his cause, when the faithful laborers
of the present day shall have entered into rest.

May young and old, and all the intermediate
classes of our Society be aroused to a due sense
of the one important purpose of life. Is it not
to work out their own salvation with fear and
trembling? And why with fear but from the
natural infirmity of the creature, and with the
temptations wdiich surround? But, FViends,
hold on your way. Help is laid on one that is

mighty. He who died for us will not forsake
those that trust in Him.

(To be continued.)

In a store, a few days ago, a man wanted to
buy two ounces of carrot seed, for which he was
charged an exorbitant price. Two papers, such
as are used to wrap fifty-pound packages, were
wrapped around them, and each package was
tied with a string which would answer for twine,
and binding the two together was another piece
of thick string. The man looked dazed for a
moment, then broke loose, and said, " We have
stopped planting paper and strings to raise car-
rots. Last year was my first experience in farm-
ing, and my seeds were mostly paper and strings.
This business has played out this year. Give me
seed in bulk, if you have it. I think I would
like it better."

He got his seed weighed on the scale, without
paper, and, as he passed out of the door, the
-ale-man said, " He is the biggest 'kicker' that
comes to this store. I wish he never would come
in again." Whereupon we were moved to ask
" U ha! is a ' kicker' ?" " Oh," said he, " a man
whose heels go up at everything." "So you
nean that his heels flew up at your effort to sell
him brown paper and strings for carrot seeds at

an ounce. Is a man a 'kicker' who
knows from experience that carrots will not
grow from brown paper and strings?" He re-
plied, '

I don't know you, mister, but you talk
as if you were of the same kind !"

W E are never well informed of the truth
uformed to the truth.

For "The Fkiend.'

Dry Weather Thoughts.

How tired we all are, how heavy the litt

burdens grow, how oppressive the cares th

cannot be put aside! We long for change, i

thirst, inwardly and outwardly, for moistui

for refreshment.

It is dry weather, hard weather to most
us, and we feel like dropping in our tracks i

stead of going on.

We have been looking and longing for ra

these many weeks; the clouds gather, and t-

thunder rolls, and sometimes a few drops sp:

ter the burning stones, but the blessed show
spends itself elsewhere, and the sun comes c

again, glaring and blistering as before. It

not strange that the husbandman wears an
ious face, for the stream has failed in the vail

and the grass is dead on the hills. Dryn.
and dust are everywhere, we are fast coming
the point where, like the hart, we pant for t

water-brook.

And so in our unusual sense of want, we di

through our accustomed duties, or sit still, a
wait the will of Him who governs earth a

sky. We are often reminded of the psalmist

words, ""Wait patiently for Him." With
other affliction, perhaps, could we be so patie

because this comes directly, with no interveni

cause, from the hand of the Lord. No ill-v

and no mistake of man has brought about t'

loss, and trouble and pain ; no want of caret
ness of our own produced our trial, and no
dom of ours could in any measure have

]

vented or modified the affliction.

A hundred times we have hugged this c
fort to our souls and commanded our hearts i

fears to be still, because it is the Lord.
have earnestly desired to experience more to

in God and here is our opportunity, for h.

man can do absolutely nothing. We are ;

"

up to wait for, to rest upon, to trust complete
in the Almighty Maker of Heaven and eai

Nothing we can do will avail aught in this a,

ter of clouds and sunshine, but we are allov

the privilege of asking Him. We tell Him
our need, and plead that in the wonderfulr
of his mercy, He will open the windows of he
en upon the earth, in his own time and in

degree He sees is best. He has withheld
rain for reasons of his own, wise doubtless :|
altogether good, though we cannot fathom I
wisdom or his goodness. And He will certaiJ
return, and the gentle shower and stormy fi>|

will do the work anew his wisdom has assign^
We can wait his time for it is waiting for G\
"As the hart panteth after the water broobJ
panteth my soul after Thee, 0, God. Myll
thirsteth for God, for the living God."

This waiting and longing for rain remit!
us daily of that deeper thirst, of the spirit wIm
is longing after God. Our souls, parched il
dry in their own barrenness, are more thill
than our lips. We pant for living water mil
than the withered grass and wilted flower n I
the natural shower.
We know that these spiritual gifts are as mil

of his direct giving as are the early and the h

I

rain. And can we doubt the certainty of (I
giving in his own best time. Never a soul cF
for spiritual good but in some form a spirilj

blessing will follow, never a soul pants for
J

living water but the stream is in some way

The asking for rain for the soil, and the
sire for spiritual good which we call thirs

subject to an essential difference. The firs

wholly with God, and our ways neither prod
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prevent the blessing, the other depends some-

tat upon the soul that is to receive. We are

le to frustrate the grace of God toward our-

ves ; we can and do often ask for what we
sire, and yet we decline the conditions of re-

We set out the empty i

iar the look of rain, h

essels when the clouds

ipiug to catch a little

'
,-ayprtion of the shower. We do not always, when

r have pleaded for a blessing, hold our hearts

[£ptied of selfish ambitions and lusts, so that

t; Heavenly grace can fill our little measure.

HWhen we ask for rain and the rain does not

Bl, we know that our prayer is for the time
3 lied. But when we crave the higher good
B heart and life, the asking cannot be in vain,

ij;n then we are in a measure answered. Our
y thirst is a blessing. In this sense, if we

! aware of no other answer to our petition,

ask is to receive. " Blessed are they that

mger and thirst after righteousness, for thev

11 be filled."

Blessed promise, and there, to-day, we rest

.... Another day has dawned and has

k nearly closed. It has rained in soft, gen-

showers, and there is yet promise in the low-

tig sky; for once the east wind is delightful.

)r hearts are full of fervent thankfulness, that

iay God remembers the world,

[f our faith were as strong and deep and
)ght as it ought to be, we should not need the

lihtof rain to be wholly restful in the thought

IJGod. We should know that even in the book
Bicalatnity there is nothing to fear, since his

wdoin holds the ordering of this natural world
a 1 his mercy keeps the multitude of his chil-

l|:n in loving care.

|ll/et us wait patiently for Him in sunshine
atl in rain ; let us grow more thirsty for his

rihteousness, by drinking perpetually at the

Ftintain. What can be more comforting than
Know that to thirst is to drink, that to feel

ti desire to pray is to realize the answer, that

siking God is in reality finding God.

__^^^___ E
-
L

"
E

For "The Friend.''

Having read in The Friexd, dated Eighth
Sinth 10th, the account of the late William
G>en, of Iceland, my mind was particularly

al-acted with an extract from one of his ser-

iBtis in an afternoon meeting, viz :
" There were

the who would give of their time, talents and
ststance, for what they considered would pro-

nte the cause of Truth and righteousness, but
thy would not go into suffering with the suffer-

in' Seed."

have thought how is it with us to-day? Are
tire not those of us to whom this language
my apply? who are willing to give of their

tie, talents and substance, and not enough
wting to listen to that inspeaking voice, which
wild instruct in the way of righteousness, if

fahfully adhered to, telling what to do and
Wit to leave undone? and which would lead
in> baptism and suffering spiritually ( because
jf'e would reign with Christ, we must be will-

in to suffer with Him), all which tends to

piify and cleanse the creature, being under the
pipariug Hand, or in Christ's school, where
sun as are willing to endure and be stripped of
se, will in time become fruit-bearing branches
ofhe living vine, which is Christ, and valiants
inns army, and become living members of the

Piirch militant, and finally members of the
Cneh Triumphant, and receive the crown of

Rhteousness, which fadeth not away.
5ut are there some that will say, I cannot

jfe up to be different from my friends, I can-

not give up to be stripped of self, and not do
that which I like best, that is to follow my own
natural inclinations, to take up the cross, ami
be counted singular; although (I think some
of this class could say) there are times, when if

I would yield, something would cause me to do
differently, but the cross is in the way.

Well, my dear friend or friends, if this be the

case, are you not all this time losing that sweet

peace which would be given by being faithful

to known duties? And is there'uot a danger of

these visitations, which are mercifully extended,
ceasing? It is dangerous 'to trifle with Divine
goodness, for the Ruler of the universe has all

power to do as He willeth with his creatures

mankind, and give life and take it at his pleas-

ure. But the dear Master is ever ready and
waiting to be gracious to the willing, depend-
ent, trusting little ones, and He will not put

more on any than He gives strength to bear;

so that I want to encourage the faint and fear-

ful ones to press forward in the day of his pow-
er, remembering the language, " Fear not, little

flock, it is your Father's good pleasure to give

you the Kingdom." E. C. C.
Pa. Ninth Mo. 1895.

Foe "The Fkiend."

A Trip to St. Augustine,

WITH REMARKS OX THIS PECULIAR COUNTRY.

I have been very much interested in some
articles in The Friend descriptive of countries

I can never visit. Some probably would like

to hear from this, and though we cannot boast

of grand canons, lofty snow-capped mountains,

and wild scenes of grandeur, yet ours is an in-

teresting country, and before the late destructive

freeze, we had much to interest and entertain

the northern tourist. Our thousands of lakes,

from the size of a garden spot to the Okeechobee,
containing about one thousand square miles.

Kissimmee fronts on a beautiful lake about thir-

teen miles long and from two to five miles wide,

containing two large islands. Feeling the need
of some change and recreation and our railroad

offering a cheap excursion to St. Augustine which

we had never seen, my wife and I concluded to

try the trip. From Kissimmee toSanford forty

miles, Sanford to Jacksonville by rail one hun-

dred and twenty-five miles, and Jacksonville to

St. Augustine thirty-five miles, making two hun-

dred miles and return for three dollars. Trav-

elling in Florida is very dear generally—rates

four to six cents per mile, and no cheap return

tickets. It is only by these occasional cheap
excursions that persons in moderate circum-

stances can afford to travel.

On the morning of the twelfth of Seventh
Month, we started on our journey, much of the

way from here to Sanford and here and there

between Sanford and Jacksonville, stood only

a few months back, grand groves of orange,

lemon, grape fruit and various other tropical

and semi-tropical fruit trees — a delight to the eye

and a fortune for the happv possessors of them.

But the hard freeze of Second Month 9th, 1895,

coming, as it did, when the trees were full of

sap and beginning to bloom, killed all our trees

down to the ground or nearly so, and utterly

destroyed a large part of the smaller trees which

were just beginning to bear. The limes and
lemons and many of the grape-fruits seem to be

bej'ond recovery.

The trees around Kissimmee appear to be

more hopeful of future good than any other

place I have seen, and by the vigorous shoots

now putting out we hope for a little fruit next

year (none this), and an improvement from year

to year if there is no recurrence of the freeze.

The winter of 1893-'94 we had corn, tomatoi 3,

&c, growing in open air all winter, and there

had not been such cold for sixty year-; not

since 1835, and we hope will not be soon again.

All classes felt the effects; tin; merchants, the

railroads, the saw-mills, the laboring men, all

suffered; for the many thousand- of boxes of

fruits and vegetables daily shipped from this

section (picking, packing, boxing, &c,) gave
employment to all these and brought money
from the great northern cities. There are sev-

eral steamship lines, beside railroad lines, run-

ning from Jacksonville, Savannah, ....
and Fernandina to Baltimore, Philadelphia,

New York and Boston, and their principal

freight north is fruits and vegetables from this

country to those cities. With all the loss of our
crops there has probably been less physical suf-

fering here than in many Northern States. A
kind Providence favored us with fine weather

and nice rains after the freeze, so that the crops

planted for the third time grew luxuriantly and
soon furnished some food. The lake seemed full

of good fish for several months (they staid long-

er than usual) so that many of our men and
boys brought home large strings of them, plenty

to eat and some to sell. I heard of no real suf-

fering from hunger.

We reached St. Augustine about eight that

evening, and lodged at Hotel Plaza (rates are

cheaper in summer when visitors are few), right

opposite the old cathedral, the oldest in the

United States. The old front is still standing

with its chime of four bells, three in a row and
one above the others. They are now seldom
used. The back part of the building was de-

stroyed by fire a few years ago and rebuilt in

modern style. In the plaza i or square) front

are two monuments, one to the constitution

granted by Spain to the Floridians and soon

after revoked, and one to the Confederate dead,

a long list of names inscribed on it. There is

also a pretty little fountain which needs no
steam or water power to keep it going, for it

comes from an artesian well, which flows day
and night. There are several in St. Augustine,

some quite large ones. We have several flowing

wells also in Kissimmee, but ours do not spout as

we are near the limited height to which artesian

water will rise in southeast Florida, which is

about seventy-five feet above ocean level. We
have one at our office which stands on the bank
of our Lake Tohopekaliga, and the water rises

about five to seven feet above the ground level.

The lake is about sixty-five feet above the ocean

by U. S. surveys.

At St. Augustine we saw the old fort, with

its cannon and balls ready for destruction. How
sad that any one should think of killing his

fellow-man. The fine old sea-wall must have

cost much labor and expense, built mainly of

Coquina rock and capped with great northern

stones; the city gates once made to shut out

their enemies; the narrow streets where in some
places the inhabitants could almost shake hands

out of the second story windows ; a great con-

trast to the new part of the town, where Flag-

ler has laid out wide streets and beautiful pave-

ments all smooth and fine. The old streets are

mostly paved with wooden blocks and are toler-

ably good. The grand Ponce de Leon costing

its millions, the Alcazar, and others make the

city of St. Augustine renowned for its hotels.

(There is another hotel at Tampa, the "Tampa
Bay." which is larger than the Ponce de Leon,

perhaps not quite so grand, but costing one to

two millions.)
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How beautiful the grass in the Plaza, and

around Flagler's House and the Ponce Hotel,

.
i in the extens und the

- ith Florida isa -real country I

the families in Kissimmee keep a cow.

.,.. I have fre |uently counted twenty-

five to thirty-five cattle on a small square between

our office and the railroad, and 1 am pretty sure

very few >fequal size in the North

would produce an equal quantity of grass, for it

grows the wholetwelve months, and very rapidly

when it raiiij. Nearly every tanner in this vicin-

ity has a lot of cattle, some of them fifty head,

and Bome hundreds, and south of here in the

great Kissimmee Valley, extending from here

I Ikeechobee, 'there are hundreds of

thousands; some individuals are reported as

owning forty to sixty thousand each. These

I ed the yar round on grass alone and

get tat ill summer. A winter like the last is

hard on them.

One day while at St. Augustine we took the

little boat and crossed over the Matanzas River

or Inlet and took the cars to South Beach, a ride

oi ali ut live mile.-, where we enjoyed a visit to

,.1.1 ocean for St. Augustine is not on the ocean

but inland. While admiring the breakers my
attention was particularly drawn to a vine (a

.f convolvulus a friend suggests) which

I the great sand dunes as far as I could

see, and the vine was itself thickly studded with

a large purple tlower which made a very band-

some appearance. There were acres also of other

handsome flowers, and as we crossed the St.

John's River near Lake Muuroe, we were struck

with the sight of large bodies of flowers, appar-

ently a most beautiful species of the pond lily,

as they grew in .-hallow water. And in all my
travels this summer I have noticed the great

amount and variety of beautiful flowers, partic-

ularly along the .Midland R. R. which runs

north from here and is not much travelled. And
this reminds me if one wishes to see grass and
(lowers and birds, we must get away from the

busy haunts of man and the alarming puff of

iching locomotive. When we lived near
Campbell, about a mile from the railroad, we
bad a great abundance of beautiful birds—the

mocking-bird was so common and so tame it

would build its nest near to our house and allow

us to examine it- nest with impunity. And the

paroquets, the most beautiful birds I have ever
.id .-:. in.- ill flocks and feed oi) the china

berries. Large ttock of quail (some call par-

tridges), little beauties, were all around us and
would come near to our door. Those who travel

in fast coaches fron town to another can
have only a fainl idea of what may lie seen out

in the country. For raosl of our railroads run
through the pine « Is and not near the fine

orange groves, the greal pastures, or sugar cane
plantation-, .lu-t as one going twenty years

m Camden to Atlantic city through the
pine barrens would form a very unjust opinion
of Ne« - 1

•an al South Uracil we
saw they uere buildings bridge over Matanzas,
and making a drive out from St. Augustine to

the ocean beach which is -aid t.. be about twenty
miles from inlet toinlet, and a most beautiful drive
with tine breakers. A- I walked the beach and
watched the waves, being deeply impressed with
a sense of thai Almighty Power "thai h ilds the
Wjnds in his li-t.- and the water- in the hollow
of his hand,"] remembered as 1 always do at
such time.-, that little poem

' Mone I .it ed Hie n strand,
\ pearl; shell wia in my hand,

] i-t. oped and wrote upon the sand

My Dame, the year, the .lav.

'is : nward from the spot i passed,

Oae lingering look behind I cast,

A wave (Mine rolling high and last

And washed my lines away.

Ami yel with Him who counts the sands,

And "holds the waters in his hands,

I know a lasting record stands

Inscribed against my name.

Of all these mortal hand's have wrought,

Of all this thinking soul has thought,

For glory or for shame."

How solemn is the.consideration that all our

thoughts, words aud actions are recorded by

Him who knoweth all things, has all power in

heaven and in earth, and will render to each

oue of us according to our deserts. I. M.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.

Roberts.
tContinued from page 6S.)

The allusion made by P. W. R., of her visit-

ing the sick and afflicted and attending a fu-

neral in her neighborhood, is but one instance

among very many, wheie she felt herself called

to go among those of different religious denomi-

nations, and where her words of sympathy and

warning were heard to the comfort of many a

sad and aching heart. She was greatly beloved

and esteemed, and had much place with them.

Second Month, 1867.—My clear sister, A. W.
H., and I, have been engaged in visiting the

families of Birmingham Monthly Meeting, both

feeliug drawn to the service. We made eighty-

six visits. May it be blessed by Him who for-

merly fed the multitude, the little being suffi-

cient.

Seventh Month 15th.—Although nothing has

been written here for some time, I desire to ac-

knowledge the goodness and mercy of Him who
has granted me a quiet, comfortable feeling.

Obedience to manifested duty brings peace,

which this world cannot give or take away, a

foretaste of the joy which is to be revealed here-

after.

Twelfth Month, 1867.—I attended the funer-

al of Dentist W. White, of Philadelphia, but
my getting there seemed to be remarkable.
Having an errand near his residence, without
thinking of the funeral till I saw others collect-

ing, I turned in with them. There was a very
quiet feeling in the house; they had Episcopal
service, which was over, and it was nearly time
for the funeral to move. My mind became ex-

ercised as 1 stood among them, and I expressed
what arose for the company. " It is a serious

thing to live, and an awful thing to die." "Some
men's sins are open befoiehand, going before

to judgment, and some follow after;" "as death
haves us judgment finds us." I desired we
might be found living in the Lord's holy fear,

for in his fear " there is strong confidence, and
his children have a place of refuge." After the
funeral moved I felt like speaking to the widow,
though she was a stranger to me. She observed
after collecting herself, " your words were wdiat
I wanti.l said," and desired I would "call and
see In i." Several of the relatives came to me
and expressed their "thanks for the opportu-
nity," which I felt was sincere. I was informed
the wfdow attended Friends' Meeting, and that
she remarked to her son, after I had spoken,
"Oh, William, the Lord has sent that woman
here." 1 have mentioned more of the particu-
lars thai ii may encourage us to attend to little

pointings of duty.

Twelfth Monti,.—At W.sttown with the Com-
mitter appointed to visit the meeting and schools

at this time. I believe our blessed Lord ao

Master is still watching over this Iustitutioi

and as all connected with it look unto Him ft

direction and help, He will continue to keep

night and day. I ielt my mind turned towarc

the caretakers and teachers, believing there •

an honest travail to be felt amongst them. Yf\

sat down together under a precious quiet, an

expressed what impressed my mind for then

S. M. followed with much excellent counsel

that I thought it partly on his account the 0|.

portunity had rested with me. E. R. E. a

peared in supplication, impressive and solenw

Twelfth Month 9th.—Attended the funow

of Aunt Anna Maria Roberts; a short illnen

but we feel no doubt, through redeeming mere;

she was in readiness to meet the Bridegroo

of souls. Her humble walk in life was an e

ample for us to follow. " Blessed are the pu<

in heart," impressed my mind while gathen

at the house of mourning.

First Month 1st, 1871.—First-day. Ourmtt
ing was owned, I believe, by the Master of »j

semblies. Under the solemn quiet that p*
vailed I felt constrained to revive the Scriptuw

"Truly, God is good to Israel, even to such!

are of a clean heart." It matters not who the

are, whether members of our own or other l

ligious Societies, all who are in sincerity of hea<

endeavoring to live in the Lord's holyr preset*

ing fear, these are the true Israel of God, at

they will be remembered by Him, though

times, for the trial of their faith, He ro

withdraw his life-giving presence from then

yet as they continue to wrestle the whole nigij

season through, the blessing will be obtain*]

That we might all be of this number, whej

hearts are clean in the Divine sight, was t|

desire I felt.

Eleventh Month.—Sister A. W. H. and«|
self were liberated to visit in Gospel love, tl

meetings belonging to the Western Quartet!

Meeting, and to some of the families. We wm
enabled to perform the visit to the peace ofcJ

minds, and may humbly acknowledge, " Rett;

unto thy rest, O my soul, for the Lord h;

dealt bountifully with thee."

Eleventh Month 15th.— Our dear Friend a I

father in the Truth, Samuel Cope, has been I

moved from this probationary scene; his II

will be deeply felt. A memorable meeting?
J

held after the interment, aud many testimonl

were borne to that grace which made him wli

he was—even a pillar in the Church—" Kft

I

ye not that a great man has fallen this day!
Israel."

First Mouth 1st, 1872.—Another year! H
is it with thee, O, my soul? Is a query 1 dee I
to bring home to my heart. And mayesl
one of our little band, our precious childijl

with their parents, be in earnest in seeking
better country than this, "even a HeaveirJ

one," "a house not made with hands." And n
'

the tribute of thanksgiving arise from each «I
of our hearts, and unite in praising our alufl

Sure Helper.

Seventh Month 26th.—I have enjoyed 1
quiet of our comfortable home, and peace li '

been the reward of these visits to the differB

meetings and families, where duty seemedl
call me. Though it is in great weakness, I h i

again and again gone forth, yet He whose pnrH
ise never fails, hath been near enabling for I
work, though it was sown in weakness. All
his great and worthy name be glorified n .

henceforth and forevermore.
Eighth Mo. 7th, 1873.—Our beloved Frii

aud father, Samuel Hillis, has been suddcM
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(moved from works to rewards, passing quietly

vay without apparent suffering, in the eighty-

Mi year of his age. He attended meeting the

ly before. "And I heard a voice from Heav-

i saying, write, Blessed are the dead which

e in the Lord from henceforth
;
yea, saith the

lirit, that they may rest from their labors, and

works do follow them." This may also

uly be said in relation to the unexpected re-

oval of another pillar which has been taken

im the Church militant; Joseph Snowdon, a

orthy elder. He " hath been a suecorer of

any, and of myself also." In the removal of

sese fathers from amongst us, the Church sus-

ins a great loss, but the power remains the

me to qualify others for the Lamb's army.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Notes on Insects.

About the first of the Eighth Month I began to

J>tice on the branches of a pear tree in our yard,

lonies of theFall web-worm, asmall caterpillar

liich spins large webs, under shelter of which it

jvours the leaves of the tree. The eggs are laid

i the parent moth in a cluster upon a leaf

:ar the extremity of a branch, and are hatched

[am the last of the Sixth Month to the middle

i the Eighth. The young caterpillars imme-

iately begin to provide a shelter for themselves

I covering the upper side of the leaf with a

\b. They eat only the upper skin and pulpy

jrtion of the leaf, leaving the veins and lower

Sin of the leaf untouched. As they increase in

},e they continue their work, till finally the

fcb covers a large portion of the branch, with

; dry, brown, and filmy foliage reduced to this

dseemly condition by the little spoilers.

: When fully grown, these caterpillars measure

lore than an inch in length. Their general

dor is greenish yellow, dotted with black.

bout the Ninth Month they leave the trees,

*d wander about, seeking suitable places for

Selter and concealment, where they make their

tin and almost transparent cocoons. They
imain in a chrysalis state through the winter,

jd are transformed into moths in the early

jrt of the following summer. The moths are

trite and without spots, and their wings ex-

],nd to an inch and a quarter.

I
When the colonies are numerous, thedestruc-

1m of a large part of the foliage of the tree

its as a drain on its vitality. The best method

I checking their increase is to watch the trees

t)sely, and remove and destroy the colonies

nile they are yet confined to a few leaves at

(e end of the branches.

About the tenth of the Eighth Month a friend

lought to me a small branch of the Scrub Oak
Querem ilh-lfolia), the leaves of which were

tiekly beset with small, round bodies of a pale

id and green color, looking much like half

lie cherries of small size. The leaves of this

ck are small themselves, and when from three

t ten of these little globes were placed upon
tem, it gave the branch the appearance of

ling loaded with fruit. On cutting open one
c these balls, there appeared a central kernel,

iim which fine lines radiated to all parts of

tie circumference. It was a species of gall,

jobably the work of a Gallfly ( Cynips), which
l.d stung the leaf and deposited its eggs there

irlier in the season. These gall-flies have four

'ngs, and therefore are not true flies, which
We but two wiugs. The borer or ovipositor

' the gall-fly is long and slender, concealed on
te under side of the hind body. Harris says,

The punctures made by these insects in the

leaves, buds, stems and roots of plants, arc fol-

lowed by swellings of the wounded part-, which

increase rapidly in size ami become 3pongy or

pulpy within. The thin-skinned egga dropp d

into the punctures, grow awhile by absorbing
the sap around them, and when at length they

are hatched, the little grubs proceeding there-

from, find themselves comfortably bedded within

the pulpy tumors, and plentifully supplied with

food on every side. They feed on the vegetable

substances immediately around them, come to

their growth in due time, cast their skins, and
appear first in the chrysalis, and then in the

winged form, and finally gnaw their way through

the shell of the galls and come out into the

open air."

There are almost as many kinds of galls as

there are species of gall-flies, and each species

confines its attacks to some one sort of plant,

and to some particular part thereof. Many galls

are very irregular and uneven, others are round

aud resemble fruits; some are smooth, others

are beset with prickles, or covered with a woolly

substance.

The round and hard Aleppo galls, or nut-

galls of commerce, used in the making of ink,

in coloring and in medicine, are caused by the

punctures of a Cynips, an a kind of oak growing

in the western part of Asia.

The largest galls found in this country are

commonly called oak-apples. They grow on the

leaves of the Red oak, are round and smooth,

and measure from an inch and a half to two

inches in diameter. J. W.

IN THE SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS.
(OVERLOOKING THE SEA.)

Dame nature with her varied charms,
Around me twines her loving arms,

And greeting with her winsome smile,

Invites me here to rest awhile.

Beneath the shade of grand old trees,

I listen to the murmuring breeze;

Among their branche4
, far outspread,

The wild bird carols overhead.

The air is halm, sublime the scene,

Tall mountains, fruitful vales between,

And see beyond, the restless waves
Pacific's marge forever laves.

The white-capped breakers wash the shore,

And solemn sounds old ocean's roar,

On its great bosom, we descry

The sails of commerce passing by.

All beautiful, serene and fair,

A thousand charms are centered there;

And where our wandering fo itsieps tend,

Blest thoughts of earth and heaven can blend.

Here all alone on mountain peak,

The soul in gratitude shall speak,

And soaring up on wings of love,

Bring benedictions from above.

Ah ! truly God is great and good,

Thus still to guard where none intrude.

And through tbese peaceful, sunlit days,

Attune our hearts to prayer and praise.

Sacred the place where nature dwells,

On mountain top, in woods and dells,

Or musing near the boundless sea,

Wher'er the Master meets with me.
John Bell.

San Jose, Cal., Ninth Month 1st, 1895.

Reason, Not Revelation,

Is the spring from whir the

The kine that carried the ark up from Beth-

shemish, went up, lowing as they went, because

of their leaving so much that was dear to them

behind them. So we must obey the commands
of the Lord in the leaving of any precious bur-

dens he may impose or require, though the

things left behind be as dear to us as a right

hand or a right eye.

nistry now
lai gely flows among u - ;i- a people, if

little difference that i? to be found in tbi

anil spirit of the communications that are heard

in our meeting-houses as in other place.- of meet-

ing among the many professions of religion to

be met with. It is not necessarily wrong in its

teaching, but, in its essence and spirit, it is

wholly different from what has existed in past

years.

There is a religion.- nature in man that can-

not rest apart from its own avowal of belief or

unbelief, but in that avowal finds it- own solace

and comfort. The knowledge of Cod and the

work of God is not the foundation thereof.

Be still, and know that I am God, and com-
mune with thy own heart and be still, is a condi-

tion necessary to the pure and perfect knowledge
of God, that is largely if not wholly overlooked

in this day of multiplied activities, so that it is

the thoughts of the heart about God that are

brought into view, and the invitation is to press

after the knowledge of God, far more than to

wait obediently and reverently upon the sense

and discovery of Cod by his own Spirit in our

own soul. It is the gathering up of the know-
ledge of God, rather than the waiting upon the

quickening power from God, so that there is

that want in preacher and in people of getting

down into the low place by the -till waters, where

the greenness of life is not only seen but felt.

Ah, we are told it is not feeling but faith. Can
any true faith in God be known in any soul

apart from feeling? It is the feeling sense of

God that begets the faith that is of God, upon
which the soul feeds. In the silence of all flesh

God is known, and the emptying that is by God
the fulness that is from Him. It is the begetting

in us of the life, through obedience to the light,

that the renewed nature displaces the old, and
that lives in us, that can serve and please God,
from whom all blessings flow.

The little ability that is known to speak to the

condition, either of meetings or of individuals,

arises from the lack of our in-gathering to the

power of God in our own selves that flows from

himself, and our waiting therein upon Him for

the arising of his own life, both to show unto us

our own condition and need, and the needs and
conditions of others, and where He doth call for

the service, the ability to speak and minister to

the condition of those for whom the concern has

been awakened in us.

It is the faithful ministration of the Word
that is needed, and not so much the letter of the

truth of the Gospel, which is still the power of

God, and not merely a declaration about God.

I cannot but feel, as a people, that the very

kernel of the Truth has been lost, and that now,

Samson-like, shorn ofour strength, we are weak,

like other people; aud this, too, like him, be-

cause we have spiritually sought other company
than Him who should be the beloved of our

soul. The other love, and trie many loves, have

displaced the one love of Him. so that we learn

not, as of old, implicitly of Him. There are

helps many, which have become to us the lords

many, and these bare rule, so that God has not

his sole and rightful place.

It is but the old truth, renewedly brought

into view of the unfruitful vine, that bringeth

forth unripe fruit. Tnere is still something of

the love, and something of the desire to serve

God, but how sadly mixed is the workings of

God wilh us and the workings of our own na-

tures, so that little fruit is brought to perfection,

and little service purely to God's praise.
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The creature shines everywhere—God, oh, how

little! This is a condition of things God cannot

bless. There must be a cleansing of the rani].

; can shine therein,

and this will be by the awakening in our indi-

vidual minds of a concern to live near to God,

and to be still before Him, that He may do lor

us the work that his own hand can do, and we,

in his hand or spirit, made tit to do whatever

He w>uld have us do by the ability He
doth impart unto us.

Many in many ways may be clad in armor

im. re imposing than the simple sling and stone,

but it is they who go forth clothed in the name

of the Most High that bring down the mighty

from their proud place, and these give the glory

where it is due, to the name of the Most High.

Many are ready to assent to the truth of a

Saviour that died for them without them, but

few are willing to know a Saviour to slay them

that He may live by them. But it is so. They

who will save their life will lose it, but they

who are willing to part with it will save it to

i-iu*l. Charles W.Thomson.
60 Kelvin Drive, Gl isgi

Eighth Month.

For "The Friend."

Anniversaries.

I am thankful that I belong to a religious

S iciety which makes so little account of them.

Especially am 1 glad to be relieved from parti-

cipation in the anniversaries of pastors, a prac-

tiee no doubt intended to express a congrega-

tion'- affection and esteem for its clerical head,

but which, judging from the elaborate pro-

grammes prepared for the occasions, and the

ceremonies themselves, seem to savor more of

Babylon than of any thing "made new" after

tlir Divine Pattern. It is difficult to conceive

of a more flagrant rendering and acceptance of

self-honor, than is witnessed in '"Churches" at

times on anniversary occasions and other times,

notably a pastor's return after summer's vaca-

tion.

The (lowers and the music must be in excess

of all other times. The young are on tip-toe to

render homage—to whom? And the recipient

is in debl lief .re he knows it: he has mortgaged
himself to the congregation and must preach to

please it. Axe ministers and people proofagainst

the exaltation growing oul of such efforts to

impress upon one another their importance?
I -.- ii ithing in the words or example of my

Saviour, bul what leads in an opposite direc-

tion. Humility was and is his teaching and his

example: and true humility, it appears to me,
is incompatible with seeking "the honor that

cometh from man."
I quote the words of a valued minister to his

fellow minis! >rs, " What i- your object? is it to

draw around you largo and admiring congrega-
tions of which you shall be the centre, and have
them gravitate around yon like the planet ill its

orbit—receiving frofn you such light and truth

as you max have and thus keep them in a con-
tinuous Btate of tut. lager or is it your objecl to

bring them to Christ, and leave them there?"

A bb ihd of whiskey i- advertised, called
" H of Plenty." On this, a temperance
writer remarks, that they have chosen the name
wisely, for oul of the thing designated shall
conic ;

Plenty of poverty, plenty of pain
Plenty of Borrow, plenty of shame,

pea .! ...i i

Plenty of. graves in the poller's field."

Deborah Howell.
(Continued from page 67.1

Eleventh Month 27th.—On the eighth ultimo

I was informed of the serious illness of my dear

cousin, Joseph Cooper Swett, who resided near

Haddonfield, N. J., the only remaining descend-

ant of his parents, Benjamin and Mary Swett,

worthy and beloved ministers of our Society be-

longing to that meeting, and for many years dili-

gent, and valuable in their attendance. Both

were " elders worthy of double honor," who,

being dead, yet speak to survivors, in doctrine,

example and precept, and whose memorial will

long be cherished by the truly religious. I con-

tinued with my cousin until his close, which took

place on the evening of the twenty-fifth of the

Tenth Month, in great peace. He bore his ill-

ness with calmness and composure, affectionately

kind to his attendants, and grateful for their

attentions, and we humbly trust was favored

to enter into that land, none of whose inhabit-

ants " Can say I am sick." He was attended to

the grave by a number of valuable, respected

Friends and others. He was a man possessing

an uncommonly sweet disposition and temper

of mind, gentlemanly in his address, and polite

in his manner. Few persons were more calcu-

lated to please. His kindness to others led him
to become bound for an unworthy relative, by
which be became involved in difficulty and lost

the greater part of a valuable estate, but, through

all, he was heard to say, I can bless the " hand
which has permitted me to be afflicted." He was
calculated to be singularly useful in society,

and for some years filled, very acceptably, the

office of Clerk to the Monthly and Quarterly

Meetings.

I was taken sick, the day after his decease,

with intermittent fever, returned home on the

fifth, and continued sick for two weeks after.

Have uot yet recovered from its effects, but trust

I sha'l be restored to health.

I have cause to be grateful for the calmness
and quietness with which my mind has been
clothed through my indisposition. Oh, may it

incite me to dedication of heart, and may I learn

to lean on Thee, oh Lord, alone, not looking to

my fellows for consolation, endeavor to know
my mind, prepared to receive Him who has de-

clared, my " kingdom is not of this world," be-

lieving the more our dependence is placed on
his eternal arm of power, the more our happiness
and comfort are increased, and we can adopt
the language, " My beloved is mine, and I am
his." May this blessed experience be more and
more mine. But let no one suppose that I have
attained it through Divine participation, though
I firmly believe it is what the true believer should
and does partake of. Agreeably to the declara-
tion of the Saviour of men, I will sup with Him,
and He shall sup with me ; that is, if we are will-

ing to receive this blessed Guest, and devotedly
follow his heavenly leadings.

1836. Twelfth Month 25th.—The weather,
though mild and soft to-day, has been unusually
cold for two weeks past, winter having set in
earlier than usual. The price of wood and coal
has risen very high. Wood has been ten and
twelve dollars per cord, consequently the poor
hav,- suffered for fuel and warm clothing, added
to which a disease called " influenza" has been
prevalent, as-ailing all classes ami ranks, colors
and descriptions. In our meetings, schools and
in the -treeis. coughing is heard on every side.
Man) ancienl and elderly persons have died
from ii- attacks. On the whole, the times look
Blo°my, il _'li we have much to be thankful
for, comparing our situation with other nations

of the earth, where war, the plague and cholers

have spread their ravages. Mayan humbling]

sense of these things pervade our minds and in

cite us to number our blessings. I sometime:

think upon the subject of visiting, how litth

real satisfaction and true enjoyment it affords

I mean the common practice of visiting. My
opinion on this subject has long been that i

wastes the mind and has a tendency to dissipati

the thoughts. Social intercourse is necessary

and allowable, to visit our friends from feeling

of love and friendship and in the fellowship oj

the Gospel of Jesus. Not that I suppose wj
must wait for a particular revelation on thi

account, but I am persuaded that we are toil

much influenced by fashion ami custom in thi
|

respect, often, on returning home, wearied witlj

our visit, and glad that it is over. We should.]

on the contrary, feel that we were benefited b;
j

having met with those and mingled in unisoi

with them whose society and converse has mor
]

closely united us in the bond of true Christiai

unity. It would heighten our enjoyment in eaclj

other and be mutually productive of good. Ou 1

visits, then, in retrospect, would be pleasant am
j

consoling, and, like the disciples formerly, oul
hearts would burn within us, because of the r«

j

membrance that the Master was one of thJ

guests. I am bold in the assertion that our fa]

vored Society has suffered great loss from thi !

very cause. If, instead of idle, unnecessary vis
J

its, the disposition for daily religious retiremenjj

had been more cherished, in which the ments {

and bodily strength would have been reuewec j

we should not then have found time for runnin

about, but would have been engaged in visitin
j

the fatherless and widows, and have been prtl

served unspotted from the world. Our fellov

ship, then, would have been with the Father an I

with the Son, and one with another.
(To be continued.)

The Chicago Ship Canal.

BY PROF. Q. FREDERICK WRIGHT.

One of the most important engineering pr<

jects in the history of the world is now rapidl

approaching completion at Chicago. This :

j

nothing less than an attempt to accomplish i<

once the construction of a ship canal conne
ing the Great Lakes with the Mississippi a

the effectual disposal of the sewage of the cit;

The work is already more that half done, at a
expense of about twelve million dollars,

the contracts are let for as much more

;

several thousand men, with all the machiner
which modern science can provide, are doin]

their utmost to complete the work before tl

end of 1896.

The work is primarily undertaken by tl

city of Chicago as a sanitary district to dispo
of the sewage of the city. For several years
has been evident that how far soever they migl

push out into the Lake the tunnels throuj
which their supply of water is drawn, they cou
not avoid the liability of contamination frot

sewage. For several years, therefore, an
tempt has been made to relieve the diffict

by pumping a portion of the sewage into one <

the triliutariesnfthe Mississippi; but this pla

has proved unsatisfactory, both by the inabilil

of the pumps to meet the demand laid uf
them by the growth of the city, and by the
fringement upon the rights of the cities aloril

the Illinois River, which was being contamin
ted by the process. The matter was finally 8j

justed by the proposal to construct the canal
which we have alluded.

The possibility of its construction is secun
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y oue of the most marvellous adjustments of

atural forces existing anywhere in the world,

'he three Great Lakes, Erie, Huron and Mi-

higan, are practically upon the same level,

ve hundred and eighty feet above the sea, tin nigh

jake Erie is seven or eight feet lower. The

asin of these lakes may be compared to a great

mcer, about five hundred miles in diameter

•om rim to rim, and with three nicks on dif-

>rent sides, through any one of which the drain-

ge may be directed by very slight changes of

:vel. If the region at Chicago should settle

fty feet, the drainage would all be diverted to

ie Mississippi River, Niagara would become a

ry bed, and Lake Erie would become a tribu-

iry to the Mississippi. The same effect would

e produced if there should bean elevation of

fly feet at Buffalo. The level of the rock rim

it the head of Niagara River, is only thirty feet

elow that separating Lake Michigan from the

lississippi basin at Chicago.

I

Again, at North Bay, on Lake Nipissing, the

Mck rim is less than a hundred feet above the

i!vel of the Great Lakes. A depression, there-

lire, at that point, of a hundred feet would rob

fiagara of its glory, and turn the surplus wa-

tt of the upper four of the Great Lakes along

!ie old Indian trail, followed also by the Ca-

bdian Pacific Railroad, into the Ottawa River,

I) join the St. Lawrence at Montreal. When
ne thinks of the delicacy of the balance of these

lirces and of the changes of level which are

hnstantly going on in the surface of the earth,

je can but be impressed with the fact that Provi-

nce may yet have something to do with both

lie growth of cities and the fate of empires in

forth America.
! A study of these low places in the rim of the

rainage basin of the Great Lakes clearly shows
iat they have all successively had the honor

f
being the outlet of this vast reservoir of force,

t the close of the glacial period the land at

lie north was, for a short time, so depressed

iiat the drainage was through the Nipissing

d and the Ottawa. At an earlier period, before

le ice had melted off from the eastern outlet

''the Great Lakes, the drainage was past Chi-

igo into the Illinois River. At that time the

ilunie of water must have, been enormous, as
:

included both the annual precipitations of

lie basin and the melting of the ice which still

irtly covered it. The Chicago drainage canal

lill be a successful attempt to restore, in part,

lie line of drainage occupied by this glacial

>rrent.

The size and capacity of the canal is deter-

lined primarily by ihe necessities of the drain-

;e problem. Before the consent of the State

mid be secured for its construction, it was stipu-

jted by act of legislature that the canal should

Sive a capacity of carrying ten thousand cubic

et of water per second, that amount being con-

dered necessary for the proper dilution of the

iwage to avoid contamination of the Illinois

iver. It is stipulated further that when the

ipulation of Chicago shall exceed three mil-

)ns the capacity of the canal shall be enlarged

roportionately.

I To secure this capacity a form of chaunel has
isen adopted, which will at the same time pro-

de for deep water navigation. The present

jannel is to be one hundred and sixty feet

ide at the bottom, and eighteen feet deep,
iliich, with a current of three miles per hour,
ill just supply the required amount of water,

or future increase of capacity this can be low-
ed to twenty-two feet, which will permit the

issage of the largest ocean steamers. The

length of the first level will be about twenty

miles, the last one-third of which will be through

rock ; but nowhere does the surface of the land

along this pass rise more than eight feet above

the lake level. Before descending over the

rocky escarpment at Joliet, gates will be put in

to control the How of water, and lurks will I"'

introduced to let vessels down to the lower lev-

els; but iu all ordinary times the gates are to

be open, and this rushing torrent is to empty
itself into the Illinois River.

The amount of water thus discharged will be

better appreciated by noting that it is Buffieienl

I" raise the level of the Mississippi at St. Louis

one foot, and at Cairo six inches, while it will

raise the level of the lower two hundred miles

of the lower Illinois River several feet, so as to

provide free navigation without locks. Accord-

ing to the estimates of Major Ruffner, United

States engineer, in charge of the Government
works in the lower part of Lake Erie, the wa-

ter diverted by the canal will amount to five

per cent, of that going through the Niagara

River at the present time, while the future proba-

ble enlargements of the canal for the necessities

both of drainage and navigation may require

as much as fifteen or twenty per cent, of the wa-

ter now flowing over Niagara.

Naturally enough some alarm has been cre-

ated at the prospect of so large a diversion of

water from the Great Lakes. Major Ruffner

estimates that it may lower the level of Lake
Erie nine inches, and the Chicago engineers ad-

mit an effect of from three to five inches. The
United States Government has just expended
two million dollars to deepen the channel in

the Lakes two feet. Shipmasters estimate that

a lowering of the lake level five inches would
so reduce the carrying capacity of the vessels

now in use as to inflict a loss of one million five

hundred dollars annually. Iu view of these

fears the United States hasjust appointed (Fifth

Month 1st) three commissioners, of whom Ma-
jor Ruffner is one, to determine the facts and
propose remedies; while the Dominion of Cana-

da has since appointed a similar commission to

protect their own interests.

It is easy to see that if we were living in an-

cient times and there were an empire with its

seat at Chicago, ruled by a Nebuchadnezzar,

an Alexander the Great, or a Julius Ca3sar, it

is far from the improbable that, without the aid

of nature, the whole drainage of the Great
Lakes might be diverted to the Mississippi, and

the empire of the interior built up at the ex-

pense of the Eastern States. Or, if again, the

political conditions of Europe existed in the

United States, and France were in the west and
Germany in the east, we might have occasion

for terrific wars to determine the right of the

different sections of country to these vast bodies

of water.

An Ait Reply.—It is a very fine thing to

have a good collection of stamps or coins, but

the best thing to collect, after all, is a library.

There are many people who do not care for

libraries, who pride themselves on having " only

the books they read about them. But the answer

made by a distinguished scholar to one of those

persons, very well illustrates how valuable is

this idea as to what a library should be. The
scholar was connected with an institution of

learning, which had been greatly helped by a

liberal man in the neighborhood. But the liber-

al man was not much of a sympathizer with the

idea of increasing the library. When appealed

to in the matter, he replied :

" More books? Dearme,il Beems to me you've

:_'oi more than you can read now. Have you

read all you have already ?"

"No," returned the scholar, " and I never

expect to read them all."

"Then, why do you want more?"
" Let me ask you," said the scholar, " did you

ever read the dictionary through '.'

'

"Certainly not,'" was the reply.
" Well, sir," said the scholar, "a library is

my dictionary."

The answer was convincing, and the merchant
provided the professor with the funds he wished

for. l/'iijn ,',' Young People.

We not unfrequently meet with those who
are animated about trifles, and indifferent on
things of importance.

The British Friend says that at the recent elec-
tions in Great Britain ten members of the Society
of Friends were returned as members of the new
Parliament. Of the six hundred and sixty-right

members of the House of Commons one hundred
and seventy-four are said to belong to the military
element.
The following paragraphs are taken from Tin

British Friend for the Ninth .Month :

Hannah Stratton's Visit.
T„ the Editor of The British Friend.

Dear Friend:—fn reference to a letter signed by
"Ellen Graham" in The British Friend of this

month, referring to the visit of H. Stratton and
her companions to this country, I should like to

say how greatly their visit was appreciated by
Friends in Scotland, and also to mention that the
same hospitality was extended to them which is

so willingly given to ministers of our country, as

they stayed at a Friend's house in Glasgow, ex-
penses also being paid in Aberdeen and for their

journey onwards.
Thine sincerelv,

25 Dee St., Aberdeen. S. 1!. Cash.

Startling Statements.
To the Editor of The British Fried.
Dear Friend. — As thy paper has doubtless a

considerable circulation in America, kindly allow
me to say that the statements alluded to in this

month's issue, as having been made by John Henry
Douglas, when visiting California Yearly Meeting,
are so far as Ireland is concerned, quite contrary
to facts. I have no doubt the same may be said

respecting the meetings of Friends in England
also, but with these latter I am not so familiar.

Thy Friend sincerely,

Cork. Geo. Grubb.
[We learn from a private source that at one mis-

sion meeting in the London area, some musical
attractions have very occasionally been used to

draw in the outcast. A doubtful and solitary ex-
periment with a congregation different from the
morning one; this case only serves to show how
far astrav J. H. Douglas's account was, trom the

habits of English Friends.—Ed.]
— The following information respecting our

friends John S. and Esther Fowler, will, we doubt
not, prove acceptable to many of our readers. It

is taken from a letter of J. S. Fowler, dated West
Chester, Ninth Month 9th :

" After leaving France we reached London on

the twenty-second of Seventh Month, spending
about three weeks in England, attending some
meetings there, and then crossed over to Ireland

where we remained two weeks, attending several

meetings, and sailed for New York from Queens-
town on the twenty-eighth of Eighth Month. Our
voyage for the first four days was rough, but sve

did not experience as much discomfort as in going

over. We were safely landed on the evening of

the fourth and came to West Chester the next day
;

and feel that we have much cause for thankfulness

for the many preservations experienced in the long

jouruey, and being favored to return to our borne

with peaceful feelings, and as well in health as

when sve left it.
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We have received a communication trom a

friend, expressing his firm conviction that in-

definitenese and indecision keep many persons

out of the full enjoyment of the tilings of the

kingdom of heaven, b ith now and hereafter.

is a class of people that do not posi-

tively reject religion, but slide along with an

indefinite hope that, at - irae time, they will be

true followers of the Lord Jem-, and thus per-

mit the day of their visitation (in which the

off rs of Divine help are extended) to pass oyer

them without that full surrender of heart which

the Lord calls for. Thus they are of the num-

ber of which our blessed Lord said, "Ye will

not come to Me, that ye might have life."

Our correspondent appears to be deeply im-

pressed with a sense of the unsafe condition of

BUCh, and desires to Stir them up to a full dedi-

cation of heart to the cause of Christ, so that

they may no longer put off to a future time the

dutv which now rests upon them, but may feel

that now, when the visitations of Divine grace

iid. d. is the day of salvation, and that

it is very unwise to trust to a future, which is

beyond their control.

We fully unite ill his concern.

S t M.MARY V)F EVENTS.
UNITED STATES.— A despatch received liv the New

York Herald from Texas, slates that trade between

Argentina ami tin- I'nited States is increasing wiih

rapid strides, li is principally noticeable in the ex-

• ban.-.- "I in itiii'actured cotton goods. It is probable
iity uf Buenos Ayres will accept the

proposition of an American company to pave the streets

with asphalt. It will also grant a concession to an

American firm to construct the first electric road in

the city. The wheat crop will be large and the maize
it ip shows no diminution over that of last year. Much
land this year has been devoted to oil-making seeds

and the prospects lor a satisfactory return are excel-

lent.

The Cotton States an 1 International Exhibition was
formerly opened at Atlanta on the 1Mb instant I'resi

v. I ind. at Gray Gables, touching an electric

button, which Bel in motion the machinery at the Ex-
hibition

f
!

The 21 Cubans on trial al Wilmington, Delaware,
on the charge of "filibustering," were acquitted on the
23rd inst. by the jury, and discharged by the Court.
The Net herland-American Steam Navigation Com-

pany's Steamship Edam, from New York for Amster-
dam, was sunk in the English Channel, ofl'Start Point,

tighl of the 1-th inst., by a c llision in the
f.g with the steamship Turkestan. The 49 passen
gers anil 75 member- of the crew of the Kliui were
safely transferred to the boats by the aid of a trawler,

whi.h w i- close i" the scene of the collision, and of

tl oner Beresfnrd, and were landed at Plymouth.
kestan, which was 1, ,,;;-,- d una o-d. put in at

Cardiff.

inline train was stopped to show
lle-n ike, and give the train hat

odating. A St. Aug
the passengers a rai-

ls a chance to cati h

I > ir • •.:
: "The President

of the Vssocialion [New York Central Liquor Dealer
'

nl is authority for the statement that the

intai

l he Sunday-closing
rexolutii n f ir fe u if its mem-
ber- sent tn the Penitentiary by the I

Clergymen of ditlereni den .minaib.ns attended a

conf, rem e ,t U ,

-J ;, I ,„ . ,,,,, „„|

ad pied i resolution calling upon t iiri-iim citizens
to unite in ii p ipular vote "demanding the desl a
of the lie. n-e -v-lem of liquor sell 01 |

"

A very ri. h deposit of aluminun
covered ) Dover, N. II. Workmen. while

i

f r the fmindali in for a bank bnildit

glistens brightly in the sunlight, it is v

1 .. rich ; the clay i- Bisofl it can be si,

eled up easily.

A Wi.hita. Kansas despatch says that 'terrible

prairie tires are raging in the southern part of Okla-

ii..-n.i riiousimils of acres have been devastated and

the lo.-s will be verv heavy. The cowboys have or-

ganized into tire brigades and are lighting the advanc-

ing tlames."
.

A tornado swept over Menominee, Michigan, on

the night of the 22nd, blowing several million feet of

lumber into the lake and river. Much of it was driv-

en across the bay. Shade trees were uprooted, dwell-

ines unroofed, s'tore fronts broken, and wires blown

down. The loss is $100,000.

In this city last Seventh an 1 First-days, with maxi-

mum temperatures of 97.3 degrees and 9i degrees re-

spe tivelv, were the hottest Ninth Month days since

Ninth Month 7th, 1881, when 102 degrees was the

record. The hottest day this year. Eighth Month 11,

was only two-tenlhsof onedegree warmer than Seventh-

day.
. ,

Heavy snow fell throughout Colorado on the night

of the 21st, doing great damage to fruit and shade

There were 366 deaths in this city last week— a de-

crease of 32 from the previous week, and a decrease

of 12 from the corresponding week of last year. Of

the foregoing, 190 were males and 17b' were females :

40 died of consumption; 25 of heart disease; 23 of

cholera infantum; 22 of marasmus; 16 of inanition
;

16 of diphtheria; 15 of old age; 14 of pneumonia;
13 of apoplexy ; 12 of casualties ; 11 of typhoid fever

;

11 of cancer; 9 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels, and 9 of inflammation of the brain.

Markets, etc.- U. S. 2's, 96]-; 4's, reg., 11U a 112;

coupon, 1124 a 113; 4's, 1925, 121.V a 122}; 5's, 115*

a 116}; currency 6's, 101 a 110.

Cotton was steady on a basis of SJc. for Middling
uplands.

Feed.— Winter bran, in bulk, held at $15.00 a

815.75, and spring bran, in sacks, at spot, $14.50 a

$15 25 per ton.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 25 a $2.40; do., extras,

$2.50 a S2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $2.85 a $3.00
;

do., do., straight. $3.00 a $3.25 ; Western winter, clear,

$2.90 a $3.10; do., do., straight, $3.10 a $3.30; do.,

d-,., patent, $3.30 a $3.50; spring, clear, $2.65 a $3.00;

do., straight, $3.00 a $3.25 ; do., patent, $3.35 a $3.50
;

do., favorite brands, higher. Rye Flour was steady

at $3.00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 61 a OI5C.

No. 2 mixed corn, 3S a 38}c.

No. 2 white oats, 26! a 27c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
gool, 5 a 5Jc;

medium, 4 a 4.(c; common, 3A a 4e.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3} a 3}c; good, 2$ a 3c;
medium, 2\ a 2Ac , common, 1.' a 2c; lambs, 3 a 5c.

Hogs ware active and higher at 6f a 6fc.
Foreign.—Great Britain has sent five warships up

the Yangtse-Kiang River in consequence of threats
made against foreigners. The Chinese officers are
greatly excited over this action.

The London correspondent of the New York rimes'

writes: " Vague reports are beginning to come of an-
ticipated or accomplished Kns-ian aggressions on the
Pacific. It is said to be understood in St. Peter-burg
that Chine-e assent has been given to Russian occupa-
tion of Port Arthur. If this be true, it will place
England in a very awkward position indeed, for this
is precisely what the whole succession of British
Ministers have pledged themselves Russia should never
be permitted to do. Although it is now stated that
the Pamir difficulty has been permanently settled,

th.rc are so many other open diplomatic 'questions.
scii [.led around the globe that this one would hardly
be missed."

The Dix Neuvi&ne Steele announces that — Louis
Past' hi, the famous chemist and disc iverer of the
Pasteur treat menl for the cure nr prevention of rabies,
is sullering Iran piralysis of the legs, all 1 assert- that
there ire no signs of his condition becoming improved.

N' ;'• hi- beenreceive I in Brussels that Lieutenant
captured

completed, and is open for traffic. This is the firs

railroad opened in Syria.

The Spanish cruiser Sanchez Barcaizleqid was si

in a collision with the steamer Marlera. at Havana

the night of the 18th inst. Admiral Delgado Pal

and 34 of the crew, including Captain Ybanez

three other officers, were drowned.

General Campos declares that the Cuban rebellio

is now a great deal more serious than it was £'

time of his last report.

The Spaniards have evacuated Banes, the most in'

portant fruit port on the northern coast of Cuba

fact, it is the port from which nearly all of the be 1

nanas which c line to Boston areshipped. TheSpanis

soldiers made a feeble attempt to defend the pi*

but the rebels were too active for them. This is a vf

serious matter for the Spaniards.

Chile has renounced the commercial treaty wi

Great Britain, which expires by limitation on Nint

Month 3rd, 1896.

A despatch from Oaxaca, Mexico, says that a sin

cession of earthquake shocks have been felt in iht

city and throughout the mountain regions of Oaxac
during the pist eight weeks. As many as 20 hav

occurred in one day, and during the past few days the

have increased in severity.

Advices from Trinidad, West Indies, received

Colon, state that there has been an immense influx

miners and prospectors at the gold mines at Cars

venue and on the island of Cayenne. " Large quant

ties of gold have been found, and the indications ai

that there is a gold telt extending from Venezuela I

Brazil."

and the

fn eaten by cannibals i

(1,1 C01
beet sng.i

I' r ml.' rt, ( rermany, reports that the
it for all European countries this year

is estimated at 3,015,(1110 ions, against 4.730, I 'tons
lor the previous year, which was an abnormal yield

'be sy.tcinol can lis contemplated bv Russia will
have a total length of 1,000 miles, and will unite Ihe
Baltic and Black Seas.

The railroad from Beirut to Damascus has been

RECEIPTS.
Received from C. M. Wood, N. Y. City, $2, vol. 6(1

from George Schill, Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; from S. S. Pa
vin, Pa., $2, vol. Oil; from .Mary Ilasket, (.)., $2, V(

09; from Alva .J. Smith, Agent, Ivans., $2 for Manns
N. Min-haw, vol. do, and $2 for Frederick Baldwin
No. 13, vol. 70; from William C. Buzbv, N. J., $

69; from Ruth K. Smclley, Fkfd., $2, vol. 69; fro,

James Masters, Pa., $2, vol. 69 ; from Samuel V
Hams, N. J., $2, vol. 69 ; from Joel C Chambers
Joseph Walton, $2, vol. 69; from Elizabeth Hunt,!
$2, and for Priscilla Hunt, $2, vol. 69 ; from Hen.
Roll, Agent, Ireland, ]"il 12s.. being K's. each for hii

self. John Adair. Daniel Alesbury, William Bouchc'

John Douglas, Forster Green, James < Ireen, John
Green, .Susanna Griibb. Susanna Fayle, T. M. Haug
ton, II. A. I pri chard. Su-an Williams, William Whi
Thomas R. White, Charles F. Wakefield, vol. 69, Jol

Dugiiid to No. 27, vol. 69, Agnes Mel 'lclland, Scotlau

to No. 14, vol. 70, and 1£ for James Hobson, vols. <

and 69, and 12s. for Thomas W. Barnes, Australia,

No. 42, vol. 70 ; from Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N.

$2 for Samuel L. Allen, vol. 09 ; from Sallie T. Hoop
Pa., $2, vol. 69 , from George Standing, la., $2, vol.6

from Edward Tomlinson, $2, vol. 69.

BQf Remittance! received after Third-d iy evening v

not appear in the Receipt! until the following week.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convemen

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage 1

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 AJ

and 2.53 and 4.55 p. M. Other trains are met whi)

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen 1

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To I

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone
Zebedee Haines, Sup't.

1 cen

, re

me

A Friend, familiar with books and accounts, desiii

employment a part or all of his time for a mode?)
compensation. Can give good city reference.

Address "G," 2026Mervinel

Scattergood Seminary.—The next term of 1

lergood Seminary, near Center Dale, Iowa, will 1

the eleventh of Eleventh Month. Course equal)
that at Barnesville, Ohio. We desire to make."
pleasant home for all Friends who wish to avail the
selves of its advantages as pupils.

Lewis W. and Piiede H. Bye, Careta

The Corporation of Haverford College
Annual Meeting will beheld in the Committee Roi
of Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Th
day, Tenth Month 8th, 1S95, at 3 o'clock, p. M.

George Vaux, Jr., Sec'y
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11804.—Dear Friends: We do not address you

hjrely because it U a practice sanctioned by
mge, but our minds have been much engaged in

iljiires for the spiritual welfare of the family, and
^considering the various means by which that

wfare may be promoted or obstructed. And,
dflir Friends, let us also remind you that it is not a

l^ht matter to receive counsel. Oh, that we
cjildfix upon yourminds, that we could livingly

iblant in your souls, the sense, we trust we are

a.this time endued with, that it is the Master's

Wl that his servants should advance in right-

ensness. Do not, therefore, read or hear with in-

dference these, our repeated salutations of love,

treasure them in your hearts. Lay them up
Betokens of that charity which endureth. Thus
yt.\ our absent brethren co-operate with the as-

snbled Church in carrying on the work of

rormation, in promoting the cause of Christ.

?rom obedience to the law of Christ, arises

tit stream of love to the brotherhood, which,

buffered to flow in our hearts with unobstructed
curse, would bear away all malice and guile,

ad cause all complaints of tale-bearing and
diraction to cease in our borders. Oh, the pre-

cius care that attends the mind in which Chris-

th charity is become habitual ! Charity, saith

tl Apostle, " hopeth all things." It divulges not
tl faults of others, because, in its unbounded
hie, it desires their removal without exposure.
Irthe mind in which it dwells ascribes its own
pservation and the cleansing of its former sins,

tthe unbounded loveofGod in Christ Jesus, and
it-rays that all may partake of the same benefit.

Lw opposite that disposition, which delights to

reort evil and to accuse. Shun it, dear Friends,
athe poison of asps. Even the sacred writings

ephatieally denominate the grand adversary
omankind by the name of accuser of the breth-
".. " Follow, therefore, peace with all men,
al holiness, without which no man shall see the
Ird. Looking diligently, lest any man fail of
tl: grace of God ; lest any root of bitterness
stinging up, trouble you, and thereby many be
diled."

Mow, dear Friends, you who know the Truth,
al have experienced, in good degree, that it

h.h set you free from that to which you were,

by nature, in bondage, relax not your attention

to its gentle monitions, lest, while you are " busy

here and there," you let anything escape that is

appointed for destruction. Such are all the prac-

tices and dispositions which prevent you from

becoming fully " a chosen generation, a royal

priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people, that

ye should show forth the praises of Him who
hath called you out of darkness into his marvel-

lous light."* But a jealousy, may we not say a

holy jealousy, hath attended our minds, that

some, by not following on to know the Lord,

have ceased to preserve over their children and

dependants the prevailing authority of good ex-

ample. Some, also, by continuing to seek in-

creasing possessions in this life, have led their

descendants, as well as themselves, into closer

connection and fellowship with the spirit of the

world. Thus frequently, in the next generation,

the traces of Christian simplicity and self-denial

are lamentably defaced, and, in the succeeding

one, nearly obliterated. To this cattse, in a great

degree, may be ascribed the number of families

amongst us who retain little but the name ; an

evil, of which, as the remedy is difficult, we fer-

vently desire to prevent the increase. Lay it,

therefore, to heart, beloved brethren, lest you

should inadvertently contribute to this already

extensive grievance.

And, oh, that we could awaken some of you,

dear youth, who have been educated in a liberty

which we deplore, on your account, because we

believe that the Gospel of Christ doth not allow

it . . . that we could awaken you to serious

reflection ! If your rest should, for a season, be

disturbed by the sense of sin, of the danger of

continuing in it, and of the future judgment

which is its portion, you have no cause for utter

dismay. Help is laid on One that is mighty.

The sense of our transgressions leads to prayer

for his secret, but Almighty, help, and as you are

careful to close in with the inward intimations

of his will, which are, in fact, the offers of his

mercy, He will give you, in due season, " the oil

ofjoy for mourning," and " the garment of praise

for the spirit of heaviness."

1805.—Dear Friends, we trust that, through

the continued mercy and assistance of the Head
of the Church, we have not met in vain in this

our annual assembly, because, in contemplating

the presentstate ofour religious Society, we have

been enabled to attend to various subjects in

which its welfare is involved, with calm delib-

eration, with the warmth of love and with much
harmony of mind. Some ofthe views which have,

at this time opened before us, we shall briefly

attempt to unfold to you, saluting you, as we
cordially do, in the love of our gracious and

holy Redeemer and Preserver. Friends, on all

occasions, in every strait, in heights and in

depths, seek to Him, retire to Him. Let the

advancement of his cause be your primary pur-

suit, and count it as a privilege inestimable to

be numbered among his lowly-minded followers.

Being imbued with a knowledge of the won-

derful effects of heavenly love which the evan-

gelists relate, you will be prepared also to re-

ceive his spiritual appearance in your heart",

according to our holy profession, as well :is duly

to appreciate and delight in the records of the

Christian faith and practice of our pious prede-

cessors. With their history, also, we think it

important that our youth should be more ac-

quainted than we fear many are. It ia a history

abounding with examples of what the love of

Christ is able to effect, in doing or in suffering.

It is a practical comment on the words of the

great Apostle, " Who shall separate us from the

love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or

persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril,

or sword? Nay, in all these things we are

more than conquerors, through Him that loved

us. For I am persuaded that neither death, nor

life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,

nor things present, nor things to come, nor

height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall

be able to separate us from the love of God,

which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."

Friends, seek peace and pursue it. Ye are

called to love. Oh, that the smallest germ of

enmity might be eradicated from our enclosure !

And verily there is a soil in which it cannot

live, but naturally withers and dies. This soil

is Christian humility, a state highly becoming,

and indispensable for a being who depends con-

tinually on the favor of his Lord, a state in

whieh/of all others, he can most acceptably ap-

proach his presence, and a state which naturally

conducts frail man to love and compassion for

the companions of his frailty and poverty, yet

his fellow-partakers of the offered riches of the

Gospel.

Dear Friends, we believe that the Lord|s

goodness is still towards his people, and that his

language to them yet remains to be similar to

that which, of old, was conveyed by the prophet.

" Oh that there were such a heart in them that

they would fear me, and keep all my command-

ments always, that it might be well with them

and with their children forever."

1806.—Dear Friends, we find in this, our an-

nual assembly, a renewal of lively zeal for pro-

moting the righteousness which is of Christ, and

for removing, as far as in us lies, the causes

which obstruct it. We trust that, from the mu-

tual communication of our feelings and exercises

of mind, that He still owns us, however unworthy,

and grants us, by being at times baptized into

the sense of our own weakness, to seek, with

more earnestness, his everlasting strength. In

the desire, therefore, that ye may be built up a

people truly Christian, that " righteousness and

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost"

may increase and abound, we again convey to

you the salutation of love unfeigned. We be-

seech you to consider the holy gradation of

righteousness, peace and joy, and to mark that

the first step is that most comprehensive attain-

ment, righteousuess. Righteousness is immu-

table justice. It leaves no duty unfilled. Man
has his full share of love from man, and God
his due reverence, adoration and praise. Peace

then flows as a river, and joy in the Holy Spirit

I completes the gracious purpose of Christian re-
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deraption. " Happy that people that is in such

a case; yea, happy is that people whose God is

the Lord."

Ob, the excellence of Christian love and the

temper of forgiveness! It is the indispensable

requisite in tbat spiritual worship to which we,

as a people, more peculiarly hear testimony.

Yea, is it nut the very balm of life and the pass-

port 10 heaven '.'

Instrumental ministry in the life and power
oi'the ( iospel is a great favor to the Church, but
the distinguishing excellence of the Christian

dispensation is the immediate communication
with our Heavenly Father, through the inward
revelation of the Spirit of Christ Let us, there-

fore, brethren, submit to the baptizing opera-

tions of the Holy Spirit, which purify the soul

and produce the capacity for communion with

God.
1807.— Consider, dear Friends, what subjec-

tion of spirit, what care of conduct and what
self-restraint go to make up a good example,
tempered, as it should he, with sweetness of man-
ner, seconded by holy firmness and recommend-
ed by its being manifest that yourselves are
seeking "first the kingdom of God, and his

righteousness." These are truly-

great, but they are attainable objects, and
equally the duty of every one who lays claim
to the Christian character, for, though all are
not called to the same stations in the militant
Church, all arc invited to heaven, and the gene-
lal terms of invitation are alike to all. Oh,
Friends, did we all thus seek and attain to the
things that are excellent, precept, impressive
precept, would not be withheld. Love would
inspire it, prudence would direct it, both as to
season and quantity, and what reason have we
not t'..r hoping that the Lord himself would ren-
der it availing by his blessing?
We believe there is an increased attention in

Friends, in various parts, not only to promote
in their families the frequent reading of the
Holy Scriptures, but to make it the employment
of a portion of time daily. We commend this
practice, and we believe that, if the heads of
families are careful in cultivating the seed of
Truth in themselves, there will be so little dan-
_ r of the custom becoming formal, that it will
not unfrequently lie the means of quickening
the minds of those concerned in it, more espe-
cially, if a subsequent pause be allowed, in order
that the sacred truths which have been read
may have time to make their due impression on
the mind, or that the mind may have time to
rise in Becrel aspiration after a blessing.

Before we conclude, to you, dear youth, we
would extend a tender, vet" earnest invitation.
We are interested in your happiness. The
( hureh will have Deed of your help, and there
i- nothing that we de-ire more for you than to
see you advancing, in ranks of righteousness,
I" the Christian warfare. And your qualifica-
tion will lie in humility and meekness, seeing it

is the meek whom the Lord teacheth In way.
• • • But, dear young men, in this

very meet,,,-. «e have been made t,, lament
because so many of y tvidently prefi r the
gratifications of nature, which i- corrupt and
which tends to corruption, to the cross of ( Jhrist
which corrects its hurtful prolixities and to
"the grace of God that bringeth salvation."
• • • • Many of you have a o
'"'"' ' ' holy cause. Why, then, will you

'
l "" :onducl which tends to lay it

waste? Do not despise the counsel of experi-
ence. Many have tried the path which someof
you tread, and have found it one of sorrow. And

happy are those whose course is interrupted, and

who do not persist in their progress till it leads

to final distress.

Hut though we thus speak, there are also many
of our beloved youth who are rising and risen

into a state of maturity, of whom " we are per-

suaded better things—and things that accom-

pany salvation." Dear young
Friends, of whatever rank, sex or station, it is

cordial to behold you, it is cordial to salute you

in the fellowship' of the Gospel, and to bid you

God speed. Hold on your way, turn not aside

to the right hand or the left. You may have
tribulation, but be of good cheer, your holy-

Leader hath overcome the world

Thus, when some of those who now address

yon shall be beheld no more in this scene of

conflict, you may stand in their places with holy-

firmness, be a blessing to succeeding genera-

tions, and "show forth the praises of Him who
hath called you out of darkness into his marvel-

lous light."
(To be continued.)

The Camphor Language.
One of the strangest languages in the world

used for the queerest of purposes, is the "cam
phor language," of Jahore, a country of the
Malay peninsula. It has lately been studied
and reported upon by — Lake, an English
enigineer in the service of the Sultan of Jahore.
This language is called the "Pantang Kapor,"
or camphor language, and is used by the natives
and all others who are engaged in gathering the
product of the Malayan camphor-tree, and only
at that time. If they used either of the lan-
guages of the region, the Malay or the aborigi-
nal Jakun, the natives believe that they could
not obtain any camphor

; and for a most curi-
ous reason. The camphor-tree, Dryobalanops
camphora, grows abundantly in certain parts of
the peninsula, but only occasionally contains
camphor crystals. The camphor is not the same
as that obtained from the camphor laurel of

md Japan, which is the source of the
ordinary camphor of commerce. It is of a sort
very highly prized by the Chinese in the em-
balming of their dead, in incense, and in medi-
cine, and the gum brings much more than the
common camphor. The Malayans and other
Jahore natives believe that each species of tree
has a spirit -or divinity that presides over its
affairs. The spirit of the camphor-tree is known
by the name of Bisan— literally "a woman."
Her resting-place is near the trees; and when
at night a peculiar noise is heard in the woods,
resembling that ofa cicada, the Bisan is believed
to be singing, and camphor will surely be found
in the neighborhood. But the spirit of the
camphor-trees seems to be jealous of the pre-
cious gum, and must be propitiated, and if she
knows that hunters are in quest of it, she will
endeavor to turn their steps aside. So it is nec-
essary to speak in a tongue which she does not
understand. For this purpose the "camphor
language" has been invented. It consists of a
mixture ofJakun and Malay words, but theseare
curiously altered or reversed

; and the natives
possibly believe that the divinity of the camphor
tree is completely confused. The Jakuns who
hunt the camphor are one of the wildest of peo-
ple, but inoffensive. They live, together with
monkeys, dogs, cats, innumerable fowls, and
Perhaps a tame hornbill, in perfect harmony,
under movable leaf shelters built on poles in

Subterranean Stream Running Beneath Alii

gheny.

There is a subterranean river flowing beneal

the city of Allegheny. It is only one hundn
and twenty-six feet below the surface of tl

ground, but it is inhabited by eyeless fishes of

kind which appear to be wholly unknown :'

any stream open to the light. The unknot
underground stream appears to be couueett

with some stream on the surface, as there a
minnows in it, which must have been drav
down from that source.

The stream is far below the Allegheny Riv
bed. It was discovered through the drilling,

an artesian well on the property of H. McCi
cheon & Sons, the Allegheny butchers. Ji't

located on their property at Madison Aven
and Vista Street. A six-inch well was sunk ar
was drilled to a depth of one hundred
twenty-six feet. At that point the tools stru.t

what appeared to be a pool of water. The to«

were taken out, and a pump put in to test I

well. It was not like the flowing artesian wel>

as the water did not rise to any great height
the pipe.

The drillers thought that they had probab
struck only a cleft in the ground which
filled with water, and would soon be pump

the woods.— A'j

Gold unpolished is far more valuable than
the brightest brass.

dry. The pump was run at its fullest capacl
throwing over two barrels a minute, or neai

three thousand barrels a day. As the well c

not show any signs of exhausting, the owmi
concluded that they had struck a fine well.ai

the drillers left. That was in the spring of 18i<

All last summer the well was pumped contir

ously, but it was shut down in the fall, as iti

not needed in the winter.

No particular attention was paid to the «
until the owners were ready to start it last Api(
The workmen who went to overhaul the puip
noticed a strange sound coming from the m
On placing the ear to the top of the well, tbl

heard what they described as a rumbling aj
roaring, like a great stream of water rushiil

through a rocky cavern. The noise camefnj
far down in the earth, and could only be hef|
when close to the well. When the pumps tl

in operation it is completely drowned out by ! I

noise they make.
The owners of the well heard the workmel

story, and began to take an interest in the ml
ter. They were then informed by the man J
charge of the pumps that strange-looking fist

and crawling things were pumped up frJ
the well from time to time. They gave ordl
that the next fish which came up' should <

saved. They were soon rewarded by receivil
a most peculiar monster. It is very sirnilaril
appearance to a hellbender or water-dog, a si
cies of salamander, which is found in the A • -

gheny River. But it is without eyes. TbefJ
just a noticeable mark in the head, where t|
eye should be. The fish, if it can be callefjT
that name, is twelve inches long and about
inch and a half through. The monster has '

scales on it, but is covered with a skin like t

of a snake. When found it was covered wit
slime, which made it as slippery as an eel.

was at once placed in alcohol, and can now!
seen at the butcher-shop at Madison Aveil
and Vista Street.

A number of fishermen who have seen
creature say that they have never seen anytb I

like it. They say that it resembles the b
bender, but there are many marked differenl
in the shape and color, besides the absence!
the eyes. Eyeless fishes are well known. In I
subterranean streams to which the light neH
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iinetrates, the fishes are blind. Because they

[•ed no eyes, nature does not furnish them any.

yeiess fishes are abundant in the river Styx,

the Mammoth Cave iu Kentucky.

—

Pittsburg

vnmercial Gazette.

Deborah Howell.

(Continued from page 7S.)

(1832, First Month 8th.— Auother year has

rmmenced. Oh, that it may usher in a change,

i ;
-eal change of heart ; may the excellent prayer,

1 Jreate in me a clean heart, and renew a right

&rit within me," not only be uttered but ex-

frienced, without which renovation, all our

Intensions to religion are vain ; the lips of

juth having attested " Blessed are the pure

i
; heart, for they shall see God." This change

pheart, how desirable to the weary, conflicting

tjiveller Zionward, laden with sin and trans-

mission. Though I may be called narrow and
ucharitable, I leave it as my written testimony

Id firm belief, confirmed by many years' ob-

Bfvation, that the practice too many are in,

aer attending week-day meeting of going to

B)p or other worldly business, or staying to

Sk
such common concerns of life directly after

ng favored with instruction of mind, or hear-

iv; the Gospel preached with power, lessens

or relish for these mercies. We may recollect

titt the blessed Saviour drove out of the temple

tl; money changers and even those who sold

<U'es, not willing the sacred edifice should be

ni.de a place of merchandise. Many will.spend

lnrs in visiting and walking about. Why not

ttn, appropriate this time to traffic in or to

tik upon the color and quality of a gown,

blinet, gloves, &c, than to make use of the

tteting day, because we think it is more cou-

viieut for us. Do we suppose we are better

aie to make a bargain or that our visit will be

ttre acceptable because we have just left the

"louse of prayer?" However it may be recoi-

led by many, I am bold in the assertion that

th custom is entirely inconsistent with the

Cristian Quaker character. If it were the

cacern to drive home after meeting, and en-

dwor in retirement to renew our covenant

wh our God, the seed sown would not then be

stttered as it too often is " to the fowls of the

at," or choked with the " cares of this world,

ail the deceitfulness of riches." But we being

p pared by holy communion with a fervent

pyer to Him, who would direct our erring

fet, would find that instead of blending the

p^ity of our religious engagements, with the

d ss and often sullied concerns of this life, we
sluld be able to discriminate and be preserved

itithat path which the " vulture's eye has not
sei." Then would the attendance of our re-

li.ous assemblies be more often crowned with
gid, and our minds be better prepared to wor-
sta Him in Spirit and in Truth, to whom such
w-ship alone is acceptable.

first Mo. 23 rd. First-day.—We have been fa-

sted this afternoon to hear the Gospel preached
icthe demonstration of the Spirit and with
pi.er, by our dear B. S. and E. E. May iti)e

faened on our minds as a " nail in a sure place,"
at, the warning most impressively given, be
h<rkened to, lest it may indeed be proclaimed
cccerning some who were present, " Let Eph

.

ran alone, he has joined himself to idols." The
wit of spiritual mindedness is to be lamented
iDiur meetings, too few being willing to seek
atr that precious portion ; that invaluable
tnsure hid in the secret of the heart, that
spitual worship in Spirit and in Truth, which
shuld be the clothing and enjoyment of every

soul present. We as a people profess thus to

worship, and in proportion as this inward, silent

instruction of mind is slighted, those who are

thus inattentive cannot reap the reward of the

true worshippers.

Second Month 6th, 1832. — Our Quarterly

Meeting was held to-day. A sweet solemnity

marked its commencement, aid the business was

conducted with solemnity and deliberation. ( >nr

friend, Jeremiah Hubbard from North Carolina,

paid the women's meeting a precious visit. May
the counsel handed forth be remembered by us,

and we be enabled rightly to appreciate the

favors thus bestowed.

Second Month 12th. First-day.—This even-

ing J. Hubbard had an appointed meeting for

young people at Arch Street House. It was

verv large, although the weather was very wet.

He was favored to hold forth the language of

invitation to the youth, to make choice of the

cross of Christ as their best portion, and bowing

to its blessed influence, would cause them to be

happy and place them in a capacity to enjoy

life' as they ought, this being the ouly founda-

tion for real happiness. He was very impressive

in prayer, pleading most powerfully for the

youth, that the visitations of Heavenly good-

ness might be extended to them, and they re-

ceive it in all humility, and bow to its hallowed

call.

Fourth Month, 1832.— I so seldom feel capa-

ble of making a record of passing events, or I

should have mentioned ere this, that our Yearly

Meeting closed on Sixth-day about two o'clock,

with solemnity. It was large, and though the

weather was very wet through the week, the

blessing of rain being granted to the thirsty

earth, after an unusually dry season. I never

remember a Yearly Meeting in which a deeper

interest for the good of its members was mani-

fest. That of education is, I trust, fast gaining

ground. Schools are establishing in almost every

Quarterly Meeting; and great was the exercise

and concern that all our testimonies might be

faithfully maintained. A joint committee of

men and women Friends was adopted to visit

all the subordinate meetings in order to strength-

en the hands of Friends and encourage those

in lonely situations to act well their part and

endeavor to " maintain the law and the testi-

mony." Our dear friends, J. and H. C. Back-

house, J. Hubbard, Sarah Taylor, from Ohio,

and several other Friends, also attended this

great annual assembly.

On the 16th inst. the third annual meeting of

the Bible Association was held to general satis-

faction. Several reports were read from the

Auxiliaries, which are increasing iu number
and influence, and we fondly hope that the time

is not far distant when every family within our

pale will be supplied with this invaluable vol-

ume, the best of books. Thus is the Society

endeavoring, we trust, to arise in its might and

energy, as it were, from the sea of coufusion,

which like a mighty torrent, seemed ready to

overwhelm the structure raised under the in-

fluence, and by the mighty power of the King
of kings as an ensign to the nations, a city set

upon a hill, which all the wrath of man could

not, nor has ever yet been able to hide. Al-

though many of its sons and daughters may
lightly esteem our wholesome, invaluable testi-

monies against dress, war, oaths, &c, yet there

still remain many loyal subjects in our Israel

true to their blessed Master and his sacred

cause, who will be preserved in the hollow of

his Holy hand.

I believe we shall be without excuse if we do

not turn to " Him that siniteth " in the day of his

visitations, for He will have a people who shall

show forth his praise, and if we do not turn at

his reproof, He will in the day of our affliction,

" laugh at our calamity ami mock when our

fear cometh as a whirlwind." Awful as is this

denunciation, I am firm in the belief that such

will be the experienceof the proud, self-sufficient

Quaker!

For "The Fkiend."

Letter from Germany.

[From some letters addressed to her relatives

in this country by our correspondent, E. S. K.,

we extract the following items, which give some
insight into domestic life in Germany. Our
readers may remember that in No. 7 of The
Friend, we published a letter telling of her

journey to Hanover.

—

Ed.]

" I am sitting here by the open window. The
sun has lately set, and there is still a rosy

glow over the sky. The outline of the city,

with its quaint roofs and tall spires and domes,

is lovely. I wander all about the town, par-

ticularly the dear quaint old part, where the

streets wind and turn, and the houses, many of

them, lean over from above, or the upper stories

lean further out, and the gable end is built with

steps, or what look so. There is one old house

that I love especially. The roof is seven stories

high, with the funniest little windows, peeping

out from among the red tiles. The front is

half of green enamelled bricks that glisten in

the sunlight.

"Hanover was a kingdom until 1866: then

there was a war between Prussia and Austria,

and Hanover joined Austria. They were de-

feated, so the Prussian government absorbed

Hanover. The king and his family were ban-

ished. The schloss or castle is near here, and

is now closed. A part, however, formerly used

as a festival hall, is now the residence of the

emperor, when he makes his yearly visits here.

We went through it the other day. Of course

it is immense, and the rooms magnificent. We
had to put on woollen slippers over our shoes

to keep from scratching the floors, which were

most beautiful inlaid woods in elaborate patterns.

"An avenue of immense trees leads from the

schloss out to the mausoleum of Ernst August,

the greatest Hanovarian king. The building

is a vast dome of white marble, and in the

centre are the two reclining figures of the king

and queen, startlingly life-like.

" Yesterday I met a young Englishman. Real-

ly only a boy he was. He asked me many ques-

tions "about America. I could hardly keep a

straight face part of the time. He knew about

Buffalo Bill, whose show he had seen in London,

but he knew not much more. He said, " You
had a war, didn't you? Let's see, the North

wanted slaves, didn't they?" And after I en-

lightened him on this subject, he said "Oh!
and how did it turn out, anyway?"

" For several reasons, Germany would not suit

thee: First, there is music everywhere, and all

the time ; and the men smoke in all places aud

all times, I think.
" Wherever we go there are gardens and little

tables and chairs sitting under the trees, or

among the shrubbery, and the families sit

—

men, women and children, sipping coffee, and

sewing or knitting ; little children, ten years

old, bring their knitting, too.

"I constantly go into the shops to buy. ami

often cannot at all say what I wish. Frequently

I bring the shop girl or boy into the street, and
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show something in the window that I want, and

thus leara its name.

"German housekeeping interests me. Surely

there can be no semi-annual house-cleaning, for

every day the upholstered furniture is brushed

with a stiff brush and dusted, and the floor

wiped up, and every week it is beaten and then

brushed, and everything taken from the floor

and Bhaken, and 'the whole wiped up. The

washing once in tour weeks would not suit thee,

however—as a consequence the clothes do not

look SO white. They have more meat and less

fruit than I like, but everything is excellent.

I am. however, very sure that this is an ex-

ceptional pension [hoarding house.]"

Another letter speaks more particularly of

the meals:
•' In the morning only coffee and bread and

butter. It is ready at eight. At two P. m. we

have dinner, three courses, soup, meat, and

vegetables and dessert, very plain, but well-

cooked. At five, coffee and cake, and at eight

is supper."
Eighth Month 21st, 1895.

"The people live much in the open air here.

We often go to one of the almost innumerable

parks about town, and take our sewing, and
take our cakes along and get coffee there.

Yesterday we went out with the children in

the middle of a great woods about three miles

from the city, where the boy's high school had
what they call here a ' schoolfest.' There were

hundreds and hundreds of young people, and
their parents and friends. There was a great

open grass plot in the woods, and around there

were hundreds of chairs and tables, where the

people were sitting with some handwork and their

lunch they had brought, and the boys and girls

looked SO pretty and happy. They had a speech
from a professor, and a presentation of prizes,

and then games of various sorts. Each school

has certain colors, and the boys wore caps of
those colors. It was a delight to see them en-
joying themselves so well.

" The old watchman on the tower of the Market
Kirclie has blown his horn three times and that
means eleven, so I must stop now."

Watching One's Self.—"When I was a
boy,'' said an old man, " we had a schoolmaster
who had an odd way of catching idle boys. One
day he called to us: ' Boys, I must have closer
attention to your books. The first oue that sees
another idle I want you to inform me, and I
will attend to the case.'

" 'Ah I' thought I to myself, ' there is Joe Sim-
mons that I don't like. I'll watch him, and if

I Bee bim look off bis book I'll tell.' It was not
long before I saw Joe look off his book, and im-
mediately I informed the master.

"' How did you know he wag idle?' said he.
" ' I -aw him,' said I.

" "» on did '.' and were Your eves on your book
when you gaw him?'

•'I was caught, and I never watched for idle
boj - again."

If we are sufficiently watchful over our own
Conduct, we shall have no time to find fault with
the conduct of others.

—

Selected.

I in: editor of the Christian Advocate, in re-
ply to the mestion whether he though! thai
Judas, who betrayed our Lord, was saved, ju-
diciously remarks! " It i- too la e in the day to
worry about the fate of Judas. People should
give their attention chiefly to their own Fate,
and give all diligence to make their calling and
election sure."

Selected.

ENOCH WALKED WITH GOD.
"And Enoch walked with God; and he was not, for

God took him." (Gen. v: 2t.)

I sometime turn me from the page of glory,

The tales of heroes and the paths they trod,

And think upon Him of whose life-long story

Is simply told us that he " walked with God."

No record of his deeds, if great or lowly,

No roll of battles fought or triumphs won:

He " walked with God," and in that presence holy,

Whatever deed he wrought was nobly done.

No record of the task of his fulfilling,

Whether he watched with shepherds on the plain,

Or labored patently, the rich soil tilling :

He " walked with God," and could not toil in vain.

No record of his wealth, if little earning,

Or if the flocks on all the hills were his,

He "walked with God," and to Him daily turning

For daily need, was heir to all that is.

No record of his fame, if to him bending,

Men crowned with homage all his length of days;

Or humble and unknown to his life's ending;

He " walked with God," and could forego man's

praise.

Xo record if his path was bright or dreary,

If through the barren waste or pleasant vale;

He " walked with God," and howsoever weary,

He leaned upon an arm that could not fail.

We know not if men followed his meek leading,

If human feet kept pace beside his own
;

Or if he walked where ail passed by unheeding;
He " walked with God," and could not be alone.

We do not know what were the dreams he cherished'

When fond affections around his heart did cling,

How oft his hopes along the wayside perished :

He " walked with God," and lacked for no good
thing.

We do not know what bitterness oppressed him

;

We do not know what secret tears he shed
;

We cannot know what griefs and ills distressed him
;

He " walked with God," and so was comforted.

We do not know how oft his footsteps stumbled,
How oft he faltered on his journey's length,

How oft he fell, and lay abased and humbled
;

He" walked with God," and he renewed his strength

We do not know what danger loomed before him,
How oft he quailed at some unlooked-for foe;

He "walked with God," and while that arm upbore
him,

Where'er it led he might not fear to go.

We know not if he always felt that guiding,
Or if no shadow ever dimmed his sight

;

He "walked with God," and in his care abiding,
Was safe with Him in darkness or in light.

THE LITTLE BIRD.
A little bird with feathers brown

Sat singing on a tree;

The song was very soft and low,
But sweet as it could be.

And all the people passing by
Looked up to see the bird

That made the sweetest melody
That ever they had heard.

But all the bright eyes looked in vain,
For birdie was so small,

And with a modest dark-brown coat
He made no show at all.

" Why, papa," little Grade said,
"When' can this birdie be?

If I could sing a song like that
1M sit where folks could see."

'
' bop,. my little gi rl will learn
A lesson from that bird,

And try to do what good she can,
Not to be seen or heard."

1 1 IPPY is he who makes the greatest progress
in a hi,, of union and communion with Him so
inculcated and enjoined as an essential requisite

For "The Fkiend."

A Visit to Valley Forge.

Being invited to join a small geological part

on a visit to Valley Forge on the Schuylki

River, I left home on the morning of the fou

teenth of Ninth Mo. The clay was pleasantl

cool and well adapted to a walk of seven milt

along the hill that lies to the north side of tl

great limestone valley of Chester County, Pa.

Our route was westward along the main Pen:

sylvania road to Frazier Station, and them

northward on the branch that leads to Phceni

ville on the Schuylkill. This crosses the lim

stone valley and then enters a rather remark

ble gap which enables it to pass through tl

range of the North valley hills. When fair

within the hills we left the cars and began

ascend the range. A short distance from t't

station was a quarry, where a dike of trap-roo

perhaps eighty to one hundred feet broad h:.

been largely quarried for road stone. It is

dark-colored, hard rock, which has been throi

up in a melted state from some region of liqr,

rock, if not from the earth's liquid interi

through a fissure in the earth's crust. So tl

the depth is unknown but probably very gre

Such dikes vary in width from a few inches

many yards. The Palisades on the Hu|p
River above New York and the mountains n«

Orange in eastern New Jersey, are examples
immense outpourings of trap.

Following a cart path through the woods
came, out on an open field, where we had

beautiful view to the southward of Chester V ;

ley—indeed, during the course of the day*
had many such views, as our course lay larg

on the crest of the hill. At one place nil

" Diamond Rock," we had a very exteBBt

view of the northern part of Chester County
a rolling country—with Pottstown and.otf
towns in the distance and the hills about Re-
ing beyond, and the Blue Mountains in the

north.

Nearly the whole of our seven mile walk i

over a quartz and sandstone region called P-
dam sandstone in the Geological ReportT
Pennsylvania, although doubts were expresl

by the geologist of our party as to its be;

really identical with the Potsdam sandstomf
the New York geologists.

Diamond Rock, near which we lunched, i

great mass of hard crystalline quartz rock, wl
|

had evidently been subjected to violent nieclJ

ical action, for it was full of cracks and sd 1

fissures which were lined with crystals, ill

which it derives its name. By the aid oi'hr
mers which had been brought along, a nuroB
of specimens of these were secured.

Most of our way, especially in the eastl
portion of the range, was through the wo i,

sometimes mere paths and at others along vtfl

developed roads. By the aid of an aue <1

barometer, the different elevations were noil
the highest of which was six hundred and si I
five feet above tide-water As we approach
Valley Forge there was a long descent of all

five hundred and fifty feet to the railroad lei

We passed a number of quarries, extensi'f

worked, of a loose, friable sandstone, whiclji

were told was reduced to sand and used in
f

ing iron furnaces and in making glass,

strata were well marked, and appeared to 1}

a southerly dip, with an inclination of perl k

,

fifteen or twenty degrees. In one quarry, Wd
workmen had quarried nearly at right anf
to the general direction of the strata, so

immediately in front of us, we saw just thei

of the strata, which appeared to be horizoiP
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lie two sides of the quarry showed the inclina-

ion of fifteen or twenty degrees, which gradu-

tly
disappeared in the upper corner where it

iproaehed the edge—giving the whole the ap-

larance of a great arch with rounded top.

|

Valley Creek drains much of the eastern part

f the great valley, but before reaching the

khuylkill it makes a' right-angled bend to the

prth and enters that river at Valley Forge,

itting through the sandstone ridge for about a

jile. The part of this ridge to the east of the

teek is called Mount Sorrom and was the place

lected for the encampment of Washington's
my during the winter of 1777-'78. It was
len covered with timber, which was used iu

laking huts for the soldiers, and iu construct-

or stockades for defence. The men were poorly

.ad and insufficiently fed, so that there was
juch suffering and disease. Time did not per-

fit us to ascend the hill and examine whether

fry traces remained of its military occupation,

i
The long continued dry weather had not been

:vorable for the development of flowers. Yet
p found a few interesting species—one of the

ost showy of these was the Gerardia Pedicu-

rig, which has bright yellow flowers an inch to

a inch and a half long. It grows principally

a thin soil. In places we saw many specimens

( the Canadian golden rod (So/idayo Canaden-

\e), a tall species, with rather long narrow
aves. We saw also four or five other species

«' golden rod, and a few asters, eupaloriums,

ad hieraciums. There was considerable dit-

Iny (
Cunila Mariana), a low branching aro-

jatic plant, with clusters of pale purple flow-

its. Dr. Darlington says, "In the beginning
1 winter, after a rain, very curious and fan-

tstic ribbands of ice may often be observed

jtached to the base of the stems of this plant,

toduced, I presume by the moisture from the

irth rising in the dead stems by capillary at-

taction, and then being gradually forced out

lirizontally, through a slit by the process of

fiezing." One of our party had observed this

jiculiarity himself.

At Valley Forge, we ended our walk and
tok the cars homeward, having had a pleas-

it and instructive excursion. J. \V.

Inconsistent Actions.

BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

jThe Advocate of Peace, Boston, quotes the re-

marks of an English inspecting officer of a bat-

tlionofthe Boy's Brigade, in which, after telling

lelads that" it had been no small pleasure to him
Iwitness their skill and efficiency in arms," con-

tiued, " he had been told that these several com-
mutes were connected with different churches,

jey had thus the support—which was, or ought
ibe, their great national support-ofthe Church
ii bringing them forward, making them obe-

ent to discipline, and training them up as loyal

tizens." He then commended them for their

Soldier-like swing," and their "good ear for

nsic."

At one of the recent near-by encampments
cthe Boys' Brigade, on the Brandywine, my
si noticed, as he was passing near, a guard
'keeping guard" with a bayonetted gun, over
a-efractory or disobedient member. Both the
cily and the weekly local papers of West Ches-
ts have spoken pretty vigorously about the les-

sis in manliness and mercy to animals needed
I some of the boys or young men who rode
fim the camp to the town and engaged in some
rarious, steeple-chase driving up and down
ti streets on a very hot day.

In quoting the following timely warning from
the Christian Standard, of Cincinnati, I trust

it will not be said that what is therein advanced
is either senseless or trivial :

" Patriots, philan-

thropists and Christians must not forget that

strong influences are at work to establish com-
pulsory military drill in our public schools. It

would be a thousand times better to teach our
boys the use of tools of industry than the tools

of destruction and death. We could hardly
conceive of a greater national calamity than
this proposed innovation of military drill. It

would brutalize us beyond measure. It concerns
us in all our highest interests more vitally than
tariffs or currencies, and yet it is safe to say
that but few citizens give the matter any serious

attention. Fathers and mothers, have you
thought of the far-reaching consequences of the

introduction of militarism among the boys of

the nation ? Better that the public schools should

be abolished than be prostituted to such ends.

Yet nothing but the most vigilant and deter-

mined opposition of Christian parents will pre-

vent this."

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.
Roberts.

(Continued from page 77.)

Third Month, 1875.— Endeavored in our

meeting to impress those assembled with the

necessity of laboring daily for our daily bread.

That if we would know our souls to be kept

alive, it must be a daily work. "Give us this

day our daily bread." A quiet feeling pre-

vailed, and, I believe the fire came down and
cousumed the little offering. May we pre;S for-

ward in our journey Heavenward.
Eighth Mouth 27th.—My birth-day. Sixty-

five years of age ! One year older than my dear

mother was at the time of her death, though
far behind her in best things; but if I know
my own heart it is my earnest desire to be ready

for " that great day, for which all other days

were made."
" Hide me, oh ! my Saviour hide,

Till the storms of life are past,

Safe into the haven guide,

Oh ! receive my soul at last."

First Month 19th, 1876.—Thomas Wistar's

(our esteemed Friend, and fellow-laborer in the

vineyard) useful life closed on the morning of

the fourteenth inst. Many of us can testify his

meat and drink was to do his blessed Master's

will. He was an example of watchfulness ; he

will be much missed by his Friends and Society,

and by the poor Indians, for whom he has done

much.
He was deeply interested in our dear young

Friends. Oh ! that a succession from among
them may be raised up " of quick understand-

ing in the fear of the Lord," and prepared by

Him alone to adhere to our original principles

and testimonies.

Eighth Month, 1876.—After a short illness,

our dear daughter, Alice, was removed from us

by death. We are comforted in the belief that

her pure spirit is now forever with Him, whom
she loved and feared from a child. Earnestly

do I crave to be made pure as she was, and pre-

pared to enter the Kingdom. The quiet peace-

ful feeling that yet pervades the chamber, where

the spirit was released from the clay tenement,

is yet felt, and I love to resort there. May this

great bereavement be blessed to us, and may
we at last be permitted to unite with her in

that City, none of whose inhabitants can say " I

am sick,"

First Month, 1877.—First-day. I believe

there was an honest travail of spirit for the

arising of that life which is the crown and dia-

dem of all our meetings. "And Jesus being

wearied with his journey, sat upon the well."

May we be found waitiny, though often wearied

iu our journey, till lie is pleased to arise for

our help. May He wdio regardeth the very

sparrows, and without whose notice not one fall-

eth to the ground, be pleased to remember "the
weary and heavy laden," wherever situated,

and in his own time give them " the oil of joy

for mourning, and the garment of praise for the

spirit of heaviness."

Fifteenth.—This is a very severe winter, and
no doubt there is much suffering among the

poor, may those who are blessed with the good
things of this life, remember the " needy in the

land ;" these give to the Lord, and He will re-

ward them. In a little way, I have been en-

gaged in our neighborhood, in sewing for and
helping some poor families. It is good for us

to step into the abodes of these ; we can then

more fully understand their needs, and are pre-

pared to number our many blessings.

Fifth Month, 1877.— I was liberated to visit

the meetings of Burlington Quarterly Meeting.
My friend, Sarah Forsythe, also obtained a
minute to accompany me in the service.

Sixth Month.—Attended the funeral of our

valued Friend, Joseph Scattergood, which was
from his son's, Joseph Scattergood, in West
Chester, Pa., where many Friends gathered to

pay the last tribute of respect to one largely

gifted, and much lamented. He was an anoint-

ed elder, and has often extended a word of en-

couragement to me, when ready to faint by the

way. One week before, our esteemed friend,

John Carter, was also removed from works to

rewards; a worthy elder in the church. "By
the grace of God I am what I am."

Seventh Month. -Our Monthly Meeting. We
are at times comforted by the sensible presence

of our Heavenly Father being in our very

midst. Oh ! the necessity there is of maintain-

ing the watch and the warfare. "The Chris-

tian's life is a continual warfare." May I take

my full share of these things; help me, dearest

Father, to keep alive the fire upon the altar,

that all that is not of Thee may be consumed.
Twelfth Month 30th.— I have been comforted

and instructed in reading in Thomas Scatter-

good's journal, as I have been many times be-

fore in reading the writings of those who have

had to tread the same path. Under a fresh

sense of the mercy and goodness of our Father

in Heaven, my heart is tendered in remember-

ing multiplied blessings from his bountiful hand
to us poor dependent children. " My soul doth

magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoici d

in God my Saviour."

Ninth Month, 1878.—First-day morning. At

home with a broken arm. I am endeavoring

patiently to bear it. I have been favored with

a quiet mind, and feel no condemnation for

having done, or left undone, anything ; no doubt

it is intended for good ; may f improve the dis-

pensation. Our dear family are at meeting. I

have endeavored to gather my mind into still-

ness, and have desired that the presence of the

dear Master may be in the midst, not only of

our own little meeting, but in other places, where

they are gathered "to wowhip the Father in

Spirit and in Truth." " The foundation ofGod
standeth sure, having this seal, the Lord know-

eth them that are his," the world over. I am
sensible the pins of my earthly tabernacle are

loosening, and earnestly desire the spiritual

building may be finished ere " the silver cord
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- 1. or the golden bowl be broken." Oh!

for daily watchfulness over my word.- and ac-

tions, that the "oil and the wine" may not be

hurt, either in myself or others.

Fifth .Month, 1879.—Attended Bucks Quar-

terly Meeting. The vacant Beats here brought

a feeling over my mind, with desires that a suc-

might l«- raised from among the young-

er members, thai "strangers may not stand and

ir tl icks." 1 felt constrained to arise

and -ay, " Where is the Lord God of Elijah ;"

believing a way would be made for some pres-

ent, a- it was marvellously done fur this servant

of the Lord; and that a double portion of the

spirits of the faithful fathers and mothers would

rest upon some, as they were obedient to mani-

fested duty. These pillars in the Church did

not hide the light under a bushel, or a bed,

but placed it upon the candlestick, so that all

in the house could see the light, &c.

While in this neighborhood, some visits were

made to those in affliction ; it is a duty to re-

member these at all times, especially when from

home on religious service. It seems to be a

part of the work laid on me "to visit the wid-

ow- and the fatherless in their afflictions;" and
oh! that I could also he kept " unspotted from
the world ;" it is my earnest desire, however
short I may fall therefrom.

I'OHTiniK'd.

Imagination—Curious Incidents.

"The lunatic, the lover and the poet

Are of imagination all compact."
Shakespeare.

It is the general belief that ordinary, matter-
of-fact people are unimaginative. Necromancers
of ad a:^ have taken advantage of this mis-

take. Many years ago, in a primary school
reader, I saw an account of a Vermont wood-
chopper, who cut his foot while in the woods,
and. with difficulty, throwing himself upon the
ox-sled, ho started the team for home, and then
fainted from the loss of blood. Upon reaching
hi- house ho was taken off the sled and restored
to consciousness, when he found he had not been
cul at all. I well remember the vigorous pro-
test I made against such evident falsehood being
printed in a school-book. The only response to

my frequent demurs was my father's quiet re-

joinder, " I have seen men as confident as you
are find t hem-elves mistaken."
Many years after, when 1 was using a sharp

axe, my fool caught a missstroke, which cut
through my boot, just forward of the ankle,
showing a flesh wound an inch and a half long.
The day hoi n .'cold, the accumulation of warm
hi >od in my boot was the more perceptible.
While walking to the house, a hundred yards
distant, the blood tilled tint boot, so that a'll the
fore-part of the foot was covered. When the
hoot was taken off, the fool was found to have
a -light mark, hut no cut. My instant expres-
sion wa->, " I take hack all 1 ever .-a

that old wood-chopper story, for I have no doubt '

thai ho fainted from the loss of bli od."
My tailor's smile, whirl, had been hold in

rea rve fifteen years, was a- quiel a- his remark
had been upon my boyish vehemence. No ex-
perience of facl could ho more real than mine

imagination. Ye\ there was do care
amino pain. Nothing was apprehendi I

the -mall trouble of binding up a flesh wound
ll,:" wou

,
,,,.,. ],

wa- my knowledge of the keen edge of the axe,
the force of the stroke and tin

i

through the gash in the leather, that proved to

my mind that a deep cut had been made.

Another case : Back in the sixties I used to go

fishing of summer nights in the Dionoudehowa,

the most beautiful of the Hudson's many tribu-

taries. One night my two companions, for pure

mischief, kept the boat at anchor beyond all

reason, against my protests and petitions. The
clock pointed to three, past, when we turned in.

I was oppressed with a feeling of drowsiness all

the next forenoon, but obtained instant relief by

a remark my sister made at the dinner-table.

She said the minute-hand of the clock had caught

the hour-hand, and carried it forward nearly

four hours during the night.

Not only does the mind sometimes produce an

experience without adequate cause, but also puts

away suffering that comes from adequate cause,

by a strong diversion, as in the following inci-

dent:

In 1879, with three companions, I was driving

a spirited team up the Big Sandy Valley, in

Kentucky. On the morning we left Louisa, one

of our company had toothache and neuralgia,

which were aggravated by the exposure, so that

one side of the face became red and swollen to

such a degree that it presented a striking ap-

pearance, and up to half an hour before we
reached Paintsville the sufferings found numer-
ous and divers expressions. But it happened
about that time that we came suddenly to a nar-

row place, at a turn in the road, while the horses

were running. It was too late to stop, and the

left wdieels cut off the bank till the bind axle
touched the ground. There were sixty feet of
precipitous bank below us. The scare was sud-

den and terrific, but was over in an instant.

R. D. Callihau was sitting on the side that

went down, and, being old and heavy, was in

the greatest danger. During the rest of the
drive, our friend of the swollen face would fre-

quently turn around, and, with great earnest-

ness, say, " Brother Callihan, you were scared.

You will not be whiter when you are in your
coffin." The first man we met in Paintsville
was Dr. Atkinson, who came to the wagon to

shake hands with us. Taking the doctor's hand,
I said, " Doctor, here is a patient for you." and
turning to my seat-mate, saw that he'had been
cured perfectly by the fright. The swelling had
all disappeared from his face. This remarkable
cure had escaped the observation of all three of
us, and the patient himself did not kuow that
he had been cured until his attention was di-

rected to the fact.

General State of the Church.

[We insert the following tract, not because
it -peaks of a declension among the members
of the Methodist Society, but because of its tes-
timony against worldliness, an evil against which
many of our own people need to be put on their
guard.—Ed.]

The Church of God is to-day courting the
world. Its members are trying to bring it down
to the level of the ungodly. The ball, the thea-
tre, nude and lewd art, social luxuries, with all
their loos,, moralities, are making inroads iuto
the sacred enclosures of the Church, and as a
.-ati.-faetion for all this worldliness, Christians
are making a great deal of Lent, and Easter
and Good Friday, and church ornamentations.
It is the old trick of Satan. The Jewish Church

on that rook, the Romish Church was
wrecki d on the same, and the Protestant Church
is fasl reaching the same doom.

< >ur great dangers, as we see them, are assimi-

lation to the world, neglect of the poor, substi-

tution of the form for the fact of godliness

abandonment of discipline, a hireling of minis

try, an impure Gospel, which summed up is s

fashionable Church. Tnat Methodists should b<

liable to such an outcome, and that there shoulc

be signs of it in a hundred years from the "sai

loft," seems almost the miracle of history; bu

who that looks about him to-day can fail to set

the fact ?

Do not Methodists, in violation of God's wort

and their own discipline, dress as extravagantly

and as fashionably as any other class ? Do no

the ladies, and often the wives and daughter
of the ministry, put on " gold and pearls ant

costly array ?" Would not the plain dress in

sisted upon by John Wesley, Bishop Asburj
and worn by Hester Ann Rogers, Lady Hum
ington and many others equally distinguished

be now regarded in Methodist circles as fanati

cism? Can any one going into a Methodis 1

Church iu any of our chief cities distinguish

the attire of the communicants from that of th

theatre and ball-goers?

How true that the Methodist discipline is

dead letter. Its rules forbid the wearing c

gold, or pearls or costly array
;
yet not one eve

thinks of disciplining its members for violatin

them. They forbid the reading of such book
and the taking of such diversions as do not mir

ister to godliness, yet the Church itself goes tf

shows and frolics, and festivals and fairs, whic
destroy the spiritual life of the young as we
as the old. The extent to which this is no'J
carried on is appalling. The spiritual death
carries in its train will only be known when tb

millions it has swept into hell stand before tb 1

judgment.
The early Methodist ministers went forth l]

sacrifice and suffer for Christ. They sougl

not places of ease and affluence, but of privi

tion and suffering. They gloried not in the J

big salaries, fine parsonages and refined congrj
gations, but in the souls that had been won ft

J
Jesus. Oh, how changed ! A hireling miuisti

will be a feeble, a timid, a truckling, a tin

»

serving ministry without faith, endurance ai|
holy power. Methodism formerly dealt in tl

greatcentral truth. Now the pulpitsdeal large

in generalities, and iu popular lectures.—R I

Foster, Bishop of the M. E. Church.

An Old Fisherman's Views.
The following incident, which is an actu

fact, has in it a sharp suggestion to every oi

of us.

Some wealthy young men in New York wl

had beer! fishing and shooting last summer at

lonely sea-island off the Southern coast, brougi
home their guide for a few day's visit, prompt?
partly by kindness and partly by a mischievo*
desire to surprise the ignorant old savage by t'

luxury and splendor of their homes.
Joe, however, walked quietly about in 1

clean, homespun suit, manifesting little surpri

and less admiration.
" Now, Joe," said one of the boys, nettl

somewhat by his calmness, " tell me candid
what you think of New York. Isn't it grand

"It 'pears too shut in for to call it tha
the old fisherman said, reluctlantly, unwilli
to be ungrateful or uncivil. " My cabin has:
outdoors behind it, an' ther sea in front. The
what /call grand."

" O, certainly. But wouldn't you like to gi

up your drudgery, and live as New Yorki
do ?"

No," said Joe, thoughtfully. " 'Taint fit
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<.sy Hviii' here. Your uncle sets in his bank
VI ther day, an' your lather in court, an' I set

my boat. They fish for men, an' I fish fo

.ackerel. They hev to study an' fret to catch

leir fish. I don't."

h" Well," said the boy, discomforted, " wouldn't

Ku like your wife to live in a house like this?"

jancing around the stately rooms ii 1 led with

<stly draperies and bric-a-brac.

|"No!" said Joe, laughing. "Jane scrubs

or two rooms an' cleans them up, an' then she

Its an' rests, or has some fun. She never 'ud

iish keepin' this house tidy."

L"0, my mother has plenty of servants to do
tat,"

I" Yes. An' she told me they was a onbeara-
Je weight an' a worry on her."

I" But we see people," urged the lad, "and
lve music, and gayety,and many things to see."

i" AVe have company, too; we ain't buried!

liter neighbors come an' set round evenin's, an'

t:l stories an' sing. I reckon we enjoy our-

8ives as much as you do at your big dinners."

|There was a short silence.

IT We've got friends, like you," Joe went on
givelv, " an' our famblies. It's ther same thing
iither long run. Your preacher in that gilt

pipit said pretty much the same words as old

Irson Martin does. An' when we die, we rest

j»t as quiet under the grass as under them thou-

gad-dollar monymints you showed me.
II' I'm glad I've seen it all," he added, smiling,

fin' it was kind in you to show me. But it

cln't seem to make such a difference between
yit an' me as I thought it would. Inside we're

pstty much alike."

,' That's a good sermon you've preached to

III," the lad said, laughing.

|' I wasn't aweer I was preachin'," Joe said,

airiously.

—

Ex.

fffow an Endowment was Secured.—In
Cauneey M. Depew's oration at the commence-
iriut of Vanderbilt University, he explained
tl manner in which Bishop McTyeire led

Qiimodore Vanderbilt to build and endow the

urversity. We transfer the Nashville Christian

Avoeates report

:

! When Bishop McTyeire came to him with
tli project of building a university in Tennes-
se everybody about him, with that knowledge
at! foresight which they had of the commo-
de's way of thinking, pronounced it the most
hrteless and Quixotic task. Come to Commo-
dfe Vanderbilt, a man without sentimentalisrn,

a an who had won the most distinguished suc-

ce in the material world, without education,
ar ask him to contribute money to build a

utversity, and that in a distant part of the
contry which he never saw ! Well, we all

loted upon the scheme as something which
nvht be undertaken by a minister, but hardly
b}iny other profession. Ministers have faith

m'he future. He presented that scheme to the
comodore. He bad an easy entrance to him
thiugh that beautiful woman, his wife, and a
gol Methodist, and he understood exactly, and
heinderstood instantly, what the commodore's
m::e-up was, and what were the workings of
nitmind. He didn't put any sentiment in it,

bu he simply said to him: ' Commodore, our
ccntry has been torn to pieces by a civil war.
Ym were on one side, and we were on the other.
W want to repair this damage, and in a prac-
ticl way, and we want to accomplish two things.
Oi, that the contribution to repair this disa>tcr
sh 1 come from a representative man of the
Noth; and the other, that the contribution

shall be made in the way that is most practical

in uplifting the country to which 1 belong, and
that is by educating the youth.' The commo-
dore's answer was instantaneous, and it was, ' I

want to unite this country and all sectioDS of it,

so all the people shall be one, and a common
country, as they were before. Though I never
had any education, no man has frit the lack of

it more than I have, and no man appreciates

the value of it more than I do and believes more
than I do what it will do in the future. How
much do you want?' The bishop stated his

sum, and the commodore drew his check for it

instantly."— Christian Advocate.

—" In 1804, a committee of the Chicago Metho
dist Preachers' Association was appointed to pro
test to the Pope

—

" ' That our Protestant brethren in the republic;

of Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia labor under op
pressive disabilities that affect not only the pro
fession of their faith and the public worship of
God according to the dictates of their conscience,
but also their civil and inalienable right to be le-

gally married without being compelled to forswear
their religious convictions,' and to respectfully and
earnestly request him to secure for these Protest-

ants ' the same liberty of conscience that is enjoyed
by Roman Catholic citizens of this country.'

" The committee went at its work promptly and
vigorously, but met with discouragements at every
step. Two letters were written to Archbishop Ire-

land, desiring him to bring the subject matter of

the resolution of the Association to the attention of

Satolli, Apostolic Delegate. The archbishop, how-
ever, did not see fit to acknowledge the letters. A
letter was then sent directly to Satolli, but he made
no reply. Nothing daunted, the committee wrote
him a second time. He replied by saying :

' The
inclosed copy of the encyclical letter of our Holy
Father is, I think, the most fitting reply I can
make.' The committee did not look upon it. as a
satisfactory reply in any way, and then determined
to communicate directly with the Pope. Two reg-

istered letters were sent to him, but the oracles still

were mute. The committee then opened up another
medium of correspondence. In the Fourth Month
last I wrote to Cardinal Gibbons, but his eminence
did not reply. In Fifth Month a second letter was
sent to the cardinal at Rome under care of the
Pope. At last the ice was broken. After more than
a year of attempts to get some expression of opinion
from the Roman Catholic authorities. Cardinal Gib-
bons replied to the committee as follows :

"Mr. John Lee: "Rome, June 14th, 1895.

"Dear Sir :—In reply to your favor of the 20th
ult., I beg to say that some days ago I referred the

matter of the disabilities of Protestants in Peru,
Ecuador and Bolivia, to the Cardinal Secretary of
State. His eminence now writes me as follows :

" 'The letter written to your eminence by Mr.
Lee, of Chicago, has reference to a state of things

solely dependent upon the civil laws in force in

the republics of Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia. Nev-
ertheless, as your eminence has been pleased to

communicate to me the said letter, I have written

to the Apostolic Delegate in the above named re-

publics to obtain precise information concerning
the laws which affect the condition of Protestants

there as regards both the exercise of their religion

and the celebration of marriages. In communicat-
ing this to your eminence, and taking it upon
myself to call the attention of the Holy See to the

information which the aforesaid Delegate will send,

I am, etc'
"Availing myself of the opportunity to tender

you my best wishes for your welfare, I am, dear
sir, yours sincerely in Christ,

" J. Cardinal Gibbons."

We are indebted to our friend Richard Ran-
dolph for the following correction: "The 'T.

Richardson,' in the middle column of p. 52,

undoubtedly refers to Joseph Richardson, who
was appointed assayer of the mint by Presi-

dent Washington, and continued to hold that

office until hi- decease in 1831, as n

in Deborah Howell's memorandum. He* was
succeeded therein by his son, John Richardson,
W hose name was familiar as publisher I" the lir.-t

readers of Thi Friend, and who was father to

tiir late Dr. Joseph Gibbons Richardson, and
tn the present Charles and Francis Richardson."

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH I-

1.'".

[A Friend has handed to us the following
queries, contained in a letter received by him
from Iowa, with the suggestion that an answer
be returned through the columns ofThe Friend
—Ed,]

"Dost thou believe that the New Testament
Scriptures advocate a freedom from .-in in this

life, and did Friends in the early rise of the

Society believe in, and hold to the doctrine of
perfection in this life. That it is possible for

man to attain to a condition in holiness that -in

can have no more dominion over him. That
the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus can
make man free from the law of sin and death."

It is becoming to a weak, frail man, easily

led into transgression, to speak with caution on
such deep points of doctrine. So did Robert
Barclay in his Apology, who says, "I will not

deny but there may be a state attainable in

this life, in which to do righteousness may be-

come so natural to regenerate souls, that in

the stability of this condition they cannot sin.

Others may perhaps speak more certainly of
this state, as having attained to it. For myself
I shall speak modestly, as acknowledging not to

have arrived at it: yet I dare not deny it, be-

cause it seems so pnsitively to be asserted by the

apostle: He that is born of Cud sirtneih not,

neiiher can he, because the Seed of God remaineth

in him.'

But the evidence given in the writings of our
early Friends, as to their views on this subject is

so abuudant aud clear, that it is comparatively
an easy matter to show their belief. Indeed it

was a frequent cause of dispute with professors

of that day, who believed man must continue

to sin as long as he is in this state of being.

When G. Fox was in prison at Derby, divers

professors came to discourse with him. He says :

" I asked them whether they were believers and
had faith? They said, Yes. I asked them in

whom? They said, In Christ. I replied, If ye
are true believers in Christ, you are passed from
death to life; and if passed from death, then

from sin that bringetb death : and if your faith

be true, it will give you victory over .-in and the

devil, purify your hearts and consciences, and
bring you to please God, and give you ace,— to

Him again. But they could not endure to hear

of purity, and of victory over sin and the devil.

They said, They could not believe any could be

free from sin on this side of the grave. I bid

them give over babbling about the Scriptures,

which were holy men's words, whilst they plead-

ed for unholiness."

William Penn in his outline of the doctrines

and history of Friends, prefixed to the Journal

of George Fox, says, " They were led to declare,

as the mark of the prize of the high calling of

all true Christians, perfection from sin, accord-

ing to the Scriptures of Truth, which testify it

to be the end of Christ's coming, and the nature

of his kingdom and lor which his Spirit was

given."
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Iu the eighth proposition of his Apology,

Robert Ban-lav shows that there are some whose

heart:- came to he so united to the Truth as not

to obev any suggestion or temptation of the evil

oue, but to be free from actual sinning and
law of ( Jod.

In his cogent reasoning iu defence of this

doctrine, he refers to the coming of Christ,

"That He might redeem us from all iniquity,

an.! purify unto himself a peculiar people, zeal-

e od works." And he quotes from the

epistle to the Ephesians, "Christ loved the

Church, and gave himself for it; that He might

present it to himself a glorious Church, not hav-

ing spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that

it should he holy and without blemish." These

statements arc evidently inconsistent with the

idea, that the members of this Church are

always Binning in thought, word and deed.

It would be easy to multiply similar quota-

tions from the writings of the early members of

our Society, but these may be sufficient to satisfy

our Iowa Friend as to the position taken by

Friends on this subject.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Regarding the status of the chil-

dren of a Chippewa Indian woman, whose husband
WW a citizen • f the Coiled Stales, such children being

burn on the reservation, the Interior Department has
decided that the children are citizens of the United
Slates, and not entitled, in their own right, to any in-

terest in tribal lands or property.

At the annual Convention of the Episcopal Church
of the New York diorese, held on the 25th uk., Bishop
Potter Bpoke of " an earnest and sioiult menus longing
for a reunion of the several portions of Christ's Hock
throughout the world. Never before, I think, has
Christendom been so impatient of the things which
divide it — I wish I were at liberty to speak hereof
the strange ami startling confirmation of this which
ca to me not long ag i when visiting those Oriental

whose temper has been supposed to be the
least friendly and fraternal—and never were the hearts
of men, at any rate throughout the Anglo-Saxon world,
so widely or deeply stirred with a desire to be not
onlv of one faith, but of nut fellowship and one order
in Jesus Christ."
The II'.

<
'0/ i'm.i.1, a Koman Catholic paper of New

York city, say. that there are :-',u,00il members of the
Church Young Men's Societies and Irish-American
Associations « ho cannot be induced to vote for Tam-
many Hall this year if such vote would mean open

on First-day. "The concrete fact is," it adds,
"that it In- I a asc rtamed that a great saving is

felt among the families of our hard-working wage-
earner*. The cries ol want among the children of
poor families are lessened ; and the .lire straits ,,f p „,r
wives and mothers to provide the daily meals and

arv little articles. ,1" elohing are alleviated
"ince the saloons, under Koosev.lt and

Strom;, have been closed more tightly than they used
to be." lather Du.ev, of St. Leu's Unman Catholic

I would be well forour guidance if

1 Iu- Ivocates 1 f a liberal Sunday would let the other
portion of the public know, through the press, just
what they mean

, ,„ „ L. |i|„. n ,l Sun-
da) laws will find their caw .. ....

1 bv the he,,,.,

crattc party ol New Y. rk, whose platform declares for
a repudiation of the old time vet 1 on Sundav honor
selling and a decla

Tl
lr ' jiberality of free rum and" no Sundav."

i24th ull six members of the Salvation Army,
• n and three w men. Were arrested at Lan-
ld l.iirrn uni \ venues, in this ,-ilv, bv the

' he I. ri Station, and
locked lip, \ line Ol ten dull irs i, ,

each of the six members, charged with „>,*,, ,,, ii,,g

V venue while holding religious services.
• ' ill he taken to 1 ourt to test il

under w hich the ..rre-N « made.

1I1. conv< rsion
1 1 home car lines int. •

and cable roads, Thestreel railway mortgage debt in
""*' "try has thus been more than doubled Iu six

total mileage of electric railwav- 1

and the capitalizal
|

three

ol 1895

further extension of the electric traction system in

this country is enormous.

George L. Harwel and a girl named Baits were

slaves together on a Virginia plantation 35 years ago.

Thev were engaged to be married, when the war came,

the plantation family was broken up, and the two

were separated, neither knowing where the other

went. They never heard of each other until a few

months ago, when they met by chance in Ashland,

Wis. Two weeks ago they were married there.

Forty locomotives are to be built at the Baldwin

Works' in this city, for the Bussian Government.
There were 400 deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of 34 over the previous week, and an increase

of 54 over the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing, 19S were males and 202 were females:

30 died of consumption; 23 of heart disease; 22 of

convulsions; 21 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels; 21 of cholera infantum; 20 of marasmus; 20

of old age; 19 of diphtheria; IS of casualties: 16 of

inflammation of the brain; 11 of cancer, and 9 of apo-

plexy.

Markets, Ac.—C. S. 2's, 0(3.1 ; 4's, reg., 111} a 112} ;

coupon, 112} a 1131; 4's, 1925, 122J a 123; 5's, 115}
a 116}-; currency 6's, 101 a 110.

Cotton.—Demand continued light, but prices ruled

firm on a basis of Ojc. for Middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $15.00 a $15.75;
spring bran, in sacks, st spot, $14.50 a $15.25.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 25 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a S2.75 ;
1'ennsvlvania roller, clear, 82.85 a $3.00

;

do., do., straight. $3.00 a $3.25 ; Western winter, clear,

$290 a $3.10; do., do., straight, $3.15 a $3.35; do.,

do, patent, $3.35 a $3.50; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.10;
do, straight, $3.15 a $3.35 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75

;

do., favorite brands, higher.

Bye Floor.—Choice Pennsylvania, $2.90 per bbl.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 60} a G7c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38} a 39}c.
No. 2 white oats, 27} a 27}c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 4} a 5c;

medium, 4} a 4ic; common, 3| a 4c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3] a 3Jc; good, 2} a 3c;
medium, 2} a 2.5c , common, 1 h a 2c; lambs, 3 a 5c.

Hogs.—6J a 6}c. for good Western.
Foreign—The prolonged heat and drought which

prevailed throughout England, have inflicted a great
deal of hardship and damage upon agriculturists. The
pastures are completely destroyed by the burning rays
of the sun, and the scarcity of water for cattle threat-
ens a milk famine. The crops of mots are also, suffer-
ing.

A despatch of the 28th ultimo, from Paris, announces
the death of Professor Louis Pasteur, thedisiinguished
chemist and discoverer of the Pasteur treatment fur
the cure of rabies. He died at his residence at Gar-
ches. near St. Cloud. The deceased was probably the
greatest bacteriologist that ever lived, and his discov-
eries have led to the eradication of diseases in the
lower nrder of animals, that has saved untold millions
of ilu liars.

Along 1 he coast of the Baltic Sea, in Norway and
Sweden, the ground is gradually being raised at the
rath, of two and a-half to three feet in a centnrv, and
this is reported by geologists to have been taking plate
lor more than a thousand years.
A despatch from St. Petersburg says that on Ninth

Month 9th, a new naptha spring was discovered in the
Baku district, on the west shore of the Caspian Sea.
The fluid jets to a great height, and from the 21st to
the 21ib inclusive, the yield was a million and a half
poods daily.

A despatch of the 29th nit, from Baku, Russia, says
that a fire in the naptha springs there continues.
I hiee days ago one of the springs was set on fire by
lightning and the flames spread to adjoining springs.
Another person has perished, making the fourth fatal-
ity since 1 he outbreak of the tire.

A mountain landslide has overwhelmed the town of
ludeya. Province of Yeman, Turkey, and killed a
hundred people.

A railway across Arabia, from Ismaila, on the Suez
1 ""' 'othc head of the Persian Gulf, following as
near as possible the thirleenlh degree of latitude for
"><"> V sand mile-, is now under consideration.
I "" '-i.e. ring dllheullies are not serious
«h,na has yielded,,, the British ultimatum bv dc-

grad.ng the Viceroy ..I S/.e-rhuen. and granting the
other demands of (.real Britain It is undersl ol in
Washing.,,,,. ha. addiiio„ : ,| ,|„, ml , ( | s wi „ ,

ft ,
,

Iu; .n„sl,an,IAme,i,,,n Ministers in the interest nf
relorm

1
he „, ves, ,, M| by the American Comniis-

,"","'' «"""•
'
hwa has informed Germany that

the leaders nf the attack on the German mission at

Swatow have been arrested, and that measures wi

he taken to capture the others implicated.

The Novoo Vremyra has received advices by way i

Vladivostok that the Japanese captured Changh
and Taiwan- Fu, in Formosa, at the end of Eight

Month. The rebels made a desperate reristance,

the two towns were taken only after severe tightin

Subsequently the Japanese marched on Aupin, whei

the rebels are concentrated. There are 60,000 Jap
nese troops in Formosa, but 3200 are sick in the ho

pitals, and all the troop9 are exhausted from the I

duous campaign in which they have been engage

The Japanese Government will send reinforcemen

to the island.

The Madrid newspaper, El Impartial, in referrii.

to the cost of the army in Cuba, fixes the present e

penses at $1,500,000 per month, adding that when tl

active campaign begins, in the dry season (Eleven

to Fifth Month) with nine brigades, the monthly ,

penses will be $3,000,000. At present the outlay i,

qninia alone fur the troops is $50,000 monthly.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Martha G. Cook, Md., $2, vol. 6

from Casper T. Sharpless, N. J., per Joseph Walto
$2, vol, 69; from Waiter P. Ash for L. Caroline A*
Pa, $2, vol. 69; from Joseph Allen, N. Y,$l, toll

27, vol. 69; from Joseph Elkinton, Pa, $2, vol. fl

from James E. Meloney, Pa., $2, vol. 69; from Cli

ton E. Hampton, Kansas, $2, vol. 69; from Ellen ,

Kite, la., $2, to No. 14, vol. 70; from Win. W. Hazs
Agent, N. Y, $5, being $2 for himself and $2 )

Phebe Sampson, vol. 69, and $1 for Emma Hoag, 1

to No. 40, vol. 69 ; from Henry Trimble, Pa, $2, I
69; from Benj. M. Haines, N. J, per Jos. Walton,!,

vol. 69 ; from John H. Dillingham, Mass, $2, vol. ft

from Edward G. Dillingham, Mass, $2, vol. 69; fri

Jonathan U. Lukens, Pa, per Martha T. Shoemak-
$2. vol. 69; from E. H. Richie, N. J, $2, vol. .

from Emily Forsvlhe, Pa, $2, vol. 69; from Wm.
|

Moon, Pa, $2, vol. 69 ; from Hetty B. Garrett
Frances Garrett, Gtn, $2, vol. 69 ; from Lydia
Mom man, la, $2, vol. 69 : from Susan E. Dickins
Pa, $2, vol. 69 ; from Stephen Wood, N. Y., $2,1
69 ; from Nathaniel Barton, N. J, $2, vol. 69, 1

Joseph E. Barton, N. J, $2, vol. 69.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage »

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wl
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone.

Zebedee Haines, Sup'.

The Philadelphia Auxiliary Bible Assoc
tion ok Friends.—The Sixty-fifth Annual Meet
of the Association will be held at Friends' Instita

No. 20 S. Twelfth St., on Fourth-day, Tenth Mo
9th, 1895, at half-past four o'clock. Friends generi

are invited to attend. B. W. Beesley, Seify

Wanted.—A position as stenographer and tj

writer, by a young woman Friend who has had
years' experience, and who is very anxious to be wit
reach of Friends' Meeting. Excellent references
nished. Address Box 120, Kenilworth Inn,

.

Asheville, N. (.

Correction.—In last weeks' receipts, Joel C. Ch
hers should have read Jail C. Chambers, and

~"

Tomlinson should have read Edwin Tomlinson, J

Died, on the eighteenth of Eighth Month, 189
his residence in Salem, Ohio, in the ninety-fifth

;

of his age, Robert Miller, an esteemed member
elder of Salem Monthly and Particular Meeting. I

ing active life his influence was firmly direct!*
favor of soundness in doctrine, and his interest in

welfare of Society was manifested by his liberal
tribulion for the education of the youth of the Ye
Meeting to which he behmged.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, Ninth
20th, 1895, Mary Scattergood, widow of Jos
Scattergood, aged nearly ninety years, a membe
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

Married, in Friends' Meeting in West Falmo
Mass, Eighth Month 29th, 1S95, Godwin Mt
Brown, of Woodland, N. C, and Anne Pim .'

lingham, of Philadelphia.
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—

Dear Friends: The accounts which

have received at this meeting respecting the

isent state of our religious Society, in the

eral Quarterly Meetings, continue to affect

with the relation of divers instances of re-

sness in religious duty, which do not meet

;h their due share of admonition ; neverthe-

i we believe that, in other cases, the diligence

upright Friends, to give counsel where it is

piously necessary, has produced effects which

iuld encourage perseverance. The spirit which

ds to scatter and destroy, unless vigilantly

f.hstood, is continually at work; and we re-

jstyou, beloved brethren, to continue vigilant,

i not to be satisfied with any former exer-

Vas, whilst the lamented evils remain. We
ll upon you, by that love and compassion

Mich, if you are in your places, you must feel

fo the negligent, not to slacken in your en-

kvors to stir them up to diligence. Be per-

Irering and patient. " Stablish your hearts."

Tis exhortation has been drawn from us by

•re than a jealousy, that such as are in the

Jjquent neglect of our religious meetings, are

Fered too long to remain without counsel.

mmsel, we know, may be disregarded ; but
hssed is lie, who, under the holy influence of

we, having dispensed it in due season, can

ftl himself clear of owing any thing to his

pjther on this account.

lOur concern for the preservation of brotherly

le remains strong and unabated. Were there

Bother inducement, we should still be disposed,

Im time to time, to renew our earnest and
posing exhortation, that it may abound and
fljrish aniuiiL'-t our dear brethren in religious

p'ifession. Enmity, even in a small degree,

p-lutes the mind, and renders it unfit to ap-

pjach with acceptance that pure and holy
ling, of whom the beloved disciple thus em-
patically testified, " God is love." Do we not
Ipuliarly lament the wide spread distress, which
t: spirit of contention is, even now, occasioning

buffering humanity? This, though it differs

i;degree, springs from the same root as private
ilwill. Therefore, a people abhorrent of war,
i they are consistent, will watch against the

8allest bud of enmity, as it is conceived, on

any occasion, in the heart. And the man who,

in the school of Christ, hath learned the useful

lesson of self-denial, will often make a sacrifice

of his own will and opinion, though he may
esteem them to be right, rather than persist in

them, at the expense of Christian fellowship.

It is much in the power of those who have

the care of young children, to prepare their

minds for the salutary restraints of the cross of

Christ; and those who thus cooperate with his

Holy Spirit, which early visits the tender and
flexible mind, may expect (and what better can

they seek ?) his all-sufficient blessing upon them-

selves and their offspring. Therefore, ye fathers

and ye mothers, let us entreat you to consider

the earliest subjection of the will as the first

step in education. It will generally insure to

you that desirable ascendancy over the minds
of your children, which will prevent the need

of future severity; it will enable you to govern

them by love ; and thus you will be rendering

your own way more easy, at the same time that

ou are serving the Lord.

And, Friends, we beseech you. as their un-

derstandings ripen, to take due opportunities

of opening to them the benefit of the restraints

which your duty leads you to impose. Among
some of the most irksome to the lively disposi

tions of youth, are often those which relate to

speech and dress. But as we know that the

ground of our dissent from the world in these

things, is Christian simplicity; so we know by

experience, that they are often the means of de-

fence against temptation; to mingle in the com-

pany of such as, not being thus subject to holy

restraint, are unsuitable examples for youth to

observe and to follow. And, when by the gentle

intimations of Truth in their ripening under-

standings, they are entered on a course of self-

denial, they will feel you doubly dear to them,

for having led them on the way they should

go, and will bless the Lord on your behalf.

You who are not entrusted with much of the

possessions of this life, you are still the objects

of our constant care. The Society has long en-

deavored to consult your interests, and to place

within your reach whatever is necessary for

your welfare, and for that of your offspring.

And you are equally the care of Him who pro-

vides'for the sparrows; to his ear your access is

as easy as that of any condition amongst men

;

and if, by his holy assistance, and by a con-

formity to his will, you become truly poor in

spirit, yours is the kingdom of heaven. But,

dear Friends, suffer us to remind you, that there

is not a passion that can infest 'the rich, which

may not, also, in a degree subversive of your

peace, be fostered in your minds. You may
covet, and give way to pride and an_ier. and to

all the '-foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown
men in destruction and perdition." Therefore,

do you partake of the universal necessity of

paying strict attention to Christ's sacred injunc-

tion, when addressing himself to his immediate

followers, He closed his address with these

memorable words :
" What I say unto you, I

sav unto all, watch."

As for you, dearT'riends, who occupy what
are termed the middle stations of lite, you have

every cause to bless the Lord for the sphi re in

which He hath permitted you to move. In

you seems fulfilled the wish of Agur: "Give
me neither poverty nor riches :

teed me with

food convenient for me : lest i be full and deny
thee, and say, Who is the Lord? or, lest I be

po,,r. and steal, and take the name of my God
in vain. " Among your number the Society has

often found many of its more useful members,

of its more able advocates. Be content, there-

fore, with your stations. Seek not great things

for yourselves: yea, -Mind not high things, but

condescend to men of low estate." But, above

all things, " Follow on to know the Lord ;' or,

if you have not known Him and served Him,
fully and faithfully, seek Him "with a perfect

heart, and with a willing mind," for if you seek

Him, He will be found of you; and you will

remain to be, as many of you have been, sup-

ports ofthe building, under the protecting provi-

dence of the Lord ; who is the sole and true

Builder of his spiritual house, the "house of

prayer for all people."

And you who are entrusted with much ofthe

good things of this life, you who cannot disclaim

the title of affluent—we believe there are among
you many good stewards ofthe temporal things

committed to your trust; yet we desire that

others may duly consider, whether they are so

" rich in faith," as to be " heirs of the kiug-

dom," being fruitful in those good works which

are produced by faith. Though, Friends, you

may not have to labor with your hand; the

cause of Truth has business of importance for

you to do; and it may be promoted or ob-

structed by right or wrong application of your

property. Much responsibility lies on you

;

your property is an additional article in the

account : ami we desire that you may be so

awake to a sense of these things, as to be pre-

pared to render up your accounts with joy, and

to receive the answer of" well done." 1 h

and the rich have their appropriate virtues
;

and, at the same time that each is required to

be content and to be humble, we believe it may
be truly said, that as contentment is a peculiar

ornament of the poor, so is humility ofthe rich.

Your station in life subjects you, more than

others, to be tried by associating with other

wealthy persons, among the people at large, with

whom 'the cross of Christ is often in too little

esteem. You may be leavened by their conversa-

tion and example ; and it may operate still more

sensibly and rapidly upon your children. There-

fore we' tenderly entreat you, for your own sake,

and for that ofyour offspring whom ye are bound

to protect, ami for the sake ofthe cause of Truth
— we entreat you. dear Friends, we beseech

you "by the mercies of God—be not conformed

to this world, but be ye transformed by the re-

newing of your mind, that ye may prove what

is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will

of God. For," continues the apostle, " I say,

through the grace given unto me, to every man
that is among you, not to think more highly
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than be iughl to think ; but to think soberly,

ng a- i tod hath dealt t every man the

f faith."

But. how .-hall we address a state lamentably

nditiorj of life ; and from

which few places are wholly free— that state

which despises counsel, and places itself almost

.nit of the reach of advice? Dear, but mistaken

F Is, it i- difficult to .-peak to your state,

but we may pray to the Father of mercies,

that He would in mercy plead with you. And
- ech you, take tinje to be serious. Be

solicitous about your eternal well-being. The
restraint of the Spirit of Truth is the armor that

protects the soul ;
and if you will not be invested

with it, you are open to the repeated aud in-

destroyer : and how will

ength be prepared and fouud worthy
•• to stand Son ol Man ?"

Now, dear Fri. rank, state, and
:

condition, let us endeavor to he one in the Lord
that He may shower down of his mercies, gifts

and grace upon all. This will keep each in

his proper place. The young will he mild,

submissive and teachable; and will become

early acquainted with that power which is

their only safe conductor through life, and their

hop.- in death. These are near to our hearts.

Th.- very remembrance of them awakens our

tender..-t feeling, and prompts our prayer to the

Lord for their preservation. The middle-aged

will stand firm in their day. as watchmen upon
the wall, and as valiants, having on the armor
of light, t.. withstand the attacks of the enemy.
And the aged will have to rejoice both in the

retrospective and prospective view. The past

will recall to their gladdened remembrance the

numberless mercies of the Lord
; and the future,

through the power of an endless Hie. and the

redeeming virtue of Christ Jesus our Lord, will

..p.-n to them the prospect, and satisfy them
with the assurance, of being hi- for ever.

I ., be .-fintinued.)

For "The Friend.*

Remarkable Account of a Trance.

Somewhere about the close oi the last cen-

tury, or the beginning of this, there lived in

the town of Youghal, County Cork. Ireland, a

woman oi' a depraved character, who obtained
a livelih 1 by going from house to house, per-
forming' the most menial w..rk. Her character
was ol a v.-iy low type, .-he being much given
to profanity and dissipation, ami her features
were coarse and unprepos-e.— ine-. A- is com-
mon with almost all the poor Irish, she belonged
to the Roman < latholic < Ihurch. Our fatlu i

-

grandmother, Sarah Moor, wa- well acquainted
with this person, and sometimes employed her.
One night -he fell into a heavy sleep, which

continued some day-; during this period of
stupor, her feat - assumed a corpse-like ap-
pearance, insomuch that everyone who saw her
believed I, and 'her coffin

dered. Although she was aware of what was
passing in the room whereshe lav. and ii

•' mind lest sheshould be buried alive,
-he was unable to articulate a word or move a
muscle. When all the preparations were com-
pleted for hei funeral, she uddenly -at up in

ishment of tin

Her friends as-

lainted with any

aed them she l

in a trance, but could reveal nothing of what
she had witnessed, until she had had an inter-
vi.-w with a man named Thomas R issell. After

much inquiry, an individual of that name was

found in < lork
I
and, I believe a member of the

Society of Friends). To him the woman un-

burdened her mind.

She -aid that -he had been permitted to be-

hold the place of future punishment, and, to

her horror, saw many of her own persuasion

there, her sou among' the number. She was

then taken in spirit to the gates of Heaven, and

allowed a glimpse of the glory of that Celestial

City, which so enraptured her, that she straight-

way desired to enter, but was told that she was

too' unholy to be admitted. Her guide informed

her that if she wished to be one of the blessed

inhabitants who tread its streets she would first

have to return to earth, aud amend her ways;

that she would have to lead a holy life, and

warn her associates to leave oft' their sins.

On requesting to be shown purgatory she was

astonished to hear there was no such place, and

that it was an entiie fabrication of the Romish
Church for the purpose of obtaining money from

its poor deluded adherents. She was further

told that it would be required of her to bear a

public testimony against the various supersti-

tions of Rome, and declare what had been so

marvellously shown to her during her trance.

She replied the people would not believe her.

How was she to prove that she had indeed seen

these wonders, and not imagined them ? A
spirit then came to her and gave her a message

for one Thomas Russell, relating to a secret be-

tween them. This, he said, would convince him
that she must have communed in reality with

the dead, as no one else knew the matter.

After hearing the foregoing account, Thomas
Russell was much astonished at it, acknowledg-
ing that his informant must have conversed
with his departed friend, as in no other way
could she have come into possession of the secret

she revealed. He fully believed all she told

him.

The truth of her narration was thus con-

firmed, and so the woman felt constrained to

proclaim the matter publicly. She resumed her
usual occupation, but became entirely changed
in her life aud conversation. It was observed
on awaking from her sleep that her countenance
had altered, the expression being gentle aud
peaceful. She was "instant in season and out
of season," proclaiming what she had seen and
heard, Thomas Russell doing much to assist her
in her labors for the good of souls, by corrobo-
rating her account.

The Romish priests were furious at the errors
of their faith being thus exposed, and incited a
persecution against this faithful creature; so
that when she walked in the streets the mob
pelted her with decayed eggs, dirt, etc., heaping
approbrious epithets on her. Nevertheless, she
remained firm in her new faith, and united her-
self to the Methodist denomination, of which
she continued an exemplary member until she
passed peacefully away to' those eternal man-
sions— we doubt not —a view of which her
spiritual vision had, in great love and mercy,
been permitted, while on earth, to behold.

A. J. G.
Malvern, Pa., Ninth Month 16th, 1895.

I'm: Duty foe the Moment.—" The duty
for the moment i- always dear, and that is as
far a- we ii. ,d concern ourselves; for when we
do the little that i- clear we will carry the light
on. ami it will shine upon the next' moment's
step."

'"Keep thou my feel I
.1

i as!
The distant scene ; one step enough for me.' "

Deborah Howell.
(Continued from page S3.)

On the twenty-fifth of Fourth Month, ou

beloved friend, Elizabeth Evans, wife of ou

friend William Evans, both valuable aud at

ceptable ministers belonging to the Monthl

Meeting of the Southern District, spread befbr

our Monthly Meeting a concern she had Ion

felt to pay a visit to the meetings composin

New York Yearly Meeting—and obtained il

certificate, likewise an endorsement by the Qua
terly Meeting of Fifth Month 7th, 1832. Fee

ing a willingness to accompany her in this es

tensive journey, I thought best to offer it fc

consideration to the Monthly Meeting, hel

Fifth Month 23rd ; it was united with by tl

said meeting, our friend Charles Allen bavin

also expressed a willingness to accompany u

We set oft' on Fifth-day afternoon, seventh i

Sixth Month, arrived at Brunswick, N. J., g

Sixth-day evening, on our way by land carriag

to New York, which we reached on Seventl

day afternoon, about two r. m., and were r

ceived with kindness by our friend, Hanna
Eddy, and daughters. We attended both the

meetings on First-day. and left the city c

Third-day morning for Mamaroneck, accoc

pauied by Wm. F. Mott and wife. After

pleasant ride over excellent roads, we arrivt

at the sweet, hospitable mansion of our frier

Richard Mott. Lodged there and next day a

tended their Monthly Meeting, which was i

interesting, favored opportunity. Our anciei;

friend, Hester Griffin, was with us to mutu!
satisfaction. Dear Richard was engaged in tl

men's meeting in the language of encourag

ment on the reading of our certificates, vl

left his delightful resilience after dinner, visitii

the Monthly Meetings on the western side

the Hudson River, to our renewed comfort ar

consolation, in which the Gospel was preachi

with power. We found many valuable, precio

Friends, both old and young, who had
amidst the storm, nobly contending for the fai

as it is in Jesus, and though small in number
yet faithful in supporting the law and the

mony. We attended their meetings as they c

curred and a few others, one of which, appointi

at Creek, on First-day afternoon, was memorab
the house was filled with respectable pi

who heard with deep interest and attention tl

truths of the Gospel declared with souudnei

energy, and that influence with which tn
ministry is dignified. After visiting ma«|
others, we crossed the Hudson River to Athei

Coxsackie, and after attending the Montht
Meetings at Coemans, we commenced that whi'

compose Duanesburg Quarter, all of whichffl|

vi-ited to comfort and satisfaction. The Gosf
message flowed like rain on a thirsty soil.whc

meetings at time-, being, as it were, dissolv.

in tears. Kindness and grateful feelings

daily experienced from hearts willing to receii

not only the message, richly poured forth f
|

their help aud encouragement, but the mess
of the Gospel of Jesus. We proceeded to LocJ
port, Buffalo, and so on, to the Niagara Rivf

I

which we crossed at Black Rock, lodged at t
j

inn, close to the cataract, and next morniij

proceeded to Pelham, twenty-two miles; tl
first meeting we attended in Canada. Itwl
attended by most of the members, goodly Frienl

who received us with gladness and joy, webeiij

entire strangers to each other. The rneetil

was truly satisfactory and large. In the aftil

noon most of the Friends came to our lodginj
We left there early next morning on ol

way to Yonge Street, about one hundred a
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to or one hundred and twenty miles distant, in

flder to attend the Half Year's Meeting, to be

tld on the twenty-eighth, twenty-ninth and
irtieth. We arrived there on the twenty-

Bond, attended the week-day meeting at Yonge
Ireet, and on First-day. that of Whitchurch,

[[crowded, mixed multitude, a burial having

tken place on that day. We attended the

ibetings on Fourth and Fifth-days
; the last, a

Bblic meeting, crowded to excess, but highly

Stored in testimony and prayer in the demon-
tfatioa of the Spirit and with power. We left

nat place on the afternoon of Fifth-day, the

tenty-ninth, and arrived on .Seventh-day even-

lb at. William Thomas, a valuable, precious

Jiend, who lived fifteen miles from Pelham

fleeting, but which he steadily attends when
lie. He lives not far from the village of St.

livids, on the road to Queenstown. After a

rigious opportunity in this family we rode to

fceenstown, crossed the Niagara River to Lew-
ibwn. The beauty of the scenery of this place

sis but the beginning of that which soon after

Kracted our view, it being about seven miles

(im the cataract. We reached its neigh bor-

lod about one o'clock, p. M., and soon paid

ovisit to Goat Island, from which we had a

clightful view of this marvellous display of

Imighty power. We stood gazing with wonder,

amiration and awe, to behold this mighty mass

p waters poured down the immense chasm be-

Eath, with a force, sound and grandeur in

"riich beauty, terror and magnificence are com-

bied, renders it one of those scenes which

Hither the pencil nor the pen can justly de-

leate or describe. So powerful is its force

tit a tremulous motion is frequently felt and
Hard in the rattling of the doors and windows

cl the surrounding dwellings. The sound is

<|en heard from twenty to twenty-five miles,

tbugh it is not always as loud as might be

sbposed. when on the spot. We spent near

tio hours at this interesting place, not having

lliger time to spare, as we were bound for

Ickport that evening. Passed through an

Mian settlement and saw them with satisfae-

t n assembling for Divine worship, in a neat,

Indsome white building with a cupola, which
slnds as a monument of their approach to

(Hlization. May they become more and more
attainted with the religion of Jesus Christ.

le arrived timely at the house of our kind

fend J. P. Haines, near Lockport, and were

Bectionately received. Remained there until

jiird-day, a. m., when, after a precious op-

5'rtuuity in the family, we set off, about eight

lock, "homewards. We arrived at Covington
tat evening about seven and found comforta-

% accommodations. Next morning passed

tt'ough Genessee, a beautiful town ; Batavia,

£Jd lodged at Danville. Passed through Painted
1st, so on to Lawrenceville, through which
te line passes which divides New York from
lnnsylvania. It is in Tioga County, and on
tte river of that name. Here we lodged com-
f>tably

; set off next morning early. Dined at

kpps' at Blasburgh, lodged at Cook's, near the

lohegan Mountain. We arrived towards even-

ig at the Block House, a very clean, hospita

b mansion on the mountains, having to cross

ii Big Mountain, the Little Mountain and
hoad Mountain, on the top of which we stopped
ad dined in a heavy rain. We tarried not
hg here, lodged at Provings, where we were
lndly cared for.

Next morning after breakfast we pursued our
jirney. Dined at the Widow Thompson's.
Jissed through Williamsport, Newberg, &c,

and arrived at our dear friend Merry Ellis',

that evening, who was glad to see us, and was
pleased once more to mingle with those of our
own heritage.

Next morning being First-day, we attended
Muncy Meeting, dear Elizabeth being sweetly
exercised in testimony and supplication, which
I trust will long be remembered by those for

whom it was intended. Took tea al Jacob
Haines', a pleasant, agreeable visit.

Next morning left Mercy Ellis' hospitable

mansion, dined at Northumberland, passed

through Sunbury, and lodged at Allen, next
night at Quicksburgh at a most comfortable
inn. Resumed our journey after breakfast,

passed through Pottsville, Reading, &C, and ar-

rived in the evening at Pottstown, at a good

tavern, where we lodged.

Next day dined on the road, and arrived at

home about five o'clock P. M., after an absence
of fourteen weeks, and a journey of seventeen

hundred and eighty-two miles, which, I trust,

was one of instruction and profit to me, though
no one is more sensible than myself of my many
deficiencies and inexperience for the work in

which I was engaged.
(To be continued.)

The Little Fox " By-and-By."

BY CHARLES A. SAVAGE.

There is a beautiful old song in the Bible

about love. It is called "The Song of Solo-

mon," who was the wisest of the kings of Israel.

It tells about the heart, and how the love that

is in it may be kept pure and holy, or made
impure and bad.

One verse in that song—Solomon's Song, 2 :

15—says: "Take us the foxes, the little foxes,

that spoil the vines ; for our vines have tender

grapes."

The old Jewish vine-dressers used to be greatly

troubled by the foxes, which had a way of steal-

ing in among the tender vines, and gnawing the

roots and eating off the fresh green shoots, and

doing a great deal of damage. They had to

watch very carefully for them ; and they had a

song which they used to sing as they were going

out to work in their vineyards. A part of it

was

:

" Destroy the pests of the vineyards !

Catch the foxes, every one

!

By all means take the little foxes,

For they are the ones that spoil the vines!"

Now, our hearts, you know, are spoken of as

vineyards. God has planted them and watered

them, and He wants them to bear fruit for Him.

Do you know what fruits they may bear ? There

is love, and purity, and patience, and gentle-

ness, and kindness, and mercy, and faith. There

are good deeds and kind words and pure thoughts.

All of these our Heavenly Father has made it

possible for our hearts to bear, and He expects

them to do it.

But there are a great many things that help

to spoil the vines in God's vineyard. They
like little foxes, and they get into our hearts

and nibble off the grape clusters, and break the

tender twigs, and trample out the delicate roots,

They are unkind thoughts, bad habits, cross

dispositions, love of self, and a great many more.

Let me tell you the names of some of these lit-

tle foxes. There is " By-and-By," a lazy fox,

and " I Can't," a shiftless fox, and " I Won't,"

an obstinate fox, and " I'11-do-as-I-please," a sel-

fish fox, and " Cover-up," a sly fox, and a whole

pack more.

Sometimes good things begin to grow in chil-

rts, like bud- on h vine. There is the

bud of patience, and the bud of love, and the

bud of obedience, and th< ty, and
t In- bud "t hi Ipfulness. Tic n -

and nips off the little bud, and it stops grow-
ing. It is ;i -iv litt le I '\ thai ha- on ]

watch for it. and you cannot think how much
mischief he does.

I should like to speak about several of these

little foxes; but there is time for only one to-day.

He is a mischievous little fellow; but so lazy

that you can easily catch him if you wish to.

\ ii u my garden vines 1 spy

A little fox, na„, el ' By-and-By.'"

Have you never -ecu him? By-and-By has a

great many brothers and sisters and they are

all very much alike.

There is "Put-off," and "Pretty-soon," and
Wait-a-bit." and ' To-morrow ;" and what I

say about one of them I could say about them
all

By-and-By is a sly little tbx. He looks in-

nocent, and is a great pet with children. When-
ever there is anything which you ought to do,

he whispers in your ear: 'Oh, you don't need

to do it now! Some other time it will be very

much easier. There is no hurry !"

Do you know that one of the great-great-

grandfathers of this iittle fox lived twenty-five

hundred years ago, in the days of the good

Prophet Isaiah? He used to get into people's

hearts then just as his descendants do now, and

made them say : "To-morrow shall b< as this day

and much mort abundant." You may call that

the text of this little sermon, put right here in

the middle.

By-and-by prowls about everywhere. He
persuades you to lie in lied late in the morning.

When you' are dressing he makes you dawdle

and look out of the window, and be a long while

buttoning up your shoes. When you are in school

he makes you slow in learning your lessons,

he calls off your mind to play, and other things

that you want to do. When you are sent on

errands, he makes you loiter on the street, or

stop to play or to look in at the shop windows.

When your parents have told yon to do -

thing for them he suggests that you will wait till

afternoon, or put it off till to-morrow: and so

he does a great deal of mischief.

He nips off the buds of promptness and en-

ergy, and makes you idle and good-for-nothing.

He starts you on a downhill road that leads you

to the pit of disobedience. Do you see how?

First, By-and-By makes you put off duty, then

neglect it, then forget it, and so you disobey a

plain command. You try to excuse it by say-

ing, " I didn't mean to." or " I forgot :" but the

real reason was you listened to By-and-By, who

whispered in your ear. " Wait awhile. Don't

do it now."

This little fox is a great thief. He steals

time—minutes and hours and days and years.

If, on a beautiful holiday, a thief could get

into your home and steal three hours out of the

clock, so that instead of beintr three o'clock it

should suddenly be sj x , you would feel that you

had been robbed, wouldn't you? By-and-By

does just that. There is a long name that grown-

up people call him by sometimes, and that is

Procrastination, and some poet has -aid.

" Procrastination is the thief of time :

Year after year he steals, till all are fled."

The good spirit within us urges us to do some

eood thing. Then By-and-By, like an evil spirit

says, " Not now. Put it off;"' and so very likely,

we never do it.
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if tlie-r little . into the

heart - ivernor, Felix, who was

listening Paul a.- he told about

uade him
When I have a - as m I will

call for thee.'' But we .1 t know that that

. ily Jesus

of Fi lix's lu-art again,

ami he was driven away by this naughty little

fox. Just so By-and-By has robbed many a

man and woman of their souls —just by whis-

pering to them when they were boys and girls:

••It i- just as well to put off loving Jesus and
being bis disciple until you are grown-up;"
and when tiny were grown-up, they didn't want
to .1 it any i.

"The house of Sever i- built, thev sav,

Just over the hills of the By-and-By
j

i'.' IT,

Hidden from all but an angi

It » in' md "ut

sever.

be By-and By
And you're lost in the bouse of Never.

S ever i- filled with waits,

With just-in-a-minutes and pretty-s i-

;

of their win-- as they beat the sates
- back to e:,nli in the afternoons,

When shadows fly across the sky
Vnd rush in rude endeavor

To question the hills of the By-and-By
As they ask for the house of Never.

"The house of Never was built with tears;
An.l lost in the hills of the By-and-By

Are a million hopes and a million fears—
A-baby'ssmiles and a woman's cry.
The winding way seems hright'to-day,
Then darkness falls forever.

the hills of the Bv-and-By
iw waits in the house of Never."

The special hunter who is always on the watch
for By- Li |

" Right-now!"
the sly little fox just as soon as

him prowling around the vines of duty,
and keeps him from nipping off the buds and

s the vines to wither and be fruitless.
I favorite weapons whirl, this good hunter

uses in fighting By-an I I ixts. I >ne
is m 2 I

'
ir. vi

: 2. which says, " Behold, now is

the accepted time;" and the other is in Eccles.
tx

:
ID. which says: "Whatsoever thy hand

l 'do, doit with thy might." this hist
chose twenty-nine hundred years :

,1 '" 1 II '- other one a thousand years later; but
they are _•

| 3 v ,.
t

• 'Ini 1 found the other
day about a twin brother of By-and-By whose

P

treetsar
With the thing!

'" Y ive saved
l'ie:,-„r,- ior which we grieve,

ine kind words unsp
And mm'.

red away then
Prettv-Soon.'

.id, " Whosoever
hall never die

"

The |«nd

old and rust

lo the land ol ' Pretty -

For "The Friend.'

Type and Antitype.

The Apostle' John's words when speaking of

his own Gospel narrative are: "These are writ-

ten that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ,

and that believing ye might have life through

his name (Jno. xx : 21 i; "God gave his only

a Son, that whosoever believeth in Him,
should not perish, but have everlasting life"

i Jno. iii : 16); and as Jesus

liveth and believeth in me,

(Jno. xi : 26 i.

The Apostle Paul declares, that God's will

is to gather all things in Christ, both which are

in heaven and in earth (Eph. i : 10), and this will,

though partially frustrated by man's disobedi-

ence, whereby he broke that law w^hose penalty
was death. Yet did God in his exceeding love

to man, fulfil the purpose of that will by the

gift of his Son, who should taste death for every
man, and through faith in whom man might
live. For all men having sinned all are classed

in unbelief and the one door of faith is open to

the " whosoever believeth." But that this door
of faith was open before that Christ appeared in

the flesh is plainly seen by the records of Holy
Scripture. The patriarchs down to Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, through faith believed the
promises of God, and seeing those things afar
off, rejoiced in hope. The prophets enquired
diligently concerning the time, manner, and
efficacy of the sufferings of Christ as revealed
to them by his Spirit, through which they were
made partakers in the same; and Moses, like
the Apostle Paul, could not speak openly of
these spiritual things, his hearers yet being car-
nal, and not able to bear the glory"of the Truth.
The apostle in his epistle to the'Hebrews hesi-
tate- not to declare that the Gospel was preach-
ed unto them (alluding to the Israelites in the
wilderness, who entered not into rest through
want of faith, not, continuing in the Word).
See Heb. iv : 2. Jesus testifying of himself
said, "Before Abraham was I am" (Jno. ix

:

58 . Again, "Abraham saw my day and was
glad " Jno. ix: 56).
The Gospel is the power of God to .salvation,

and like Him from whom it emanates is un-
changeable and endureth forever. Wherever
any have been saved in any age of the world
there has the Gospel been 'preached, believed'
in, and received

; and not to the Israelites nor
to Abraham alone did God our Redeemer thus
make himself known, but even to Adam and to
wicked Cain was the Gospel hop,- preached of
acceptance with God on condition of doing well.

walked with God, and Noah preached
F.n,

righteousness. The substance and power of the
hen pre-existed to the mosaical law

.vo.i.rhnst Jesus was the Lamb slain from the
oundation of the world; and in these last days
those of Christ's spiritual dispensation, he "is

leclared as haying accomplished
purpose ot ..oar.- in giving his Son to die

Jht fedeem us from under the penalty
j

oi cne law. and again renew in us that Divine
eand image of God, which man lost

' Pari then of the ceremonial law
""hiding the sacrificial and tabernacle service
was Q °l the original to which the spiritual
c

!

',"'|,;m fo»Owed, but rather were their

"t'thj! inals,theheay-
'•oh things themselves.

.J':[
' ""j wayobli-
,:'

those who through Divine grace have
I to see and partake of the I)'

01 the law of Moses, to the Jew.- were they

God
thai Be
of the la

and
The

the commandments of God, in the keeping
which they were promised great reward. B
to us Gentiles they cease to be God's commai
ments, as never being commanded to us, and
not God's, then are they men's if in any fod

however modified, they may be imposed ; ai

of such, God's commandment to us is, " Ton
not, taste not, handle not, which are all to peri

with the using; after the commandments ai

doctrines (or teachings) of men" (Col. ii : 22
But Christ is our lawgiver. His law of j

is engraven on the heart, and great as were C

obligations of the Jews to keep Moses' law,
still greater moment is it to us to keep the Is

of the Spirit. Only, in doing so, are we throu;
faith made partakers in Christ's righteousne
even as we are found doing the will of the B
ther. Our Lord and Lawgiver said, " Ye 8
my friends if ye do whatsoever I comma
you" (John xv: 14). He that hath my co)

mandments, and keepeth them, he it is th

loveth me ; and he that loveth me shall be lov<

of my Father, and I will love him, and w:

manifest myself to him (v. 21).
Moses commanded concerning the statut

and judgments of the Lord that " Ye shall |
add unto the word which I command yo
neither shall ye diminish aught from it" {iM
iv: 2). The Samaritans read this literally

i

if by so saying, God precluded any further]
relation of his will, and they accordingly I

jected the Psalms and Prophets, receiving on.

Moses' writings. The Apostle John in t,

revelation which Christ Jesus gave to hirjjj

like manner subjoins, "If any man shall ai.i

unto these things, God shall add unto him t

plagues that are written in this book ; and)
any man shall take away from the words oft
book of this prophecy, God shall take away]
part out of the book of life, and out of the hJ
city, and from the things which are written

j

this book" (Rev. xxii: 18-19). But are I

thence to infer that God has ceased to revfl
his will to man by his Spirit? By no mem
The prophets neither added to nor took awl
from the commandment as given to Mosl
neither did the apostles in preaching Chril
He only adds to or takes away from the woM
of a prophecy, who, interpreting it without tl
aid of the Spirit, adds another meaning toJ
whieh their holy Author did not intendH
takes away the true meaning ; by so doingffll
teaching men so, he substitutes the coram!
ments of men for those of God, and neutrali
his commands to righteousness as if God did l

require them
; so did the Pharisees, by th

traditions.

And do not they now who claim that
revelation of God's will to man by his SpSj
has ceased, err in the very same way i

Samaritans did, for no clearer promise is giv>

throughout the pages of prophecy, than tl

" the Gentiles shall come to thee from the enf
of the earth .... and they shall know tl

my name is the Lord " (Is. xvi : 19-21). Cj
when will men's eyes be opened that they irfi

be able to see and comprehend with all sairi
something of the glory and fulness of blessiS
with which Christ has endowed his bride, M
Church, in these Gospel days?

For this purpose Christ offered himself uniM
the law, " that He might redeem us from I
iniquity and purify unto himself a peculiar pf|
pie zealous of good works" (Titus ii : 14). 11
as the Israelites under the law in living faH
and holy obedience kept the law, can we doll
but that they, obedient to the light vouchsa f

"' lm '"' "-eiv, like Zacharias and Elizabf

,
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fcouuted righteous before God," and that God's

raising of peace was given to them, whose sins

nder that law were forgiven?

IThe Jew outward, looking on this solemn and

.sentiul rite of atonement, might not neglect or

•ject other rites commanded, such as his other

irious offerings and washings ; by so doing he

buld have broken the law and dishonored

(od, and he that breaketh the law in one point

guilt v of all " (Jas. ii: 10). So truly would

e Jew inward, looking on the holy atouement

i Christ Jesus whilst in the flesh, greatly err

3i-e he to count this work which Christ finished

[ the cross, as being all that was necessary for

,s salvation, " Christ died for our sins accord-

:g to the Scriptures; he was buried, and he

tse again the third day" 1 1 Cor. xv : 3-4), he

bras raised again for our justification" (Rom.

1 : 25). He was raised in power, he comes in

iwtr to complete his work with us which as to

s own part as he came in the flesh he finished.

Ind this work of justification is through faith

!i our part. Behold says he " I stand at the

;)0r and knock, if any man hear my voice and

j)en the door, I will come in to him and sup

|th him and he with me." But Christ abideth

iM in a polluted heart. His first work then is

i purge that heart from sin. This is the work
' true repentance, to prepare the way of the

ord wherein " the lofty looks of man shall be

.uiihled, and the haughtiness of man shall be

owed down, and the Lord alone shall be exalted

that day" Is. ii : 11). And as the priest

ice washed needed not save to wash his hands

hd his feet and was clean every whit, so does

lie sinner need the washing of regeneration and

le renewing of the Holy Ghost, that his work

id service may be accepted in God's house,

is a work of grace not once begun and then

id there completed. It is a coining out from

lie bondage of sin, and carrying on the war-

j.re till every foe is overcome, and the inherit-

•h.ce entered upon. As Christ said " to those

ews who believed on Him, If ye continue in

y word, then are ye my disciples indeed." The
own awaits those who are faithful to the end.

The Lord hath given me to see that if at any

me it please Him who hath called us to glory

id to virtue, to cut short his work in righteous-

ess, so long as the Master finds us doing his

ill in the day's work allotted to us to do, so

re we safe in that will, whether he come "at

;en, or at midnight, or at the cock crowing, or

i the morning" (Mark xiii : 35). But the

taster's watchword is " Watch."
In the Lord's house, the little children, the

liuths, the young men, the strong men, fathers

iid ancients, are indeed all dear to him, and
ejects of Divine solicitude and care. And as

ich member of his household keeps his place

e may partake of the Lord's table and of the

ncere milk of the word and grow in grace,

nowledge and stature. And as we are thus

kept in the love of God " Christ's glory will

e over all, " and as the bridegroom rejoiceth

ver his bride so shall thy God rejoice over

lee" (Is. lxii: 5). W. W. B.

y little girl was about three and
ae-half years old, she informed me that she

ras " bid enough to wop dises." I handed her
ie towel, and the first thing she did was to

lace it very carefully across her left arm. I

as startled, for I then realized that I had a

abit of placing it just as she had done. The
lought flashed through my brain, " If she has

atched me so closely in this, what else has she
oted?"—M. A. Glass in Union Signal.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.

Roberts.

(Continued from page -
1

Eleventh Month, 1879.—First-day. Asilenl

meeting. How good it is to feel a living silence

wherein the needy soul is refreshed with bread

immediately from Heaven. I remembered the

language of our dear Saviour, when tin' disci-

ples were in the ship tossed with the tempest:

He arose and said, " Peace, be still, and there

was a calm." It did not appear to me that it

was to be expressed, but was in mercy granted

by Him who still satistieth the poor with bread.

\Ve had a quiet afternoon. A First-day prop-

erly spent refreshes for the duties of life; and

is not the time for much social visiting.

30th.—An exercise attended my mind in our

meeting this morning that we might know an

advancing forward in the way of holiness. An
expression of our dear mother was brought to

remembrance. She " feared her every day life

was not as it should be." This Godly jealousy

over ourselves would help to keep up the watch

and the warfare; and pressed it upon those as-

sembled often to retire inward, and to read the

Scriptures, and our early Friends' writings, as

well as those of latter time, ami .be earnestly

concerned to seek the pearl of great price.

First Month, 1880.—A testimony lives in my
heart to the goodness and mercy of our unslum-

bering Shepherd, who is still watching over his

flock by night and by day. The weaker ones

are the objects of his peculiar care and notice.

"I was brought low, ami He helped me," was
the language of David, and I believe there are

many can adopt it. May his humble children

still trust in Him, and cast their burdens upon
Him, and He will sustain them, and they will

praise his great and ever-excellent Name.
Second Month 26th.— I felt it my religious

duty to call on our neighbor, J. D. E., proprie-

tor of "Paoli Inn." We found him alone, and

help was given me to express what I felt for

him. I pressed it closely that he would close

his doors to the selling of intoxicating drinks,

and thus be an example to others, and be clean-

handed of this great evil of our day. I passed

through deep mental conflict on his account;

the prayer of my heart ;'•? and has been, that

his eyes may be opened to see his great sin,

and may time be given him, " to return, re-

pent and live." . I also gave him a book on

intemperance, published by our Meeting for

Sufferings. May the labors of our men Friends

engaged in this good work be blest. Peace

was the reward of this visit, and my desire is,

that he, with myself, " May find rest in the day
of trouble." " Mercy covers the judgment seat

to an hair's breadth."

J. and P. W. Roberts were always kindly wel-

comed by J. D. E., who felt much esteem for

them. In his last illness, he remarked to P.

W. R. "Phebe, if I had my life to live over

again, I would do very differently." Some time

before his death he sold the "Paoli Inn," and
removed to a private residence. There have

been no intoxicating drinks sold there since.

First Month, 1882.—Attended the meeting

at Westtown, it being the time of our appoint-

ment there. It is a great thing to hold a re-

ligious meeting in a proper manner, and if we
earnestly seek to have our minds prepared be-

fore going, we shall be one another's helpers in

drawing down the Divine blessing. The longer

1 live the more lam persuaded that we must

individually strive, when thus assembled, to draw
near in spirit unto Him who is a Spirit, and is

to be worshipped in Spirit and in Truth; and
I look to man for help. The dear children

were tenderly invited to "come taste and see

hut tin- Lord i- u' I." A religious life is not

a gloomy path, it i- tin- work of the soul's ene-

my to persuade that i: i-. I ran testify, "wis-

dom's way- an- way- of pleasantness and all her

path- are paths of peace."

Fourth Month loth.—A Committee was ap-

pointed in our late Yearly Meeting to visit our

members generally in their meetings and fami-

lies, as way may open for it, i-oiisistini' of thirty-

one men and thirty-three women Friends. After

the meeting closed, tin' Committee met, and a

precious feeling prevailed, an evidence granted

the appointment was owned by the Great Head
of the Church. "Go borrow thee vessels, even
empty vessels, borrow not a few," impressed my
mind, and may we be so filled with the Heavenly
oil as to descend to the skirts of the garments;
and may wisdom be given us to do our blessed

Master's will.

Fourth Month, 1883.—Attended Birming-
ham Monthly Meeting, held at West Chester.

I arose with saying, " No matter who is for us,

or who is against us, if the Lord is on our side

we have nothing to fear." "How often shall

my brother sin against me, atid I forgive him?
till seven times?" and the reply was," I say not

unto thee until seven times; but until seventy

times -even." I labored in the ability given.

Joseph Scattergood followed in solemn suppli-

cation.

Fifth Month.—Our dear sister, A. W. H.
was stricken down with paralysis, she is in

a helpless condition. We—three sisters—have
been very closely united, not only by the ten-

der ties of nature, but in Spiritual things. We
have gone hand in hand all our lives long. Oh !

saith my soul, may this affliction work the end
designed.

The redeemed spirit of A. W. H. was released

from it.- afflicted tabernacle Twelfth Month 29th,

1883.

Departed this life the first of Seventh Month,

1884, my beloved sister, Sarah William-, in the

seventy-sixth year of her age. 1 believe her

work was done, and she has been safely gath-

ered into Everlasting Rest. All within me bows
in humble resignation, and I crave preservation

for myself and for those near and dear to me,

that at last we may, through Infinite mercy, be

permitted to unite with that countless number,
win. are celebrating the praises of Him who re-

deemed them.

Seventh Month 22nd.—We have been at-

tending the meeting at Malvern generally this

summer. Goshen has long been our meeting,

but it feels to me our place is now at Malvern.

There is but one right place for any of us to fill,

and earnest have been my desires for right di-

rection in so important a matter.

Eighth Month, 1884.—In our meeting this

morning, I arose with saying, it felt to me a

very serious thing to break the silence of a meet-

iug" where the Lord was teaching his people

himself, and endeavored to turn the attention

of those gathered to our only Helper. I felt

constrained to revive the language, " Work
while it is called to-day, for the night cometh
when no man can work," and labored in the

ability given. Dark and cloudy days, may be

the experience, at times, of the Lord's tribulat-

ed children, but the clouds will disappear, as

they struggle on in the path of manifested duty,

and a rich reward will be theirs.

Tenth Month.—I was liberated by our Month-

ly Meeting to visit the families, and some who
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art, D0 ,
meeting.aiul to appoint

_- al Malvern. My dear friend, Sarah

And now,

in the retrospect of this visit, I can, iudi

;l .i am humbled in re-

sustaining

help hath been exten the very

: , return thanks

- ived.

Twelfth Month, L88b\—We had the accepta-

ble company of our friend, Joseph Scatterg 1.

at our meeting this morning; he wa-

in testimony, and followed in a touching man-

ner in fervent supplication for all gathered

there; afterwards for an unworthy one, "A

handmaiden, who has followed thee from child-

hood, be very near her now the shadows of the

B are lengthened out.support her through

maining conflicts, and bless her labors

in this place, and elsewhere," &c. My heart

lered for this fresh favor, and help ex-

tended in a til f need.

fo 1

A Picnic Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM C. ALLEN.

Tw> days before, we had left Scarborough,

aptly called the " Queen of Watering Places."

We journeyed up the coast, where the railway

winds close to the German Ocean, and this is

one of the most charming hits of travel I have

ever seen. The route is, generally, several hun-

dred feel above the level of the sea. The smiling

tints of the lighter greens and yellows of a

ripened harvest were separated by the darker

miles of well-trimmed hedges. The
fruitful valley- slope to the water. The hills run

out into bold headlands, which drop in chalky

precipices down Lo the unite breakers that line

the ever-curving -lion-. At the mouth of little

river- are nestled quaint old towns, where red-

tiled-roofed ii 'ii-"- ami narrow, winding streets

climb the steep hill-sides. Far to the east ex-

tends the beautiful vista of the blue sea. The
distance i- dotted with tiny specks of vessels,

whilst, near-by,

ring with whirl, the -.til- of fishing-

boaU are picturesquely dyed. It all form- a

panorama very lovely to behold.

og through Whitby, we recalled that

re, we had attended a Monthly
Mi _- in that town. There also had th

present, for the first time, a young woman who
bad r< cei

under interestii A cl — rl meet-
ing-house had beei ar her home. The Friends
had occasionally held spi cial niei ting

and their labor, as in other similar ca

horn.- fruit The youi s d to had
interested, and satisfied that the Friends'

way of worship was the best She a- 1

to open aiel ii-.- thi house on Fii

mornings, and her requ There
Id g" and .-it, and, after a time, others

joined her. She and her al-

ar.' now ii,.- on
I

iii all, quite a

assembles in tin

used ph of worship, [y no hu-
man voice i- heard.

Final
, Inch was to he

th'' centre ol operations for a few days. In this

village i- a - ;, io|, which is one
ofthe care exercisi d by English Friends towards
those who an- not members, yet who have, in

In parts of England, a zealous work, by means
of meetings or in other ways, i- main!

behalf of ex-members, or the children of such.

Avion School is one result of Mich a work of

love—a work which always.will beblessed where

Friendsare willing to engage in it. But I must

leave the school, with its comfortable buildings,

gardens, cricket grounds, Friendly dis-

cipline, happy children and lively teachers, and

go -ii to Monthly Meeting.

Castleton, where it was held, is one of those

rambling, little, old villages that are seen all

over England. It lies in Yorkshire, up on the

steep nil side, in one of those charming dales

you often read about, but which American tour-

ists seldom see. All this s. ction of the country

is covered with moors, which really are high

table-lands or hills, where the land is unfit for

cultivation, and only grows the heather. The
lovely little valleys of the locality, and through

which babble gentle streams, and which are

laid out with pleasant farms, are called dales.

We alighted from the train, and, with a goodly-

sized company, walked up to the town. Here

stands the ancient meeting-house, which dates

back to the days of George Fox.

Many of the old country meeting-houses in

England are very picturesque. Often they are

covered with ivy. and stand back from the

streets, where the sounds of daily activity can-

not disturb the worshippers. Some have at-

tached to them dwelling houses, with a door

opening between the two. This was built so

that all the premises could be legally included

as a dwelling, in those cruel days when Friends'

meeting-houses, as such, could by law, be de-

stroyed. In some of them a sort of separated

r n would be built, at the side most distant

from the front door, and back there the women
and children would sit, so as to be better pro

tected in case of sudden attack from the rude
soldiery during meeting-hours.

But this particular house stands near the

street. The interior indicates its age. The forms
or seats are strong reminders of t he days when
some good people thought that piety and dis-

comfort must necessarily go together. Our little

company of almost forty quickly gathered, and
soon was overshadowed by a solemn silence.

The meeting was a good one. The ministry

was largely directed towards the young. Voices
appealing to this class, in England, generally
find attentive ears. In this meeting was ob-

served, what is so often -ten. that, if the young
were absent, there would not be much of a com-
pany left. A large portion were "received

<-." In very many places, this sort of
Friends largely predominates. How often, be-
imatli their bright young faces are very lender
hearts! How frequently they are paining to

know the way of God more perfectly. This re-

minds me that, right in the congregation I here
describe, were two girls who, a few years before,
had a sister uine years old, who was seized with
iln desire to attend Friends' Meetings. The two

- were obliged to accompany her, and
3o were introduced into associations that led to

hip, and now the whole family worship
in the simple Quaker way.

Just at present, in part- of England, there is

tly a close connection between young
and old meeting-houses. As the youth

understand Quakerism, they want to stand by
it. No' a low who am almost children are sin-
cerely interested in church concerns, and freely

their loyalty to Christ, They have the
I courage to work, and their elders gene^

"•ally let them doit If the fathers and mothers
ol Philadelphia Yearly Meeting could be com
bund with the willing vouth, as in England

ace.

ings

•om-

it to

possibly some vacated meeting-houses could also

be opened up not far from the writer's home.M
After meeting concluded, all adjourned to

partake of afternoon tea. The good things had

been brought by the Friends from their homes.

All sat down together at one long table. For

the moment tea"galore reigned supreme. Pies,

jam-tarts, tea-cakes, bread and butter, all van-

ished in a hurry. In some out-of-the-way plac

this custom of a lunch after Monthly Meetin

is an established institution, and the social, coa

bined with the religious advantages, are not

be despised.

Lunch dispatched, the company adjourned.

Most of the young people wandered up the coun-

try lanes, which led out into the open moors.

Whilst meandering through the town, I observed

a curious sign at a public house, written in dog-

gerel verse, inviting the unwary to enter. This

was offset by an equally poor verse at a tempe-

rance house I had seen the day previous. These'

funny bits of local " poetry" are, however, nof

worthy of reproduction here.

But it is of the moors I want to tell. After]

getting well out of the dale, the pasture land

ceases, and suddenly you are in the heather. Fat!

away it extends, except where the fruitful val-|

ley, dotted with cattle and farm-houses, extends

out into the misty distance at your feet. Miles

away, occasional slender ribbons of grey mark
the country-roads, which connect adjacent dales.

Close to hand, white sheep browse, or recline inj

the soft heather, in indolent repose. The exhila-

rating air blows across the upland into your fact

and stimulates to fresh exertion. All Nature is

steeped in quietude, whilst my young friends and

myself enjoy the beautiful scene around us. I

The heather grows about one foot high. Wher
green it looks somewhat like a mass of miuia

ture cedar trees, all tangled together, and wit!

the finest leafimaginable. When walking acrosf

the moors, it sinks beneath the feet as if mad<
of soft wire springs. If you lie down it fits thi!

form like an easy couch. When in bloom thi

flower is a tiny purple blossom, which last abou

rive weeks during the latter part of summer
The fragrance is hardly perceptible. Yet then;

is sufficient sweetness in the flower to warrant

the farmers taking their bees up to the edges o

the moors at this season of the year, for theF
vor of heather-honey is highly prized.

By half-past six o'clock all the Friends
gathered at the little railway station or drij

away to their respective homes. The "Pic
Monthly Meeting" was over. The Strang

within the gates of their English brethren

left, grateful for the blessings of the day,

renewed ly appreciating the never-failing ho

tali tv which always seems to exist amid
lovely dales and hills of Yorkshire.
Darlington, Ninth Month 3rd, 1S95.

to the Brotherhood of Man.
A vessel, commanded by Captain L , C

the port of Wisbech, was lying in the harbi

of Sables d'Olonne, in the Department of VI
dee, at Christmas-tide in 1878.
On Christmas day, one of the sailors, in r<

turning in the evening from another Englis

ship, lost his footing on the ice-covered plank
and was unhappily drowned. This was
Fourth-day, and the body was not recovere

till Sixth-day. The captain, giving his own ai

count, says:'
" On Friday afternoon we found the body i

poor Daniel in the dock, and then came tljj

troubles, for it was a matter of no small difn

culty to give a decent burial to a stranger in
j

•
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rictlv Catholic country, where there were only

ye Protestants living, besides the crews of the

Inglish ships lying there."

Captain L—— obtained permission for his

,vn men to carry the body to the place appointed

'r the dead, but none of the inhabitants would

jnie near, nor give any assistance, nor even

lord a place of burial, and to add to the dif-

bulty, the British Consul was out of towa, hav-

[g left before the poor fellow's body had been

In this emergency, the captain himself inter-

red with the authorities on behalfof the dead.

,i the fulness of his heart, he pleaded with an

jirnestness and power that astonished himself.

'Gentlemen of France," he exclaimed, " give

B a place where we may bury our dead ! If

;e differ in our religious profession, we are as

'ie people in the siijht of our Maker .'"

In the silence that followed this pathetic ap-

pal, a gentleman stepped forward and spoke.

;

s he addressed the people in French, the words

'ere unintelligible to Captain L , but the

Feet they produced was surprising. Such a

auge ! Sisters of Mercy came up, and many
ntlemen drew near, and promised him their

istauce. The clothes were taken from the

rpse, and it was shrouded in a clean sheet,

id placed respectfully in a room until two

3lock the next day, when all the crews of the

nglish ships met, and, with the three captains,

[tended the funeral, of which Captain L
Ives the following account

:

" We had feared that we should be interrupted,

[.it this was very far from being the case. On
ie contrary, the principal people of the town

dlowed the procession, accompanied by the

plice, who drew all carts to the side of the road.

[any gentlemen stood by the side of our path,

ith their hats off, and amongst them was our

jvh merchant that I had brought the cargo for.

ud so we wended our path to his quiet resting-

j.ace, in a corner of their cemetery, where, I

jplieve, a Protestant is buried for the first time

nongst the Roman Catholics in this place.

[
"An English captain read the burial service,

ccordiug to the rites of the Protestant Church
;' England, while the French people were on
r

ieir knees around the grave. To me it was
pry affecting sight. Service being over, we
limed from the grave of my poor mate. The
iople appeared .so kind, and I felt I could not

p less than tender them our best thanks as well

ji I could, saying, 'Ladies and gentlemen of

prance! for the assistance you have given us

I this, our solemn duty to our dear brother, I

turn you my sincere thanks, hoping that there

ill always be kind feelings between this land

id ours.' The same gentleman again inter-

red my words, after which we all went our

lays."

Such an event as this, honorable alike to the

nglish captain and to the French people, is

lother instance proving that, deep down, un-

erlyiug the divisions caused by nationalities

id creeds, there is a sense of the brotherhood
:' man ; a chord, which, when touched, vibrates

ith a true and deep response, bringing to the

irface the better feelings which are so often

,.dden and crushed by prejudice and antipathy,

iowing that there is practical truth in the poet's

|ords, " One touch of nature makes the whole

lorld kin."—Bond of Brotherhood.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Shut Hi, Window or Watch the Monkey.—An
account is sent us of a man who was reading

in his second story parlor while the chamber-

maid was putting his chamber in order, in

which he had left a valuable diamond ring "ii

the table. After the chambermaid left he heard

light noise in the chamber and. looking in

saw a long cord reaching from the window

under his bed. Much surprised, he found a

monkey attached to the cord, and in the mon-

key's paw his diamond ring. The monkey
dropped the ring, sprang for the window and

jumped onto his master's shoulder, who imme-

diately made off'. The monkey had evidently

been taught to steal such articles, and if he

had not been discovered the innocent cham-

bermaid would probably have been tried ami

convicted and sentenced, as no other person

had entered the chamber.—Late Paper.

Travellersfvom the East Indies often bring with

them necklaces made of seeds about the size of

peas, and which are scarlet, with a black spot

on one side. The plant producing them is known

to botanists as Abrus preeatorius. It is grown as

commonly around Indian dwellings as an orna-

mental twining vine as the morning glory is

with us. It is known there, says a correspond-

ent of the Botanical Gazette, as wild licorice-

much of the licorice of that region being ex-

pressed from the roots, though it is inferior to

the licorice employed by us. The flowers, which

are butterfly-shaped, are as handsome as the

scarlet seeds, and the seeds themselves are used

as weights in the apothecary stores, where they

represent one grain. This fact is interesting, as

showing that mankind generally start their

weights and measures by adopting some seed as

the primary standard, "in England, the chief

home of'' John Barleycorn," as the Englishman's

ale is called, barley "was taken as the original

unit for measurement. Three barleycorns, or

grains of barley, made an inch, and when an

English boy could calculate " how many barley-

corns would reach around the world,'' he was

ready for promotion.

W, in opposi 'l toal sw i

•
- even to

the use -I that he men name lor the Lord's day.—
The Christian Instructor.

Bearing Testimony.— fn business re I ati I used

i eel twice yearly an Irish Romanist, a saloon

ki eper, a man "i no education « hal nee be

waa very slow in making hia regular payment of a

-in:. 11 -round rent on ;, little house, :oel finally

sent me word to call lor it. On the side of In- sa-

was an entrance to hi- I. on-,-. II.- received

me with mm I. civility, and aftei I had declined

drinks of all kinds, he said, "
I hope you will ex-

cuse me ior noi calling on you. The half-hour it

would take me to go to your house would be a

greal loss in profit to me. for I need to !"• waiting

at the bar on customers, every minute of tie- day,

ami no one can Berve them so well a- myself." My
soul rosein indignation a- 1 thought of the poverty

of the families of tho>e he served liquor to. He
had several little children and a nurse to attend

them. I said, "Mr. M., you have children, and

yet are in this awful business. I am amazed. I

have seen a good deal in this world, and know that

the Lord punishes om- children for what we have

not done and for what we have done." I then

talked most strongly about the curse, that having

anything to do witii the traffic except destroy it,

surely carried with it. I spoke of my son and
what I would feel for any om- who would induce

him to take a glass of liquor (my -on- have never

even tasted it j,"and I pictured to him hi- own son!

and those of his children, loaded with curses. When
I spoke of the horror of the traffic, the face of the

man became suddenly white, and a look of horror

came over his features. " You think you know
something of it," he said, with great emphasis,

"but no one can know who is not in the business."

Not long after he sold out his interest, and moved
to a beautiful country seat near the city.

—

Jane

Boswell Moore, in Th>- Christian Instructor.

Bicentenary of Merion Meeting-house.—The two

hundredth anniversary of the building of the old

Friends' Meeting-house at Merion. was celebrated

on the fifth inst. Historical papers and essays on

the position and influence of the Society of Friends,

were read.
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Salvation is in no part of Scripture repre-

nted as attainable by the indolent Christian,

such contradictory terms might be coupled.

—

• 'Jeeled.

Items.

—A letter from England says that Jonathan E.

Rhoads' " especial mission is to direct all to a deep-

er indwelling in spiritual exercise, and to call them

off from a dependence on purely human activity

and reasonings. Yet he seeks to promote and to

encourage an activity, based on a pure dependence

on the efficacy and power of the Holy Spirit."

He is kindly received, and both older and

vounger Friends seem glad to have laborers from

"Philadelphia amongst them.

The Word " Sunday."— It is not often that the

word "Sunday" gets into the Instructor. Hut we

wish now to use it advisedly. We have a Suwtay-

school on a grand scale on our street^ in West

Chicago. Last First-day there were said to be

present 10,000 ,S'u«rfa (/-school scholars, and they

were every one of them attentive learners. They

did not all have the same chance and were not

equally adept at learning. But it is safe to say

that everv one learned something. The school is

run by no Christian Church, and that commends
It to a" great many people. It is in charge of a base-

ball club, and that may seem strange to many.

But we mav sav'that all the exercises are perfectly

consistent with Sunday. There is ball playing and

shouting, and running, betting and swearing, and

drinking and great excitement, all of which things

were common on the Sunday proper, tne day

wherein heathen people worshipped the sun. These

crowds were for the time in training as law break-

ers ; and they learned to be bolder in sin and more

indifferent to religion by what they saw and heard.

TENTH MONTH 12. 1S9*

FUNERAL SERMONS.

In the lite of John Griffith are the following

judicious remarks on the exercise of the minis-

try

:

" I have thought some amongst us are so void

of a right understanding, as to suppose there is

a kind of necessity for something to be done by

way of ministry, at marriages, and funerals es-

pecially, it being hard for them to apprehend

that tliey can be so honorably conducted with-

out. I "have observed some who, though but

little concerned to maintain our testimonies by

an uniform, consistent deportment, yet appear

very zealous on these occasions, taking a deal

of pain- and riding many miles, and sometimes

from one preacher to another, to make them-

selves sure of having one, and, when they have

been so successful as to prevail upon any to

come, it would, no doubt, be a great disappoint-

ment were they to be wholly silent. In this

situation, the minister himself may, unless well

grounded, be exposed to temptation to gratify

such. My principal view in this remark is to

show how" remote such are from the Truth they

profess, and how nearly allied to some other

professors of Christianity, who make religion

chiefly consist in outward performances."

Our attention has been called to this subject

by a Friend who has been pained to hear "eu-

logistic sermons" over the remains of those who

were about to be buried. The caution contained
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in .1. Griffith's remarks to ministers, not to be

-. in the way of ministry :\< such

r, indeed, at any time, without k

•• the im] •
• of Life Ll ~ ,ne

ving cause to public service," isa whole-

. Yet the circumstances attendant upon

funerals, the convening of neighbors and friends,

ii minds, of the

the umunity, render

i the profitable

ifGospel ministry—seasons which some

ministers, in a peculiar manner, feel called upon

by the Bead of the Church to make use of. Our

late valued friends. Phebe \V. Roberts and John
- - ntly attended funerals ami

were led to sympathize with the bereaved fami-

mpany assembled

the importance "!' knowing the great work of

their salvation to be progn - a

-immaky'i'k events.
United Si m>.—The debt statement shows a net

increase in the public debt, less cash in the Treasury,

during Ninth Month of ?l,>o4.tiN'>. Total cash in the

Treasin I he circulation statement is-

ts try, shows the amount of all kinds

in circulation in Ninth Month aggregated
i.,rea-e from Eighth Mom

1 1..47o since Tenth Month
1st. Is.. I The circulation per capita on Tenth Month

;ed on an estimated population of

United State Mint Director Preston estimates the

the world this year at more than
i that of the United State-

Ihi- is a net increase over last year o( 56,-

Q. Plummer, of Tacoma, Wash., is

authority for the statement that there are hundreds
if tree- in that vicinity upwards of -even hundred
feet in height.

- wiirlh of taxable
property n

The Senate of Texas concurred in the Anti-Prize-
Fighting bill, as amended by the House, and it was
signed by the Governor. It took effect immediately.

1 ulbertson is to be commended for his hav-
ing consummated this most excellent measure in the
face of much oppositi in.

The United States revenue (utter Rush has arrived
at San Francisco from Sitka, Alaska. She reports

that the Alaska Commercial Company has taken 15,-

000 -kin- _ the full amount permitted
il.-r- have taken fullv oo.-

pelts.

During the laying of the corner-stone of St. Mary's
. in Loraine, < Ihio, on the

!

- insi., part ol the platform fell and
precipitated into an exca-

hild, was killed and twenlv-
I, i leven fatally. It

having
. ,i u.

piat.
form.

he Warren
mpany, maker- ol fine shi

'•

. the night of the 3rd inst., and the
compan irby were damaged

car. I I

diphthi i

nfiammation ol the
brain ;

4's, 1912,
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FLOIR.— Winter super. ?2 2o a 82.40 :
ilo.. e_

.

"
: Pennsylvania rol er. clear. r_ '.'<' a ;

do., do., strai_ -
'
" winter,.

aigl ~ » I !-40j do.,

$3.60 spring, i lear, 52.75 a $3.10;
• i do., patent.*:;.:." a SS.

. ;

te brands, higher: eitv mills, extra, 82 . o a

$2.9": do., clear, $3.10 a *o.2o ; do., straight. SiGrio a

.
patent. --:..'.o

-A -.. - .

Kv> Fl.oL-1:.— Choice Peniisvlvauia, 82.90 per bbl.

Buckwheat Flottr.—$1.80 a $1.90 per bbl . new.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here ; good, i\ a 5c;

medium, 4, a 4
:

.c: common, 31 a 4c.

Sheep anl Lambs— Extra, oj a :!.}.-.; good, 2j a 3c:

medium, 2] a 2'.e .common, 1/. a 2c; lambs, 3 a oc.

Hogs.—c» a b>-. for Western. No Slate hogs were in.

FOREIGN—Resolutions were adopted at the annual

Convention of the Parnellite Parliamentary party in

Dublin, on the 7th instant, demanding that the party

make the question of the legislative independence of

Ireland a permanent issue in politics.

A illasgow despatch says that Glesseker, the sugar

authority, estimates that the European sugar crop this

year will be 1,200,000 tons below the average.

A contract has been signed for the laying of a cable

between Brest, France, and New York.

The official cholera statistics show that during the

hist fortnight oi Ninth Month there were fifty-one

new ca-e- and nineteen deaths in the Government of

Podolia, and 7827 new cases and 3085 deaths in the

Government of Volhynia.
On the 3rd inst. a riot occurred in the streets of

Constantinople, in which seventy Armenians are said

to have been killed. It is estimated that somewhere
between 30 and 200 were killed on the 2yth and 30th
of last mouth. The trouble seems to have been com-
menced by the Armenians. Kiamil Pasha has been
made Grand Vizier.

The Tageblalt says that the Turkish populace i- in-

tlamed against England, and that the appearance of a

British fleet before Constantinople is feared, as it would
doubtless lead to sanguinary scenes. The paper further
says that Sir Philip Currie, the British Ambassador, in

his last interview with Grand Vizier Kiamil, in-isted

that a definite reply in regard to the reforms suggested

by the Powers should be given by the 10th inst. If

such reply was not given, a British squadron would
anchor before Con-tantinople and would remain in the
Bosphorous until the question was settled.

The German Government has received notification

that China is ready to satisfy the claims of Germanv,
growing out of the destruction of the Chinese Mission
at Swatow by a Chinese mob.

Dr. (J. L. McKay, a missionary in Formosa, says it

is altogether wrong to suppose, as many do, that"it is

enmity against the missionaries and missionary work
that has actuated the Chinese in the massacres. It

is simply the breaking out of hostility felt against all

foreigners. That the missionaries were the men who
suffered were because they were on the spot unpro-

casily reached.

Premier Kingston, of South Australia, has invited
the various interested colonies to send delegates to a

conference, to be held .it Adelaide, to consider the re-

if the colonies with Japan, lie claims that
there is an urgent necessity for such a conference in

he influx into the colonies of Japanese from
the north.

The returns of the Canadian Fisheries Department
show that the spring catch of the sealing vessels tell

far -hurt of nil it was recorded last year, "both in Jap-
anc-e waters and otl British Columbia. Thirty-two
vessels hunted the Canadian cast and secured o3ii-

skins.

1 >c-tructive rains caused much damage in Cuba on
Fifty-six persons were drowned.

DIED, at hi- residence, Springdale, N. J., on the
thirty-first of Fifth Month. 1 S95, Joshua II. Bal-

• -cv.-n vear-
: a member of ( 'ropwell

Particular and fpper Evesham Monthlv Meeting of
II- i in lured a protracted in.li-po-ition, leav-

I. evidence that he
' as prepared lor the

. nee in Pennshiirv Township,
i., Pa .on the twenty-third of Ninth Month

ed ninety-three veara He
ii v His

lather died at ninety, and his grandfather al the great
I en--. Having been sei.a-

. lety of Friends in earlv Ii

iwll
> '""-• "ol b ntinued to

their meetings for worship, and often riding sev

miles to attend the first sitting of those for Disciplii

Residing during the latter years of his life

equally distant from two meetings in the country,

on different days of the week, he not unfrequently i

tended both, though several miles distant. After f

years of separation, he was again reinstated to i

hership, and his happy face, as he sat in Meeting
Discipline, was evidence of the great satisfactionj
felt in the restoration to unity with his friends

last sickness was of short duration, and accompanist

with -nth-ring. It passed of}' before the close, whici

was calm and peacenik " Thou hast been faithful ove

a few things, 1 will make thee ruler over many thing,

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord." (Matt, xxv :

""

, Seventh Mo. 27th, 189-3, Samuel Hulme,d
seventy-six years; a member of the Monthly Meet]

of Friends of Philadelphia for Northern District.

gentleness and sweetness of spirit were very strikin

through his last illness; evidently he was strivin

dailv to keep his mind centered on heavenly thing

He said, " My Saviour does not leave me long '

an evidence of his love— all through wonderful i

" 1 never had firmer faith in the hope and expecti

of a happy ending of this life." From early manh
to the cbse, his life and character witnessed his 1

for Christ, many times expressing the desire he
that all might, by the submission of their heart!

the power of Divine Grace, be kept in nearness, da

to our blessed Saviour. In thus passing away f

this probationary state, it is a comfort to his bere

relatives to feel that he has, through mercy,
permitted to join that company in heaven, who
spoken of as coming out of great tribulation, ha\

washed their robes and made them white in the I

'

of the Lamb.
, Ninth Month 1st, 1895, at her home near 1

mington, Del., Hassah W. Richardson, in hers
enly-eveiilh year: an elder and member of Wilmin.
ton Monthly Meeting of Friends. The early dedic

tion of her heart to her Saviour was followed by

deepening Christian experience, and bore fruit ind 1

votion to his cause, and unselfish love and helpfnlne

to many. " Inasmuch as ye did it unto the least

these, ye did it unto Me."
-, on Eighth Month loth, at the residence of h

son, William Smallwood, Harrisburg, Pa.,

Small-wood, in her eighty-fourth year.
, at the resilience of her daughter, Alice Tucki

in South Dartmouth, Mass.. Ninth Month 8th, 18S

MARY Almy Smith, in the eighty-eighth year of h:

age. This dear Friend, from very early life, ga

evidence of a loving acceptance of Christ as her Sa
i

i
oic. Guide, and Teacher, and through faithful ol

dienceshe became an instrument in his hand of:

usefulness. A loyal member of the Society of F"rien<t

impressed with the truth of its principles and t

monies, and endeavoring to labor in harmony
these principles, she proved herself an " Elder wort)'

of double honor,'" a true helper of those
engaged in public service for their Divine Masti

cheering ihem at times with a word of enconrageme
or of gentle caution. She was one, and perhaps f

la -I. . f those who were pupils at the opening of Erie
Boarding School, in Providence, R. I., in 1819,

^

always retained an interest in that Institution, i

serving on its board of managers. She also (

many years as Clerk of Rhode Island Quarterly Mel
ing. Her heart and hand were ever open to calls

the needy, and grateful hearts can adopt the languafi

"She hath been a succorer of many, and of my*
also." In 1829 she was married toAbram Tuck
who died in 1849, and after several years of '

hood, she married Gideon C. Smith, who died in

In all her domestic relations, and through the vi
nulls of her long life, the sweetness and streng
her Christian character shed a trustful and
influence, and the memory she leaves is indeed a'j

legacy to her family and friends.
. at her home near Winchester, Indiana,

DA Thornburg, wife of Isaac Thomburg, Third 1
14lh, 1S95, aged sixty-eight years, four monthsjj
twenty-iight days. An elder and member of MB
River Monthly Meeting of Friends. She was of a mi

and quiet spirit, ever manifesting an abiding faith l

trust in the mercy of her Heavenly Father, throt)

the merits of a risen and glorified Saviour. Shea
the mother of twelve sons, all of whom survive I

save one. Her bereaved husband, her large fan)

and many friends', have the consoling hope that I

has through mercy entered into that rest that rema
eth unto the people of God.

. oft

WILLIAM H PILE'S SUNS, PRINTERS.
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Ij.809.—Dear Friends : At our last meeting,

t> believed it right, by a special minute, to

ite our Monthly ami Quarterly Meetings to

it up those to whom is entrusted the care of

slldren and young people, to a conscientious

Charge of that sacred duty. We are now
posed to express our warm desire that the

y<ith may cooperate with our concern, by being

wling early and seriously to watch over their

Da conduct, by the help of that " true light
"

wich is not withheld from the humble mind.
Ear young Friends, be not only willing to

aumit to the gentle admonition and restraint

ofthose who desire for you, above every other

iltinment, a growth in the holy fear and love

oiGod ; but be watchful even over your own
ttughts : for thought is the spring of action.

Otof the heart, as was observed by our blessed

L;d, proceed those evil practices which de-

fij the man. And if you should, as yet, be
at-tled at the supposition of defilement, let us

M(, in consonant language, that in the heart
ai conceived those evil propensities, which, if

niestrained, will mar the work of sanctifica-

ti'i. Above all, do not forget or neglect to

leyour souls arise in frequent supplication to

tt Preserver of Men, who hears the prayer of
tb humble, and is well pleased with the dedi-

c£on of youth—the sacrifice of the beginning
orour strength.

1 part of the object of the advice which we
hie mentioned as having been the late concern
olhis Meeting to give to parents, was to train

ujtheir families in plainness—a comprehensive
W d. At this time, on reviewing the subject,

a ?ar has prevailed among us, that not a few
el:r Friends, and even some who take part in

oi discipline, have not been sufficiently exem-
plry; particularly in the furniture of their

ncses. It seems, therefore, right to caution all

asinst giving way, in this respect, to the vary-
in, and often costly fashions of the age. Though
its a weakness which does not seem to savor
sonuch of personal pride, as does vain attire

;

y«it bespeaks a mind engaged with trifles, and
a indness for show which is inconsistent with
th Christian character ; and it discjualifies for
aiy advising such as may rush into further de-
g(3s of extravagance.

We retain an unabated concern that Friends

may be strengthened to support, on principle,

our testimony against a ministry not depending

on the fresh opening of the Spirit of Christ in

the heart, and supported by pecuniary means.

We believe also, that this testimony to the purity

of this genuine and Gospel ministry, strongly

evinces that the formation of our Society was
not an effort of human wisdom ; neither is there

anything more calculated to sap our foundation,

and render us a degenerate church, than a

general departure from this principle.

In the silent lapse of time, several ofthose who
have long been endeavoring to support the cause

of Truth, and divers who have been wont to meet

with us for that purpose in this annual assembly

have attained the limit of their allotted proba-

tion, and we humbly trust, are safely arrived

beyond the reach of sorrow. Of such events

we have again, at this meeting, received some
impressive accounts. We perceive the apparent

chasm which their removal occasions ; but we
may be animated in observing their peaceful

close—how, as they approached the confines of

that " city which hath foundations," their hearts

were filled with hope, and their tongues em-
ployed in praise ; as it were, the beginning of a

song, of which the melody is unlimited, and the

duration eternal. " The Lord is my strength

and song, and is become my salvation."

We are also comforted in observing from year

to year, and not often more than the present

year, a, succession arisen and arising, of such as

appear to be endeavoring to serve the Lord in

uprightness of heart ; some in one way, and some
in another. In the Lord's service, there is em-
ployment for every talent with which He has

endowed his creature man ; each should be em-
ployed in the proper and allotted department

;

and all to his praise. " There are diversities of

gifts," saith the apostle, " but the same spirit."

Having therefore no reason to think that the

great Head of the Church hath forsaken us,

but that He is still willing, as our hearts stand

open to Him, to qualify for judges and for

counsellors, let us endeavor, by his gracious as-

sistance, and with unceasing prayer to Him for

that holy help, to hold on our way. And you
tender youth, yet in that most critical time of

life, in which men often receive the bias which
forms them into servants of their God, or warps
them away from his fear, and sometimes almost

irretrievably, let us again press you to ponder

the path of your feet. The earlier you are de-

voted to his service, the better servants you will

be. And He is served in little things, and not

in those only which appear great and highly

beneficial to others. But what attainment is

greater than to be able in a pure heart to say,
" Thy will be done?" and this, by the Spirit of

Him who taught his immediate followers after

this manner to pray, may be attained even in

childhood. It will be a most precious morning
sacrifice to the Lord, who hath given you life,

who stands ready, as you faithfully serve Him,
to store it with blessings ; and who can finally

crown it with a peaceful immortality.

1810.—Dear Friends, as the collected ( Ihurch

of Christ, gathered into his name, and baptized

into his Spirit, must abide under this powerful

influence to guide its proceedings; so also the

members, in their separate allotments, can find

no surer means of being preserved, each in the

way of his own duty, or of contributing, each
his share, to the common welfare, than by ex-

periencing "the love of God" renewedly "shed
abroad " in their hearts. But we know that

the love of earthly things too often prevails, the

harmony of even religious societies is interrupted

—yea, even many become spiritually " robbed

and spoiled." Dear Friends, all of you who may
hear or read this our tender salutation, let us

address you in the language of the evangelical

prophet, " Arise, shine :" you to whose hearts

the Lord, in his never-failing mercy, may direct

the words of his servants, which of you can

say that your " light is " not " come ?" Let it

then be displayed in conduct. Keep in view

the two great commandments of perpetual ob-

ligation : the love of God, and the love of our
neighbor. The latter is the ground of our
Christian discipline; and the former is the life

of our spiritual worship. And we are persuaded

that if, through the redeeming power of the

Lord, and by continuing in his fear and under
his guidance, we become settled in these holy

dispositions ; if, to use other words, with grati-

tude, watchfulness, and lowliness of mind, we
improve these holy gifts of grace, they will never

be taken from us; but will remain and expand,

when the veil of flesh shall be removed, and a

nearer access be opened to the fountain of love,

in a blissful immortality.

The more we abide under a sense of our own
wants, the readier and the more earnestly shall

we apply for help to Him upon whom help is

laid. And probably the natural unwillingness

there is in the creature to feel in itself a testi-

mony to its own unworthiness, is one great reason

why no more are raised up as testimony bearers

to the Lord's all-sufficiency and goodness.

It is certainly not easy to compress the wants

of the church in one comprehensive term ; but

it seems as if one of the watchwords peculiarly

worthy of attention in the present day were

dedication. Remember, dear visited Friends,

that when Christ invites you to submit to his

yoke, He declares it to be easy ; while the yoke

of disobedience is known to be heavy. Thus,

while we are inviting you to faithfulness, by

the losses which we are ready to deplore, in the

departure of servants and of handmaids ; and

by the joy that opened on their view as they

were entering on that nearer union with their

Lord : with Him " of whom the whole family in

heaven and earth is named ;" we may truly say,

brethren, sisters, ye are all " called unto liberty,"

even " the glorious liberty of the children of

God." And it is with thankfulness that we per-

ceive, as also we hinted last year, that very

many of our beloved young Friends, of both

sexes, seem sensible that the Lord's preparing

hand is upon them. How then do we desire

that these may persevere in the path of dedica-
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ti,,n: yea, that in their love and Bervice, they

may go "M from " strength to Btrength ;" until

having fulfilled their due measure of suffering,

everyone of them may appear with final accept-

ance, " before < Sod " in Zion.

Now, dear Friends, we would mention one

subject which at this time has been under our

notice; a caution to all, to use moderation in

their manner of living; and in this way to seek

relief from the increasing expense of the times

in which we live, rather than by engaging in

more extensive, and often hazardous schemes in

trade. By these latter means, the mind be-

comes encumbered and untitled for religious

Bervice, yea, often for religious thought, and for

breathing daily after the spiritual riches, which

are to be enjoyed in close communion with

And let us beseech you to consider, how-

distant from the state which endeavors to stand

resigned to give up all, if required, is that which

indulges itself in ease to the full extent of its

power; or is endeavoring by multiplied adven-

tures in trade, to acquire that power, which it

or the purpose of worldly enjoyment

We believe, however, and we are glad in be-

lieving, that there are numbers who act upon

sounder principles than these; who knowing, as

saith the apostle, that " the fashion of this

world passeth away," are really desirous of us-

ing this world as not abusing it." These, we
would encourage to hold on in the way cast up

before them, trusting in the Lord, who hath

declared that all things necessary will be given

to those who seek first his kingdom. Thus
trusting, and endeavoring to apply to Him in

secret supplication, in the difficulties that must
in a state of probation be the lot of all, we may
humbly hope that, in our several proportions,

we shall " grow in the Truth" individually ; and
that, coming up in our allotments in the church
militant, our various meetings will also, whether
more or less as to number, experience among
them a growth in the Truth."

But, dear Friends, there is one attainment
which, at this time, we arc earnest to remind
you of; an attainment without which, no other
gift can be permanent, and certain. We want
to press on you the never ceasing duty of humility
ana lowliness of mind. Even our blessed Lord
declared himself to be "meek and lowly in

heart;" end can any one, expecting salvation
by Him, be exempt from the need of possessing

the Bame holy temper? However great the
talents with which He may have endowed us
by nature, or however He may replenish our
souls with the more excellent gifts of his Holy
Spirit, still we have nothing which we have
not re© ived ;

and we can have no sound reason
for setting at nought the least of our brethren
— lor «hom, let us remember, equally as for us,

Christ died. Let us then, dear Friends.be wil-

ling to i xamine ourselves and know whether we
are indeed bumble followers of a lowly-minded,
though omnipotent Saviour.

For " The Fbikni
- < ihrisl the Bame yesterday, and to-day

ami forever."

"The true light, which lighteth every man
that cometh into the woi Id."

"Whereunto ye do well thai ye take heed,
as unto a light that Bhineth in a dark place,
until the day dawn, ami the day -tar arise in

your heart-;" that this inshining light v In-

come in the"Spiritual Man" an indwelling light,
"that shineth more and more unto the perfect
day."

For "THE FRIEND."

Physical Culture.

At a recent meeting of the Instruction Com-

mittee of Westtown Boarding School, upon read-

ing the Physical Culture report for the year

'94-'95, it was thought an essay on the subject,

which also embodied a portion of the details of

the report, would be interesting to some of the

readers of The Friend.
Few if any of the human family are of perfect

form, or enjoy perfect health ; the age for such

as these, if there ever was one, was too far back

in human history to concern us now.

The historically hearty and healthy race of

our forefathers, which we sometimes hear about,

who did not exercise and care for themselves as

we now recommend, did not include all of their

cotemporaries; for many a weak one then died,

who would probably have lived longer, if they

had had a better system of physical education,

care and culture ; and the native Indians, though

well supplied with endurance and nerve power,

are not a healthy race, or one to be altogether

admired for even physical grace.

Without disparaging the abilities of our im-

mediate predecessors to properly care for them-

selves and their children, we are nevertheless

aware of considerable advances in many mat-

ters, affecting human comfort and effectiveness.

The preservation of the teeth, and the supplant-

ing of natural ones by artificial, when necessary
;

was an art well worth initiating and developing.

It was also a valuable discovery that defective

vision and different focal distances of the eyes,

and a want of parallelism in their axes, were

the causes of much nervous and physical suffer-

ing; and although it may in past days have

seemed absurd to expect to cure, or relieve a

child or an adult by a pair of spectacles, as it

does now to many, to expect to alleviate some
other defects by means of educational gym-
nastics; yet, there are doubtless not a few ma-
ture persons who would be glad if their eyes

had received an earlier care than they did
;

just as there are some to-day, and will prdbably
be many more in the near future, regretting,

that for the straightening of their frames, for

strengthening their weaker muscles, for increas-

ing their lung capacities, and for many other

advantages, the present methods of gymnastics
for children and grown persons, had not been
introduced in their school days and early man
and woman-hood.

During the war of the rebellion, a celebrated

physician of Philadelphia, the late Dr. Ellerslie

Wallace, predicted a great increase of nervous
disorders as a result of the nervous tension of
our people during the anxious and exciting
time- of the war. Whether this was one of the
many sad evils of the war, and one to be in-

herited by the children of those and subsequent
years, may be left for the consideration of the
profession; but that an age of high pressure set

in about the time of the war, and has been kept
up ever since with perhaps increasing force, and
that there is a call for a generally improved con-
dition to sustain the unavoidable pressure of
the times, is apparent to the most superficial
observer.

The ills of the flesh, which come by inherit-
ance, are often greatly aggravated, and other
ills added to them, through neglect, and through
injurious habits of the individual; and it is

for the diminishing of existing suffering, and
the amelioration of natural or acquired infirmi-
ties, and for the training of the community in
improved methods for these ends, that the physi-
cal educators find their calling.

In connection with physical examinations a

a preliminary to a course of bodily training ant

curing of deficiencies ; some fifty or sixty meas

urements adopted by the American Association

for the advancement of Physical Education ar

taken. Mauy of these are only of interest t

those who understand the need of, and are fs

miliar with the science of anthropometry ; but

few of them are of interest to those not familia

with this science; thus, on comparing then

cords of the Westtown girls at the close of th

school year '94-'95, with tables compiled froi

the records of five hundred students at Oberli

College, and eleven hundred at Wellesly, w

find the Westtown girls are four pounds light*

than the Oberlin, and about six pounds light*

than Wellesley students. Westtown girls on

inch shorter in height, and four tenths of a

inch less in girth of neck. The Westtown gir

averaging two years younger than the other

may account for part of these differences, bt

not for the whole.

On the other hand, the Westtown girls e:

ceed in chest and waist girth, and also in lur,

capacity ; but the proportionate expansion, fro

chest depressed to chest inflated, is against tl

Westtown record.

In the strength of back or the power of tl

back to lift from the bending position, and tl
1

strength of legs or the erect lifting power

the body, Westtown exceeds Wellesley dec

dedly ; but it is just about equally exceeded 1

Oberlin.

A fair deduction from these comparatr

chest and lung records is, that Oberlin won*

have suffered more than Wellesley women fro

tight lacing; and that Wellesley has suffen!

from this cause more than Westtown.
On the other band, Oberlin, though at tj

most disadvantage on this account, surpass

both Wellesley and Westtown at the close

the respective school years, in the strengi

records; which seems to indicate that Obi'

lin was devoting more time and attention
|

physical training, and reaped the benefit oft I

Later tables of Wellesley and Oberlin modi

these comparisons, assimilating more nearly

the Westtown measurements, and showing;

falling off in Oberlin strengths below the pr

ent Westtown averages.

Besides the information obtained from thel

ear measurements, the examination genera!

shows cases of unequal heights of shoulders,

one hip prominent or at unequal distance fr(

the median line, or at an unequal level with t

other ; asy metry of the lower limbs ; lateral In

bar or dorsal curvatures of the spine, or bol

or undue forward curvatures of the spine; pror

nent shoulder blades or winged scapulae ; beti

pitched forward or at some other angle; shoi

ders too far backward, with hips at the sa<B

time too far forward, or the reverse ; irrita'J

spines; incorrect figures in walking and stai.jt

ing, with defective vision, imperfect hearing at

complaints of headaches, disturbed nervoussk
terns, indigestion, &c.

For defects of the eye, and the ear, and 1
serious deformities, the physical educator I

fers the case to the oculist, the aurist or the 1
tbopedist respectively. For asy metry of H

lower limbs, which, if neglected, often indii

curvatures, and nervous disturbances, a higli

heel or inside sole on the shorter side is pi
scribed

; and for bringing up of weak muscjj
correcting many inequalities of position tit

form, expanding the chest and thereby incKjl

ing the lung capacity, and for improving I
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irculation and digestion, methodical gymnastics

ave proved of great advantage.

Until within the past ten years, the term

ytmiastics was generally associated with the

ilea of violent and hurtful athletic exercises;

jo idea totally at variance with the scientific

ad healthful gymnastics, for which we are for

,ie most part indebted to the Swedes; the

wedish gymnastics of Ling being the basis of

<\e muscle training, now well approved by

loderu physical educators.

A class drill in school gymnastics may be

amy and crudely described as follows :

First, a correct position, with arms down at

»e side, then a variety of motions, such as rais-

Ig the arms upwards and laterally till extended

|/er the head; bending of head and neck up-

ards, backwards and sidewise; similar bend-

|g of the body ; exercises for the lower limbs ;

easured walking and running, with balancing

ii either foot; stretching, and climbing, and
!mgiug by the hands, &c.

,To the uninformed and critically disposed,

^ese motions are unmeaning, and are some-

\Ties characterized as a frivolous diversion, but

\e spectator who understands these movements,

ad is interested in physical improvement, care-

;lly follows every movement, and involuntarily

iites how each one promotes some specific

yect.

In the motions of the head and neck, is seen

ie strengthening of the muscles of the neck
;

(very important matter, particularly if the

lad is a heavy one and the neck small in pro-

irtion.

In the motions of the arms and chest, is seen

ii aid to the breathing and to an increase in

te lung capacity. In the bending of the trunk

Id its suspensions, is seen the strengthening of

ie muscles of the back ; a matter very helpful,

jrticularly for a weak one—also a developing

t the side muscles (a very important matter,

i,one side is weak and there is a curvature in

te spine), and a correction of inequalities of

*e frame ; and so 011 to the end of the list, a

tsirable result can be given for every correctly

(fected motion, equalizing in effect abnormal
id less than normal developments, and im-

Joving the general muscular, circulatory, di-

lative, aud nervous systems.

For the weaker children, for whom the class

|>rk is unsuited, as also for those who drill in

te class, special exercises are prescribed adapted
t their respective cases.

Physical culture should not be postponed to

siool days, nor should it terminate with them.
|It is essential for the young, as a preventive
cmany ills, and a benefit to the adult, as an
fl to the work of their day.
A noted surgeon of Philadelphia was lately

died on by a woman from a distance, who had
len failing in health, until she was down with

irvous prostration, and had been put to bed
I her physician. The surgeon found one leg

sorter than the other, which defect had, in

tje, developed a curved and an extremely
iitable spine, both of which were relieved by
S| increase of heel to one of her shoes. Au ex-

aination in childhood, and the application of
hsimple remedy, would probably have avoided
tenty years of diminishing vital force.

,It is a favorite opinion with some that ordi-
iry housework for women, aud work for men,
pe all the exercises that are needed—an opin-
II not sustained by a closer observation, because
t3 body adapts itself toihe special position and
fereises of the daily routine, and the muscles
ten become moulded aud fixed irregularly.

At a summer hotel, some years ago, the dis-

crepancy between the physical condition of the

waiters, who were young women accustomed to

the usual variety of work of working women,
and a few young women who had had gymna-
sium training at school, was observed to be very
great.

There are a few men and women of excep-
tional health and strength, particularly among
the more favored classes, yet there are many
more who are contending with weakness or dis-

ease of some kind, limiting their power of en-

durance.

A young woman, writing to her relatives, not
long ago, aptly expressed the general condition

by the statement, " Friends are in their usual

jioor health."

Although the most reluctance to engaging in

physical culture, and the strongest objection to

the approved gymnastic exercises, often comes
from those to whom such exercises would be

particularly beneficial, the advantages to be de-

rived from them make them worthy of a more
careful consideration.

Womeu who have been injured by the hard-

ships of early life, or by long continued strains,

or who have not inherited vigorous constitutions,

would find great relief in a reasonable partici-

pation in suitable gymnastic work.

Business men, particularly those of sedentary

occupations, are able to sustain their labors with

far greater ease, if careful to devote a part of

the day to suitable exercise. Twenty minutes'

work in the gymnasium, after a hard day's brain

work at the desk, may make the difference be-

tween going home to supper with the spirit of a

strong man, ready to run a race, and that of a

man completely fagged.

It is more or less dangerous for laymen to

discuss subjects supposed to belong to the pro-

fessions, although professional men dispute much
among themselves, but laymen may note mat-

ters coming under their observation, aud make
reasonable comments, without involving charges

of criticism.

The extreme dilutions of medicine introduced

into the medical profession by the Hahnemann
school, opened the eyes of the world at large to

depend more upon the recuperative powers of the

vital forces of the human body, and less upon the

heavy drenching with drugs previously in favor

—and, similarly, the methods of the Ling school

of gymnastics, have opened up new ideas for

relieving many infirmities, and strengthening

weaker parts, through its system of intelligent

and progressive muscle training.

A noted orthopedist of Philadelphia, exhibits

a case, which he calls his museum, containing

braces and other appliances, which he has taken

from patients, for the amelioration of whose de-

formities he has substituted muscle training and
medical gymnastics.

A chorea patient was taken this year to a

physician celebrated for his skill in nervous

diseases, and, for her, the only remedies pre-

scribed for her improvement, have been a mild

form of gymnastic work.

The schools for the instruction of physical or

gymnasium directors, embrace regular instruc-

tion in anatomy, physiology and hygiene, and it

is to be hoped that the medical colleges will ere

long embrace school and medical gymnastics,

as a prominent portion of their courses, an ad-

vance which will be of great advantage to the

profession at large.

A few physicians have, like the consulting

physical director at Westtown, trained them
selves for gymnasium work, after practising as

;i physician, preferring the preventive profession

t' < exclusively curative by medicine.

IIh' community is thus gradually securing ad-

vanced science as an aid to the elibrts needed
fur competing in the severe race for existence in

the high pressure times of our age. But it is

exceedingly important thatthereshould be some
effort made for a comprehension by teachers and

rents of the general principles of physical

ucation, in order that there may be a prelimi-

nary care of children before a school age is

reached, and a co-operation during school years,

and a continuation of care after leaving school.

Physical education will not cure all the in-

firmities of this generation, but if it is true, as

claimed by good authority, that intellectual de-

velopment ought always to be based upon physi-

cal, and that intellectual development is liable to

be abnormal or unhealthy, unless it is so based,

it follows that an intellectual trainer is not

equipped for the work, unless somewhat versed

in physical education.

Dr. Eliza Mosher says, " More practical di-

dactic teaching should be given to students in

reference to the mechanics of the body, and to

the importance of cultivating right habile of

posture, exercises, &c. Physical culture should

not be confined to the gymnasium. There
should be wide awake teachers at work every-

where, with private classes of adults, correcting

bad physical habits, and teaching the laws

which underlie the maintenance of health."

Educating the children to fit them for busi-

ness, is a righteous concern ; the doing of good
to their souls is of pre eminent importance, but

neither of these concerns should be dissevered

from the mission of training and of doing good
to their bodies. T. E.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe W.
Roberts.

(Continued from page 94.)

First Month, 1887.—Uncle Ezra Comfort

said, in a sitting in our family, " his dear par-

ents used to gather their family together, and
sit down in silence, and seeing the tears on his

father's face, deeply impressed him." " The
effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man
availeth much." If parents would early accus-

tom their children to stillness, even before they

are old enough to take them to meeting, im-

pressions would be made on their tender minds
;

they are sensible of good at a very early age.

Bring them in fervent prayer to our dear Sav-

iour, " and forbid them not" by auy act of ours.

Seventh Month.—I sent some tracts for a

neighbor to read, who has been sick ; I have at

different times handed out many, which I felt

was my duty to do ; may some of the seed fall

on good ground. Even a single tract may be

the means, under the Divine blessing, of turn-

ing to a better life. I gave the tract, " What
shall we do to be saved?" to one who was on,

what proved to be, her dying bed ; she said to

me after reading it, " I have read many tracts,

but never read one like thai." Her life had

been too much engaged in things lawful in them-

selves, but I believe this tract was, through the

Divine blessing, instrumental in the great work

of her soul's salvation.

Ninth Month, 1887.—My mind has for some

time past turned to the families of Concord

Monthly Meeting, and those who attend there.

A minute was granted me for the service. May
the dear Master go before and strengthen for

the work. " I can of myself do nothing.'
- My

labors in this way will "soon be over. If pre-
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pareJ at last tor the gnat change, it will be

• doi by «.>rks of righteousness which we have

done, but according to his mercy, by the wash-

ing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy

. hich He shed on us abundantly through

Jeaus Christ our Saviour.

First Month 8th, 1888.—A very impressive

ihe great uncertainty of life has lately

transpired. The explosion of the boiler of the

"Electric Light Works." in West Chester, Pa.

rsons were instantly taken out of life,

Walter Kmbree, a young' Friend, was one of

this number; others were seriously injured.

How Boon do these loud calls to us become as

"the morning cloud, and as the early dew it

goeth awav."— It so deeply impressed my mind

that I felt it would he right to have a meeting

appointed in West Chester, and extend an in-

vitation to all that felt inclined to come. The

meeting was held and a large company assem-

bled. Our Friend, C. S., had excellent service,

- pfa Scattergood,who felt hismind turned

to those who were the objects of my concern,

those who seldom attend any place of worship,

not members of any religious society. I could

feelingly unite with what he expressed. After

this I felt constrained to bend the knee in sup-

plication, and return thanks unto Him who
alone can water with celestial rain. That those

upon whom his chastening hand had lain might

know Him to be their strong habitation, where

unto they may continually resort." That the

end and aim for which these things had been

permitted might lie wrought out.

On referring to this meeting, my mind has

been clothed with a quiet peaceful feeling. May
all the praise be given unto Him, to whom it is

due.

Ki.'hth Month 27th.—The goodness and mer-
ry of my Heavenly Shepherd has followed me
'ill the day- 'it' my life, and humbly hope at last

to be found worthy to dwell in his house for-

ever. Be pleased, dearest Father, to cause the

angel of thy presence to encamp round about
me, now the evening of the day has come; and
be pleased to pass by all my omissions and com-

os,and at last receive me into thy blessed

Kingdom, to join those whom Thou has taken
to thyself, one by one, " whose robes have been
washed and made white in the blood of the

Lamb."
T( nth Month 1st.— First day. In our meet-

in- this morning the language arose, "And the
power of the Lord was present to heal them."
His power is the same in this day to heal our
spiritual diseases, as it was formerly when those
gathered unto Ilim to be healed of theii bodily
infirmities, as we apply unto Him in living faith";

for "he that cometh unto me, I will in do wise
cast out." I am reDewedly sensible of latter

time, thai the words of our dear Saviour tire

.-till the Bame as when He said, " Without me
ye can do nothing."

First Month. 1890.—Our hearts have been
clothed with mourning, hearing of the death of
our beloved Friend, Joseph Bcatti rgood, whose
valuable life closed after one week's illm

I
umonia. The funeral was an impressive

occasion; taken away in the midst of his days
and his usefulness. Oh! that it may quicken
ii- all in the work of our day; thi re i- to me a
language in it thai cannot be misund
May lie who remains to be"a Judge for the
widow, andj Father to the fatherless," make a
way tor his dear family, and " be their strong
habitation" in thi< their '_'re:it bereavement

;

and I believe it will be so, and He will

thi bereaved n lativi -. It is not foi

finite creatures to sav, "What doest Thou?"

for "shall not the Judge of all the earth do

right ?"

First-day.—In our gathering to-day an exer-

cise was expressed, "If we can do nothing for

the Truth, may we be preserved from doing

anything against it." If there is that which is

a burden on our minds now, it will be greater

in a day which is fast approaching. Now is our

time, while strength and health are ours, to see

to it that our day's work is being done, and that

our peace is made with our God, who willeth

not the death of any, but that all should "re-

turn, repent and live," through the mercy of

our risen Lord.

Second Month 9th, 1890.—Our meeting this

day was a time of favor; the dear Master's pres-

ence is often felt in our very midst. May the

dear young Friends be fed with food convenient

for them, and may we who are older not be a

stumbling block to any sincere hearted ones,

but seek for preservation on every hand. May
the solemnity felt on these occasions not be too

easily dissipated, but endeavor to spend the re-

mainder of the day in a way to strengthen our

better life. I feel strong desires, as I advance

in life, to be preserved from uttering words un-

bidden in the assemblies of the people, but also

desire to finish the little remaining work that

may yet be called for.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting.

The ride from Moorestown to Medford, where
Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting is held in the

Ninth Month, is somewhat of an interesting one.

Moorestown is situated on a ridge of gravel and
sand, which runs nearly East and West. On
leaving it, we descend into a low, valley-like

section of country which is nearly three miles

in width, and is terminated by Mt. Laurel or

Evesham Mount, which rises rather abruptly
from the level ground on each side of it. The
road shows a dark colored layer of marly clay,

and this is capped by a gravel deposit, as is Mt.
Holly, a similar eminence some miles to the

eastward—indeed it is probable that these hills

owe their existence to the gravel capping, which
has withstood the erosion that has eaten away
much of the original deposit, and left here and
there elevations.

Between Moorestown and Mt. Laurel a part
of the soil is black and peaty—in other places,

more sandy. In the roadside ditches we noticed
a considerable quantity of a bright yellow, showy,
compound flower. It was a species of Tickseed
(Coreopsis), a genus allied to the Beggar's tick

I
/;/'/- // 8 1, from which it differs in the awns at the

summit of its seeds. In the Bidens the seeds
are crowned with two or more rigid awns or
projections which are barbed downwards, so that
when they come into contact with clothing or
the skins of animals, the barbs hinder their
being drawn out, and thus the seeds are carried
away and distributed over the country. In the

the awns are smooth, not provided
with harbs. This beautiful plant was the Core-
opsit trichospi rma.

The soil in this part of our road seemed par-
ticularly favorable to the growth of the Sweet
Gum (Lii/uidiim/mr th/riirijlwi). This makes a
large and beautiful tree. The leaves are smooth
and glossy, and are deeply indented into five or
seven lobes. The fruit forms a spherical head,
studded with awl Bhaped beaks. The branchlets

| marked with corky ridges growing
out oi the bark. This interesting tree, although

common enough in Southern New Jersey, is m
to be found in the gneissic soils of Chester Ct

Another plant that had been quite ornaments

and was still beautiful, although mostly gone)

seed, was the large-flowered, Sensitive plai

(Cassia Chamcecrisla). The flowers are a brig!

yellow, and often quite numerous on the plan

The leaves are compound, from ten to fiftei

pair of small leaflets being arranged along eat

leaf-stalk. These are somewhat sensitive to tl

touch, and when the plant is plucked, thi

quickly collapse, so that it is somewhat diffict

to obtain a good pressed specimen. The spo

taneous movements of plants are somewh
similar to those of animals, and are due to tl

vitality of the plant, excited by external fora

It is shown in nearly all plants in the germin

tion of seed. The root descends and seeks a hor

in the soil beneath, while in most cases I

stem and leaves ascend to enjoy the air and ligl

Light has a decided effect on most plants. T.

leaves and branches push towards the light whi>

shines on them. Hence the necessity, whe
plants are grown in houses, to frequently tu

the different sides of the pot to the light, so tb

a regular shape of the plant may be secure

otherwise there will be an excessive growth .

one side, and the other (in the shade), will

stunted.

When the stimulus of light is removed, t

leaves of many plants droop, or are folded

gether, and their flowers often close—pheno

ena which Linnaeus called the sleep of plants-

The white water lily (Nymphcea), expands*

the full light of the day, but uniformly clou

near the middle of the afternoon, and is wit

drawn beneath the surface of the water. Wh|
the Sensitive plant {Mimosa pudica), and tj

Schrankia of our Southern States, is touchil

the leaves rapidly fold up. Still more striki|

is the action of the Venus Fly-trap, a nati<

of the sandy parts of North Carolina. If J

insect alights upon the upper surface of the 1m

the sides suddenly come together with consider

ble force, and the strong bristles of margii

fringe cross each other like the teeth of a ste

trap, so as to retain the intruder. A somewl
similar action, though not so sudden and viole

is noticed in some of our pine-barren plants

the different species of sun-dew (Drosera).

The Cassia belongs to the Leguminous faml
of plants, and produces a pod like that of a

J j
or bean.

Along the road we passed several persimaji

trees (Dimpyros Yirginiana), although they w t

not very plentiful. This tree belongs to l

Ebony family, and has a dark-colored H
wood, which is valuable for making shuttif:

and other instruments that have to bear mi|

usage. The fruit is somewhat like a plum, a|<

is often produced very abundantly. Wty
green it is uncommonly astringent, and H
after it is ripe it has to be frozen and thavl

to develop the sweet taste which it finally *

quires. Ebony is the wood of an African sped
of Diospyros. The common Persimmon is I

only species found in this country. I ban
it is more abundant in the Southern States, Ml

in the section which borders the sea shore. I

As we approached Medford, we saw mtfl

Red Cedars. These trees are quite conspicuxj.

from their dark green and awl-shaped folia

W

and their pyramidal shape. They are apt to!

confined to fence corners, or when growing!?'

the open fields, to be ranged in straight liija

indicating the position of a former fence, wh I
gave them protection in their tender and infn

tile condition. The fruit is a small berry, bin >
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[lack in color, and covered with a white bloom.

I'he cone-bearing family to which this cedar

jelongs, furnishes the most important timber

[•ees of cold climates, and nearly all of the

lost valuable resinous products, such as rosin,

jirpentine, pitch, &c. The red cedar is so

illed because the heart-wood is red. Its bo-

jnical name is Juviperw Virginiana, and it

lelongs to a different genus from the White
jedar of our Jersey swamps, which is now
died by botanists Chamaciqiari* xph/rroidea.

Medford is situated among the Marl deposits,

tarl is a dark green, sandy clay, which has been

ktensively used in New Jersey for fertilizing

tirposes, although latterly the richer artificial

;anures have been taking its place. It lies in

ctensive layers. It owes its peculiarities to a

:-een compound of iron and potash, and it has

iaces of phosphate of lime, derived from animal

mains. Fossil shells and bones of various

|nds are found in it, in some places in great

aundance. It belongs geologically to the Cre-

liceous formation, so called from the Latin

lord Creta, chalk, which abounds in the carres-

pnding formation in England—although chalk

jnot found in this country.

I have occupied so much space on my paper

[journeying to Medford, that I must omit de-

sribing several others of the trees and plants,

nich I had thought of bringing to notice.

The meeting itself was one that was regarded

sa spiritually favored season, in which much
fofitable advice was given by anointed mes

spgers of the Lord. Our attention was called

t) the mercy and goodness of our Heavenly
Mher, who so loved the world that He sent

h only begotten Son into the world, that we

tght be saved through Him. Not only did

cr blessed Saviour suffer himself to be cruci-

id on Calvary for our sakes, but He continues

t visit us with his Divine Grace and Spirit,

sfcking to bring us into a state of willing sub-

issiou to his leadings and restraints, so that

i\i may be washed, sanctified and justified by

t-5 washings of regeneration and the renewings

chis Spirit, and thus be prepared for admission

i;:o that glorified company who have washed
tjir robes and made them white in the blood

•cthe Lamb, and who are fitted to proclaim

tj praises of Him who loved them before they

1/ed Him.
Jn the day when we must appear before the

jlgment seat, to give account of the deeds

due in the body, those who have not co-opera-

tl with the Grace of God, and thus had their

s.s removed, can expect nothing else than to

rur the awful sentence, ' Depart ye cursed."

\e know not when the last call to enter into

t; Lord's vineyard and labor may be extended
t.us—therefore those who felt that day that a

cd had been uttered to them, were entreated

n:to postpone a full submission of heart, which
nght be attained through the Lord's assisting

gice.

This was the general drift of the exercises

tat were expressed, although there were several

Oier points touched upon— so that it was, I

bieve, a solemn and impressive opportunity.

Education is not that, which is made up of
tl shreds and patches of useless arts, but that

wich inculcates principles, polishes taste, regu-

h'JS temper, cultivates reason, subdues the pas-

s'ns, directs the feeliugs, habituates to reflec-

tn, trains to self-denial, and, more especially,

tl.t which refers all actions, feelings, sentiments,
tfi.es and passions, to the love and fear of God,

A COLLOQUY WITH MYSELF.
BY BERNARD BARTON.

That the "jealousy of the fine arts," with

which Clarkson, in his " Portraiture of (Quak-

erism," so aptly credited the Society of Friends,

did not amount to such a strict and bigoted

prohibition as, if consistently carried out and
developed, would prohibit even the work of

education, Bernard Barton was for a long

while the chief practical illustration in the di-

rection of the art poetic. The Fine-arts are

by Adam Smith, in his famous " Wealth of

Nations," fitly denominated " the imitative arts;"

and in them, accordingly, as more or less whole-

some "milk for babes," the principle of imita-

tion, or outward guidance, would seem to be

providentially permitted. The supply of the

milk for babes must of course be maintained

in accordance with the still persistent demand,

although with the still obvious caution that

the " childish things " must be " put away,"

as the need for them is outgrown. But it was

with no idea of launching out into even that

much of a doctrinal discourse that I sat down to

copy the following rhymes of Bernard Barton

as an offering for the columns of The Friend.
With or without this preamble, they are placed

at the Editor's discretion. They appear in an

"Eighth Volume of Verse," published "after a

silence of nine years," in 1845.

The name of the author has of late been

afresh brought before the public, in the Memoirs

of Edward Fitzgerald, who was his son-in-law

Senex.

"As I walked by myself, I talked to myself,

And myself replied unto me
;

And the questions myself then pot to myself,

With their answers, I give to thee.

Put them home to thyself, and if unto thyself

The responses the same should be,

O, look well to thyself, and beware of thyself,

Or so much the worse for thee !"

[Author's name/or these preliminary lines* not given.]

What are riches?—Hoarded treasures

May indeed thy coffers till
;

Yet, like earth's most fleeting pleasures,

Leave thee poor and heartless still.

What is pleasure?—When afforded

But by gauds that pass away,

Head its fate in lines recorded

On the sea-sands yesterday.

What is fashion ?—Ask of folly :

She her worth can best express.

What is moping melancholy?
Go, and learn of idleness.

What is truth?—too stern a preacher

For the prosperous and the gay
;

But a sale and wholesome teacher

In adversity's dark day.

What is friendship ?—If well founded,

Like some beacon's heavenward glow
;

If on false pretensions grounded,

Like the treacherous sands below.

What is love?—If earthly only,

Like a meteor of the night

Shining but to leave more lonely

Hearts that hailed its transient light.

But, when calm, refined and tender,

Purified from passion's stain,

Like the moon, in gentle splendor

Ruling o'er the peaceful main.

What are hopes?—But gleams of brightness

Glancing darkest clouds between
;

Or foam-crested waves, whose whiteness

Gladdens ocean's darksome green.

What are fears?—Grim phantoms, throwing

Shadows o'er the pilgrim's way,

Every moment darker growing

If we yield unto their sway,

What is mirth?

—

A Hasl

1 ollowed but bj deeper gloom
;

PatieDce?—more than sunshine brightening

Sorrow's path, and laljor'- do m.

What is time?—A river Sowing
To eternity's vast sea

;

Forward, whither all are going,

On its bosom bearing thee.

What is liff?—A babble floating

On that silent, rapid stream
;

Few, too few, its pr..gre— n..lin_'.

Till it bursts and ends the dream.

What is death ?—asunder rending
Every tie we love so well—

But the gate to life unending,
Joy in heaven, or woe in hell ?

Can these truths bv repetition

Lose their magnitude or weight?
Estimate thy own condition,

Ere thou pass that fearful gate.

Hast thou heard them oft repeated ?

Much may still be left to do:

Be not by profession cheated !

Live as if thou kneicest them true !

Deborah Howell.

(Continued from page 91.)

Our new meeting-house, on Orange and Wash-
ington Streets, was opened on First-day, second

of Twelfth Month, 1832, and was a solemn, silent

dedication.

It is to continue a First-day Morning Meet-
ing until further direction from the Quarterly
Meeting.

The Committee who were appointed at our
last Quarterly Meeting to visit the subordinate

meetings, have been steadily engaged in this

interesting concern, and completed it by visiting

the Monthly Meetings in this city, which were

all held in "the last week of the past month, and
were preciously favored opportunities, in which
counsel, warning and encouragement were held

forth by qualified instruments. Our Quarterly

Meeting was also favored with their company
and labors. May the seed sown in weakness

rise again in power, and be as the " dew unto

Israel." These meetings were largely attended

by the young people, to whom the Gospel was
preached in the demonstration of the Spirit, and
with renewed power. May these labors be blest,

and the laborers receive their rewaii.

Fourth Month 13th, 1833—Our Yearly Meet-

ing closed this day at noon. I desire to com-
memorate the favor bestowed through the course

thereof in furnishing ability, from day to day,

to transact the important business which came
before us, in harmony and Gospel fellowship.

Counsel aud encouragement were richly held

forth, while warning and reproof were power-

fully administered to the careless and indiffer-

ent. Our men Friends handed us an interesting

report from the Committee who were appointed

last year to visit the subordinate meetings, also

an address from their meeting to the Monthly

and Quarterly Meetings, replete with caution

and advice, urged in an impressive, solemn and

most interesting manner, intended to arouse the

lukewarm and indifferent, tenderly to invite the

youth to enlist under the cross of Christ, aud so

to become a succession of standard-bearers in

the Church.

We trust this most valuable document will

have a quickening, animating effect on the

minds of those to whom it is addressed in the

different meetings, and stir up to more attention

to the important testimonies given us, as a peo-

ple to bear.

* Probably a modification of some then popular

jingles.
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Our dear friend, Jacob Green, from Ulster

[reland, attended the Yearly Meeting.

to the Women's Meeting was memor-
- iid he believed sent who

would have to go on the Gosp
, fait] il

quired dot v.

Our dear friend Joseph Bowne, from .But-

ternuts, Stole of New York, was singularly fa-

vored to preach theGospelinapowerful, precious

manner, on bis visit to cur meeting. He endeav-

ored tor amend more simplicity and plainness

in the furniture of our houses and in the attire

ofthe children, strongly enforcing the observance

of faithfulness to our testimonies.

Our ancient friend, Mildred Ratcliff, from

( >hio, was also livingly enabled to impart coun-

igement to the various states and

conditions

Thus have we been blessed and remembered

by the Great Head of the Church at this annual

,v. in which his living presence has been

made known to his children and people, quali-

fying servants and hand-maidens for different

services in the Church, and enabling them to

BUpport with dignity and firmness our sound and

ne testimonies.

The annual meeting of the Bible Society was

also hi Id to satisfaction and encouragement. The

Quarterly Meeting was held, and concluded with

hallowed solemnity, the Great Head of the

Church condescending to be as a crown of glory

and diadem of beauty to his depending children.

Tenth Month, 1837.—Though some years

have past since I have made a note, yet I have

not been unmindful of the concern, but I am so

often impressed with a sense of my own nothing-

ness, that there appears little in my daily walks

that I account worthy of record. 1 may remark
this evening that our valued friend, Beulah

Sansom's remains were this day committed to

the silent tomb, in the seventieth year of her

age. She was remarkable for her simplicity of

character, endowed with superior talents and ac-

quirements. Dseful ami faithful in ker various

nients, Banctified and prepared by sub-

notion to the blessed Truth, to perform her

work here; she was prepared to meet the Bride-

groom, with her lamp trimmed ami burning

brightly, ajjj to enter into the chamber of eter-

nal rest.

: h Mouth 29th, 1838.—( >ur Yearly Meet-
ing closed on Sixth day evening, the 20th. It

wa- considered the largest gathering we have
had -inee tie- .-ep:irat ion. It was attended by
several Friends from other Yearly Meeting-.

i Molt, Elizabeth Coggeshall.AnneMott,
n, New York; Abigail Davis and sister,

from Rhode Island, and oiler brethren and
Bisters.

It was an in - n and conducted
with order, harmony and dignity. Various

bi ought before us, claimin r

sympathy ; ths >n of the
indiun-. the remnant remaining of the Sis Na-
tion-, who have been for many years under the

I the ' '•in.ri.il t. . mi, [radian Affairs, ami
who at.- now in danger through the cupidity of
our ruler-, of '

r< m the lands of
their fathers, to Beek a home in the Western
wild, rness, bas

i imiseration and tenderness. Pre\

th- Y. arly Mi eting, our frii ml-. Samu
Enoch I., wis, rhomas Evans and .1

n of Indian- to

Wash in the < fov-

il the fraud ami violence, with
treaty had been obtained from a -mall number

of their Nation, while many hundreds were op-

p ,sed to it. These Friends endeavored faith-

fully to do their part in pleading the cause of

the poor Indian, but, after remaining some time

at Washington, left it, almost hopeless of ob-

taining justice from men so accustomed to, and

skilled in, duplicity and wickedness.

After mauy interesting remarks and excellent

counsel, during the various sittings of the meet-

ing, on the concluding minute being read, a sol-

emn and most impressive silence covered, as

with a holy canopy, the numerous assembly,

thus crowning by his sacred presence, and giv-

ing us to believe' that the shout of a King is still

heard in our camp. These memorandums con-

clude our manuscript book. On beginning an-

other, Deborah Howell thus writes

:

Third Month 10th, 1841.—I have commenced

this book, with the humble hope of its contribut-

ing to my own improvement in best things, by

making a daily record of passing events. Al-

though I have nothing to boast of in Divine

things, it may tend to encourage others, when I

have passed away, to believe in the declaration,

" Godliness is profitable to all things, having

the promise of the life that now is, as well as

that which is to come"—that, amidst all the

blessings by which I am surrounded, there is

nothing so much contributes to happiness as a

firm dependence on Him who gives the capacity

to enjoy those blessings and strengthens tobear

up under the many trials and conflicts incident

to our nature.

This, though snowy and wet without, has been

a quiet, peaceful day.

Our Week-day Meeting was covered with so-

lemnity, and the Gospel preached in its native

authority by William Evans and Thomas Kite,

who are both favored ministers, anointed to

preach freely the everlasting truths of the Gos-

pel. Mav their labors be blest with fruit.

Third Month 24th—Our Monthly Meeting

was a day of favor, in which we were favored

with the dew of heaven in the silent part, and
in which the Gospel of glad tiding was preached

by dear Elizabeth Pittfield and S. Balderson,

from Baltimore, both in the demonstration of

the Spirit and with power.
(To be continued.)

An article by B. F. Trueblood.in the Ameri-
can Friend, of Eighth Month 9th, 1894, is, I

think, objectionable from Friends' standpoint.

The early Friends by their writings and teach-

ings, held up the Deity of our Lord and Sav-
iour .Ksus Christ, his incarnation and atoning
sacrifice on the Cross for man's redemption, as

well a.- what He offers to do for us within us,

to sanctify. There is no mysticism about the
doctrine of a universal and saving light as taught
in the Holy Scriptures, because this inner work
of the Holy Spirit was prominently taught and
insisted on, the use of the Bible was not declined,
but the Bible was given its true place, accentu-
ating the grand and fundamental truth that
Christ is the true light that lighteth every man
that cometh into the world, and that a mani-
f. station of the Spirit is given to every man to

profit withal, and that the grace of God that
brings salvation hath appeared to all men. I
.-aw, wrote ( teorge Fox, that Christ died for all
men and was a propitiation for all men, and
had enlightened all men and women by his Di-
vine ami saving light. It is ill-taste for any
member of our Society to write like B. F. T.
a; lo .lie-, language ami numerical designa-
tions; tin- wars that, have flowed by confirm
their accuracy, and then as to this pastoral sys-

tem, bolster it up as best he can; it is a sad

departure from the spirit of the mission of

Friends to broaden out over the whole congre-

gation, equally over men and women, the re-

sponsibility of yielding to the outpouring of the

spirit; no worship by proxy, no interference of

the human with the Divine. The Lord gave

the word and the women that preach the tid-

ings are a great host (R. V.) Quakerism makes

way for the laboring classes, male and female,

to be heard in preaching and praise as the Spirit

leads, and all for love, and nothing for reward.

Pastors, as we have seen some in N. C, in-

terfere with the solemnity of Divine worship,

and appear to usurp the province of the Divine

President in calling on persons to pray and

sing, asking questions and pressing people to

put up hands, kneel or rise in response. With

Gerge Fox we don't read of any such ways, but

he labored to open Truth to the people's under-

standings, and to bottom them upon the prin-

ciple and principal, Christ Jesus, the Light of

the world, that by bringing them to something

that was of God in themselves, they might the

better know and judge of Him and themselves,

George Fox affirmed and proved that Balaam
had the spirit of God, and that wicked men
have it, else how could they quench it, vex it.

grieve it, and resist the Holy Ghost like the

stiff-necked Jews. He (G. F.) took out hi*

Bible and showed that the same that is called

the life in Christ is called the light in men, anc

that this is a Heavenly and Divine light, whicl

lets men see their evil words and deeds, anc

shows them all their sins, and if they wouk
attend to it, would bring them to Christ, fron

whom it conies, that they might know Him, ttj

save them from their sin and blot it out.

A. Fisher.
Megessa, Ninth Mo. 27th, 1895.

For "The Friend." I

Ice-Bound on Kolguev.

Kolguev is an island of about fifty miles lit

diameter, lying

Russia, of which
summer of 1894
Trevor-Battye

a steam yacht along the coast of Norway an

Lapland. The Kolguev is nearly seventy di

grees north latitude and so beset with ice,

the party found it difficult to effect a landin

upon it. At length Trevor-Battye, a compar
ion whom he had hired to skin birds, and
spaniel dog—with a month's provisions, gut

and ammunition and sundry other articles,

'

landed on the north coast on the twenty-fir,

of Sixth Month, and the vessel sailed awa
with directions to call for them in a month
time, on its return from Nova Zembla.

After setting up their tent, they collected dri

•

wood, which was abundant on the shore, ha\

ing probably been floated down one of the rive

which run northward into the Arctic Oceaj

for Kolguev is too far north to produce tre«|

Mauy of these stranded trees had been chippj

by an axe where they lay. This was eneouraj

ing as an evidence that the island was iuhabite;

of which they had not had any certain knovi ;

edge.
_ j

The next day they crossed the river Gussir

and made an exploration of the country, ail

came across the fresh tracks of two sleig

drawn by reindeer. It was determined to (I
deavor to find these natives, so on the twenfl
fourth they started, each carrying about fill

pounds of provisions and other baggage. jq
was unpleasant work fording the river. Tbl
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bobped to sleep on a sandy plateau, where they

popped out a hole and piled sand around its

dges as a protection against the wind. The
ind was very fine, and the wind drove it into

leir eyes and hair, and through their trousers

' On the evening of the twenty-ninth they saw
i hump on a distant hill, which the telescope

|iowed to be a choom or native house and a

^rty of reindeer, and at once directed their

eps towards it. "At one o'clock in the inorn-

hg we came among the deer, many of which
ere white." A heavy fog settled down on the

ills, and after setting down to rest they lost

teir direction and became confused. Our
jthor, when hunting with a Cree Indian, had
iticed that he seemed to have an instinctive

ynsciousness of direction. He remembered
fat one day when it was very hot, he threw a
cket over the bough of a tree, where the In-

an said they would pick it upon their return.

.e says: "We hunted all that day, and the

ixt, lay out that night, and the following even-

ig as we were returning home, I suddenly re-

fenibered my jacket. A jacket hanging on a

l*ugh in the midst of a pathless forest is no
*.ry easy thing to find. But the Cree, shutting

h eyes, remained so for a minute or two and
ten turning half round, walked straight away,
followed and at the end of an hour or so we
Id come straight up to the jacket."

'So, on this occasion, he shut his eyes and
tjought. After a short time, he says, " I could,

j it were, see the choom, and so clearly that I

hew that I could walk up to it." " We shoul-

Qred our things and marched on, and sure

eough, it was not long till we saw before us

te dim outline of the choom looming through
tfe fog." This choom was built of thirty-two

lies about twenty feet long. At the base they
fmed a circle of fifteen feet in diameter, and
t; tops came together and were secured with
a hong. Round the outside was wound a cov-

e'ng of birch bark made in layers. The open-
i;; for a door was closed with a flap of reindeer
s n. Over a fire of drift-wood on the ground
Ms hung a cooking pot and on the floor were
pes of reindeer skins.

It was about half past three in the morning
ven they reached the house, and lifting the
d)r-flap, our traveller called out in Russian,
'low do you do?" A little man and woman
ctne out from among the skins. The woman
c'iked them a goose, and then they laid down
a/1 slept. Things were very cleanly, and the
Snoyeds treated their guests with great kind-
ns, and went to the shore with reindeer sleds
a'i brought up the goods which had been left

This group of natives numbered ten in

a, including the children and grandchildren
o.he old folks. They had about five hundred
rodeer. It was the practice always to keep a
tem of five deer tied up, which were used to

bhg in the herd, which wandered off for pas-
tie, feeding on a kind of lichen. When the
p.ture on one spot was consumed the whole
ftiily, deer and all, moved off to another spot.
T.s constant moving rendered the people very
enert in packing the sleds on which their goods
we carried.

)ur author interestingly describes hisjourney
wh the Samoyeds, and gives many curious
P';ures of the domestic life of those amiable
P'ple, to whom he became quite attached.
H also gives descriptions of the birds which he
elected and of the flowers he met with.

fears before, the islaud was said to have had
t«nty-five thousand reindeer, but the great

mass of them were swept away by a pestilence ;

and now there are only about twenty-seven
hundred left. Some of these belong to a Rus-
sian trader, who annually visits the island, bring-

ing flour, tea, &c, and purchasing the skin.-,

seal-fat and geese which the islanders have to

dispose of.

With this Russian, Trevor-Battye obtained a
passage to the mainland, and thence made his

way home via Moscow and St. Petersburg.
He found ninety-five flowering plants, of which

sixty-three are recorded as British. In most
cases the severity of the climate causes these to

assume a dwarfed character.

He records forty-seven species of birds.

The seal or walrus, polar bear, two species of
fox, and the reindeer, are the only mammalia
found in Kolguev, except that occasionally a

wolf in winter conies across from the mainland.

J. W.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Almost a Plague of Flowers.—Close to Buffalo

Bayou, beyond Morgan County, and in the

Teche sugar district of Louisiana, a passenger
on a Texas Central train pointed out a ditch

full of water hyacinths. They made a bed half

a mile long of green wax-like leaves, studded
with upright plumes of pale lavender blossoms.

This was a month ago. He told me how in the

summer of 1891 he and his wife had been stop-

ping at Monte Sano, in northern Alabama, and
had found there a lotus pond containing, besides

the lotus plants, a few water hyacinths—both
brought from a distance. He lived in New
Orleans, and to his home in that city he shipped
some of the hyacinths done up in moss. They
multiplied so rapidly in his garden in New Or-
leans that they had to be thinned out, and the

discarded plants were thrown into the ash bar-

rel and then into a ditch in the country. A year
later they were noticed along the shores of Lake
Pontchartrain, and in two years were abundant
all around the lake and in all the waters that

empty into it. . In three years hunters and
yachtsmen returning to the city brought won-
derful news of the spread of the plant, and de-

clared that it impeded navigation in some of

the bayous. Great beds of the waxy plant,

gorgeous in the springtime with a warm cloud
of color, floated in all the bayous and reached
in ribbons along the creeks and branches.

It is found now that they will offer no serious

hindrance in navigation and no damage to any
interest, because as they spread they constantly

break apart, and the detached masses float out

into the gulf and into the ocean, where naviga-
tors meet them in the guise of lavender-colored

islands. They do not take root in the soil, but
float and subsist upon water. The people of

the gulf coast are still astonished at this visita-

tion, and are wondering what has been its cause.

They have not yet learned to utilize the flowers

for decorative purposes or to cultivate and sell

them to lovers of nature's ornaments. The
boys who peddle Cherokee roses, jessamine and
lillies still pass the wild hyaeinih by, but in

time they will know better, tor the leaf is almost
as beautiful as the blossom, and that is very
beautiful indeed.

—

Neiv York Sun.

John R. Miller, of Glasgow, Scotland, lately

travelled through Palestine. In one of his let-

ters to the Free Church of Scotland Monthly, re-

ferring to the dew of Lebanon, he said, "The
dew of the lofty Hermon is referred to because
of the extraordinary fertility of the lands which
lay at its feet." This does not seem to be a

likely reason, or an adequate one, for the fre-

quent and prominent mention in the Scriptures

of the dew of Hermon. Wo think ii was spoken
i f because of its copiousness ; and i.o account of

its refreshing influences, wasa i\ peof the abund-
ant grace of God vivifying and fructifying the

souls of his people. The writer well remem-
bers ascending the mountain early in a morn-
ing of Fifth Month, 1881. Every leaf and
blade of grass was dripping with dew. It

seemed indeed as though a shower of rain had
fallen in the night, The question arises, How
account for the copiousness of Sermon's dew?
The answer is easy. The wind in Palestine

blows prevailingly from the West in the even-
ing and night. It comes, therefore, laden with
moisture from the Mediterranean. This moist-

ure laden wind strikes against the mountain.
Its atmosphere being cooler than that of the
plain below there is naturally a greater con-

densation and more copious dew. . The dew of
Hermon was therefore well known to the dwell-

ers in the land and was likely to be referred to

by the sacred writers.— Christian Instructor.

Caching Geese.—The turf cut round with the

axe, where the cloud-berry grew thickest, was
torn up with the hands. Then the geese were
stood on their tails, with the heads tucked in,

till the girls had made a circular group some
three or four yards across. Then the turfs were
rolled back on them, a double layer, and the
packing was complete.

" Dorndaftsa come hungry now, and Dorn-
daftsa go away again. No get in, no good. Yes,
yes," says Ustyuia, with a chuckle. " Dorn-
daftsta," by the way, is our old friend, the blue-

bottle.

—

Icebound on Kolguev.

Mirage.—We were sitting at breakfast, when,
on the bank, at the farthest point of this first

reach of the river, distant barely five hundred
yards, there came into view, if our eyes did not

deceive us, several persons moving down to the

river. Presently they stopped, and one man sat

on a stone and waited so. It was an anxious
moment.

It seemed to me that these natives, having
sighted the tent, were suspicious and hesitating.

They probably had their reindeer just behind
the bank. What if, filled with alarm on seeing

us approach, they should whip up and be off?"

Were we to be cheated again ?

I went for the whisky bottle, telling Hyland
that the only chance would be to walk slowly
along the cliff towards them, and without our
guns. For I thought that so, having time for a
good look at us and judging us peaceable, they
might wait our arrival in some confidence, being
probably armed themselves. And the whisky,
I knew, would seal our overtures.

We started. We had not gone ten yards when
something seemed to change. I raised my glass

and took "another long, particular look.'' And
what do you think I saw? Five barnacle geese,

nothing more. There never had been anything
more, except the mirage.

—

Ice-bound on K<>!<jii< v.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 19, 1895.

We continue to receive accounts from Nonh
Carolina, which indicate the trouble felt there

by Friends who are attached to our principles

and customs, and are grieved by the efforts of

so-called ministers of the "fast' kind to set

them aside.
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correspondents, writing from

. i
!., gays, "It seems like the fast

, Friends are putting themselves into

every meeting-place on First-day that they can

and about the first thing, after they take

i
and, very often,

tell them what to sing; after which the said

preacher leads in prayer. Alter prayer comes

another song, then he preaches his sermon, and

then prayers, after which he asks

them all to stand up and sing the long-meter

doxology and be dismissed. We scarcely have

a meeting here on First-day but there is a min-

tbis kind to come in and take charge

of the meeting in this way."

A letter t'n.m another Friend in North Caro-

lina, mentions that, at the time of their late

Yearly Meeting, one of their members did not

stand up, when a certain class were requested

A woman from a distant State came

to him. knelt down beside him, and prayed that

he might turn from his stubbornness, &c.

We do not mention these things out of any

unkind feelings towards North Carolina Meet-

in- in whose welfare we feel interested, but that

Friends elsewhere may be stimulated to watch

against tin- inroads into their borders of similar

departures from sound doctrines and practices.

In another part of our paper will be found an

article by Abram Fisher, of North Carolina,

reviewing a contributed article which appeared

last jrearin Tht American Friend. We hesitated

somewhat about inserting A. Fisher's article,

owing to the length of time that had elapsed

since the publication of that it criticises, but

finally decided to do so. from a feeling that the

sentiments it contained were valuable, and it

might be useful to have them brought to the

i our members.
It is one of the grievances of the present time,

thai some who profess to be Friends are induced

practically to depart from its principles, in the

hope of being more extensively useful than they

could be it the) adher< d to the limitations which

nt Friends have always felt were placed

upon them by the Spirit of Christ. We avail

- softhe present opportunity of reiterating

our belief, that there is no more effectual way of

spreadiug the kingdom of the Redeemer than
by simply following Him, as He leads his dis-

ciple-, and faithfully obeying the dictates of hi.-

.Spirit.

-I'MMAKY OF EVENTS.
I'm

i
port has I.ecu made to Min

Lansora by an attache
1

of the United States Le
gallon, City of Mexico, which states that there ire l(K

looisU in Northern Mexico, and that It will

turn them t . their homes. Out of a
total of B50 negro colonists, the whereabouts of 250
are unknown.

Julian I'. Ilyne. Editor of die Hawaivm, who i-

now in r'hicHL'u, prc.iicis that within eight ntha
the Hawaiian Republic will he overthrown, and that

K'l'ml mi, a nie [ueen will he
made Queen. "Everybody is sick of ihe i: p il lie,

and the present rulers acknowledge that they are
Itl than when they began."

'

-le.ws that
the present population of Minnesota i- I

percentage
of gain

i in the pine forests
of tic northern p irl m tin

Ik culture promt
' an important industry in Oregon. A Japanese

for Beveral
in 1 his exhibits for this season are

i ii ?erj 1 n rably bj ei

iv. that
of the I in in lik- traffic shipper* are unabl
vessels to carry grain. The increa f bu
tb- \-, i

,

; modern

commerce. Thev are now navigated by 3,341 vessels

of more than 300 tons each, and 36o of them are

steamers of more than 1.000 tons each.

It is estimated that from 450,000 to .300,000 bicycles

have been made and sold in this country tins year

for upwards of $37,000,000. It is stated that there

are 175 different makers of wheels, and that number

11 be greatlv increased next year. Certainly it looks

if the craze for bicycles must have been one cause

for the depression in the carriage trade.

Electrical experts have successfully experimented

th a new high-speed system of machine telegraphy,

by the use of which, it is expected, 1,000 words a

an be sent over a single wire between points

as far distant as New York and Chicago. During the

:h was made under unfavorable weather and

other conditions, 940 words a minute were sent over a

line 218 miles in length. The invention is by Patrick

M. Delaney, and it is expected to cheapen business

correspondence by wire. Is thought to be adapted

to the postal service.

General William Mahone, a famous Confederate

States officer, died at Chamberlain's Hotel, Washing-

ton, D. C, on the 8th instant. He was paying one of

his frequent visits to Washington, when he was stricken

with paralysis on the 30th of last month.

Prohibition has just won a notable victory in Salem,

Va.. the seat of Koanoke College. The vote on li-

censing saloons in the town is 622 against, 262 for.

The Voice claims that the Prohibition party is the

only party that is opposed to operating our Govern-

ment with revenues derived from vice.

A trolley car on the Carnegie branch of the West
End Electric Road, of Pittsburg, "ran away" with 16

passengers while going down a steep grade outside of

the citv, and dashed at terrific speed to the bottom of

the incline, where it was demolished. Five people

were killed and ten badly injured.

There were 360 deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of 23 over the previous week, and a decrease

of 1 from the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing, 191 were males and 169 were femal

48 died of consumption; 46 of heart disease; 24 of

pneumonia; 19 of apoplexy ; 16 of diphtheria; 15 of

casualties; 14 of marasmus; 12 of inflammation of

the hrain; 12 of Bright's disease; 10 of cancer; 10 of

convulsions, and 9 of paralysis.

Markets, &C.—U. S. 2's, 97 a 98* ; 4's, 1907, 111 J a

112} ; 4's, 1925, 123 a 123J ; 5's, 116 a 116J; currency

6's, 101 a 110.

Cotton was quiet and unchanged, with middling
uplands officially quoted at 9jc. per pound.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $14.25 a $15.00;
spring bran, in sacks, spot, $14.00 a $14.50.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 25 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.30 a $2.75 ;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $2.90 a $3.15

;

do., do., straight, $3>20 a $3.30 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.n0 a $3.25; do., do., straight, $3.35 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent, $3.40 a $3.60: spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.10;
do., straight, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.70

;

do., favorite brands, higher; city mills, extra, $2 60 a
$2.75; do., clear, $3.10 a $3.25; do., straight, $3.35 a

$3.50; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.85. Rye Flour.—
Choice Pennsylvania, $2.85 per bbl. Buckwheat
Flour.— $1.60 a $1.70 per 100 pounds for fair to

choice, and at $1.75 at $1.80 for fancy brands.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 06* a 66Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 37 1 a 87Ac.

No. 2 wdiite oats, 2-> a 26c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4:j a 5c;
medium, 4J a 4ic; common, Zi a 4c.

Shkei'anoL AMDs,—Extra, 3', a3Jc; good, 2| a 3c;
medium, 2', a 2ic .common, l.t a 2c; lambs, 3 a 5c

IIous.—r» a Ojc. for Western. No Slate hogsarrived.
FOREIGN—It is announced that the revised Apocry-

pha, completing the revised version of the Bible, will
be published in Eleventh Month.
The reply of the Porte to the joint note of the six

Powers relative toihe recent rioting in Constantinople
has been made public. The Government declares that
Mussulmans were not the aggressors; that Armenians
killed inoffensive Mohammedans, and that, in certain
cis. s, the Mohammedans had to defend themselves
against their attacks.

Severe rain storms have caused floods in several
parts of Italy. Many deaths by drowning are re-
port< d, and there has been serious loss of rattle, crops
and properly. In many places (he railways have been
inundated and traffic stopped.
The personal org; f De Witte, Minister of Fi-

"""''' : '"' e -ful boring of several new
naphtha springs in Ikiku, the product of which is far
in . xcess of any of ihe springs hitherto opened.
On the sih Lost., thw Corean palace at Seoul was

broken into at 5 o'clock in the morning by a body of

Corean troops and a band of Japanese Sushi in civilian

dress. The colonel in command of the troops, on re-

fusing to enter the palace, was killed, and a number

of the palace guards were slain. The Japanese entered

the Queen's room and killed tbe Queen, the Minister

of the Household and three women. The bodies were

taken outside and burned. The Japanese troops were

at the palace, but took no part in the proceedings. Tai

Won Kun, the King's father, reached the palace soon

afier the assault, and assumed the chief authority. He
is now Dictator, and is known to have been in the

plot. The pro-Japanese party is in control. Many

of the Queen's parly have been arrested, and many

more have fled.

Six thousand men are being enlisted in the Congo

State for an expedition, the purpose of which is kept

secret. ,

The duty on gin in Africa is only about a shilling

a gallon. Apart from the duty, it is asserted that

much of this spirit is worth but 4Jd. per quart. In

Lao-os alone the natives drank no less than 812,000

galTons of this stuff in 1893.

Antananarivo, the capital of Madagascar, was occu-

pied by the French expedition, under General Du-

chesne, on the 30th nit. The Queen and Ministers ol

State escaped, finding refuge in Ambosistra. The

French Government will strike a Madagascar medal

for the troops who took part in the campaign. Th(

treaty of peace made by the French commanderit
Madagascar provides that no territorial concessioi

shall be made by the Hova Government without tht,

consent of France.

New Zealand is a sober country, and is growing stil

more sober. Since 1879, the drink bill has been re

duced from £6 10s. per capita to £2 17s. 2d. A ne»

government bill provides for decreasing the numbe

of saloous by majority vote. A recent gathering

the Maori, or native, Parliament of New Zealand wa

addressed hv a representative of the temperance alii

j

ance. At its close, thirty chiefs of the Maoris am,

sixty other representative natives, signed a petition t

the Premier and House of Representatives, asking tha

a clause be added to the government licensing bill

that no intoxicating drink shall be sold or given tj

any man of the Maori race in New Zealand, and tha:

no license shall be granted within a mile of any nativij

owned land. There are 30,000 Maoris in the colon;
j

Advices from Bogota state that a shock of eartf.

I quake on Ninth Month 20.h damaged a large numbe;

of houses in the city. The inhabitants are also threa
J

ened with a complete failure of their water suppl;|

and a public meeting has been held to consider uiea

;

ures of relief.

A Spanish naval officer who arrived in Havana
cently from the scene of the wrecked cruiser, Cristob

Colon, reports that the vessel is a total loss. The ere

of the warships Conde De Venadito and Infanta Isab

are working vigorously to save all of ihe materi

post ible from the wreck.

W. Mclnni.s, of ihe Canadian Geological Surve

has returned to Ottawa from the Rainy River distrii

He says the gold belt extends over 400 miles, and th

hundreds of claims have been taken up.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conve

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage w
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A'.«

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wh»
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cen

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To i

the 6chool by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone)
Zebedee Haines, Sup'L

Westtown Boarding School.—The General Co
mittee will meet on Sixth-day, the 25th inst., at

A.M. The Committee on Instruction the same di

at 9 a. m. Wm. Evans, Clerh

Correction. — In the obituary notice of Geoi

Brinton, last number of The Friend, the fact of '

being a member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting
omitted.

Died, at his residence, Londonderry, Pa., on I

fifth of Seventh Month, 1895, Benjamin Seal, a|

sixty -live years; a member of West Grove Particu
and New Garden Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, Eighth Month 5th, 1895, John M.Saundj
in the eighty-fourth year of his age; an esteeD

member of Woodbury Monthly Meeting of Frier

New Jersey. " The memory of the just is blessed.
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—

Dear Friend*:—Rene wed ly deliberat-

ii; on the subject of addressing you, with some
aiount of the exercises, and engagements of

mid, which have occupied us at this season,

y) have again felt encouragement to believe

tit we may thus contribute, through the bless-

iij which is permitted to crown the humble
eleavor of the disciple, to build you up " on
yjr most holy faith " in Christ Jesus our
Ird. Receive then our cordial salutation in

Fm, the " living stone," the " chief corner

s,ne, elect, precious;" and come to Him that

ymay be " built up a spiritual house, an holy
p.esthood." These are indeed sacred expres-

ses, not likely to be adopted ! and the state to

vich they point is a high attainment, not to

breached by human contrivance and skill;

bt, remember, it is the glory of the Gospel
dpensation, that by it " every valley shall be

eulted, and every mountain and hill shall be
ride low; and the crooked shall be made
saight, and the rough places plain;" yea, even
t: blind shall be led " by a way that they
lew not," and darkness shall be made " light

Ifore them." " These things," saith the Lord,
will I do unto them and not forsake them."
One principal engagement of mind, which

Is been manifested in this meeting, has been
fr our youth. Bend, we beseech you, early

—

had in good earnest and cheerfully, under the
f-ming hand of the Lord. " The fear of the
hrd, is the beginning of wisdom," yea, the
f indation of true knowledge
There is danger in seeking knowledge inde-

]ndently of this, for so, as saith the apostle,

knowledge pulfeth up." But this true knowl-
fge is life eternal. " This," said our blessed
]>rd," is life eternal, that they might know
tee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
tou hast sent." O, the favor, the honor, and
te eternally blessed effect, of being taught of
(e Lord !

Nor have our good desires at this time been
•nfined to the youth only. We are disposed
• write also to you, who have passed the me-
dian of life. You have travelled a long course
'rough the dangers and vicissitudes of time;
id it will be well for you to reflect and know,
>w far you have kep't yourselves "unspotted

from the world." Some of you, also, have been

engaged in a long course of profession ; and to

some of you we trust it may be said, " Ye have

known Him that is from the beginning." We
beseech you to pause and to ponder the path of

your feet. Is your salvation nearer than when
you believed? Is your present state answerable

to the love with which you were visited, and

attracted in the morning of your day? and is

your love now equal to the love of your espous-

als? Fruits of increasing love to God are

manifested in a variety of ways ; and probably

not in any one more clearly, or acceptably to

Him, than by tokens of regard for the plants of

his hand, the visited youth of his church. It is

remarkable, that when our Lord thrice put the

question to his zealous disciple Peter, "Simon,

son of Jonas, lovest thou me?" the only conse-

quent injunction was, " Feed my lambs—feed

my sheep." There are various ways, too, in

which this may be effected: by precept, by

sympathy, by assistance in their spiritual diffi-

culties; but above all, by steady, uniform, cir-

cumspect example. And this, dear Friends, as

you know, cannot be afforded to them, unless

you experience fresh supplies of spiritual strength

to persevere yourselves in dedication, faithful-

ness, and the fear of the Lord. How fruitful of

advantage, then, is an observance of the com-

prehensive command of Christ, " I say unto all,

Watch !" Thus, young and old may be helps

to each other : for, as " he that watereth, shall

be watered also himself," the disciple who, by

the benefit of holy example, and sound precept,

contributes to forward others in the path of

righteousness and peace, will receive an increase

of ability himself to hold on his way ;
and the

faithful members of the gathered church will

become each other's joy in the Lord.

1812.— Dear Friends: Moderation in per-

sonal and domestic expense every way becomes

the followers of a lowly-hearted Saviour. We
are therefore engaged to press it upon our young

Friends, just setting out in life, to beware of

needless expense in the furniture of their houses,

and in their general domestic habits. Even
those who think their property may entitle them

to abundance or to elegance, by indulging in

costly habits are but setting an ill example to

those of more contracted means ; and as we are

but too apt to copy that which coincides with

our natural disposition, our want of circum-

spection may prove an incitement to extrava-

gance in others, and prompt them to use exer-

tions for supporting an appearance, which may
divert them from the true business of life—the

daily study to be approved in the sight of God.

And, dear youth in general, especially you

whose period of life may not be so advanced as

that of those whom we have just addressed, even

you who have left, or are about to leave, the

protection of a parent, and to enter into the

busy scenes of life ; some of you, probably, in

populous towns, far different from the retire-

ment of your paternal abodes ; we beseech you

to guard against the new temptations which

may now assail you. Oppose the first incite-

ment to any liberty inconsistent with your
principles, and be willing to seek the society of

experienced Friends in the places where you
may be situated, and to receive their admoni-

tion with meekness and attention. Never forget

that the season of early youth is a season of

peculiar danger; and if you grow up under this

sense, you will from time to time be led to cry

for preservation to Him, who has said, i and his

words are Amen, for ever), " Him, that cometli

to me, I will in no wise cast out."

Dear Friends, let us observe, that love, Chris-

tian love, is the parent of every virtue; it re-

strains our immoderate gratification of personal

indulgence; it expands our hearts to every

class of society, and to every modification ot

the human species; it makes us prompt to lend

a hand of help to such as may stray from the

path ofsafety ; it leads to universal benevolence,

and as it is the origin of every good work, so

through the grace of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, it will be the reward of a life

passed in his service, in its native region, the

realm of unmixed love, with Him for ever.

Amen.
1813.—We desire, dear Friends, that such of

you as often meet in small companies for the

solemn purpose of worship, may not relax your

diligence. Your situation will at times appear

discouraging , but although you may be seldom

assisted by the company and travail of your

brethren, never forget that you are under the

continued notice of the Lord, and that his

tender regard extends to all those who wait

upon Him in reverence and humility. Many
who have been alike circumstanced, can ac-

knowledge that they have known their strength

renewed, and their confidence in Divine sup-

port increased, by a due attendance of their

meetings for religious worship. Your situation,

though trying to yourselves, is important. If

with faithfulness and integrity you perform

your Christian duties, your example will pre-

vail with others who have been too negligent

of the concerns of a future life ; and by your

consistent conduct, the truth which we profess

will beexalted—the name of the Lord glorified.

Our minds have been affected, at this time,

by the recent decease of many with whom we

have been often associated in religious labor,

and whose memory is precious. We feel the

loss of these
;
yet we can with thankfulness ac-

knowledge, we have been comforted in reflecting,

that the Almighty power which was their sup-

port, and which has preserved us since we were

first gathered to be a people, is unchangeably

the same. We sympathize also with those who
are in the decline of life, in whose hearts such

afflictive deprivations may, in their solicitude

for the welfare of the church, excite many dis-

couraging feelings. To you, our elder brethren

and sisters, we offer the salutation of our cordial

love. We desire that you may partake of our

comfort, in observing the conduct of many, who
are now in the vigor of health and strength,

and who, in various ways, are giving proofs of

their attachment to that cause, the prosperity
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of which lias been your greatest joy. We doubt

not that your endeavors to stand approved in

the sight of God, have met bis gracious accept-

ance; and that your example and labors in the

Lord's service, have animated many of these

brethren to follow you, as you have

been endeavoring to follow Christ. Let us like-

wise entreat you, dear Friends, who are of less

religious experience, but who have entered upon

the active scenes of life, not to retard your

Christian progress, by any unwillingness to

make an entire surrender of your hearts to the

disposal of Infinite Wisdom. The Lord is a

rich rewarder of all his faithful followers; and

happy will it be for you, should you be per-

mitted to see many days, to reflect, at the close

of life, that you have been devoted to the pro-

motion of his cause.

Amongst the numerous benevolent under-

takings which now interest the minds of our

countrymen, we contemplate with much satis-

faction', the geueral circulation of the Holy-

Scriptures. Our sense of that inestimable treas-

ure has been frequently acknowledged ; and we

feel ourselves engaged to call the attention of

such of our members as may be employed in this

salutarv work, to the supreme importance of

giving heed to that Divine word, to which the

Scriptures bear testimony. This word is Christ,

the '• Bread of Life," and the "Light of men ;"

that " Light which lighteth every man that

cometh into the world." If we are earnest to

obey the teachings of this unerring Guide, we
shall be led to cry to the Lord, that He would

preserve us from self-exaltation, from attribut-

ing to ourselves that honor which is due to

Him alone. We shall be on our guard lest we
should mistake our proper sphere of usefulness,

or suffer any pursuit, however laudable in itself,

to divert us from our true allotment of labor in

the church. This watchfulness unto prayer cau

alone ensure our growth in religious experience,

and our establishment in every good word and
work.

(To be continued.)

For-'TriE Friend.''

A Visit to Atsion.

Atsion and its neighborhood has long been
uoted as a locality for the distinctive pine bar-

ren plants— those peculiar to or abounding in

the sandy district of South Jersey, known as

the pinet, and which is mostly covered with a

stunted growth of pine or osk, and the bogs of

which are adapted to the growth of the cran-

berry.

On the twenty-first of Ninth Month, I visited

the region in company with a botanical friend.

The long continued dry weather was unfa-
vorable to much success in our botanical ex-
plorations, and the great heat of the day in-

terfered with our physical comfort. Yet we
found a considerable number of interesting

• reward our efforts, and by Btopping to

1 1 "tf at interval? under th<' shade ol trees
along our route, «<• managed to preserve our-
selves from becoming too much heated, aDd the
thirst produced by our hot walk prepared us to

enjoy with pen, liar zest n ti, -long draughts
ti in a bucket of water in which large lumps of
i'e were placed, at the pumping station near
the depot We were reminded of the expll

Hansen's remark, that the highest physical pleas-

ure of which tin' human frame is capable flow
from freely drinking cold water.

Although the heat and thirst were not pleas
ant themselves, yel tin . iven the necessary pre
requisites for this enjoyment- Is not the sam<

principle of wider application ? And do not

the hardships we endure and the difficulties we

encounter in life really in the long run promote

the sum of our happiness and enjoyment?

Near the station is an extensive pond formed

by damming the waters of the Atsion River,

which is one of the branches of the Mullica

River, that drains into the ocean the eastern

slope of a large section of the central part of

South Jersey. The water power here has been

utilized for several mills, all of which are now-

idle. In former times there was an iron fur-

nace, the metal being derived from the bog iron

ore which is found in the neighborhood. Bog

ore has the peculiar characteristic of being re-

placed after it has been removed. The new

supply probably comes from the iron contained

in the subjacent earth. Ehrenberg, the great

German microscopist, says it is derived from the

shields of microscopic animaleulse.

In the pond we found an interesting plant

—

the Floating Heart (Limnanlhemum lacunowm).

It has small, heart-shaped leaves, with very-

long foot stalks, which enable them to float on

the surface, even when the mud in which the

plant is rooted is several feet below. The flowers

are white, but it was too late in the season to

find these. On the sides of a pool below the

dam grew a patch of a rush (Juncus), the stems

leaves of which were hollow, and this cavity

s divided into numerous separate cells, by

cross partitions, which were very conspicuous

when one of the stems was slit open longi-

tudinally. I suppose the species was J. Mili-

ums, but having been much fatigued before it

was met with its full examination was not made.

Among the interesting plants we met with

was the Polygonella articulata, a slender little

plant with very narrow leaves and small rose-

colored flowers.

We saw several species of Golden-rod. The
sweet-scented (Solidago odora), had passed the

season of its prime, but the entire shining leaves

still yielded a pleasant odor of aniseed when
crushed in the hand. The essential oil distilled

from them has been used in medicine. Another
pine-barren species was the Solidago patula,

with smallish leaves, and the heads of flowers

crowded into compact, short clusters. In Gray's
Botany of the northern United States, there are

forty-two species described, but Great Britain

has but one kind.

We found a white-flowered Century Plant
(Sablmiia lanceolata). This genus belongs to the
Gentian family, and is confined, I believe, to

North America. The different species, so far

as I know them, are all attractive-looking plants.

Their colors are different in different species

—

white, yellow and rose-color. In a damp hollow
along the railroad bank grew a most beautiful
species of Gentian, with very narrow leaves,

( (iinlinna rtnyurfij'olia). The flowers were not
yet fully opened, but when they are, they dis-

play an azure blue color of exceeding richness,

perhaps not equalled by that of any olher plant
which grows in this section of country. The
Gentians belong to a natural order which is

quite extensive, embracing about seventy gen-
era, and upwards of live hundred species. The
great majority of the Gen tains are found in
mountainous districts. Lindley says: "The
abundance and beauty of the Gentian on the
European Alps never fail to arrest the attention
and demand the admiration of the traveller,
who knows not whether most to admire the
noble appearance presented by some of the
taller species, or the intensely" brilliant blue
color of some of the more lowly-growing species,

1

which may be found growing in profusion

little swards environed on all sides by ice-c

rocks ajid mighty glaciers." The Gentians

pervaded by a pure bitter principle, which

valuable tonic. In a small collection of

hundred Alpine plants, brought from Swii

land, I find seven species of Gentians, the

of them very small.

Of the Eupatoriums, the genus to which tr.

common Boneset of our meadows belongs, w

found several species. One of these is peculis

from the numerous resinous globules on tk

leaves, whence it derives its specific name, res

nosum (Eupatorium resinomm). The leaves ai

narrow and partly clasping the stem, and frot

four to six inches long. They are placed oj

posite to each other.

One of the plants we were in search of was

rare little fern, so inconspicuous as not to \

easily found, which was said to be found in

cranberry bog about two miles from the rai

road station. We explored the spot pretty car

fully, but did not meet with the fern. A fii

had" overrun the locality the previous year, an

this may have destroyed our little friends.

We found several plants, in addition to thoi

mentioned in this paper, and on the whole ha

no reason to be dissatisfied with our success.

J.W.

Selections from the Memoranda of Phebe \

Roberts.

(Concluded from page 100.)

Fourth Month 19th.—Our Yearly Meetin

There was that felt and expressed which I desi

to treasure up. Oh ! that we as a people mi

let our light shine before men. " Ye are tl

light of the world, a city that is set on an hi

cannot be hid." There is One, who is able

deepen us in the Truth, and make us " the sa

of the earth ;" as we earnestly seek it of Hii

we shall find it: "For every one that askei

receiveth, and he that seeketh, findeth ;
and

him that knocketh, it shall be opened." "

there not a cause" for us individually, to lot

closely into our own hearts. " Put away tl

strange gods that are among you, and be clef'

and change your garments, and let us arise, ar,

go up to Bethel, and make there an altar un

God, who answered us in the day of our distrei

and was with us in the way that we went."

I believe our Holy Head designs to bless 1:

Church and people, as we in faith and faithfi

ness serve Him with the whole heart.

Seventh Month.—Not feeling well, remaini

at home from meeting. I had a comfortab

time in my quiet chamber, where I " turn in I

rest a while." I find no place comparable to

My mind is, as my dear mother once express*

it, " like the peaceful ocean," and overflow^

with gratitude to our dear Lord and Maste

who has watched over us and preserved us I

day and by night. May we never forget H
much we one unto Him whose "mercies a

new every morning," and " great is his faithfi

ness." I feel my day's work is nearly doij

and have endeavored to look into my own staij

I can thankfully say, " I feel no condemnatioEj

unworthy as I am of the precious covering I

quiet. It will all be through the mercy of n;

clear Saviour, if I am found worthy to ent

" the pearl gate."

Second Month, 1891.— I obtained a minui

to visit the families of Goshen Monthly Meetin'

and some who are not members who attend,

number of families have moved within our H
its from other meetings. My kind friend, S. I

accompanied me. The visit brought relief •
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iy mind, and I feel no doubt it is the finishing

id this weighty work. I have cause again to

fy,
" Return unto thy rest, oh, my soul, tor the

j>rd hath dealt bountifully with thee."

Fourth Month, 1892.—Our Select Yearly

Jeeting. Our beloved friends, S. M. and J. E.

1 were liberated for extensive service in for-

ign lauds. It is, indeed, a very weighty and

(tensive prospect. May Israel's uuslumbering

ftepherd go with them, keep and preserve them

(every hand, and bring them safely home when

te service is accomplished to their families and

lends, with the reward of peace.

"My presence shall go with thee, and I will

{ye thee rest," impressed my mind, and was

Seventh Month, 1892.—At our meeting there

MS a number of strangers. I trust none were

'f.ent empty away." One and another are

(iawn to sit with us. May we who are placed

i
1 the head of the meeting, be examples to all.

Jam very desirous our dwelling may be very

Kir unto our blessed Saviour, not only when
newbled for the solemn purpose of worship,

lit in our every-day lives, to dwell upon the

I'M. " Watch and pray that ye enter not into

tnptatiou." Our enemy is unwearied, and is

omitted to follow us to the very verge of eter-

izy, but He who hears the prayers of hissincere-

larted children, will protect and deliver all

tose who put their trust in Him. " Fear thou

it, for I am with thee." He will make a way
Mere no way can be seen, and give ability for

te work of our day. I can testify to this.

Tenth Month.—My dear husband has been

piously indisposed. He is favored with quiet

niguation. May I be enabled to help him in

sirit.

First Month, 1893.—With a sad heart I have

rw to record the decease of my beloved hus-

f.nd. He passed peacefully and quietly away
(j the twelfth instant, in the eighty-third year

i his age. A precious evidence was granted

trough Him who giveth the victory, that he is

ffely gathered into that rest which is " prepared

fr the people of God." There is a void left in

if heart that cannot be filled by any earthly

ting, but I am comforted by the all-sustaining

jesence of the dear Ma.ster, enabling me to say,

The cup which my Father hath given me,

sail I not drink it ?" The Scripture was freshly

lought to remembrance, " For thy Maker is

line husband ; the Lord of Hosts is his name."

J
have graven thee upon the palms of my

l.nds, thy walls are continually before me." I

limbly believe He will care for us.

Third Month.— I have been able generally to

:tend our meeting at Malvern, with my dear

fruily, which I esteem a favor. The presence of

cir Holy Head is felt to be near, refreshing the

^ary soul. I have had, again and again, to

t uo my voice, endeavoring to strengthen our

tie gathering to hold on their way in faith

;id in faithfulness.

The dear young Friends especially are brought
:ry near my best life. May they be preserved and
abled to fill their places in the militant Church,
>wing their necks to the cross of their dear

liviour. Keep them, dearest Father, from the

any voices that are in the world. I feel my
'iy's work is drawing to a close. May my eyes

! clearly anointed to see what yet remaineth,
e the great work is accomplished, and an evi-

iiice granted me of an admittance into ever-

sting rest.

Sixth Month, 1893.— I have been prevented
r some time from mingling with my friends at

eeting, having had a severe attack of illness.

Unworthy as I felt for the favor, my heavenly
Father was very near, ami many precious mo-
ments were granted me—a peaceful, quirt feel-

ing; not anxious as to how it would terminate.

I am still in my chamber, where many pleasant

hours are spent. I feel my heavenly Father
sustaining my little bark, for which favor " my
cup runneth over," unworthy as I am.

Seventh Month 22nd.—A beautiful morning,

which calls for gratitude to our merciful Father,

who is watching over his flock by night and by

day. I am still in my quiet chamber, where I

am again and again made sensible of the tender

regard of my heavenly Father to one of his little

ones, and raising the language, " What shall we
render unto the Lord for all his benefits."

Eighth Month 3rd—(Her last entry). The
frail tabernacle is wearing out, though I am very

tenderly dealt with, and, above all, a quiet,

peaceful mind is granted me. Dear friends have

kindly called to see me, among the number E.

A., a dear sister and devoted hand-maiden of

her Lord and Saviour. She revived the lan-

guage, " I will keep him in perfect peace whose

mind is stayed on Thee, because he trusteth in

Thee." Although permitted to feel this heavenly

peace, yet, at times, " I am poor and needy."

But we are not forgotten by Him who regardeth

the very sparrows, and without his notice not

one falleth to the ground. In his own time He
will be " as a morning without clouds" to all his

trusting, faithful children. Trust in Him in

whom is everlasting strength.

France in 1794: America in 1894.

During the Reign of Terror in France, in

the closing years of last century," Guillotines

became children's toys, with which they opera-

ted on birds, mice and insects. As late as 1801

the Arras Authorities had to order the seizure

and destruction of these toys, as suggesting ideas

of death which might render children ferocious

and sanguinary." Children were imbued with

the tragical spirit of the times. Thousands of

human beings were executed by means of the

guillotine. Sometimes as many as eighty were

conveyed in the same vehicle to the place of

death. Some authorities saw, even in those

dark days of France, that, to insure their future

peace and safety, the children must not be al-

lowed to play with murderous toys, and they

ordered their destruction.

SWORDS AND GUNS AMERICA'S TOYS IN 1894.

Since the Civil War in the United States,

military toys have vastly increased in number

and attractiveness. Parents and friends procure

them for the children and teach them how to

use them. Those trained to the use of deadly

weapons in childhood, often in after life add

their quota to the largely increasing lists of an-

nual homicides.

The record of crime, murder and suicide, as

reported by the daily press in these closing years

of the nineteenth century, is truly appalling.

Yet from the authorities in government there

comes no order for the destruction of military

toys, or the suppression of a military spirit. On
the contrary,

MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL AND STATESMEN
FAVOR MILITARY INSTRUCTION.

Never, in the history of the United States,

in time of peace, has there been such encour

agement given to military instruction in rdig

ious and social life as at the present time. Boys

Brigades and "Military Church Companies"

are organized in Sabbath Schools, Christian

Endeavor, and other young people's societies.

"Companies are enrolled from nearly all de-

nominations," except those denominations that

have ever protested again-t all war.

The growth of the Brigade has been very

rapid. Fourteen companies are enrolled from

Philadelphia, the "City of Brotherly Love."

These are organized into a battalion, of which

•a professed minister of the Gospel is president.

Some ministers claim that the adoption of the

Brigade is not to cultivate a military spirit, but

"only as a side attraction — a means to a more
valuable end." One writer says, "The spirit

of war is not in the Brigade at all. . . The
methods are military and strictly so, but the ends

to be reached are in the sweet fields of the peace

of Christ." It is inconsistent to claim that the

drill, with the gay uniform, sword and gun

—

a gun that shoots," too—and other attractions,

without the slightest view of the liorrors of war,

will fail to cultivate a military spirit. An ad-

ocate of the drill said that " nothing pleases a

boy more than soldiering, and the Brigade idea

"deludes competitive drills with other compa-

nies, parades, summer camps, etc' In reference

to this question, Theodore L. Cuyler, of Brook-

lyn, remarked, " It is pitiable to see the carnal

weapons of butchery in the hands of Christian

youth."

Deny or evade the fact, it is nevertheless

true— ministers of the Gospel and Christian

teachers are instructing members of the church

in the art of carnal warfare. Christ said, " They
that take the sword shall perish with the sword."

The history of the world has proved this to be

true. One nation has conquered another in war,

afterward to perish in like manner.

The " whole armor of God" which St. Paul

so wisely describes, is a spiritual armor, and

those who drill with carual weapons to illustrate

Paul's meaning or symbolisms, do violence to

the Gospel.

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

Common schools and colleges have formed

Brigades, and others are being formed, accord-

ing to recommendations of the Grand Army,

which, if fully adhered to, will put our country

under a system of" compulsory military educa-

tion."

Ex-President Harrison voiced the sentiment

of statesmen and army officers who favor mili-

tary instruction in schools, when he said, " No-

thing will so much aid to enlarge our State

militia and to give it efficiency and character

as the plan proposed. The military taste aud

training acquired in the school will carry our

best young men into the military organizations,

and make those organizations reliable conserva-

tors of public order and ready and competent

defenders of the national honor."

Theearlv Christian Church understood Christ's

Gospel of" Peace. Then a Christian could not

fight and be consistent with his profession. The

truth of this is attested by the enemies of the

church of that day. And through the centuries

since, there have been learned and devout Chris-

tians who, by example and precept, have pro-

tested against the barbarity of war.— Tract by

H. TV. Blackburn,

Judge thvself with the judgment of sincerity.

and thou wilt judge others with a judgment of

charity.

We may know what Christ hath done for

us, by what He hath done in us.
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Selected.

NOT SHUT IN"

The following lines were written by n woman
who baa been laid upon a bed of extreme suffer-

many years.

"Shut in!" did yon say, my sisters?

i ili. no : Only led away—
Out ..f the .lust 'and turmoil—
The burden and heat of the day,

green pastures,

By the waters calm and still,

Where 1 may lie down in quiet.

And yield to my Father's will.

Earth's ministering ones come round me,

With fines calm and sweet,

And we sit and learn together

At the loving Saviour's feet;

And we talk of life's holy duties,

Of the crosses that lie in the way.

mnsl go i Dl and do them,
While /lie st. 11 and pray.

I am not shut in. my sisters,

For the four Walls fade away.

And my soul goes out in gladness

To bask in the glorious day.

This wasting, suffering body,

With its weight of weary pain,

Can never dim my vision

—

My spirit cannot restrain.

I wait the rapturous ending

—

i >r rather, the entering in.

Through the gates that stand wide open,

And admit no pain or sin.

I am onlv waiting sisters,

Till the Father calls me home!
Waiting, with my lamp all burning,

Till the blessed " Bridegroom " come.

STRENGTH FOR TO-DAY.
Strength for to-day is all that we need,

As there never will he a to-morrow;
For to-morrow will prove but another to-day,

With its measure of joy and sorrow.

Then why forecast the trials of life

With much sad and grave persistence,

And wait and watch for a crowd of ills

That as yet have no existence'.'

Strength for to-day—what a precious boon
I i r • truest s-iuls who labor!

For the willing hands that minister
To the needy friend and neighbor!

Strength for to-day ! that the hearts
In the battle for right may quail not,

Ami the eyes beditnmtd by bitter tears
In their search for light may fail not.

Strength for to-day on the down hill track
For the travellers near the valley,

Thai up, far up. on ihe other Bide,

'

Ere Ions they may safely rally.

Strength for to day, that our precious youth
May happily shun temptation,

And build, from ihe rise to the set of sun,
i hi a strong and sure foundation.

Strength for to-day in house and home,
To practice forbearance sweetly

;

I titer kind words and loving deeds;
Still tru-ling in i rod completely.

Strength for to day is all that we need,
tere never will be a to-morrow;

For to morrow will prove but another to-dav,
With it-

, I sorrow.
—Boston Transcript

"Am of 1't [ting Things."—The usual
thn ng poured oul of the Grand Central Depot
One said to another, " Here we are again, all

rushing to the city, every one trying t

Ins living oul of tl there."

ml yourself in that crowd, if you choose,
but not me," replied the person to whom he had
spoken. • i come t,, Now Vot-k every day to

nd they estei m n
- uch us to support too and give me enough

:
ir a rainy day."— Christian Advocate.

Deborah Howell.

(Continued from page 10'_>.)

Third Mo. 29th, ! fc—When I commenced

this 1 k. it was my intention to have kept a

daily record of events, &c., but I have felt so

little ability, ami such continued poverty of spirit

so assailed by temptation, that 1 have been dis-

couraged from taking up the pen. Yesterday

(First-dav), was much interested, between and

after meeting, in reading in the works of Isaac

Penington, William Penn and Thomas Shilli-

toe, devoted servants of the Most High, who

counted nothing too near or too dear to part

with for the testimony of Jesus. May I be stimu-

lated to follow on in "the path of true dedication

and devotion to the Divine will.

Fourth Month 4th.— First-day evening. I have

but little to record. Would that devotion was

more the covering of ray mind, but temptation

and trial seem to be, with me, the order of the

day. Should it be the food most convenient or

the best adapted for me, may resiguation on my
part be experienced.

" But oh, for a closer walk with God
A calm and heavenly frame."

We have heard this evening of the death of

our newly-elected President, William Henry
Harrison, in the sixty-eighth year of his age.

He has filled the station about one month, and
had giveu hopes that his mild, wise measures

under Providence, would have helped to heal

the hurt of our afflicted nation brought on us by
the unrighteous policy of our two former rulers.

But it has pleased the Great Ruler of the Uni-
verse to disappoint our hopes.

Fourth Mouth 12th.— I returned this day from
my brother, Israel Howell's, after a few days' tar-

riance, having attended the spring examination
at Westtown Boarding School. It was an im-

proving and interesting season, showing the com-
mendable progress and orderly conduct of the

children, of whom there are two hundred and
fifty-six in the school at this time. This excellent
institution has been a blessing to society, and we
trust will continue to be a " vineyard that the
Lord will bless," as was expressed by our late

worthy Friend, Thomas Scattergood^ who was
much interested in its welfare. I came home
through a heavy fall of snow ; though the season
is so far advanced, it was found to be one foot

deep, but did not lay long on the ground. More
snow has fallen this winter than for many past
seasons. It has been an inclement winter gener-
ally, both in England and on the Continent of
Europe.

Fourth Month 19th.—Our Yearly Meeting
commenced to-day. Several sttangers present,
among whom is Elizabeth Robson, from Eng-
land, who has been paying a general visit to
Friends in this land, a devoted servant of the
cross.

A number of epistles from the different Yearly-
Meetings were read, all of which on our Couti-
ment mentioned her acceptable services and
company in them.
Our silting this morning was solemn and

quiet, and wo trust they will continue to be
crowned with the presence of the Great Head
of (lie Church.

Fourth Month 23rd—This afternoon, our
"» curly Meeting closed, which has been favored
from time to lime, with the canopy of solemn
Bilence. Many impressive communications were
handed forth to the different classes, and to the
youth, in the most inviting and interesting man-

'me forward, and, by yielding to the
heavenly impressions of Divine light and love

be prepared to take the places of those who ha\

borne and are now bearing the burden and hei

of the day.

A minute expressive of the various exercis'

of the meeting was drawn up, to send down
the subordinate meetings for their encourag

ment and information.

The epistles were excellently drawn up, at

will, no doubt, be received by the difterei

Yearly Meetings as greetings prepared und

the influence of the Head of the Church.

From the Committee on Indian Affairs, v

were furnished with some interesting extrac

from letters addressed to them by the Indiar

in which they say, " Brothers, we are in trouh

We look to you for help," &c. The cruel ma
ner in which they have been used by the offict

of the late government, has plunged them in

great affliction, not knowing what was to bethf

portion, or how they were to be disposed of. .

was an affecting appeal to the feelings, and cou

not but excite deep sympathy and interest i

this injured, but noble, race of men. A hope

entertained, and some assurance given to m
Friends, lately at Washington, that the wron d

of the Indians should be redressed by our prese

ruler, as it was the intention of the late exd
lent President so to do.

Zeno Carpenter, John Warren and Meade 1

water, from the eastward ; also, Mary B. Alle

from the west, Jared Paterson ; from Bal

more, Clarisa Fussell. Samuel Taylor and sc

eral others brought minutes to this meeti

which closed in solemn, impressive silence.

Our friend, E. Robson, had an appoin

meeting last evening for the youth. It was lar

attended by them. She was much favored
|

suitable admonition and most affectionate i

sel and encouragement to them, to leave t:

glitter and alluring pleasures of the world, a

byr yielding to the invitations of Divine lo
,;

become partakers of durable riches and rig

eousness. It was a solemn, quiet season. £i

closed it with an impressive supplication. Itwj
no doubt, he blessed to many who were prese

Fifth Month 2nd. First-day.—We have h

a succession of wet, cold and cloudy weather)
two or three weeks past. This has been quit :

cold day, fire has been comfortable, and clos

necessary to be worn.
We had the acceptable company, in both

'

our meetings, of dear Sarah Emlen, a livi
•

minister of the Gospel, whose labors, I truj

will be blessed to many. The solemn invitati.

extended to tho-e who she believed had hes.

the Divine call to obedience, was sweetly i
:

pressive, "Be thou faithful unto death, and;

will give thee a erown of life," were her conch
[

ing words.

3rd.—Our Quarterly Meeting this day vi

very large, and favored with the canopy I

solemn silence. Dear S. Emlen was syee;

engaged to call the attention of some one to ij

superior wisdom of the blessed Saviour to tl

of John, his forerunner, " He shall baptize yl

with the Holy Ghost and with fire, whose sh •

latchet I am not worthy to unlace," as being'!

only essential baptism.
The meeting fur business was also a favoil

season. Our dear E. Evans was deeply exercii I

to call our attention to mourning for the st >

of things, "the wife apart, and the husband-
part," that more daily introversion of spirit \ J

called for at our hands. E. Pitfield and ',

Thornton were also sweetly engaged. An ex<:

lent memorial respectinsrour late beloved Friei,

bine Bettle, wife of Samuel Bettle, was retjj

showing, in her dedicated life and triumph!-
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( nth. the power of the religion of Jesus Christ,

i enabling its devoted followers to obtain the

vtory and enter into the joy of their Lord. She
Is an elder in society and qualified to adorn
m station with dignity and humility of soul.

%& reading of it called forth much unity of

epression and the full belief that she was now
»illar in the Church triumphant, to go no more
ct.

We have had an almost constant succession of

eld, wet and cloudy weather through the spring

bus far, but little sunshine. The weather seems
il accordance with the situation of the times,

slay of cloudiness and gloom which is serious.

hw important for the Christian to eye the day-
sir of his profession, and keep close to the feet

ehis Divine Master. I am more and more
eavineed that visiting in a formal, lifeless man-
jlr, is injurious to the devoted mind, and yields

t true consolation. The trifling, needless con-

vrse that too often takes place, only weakens
t3 mind and prevents it from centering on the

rjly Fountain of all true consolation.

Fifth Month 11th.—Our dear friend, Wil-
lim Evans, accompanied by Henry Cope, left

lime yesterday, in order to attend Virginia

Itarly Meeting. His sister, Hannah Rhoads, a
vluable minister, is under a similar concern,

td has gone, accompanied by some friends of
Hr own Monthly Meeting. No doubt they will

to acceptable messengers to the dear friends

cmposiiig that solemnity.

Samuel Bettle and Thomas Evans have gone
t the City of Washington, on account of the

jor, afflicted Indians, with the hope that, as the

gvermnent is now in the hands of reasonable
ren, some mercy may be shown them. Joseph
llgerton and Benjamin Ladd, deputed by the
:
iarly Meeting of Ohio to the same service,

icompanied them. May their mission be crown-
( with success.

The above-mentioned Friends had a very sat-

i'actory conference with our President, John
'•ler, in which assurances were given that their

iplication should be attended to by the legis-

Jtive bodies about to assemble at the seat of
fvernment.

Sixth Month 14th.—I seldom feel capacity
it strength of miud to write, poverty of spirit

ling the accompanying feeling, having nothing
t spare.

I desire to be grateful for the blessings and
livileges with which I am surrounded, and by
aicere dedication to be more capable of enjoy -

ig them.

22nd.—Our Monthly Meeting, Southern Dis-
lct, this day, an interesting and excellent sea-

W, in which the extracts from the Yearly Meet-
g of our men Friends were read. The report
jm the Committee on Indian Affairs, a most
itching document and an able and forcible
listle from England on the subject of slavery,
3re read.

The solemnity and weight which crowned
eirreadingwas comforting and encouraging. A
ost interesting communication followed, from
ir beloved friend, Elizabeth Evans, speakJ
g of a privilege all the women of our Society
ijnyed, in thus partaking with the brethren of
>eir exercises, and contrasting it with that of
hers. How superior is our standing, and how
>posite are the true followers of the cross of
hrist to the spirit of the world, beautifully and
iwerfully applying the language of theSaviour,
The world hateth you. It hated me before it

ited you"—the maxims and fashions of the
orld being so opposed to the meek, humble
id lowly Jesus.

(To be continued.)

The Holy Scriptures.

Why do Friends not read the Holy Scrip-

tures in their meetings tor worship '!

Because if they did they would not be doing
as the Scriptures tell them they should do, but
would be rather doing that which the Scriptures
do not tell them to do.

It should be borne in mind that the early
Christians had not for many years what to us is

known as the New Testament Scriptures, and
therefore could not possibly read them. The
Jews read the Old Testament Scriptures in their

Synagogues every Sabbath-day. But the Gen-
tile Christians were never enjoined to keep tluit

particular day holy, but met to worship their

Lord every First-day of the week. The Apos-
tle James at the council in Jerusalem, consid-

ering the conduct of some who, in the Church
at Antioch, insisted that the Gentile converts
should follow the manners of the Jews in these

things, and keep the law of Moses, said, " Moses
of old time hath in every city them that preach
him, being read in the Synagogues every Sab-
bath-day" (Acts xv : 21). But even the Jews
themselves, though they instructed their chil-

dren diligently in the Scriptures, as we see in

the case of Timothy, Paul and Apollos, though
their doctors of the law and their scribes pub-
licly taught them in their Synagogues and
schools, yet even they never read them during
the solemnities of their worship, in the temple
at Jerusalem, for there God himself, who is the

author of the Holy Scriptures, had promised to

meet with and commune with his people (see

Ex. xxx : 22), where God instructed Moses,
saying, "And thou shalt put the mercy seat

above upon the Ark, and in the Ark thou shalt

put the testimony that I shall give thee. And
there I will meet with thee, and I will commune
with thee from above the mercyT seat." There
the High Priest entered once a year, bearing
in his breast-plate the Urim and Thummim.
He returned from thence to the people as the

messenger of the Lord of Hosts, the bearer of

his will, preaching reconciliation through the

blood of atouement, remission of sins and ac-

ceptance of their offerings.

If then the Holy Scriptures found no place

in Divine worship under the Old Covenant,
written on tables of stone, and subsequently

perpetuated in Books of the Law, where then
is the command to use them in such a way,
under God's New Covenant, Christ's spiritual

dispensation where He himself has promised to

be with his people to lead and guide them by
his Spirit into all Truth, to give them access to

the Father, and to worship Him in Spirit and
in Truth, offering holy spiritual sacrifices ac-

ceptable to God, through Christ Jesus? And
not only this, but his Spirit, the Comforter, is

to be a good remembrancer, who will take of

the things of Jesus, and show them in Christ's

own light unto his people. "All my springs

are in thee" (Ps. lxxxvii: 7), says David. We
are then invited by our Lord to come unto Him
and drink. " Ho, every one that thirsteth, come
ye to the waters, and he that hath no money,
come ye buy and eat; yea come buy wine and
milk without money and without price" (Is.

lv: 1). And one of his last pleadings left on

record in the Holy Scriptures is, "And let him
that is athirst come ; and whosoever, will let him
take the water of life freely" (Rev. xxii: 17).

0, then, come to the fountain head and drink

of the fresh springs of life.

God by his Spirit taught the prophets, and
moved them to write the Holy Scriptures. By
them He foretold that the day would come

when Be would pour out of tin- aartu Spirit by
which tin- prophets Bpake and wrote, upon ail

flesh, and that the sons and daughters .-h tuld

Joel ii : 28 . i

these last day.-, this dispensation of < hrist which
is to endure while time remains, had now come,
and God even then was fulfilling lii- promise.
Why then should we be weak in the faith? why
should we doubt the L>rd ? Is He not faithful

to his promise? It cannot be buf Borne have
tuned their back to Him, refuse to hear his

voice, and by formally reading the Scriptures
in time of worship, lead others to think that

there is in these days no open vision, that God
no longer reveals his will to men, and to query,
whether any now-a-days ever heard hi- voice J

So doing they neutralize the very purport of
the ministry; the very purpose of Christ's -end-

ing his Spirit to be a good remembrancer, to

bring all things to mind " whatsoever I have
said unto you," and may we not truthfully also

say, "in what Christ now .-ays to us."

Let the Jews who reject their Saviour and
King, who have no temple wherein to worship
God, no priest or High Priest to offer atoning
sacrifices for their sins, let them substitute in

place of this holy privilegeofDivinelyappointed
worship, a formal reading of their law in the
Synagogue, but to Christians who "are come
unto Mount Zion, and into the City of the liv-

ing God, the Heavenly Jerusalem, and to an
innumerable company of angels, to the general
assembly and church of the first-born, which
are written in heaven, and to God the Judge
of all, and to the spirits of just men made per-

fect, and to Jesus, the Mediator of the new cove-

nant, and to the blood of sprinkling that speak-
eth better things than that of Abel, to Him"
who now " speaketh from Heaven ;" < >h ? in

presence of all these, let all of man be hushed,
and let us "hear God's well beloved Son."

Moses and Elias as witnesses to Christ, and
their dispensations were appointed and ordained
of God, but they were to pass away, and we
must know that Christ is all in all.

Whilst then reverently thanking the Giver
of every good and perfect gift, and foremost

amongst these may we number that of the Holy
Scriptures ; and whilst we know it is our botinden
duty to diligently and prayerfully read them,
and to teach our children in the truths con-

tained therein, let us use them according to the

purpose for which they are bestowed, and which
they themselves declare, "for doctrine, for

reproof, for correction, for instruction in right-

eousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furimhed unto all good work*.'' They
testify of Chri>t, that we may come to Christ,

and be taught of Him, that He may give us

savingly to know that God, who gave firth the

Scriptures. He will open our heart to under-

stand the Scriptures, and to taste of the power
of God, of which the Scriptures declare a- -ten

in the mighty acts done in the faith of God.
Whilst then we are to receive him that is

weak in the faiih, and to bear with and admon-
ish him, may it be our earnest endeavor by our

life and conduct, and especially in this testimo-

ny, to declare to the world, " That the Lord is

risen" " that the Lord is come," and that He
condescends, as in the days of his flesh, to be

with his people, in the worship of the Father.

W. W. B.

How needful that our daughters should be

no less patterns of decorum and modesty in

their dress and appearance, than in the more
important parts of their conduct.
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for " the Friend."

The very interesting account given lately in

The Friend, of that valuable minister of the

Salkeld, has revived in my mind

many anecdotes which I have heard and read

of him in my younger day-. He certainly was

ffith spiritual discernment, and preached

aonstration of the spirit

and of power." It was related of him and pub-

! The Friend probably nearly forty

pears ago, by -N. Kite, that he had an appointed

in New Jersey. Asa Friend was walk-

ing quietly on his way to the meeting, John

came alone on horseback at a pretty lively gait.

He generally kepi g 1 horses and rode pretty

1 1, that respect like our late Frieud,

Morris Cope, i The timid Friend was disturbed

in his mind, and queried mentally, whether a

man who rode in that way could be a valuable

Bervant of the Most High. He went ou to meet-

ing discouraged, and did not take his usual seat,

but sat back in the meeting. After a time of

solemn silence, John Salkeld arose and said,

" My religion is not a pedler's pack, to be shak-

en off by the trotiing of a horse," and preached

a - iniuii which satisfied the concerned Friend

that he had the Divine anointing. At another

meeting, I do not remember the place, he arose

from hi- -eat, made a great uoise with his cane,

and railed out in a loud voice, " Resist the devil

and he will flee from thee," and said there was
qi present who was intending suicide.

He wa- favored to preach in such a way that

the individual was saved. Some Friends of the

meetiug expostulated with him for his noisy

demonstration. He said he believed it was re-

quiredofhim. Afterwards the man came for-

ward, and said he was sitting in the meeting

intending self-destruction, and was so much
i in his own sad thoughts, that had the

minister arisen and preached a sermon in the

usual quiet way, he did not think he would have
heard him.

When I was young I was a member of the

little meeting of Chichester, about four miles

from Chester, Pa., composed of a few families

who remained with Friends after the sad sepa-

ration of 1827. Salkeld Larkin, a grandson of
John Salkeld, was an Elder and sat at the head
of thai iip. ting for many years. We had no
minister, a member of that meeting, but the
•• Minister of ministers, and of the true taberna-
i le and tent which the Lord pitched and not

man," was often with us, contriting and com-
forting our hearts together.

times ministers fell drawn to come and
ail with us— I remember when a young boy,
that goodly man, Thomas Kite, attended, aiid

an.*- with " Religion is not like our First-day
clothes, to he worn at stated times and particu-
lar occasions," &c. Twice that precious spirited
minister of the Gospel, Ezra Comfort, came to

our meeting, and each time predicted that some
one present would soon he called from works
to reward-, and earnestly pleaded with them to

prepare for if.
1 1,, prediction

wa- fulfilled both times. I have good cause
al-oto remember the precious visits ofdear Sam-
uel Cope, Joseph Edgerton ami a few others in

my youthful day-. They generally visited al-o

al ray father'- I Be,

1 he Lord has not forsaken his church and
people, and I believe i- as willing now as ever
He was to he-tow precious gifts upon -on- and
daughters for the g I ,,t the Church, but I

have been afraid tor a number of years, thai as
a Society, in many plao -. we are drifting to,,

much into the way.- of the world in many things

—and one temptation is to an eloquent and flow-

ery ministry. The people love to have it so
;

as Ann Branson, that clearsighted minister told

Friends in one meeting in New Jersey, they

were accustomed to an eloquent aud beautifully

worded ministry, and you like to have it so.

These were very nearly her words, perhaps not

exactly. Has "not this temptation increased

since that day?—I. M.

Learn Your Business.

SELECTED.

Thegeueral condition of the mechanical trades

in some parts of the country is deplorable on

account of the apathy in many youug men to

learning trades, such as stone-cutting, brick-

laying, carpentry, iron-working and the like.

Clerk life in the store and office seems to be the

more popular, even at a lower rate of wages.

This should not be, for our mechanical arts are

both honorable and interesting. Who is not

interested in the building of a great architectu-

ral monument, or the construction of a great

stream-spanning bridge? The completed fabric

appeals to all, and yet a great body of our

young men shrink from doing their individual

parts which are mapped out for them in their

different trades which produce these great works.

On this line the Young Men's Christian As-

sociation cau do a great good to the mechanics

of the country ; by proclaiming the nobility and
usefulness of the trades, and in advising young
men who are undecided in their life work, and
who are mechanically inclined, to take up some
mechanical trade. It is honorable advice. It

may be of interest to know that every male
member of the German royal family learns a

trade.

There is a necessity of learning a trade in all

its branches. A young bricklayer came to me
one day and complained that he was discon-

tented with his lot; "I have to work very
hard," said he, " and I am not making much
headway in life."

"Do you know the bricklaying business?"

I inquired—" Yes, sir," he replied. " Can you
do all sorts of elaborate brick-work, such as

laying fine pressed brick fronts and turning
groined arches?" "No, sir; I never did auy
of that kind of work."

"Do you understand drawings?" "No, sir."

" Could you estimate on a mammoth brick buil-

ding if you were invited to do so ?" " No, sir."
" Do you know how to make bricks?" " No,

sir." " Do you know the composition of clays
in various bricks?" "No, sir." " Do you un-
derstand about the chemical effect of 'fire on
<lay?" "No,sir." " Did you ever study geology
to find out about clay?" " No, sir."

" Well, how can you say you know the brick
business, and why have you lost your interest
in it? You have only learned the A, B, C's of
the art. You have only paddled along the
shore. Go out and let down your net and study
the origin, development and future of the brick
business, and its relation to nature and to the
comfort of mankind, and then come and tell

me whether your lot is bard and whether you
have hist interest in the business."

He went straight away into a chemical school
al nights, and is now drawing, preparing his
mathematics, and learning how the Egyptians
made brick and how contractors make" money.
So ii is in every trade which is partially learned.

The narrow horizon of the boys makes them
lo-e hope and think their work is hard and
,l ""' 1

' 't- Their lack of knowledge of the
possibilities in each trade acts as a fence which

closes the intellect up to the outside world.-

Joseph M. Huston.

Natural History, Science, etc.

A Flying Trip to the Tropics.—"The quant

ties of herons and other water-fowd that we sa

were incredible, the most abundant being tl

little snowy heron, which fairly swarms alon

certain portions of the river. Whilst in Ba
ranquilla, I saw in one of the papers an at

vertisement of a New York dealer who offer?

to buy for cash the plumes of the snowy here

aud of the white egret. It was accompanie

by two wretched cuts of the birds, with d

scription of the manner of plucking and shi

ping the plumes. For those of the snowy hen

lie offered from four hundred and twenty-fi\

dollars to five hundred aud twenty-five dolla

paper per pound ; for those of the egret fro

seventy-five dollars to one hundred and t<

dollars paper per pound. I was told that 1

had obtained somewhere near ten thousand dc

krs worth of these plumes. As the snowy he

on hardly ever has a dozen good plumes, ar

often only five or six, and as they have hard

any weight at all, one can easily imagine tl

numbers of birds that must have been sacrifice

to the whim of fashion.
" Throughout my stay in Colombia, I to

untold trouble in keeping butterflies. Thei

was a minute red ant on the boat which sot

found anything to eat, and destroyed it in a ft

minutes. Some butterflies that I had put in

tin box the day before were nothing but fra

ments when I examined them. The only su

way is to put the box on a little pedestal in

basin of water, and to examine it every ft

hours to see that the water has not evaporate

After breakfast we prepared our birds as tl

boat went along, shot at alligators from tin

:

to time, and tried fishing when the boat stoppe

but got no bites. We saw birds in great abun

ance, and among new ones, some large gret

parrots. They, like macaws, fly in pairs; b

their manner of flight is as different as possib

They have a rapid, tremulous, wing beat, e

actly like that of our leather-wing bat. Speai

ing of bats, there are a great many along tl

river, and at nightfall we saw them flying abo

close to the surface of the water. Some
much larger than ours, wdth longer and n

pointed wings.
" The few butterflies that I had captured,

tried in every way to save. They were put

tin boxes with camphor, but whenever tin

were left for two hours I invariably found the

literally swarming with ants, their heads ai

bodies eaten off, and their wings coming
pieces. Nothing but putting them on a til

bier in a basin of water protected them. Tl!

was impracticable for bird-skins, and I

afraid that I would lose them all. I put t

skins in the tray of my trunk, which I st

pended by strings from the ceiling, but by n'

I discovered the ants travelling up and d<

the strings in an unbroken column. After tl

I rubbed the strings with kerosene oil and C£

bolic acid, and tied lumps of camphor to thei

but the ants were not delayed in the slighte

I finally borrowed from the steward three so

plates, which I filled with water, and placed

the centre of each a tumbler ; on these thi

pedestals I put my tray, and the ants wi

baffled at last.

"Shortly after passing Las Cruces, as

were riding along through a parched bU
scrubby woods, I heard a loud rustling noil

as if a high wind were approaching; but it!
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sort while I discovered that the noise was made
bi an immense swarm of grasshoppers creeping

ltd hopping over the dry leaves. They were
©comparatively large size, yellow, with a black

sipe down the back, and were wingless, that

i/ their wings were not yet developed. The
rise that they made could be heard at least

o'e hundred yards. I have heard in Florida

asimilar noise made by multitudes of fiddler

cibs running over the dry marshes, but the

njise of these grasshoppers was greater.

['At another point on the road we passed a

«d who was carrying with him a half-dozen

gjie-coeks. These were arranged in a pecu-

ljr way, so as to be carried without injury,

ijch was furnished with a pair of trousers of

cjton-cloth, into the legs of which its legs were

trust. The part corresponding to the seat was
bought up and buttoned over the back, secur-

ii: the wings, and on the back a loop was sewn,

b which the cock were suspended from the

s^dle. They were thus carried in a natural

p-ition, without chafing, and without being

ale to strike at one another.
' Until we have experienced them ourselves,

I do not realize the difficulties that beset the

cilector in the tropics. Suppose that you have
ewe in at nightfall with ten or fifteen birds

tt.t you wish to save. You have your supper,

all then you begin to realize that you are tired

ail sleepy, but still you start to work. You
ke a wretched, spluttering tallow dip for light,

ad mosquitoes come in clouds to harass you.

Lwever, you keep bravely on and finish one
g)d skin, then look at your watch. You have,

ifhe bird is a medium-sized one, been at work
ji|t twenty minutes; at this rate you will be
f(]r or five hours longer. The prospect is too

nch for you, you make two or three more
sins, then hang up the rest of the birds in the

cdest place that you can find, and say that

yi will begin upon them at day-break the

net morning. When you wake, you at once
n ice a peculiar smell

;
you examine your

bds, they are putrid, and must be thrown
aay at olfte. You still have the skins left,

al later you take a look at them. You find

Era covered with thousands of little red ants;
tl skin of their feet and their eyelids have
aeady been eaten off, and many feathers have
b'n cut away, leaving unsightly bald patches.

"iu take each skin, blow and dust off the ants,

cjan them thoroughly, and replace them upon
tt drying board, which you suspend by strings.

Ijless than an hour the ants have found them
atin. You clean them a second time, and now
a>int the strings with carbolic acid, kerosene
o and camphor, any of which you think would
tin back an insect with the slightest self-respect

bit your trouble is for naught. Later you find
tat water is the only thing that will keep them
bok, so you borrow cans and plates, fill them
Kg water, and arrange pedestals upon which
K think that your skins are safe. After a
iiile you hear a buzzing, you look at your
sns, and see some large green flies upon them.
iu drive them away, but the next day you
fii gimlet-holes through the heads and beaks
o your birds. They were made by maggots
hched from eggs of the flies. When at last
yjr skins are dry, you go to pack them, and
ayou lift them up, black beetles scurry out
In under them. You find that they have
brrowed between the skin and bones of the
t'si and wings of your skins, until they are
nre shells ready to fall in pieces at a touch.
Iu collect up to the last day of your stay, and
Ivesome green skins which you pack with the

greatest care. After two days on mule-back you
arrive at your next station, and at once pro-

ceed to air your skins. The green onea are dry
enough now, but what horrible monstrosities

!

their necks twisted and bent, their feathers lying

the wrong way, their bodies distorted. Some ol

your skins that you thought were thoroughly
dried were evidently not so, as they are now
covered with a fungus mould, their black beaks
a pale silvery color crumbling at the touch.

You resolve to do better at this place, anil you
put your drying skins out in the sun. In a little

while you hear a noise, and look out in time to

see a black vulture flying up to the rocf with

your best skin, one that you have taken especial

pains to preserve. You stand helplessly look-

ing on until it is torn in pieces and left in dis-

gust. After that, you keep your skins indoors,

but that night the mice take a fancy to exam-
ine them, and the next morning you find the

floor strewn with wings and tails. It is but poor
consolation to think that the arsenic may per-

haps have poisoned the mice.

THE JH'KIJHJINL).

TENTH MONTH 26, 1895.

The long-continued and valuable services of

our beloved friend, Clarkson Sheppard, of'Media,
Pa., in assisting iu the preparation of suitable

matter for The Friend, seem to render it

proper to notice in this place his decease, which
took place on Sixth-day evening, the fourth of

Tenth Mouth.
On the previous First-day he attended his

meeting, and in it was engaged in vocal sup-

plication. While still upon his knees in this

solemn act, he was smitten with apoplexy. When
taken to his home, he was able, with help, to

walk up-stairs to his room. The disease grad
ually progressed during the remainiug five days

of his life ; iu the latter part of the time he

seemed to be unconscious, and so passed away
He had been a diligent and faithful servant

of the Lord, not only in his public ministry of

the Gospel, but in his watchful care over many
in whose spiritual welfare he was interested

;

and he labored both with tongue and pen to

spread a knowledge of his Saviour, aud to pro-

mote the spread of his kingdom—so that those

who knew him feel well assured that his work
was done in the day-time, and that he has beeu

gathered as a shock of corn fully ripe.

The last of his labors for The Friend, was
the preparation of the Extracts from London
Flpistles, which have for some time been ap-

pearing in its columns, and which have been

very acceptable to many of our readers. On
the morning of the day in which he was attacked

with the disease that terminated his life, while

on his way to meeting, he mailed to the printer

his last instructions—thus completing the work
which had for a considerable time occupied his

attention. What a blessed thing it would be,

for all of us, to be so diligent and attentive to

Divine leadings, that when the summons comes
to give an account of our stewardship, we may
feel that our work is accomplished, aud be pre-

pared to receive the welcome salutation :
" Well

done, good and faithful servant ; enter thou into

the joy of thy Lord !"

The writer of these lines has had the privi-

lege of a close friendship with Clarkson Shep-

pard for more than sixty years, and has main-

tained a correspondence with him at intervals

for nearly that length of time. The first letter

from his pen is dated Eleventh Month 8th, 1835. 1 London Yearly Meeting to the Conservativ

In looking over some of these epistles, one is

impressed with the brightness >! tin- int< ll< cl of

their writer, and the liveliness of hie imagina-

tion ; but there was little in the earlier om e to

indicab the existence of the deep religious feel-

ing which the later communications manifest.

Letters were exchanged about once in two or

three months. But in the latter part of 1837,

there was an interval of about six months. It

was probably the period when our dear friend

experienced a renewed and powerful visitation

of Divine Grace, to which he fully yielded, and
entered into the service of his Divine Master,

with full purpose of heart. The next epistle,

dated Eleventh Month, 1837, is more serious in

its tone than those that preceded it. In it he
says, " Would that I were weaned from the

world and all worldlings; sure am I that feel-

ings of late have been touched within me,
which before did not belong to what I knew of

life. The listless, lifeless, evanescent enjoyment
and vain hopes, that give to existence its rain-

bow beauty, while at the same time rob life of

the best zest of all its happiness— the constant

consciousness of immortality, with the conse-

quent and thrilling responsibility that feels the

necessity of preparation."

Many of his eai ly letters show a sober thought-

fulness, mingled with a vivacity and originality

of expression which make them very interesting.

As his religious experience became more ex-

tensive, and a concern for the spiritual welfare

of others was begotten in his mind, his corres-

pondence became more distinctively religious,

and we doubt not has been helpful to many.

The accounts reaching us from different quar-

ters concur in representing the late Yearly
Meeting of Ohio (held at Stillwater) to have
been a season of Divine favor.

An unusually large number of visitors was
present from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

—

estimated to be between thirty and forty. Two
of these were ministers, with credentials from

their friends at home. There were also two
ministers from North Carolina Yearly Meeting
The representatives from the different quar-

ters were all present, except one. Barclay Smith
and William Ashton were reappointed as Clerks.

Ohio Yearly Meeting commences on the Sev-

enth-day before the last First-day in the Ninth

Month—the present year on the twenty-eighth.

At this meeting, besides the usual preliminary

business, epistles were read from the Yearly
Meetings with which Ohio is in correspondence.

On First-day, as is usual at Stillwater, many
persons besides Friends were in attendance, so

that the meetings were very large. Christ was

declared, in the hearing of these, to be " the

way, the truth and the life."

On Second-day the Queries and Answers were

read, and much excellent advice given calculated

to stir up the pure life in the hearts of the list-

eners. Among other subjects spoken of, Friends

were encouraged to read the Scriptures and the

rich literature of our own religious Society. The
young men were exhorted to be "Friends'" at

all times, both at home and abroad, and not to

change from their plain language to that of the

world; not to encourage a hireling ministry,

remembering the command, " Freely ye have

received, freely give." A word of caution was

given to the older Friends, on whom falls the

administering of the discipline, that they should

be careful to be consistent examples for the

younger ones to follow.

On Third-day the subject of the epistle from
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een received by a corres-

pondent of the Yearly Meeting, but asit was

nol directed on the envelope, or addn

the inside, to Ihio Yearly Meeting, he had not

laid it before the meeting. Eeprobably felt, as

I Yearly Meeting

would have .Line, ifsuch a document had been

forwarded to him from a body which had recog-

nized, and continued to recognize, as Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, those who separated from

n- in 1827. He would naturally hesitate to offer

to the Yearly Meeting a communication which

did not officially recognize its position.

There were others who thought the omission

in the address might have been accidental ; and

that as this was the first opportunity since the

separation of 1852 of explaining to Friends of

London Yearly .Meeting the position of Ohio

Friends at the time of that lamentableevent.it

was best to make an effort to do so now. It

was believed there was an openness in the minds

of some of the mi rubers of that Yearly Meeting

to hear such an explanation. It was thought

also that it might be profitable to some of their

own younger members to be made acquainted

with the ex. r he the meeting had gone through

in maintaining the discipline and doctrines of

our Society.

These views seemed to coincide with the feel-

in-- of a considerable number of those present,

but a- others did not unite with them, it was

thought best to drop the subject. A valuable

Friend of that Yearly Meeting writes to us: " It

was encouraging to feel that in the considera-

tion of the subject, a good degree of brotherly

love and condescension was manifested, and the

meeting proceeded with its other business in

much unity and harmony."
The meeting tor worship on Fourth-day morn-

ing was well attended, and much good advice

was communicated by different Friends.

On Fifth-day, epistles to other Yearly Meet-
in;:- were produced, and the report of the pro-

ceedings of the Meeting for Bufferings.

The report- from Hickory Grove Quarterly
Meeting, mention the establishment of a Pre-
parative and Monthly Meeting at Pasadena,
California.

A large number of those attending the Yearly
Meeting are lodged and hoarded at the build-

ings of the I r< I i 1

1

lt school which are near at

hand. This is a great convenience and gives

an opportunity f.r a much prized social inter-

course. The numerous inmates, before the hour
for retiring, are regularly gathered into the col-

lecting room, when a
j ion of Scripture is

read by the Superintendent
;
which is often fol-

lowed by ministerial coi unication from aome
of ih ise present. These opportunities are often

fell to be seasons of solemnity and heavenly
favor.

-I MM SKY OF l.\ ENTS.
States I he I nion Pacifii Railway is to

lias lieen formed,
who will furnish fifteen million .!•

Ihe pr ivi ion of the newscheme. Tin plan
approve I by large bon l-holding interest*.

s.'eni Crowlev, in .lure."' of the Uaska
Inlands, is on his wav i<> \\ :,- h i n-ion to sub-

mit his r.-[. rt. The Mala will 8- on be exterminated,
be think*, unless -trine. .,,, lopted.

the construction of building I', „u-i h.,„ia |,. :l ,|„ : ,ll

the other States in this product, Ohio coming next
and \ erui' nl ihird.

'

. California, were

shipped to Philadelphia, to be used in street paving,

in competition with Trinidad asphalt.

Ik-spite the strike in the Ishpeming and Negaunee

iron mines, it is believed the shipments of Lake Su-

perior ore this sea-on will reach 10,000,000 tons—1,-

ouo.i iii excess of the best previous record.

Two recent visitors to the North Powder River,

Oregon, brought back sections of fir bark lb' inches

thick. They say they saw very many trees with

bark over a loot thick.

Keports from the lake regions of Minnesota and the

Dakotas announce that the lakes in that section are

notonlv greallv diminished in quantity, but some are

disappearing entirely. This state of affairs is largely

attributable to the deficiency in rainfall for the past

ten years.

Millions of bushels of fruit are going to waste along

the Ohio River. The low water makes shipments im-

possible.

The Russian thistle grows unchecked in many Ne-
braska counties, and the overseers, who are charged

with extirpating them, are, in sparsely settled counties,

resigning from a hopeless task.

Algiers, a town across the river from New Orleans,

was almost wiped out by lire on the night of the 19th

instant, and 700 people are homeless. There were
220 bouses burned and the loss is $400,000. The
origin is supposed to be incendiary.

There were 383 deaths in this city last week—an in-

crease of 23 over the previous week, and a decrease

of 2 from the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing, 203 were males and ISO were females :

46 died of heart disease; 37 of consumption; 29 of

pneumonia; 54 of marasmus; 20 of diphtheria; 17

of casualties ; 16 of apoplexy ; 16 of convulsions; 13

of old age; 11 of Bright's disease; 10 of cancer; 10
of inflammation of the brain, and 9 of inanition.

Markets, etc.— U. S. 2's, 97; 4's, 1907, 111 J a 112};
4's, 1925, reg., 121| a 122; coupon, 122§ a 123; 5's,

reg., 114j a 115}; coupon, 115J a 110§; currency 6's,

101 a 110.

Cotton.—Official quotations were on a basis of 9 B c.

per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $14 25 a $15.00;
spring bran, in sacks, spot, $14.00 a $14.50.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 35 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.60 a $2.85
; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.(10 a $3.25

;

do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.40 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent, $3.50 a $3.70; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.10;
do., straight, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do., patenl, $3.50 a $3.70

;

do., favorite brands, higher ; city mills, extra, $2 70 a
$2.90; do., clear, $3.15" a $3.35 ;" do., straight, $3.35 a
$3.60; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.90. Rye Flour.—
Choice Pennsylvania, 52.80 per bbl. BUCKWHEAT
Flour.—$1.60 a $1.75 per 100 pounds as to quality.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 66} a 66 LSc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37f a 38c.
No. 2 white oats, 25 a 25ic.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here"
medium, 4 a 4}c.; common, 34 a 3Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3} a 3ic; good, 2| a 3c.;

medium, 2} a 2ic , common, 1
.] a 2c; lambs, 2>, a 4Jc.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6}ab.}c. ; others, 6 a 6}.
Foreign—Great Britain has sent an ultimatum to

Venezuela, demanding reparation for the arrest of
policemen at Uruan, and stating the terms upon which
she will settle the boundary dispute. Lord Salisbury
and Ji seph Chamberlain have agreed that the fron-
tier dispute must be ended at once, even if it has to be
aecoii.plished by force. The altitude of the United
Slate, m the matter is unchanged, the Administration
standing firmly by the note of Secretary Olnev, based
on the Monroe do: trine.

On the 21st an important cablegram from London
'"• received, purport ing to give official announcement
of the British Foreign Office stating "that tireat Brit-
ain will not permit Venezuela to overstep the boun-
daries ol the Ctiyuni and Amacura rivers, but is will-
ing that the other disputed lines should he submitted
to arbitrati n."

'" recently informed the French Academy of
that he had determined the existence of

wat, r vapor in the planet Mars by means of the spec-

t'ars in which aluminum will be used for all metal
work save the wheels:,,,. I ash, are to be put on the
Mate railroads in I' ranee. The saving in weight for
an ordinary tram will be 30 tons.

l,U ."'7 '
""' Hakii, "u the Ureal Russian oil field,

r g.'iai naphtha spring has started

''pied ihe seh,.,m. „f the Powers
" '"'"" Tl "' principal points are the

good, 4i a 4|c;

formation of a mixed body of police and gendarmi

in each vilayet, the inspection of the prisons by Jud
cial inspectors, the collection of taxes by an offiffi

elected by the inhabitants yearly, and an inquiry^

Constantinople officials into any abuse.

It is now stated that the number of persons wl
were killed during the recent rioting at Trebizon

was 400. The disorders there were promptly quelle

Kiamil Pasha, the new Grand Vizier, has issued

peremptory order making the Governor of Trebizon

ansvferable for all loss of life that may occur.

Heavy loss of life was caused near Cairo on tl

18th instant, by the collision in the Nile betwei

a ferry-boat and a steamer. The ferry-boat, whie

had on board 60 persons, mostly workmen, ran in

the steamer and capsized. Fifty of those on the bo

were drowned.
King Menelek, of Abyssinia, has been killed by

stroke of lightning.

The Japanese are gradually subduing the hosti

tribes on the island of Formosa.
Cavonas de Castillo, Prime Minister, says it is il

possible for Spain to come to terms with the insu

gents in Cuba.
Nearly fifty vessels were driven ashore by rece

storms along the northern coast of Newfoundland ai

many lives were lost. A worship house was bkrt

down at Trinity Bay.

NOTICES.
Friends Teachers' Association will hold amei

ing at 2 p. M. on Seventh-day, Tenth Mo. 26, 1895,

<

140 N. Sixteenth St. Phila. Subject

:

(1) "What Libraries Do for Children."—Timid
L- Montgomery, Librarian at Wagner Free Institute.

(2) " What Shall our Children Read and Hi

Shall they be Taught to Do it ?"

Anna K. Cadbury, Watson W. Dewees,
Susanna S. Kite, John H. Dillingham,!

Lucy B. Child, Secy. and otht

Bible Association of Friends. — The Anm
Meeting of the Bible Association of Friends in Ameri
will be held on Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 6th,

8 P. si., in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select Scho :

140 N. Sixteenth St. Friends generally are invited]

attend. Ephraim Smith, ij

Tenth Month, 1895. Secretarl

Correction.—John M. Saunders' death occurH

Ninth Month 5th, 1895—not Eighth Month, as gfrj

in his obituary in last week's Friend.

Died, at his residence in Media, Penn'a, on I

4th inst., Clarkson Sheppard, in thw^ighty-th
year of his age; a beloved member and minister

Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, Pa. Havi
yielded in early manhood to the precious influen

of a Saviour's grace, he was enabled through a 1(

life to "adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour," ij

was made "an example of the believers in svord,

conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purit

In the vineyard of his Lord and Master he w
faithful laborer, and his time and talents were fr

devoted to this service through a period of more I

fifty years. Of his ministry it may be said th«

" was not in the words which man's wisdom teacht,

but which the Holy Ghost teacheth ;" comparings|
itual things with spiritual. He was frequently let 1

dwell upon the self-denying precepts of there!"

of Jesus, the necessity of the new birth, the u

tainty of life, and the importance of seeking first

kingdom of God and his righteousness. Solicit

for the well-being of the whole human family,

energies were chiefly devoted to the interests of

own religious Society, and to the welfare of its I
bers, especially of the young, over whom he yeari

with an earnest and a tlect innate solicitude, that thr

a faithful co-operation with the work of Divine Gr
in their hearts, they might be prepaied for usefuli

in the church of Christ. "They that be wise si

shine as the brightness of the firmament ; and t

that turn many to righteousness as the stars f

and ever."

, at the residence of her son, Alfred F. C
West Grove, Pa., Eighth Month 5th, 1895, ]

S. Conard, in the eighty-seventh year of her agi

highly esteemed member and elder of New Gar
Monthly Meeting of Friends. A protracted and aiu

ing illness she bore with great sweetness and resij

tion, often expressing her unfaltering trust in the

deeming mercy of Him, whom her soul loved
served through a long and useful life. Trill

mother in Israel is gone.
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1814.

—

Dear Friends: Our hearts have been

resh warmed with the love of the Gospel of

(irist Jesus our Lord, and we feel encouraged
terein to testify our unabated solicitude, for

is preservation and prosperity of , the members
C our religious Society. We desire that the

jodness and mercy of Him, from whom we
<rive every blessing, may excite you to fear, to

Ve, and to serve Him with fervency of soul,

sd to pray that under the influence of the

Sirit of the Sun of his love you may in all

tings, be enabled to glorify his Holy name.
Deeply impressed with gratitude to Almighty
bd, that the sword is again stayed in this

carter of the globe, and that the spirit of con
ration, which has so long prevailed, has been

scceeded by marks of Christian forbearance

id charity, we desire to express our thankful-

lss for the prospect of peace. The judgments
1 the Lord have indeed been in the earth ; and
iany have learned righteousness. May the

Timber of these increase ; may the peaceable
Sirit of the Gospel, the surest pletli/e <;/'perman-
(t tranquillity, spread and prevail ! We of this

land have cause to be doubly thankful : we
..ve been preserved from witnessing the effu-

im of blood, and the ravages of war, which
Jive spread over the greatest part of Europe

;

iid we are now permitted, in common with

utions, to rejoice thus far in their cessation.

In what way, beloved Friends, shall we evince
<ir sense of these unmerited favors? It is well

,iown that we regard it as a Christian testi-

mony to refrain from uniting in those public

'imonstrations of joy, which often prevail on
ich occasions. We are convinced that fre-

lently they lead to practices, inconsistent
ith that meek and quiet spirit which should
othe the disciple of Jesus, and are an inlet to

:cesses which estrange the mind from God. It

not in this way that we should manifest our
•ateful feelings; but by endeavoring, through
ie influence of redeeming love and power, to

ye more and more in the spirit of the Gospel,
id thus to become examples of genuine Chris-
an conduct.

Public worship is a duty which we owe to our
•eat Creator. And even in contemplating the
;cent events to which we have already alluded,

we feel engaged to invite you to consider them

as an additional incentive to diligence in this

respect. Great indeed are the benefits of a

regular attendance of our religious meetings,

and of waiting upon God in Spirit and in Truth

when thus assembled, the mind being then ab-

stracted from temporal concerns, and fixed on

the true object of worship, aspirations for help

will arise; the union of a travail of spirit will

be felt, and we shall be more and more sensible

of the benefit of so employing a due portion of

our time. If we become thus sensible, we shall

be earnest that all the branches of our families

may partake with us.

Let us then, dear Friends, entreat you who
may have been deficient, to lay these things to

heart, and deeply to consider whether your

practice is calculated to advance you in the

Christian course, or render you good examples

to those around you. If the mind be duly

turned to the Lord, in meetings for worship, the

benefits which result will not be confined to the

hours that may be thus occupied. We shall,

even in the concerns of this life, be preserved in

a degree of the same calm and watchful state of

mind, and in frequent retirement be led to ex-

amine our own hearts. Thus furnished with

strength from above, we may with increasing,

yet humble confidence, pursue our good resolu-

tions, and proceed with calmness and safety in

the way cast up for the redeemed of the Lord

to walk in. Our desires for the possessions of

this world shall be limited within the bounds

of Christian moderation: we will prefer dura-

ble riches and righteousness.

1815.— Dear "Friends: Though sensible of

the loss of the labor and counsel of some, who

have recently been removed from the proba-

tions of time, we have felt the consoling assur-

ance that the Divine Power is both ancient and

new. It is from this holy source that every en-

joyment, both spiritual and temporal, flows; it

is to the Lord Almighty that we are indebted

for the blessing of existence, for the means of

redemption, and for that lively hope of immor-

tality which comes by Jesus Christ. To his

service, then, dear Friends, in obedience to the

manifestation of his power, let us offer our talents

—to the glory of his great and excellent name,

let us devote our strength and the residue of

our days.

We are encouraged in believing, that om
ancient Christian testimony to the inward teach

ing of the Spirit of Christ, and to a free Gospel

ministry, not only continues to be precious to

many, but is gaining ground amongst us. The

sufferings to which we are exposed, are, through

the lenity of our government, far less severe than

were those of our predecessors. To some, how-

ever, we believe that these operate at times as a

trial of their faith and love to the Truth. We
are disposed to remind such, that patience and

meekness on their part will tend both to exalt

the testimony in the view of others, and to pro-

mote their own advancement in the Christian

course.

We are engaged tenderly to caution Friends

against an eager pursuit after the things of this

life. We believe that many who begin the

world with moderate views, meeting at first

with success in trade, go on extending their

commercial concerns, until they become in-

volved therein to a degree prohibited by the

precepts of Christ, and incompatible with their

own safety.

That contentment which characterized the

pious Christian, is a treasure which we covet for

all our members; and we especially desire that

those who are setting out in life may 80 cir-

cumscribe their expectations, and limit their

domestic establishments, as not to bring upon

themselves expenses which could only be sup-

ported by an imprudent extension of their trade.

Care in "this respect will enable them to allot

more of their time to the service of their fellow-

men, and to the promotion of the Lord's cause.

We believe that, were parents to instil into the

minds of their children, principles of modera-

tion and economy, suited to their future ex-

pectations, it would, under the Divine blessing,

not only conduce to their preservation, but pro-

mote their safety and comfort in life. We are far

from wishing to discourage honest industry ;
and

further still from countenancing in any degree

a spirit of avarice. We are not insensible, that

the situation of many of our members is such as

renders necessary to" them a diligent attention

to the concerns of this life. Christian simplicity

and self-denial we would, however, earnestly

recommend ; these attained, the object which,

in this respect, we have at heart for all our

dear Friends, will be accomplished.

Amongst other deficiencies reported to us at

this time, we have been pained in observing,

that many appear to be still satisfied with at-

tending meeting for Divine worship but once

in the week. We lament in believing that,

where indifference to this primary religious

duty prevails in any, the spirit of the world

hath obtained ascendancy in their minds; for

these we have often at former times expressed

our concern, and now again entreat them to

consider the privations of good to which they

subject themselves, and those over whom their

example prevails, in omitting this most reasona-

ble service. The habit of constant attendance

on these occasions, forms an important branch

of the religious education of our youth; we are

therefore desirous of impressing on the minds of

those who are entrusted, and who themselves

may be diligent, to beware how they deprive

their children of such opportunities on the week-

day, even for the sake of their attendance at

school.

It has afforded us much satisfaction to be-

lieve, that the Christian practice of daily read-

ing in families a portion of Holy Scripture,

with a subsequent pause for retirement and re-

flection, is increasing amongst us. We con-

ceive that it is both the duty and the interest

of those who believe in the doctrines of the

Gospel, and who possess the invaluable treasure

of the Sacred Records, frequently to recur to

them for instruction and consolation. We are
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•leprous that this wholesome domestic regula-

tion inav be adopted everywhere. Heads of

families, who have themselves experienced the

benefit of religious instruction, will do well to

i whethi r. in this respect, they have not

a duty to discharge to theirservants and others

of their household. Parents looking sincerely

for help to Him ofwhom these Scriptures testify,

may not unfrequently, on such occasions, feel

themselves enabled ami engaged to open to

the minds of their interesting charge, the great

truth.- of Christian duty and Christian redemp-

tion.

In considering this subject, our younger

Friends have been brought to our remembrance

with warm and tender solicitude. We hope

that many of you. dear youth, are no strangers

to this practice, and to some we trust it has al-

ready been blessed. Hesitate not, we beseech

all of this class, to allot a portion of each day
to read and meditate upon the Sacred Volume
in private; steadily direct your minds to Him
who alone can open and apply the Scriptures to

our spiritual benefit. In these seasons of re-

tirement, .-eek for ability to enter into a close

examination of the state of your own hearts;

and a- you may be enabled, secretly pray to the

Almighty for preservation from the temptations

with which you are encompassed. Your ad-

vancement in a life of humility, dedication, and
dependence upon Divine aid, is a subject of our

most tender c t-rn. That you might adorn
our holy profession, by walking watchfully be-

fore the Lord, and upholding our various testi-

monies, was the care of some of our dear Friends,

of whose decease we have been at this time in-

formed. They were concerned in early life to

evince their love to the Truth ; they served the

Lord in uprightness and fear, in their genera-
tion, and, in their closing moments, were per-

mitted to feel an humble trust that, through
the mediation of our Redeemer, they should be-

come heirs of a kingdom that shall never have
an end. Let their example encourage you to

offer all your natural powers, and every intel-

lectual attainment, to the service of the same
Lord, and patiently to persevere in a course of
unremitting obedience to the Diviue will.

Now, dear Friends, of every age and of every
class, we bid you affectionately farewell in the
Lord Jesus.

(To be contluiiod.)

For "TlIK FKIEND."

Notes on the Copperhead Snake.

W.-.-t. rn Tennessee in early summer is a fruit-
ful field lor lb.- reptile hunter, and then- it was,
during lb.- present year, that I first made per-
sonal acquaintance with the celebrated and
lively copperhead, In the northwestern corner
oi ill.- State, only ten mil..- from the Mississippi
River, lies Reelfool Lake, as weird and desnlnto
a bit of semi tropical scenery as can well be im-
agined, even when on.- is reminded thai it was
brought forth by the great earthquakes of 1811-
12, which first lei fall and then dammed up the
waters ol a creek that previously wandered
through the bottoms into the Father of Wat >rs
above Memphis.

<)n lb.- eastern Bhore of this new-born lake I

found lodgings early in Fifth Month and began
active search for specimens of the zoology of a
,
'"'

1 ' 1 bilhertoi xplored in a systi malic, up-to-
the first things I did was

|o -i a line of traps along the shore of the
lake and the laid,- of Indian Creek, for .-mall
mammal.-. Th( - w< re visited twice a day, and

lee and shrews

brought from their dark burrows into the light

ofscience. On the third day of my stay I found

one of the little mouse-traps gonefrom its resting

place, among the roots of an upturned tree. A
still-hunt among the surrounding weeds soon re-

vealed the shining piece of tin which formed

the base of the trap, and, stooping to recover

it, I was surprised to see it move, and gradually

became conscious that a snake was carrying it

off'. It was a beautifully marked animal, with

alternate transverse cloudings of copper, bronze

and light yellow, and as it writhed slowly along

I could see that it had the flat, triangular head

and sullen eye of a poisonous serpent.

It made poor progress, and I found that it was

in the vise-like embrace of my little " Cyclone
"

trap, through which it had crawled more than

a foot before it touched the trigger and was

made prisoner. The snake was stupefied by its

tenacious grip, and soon lay quiet enough for

me to seize it by the tail and raise it from the

ground. Opening the satchel which hung from
my shoulder, the half-comatose reptile was care-

fully suspended in my right hand, above the

opening, and lowered into the grip, which was

held apart with my left. In he slid most peace-

ably, but as soon as I liberated his tail, he in-

stantly coiled on the bottom, and with incredible

quickness and fury struck bis fangs deep into the

side of the satchel near my hand. I had just

time to see the white fangs sink into the leather,

the convulsive clutch of the gaping jaws, and
the resultant jet of yellow poison, before I could
realize what was going on.

In a very short space of time the satchel was
closed and lying on the ground at a respectful

distance, while its owner began to realize that

this was his first experience with a live copper-
head. At that moment I must have felt a touch
of that horror which seems so native to many
human beings at mere sight of a snake, but, to

which, heretofore, I had been an utter stranger.

With such sensations I looked awhile at the
prostrate satchel and listened to the commotion
within it. There were a dozen or more Cyclone
traps, keeping company with that snake, and,
if we may judge by his experience with the first

one, he should be pardoned for being restless.

When matters had quieted a little I opened the
satchel, and with a stick pinioned the snake to

the bottom, and, by inserting the point of a
knife blade into his skull, quickly dispatched
him. It was a very perfect and beautiful speci-
men of its kind, having just shed its skin, and
measuring about three and a half feet in length.
It is now harmlessly floating in a jar of alcohol,
at the Academy of Natural Sciences, and still

retains the beautiful blended colors which ena-
ble this snake to elude observation in its chosen
retreats among the prostrate logs and decaying
leaves of the forest. In such a position, on the
high bluff which overlooks Reelfoot Lake, I
found another, watching at the entrance of a
mouse burrow, lying motionless as a cat, on a
bed of dry beech leaves. At sight of me he
went head-foremost into the burrow. It proved
a very light lit, and I was almost tempted to
pull him out by the tail for fear of losing the
nimble creature. A burned child dreads the
In'', bo I got a stick and dug the mouse catcher
out with that, and a lively tussle he gave me
before he lay writhing at my mercy, and the
kudo blade quieted him forever. Compared to
a rattlesnake the copperhead is as a weasel to a
I""' 1 '"! "i bis methods of defense and offense.

•- "don't tread on me;" the other

I
catch me if you can." The agility of the one

i- made more conspicuous by the sluggish move-

ments of the other ; and when it comes to a

hand-to-hand encounter, the Copper has bitten

you and is gone, ere the Rattler shakes his tail

(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Memorial of Elizabeth K. Passmore.

" When they who, throughout life, havefoughl

the good fight and kept the faith," are sum
moned to that "inheritance, incorruptible, ua
defiled, that fadeth not away," it seems meei

that the survivors should cherish the remem
brance of their " works and labors of love," tha

thereby that Power which was mighty in them

may be exalted ; and to the "cloud of witnesses'

of all generations, may be added those also whon
we have seen and known. Having deeply fel

this, since our beloved mother was gathered ti

rest, I have collected a few of the memorabli
incidents in her life and last illness, trusting tha

some of us, her near friends and relatives, ma;

find in them strength and encouragement.
Elizabeth K. Passmore was the daughter o

Thomas and Mary Knight, and was born a

Byberry, Pa., on the eleventh of Tenth Month
1799. During her early life she manifested re

markable vivacity and quickness of apprehen

sion, and being the eldest daughter, was ver;

helpful to her mother in the care anil educs

tion of a large family ; yet notwithstandin:

this wholesome discipline, she was much sough

in general company ; and in after years sh

often spoke with great thankfulness of bavin

been so preserved through the allurements am
temptations to vanity and folly during
critical season of her life, yet, through
mercy of her Redeemer, her season of trifling \

soon cut short ; and of the great change i

views and feelings she thus writes: "My uatur

disposition was possessed of much volatility i

vanity ; and my greatest delight was to mingl

in circles of hilarity and merriment, whet

"amusement reigns; man's great demand,
where " to trifle is to live." Thus my dea

brother J., sister A., and myself, passed on ti

gether, apparently feeling but little remorse c

compunction, till there was manifest a grei

turn in the mind of my brother, in, I think, tl

nineteenth year of his age ; when he was calle

to forsake the vanities of this life, and place h

affections on things above. This often brougl

me into serious thoughtfulness, feeling the tin:

was not far distant when I should follow hit

in the way of the cross. But I came to no fixe

resolution till near eighteen years old, when
began to feel the powerful visitations of Divir

mercy extending daily to my poor, sinful sou

and was often so affected, that I would retii

from the family and read my Bible, which t

me was a precious treasure. And one day bein

alone, spinning, in my chamber in the mornin;

my mind was so overpowered, I left my wliei

and threw myself on the bed, saying: "Here
am, O Lord God Omnipotent ; do with me as •

may seem unto thee good. Only, I beseech the

have mercy on vie, a poor sinner." Thus I Wt

almost overwhelmed with tears, and could ni

attend to employment. Ah ! my tears flowe

sadly and silently for many days, weeks an

months, and the enemy at last was well nig

leading me into despair; persuading that tv.

sins which were so great would never be fo

given." But the Lord in his infinite goodne
was pleased to say, " it is enough ;" and clear

evinced to my poor mind that He was willir

to receive me as his depending child. Ah!
that hour what sweet peace was mine ! It »,

indeed imperishable, and what nothing earth
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jves or cau destroy. Oh, may ray a ml forever

emmemorate the gracious dealings of Infinite

fcodness with a poor worm of the dust! Oh,
jaised aud exalted be his greit name forever!"

*ie change thus wrought by the Great Refiner

j.her enjoyments was thorough as it was last-

ig. For tliough many might deem them in-

rcent pleasures, she felt them totally at vari-

jjee with the self-denying religion of Jesus;

*d experienced the words of the apostle: "If

|y man be in Christ, he is a new creature ; old

tings are passed away; behold all things are

Icome new." And to enable her more fully

t break away from her old associations, of

>iich she could say, " My soul hath no pleasure

i them," she left home for a season, and en-

jged in a school; and after this, throughout

lie, she was remarkable for her great love of

i;irement and of silence, even while manifesting

i the domestic circle a spirit of untiring devo-

tm and cheerfulness.

In the following year her parents removed
Uh their family to reside within the limits of

It. Holly Meeting; and here the faithfulness

o herself and younger sister in one particular

vire blessed to the family, for though their be-

l»
Ted parents had not been accustomed to at-

tid week-day meetings generally, observing

te consistent walk of their children, and that

i weather or occupation prevented their quietly

sting out when the hour arrived, the whole

Enily soon joined them in this important duty.

1 the year 1824, our dear mother was called

non to bear a heavy affliction in the loss of

Ir tender father ; and this bereavement, to-

other with other great domestic trials, so bowed
Ir feelings that the succeeding months were a

sison ever after recalled by her as almost over-

jwering, wherein she scarcely knew what it was

t smile.

In the following autumn she engaged as a

hcher at Westtown Boarding School, remain-

igtill the autumn of 1828. A diary, kept at

(is time, evinces that the great work of sanc-

tication still went on; and affords fresh evi-

once that the path of trial and deep inward
joving is that wherein the followers of a cru-

(fied Redeemer, have ever been called to walk,

nder date of Eighth Month 20th, 1826, she

yites: "For some months past my mind has

len deeply tried when assembled for the pur-

yse of worshipping the great I Am. The ad-

wsary that delights in temptations had been

.ng endeavoring to overcome all that is good
Uh his last attack—sleep. I believe this to be

I that kind that 'goeth not out but by fasting

ad prayer.' I have had to go mourning on
tat account, fearing I should never more see

!>od in the land of the living. But, blessed be
>e name of the unslumbering Shepherd of

rael, He has given strength to overcome, in-

Irauch as I have been favored to sit still, with-

it moving my hands or raising my eyes, after

took my seat, although the weather is ex-

ernely warm. Surely I may acknowledge
utherto the Lord has helped me,' and He will

dp all who are willing to endure the baptism
'

fire.

"Tenth Month 6th.—A fear has taken hold
'my mind lest I should lose hold of this, that
is been as my meat and my drink, having
any times been enabled to think, when asked
hy I did not eat, ' I have meat to eat that the
orld knows not of.'

"Eleventh Month 13th, 1827.—We spent an
3ur or nearly so in the parlor with the cora-
tny of A. B. and T. C, and very little conver-
sion presenting, we centered in feeling, which

has no fellow, and it is to me pure enjoymen I

to sit with my friends in silence, under the
canopy of Him who was never foiled in battle,

and who will be with all those who diligently

seek Him."
The separation that was maturing within our

borders about this time, was indeed a close trial,

resting as she did, all her hopes of salvation on
the mercy of God, through the atoning sacrifice

of'her Saviour; and in after life almost invaria-

bly inculcating the preciousness of this doc-

trine in her ministry. Yet a measure of the

same spirit which enabled Stephen to pray,

"Lord, lay not this sin to their charge," clothed

her mind toward those who thus turned from
the Truth as it is in Jesus; while she at all

times consistently bore her testimony against

their error.

In the Eleventh Month, 1828, our dear
parents were married.

Eighth Month 16th, 1829.— "We had a

precious sitting in the afternoon, E. G. saying.

'The Master is come and calleth for thee;' and
addressing me by name, encouraged to faithful-

ness in coming up to perform whatever my
hands may find to do. Oh. the words sank

deep; feeling at times seriously and weightily

impressed with the belief that the Lord is call-

ing for me to rise and be doing ; and that I

must go to work faithfully in his vineyard. May
the favor be granted, and strength be given to

move in the right time and way, that all may
turn to the glory of his great Name !"

Fifth Month 20th, 1830.—" I have for a long

time travailed under close exercise and deep
feeling, because the house of God appeared to

lie waste, and the work appointed me to do
seemed awful and too important for me who
am only fit to be a door-keeper, and in no de-

gree qualified to perform any good thing. But
what thou, O Father, required of me was to

lisp thy name and cause in the assemblies of

thy people. Thus, Father, be pleased to ac-

cept my weak endeavor. On the ninth I was

enabled to do that much for my blessed Saviour

who died for me. Oh, my dear Redeemer, suffer

me to dwell near thee, even tit thy feet, if I can

but hear the words that fall from thy sacred

lips. Oh, let me not run unsent, and believing

thou hast thus called me, Oh suffer me not to

bring dishonor upon thy great Name!"
At one time she writes: " What a privilege,

what a blessing, to feel that we can sing Ho-
sanna to the Lamb!" But again, "I have not felt

the living presence of my Heavenly Father

—

had a very low meeting, and [am] in much
bodily pain. It would have been better had I

wrestled more earnestly before meeting, and
while going, and on taking my seat. Oh, it is

arriving at a great place to be always ready to

perform solemn, silent worship. There must be

a preparation. There must be continual heart-

felt desires and watchfulness abode in, to keep

our spiritual house clean, to know God to be

our companion continually, before we can liv-

ingly feel his presence, his surrounding, re-

deeming love as a canopy to cover our minds,

aud feel the unity of soul cementing love, flow-

ing from heart to heart, and like a cloud of ming-

led incense, rising to the Throne of Love itself."

At one time not long before her death, she

remarked to me :
" I do not know how they

must feel, who suffer their minds to wander in

meetings for worship." At another time she

writes :
" Oh, that I may not glide along without

feeling reverent gratitude for all my blessings.

Do all I can, I am but an unprofitable servant

| —unworthy—continually unworthy."

I )ur dear mother travelled from home but little

in the exercise of her gift ; and her sense of her

own weakness and insufficiency made her ex-

tremely diffident of (Hitting forth her service- at

any time, except the woe attended a withholding.

The same holy fear and reverence, combined
with great humility aud reserve, respecting her

religious feelings, prevented her speaking of

them to others; but those who witnessed the

daily exercises of her spirit, and oftentimes the

weighty frame of her mind, felt that she had
indeed " meat to eat that the world knew not

of;" and that, though outward cares or trials

surrounded, she had, like David, a "strong
tower whereunto she could continually resort."

This deep inwardness of spirit seemed more
aud more her dwelling-place during the last two
yearsof her life (or perhaps, I should say, seemed
to me so), so that often when we were sitting

alone together I kept silence, fearing to inter-

rupt her spiritual communion. And as my sense

of this covering of her spirit increased, although

she was in her usual health, I could but feel

she was " ripening for the skies."

On the twenty-fourth of the Seventh Month,
1858, she was taken with her last illness; and
though for three weeks there seemed no imme-
diately alarming symptoms, she repeatedly ex-

pressed her conviction that the time of her re-

lease was at hand ; and seemed entirely to yield

up her accustomed cares without anxiety, and
to centre in the prospect before her. At one
time, on the lines being read to her:

"And own my life a Saviour's prize
;

M^rcy from first to last,"

she said with much feeling, " Yes, that is it ; that

is it ; it is all of mercy from first to last. It is a

long time since I gave in my name ; and I have
tried to be faithful ; but it is all of mercy—mercy
from first to last." At another time she asked

for the hymn containing,
" Cover my defenceless head
With the shadow of Thy wing," &c,

and she feelingly responded to the several parts

as it was read.

On the eighteenth of the Eighth Month there

was an alarming change in her disease, reduc-

ing her in a few hours to the very verge of the

grave. Thinking her unaware of her situation,

she was asked if she felt peaceful, when she

calmly and sweetly answered, " Yes; very peace-

fid. Why? do you think I am going?" adding,

after a time of silence: "Well, I am ready to

go, just when the Master calls for me."

A few hours after, when somewhat revived,

she said, "I believe my work is all done ; I see

nothing in my way; I have served the Lord
from early youth, and He will not forsake me
now. But we are poor creatures and have noth-

ing to trust to but the mercy of God in Christ

Jesus," adding, " I would be glad to have a

clearer evidence; but I feel very peaceful."

In the morning after a refreshing sleep, seeing

her daughters near her, she remarked :
" I think

we ought to sit down and return thanks that

we are all here together another morning."

After this, during the next few days, there

seemed to be a temporary rallying of the sys-

tem, and with peaceful resignation, she would

enquire daily of the physicians how they thought

her. But her strength was so exhausted that

she sank under disease: and becoming grad-

ually weaker for several days, on First-day

night another alarming symptom took place,

accompanied by intense suffering. In the morn-

ing she enquired what the doctor thought; and

being answered, " He thinks we can't keep

mother," she responded, " Can't keep mother,"
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and for a time tbe feelings of nature, and a con-

ga of the irreparable bereavement, so

near three she bad cared for, with ax\

-.,, was depicted on her expressive coun-

tenance, as she lay with closed eves, in deep

and silent I

Through Second and Third-days she lay in

remarkable peace and quietness. A holy se-

renity pervaded the room, and in deep inward-

ness of apiril she seemed waiting her Master's

time. Once, when the precious covering was un-

usually felt, she was asked if it was all peace?

With a sweet animation of countenance she

answered emphatically, "All peace, and joy

in the Holy Ghost." On Third-day evening,

when in great suffering, she repeated in a low

voice: " How nice! how nice! how nice!" and

being asked, " What is it dear mother, is it so

beautiful '!" answered :
" yes ! yes ! yes!" Yet

a- her suffering increased, siie again ejaculated,

••Cover my defenceless head."

( in the morning of the Hist of Ninth Month,

1858, her spirit was released from its tabernacle

;

and we doubt not, through the mercy of God
in Christ Jesus, wherein she trusted, she has

joined " the general assembly and church of the

ti rr-t born which are written in heaven."

She departed this life in the fifty-ninth year

of her age; having been a minister twenty-nine

years. " Blessed are the dead which die in the

Lord, from henceforth; yea, saith the Spirit,

that they may rest from their labors, and their

works do follow them."

The foregoing memorial of Elizabeth K.
Passmore was written by her excellent daughter,

Mary K. Passmore, who at the time of her

death was a valuable elder in the religious So-

ciety of Friends. It was said of Mary K. Pass-

more, about the time of her death, by a near
relative who knew her well, that "she was good
in the kitchen, she was good in the parlor, she
wa- good in the church."

During a visit to Ruth S. Abbott, some time
before her death, in company with Pbebe W.
Roberts, the minister, she CM. K. P.), said to

R. 8. A., upon leaving, " When the Master lifts

the latch, don't thee be afraid to go in at the

door." This little word of encouragement was
much appreciated.

For "The Friend.'

Little by Little.

When noticing the advance steps that are
tak.n in pursuit of some favorite object, it is

astonishing to see that little by little, approaches
are n,ade to a cumulating point at which it may
l»- prove.

1 that either successor failure will be
the result. It is not all at once that a standard
of moral and religious excellence is to he estab-
lished. In ascending a height by a ladder, step
follows Btep, until the top i- reached. This, in

pursuance of a praiseworthy object, often proves
the best way to Mjn Buccess. It is different in

retrograde steps when favorable results
are anticipated through unfair means. What
can he more censurable than tor individuals of

tnization to attempt to introduce
and practio - different from what was

taken into account when the Socii 'v lii

to form an organization ? " How can two walk
'ley are agreed?" It is a -..,•-

rowful fact that in the Society of Friends at-
tempts are made by individual in. m!. er- to in-

a [.aid ministry —little by little the
of the ministry is becoming i

from what it was during the first half century.
fho think that they have found a l„ II, ,

way to educate Quakers than was found in the

days of our early Friends, should be left at

liberty to try it, 'and leave the Society to ex-

ample after 'those who through faith and pa-

tience inherited the promises.

P. R. Giffoed.

PRESS ON, MY SOUL.
FELIX K. BRUNOT.

Press on, my soul, nor heed the deepening gloom,

Still press thou on
;

Though creeping shadows gather round the tomb,

l-'tiil press thou on ;

Through gloom and tomb along the narrow way
One lights my paih to reach eternal day.

Desponding, Lord, I lean upon thy Word,
"Hold Thou me up;"

I would not live but that my cry be heard,

"Hold Thou me up;"
My stumbling feet from evil would be free,

And firmly, He.tly bear me on to Thee.

Vain thoughts I hate, fain would I love Thy law,

"Be Thou my shield;"

Thy judgments fill my trembling flesh with awe,
" Be Thou my shield,"

My rock of shelter in the sultry glow,

My hiding place when chilling tempests blow.

Triumphing, Lord, Thy promises I claim,

"I shall be safe ;"

Not for myself, hut for his Holy Name,
"I shall be safe;"

How dread so e'er deserved wrath may be,

Thy loving mercy only jndgeth me.

THE DEAD BABE.
EUGENE FIELD.

Last night, as my dear babe lay dead,

In agony 1 knelt and said :

"O God ! what have I done,

Or in what wise offended Thee,
That Thou should'st take away from me

My little son?

" Upon the thousand useless lives

—

Upon the guilt that vaunting thrives,

Thy wrath were better spent

!

Why should'st Thou take mv little son?
Why should'st Thou vent Thy wrath upon

This innocent?"

Last night, as my dear babe lay dead
Before mine eyes this vision spread

Of things that might have been
;

Licentious liot, cruel strife,

forgotten prayers, a wasted life

Dark red with sin !

Then with soft music in the air,

I saw another vision there;
A Shepherd, in whose keep

A little lamb—my little child—
Of worldly wisdom underiled,

Lay fast asleep!

Last night, as my dear babe lay dead,
In those two messages I read

A wisdom manifest
;

And though my arms be childless now,
I am content— to Him 1 bow

Who knoweth best.

A five-mile tunnel without loss of life is

credit to engineers and workmen alike. Th._
has been accomplished in the Jeddo Tunnel, in

j

Pennsylvania, intended to drain some flooded
coal-mines, but constructed for working the
mine, nine feet by seven feet in cross-section.
The Scknlijir Amn-lnni describes the arrange-
ments for tapping off the five hundred million
gallons ol imprisoned water. For the last four
hundred and forty feet, only a drill-hole lined
with iron tubes, has been driven, its diameter
from one foot to four inches. A hickory plug
now closes the latter. When ready, this will be
knocked out, and the gush of waters will drain
the works iii two months.

Deborah Howell.

(Continued from page 109.)

1841.—Ah ! how true it is, and how mud
must the Christian suffer from the haughty son

and daughters of the fashionable world— dail

may they apply the words of the Saviour, " Th
world hateth us ; and it hated me before it hate

you," is the experience of those who dare to diffe

from a " corrupt and degenerate age," whose eye

are blinded with the mists and fogs of worldl

wisdom, perverting the "Truth as it is in Jesus,

and judging everything by their own selfish cr:

terion, so that instead of light, there is darkness

and bitter, instead of sweet in their own souli

This is the case with too many of the apostt

tizing Quakers, who, trampling on our blood

bought sacred testimonies, as beneath their nt

tice while in early life, have been brought bi

terly to feel in advancing years, that the crool

which was extended by the Heavenly Shephert

to gather them into the fold, to be the shee

and lambs of his pasture, has, by being di

spised, become as a rod to chasten, and the

have been permitted to wander in the wilde

ness, and in innumerable instances become a pre

to the devourer, and the awful denunciation hi

been literally fulfilled, "I will curse your bles

ings ; I will even send a curse upon you," i

was formerly pronounced upon the degenera

Jews. I know, what I now assert to be trut

and can produce numerous instances, whit

have come within my own observation, ful

corroborating the frequent declaration of ff :

worthy father, in his public and private tes
1

monies, " If men will not be what they oug

to be, they are not suffered to be what tht

want to be " — saying he had often observi

young people, under Divine visitation, who, i I

stead of yielding to it and first seeking t.

righteousness of the kingdom, have turned

the world and its fashions, and lost all in t'
:

end.

Sixth Month 26th, 1841.—My brother J(

eph's eldest son, William Hudson Howell, w
married on Fourth-day, Fourth Month fot

teenth, to Rebecca, eldest daughter of Isaiah at

Hannah Hacker, at Orange Street Meetit:

house, Philadelphia. It was a quiet, solen

meeting, and the marriage conducted in ant
derly manner. They have gone to reside on

beautiful farm called "Sunnyside," near Abirf

ton, about ten miles from the city, wheren
sincerely hope they may not only be cheer

by the rays of the outward sun, but that t

Sun of Righteousness may cheer the morni

of their day by their obedience to its heaven

lustre; their meridian be directed by its hi:

lowed influence; and their evening be crown
by its resplendent brightness, so that rip
cloud may obscure their setting sun—are I

best wishes for them, which alone can be (

tained by following the Divine Light of Tru'

in the soul.

27th.—We have this day (First-day), a

borious meeting held in silence, but little oft

descendings of Heavenly dew, as has often be

the case.

If the people were more concerned to lat

for living bread and water, bow would our

semblies be favored, and we have to say, "It

good for us to be here."

I have been engaged in reading the life

M. deMolines and that of Lady Guion, who,i

spised and persecuted for their adherence |fl

and belief in an inward walking with Jesus, I
what is called the "inward path," the onlyinH
religion of the heart, which was so loudly'
posed by the proud prelates of that day.wB
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sung their incomes decreasing, and if the peo-

|i prayed for themselves, they could not sell

Kir "stuff," calling out, "The church is in

i.iger, and thus endeavoring by violence to

a,;nch that llaine, which despite of all the

tenders of the Vatican, continued to burn until

itbeeame too mighty for them to extinguish.

I remains to be, " a lamp to the feet and a

ktern to the path of tne humble believer and

fcower of the Saviour of the world."

> This inward path is still despised at the

p sent day, and opposed by those who, exalting

tl letter above the Spirit, are substituting

p,yers of man's preparation for those sincere

bathings of the soul after God, and declaring

pplicly that those little kindlings of the breast

a to be set aside for formal prayers.

Ylay we not say, in the language of the ex-

cdent Lady Guion, " Oh, carnal prudence, how
d'erent art thou from the simplicity of Jesus

Crist!" He was despised and rejected of men,

W3 the prophetic declaration formerly uttered,

a 1 it remains in full force, as many place their

d>endence in forms and ceremonies, and too

Kch overlook "Christ within, the hope of

g ry."

Seventh Month 7th, 1841.—Attended the bur-

ir'of Jonathan Evans, son of our valued friend,

T.lliam Evans and grandson to the worthy

al highly esteemed Elder in the Church, Jon-

a.an Evans. He was an exemplary and prorn-

isig young man, had entered into a profitable

bnness, and was much esteemed and respected

b his fellow-citizens—few whose worldly pros-

pits were more flattering. Consumption, an

ireditary complaint, assailed him, and in afew

ninths clouded them all, but being willing to

ninquish the world and all its allurements, he

csed his valuable life, in a full and humble
hpe of an endless life, in the twenty-seventh

nr of his age. His family deeply feel the loss,

b; bow in submiasion to the Divine will, and
a comforted in the assurance that he has en-

tod that city whose walls are salvation, and
wpse gates are praise."

[seventh Month 15th.—I have just heard an

acting account of the sudden decease of our

fynd, Margaret Wright, wife of William

Vight, of Pickering, in Upper Canada. They
wre returning from the city of Toronto, and,

Cissing a very long bridge without a railing,

tl horses took fright, ran back, and overturned

tl carriage with themselves into the river and
t;lve feet of water. William and his wife

we plunged into the river, and struggled some
tae, there being no one to assist them. He at

ltgth succeeded, and brought her to the shore,

bt, alas, the vital spark had fled. His distress

Extreme. She was an excellent wife and a

vry valuable and useful member of Society,

bug Clerk to the Half-Year's Meeting in Can-
ai. Her loss is very great, not only to him,

bt to that part of the heritage where Friends

a: widelv scattered.

Seventh Mo. 19th, 1841.—Our valuable and
h;hly esteemed friend, Thomas Stewardson, an
lier in Society, belonging to the Monthly
feting of Friends of Philadelphia, suddenly
d;eased at Newport, Rhode Island, on this

d\\ whither he had gone, with his family, for his

hilth, he having for a year past been declining.

I: was, for about thirty years, treasurer of

'Vesttown School, in which his deep interest and
fthfulness to that excellent Institution were
einently conspicuous, and was for many years

aiseful and devoted manager of the Pennsylva-
n. Hospital

From the obituary notice of his character,

we extract the following, " He filled his various

stations in civil and religious society with quiet

and patient diligence, and his serene and peace-

ful age and geutle death formed a beautiful

close to a well spent life." He was in the eigh-

tieth year of his age. His remains were brought
to this city and interred in Friends' burying-
ground, Arch Street, on the twenty second inst.

He was a native of England, but had been a

resident of this city for more than half a cen-

tury.
(To be continued.)

In the Dead-Sea Plains.

BY WILLIAM EWLNG.

The Jordan, in the lower reaches, is shaded
by overhanging willows, and the path along the

bank is lined with tall oleanders. In the brush-

wood, which grows thickly over the little penin-

sula formed by the circlings of the river, we were

assured that the nimr—small leopard—found a

lurking-place, and, further, that he and his grim
neighbor, the hyena, haunted the bushy hollows

between the sand-dunes which stretch away to-

wards the sea.

We shouldered our guns, and armed with ball

cartridge set out to beat the brushwood, in the

hope of starting game of this class. Perhaps it

was as well for ourselves that we were disap

pointed, but a gun in a man's bands adds mar-

vellously to his powers of endurance in walking,

and we were able to explore the shady banks
of the river and attain a fuller knowledge of

its windings than we could otherwise have done.

The bridge was photographed, with a group in

front, as a souvenir of our visit ; then, sending

the muleteers straight to Jericho with tents and
baggage, we prepared to ride towards the sea,

with the intention of returning to Jericho for

the night. Our road wound among the sand-

dunes for some distance. Here we were charged

to keep close together. The advice was neces-

sary. Had one lingered behind, and, by any
mischance, lost the way, he might have wandered

long enough in the labyrinth formed by these

little sand-hills, which resemble each other so

closely as to be distinguished only by the trained

eye. They are the haunts of robbers, too, who,

in the multitudinous winding hollows, may easily

escape pursuit.

Leaving the labyrinth, we emerged on a wide,

sterile plain, over which grew only a few stunted

desert bushes. Here and there we could see the

shimmer of the sunlight on a thin crust of salt.

The Greek convent, standing in the midst of the

waste, served as a land-mark, and thither we
directed our course, leaving the winding road.

This cross-country riding in these parts has its

dangers. The horses are apt to sink through

the soft surface, into holes burrowed by the ro-

dents; and deep ruts, worn by winter torrents,

are often difficult to pass. At length we stood

before the gate of the convent, and the hospit-

able monks regaled us with refreshing draughts

of pure, cool well-water. It seemed only a short

distance further to the sea, but some of our com-

pany were growing fatigued, and, at our rate of

riding, it would take almost till sunset to reach

our camp by the " City of Palms." So, reluct-

antly, we turned our horses' heads northward,

comforting ourselves with the hope that, in a

more convenient season, we should stand on the

shores of the Dead Sea, and plunge in its sullen

waters.

On arriving, we found the mukaris busy with

the tents, which soon were ready for our recep-

tion. But we were disturbed somewhat to hear

that one of our attendants was missing. He

ought to have come with us toward the sea, but

when we found he had not come, we concluded
that he had accompanied the muli teers to Jeri-

cho. Now, however, he was nowhere to l>. found,

and the mukaris assured us he had started im-

mediately belli in I u.-. The evil reputation of the

district made us rather anxious, but the reckless

character of the man and his habit of .-tailing

off on the wildest projects without a m
warning, led us to believe that Ba'id would turn

up again, as he had often done before. We
set up lights, however, at the most conspicuous
points win ti darkness fell, so a- to guide him, if

possible, over the plain. As tin- night advanced,
and we still had no news of him, our anxiety
increased. A hunt after a number of wild swine
that came to the neighborhood of the camp,
served only as a temporary diversion from the

graver subject occupying our thoughts. The
" garrison" of the town consisted of one soldier,

whose services we secured without much diffi-

culty. He was dispatched, with the breaking
light, to go toward Jordan bridge, and south-
wards towards the convent, while some of our
party prepared to scour the plain, the rest get-

ting in order for the ascent to Jerusalem.
All were very early astir. Just before mount-

ing I scanned the plain with my telescope and
descried a coming horseman, whose appearance
resembled that of the lost man. His appearance
caused no little excitement in camp, for. on a
nearer view, there was no doubt of his identity.

Both man and horse were utterly wearied, and
Sa'id's garments were covered with blood. The
tale he told of his experience was terrible enough.
On our departure he lingered a moment to see

the muleteers ready and on the road. Then, as

he thought, he followed u-', but missing the way,
he pushed straight southward, guided in part

by the river, arriving on the Dead Sea shore

just as the sun set. As he had ridden rapidly,

he thought he might have passed us on the

way, but, after waiting, and careful search along
the lonely beach, he despaired of finding us. He
turned away in the twilight, hoping by instinct

to hit upon some way leading to Jericho. Soon

the night was filled with the horrid howlingsof
the jackals all over that weary waste, and here

and there the shrill laugh of the hyena fell on
his ear. Pushing forward, he was speul.lv en-

tangled among the sand-dunes. Climbing one
after another, he sought to hit upon some land-

mark to guide him, but ever, on descending,

his bearings were lost, and he wandered almost

hopelessly. As the night closed in, he could see

shadowy forms moving around, and the how lings

came nearer and nearer. Suddenly, in the track

before him, he saw a hyena glaring upon him.

The natives believe that the hyena will not at-

tack a man, save when famishing or grievously

provoked. But in such moments one does not

reflect much on these things.

Fortunately, Sa'id had my gun and ball-

cartridge with him. Nerves steadied by some-

thing like despair, he aimed at the brute's head,

and, the ball crashing through the brain, he

rolled over with a groan. A momentary silence

followed the report, and then the dismal noises

broke out again. Biding onward he saw, and
not a moment too soon, a leopard crouching for

a spring. Aiming swiftly, he fired, and the ball

took effect in the leopard's neck ; but, withal,

the brute was able to spring, and almost to reach

his mark. " Then," said Sa'id, his lip quivering,

and an unaccustomed tear trembling in his eye,

" then I must have had strength given me from

heaven, for, as the brute sprang, I reached for-

ward, caught him by the neck, and hurled him
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back violently to the ground, where he lay

ball finished him." He
te i to carry the leopard on the pommel

of his saddle, and this accounted for the blood-

n his garments. But weariness and anxi-

ety soon overcame his purpose, and the leopard

was left to decay among its native wilds.

Finally, baffled by the darkness and the intri-

cacies of the labyrinthine windings, he climbed

a little knoll, and tj ing the horse's halter to his

arm. stretched himself on the ground to sleep,

but, ever and anon, as the denizens of the desert

drew near, the trembling creature tugged at the

halter to awaken his master, and seemed to long

for waking fellowship. At last he was overcome
with sleep, and was only awakened when the

horse had apparently come close up, and whin-

nied in his car. Then, rising bolt upright, it

. him as it' the gloomy waste were all

alive with moving shades anil vocal with dismal

howlings. How he came out of that pandemo-
nium he never could say, but, ere long, the dawn
Btole into the sky, and the wild beasts crept away
into their dens. He found a poor shepherd,
walking out with his flocks, who, seeing his for-

lorn condition, sustained the best traditions of
hospitality, by offering what he had for

hi- day's food to the weary traveller. Then he
was able to make out the direction of Jericho,
and, ere the morning was well born, he was again
with his companions, uttering, perhaps, the most

'uimrlii /Utah's of his life. Eversince hear-
ing this tale from the lips of that worn-out man,
on the borders of the desert of Jericho, it has
seemed that I could better realize what it meant
for the Son of Man, when He was driven of the
Spirit into the neighboring wilderness, and
through the long nights was "with the wild
beasts." Bow welcome to him must the minis-
tering angels Ic.

A burden was lifted from all our minds, and,
moving forward that morning, even higher spir-
its than usual prevailed. We rode into the vil-

lage, and stopped a little at the hotel, where
i- of the D.ad Sea plain, staffs made

from the ,, ;l ks of Bashan, Bedwy clubs and such
like articles, are exposed for sale to travellers.
Then we rode along lanes bounded bv hedges
of prickly pear ami thorns, towards the sprint
of Elisha, called now 'Ain es Sultan—" Foun-
tain of the Sultan"—where man and beastdrank
from the cool stream, and were refreshed.

lodern Eriha is a miserable representa-
tive of the famous cities thai rose, one alter an-

lighborhoodofthis copious spring.
The land immediately around is a marvel of
fertility, bearing, when under cultivation, with
tropical luxuriance. Near bv the spring's! I

the ancient city, which wa- attacked and over-
thrown by the [sraelites the first stronghold
gamed on tins side of the Jordan. Near the

>ol rose the city of Heil, who dared the
curse, and endured it— the curse pronounced by
Joshua—in order to restore the crown of splen-
dor which his ancestors had so ruthlessly crushed.
In- latter was the city known to Elijah and
J- Iiaba, ,c,t yet ancient in Heir time, for the
inhabitants of which t|„. water- of this lovely
spring were miraculously healed. < >i f the
"achools of the prophets" i dated here.s
blijan had I,,-

|a8 | interview with if.

lie wet forth to yonder
tward, to be panel from ,,„.

faithl.il hushaby the chariot of fire, and cauehl
away to heave, j„ the whirlwind. The fertility

Jericho wasalmosl pro-
later day-, when it- rich revenues were fttrmed
b Herod

Then the magnificent balsam-gardens and the

groves of stately palms lent added beauty to a

scene in the midst of which the luxury-loving

Herod had his winter quarters. In the days of

our Saviour, the sycamore tree was not wanting,

as we learn from the story of Zaccheus. The
remains of old sugar-mills testify to the ancient

culture of the sugar-cane, and the ruins ofancient

aqueducts, dating from high antiquity, which

brought the contributions of distant springs to

the grounds around the city, show with what
care the paradise of Jericho was watered. The
balsam has now utterly disappeared, and the

stranger, coming unprepared upon the scene,

might well exclaim, " How could Jericho ever

be called ' the city of palm-trees?' " But great,

fruitful vines may yet be seen, in the badly-kept

gardens, yielding with prodigality in spite of

the indifferent husbandry ; and heavily-laden

bananas bending over the hedges, offer of their

sweetness to the hand of the passer-by. The
modern village boasts of a hotel, a Greek hos-

pice for the accommodation of Russian pilgrims,

and the ruins of an old castle, which frown out
upon the wilderness to eastward. Those who are

willing to be pleasantly deceived by monkish
tradition, may also have the house of Zaccheus
pointed out to them. There are some three huu-
dred inhabitants in the village, creatures of a
miserable physique, and with a most undesirable
reputation for laziness and thievishness.

That the plains ofJericho might be once again
what they were of old—a very garden of de-

lights, wherein is enough and to spare for all

—

needs hardly to be said. Were proof required,

it would be found in the surroundings of Elisha's
fountain. Wherever the waters of the fountain
come, the desert sands are transformed into fruit-

ful fields, and all its banks are clothed with
emerald. No small supply of water would serve
to waken life over all the plains, but is not the
vast volume of the Jordan only waiting to be
caught in the higher reaches, and taught to run
in fertilizing streams all over the broad lands?
For long generations it has flowed idly past,
only a few yards on either side of the rushing
flood, tasting its refreshing power. What untold
wealth is rolling there, in these rich, brown
wave.-? What hand shall arrest the flow, and
turn its powers to noblest uses, so that all the
valley may be filled with the music of rustling
grain and with the beauty of ripening fruit?—
that the wilderness may rejoice and blossom as
the rose. Ere this is possible, the reins of gov-
ernment must be held by stronger and more
righteous hands, the husbandman must be se-
cured in the enjoyment of the fruit of his toil.

But surely now the appointed season for favor
cannot be long delayed. Happv the eyes that
shall behold the awaking of all the land to fresh
life after its death-like slumber! In those sweet
days of reviving, no fairer scenes will greet the
eye than these broad stretches, proudly in the
midst of which will rise once more the beautiful
palm-girt city.

\V- could have lingered long beside that de-
lightful spring, pouring its sparkling waters
joith in blessing over the plain, but the sun rose
higher in the heavens, and we had a hard ascent
\- fore us. We rode along the base of the over-
hanging hills, crossed the mouth of Wady el-
Kelt, and struck the carriage-road leading from
Jericho to Jerusalem. Deep, dark and forbid-
ding is the greal cleft in the hills, which, since

J

I'-' days of the learned and acute Robinson,
has been, by many, identified with the brook
( henth, where Elijah hid from Jezebel's wrath

miraculously supplied with food. The
and

probabilities are, however, that the old Gileadi

turned, not southward, but eastward. In %
ravines of his own native highlands, there mi
have been many retired spots known to him,
youth, where he might foil the most eariy

search by strangers. The great, grim mountai
Karantal, whether the scene of Christ's tempi
tion or not, has yet a Christian history of de
interest. The caverns in his frowning sides ha
been the haunts of Christian hermits from ear

days. Even yet, at times, a devotee takes refu

there from the world. On Mt. Tabor, at

recent Feast of the Transfiguration, I met
i

Austrian monk, who told me he had spent s

years in solitary meditation and prayer in a ca
in the Jordan Valley.

Now, as we ascend the winding path aloi

the steep mountain sides, we pause for one It

look over the plain, and the sea, and the dai

heights beyond, whence came Israel's hosts ofo
to possess the land. There, beneath us, wbj
the plain is lost in green, stood the ancient Jei

cho, where the worshippers from the east of Jc
dan were wont to assemble ere going up
company to the great feasts. Doubtless the

very hills have echoed to the voice of psaln

as the pilgrims marched up the steep ascen.

So was it our privilege to turn our faces towan
Zion, planting our feet in their footsteps—t-

footsteps of the tribes of God who went i

thither. Very heartily could we wake the echd
again with their old song, "Pray for the pea

of Jerusalem, as we pressed upward to reahj

a long-cherished dream in the vision of the He
City.—S. S. Times.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Ice-bound on Kolguev.—Well, we were c<

stautly taken in the same way. To-day, for J

stance, we were just coming up, as we thoug
to a large lake, when, turning to Hyland, w
was following some little way behind, I said

j
" Look there, that is the first swan we hs!

seen since we left Kriva."
"So if is, sir," answers Hyland. "We

try and shoot that."

I took the " No. 6 " out of my gun, and pla*
in a brass cartridge with S. S. G.

Presently :—" That's not a swan, but I

cock willow-grouse, with his head up," he?
marked.
Hyland assented.

But again I had my doubts. Indeed, the bl

was changing very strangely. And then I si

plainly enough, that it was not a bird atalljl
an Arctic hare, sitting up as hares will sit.

was much excited about this. It was the fin

had seen.

I crept up. The hare sat on—still a hare,

dwindling. To cut a long story short, Whel
came within shootiug distance, it was torn
neither lake nor swan, neither willow-grouse f

hare, but a little cock snow-bunting, percil

upon a mound agaiust a drift of snow.

Sorting Mining Logs is carried out in a c r.i

ous manner at Lead City, South Dakota. '«
logs are about the size of railway sleepers,:!
reach the mine from the valley top by a woo<l
chute six hundred feet high. "The velocity vi
which they rush down would dash them topiis

at the bottom, if suddenly stopped, so the Jfl

is curved up again to sixty degrees with e

horizon. This throws the logs one hundred .8

fifty to two hundred feet into the air, and 4

they fall, they sort themselves by size, thehif-
iest flying furthest because of their greater M
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; The Life of the Norse Fishermen.

BY II. L. WICK, CEDAR HAPIOS, IOWA.

there are few vocations in life as dangerous

that of a fisherman along the weather beaten,

ik bound coast of Norway. However great

I daDger, the larger proportion of the native

>bulatiou engage in this hazardous occupation

ijirder to keep wives and children with bread.

,lf the reader glances at the map he will see

if
long coast line exposed to the fury of the

ftres. In the north there are the Arctic Ocean

si the Norwegian Sea, where the billows are

(lied against rocks and crags so long that they

bin a snowy whiteness; further south the

Si th Sea, proverbial for bad weather, keeps

kjthe ocean's roar, wrecking hundreds of ships

jry year. Add to this the long dark season

IJhe year, the fogs and rains which are com-

liii, it is not surprising that many of those

fo seek their livelihood in these dangerous

» ers, find a grave sooner or later.

I
"he land is elevated above the sea, and deeply

bented by fjords and skirted with numerous

Kids. Here are found the most valuable fish-

bis in the world. It seems as if nature, to

joke up for the poor soil, has deposited valu-

ite gold mines along the bottom of the sea in

bn of fishing banks, which yield its millions

feually. The North Sea is not deep except

[na channel to the southwest from Norway
B^re soundings have been made at from two

Wdred to four hundred fathoms. This is sup-

plied to have been the bed of a river, when the

cctinent of Europe stood at a higher level,

it that the present Elbe, perhaps, at that dis-

lat age, flowed into the Atlantic through this

!>ily. The North Sea is deeper along Norway
u; England than in the middle, where the ex-

te-ive fishing ground, known as the Dogger

Bhk, measures only ten or fifteen fathoms.

E average depth of the North Pea is only

slut one hundnd fathoms, while the Norwe-
gii Sea to the north measures from two thous-

ai to two thousand five hundred fathoms, and

th is about of the same depth as the Atlantic.

'he length of the coast line, exclusive of

fjrds, bays and islands, is more than three

tlysand miles. For long distances the main-

la! does not come in contact with the sea,

gi lied as it is by islands and skerries. Inside

of hese islands, known as the skjiergard, the

stiller craft can pass back and forth for nearly

th entire distance.

'ishiig stations vary every year, still it may
beaid that good fishing exists from the Naze
tohe North Cope. Considerable fishing is car-

rid on in the fjords, such as the Bukken Har-
<hger, Sogne, Sor and Nordfjord. Romsdals,
T ondhjems, Roads and many others; the is-

lads of Lofoden. Kin, Rovar and Karmohave
h«i far famed fishing stations, as far back as

th stiga goes.

ome variety of fish seem to frequent these

shres during all seasons, and as soon as one
Vfiety disappears, another returns. The vari-

ety especially plentiful are the cod, the herring,

thcoal fish and mackerel, while sprat, salmon,
hi but, trout and ling are also caught in large

nnbers. The fish of special value to the peo-

pl and to the country constituting the chief

so-ces of the national wealth, are the cod and
thherring. The cod, from which cod liver oil

is nade, reaches maturity at the third year,

injuring about three feet in length, weighing
upards of fifteen pounds. As an article of food
it considered the most delicious for the table

the last three months of the year, bul it is caught

at nearly all seasons. The herring, of all fish,

is the most abundant. It was formerly l>< li> ved

that it inhabited the Arctic circle, but now it

is thought that it lives the entire year in tin'

vicinity of tin- shore, and only approaches land

for the purpose of spawning at certain season:

of the year. The mackerel belongs to a large

family, is extremely abundant, and is easily rec-

ognized by its fine shaped body and bright iri-

descent colors. It is a fast swimmer, and being

carnivorous, is continually in search for prey.

Towards spring large shoals of this fish approach
land, for two reasons perhaps, to find a suita-

ble location for the propagation of its species,

and perhaps, also in search of food, which is

more abundant on the approach of summer.

As mackerel command a high price in the mar-

kets fresh, a great deal of it is shipped in ice

and placed on the English markets.

Sardines, which formerly were caught and put

up in France, are now prepared in large num-
bers in Norway. Itis called anchovies, being the

engraulus enerasiculm, a small fish about three

inches long, closely allied to the herring. Shoals

of these fish, pursued by larger fish, flee from

their enemies, and get into the shallow bays,

where tons are at times caught in large nets at

one draught. The fish is left in these nets for

several days in order to be starved, and then a

steamer is brotight, when it is prepared for mar
ket, generally put up in large barrels, and later

hermetically sealed in small boxes or in small

wooden kegs the size of a gallon measure. This

fish is shipped to England and America, where

it commands a good price in the market. How-

ever, thousands of dollars can be made in ai

hour when a good haul is made. Still anchovy

fishing is very uncertain, and many a time an en-

tireseason can bespentwithoutmakinganv haul.

Anchovy fishing is carried on during the Ninth

and the Tenth months. Salmon is caught in

large amounts in the rivers, but it was only a

few years ago that any large numbers had been

caught in the sea. Now salmon fishing has be-

come quite an industry, still it is more of a pri-

vate nature, as the shoals are comparatively

near the shore, and belongs to the property

owner and not to the public. In the same man-

ner large oyster beds are also planted near the

shore, and are as much part of the real estate

as a mine, and can be bought and sold in the

same manner.
The method of fishing has changed a great

deal in the past twenty-five years. The boats

and fishing apparatus now used being more

substantial' and safer than those in use formerly.

The larger fishing smacks used to have one

large mast and sail ; this has now been reduced

and another mizzen mast has been added, on

which a small gaff sail is carried. This change

has been made for the reason that two sails are

easier handled than one large sail, it is less

strain on the boat. The vessel has also been

changed, being longer and narrower, givingit a

greater speed. These boats are used mainly

for drift fishing far away from shore. A great

deal of the fishing is still carried on in open

boats with one mast and two sails, and with

places for four oars on each side. There are on

these boats from five to eight men, two for row-

ing, one for commanding and the others for look-

ing after the nets.

Our benevolent friend Huldah H. Bonwill

has received information of wants which need

help among her dear Indians, and again asks

that Friends having partly worn clothing, bed-

.
- c, which they are willing to contribute

for this purpose,should send them to Doughton,

Wilkin- & Co., >iil Market St., Phila., directed

to 11.11. Bonwill. A- cold weather i- approach-

ing, it is desirable that prompt action be taken.

Items.

Pen ecutionfor Non-resistance.—The London Daily

Chronicle publishesa statement respecting a Dook-
hobortzy colony settled in Transcaucasia, hut who
liirnn rly re-hh-'l in t he Crimea, where they were

visited by Stephen Grellet. 'the seel held some
doctrines with which he was grieved ; but they ap-

pear to have been convinced thai war was wrong.

The letter in the Chronieh Bays :

"Here in Transcaucasia we are all very much
excited by the story of the Dookhobortzy and the

incidents consequent on their refusal to hear arms.

After the persecution of the sect in Elisavetpol,

all the soldiers stationed at Kar- who were mem-
bers of this body gave up their arms. The officials

then tried to bring them to " reason " by a kind of

mock execution. Uihbets were put up, shrouds

were made, and the men were led up to th. place of

execution, without, however, being shaken in their

constancy. The farce was carried a step lurther,

and the white shrouds were put upon them, still

without effect. The officials had to confess them-

selves beaten, and for the present the incident

ended here.

"On June 28th (old style) the whole community
of Dookhobortzv, accompanied by the women and
children, brought out into an open field all their

arms, surrounded them with wood saturated with

petroleum, and lighted the pile, standing round it

singing psalms till it burned out.

"The next day, the 29th, the Governor of Tiflis

sent against them a detachment of Cossacks. The
latter^charged, and the Dookhobortzy, putting

their women and children in the middle, -t I

around them holding each other by the hand. The
Cossacks charged several times, killing four men,

and wounding many more. But the Dookhobortzy

stood motionless, merely putting aside the dead
bodies of their comrades.

" At last the attacks were discontinued, and the

Dookhobortzy were told to go to the village, where

the Governor awaited them. They obeyed, car-

rying with them their killed and wounded. The
Governor called out by their names three reserve

men, and asked them whether they were going to

serve as before. They answered, 'No !' TheGov-
ernor then ordered them to be beaten. The sen-

tence carried out, the question was put again, and
again the answer was 'No!' The beating was

then recommenced. Seeing this, sixty more reserve

men stepped out from the crowd and silently put

their certificates of leave at the Governor's feet.

The reply of the Governor was, ' Beat them !' ^He
then went away, leaving the execution of the order,

which took six days to fulfil, to the chief of the

district.
" On the seventh day of these proceedings, at the

Governor's orders, thirty-five families were picked

out of seven villages and expelled, no one knows
where.. The exiled Dookhobortzy were not allowed

to take anything with them. There were lelt in

the fields the corn and the cattle, in the houses

everything acquired in lone years of hard toil.

Finally the Governor ordered that nothing should

be given or sold to the Dookhohortzy, on their

way to the place of expulsion. The unpleasant

thing for the Government is that there was no

meeting, no riot— nothing which a commander can

put down with a troop of Cossacks."

A Quaker Lady Guardian at Croydon.—Some
time ago the War Office issued a circular inquiring

whether, in the event of invasion, certain infirma-

ries would be available for hospital purposes. That

document, which came before the Croydon Board

of Guardians, aroused the vigilant opposition of

one of the members, — Armfield, who, as a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends and of the Peace So-

ciety, objected to the action of the military depart-

ment of the Government. " It was very strange,"

she said, " at the end of the nineteenth century, that

it should be possible for the Board to receive such
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r mind, they might just as well be

i earthquake, the

d be open to receive the injur.-.].

I not know of the calamity

vi them, five minutes before it happened.

the request was quite tin-

:• army could invade this

- nritl t our wish. An invasion waa im-

.. war was first declared by tins

country. The Guardians were appointed to relieve

. . and not to support that which was the

factor in producing it.'' A resolution was

i authorizing an affirmative reply to the

circular, hut — Armfield's logic prevailed, and by

ntial majority she carried an amendment
that the letter "do lie on the table."

—

Herald of

— At the M.ntlilv Meeting of Friends of Phila-

delphia, held Tenth Mo. 24th, 1895, a minute was

to Ephraim Smith, an elder of that me st-

iin
'

li r friend Jonathan E. Rhoads in his

- vi-it in (ireat Britain. We are pleased

that .1. E. Rhoads is likely to have a congenial

companion in his weighty service of visiting the

churciie? in a foreign land.

SUMMARY (>F EVENTS.

I'm rED States.—The Supreme Court of the United
.- begun to h.ar argument in the Greer Co.,

-.-. This grows 'in of a com roversysbet ween

the United Slate- and the Stale of Texas as to the right

of jurisdiction over what is known as Greer County,
both parties claiming possession. The area of terri-

tory involved is about one and a half million acres.

sti in at issue i- the construction of the treaty

between Spain and the United Suites. At-
ia taking pari in the argu-

ment.
A test case i- to be made in Florida of the constitu-

tionality of the enactment prohibiting the teaching
of white and colored children under the same roof.

The colored women of Tuskegee, Ala., led by
I W ishiogton, are making vigorous eflorts

to hue the concession t i a saloon in the Negro Build-
ing ai the Atlanta Exposition withdrawn. They de
dare that the presence of a saloon in that building,

which i- the only .-ne to which the colored race of
.is an insult and disgrace,

and ihey want "this di-rep .table traffic " discontinued.
The [owa State census, jus! completed, shows the

population to be 2,«>57.250. an increase since 1*90 of

The hop harvesl in Western Washington has just

begun, and the Indians are flocking from all over
that Siat.- and British Columbia lo w.. r k in the fields.

They do not travel on the railroads, bill make their
way in the old style, by canoe an 1 afoot. Mam canoe
load* of Indians were seen on the Columbia and other
big rivers . I that region a week or two ago, hound
for the hop fields. The India,,- gel seventy-five cents
a boi f-,r hop picking, and make what is to them a

• I mm in this way every year. In some dis-
lii.-ls the p,li.- schools are close I during the hop

• thai the children may work in the fields.

r--p • I l.o u-iana ihis \ear is esti-

ii

- thai of last year, notwithstanding the re-
ihe bounty. Owing lo the war in Cuba and

other
.

,11-es there i- a g i .1 prospect of marketing it

Nearly 10,000 to,,, of tea was landed in Tacoma,
Washington, from Yokohama an I Shanghai, week

- - that English syndicates
,:, American brew

ml was paid in
i

M irray U Id a New York
lay excise

!

I i} morning Now
reports •-,, lime.

:
' "'" r day in

M 's nun » K ;,„,! „, , r p|,j ne
Yorklown Indiai

I lore were 302 deaths in this city last w,

of 18 from the corresponding week of last year. Of

6 ling, 191 were males and 181 were females :

37 died of heart disease; 36 of consumption; 34 of

pneumonia; 17 of diphtheria ; 17 of marasmus; 14

of Bright's disease; 14 of old age; 13 of convulsions
;

11 of apoplexy; 11 of croup; 10 of casualties; 9 of

can.-er. and 9 of bronchitis.

Markets, dv- E. S. 2's, 97j ; 4's, 1907, 111| a 112};

i's, 1925, r.-g . 121/, a 1-2; coupon, 122! a 12:'.; 5's,

reg., 114; a 115}; coupon, 115J a 116}; currency 6's,

101 a 110.

Cotton was firm and advanced TCo. per pound, but

demand from spinners was light. Middling uplands

officially quoted at 0|e per pound.

Feed".— Winter bran, in bulk, spot. $13.50 a $15.00;

spring bran, in sacks, spot, §13.50 a $14.25.

Flour.— Winter super, $2.35 a $2.50; do., extras,

$2.60 a S2.S5 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25
;

do., do., straight. $3e'iO a $3.40 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent. $3.50 a $3.70; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.10;

do., straight. $3.15 a $3 40 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.70
;

do., favorite brands, higher; citv mills, extra, $2 70 a

$2 00; do., clear, $3.15 a $3.35 ;" do., straight, $3.35 a

$3.60; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.90. Rye Flour.—
Choice Pennsylvania, $2.80 per bbl. Buckwheat
Flour —$1.60 a $1.80 per 100 pounds as to quality.

Jobbing rates 10c. higher.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 67} a 67!e.

No. 2 mixed corn, 30} a 30£c
No. 2 white oats, 25 a 25}c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 44 a 4|c;

medium, 4 a 4}c; common, 3h a 3Jc.
Sheep and Lambs—Extra" 3 a 3]c; good. 2.1 a 2ft-.;

medium, 2} a 2'c , common, 1 ' a 2c; lambs, 2' a 4fc.
Hoos.—6 a 6]c. for good Western.
Foreign.—A dispatch from London of the twenty-

eighth of Tenth Month says: "Archibald Ross Col-
quohoun, the traveller, explorer and journalist, who
arrived here last July from a tour of inspeciion of the
Nicaragua Canal, read a paper before the London
Chamber of Commerce this afternoon upon 'The Ef-
fects of the Nicaragua Canal upon British Trade.'

" The Nicaragua Canal," he said, " would be of more
importance to the Western Hemisphere than the Suez
(anal was to the F^astern part of the world, and the
political and commercial changes which its success
would entail, made it necessary that Great Britain
should make every endeavor to secure its neuiralitv,
if sb.3 desired to maintain her trade in the far East.

".sir Albert K. R-illitt, M. P., President of the
Chamber of Commerce, said that t lie present position
,-f British and Japanese interests in the far East re-
quires careful watching on ihe part of Great Britain
and Japan."
The Ribot Ministry, in l-'rance, was overthrown on

the twenty-seventh nit., by an adverse vote on Hollan-
d's interpellation in the Chamber of Deputies con-
demning the Government's course in regard to the
Southern Railway scandals.
A de-patch from Brussels dated the 21st inst., says:

" A decree was signed yesterday declaring this city to
be a seaport. A canal will be constructed, at a co-t
1

' 5, >.000 francs, that will enable a vessel of 2000
tons burden to discharge at the wharves that will be
built here."

Portugal has refused an offer from Great Britain to
sen I British-India troop- to Goa, the scene of the re-
volt against Portuguese authority, until the expedition
si nl I -. Portugal arrives.

( reneral Baralieri, commander of the Italian troops
operating against the Abyssinians, has asked the Gov-
ernment for anthori y lo extend the Italian sphere
over the whole of Abyssinia.

Certain districts of Swabiaare at present suffering
from a plague of field-mice similar to that which af~
(lined s-oui I,.-,,, Holland and (ireece a few vears a-o.
A " >' : '" 2d. ono have been captured in a week

li is reported that live hundred Mussulman Laizes
armed with rifles and supported by Turkish inhabit-
ant*, have made an unprovoked attack upon the Vr
menian inhabitants of several villages between Erze-

I Irehizmd. It is said lhata numbered voun-
""• hurned alive at slakes, and that

""" w, ' r > I raged and luui-iblv mutilated
- thai ov,

, 150 Armenians were killed
• Wmenians attacked the mosques in Billes,

As,,,,,.- Iui-key on the 24,1, ul,., the Moha„„„edannam, while the Uohammc lans were assembled at
P™yers. A number of persons on both sides were
killed and Wl

of Ceylon were
1 li (spread rapidly

" .r,,p of thai island no longer inll'u

attacked

and now
no longer influences the

market. In 1879 the same disease appeared in J;

and in 1889 alone caused a loss of $40,000,000. U
lately the Brazilian plantations seemed to he exet

but at last, it is said, the calamity has spread tl

also.

It is reported that a treaty was recently conclu

between Russia and China, whereby Russia obt

the right of anchorage for her iieet at Port Art.

the privilege of constructing and operating railro

and other commercial advantages. This report cat

considerable excitement in England. At the Bri
Foreign Office officials said they had no informa

that such a treaty had been concluded, and it is

believed that the report is false.

In consequence of the disturbed conditions of Cc

Russia has dispatched a squadron of 15 vessels to

san and Chemulpo.
Prince Lobanoff, Russian Minister of Foreign,

fairs, has been granted a pension for services rendt

the State during his recent visit to France.

The Japanese Government has protested agi

the undua dictation by Russia in Corean affairs.

The mail of the Emperor of Japan is more than,

times as great as it was before the war with Chint
gan. There is not a cily in the civilized world f

which he does not receive letters in these days. M
of his correspondents seem to think that, through I

they can gain an entrance to the Japanese mai
The number of inventions of all kinds offered hin

sale is enormous.
It is staled that early next spring work on au

tensive scale will be commence 1 on the Panama G'

NOTICES.
Corrections.—No. 14 of The Friend, DebiB

Howell, commencement, for 1890 read 1841 ; for'J
worthy to unlace," read " not worthy to unloose;'*
" dear Friends composing that solemnity," read " 9
Friends composing that assembly." Editorial:!
"separation of 1852," read "separation of 1854." I
A young woman Friend wishes a position as ill

panion to an invalid or elderly Friend. AddressJJ
" L," Office of The Fries!

Bible Association of Friends. — The Anil
Meetingofthe Bible Ass u-iation of Friends in Ami »
will be held on Fourth-day, Eleventh Month 6t it

s
I'. M.. in the I. .at i re Koom of Fi tends' Select Scl 1,

140 N. Sixteenth St.

Important business will claim the attention oiifli

meeting. Articles of Incorporation will be preset
and the Association asked to consider the advisab'.y
of adopting them. Friends generally arc invited, id

a full attendance is desired.

Ephraim Smiti ' i
Tenth Month, 1895. Secret tj

Position Wanted.—An intelligent and eneri
young woman Friend, with some knowledge H
counts, now practising and studying stenography (J
type-writing wants an active business or office posiH
Willing to begin low. Address "F,"

Office of The FRlEtril

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenijjj
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage ill

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 jay
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met <'
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen (A
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To(
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phnr.io.

Haines, Su;

Married, at Colerain, O., Tenth Month 23rd,
Frederic C. Hoyle, of Cambridge, Ohio, sc

William and Hannah Hoyle, and Martha H.I
kin, daughter of Lindley M. and Anua S. Brack
the former place.

Died, at his residence at Mount Laurel, f
Seventh Month 29th, 1895, Joseph Gardiner, i

eightieth year of his age; a member of Eve
Monthly and Particular Meeting.

, with typhoid fever on the twelfth of 1

Month, 1805, at her home near Chesterfield, '

Asenath Smith, daughter of Thomas K. and
Smith, aged fifty vears and three days; a mem!
Chesterfield Monthly Meeting of Friends.

i
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1816.

—

Dear Friends: We esteem it a favor

\iich calls for our grateful acknowledgments,

tat we have been afresh made sensible on this

ciasion, of our Heavenly Father's love, and

Ive felt that it reaches to all our dear Friends,

v.ierever they are situated. Our minds have

ten humbled in gratitude to Him, who by his

Jvine power raised us up to be a people, who
Is from one generation to another blessed our

tigious Society, and who is still to be felt at

ties in great mercy to preside amongst us.

te have earnestly desired that these impres-

sns may be an additional motive for us to

cosider, how far we are seeking to be estab-

lhed on Jesus Christ, the Rock of Ages, " the

^ne yesterday, and to-day, and forever." To
t's foundation of our predecessors we desire to

(rect your most serious attention. Let it, dear

liends, be our daily concern to seek for his

-Jvine guidance and support. Great will be

fe advantages which we shall thence der"

^ie bitterness of our conflicts will be sweetened

\ the remembrance, that He unto whom we
a seeking, and who is " not an High Priest

fat cannot be touched with the feeling of our

iarmities," is "able to save them to the utter

l)St, that come unto God by Him." A sense

I victory over our evil affections, through his

t
wer and mediation, will be a sufficient conso-

iion. It will, if the watch be maintained,

s-engthen us to proceed in the way of allotted

*ty ; and though new trials and temptations

iiy await us, and we may continue sensible of

le dangers with which we are surrounded, the

lessingof true Christian experience, the result of

J.tient perseverance in well-doing, will be ours.

'ius, from what we have known and what we
uve felt, we shall be constrained to acknowl-

;

'ge, that there is no joy like unto the joy of

bd's salvation.

AVe observe with pleasure the increasing de-

i'e manifested by Friends to obtain a guarded
iid useful education for their children. The
'.ports on the schools under the notice of this

eeting, indicate the religious care and good
'der prevailing in them, and have yielded us

eat satisfaction. The improvement of the un-

;:rstanding, and the communication of that

•lowledge by which it may be more extensively

prepared for the service of Him to whom we

must all render our account, are duties not to

be neglected. We desire, however, to impress

upon all, whether parents or those to whom they

trust their tender offspring, the supreme im-

portance of inculcating the first of duties, the

love and fear of God.

A watchful parent will at no time be more

alive to the welfare of his children than when

they are passing from the age to which we have

just adverted, to the succeeding stage of life.

The situations in which they are then placed,

and the companions with whom they associate,

may have a decided influence on their future

character. We would therefore, encourage both

parents and masters not to relax at this critical

period, either in care or counsel, or in proper

restraint, tempered with kiudne-s. Here we

would advert to the importance of good ex-

ample, and to the great blessing which will at-

tend the labors of those whom we are now ad-

dressing, as they seek to become preachers of

righteousness, in life and conduct to those

around them. How inviting, how instructive

it is, to behold such as by the purity of their

lives, by the meekness of their spirits, and by

the benevolence of their characters, are adorn-

ing their profession ! This is a duty which is en-

joined by the highest authority; and we earn-

estly press upon all to consider whether their

moderation, their self denial their habits of life,

are such as become the Christian religion.

Our solicitude has at this time been awakened

for our young men employed as travellers in

business. The exposure of these to the tempta-

tions to which they are often unavoidably sub-

jected, has tended to draw aside some from that

simplicity, that purity of heart and thought,

that strict morality, which our Christian prin-

ciples require. We would submit to the serious

consideration of their parents and employers,

the extreme danger of sending forth into such

service any young person whose religious prin-

ciples are not fixed, nor their habits formed
;

and we would encourage Friends in different

places where those in this line of employment

may travel, to continue and extend that kind

and hospitable notice which has been already

manifested. The situation of some of our young

Friends in other occupations, may deprive them

of the advantage of virtuous and instructive

associates; these also we hope will not be over-

looked by those to whom they are known.

So excellent is Christian love in its nature

and effects, that it is deeply painful when we

hear of any difference existing amongst us. How
can those who are at variance one with another,

unite acceptably in the performance of worship

to Him who is emphatically styled Love? It is

an awful consideration, that' that disposition

which separates man from man, does at the

time estrange him, and will, if it continue,

eventually separate him from his Creator. We
therefore earnestly recommend to Friends, to

watch the first appearances ofdiscord : patiently

and kindly to endeavor to assist those who may
be thus affected, or who are in danger of be-

coming hardened towards their brethren. Chris-

tian charity and tenderness for the infirmities

of our friends, are bonds in religious Society.

These do not preclude that kind and tender

admonition, that exercise of our Discipline in

the spirit of the Gospel, which we have from

time to time been engaged to recommend. Al-

though we are not a numerous Society, yet if

we are preserved in love, and dwell under the

government of Christ, we may hope to fulfil the

designs of Divine Providence in having gathered

and established us as a separate religious body:

we may show forth the excellence of the Chris-

tian religion by the spirituality of our worship,

and by the purity of our lives.

1817.—Dear Friends: In turning our atten-

tion to the state of the Society as it has been

now laid before us, the proper employment of

the First-day of the week, the day more par-

ticularly set apart for public worship, is a sub-

ject that has claimed our serious attention. It

is no small privilege to be living in a country

where much regard is paid to this duty, and it

highly becomes us to be careful that our ex-

ample in this respect be consistent with the pro-

fession we make to the world. We desire that

heads of families, and our younger Friends also,

may closely examine, whether they are suffi-

ciently solicitous to improve that portion of this

day which is not allotted to the great duty of

meeting with their Friends for the purpose of

Divine worship. To those who are awakened to

a due sense of the eternal interests of the soul

—and oh! that this were the case with all—we

believe that these intervals have ofteu proved

times of much religious benefit. Many have

derived great increase of strength both at these

and other times, from retiring to wait upon the

Lord ; from reading the Holy Scriptures with

minds turned to their Divine Author, in desire

that He would bless them to their comfort and

edification ; and from perusing the pious lives

and experiences of those who have gone before

them. But we avoid prescribing any precise

line of conduct, believing that if the attention

be sincerely turned unto the Heavenly Shep-

herd, his preserving help and guidance will not

be withheld.

Those of the class whom we have just been

addressing may sometimes feel that their faith

is low, when about to attend their meetings in

the course of the week, it may be, under great

outward difficulties. These sacrifices of time,

and opportunities of withdrawing from worldly

cares, have been blessed to many; they have

proved, in seasons of deep trial and discourage-

ment, times of refreshing from the presence of

the Lord. The waiting, dependent mind has

thus been enabled to put on strength to perse-

vere in the Christian course; and under the

pressure of many troubles and perplexities, to

experience an increase of faith in the merciful

and omnipotent care of our great Creator. Be

encouraged then, dear Friends, not to neglect

your meetings, however small; but to believe

that, by a diligent attendance of them, and

right engagement of mind therein, yc ill be
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Strengthened to till Dp your station.- as faithful

and devoted Christians.

In a well-ordered family, short opportunities

ofreligious retirement frequently occur, in which

the mind may be turned in secret aspiration to

the Author of all our blessings ;
and which have

often proved times of more than transient bene-

fit. It isour present concern, that no exception

to this practice may be found amongst us;

whether it take place on the reading of a portion

of the sacred volume, or when we are assem-

bled to partake of the provisions with which

we an- supplied for the sustenance of the body.

On th.s.' latter occasions, may the hearts of our

young Friends also, he turned in gratitude to

God, who thus liberally provides for them. May
the experience of us all be such, that we can

adopt the words of the psalmist, " Evening, and

morning, and at noon will I pray.

'

Dear young Friends, our hearts are warmed
with love to you. We desire that it may be

your frequent concern to seek tor an establish-

ment on il nly sure foundation, and to wait

in bumble watchfulness for the teachings of the

heavenly Instructor. If conflicts of mind should

attend you. ami prove painful and humiliating

in their nature, this is no cause for dismay.

Those who steadHy pursue the path of a true

disciple, will, through die goodness of the Lord
at times he permitted indubitably to feel that

they are the objects of his paternal regard.

Thus they will have cause to acknowledge the

great benefit of patient religious exercise. They
will, from their own experience, know an in-

crease of true faith in the power and perceptible

Bupport of the Holy Spirit. Ascribing this to

the free gift, of God in Christ Jesus our Lord,
they will become firmly persuaded that the
tendering power of Redeeming love, though un-
dervalued by too many, is above all things

precious. We are consoled in the belief, that
the feet of many of our beloved young Friends
have been turned into this path. And it is our
earnest desire, that neither the fear of man, the

f the cross, an aversion to the simplicity

of the Truth, nor the activity of their own wills,

may interrupt their progress; but that they
may, through the unfoldings of Divine counsel,
come to know an establishment in that faith,

whi(di giveth the victory. And, dear Friends,
you who love the Truth, and who are in the
vigor of life; feeling, as you must, the many

gs of which you have been partakers,
and the privilege it is to he employed in the
Bmallesl degree, in the servioe of the" Lord, let

it he your concern to offer your hearts to his
disposal, and under his sacred guidance, to be-
come devoted to the support of bis cause.
May our dear eld, , brethren and Bisters,

though often depressed on various accounts, he,
by continued watchfulness unto prayer, endued
with capacity to trust in God. May they re-

ceive that Ihvine support, which will enable
them acceptably to endure the remaining trials
of time; and, being preserved in liveliness and
meekness of spirit, be prepared to , nter into

1-tillL'.

iTo !(• conclo

Individu u. [nfluence.- It is tin inti r-

weaving of the minutest thread- of our daily
and hourly i I,- ,,f thought, word and deed,
which invests u- with our genuine influence
over others, he ii either good or bad ; and, by
the fruits of our influence over others, il

than probable thai we -hall he recognizi <l at the
great day of account, in kind and d(

beyond what we an- apt to consider, Kelly.

The Life of the Norse Fishermen.
(Continued from page lit).)

The method of iishing also varies with seasons

and the kind offish to be caught. Line fishing

is, perhaps, the oldest and most common, how-

ever. Only the cod and mackerel are caught

in this n anner to any great extent. A trawl

net is a flattened bag net, from seventy-five to

one hundred feet long, and is dragged along on

the bottom in such a manner as to catch fish

which naturally keep close to the bottom.

Nets are made of cotton or hemp, sometimes

both kinds being used alternately. Cotton nets

are finer and much more flexible than those

made of hemp, and, expert fishermen say, are

easier handled, and retain the fish better. Nets

are mostly made by hand, although, in late

vears, English machine-made nets are flooding

the Norwegian markets, depriving many a gray-

haired sire of employment.
Nets vary in size, depending on the fish, and

the depth of the water. Perhaps an average

size would be fifty yards long by nine yards deep,

containing upwards of two hundred meshes.

When the net is prepared for use, it is mouuted
with a strong rope, passing all along the outside

of the net, called a head. The upper part of the

net is provided with cork to prevent it from
sinking. At each end a long line is attached,

with a sink to hold the net in place, but as the

cork is unable to hold up the net, if filled with

fish, air-tight kegs are placed at intervals. These
are marked, so that the owner is able to identify

his own property. The meshes vary in size ac-

cording to the fish for which the net is intended.

An average size would be about one and one-

fourth square inches.

The time chosen for shooting or putting out
the net varies on account of tide and weather,
but it is usually set out at sunset, and drawn or
hauled in early the next morning. Again,
when smacks are used, and the people do not
return to the shore until a load has been caught,
their nets are set out and pulled in every few
hours during the entire day. The fish, especially

herring, seem to be moving about with the tide,

and an incoming tide is generally certain to

bring along new shoals from the deeper waters.

Where to place the nets is a matter of much
speculation, and the foreman is chosen as much
for his ability to locate fishing banks as for his
ability to handle the boat in a storm. A great
deal of superstition has always been connected
with this ability to locate fish in the water. It
was thought that such a person who possessed
this power had sold himself to the evil genii,
and that his earthly prosperity was only a fair

indication of his after misery.
Of course this was only a superstitious idea,

which the people could account for in no other
manner, when for instance one person made a
large haul, while another a few yards away,
pulled up his nets without any fish. If we shall
believe in luck at all, we must believe that
there is luck in fishing. However, fishing is a
trade, like anything else, and must be learned,
and I he amount of self-taught information these
fishermen have is simply wonderful. The boy
stands on the rocks, watching the ocean from
,1:l >' today. It is on those treacherous waters
that In- must pass his life and earn his bread

;

|i 18 out there that his father and grandfather
before hira have found their resting place.
However, he i- not afraid

; he longs only for the
day when 1„. ran he taken along at half wages.
His aims, his desires, his ambitions know no
"

[
lm "'"' «' success, but to be able to com-

mand, or better still, own a boat. As he grows

older he learns everything about wind a I

weather, where the best fishing is found, andtl

bottom of that sea from soundings and dreil

ings become as familiar to him as the quality;

the soil to the modern farmer. Thus, when 1

1

boy has grown to manhood's years he has frc]

experience acquired a great deal of just sn

i

information as is necessary for a successful fi,

erman, and thus he is able to judge beforeha,

when the best fishing will be made, by a thl

ough study of the fish and its habits, of the 1

1

and the ocean currents.

The time when the best fishing takes place

;

Lofoden is after the new year. The most air

ious of the fishermen go out to see if the t
j

has come, and what kind of a fish it will 1

for the fish differ with seasons, both in qual;

and quantity, fully as much as crops. If il

outlook is favorable, the fish is often contract

before it is caught, and still larger expenditr

is gone into, if the year promises well. At II

end of the First Month fishing has become g I

eral, and upwards of four thousand boats (I

be seen emerging from behind the skerries a;

holms every morning, aiming for the fishij

places at great distances from land, returni;

again towards evening after a day of end!

labors.

The American living in the Mississippi Val
jj

cannot understand the amount of this weaji

and the labor connected with it. But it ml
be borne in mind that the fish is all the Not
fisherman depend on for a living ; it must t;

for hard labor, for boats and nets, and for <)

support of the family; hence in order to msj

fishing a financial success, the number of fl

to be marketed must go up into the thousan.

In order to give the reader a clearer ideaf

the extent of these fisheries, I shall give so!

figures. It has been estimated that during !S

season more than one hundred and twenty -fi

thousand men engage in fishing, and that t)

aggregate profits have been estimated at .
f

tween six and seven millions of dollars. Alcfl

the Lofoden Islands alone there are as ma]
as twenty-seven thousand men on six thousal

boats engaged in cod fishing every year, a I

as many as thirty million fish have been can; C

in a single season lasting three months. In Fji

mark during the same time there may be cau; )

upwards of thirteen million fish, and in S6i[

more about three million.

Next in importance is the herring fishi L

which on an average may amount to two nf

lion five hundred thousand bushels, which can I

valued at one million three hundred thousal

dollars. Mackerel is not so plentiful, and se|

to disappear in number year by year—stilt

commands a good price in the market, and or

siderable money is made at this kind of fishily

and less labor. Upwards of six million one hi r

d red and sixtydive thousand a re often caught i i

season, valued at about three hundred thousal

dollars; the ling, salmon, trout and oysters nil

average upwards of a million dollars annual!

The fish, when it is brought to land is eith"

salted and placed in barrels, or else dressed a|

hung up to dry. The skerries and islands c

be full of fish hung up on long poles, and wh
it is thoroughly dried it is salted and placed t

large boxes and shipped to America, Englai,

Russia, or more especially to the Catholic coif

tries bordering on the Mediterranean. 1}

mackerel, salmon and trout being genera'

shipped in ice to the English markets.
There is another kind of fishing that I hf

nearly forgotten to mention, and that is t

extensive whale fisheries along the coast of F
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lark. This kind of fishing is the most exciting,

lit also the most dangerous, for although the

Jinn may have ceased and the weather may be

lie, still the temper of the animal which sailors

je pursuing cannot always be relied on, lor al-

fough not dangerous while in good humor,

p whale also gets angry, especially when a

i:ll directed harpoon strikes him in an un-

hked for place, and then he is not slow in

Jowing his contempt for his assailants aud

centimes with a powerful blow of his tail, shat-

|a boats, breaks lines—and the unfortunate

glors, with broken arms or legs, oftentimes

fd a watery grave.

The whale of course is essentially a mammal,

: much so as the horse, and simply resembles

rfish by preferring to live in the water. It

I'sathes by means of lungs, and the function

i keeping it warm is admirably supplied by a

t'ck layer of fat placed just under the skin,

ciled " blubber." But this non-conducting ma-

tial, the blubber, although admirably suited

I the purpose for which it was intended, is

ao the cause for which his death is sought in

sison and out of season, and for which mil-

Ins of dollars are expended every year in the

Haling trade; all for the sake of this rnuch-

| i/.ed blubber and whalebone, in order to keep

liglish looms moving easier ; to make English

a^l American cloth better aud finer, and to

k3p Paris dressmakers and brushmakers with

citerial in their extensive trades.

As long as the Greenland whale (Bakvuu

nsticetug), was plentiful, his Norse cousin, the

lumark whale (genus Balwnoptera)—the Ror-

qal, as it is called by the natives, was not pur-

sed, owing to the small quantity of its whale-

tne, and the comparatively limited amount

its blubber. There was still another and

Iter reason. It could not be caught with the

01 methods, as it is the fleetest swimmer, and

ione was finally run down it was sure to siuk

tthe bottom on account of its leanness.

The person who finally devised means to

S)due and safely land this monster was Sven

lyn, a Norseman who had spent all his life

if the whaling service. After serving as an

aprentice on English and Dutch whalers, he

1:1 accumulated enough money of his own to

e;age in this hazardous enterprise. He was

s:cessful, but the thousands of whales playing

a'jut the coast of Fin mark continually escaped

f m his dexterous hand. Years passed, money
vs expended, a steam whaler was procured of

I own invention, with powerful machinery so

a to follow the monster, and to get within

sioting range. But the trouble remained.

Jst as the excitement would be about over,

ai the whale would make his last splash, its

on weight would carry it to the bottom. The
ol skipper became angry as he stood on deck,

sing monster after monster disappear from his

gisp, worth five hundred dollars in gold. He
eperimented for years, and expended forty

tiusand dollars before he completed his great

i 'ention, the exploding harpoon, which is now
uiversally in use among Norse whalers.

(To be concluded.)

as riches are repeatedly referred to as undesir-

able. Yet, in spite of the plain teachings of the

Bible on this point, there is a proneness on the

part of Christians to think that financial pros-

perity is a sign of God's favor, ami that, on the

face of it, Dives, rather than Lazarus, is the re-

cipient of God's loving ministry.

Deborah Howell.
(Continued from page 117.)

Seventh Mo. 28, 1841.—Our Monthly Meeting

for the Southern District was held, at which we

had the company of dear Elizabeth Pittfield

and Sarah Hilman. It was a favored season,

being permitted to taste of the water of life.

Our dear William Evans opened a concern

to visit the meetings in Virginia and Carolina,

also to attend the latter Yearly Meeting, which

is held in the Eleventh Month. He obtained a

certificate of the unity of Friends.

Our loved friend E. Evans, his wife, also

laid before us a concern to visit all the meetings

composing our Yearly Meeting, which claimed

the tender sympathy and interest of Frieuds.

A minute was furnished her expressive of the

unity of the meeting in the concern, as well as

full approbation of her sound and excellent min-

Blessisg of Poverty.—If there is any one
t th of practical importance that is taught in

t: New Testament, it is that material wealth
jhot of itself a blessing, and that its possession
ii reases a man's responsibilities and perils, and
i:iable to hinder his progress in the Divine
li>. Poverty is never once referred to, by Jesus
oby his Apostles, as a sign of God's displeasure,

oas endangering a man's spiritual gain, where-

lapp
istry. She has commenced her arduous engage-

ment. William will be likely to go in the Tenth

Month next.

Seventh Month 22nd.—Our friend, Samuel

Bettle, obtained a minute to visit the meetings

composing Ohio and Indiana Yearly Meetings,

and to attend the Annual Solemnities. He has

Nathan Kite as companion. May the labors of

these faithful servants be blessed, and may all

be " fruitful in the field of offering, joyful in the

house of prayer."

Eighth Month 2nd, 1841.—Our Quarterly

Meeting was held. It was a large, favored meet-

ing. An appointment was made to visit the

distant meetings ofMoney , &c, it being thought

a measure which may have a salutary effect in

that part of the vineyard. Men and women
Friends united in the concern, and an appoint-

ment in each meeting gone into, consisting of

nine Friends.

Ninth Mouth 6th.—I feel most of the time

so poor and stripped of capacity for anything

of this kind, that, though some events ought to

be noticed, discouragement so prevails that I

omit too often what I should record. I can but

say that I desire to be, what I ought to be, an

humble follower of the Holy Jesus, in the midst

of a crooked and perverse generation. I am a

firm believer in the efficacy of prayer, and in

the declaration of our blessed Saviour, '• What-
soever we ask in his name, believing, we shall

receive," and " ask and it shall be given you."

I have been humbled and grateful for this

extension of mercy and heavenly kindness, and

leave as my testimony to those who may come
after me, the certainty of answered prayer, of

fervent application to the throne of grace.

Our friend, Samuel Bettle, has accomplished

his Western journey, and returned with peace.

Our dear friend, William Evans has not yet

accomplished his prospect to visit Carolina and

Virginia, but is pursuing it, we trust, to his own
substantial peace and to the promotion of the

blessed cause of Truth and righteousness in the

earth.

Eleventh Month, 1841.—Our Quarterly Meet-

ing was very large and eminently favored with

instrumental service. A call to the youth to

come and take the places of those who have

borne the burden and heat of the day, aud have

gone to reap the reward of faithfulness, was

preciously proclaimed by our dear E. Evans.

Other dear friends also ministered in the au-

thority and love of the Gospel. May it have an

animating influence on us all.

Eleventh Month 24th, 1841.—My nephew,

Joseph Kirkbride Howell, was married this day

to Elizabeth G. Simmons, daughter of Edward
Simmons, of St. Thomas, West Indies, atTwelfth

Street Meeting-house. It was a very large and

(juiet assembly, and we trust their union will be

blessed.

They are both young, he being only in his

twenty-third year. The whole was conducted

in a suitable, orderly manner. The number of

guests in the evening about thirty-nine persons.

Around tliem still may heaven's protecting arm
Safely preserve ihem from surrounding harm.

From each temptation may they turn away,

And still be blest, as on their nuptial day.

That He whose smile alone their path can cheer

May bless the coming as the passing year.

D. Howell.

Twelfth Month 8th.—This afternoon a most

painful occurrence took place on Fifth Street,

at or near the corner of Race. A man riding

furiously on horseback rode over and trampled

down two valuable Frieuds, one of whom, Ra-

chel Bartram, was so injured as to die in a short

time. Her sister Ann, the wife of Thos. Rich-

ards, was unconscious and apparently lifeless

until three o'clock this morning, when she asked

for her sister, and missing her, she had to be

informed she was no more. They were taken

into a house at first near the corner, but so dis-

figured by blood as scarcely to be known. They
were brought home on settees, the one dead and

the other almost lifeless. The distress of the

family can be better conceived than described.

Rachel Bartram was a most valuable member
of the Northern District, an overseer of that

^, respected and beloved by her family

and friends. Society has lost in her a useful and

devoted member, sound in Christian principle,

exemplary in her life and conduct, and who had

firmly stood her ground amidst the flood of athe-

ism and misrule which threatened to desolate

our borders. We are comforted in believing

that she was fitted for the awful chauge and

prepared to enter through the gates of the city

of our God.
Eleventh Month 9th, 1841.—I desire to write

nothing but what I feel, is one- reason why I

write so seldom. It does not belong to me to

expatiate on passing events, but merely to record

the thoughts of the moment. I see so much that

is trifling, so little that is truly valuble, in many
of the votaries of this world," that, having been

accustomed to so much of the society of the

faithful followers of the cross of Christ, I can-

not relish the company of those who are de-

voted to the world and its maxims.

Third Month 6th, 1842.—No record for some

time past, but may note our Monthly and Quar-

terly Meetings in the First and Second Months

were trying seasons, though the Gospel was

preached in an appointed evening meeting held

for a young man named Lindley Murray Hoag,

from New Hampshire. He is an extraordinary

aud gifted minister, and I trust will be preserved

upon the alone rock of preservation, a depend-

ence upon the revealed Word of the Lord, which

can only endow and qualify to minister in the

demonstration of the Spirit and with power,

and by which alone the Truth is exalted and

the people profited.

Those who are endeavoring to substitute the

wisdom and talents of the natural man, without

the true anointing in their ministry, trample

upon the very sheet-anchor of our profession,
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»d the mind from that true simplicity

which d - ">' the morning of our

. iving the youth to believe that the

faithful test) Dies i f these to plainness, moder-

ation i" living, and those things in winch they

differed from others . and for which they suf-

fered so deeply, are not now to be regarded as

important
Th.- faithful in the different parts ot our vine-

van! have been pained with this spirit, and have

stood like firm watchmen on the walls of our

/.inn, against its encroachments. Though they

are despised and rejected of men, they will, we

believe, rtand as pillars in the house of our

It has been a most remarkable winter,

in respect to the weather, which has been mild

:,- apriog, no snow nor ice, our river navigable,

uot having been frozen, so far, the plants in the

garden putting out their leaves and flowers, and

the grass quite green.

In the commercial world, an entire depres-

sion, nothing to do in trade, many goods at a

low price, but few purchasers, and in short, such

a time of difficulty as was never so extensively

known before.

In our legislative bodies, confusion and dis-

cord, doing nothing to relieve the people in their

embarrassments, continued defalcations taking

place in persons heretofore considered honest,

trusty men, that we may truly say, " how have

the mighty fallen." Many who rode in their

carriages and lived as in palaces, have, through

the change in times and loss in stocks, been re-

duced to poverty, that indeed the times speak

trouble and alarm ; happy for those whose con-

fidence i- placed " in Him, in whom there is no

variableness, neither shadow of turning," who

is the alone Rock of safety.

Fourth Month 22nd, 1842.—Our Yearly

Meeting closed this evening, about six o'clock ;

has be n a favored season. The forepart of the

week was very wet; the weather cleared up on

Fourth-day, and has been lovely since. Our
meeting was very large and covered often with

a holy solemnity.

Solemn and awakening counsel having been

Divinely administered by well qualified instru-

ment-, and the various concerns that have come
bet'., re us, proved that we are not a forsaken

people. | have though! this day that it might

be said thai our Jerusalem was to be searched

as with lighted candles and I trust the faithful

laborers will have their reward.

To he continued.)

BLESSING OF THE MERCIFUL.

- Blessed are the merciful ; for they shall obtain

(Matt, v: /.)

The merciful themselves receive

As thev to others mercy give
;

As God for each of us hath care,

So He commands that thou should'st bi

To others as He is to thee

If thou would his rich mercy share.

Who give themselves for other's gain

The greater good shall they attain
;

Who pity have for human woe,

Or healing balm for others' grief,

For others' comfort and relief,

Shall mercy reap as they bestow.

Compassion for another's woes,

To bear, and care for those in need,

We rind the pit from which they're freed

The grave our own are buried in.

It is in giving we receive,

By sacrifice we truly live;

Not much or little we attain,

But generous use of it we make
For others' and the Master's sake

Attests for us our loss or gain.

God's rich abundant mercy flows

To whomsoever mercy shows,

And Christ the merciful makes known
That they who shall the needy give,

Or who for good of others live,

Shall share in blessing with his own.—The Shuulard.

Qt hum,. -Promises to do are out of
place when the time for prompt, decisive action

is urgently at hand. When a man or woman
is just within the closing grip of a degrading
habit, doing is worth more than promising. A
navigator of ripe years and rare skill was dis-

charged by hi- employers for drunkenness. He
had used liquor for more than thirty years, but

he began a new life. " What !" sneered an old-

,
i panion, " won't take a drink ? 1 laven't

aworn off, have you '" " No," was the answer,
' I've just quit." To " bw( ar off" is to begin a

dreary struggle. To "just quit" is to win a
quick, Bure victory.

irtues, conceal their in-

tirmitie-; if thou can say no good, Bay no ill of
them.

Wine, ri submission and obedience how un-
founded must be our h if an
trance into tfeavi n be n stricted to those who

For "The Friend."

Notes on the Copperhead Snake.

(Concluded from page 114.)

Much of my time in West Tennessee was

spent on the lookout for reptiles, in which the

" bottoms" of the Mississippi have ever proved

so prolific.

One hot afternoon in the Fifth Month, while

strolling through a piece of open woodland a

few miles east of Memphis, I saw a Pine-tree

Lizard (Sceloporm nndulatm) lazily basking on

a log in the bright sunshine. We looked at each

other a little while, neither stirring, both pre-

paring for a crisis. I wanted that lizard and it

seemed to know it. Of course it had spied me
first, but now, seeing that its protective colora-

tion was of no avail, it turned slightly, sank its

claws a little more firmly in the bark, and seem-

ed to be saying, " come on."

I had a little stick in my hand, and, after

gazing a while into the lizard's lack-lustre eye,

to divine if possible, which way it would dodge,

made a strike. Of course I missed him, and,

like an electric spark, he wdiisked over the side

of the log out of sight. Raising my weapon, I

cautiously crept up, set foot on the log and look-

ed over. There, within a yard of my foot, and
no farther from the point it bad started from, hung
poor " Liz" in the terrible jaws of a snake. The
ML'ht transfixed me long enough to see that its

fate was sealed—it was in the clutch of a Cop-
perhead. Then the thought flashed upon me,
now is my chance to watch the effect of snake
poison on another reptile, and so, like one
charmed, I breathlessly watched them. The
snake bad evidently been stalking the lizard as
a cat a mouse, and bad seized it as it ran along
the side of the log to escape my attack.

It held its victim without "the least appa
em movement or exertion, remaining in the
Bame relative position as when the fatal blow\
struck, the lizard still retaining its last bold .

the log, and the snakeoffering a sort of passive
i. i tance to its convulsive attempts to escape,

I could see the white bases of the.large anteri

fangs of the snake thrust into the lizard's bad

but there was no movement of the jaws, justi

steady, vice-like grip and a sullen, satisfied loj

of the eye, which became vindictive if I ma

the slightest movement. In less than a mimj

after its capture the lizard closed its eyes aj

seemed to be asleep ; then it would give a conv

give gasp or two and take a firmer hold of t

bark, drawing the snake's head in that directii

.

This process was repeated so often and so loij

I was compelled, after a lapse of three minut

to change my position. The snake resented fol

by rustling among the fallen leaves with 1
tail ; the rest of its body, however, did not mo fl

Having taken a better position farther ale.

the log the tragedy continued without _interri;

tion for some time. I tried to time it by'JB

watch but found the snake demanded undivic
I

attention. As near as I could judge it was ft 'J

minutes after the snake struck it before ifl

lizard let go its hold of the log. Then it vl
one foot and one claw at a time, but I notic

when its grasp loosened the snake steadily di
j

it away so it did not get hold again. It \tJ

Greek eat Greek. Never before have I all

such cold-blooded tenacity. But poison is S'il

and snake-poison is surest of all, and ere ill

minutes bad elapsed the last claw of the ll

foot gave way. Still the snake held it motil

less, just out of reach of the log and a foot abiil

the ground.

The lizard must be dead. I lean over to :«

but the Copperhead shakes its tail again ami

shrink back. Yes, the lizard is dead. It ha-1

as limp as a mouse in the beak of an owl, ill

his snakeship lowers his head with the grea I
]

deliberation. When it touches the ground a

jaws slowly unlock, gape open to their ful't

extent and the lizard is ejected. I stand vj

quiet, for the serpent is watching me and a ,

blue tip of its nervous tail is buzzing ain't

under my nose. Then it ceases; the heat«

lowered and a careful survey taken of the pj-J

tion of the victim. There is a perceptible s<ji

tiny and movement of the serpent's eyes, a (B
tinuous darting of the cleft tongue and alia
of gloating satisfaction; then the great moi
opens agaiu and by an adroit movement cl<S

upon the head and shoulders of the lizard :i

it soon vanishes.

After killing the snake, I found two liz£|S

in its gullet, neither of which showed other sn

of maltreatment than the slight punctures of je

primary fangs of the snake. There was

swelling or discoloration of the lacerated p:-s

of these specimens nor any symptoms of ill

the"dying animal. The apparent effects of e

poison on the living victim was a toxic one.i*

dicated by its closing eyes and nodding hea;

Rare intervals of gaspiug, aimless limb mi !-

ments and rigor of the body were the only'-

dications of pain and even these may have t n

performed unconsciously. Not, being ablfij)

speak either from personal experience orexfo-

ment, I can only judge by its terrible efl *

upon man that the bite of a Copperhead wed

be far more agonizing and quickly fatal t»

mammal or bird than to a reptile or batracl n

of the same size.

A mouse, for instance, if fairly impaled m fl

be unable to resist the attack and die in a »

moments. From what I have observed, e

Copperhead and Rattlesnake depend entirel; n

the initial bite for the retention and destruc n

of small prey until death ensues, and the acpf

swallowing it is a distinct performance. $ht
poisonous snakes on the contrary, begin tos *'
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w as soon as the prey is caught, and should it

l-ove too refractory, they aid the process by

filing upon, strangling and compressing it

bile it is still held in the mouth. Should it

: found to be going " against the grain " it is

•omptly ejected and started down the other

id foremost.

S. N. Ehoads.

For "The Friend.'
-

Extracts from Letters of the Late Clarkson

Sheppard.

Fifth Month 21st, 1839.—I have lately caught

) With the publication of The Library [a col-

jction of the writings of Friends, mainly of

r earlier members, issued under the title of

Friend's Library," by William and Thomas
vans], and believe I may truly say, that with

fw exceptions, I was never more interested

jid instructed than in the perusal of that al-

ost invaluable work. Surely if there has

jen a people since the days of the apostles

iat so nearly followed them as they followed

hrist, it was our primitive Friends. The dark

ght of apostacy in which they were raised up
the peculiar manner of their origin—-the an-

ogy of their doctrines with the precepts of

,ir Saviour and his disciples, as revealed to us

the New Testament—their strict adherence

the requirings of the Almighty by the teachi-

ngs of his Spirit—the terrible, and in the unas-

ked strength, insupportable persecution which

tej endured—with, notwithstanding the rapid

>read of their sentiments—all combine to jus-

fy the assertion, that these, if not the imme-
ate, are nevertheless the true followers of

:
hrist—these are the Lord's anointed,

i When dwelling on these subjects, I can hardly

el sufficiently thankful—how does my heart

,/erflow with gratitude, that I was born a

ember of such a church.

Sixth Month 24th, 1839.—How much I desire

iat even the little links in the chain of attach-

ment and concord may be kept brightening,

iat the uniting oil may extend more and more
» the uttermost skirts of the garment. I do

it now allude particularly to the intimacy be-

ireen ourselves, but to that little company

—

Pay I say, that wmdd be inward and spiritual

;3ople, who are wrestling for the same gracious

romises—who have the same unwearied enemy
i combat—who are fighting the same battle,

intending for the same faith, and earnestly

inging for the same only sustaining manna
ad water of life—who must be saved by the

une grace, and, if triumphant, enter the same
lad home at last. I can conceive nothing so

iperlatively attaching, and so calculated to

nite as with the cords of holy love, as the spir-

ual hopes of the Christian.

, Third Month 17th, 1840.—My best desires

re ofttimes that we may get started aright on
le spiritual journey, and then looking onward
ad only onward, we may pursue it to the end
f the race. That we may ever keep in view
,ie intention of this state of existence—put not

way from us the reflections of a death-bed so-

lemnity, nor fear to scrutinize present thoughts,

ctions and passing events by that awful intro-

ersion, "Some avocation deeming it to die."

'or, what will life avail, if after it is passed,

e shall have neglected the purposes for which
e live, and accounted the blood of the covenant
a unholy thing? But why am I writing thus

b thee? Simply, my friend, because such
lings are often the companions of my thoughts,
nd in this instance have felt no hindrance to

ie expression of them.

For " Thk Friend."

A Visit to Easton.

Having made a brief excursion to Budd's

Lake, in Northern New Jersey, ami finding

a the time table that I could return to Phila-

delphia by way of Easton—a town I had long

desired to visit. I took a train at Stanhope, on

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R.
The road passes along a limestone valley run-

ning in a southwestern direction and bordered

by Pohatcong Mountain on the right hand and

Schooley's Mountain on the left. Near Washi-

ngton Station, Pohatcong Mountain narrows

•ery much, and the railroad crosses it into an-

other limestone valley which runs along the

northwest side of the mountain, and which brings

the traveller to Phillipsburg, opposite Easton.

The limestone of these valleys is a dark blue

stone, containing both lime and magnesia.

Easton is situated in Northampton County,

where the Lehigh River, which drains a large

area of Northern Pennsylvania, pours its waters

into the Delaware. With perhaps the exception

of the Schuylkill River, it is the largest tribu-

tary which the Delaware receives—so much so

that in the early history of our State, the Indian

conferences held at that spot are spoken of as

being held at the forks of the Delaware.

The general course of the Lehigh River is

southeast, until at Allentown it makes a right-

angled bend to the northeast, and runs along a

limestone valley till it reaches the Delaware
River at Easton.

A high ridge to the north of Easton is said

to be of Laurentian formation—one of the geo-

logically older rocks. On the summit of this is

Paxinosa Inn, which has a most beautiful out-

look, not only southward over the limestone,

but northward for many miles to the Blue
Mountains.

It was too late in the season (the earlier part

of the Tenth Month), to hope for much success

in hunting flowers, so I determined to employ

the few hours between the trains in examining

some of the quarries in the vicinity. I first

went to a large quarry of the dark blue stone

on the banks of the Bushkill Creek. It is used

for burning into lime. The rock inclined rather

steeply towards the creek and was bedded in

layers, some of which were quite thin, others

were two feet or more in thickness. Occasion

ally I found fragments of the rock, with layers

of "white limestone intermixed, which presented

a rather pretty appearance. The structure in

general seemed more slaty than crystalline, so

that but few interesting minerals could be ex-

pected. •

Hearing of a soapstone quarry, I wearily

climbed the steep hill on which it was situated.

There is a considerable body of stone in it,

which a few men were quarrying out. The
stone is pulverized and used in giving body to

paper, by mixing the fine powder with the paper

pulp formed by grinding rags, wood or other

vegetable fibre.

Here I obtained some beautiful specimens of

a talcose mineral crystallized in flat plates, like

mica, but of a silvery white color, and easily

split into thin layers. It differs also from mica

in the peculiar soapy feeling which belongs to

that class of minerals. So I felt well satisfied

that I had persevered and accomplished my
climb.

The ride on the Belvidere road, south from

Phillipsburg, was an interesting one. After

passing the limestone and the gneiss of Mus
conecong Mountain, we enter the broad band of

Red Sandstone, which reaches to the neighbor-

hood of Trenton, parsing on our way through

comparatively narrow dykesoftrap rock, which

has been poured up in a melted state through

the sandstone. It is a hard rock, and is exten-

sively ((iiarried for making a roadbed for stone

roads. The red sandstone is more used for

building purposes.

Day, in bis Historical Collection of Pennsyl-

vania, says that Easton was a favorite place

for holding councils with the Indian cbiefi be-

tween the years 1754 and 1761, while the French
were endeavoring to seduce the tribes on the

Susquehanna and the Ohio from their allegiance

to the English. It was not uncommon to Bee

from two hundred to five hundred Indians

present on these occasions. It was during the

course of these negotiations that Teedyuseung,
the Delaware chief, succeeded by his eloquence,

by the weight of his personal character, and by
the firmness and cunning of his diplomacy, in

rescuing his nation in a great degree from their

degrading subserviency to the Six Nations ; and
also in procuring from the Proprietary Govern-
ment some acknowledgment and reparation for

the wrongs done to his nation by the subtleties

of the Indian walk. He would scarcely have
succeeded in securing these advantages, had he

not been assisted and advised at every step by
the (Quakers and members of the Friendly As-

sociation, who were desirous of preserving peace

and of seeing justice done to the Indians. They
suggested to Teedyuseung the propriety of hav-

ing a secretary of his own (Charles Thomson),
to take minutes of what was said and done in

council. That was to prevent that convenient

forgetfulness which often seized the proprietary

secretaries whenever the proprietary interest

required it. This measure was strenuously re-

sisted both by the Governor and Geo. Croghan,
but firmly insisted on by Teedyuseung.

In the council the Indians complained of

grievances—and when asked what these griev-

ances were, Teedyuseung replied, " I have not

far to go for an instance; this very ground that

is under me (striking it with his foot), was my
land and inheritance, and is taken from me by

fraud. J. W.
"

For "The Friend."

It is encouraging to notice, as is evidently

the case, the adoption by others of the Spiritual

views as always held by Friends. It is quite

perceptible in the following, taken from the

Parish Visitor. W. P. T.

W. C. Eighth Mo. 27th, 1895.

Ejaculatory Prayer.

It is a matter for thanksgiving that we are

not limited to times and places in presenting

our petitions to God. It is our privilege to do

this always and everywhere. We often have

need for prayer when it is impossible for us to

resort to our closets, or to any place where we
may be alone with God. There is neither time

nor opportunity for this. We are in need of

immediate help. We need God's gracious in-

terposition before we have time for any set form

of prayer. So was it with Nehemiah. The
king, whose cup-bearer he was, observing his

depression at a certain time, said unto him,
" Why is thy countenance sad, seeing thou art

not sick? This is nothing but sorrow of heart."

"Then," said Nthemiab, "I was sore afraid,

and said unto the king, ' Let the king live for-

ever. Why should not my countenance be sad,

when the 'city, the place' of my father's sepul-

chres, lieth waste, and the gates thereof are con-

sumed with fire?' Then the king said unto me,
' For what dost thou make request ?'

"
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It was a critical moment. Much depended

on die answer that Nehemiah should give, and

state of mind in which the king should

it. Nehemiah n-ulized all this; and in

the brief interval between the question and the

answer, his heart was uplifted to God in fervent

petition. He says, "So I prayed to the God
: of Heaven was at hand,

beard and accepted the unspoken prayer

miah and granted a speedy answer. He
led and assisted bim in preferring his request,

and He disposed the king to give a gracious

answer. "The king granted me," says Nehe-

miah, "according to the g i hand of my God
1

1

1

»

lie."

Ejaculatory prayer is the privilege of all.

Wherever we may be, and in whatever circula-

te may lift np our hearts in supplication.

. pray to the God of Heaven, who is

always near. And were we in the habit of do-

many would be the gracious answers

that we should receive. Mercies, both tempo-

ral and spiritual, would abound towards us.

It would be our blessed experience, that " the

Lord is nigh unto all them that call upon Him."

For "The Friend."

The Great Frozen Land.

This book contains an account of a winter

journey over part of Russia adjacent to the

Arctic ( )cean, performed in the winter of 1893-
1, by F. G. Jackson, a fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. He is the leader of an

exploring expedition, which started in the fall

of 1894, with the intention of examining the

east) in shore of Greenland, and penetrating as

far to the North as circumstances-would permit.

This B issian expedition was undertaken partly

"to visit and for some months to live with that

primitive group of the human family, the Sara-
i the Great Frozen Tundra of Arctic

Russia, to dwell in their tents, to eat of their

t lod, to go and come with them in their daily
life, and to learn the lessons which a people
Could teach who .-imply existed in a frozen wil-

becausethey had learnt to adapt theni-

ind all their modes of life, to their en-
vir nent.

The Tundras are a wide expanse of low-lying
land, so wet and marshy in summer as to he
practically impassable, but which may be trav-
ersed in winter, when the ground is frozen, by

3, in which F. G. Jackson trav-
elled twenty-live hundred mile- from the lender

i to the Western edge of Lapland.
•' Not a tree is to be seen anywhere, nothing in-

de -I thai approaches I i the dignity of a bush,
but here and there, by careful observation, one

^ illow, reaching
its maximum height perhaps in three or four
inches. In surami r thi re are patches of flowers.

I
'

I'nndra is in many places riddled with
Lemming holes -the lemming is a -,

mouse i

, b ti| ofthe
the tip ofthe very short tail. They are

preyed upon by the snowy owl.

3 iruoye I- have lor domestic animals
reindeer and dogs. The principal food is the
flesh of the reindeer. The dogs are similar to

dog and well covered with a
woolly coal which enables them to endure the
winter cold. I hey are used in d

I
'

•

i fi rms tl

previous travi Her.- as to the am
ofthe native- oi thi- region. They appear never
to quarrel with each other, are" kind
cbildreu and hospitable to Btran

pleasant peculiarity i.- that they never wash,

and therefore to use the words of the explorer,

- an extiuguishable scent."

The experience gained during this journey

was made use of in the preparations for the

Greenland exploration, entered upon in the fall

of 1894. The Samoyed style of clothing was

adopted as best suited to withstand the severity

of Arctic cold. Sledges on the Norwegian pat-

tern, weighing only from fifteen to twenty-five

pounds, made of tough ash, and bound together

with strips of raw-hide, were found the most

satisfactory. Thirty Siberian dogs were pur-

chased for use in the sledges. Four hardy

Russian ponies were also procured. The in-

struments taken along for scientific observations

were constructed with special reference to light-

ness and portability. For provisions for a party

of nine persons, for four years, were taken about

sixteen thousand pounds of meat and soups, ten

tons of biscuits and flour, a ton of oatmeal, four

thousand pounds of compressed vegetables, one

thousand pounds of onions and four hundred
pounds of tomatoes, fourteen hundred pounds
of cheese, the same weight of sugar, fifteen hun-

dred pounds of butter, one thousand pounds of

jams and syrups, four hundred and fifty pounds
of honey, eight hundred pounds of coffee, and
eleven hundred tins of milk. Provisions for the

horses and dogs were also taken. As a pre-

ventive of scurvy, it was expected that the ex-

ploring party would make large use of the fresh

meat that could be obtained from the bears and
seals they would probably meet with.

On the thirty-first of Seventh Month the

Windward, the vessel in which they sailed, ar-

rived at Archangel, to take in the dogs, ponies,

and other parts ofthe outfit; and left there on
the fifth of Eighth Mouth, and was last seen

about the end of that month entering the ice

pack. F. G. Jackson's plan was to land his

company and stores on Franz Joseph Land,
erect there a log house, which he took already
framed from Russia, and on the following sum-
mer proceed northward with his sledges, estab-

lishing depots of provisions at intervals, so as to

provide for the support of his party on their

return journey. It is probable That there never
has been sent out an exploring party more thor-

oughly equipped, and in whose outfit more care-
ful and scientific study has been liberally used.
\et the forces of nature are so great, and the
contingencies which may arise so unexpected,
that time alone will enable us to determine the
measure of success which will attend this effort

to extend our geographical knowledge of a re-

gion difficult and dangerous to approach.

j t

J. \V.

Natural History, Science, etc.

^

Cure for Snake-bites.— Professor Fraser, of
Edinburgh, has been experimenting on snake
poison. He found that by repeatedly injecting
the poison into animals, at first in very small
doses, which were gradually increased, the ani-
mal was rendered nearly insensible to the action
of the poison. On taking serum from one of
''" * protei ted animals and infusing it into an
:i "!" mI thai had been bitten by a snake, the
poison symptoms were at once and permanently
irn ed

J

.1 Meteorite.—A large meteorite, in two pieces,
weighing twenty seven tons, has been recently
transported to Mexico.

Th, Qypgy Moth. -The spread of this insectm Massachusetts, and its destructive abuod-
ancein some localities, induced the Legislature
"1 that Male to make Large appropriations for

\

its destruction. The methods followed was

make a thorough inspection of the infested di

trict ; destroy all the colonies of eggs wbic

could be found ; burlap the trees, so as to a

rest the caterpillars climbing up the trunk

which were then destroyed ; and spraying tl

foliage in the spring with a solution of arem

of lead. The success of the efforts was pai

due to the fact that the female moth
fly, and hence the spread of the pest is le

rapid than it otherwise would be.

The labors ofthe commission had considerab

reduced the area of the infested districts, an

lesseued the number of the insects in thoi

parts where it still remains.

The New Illuminating Gas.—Think of a coi

mon gas flame giving the light of two huudrr
and forty caudles, instead ofthe ordinary fiftee

It seems possible that such may be put at oiii

disposal some day, once more thanks to a
markable development of electrical science,

actual gas is acetylene, a simple hydro-i

known to chemists by the formula C2 H2

to all of us by its evil smell, apparent
gas burns imperfectly. It has long been fan

as the one compound of carbon and hydro
out of the many hundreds known to us,

chemists can prepare artificially direct fron

elements. This is done in the electric

surrounded by hydrogen. But this is lib

ever to remain a chemical curiosity. It

well known, however, that a curious substan

calcium carbide, made from lime and carb
formed the gas when put into water. But tl

also, had only been produced a few grains at

time until recently. Now the electric fur

enables us to combine the two substances
quantity, the product being a stone rather i

sembliug serpentine. The remarkable val

of this was lately demonstrated by Profess

Lewes at the theatre of the Society of Arts
London. First a piece was sprinkled with

few drops of water and a light applied, giving

brilliant, flickering flame. Then a burner vv

used for gas evolved by placing the carbide

water. The flame was beautifully steady, a
as brilliant as the incandescent gas flame. H:
a foot per hour gives a twenty-five candle lig

entirely free from smoke and smell. Evident
the substance has a future before it, if only

can be cheaply produced. The gain of sol

transport will, in many cases, make it a mark
even where the price is rather excessive.

Sixty Miles an Acorn sounds like

charges, but this, it seems, is the distance sod

times covered by an Oregon woodpecker
laying up its winter stores. Its habits oft

greatly trouble telegraph companies, as an
lustration in the Scientific American shows, I

pole in question being simply riddled w
small storage holes. Large trees are fou

studded as close with acorns as a door wi'

nails. They also fill the hollow flower-stall

the aloe and other plants. Other creatures,

time of famine, are apt to benefit as well

their providence.

Shooting Worn-out Engines gives them a <

lions association with the superannuated hor

The object, however, is not precisely identic

It is to unbolt the frames, a labor of pecul f

difficulty when conducted by ordinary metho,
forthe bolts are thoroughly rusted in, and oft;

resist all oidinary persuasions of sledge, yie t

ing alone to the drill. The Boston Journal f

Commerce, however, reports how a workman t
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je Hornellsville shops of the Erie company
inceived the idea of bombarding the bolts. A
:ecial cannon was devised, a boh fired at ; out

came " like a shot." All the bolts of a frame

3re similarly loosened in less time than is usu-

:ly required for one.

For "The Fkiend."

The Way of Life.

/'Jesus said unto Thomas, I am the way, the

nth and the life; no man cometh unto the

(
ather but by me" (John xiv : 6.) " If any

an will come after me, let him deny himself,

;id take up his cross and follow me (Matt, xvi

:

).
" Whosoever doth not bear his cross and

une after me, cannot be my disciple (Luke

fori 27).

^Froni these words of Jesus on the concurrent

titimony of three evangelists, and to which the

dirit bears witness in our hearts, it is evident

tat Christ's cross is the door to the way of life.

'nit is, death lies at the door. For we must

ce with Christ if we would live with Him. We
uist sutt'er with Him if we would reign with

;iiu. As Christ Jesus died for our sins, so

lust we die to sin, that we may live with Him
t righteousness. But nature shrinks and re-

als from this suffering, and would cry, " If it

1 possible let this cup pass from me!" But,

tanks be to God, who in mercy has led us thus

i% He strengthens us to cry, "Nevertheless,

lit my will, but thine be done."

What is it, then, in us must die? What is

inust daily bear this cross? It is self. The
itural, unsanclitied, unrenewed will of man,
uich, with all its zeal, is blind and " worketh
it the righteousness of God." Man's thoughts

n not God's, neither are his ways. For God's
vys.and thoughts are higher than those of

tin, as the heavens are higher than the earth.

Man's unrenewed heart is corrupt. Evil

tjughts, like weeds, spring up uncalled for.
,
:a, all his "own righteousnesses are as filthy

ijs," for "every imagination of the thoughts

c his heart is only evil continually" (Gen. vi

:

<j In stepping down into this death a tumult
• thoughts arise and plead for life, but the de-

nnds of God's law are inexorable. If we would
le with Christ we must die with Him. Oh,
t:n, remember God's promise by his prophet
isure, "Thy dead men shall live, together

vth my dead body, shall they arise. Awake
id sing ye that dwell in the dust, for thy dew
i.is the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast

<t her dead" (Is. xxvi: 19).

To live without Christ is to be dead in sin,

f, "If Christ died for all, then were all dead."
.ad sin and holiness, life and death, cannot
(ell together. To die with Christ, is to die to

s, that we may rise with Him by the power of
h resurrection, to live with Him in the new-
iss of life in righteousness. For, " by the grace

<j God, Christ Jesus tasted death for every
Un." By that grace or Divine power, He
ised himself from the dead, and now by a
newed visitation of God's love to man, this

sne grace " appears to all men," that they may
re from the dead. And this is the Gospel of
ii grace of God, which Paul preached, and
viich, he said, " was preached to every creature
Mich is under heaven" (Col. i : 23),"that Gos-

l) of Christ identical with the preaching of
t; cross, which " is the power of God unto sal-

Uion to every one that believeth" (Kom. i

:

1; 1 Cor. i: i8).

Jesus, the great Captain of our salvation,
oointed of God by the Holy Ghost, and that

without measure, by the will of the Father, of-

fered himself, as a Lamb without blemish, an

acceptable " sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling

savor," bearing our .-ins in his own body on the

tree," by which offering up of himself once for

all, He opened upa new and living way through
which man may obtain forgiveness of .-ins and
agaiu come into the image of God and commu-
nion with his Maker, like to that state in which he

was when first created, and into the seed to whom
God's promise of life is, even Christ Jesus, who
never fell, and, as man abides in Him, neither

shall he fall. To accomplish this in us. He now
conies in the power of his Spirit, and by this

grace visits every heart. And the one condition

on which He offers himself and all that He has

done and is doing, for man, in his blessed me-

diation, is this, " Take up thy cross and follow

me."
Let us, then, "Commit the keeping of our

souls to Him in well-doing, as unto a faithful

Creator" (1 Pet, iv : 19).

Fear not then, oh, my soul, to come into the

silence of all flesh. Let every earthly thought

be hushed, every imagination be stilled, and in-

tently await the footsteps of Him who raises his

dead to life. His all-seeing eye discerns when
this his work of grace, by which also He sub-

dues thy heart to himself that it may willingly

yield to Him, is so far completed in thee, that

thou canst see that self and all that self can

possibly do, can avail nothing in securing thy

salvation, therefore must self be denied, laid low

and crucified. Seeking pardon and forgiveness,

as suppliants we crave for mercy, which will

not, in the Lord's own good time, be withheld,

and, being granted, we must ever live in a sense

thereof. " Let the sighing of the prisoner come
before thee. According to the greatness of thy

power preserve thou those that are appointed

to die" (Ps. lxxix: 11).

Now, when thy heart is swept and clean is it

fit for Him, the Lord of Glory to enter. His

thoughts, which are holy, are God's thoughts,

his ways the path of wisdom, all are peace. Joy

and gladness mark his coming, thanksgiving

and the voice of melody. He sets a keeper by

the door of thy heart, that the myrmidons of

evil, the unholy thoughts that once vexed thy

soul, may not enter nor rob thee of thy peace,

and, as steadfastly resisted, they soon take flight

and leave thee with thy Lord. Sweet Sabbaths

of rest are thine, in which thou mayst worship

the Lord thy God in the beauty of holiness. In

the spirit of adoption thou mayst cry, " My be-

loved is mine, and I am his." His covenant of

peace with thee is sure, on obedience to this

one proviso, "Follow thou me."

Thy strength renewed with Him, thou art

called to labor in the garden of thy soul, daily

cultivating all that is pure and lovely in his

sight, and though He may hide his face at times

that thou mayst not see Him, yet his promise is,

" I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee," and

his strength is thine.

By this cross of Christ the Christian is cru-

cified to the world, and the world to him, and,

in a watchful, prayerful walk, which is one of

holiness, he finds himself " always bearing about

in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that

the life also of Jesus may be made manifest

in his body" (2d Cor. iv" : 10). The world,

with its pride, vanities and fading pleasures,

and the flesh, with its carnal, unholy and hurt-

ful lusts, are crucified, and as a disciple of Je-

sus, he is called upon to present himself wholly,

and at all times, to the Lord, that his " whole

spirit and soul and body may be preserved

blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus

Christ" I Tli' bs. v :

!',
.

f rod has given Christ to thee a- " a

a leadi r and c6mmander." And if '.hat waj in

which He lead- i id- and Buffer-

ings, yel i- it all for thy sauctification and good.
'1 hrough all. through shadow as in Bunshine, his

joy is thine, his i-oveiiant i- -tire, and, if faith-

ful to tie- end, with thy Guide thou wilt enter

into "lory, where no pain, nor sorrow nor death

can ever come, but death is swallowed up in

life.

Behold, then, the way of Christ's cross i- the

way of life, and is that which alone leads to

eternal life and glory. W. W. 11.

Items.

The South African Natives.— lie- London Friend

notices the presence in England of three native

chiefs from Beclmana Lanu1 who had come to Eng-
land to protest against their country being placed

under the dominion of the Chartered Company of
South Africa. They are well satisfied with the

treatment they have heretofore received from the
British Government, but are afraid to tru-t a com-
pany whose object is to make money tor it- stock-

holders, and who have introduced large quantities

of strong drink among the native tribes which are

under their control.

These African chiefs have been present at some
crowded meetings, and their appeals to the English
people seem to have awakened mueh svmpatliy and
interest. At one of these meeting's, King Khama,
alter stating that under the British Government
they had lived pe icefully in the possession of their

own land, said, " We are not at all sure that we
shall live nicely under the company as under your
Government, because the Company are a people

who want to make wealth."

Tlie Tfieafre.—Nobody with any knowledge of the

facts will deny that the American theatre, consider-

ed merely as a rational means of entertainment,
without reference to its relations to literature and
art. is in a most forlorn and debased condition.

Tragedy, high cjine ly, the historical and romantic
drama, have been virtually banished from the

stage or find few worthy interpreters, and have
been replaced to a large extent by worthle-s melo-

dramas, the extravagant buffooneries of so-called

farce comedies, or the feverish and unwholesome
society play, in which the most vicious topics are

discussed openly under the pretense of solving -<< iul

problems.— The Century,

THE FRIEND.
KLKVKNTH MONTH 9. 1805.

[We have received from a member of the

Western Yearly Meeting (Conservative) the

following account of their late annual assembly.

—Ed.]
Western Yearly Meeting of Friends com-

menced on Seventh-day the fifth of Tenth Mo.,

1895, with the Meeting for Sufferings at 10 A.

M., and the Meeting of Ministers and Elders

at 3 P. M.
In both meetings quite a number of vacancies

were apparent, which were generally reported

as being on account of sickness.

On First-day two public meetings were held

and were well attended—many citizens of the

surrounding community attending. It was real-

ized to be a time of remarkable favor, in wdiich

the canopy of the Divine presence seemed over-

spread in time of silence ; and the Master of

assemblies was pleased to equip his servants for

a clear enunciation of Gospel Truth, and a per-

suasive invitation to submit to the requirements

of our Divine Master.

The Meeting for Sufferings met again on Sec-
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ond-day morniug. A Committee to whom had
! subject of the preparation of

an address on the hurtful tendency of many of

the amusements and entertainments of the pres-

ent time, reported that do writing had been pre-

pared to offer. Further consideration of the

subject resulted in the appointment of a com-

mittee to visit the Governor of our State, to

ige him in the exercise of his authority

a- chief executive in the suppression of horse-

racing, gambling and kindred evil entertain-

ments.

The Meeting for Discipline convened at 10

o'clock on Second-day, and after some routine

business, the KpistlestVotii corresponding: Yearly

Meetings were read, after which the Clerk in-

formed lie had in his possession a communica-

tion from London Yearly Meeting, with which

we were not in corres] dence, and that it

to be intended for both men's and wo-

men's meetings. It was accordingly referred to

a nomination of men and women, to be exam-
ined jointly, and report at next sitting. At next

si ting, a favorable report being made, it was read

and referred to a Committee to draft a reply,

which was subsequently produced and read, and

directed to be forwarded to that Yearly Meet-

ing.

On Third day morning, Aliel H. Blackburn

was reappointed Clerk, and Thomas Elmore
assistant

The Queries and Answers were read—the de-

ficiencies which appeared elicited expression of

concern; and encouragement was given to la-

bor for their removal.

The meeting closed on Fifth-day. . At the

request of a Friend, the partition was opened
and tin- conclusion of the meeting was in joint

of nun and women. Many can say in

truth we have had precious evidence of the love
and presence of our Divine Master in our meet-
ing this year.

In the memorial published in last week's
of The Friend, the name of Elizabeth

11 Passraore is ii rrectly given as Elizabeth
K. Passmore. Ber daughter, who wrote the
memorial, was not appointed to the station of
elder, although she had a gift which enabled
her to Bpeak the word in season, to individuals
privately, and to bear a public testimony in

our religious I tings, to the sati-factionand
m of hi r friends. She died at Moores

town in the year 1867, in the thirty-seventh
year of h

STMMAKY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The p „i shows

an increase, lest cash in the Treasury, during Tenth
Month, of $5,321,472.08. The gold rwrfc was $:i2,-

1 ha|>in, of the Rei ordi >-'
• lourl in I tetroit,

ha« anno
i ill hereafter send to jail,

without " ptionof a fine, bdj violator of the liquor

Ii ding Bhipa in the Pacific

llii" year than ever known I efore.

Forty yean ago Th ! re Parker prophesied thai

|« end of the century Kansas would have a
million inhabitants and lie worth a billion dollars

in. re than fnllilhd

i hall people, an
two llllll

leum was discovered in the
ins in Washington, last .

i

oil i- laid to be identical in character with that of the

itwil maintain the pub
I rk rity in I

so.; ,„ ,|,

in grammar and primary
fhe kindergartens will be conti I, |

,,',

the enforced attendance of chronic truants and the

maintenance of truancy schools, the sum of $25,600

will be expended.
This year's commercial crop of apples in the United

Slates is estimated at 66.000,000 barrels, and an increase

of 16 per cent, over last year's crop. The yield in

New England, Michigan and Canada is below that of

1894, but in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri it is

nearly three times as large as last year's crop.

A careful estimate of the Florida orange crop is

100,000 boxes, which is quite a drop from the 5,000,000

boxes of the season of 1893-94. But the new growth

of trees is doing exceedingly well, and ought to be

producing again within three years. It is predicted

that live years hence the crop will be as large as ever.

The wettest place in this country is Neah Bay in

Washington ; over 123 inches of rain fall there every

year. The dryest place in the United State*, at any

point where regular observations are taken, is Fort

Garland, Col; less than 6 inches of rain fell there

during the year.

Eugene Field, the well-known journalist and writer

of verse and prose, died on the 4th instant at his resi-

dence in Chicago. He was forty-five years of age.

In the State elections held on the 5th instant, the

Republicans carried the States of New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio and Iowa. The
Democrats carried Mississippi. The result in Vir-

ginia was divided, with the Democrats probably choos-

ing a majority of delegates. The result in Ken-
tucky was in doubt, with the probability that Bradley,
Republican candidate for Governor, was chosen. In
New York city, Tammany Hall was successful.

There were 386 dealhs in this city last week, which
is 24 more than the previous week and 19 more than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the foregoing,

192 were males and 194 were females : 52 died of con-
sumption; 39 of heart disease; 34 of pneumonia; 24
of diphtheria; 17 of apoplexy; 16 of membranous
croup; 15 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels;
13 of inanition ; 11 of inflammation of the brain; 11

of marasmus ; 10 of old age ; 10 of cancer, and 9 of
typhoid fever.

Markets, &c— U. S. 2's, 97} ; 4's, 1907, 111 J a 112;
4's, 1925, reg., 121} a 122; 5's, 1141 a 115; currency
6's, 101 allO.
Cotton was quiet and declined T

'

s c. per pound, in

sympathy with New York. Middling uplands officially

Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.50 a $14.25
;

spring bran, in sacks, spot, $13.50 a $14.25.
Flour.—Winter super, $2 35 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.60 a S2.No ; Pennsylvania roller, .dear, $3.00 a $3.25
;

do., do., straight, $3. .10 a $3.40 ; Western winter, clear,
$3.10 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent, $3.50 a $3.70; spring, elear, $2.75 a $3.10;
do., straight, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.70

;

do., favorite brands, higher; city mills, extra, $2.60 a
$2 90; do, clear, $3.15 a $3.35 : do, straight, $3.35 a
$3.60; do, patent, $3.60 a $3.85.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, llo;J a 67Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 34| a 35c.
No. 2 white oats, 24 J a 25c.

Beep Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 41 a 4Jc;

medium, 4 a 4jc; common, 3.', a 3;c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra^ .",', a 3Jc; good, 2| a 3c;
medium, 2.] a 2Jc, common, 11 a 21c; lambs, 21 a 4Jc.'

HOOS.- •">: a 6c.

1 oi;i,ion—The London representative of the New
York Sun writes: "Turning to the far East, Russia's
militant hand grows mure conspicuous daily. All
Europe, except Great Britain, undoubtedly sympa-
thizes with her desire to secure a free outlet to the
Pacific. It is fairly safe to prophesy that British op-
position will not suffice much longer to keep Russia
from obtaining the object of her desire. Each day's
inlon nation strengthens the belief that China will soon
be in the ihroes of a revolution. The question of the
future possession of Port Arthur is not likely to be
one lor llu- present Chinese Government to decide.
Treaty making with the present authorities at Pekin
is, in the opinion even of most English diplomatists
m I - teof time. There would be about as much
'"-' '" "-'Ling an alliance with a plum puddiii" as
>" negotiating with China at the present moment
ll-nceth.. adviee is given in some quarters of London
that I, real I'.ritam bad better make sure of her share
ol Oriental plunder by declaring war against China
on the earliest possible pretext, otherwise she will be
pretty sure to lose the greater part of her prestige in
'belarEa-t. I

,
is siguif,,,,,,, that Japan has remained

silent durmg all the excitement of the past ten days
ia s reported designs on Port Arthur. The

only news from the victor in the recent war is the fact

which I cabled midweek that a pro-Russian party

rapidly growing in Japan, and little is heard abot

the recent friendliness toward England. The alliant

between Russia and Japan, at which I hinted, sti

seems far from impossible. Such a compact woul

complete the isolation of Great Britain, as regards a

the consequential powers, barring, possibly, Italy."

Bourgeois has succeeded in forming a new Fient

Cabinet for France, with himself as Minister and Mi
ister of the Interior.

Rome was visited by violent shocks of earthquat

on the morning of the 1st inst. A number of bail

ings were badly damaged. All the bells in theci,

were rung, doors shaken and windows smashed.
The Madrid II>ridd>> publishes a report of an inte

view with Gen. Martinez Campos, in which he e

presses himself as not disposed to agree to the ind

pendence of Cuba, but is of the opinion that the ii,

forms adopted there should be applied in a much mo
liberal manner than hitherto.

The existence of a serious tension between Englai
I

and Russia is deduced from the article published

the St. Petersburg Official Messenger.

A secret treaty is said to have been conveyed to

Petersburg last fall giving to Russia the right toca

the Siberian railroad through Manchuria to Port j

thur.

The first installment of the Chiness war indemni

£8,000,000, was paid to Japan by the Bank of Engla
on the 30th tilt. The money remains in the Ban'
is expected that much of it will be expended in Erl

land in the purchase of war materials and stores.

The ships sunk in the China-Japanese war are I

ing examined by divers, to see whether they are

salvage. One of the first victims was the Chifll

transport Kowshing, lired upon by a Japanese wars]

for carrying troops, although she flew the

flag. The divers who have been down to th

report her in a terrible condition. She is litera

torn to pieces by shot and shell.

It is believed that no matter what the attitude

the United States may be, Venezuela will neill

apologize for the Uruan incident nor pay a dollar

the way of an indemnity for the arrest of the th)

colonial police in Eleventh Month, 1894.

The Manchester Guard i in asserts that the Trinic

incident is closed, and that the Government of Bra>

no longer disputes the title of the Brazilian Submar
Telegraph Company to the use of the island as a ca

station.

The Governor of Taihita has announced thedefir

annexation by the French of the Huahine and Be

bora, two of the Society Islands.

Advices received by steamer Evandale, which arri'l

at San Francisco from the Orient on the 1st instil

state that 60 miners were killed by an explosion Ii

fire-damp in a coal mine near Hankow. Nine hi
tired ami forty-three houses were destroyed by firf I

Nemuro, in the island of Hezo, on Tenth Month 'A

NOTICES.
A young woman Friend wishes a position as ctj

panion to an invalid or elderly Friend. Address ;

" L," Office of The Frieni
J

Position Wanted.—An intelligent and energl

young woman Friend, with some knowledge of

counts, now practising and studying stenography -1

iting wants an active business <

to begin low. Address " F,"
Office of The FfliEN).

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenii

of persons coming to Westtown Seho il, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A
and 2.53 and 4.32 P. m. Other trains are met w

p
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen' cet

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. Tore*
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phoneb

Zebedee Haines

"Mary Pryor," a life story of a hundred yf
ago." Cloth; 16 mo. ; 160 pages. By mail, 50 xt I

New American Edition. For sale by SamueU
Garrigues, 1512 Chestnut Street, Phila.

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The first raee

of Friends' Institute Lyceum will be held at 14

Sixteenth St., on Sixth-day, Eleventh Month 15t

8 P. M. .1 . 1 1 1 x k\ P.Ain i.kit, Chairm

WILLIAM H PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Sections from Epistles of London Y. Meeting.

(Concluded from page 122.)

i818.

—

Dear Friends : This meeting has been

lfge; and in examining into the state of our

^jietv, we have been afresh desirous that our

vrious Christian testimonies may be maintained

i purity and consistency. One of those by

viieh we are distinguished is, our peculiar view

c(the subject of public worship. Great are the

fenefits which result from a right performance

cthis indispensable service. The tendency of

cr practice is to direct the mind unto God
;

ad, if it be pursued with sincerity and earnest-

I3s, our hopes will be ultimately fixed on Him,
ts unfailing Source of help. We shall then

t led from an undue dependance on outward

inistry, and come to experience that state in

viich we can "worship God in spirit, and re-

j'ce in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence

i the flesh." How circumspect, how reverent,

id how watchful, ought we then to be in our

nigious meetings ! But we fear that too many
c not maintain a waiting, dependant state of

ind in these assemblies; that they do not

rough seek for strength to abstract their at-

tition from wandering thoughts and earthly

cres. Hence it arises, that they do not so fully

j.rtake of the evidence of Divine superiutend-

\% regard — of those consolations which the

-)rd in mercy grants to such as hunger and
first after righteousness. This unwatchfulness,
'; apprehend to be a principal cause that so

:any are found to neglect our First-day after-

:ion meetings. And we entreat those who are

us deficient, to consider whether they are not

eferring ease, and an indulgence in the pleas-

•es of life, to the obligations of religious duty,

id the possession of spiritual riches.

We believe that all who are faithful in the

bristian practice to which we have just ai-

ded, will on reflection, discover that their

tre is not only to be confined to themselves.
re therefore exhort Friends, whether in towns
' in the country, whether engaged in trade or

agriculture, to be watchful over their chil-

;en and dependants, and in love to use their

fluence to prevent them from associating with
lproper company on the days set apart for

iblic worship. Where a consistency of con-
lct in this respect is observed, it is instructive
1 others; and its effects are, we doubt not,

beneficially felt, on resuming the necessary cares

of life. The offering of a word of counsel on

this and on all occasions where it may appear

needed, in tenderness to the object of it, and in

the Sowings of pure love, is worthy of the at-

tention of all classes of our members.

And now, dear Friends, who fill the important

station of parents, permit us to express the warm

interest which we have felt on your account,

and on that of your offspring. It has often

been the concern of this meeting to recommend

(and again feeling its importance we desire to

enforce°the advice) that your interesting charge

may from very early life, be brought up "in

the nurture and admonition of the Lord.'' Let

it be your earuest and tender care to subject

their wills, and thus prepare them to bear the

cross of Christ. Cultivate in their minds, as far

as is in your power, the fear and love of God,

and a strict regard to truth and integrity. Neg-

lect no endeavors to preserve them in inno-

cence, and let them be early habituated to sim-

plicity of dress and manner, and to restraints

from indigencies inconsistent with our Chris-

tian profession. As their infant minds expand,

may it be your care frequently to direct their

attention to the gentle intimations of the Spirit

of Christ, which are often to be distinctly per-

ceived in childhood. One great instrument in

forming the mind to piety and virtue, is a well-

grounded knowledge of the Holy Scriptures—

a knowledge of the wonderful dealings of Al-

mighty God with his chosen people in ancient

times, of those predictions which point out the

coming of the Messiah, and of their accomplish-

ment in that most glorious display of Divine

love, the sending of his beloved Sou, a sacrifice

for our sins, and a light to enlighten the world.

But, never forget, that it should be your care

to set that example of an humble Christian,

which so beautifully enforces the pure precepts

of the Gospel
;
your own minds must be sea-

soned with grace ; and your labors will only be

effectual as they are carried on and blessed by

the power of the Spirit of Christ. If, in the dis-

charge of this duty, discouragements should

arise, let not these become a cause of dismay.

Even these may teach the important lesson,

highly necessary to be learned, that it is only

as fresh supplies of holy aid are granted, that

we can safely labor in this work. The evidence

which will at times in mercy be afforded, that

Divine Goodness views such efforts with ac-

ceptance, and the cheering trust that the con-

tinued care of a tender parent may, if not at

the time, yet at a future day, be rewarded, are

powerful incitements to persevere in the way of

welldoing.

And, dear young Friends, earnest have been

our desires for your advancement in the way of

life and salvation ; that you may all not only

be professors with us, but by obedience to the

Spirit of Christ, become real professors of the

Truth as it is in Jesus. We are persuaded, that

in the eyes of many amongst you, the Truth h

indeed appeared lovely ; why then is there not a

full surrender to its power and to its convictions?

The Lord loveth an early sacrifice. His num-

berless blessings call for your gratitude and your

allegiance. And mournful indeed will be the

reflection, should your days be lengthened to

advanced age, that you have slighted the mer-

cies of a gracious Creator, that you have pre-

ferred the love of the world and its fading

pleasures, and that there can be no peaceful

retrospect on devoted ness to his cause.

1819.—Dear Friends: Precious and very de-

sirable is a humble, contrite, teachable state of

mind, in which the earnest prayer is raised, that

we may live in the love and fear of our great

Creator, and in all things walk acceptably be-

fore Him. Oh ! that all may be kept in the low

valley of humility, where the dew remains long

;

where they will know the Lord to be "as a hid-

ing place "from the wind, and a covert from the

tempest." Here preservation is witnessed within

the holy enclosure ; here we are guarded against

the snares which beset those who would make

haste to be rich. How safe, how necessary it

is, for the humble Christian to set out well ; to

watch against the first temptation to covet great

things! Sweet is the condition of the grateful

mind : sweet is a state of contentment and of

daily dependance on the Lord.

Dear Friends, if we are quickened by the

power of the Son of God, we shall not be idle

spectators in the world, nor indolent occupiers

of the talents with which we are entrusted ;
and

however varied our allotments may be, each will

see that he has duties and very important duties

to fulfil, in this state of existence. We shall,

however, find that it becomes the pious Christian

to wait to know his exertions for the good of

others regulated and sanctified by the Spirit of

his Lord. We shall seek to be preserved from

ffering by the friendship and intercourse of

the world ; and we shall see the necessity of

continued watchfulness, that neither our own

minds, nor those of our tender offspring, may

be drawn aside from the simplicity and purity

of the Truth as it is in Jesus. Our early pre-

decessors received this Truth by convincement

;

they made great sacrifices to obtain an estab-

lishment therein, and having thus purchased

their possession, they were careful not lightly to

esteem it, nor to exchange it for any inferior

object ; but let us ever bear in mind that the

salvation of the soul cannot be inherited by

birthright, nor imparted by education. It is an

individual work, indispensably necessary for

every man to know wrought in him through

Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. Let us

then, each seek to fill his allotted station in the

church, that in the day of righteous decision,

we may all be found worthy to stand before

God in Zion.

1820.—Dear Friends: We have been again

occupied in investigating the state of our So-

ciety ; and our present concern is, to turn the

attention of all our dear Friends toa strict ex-

amination of their religious profession and ex-

oerience. We profess to believe in the inward

teachings of the Spirit of Christ Jesus, our Re-

deemer and Mediator, our Advocate with the
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Father—of Him whose precious blood waaahed,

that Hi might procure unto us eternal life, and

present us holy, and unblamable, and unre-

provable unto God. Let us individually in-

quire, how tar we are acting in conformity with

the solemn truths of the Gospel. Are we seek-

ing in bumble supplication unto the Lord, that

our faith may be established therein ': Are we,

in patient waiting before Him, desiring that we

may clearly discover the inshinings of his light

upon our understandings, and that by walking

in faith, according to its manifestations, our

lives may be spent in the love and tear of our

great Creator?

It is of unspeakable importance to all, that

they should know their own wills and disposi-

tions regulated and sanctified by the power of

the Holy Spirit. If this engagement of heart

Ik- earnest and frequent, humble views of our-

Dsue, a distrust in our rational powers

as sufficient for the great work of salvation is

induced : we are taught the inestimable blessing

which those enjoy who attain to a reliance on

Holy aid : and, whilst we are brought low in

our own estimation, and are fearful to speak of

our religious attainments, we are enabled to

rejoice in Him in whom we have believed. The
time spent in silence, in our meetings for Divine

worship, would then he productive of spiritual

refresh men t, and our beloved brethren, in their

remote ami solitary allotments, for whom we
feel a tender sympathy, would, in their small

assemblies, be animated by the presence of Him
whose promises are unfailing.

The love of the world operates in different

ways, to turn us aside from the path of holiness.

We believe that it leads many to gratify them-

selves in dress and language, in a way incon-

sistent with Christian simplicity. We are con-

vinced that tliir- departure from our well-known

testimony, is an inlet to greater temptations, and
we believe that where this salutary restraint is

found to be irksome, a desire to throw it off, tends

to retard the spiritual growth. We therefore

affectionately entreat those who may be thus

disposed, to consider well the motives for their

conduct, and to reflect whether by this unwil-

lingness to take up the cross to their natural in-

clinations, they are not so far declining to be-

come the disciples of Christ.

Deai young Friends, your advancement in

the way of piety and virtue, continues to be a

subject of our earnest solicitude. We tenderly

exhort you all to cherish the belief, to seek to

!»• established in the conviction, that your heav-
enly Father, as you look in faith unto Him,
will assist yon by his good Spirit to overcome
everything that is wrong, and to live acceptably
in his sight Be very careful then, we beseech
you, not to read publications which openly, or
indirectly, inculcate a disbelief in the benefits

procured to us by the sufferings and death of
Christ, in the divinity of Him, our Lord and
Saviour, or in the perceptible guidance of his
spirit. On the contrary, in silent, retirement
before the Lord, seek after the contriting in-

fluence of his love, in sincere desire thai in his

own time, it may please Him, that you also

may richly partake of thai consolation and
Btrength which are the porti his faithful,

dependant children. And, as we can rejoice in

the persuasion thai many of you havi

to the visitali ms of Divine Love, wi

encourage tl to hold on in the path of dedi-
cation, to continue to love the Lord, and
Bire to know aid to do his will.

May these, may all our dear Friends be ira-

• ith the continued necessity of watch-

fulness unto prayer, and of being clothed with

humility, as with" a garment. The faithful dis-

ciple will guard against relying too much on

former experience ; he will find that an increase

of years produces an increasing conviction that

we are entirely dependant upon God for fresh

supplies of strength ; but he will be animated

to persevere, from the consoling hope that if

faith and patience continue, Christian virtues

will increase; humility, meekness and liveliness

of spirit will be prevalent in advanced life; and

a final admission will be granted into the ever-

lasting kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Life of the Norse Fishermen.
(Concluded from page 123.)

The principal object was to give the animal

a vital blow at the start, and by the same blow

be able to inflate into the animal a peculiar

kind of gas, by which the immense body, as

heavy as lead, would be as buoyant as cork,

and "float on the water. This was carried out

and was a success, but only after many failures.

Owing to its weight, a gun of large size is re-

quired to throw the harpoon, and in turn a

craft of considerable burden is required to carry

the gun. The harpoon itself bears a shell weigh-

ing one hundred and twenty-three pounds, con-

taining three-fourths of a pound of powder
;

the gun is four and one-half inches at the muz-

zle, with three inch bore, requiring a charge of

one pound of powder, and weighing nearly a

ton.

The vessels now in use are steamers of one
hundred tons burden, solidly built, and with

thirty horse-power engines. It has to be small

enough so as to be able to turn about between
skerries, and the narrow winding fjord, and
still have a powerful engine strong enough to

send it on with the speed of an ocean liner.

The Rorqual, of the entire whale family, is

the longest, measuring eighty-five feet in length
;

it seeks the shores of Norway mainly on account
of its herring, which is its food. The lesser

Rorqual, about fifty feet in length, does not
live on fish, but on small minute crustaceans.

While feeding, the whale swims about, slowly
coming to the surface every fifteen minutes :

little noise is made in order to get within close

quarters, the man from the top mast watches
every movement, the men with the cannon
stand ready, while the pilot at the wheel has
every breaker and skerry in mind. The cap-
tain suddenly raises his hand ; a noise is heard,
and suddenly an echo from the overhanging
mountain, a jet of water is sent into the air, and
the beast goes down and away at a terrible

rate of speed. The line drawn out by the har-
poon may be a mile long, and still the steamer,
partly drawn by the line, partly propelled by
steam, follows the animal at a neck to neck
speed. Again the whale arises to the surface,
sending out jets of water and blood—for now
the effect of the deadly explosive is felt. Again
it rushes on out towards the ocean, striking the
bottom, trying to inflict self-destruction in his
agony

; again conies to the surface—he must
have air; again he sends the reddish blood in
jets into the sunlight like an electric fountain.

peed of the whale lessens with his fail-

ing strength, so the steamer slackens its speed,
and often a sail is hoisted and engines reversed

to put mi end to this exciting contest.
In an hour or more life is extinct, a last feeble
i'

'
"' hi I is seen to arise, and now the steamer

closer up, and when the animal rolls

gas keeping its monstrous body afloat,
it is lashed to the steamer and towed to the

factory or to the shore, miles away. Suclj

day's work has netted the proprietor from twe
|

to fifteen hundred dollars.

A Finmark whale yields about seventy b

rels of oil and considerable whalebone, wfci

the bones and flesh is made into manure, wh
is shipped in boxes to England, where it ser

as a valuable fertilizer for the English flovi

garden.

Upwards of fifteen hundred whales have I
killed in a single season, valued at nearly ij

million dollars. This resource has been gain

and is attributed to the great genius, Sven Fo

a man who spent his life in whaling and in

ventions connected therewith.

As fishing is nearly the only occupation

such a large proportion of the population th

can be no question but that many of the trd

of the Norse character can be traced to I

kind of a life, fraught with so much danji

As the fall and early winter begins, the prei

ration for the herring fishery commences. I

and young become enthusiastic over the p:

pects. As a child I well remember how I

up late at night watching the work of mend
the nets ; of making the long boots and the

cloth waterproof suits ; I never got tired, f\

only longed for the day when I could go alio

in the boat with the others. The women ft

were busy in mending, baking and brewing.J

home-made beer. At last the report would c(j

by telegram that the herring had come, anw

excellent quality. Then there was a rush and

hurry in every household. The large yaj

floating so lightly down in the harbor was s

filled with provisions and bedding, for it 'J

on that fifty men or more should do their coJ

ing and have their lodging. The small oj-l

boats were gotten ready, the oars, sails and ij

were taken in, and now they were tied to
j

pier, ready to sail at the first favorable wi]

At last a favorable morning came with ag
breeze blowing from the south, and the wli

neighborhood assembled on the pier to bid 1

fishermen farewell. It was a touchiug sigh

see old and young ; to hear laughter oftti

mingled with tears ; for the mothers holding,

little ones on their arms, bidding those sad ii

wells, realized that before returning spring, tj

before the fishing season was over, that beij

the wintry storms had ceased, some of tbem wo J

be widows and their children fatherless ; I

who would it be this year? Many a father, I

as he kis=ed his children good bye, and look!

to the tidy little cottage on the hillside, Ion !

to remain behind, but realized too well that I

homestead was mortgaged, that the wife ii

children must have bread, amd in that j)

country there was no other method by wlJj

to earn a living. The grandfather would I
get down to the pier, supported on bis a\
and when he saw the chests placed on bo»l

and the sails hoisted, the old sea fever seen!

to seize him, and even in his crippled condill

he wished to go along just one year more,!

the boat seemed to be such a fleet sailer, jl

last, long before the sun would make his <

pearance above the snow-capped mountain, I

little fleet would set sail for the dangerous \\

ing grounds several hundred miles away, tip

to remain for several months.
With what anxiety did the women and ch

dren stand on the shore waiting till every'

H

tige of the fleet was out of sight, During «

winter every postal day was carefully watcjl

for letters to hear of the safe arrival and of 1

luck they would have. When suddenly asttfl

would break out towards evening, with wj(
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^ugs (lid the anxious members of the house-

, retire for the night; their thoughts were

ill those who were away ; they were wondering

lie fishermen had been able to reach land

Ire the arrival of the storm, wondering if all

ijwell. After a winter passed in such pain-

huspense, with what joy was the returning

fer received in the household. He cime to

arace wife and children ; had had a success-

fear ; was able to pay off the mortgage, and

jiod fortune and health would favor him an-

ir year he should retire and always be with

family. Such is the life of the Norse fish-

«n—a life full of danger, of hard work and

il earnings; but a more contented, happy

jjile cannot be found. Love permeates every-

ife. They love their families and are devout

leir God.

Deborah Howell.
(Continued from page 124.)

542.—Our friend, Elizabeth Robson, obtain-

I ter certificate in order to return home to

nland. She was solemnly engaged at the

oSof the meeting in supplication, and it ended
1 1 manner becoming so great and important

itccasion. May these labors be blessed and

rtuce fruits to the praise of the Great Master

1 111 rightly gathered assemblies. I am very

ifrently circumstanced to what I was in for-

leyears, when our father's house was the resort

I ithful and devoted Friends, many of whom
« bound to support the law and the testimonies

iPruth, when the family had so entered into

l^vorld, but now scarcely one enters the doors.

V\le I feel the loss of such society, may I more
srbntly seek for closer acquaintance and more
itiate communion with Him whose name is

o , and who can alone make up for every loss

n-supply every deficiency.

irst Month 26th, 1843.—It is long since I

a; made a record, but may now say I have at-

sred the three Monthly Meetings, in which all

iMjueries are at this time answered, prepara-

jr-to the Quarterly Meeting. They have all

« instructive and consoling seasons, in which
oisel, encouragement and warning have been

ni fully and powerfully administered.

>ur dear friends, Eliz ibeth Evans and Eliza-

let Pittfield, have been engaged in Gospel
hi ority to proclaim glad tidings to the poor
in humble traveller Zionward, as also to warn
huDfaithful and show the consequences that a

le.rture from the law and the testimonies; held

on by our Society, would produce to them
in their children.

be great liberties taken by our young peo-

)l«n their appearance and their conformity to

himanners and customs of the vain world is

:aie for sorrow to the serious and consistent

»a of the Society, who are concerned, not only
'brheir present welfare, but they know how often
:ht strew their own paths with many sorrows,
ffb'h, had they but taken up the cross in early
lift' would have been avoided, and they would
ha.* to acknowledge that wisdom's ways are
wasof pleasantness and all her paths are peace.
IK, instead of the thorn, should come up the
(ir~ee; and instead of the brier, should come
uphe myrtle tree, and there will be given them
anverlasting name that shall not be cut off.

-ret Month 26th.—We have had [good]
2v<.ing meetings this winter, which have been
reurkably favored with heavenly solemnity
soeep has been the quiet that a pin might be
nrd to drop, and though much sound and ex-
:el-nt doctrine has been held forth, yet several
'nungs have been held in silence.

Our testimony to silent worship, I trust, -till

remains " as a crown of glory and a diadem of

beauty," which I desire we may increasingly

value, and never be ashamed of or become

weary of silent meetings.

Our friend, Charles Allen, died this morning.

He was a valuable elder in our Society, and

closed his life in peace. It had been his earnest

prayer that the day's work might be cut short

in righteousness, which, in mercy, was granted,

as he passed away quietly as though sleeping.

We believe his lamp was trimmed and its light

burning to the last.

Second Month 28th.—Attended the burial of

Mary Pleasants, daughter of the late Samuel

Pleasants, of this city, and grand-daughter of

the worthy Israel Pemberton, so well known as

a valuable member of the Society of Friends,

and also much esteemed by his fellow-citizens.

She was not of the wise and talented, but we be-

ieve it was her wish to do what was right, and

to offend no one, particularly careful of speak-

ing to the disadvantage of others. We can but

hope she was fitted for the awful change.

While standing near the grave, I could but

observe, with feelings of commiseration and sor-

row, the altered condition of almost all the sur-

rounding relatives, not only as to their worldly

condition as to wealth, but far greater, their

departure in heart and appearance from the

strait and narrow way.

Had they been willing to bow to the same

blessed influence which operated on the hearts

of their illustrious ancestors, had they first

chosen and submitted to the power of the king-

dom of heaven and the righteousness thereof,

all things necessary would have been added, biu

choosing the world and its glory, preferring it

as their chiefjoy, it has forsaken them. They
have lost all, and what have they gained, either

in the treasures of this world, or, what is more,

in provision for that which is to come?
Truly we may say, " How has the gold be-

come dim, the most fine gold changed, in the

retrospect that not one of the once honorable

name of Pemberton is left to support the mantle

which was worn by their dignified forefathers

in the Truth.

Third Month 26th.—Our evening meetings

closed. They have been throughout seasons of

favor. Not only has the Gospel been power-

fully preached to minds prepared to receive it,

but the quiet and solemnity which has crowned

every sitting, has afforded the consoling belief

and assurance that all have been remarkably

owned in these solemn gatherings; and the cano-

py which has overshadowed these large assem-

blies (is evidence), that the Divine presence

was in the midst of us.

Fourth Mouth 27th.—Our Yearly Meeting

closed its sittings this day. It has been largely

attended by our young people, and crowued

with solemnity. Much excellent counsel has

been imparted by qualified servants, and en-

couragement held" forth to the faithful to per-

severe in the strait and narrow way. An in-

teresting document was prepared by the Meet-

ing for Sufferings, sixty pages in length, in

which the testimonies always held by Friends,

from the foundation of the Society, are fully

explained, addressed to our members; an able

and masterly performance. Many other sub-

jects engaged the attention of the meeting. The

quiet and solemnity which covered the numer-

ous assembly after the Clerk read the concluding

minute, .was sweetly impressive.

The above document is to be published, and

each family furnished with a copy of its valu-

able contents. May we be qualified rightly to

estimate this additional mark of Divine mercy

and favor, added to the many blessings with

which we are Bitrrounded.

Fourth Mo. 30th.—First-day. Attended both

meetings. Fell so discouraged, with scarcely

strength of mind enough to perform this duty.

In the afternoon the language ofencouragemenl

was sweetly offered by our dear E. Evans, who

is often powerfully furnished with glad tidings

to the poor in spirit, encouraging them to hold

on their way, that there was balm in Gilead,

and He who was altogether lovely would, in bis

own time, return to his honest-hearted, strug-

gling children, and reward their faithfulness.

Fifth Month 1st.—Our Quarterly Meeting was

large, and though but little was communicated

in the Meeting for Worship, it was crowned with

solemnity.

In the second meeting many interesting con-

cerns were handed from the Yearly Meeting,

which, we trust, will make an abiding impres-

sion on many minds, showing that, amidst many
discouragements, Joseph is still alive among his

people.

Fifth Month 7th.—First-day. Our meeting

this morning was large and favored with solem-

nity.

Our dear feeble Mary James, who, on account

of indisposition, is often absent, was enabled to

hold forth a short, but tender, persuasive ex-

hortation, followed by E. E. in fervent suppli-

cation for some who had been visited in the

morning of their day, but who, through the in-

fluence of the pleasures, the treasures, the max-
ims, &c, of the world, and through fear of bear-

ing the cross before men, had turned aside, but

now, in the approaching evening of life, their

attention had been in some measure aroused to

their situation, that increased diligence might

enable them to improve the time while it was

afforded. I desire to number my many bless-

ings, and cherish the feeling of gratitude for

many mercies ; my exemption from sickness, for

being preserved from mingling with the gay

and foolish world, for my fondness for retire-

ment and utter distaste for the maxims, policy

and customs followed by too many who are

seeking without for what may be found within,

and looking for happiness wdiere it will never

be found.

I often look around with commiseration to

see them so void of comfort, when it might be

so easily obtained, and I have infinitely more

satisfaction, in my retreat, than they, with all

their boastful, sinful, but mistaken pleasures.

Fifth Month 25th.—Although, in the fore-

part of our Monthly Meeting to-day clouds

seemed to obscure the spiritual atmosphere, yet

towards the close of the first sitting, it was

sweetly recommended to those who were strug-

glincr for the victory, to cast not away their

shield, as though it had not been anointed with

oil. The example of our suffering but victori-

ous Leader was recommended, who, in every

temptation presented by the adversary of souls,

was divinely enabled to resist and couquer, as

an example and encouragement to his tried

and faithful followers still to hold on their way

and give not up the shield of faith.

The Meeting for Business was an interesting

occasion, the London epistle and the extracts

from our Men's Monthly Meeting were read, com-

prising and enforcing their most important con-

cerns, furnishing the belief that, though much

around us tends to discouragement, yet the shout

of a king is still heard in our camp, and the

language to the exercised and proved servants
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eetly held forth, that a brighter day

awaited us, and the language lormerly pro-

claimed to the people will be adopted, " Behold

I," but the woe pronounced on those

who turn aside was solemnly uttered.

Thus are we blessed with a living ministry.

I and impressive are the warnings given,

•.he tender encouragement tor those who

are thirsting lor the waters of life. May all

rightly appreciate these favors and be grateful

receivers of the blessings thus given without

money and without price.

Ninth Month 7th.—We have been favored

with the acceptable company of two English

women Friends who arrived at Boston on the

seventeenth ultimo, in the Hibernia steamer, af-

ter a Bbort passage of about twelve days, from

England.
, ,

are [sabel Cassan and Rachel

Pri30tm«n Th.v appear like valuable Friends

and I trust will' be messengers of glad tidings.

Their mis-ion appears to be to Pennsylvania

and New York.
(To be continued.)

For "Tat Friend."

The Holy Scriptures.

No book, ancient or modern, contains a tithe

of the beautiful imagery found in the Holy

Scriptures. As a literary work it has proved

to be a mine of wealth to the poet or to the per-

suasive orator, from which he borrowed his most

beautiful metaphors.

But under all this lively imagery or figura-

tive language, lies a deeper" or hidden mystery

of meaning, than what the natural man is capa-

ble of comprehending. It is true he sees things

in them as he thinks they are, but he sees no

more.

Could beings, capable of reason, with tastes

similar to those oi man, who had never seen

this world with its created forms in both natural

and animated nature, be«hown some groups of

beautiful statuary depicting various attitudes of

human forms or the beauties of natural scenery,

with what delight would they view them from

an artistic or asthetic point of view. But could

they see the things themselves, which these but

feebly portray, could they see them in all their

life and beauty, could they behold the various

emotion- and powers of the mind and soul with

which they are endowed, and could they see the
- destiny in -tore for those who rightly

fulfil the purpose of their creation, with what
wonder and admiration would they be filled;

and how incomparably greater would be their

regard to the Creator of these his marvellous
work-.

Vet it is true, that in jusl such a manner as

these beings beheld the statuary, the images of

Created things, SO only can the natural mind of
man. with all his wisdom, discern the beauties

and hidden meaning in the Holy .Scriptures.

A little child, viewing the things themselves in

all their life and beauty, could better compre-
hend the realities, than those who had never

forms, which these bul repre

So it ia equally true thai the child of /race,

enlightened by the Holy Spirit in which' lie has

life, can incomparably better discern the true

signification and hidden mystery of H
ture than that man can, who. in si ! arned and
wise in the wisdom of this world, skilled in Ian

i- v. t himself destitute

of Divine life. ! ie can never -.-,. not

bend the same life in those spiritual things
spoken of by those who, moved bv the Holy
< (host, wrote ll: \V. W. B,

SELECTEI

MOONLIGHT ON THE GRAVE.

3IAKY GUBLEY.

It shinelh on the quiet grave,

Where wearv ones have gone ;

It watcheth with angelic gaze

Where the dead are left alone:

And not a sound of busy life,

To the still graveyard comes—
But peacefully the sleepers lie

Down in their silent homes.

All silently and solemnly

It ihroweth shadows round,

And every grave-stone hath a trace

In darkness on the ground.

It looketh on the tiny grave,

Where a little child is laid
;

And lighteth up the noble pile

That human pride hath made.

It falleth with unaltered ray,

On the simple and the stern,

And showeth with a solemn light

The sorrows we must learn.

It telleth of divided ties,

On which its beams have shone;

It whispereth of weary hearts,

That brokenly live on.

It gleameth where devoted ones,

Are sleeping side by side,

It falleth where the maiden rests

Who in her beauty died.

There is no grave in all the earth,

That moonlight has not seen
;

It gazeth cold and passionless

Where agony hath been.

Yet it is well ! that changeless ray

A deeper thought would show,

When human love pours forth the tide

Of unavailing woe.

It teaches us no shade of grief

Can touch the starry sky,

That all our sorrow lieth here.

The glory is on high.

"SHUT IN."

"I watch and am as a sparrow upon the house-top'
fl'salnise!i:7).
"And vet I am not alone, because the Father is with

me" (John xvi : 32 .

Shut in, shut in, from (he ceaseless din,

Of the restless world and its want and sin;

Shut in from its turmoil, care and strife,

And all the wearisome round of life.

Shut in With tears that are spent in vain,

With the dull companionship of pain;

Shut in with the changeless days and hours,

And the bitter knowledge of -failing powers.

Shut in with dreams of days gone by,

With buried hopes that were born to die
;

Shut in with the hopes that have lost their zest,

And leave but a longing after rest.

Shut in with a trio of angels sweet,

I'nlimrr and (Iran- all pain to meet,
With Fuilh that can sutler and stand and wait,

And lean on the promises strong and great.

Shut in with Christ! Oh! wonderful thought,
Shut in with the I'eace his sufferings bought
Shut in with the Love that wields the rod,

Oh, company blest ! Shut in with God.

Eagerness after the lawful things of this

world hinders the growth of many Friends in

the precious Truth, and their service to it. We
cannot serve God as we ought to do, neither
please the Captain of our spiritual warfare, as
good soldiers, if we involve and load ourselv
with the things of this world.— Wm. /•jlmuiidson.

Take heed of being married to your shops
and trade- or merchandize, whereby you are en-
curub< red and hindered from coming to meeting,
serving the bud and doing his work, as though
your work and business must be done first, and
the Lord', last.— Wm. Edmundson.

Primitive Book Making.

BY FRANCES L. MAHAFFY.

The earliest writings were used for landmark
j

or monuments. Such things as our books, c|

literature, in which men record their thought

or knowledge for the instruction orenjoyuiei'

of others, had no part in the life of the earl

man, and would be impossible till he had read

ed an entirely different level of culture. Whi
he needed was something that would last Ion

and be easily seen by all ; and so the earlie

writings were on rocks, or bricks, or some sue

lasting material.

All the earliest Egyptian hieroglyphics a !

carved on rock. The laws given to Moses we

recorded on tables of stone, the laws given f

Greece by Solon were graven upon planks

wood, the Babylonians used bricks, and in mai

parts of the world ancient records still rema '

upon rocks. In some places these records ares

we know of the ancient writers. And this raon

mental form of writing is still in constant*!!

when an inscription is wanted to last, as wesJ
on all monuments, and on gravestones, mill

stones, and other landmarks.

But at an extremely early time the Egyptia

began to use a plant which grew abundant

along the river Nile. This plant was the ve

erable papyrus reed. It was also found

Nubia, on the river Niger, in Syria, and on t
j

banks of the Euphrates. It is a plant of tl

nature of a rush, and grows to the height :

about fifteen feet ; at the top is a long tassel

green hair-like fringe. It was used for mat

purposes. The pith was dried and eaten, li

that of the sap palm ; of the tasseled head, gi

lands were woven for use in the temples; oft 1

stem, boats coated with slime or skins we'

formed. Ou the carved monuments pictui.

are still seen of men making these boats, a

the little "ark" in which the infant Moses «'

committed to the river was made of papyi

(translated "bulrush" in our Version). Isai ll

xviii : 2 also mentions "vessels of bulrushes up

the waters." Cloth, ropes, mats, and sails wi

also woven from the fibre. But, above all, it i

came for thousands of years the writing mater

of the world ; and there is now in Paris a r

known as the Prisse Papyrus, which is undou

edly more than four thousand years old.

The method of preparing the reed for writi

'

was as follows: The stem of the plant was it

into extremely thin layers, and then soaked

Nile water, and afterwards laid closely side I

side. Upon this another layer of similar si I

was placed. The sheet thus formed into,

square was pressed, and dried in the sun, a

.

afterwards rubbed perfectly smooth with a pin

of ivory or a shell. To make a long roll, th >

square pieces were joined to the length require

and, when written on, were fixed ou rollers, •>

strongest piece of papyrus being put outside,

'

bear the wear and tear. These rolls are rec

ered iii enormous numbers from the tombs.

Egypt. A copy of one particular writing, "1\

Book of the Dead," was buried with every Eg L

tian of importance.

The papyrus continued to be used in Eg;'

till the ninth or tenth century of our era. Ih
name of the plant in the Egyptian languij

was pa-pa, from which comes our word "papt

In Greek it was called byblos, and from it >

have the name of our holy book, " Bible" h v

ing come to mean "book" because all boiJ

were written on this material.

The writing was executed with ink niadtf

soot and water, or of the sepia ink of the cut
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When the whole long strip was written,

/as rolled up and attached to a roller called

bilious, which had flat projecting ends, to

tect the roll. It was steeped in oil of cedar

ikeep away insects, and was enclosed in a

iher case, having the name and subject at-

jhed. In reading, the roll was held in the

iat hand, and unwound with the left as the

eler went on.

i"he later Egyptian kings, alarmed at the iin-

use export of papyrus, taxed it very heavily

;

parently their anxiety was well grounded, for

I papyrus is now extinct in Egypt, and the

I plantation of it is now in the island of Sicily,

ir Syracuse.

I'he difficulty of obtaining papyrus, brought

in wider use parchment, which had been used

r[n very ancient days in Asia Minor, and even

itfSgypt. As its name indicates, it was sup-

ited to have been first made at Pergamum.

Lput the time of Christ, it came into general

i^in Asia and Europe, and its strength and

liability were found so useful that it was uni-

'^ally used until about the twelfth century,

I is still the material for legal and other doc-

liants in which long endurance is required. It

I a preparation of sheepskin, and on it all the

dutiful medieval manuscripts were written.

iha Romans and Greeks used tablets for

H3S, sheets of wood or metal coated with wax,

«,which they wrote with a " stylus."— a sharp

4 with a blunt end used to erase what was

men. These tablets, when two were joined

aether, formed the original of our book in

mpe. The name " book " is of uncertain de-

•iition.

i'aper, our present material, is of ancient

Snese origin, and was brought to Europe

ilut a thousand years ago by the Arabs who
iqquered Spain. It was then called " Charta

Daiascena." All the earliest paper books in

European museums are written in Arabic. By
thend of the fourteenth century, it was in general

u* for books all over Europe, though forbidden

bjaw in many places in the case of official and

leal documents. For many centuries it was

eitrely made by hand, and it was only in the

y^r 1798 that a paper machine was invented

in?rance.

Jeanwhile, the great discovery of printing,

fit by blocks, then by movable types, had

gien books an altogether new scope and power

ail now they are so familiar, so easily procured

ail ever present, that we are likely enough to

fc*et all the long ages of effort that went to

rike this possible.

—

S. S. Times.

For "The Friend."

A Loving Salutation.

Oear Friends:— Feeling you near at this

tie, I would salute you all in the bonds of

Gspel love. The word of God has gone forth,

sring, " Be still and know that I am God
"

C then let us as a Society and people keep
0" minds stayed as much as within us lies upon
6d our Saviour, for who is worthy like unto
oi Gcd. It is written in the prophets, " I will

rurn and build again the tabernacle of David
wich has fallen down, and I will again build
tl ruins thereof, and I will set it up that the

rcdue of man might seek after the Lord.'

Een so we hope it will be with our once fa

v ed Society. God will scatter and lay waste
a the buildings' up of man, in his own strength
si will. For God our Saviour will have
p pie that will serve Him in Spirit and
Tith, and these He will lead by his mighty out-

stitched arm, and they will know their never

failing Guide. He will commune and draw
very near to his faithful servants, while they

are passing through the turning and overturn-

ings of his mighty hand, and thus He will be a

shield ami anchor to them. The Lord will not

give his heritage to the wild fowls or to the

beasts of prey, but He will reserve a portion

that shall sing forth his praises, in the valley

where the pure stream of life flows, making
melody in the hearts of his people.

Oh, may we ever be kept low and humble
before Jesus our Saviour, nor dare to arise, lest

we offend, except we are protected by his mighty

hand, and guided thereby.

Dear Friends, be encouraged, for I feel there

is a little of the pure love of God in the hearts

of the chosen people of Israel. I have earnestly

desired that the dear Son of God may visit us

in Spirit, and fan that little life that yet re-

mains in the humble, waiting soul, that the

bright rays may shine forth, shedding their

heavenly influence over every avenue of the

soul. May no darkness enter in to dim the

bright rays of this heavenly light, that we as a

people and Society, may walk in newness of

life, and thus fulfil our whole mission here on

earth to the praise and glory of God. Hasten

the day, O Lord, when the bright Star of Beth-

lehem may again shine into every heart, cover-

ing the earth as the waters cover the sea, thus

uniting us as one in Christ Jesus. Oh that

heavenly bliss ! Who can comprehend the wis-

dom and power of God.
H. Twitchell.

Tenth Month 25th, 1895.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Red Cedar.—The red cedar is one of the most

remarkable of American trees, being found over

the whole North American continent, and, by

one of its varieties, over many parts of Northern

Asia. It is also found in a fossil state with

many species of plants that have wholly disap-

peared, so that it has managed to hold its own
unchanged by any of the varied conditions of

environment, or by any inherent law of change

through the long ages. A remarkable specimen

was recently unearthed by the opening of the

Metzgar Indian Mound, on Deer Creek, near

Yellow Bud, in Ohio. A large bed of ashes, a

quarter of an inch in thickness, covered a space

of about ten feet by six. Near the edge of this

ash bed the large log was found. It was about

five and a quarter feet in circumference, and as

sound as if buried but a few years ago. The

side branches had been cut away from the log,

and one of the scars was so perfect that the

marks of th« stone axes used in the work are

plainly discernible. There are no cedar trees

now growing nearer than ten miles from that

immediate neighborhood, and none were there

growing when the early settlers came, so that

the trees must have disappeared from there long

ago in the past, or the improbable alternative

accepted that the log was brought from a long

distance. Evidence was furnished that the log

was originally about eighteen feet long. Right

beneath the log was the skeleton of a hur

being.

A small pen had been made of small cedar

saplings, arranged in the form of.a tepee around

the large log. The skeleton was about two feet

below the original surface of the ground, and

the earth forming the mound over the skeleton,

had a depth of about thirty-four feet from the

summit. The earth to form the mound had

evidently been brought in baskets by manual

labor, as' the " dumps" in some cases, formed by

lifferenl tinted materials, could lie distinctly

leen. The circumstances favorabli to I

ervatioc of the cedar log, had evidently aided

u preserving the skeleton, and it is possibh the

size of the log had some relation to a distin-

guished personage. The body hud been laid

straight under the log, with legs extended ami
arms at the sides. Around each wrist were two

bracelets, made of native copper, and several

hundred shell beads were around the neck and
on the chest. It is believed that the dry ashes

with which the body had been covered, in ad-

dition to the great depth from the surface, had
aided in preserving the log as well as the human
remains. Even traces of hair were found around
the skull, as well as dried and shrivelled por-

tions of the brain were found, while rude cloth

and matting, as well as buckskin, put over the

corpse before the ashes, were in a fair state of

preservation.

As the use of the cedar log would seem to have

been a matter of choice, it opens up a new field

for speculation as to the possibility of the trees

having had some special significance in the fu-

neral ceremonies of the Mound Builders. A
section of the log has been secured for the Mu-
seum of the Academy of Natural Sciences, of

Philadelphia— the exploration, indeed, having

been made under the auspices of that body.

Gold Leaf.—Over three hundred and sixty

thousand sheets of gold-leaf are needed to make
a pile one inch high. As is well known, such

gold-leaf is translucent, the material looking

green when thus viewed by transmitted light.

But these sheets are coarse stuff compared with

films obtained in a different way by Outerbridge,

iu 1877, and lately again by Swan, of the Swan
incandescent light. Common gold-leaf is simply

beaten out under mallets. But by making an

electrical deposit on clean, polished copper, and

then dissolving away the copper by acid, films

of gold have been prepared, of which two and

three-quarter millions are needed for a one inch

pile, or over ten thousand to be as thick as

common printing paper. These films are per-

fectly transparent, objects looking green as seen

through them.

Desert Plants.— F. V. Coville, Botanist to the

United States Department of Agriculture, in

his admirable "Flora of the Death Valley Ex-

pedition," dwellson a point incidentally treated

on by other authors, that apparently herbaceous

plants in our "American deserts," have really

underground trunks, often going to great depths

into the earth. In this way plants can live

through long droughts with very little loss of

moisture. Coville also remarks on the com-

paratively small foliage surface of the plants of

these regions, large-leaved plants being very

rare. Out of forty-one species of woody plants,

the leaves of which were measured, only four

had leaves of over the fifth of a square inch.

Plants which in other parts of the world have

berried or pulpy fruits, have allied representa-

tives here bearing dry fruits.

European Bison.—Iu his report of a journey

on the eastern shore of the Black Sea, Dr.

Radde gives an account of the present number

of the aurochs, or European bison. He estimates

the size of a herd at from fifty to sixty, but

thinks they will become extinct within fifty

years. A "map of the region they inhabit indi-

cates their feeding grounds as well as the di-

rection of their winter wanderings.
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The Church and the Theatre.

Christian Utera-

I am hero to affirm that the theatre of the

whole ia calculated to do moral

injury both to performers and spectators, and

therefore should uot receive the sanction of the

Christian Church.

I know what will be urged in opposition to

this thesis. That we are born with a natural love

of dramatic representation. That the theatre

cannot be driven out of the world as long as

multitudes crave the pleasure. That the Chris-

tian Church should therefore try to improve

and render harmless what is neither desirable

nor possible to destroy. My reply is addressed

no t to those who regard pleasure as supreme,

but who confess Christ as King, who for Ins

sake are willing to deny themselves unnecessary

rather than injure their own spiritual

ts,or those of others. I have no personal

antipathy to the drama, to the Greek tragedies,

and the play- of Shakespeare. Nor have I any

personal knowledge of the theatre.

But my father in his youth frequently acted

at theatres and when he became a Christian

bis whole .-.ml revolted against the theatre as

he had known it. He then became the pro-

prietor of the best country newspaper in Kent,

aud to show his opinion of theatres, he would

not advertise the theatrical companies which

came t" Maidstone. It was a great sacrifice,

for the theatre^ pay very well. My brother

Arthur, who is one of the most devoted clergy-

man I ever met, a- a young man in London
\sa- frequently at theatres, and knows all about

them, and has been behind the scenes and in the

front. He is as strongly opposed to theatrical

itions as my father was. What I refer

to dow is the present stage, no! to the theatre

of former days. . . .

Now there arc practical difficulties in connec-

tion with t!n' carrying on of the stage. The thea-

tre is a p i.ent : it does not profess

to be a place of instruction. To make it pay the

rent oft lie building and the cost of the company,
it requires c intinual attendance, or else it does

not pay; therefore there must be a great motive

to please D 't the minority, but the masses. Sec-

ondly, there is a difficulty in providing an en-

tertainment to suit the- masses. Professor Henry
Morley says that almost all the plays repre-

sented in London are translations from the

i, and that this ought not to be is very

L critic in a secular paper says :" The
plays frequently offered are thoroughly Parisian,

with personages so objectionable and incidi nts

- surprise that they have

escaped the cens ire of the Lord < Jharab srlain.

"One scene for suggestiveness was the worst

saw. The curtain falls, leaving us to

infer that the wilful violation of the seventh

i nt ground for thorough-
in edy." Mr. Burnand, a great play

writer, in the Fortnightly, says: "Itissimply
impossible for a Lri rl to enter the theatre, and
to prepare to be an actress, without all her
moral --n-e- being shocked al once, and if after-

ward she f - I m ire i a \ about it,
'". simply

prove- her deterioration." . . .

wish to speak of the influence of the

plilV oil the aCtOrS ill. Ill-elves. (iaiTIek boasted

that he BO entered into the vile chan
assumed, a- to feel that it was he himself. Dr.

I every time •>
i i

it." Mrs. Siddoua, who was a gn al actress,

when her sister married a respectable man,

though poor, said, " Thank God, she is off the

stage." I do not at all say that all actors are

immoral. Some actors may be uot only moral,

but Christian people. Bui there is a danger,

and it can be said of very few. Rousseau said,

"I observe in general that actors are men of bad

morals and given to low practices, and actresses

lead a loose life." Is that very improbable?

On the stage, is not what is falsely called love

presented as a man and woman kissing one an-

other, and is not that likely to deteriorate their

sense of modesty ? What is one of the principal

attractions of the theatre at the present day?

Is it not women scarcely dressed, or dressed so

as to represent nudity ? Are not women pre-

sented in men's attire, and men in women's at-

tire, and is not that calculated to uusex the in-

dividual so acting?

A lady who was well introduced to me, and

who had been a leading singer at a leading

church, and had a fine voice, came from America

for the purpose of preparing for the theatrical

profession. She thought she could be an actress

without injury, but she told me she could not

get on. She "could not get put into the leading

parts. Unless a lady had plenty of money to

purchase a position, or unless she was willing

to sell herself to the patron of that theatre, she

had no chance. So she gave up her idea, and

went back to America again. Actresses, says

an author of repute, have won rapturous ap-

plause from whole generations of men, who
consider that, where their pleasure is involved,

no risks of life or honor are too great for women
to run. My brother Arthur had a conversa-

tion with an actor who had become a religious

man. In fact, he could not go on with his

profession. All day his mind was filled with

costumes, face painting, aud grimaces. He had
no peace until he gave up his profession. He
spoke to my brother of the late hours, the long

rehearsals from twelve to four, the constant

flirting, the frequent familiarity with the ac-

tresses in all sorts of costume, having to go to a

great distance after the theatre was over, the

profession of love to each other in the family of

actors leading to evil. Could a converted man
tolerate that '!

Dumas, the French novelist, in answer to

some critic about plays, said :
" You are right

not to take your daughter to see my play, but
you should not take her to see the theatre at

all. The theatre, being a picture or satire of
social manners, must ever be immoral, the social

manners themselves being immoral." I remem-
ber reading a defense of the theatre by a theat-

rical manager. He was accused of putting on
the boards things which young people should
not see. He replied, " Certainly, we play for

men and women ; we represent the world as it

is ; as it is, it is not fit for the young."
I know a gentleman who was the editor of

one of our leading daily papers, a goodly man.
lie resigned, I asked him why. He told me
it was because of the continual advertisements
of the theatres, aud the favorable comment al-

ways made by the theatrical critic. He could
not -top the advertisements as editor, and there-
fore he gave up a very lofty and lucrative posi-

tion because or the character of the theatres, and
the waythey were advertised and praised in the
London newspapers. Very seldom have I seen
an editor acting as a censor of the theatre, as
they very often do of the pulpit, and denounce
and condemn theatre-, if an immoral character.
Then, a- to the influence on actors. In the
book of essays called "Obiter Dicta," there is a

reference to Tom Davies, and the point is thai

the profession of an actor demands that a mar

must destroy his own identity. Dr. Johnsor

once said to Tom Davies, "Tom, what are yot'

to-night?" "That is difficult to answer," saic

Tom, " with any true sense of human dignity

The doctor prescribes fun. Fancy being ever)

t taken as a safe prescription for the blues

to adopt as a trade making people laugh b)

delivering for one hundred nights another mau'i

jokes in a costume which the author of the joke:

would blush to be seen in." That seems un

worthy of a man of character.

Although I have not been to theatres, I havt

had something to do with those who have been

A lady— a remarkably gifted actress—cami

one day to my church. She became convincet

of the Bible truth, and, after great trouble ant

difficulty from her friends, she renounced he

Romanism and became a Bible Christian. Shi

contiuued to attend theatres. I did not pres.

her to give it up. I never preach against thi

sort of things ; I always preach Christ. But a

last she did give it up. I asked her how it wa

she had given up a lucrative profession. It wa

not, she said, through anything she had read o

heard. But in her own room, and on her km
she had asked Christ to make her holy, huml

and pure. " I went to the theatre," she said

" but I never would take an immoral part. Bu

I had to act, and be for the time what I wa

acting. I felt I could not be one thing at on'!

time, and another at another time, and so
.]

have given up my theatre." Montague Stanle;j

was a great performer, but he became a Chris

tian, and then gave up the profession, and pet

fected himself in drawing to support his wif

and family.

My argument is that it deteriorates actor

and actresses. We cannot lawfully take pleasur

in any performauce that does them injury. Th

theatre, as at present carried on, must be irj

jurious to a large multitude of young peoplt.

Mothers can hardly like to take their younj

sons and daughters to see the scenes of semi

.

nudity and immodesty at some of our theatre

It is a pleasure so doubtful, that we Christia
;

people ought to be willing to sacrifice the pleas

.

ure in order that we shall not be partakers c
1

that which to so many is so injurious. Wl
should live as those in the constant presence cl

Him who has said, " I am with you alway," an

do those things which are well pleasing in hi'

sight.

Leonard Fell, a son of Judge Fell, trave
'

ling one time, was attacked by a highwaymai

who demanded his money, which he gave him

then he desired to have his horse: Leonard di:

mounted and let him take it. Then feeling th;

power of Truth to arise in his mind, he turner

to the robber and solemnly warned him of tli^

evil of his ways. The robber, flying into a pafl

siou, asked the Friend why he preached to bin

and threatened to blow out his brains. Bt'i

Leonard replied to this effect, " Though I woul

not give my life for my money or my horse,

would give it to save thy soul." The robb(
;

was so astonished, that he declared, if he wi

such a man as that, he would take neither h

money nor his horse from him ; and returnin

both to the faithful Friend, went his way.

Divine Wisdom.—One instance of Divir

Wisdom is so illustrious that I cannot pass 1
over without notice; that is, the concealffltel

under which Providence has placed the firtwi

events of our life on earth.

—

Blair.
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A Personal Experience.

,A Christian young wmuaii alter suffering for

;eral years, was obliged to lay aside all active

irfe and go into a hospital for treatment. Upon
lamination it was found that curvature of the

Irie was the primary cause of her suffering,

tat a long and painful course of treatment

mid be necessary, but that she need not ex-

pt anything more than temporary relief. The
[Ysicians who made the examination did not

If'ow what anguish of spirit this intelligence

tnught to her. She had learned in the school

[buffering to conceal her feelings and tell her

j. rows to Jesus. It was the day before Thanks-
ring that she had been examined, and that

jernoon, while alone and trying to rest, she

rts overwhelmed for a time with doubts and
fi^rs as to her future health. It seemed more
tin she could bear to look forward to nothing

b; living in a weak body, and finally to come
[(helpless invalidism. The cruel word "curva-

e" seemed to crowd out all other thoughts,

1,1 she could find no cause for thanksgiving at

th season until, in utter despair, burying her

he in the pillow, she called on God for deliver-

j e. When she fixed her eyes upon Jesus she

Uved the truth of the promise, " Call upon me
ii

;

;he day of trouble, and I will deliver thee,

ail thou shalt glorify me."
tVhile in a semiconscious condition it seemed

Icier she saw a table with a round top in one
ccuer of the room. Around the edge of it was
wtten the word "curvature;" a few inches

fru the edge it was written again, and so on
mil the entire top of the table, except a small

Bpce in the centre, was filled with this one word
wtten in circles. The centre contained the

w;d "pain" written in red letters. While she

m looking at it the words "curvature" began
ci'ling round and round ; faster and faster they
fir, while the little word " pain " in the centre

qiyered and trembled like a piece of quick-
si er.

'he sight was more than she could bear. It

sened only to remind her afre.-h of her afflic-

tii, and she closed her eyes that she might not
se' it. Opening them again, she saw that the
ta'e had been covered with a pure white table-

cl.'h, and written on it in shining letters were
the words, " But none of these things move me,
neher count I my life dear unto myself, so

th; I might finish my course with joy." In-
stutly the load was lifted from her spirit; " the

gsnent of praise for the spirit of heaviness"
Wi given her, and in the monihsthat followed,
ri< and sweet experiences of absolute trust and
remee on God were hers. She endured the
paiful treatments with a fortitude known only
tohose who dwell in God. Seven years have
pa;ed since then, with scarcely any increase of
treble, and yet there has not been a day en-
tiily free from pain. This assurance has filled

lie heart: "Thou hast laid thine hand upon
--"' She believes that the Lord whom she
sees has her health in his keeping; that He
peuits her to " suffer for his sake ;" that she
m- help and comfort the suffering ones, and
•el them how surely the joy of the Lord will
beheir strength if they will let Him come to
able in and possess their entire being.— Chris-
tia Advocate.

Thoughts. — Within my heart
re:nS alone, and must alone reign, faith in my
Ld Jesus Christ, who alone is the beginning,
th. middle, and the end of the thoughts that
oc py me day and night.—Lather.

Items.

Wine Drinking.— The Christian Advocate of New
York publishes the following letter:

Editor Christian Advocate: Your favor ofAugust
20th duly received. .My absence from hem,, -i .

its reception prevented an earlier reply. Willi

reference to the erroneous quotation of the words
of General William Henry Harrison, at the Wash-
ington House, Chester, on his tour East during his

presidential campaign, wherein lie is quoted as
slurring the character of his former college class-

mates, I deem it my duty to make a personal ex-
planation in rebuttal, believing that I am now the

only survivor of the Reception Committe having
him in charge on that occasion.

The words in controversy—that is, " I am one of
a class of seventeen young men who graduated,
and the other sixteen filled drunkards' graves, all

through the pernicious habit of wine-drinking"
—were not uttered by the general on that occasion.

At dinner in the Washington House at Chester,
I, as a member of the committee, sat near the general
and heard all he said. After excusing himself twice

by refusing to take a ^lass of wine with one of a

committee from New York who were waiting to

take him to that city, the gentleman still persisted

in urging the matter.

Upon the third request I noticed a warm flush

suffusing the face of the general as he pushed back
his chair, and, rising with an uplifted arm, with
great earnestness exclaimed: "Sir, you may press

that cup to my lips, but its contents shall have no
reception in my stomach. I joined the army at

twenty years of age, and nineteen with me, all

about the same age, and I have had all the expo-
sure incident to army life, night and day, for

months together, with nothing but the canopy of

heaven as my covering. My comrades all have
gone to premature graves by the fashionable prac-

tice of wine drinking, while I owe all my present

health, happiness and prosperity to my resolution,

made when I started life, to avoid strong drink,

which I have never broken. Will you urge me
now I"

The effect of these words upon those present was
electrifying, the buzz of the barroom dying away
to the hush of death, while I could scarcely refrain

from applause. It is needless to say that he was
not again urged to " pledge with wine." It will

thus appear that the reference made was to his

army comrades and not to his college classmates!

I am glad, at eighty-six years of age, to be able

to give living testimony to what was said on that

occasion, and thus correct a wrong that might at-

tach to both his comrades and himself, an office

winch perhaps none other living could perform.

H. L. Powell, of the committee.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Beer Drinking.— A correspondent in the Sun
charged Dr. Funk with being a fanatic oh account
of some statements he made concerning beer. Dr.

Funk replies in part thus: "The fact that the
Germans drink beer and yet are strong, he thinks

a conclusive, sort of ad hominem, argument that

beer drinking as the Germans drink is not hurtful.

Is this true? It is the business of life insurance
men to make a study of longevity. They have re-

duced this study to something like an exact sci-

ence. Prejudice, narrowness or fanaticism has no
more to do with it than it has with a table of logar-

ithms. It is with these men simply a question of

cold business facts. Shepard Homans, the well-

known actuary, long the President of the Provident
Life Assurance Society, says :

" ' It is my observation that malt liquor taken
habitually by the moderate drinker tends to in-

crease mortality : for it is a fact that the rate of

mortality is greater among the Germans than
amnns our native American population.'

" President Greene, of the Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Company, says:

" ' I protest against the notion so prevalent and
so industriously urged that beer is harmless and a

desirable substitute for the more concentrated liq-

uors. What beer may be and what it may do in

other countries and climates I do not know from
observation. That in this country and climate i's

use is an evil only less than the use of whiskey, if

less on the whole, and that iis effect is only not

longer delayed, not bo immi lia 1

1 and i

bad, its incidents not so n • -true-live

,i.I have seen abi i
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Southern ihrui* i- the title of a book pre-

pared by Fernando ( 1. C'artland, of Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y*., who during bis residence in the

Southern States, industriously collected the nar-

ratives of many Friends as to their experiences
during the civil war, waged on the part of the
" Confederacy " to support the system of slavery.

It is a valuable and interesting compilation, and
furnishes an instructive chapter in the history

of the "Great Rebellion." We hope the author
will find a sale for his book sufficient to remun-
erate him for his labor. We believe the agent
for Philadelphia and its vicinity is Austin C.

Leeds, No. 817 Filbert St.

The following review of the book, prepared

by a friend at our request, we adopt ami publish

in preference to writing one of our own :

This book contains a very interesting narrative
of the experience of many Friends who Buffered

f.r their testimony against war during the years

1861—5. In several cases the account bas been
furnished by the sufferers themselves, from notes
made, or letters written at the time, recounting
from day to day the deep exercises through which
they passed, and their unshaken reliance upon
Divine support. Great as was the suffering en-
dured by these Friends, we have no reason to be-

lieve it to be overstated, and the recital of it, to-

gether with that of the dreadful events which are
brought into view in connection with these ac-

counts, convey a deeper impression of the awful-
ness of the calamities through which our country
passed at that time than is to be found in many of
the popular histories, which, written largely by the

advocates or apototrists of war, deal but lightly with

the conscientious objections or sufferings of those

who in this trying period declared, in the language
of conduct, " I am a Christian, and therefore I can
not fight."

Among the individuals whose experiences, after

having been drafted or conscripted into the Con-
federate army, are given somewhat in detail, are

those of Thomas Hinshaw and Amos Hinshaw,
Cyrus and Nathan Barker, and William B. Hock-
et"t, Himelius and Jesse Hockett, and Rufns l'.

King; some of whom were taken prisoners after

the battle of Gettysburg, and imprisoned in Fort
Delaware, and who afterwards were liberated by
application ofFriends of Philadelphia, and brought
to this city, but the sufferings of many others are

especially mentioned, some of whom did not long

survive the cruelties practised upon them.

The payment of a tax instead of performing
military service was advised against by the Yearly

Meeting of North Carolina. Some, however, of its

members yielded so far as to comply with this de-

mand, which, however, in several instances, did

not exempt them from subsequent ill-usage, yet

others nobly and consistently bore their testimony

against this exaction, saying that they could not

hire others to do that which they believed was
wrong. It is a very remarkable circumstance, as

stated in this book, that there is but one instance

of a member of our Society having abandoned his

principles in relation to war by accepting arms,

and entering the ranks of the Confederate army.
The account says : "He was promptly disowned by
his meeting at home as soon as it became known.
Soon afterwards he entered a battle. He was one

of the first, if not the first, to be killed."

"This was the only instance that has come to

our knowledge of a Southern Friend abandoning
his principles, and we believe there was no other.

The result of this case makes even more striking

the remarkable preservation from violent death of
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• who, under Mich trying circumstances,

r allegiance to the Prince of Peace,

„„,) for irkably cared."

Previous to detailing the events winch led to the
-

5, a brief review is

I

•!,.. history of our country in reference to

f the Civil War. the de-

it of that iniquitous system is trac

in i's insane gras
political structure,

i, to ili the overt act which brought it in collision

with theGeneral Government, Subsequently the

movements which wcr.- inaugurated after the war

to bring relief to ihe impoverished people ot the

e referred to, particularly to those carried

on bv the " Baltimore Association of Friends to ad-

I assist Friends in the Southern States,"

and which show a total expenditure of one hun-

dred and thirty-eight thousand three hundred dol-

lar-, ehictlv u-ed in providing physical relief, and

|-,.r the education ol the children. Many of the

experiences ree rded, and ot those who surtereci

rather than forsake their principles, and the self-

denying efforts of others connected with them, af-

I r I -Tikim: instances of Divine preservation and

an overruling Providence, and cannot but strength-

en our faith in the merciful interposition of Him
who watches over his depending children for good,

and • auses even the wrath of man to praise Him.

It ha- I n a cause ol regret to observe that the

author, in preparing a book which so fully illus-

trates the soundness of the testimony of Friends,

both against slavery and war, should not have

maintained our testimonies in regard to the names

of the days and months, and the disuse of compli-

mentary titles which characterize the writings of

those who are fully convinced of the principles of

our Society.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
USITEO States.—.lames C. Matthews (colored) Re-

corder of Deeds at Washington, District of Columbia,

under I'resident Cleveland's first administration, has

been elected .lodge of the Recorder's Court, of Albany,

k. He was nominated and elected on the

regulai Democratic ticket, "his the highest judi-

, ial office ever held by a man of his race in this coun-

ts."
Chief Hazen, of the Secret Service, has been in-

formed that his officers in Chicago' have captured 30,-

unt.ii.it United Mates .stamp* and the plates

IV which they were printed. The stamps were

made by the " Mr-. Mack gang," nearly all of whom
are now in custody.

Judge Hughes, in Wheeling, West Virginia, has
,1,- idea that lb.- Mat.- law taxing cigarette dealers

was constitutional. L'nited States Judge Goff recently

declared the law unconstitutional under the Inter-

Stale Coinm.
The (hi.ka-au. Legislature has passed a bill to

tally repudiating intermarriage citizens of the Nation
while men who have married squawe -and

declaring them non-citizens, without any rights what-
ever. The execution of this law will be bitterly con-

the "intermarriage citizens" are by far the

wealthiest in the Nation.

Il i- believed that an extensive field of valuable

co .1 li is l .-en discovered » ithin fifty miles of Juneau,
Alaska. If this proves to be s... it will, of course,

mean ver) much foi the development of that region.

It is known thai excellent coal exists in many paits

, bill the discoveries hitherto have been re-

mole ti i ins.

Iter -kin- were brought to the
. Masks Indians this year, according to the

Furs of

n v thousand dollars

U
wealth in tor- i- very great, and in tnanj

Waslli
I

pi oiui mo-
a nui ibei "i fai

men in Franklin < ounly, on the southeastern border,
I I"- 'i- as an experiment, and the

yield p. tally abundant.

tie 111 that

It i- •

luring i iv.r- are contin-
'I III three

Herring were never io plentiful on the Massachu-

setts coast as this year, and the catch so far has been

phenomenally large.
_ .

For the first time in history cranberry picking on

I
pi od had to he -uspended' last week because of a

snow storm.

Yerv little honey will be gathered in many locali-

ties this vear, as a 'direct result of the unusually long

drought. Flowers were comparatively scarce, and

the bees seemed 1$ get little honey from what (lowers

there were. In Several parts of Pennsylvania, it is

said, there is danger of the bees starving to death

during the winter. In many districts there is no

honey to gather for market, the little collection be-

in- needed by the bees for their own use.

The New York correspondent of the Public Ledger

remarks :
" There are 555 churches in the city of New

York and more than 8,0U0 places licensed to sell beer

and other liquors. It is claimed that the increase in

the number of savings banks depositors since January

1st and the increase of $15,000,000 in the amount of

deposits are due largely to the savings of the poor

from the closing of the" saloons on Sunday. There
are 4,600,000 barrels of beer drunk here in a year.

This is at the rate of two and a half barrels for every

man, woman and child in the city. New York has

more saloons than any other city in the country. She
has considerably more than five times as many as

Philadelphia, although her population is not twice

as large."

On the morning of the 6th instant a battery of boil-

ers in the building of the Evening Journal, in Detroit,

exploded, wrecking two buildings, killing 37 persons,

wounding oihers and causing a money loss of $1)0,1)011.

The Fall River Line Steamer Puritan ran ashore

in a fog on Big Gull Rock, ten miles from New Lon-
don, Connecticut, early on the morning of the 9th

inst. The 150 passengers were taken off by a tug

later in the day, but the big steamer is high on the

rocks, and her outer shell is pierced. All efforts to

float her off" the rocks had failed at last accounts.

There were 423 deaths in this city last week, which
is 37 more than the previous week and 31 more than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the foregoing,

104 were males and 229 were females :
•">."> died of con-

sumption; 4S of pneumonia; 47 of heart disease; 2i

of diphtheria; 17 of bronchitis; 15 of membranous
croup; 14 of old age; 14 of convulsions; 13 of apo-
plexy ; 13 of cancer; 12 of typhoid fever; 11 of in-

flammation of the stomach and bowels; 10 of inanition
;

10 from casuilties; 10 of Bright's disease, and 9 of

marasmus.
Markets, &c— U. S. 2's, 96 J ; 4's. 1907, reg., Ill J a

112} ; coupon, 112 a 112A , 4's," 1925, 121 a 121.V ; 5's,

114J a 115} ; currency 6's, 101 a 110.

COTTON.— Official quotations for midd'g uplands, 9c

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.50 a (14.25;
spring bran, in sacks, spot, $13.50 a $14.25.

Flour.— Winter super, $2.35 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.60 a$2.S5
;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25

;

do., do., straight, $3.25 a $3.35
; Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.25; do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent, $3.45 a $3.05 ; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.00;
do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.45 a $3.65

;

do., favorite brands, higher; city mills, extra, $2 60 a
$2 00; do., clear, $3.15 a $3.30 ;' do , straight, $3.30 a

(3.50; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.85.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 66J a 66j|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 31; a 35'c.
No. 2 white oats, 24J a 25c.

Bekf Cattle — Extra, none here; good, 4} a 4ic;
medium, Z% a 4c; common, 3 a 3Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.— Extra, 3j "a 31c.; good. 2| a 3c;
medium, 2| a 2lc , common, U a 2c; lambs, 2i a 4ijc

lloi.s. — Hest Western, 5| a 5Jc; other grades in
proportion. No State bogs here.

Foreign.—Great interest attaches to Lord Salis-
bury's speech on the r.niish foreign policy, delivered
on the night of the 19th instant, at the Lord Mayor's
banquet. In regard to moral suasion on Turkey, he
said: " \\ hat if the Sultan is not persuaded? I am
hound to say that the news reaching us from Constan-
tinople does not give much cheerfulness in that re-
spect. You will readily understand (hat I can only
-peak briefly on such a matter. It would bedangerous

the opinions that are on my lips lest they
injure the cause of peace and good order, which
ah ive all things, 1 have at heart.

" Turkey is in the remarkable position that she has
"

'

'
-

1 " 1 "' f<T half a century, mainly because the
1'owcrs resolved that for the Peace of Christendom
it was m-ressary th it she si 1,1 stand. The danger
19 ,!i: ' 1 if, theO isn Empire falls, it would not be
merely a danger lhat would threaten its territory.
It would be the danger that the tire there lit would

spread to other nations, involving all that is

powerful and civilized in Europe in a dangeroir

flict.

"Throughout the negotiations nothing was impri

more strongly upon my mind than the dispos'

the Powers to act together, and their profound i

of the appalling danger any separation of their i

might produce."

The new Turkish ministry, according to a disp

from Constantinople, are not likely to bring ab

better feeling in political and diplomatic circles,

are looked upon as nothing more than puppets of i

Sultan.

The Governors in the various provinces in Tur I

have been instructed to prevent the populace from I

tempting to repress public disorder, inasmuch as 1

1

duty lies with the civil and military authorities. 3

A despatch from Constantinople to the Timet t
j

that the entire body of foreign diplomats accred ft

to the Turkish capital regard the present conditio fj

things as unbearable. The sole policy of the 8u J]

in the circumstances is that of playing offthePovjl

against one another, a policy which he has purs I

in many previous emergencies with success, but u iff

this occasion he is completely nonplussed by i\

unanimity of the representatives of the Powen H
pressing their demands.

Reports of wholesale massacres reach the Embai $

in St. Petersburg from all directions. The ophli

grows, even in diplomatic circles, that the Sultan c
ordered the extermination of the Armenians.
A Vienna despatch says that Russian forces ^rj

occupy Armenia in a few days if the disorders H
tinue.

The Kurds have assumed such an attitude of d H
gard to all authority, that it is believed in Cons

i-J

tinople that the officials are now powerless to m
them from continuing their massacreing and pilla;tj

It is announced that 120,000 troops will besentagiH
them.
The influence of forests in protecting the V.I

supply is well illustrated in the case of Greece. 9
ancient days she possessed 7,500,000 acres of foi

To day she has hardly 2,000,000 acres, and tbesca (f>

of water and other injurious climatic effects are t: Hi

able to the destruction of the trees.

The most rapid growth in the exports of Japan is.

floor mattings, which now go to the United State! J*
Europe in lots of 100,000 bales at a time.

A new volcano, which is emitting immense qulij

ties of smoke, lava and fire, has been discovert tfr

Jalcotan, Mexico.
A Canadian Court has decided that if a man ir it

way injures a lady's dress by ejecting tobacco

from his mouth he is responsible for the amou'OH

damage done.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conven S|

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage Ut

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46, l|)

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met J»

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen i|tV

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To p
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phoi Ml

Zebedee Haines, Sui

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The first mifM
of Friends' Institute Lyceum will be held at 1 \B>

Sixteenth St., on Sixth-day, Eleventh Month !£
8 p. m. J. Henry Barti.ett, Chairrn.

"Mary Pryor," a life story of a hundred '

ago." Cloth; 16 mo.; 160 pages. By mail, 50
New American Edition. For sale by SaMoV
Garrioues, 1512 Chestnut Street, Phila.

Died, Eleventh Month 4th, in her eighty-

year, Sarah Loyd, a beloved member of the M<
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the W
District. She was a lineal descendant of TI

Lloyd, a Welsh Quaker who came to Pennsylva
1694, and was a granddaughter of William So
one of the seventeen Philadelphia Friends wi
cause for conscience' sake they could not taV

oath of allegiance, were banished to the wilds
ginia during the War of the Revolution.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, Seven!
29th, 1895, Hannah R. Newbold, widow of

H. Newbold, in the eighty-seventh year of he
a member of the Monthly Meeting of Frie
Philadelphia for the Northern District.
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843.—Our Friend, John Pease, also accom-
p:ied them on a similar Gospel errand. He
hsgone to visit Friends in Canada. The pres-

er is a remarkable epoch, not only in the po-

lii'al, but in the religious world.

t seems every society has its shaking (in-

te'ied), as I believe, to take off the attention

ofaan from man.
o much dependence has been and is placed

on hireling, man-made ministry, which must
evatually fall to the ground, as the true knowl-
ede of the saving Gospel of life and salvation

spads in the hearts of the people, and they

armore brought to know for themselves Christ

whin, the hope of glory."

i"he noble testimony which our religious So-
city has always, and does, support against an
hiding ministry, I trust will be faithfully main-

taed, notwithstanding the opposition made by
th;e who preach for "hire and divine for

fluey."

'enth Month.—Our beloved Friends, Isabel

Cjson and Rachel Priestman, have attended the

dijrent Monthly Meetings in this city. Their
G pel labors, as well as their company, have
bei very acceptable to Friends generally.

fumble in their deportment and manners,
at much more resembling Friends who for-

raly visited us than some who were not long
she amongst us.

lleventh Month.—We are again favored to

hfethe evening meetings opened for the win-
te which, so far, have been solemn seasons and
,la/ely attended by Friends and others.

>ur dear Friend, John Pease, has attended
tn of them, in which he was engaged in pow-
er!, interesting testimonies.

ie appears to be an humble, unassuming
lower of the Lamb, qualified to do good, and
witrust his labors will be blessed, as he seems
geerally approved and united with by the solid
p.". of the Society. After attending the Yearly
Miting of Baltimore, the Quarterly Meeting
of Joncord and the meetings generally in the
cj

,
and some around about it, he left here for

Nv York about two weeks ago, to visit Friends
mhat State and Canada.
econd Month 22nd, 1844.—I think it right

toecord the many favors of the last week, par-

ticularly our dear Isabel Casson and Rachel

Priestman having laid a concern before last

Monthly Meeting to visit the families of this

district, which was feelingly united with. They
have nearly completed their arduous engage-

ments, I believe to general satisfaction. We
have had the privilege of their company and

labors, which 1 trust will be blessed, and that

have been received in a portion of the love in

which it was administered. I often have thought

what a blessing it is to have been so preserved

as to be favored to be united to those who are

walkiug in the narrow way, and to have my
mind so drawn from worldly maxims, pursuits

and fashions, by which I see so many are drawn
aside from that which can alone afford substan-

tial peace and joy, who, though they feel their

want and misery, despise the means which can

only satisfy the weary soul and fill that void

which all their pretended happiness and enjoy-

ment, can never supply. I pity them, and mourn
over their mistaken joy.

Our evening meetings are seasons of favor and

instruction, are very large and crowned with

heavenly solemnity. In that of the twenty-fifth

inst., we had the company of Dugan and Ase-

nath Clark, who are under concern to visit Great

Britain, &c, and who embarked in the packet

Thomas P. Cope on Second-day morning, the

26th. Asenath took an affectionate and solemn

leave of the large and interesting assembly at

the meeting.

We trust they will be under the protection of

Him whom winds and waves obey, and their

mission be received and blessed to those to whom
they may be sent. She is the daughter of the

venerable Nathan Hunt, of New Garden, North

Carolina, which was the place of their late resi-

dence.

Third Month 31st.—Our evening meetings

closed. Our beloved friend, Isabel Casson, ap-

peared in an impressive, solemn manner, exalt-

ing the kindness and mercy of our bounteous

Creator in the language, " Day unto day utter-

eth speech, night unto night showeth knowl-

edge."

There is no speech nor language where their

voice is not heard. Their line is gone out through

all the earth and their words to the end of the

world.
" When I consider the heavens, the work of thy

fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast

ordained, what is man that thou art mindful of

him," &c?
She was followed by our dear William Evans,

in a powerful awakening testimony to those

who were daring to doubt the truths of the

Gospel testimony to the divinity of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ, describing the awful

situation of such as were endeavoring to deny it

themselves and to lead others to destruction.

Our beloved Isabel then concluded in solemn,

harmonious supplication. I desire to be grate-

ful for the privilege I have enjoyed in being

able to attend every one of them, which have

been from the first seasons of deep and heavenly

solemnity, which, as a canopy, has covered each

sitting, crowning the labor which has been be-

stowed in tin- "demonstration of the Spirit and
of power," by well qualified instruments, with

its sacred unction.

Fourth Month 12th.—Returned on Third-

day, the 10th, from my brother Israel's, in

Chester County, after a pleasant visit of a few

days, having been at our Westtown Boarding

School, attending the examination as one of the

Visiting Committee. It was an interesting sea-

son, and I trust the good seed sown by several

valuable ministers, who were of the Committee,

will not be lost. Surely " his Word will not

return void, but accomplish that whereunto it

was sent."

Fourth Month 19th.—Our Yearly Meeting

closed this afternoon, and has been a " favored,

precious season, not only in the powerful, excel-

lent communications of many gifted servants

and handmaidens, among whom were dear

Isabel C.tsson, Rachel Priestman and John
Pease, as well as several other dear Friends

from our own and distant Yearly Meetings. The
solemnity and quietness which covered every

sitting with the harmony that was shown in

conducting the important business which came
before it, with the deep attention manifested by

the solid deportment of the young people, many
of whom, as was expressed by a precious sister

in her endearing address to them, in the lan-

guage formerly applied to the Apostles of our

Lord, " They took knowledge of them that they

had been with Jesus."

It is thought not less than fifteen or sixteen

hundred women Friends were in attendance,

and the men's meeting was also very large.

I sincerely hope that these favors may not be

forgotten, for surely no people are more favored

with " the dews of heaven and the fatness of the

earth." Amongst these favors is that of a free

Gospel ministry, being delivered from the bond-

age of having "those to preach who preach for

hire and divine for money.

John Pease left the city on Seventh-day, the

20th, as did also R. Hubbs" and M. R. Carpenter,

bound to attend the approaching Yearly Meet-

ing of Virginia.

The number of Friends there is so diminished

by removals, &c, it is likely to be the conclu-

sion of this ancient Yearly Meeting, the mem-
bers of which are to be joined to Baltimore.

A Half Year's Meeting is to be held. The

time when that is to take place is to be fixed on

by the Committee appointed to attend from

each of their meetings on this interesting sub-

ject and occasion.

Our beloved friend, Sarah Emlen (wife of

James Emlen, a valuable elder in the Society),

a minister of the Gospel, sound in faith and prac-

tice, having certificates of full unity from her

Monthly and Quarterly Meetings to visit the

churches in Great Britain, Ireland, &c, received

the full approbation of the Meeting of Ministers

and Elders, it is likely will embark for England

on the twenty-fifth of next month.

We trust that He who has thus put her forth

will be with her.
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Filili Month 31st— < >ax dear Sarah Emlen

embarked the twenty-fifth inst., on board the

packet-ship Susquehanna. On board the same

ere Sarah Morria and her brother Pas-

chall, Samuel \V 1 and several other passen-

sidea one hundred in the steerage. A
large number of Friends attended theru on

board the steamboat Clinton, which conveyed

them to the ship.

On the previous evening we had a precious

parting season. William Kite and William

Evans sweetly addressed her in the language

..i enc luragement, and Mary Ann Loyd was

favored in prayer.

We trust i Lev will be wafted by propitious

wind- and wavi 8 to their destined port.

Sixth Month 4th.—New York Yearly Meet-

ing closed on the thirty-first ultimo. It was said

to be a favored season] Our dear friends, John

Pease and Isabel ( lasson attended. The former

is going toward New England to make a gene-

ral visit to the meetings there, accompanied by

Samuel Hides, of Wilmington, a valuable elder

and Bui table companion.
Dear Isabel arrived in this city last evening.

Attended our meeting this morning in silence.

Sixth Month 9th.—First-day morning. Had
a favored meeting. Dear Isabel Casson was

engaged in solemn supplication. She sweetly

interceded for those far separated from us on

the sea, who had been brought into near re-

membrance, that they might be preserved, amid
fear and danger, to make covenant to serve the

Lord faithfully the remainder of their days. It

was an interesting, solemn season. In the after-

noon rdie was engaged to revive the language,
" "As the hart panteth after the water-brooks, so

panteth my soul after thee, God.' When shall

I come and appear before thee, O God '?" On
which she enlarged in a sweet and encouraging
manner, saving she had been in company with

some panting souls, whom she encouraged to

persevere in seeking after the "water of life,"

in the belief that they would be replenished in

the Lord's time, with its soul-sustaining stream.
Our friend, Rachel 1'riostman. has been con-

cerned to visit the city of Washington, for the

purpose of having a meeting for the members of
< Congress, &c., which is said to have been largely

attended, quietly conducted, and appears to

have given general satisfaction.

Our friends, Rachel Hubbs and M. R. C;

pi nter, have returned from their Southern jour-
ney, and appear comforted with the faithful

performance of this servii e.

Sixth Month L2th.- Dear Regina Shober and
•lam- Johnson left the city last Sixth-day, in

order to visit tin- meeting composing Salem and
Baddonfield Quarterly Meetings, in which we
trust they will be favored with help from the
I lolv Sanctuary.

i ih Month 17th.—Since my last record,

I ii nds finished their mission, and
turned home in peace.

Aii x \ni,i.i; MACK.thef under ofthe Dunk
ard Church, was an adherent of Hochmann
until the year 1708, when Maek was baptized
by immersion in a stream. As Hochmann did
not unite with him. Mack, from this time on,

d opponent to him. Ai a
'•' rtain meeting in Switzerland, Hochmann -nee
spoke a few words of admonition and edifica-
tion. Maek contradicted him a.,. I publicly
denounced him a- a hypocrite and fanatic, to
all of which Hochmann answered with meek
silence. \t the close ofthe meeting, Hochmann

arose, and, cordially embracing Mack, said

smilingly, " When you, dear brother, are in

heaven and see me arrive there, too, you will

rejoice and say, " Well, well, there comes our

dear brother Hochmann also !'
"

For "THE FRIEND."

Letter from Germany.

Our sprightly correspondent, E. S. K., has

.-(tit a description of a visit to Hamelin, a place

noted in the old German traditions as the scene

of a fabulous adventure with rats, which infested

the town.

According to the legend the place was so

much infested with rats that the officers of the

town offered a large reward to any one who
would free the town ofthe pest. The task was

undertaken by a man, who from his peculiar

dress was called the "pied piper." He accord-

ingly went into the street, and commenced play-

ing on a magic flute which he carried, when the

rats poured out of the houses and followed him

into the river, wdiere they were all drowned.

Thinking that they were now free of the rats,

the officers refused to pay the price agreed upon.

Then the piper again commenced playing on

his flute, and the children ofthe town swarmed
after him into a cave of the adjoining moun-
tains, where the rocks closed ou them, and they

were seen no more.

We have not been able to find the origin of

this fable, but it is evidently one of considerable

antiquity, and probably originated in Asia, for

there is a similar story related of the people of

Ispahan, in Persia, who were punished for their

dishonesty by the strangling of a large number
of their women.

Another version of the same fable is less

tragic, for in that case the plague was ants and
the penalty the drowning of their pigs.

It is most probable that all of these fables

had a common origin.

" One of the most vivid recollections of my
childhood, as I look back over that far away
time, is a reading book containing the illustrated

story of ' Pied Piper of Hamelin.' The deep
impression that it made is probably due to the

fact that I grew up with almost none of the
books which usually are given to children, or
read to them by way of entertainment, for with
the sole exception of the tragic ' Death and
Burial of Cock Robin.' D'Aubigne's 'History
of the Reformation ' was the most exciting
literature that I was allowed to indulge in, up
to the time I was ten years old. Do not be
surprised then, if this story of the ' Piper of
Hamelin.'fastened itself with indelible impress
upon my imagination, being as fresh to-day as
it was in that childhood time.

" That Hamelin was a real place never en-
tered my mind

; that was not at all necessary
to my firm belief in the story, and yet when I
found myself with a large party of jovial Ger-
man-., seated in the car, with a ticket marked
'Hamelin,' I was ready to accept with unhesi-
tating credulity whatever I might hear or see.
It was a perfect day in autumn, what the Ger-
mans would call 'ein herlicher Tag,' and as it
was the last day of the year when a one way
ticket would be good for return as well, both the
depot at Hanover and the small stations alono-
the road were crowded with eager faces, and
there was such a rush as I supposed was im-
possible in this drowsy land. We were fortunate
in securing a vacant compartment.
"The quaint town of Hamelin lies an hour

: "" 1 a ball by train from Hanover, surrounded

by the ' Weserbergen ' Mountains, a little leij

than a thousand feet high, with the Weser Rive
1

here only a large creek, flowing through tlj

valley, in whose quiet shelter nestles this hi;

to ric town.
" There is a new Hamelin, with wide streets an

\

handsome houses and finely laid out grounds-,

but who comes to the Old World to see ne|

things? For my part I would not mind di

pensing with them altogether, at least so far ;,

seeing them is concerned. It was old Hameli

with its historic associations that so charmtj

me. Our first objective point was the ' Ratte

fiiuger House,' with its elaborately carved frop

and curious decorations, it stands a perfe

monument of the past. The lower story is
;,j

present occupied by a bakery. I hastened acre

the street, that I might buy one of the famo
|

rats made out of bread that I had heard we-,

for sale there. To my disappointment, the jovi

faced baker told me they were all sold, b\

after some exclamations of dismay on my pa

he gave me the consoling information th

there were many more bakeries in town, at

thai they all dealt in bread rats. I soon fjfl

that I could for the consideration of ten phenn

(two and a half cents) a piece, forma collect*

of these specimens of natural history, done \\

in all conceivable forms, only less inimeu

than that of the living animals that follow

the Piper through the streets, on that meraoi^

ble moonlight night so long ago. Rats, onM
the pest, are now the pride of Hamelin, a.H

the good people have earned more golden guldj

by their means, than they saved, when they .1

fused the Piper his pay.
" We did not climb to the loft of theSU

Rathaus to see if the magic circles were at*
there, nor yet into the council chamber, whf,

the worthy burgers ottered the strange visit i

j

the five thousand gulden if he would free t

town of the plague, but we saw the dell in t

mountains which was formed when the eai

closed over the army of children that he h

lured away.
" But there is more than this of interest

Hamelin—for the cathedral dates back to 7-

A. D., and the old wall is still standing in ma
places, and if one were to spend a whole d

threading the narrow streets, he would fi

ever new objects of interest— quaint sayii

painted on the front of the houses, with curie

carvings in all conceivable forms; and upj.

stories, each extending farther over the stre

until in many places, the sunlight hardly pe:

trated belcw.
" Next to their pride in rats, the good pec

of Hamelin rejoice in the mountain that ri

so abruptly directly back ofthe town, and w
they may, for not only does the beautifu

graded walk through the trees to the sumii

give ever and anon charming glimpses of I

valley below, but from the top the viewi

superb, for it stands quite alone, taking in I

whole broad sweep of the horizon— with moi

tains and towns, running water and cultivai

fields.

"True to German custom there is upon I

summit a garden where many things can

had to drink, and if you have brought alo

' kuchen,' you can take your ease, drink I
coffee or milk if you do not want beer, a

enjoy the splendid panorama spread out befj

you. There are numerous paths that lead do

from the summit, but any one of them will ti|

you not only to the foot, but through so
j

other garden, where another refreshing drauji

can be indulged in, seated in some charm|
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l<ik, with an outlook over the valley of the

User to the mountains beyond.

f
1 The full moon hung high in heaven, flood-

Lithe quiet streets with light, as we made our

fc back to the station. But 1 at least felt

fat, only half the charms of the place had been

pjausted, and that more than ever I wished

i..in to visit the quaint old town of Hamelin."

Phe accompanying letter gives some insight

hi the difficulties attending the effort to learn

ilreign language—so as to speak it properly,

fls includes not only a knowledge of the

bining of the words, but of the idioms of the

Lkuage. In speaking of her niece, an Ameri-

Bgirl ten years of age, she says: " It is very

b'ay how the child has taken on the spirit of

H language, and can express herself quite

v.l. The other day she amused the people at

tl table very much, especially the American

Ktor, who after seven months' study ofgram-

tr here in Hanover can hardly speak so well.

Jappened to be away in the afternoon, and

lilnot return till after supper was under way,

flu doctor asked where I was, and the child

fevered without hesitation, ' Ich katin selbst

|i>it begreitfen,sie hat wer gesagt, sie hatte ein

^fweh unci wiirde ein spatzier gang marchen,

iri sie ist noch nicht zuruck gekommen.' Lit-

tly that is, 'I can itself not understand.

H has to me said, she had a headache, and

wild a walk make, and she is yet not back

ecie.'
"

i j'he letter mentions that the writer sometimes

Wit her evenings with a " Fraulein Stiiven,"

W) gave her instructions in German, and

Bi'tes the advice of an old man, one of her

fejow-boarders, to return early, because her

p:h lay by an old graveyard, and " at ten the

gists get up." Whether this is a common
Groan superstition we know not. In thisgrave-

y»d there is an epitaph which dates about A. d.

110, the translation of which is

"For all time bought
This grave dares never to be opened."

A seed must have been in the ground,

w'ich sprouted and pushed its tiny stem through
afopeniug between the massive stones. It grew
all grew, until now it is a large tree, and the

tc stone is quite pushed over, and the grave
rdly opened by the hand of nature, that pays
n much regard to the desires and wishes of

slrt-sighted man—but is it not strange that it

sluld have been this grave that was thus

o::ned ?"

Crue Incidents.—A professor of religion en-

ted a meeting-house in which special services

vri-e being held.' He felt impelled to go up
a'l take the front seat, but he resisted the im-
pse, having in common with many other peo^

p, a dislike for being himself so conspicuous
ad at the same time unable to look at his

nghbors. The people came in rapidly and
t'i! house was soon apparently full, but he was
B'thorned by the repeated conviction that he
bonged on the front seat, that, though half

hlined to attribute the impulse to childish

n-vousness, he yielded to the call and, at con-
serable inconvenience to himself and others,

n.de his way to the front.

He had but fairly taken his seat, when he
vs annoyed to discover that he was by the side

othe man of all men that he most emphatically
dliked. How could he lift up his heart to

Cid in the near presence of this profane, jeer-

ir sinner? How was it possible for him to

p any good or do any good under the shadow

of this evil and chilling influence? But as the

meeting advanced he felt the Spirit so strongly

upon him that, without a thought of further

resistance, he fell upon his knees and poured

out his soul in prayer. And while he prayed,

the man at his side knelt also and followed

with a broken confession of repentance and be-

lief.

He afterwards said :
" I did not mean to do

this thing, but when you knelt and prayed so

tenderly for the lost, I felt that you were pray-

ing for me, and it pierced my wicked heart with

conviction."

The man who had first prayed, heard this

with much marvel and thanksgiving and felt

his own soul strengthened to a stronger faith.

A Ruined Life.

BY PROFESSOR VICTOR WILKER.

Intemperance is an unmitigated evil, under-

mining the foundations of society. It is the

mildew that has blighted many a bright intel-

lect, just developing into the strength of man-

hood, arresting its growth and crippling it for-

ever. It has robbed thousands of their man-

hood, their inspiration and their ideals, and set

them adrift, to be finally dashed upon the rocky

shores of despair.

At times there looms up before my mental

vision the venerable form of one of my early

teachers. He was the first to create in my mind

a thirst for knowledge, and to inspire me with

lofty ideals. He was a frequent and welcome

visitor at my father's house. For hours I would

listen to the words of wisdom as they fell like

music from his lips. His knowledge was com-

prehensive, and his powers of communication

were wonderful. His Latinity was of the pur-

est, and the facility with which he wielded the

classic idioms of antiquity is rarely witnessed

in this country. Nor was he less conversant

with the intricate questions in theology and

philosophy. The history of earth's nations he

spread out like a panorama before our aston

ished gaze. As a pulpit orator, his eloquence

was simply grand. I have heard the most

celebrated preacher of England, and listened

to the three greatest that America can boast of,

but they did not hold their audiences so spell-

bound, Sunday after Sunday, as he did. His

extraordinary capabilities will appear less in-

credible when I state that he was the son of a

Consistorialrath at one of the German courts,

and had received a superior education, the best

that money and European universities could

furnish. You may ask, " How did this man,

who certainly might have filled the highest po-

sitions in Germany, come to take charge of a

congregation in America?" At the time, this

was a profound mystery, which people vainly

endeavored to penetrate. After a sojourn of

one year, however, it was discovered that he

was the slave of strong drink. Having been

found intoxicated several times, he was obliged,

at the end of the second year, to dissolve his

connection with our church, and left for parts

unknown.
Many years had passed since the events trans-

pired that have been narrated above. The

youthful student had developed into manhood,

but the image of his former friend and instruc

tor had never faded from his memory. Some
years ago, during the summer vacation, as I

"was travelling in a Western state, I met an old

acquaintance, who, in the course of conversation,

stated that he had heard of a small rural con-

gregation some eight miles distant, whose new

pastor was creating a sensation by means of his

wonderful pulpit eloquence.

As J was travelling for recreation principally,

1 resolved to interview this modern Bossuet.

Accordingly, at an early hour on the following

morning, I started for the village designated

by my friend. Inquiring for the residence of

the clergyman, I was directed to a small log-

cabin in the rear of the miniature chapel. On
knocking, the door was opened by an elderly

woman whose emaciated features and haggard

looks indicated thai she had seen hard times.

I was told that the Herr Pastor was still in bed,

but if I desired to see him he would soon be at

my service.

It was not long before the clergyman made
his appearance. I judged him to be about

seventy years old. His beard and hair were

gray, and his features wore an exceedingly

haggard expression. Soon our conversation was

in full flow, and we talked with as much free-

dom as if we had long been intimate friends.

When we happened to touch classic ground,

and began to discuss the ancient world with its

languages, literatures, philosophies and antiqu-

ties, a strauge inspiration seemed to come over

the old man. His eyes began to sparkle, the

color came back to his pallid cheeks, and his

voice grew tremulous with excitement as he

poured forth with astonishing facility stores of

ancient lore. Dinner was announced, but the

frugal meal set before us did not interrupt our

conversation, nor change its tone. For an hour

or longer we sat at the table, enjoying the in-

tellectual repast, but neglecting the food in-

tended for our bodies. Thus the conversation

continued with unabated interest until late in

the afternoon of that long, hot summer day.

When I finally arose to take my leave, my
host sprang to his feet, saying, " Sir, you must

not leave me to-day ; stay at least over night!

For the first time in many years I have met

some one with whom I can converse. I am a

lone man, completely isolated. My peasants

do not understand me, and there are no intelli-

gent persons in the neighborhood. But tell me,

if I dare ask, what is your profession, and where

is your home?" When I had answered these

and similar questions to his satisfaction, I, in

turn, told him that his personality and the tone

of our conversation recalled vividly to my mind

the many pleasant hours I had spent while a

youth with a teacher of cherished remembrance,

"who," continued I, " resembled you so much,

that I should be led to believe you are he if

your age did not render such a supposition im-

probable. The gentleman in question cannot

have passed his fiftieth year, since, at the time

when he was my teacher, he was a young man,

and that was about twenty years ago. If it

was not for this disparity in age, I should cer-

tainly take you to be my former teacher, Dr.

R. S:
, of the University of G- ,

and for

some time professor in the University of M—-—

.

Scarcely had these words escaped my lips,

when the "old man cried, with a quivering voice,

"Ah, sir, you are not mistaken ! I am that man,

My name is R. S . Twenty years ago, you

said it was ? Let me see. I was then pastor of

a congregation in C , in the State of I ,

where I used to frequent the house of one of

my parishioners, whose son I was instructing.

The youth's name was— I remember well— was

V . But I had changed it to the Greek,

and called him Nikon. Is it possible that you

are my Nikon?"
The" conversation winch followed was sad.

Partly from what he related to me of his own
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free will and partly from his wife, with whom
I had an opportunity tospeak in private before

I left, 1 learned the history of these last twenty

years. It would make angels weep to relate it.

Suffice it to say that, since his student days, he

had been the slave of an indomitable appetite

which had ruined him. body and soul, and was

dragging him into an untimely grave. It had

crushed his genius, paralyzed every noble effort,

smothered the fires of his ambition, lowered his

ideals, extinguished the lamp of hope, broke

down his iron constitution, and brought him to

the verge of despair. At times, especially after

his marriage, he had made efforts to shake

the demon that was holding him so firmly, but

his reformation was always transitory. He
received many a letter from his parents, espec-

ially from his pious mother, entreating him,

the name of all that was sacred, to conquer the

habit that was slowly hut surely ruining him.

One of these letters, written by his mother,

was once found by a church officer in the va-

cant parsonage, after the pastor had left. On
nading it, the deacon wept like a child. It

Beema he was an only son. The mother called

him her dearest heart-darling, her only, much
lamented, but dearly beloved, lost son. She
begged of him, for his own sake, for her sake,

for his father's sake, for Jesus' sake, not to drink
any more. She wrote words of cheer and en-

couragement, told him that all was not lost,

that there was one mighty to save, that Jesus
would accept him, and that there was free grace
for all. She said that he was not only ruining
himself, but making his parents extremely un-
happy, and that it would be the happiest day
of her life when she should hear the glad tidings

that her long-lost son had been found, and was
safe. It seems to have been all in vain. He
could not do without strong drink. He cursed
it, but he must have it. His whole being craved
it.

The unhappy wife inquired of me whether I

could not do something for her husband. She
thought that a position in some institution of
learning, where he would move in a more in-

tellectual atmosphere, and enjoy the society of
the scholarly, might possibly enable hitn to

over nc bis terrible appetite". If he only had
friends to speak a good word for him! Did I
know of an opening in some college? Was there
no vacancy in the school with which I was con-

If 80, would I use my influence in his
favor?

Ala-: what could I say under the cireum-
Btances? What could be done for a man who,
during his whole lifetime, had been the slave
of an indomitable appetite? Was there a rea-
sonable prospect that he woidd ever reform, no
matter what hi- Burroundings might he?

With a very sad heart, 1 took leave of the
unhappy old man. While preasiug his hand I

spoke words ofencouragement to him. I recalled
to bis mind an impressive sermon that he had
preached, more than twenty years previous, on
tin- power of God to save to the uttermost.
" ^ '-•' I'.- replied, "at that time [ still had
hope, but now hope is dead. I tear I shall
nevei l»- different." " With God all things are
possible. He can save to the uttermost," was
my parting word.
Though requested to write to me, he has never

done -,,. [ learned, however, that BOOH after, he
was obliged to resign hi- position as pastor of
that small church, and hit for parts unknown.
What a frightful drama BUch a life pi

It i- the Struggling of a human BOul with its

worsl enemy, all ohol. A man. highly educated

and a minister of the Gospel, having in his stu-

dent years contracted the habit of drinking,

becomes a slave to the intoxicating cup, sinks

lower and lower in degradation, and finally,

after many unsuccessful efforts to break the fet-

ters of his'shameful slavery, gives way to black

despair. What an important lesson for young

people, especially for those away from home, sur-

rounded by temptation, and importuned at times

to take a social glass! Let them beware. There

is danger ahead. Young men, do not trifle with

the enemy. Like the boa-constrictor, he will

slowly but firmly tighten his muscular rings

around you. Arise iu the majesty of your man-

hood, and say, " I will not touch nor handle."

If you do so, God and good people will stand

by "you, and you will be safe.— S. S. Times.

BE YE THEREFORE PERFECT,"
The olden book wide open lay,

And up and down the page
A golden finger from the day
Led onward like a sage,

Until it showed this word to me,
This hard, stern message :

" Perfect be."

I answered :
" Wherefore this to me,

When nothing e'er was born
But hath its own infirmity

—

The blight, the mould, the thorn.

How can the soul expect to be
Beyond the fairest it can see?"

The Spirit said :
" All else beside

Is hindered that thy soul

May be, by these iiusatisfied,

Made eager for thy goal.

Cease thine own thought. Who said ' Be still,'

Bids thee to hush beneath his will."

" I am not able," then said I,

" For after many years,

I find the days but multiply
My weariness and fears.

Thou sets a strange, stupendous task
;

I cannot be the thing thou asks."

" It is not thine ! Dids't think 'twas thine

Thy soul to save and keep ?

'Tis his, who makes the darkness shine
And calls the dead to leap.

Trust Him ; He does it all for thee,

Walk thou with Him and perfect be."

THE UNFAILING ONE.
He who hath led, will lead

All through the wilderness;
He who hath fed, will feed;

He who hath blessed, will bless.

He who hath heard thy cry,

Will never close his ear;
lie who hath marked thy faintest sigh,

Will not forget thy tear.

He loveth always, faileth never,
So rest on Him to-day, forever.

Then trust Him for to-day,

As thine unfailing friend,

And let Him lead thee all the way,
Who loveth to the end.

And let the morrow rest

In his beloved hand,
His good is better than our best,

As we shall understand.
If trusting Him who faileth never,
We rest on Him to-day, forever.

— The Watchiwrd.

Swearing.—An intelligent woman of our
acquaintance, whose little boy was beginning
to -wear, anxious to express 'to her child her
horror of profanity, hit upon the novel process
of washing out his mouth with soapsuds every
time he swore. It was au effectual cure. The
D°y unders 1 his mother's sense of the cor-
ruption of an oath, which, with the taste of the
-ltd-, pro.lur, ,1 the desired results. The prac-
tice, if universally adopted, would raise the price
>l Boap. Exchange.

From The Episcopal Records

An Incident in the Life of a Missionary of ;•

American Sunday School Union.

BY W. P. PAXSON, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Thirty years ago next September, the wri
j>

recommenced his Sunday school work in 1
Great Southwest. It was just after "the si
render," and grave fears were, entertained a; >

the success of the work, owing to the asperi
i

and prejudices which might remain so soon all
the war. But comparatively little trouble <|
encountered on that score, as the tendency?

those who had fought each other for four 1(1

years was, as one ex-confederate general put

:

"I have had enough of fighting." And Ij

same general, now a United States Senai.1

formed a law partnership with one who ll
been a prominent officer in the Federal Aril
and who is now Cousul-General to a neighl •

ing Republic.

But things were generally badly demoralij

,

as the taxes were beginning to be felt by 9
inhabitants of the Southwest, as they gradut

'

began to acquire a competency again. (1
thing many of the rural inhabitants could nei

understand, and that was, that the governm!
had any right to prohibit them from mak

;

any thing they might choose to make from ;

productions of the soil, which was theirs in"}

simple." They thought that they were en til 1

to manufacture, from the crops growing in tit

cornfields and vineyards, anything they wan I

for their own use, and that of their neighb
,

who might want these articles. They fin r

held, and many hold today, that governm t

has no right, politically or morally, to did a

to them in these matters. Government mit
tax them for selling, if they were in the b <•

ness, for the selling, but not prohibit the raisj

for personal use or impose a prohibitive tja

This sentiment led to what is called " mc

-

shining," or the illicit distilling of alcohol 1

out-of-the-way places, and at night, so as to Vl

more secure from the revenue officers. loll

understood the queer remarks when I wen!)

an out of-the- way place to plant a Sundayscb
,

as simply words of caution, as to whether 9

missionary was what he professed to be, or" 48

of those tarnal revenue fellows," going throtl

the country in disguise, whose main object |

to detect and arrest the violators of the law.

'

I had gotten along wonderfully well forsr
eral years, and had grown a little careless, u 1

one day I was rather suddenly reminded of f

remissness. The I. M. R. R. had just been o -

pleted to a little town called H , and I '»

following it up and planting new schools wl

ever the way opened. I arrived in the li a

town one morning and was talking toagii
earnest Christian man about the work, whena
mentioned that there was a neighborhood ab t

ten miles from there where there were mt>
children, and in wdiich a Sunday school '?

badly needed. He also gave me the name (»

prominent Christian gentleman who he wass a

would be interested in my work and help alia

could.

After an early dinner I borrowed a ho»

and set out on the way to the place. It ' a

one of our long June days, and the ride \t

delightful, and I soon found my way to titer-

per house. Upon explaining my mission, I <l

cordially welcomed, and spent a very pleas'

afternoon, making the necessary arraugeme

8

for the planting of the school. After an ear t

supper, I proposed returning to the village'

the moon was about at its full, and I could g

'
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tie by so doing. My host demurred, and re-

Irked it "might be a little risky, as I had

b?n at his house, and he didn't stand well with

sue of his neighbors, as they had suspieioned

hn of giving them away' as to moonshining,"

tut is, telling the authorities about illicit stills,

ling used to hearing much of that kind of

t:k, however, I persisted, and soon found my-
B'f riding along on a very good country road,

w,h the moon shining almost as bright as day.

Iiad ridden, I suppose, about five miles, and
vs thinking about a very pleasant subject,

v\ch always interests a missionary, as to my
ality to get back home soon, and see my wife

ai little ones, when just as I was riding around

t^ stump of a tree which had fallen across the

rid, I heard a very emphatic " halt !" I found

n self looking down the muzzles of five double-

b-relled shot-guns. Of course I " halted."

"V'hat do you want, gentlemen ?" " We want
yi, and now (with an oath ) we've got you."

It me say that this was the only oath that I

bird that night.

One rather small black-eyed man was the

S'kesman. "What do you want with me?"
"lint you that revenue officer we've been wait-

ir, for, named L.?" Continuing, " He is just

ayut your size, and we heard that there was a

rin at S's this afternoon just about your size?"

"ientlemen, I won't deny that I have visited the

n.n you refer to, but I had business of a relig-

ios nature with him, and transacted it, and am
rev on my way to take the train to-morrow. I

ai a missionary of the American Sunday School
Iiion, and can prove it to you, if you will give

h a chance." Of course, all this time I was off

n horse, whose bit was held by one of my in-

tdocutors. All the guns were down from a

"resent" to " at ease" save one, which was held
iia slanting position, with the muzzle uncom-
fctably near my breast. While four were eon-

firing together to one side, I took some letters

o; of my pocket, and calling to them said,

"[ere are some letters; you can see even by
m light of the moon that what I say is true,

lad the addresses.

The first one took them and glanced at them,
al passed them on to the others who did the
sae, all saying that they had left their " specs

"

a.home (I guessed that they couldn't read them
flh any kind of "specs.") The one who last

t k them put them in his pocket, and said,

"IeD, let's go to the house." The house was
aomfortable log cabin, about one hundred and
fly yards from the road, hidden by a grove of
ties. They put me in front, and I never look-

eback, but marched up till we arrived at the
hjse, and all went in. There I found a very
ne-looking woman, and two children about
t ee and five years old. While the men were
ciferring among themselves I took the little

o>s on my knees, and began talking to them.
Irtunately I had some beautiful cards in my
p:ket, and gave them one each, and was hav-
ii; a pleasant time with them, when the men
cue up to the open fire-place, around which
w were sitting, and one of the men who, hith-
eo, had said nothing, spoke: "Stranger, we
Bi't know who you are; we have been perse
c ed for using what the good Lord caused to
giw on our own land. Two of our acquaint-
a»s are now in St. Louis, and we heard they
wre going to the penetentiary, leaving their
ives and children to shift for themselves. The
g.-ernment has its spies out to take all the rest
ous, and we- would shoot down quicker than a
d? any such contemptible fellows. We have
fison to believe that the man you have been

to see gave the information that sent these
neighbors of ours to jail, and your being there
looks mighty suspicious. You don't know bow
near you've been to death; one of our crowd
was so sure you was the new agent we are after
that he wanted to shoot you down as you rode
up, but the rest of us, being afeard of making
a mistake, wouldn't let it be done. We knew
we could hang you if our suspicions were right.

We are respectable men and citizens, some of
us church members. We don't know what to

do, unless you can convince us you are what
you say you are."

It was now my time to speak, and I said:
" Gentlemen, I know of no way to prove my
identity other than that I have taken. But 1

will make this proposition to you. We will

stay here till daylight, and then go to H
,

and if Mr. G doesn't identify me as being
what I claim to be, you can shoot me down and
ride oh", and I will absolve you, as far as I am
concerned, from all responsibility. They con-
ferred again and consented, though the little

black-eyed one seemed very reluctant. I after-

wards learned that he was a cousin to one of
the prisoners who had been condemned to the

State's prison. The woman made me a com-
fortable couch on the floor, that is, it was com-
fortable compared to " what might have been,"
only a blanket and "the soft side of a plank,"
and the others had little better. Then I turned
to the one who had been the spokesman while
in the house, and said, " I believe you said that

some of you were Christians; if so, you will

have no objections to the reading of a passage
of Scripture and a short prayer." " Certainly
not," he said. Taking a small Bible from my
pocket, I read the ninety-first Psalm, emphasiz-
ing the eleventh, twelfth and fourteenth verses,

prayed a short prayer, in which I did not fail

to remember those present, and as I arose two
of my captors grasped my hand, and said, "

I

guess you are all right." I lay down and slept

sweetly, resting on that wonderful Psalm.
Next morning we were up by daylight, and

they rode to the town with me. The first man
we met was my friend Mr. C . " Hello,

Brother," said he. " How is it you are up so

early and in town ?" My " friend " riding near-

est me said in a low tone, " We beg pardon,
Parson,"and, turning abruptly, they rode away.

From "The United Friend."

Daily Bread.

It was the testimony of one whose memory is

very dear to the present writer, that some of the

most precious hours of his long life were those

passed in the fields as he followed the plough in

his occupation of farming—seasons when though
separated from the companionship of men, he

was not alone, but was sensible of the living

presence of his Heavenly Father and of the in-

comes of his infinite love. Those whose earnest

desire is to live up to the injunction of the Lord
Jesus to his disciples that their chief care should

be for heavenly treasure, not for the perishing

things of earth, well know the sweetness of these

seasons of Divine companionship, as they pur-

sue with dedicated hearts the rounds of homely
duties which must be performed each day. To
such at these times comes instruction that merely

human wisdom is powerless to convey. At times

then, the soul is favored to receive an insight

into the deep things of God—mysteries which
are hidden from the wise and prudent and re-

vealed unto babes. One whose education in

spiritual matters was not received from man
but by "the revelation of Jesus Christ," has

jft-noted in his diary: " I have of late fel

times before when passing quietly about my
lawful business, a Bpring of Gospel ministry
open in my mind, and many Gospel doctrines
How therefrom for a considerable time in a
clear, convincing manner. I have kept still, in

humble admiration, desiring to treasure them
up in order to bring them out on some future
occasion

;
but the whole has been resumed [/.«.,

taken back] and I have had to go forth with-
out scrip or purse or two coats. To-day, alt. r

a favored meeting, this state appeared' to my
mind as what is called in Scripture 'the renew-
ing of the Holy Ghost.'"

These heavenly openings are sometimes for
the individual strengthening of those to whom
they are given—sometimes to he passed on to
others that they, too, may share in the -ill. He
who reveals may surely he depended upon to

make known the use as 'well to which He d< signs
the revelation should be put. (Jreat, therefore,
is the need of prayerful watchfulness to avoid
on the one hand a niggardly hoarding of what
is intended to be dispensed as a steward's trusl

:

and on the other, a prodigal wastefulness of that
which is given us, as babes, for our own nurture
in Christ Jesus. S.

Scripture

" Hobae, the Son of Ragvel, the Mrr>
ian-ite, Moses' Father-ix-Law."—Tie Mid-
ianites, into whose tribe Moses had married, were
descendantsof Abraham, by Keturah. Though
evidently at one time a tribe of great power and
wealth, they are not to be traced outside ofScrip-
ture history, or the Muhammadan traditions de-
rived from it, and disappear asau aggressive pow-
er after the crushing victory of Gideon. They
roamed over a vast extent of territory, through
the wilderness of the Tib, from Sinai northward,
and, in conjunction with the BeniKaden (Chil-
dren of the East), crossing the Arabah, they
extended north and eastward over the great
plateau east of Moab and Gilead. Though from
the account of Gideon's campaign, we see that
they were purely nomadic, yet, in the southern
part of their territory, they occupied many so-

called cities, which seem rather to have been
desert strongholds, by which they commanded
the whole caravan route to Egypt, then the
abode of settled people. These cities were un-
inhabited ruins, of many of which the very-

names had been lost, in the time of the early
Muhammadan historians.

"Thou Mayest be to us Instead of
Eyes."—This very phrase is still used in Ara-
bic, when you ask a man to show you the way,
and most expressive it is. Within the range of
his own tribal lands, the acute perceptions of
the Bed'wy cannot be surpassed, even bv the

red Indian. I have fearlessly trusted myself to

such guidance amongst difficult and rocky de-

files, and never made a false turn. But, once
beyond his own tribal limits, he is helpless a- a

child. The value, therefore, of the guidance of
the great Midianite chieftain, who was suzerain

over the whole wilderness of Paran, where Mid-
iau predominated, even so far as the hill ranges
of the Amorites, was invaluable to Israel, for

supernatural guidance did not supersede human
forethought in the search for pasture, water and
shelter.

"Three Days' Journey."—This reminds
us that the stations, of which a list is given,

were not the only halting-places, but were sim-

ply the rendezvous where the camp sojourned
some time, while the flocks aud herds roamed
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in its neighborhood. Here we may observe

that the desert affords evidence oi great phy-

sical changes since the date of the exodus.

Its climate may have changed, partly by the

gradual elevation of the land, like that with

which we are familiar in Norway, but the chief

factor has been the a Bsation of the rains through

the denudation of the timber. Holland has

shown that large districts must have been once

well wooded, and that the trees were felled by

. itians, to Bupply fuel for smelting the

cupper." the mines of which were being worked

to an enormous extent at the very date of the

exodus. The temples, barracks and heaps of

calcined ore remain. Thousands of troops and

workmen could not have existed without water

mi the spot. But when the trees had disappeared,

the brook- were dried up, water and fuel failed,

the mines were abandoned. Another piece of

evidence is the existence of the great mounds,

the heaps of stone, a hundred miles south of the

Judean vineyards, and the countless wells, now

utterly dry, around the deserted ruins of the

cities of Eboda Sebaita and El'Anjeh. Many
of these wells I have found bratticed with Shittim

wood win-re not a tree now exists, and where

-tones might have supplied the place of wood,

had not the latter been abundant and at hand.

—H. 1J. Tristram, in S. S. Times.

"I will Depart to mini: own Land and
to my KlNDRED."—The prospect of wealth and

prosperity cannot wean the affections of the

wandering son of the wilderness from his own
kindred and the haunts of his childhood. To
leave these for the " comforts" of a settled life,

would be, for the free heart of the Arab, a giv-

ing up of all that makes life worth living.

1 from his people, he feels like a limb

severed from the holy. An Arab maiden of

sheikhly rank married one of the merchant

princes of Damascus, ami came to reside in his

bouse. But not all the beauties of that "Ara-

bian Paradise," nor all the luxuries that sur-

i lunded her, in the city of many streams and
embowering orchards, could .-till the clamorous

desire to return to her own hind and to her kin-

dred. In spite of the tenderest ministries, she

pined away, until at length she was permitted

to have her splendid prison. .Journeying once

again to her friends amidst the sandy solitudes,

her eye speedily regained ii- accustomed light

and her step its old sprightliness.

"Thou mayest be to is instead of
-The great annual pilgrimage of the

Muhammadaiis from Damascus, through the

desert, to Mecca and .Medina, presents many
of resemblance to the march of Israel

through the wilderness of Sinai. Without an
intimate acquaintance with the natural features

of the country along the route pursued, the
sharpest eyes would be of no avail. There is,

therefore, always a company of guides, with men
who possess Special knowledge of the various

localities passed through, who are " as eyes" to

the pilgrimage. Their most important duty is

to make sure that the pilgrims will reach in

safety tie- great r rvoirs of water which have
been prepared at intervals tor the refreshment
of the //o I ni« f these would probably
inr, in the destruction of the whole pilgrimage,

onsibility ultimately rests with the pasha
"ho i- in command of the Haj. Mohani d
B I'id Pasha tor tbirtj

I this hon-
orable and i roii- po-t. Hi- brother, Khalid
\_'i, told me many of the great man's
Th.' following may illustrate tie d mgers M ises

hoped to avert by tie presenc of fclobab in the

camp. Once in the desert, the guides were com-

pletely baffled, and the pasha himself came to

the rescue. Ordering the guides to the rear, he

rode on in front, and conducted the great, strag-

gling company safely to the tank at nightfall.

On another o'ccasion, some two hundred men,

each mounted on a strong mule, disregarded the

pasha's order's, being oppressed with thirst, and

left the main body of the pilgrimage in search

of water, which they were persuaded was to be

found somewhere in" the neighborhood. By and

by they were missed. The procession halted,

and, at the head of a company of camel-riders,

the pasha set forth to seek them. After a long

and weary march, he came upon the wreck of

the two hundred. Men and mules had perished

together in the burning sand. One man only,

who had got his head into the shelter of a little

sand-bank, wasstill alive, but unconscious. Such

are some of the perils of desert travel. How
needful to those who adventure upon that burn-

ing sea are men who rnav be instead of eyes !

—

William Eiving, in S. S. Times.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Hunting Moose in British America.— Moose

stalking is the most difficult operation in a

bushed country, and it is practically useless for

a white man to attempt it. Indeed there are

but few Indians who can be sure of killing this

animal, which is without doubt, the most wary

of the deer tribe. Of course, in an easy country,

the moose may be shot by any moderate hunter,

but when the ground is completely covered with

dry twigs, and when there is much bush, the

difficulty is increased many fold. In the winter,

the Indians follow the moose upon snow-shoes,

thus gaining some advantage in pace. The
is a popular superstition abroad, to the effect

that a man can go more rapidly over the si

on snow-shoes than upon open ground on his

feet. This of course is not the case, at least

when the netted American shoe is used. It

true that an expert can run, and even jump,
when wearing them, but they are worn simply

to prevent a man's sinking into the snow. As
the moose sinks belly-deep at every step, he

tires comparatively soon, and an Indian who is

a good traveller is able to overtake it, although

he is sometimes obliged to follow the animal
for seven or eight days in succession. The hard-

ships which these Indians endure on these ex-

peditions are very remarkable. They can carry

but little food with them, and have no covering
except their walking clothes; they sleep for a
few hours by a fire at night, and resume before

daybreak the march, which they had prolonged
far into the previous evening. Sometimes, when
they are close upon the moose, they are unable
to light a fire for fear of alarming him, and
then they will curl themselves up under a bush
and sleep with the thermometer at fifty and
sixty degrees below zero, or keep moving to

avoid being frozen. When they have killed

the animal, they bring their lodges and families,

and camp near the carcass, feasting and living
in idleness until the meat is gone, when hunger
again obliges them to seek for fresh game. This
alternate feasting and starving soon undermines
their constitutions, and many of them become
the victims of dyspep-ia and similar complaints,
which, with scrofula, are exterminating the
Beaver tribe.

I Poplar Forest in British A merica.— The
trees grew so close together that the sky was
obscured, and nothing could be seen but the
green leaves overhead, the thick underbrush

below, and the great white stems and brandw
around us. Many of the trees were rotting^!

they stood, and leaned upon their neighbo

ready to fall at the least touch. One dflfl

pack-horse brushed against one of these ai
:

brought it down with a crash. As ill-la-'

would have it, Pollen was walking a littlel

front. Seeing his danger, I shouted to him 1
look out, and, ducking his head and hunchitl

his shoulders, he avoided the full force of 1

1

blow. But for all that, the tree descended wil
great violence upon his head, knocking hi
senseless to the ground. The trunk was soul

sixty feet long, and of considerable thickne.'

and it seemed a marvel that he was not killi

If it had fallen fairly upon him, he must hpl
been. We made camp at once, and did wbfl

we could for him, but he was suffering a gal
deal of pain, and thought that he was abonfefl

have concussion of the brain. The whole of tl 1
night the rain beat down in torrents, and tl
thunder rolled in the forest with appalling v

lence. We fully expected to find that Polh

unable to continue the march, would be forced'
|

return to Dunvegan. On the next day, howewl
he revived a little, and on the third day (I

pressed his readiness to march.

latching Geese in Kulgurv.—At the wate

edge, thirty yards apart, two poles were fixi

to which a net was fastened. The net was th

carried inland, the two walls converging un !

at a point some forty yards apart. From 1

1

point they bellied out and formed a circu 1
eul de sac. The netting was about four feetl

hight, of some three inch mesh, and round tl

aid de sac was double. The uprights which cl
ried it were strengthened by spurs.

A net trap the Samoyeds call " Po-um-g

Long before we could see the boats, for the rc) i

had thickened, we could hear shouting and ii

cries of the geese. But after a bit first one a I
then another boat came into view. On theffll

came, but very slowly; now pulling across*

creek, now pushing the " arnoh" over a bit!

mud, or hauling it over a sand ridge, sometir, •

leaving it altogether and running off to hel

the geese. So slowly they came zig-zagg :

along. Exactly at nine o'clock—five hoi

from the beginning—the advance guard of i

swimming geese came round the corner of i

creek. It was one solid phalanx of brent. Tl
|

seemed to be by far the fastest swimmers. If

behind them, at a considerable distance follov
|

a smaller lot of grey geese, some swimming, so i

running along the edge.

For some little while the geese delayed,!

though they were getting too much inland,'

suspected a trap in front. Then the boats caJ

up from behind and the geese crowded on. I

They didn't like going. Sometimes the le>

ing geese would stop and wheel about, head t

right into the mass.

But the boats came steadily on. Every mj 1 '

ent I looked to see the brent escape by divij,

or expected some to rise, for it was plain enoi I

that many were full-winged. Neither of th»

things they did, only like a pack of idiots tl
r

"wanked" and swam along.

And now the body of brent was exactly I

posite the entrance to the nets, and about tk>

in a half circle were the boats. Round i»

round they swam, but refused to leave the I

ter. The boats did not dare close in for if

the geese should break. It was a ticklish mo-

ent—the geese would not make the land. I

At last a single old goose—a beau he wa»*

stepped out and ran up the bank. He «
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•ijckly followed by one or two more, and then

buhe first of the brent.

ind now that they had started, they were

quL'kly enough scrambling after one another,

at heading into the net. Over the green they

ra like a flock of domestic geese. Sometimes

thy aimed for right or left, but then the child-

rt showed themselves and the geese wereturned.

pe last bird was in and then we closed the

rer. Not a brent had flown, not a brent had

died, not one escaped. Of all that army, every

bil was in the net—a dense, black, moving

?he number taken was three thousand three

h|idred and twenty-five.

—

A Trevor Battye.

leal Hunting Ducks.— I was writing in the

tejt this morning at one-thirty when Hyland,
w|) had been walking along the shore, came
invith a very interesting piece of news.

lome creature, a seal he thought, was hunt-

in ducks among the floes.

;n a moment I was around the corner of the

elf and at the water's edge. It was true enough.

A^'roup of long-tailed ducks were just settling

oia little bit of open water close in front of us.

A they lit they drew up together in a bunch.
Bore long there was a panic among them, and
tly rose wildly in different directions. Right
irtheir midst, or what had been their midst,

a]ieared the dark head of a seal. Risen from
b<pw, had he been trying to take a duck or

hi he not? The point was soon settled. The
d'ksflew round and lit again in the next pool.

T.3 seal raised his head for a moment higher

fni the water, and then sinking, disappeared.

Vi watched the ducks. Once more they rose

c< fusedly, and once more the black head showed.
Vgain the ducks settled down on the water,

ji on the other side of a small flatbush floe.

V' moved along till we were opposite this, and
ore more watched. And now, close to the

e(,e of the floe, a seal's head twice appeared.
T,3 creature raised itself high above the water
a(l looked about, reminding one exactly of a
wisel sniffing the air for a mouse when the

hit is momentarily cheeked. Again the head
d appeared. Haifa minute more and up rose

tl ducks for the third time. They rose all

b. one. There was a flapping of wings on the

siface for a moment, and then a duck went
bow. It seemed as though the bird had been
ought by the feet.

—

"Ice-Bound on Kolguev."

Items.
"he Herald of Peace (London), mentions that

tl Lord Mayor of London recently paid a visit to
tl Mayor of Bordeaux. His reception was very
kd and even enthusiastic, being greeted by enor-
nus crowds of people. At Paris, also, he was most
cirteously entertained. The object of his visit
tp to promote a feeling of mutual amity and con-
cation.

War, the Bell of Man's Creation.—In " The De-
fice of Plevna, 1877, written by one who took
P;t in it," William V. Herbert has a graphic de-
sription of fighting at close quarters :

1

1 wish my pen were sufficiently capable to give
sue notion of the awful confusion of such a con-
!ft. A chaos of stabbing, clubbing, hacking,
c tching, shouting, cursing, screaming men ; knots
otwo or three on the ground, still 'fighting, and
vigingtoeach other in their death agonies; above
t surging mass of heads, the butt-ends of rifles
r ng and falling like the cranks of numberless
OTheated engines; the mounted men with swords
"iking at lightning speed ; the colors bravely lead-
ii the way; horses charging into solid bodies of
r-n, rolling over, burying beings already mutila-
» beneath them; frantic faces streaming with
bod

; the air reeking with the breath of thousands

of panting creatures, like the hot winds oi the
desert—all the madhouses of the world discharging
their contents into this seething cauldron of human
passion and iniquity ; Dante's Inferno let loose, a
legion of demons Irom Hades run riot.

"As to my personal experience, I remember
nothing. The actual contact, the psychological
moment of such a charge, lasts but a minute or bo

;

iind such a lifetime of experience is crowded into

it, that memory is hopelessly at fault. All I know
is that I discharged the six chambers of my re-

volver, but at whom I have no notion; that my
sabre was stained with blood, but with whose I

cannot tell ; and that suddenly we looked at one
another in blank surprise— for the Russians had
gone, save those on the ground, and we were
among friends, all frantic, breathless, perspiring;

many bleeding, the lines broken, the tactical units

dissolved ; most of us jabbering, shouting, laughing,

cursing, dancing about like maniacs."
Here is the author's description of the scene in

a temporary hospital :
" Imagine the interior of a

low, long, roughly-built shed (I do not know
whether it had been erected by our troops, or had
originally served as a storehouse or barn.) Im-
agine a thick, hot, reeking atmosphere, tilled with

indescribable odors, enough to sicken you by the

very recollection. Imagine some hundreds of men
—yourself among them, with a raging thirst de-

vouring you, a burning pain in the face, every

particle of strength and vitality gone—lying on

the bare boards, with bundles of rags or filthy

straw for pillows, many insensible, many dead or

dying, many in convulsions, some horribly mutila-

ted, all bleeding, most of them groaning, others

screaming, or pitifully whining for a drop of water,

in half a dozen languages.

"Oh that cry for 'Water! Water!' how often

have I heard it! After the lapse of seventeen

years, it follows me into my wildest dreams. Im-
agine surgeons, with tucked-up shirt sleeves and
bloody hands, giving the first aid ; for this was a

temporary ambulance, in rear of the lines. Im-
agine callous men dealing out homoeopathic doses

of water, or laudanum, or brandy. Imagine every-

thing that is most horrible, disgusting, sickening,

hideous, heartrending, within the range of your
conception, and you will have a faint notion of this

hell of man's creation.

Interpretation of Scripture.—At the meeting of the

Methodist Episcopal Preachers, held in Wesley
Hall, 1018 Arch Street, a paper was read by Wil-

mer Coffman, entitled "The Holy Spirit the In-

terpreter of the Scriptures." It was in substanti-

as follows : The Bible being a supernatural book,

the contents can be clearly appreciated by those

alone whose minds are illumined by the Holy
Ghost. To the unbelieving it is largely a sealed

volume. By the majority even of Christians, too

little value is attached to the need of the direct

personal teaching of the Spirit, and too much to

merely human helps in its study. One has said:

"It is" essential that we possess the Spirit of Christ

in order to translate the words of Christ." Spiritual

illumination is the gracious privilege of all God's

children.
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It has sometimes seemed to us that persons,

i in endeavoring to uphold the doctrine of the

greatuess and sufficiency of Divine grace, are

in danger of conveying erroneous impressions,

by failing to call attention to some of the quali-

fying or explanatory passages of Scripture,

which should be taken into account in endeav-

oring to draw correct conclusions.

In the instructive narrative of the imprison-

ment of Paul and Silas at Philippi, the keeper

of the prison inquired of his prisoners, " What
must I do to be saved '?" and they replied, " Be-

lieve on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt

be saved." It remains to be a blessed truth,

that those who come unto Him, the Saviour, He
will in no wise east nut. But Christ himself baa
told US that " No man can come unto me, except

the Father which bath sent me draw him." Jt

is through the Visitations of Divine grace draw-

ing us to love and serve our Creator and Re-

deemer, that the power is received. But there

is abundant evidence, both in the testimony of

Scripture and in our own experience, and that of

the world around US, thai all do DOt accept the -e

heavenly visitations and gracious drawings. < >ur

Saviour dl c la red, " Whosoever dolh not bear his

cross and come after me, cannot be my disci-

ple." And on the memorable occasion when He
partook of the Passover with his disciples for

the last time, after warning them that, " If a

man abide not in me, be is ea-t forth as a branch
and is withered," He told them, " If ye keep my
commandments, ye shall abide in my love."

And again, " Ye are my friends if ye do what-

soever I command you."

The Apostle James declares that " faith with-

out works is dead, being alone," and our Saviour

forewarns us, " Not every one that sayeth unto

me, ' Lord, Lord,' shall enter the kingdom of

heaven, but he that doeth the will of my Father
which is in heaven." This is in harmony with

the teaching of the Apostle Paul to the Gala-

tians, " Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall

he also reap. For he that soweth to his flesh,

shall of the flesh reap corruption, but be that

soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life

everlasting."

We would not undervalue the importance of

sound doctrine, or of living belief in Christ Je-

sus as the Saviour of men, but we would put

the question, whether that saving belief to which
life eternal is promised, does not include some-

thing more than a merely intellectual opinion,

and whether it must not necessarily be con-

nected with such deep conviction and earnest

love for our Saviour as will govern the whole

life, and lead to a faithful submission to Him
and a diligent walking in the path where He
will lead?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— On the 16th instant the actual

gold reserve in (he United States Treasury was less

than 189,000,500.
The United States Court of Claims on the lsih inst.

dismissed the petition of certain New York Indians,

who claimed from theGovernment J^o'.C.tiOO, because

of the alleged loss of certain lands granted them in

the State of Kansas in exchange for lands surrendered

by them in New York State.

A curious engineering feat is about completed at

Superior, Wisconsin—the raising of one of the big

grain warehouses of the Globe Elevator Company
clear of its pile foundation, and letting it down upon

a foundation built of masonry six inches higher than

it formerly stood. The work was done by means of

forty-eight five-ton jackscrews.

The schooner Mabel Jordan sailed from Rockland,

Maine, recently, for Rio Janeiro, South America, with

a cargo of 1,200 barrels of apples, the tirst shipment

of the kind to leave that city this season for a foreign

country.
North Carolina has a mica output of 100,000 pounds

a vear; New Hampshire produces about 25,000 pounds:

South Dakota 18,000 pounds and New Mexico, L,000

pounds. The mica of North Carolina is of the best

quality and brings the highest price.

In 1894 550,000,000 pounds of coffee were imported

into this country. In the same year 93,000,000 pounds

of tea were brought from the East.

After twoseasonsof failure. Oregon has an abundant

crop of tomatoes. There are oceans of them, and tine

ones, according to the Portland Oregovum. One factory

alone is using four to five Ions per day, which are

bought for £10 per ton, and are made into catsup.

It is now predicted that the cycle craze will be fol-

lowed by a road motor one.

A Portland despatch says that great destitution
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prevails anion? the people on the elands along the

Maine coast, owing to the failure <«l their hsheries.

.in. r Puritan, which had been ashore at

Great Gull Island, ha-* been floated, and has reached

New London, Connecticut, under her own steam. It

is believed thai her injuries are not serious.

\ trollev car in Cleveland. Ohio, went through an

open draw the evening of the sixteenth instant, and

into the Cuyahoga River, 120 teet below.

Nineteen passengers were killed and IS bodies have

been recovered.

There were 390 deaths in this city last week, which
. than the previous week and 16 more than

the corrc-p. m ling week of last year. Of the foregoing,

1 •..-> were male- and 205 were females :

4:'. died of heart

U of pneumonia; 41 of consumption; 27 of

diphtheria; 17 of apoplexy; 14 of inanition; 14 of

13 of bronchitis; 12 of paralysis; 12of con-

vulsions; 12 of cancer; 10 of marasmus; 10 of in-

tlainmation of the stomach and bowels, and 10 from

casualties.

Ac - 0. S. 2's, 97; 4's, 1907, reg ,
I I I a

H2#;< pon, 112} a 1121. 4's, 1925, 121} a 121}; 5's,

115 a 1151 ; currency 6's, 101 a 110A.

Cotton was quiet and steady on a basis of 8 T lc. per

pound for middling uplands.

FEED.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.50 a {14.25;

spring bran, in sacks, spot, $13.50 a $14.25.

Flock. -Winter super, $2 35 a $2 ,5n
;
do., extras,

12.85; Pennsylvania r iller, clear, $3.00af3.25 ;

straight. *o.25 a $3.35 ; We-tern winter, clear,

. do., straight, $3.30 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent. $3.45 a $3.'i5 ; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.00;

do., straight. $3.20 ,
>.-, -J5 ;

,1 ... patent, $3.40 a $3.60
;

do. favorite brands, higher; eitv mills, extra, $2 0.1 a

$2.90; do., clear. 83.15 a $3.30 : do., straight, $3.30 a

i , patent, $3.60 a $3.85. Rye Flour.—
Choice Pennsylvania, $2.75 per bbl. BUCKWHEAT
FlOPR.— $1.5ii a $1.60 per 100 pounds for new; job-

bing lots, about 10c higher.

GraIK.—No. 2 red wheat, M a 66)c.

No. 2 mixed corn. 35 a 35.1c.

No. 2 while oats, 245 a 24
4 c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4} a 41c;

medium, 3; a 4c; common, 3 a 31c
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3J a 31c; good. 2| a 3c;

medium, 2', a 'J _>• . i-..n. 11, 1
' a 2c; lambs, -Z\ a 4 ;c.

1|...... liest We-tern, 5; a 5;e.

FORI IGN.—The London representative of the New
V..rk Sun says ;

"
< me of the best signs of a striding

improvement in general prosperity since last winter

is the fact that Socialist and Anarchist agitators find

their occupation gone in England. Nobody has any
ti-e for them. Even the organizers of the Tower Hill

unemployed are no longer listened to. The usual cry

of hunger heard in mid-November or earlier has not

been h.-ar.l thi- year. Several well-known Anarchists,

who have made London their headquarters for years,

have disappear, d, going, some to the Continent and
others to Amer'ua. The profcs-ional labor leaders,

also, are losing much of their influence, while the In-

dependent Labor party in politics has practically dis-

appeared since the general election. It promises to

he the easiest winter for the poor in London that has
i ienced in many year-."

New-paper- containing the speech made by Lord
at the Lord Mayor'- banqnet have been for-

bidden entry into Turkey.
It i- reported thai 1,000 Syrian men, women and

children have been killed in the district of Gurunden.
Minister Terrell bas received intellig. nee of the mas-
sacre by Mo— olio . i.- Df 5 I In i-t,. uis at llarpoot.

No missii uaries were killed, but the greater portion

of the building- in the missionary enclosure were
burned and the supplies upon which a large popula-
tion depended were destroyed.

Minister Terrell I. a- demanded ol die new Grand
Vizier ol Turkey prole lion for Americans. Minister
Terrell expresses the opinion that upwards ol 10,000
Armenians have been massacred during the last thirty

days, ami i.ars thai the worst of the outrages in a

number of localities have not yet I n report d.

It is reported that Russia has decided upon inde-
pendent action in the East German; has urgently
advised the Sultan to satisfy the dem inds i

cr-. and, above all, to endeavor lo hi- utmost to re-

st. .re order. Report- are current in regard to the
mental and physical condition of the Sultan
that he is afflicted with insomnia; that he Bits with
hi- head dr.. ping, never heeding any one who may

i ing i hal may go on
noi People iii I onslantinople h. lo i e thai

the Sultan or t hi pals • clique have ordered the mas-
sacres that are taking place, and that the regular

troops are plundering and killing in accordance with

the ordeis of their superior officers.

A dispatch received in Madrid from Havana repre-

sents the financial situation there as being very cnti-

It is reported that from Tenth Month 13th to 26th,

there were 1,490 cases of cholera and 616 deaths in

Volhynia, Russia. The disease is said to have ap-

peared in St. Petersburg.

Thirtv million dollars, the indemnity agreed upon

for the retrocession of the Liao TuDg Peninsula, has

been paid Japan bv China.

The steamer Coptic, at San Francisco on the 13th

inst., brought meagre news of the loss of the steamer

Kung Pai, in Kinchow Bay. Of 1,000 Chinese troops,

six foreign officers and one foreign passenger on board,

only nine Chinamen and two foreigners are reported

saved. Her boilers exploded.

Great strides are being made in opening up fresh

coal seams in Australia.

New Zealand has set apart two islands for the pre-

servation of its remarkable wild birds and other

animals. Thereon all hunting and trapping are for-

bidden.

Brazil grows about half the coffee crop of the world.

RECEIPTS.
Received from George Sykes, Agent, England, 19£

Os. 6d., being 10s. each for himself, Mary Ashby, Alice

Alexander, John Anderson, Robert Biglands, John
Bellows. R. B. Brockbank, Alfred M. Box, Birming-

ham Friends' Reading Society, Robert H. Clark, James
Cloak, Thomas Francis, William Graham, William B.

Gibbins. Jane Hall, William Hall, Stephen Cumber-
land, William Knowles, William .lames LeTall, Joseph

Lamb, Anna Moorhouse, William R. Nash, Daniel

Pickard, George Pitt, Sarah Pearson, John Sykes, Eliza

M. Southall, John Hall Shield, Isaac Sharp, Jr., John
H. Walker, Ellen Walker, Francis Ellington Wright,

William Williamson, Ellen K. Watkins, John Wood,
Lucy W. Walker, James G. Smeal. vol. 69, and Mor-
daunt M. Monro, to No. 27, vol. 70, and 6d. from James
G. Smeal for extra papers.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M.,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cents,

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To reach

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone 85.

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.

Wanted.—A situation as housekeeper or care of an
invalid. Address " A," Office of The Friend.

Friends' Teachers Association will hold a meet-
ing at 2 p. M., on Seventh-dav, Eleventh Month 23rd
1895, at 140 N. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia. Emer-
son E. White, of Columbus, t)., the well-known School
Superintendent and Lecturer on Pedigogical subjects,

will deliver an address. All interested are cordially
invited to be present. Lucy B. Child, Sec'y.

Married, at Muncy, Pa., Eleventh Mo. 6th, 1895,
Hkxrv Ecroyd Kirk, son of John S. and C.Anna
Kirk, and Anna Gertrude Parker, daughter of
Ira J. and Rachel F. Parker, of the former place.

!iii:i>, at his residence at Snow Camp, N. C, Ninth
Month 30th, 1895, Calvin Thompson, in the seventy-
fifth year of his age ; a member of Cane Creek Monthly
Mo.iing of Friends. A protracted illness he bore with
great sweetness and resignation, often expressing his
unfaltering trust in the redeeming mercy of Him
whom his soul loved. His testimony and words of
encouragement given to his many friends and rela-
tive- during his illness, have left a lasting impression
and given unmistakable evidence that he is now at
rest. Truly a father in Israel is gone.

, Ninth Month 24th, 1895, in New Garden,
Cl.c-Ier I',,., Pa., of paralysis, MlPPLIN Cooper, in his
eightv-tiuli year. A member of the Monthly Meeting

f Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern district.
lo-loi, p :,-ing away, he left ample evidence that,
through Ilivine mercy, he would be permitted to join
that

'nnu rable company in heaven who came up
out of great tribulation, and have washed their robes
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. Some

of his last words were, " Thy servant is ready. Coi

Lord Jesus."

— , on the tenth of Tenth Month, 1895, Anna
Dennis, widow of James Dennis, aged eighty-t

years; a member and elder of Providence Monti

"Meeting, R. I. The close of this dear Friend's lo

nd useful life was crowned with a glorious hope ol

blessed immortality. To a friend whose privilege

was to sit by her near the close, and witness her
]

tience in great suffering, she spoke sweetly of 1

Saviour's love in granting her such peaceful tr

and confidence, adding, " 1 want to impress the Trut

all of mercy, pure unmerited mercy." So leavi

the assurance that with her robes all washed and ma
white in the blood of the Lamb, an entrance »

ministered unto her abundantly into the everlasli

kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

, at his home in Camden, N. J., Tenth Mot
11th, 1895, Richard Esterbrook, in the eigh

third year of his age ; a beloved member and minis

of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, N. J. He was b(

at Liskear.l, Cornwall, England, Second Month 21

1813. In his youthful years he manifested a deep

terest in the cause of Truth and righteousness, a

surrendering himself to the transforming power
Divine Grace, he was early called to the work of I

ministry. In 1859 he removed with his family

Canada, and thence to Philadelphia, finally settli

in Camden, N. J., where he engaged in the manuf
ture of steel pens, which at that time was almost a n 1

industry in the United States. This proved a succp

fill enterprise, employing of late years several hi

dred persons, in whose temporal and spiritual welfi

he took a deep interest, while their regard for th
j

sympathetic employer was strong and lasting. ,
j

tache.l to his o.vn religious Society by conviction,

well as education, he was earnestly concerned that.]

principles and testimonies should be preserved

their integrity. Hi- ministry being accompanied w
unction, was sound and edifying. Though his life \

a checkered one, its trials were borne with rare Chi

tian fortitude, giving striking evidence of the unf;

ing Source ot strength whereon he steadfastly reli

The final summons followed a short illness, of sucil

nature as to permit little vocal expression, but, throi

the mercy of that Saviour in whom he trustingly C
tided, we reverently believe he has entered into i.

.

" rest which remaineth for the people of God."
, at bis residence, in the village of Skaneatel

Onondaga Co, N. Y., Eleventh Month 2nd, 18ij

William R. Taber, a member of Scipio Monti I

Meeting of Eriends. He was born in New Bedfo.l

Mass., in the year 1805, where he lived till 1859, wd>]

with his wife, Mary Davis, he moved to Cayuga (1

N. Y., and continued to reside in this State the -i

mainder of his life, except seven years spent n I

Hight Point, N. C. These particulars are given til

his former acquaintances may recognize him in tj

obituary. He wa- in the station of a minister, thoc

he seldom appeared in that way, but his friends hi

felt that he was an elder indeed, and that his comps
and example in meeting and out of meeting, with '.'

innocent, reverent frame of mind in which he HvJ
reached to the hearts of many, both old and you

The public sentiment respecting him was that hell
a Friend of the primitive type, never changing
religious views or style of dress and living, wh
were always according to the precepts of the faith

"Inch l.c believed, that lie was exceedingly temper
in every i hing 1 during his younger life bis sect!

p

affairs were con.lu -te I by strictly honorable methc
and that the remembrauce of his well-spent life vj

long remain with them. His memory, for seve

years past, at times, seemed much lost, but would ll

turn at intervals with such clearness as seemed rema •

able. At one time, several years since, as he was •

ting quietly alone, in a retire 1 frame of mind, he 1.

a view of his inward condition, and in that peace!
calm state he saw nothing in the way of his acflsl

ance. His heart was tilled with gratitude and prel

and his eyes with tears of joy at ihe wonderful CI

desceusion of Divine Goodness. He died from I

decay of nature, humility seeming a marked feat I

of his last days, many times exclaiming, "If
nothing—nothing—nothing !"

, at Guilford College, N. C, Eleventh Moil
5th, 1895, D. Gilbert Thompson, son of George i

JHannah Thompson, in the twenty-fourth year of I

age. He was a member of Cane Creek Monthly Mi
j

ing of Friends, and gave evidence of being a true,
j

voted child of God.

WILLIAM H PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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844.—Our dear English Friends have now
le, the city, they have had several appointed

iDitings, one for the citizens which gave gen-

eil satisfaction, was large and favored ; one for

tV colored people at the Methodist meeting-

h<se called Bethel, and one for the young peo-

pland those who attend our meetings, it was
a^rge, quiet, interesting meeting held at Arch
Sfiet.

'hey have gone to visit meetings in Bucks
Ointy, then to Stroudsburg, afterwards to

B-lington and Shrewsbury, then to New York
frn which Rachel Priestman expects to em-
bik for England in the Eighth Month, feeling

hcself released from further service in our land.

Dir Isabel has not yet finished her mission,

lit having completed her visit to New York.
O - beloved Sarah Emlen with her companions
hi a fine passage to England in about twenty-
tv days to Liverpool. She is now, we expect,

viting meetings in Ireland, to which part of

th vineyard she felt .much attracted. The last

aount states her being engaged in a family
vit in London, which we trust will redound to

h« own peace as well as to the benefit of the

vfted.

,econd Month 23rd, 1845.—We have been
faored this winter to hold our evening meet-
in'; solemnly, and they have been seasons of
dtp interest and instruction, the Gospel having
bta preached in a powerful manner by several
li'iig ministers of our own city and from other
pas.

t is with deep regret I have to record the

mxpected decease of our much loved Friend,
T^mas Kite, on the twenty-fifth of last month,
inhe sixtieth year of his age. His loss is deeply
fe by the Church. He was a living minister of
th everlasting Gospel, a scriptural, impressive
pucher, his manners courteous and mild, his dis-

potion bland and amiable, his mind cultivated
ai improved by his devotion to the cause of
T th and submission to its hallowed influence.

^ mourn his loss, though we have to acknowl-
edge he has been gathered as a shock of corn fully
nfe, into the heavenly garner. His remains
W'e attended to the grave by a very large
nuber of his friends and fellow-citizens, by
•w mi he was much esteemed. Our dear Friend

and valuable elder, Mary, wife of Thomas Wis-
tar, belonging to the Western Monthly Meet-

ing, is also deceased. She was much beloved

and respected. Philadelphia Fembertou, an
elder belonging to the Northern District, has

also been called away in the seventieth year of

his age. Of both these Friends it may be said,

their lamps were trimmed and they ready to

enter into the haven of eternal rest.

Third Mouth 23rd.—The season called win-

ter has nearly passed, but the weather, through-

out has been so mild, that with the exception

of a few very cold days, which were kindly

allowed us in order to procure a supply of ice

for the ensuing summer's use, we have had
scarcely any winter.

So much cloudless sky, such lovely setting

suns haveseldom been witnessed during its reign.

The apricot tree has been in blossom and many
plants putting out leaves, a hyacinth is now in

bloom in our garden and should not the pro-

gress of vegetation be retarded by frost it ap-

pears likely it will be an earlier spring than has

been known by many of us. In Europe the

weather has been entirely different. In Eng-

land, Italy and other places hitherto warm and

mild, the cold has beeii quite severe, frost and
snow having prevailed generally.

Floods and storms by sea and land and nu-

merous shipwrecks and loss of life, that it is

indeed, and has been, a most remarkable time

in various ways ; well for those who are centered

on the Rock, that alone can stand the winds

and waves unmoved.
Returning from meeting to-day, and my re-

tirement having been interrupted by company,

I have been more and more convinced how
much we lose by talking and visiting after these

solemnities.

Many persons are much in the habit of tak-

ing these opportunities to visit their friends. I

believe there is no readier way to efface the good

impressions made on the mind, than by vain,

trifling, sinful talk.

How much happier would they be if in quiet-

ness and retirement they would renew their

strength. Could the worldly wise and fashion-

able know how much more really comfortable

the religion of the Holy Jesus makes a man,

they would not thus easily forego this best of

blessings, the enjoyment of communion with

their God.
Third Mo. 3rd.—Our evening meetings closed.

A very large and solemn gathering. Our friend

Jno. Pease, was much favored in testimony, com-

mencing with the text, " Righteousness exalteth

a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people,"

and though he could adopt the language, " I

have much people in this city," yet there is a

great deal to be done away. He addressed the

young in a most persuasive manner to become

laborers in the field which were white unto har-

vest, also to those engaged in commerce, he said

he well knew what it was to be thus engrossed

aud the mind taken up with its pursuits, and

we may be so buried in the world that when

the end of time arrives, so neglected has been

the voice of the Heavenly Visitant that when
the books are opened and the records unfolded
of misspent hours, the language may go forth,

" I know you not!" How awful will be the

situation of such as these, entreating all toclose

in with the offers of Divine Love, which are so

richly extended and so diffusely administered

around us, not only in spiritual gifts, but in

other blessings which call for the dedication of

every talent and devotion of the whole man, to

the great and bounteous Giver.

May this and the faithful labors of other de-

voted servants who have been engaged in these

meetings to preach the glad tidings of the Gos-

pel, without money and without price, prove to

be as bread cast upon the waters found after

many days. Many persons not of our Society

have attended these meetings, and heard with

gladness the words of life.

Fourth Month 21st.—Our Yearly Meeting
commenced this morning and was opened in

solemn supplication by Isabel Casson. A large

number of Friends from other Yearly Meetings

have brought certificates, and are in attend-

ance. Amongst whom is our dear friend Rich-

ard Mutt, now in his eighty-second year, almost

as bright as ever in his ministry, and in his ap-

pearance but little changed. He is one with

whom I have long been acquainted, and is much
beloved by me ; in the morning of life he was

an example and encourager to me to walk in

the path of dedication, and encouraged by his

most persuasive ministry the youthful mind was

induced to follow on to know the Lord.

Our sittings have been very large, and seasons

of favor, that of this morning particularly so,

in which counsel, admonition and encourage-

ment have been sweetly and powerfully held

forth. Caution and warnings were also wisely

and closely administered by a number of dear

sisters on reading the Queries ; it closed on the

twenty-fifth instant with sweet solemnity. We
trust "the great concern manifested for the gen-

eral good will not be in vain.

Fifth Month 7th.—Our Quarterly Meeting

was held this day. It was large and solemn.

Elizabeth Pittfield was sweetly favored to preach

the Gospel in an encouraging manner, and dear

William Evans to sound an alarm through the

camp against the spirit which is at work to de-

stroy the heritage which George Fox, Robert

Barclay, Isaac Penington and William Penn, so

nobly contended for; a spirit which, under the

guise of a more refined Quakerism, is seeking a

broader walk than that in which the sons of the

morning trod ; encouraging Friends to keep in-

ward and not to be turned aside by the many
voices which are now amongst us. Isabel Casson

took an affectionate leave of us in the second

meeting, saying, We felt as "bone of her bmie

and flesh of her flesh," being so near and dear

to her, bidding us farewell in the Lord, that

however discouraging things might appear, she

believed there were those who. would be pre-

served and support the cause.

Our dear E. Evans was sweetly led to hold

up the views which had been presented to her
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f the bow which was seen i,. ! Oak Leaves, Laurel Crown, or Olive Branch?

ers should \ late number of the Episcopal Recorder

pposite editorial note upon some
mind this d

.

the cloud as a promise that the wat

not aeain cover the earth, and that amidst the

many discouragements of the present time she

believed that Joseph was yet alive amongst

An interesting memorial of our late valuable

lv Meeting, was read, of whom it may be

said, -She being dead, vet speaketh.' The ex-

tracta from the men's Yearly Meeting were

also read, comprising the many interesting con-

cerns which engaged their attention manifest

ing their continued deep interest in the welfare

and prosperity of our favored Society, besieged

aa it is by inward and outward foes.

Our dear niece, Bailie C. Howell, youngest

daughter of my brother Joseph, was married to

Edward G.,son of the late Stephen Simmons,

on the eighteenth of the Sixth Month, in a

„,1 solemn meeting, which was favored

with a sweet solemnity and with an acceptable

and appropriate testimony from our dear Wil-

liam Evans. I trust we were sensible of the

favor in thus experiencing the overshadowing

of the Divine Wing, sanctioning as it were, the

union of these dear young people, who I believe

were sensible of its hallowed influence.

(To be concluded.)

For ''The Friend.'"

In some of our meetings for Discipline re-

cently held, sadness and uneasiness has been

felt on account of the state of Society as given

in the answers to the first and second Queries.

It is hoped all of us will strive to hold all

our meetings as advised in our admirable dis-

eiplim—as given on pages 7 and 8 of the book

of discipline. "Friends are affectionately de-

sired and exhorted to be diligent in the atten-

dance of them; and when met, humbly seek to

be clothed with the spirit of wisdom and charity :

this will divest the mind of a dependence on

our own strength and abilities, endue us with

patience and condescension toward each Other:

and being preserved in fellowship, agreeably to

our Lord's declaration, 'One is your Master

even Christ, and all ye are brethren,' a qualifi-

cation will be experienced in our several stations

and movements, to build up one another in that

faith which works by love to the purifying of

the heart."

If our meetings are held, or sincere endeavors

used by all when assembled to so hold them as

above advised, there would be no room for feel-

ings of jealousy or disunity, -as to "who should

rreatest," or strivings on the part of any

of US for position in which our Friends do not

feel justified in placing us, remembering how
our Saviour checked the ambitious feelings or

actions of hi- apostles as given in Luke xxii:

24-27. "And there was a strife among them,

which of them should be ace nted the great-

est And He said unto them. The kings of the

( lentiles exercise lordship over them
;
and they

thai exercise authority upon them are called

benefactors. But ye -hall not lie so: but he

i hat is greatest among you, let him be as the

younger: and he that is chief, as he that doth

For whither i- greater, lie that sitteth at

meat or he thai hethat sitteth at

meat '.' But I am among you as he that serveth."

If we endeavor all of US to be clothed with

Christ's spirit, and to worship in Spirit and
Truth as He Milvi-d.il i> trusted we will be fa-

vored therein however small our numbers may
be. and our influence in the world, as well as

among those under our name very greatly in-

er. BBI d.

Eleventh Month I4lh, 1896.

contains ,-, •-
.

- , ,,

recent bellicose sayings and doings of the Ger-

man Emperor and war lord, adverting espe-

cially to the triumphant rejoicings incident to

the celebration of Sedan Day.

In the spring of this year, when the newly-

constructed iron-clad .Egir was christened the

characteristic remark of the Emperor in him-

self performing the ceremony, was: " 1 his ship

shall remind us always of the dark, prehistoric

times, when the powerful god, JEgir, was feared

and worshipped by all of our Germanic seafaring-

ancestors, and of their might upon the sea

The Emperor has been noted for his " ancestral

worship," particularly that of his grandfather,

but why anv monarch, taking frequent occasion

to declare that he is such " by the grace of God,"

should thus perpetuate the memory of the dark,

heathen deity, jEgir, is hard to understand, ex-

cept it be that his belief is great in the potency

of force. .

Very recently this Kaiser decorated with oak

leaves" the standards of certain regiments he

was reviewing. How does this ceremony take

us back to the laurel crowning of the pagan

soldiery of Home under the Cassars—a practice

which the people of God, the Christians, neither

allowed nor would submit to, either on the oc-

casion of public rejoicing, or to gratify innate

luxury. Tartullian, in his essay, " De Corona,"

discusses it in full, being incited thereto by an

incident which had just occurred in the imperial

camp, and which leads him to " first inquire

whether warfare is proper at all for Christians."

Then follows this memorable inquiry and decla-

ration: " What^sense is there in discussing the

merely accidental, when that on which it rests

is to be condemned ? Shall it be held lawful to

make an occupation of the sword, when the

Lord proclaims that he. who uses the sword

shall perish by the sword?"

Let me speak now of the new memorial shaft

just erected on the field of Brandywine, and to

be unveiled on the one hundred and eighteenth

anniversary of the battle with ceremonies pre-

sumed to befit the occasion. We may turn from

the oak leaves of the Teuton and the laurel

crown of the Roman, and take as a better present

day token the olive branch, so significant of

peace. We may also with eminent propriety

associate it with the anniversary event, with

Lafayette, and with the country whence he

came to us. for the circumstances of peaceful

augury to which I now allude is the legislative

motion unanimously adopted last month in the

French chandler of Deputies, to the effect that

that body invited the government to negotiate

as soon as was possible the conclusion of a per-

manent treaty of arbitration between theFrench
republic and the United States of America.

What we know of the character of the Mar-
quis de Lafayette may justly incline us to be-

lieve that he would have welcomed with en-

thusiasnj the introduction of a method for the re-

concilement of international difficulties without

resort to war, so in line with the mooted plan
i though at the time looked upon only as a

dream) of Henry IV. and the Abbe St. Pierre.

This same plan of arbitration, and a high court
of nations, though il was still in advance of his

day. was brought forward by William Penn,
subsequent to the founding of this province of
Pennsylvania. It was the belief of Penn, his

assistants and immediate successors in the gov-
ernment, that truth, openness, equity, straight-

forwardness, with trust in God, would suffice to

keep the peace between the colonists of Penn

proprietary province and the aborigines, an'

with the whites of any other nationality wb

might tettle near them on American soil.
_ j

The persuasion of Penn and his companioi

concerning the natives of the soil was realize,

to the letter. There was never a war betweei

them, and the chain of friendship has ever bee;

kept bright. Later, after the nation's " centui

of dishonor," upon the inauguration of a ne

and more humane policy of Indian treatmei;

by President Grant, the Friends were special

invited to carry it into effect. We have tl

,

Indians amongst us here to-day, but in the ro

of efficient helpers in our families, detailed fro

the Training School at Carlisle, where gover
j

ment without appeal to force is so well unde

stood that the drill exercise is without offensi'

weapons, and the sentry at the guard house do I

not shoulder a musket.
_ ^

I

The directors of the public schools in Chest

County have done well that they have refusi

to authorize the military drill for the childrt

under their care. The purpose of that Frenc

American, Stephen Girard, in founding ti

treat orphan school and home which bears 1j

name, that the lads should receive such a coui

of simple training as should tend to evin

benevolence toward their fellow creatures, I tj

lieve is being defeated through the deflM

military training they receive, whereby not-i

few are being graduated into regular militai

companies. There has been a recent revival*

Napoleonism in books and magazine literatu;

keeping pace with the clamor for the soldie

tactics°in the public schools, and the bo»

brigade in the churches. Imperialism and nv

tarism march hand in hand, their standai

decked with oak leaves and crowned with lau*

of a pagan past, but a just and free governme

by, for'and of the people, proffers the peace;:

olive branch in seeking the settlement of e

putes by a more rational way than that of w

Josiah W. Leeds.

Eocouncey, Ninth Month 9th, 1895.

For "The Friend, i

The Barclay Home at West CheswI

Pa.— It is thought that Friends in other pa

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting may feel I

terested to learn of the success which has so I

attended the managers in conducting this il

cellent Institution, and of the great good alrea

accomplished, although under many difficult i

There are at this time ten boarders who hi

come from four or five different Quarterly Mt l

ings, so that the benefit is widely extended, i

is quietly and economically conducted by tl

valuable" matron, Helena Conner, aided bjf

committee of capable and judicious women,j
The inmates are well cared for, and madet

comfortable as can well be done. When si

,

they are kindly nursed— indeed, it is a gri

blessing to the aged and delicate who have •

home of their own, to have such a quiet retr •

provided for them. The managers labor urn

'

many disadvantages in not having a build;

of their own, and it is hoped that Friends n>

have means to dispose of may be willing to 1
in extending its usefulness.

They invite Friends to visit them, and M

for themselves the benefit the Institution is c

ferring. ^

God's Mercy.—No mercy hath been ro>

endeared than what hath broken out of
j

thickest cloud, or more full and sweet*
what hath come after much patience and c|

tinued wrestlings.

—

Fleming.
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For "The Friehd."

,[The following essay, which was published in

tuct form by our late valued friend, Richard
Jsterbrook, of Camden, New Jersey, possesses

bauble interest to some who were intimately

squainted with the author, not only as a clear

(position of important truth, but also as a dis-

Cisure of the train of thought and religious

Micern which our beloved friend cherished.

|i was indeed one who was much devoted to the

luintenauce of those deep spiritual truths which

tfe early members of our Society were led to

pclaim to the world. And so he became quick

C discernment to see the tendencies to error

xtich marred the usefulness of some well-

oposed members among Friends, and he was

Hthful in exposing these tendencies.

After his decease, as the writer was returning

fim the house where the funeral company had

a em bled, one of his workmen, who said be had

ben in his employ more than thirty years,

cue alongside, and remarked, "A better man
l&er lived," or words to that import. Without
diiriug to draw comparison between the degrees

o dedication to the Lord's cause which have
bin exhibited by different individuals, we feel

tl.t a prince and a great man hath fallen in

o- Israel, and that there are few if any left

aiong us who can be relied upon with more
cafidenee to stand firmly for the ancient prin-

c les of Friends, without compromise.

in this respect he was like our late beloved

fynd, Morris Cope, to whom he was uncom-
ntnly attached and very closely united.

• »Ve commend the essay to the favorable con-

siferation of our readers.

—

Ed.]

[waited patiently for the Lord, and He inclined

Ut> me and heard my cry. (Ps, xl : 1.)

i'he Lord direct your hearts into the love of God,
ai into the patient waiting for Christ. (2 Thess.
ii' 5.)

Vhen Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then
slil we also appear with Him in glory. (Col. ill: 4.)

t is a day of some excitement in certain

qA.rters, on the subject of religion, and in pro-

ption to the absence of real religious experi-

ere, there appears to be danger that the mind
my run out and find rest iu a speculative ap-

pthension of the truths of the Gospel, and in

tfc condition, may feed itself upon imagination,

ail professing the discover}' of a " higher life,"

biignorant of that which is the true life of the

sd—the Bread which cometh down from heav-

eiand giveth life unto the world. It is to this

tbit the Holy Scriptures direct our attention,

asnay be observed by consideration of the pas-

sass at the head of this paper, and a multitude
oLthers that might be quoted. It is in this

w r that they are designed to be profitable,

ai that we, through patience and comfort of
th Scriptures, might have hope.

t not unfrequently happens that persons are
rely to suppose they are pretty nearly, or sub-
stitially, agreed on the fundamental doctrines
othe Gospel. Especially is this apt to be the
cp: when we, as members of the Society of
Fends, in conversation with, or in perusing
tb. writings of other professors, find an ac-

ki'wledgment of the doctrine of the Holy
ijrit. A little further scrutiny, however, it

is>elieved, will often disclose the fact that,

wile using nearly the same language, and
qiting the same passages of Scripture, there
isanderneath, a most marked and vital dis-

tortion. It is a prevalent idea, outside of our
Sdety, that the Scriptures are the only means
obtaining Divine instruction, in the sense that
w.it the Spirit saith to us comes through that
cbnel, and that only.

The writer has been intimately acquainted
with many earnest and sincere professors of

other denominations, and greatly enjoyed the

sense of unity with them, as fellow-travellers to-

wards a better country, owned of the Lord in

their faithfulness to the degree of enlightenm snl

they had reached, ami yet he has learned more
highly to estimate the privilege of the clearer

apprehension of Gospel truth which has, in

mercy, been vouchsafed to us as a precious

trust.

In one instance, he knew of a man who had
been engaged for thirty years as a local preacher
among the Wesleyan Methodists, who said that

he knew of nothing that originated the work of

religion in the minds of men, independently of

the Holy Scriptures. If this were so, the same
source must be continually looked to, for spir-

itual consolation and nourishment. This person

was highly endowed mentally, and was an au-

thor of considerable note.

The writer knew another case, of one who had
been similarly engaged, a member of the same
society, who, in conversation on thesubject, gave
it as his sentiment that, if it were possible to

obliterate from the memory the promises and
consolatory portions of the Bible, there would
be an end to Divine communion with that soul,

thus evincing how deep rooted was his convic-

tion that it was by this, as a medium, that Di-

vine comfort and consolation must come, to the

soul of man, if it come at all.

In another case, a person was on the platform

at a meeting of a branch of the British and For-

eign Bible Society, and urging the importance

of the work of promoting the circulation of the

Holy Scriptures, said, in the course of his speech,

"Time was when the Apostle wrote that the Word
of God was not bound, but now we have it bound,

and you can have it at so much a copy," etc.

Iu the printed reports of agents of the same
society on foreign stations, remarks of a similar

character have often been seen. They report

the receipt, by a certain steamer or vessel, of

>o many cases of the Bread of Life— or the

Leaves of which are for the healing of the na-

tions etc., meaning copies of the Holy Scriptures

of the old and New Testaments.

Far be it from me to depreciate in the least

the value of the precious gift of these invaluable

writings. The Society of Friends has always

placed them where they placed themselves, and
has unequivocally accepted the doctrine of the

Apostle that they were given forth by inspira-

tion of God, and that they are "profitable for

doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

tion in righteousness, that the man of God may
be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good
works." "That whatsoever was written afore-

time, was written for our learning, that we
through patience and comfort of the Scriptures

might have hope." The writer looks back with

satisfaction at his own share in the sale and dis-

tribution of many hundreds of copies.

He is at this time, however, concerned that,

while on the one hand, we should in no way or

degree undervalue the Holy Scriptures, and be

careful to make a right use of them, we may
adhere with steady, unwavering consistency and
faithfulness to our own acknowledged testimony

respecting them. Our view is well expressed

by that eminent servant of Christ, William

Penn, " The grace of God within me, and the

Scriptures without me, are the foundation and
declaration of my faith and religion, and let

any man get better if he can."

With these principles fully established in our

minds, we shall come to apprehend the import

of the language of the blessed Saviour to the

Samaritan woman, when she said, "Art thou

greater than our father, Jacob, who gave us the

well, and drank thereof himself, hi- children

and his cattle?" and lb- replied to her in this

deeply instructive and significant language:
" Whosoever drinketh of this water shall thir-t

again (to which water all inferior sources of

help, or comfort, or instruction, may be com-

pared); but whosoever drinketh of th.' water

that I shall give him, shall never thirst, but the

water that I shall give him .-hall be in him a

well of water, springing up unto everlasting

life."

It is this kind of experience that introduces

the Christian traveller into the state and enjoy-

ment of that true life which is hid with Christ

in God, and into that adoration ami worship

which standeth not in reciting or reading the

experiences of other men, but .-lands in Divine

communion with the Father and with the Son,

through the eternal Spirit.

This feeling and knowing transcends all words

and professions. Those who are come hither

can indeed call that day blessed wherein their

minds were turned from darkness unto light,

and from the power of Satan unto the power of

God, which is the *nljMuuce of the Gospel.

Whilst encouraging evidence is often afforded

that, among the various denominations of pro-

fessingChristians, thereare many whose spiritual

eyes have been anointed to see with increasing

clearness into the mystery and spirituality of

the Gospel dispensation —to see, indeed, that it

is a dispensation of the Spirit—and that there

is great openness to receive such views among
others of them—it would be cause for sadness

and mourning if our own Society should, at

this day, be found to have declined from the

advanced ground it once occupied and had
drifted away from the place it was designed to

fill in the universal Church.

In a day when a strong current is set in,

which seeim to be carrying many away from

this foundation—when speculative opinion is

too apt to be taken for faith, and a wordy pro-

fession for possession of the Truth as it is in

Jesus Christ our Lord—may it never be justly

said that, from fear or partiality, or favor or

affection, towards those who have left the true

foundation, or towards those who have never

known what it is to build upon it, or from any

other motive, that we have hesitated to avow our

own principles on this great subject, or faltered

in the proper discharge of the duties of faithful

watchmen and watch-women on our walls, ever

bearing in mind the necessity that our own
hearts should be seasoned with grace, and that

whatever we say or do, may be said or done in

the love and iu the fear of God, for the servant

of the Lord must not strive (in his own will;

but be gentle unto all men, apt to teach, pa-

tient, in meekness instructing those that oppose

themselves, that, peradventure, they may be

brought to the acknowledgment of the Truth

and delivered out of every snare. R. E.

First Lessors.—The great first lesson for

the infant is obedience; it should be taught

firmly, yet tenderly ; before the rebellious spirit,

strengthens; the mother will and must suf-

fer during the great sacrifice to duty she is call-

ed upon to make; but perseverance will go far

to secure the happiness of both, and that of all

with whom the future of the child may be asso-

ciated or connected. The more difficult the task,

the more needful that it should be discharged

faithfully.—6'. G. Hall.
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For "THE Fkie>-d."

What is Worship?

I- it not a Bolemn and sacred sense, given by

the Holy Ghost, of the Omnipresent, Supreme

and Almighty God, Creator and Preserver ot

all things. It", then, we feel and know ourselves

t,, be in bis awful and majestic presence, and

I our nothingness without Him, how

ian u ,. ter into any outward ex-

ercise before Him without his leading, as if He
were an heathen potentate, who might be de-

c. ived, ap] eased 01 flattered by a great ado of

prayers, singing, etc. It seems to me a most

objectionable practice for people professing to

know the office of the Holy Ghost, to engage in

such practices, and also to solicit the aid of

sinners, without even a semblance ofChristianity

_, with them, and call this worshipping

. singing to his praise. It is most painful

to my mind to sit in such assemblies. I speak

in the fear of the Lord when I say that his

Spirit led me out of the grossest darkness and

unbelief, to know and accept the atoning sacri-

fice of the blessed Lord and Saviour, as a pro-

pitiation for my sins unto salvation, and also

to know that the Scriptures were written by

Divine inspiration. The same Teacher showed

me the error of such prescribed forms of wor-

ship.

John iv : 23, 24.—"But the hour cometh, and

now is, when the true worshippers shall worship

the Father in spirit and iu truth : for the

Father seeketh such to worship Him. God is

a Spirit, and they that worship Him must wor-

ship Him in spirit and in truth."

How ran such worship be performed accepta-

bly to God, without the immediate aid of the

Holy G
Matt w. 8, '•». -"This people drawetn nigh

unto me with their mouth, and honoreth me
with their lips; hut their heart is far from me.

But in vain they do worship me, teaching for

doctrines the commandments of men."
Singing produced by the inspiration of the

II ily Ghost in the heart or soul, would be music
lilted for a lodgment in the breast of some poor
soul, tired of earth's vain music.

I-aiah Iv : 11,12.—"So shall my word be
that goeth forth out of my mouth; it shall not

return unto me void : hut it shall accomplish
that which I please, and it shall prosper in the

thing whereto I sent it. For ye shall go out
with joy, and be led forth with peace: the moun-
tain- and the hill- .-hall break forth before you
into Binging, and all the trees of the field shall

chip their hand-."

Psalms xlvi: 10.—"Be -till, and know that

I am God ;
I will be exalted among the heathen.

I will be exalted in tin- earth."

Psalms xviii : 32.—" It is God that girdeth
me w ir h Btrength.and maketh my way perfect."

I fail to see any material difference in pray-
ing out of prayer hooks and singing .mt of
hymn book?. Therefore have I cried concerning
this, their strength is to sit still. Oh, that the
time may come when tie- people may faithfully

assemble under the teaching of the Hoi
to learn what is " thy will be d

Colebrook, Ontario, Canada.

MATI BNA1 l\-I 1:1 . [IONS. - < »h m
reflect upon the power your Maker ha- placed
in your (.an. I- 'II,. re i- no earthly in

to l„. compared to you,-. There i-." urn bi-
nation ot causes - • powerful in promoting the
happiness or the misery of our race, as the in-

structions of home.— Tin Mother •

OTHER VOICES.
IX THE WORLD, NOT OF IT.

L"rd ! Thon hast set Thy people here

In this vain world ami wide;

O! make the souls that hold Thee dear

Fust in that love abide.

A watch-tower in the world they win,

But not their portion make
;

Thy people needs must dwell herein,

But not hereof partake.

Thev weigh its wares, they know its wiles,

But walk not in its ways,

Nor set their heart upon its smiles,

Nor greatly heed its praise.

Thev do its tasks if smiles thereon

Their Taskmaster Divine

;

The sun-hiue of its grace they shun

Wherein He doth not shine.

Each speeding chance they gladly miss

Their Lord they may not tell;

Nor linger in a hower of bliss

Wherein He may net dwell.

Not from its gloom their sorrows spring,

Nor from its wrath their fear;

Their peace, their joy it doth not bring

;

It cannot mar their cheer.

They rise to fulness of delight

When it is most afar;

And mix rejoicing in the fight

When with its powers at war.

When in the world their stay is o'er,

Then their true life doth come:
To their own Fatherland they soar;

There, there they are at home!

HE CARETH FOR US ALL.

BY S. E. ADAMS.

This morn, while walking slowly down the street,

Perplexed ami sad—small things will grieve us so-

A little leaf came fluttering to my feet,

Gay with the lints that autumn leaflets know.

Amid the wind-swept branches of the tree,

Aflame with robes of crimson, green and gold,

A birdling's nest half-hidden could I see

Where c nee in song the birds their stories told.

Blue was the sky ; a south wind softly stirred

And whispered near, as if to bid me heed.

Oh, fluttering leaf! Oh, care-free, singing bird !

The lesson taught am I too blind to read?

If ( Jod so i lothe the leaf upon the tree,

And seeth if the smallest sparrow fall,

May He not have a kindly thought for me?
I will believe He careth for us all.

— The Independent.

For "The Fkiend."

A Visit to Brown's Mills.

On the twenty-sixth of Tenth Month a visit

was paid to the neighborhood of Brown's Mills,
principally in hope of finding the Climbing
Fern i Lyyodinm palmalum), for which a party
of botanists had searched Hie neighborhood
without success, earlier in the season. The
plant is late in starting, and the former hunt
was probably before it. had made its appear-
ance. This time we found it iu abundance,
hut in mi many cases the fertile extremity of
the fin had withered and dropped, that for a
time 1 feared lest we had left our visit so late
that no g 1 specimens could lie procured. But
we were much pleased, and I hope grateful, to
find - veral plants, which exhibited in a good
degree the characteristic features of this fern,
and we experienced a little of that glow of eil-
thuBiasm with which a botanical explorer soon
becomes familiar.

The vim- is very slender, and twines around the
bushes among which it grows, attaining a length

of three or four or more feet. The peculiar fing(

shaped leaves are beautiful, and unlike thoi

of any other plant in that section of the count! I

These leaves are much contracted in the til

minal part of the vine, and bear the spores 1
seed.

A late number of Median's Monthly Mar/azi

says that Lygodium grows pretty abuudantly
1

1

Connecticut, but that Kentucky, of all othl

places, is its favorite home.

We had little prospect of finding any flowfi

so late in the season, and indeed we met wi: i

but one variety, the Dlpplopappus linariifoli
]

a neat and pretty plant. The flowers weJ
smaller than those which came earlier in tl

season, but were welcomed as the last of tl

floral train.

The scanty soil was mostly underlaid witrl

white, gravelly sand—a suitable locality for tl
Cactus family, and we found a patch of til

curious plant, the Prickly Pear ( Opuntia vm
garis). The stem, which plants usually shcJ

has been changed into flattened oval join!

thick and fleshy, which from their green ifl

pearance are generally called leaves. The till

leaves are small and awl-shaped, and soon ftjl

They have clusters of barbed bristles on th tl

axils, so that any one who incautiously hand. 4

the plant is likely to feel the effects unple-1

antly. The flowers are bright yellow, abcjl

two inches broad, and showy ; but they hjl

long since fallen and been replaced by II
fruit, a one-celled berry about an inch lull

and filled with flattened seeds. The fruitM

mucilaginous and edible, and from its charac I

the plant is sometimes called " Indian Fig." i.i

The favorite home of the Cactus family is 11

the hot and dry plains of Central Americsil

and a special provision has been made toena i I

them to endure without injury the dryness f

the climate. Leaves have been called the luu

of plants, and it is in the green cellular tiss 1 4

of these that the sap collected by. the roots

converted into material fitted for the sustenaiB

and growth of the plant. But in dry seasojl

when the sun's rays are intensely hot, the evafl
ration from the leaves is sometimes grearl

than the supply of moisture from the roots, all

then the leaves wilt, and if the process is carrll

too far, may wither and perish. To gu»
against this, in the green surface of the caci -

joints, which answers the purpose of leaves i .

these plants, the minute cells which form Jit

surface of leaves, have thickened sides, so i.U
but little moisture can escape through th<,

and the breathing pores close and check M
drain the momeut it becomes injurious to i «

plant. The drier the atmosphere, the grear

the apparent reluctance of these fleshy-lea'

1

plants to part with the fluid they have accurw
lated, and upon which they live during ifl

long period when little or no moisture is yield

by tne soil or the air.

Although flowers were scarce, yet there w3
many interesting plants, whose season of bio I

had passed. Among these the Wintergreenr

Teaberry (Gau/iheria proeumbens), was qt3-

abundant. The stem of this interesting lii'J I

plant creeps for a considerable distance below 3 I

surface, sending up at intervals short brancs

from three to five inches in height, which h:3 i

a few evergreen leaves, and white flowers •

their axils. Some of those we found had
fruit, which has a spicy, aromatic flavor.

In some parts of the woods the Sand Myi]

(Leiophyttum buxifolium), grew abundantly,
is a low, slender, branching shrub, which be I

in the spring an abundant crop of white flow I
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' We saw many dense tufts of very narrow
•ass-like leaves, which belonged to a plant of

lie Lily family, called Turkey-beard, because

lie stems are thickly beset with bristle like

laves. It blooms in the Sixth Month, and
>ars a showy raceme of creamy white flowers,

he botanical name, Xerophylhim setifolium, is

erived from the character of the foliage. The
neric name, meaning dry leaved, and the spe-

fic name indicating bristly leaved. In its flow-

hag season it is one of the attractions of the

ne barrens.

In the lower and damper parts of the woods,
there in ordinary seasons a little water would
:i found, the ground was covered with sphagnum
;oss, which seems to grow continuously at the

tp, and to decay into peat below. It is remarka-

le for the tenacity with which it holds mois-

Ire, so that it is a favorite material for nur-

srymen to place about the roots of trees which
tey are shipping. My companion plucked a

Itle, apparently dry, and on squeezing it in

h hand, forced out a few drops of water. In

lese damp, springy grounds the White Cedar,

liich loves a peaty soil for its roots, was grow-
ig freely.

The Trailing Arbutus (Epiyrea repens), had
ready formed its leaves and buds for next
jar, and was ready to come into bloom when
sfew warm days in next spring should quicken
i vegetation.

The low grounds along the Rancocas near
rown'sMills have been converted into a rather

etensive eranbeiry bog. A few of the red ber-

ks which had escaped the pickers were still on

ti vines. The cranberry plant resembles the

tkberry in that the main stem creeps for some
it along the slush which is its natural habitat,

sd sends up frequent short shoots, which bear
te leaves, flowers and fruit. It has been found
b experience, that a productive cranberry bog
nst have a stream of water running through
fwhieh can be so regulated as to submerge the

h? when desired, thus killing out weeds and
octroying insects which would prey on the

vies.

(To be concluded.)

Natural History, Science, etc.

The Electric Eels.—Humboldt thus describes

t : method used by the Indians of South Ainer-
i\ to capture these animals. The Indians
dive a herd of horses into a stagnant pool,

were they abounded. " These yellowish livid

e>3, he writes resembling large aquatic snakes,

8:m near the surface of the water, and crowd
uder the bellies of the horses and mules. The
stuggle between animals of so different an or-

giization affords a very interesting sight. The
Ilians, armed with harpoons and long slender
rids, closely surround the pool, and by their
ud shouts and long reeds prevent the horses
ftm coming to the bank. The eels seek to de-

ftd themselves by repeated discharges of their

e.3tric batteries, and for a long time it seemed
a: f theirs would be the victory. Several horses
sis under the violence of the invisible blows
wich they receive in the most vital parts, and,
biumbed by the force and frequency of the
sicks, disappear beneath the surface. Others,
wh mane erect aud haggard eyes, raise them-
se-es and endeavor to escape, but are driven back
bjthe Indians. Within five minutes a couple
oiiorses are killed. The eel which is five feet
leg, presses its body against the belly of the
h se, and attacks at once the heart, the viscera,
ail the group of abdominal nerves. It is na-
Wftl," the author adds, " that the effect which

a horse experiences should be more powerful
than that produced by the same fish on man,
when it touches him only at one of the extremi-
ties. The horses are probably not killed, but
stunned, and are drowned amid the confusion
of the struggle between the other horses and
eels."

C. J. Cornish tried the electric power of a
pair in the Zoological Gardens at London. He
says, " When grasped in the middle of the back,
there was just time to realize that there was
none of the ' lubricity' of the common eel, when
the first shock passed up the arm with a ' flicker'

identical with that which a zig-zag flash of
lightning leaves upon the eye, and, as it seem-
ed, with equal speed. A second and third felt

like a blow on the 'funny-bone,' and the hand
and arm were thrown back with a jerk which
flung the water backwards on the pavement
and over the keeper who was kindly assisting

in the enterprise. This slight mishap recalled

afar less agreeable result of a shock inflicted

on a previous inquirer, whose recoiling hand
had struck the assistant a severe blow in the

face. Unwilling to be baffled by a fish less in

size than the salmon which form the common
stock of a fish-monger's window, the writer once
more endeavored to hold the eel at any cost of

personal suffering. But the electric powers
were too subtle and pervading to be denied.

The first muscular quiver of the fish was re-

sisted ; but at the second, the sense of vibration

set up became intolerable, and the enforced re-

lease was as rapid and uncontrollable as the

first.

On the last occasion on which the writer was
present at the eels' feeding-hour, eight or ten

lively gudgeon were taken from a pail, and
placed in the eels' tank. The small fish at once
dived to the bottom, as is their habit, and
sought refuge in the corners, or at the angle
made by the meeting of the base and sides of

the stone cistern. Every one of the fish was
killed by the electric shock before being eaten

;

but in the case of those in the corners, it was
impossible for the fish to bring the electric or-

gan, which lies on each side of the lower part

of the tail, into direct contact. The eel, there-

fore, swam past them like a torpedo-boat which
intends to discharge its broadside torpedoes, and
as the battery came opposite, the fish gave a

slight quiver, which instantaneously produced
a violent shock in the gudgeon, and turned it

belly upwards. After three had been killed and
eaten, the shocks became weaker, and the other

gudgeon seemed only partly paralyzed by the

first shock, and sometimes recovered and swam
away in a crippled condition until benumbed by
a second shock. One fish which was "shocked "

and left for dead while the eel went in pursuit

of more, recovered in a few minutes, and was
subsequently pursued, received a direct shock
from the eel's side and was killed. The infer-

ence suggested by the writer's own experience

of the violence of the shocks inflicted, though
with different degrees of intensity, is that the

eel controls the power of the electrical discharge

at will, just as it controls any other function

that has its initiative in muscular action ; and
that the gudgeons received enough, and no
more than was sufficient to paralyze them, and
make them easy victims for the slow-moving eel.

Common Poisons and their Antidotes.—To one
class of careful housekeepers it is simply amaz-
ing that anybody can keep deady poisons stored

in ordinary bottles, and within the reach of chil-

dren ; but no day passes in which the results of

just that carelessness are not chronicled. In

Boston, the druggists sell poisons in buttle- of a

special shape, that have knobs on the surface

resembling the kernels on an car of corn, so

that they can be easily felt in the dark, and thus

put the user on his guard.

In many households an alcoholic solution of
corrosive sublimate is kept on hand as a vermin-
destroyer ; in one such, a new servant—who
was addicted to drink, of which habit the mis-
tress knew nothing— explored her newly ac-

quired pantry, and on the top shelf found a
bottle, of which she hastened to partake, and in

a very short time developed symptoms of great
mischief; but the mistress instantly adminis-
tered the white of eggs, till six had been swal-
lowed, which saved the girl, till the arrival of
the doctor with his stomach-pump; and it was
nothing but this dilution of the fatal dose that
had protected the coats of the stomach, as the
amount taken was, as the doctor said, "Enough
to kill her three times over."

Another source of poisoning which is not as

fatal, but which causes great suffering, is that
which comes from the common poison ivy. The
brilliant foliage tempts people to the woods, and
before one realizes the danger, a person suscep-

tible to its influence has brushed against it ; and
without prompt treatment much misery will en-

sue. But nowadays almost every household has
an excellent remedy at hand in the ammonia
that is used for so many purifying purposes;
but if the ubiquitous " Household " is not at

hand some common aqua ammonia—to be had
at all druggists—can be used, and if applied as

soon as vesicles begin to appear, will "head off"
further ravages.

So many accidents come from unwittingly
imbibing carbolic acid that it has seemed as if

reproducing the following letter, originallv writ-

ten to the New York Sun, would be rendering
a substantial public service.

"To the Editor of The Sun:—Scarcely a week
without a record in The Sun of a death by car-

bolic acid poison ; and notwithstanding carbolic

is in general use, and a moderate dose believed

to be equal to sure death to an adult, no remedy
has ever been given that I have seen.

"There is a simple and sure remedy for this

caustic poison, taken in mistake as I know by
experience.

" Several years ago it was my evil fortune to

swallow an over-full teaspoon of pure carbolic

acid in mistake at midnight, wrestling with a
fierce carbuncle on my neck. Recalling in-

instantly that carbolic acid is diluted and cap-

tured quickly by water, I turned to the water
pitcher and drank copiously, then fell uncon-
scious, all in about thirty seconds.

" The water saved my life. Of course the skin

came off my mouth and throat; the Vesuvius
carbuncle, however, was discouraged and con-

quered. In view of the very general ignorance
of a remedy easy and sure for this deadly poi-

son, I venture to ask The Sun to investigate and
possibly confer another boon upon humanity by
publishing widely a sure remedy for carbolic

acid poison. Very sincerely,
" '-Rufds E. Moore.

The Great Aid:—At a recent auction in Lon-
don of a fine and well-preserved specimen of the

great auk, the bidding went up to three hun-
dred and fifty guineas; but as this was lower
than the reserve price, the bird did not change
owners. About eighty skins of this extinct bird

are known to be in existence, of which twenty-

four are in Great Britain. An egg of this bird
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was sold for one hundred and eighty guineas,

while an egg of JSpiornu maximus brought

thirty-six guineas.

Kansas Yearly Meeting—Conservative.

[The following accounl is condensed froi ie

that appeared in an Emporia paper . Kansas).

Jt was forwarded to us by a member of that

meeting, who vouches foi its correctness.]

The Yearly Meeting now in session iu Em-

poria is that branch of the Quakers known as

Conservative Friends, so distinguished because

they hold to the original doctrinesof the Quakers

..n worship and the ministry. They maintain

that the spiritual gifts given to believers in the

apostolic age were designed to continue iu the

caurch of Christ in all ages, and not as a mere

temporary phenomena to introduce* Ihristianity.

eve the words of the apostle that these

re given "For the perfecting of the

saints for the work of the ministry, tor the edi-

fyiogofthe body of Christ: till we all come

iii the unity of the faith and of the knowledge

of the Son of God, unto a perfect mau, unto the

measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ"

I Eph. iv : 12, 13 I, that the.se conditions of min-

istrv and growth are as needful to-day as in

any other age of the world. As the apostle Paul

has enforced this doctrine of spiritual gifts with

almost tour whole chapters—the twelfth of Ro-

mans, the twelfth and fourteenth of first Corin-

thians, and the fourth of Ephesiaus-more Scrip-

ture than i- devoted to any other one subject in

the New Testament, the Friends believe this to

be one of the most important of Scripture doc-

trines.

Some seventeen years ago when there was de-

veloped in the Society of Friends a movement
t,, —i aside this d ctrine of spiritual gifts, ami

thesilent worship and waiting ministry by which

they were exercised, the conservative Friends

withdrew from the liberal body of Friends, as

they were called.

Since the liberal Friends adopted a pastoral

system, live years ago, setting aside these origi-

nal doctrines of ministry and worship, the Lon-
don Yearly Meeting has frequently reaffirmed

tic old doctrine of spiritual gifts. Two years

ago 1893 .
in an epistle addressed to all the

liberal bodies in America, L Ion said: "We
hold, as we have ever held, that ministry should
not be confined by human arrangement to this

or that person in a congregation. The words of

the apostle are explicit, ' Ye may all prophesy
one by one, that all may be comforted.' A min-
istry tint- drawn by tin' Divine Head of the
( 'hurch out of the congregation itselfand this de-

pendence on mutual help and sympathy ought
to be, and we believe i- free from professional

assumption which --en time- hinders the access

Of the < rospel to the Icirls of men."

These forcible reminders in the old Quaker
doctrines not being heeded by these bodies, this

year after neglecting the conservative Friends
of Kansas foi London Yearly
Meeting sends an epistle of love to the Yearly

at Emporia.
'fhe Yearly Meeting tor business opened at

I with a meeting for worship, in which
nd in ministry and ex-

hortation.

The reports from the three Quarterly Meet-
i red that all the representatives were

present but two. tor whose absence reasons
were given. After calling tin- roll ,,f the rep-

akers, the meeting took
up the reading of fraternal epistles from the

Yearly Meetings ofNew England, Cauada,Ohio,

Western Indiana, and Iowa. The reading of

these epistles called out many expressions of

unity with our distant brethren, who, like our-

selves, are holding on to the old way of a wait-

ing worship and a waiting ministry. A propo-

sition was received on the reports from Spring

River Quarterly Meeting held in Cherokee

Co., Kansas, to hold the next Yearly Meeting

in 1896, at that place, and after that, alternately

with Emporia. A large committee was ap-

pointed to consider the whole matter and re-

port at a future session.

Directions were then given to the representa-

tives to report to the morning session names for

chief officers for the coming year. Then ad-

journed till eleven o'clock this morniDg.

The second business session of the Yearly

Meeting assembled at 11 a. m. on the twenty-

sixth of this month. It opened with a meeting

for worship of about an hour.

A minister spoke from the words, " Unto the

angel was given a reed or measuring-line, to

measure the temple, the altar and the worship-

pers," dwelling upon the fact that the "outer

court was given to the Gentiles." Using this

striking passage of Scripture, as showing the

need of iuwarduess in our religious experience
;

the speaker made an earnest appeal to the

Church not to be satisfied with a mere outward
profession, but to yield to the work of Divine

grace, by consecration and obedience, as to

truly come into the inner sanctuary, and know
by the Divine witness of the Holy Spirit that

our bodies have been truly made temples of the

Holy Spirit, which is to dwell in and walk in

the true spiritual worshippers, on whose heart

the fire of the Holy Spirit burns continually, as

the fire burned always on the altar in the He-
brew temple.

This was the day set apart for reading the

queries and answers. During this reading the

ministry took a wide range. So great was the

outpouring of the Holy Spirit, that the whole
meeting seemed to be " filled with the Holy
Ghost." Men sat in the profound intervals of

silence, and wept as never before seen by the

writer. This power seemed to break the hearts

and melt the feelings of backsliders and the in-

different almost as much as the faithful be-

lievers. When the time came to go on with the

business, the Clerk expressed the feeling of the

whole meeting when he said, " he felt it to be a
cross to break up such a sense of the Divine
power by proceeding with the affairs of So-
ciety."

During the reading of the answers, it was
disclosed that in all the Kansas Yearly Meet-
ing, there was no case to report of any Friend
or member being out of Christian love. C. W.
Harvey said he had attended forty Yearly Meet-
ings i M his life, and that he never before knew
of a Yearly Meeting where all the subordinate
meetings reported that all their members were
living in Christian love.

The deaths of the venerable Charles Hinshaw,
an elder; David Cope, a minister, and William
S. Parmer, an elder, brought a deep feeling of
-adnoss over the meeting, and opened the way
lor many exhortations to faithfulness to the
younger members, that they may be prepared
1,1 I'll the place- of these fathers in Israel called
from works to rewards.

I h expected epistle from the London Yearly
was presented to this session, and, ac-

cording to the usual order, was referred to a
committee to consider our relation to London,
:"" 1 "l""' t l " 'he ting, on next Second day

morning, their judgment as to the propriety

reading it.

A donation of seventy volumes of John W
bur's letters to George Crosfield, of Euglan

was reported to the meeting by Enoch Cartt

as coming from Friends of New England. Thi :

were ordered into the hands of the book atj

tract committee, for distribution in the Year]

Meeting.

Then adjourned to eleven o'clock Second-d:

'

morning.

The public meetings on First-day were qui

largely attended, many not members with tj

Friends being present, both in the forenoon at.

afternoon.

In the forenoon session, F]phraim Bowles spoj

clearly on the fall of man, dwelling on the pii

phecy of a Saviour to restore man after the fa

C. W. Harvey introduced an extensive ij

view of the historical and Scripture evident

of a Divine visitation or dealing of the Spirit

Christ to, and with, and in, every human hea

by an account of an interview by himself, wi

a high-caste Brahmin of Bombay, India, w
was a delegate to the world's congress of re [•

gions, by the name of Parusha Tarn Rao Telar

In this interview, the speaker said, he had p'

the question, so as to ascertain the heathen id

of what we call conscience, and that he fout

this learned heathen could describe couscien :

and its operation in man as well, or even bettii

than some professed Christians. The speak

said that, after hearing this Brahmin's accoul

of conscience, he explained the Quaker's id<

that the power in conscience was the Spirit ,

our Christ, when this heathen said, if men woui

go to India, and present the religion of Chr
(

as you do, all our people would become Chri

tian, because they could understand this sort;

Christianity. The speaker also said that he h !

access to the Laws of Mauu, one of the sacr;

books of Brahmans, written eight hundred yet!

before Christ, and one of the most sacred bo0|

of India, which has been, in latter years, traw

lated into English by Max Muller, of Oxfovj

England, and that there he found and ma
about six pages of notes of heathen teaching

|

the necessity of obedience to the inward mail
testations of right, as this Brahmin describ

1

conscience.

In the afternoon meeting, which was 1

1

largest session of the Yearly Meeting, the ml
istry of this session was largely a presentati

of the divinity and humanity of Christ as M
equipment as our great High Priest. The d!

.

was felt to be a solid, profitable day.

The first session of the third business day'

the Yearly Meeting was a meeting of the m:

isters and elders at nine a. m. It was the s]

sion at which the Queries of the disciplb

addressed to ministers were read and consider

The Queries make inquiry after the soundnd

in doctrine, the uprightness of the lives, t

concern of ministry for the spread of the Tru
j

and aflbrd opportunity for a general review
[

the doctrines and lives of the ministry.

The Yearly Meeting proper convened atekflj

a. M. The meeting for worship this niornit

was almost entirely in silence.

The Committee reported in favor of acceptii

and reading the London epistle. Theepistk)

a brief statement of the faith of FViends, a-

a greeting of Christian fellowship, and is as f;

lows :

Dear Friends:—At this Y'early Meeting
report has been presented, referring to bodieij

Friends in America who have been separa I

from us, from various causes, since 1830. WH
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v deplore these separations, our hearts go forth

t you in love, as we dwell on the unity in our

c union faith. " Christ is the true light, which

1 hteth every man that cometh into the world."

\jth you, we desire to know his headship over

u) not alone in our meetiugs for worship, but

hour whole lives. It is this spirit which is

gen to us as to all men, both to lead men to

Im and to reveal to believers the dee]) things

tod. It is by faith in Him, as the sacrifice

ft us, that we are brought near to them in the

figiveness of our sins, and it is by his guidance

al power that we are enabled to follow Him
ii faithfulness. As our Lord still lives and

r«ins, we acknowledge uo other guidance than

Ii in our lives or in our worship, no other bap-

tin than that of the Holy Ghost and of fire,

a:l no other communion than that with our

Ffher in heaven through Him.
n a measure of his love we would greet you,

ail commend you afresh to Him who is able to

d-exceeding abundantly above all that we ask

think.
Signed in and on behalf of the Yearly Meet-

is held iu London.
Caleb R. Kemp, Clerk.

.Signed on behalf of Women's Meeting.

Jane Eliza Bradshaw, Clerk.

The reading of this epistle was felt to be no
ci'ituon event. It reopened an avenue of ap-

ptach to the London Yearly Meeting which
hi. been closed for seventeen years. Not a voice

m raised against its reception, and by unani-

m.isjudgment a large committee was appointed

tcprepare a suitable epistle to the London
Yirly Meeting, to be reported to a later ses-

H of this Yearly Meeting.

"hen adjourned to eleven a. m. to-morrow.

I'hird-day, Tenth Month 29th.—The Yearly
Jhting, having adopted the plan of preceding

eah business se.-sion by a meeting for worship,

ci vened in this way this morning.' These oc-

caons for spiritual worship have been very
faired at times with spiritual blessings during
th, Yearly Meeting.

ta the business meeting to-day the committee
•education made its report. It reported two
hi'dred and forty-three children of school age.

Pji Quarterly Meeting did not report. One
Mithly Meeting in southern Kansas reports one
hi'dred and seventy-seven children of school

ag

pring River Academy, located four miles
nrth of Baxter Springs, in Cherokee County,
Kusas, had an enrollment of fifty-six scholars

la winter, and two teachers. It has already
armrollmeut of about sixty for this winter's

seiion.

''riends were encouraged to make more sac-

rite to give their children a guarded religious

edcation. Enoch Carter informed the meeting
th, he had just received a notice of a legacy
fous by a deceased Friend of New England.

. W. Harvey took up the London epistle,

ar advocated its doctrine, showing that it ap-
ptved the old Quaker doctrine of Christ as
"te true light that lighteth every man that
coeth into the world," and that it went so far
a3o declare that the Spirit was given to all

nv
, as God's agency to lead sinners to Christ.

H also pointed out how it affirmed the old
Qiker doctrine of a waiting worship and wait-
ni'ministry, by at least three times declaring
th no other power, guidance or headship was
to e known in our meetings for worship but the
helship of Christ.

_
here was presented to the Meeting of Min-

e's and Elders this morning, the credential-

granted to Sarah Ann Hinshaw, a minister, by
Cottonwood Quarterly Meeting, liberating her
to perform a religious visit to England and Nor-

way. The Yearly Meeting united with the con-

cern, and indorsed a certificate of unity on her
credentials.

Fourth-day, Tenth Month 30th.— Convening
this morning in the last session of the Yearly
Meeting, there was a feeling of legret at the

prospect of separation from the fellowship of

brethren so enjoyed throughout the Yearly
Meeting that it really gave a tone of sadness to

many of the testimonies in the ministry. Much
encouragement was given to Friends to bear
away to their homes the sweet savor of the bless-

ings enjoyed during the Yearly Meeting, so that

their friends at home might feel that God had
been with us in our Yearly Meeting.
The most important business this morning was

the reading of the reply to the London epistle.

It was a document that called attention to the

prevailing conditions in the American Yearly
Meetings with which London corresponds, and
pointing out clearly her accountability for it,

or her official relation to them. It also pointed

out why we felt that no official relation to Lon-
don, at present, could be of any advantage to us.

The committee appointed at a previous session,

to consider the question of removing the holding

of the Yearly Meeting, in alternate years, at

Spring River, in Cherokee County, Kansas,

made a report favoring the removal. The
Yearly Meeting uniting with this report, the

meeting will be held there in 189G.

The epistles to New England, Canada, Ohio,

Western and Iowa Yearly Meetings were then

read and approved.

The meeting then adjourned to meet at Spring
River next vear.

For "The Friend.'

Ohio Yearly Meeting.

" Doubtless thou art our Father, though Ab-
raham be ignorant of us, and Israel acknowledge

us not : thou, O Lord, art our Father, our Re-

deemer ; thy name is from everlasting."

"For he said, Surely they are my people,

children that will not lie: so he was their Sav-

iour."

These Scripture passages have presented them-

selves repeatedly to my mind when reviewing

the privileges recently shared in attending this

Yearly Meeting.

There has been and is a righteous concern to

maintain the Truth as ever professed by real

Friends, on the part of this body, who have

stood firm for it, while many about them have

fallen away from that which was purchased at

such a cost by our early Friends.

One of the most encouraging evidences that

the Lord designs to have " a people " who will

not be unfaithful to their religious duties, nor

unmindful of their Gospel privileges, is the sight

of those who are young, being entrusted with

spiritual gifts, and endeavoring to exercise them
in true humility.

Such was witnessed during the sittings of this

Yearly Meeting, and a lively spring of sym-
pathy and tender solicitude prompts these lines,

" May the arms ofyour hands be made strong by

the bauds of the mighty God of Jacob, from

thence is the Shepherd, the stone of Israel."

Upon your faithfulness depends "the bless-

ing " which the Great and ever blessed Head
of our Church has reserved for, and is bestowing

upon the children of this generation.

There is a gathering going on, although the

scattering influences at work within as well as

without our pale, are many and subtle.

We live in a time of un.-ottlemeut and en-

quiry for " a better way " and the language ofour
Divine Lord to his " little Hock " of trembling

disciples arises with the conviction that it is

applicable to a goodly Dumber in all parts of our

Society. Fear not man, but act in the strength

of Him whose pleasure is so graciously declared

to be to give you the kingdom.
Former conditions may have required certain

actions, but we must depend upon the renew-

ingsofthe Holy Spirit and its fresh promptings
and revelations to know our duty, fbe fathers

and mothers who have stood through more than
one close trial will have their reward, hot when
Shiloh does appear in behalf of his scattered

and distressed people, may there be a willing-

ness to recognize and encourage those who are

appointed and anointed to gather unto Him.

Western Yearly Meeting of Friend*' Church. —
This is the title given in the printed minutes of

what was formerly known as the We*tern Ymriij

Mutimj i if Friend*. It is scarcely necessary to teil

the reader that it represents the " Progressive ele-

ment." To us, this change of name seems to in-

dicate a disposition to change, which is unfavora-
ble for tlie maintenance of our ancient principles

and testimonies. And unless they are maintained
it seems scarcely worth while to keep up the or-

ganization of a distinct Society.

The Minutes state that the Yearly Meeting was
held at Plaintield, Indiana, commencing Ninth
Month 13th, 1895. Reports were received from
sixteen Quarterly Meetings.
An estimate was produced of the cost of remodel-

ling the meeting-house, amounting to three thous-

and seven hundred dollars. It was decided not to

enfpr upon the work at present.

The committee to attend the opening of a new
Yearly Meeting in California made a report of
their attendance.
The reports of the Evangelistic Committee rep-

resent the whole number of meetings as one hun-
dred and ten—and of ministers one hundred and
ninety. The number stationed as pi:*/or*, forty-

nine." The amount of money paid out for pastoral

work was seven thousand one hundred and ten

dollars.

The number of Bible Schools in the Yearly Meet-
ing was one hundred and seven.

The Report of the Trustees of Earlham College

gives the whole number of scholars enrolled during

the year as two hundred and thirty-six. The ex-

penses had been four thousand five hundred dol-

lars more than the income. Fifty-four per cent, of

the students in attendance were members.
A report was received from the Superintendent

of the Young People's Society for Christian En-
deavor. Three hundred and thirty-two dollars and
five cents had been received during the year, which,

with the exception of about ten dollars, had been
paid out in salaries.

The statistical tables gives the whole number of

members as fifteen thousand one hundred and
ninety-five, an increase of three hundred and thirty-

eight over the previous year.

The Yearly Meeting appears to be thoroughly
committed to the un-Friendli/ pastoral system, and
adopted a plan for its extension among its subor-

dinate meetings.
Epistles were prepared for the Yearly Meetings

of London and Dublin, copies of which were to be

sent to each of the bodies on this continent, with

which the " Friend's Church " corresponds.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A writer in the Voice, speaking

of the disappointment at not realizing ourexpeetalion

that Local Option would result in Prohibition. s:<ys of

the State of Georgia: " In 1885. under pressure of long-

pent-up temperance enthusiasm, nothing could have
prevented the enacting of a State law, had the popular
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I. ical Option
he next eigh-
[» by popular

ere almost a series

mies "dry" before were, by specif'

will been aide t<> fi"'! expression. Bnl

ism. Within

the few counties i

. rward the elections

of defeats.
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The

legislation, brought under the general law, and were

added to the "wet" column, until, to-day, the Prohi-

- iteiss nailer than in I880. 1 he

• the Local Option bill. C. B. Pringle, then

iin.i n>>*' president of the Slate Temperance A--ocia-

ti,,n has long since become convinced that Local Op-

tion has .1 its work, and that it can never nd the

: -he liquor traffic, and he is to-day actively

championing the anti-bar-room bill whir

pending before the U^islature. The parti

large measure, changed, a it exchanged, pi

contest now is between the anii-bar-room hill and the

retention of the old Local Option law. 'I he liquor

camp has been moved into the old Option precincts.

The political press, which fought Local Option in

a stands practically unanimous for it, and ve-

|„ niently op| the new measure. Why is the liquor

power now standing for Local Option? Could any

letter pr he furnished of the in. tie tiveness of

Option as Prohibition measure? The Prohibition

Party has. fortunately, pa-ed tin- Loral Option stage.

It repudiates the principle of majority ri u'Lt in morals.

Iption will not tontine itself to the liquor traffic.

Let this false principle prevail, and the hands which

hold our nation a unit will be snapped asunder—

a

preamble to anarchy and swift destruction."

Woman suffrage was defeated in Massachusetts by

the Liquor power. The liquor dealers say openly that

they w mid prefer State prohibition to municipal wo-

man suffrage, because they can bribe the police but

not the w.uien.

On the 19th inst., at a meeting of the presidents of

nineteen trunk lines of railroad, a joint traffic associa-

li ii was orgai.i/., d to go into effect on First Month 1st,

1896 Tliirtv c •mpanies are parties to the agreement,

and a pena.ty of .>.,(ii_mi is lo he paid for its violation.

The famous Myra Clark (iaines case is finally dis-

posed of by a decision of the United States Supreme
I he appeal of the City of New Orleans is dis-

missed, a settlement with the heirs being made. The
case has been in litigation since 1S4I.

The New York correspondent of the Public Ledger
'. movement is a result of clear condi-

tions. There is nothing mysterious about it. We
have bought of Europe inure than we have sold. The
exports ol products have been retarded, while the iiu-

,.
r, handi-e have been greatly increased by

the lowering of duties and the yearning after foreign

g lods, * hich k a natural sequence of an improvement
in business. For months the bund syndicate, with its

ii ense power and able management, stopped g dd
I it it could ii"i change actual conditions and

wi|>.- i.ut a crowing indebtedness It could Biroply

defer gold exports, it could not prevent them for all

lime. Even while the syndicate was in active exist-

v of g ild."

i
.ml M y Committee "I the Reform Club

Miy.. in a report, that " during the six months last past

the lr..- diver issue has I u aggressively pres-ed

u never before, an.
I has been bo successfully met

through this organization and other s mud money
political and otherwise, as not merely lo

have aroused and brought into concord the hitherto
tin. i I and aim si unorganized opposition to free sil-

eated the free silver move-
ment at every important point as to have given it the
first general set-back, which it- friends have appreci-
ated a- -.a h. The .tav has I n cleared lor an aggres-
sive movement upon our part in favor of sound finance,

the withdrawal of our government from the banking
and the renunciation by the United States

of the fiat ney heresies by which, tor a generation,
our politics and finances hive been cursed."

.
Montana, dispatch nays, in connection with ,

a re. cut arrest of parlies for killing buffalo in the
|

Yellowstone Park, that " there are only ten
the.,- animals left in the Lark, and tb n ihi

were unable lo protect the n from the poachers."
al I nm i nl ion has

in refereni e to l\ nchings, « hich al-

family nf i he person I

ii

I he -
1 i and Illinois are about to

celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of their settlement
in minus. There are it I p

., ,.,|j,||.|,„rn
i, and about 75,000 in tin

Milieu-.

A parly of miners from the Yukon River mine, of

Alaska arrived at Port Townsend last week with nug-

get's and gold dust. They had from $1,000 to $5,000

apiece, the result of two years at the mines.

The land on which the two battles of Bull Run

were fought is to be sold at public auction early next

month and cut up into small farms. As the first great

battle-field of the war it answers some of the require-

ments ,,f a national park.

One dollar for nearly a year of very hard work was

all that the crew of the whaling bark Lydia received

when thev were paid off in San Francisco last week.

Tbev worked for their food and a share in the profits

of tlie cruise, and this season lias been the worst whal-

ing season in many vears.

At the Franklin Institute, on the evening of the

20th inst., Patrick B. Delaney described and exhibited

in operation his highspeed system of machine telegra-

phy. A rough test of speed was made, and strips of

paper containing 50 words were transmitted at the

rate of •-'.200 words per minute.

There were 386 deaths in this city last week, which

is 4 less than the previous week and 4 less than the

corresponding week of last year. Of the foregoing, 177

were males and 2011 were females : 43 died of consump-

tion; 33 of pneumonia; 33 of heart disease ; 24 of diph-

theria ; IS of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy ; 15 of old age
;

14 of marasmus ; 12 of convulsions; 12 of bronchitis;

11 of inflammation of the brain; 10 from casualties,

and 9 of nephritis.

Markets, etc.— U. S. 2's, 97 ; 4's, 1907, coupon, 111 A

a 112; reg., Illf a 112}, 4's, 1925, 120.V a 121 ; 5's,

114; a 1155
I
currency 6's, 101 a 110.}.

Cotton.— Middling uplands closed at 8T jSc. per lb.

Flour.— Winter super, $235 a $2.50; do., extras,

$2,110 a $2.85 ;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25

;

do., .lo., straight. $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.25; do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.40; do.,

do., i.atent. $3.45 a $3.l',5 ; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3,011;

do., straight, $3.20 a $3.25 ; do., patent, $3.40 a $3.00
;

do., favorite brands, higher; citv mills, extra, $2 60 a

$2.90; do., clear, $3.15 a $3.30 ; do ,
straight, $3.30 a

$3.50; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.85. Rye Flour. —
Choice Penn'a, $2.70 a $2.75 per bbl. Buckwheat
Flour.—$1.40 a $1.50 per 100 pounds for new; job-

bing sales, about 10c. higher.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 65| a 06c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34J a 34}c.

No. 2 white oats, 24.! a 24?,c.

Bekf Cattle.— F^xtra, none here; gool, 4} a 4Jc;
medium, 34 a 4c; common, 2;j a 3',c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3} a 'Ale; good, 2\ a 3c;
medium, 2} a 2.1e ,

common, Li a 2c; lambs, 21 a 4}c'

Hogs.—Best Western, 5.1 a 5|c. No State hogs ar-

rived.

Foreign.—The old stories are revived of the failing

health of the Queen. It is reported that she shows
an excessive tendency to sleep and that she needs
constant watching. Visitors at Windsor Castle stale,

on the contrary, that she is active. She constantly
goes out driving, no matter what the condition of the
weather.

The London correspondent of the N. Y. Tribune
says : "()„e explanation of the apparent insensibility

changes bang-
agnitude of the cotn-

s have undertaken to

iminion, and to allot

ngary, France, Italy,

dive shares in the
i over in silence the

t ut u re of (
'. instan tinople, which is the most perplexing

factor of the problem. All such forecasts are prema-
ture and grotesque. The future of Asia and the trans-
formation of the relations of races an I creeds cannot
be ordered out of hand as easily as Barney Barnato
issues a mining prospectus or estimates the value of
di ep levels. The most imaginative student of current
events eaiiimt i jectitre with anv degree of certainty
what will happen if the downfall of the Sultan occurs.
The problem is too complex to admit even of a bare
-iii. in ni of its many factors. A European congress
ah ne can settle it, after a series of secret bargains has
been made among the Powers."

It is slated that mailers respecting the boundary
dispute between Ureal Britain and Venezuela are un-
altered. The British Government will not tolerate
\ on vii. ] in

^

aggro-si, m beyond the Schomburg line,
although it i- willing to arbitrate the question of the

English public to the
ing over the East is the ver
ing revolution. Several jou

recast the map of the Sultan
to Russia, England, Austria
and even Germany, their r

-p ii.- but thev invariably

despt ih fn in Constan-
believe that the

"iltan is doing bis utmost in confirm his despatches
the Governors and commanders of the troops, but

he fanaticism has got beyond his control. The mas-

sacres continue and threaten the extinction of i]i

Christians in Asia Minor.

A letter received in Boston states that the America

missionaries in Constantinople have compared not

of all reports, and believe that 15,000 Armenians ha-
|

been niassacred within the last six months and th

about 2,000 Turks have been killed.

Tokio advices by the steamer Rio de Janeiro, at Si

Francisco, last week, are to the effect that the destrr,

lion of the steamer Kung Pai on Tenth Month 14*

was due to the explosion of gunpowder, not to t\M

blowing up of her boilers, as was at first supposed, i'

the foreigners on board at the time, six lost th(|

lives, the third engineer alone being saved. Abo
500 Chinese perished.

A despatch to the Tagrblalt from Zanzibar says th

the caravan which was under the direction of t J

British trader, Stokes, who was hanged in the Con;

c uintry by the Belgian Captain Lothaire, for selli

arms and ammunition to natives, has arrived at I

!

coast of German East Africa, with £10,000 worth 3
ivory.

A bust of Herod the Great, believed to be authent

was recently discovered at Jerusalem. It has bel
bought by l lie Russian Government for the Hermita

Museum at St. Petersburg.

Barthelemy St. Ililaire, the distinguished Fren

author and publicist, died in Paris on the twenly-fil

instant aged ninety years.

Women have been accorded permission to stu

medicine in the universities of Hungary.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenier

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage w

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a. ;

and 2.53 and 4.32 P.M. Other trains are met wh.

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cert

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To resf

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone *

Zebedee Haines, Sup't

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next meetij

of Friend's Institute Lyceum will be held on Six:

day, Eleventh Month 29th, at 8 P. M.

J. Henry Bartlett

Sarah J. Bedell, Purchasing Agent, with
j

perience, will do any shopping desired for Fried

living in or out of the citv or in distant States. '

Address 269 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Mary E. Warner, 3308 Baring St., Philadelpl,

Pa.—Careful and prompt attention given to all ord

I

for house furnishing and dry goods. Also I will

pleased to meet my customers at any time or pM
and accompany them to any of the best stores in |

citv.

Moral Almanacs and Calendars.—The Mt) i

Almanacs and Card Calendars for 1896 are now!
readiness. Almanacs are four and five cents each ,

l

thirty and forty cents per dozen, respectively. Cal;

dars are five cents each, or ten cents by mail.

Issued by the Tract Association, and for sale at I

Arch Street, Phila.

Married, Eleventh Month 12th, 1895, at Friei!

Meeting-house, Sixth and Noble Sis., Joseph B.Vj-

lits, son of the late James Willits, and Martbj..
Liyezey, daughter of the late Dr. Edward Livezey, i

granddaughter of the late Samuel F. Balderston, 1

of Philadelphia.

Died, Seventh Month 25th, 1895, at her residO

in Crosswicks, Deborah Satterthwaite, widov?

the late Jacob Satterthwaite, in the ninety-sect

year of her age ; a beloved member and elder of C f

terneld Monthly Meeting of Friends, N.J.

, in Barnegat, N, J., Ninth Month 21st, 1 \

Charlotte P. Tilton, in the eighty-fourth yea.'!

her age. During a long life this dear Friend had <

ornament of a "meek and quiet spirit," thro'i

which her dedication to the will of her Saviour sH
with silent power through the community in wl

J
she dwelt, and was widely acknowledged within d

without our fold. "The path of the just is as a shiig

light that shineth more and more unto the perfectd I

WILLIAM H PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Seventh Month 25th, 1845.— Our beloved

f;;nd Sarah Emlen, and Dugau Clark and
we arrived safely at New York in the Great

hstern steamer, on the morning of the twenty-

fist, after a short passage, having fulfilled their

nssions to the island of Great Britain. They
a attended the Monthly Meeting of Phila-

diphia yesterday, and were favored to minis-

t with Divine authority; Asenath Clark, in

semn supplication, returning thauks for the

tissing of preservation amidst the various

sines through which they have been engaged
Uh by sea and land. Sarah Emlen was sweetly

eibled to minister in the language of encour-

aement to the little ones, who were almost
ndy to think they were undeserving of the

Ivine notice and regard, encouraging to con-

fyue in prayer, as we were assured, the effectual

f'vent prayer of the righteous availeth much,
lis cause of humble thankfulness that this be-

1/ed Friend has been permitted to meet her
hiily and friends, as her increased indisposition

'file in England had almost precluded the
lpe of her ever again seeing her native land,

< mingling with them in social intercourse,

-ay she still be continued to the Church, an
"right pillar in the house of the Lord, to go
i more out, and a corner-stone polished after

le similitude of a palace. Our friends, John
.:ase and Isabel Casson, having finished their

)rk, sailed, and have safely arrived in Eug-
?nd.

Ninth Month 17th.—A deputation of Friends
iving been appointed at the London Yearly
eeting to attend the ensuing Yearly Meeting
Indiana, arrived last week in the steamer

recti Western, at New York, came here from
urlington on the fifteenth, namely : William
orster, Josiah Forster, his brother, Geo. Stacey,
id John Allen. They are all conspicuous
laracters in their own land, and we trust will

S of use here. We had a favored meeting
(is day, being beautifully and powerfully eu-
m raged to believe in and rely on the never-
iling Anchor, sure and steadfast, and which
itereth into that within the veil, and which
nidst all the storms and tempests which may
"ise, will prove to the humble waiting soul
sufficient reliance to enter at last into the

port of safety and eternal rest. The simile was

very striking and emphatically encouraging.

First Month 1st, 1846.—Another year com-
menced ! May it be spent as it ought to be, if

life is afforded, in entire dedication to the Divine
will. Surrounded as I am with so many bless-

ings and privileges, may I never forget the Al-

mighty Giver. Our evening meetings were

opened in the Eleventh Month, and continue to

be held, we trust, under the influence of Heav-
enly Goodness, in which the Gospel has been

preached powerfully, and I believe effectually
;

the canopy of solemnity has so overshadowed

the large assembly, that a pin, had it been

dropped, would have been easily heard. May
we profit by these instances of merciful kind-

ness! They closed on the twenty-ninth day of

Third Month, and have been seasons of Divine

favor which I trust will be gratefully remem-
bered.

Fourth Month 18th.—Our Yearly Meeting

commenced this day. May best wisdom be af-

forded by the Giver of every good and perfect

gift, to steer the ark of the testimony in safety,

amidst the tempestuous waves that surround.

24th.—The meeting closed its sittings; it was
very large, more than fifteen hundred women
were in attendance; it was favored with solem-

nity, and the Gospel was preached with power.

A living exercise was felt that the testimony

held by the Society from the beginning might

be supported; the many apparent deficiencies

be removed ; and though it was painful to ob-

serve a spirit of opposition in some mistaken

Friends to the wholesome advice and epistolary

communication held forth by the Meeting for

Sufferings, yet the dignity of the meeting was

supported, and closed it with solemnity.

Fifth Month 24th.—Our Quarterly Meeting

was held, and though no ministerial labor was

heard, yet the sweet solemnity which as a canopy

crowned this large gathering, was truly impres-

sive. In the Quarterly Meeting, the reading

of the extracts from the men's Yearly Meeting

was instructive and anointing.

Our beloved friend, Jane, wife of Caleb Pierce,

was yesterday, the 3rd instant, suddenly re-

moved by death. She attended meeting in

the morning, dined and laid down as usual,

and was removed in a short time after, before

medical aid could be called in. She was an

elder in Society, and for many years filled the

station of Overseer in Arch Street Meeting with

honesty, faithfulness and impartiality, unmoved
amidst all the trials which have assailed the

Society. She stood as an upright pillar to go

no more out, and we trust was prepared with

her lamp trimmed and burning to enter into

the joy of her Lord. She was in her seventieth

year ; a very handsome woman and looked re-

markably well for her age.

Fifth Mouth 6th —The interment took place

yesterday afternoon, one of the largest burials

I have seen for some time, all classes appearing

desirous to pay this last tribute of respect to

this " mother in Israel," as she was styled by

dear William Evans in his feeling, impressive

communication at the house. The multitude

were solemnized, and many much affected on

the occasion. Under the powerful ministry, a
solemn quiet reigned. I thought on looking at

her beautiful remains, how pale and silent lies

the lonely clay. May her mantle rest upon
her children, and they, with all who knew her,

endeavor to imitate with humility her Chris-

tian example of dedication to the cause of Truth
and righteousness. She was interred in the

Western ground.

Sixth Month 25th.—This morning our deal

friend, Hannah Logan Smith, widow of James
Smith, of this city, departed this life in peace.

She was one of a meek and quiet spirit, re-

markable for her humble simplicity of man-
ners ; her gift in the ministry, though not large,

was often lively, and particularly addressed to

the children, who on Fifih-day attended meet-

ings from the several meetings under the care

of Friends. She attended meeting a week pre-

vious to her death. She was favored to be sen-

sible to the last, evincing a calm, confiding spirit,

desiring her children "not to hold her from

bliss," into which I have no doubt she has en-

tered. Her burial took place on the thirtieth, at

the Western ground, attended by a large num-
ber of Friends and others.

Eleventh Month 2nd.—Our Quarterly Meet-

ing was largely attended this day, and we were

favored with a sweet solemnity, as also with

some excellent counsel from Ebenezer Roberts,

a ministering Friend from New Jersey. His

communication to parents on the right educa-

tion of their children, ought to be impressively

engraven on their hearts, and I trust will not

be forgotten by those to whom it was addressed.

It was, I think, a good meeting, Ancient Good-

ness seeming to be round about us. Our evening

meetings were opened last evening, and though

a very wet time, it was large, and was favored

with excellent advice and powerful warning to

the youth.

First Month 1st, 1847.—The new year has

commenced with a lively morning, mild as

spring. It has been so far a favorable winter

— very little cold weather. It has been an

eventful season on account of our country being

involved in a ruinous and cruel war with Mexico,

which our wicked rulers have waged against

the wishes of the people, and the dreadful ac-

counts received of a famine in Ireland by which

thousands have perished. Great exertions have

been made by almost all of our citizens to en-

deavor to assist them, sending immense supplies

of flour, corn, etc. Vessels laden with them are

almost constantly sailing to relieve them. The
failure of the potato crop has caused this great

calamity. Our Society has been ready in al-

most every part of the land to assist them, send-

ing several thousand dollars.

Fourth Month 24th. Our Yearly Meeting

closed its sittings this morning. It has been

largely attended, and often, with solemnity.

Aninteresting document by the Meeting for

Sufferings was introduced, showing the very in-

correct and false views written by persons call-
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ing thi - but truly they were not

I ii, nds in ihtir unsound

view8 of our doctrines. It is a noble work, and

we trust will open the eyes i f those who have

been t> 1 in< !• • ) by these misled writers. We desire

to be thankful for the mercies of the week, the

excellent counsel held out to us, and we may
say that the "shout of a King is still heard in

our camp.

"

II. n the memoranda close, the hist tew papers

Bhowing evidence of failing sight. The selection

and copying of them, has been a work of love,

and a hope is entertained they may prove in-

tereeting and instructive to others.

Led Away from Rome by the Spirit.

In the Converted CWWtcfor the Tenth Month,
there is an inleiesting sketch of the life and

• ii i'1'a Spani.-h Capuchin priest named
Man in 1 Ferrando. Hisn other, to whom he was

devoted, having died while be was in his

n . n -. he vowed to entomb himself, spent a year
in Bolitudi —much of the time in a chapel at-

tached to the family mansion— and then, ac-

_ to his vow, "renounced the world,

becoming a l'apuchin monk." He had read
that the moment one donned the monk's garb,

i became whiter than snow and all sins

were forgiven. Instead of this, he only found
unre.-t, causing him to cry day and night for

pardon and peace of soul. Yet, he said, " the

heavens were brass."

Nevertheless, be records, he became a fanat-
ical monk, giving himself to penance of every
.-"it- "< me occasion, on a Good Friday afier-

ii i, desiring to enter into the passion of Christ,
1 made a scourge of ropes and pins, with which
I disciplined myself, until I fainted from lossof
bl 1." Actuate. I by a real desire to please
God, be thought be could propitiate Him in no
other way than by works of supererogation. By
special dispensation of the Pope, having as yet
not reached the required age, he was ordained
a priest, notwithstanding that, in a private in-
terview with the bishop, he had imploied him
with tears not so to do, as being unworthy of
.-ii b I. ..nor. Next, in preparing himself for the
celebration of the fir.-t mass, as it is called, fast-
ing and other penance and prayers were con-
tinued. Bui even then be failed to lind peace,
so that the acknowledgment is made that, "for
the lir.-t time, doubt found lodgment in my
heart. I thought I bad officiated unworthily.
All the sacrifice I bad made was insufficient. If

d, I could not understand
what more man could do."
A new epoch in his life, however, occurred

with bis appointment as visitor of the large dio-
H included the important cities of Mal-

aga, Granada, Seville and ( ordova. While on
low circuit, In- received directions from Rome

'he Phillipine l-l Is, but, upon rep-
ions made by numerous friends, action

under that appointment was postponed, and he
: "' 1 superior of a n astery in Bnrra-

meda. I In- position, while it broughl bin, int.,

ns '.Mil, Rome, resulted in an
n of scruples ami doubts, II.. says:

"I found that many high places in the Church
whi re 1 hoped to find absolute purity, v.

erm.l l.v human passions, instead of the Spirit
1 losl faith in man, but my faith was

unshaken in God and the 1',,,,,.. | entered into
ndencewith Rome in regard to several

doctrinal doubts that bad come to trouble me,
and received no satisfactory answer, only pro-

ipulous. So I perceived

that they themselves had little faith in the doc-

trines they professed to teach. A series of events

brought me to the point where I felt I must either

break with R< me, or lose all faith. Either course

seemed fraught with pain. I resolved to send

my resignation to Rome, pleading my poor

health, which had broken under my mental

strife and constant labor." But his plea and

his resignation were not accepted.

At this critical time, the superior of the mis-

sion in Colombia, South America, arrived, and
determining, if possible, to return with him, the

desired permission was sought and obtained. M.
Ferrando had conceived a very high idea of

mission work, and thought that, at least there,

he should find the Spirit of God. Yet unrest

and doubts still followed him. Nevertheless he

seems to have been a sincere seeker for a true

life in, and walk with, God, and for the con-

sciousness of so great a blessing. So he says

:

"At la?t came the day, a terrible day, the

decisive moment upon which all my future must
depend. My doubts had increased, until I had
reached the climax of despair. But my soul

could not rest in that void. It needed to repose

on something certain, needed to rest in the arms
of God, to whom my mother had taught me to

pray. I needed to believe in God, but God, in

my conception, had no medium of communica-
tion with souls, except through the Church, and
this channel was so unworthy that I could not
trust in it. To continue to concede infallibility

to the Pope, was now the greatest blasphemy*
In these supreme moments, the mind flies. I re-

viewed the whole line, from Peter to Leo XIII,
and in all the Popes I saw contradictions, of
such importance that one could not attribute
them to the Holy Spirit without believing Him
capable of lying against himself. I needed a
God of mercy, and He revealed himself to me
as giving his life for the world, without any
distinction of class or persons. If this God, who
is the need of my life, existed, I must renounce
Rome."

His conscience, then, according to the light
he tnen had, accusing him of what he had been
taught to hold as the greatest of crimes, that
of being a heretic, the question arose whether
he ought not to go straightway to his confessor
and open his heart to him. But this course he

found to be impossible, for the past i

perfect and untrustworthy conscience of his
luty had given, or was giving, place to that
spiritual understanding which errs not, because
it is a radiation of the Divine Light, " the man
station of the Spirit given to every man to

profit withal." "In the turmoil of conflicting
thought," he says, " I turned to my God and
ci H ,1." A copy of a Protestant Bible, obtained
trcin a Presbyterian minister in Barranquilla,
proved very helpful and comforting at this
juncture, so that he was finally strengthened to
go to the bishop at Caracas, acquaint him with
the important decision he had reached, and say
his farewell to Rome. This he felt further called

Qu iting from the Cathollgue National of Seventh
Month Kill,, l-:>.-,, ,1„. indu HVe-Wm drives the fol-
lowing utterance ,,f the Archbishop „f Venice. It
i- I" l-l

1
v declaratory of a Wa-pliein. ns do.-nia which

I surely I clicv,. I h, ,se spiritually minded clerics, Pat .

rich oi Ireland. I'rancis of Assisi. and Kenelon of
trance, would have utterly rejected: "The IW is
""t "a y the rep, , ,e„tat

, ye „f ,les„s CI, rist, hut lie is'-"- Chnel h, „.,;!'. held,,, under the veil of the
the Pope speak? [t is Jesua Christ who

*Pe»k
?;.

D»es the Pone accord a favor or pronounce
"»'!'»''•'

'
'

-i'l.rM who pronounces the
''"• ' r.ls the favor. So that when I he Pope-peak-, we have no business to examine. We have

to do at an appointed meeting in a public hs

in the same city, which however, was, atteDdi

with some tumult, and many stones were hurld

at him on his way back to his lodging-place.

need only be added that, early in this yea]

Manuel Ferrando came to this country, at}

having found good friends, is pursuing a court

of study in English, with some prospect of il

turning to labor among the Spanish-speakii

people of South America.
Josiah W. Leeds.

For "The Friend.'

Indian Sketches.

I have been interested in the character at

history of the Indian inhabitants of our counti

from my earliest recollection of important su
'

jecls, and particularly of those who received tl

Moravian missionaries in Ohio. To many pj

sons an Indian is simply an Indian, being u

acquainted with the circumstances in regard

their being of different nations, having diflere:

languages and customs, almost sufficient to let

to a belief of their being of different origin. I

In Ohio the Wyandots were in the counti

when it was first visited by the whites. All
gend informs that a hundred years before tl

French came to Quebec, they resided in Canad
on the north side of the St. Lawrence Rive

the Seuecas occupying the opposite side. Thfj.

had long been on terms of amity, when an uij

fortunate incident provoked a terrible warbj
tween the tribes, and finally the remnant of tl

Wyandots kept their place, and seated thet

selves in what is now the State Ohio, east of tl

Sciota River, and along Lake Erie as far we-

as the Maumee. They acknowledged they we

aggressors in the war with the Senecas, an
j

generations before it, had removed to Canat

from the west. All the tribes in Ohio claim*

a Western origin, and some of their customs i

dicated an Asiatic ancestry, if not an Israelite

descent. This idea was entertained by the di

tiuguished founder of Pennsylvania, who ov
served the similarity of their religious rites wil

those customs of purification, reckoning tin
;

by moons, and physical appearance. All tl;

tribes held to a belief in a Supreme Being, tl

Creator of all things, and in nothing could 1

charged with idolatry. It was a belief wil

them that the religion they held was comrnun
cation to their forefathers by the Great Spiri

which was sufficient for the purpose of etern:

salvation to them, and consequently it woul,

be wrong to forsake it.

The Shawanese tribe was from the Sout

and had emigrated to the Ohio about 1730, an

were in the light of tenants at will under tl

Wyandots. They were close friends and unite

in all their enterprises, yet in their councils ii]

terpreters were necessary. I give the famili

appellations in the two languages, as given bl

John Johnson, of Miami County, Ohio, who Wlj

for more than fifty years United States agei

with them.

WYANDOT. SHAWANESE
My father, . . Ha, yes, ta, Notha,
My mother, . . Ane, hch, Neegah,
My brother, . . Ha, en, ye, ha, Neecthetha,
My sister, . . A, en, ya, ha, Neehemalha
My wife, . . . Azut.run, oh, oh, Neewa,
Thy wife Keewa.

The Wyandots appear more anciently t

have been called Hurons, and their languag
like the Delaware, abounded in vowels. Whil
the Shawanese had many consonants and wa,

lofty and sonorous.

The Wyandots on the Tuscarora River earl
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rteived the Moravian missionaries. These faith-

I servants entered the forest homes of the In-

dms, in earnest labor to induce the inmates to

a-ept the benign precepts of the Gospel of a

cieified Saviour, and by a living faith to wit-

ns their hearts to become imbued with a meas-

w. of his Holy Spirit as exhibited by the in-

ciiparable Sermon on the Mount, as given in

ti fifth chapter of Matthew.

Frederic Post and John Heckewelder visited

tltin in 1761 aud 1762. Other missionaries

wre sent out by the Society at Bethlehem,

pnn'a, among whom was David Ziisberger,

wo faithfully labored for nearly sixty years,

al who was born in Moravia (Europe), the

fcrteenthof Fourth Mouth, 1721, and died at

ii mission in Tuscarora Co., O., on the seventh

oEleventh Month, 1808.

These efforts were so farsuccessful that a num-
bof the Wyandotte nation became measurably

ciilized, aud adopted the customs and doc-

tnes of the missionaries, the number being es-

tilated at two hundred. They were settled in

tlee villages, aud when peacefully engaged in

ttir agriculture, were surprised by a baud of

wites, who collected ninety-six of them in their

ntetinghouse, and while engaged in their re-

liious devotions fell upon them and murdered

tl whole, one small boy being able to escape,

al to fitly finish the work, set fire to the build-

h to burn the remains of their victims. The
o'er villages having been apprised of the ap-

pach of the whites, fled and were not pursued.

if agreeable, I purpose in a succeeding paper

tfgive some account of a religious service, and

apthe experience of a converted Indian.

(To be concluded.)

Daniel Wheeler as a Father.

ROM "CONCLUDING REMARKS" TO HIS JOURNAL.
'' It is far from being the intention of the editor

(s son) to attempt any elaborate delineation of

tl character of the subject of these memoirs;

Ms he thinks will be best gathered from the

crespondence and the memorauda which have

pceded. There is, however, one feature on

wich he hopes the reader will bear with him,

nilst he offers a few remarks which appear to

b'called for by the peculiar observation which

b enjoyed, viz : the mingled fidelity and ten-

d'ness with which his father sustained the re-

sensible character of a parent.

tn reverting to this particular, those who en-

joed the privilege of a familiar relationship,

fil that they have abundant cause to rise up
al call him blessed. From their early years,

t: benign influence of his devout and pious

S'rit was forcibly felt; and it is now a rnourn-

fl satisfaction to the survivors to recollect that

t^irearliest impressions of good were associated

vi.h the affectiouate counsels of their departed

flier. His was not the language of precept

oly—that of his strikingly consistent example
vs still more powerful. It was impossible to

oserve from day to day the thankful, cheerful,

bmble frame of mind which he so uniformly
e nifested ; his watchfulness to check every
ring of improper feeling, aud, above all, the

dip reverence and filial love which filled his

hirt towards the great Author of every mercy,
v.hout being made sensible of that blessed and
a pervading principle, which regulated tbedaily
tior of his life. His children at once loved
ad honored him, for while he possessed their

eire confidence and the fullest hold on their

auctions, they knew that he was unflinching in

ti refusal of whatever he felt to be inconsistent
v.h his principles or their highest good. Not-

withstanding the kindness of his nature and the

strength and warmth of his parental feelings,

his known firmness precluded all hope of induc-

ing him to yield to their inclinations when these

stood opposed to their eternal interests.

Many perhaps may have been more system-

atic in their instructions, but few could keep

more steadily or practically in view the superior

importance of heavenly things. From their

earliest years he patiently labored to imbue the

minds of his children with the love and fear of

the Almighty. He instructed them diligently in

the Holy Scriptures, and endeavored to explain

in a manner suited to their capacities the truths

they contain. He was also persevering in his

efforts to exhibit to them the example of the

righteous of other generations, and especially

that exemplification of the fruits of his own
principles which the lives of the early members

of our Society so strikingly display. For this

purpose he set apart a portion of time daily in

which to read to his family, works of this de-

scription ; a practice that was continued up to

the period when his religious labors called him

from them. Perhaps some might be ready to

think that such a course would be found irksome

by the young, but certainly in the present instance

the result was widely different, and his children

can now recall the feelings of solemn interest

aud enjoyment that often attended these read-

ings, and the short period of quiet by which

they were invariably followed. It was also his

custom each evening, when his childreu had re-

tired to rest, to visit their chambers aud en-

deavor to direct their hearts to their great

Creator and Preserver. On these occasions, he

would repeat or teach them to repeat passages of

Scripture or poetry of a devotional character,

to which his own admonitions were frequently

added ; and he generally closed these sweet and

well remembered seasons with a solemn pause;

during which, doubtless, his pious spirit was

often engaged in committing them to the Lord.

As his children advanced towards maturity,

instead of relaxing his watchful care, he felt

that there was need rather of redoubled vigil-

ance to shield them from surrounding danger.

Ever anxious for their best welfare, yet deeply

sensible that through Divine Grace alone, their

youthful minds must be awakened, quickened,

and enabled to lay hold of a Saviour's love; he

was earnest in imploring for them this heavenly

gift, and diligent in watching for opportunities

to impress upon them the importance of spirit-

ual things.

One instance of the condescension of the Lord

in hearing and answering his prayers may be

here introduced. As his eldest son attained the

age of manhood, earnest were the cravings of

bis father that the Lord would direct his heart

"into the love of God and into the patient wait-

ing for Christ." He knew well that to the

natural man the things of God must ever be a

mystery, and he longed that through submission

to" the "operations of the Spirit of Truth they

might b<3 opened to his understanding. Often

with parental tenderness he silently watched

the opening convictions of his inquiring mind,

and as opportunities presented, he labored to

explain to him the views he had himself re-

ceived. At one time the sentiments of his son

on these all important subjects were exceedingly

unsettled, and he passed through a deep mental

conflict before he yielded to the light of Divine

Truth in his soul, which dispelled the doubts

and reasonings by which he was assailed. It

was at this period that one evening his father

aud he were alone together, they had much con-

versation on the points which then pressed

heavily on the mind of the latter. Before re-

tiring to rest his father handed him the Bible,

and requested him to read a chapter ; lie took

the book and read the third chapter of Malaehi.

Deep seriousness overspread hi- countenance,

and after a considerable time of silence he re-

peated, "The Lord whom ye seek -hall suddenly

come to his temple, even the messenger of the

covenant whom ye delight in," and he shall be
" like a refiner's fire," and like " fuller's soap ;"

adding, "yes, He will come into his own temple,

the temple of the heart, and there do his own

work. I never understood this chapter before,

nor saw as I see it, the spiritual nature of the

Gospel dispensation." The impression thus made
was not soon effaced ; and it was evident to his

thankful and rejoicing parent that the pro-

phetic declaration was indeed fulfilled in his

experience, that the Lord had come into his

temple and was there working to the purifying

of his soul. The change which gradually suc-

ceeded was most striking, clearly evincing to

those around that the day had indeed dawned

and the day-star arisen in a heart long oppress-

ed with darkness and a prey to many doubts.

In reference to this period, his father once re-

marked with much emotion, " this kind can

come forth by nothing but by prayer and fast-

ing," intimating the long continued exercise of

soul through which he had been led on behalf

of his son.

Two avenues to evil he guarded with especial

jealousy in his domestic sphere—the introduc-

tion of books of an injurious tendency, and the

association which he allowed to his children.

With respect to reading, he was liberal in sup-

plying whatever he thought calculated to im-

prove or expand the mind and furnish profita-

ble exercise to the understanding ; but very few

productions of a frivolous or hurtful nature es-

caped the vigilance of his watchful eye. On
these occasions he regarded not the inclinations

of those he so tenderly loved, and he has been

known when works that he disapproved had

been lent to his young people, to return them

himself to the parties from whom they came,

accompanied by a frank avowal of his senti-

ments respecting them.

With regard to society for his family, his

situation in a foreign country, far separated

from those of his own religious views, would

doubtless have appeared to many to present

unusual difficulties. These he endeavored to

obviate by rendering home as pleasant and

cheerful as possible, and thus leaving his chil-

dren little to desire beyond its precincts. Per-

haps few domestic circles ever presented a hap-

pier scene than his own, while its links were

permitted to remain unbroken.

Doubtless the result of such a system has

been to make the changes and separations in-

evitable in a world of fluctuation and muta-

bility fall heavily on the hearts of survivors;

but the shelter thus afforded to their inexperi-

ence and to the unfixed principles of early

years was an invaluable safeguard, and they can

now look back with grateful hearts to the wis-

dom and care of their departed parent. If his

labors have not always been attended with ade-

quate results, his children can freely, though

with shame acknowledge, that the fault rested

not with him but with themselves, and as re-

spects those who have been called from this

state of probation, the survivors are permitted

to believe the counsels and prayers of their

pious father were blessed on their behalf, and

that they were made partakers of that redemp-
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tii d which is in ChristJesus and favored toknow

their robeswashed and made white in hisprecious

1,1.,. ,!. And how full of const lation is the belief

that their spirits are now united with his, who

-. and faithfully watched over their early

- ielded them from temptations to sur-

rounding evil, and turned their feet into the

path that leads to blessedness: "Therefore are

thev before the throne of God, and serve Him

day and night in his temple ; and He that sitteth

upon the throne shall dwell amongst them.

Thev .-hall hunger do more, ueither thirst any

more, neither shall the sun light on them nor

any heat. For the Lamb, which is in the midst

of the throne shall feed them aud lead them

unto living fountains of waters: and God shall

wipe away all tears from their eves."

In the testimony of Balby Monthly Meeting

ing Daniel Wheeler, they give the fur-

ther information : "An orderly and regular at-

tention to the reading of the Scriptures was

daily observed in his family; nor did they omit

tin- frequent perusal of the writings of Friends."

And further, "It may not be unprofitable in

this place to notice the exemplary care which

our departed friend had exercised over his ten-

der offspring, to train them up in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord: that they might

experience a growth in grace, was the fervent

de-ire of his heart. He would rise at an early

hour in the morning to read the Scriptures to

them, and at night he would quietly withdraw

from the room when the children were gone to

rest, to endeavor to direct their youthful minds

in reverent approaches to their Heavenly Fa-

ther. The blessing of Him who alone was able

to preserve them and render them meet for his

kingdom we believe was not wanting. For
when, within a short period of each other, three

of these young people were called from their

afflicted parent to exchange time for eternity,

he had the consolation of knowing that their

•nd was crowned by a humble and confiding

trust in redeeming mercy."

I have been induced to copy this bright ex-

ample of fatherly love and labor for insertion

in Tin: FRIEND
|
if the editor approves) in the

hope it may have a fresh and wider circulation

at this time, and tend to stir us up to greater

diligence in the performance of our duties
towards the rising generation ; and especially

have I in mind those dear young and younger
Friends who hold the very responsible and in-

teresting position of parents and caretakers;

g they may be induced afresh to strive

\a"Goaur{ ih, lil; m'sr ;" for does not the day
eall loudly for it? The children and youth
I tinue to be the joy of the present, the hope
of succeeding generations; and it ought to be
the duty of all to do what lies in their power for
their improvement and advancement in best

things, looking for strength and ability to the

who has promised to be
strength in weakness, riches in poverty, and a
present Helper in the time of oeed. s. ll.

A look at the gay multitude would not lead

US to SUSpeel that we had all the ills and bur-
den-, but humanity is very -ly ami ,|ee, itfu! ;

ben. ari, a Bmiling countenance sometimes lie-

many a heartache, many a difficulty, that is

never paraded bet',. re our view. We are here
reminded of the comic actor, who, having split

the sides of the Parisians with his fun, asked a
physician t., prescribe for hi- profound melan-
choly, and was told there was but in,

to go and see Garlini. " Alas !" was the reply,
" I am Carlini."

—

Selected.

SHUT IN.

[The following lines were sent to the Editor

by a dear friend who has been for a number of

years an invalid, mostly confined to her bed.

In the note accompanying it, she alludes to two

pieces with the same title which have appeared

in The Friend, and says that "years ago she

hail committed this to memory, and had often

found cmfort in it," and expresses the hope that

it might cheer others, as it had done her.

—

Ed.]

Last autumn, when the cold had come,

And fro>t had killed the flowers,

I thought the days would longer seem,

And lorely all the hours,

For 1 was still to be shut in,

How long no one can tell

;

Yet shut in by a Father's hand

—

He dotth all things well.

It may be that He shut me in,

To keep me free from harm;

If so, I'm glad to feel so safe

Within his sheltering arm
;

Perhaps it was that I might

Learn to say, " Thy will not mine,"

If so could I gladly take

The task He did assign.

Now months have past I still am here,

Weary, suffering still
;

But oh, so glad I've learned

To say, Father do thy will.

The days 1 thought would be so long,

Have never shorter been
;

As each has brought some joy to me,

Since I have been shut in.

Selected for "The Friend.'

A BETTER DAY.
Yes! there will come a better day,

I see it, but not nigh
;

The threatening clouds will pass away
And leave a brighter sky.

They whom the wintry storms abide,

Shall deepen in the root,

Shall spread their branches far and wide

And yield both flower and fruit.

The Church has now her sackcloth on,

The precious seed lies low
;

While men were sleepy, lares were sown
By an unwearied foe.

Athenian like, this restle-s age,

Is seeking something new
;

This spirit e'en the church invades,

And would our faith undo.

Alas! in this enlightened day,

Some hold as idle dreams
The ancient faith ; the good old way
Too straight and narrow seems.

The faith our fathers suffered for,

The doctrines which they taught,

Are by professors of their name
Despised as things of naught.

For this a faithful remnant mourn

—

Their hearts are tilled with fears;

For Zion's sake they cannot rest,

But strew their way with tears.

But there will come a better day

—

I see it, but not now
;

'flieu lill each drooping head in hope,
\n<l clear each anxious brow.

Redeemer, Thou canst make these storms
Work out thy sovereign will ;

The raging of the wind and waves,
Thy purposes fulfil.

Many are straying from the fold,

Far from the beaten track,
In which „nr fathers trod of old

;

Oh ! bring these wanderers back!

Restore the strength and zeal of youth,
When I'.arclny, Fox and l'enn.

Displayed :, banner for the Truth,
t'.cfore their fellow men.

Oh ! keep me with thy little flock,

Though poor and low it be,

Which though the world deride and mock,

Is owned and loved by Thee.

The Truth, the same our fathers knew,

Shall yet revive and reign
;

And they that closely cleave thereto,

Shall lift their heads again.

Bring round in Thy appointed time

A better, brighter day,

And cause Thy face again to shine,

And chase the clouds away.

Selec

TO THE MEMORY OF GEO. DILLWY
Fully ripe, like the ear for the reaper,

He met the pale messenger's word
;

Oh ! sweet is the sleep of the sleeper

That rests in the name of the Lord.

He slumbers at length with his fathers

Secure from the tempests of time:

For the storm that on earth often gathers,

Is unknown in the heavenly clime.

They have placed the cold earth on his ashes I

They have given him up to the tomb ;

'

'

But the light of his virtues still flashes,

The pathway of Truth to illume.

He is dead—but his memory still liveth
;

He is gone—his example is here
;

And the lustre and fragrance it giveth

Shall linger for many a year.

He stood in the might of his weakness,

With the snows of long years on his head

;

And sublime with a patriarch's meekness

The Gospel of Jesus he spread.

The pathway of the faithful he noted

—

In the way of the humble he trod

—

And his life was with ardor devoted,

To the cause of religion and God.

Like the sun of a midsummer even,

When unclouded it sinks in the west,

His departure was brightened from heaven,

With a cheering assurance of rest.

Calm and soft and serene was the slumber,

Precluding his glorious rise

And free from all cares that encumber
The moment he winged to the skies.

Oh ! there's joy in the grief of the weeper,

Whose loss may alove be restored
;

And sweet is the sleep of the sleeper,

That rests in the name of the Lord.

"Servant of God ! well done!
Best from thy loved employ

—

Thy walk of glory done

—

Enter thy Master's joy."

For " The Fkieni

A Visit to Brown's Mills.

(Concluded from page 149.)

After our return to the railroad station, t'-

ing still about two hours to spare before the ;-

rival of our train, we wandered out, with!*

any very definite aim, into a part of the s-

rottnding country which we had not befJB

explored. After following a path for some I

tance, we left it aid soon got entangled i P

thicket of bushes, which made travelling diffi. t

and laborious. The feet, too, would often sk

into a bed of moss, which added much to I

fatigue of walking. It was with unallo I

pleasure we came at last to solid ground if

unobstucted ways. It reminded me of then-

sation described by IT. Somers Somerset in i

ploring the unsettled wilds of British Ame a

and wading through the regions of wet d*

called Muskeg, in that country. The party v«

almost worn out by the hard toil. "Man) 1'

us walked leaning on two sticks, utterly I

hausted. Tangled branches caught our Hi

deep, slushy mud impeded our weary sti
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Sklenly, from the front of the train, there

ciue a cry of 'The hard ground! The hard

gnind !' and in a few moments we emerged

fjm the thick, swampy forest in which we had

bin travelling, into open country and a firm

8<l. Never have I seen such a change. A min-

u before we had been poor wrecks, hobbling

\urily along, supporting ourselves with sticks.

Hw, in a moment, the crutches were cast aside,

al, with a shout of joy, we rushed forward,

aually dancing with pleasure. At first we
s<med ashamed of our folly, but soon throwing

a'Je all disguise, we commenced to run, and
binded down the trail like children."

>ur little company had not encountered nearly

Simuch difficulty as H. S. Somerset's party, and

t; reaction, on being extricated from it, was
piportiouately less, aud did not lead to any
srh outbursts of joy.

In much of the drier part of the woods, the

giund was thickly covered over with small,

rinded clumps of a branching lichen, of a pale

g'enish-gray color. The branches were hollow

al cylindrical, not spread out flat, like we so

oen see on trees and fence rails. It was the

(tdonia rangiferina, or Reindeer Moss, which
g)ws in many parts of the world, but is espec-

hly abundant in Arctic regions and supplies

t: principal food of the reindeer.

Another family of lichens grew on the bark
oold trees, hanging in thread-like masses of

fires, scattered among which were, small, round
OS or shields, that have sacs or cells in their

s istance, which contain the spores or seeds

f m which new plants are originated. These
longed to the genus Usnea. We found two
s:cies of them.

Lichens derive their nourishment from the

a ; the trees, rocks, etc., on which they grow
rarely acting as supports for them. They are

1 ig-lived plants and very widely diffused, grow-
i j in the warmest and in the coldest regions.

I the economy of nature, they serve for the

fit commencement of vegetation, especially to

] spare the soil for plants of a higher organiza-

tn.

A part of the swampy ground north of the

rlroad had been recently overrun by one of

ti fires which are often so destructive in the

pes. In walking over the burnt ground, the

f>t would at times sink several inches into the

Hit, powdery ashes, and in one place we saw
1 the smoke ascending from a small hole, that

(mbusiion was still going on below the surface,

had just purchased a new cane, and thought-
1 sly plunged it in to ascertain the depth. On
(awing it out, I found the heat had marred the

lint.

lit was one of those warm and pleasant days
Mich we frequently meet with in the latter part
(autumn, and this had drawn many of thein-
s:ts from their winter retreats. The wasps
;nerally hide themselves in crevices, in logs of
')od or in old buildings, but to-day we saw many
i them enjoying the sun's rays. My companion
(unted about seventy-five around the railroad

(pot, and we saw others on one of the posts
tected by the railroad company near the track.

Among the insects we saw were crickets,

:asshoppers, flies, bees, ants, spiders and grand-
ither-long-legs. But the most interesting ani-

mated object was a small lizard, which my
tarp-sighted companion discovered on a pile
1 old railroad ties. It was a quick-motioned
(uraal, and it was only after several unsuc-
ssful attempts, that it was captured and placed

: the botanical box, to be conveyed home. It
•«s a tree-lizard (Sceloporm undulatus), a spe-

cies not uncommon in the sandy parts of New
Jersey, especially in the wooded regions. It is

a slender animal, six or seven inches long, with

five toes on each foot, covered with scales, and
having a rather long and slender tail, which is

very easily broken, but replaced by a new one,

which grows out in time.

It is a harmless little creature, that feeds on
insects and hibernates in cold weather. It lays

its eggs in the sand, and they are hatched by
the heat of the sun. It is often seen on fence-

rails, and is sometimes called the fence-lizard.

But one other species of lizard is found in New
Jersey, and that is the "Blue-tailed lizard." It

is rather larger than the tree-lizard, aud not so

numerous.
There are between seven hundred and eight

hundred species of lizards known to naturalists,

and these are found in many parts of the world,

more abundantly in the warmer regions. In

former geologic ages, there were numerous kinds
which are now extinct, some of them of very
strange shapes, and of great size, from twenty-

five to eighty feet in length. Some of these lived

on vegetable matter and others were carnivorous.

J. W.

From "The United Fkiend."

The Making of a Minister.

About the year 1713, there came to a little

lad of eight years of age, sitting in a country
meeting iu Chester County, Pennsylvania, a new
and deep experience. Although he had often

felt within himself reproof for bad words and
actions, be had not known whence it came; but
this day in the solemn silence of the reverent

assembly, his little heart was filled with the

presence of heavenly love, and under the tender

influence id' the Divine visitation the Lord " dis-

covered to [the child] the knowledge of him-
self." The boy saw himself as never before,

and realized, too, that though but a child dwell-

ing, it might be said, in a wilderness and un-

known of men, he was nevertheless the object

of his Heavenly Father's love and care; who,

by his Holy Spirit, had sought in time past to

reprove him when he did wrong, and who now
in a more signal manner drew near to assure

him of his love. Writing many years after of

that day he says: "The Lord in his infinite

mercy and goodness clearly informed me that if

I would mind the discoveries of his truth and
pure light for the future, what I had done in

the time of my ignorance He would wink at and
forgive (Acts xvii : 30) ; and oh ! the stream of

love which filled my heart with solid joy at that

time and lasted for many days, is beyond all

expression."

The lad's name was John Churchman. His
parents were concerned Friends, earnestly de-

sirous that their children should be brought up
" in the nurture and admonition of the Lord."

On his young mind, the experience of that quiet

meeting hour (of which, however, he spoke to

no one) was to leave a lasting impress. He had
there known the presence of the Almighty—of

the power of Him who " hath measured the

waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out

heaven with the span ;" insomuch that for a

time, even the fury of the elements, so terrify-

ing to most children, could not disturb the peace

of his heart. Being sent one day into a place

where many dead trees stood, a great wind arose

and blew some down and filled the air with fly-

ing branches. But "I stood still," he writes,

" with my mind turned inward to the Lord,

who I believed was able to preserve me from

hurt. So I passed among the trees without fear,

save tin- fear of the Lord, which fills the hearts

of bis humble, dependent children, with love
that i^ Btronger than death."

Though others knew nothing of what wa.s

going mm in the child's heart, he, on tin- other
hand, was quick to notice inconsistencies of con-
duct on the part of those who made high pro-

fessions. One instance of this kind is mentioned
in his Journal, not by way of criticism, but, as
he says, that older persons should "lie careful
of giving offence to the little ones." "I remem-
ber," he states, " a ]>erson, once, at my father's

house, who spake about religious matters with
an affected tone as if he was a good man. When
he went away, I was near him, and when he
mounted his hor.-e, taking a dislike to some of
[the animal's] motions, he called him an ugly
dumb beast, with such an accent as bespake
great displeasure, and grieved me much ; for I

did believe that a man whose mind was sweet-
ened with Divine love truly, would not speak
wrathfuily or diminutively even of the beasts of
the field, which were given to man for his use

—

he did not make them himself."

As John Churchman grew in years, the ten-

derness of heart that marked that e.-.rlier time,

was somewhat marred by a relapse into an un-
due indulgence of his love of pleasure ; and re-

belling against the gentle admonitions of the
Divine Shepherd, whose unslumbering eye was
ever watchful of this lamb of his flock, his for-

mer peace was displaced by uneasiness and rest-

lessness. He endeavored 'for a time to find re-

lief by assiduous devotion to his studies* in

which he proved himself an apt scholar. But
though this brought forgetfulness at times, it

did not lead to rest ; and it was a spell of illness

that was the means of his being brought again
to desire more earnestly those enduring things
of the spirit, aDd caused him to resolve never
again to treat with indifference the heavenly
requirings.

But the good resolutions of the sick bed did
not stand when the time of testing came, and
he fell away again from that state of humble
dependence upon his Heavenly Father in which
alone he had been safe. For some years, then,

he remained in a state of unsettlement. Out-
wardly, a good companion among young peo-
ple and ready to cap a joke with the wittiest,

inwardly he was subject to many sore conflicts.

"The subtle working of the power of darkness
was at times very great, suggesting to me that

all things came by nature and that there was
no God, no heaven, no devil, no punishment for

evil, religion a jest, and painful care about fu-

turity a silly whim propagated to deprive peo-
ple of pleasure. But blessed be the Lord ! He
preserved me from that snare, for while Ifelt his

judgment far sill I believed in hi* being ami ha li-

nes*. I am indeed fully of the mind that no
man can be an atheist before he acts contrary
to knowledge, when, to allay the horror and
anguish of mind he feels for the commission of

sin, he closes in with this temptation. At other
times, the same subtle power would tempt me
to despair of mercy. . . . But the hand of

the Lord was underneath, though for mv dis-

obedience He suffered me to remain in the wil-

derness aud to dwell among fiery serpents, until

He had wasted that in me which lusted afier

forbidden things.

" In this state I continued until I was about
nineteen years of age. As I was walking one
day to meeting, thinking on my folorn condi-

tion and remembering the bread in my Heav-

*His teacher was a weaver, a poor man, who sat in
his loom while the children read to him.
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enlv Father's house when 1 was a dutiful child,

and that by straying ft Him and spending

my p trtion I had been eight years in grievous

want, I inwardly cried, ' If thou art pleased

again to visit me, I beseech thee, Lord! visit

my body with sickness, or pain, or whatever

thou mays! please, so that the will of the old

man may he .-lain with the transgression, and

everything in me that thy controversy is against,

that I may he made a sanctified vessel by thy

power. Spare only my life until redemption is

wrought and my peace made with thee."

Iii the following year he goes on to say, " it

pleased the Lord to remember me, who had been

an exile iu captivity under the old task-master

in Egypt spiritually, ... to make way for

my deliverance." Tie' young man was again

brought to a Ihm! of sickness; and as he lay .as

was doubtless believed by those at his side) near

death's door, he did in reality give up his life

—

that life of his will which had so persistently

sought to rule in opposition to the Father's will

—and he cried, " I am not worthy to live or

enjoy favor, yet < ) Lord ! if thou wilt be pleased

to look on me with an eye of pity, do wdiat thou

wilt with me." Then "an evidence was given

me that the Lord had heard my cry and in mercy
looked down on me from his holy habitation

;

ami a willing heart and patience were given me
to bear his chastisements and the working of

his eternal word of power, which created all

things at the beginning, and by which alone

poor fallen man is created anew in the Heav-
enly image." And as he felt the incomes of
Divine love welling up more and more in his

heart, "the prospect of so great forgiveness,"

he Bays, " made me love thee more; for love is

eal. I remember that I saw the morn-
ing light, and thought all things looked new
an I sweet."

ir pleased the Lord," he continues, " to

restore me, that I recovered my usual strength,

and was frequently humbled under a sense of
the tender dealings of a merciful God, whose
goodness and owning love I felt to be very near.

I then loved retirement and inwardly to feel

after the incomes of life, and was often fearful

o ild again fall away. In this time it

was manifested t . me that if in patience I stood
faithful. I should be called to the work of the
ministry.

"
1 loved to attend religious meetings, espe-

cially those for discipline, and it. was clearly
shown me that all who attend those meetings
should inwardly wait in great awfulness to know
the immediate pr ne,. of t Ihrist, the Head of
the Church, to give them an understanding
wdiat their several services are, and for ability
to answer the requirings of Truth. For it is

by the light and spiril thereof thai the Lord's
work is done with acceptance, and none should
presume to Bpeak or act without its motion and
direction. They who act and speak without it,

d i often darken counsel, mislead the weak, and
their own folly, to the burden and grief

i I i Is. ... It is good for all
who are concerned to -peak to matters in meet-
in-- for Discipline, in the first place to take
11 1 thai their own spirits do not prompt there-
to, and to mind the time when to speak fitly

;

for a word in season from a pure heai
cious, and frequently previ tits debab - instead
of ministering contention. When they have
spoken to business, they should turn inward to
fe. I whether the pure truth own- them, and in

that rest, with nit an over-anxio
- .it thai time or not."

i a p. riod ofpreparation for the largei

service which the great Head of the Church

should require of him. " I rarely passed a day,"

he says, " without feeling the incomes of Divine

lite, and was favored strongly to desire ' the sin-

cere milk of the holy Word,' that in humility

I might grow thereby in substance. But after-

wards I was left and withdrawn from, so that

for clays, yea many days together, I was without

inward refreshment, and ready to fear that I

had offended my gracious Redeemer ; and being

thoughtful and inwardly engaged to know the

cause, I had to consider that children, though
they may be thriving aud darlings of their na-

tural parents, are not fit for much business

until they are weaned, and although they grow
finely they are gradually taught to wait the ap-

pointed time between meals, before they have
much care of their father's business; aud are

further prepared so as to miss a set meal, or be

a longer time without outward food, before they
are fit for a journey. With these thoughts
(leaving the reader to judge whence they came)
a hope began to revive in ms that I was not
forsaken."

At the age of twenty-six years he was ap-
pointed to the station of elder. In accompany-
ing ministering Friends on religious visits, as
he sometimes did, he at times felt that messages
were given him to deliver; but fearing from
the geutleness of the motion that he might be
deceived and that they were of his own imagin-
ing, he often remained silent, when the subse-
quent feelings of condemnation showed that
he should have spoken. He knew that some
had been called to the ministry with a power
and authority they could neither withstand nor
mistake. His own condition was so different

from this, that his exercise was great lest through
hastiness he should run before he was bid, though
at the same time desirous to do what was really

required of him. As he remained in this frame
of mind, light came through the channel of this

language which he heard in the secret of his
heart: " If thou wast to take a lad, an entire
stranger to thy language and business, however
likely he appeared for service, thou must speak
loudly and distinctly to him, and perhaps with
an accent or tone that might show thee to be
in earnest, to engage his attention and point out
the business. But thou wouldst expect it should
be otherwise with a child brought up in thine
house, who knew thy language, and with whom
thou hadst been familiar. Thou wouldst ex-
pect him to wait by thee and watch thy motions,
so as to be instructed by thine eye looking upon
him, or pointing thy finger, and wouldst rebuke
or correct such a one if he did not obey thy will
on such a small, intelligent information.""

Not long after this, as he sat in meeting, a
few words rose freshly before him with a gentle
commission to deliver them, which he did, and
therein found peace. For several weeks 'after
this he was silent, having no openings iu heav-
enly things, and feeling poor ami needy, as one
forsaken. "Yet I loved Friends," he writes,
"and remembering the saying of a minister for-
merly, 'We know that, we have passed from
death '""" life, I ause we love the brethren,'
I hoped that I was not quite forgotten. Some
remarkable sentences had fixed in my mind
sometime before, which I now began to under-
stand more sensibly— ' minixtr,/ */„,„/,/ /,. ,„' „,..

/ not of choice, and there is no livino
by silence or b v preaching merely.' Somethingm me was ready to wish to be employed, that I
might have bread, for when I found a motion
to speak I had the owning |„ve of the Heavenly
bather, which is and ever will be bread to his

children. . . . Our strength, preservatiol
health, and peace stand in an entire subjectiii

to the will of the Lord, whether in silence J
speaking, suffering or reigning, still d welliiH

with the Seed (Christ) in our hearts; humbl
waiting for and feeling after his power to arii'I

who is the resurrection and the life; and wh
He is pleased to appear his children parta §
in measure of his glory."

Finding the occasion of his appearing in pu1
lie testimony to increase, he eventually believ I
it right to request his friends to release Ml
from the station of elder, feeling that instel
of taking care of the ministry of othera^J
needed the care of others himself. Sora»U||
marks which he made at probably the hi
meeting of ministers and elders which he if
tended in the latter capacity, are well wor<l
preserving. It was a Quarterly Meeting, ail
the elders from the different subordinate me I
ings being called to answer one after anotbl
as to the state of the ministry in their seveil
meetings, a fear took hold of John Churchmil
lest a form of words was too much observe

i

particularly the phrase that " the ministry*
well received." So, he says, " when my tu I
came, I could not be easy without varying thl
part, and . . said that t believed the miuisL
of the public Friends was generally approved <

U

and added that I did wish that the ministry
!

all the ministering Friends was better recesi,!

than I conceived it was. Whereupon I w|
asked what I meant; and under the weight'

felt on my mind I replied, it was not from!

thought of bearing hard on the service of til

public Friends, but from the difference betwe'l^

approving thereof because [Friends] believed

was right, and attending no further, which wou
not do the work. To put in practice what th |

I

heard recommended was only the well receivi
''

of it, aud if that was really the case our Sock-i :

would appear more beautiful than at presen f i

Sound advice truly, and by no means restrict

in its application to John Churchmau's tii|l

alone.

At another time, as he sat in a meeting :|'l

worship, where many were present not of oil
Society, his heart wont forth in love to the peopi
in which "flow of affection," he says, "I haci

very bright opening as I thought, and expect
to stand up with it very soon ; but being willi :

to weigh it carefully, I was not very forwa.j

viewing its decreasing brightness, until son !

thing said, as it were, within me, ' Is the woe J

it?'—is the necessity laid upon thee? (1 Clf)
ix: 16. ' Woe is unto me if" I preach not t)

gospel.') This put me to a stand, and ma'!

me feel after the living presence of Him in whti

name and power I desired to speak, if I i

peared in testimony; and not feeling the pr
life and power of Truth so as to stand up, t.|

brightness of the vision faded, and left lftol

quiet, humble, aud thoughtful for this pres«flj

yation. The drawing strength and lusting (j

sire of the unstable who centre not to the pr
gift in themselves, are as the many waters,

j

sea of Mystery Babylon, for her merchants
j

sail their ships aud trade upon."
This was a time of spiritual growth withti

young man who was yet scarcely thirty yeijlj

old, and though the welfare of the churches v;

strongly in his heart, and he felt, at times "t .fa

extendings of the love of the Heavenly FatP
to reach over sea and land," yet he believed I

his duty at that period to keep mostly n<

home, and much in inward retirement.
In the winter of 1735-6, his gift was ackno'

edged by Friends and he was recorded as* '
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ajiister. But the need of discipline, of con-

Bit watchfulness and dependence upon Him
wp had commissioned him to the service of

tl Gospel, did not stop with this public recom-

rrndation. He felt himself to be yet a child in

sfitual matters.

t would be interesting to go further in the

rejrd of his dee] ening experience, but one or

t\ extracts more must complete the present

acount. At a meeting at North Wales, Pa.,

hcoutran his Guide, " and with a zeal that ex-

celled my childish knowledge," he says, " I laid

oisome strokes with the strength of the man's

ptt more than with the humbling power of

Tilth. For if we deliver hard things to the

piple, we should ever remember that we [too]

ai flesh and blood, and by nature subject to

ti same frailties. This would lead us closely

ti attend to the power, and administer only in

th ability, of Truth, in the meekness, gentle-

n<s and wisdom which it inspires. I soon sat

dwn again, and in a moment felt myself left

in;reat darkness. This dispensation," he adds,

" tough sorrowful to wade through, was very

hmbling and profitable to me, who perhaps

bt a little before was ready to think I knew
seething about preaching, but now knew noth-

in, that I might more fully understand that

hnvho thiuketh of himself 'he knoweth any-

thig, knoweth nothing as he ought to know,'

tovit, that all pure knowledge is sealed up in

Hn who is the Fountain of Wisdom and

Kowledge. to be opened by himself to his de-

pfcdent children by the revelation of his own
Sjrit, where and to whom He pleases."

peaking of another visit, he gives expression

toomething which all may ponder who are in-

ccsiderate in their praise of ministers. " In

th little journey," be remarks, " Friends were

vtv kind to me. and I was afraid too free in

nnifesting it. Indeed there are many in-

digent nurses, many forward instructors, but

to few fathers in the church — who, having

but acquainted with Him, the great Alpha, in

thr tender beginning, and by dwelling in his

hi? counsel and fear, have the care of the

innbers at heart, and in wisdom of Truth

ktw how to instruct, advise, and conduct

thnselves towards such as are called to the

Lid's work according to their several disposi-

tiis, growths, and gifts received ; that [such]

m,ht be preserved growing in Him, the Alpha,
ai experience Him to be the Omega in their

exclusion— the First and the Last— all in all

— le Lord God overall, blessed in himself and
thiSon of his love, our holy High Priest and
Ir+ructor."

Natural History, Science, etc.

'enguins under Water.—The appearance of
th keeper at the Zoological Garden with a

pa of live gudgeon is the signal for sudden and
in.nse excitement in the cages. The penguins
w;e their little flippers and waddle to the door,

wince they peer eagerly down the wooden
st<s leading to the pool. The cormorant croaks
an sways from side to side, and the darters

pee their snaky heads and spread their bat-

lil wings. At the water's edge the penguins
dciot launch themselves upon the surface like

oCr waterfowl, but instantly plunge beneath.
Oie below the water an astonishing change
taps place. The slow, ungainly bird is trans-

ited into a swift ami brilliant creature, beaded
wii globules of quicksilver where the air clings
to he close feathers, and flying through the
chr and waveless depths with arrowy speed
an powers of turning far greater than in any

known form of serial flight. The rapid and
Steady strokes of the wings are exactly similar

to those of the air birds, whilst its feet float

straight out, level with the body, unused for

propulsion, or even as rudders, and as little

needed in its progress as those of a wild duck
on the wing. The twists and turns necessary to

follow the active little fish are made wholly by

the strokes of one wing and the cessation of

Tiiovement in the other, and the fish are chased,

caught and swallowed without the slightest re-

laxation of speed, in a submarine flight which

is quite as rapid as that of most birds which

take their prey in mid-air.

A Mutheg Swamp.—At first sight a muskeg
seems no very terrible affair. Green spoDge-

m< ss covers the ground, while here and there

lie small pools of clear water. One realizes

that the moss is soft and wet and that the trav-

elling may be heavy, but nothing more. But
no sooner have you set fcot upon its treacherous

surface than the thing becomes more serious.

The beautiful green moss seems to catch your

foot as in a vice, and to rise swiftly toward you.

When a man faints he sometimes imagines that

the groin d has risen up and struck him. This

is exactly the sensation of him who walks in a

muskeg. You feel that you must quickly take

another step before it is too late, and so you
plod on, and soon you tire. In point of fact,

there is little danger of being sucked down, but

the place has a most melancholy look. Nothing
else on earth can be so vividly green and yet so

utterly desolate.

Items.

Iowa Yearly Meeting (Conservative).—We have
received a printed copy of the minutes of this

meeting, held on the seventeenth to twenty-second

of Tenth Month last, Enistles were received from

New England, Canada, Western, Ohio, ami Kansas

Yearly Meetings. The minutes say: "Our hearts

have bien refreshed and comforted from the read-

ing of these tokens of brotherly love, manifesting

a9 they do, a deep exercise of spirit and concern

for their welfare."

A consignment of one hundred and thirty copies

of "John Wilbur's Letters to George Crosfield,"

had been forwarded by a Committee of New Eng-
land Yearly Meeting for gratuitous distribution.

The Boarding School at Stavanger had been

satisfactorily maintained during the year. The
students on the roll numbered thirty-one, of whom
about one-half were boarders. The expenditures

had been eight hundred and twenty-eight dollars

and eighty-eight cents, the receipts about forty-

eight dollars less. The meeting appropriated one

hundred and fifty dollars for the use of the G
mitte e. The Educational Committee reported that

there were one hundred and thirty-six children

between the ages of five and twenty-one, of whom
thirty-six had'attended Friend's schools, one hun-

dred dollars was appropriated for the use of the

Committee.
A communication from London Yearly Meeting

was read, and a committee appointed, who pre

pared an acknowledgment of its reception.

Letters were received from Phebe R. Gifford and
Huldah M. Beede, of New England, and the Clerk-

was directed to make a suitable acknowledgment
of their reception.

The concluding minute is as follows: "With
hearts tendered and contrited under a realizing

sense of the goodness of our Heavenly Father in

condescending to meet with us from day to day
;

enabling us to transact the business that has come
before us, in his fear, and in condescension and
brotherly love one toward another, the meeting

now concludes, proposing to meet at Earlham, the

usual time next vear, if consistent with the Divine

will."

—In the account of " Western Yearly Meeting of

Friends' Church," in last week's number of Tin;

Friend, the last paragraph should read:
" Epistli s were prepared tor- the Yearly Mi etiugs

hi London and Dublin, and one, acopy of which is

to be sent to eacli of the in, .li,-- on this continent,

tilt which this ' Friend's Church ' corresponds."
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There appears to be a growing tendency

among some of the younger members of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting to inter into associa-

tions and organizations for religious or l» Devo-

lent purposes, outside of the meetings to which

they belong, and independently of them. So
far as these associations are an evidence of

spiritual life in those who take part in them,

their growth and prosperity may well he a

source of encouragement to those who are anx-

iously watching over the flock, that nothing

may harm it. But if they become a substitute

for that inward watchfulness and dedication to

the cause of Christ, which are the only founda-

tion for useful service in the church ; and if

they withdraw the affections and sympathies of

their members from the concerns of the body,

so as to lessen their interest in its exercises ami

concerns, they must be a source of anxiety and
sorrow to those who are seeking to promote its

prosperity and the spiritual growth of its mem-
bers.

The Society of Friends is a body of Christian

believers, who hold many precious doctrines

and valuable testimonies, and the whole drift

of its discipline is in the direction of the sup-

port and spread of these doctrines and testi-

monies. And from time to time, as occasion

presents, it labors for their maintenance both

among its own members and among others.

We believe as a united body, moving under the

direction of Christ Jesus, its Head.it has more

influence and can effect more good, than could

be done by any number of associations, each

taking up some particular doctrine or testimony.

Furthermore, we believe that the effect of

membership in such organizations will be to

lessen the interest and allegiance of those so en-

gaged, in the general condition of the church
;

and that they will come to feel that they are in

the first place members of a temperance, peace,

or other society, and only secondarily members

of Friends.

We must acknowledge, therefore, that we par-

ticipate in the uneasiness felt by many Friends

in the increase of these associations, and do not

look forward to their raising up by such methods

a baud ofmen and women like their pr« decessors,

who, through devotedness to their Redeemer,

were made noble warriors in his cause.

It is a cause of sadness that some well-meaning

Friends are disposed to encourage our younger

Friends in these efforts—partly perhaps from a

desire to please them, and partly with the hope

I that their attention may be turned away from
' mere amusements or other hurtful employments;

so that in some places it may with sadness be

said, " The leaders of the people cause them to

err."

We do not wish to be understood as condemn-

ing such associations in Mo, but as spreading a

caution against their unnecessary increase, ami

as reminding our dear young Friends that their

growth in religion and their preparation for

usefulness depend on their submission to Christ,

and their daily communion with their Lord and

Master.
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We commend to our readers the following

remarks of that deeply experienced servant of

the L ird, [saac Penington :

—

what could the Lord do more for his

people than to turn them to that pure seed of

life which will make them all alive, and keep

tliein all in life and purity; and then to make

use of every liviug memher in the living body,

a- his spirit shall please to breathe upon it, and

his power to actuate it! And indeed, there is

. all the lite and power to the body,

which the Lord sees --oil t«> bestow upon any

member of it, only, dear Friends, here is to be

the great care, that every member keep within

the limits of lite, wherein its capacity and ability

for Bervice lies, and out of which, it can do no
;,,,- i;.„l, ,„ t,-, the body."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The sessions of the Fifty-fourth

( .Hi-re-- were begun on tin- 2nd inst. The Senate ad-

journed until noon at the 3rd, when the President's

i- expected In the House, Thomas B. Reed,

j;.|.nl.li. :m. w:i< elected Speaker, by a vote of 234, as

against 95 for Charles P. Crisp, Democrat; 1 for Cul-

. Texas, Democrat, and 9 for Bell, of Colo-

rado Populist.

The I nited States debt statement shows an increase

in the public deb;. I .
— nidi in the Treasury, during

Tenth Month, of $2,04o,502. Total cash in the Treas-

ury, --sol. 120 ,692.

judge Simonton. in the United States Circuit Court,

in < harleston, S. C, on the 2nd inst., decided in favor

of the Columbia Club, the case growing out of a recent

raid upon the club rooms by the State Liquor Dispen-

sary authorities. The Court ordered the return of the

liquors seized, and assessed the entire costs on the Dis-

pensary constables.

The theory is now advanced that Ascutney Moun-
tain, at Winds, r, Conn., was once a volcano. Recent
analysis of the green granite from the mountain shows
that it is n it r. ally granite, as it contains no mica, but

a different mineral, so that the stone is more valuable
than granite. It is said to be absolutely imperishable,

a- it contains none of the iiatur.il elements which cause
stone to decay. The stone has at some time been sub-

jected to intense beat, which has driven out all the

metals, and made it remarkably compact
Fifteen hundred sea-otter skins were brought to the

trader- by Alaska Indians this year, according to the

estimate of a trader just returned to Seattle. Furs of
bears and f.ixe.- aggregating many thousand dollars in

value, were als , brought in. lie -ays Alaska's wealth
in furs is very great, and in many regions is yet prac-
tically untouched.

ties of valuable onyx, which promise to de-
velop into very large mines, have been made near
Heald-burg, Cal. The stone is beautifully marked,
and a blast of the face of the ledge has exposed it in

great quantities.

Rich silver and gold deposits are reported to have
been di* o re I at Will .. Arizona.

so plentifnl and so unprofitable at ruling
North Dakota that a farmer at Grand Forks

has announced that he will not dig the large quantities
be has, and |,as invited hi- neighbors to help them-
selves and lake all they care for. for the trouble of dig
eing and carrying them away.
The pear crop in ( reorgia this year is the largest on

record It is estimated by tho-e in a position to know
and to judge correctly that it will exceed :;iio,iioo bar-
rels.

Old Main.- fishermen say there are more sea fowls
Hying around the islands or! the coast this fall than any
fall previous sine.

Wibl geese are devastating the wheat fields near El
Reno, Oklahoma. Hundreds are killed every day.

ranch damage as the grasshoppers.
1 m the 'J'.itb uIt i terrible ,\: :,.i,r occurred at an

iron mineat Brewster, N V. Without warning, about
fifty tons of rock fell upon the miners, killing 13 of
them. The accident was a repetition of om

There were l]7 . 1
.

r, « I , s in this cilv last week, which
is .'tl more than the previous week and 5 more than
the corresponding week of lasl year. Of the foregoing,
22S were male, ami 192 were females: 58 d

sumption; 19 of pneu nia; 31 of heart disease; 21
of diphtheria; 18 of apoplexy ; 16 of marasmiiB ; 16

laities; 14 of old age; 12 of inflammation of

the stomach and bowels ;
12 of convulsions; 11 of can-

cer ; 11 of bronchitis; 11 of croup, and 9 of urasmia.

Markets, &C.-V. S. 2's, 97; 4s. 1907, reg., 11 H a

112; coupon, 111J a 112|, 4's, 1925, 120J a 121 ;
5's,

114| a 115} ; currency 6's, 101 a 110J.

Cotton.—Middling uplands, 8fe. per pound.

Fi.ot.-R— Winter super, $2.35 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

82.60 a$2.85; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25;

do., do., straight, $3/25 a $3.:35; Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.25; do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent. $3.45 a $3.05 ; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.00;

do., straight, $3.20 a $3.25 ; do., patent, $3.40 a $3.60 ;

do., favorite brands, higher; citv mills, extra, $2.00 a

$2.90; do., clear, $3.15 a .$3.30 ; do., straight, $3.30 a
$.;5n

:
do., patent. $3.60 a $3.85. Rye Flour.—

Choice I'enn'a, $2.75 per bbl. BUCKWHEAT Flour.
—$1.40 a $1.50 per 100 pounds for new

;
jobbing sales,

about 10c. higher.

Grain-
.—No. 2 red wheat, 65.1 a 65Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 33| a 33|c.

No. 2 white oats, 24$ a 25}c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4} a 4Jc;

medium, 3.1 a 4c; common, 2$ a 3}c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3} a Sic; good. 2$ a 3c;

medium, 2} a 21c , common, 1| a 2c; lambs, 2i a 4^c
Hogs.—Best Western, 51 a 5|c
Foreign. — Great Britain has about 1,300,000 cy-

clists, and a capital of £75,000,000 is invested in the

production of bicycles and tricycles. The factories in

which the machines are made give daily employment
to 43,000 men.
On the 27th ult., Berthelot, Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, read in the French Chamber of Deputies a state-

ment prepared by the Ministry in regard to Madagas-
car, which, he declared, was henceforth a French pos-

session. However, he continued, France would respect

any engagement which Madagascar had contracted
towards certain Powers and in cases where the Hova
Government had contracted obligations, France would
respect the rules of international law applicable thereto.

The Chamber, by a vote of 426 to 59, approved the

Government's declaration.

It is reported that Sagasta, ex-Premier of Spain, has
declared it would be madness to hold a general elec-

tion at present, when the Government is threatened
with defeat. The situation is extremely grave, he is

reported to have said, when Spain is compelled to send
young and inexperienced troops and money to Cuba.

In the Official Bulletin published in Santiago de
Cuba on the 22n 1 ult , were the names of thirty sol-

diers of the Battalion Baza, stationed in that city, and
fifty of the Batallion Habana, of Gibara, as well as of
a great number of the Argentine volunteers who came
there lately to fight on the Spanish side, all of whom
have deserted and joined the rebels.

Recent violent storms in South Russia and on the
Black Sea damaged property to the extent of 40,000,000
roubles. Over 80 persons are said to have perished.
A second terrible massacre has occurred at Marash.

Houses were pillaged indiscriminately, and it is re-

ported that "thousands of persons were killed and
many hundreds wounded." News has reached Con-
stantinople from Zeitun that on the 13th ult. a force
of 15,000 Armenians captured the fort occupied by
the Turkish troops. A large force of Turks is said to
be concentrating on Zeitun.

Australia stands tirst among the wool-producing
countries of the world. The vicld last year was 550 -

000,000 pounds.
The branch of the Bank of Montreal in New York

City has received from the Caribou mine, at Kootani,
B. C, the second largest block of gold that has ever
pas,,,

I through the New York Assay Office. It is in
the form of a sugar loaf, weighs 2,435 ounces, and is

valued at $41,o57. The bank also received from the
Horsefl) mine, in the same section, a gold brick weigh-
ing 1,511 ounces, valued at $20,150. The metal is
vi gin gold, of a greenish tint—similar to Australian
gold.

NOTICES.
WESTTOWN BOARDING School.— For convenience

of persons coming to Westtown School the sfo'e will
""•I ,,:,,ns leaving I'hi iadel ph ia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M.,
an l 2.53 and 1.32 p.m. Other trains are met when

d Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cents
I trips, twenty-live cents each way. To reach

the SCllOOl by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone 85.
Zebedee Haines, Sup't.

SARAH .1. Bedell, Purchasing Agent with ex-
perience, will do any shopping desired for Friends
living in or out of the city or in distant States.

Address 269 8. Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Mary E. Warner, 3308 Baring St., Philadelphi

Pa.—Careful and prompt attention given to all orde

for house furnishing and dry goods. Also I will

pleased to meet my customers at any time or plat

and accompany them to any of the best stores in I

city.

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes position as

panion to an invalid or elderly Friend. Address
Office of The Friei

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, West Gi

Pa., Tenth Month 24th, 1895, Thompson Frame
Sylvania Cooper.

Jroi

Died, Fifth Month 9th, 1&95, at his residence D(

Tecumseh, Mich., Joshua Taylor, in the eighty-fi

year of his age. He was a life-long member of t

S ciety of Friends, and many years an elder of Adri
Monthly Meeting.

. at her residence in R .swell, New Mexico,

the twenty-second of Ninth Month, 1895, of paralys

Eunice Warrington, daughter of George and Mart
Shreve. She was beloved by all who knew her. S
expressed herself as being at peace with the Spil

and departed this life in her seventieth year.

, at her home near Elsinore, Cal., on the i

ing of Tenth Month 1st, 1895, Melissa C. Hall, w
of Charles 1'. Hall, in the fifty-second year of her a;

an esteemed member of Middleton Monthly Meeti

of Friends, ( liiio. After a lingering illness, which s

bore with rem irkable patience, she left her family a

friends the consoling assurance that she felt nothi

in her way of entering into that rest her soul b

earnestly desired.
— -.at her late residence near Mar.-h alton, dies

Co., Pa., 0:1 the twenty-third of Tenth Month, IS

Jane Edwards Knight, having just completed
eighty-third year. She was a member of Mm
Monthly Meeting, Lycoming County, Pa., in whJ
for many years she was a valued overseer. In

earlier part of her life she was a successful teacher

the Friends' School in that neighborhood, and her

Huence for good extended far and wide through '

young people there brought under her care. LaJ
she became a teacher at Westtown School. While,
this position she was married to Dubree Knig
Subsequently they were appointe 1 Superintendent!
Matron of the Institution, in wdiich service she pi
formed her part with her habitual dignitv, gentlen ,

and Christian diligence. The last few years of ll
life were marked by cheerful and patient submissi

to the limitations of failing health and strengi
Having trusted from her early youth in her Ll
and Saviour, endeavoring to follow Him in lovetB
humility, she enj >yed Hie fulfilment of his prom
'• Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of 1

world."

, at her home near Parkerville, Chester ,

Pa., on the tenth of Eleventh Month, 1895, DebobI
B. Webb, in the sixty-sixth year of her age ; a belo I

member and minister of Rennet Monthly Meetin; f

Friends. The world and its pleasures had many •

tractions for her in early life, but soon, like B,
when the " Unseen One" spoke, she yielded a 1

submission to the renewing and transforming pot
of the Holy Spirit, and became an able advocate f

the cause of " Truth and righteousness" in theea .

Many years of her life were spent in teaching, 1

perhaps not a few, now in active business, may r

member some spiritual instruction received from f
when they were little children. She did not go m 1

from home in the exercise of her gift, but was <
quently and sweetly engaged therein in her own i

neighboring meetings, and in thesummerof 1S94,WB
in feeble health, visited in Gospel love the meet '»

composing Philadelphia Quarterly Meetings. '»

seemed like an evening sacrifice. "Her health, will

had long been very frail, soon after became so rob

impaired, as to confine her entirely to her home A

much to her couch. It has been apparent for «

past year that the end was approaching, and tbo h

it came suddenly at last, it was neither nnexpe A

nor unwelcome. "
In a letter to an invalid friend, v

'

ten about a month before her death, she says, "Vl,

we are the dear Lord's prisoners. Sweet He is Ml
both." Then again, " We know not when the end J

come, but we love his will." " What are these wl k

are arrayed in white robes? Whence come the

"These are they which came out of great tribulall.

and have washed their robes and made them whit"
the blood of the Lamb."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
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FAMILY VISITING.

Imong the religious engagements into which

tl ministers and religiously concerned mem-
b<s of the Society of Friends have often been

K is that of visiting individuals and families

fr!oa house to house. There is this peculiar fea-

tte about it, that, whilst in a public meeting a

P'son may put aside the close preaching of the

mister with the plea that it was designed for

oters than himself, in a family opportunity

tire is no room for such evasion, but the mes-

sqe may come to him with the directness of

ftthan's appeal to King David, " Thou art the

irta." There are few, if any, services in which
a,iinister can be engaged that requires greater

w.chfulness and care to act under Divine guid-

a;e than such personal labors.

\un Branson, of Ohio, under date of 1848,

sis, "I have felt it required of me in the late

fnily visit in which I have been engaged, not

oy to go to a number of families, who were
n members of our religious Society, but also

taome houses, whose inhabitants were entire

slmgers to me, and whose names were un-

lown, except by inquiry at the time, feeling

aracted to the houses as we passed them, and
filing the woe if I did not give up to go in.

Ding as this service was to flesh and blood,

iUnothiug to compare to a wounded conscience.

Pivious to a late engagement in several fami-

ly of this description, I was near three days at

a?riend's house, shut up, without any clea

owning whatever. But the command was, B
Bll. What will my friends say of me? was a
q:ry that often crossed my mind. But the an-

Rv
:r of my Heavenly Father was on this wise,

' hy time, thy health and thy faculties, are mine.

Pave a right to do with them, and with thee,

aseemeth unto me good.' Thus did I remain,
util a little opening appeared in a remote
nghborhood where a few members were scat-

tied. After we arrived there, and had visited

nst of those who were members, it came into my
nnd to inquire of the Friend at whose house
v were, concerning his children, who had mar-
rd out of the Society, where they were settled,

a:l being informed that several of them were
Bir by, 1 soon saw I must go to their houses.

This dedication, though greatly in the cross,

yielded peace."

The same Friend mentions, in 1861, that, on

one occasion, after making a family visit, where

she had delivered what appeared required of

her, and had left the house, she felt it required

of her to go back. Great fear possessed her

heart, lest she should be mistaken. She had an

interview with the parents, and told them how
it had been with her since being there before,

telling them, "If I was mistaken in my feel-

ings, I hoped they would pass it by, and I

would try to be more careful in future, at the

same time remarking that there was a secret

language in my heart, which said, There is a

secret hardness against some, which is not rooted

out. But it was in great fear and trembling,

lest I should be mistaken. When about to bid

farewell, the individual (where it seemed to me
the testimony belonged ), with tears, and in much
brokenness of spirit, said to me, ' I am glad thee

came.'

"

Henry Hull mentions in his Journal that,

while at work in a mill, word was sent to him

that his father wished him to come to the house.

He says, " I immediately went, and found seve-

ral Friends there, who proposed a religious op-

portunity with the family. When I found what

I was wanted for, I felt disturbed in my mind

that my father should call me from my work

upon what I then thought such a trifling occa-

sion, and I could scarcely speak pleasantly to

the Friends. But, soon after we sat down to-

gether, the power of Truth spread over us, and

the Friends were enabled to speak so plainly to

my situation, that my spirit was broken into

tenderness, and when I left the house tears

flowed from my eyes. Reflecting on the solici-

tude of my dear father for my everlasting wel-

fare, and on the goodness of the Ancient of

days, in that He did not leave me in the hard-

ened state of mind I was in when I went into

the room, my heart was humbled, and I entered

into solemn covenant with the Lord that, if He
would pass by my offences, I would endeavor to

be mindful of his favors, and walk more worth-

ily."

In the earlier days of our Society, greater at-

tention was paid to family visiting than has

latterly been the case. In the Queries adopted

by Irish Friends, about the year 1737, one reads

as follows, " Doth each Monthly Meeting take

care that a visit to the families of Friends be

performed by well-qualified Friends once a year,

or oftener, as occasion requires?"

The same subject is mentioned in the minutes

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting as early as

1717. They say, "Considering the returns from

the several meetings concerning visitors, this

meeting agrees that'such Monthly Meetings as

do see a service therein, may appoint honest,

faithful and discreet Friends to visit families

within the compass of such meetings respec-

tively." In very many of the subsequent Yearly

Meetings, advices are" sent down on this subject,

and subordinate meetings reported to the Yearly

Meeting as to their care in this respect. In 1747

tlie minutes say, "This meeting recommends it

to tin- several Quarterly and Monthly Meetings

within the range of this meeting, In revive and

continue the practice of appointing .-olid and

weighty Friends and elders, together with some

of their ministers, to visit the particular fami-

lies within their respective meetings, the good

effects of which wholesome and serviceable part

of our ancient practice and discipline hath been

often attended with the Divine blessing to the

great satisfaction of those concerned therein,

and hath been a means of preventing many
growing inconveniences and customs amongst

us, which it may be difficult guarding against

in a more public manner."

The practice of visiting each other's families

and endeavoring to help each other in a faith-

ful support of our doctrines and testimonies, did

not originate in Yearly Meeting advices, but

was practised from very early times, and had

its root in that love of the brethren and zeal for

the honor of the Lord's cause which marked our

ancient worthies.

In the history of Friends in Ireland, it is

stated that John Exham, of Charlesville, in the

year 1710, in the eighty-first year of his age,

visited the greater part of the families of Friends

throughout the island, "in which service it ap-

peared evident to those who were witnesses of

it, that he had a spirit, of discerning. Whilst

he was performing this visit, being in a certain

room, he called out and inquired who was there

present, and then told them there was among
them a youth upon whom the Lord would pour

forth his Spirit, and that he should visit several

nations, which was accomplished.

Before the accession of James II to the crown,

the Earl of Orrery had a great house at Charle-

ville, unto which 'there was frequently a great

resort of company, and at one particular time,

when a large company of great persons were

there assembled, spending their time in feast-

ing, mirth, etc., John Exham had an impulse

iu^his mind to go to the house and call the peo-

ple there met to repentance, which he accord-

ingly did (a large crowd following him), and

denounced the Lord's judgments and woe to

that great house, and that itshould be destroyed,

and become an habitation for the finds of the air.

Thereupon the earl's servants attempted to

drive him away, but the earl commanded them

to let the honest man speak. Having delivered

his message, he went away, but in a little time

turned back, and called for the earl, and -aid

to him, " Because thou hast been kind and lov-

ing to the servant of the Lord, the evil shall not

be in thy days."

The event answered the prediction, for the

great house, in the time of the wars that fol-

lowed, after the death of the earl, was destroyed

by fire, and became an habitation for the fowls

of the air, that built their nests in it.

In the Journal of Joseph Pike, of Cork, Ire-

land, an interesting account is given of a gene-

ral visit to the families of Friends in Ireland,

performed by committees of the different meet-

ings in the vear 1692, in accordance with a rec-
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ommendatioD sent down from the Half-Year'a

Meeting at Dublin. J. Pike Bays the sub-

fore entering on their visit, met

:. and carefully considered how far their

own example was blameless, and freely submit-

ting i" each other's comments and endeavoring

lo rectify what was amiss. The service was per-

, under a living sense of the Lord's pres-

ence and assistance, and was so blessed that

there was a general reformation among Friends.

J. W.

Military Drill in the Public Schools.

The papers inform us that the school board

in Chicago has voted to introduce military drill

into the public schools of that city. This is

what might be expected since the introduction

of Boys' Brigades into the churches, and it is

an example likely to he followed in other large

cities. Nevertheless it is greatly to be deplored

as indicating a sad decline in civic and Chris-

tian morality.

It is one of the signs of the times, and signi-

fies first, that our children and youth, though

living under present and prospective peace, are

lo be familiarized with war, as something neces-

sarily incident to national existence, and a

manifestation of true patriotism, in harmony
with Christian morality.

2. It means that an essential part of the edu-

cation of each boy shall be instructed in the

art of deceiving, overcoming and killing his

fellow men.

3. It means that the spirit and love of war,

which for more than half a century has been

steadily declining, shall have a revival ; and
that we are to enter into competition with na-

tions of Europe in those vast military prepara-

tions and expenses which make government a

burden to be endured rather than a blessing to

rejoice in.

1. It means that just as the nations have
begun to learn the practicability and wisdom of

arbitration as the remedy for war, we put back
the dial of reform and seek to perpetuate the

spirit and the race of (Jain.

5. It means a lessoning of value of human
life ami the deprivation of public and private
moral-, such 88 always accompanies and results

from militarism. It means that the military

profession (which is none other than the pro-

fession of robbery and murder) shall be put on
a par with the learned and peaceful callings of
the law, medicine and the ministry.

6. It means that we shall eliminate from
our current conceptions of Christianity the idea
of patieme. forbearance

. forgiveness and hu-
manity and that we shall substitute hatred to
alien- as natural enemies.

I do not in can to prophesy that all these

evils will result from the introduction of mili-
tary drill in the public schools, but that the
tendencies are all In the direction 1 have indi-

ind that if we are 3pared from so great a
calamity, it will be because of Providential in-

tervention. ( in,- thing i- certain, that we can-
not e\pe,t the protection of the Prince df Peace
so long as we foster the spirit of war. //. //.

I

W \n i- always sacrifice— never mercy. War
demands death and wounds and destruction.
He who can kill and wound and destroy most,
i- the greatest hero. War respects nothing,
blackens everything. It move-, in trail

a country, a- a venomous Serpent wind- through
the grass.- -Selected.

Indian Sketches.
(Concluded from page 155.>

Before leaving the Moravian Indian con-

verts, it may be stated that the remnant that

escaped the" destruction on the eighth of Third

Month, 1782, were subsequently restored to their

residence, and the Congress of the United States

on Ninth Month, 1788,' passed an ordinance ap-

propriating four thousand acres of land for their

benefit in care of suitable trustees, their chiefs

being Charles Killbuck and White Eyes. They
remained under the spiritual ministry of David

Zeisberger and Edwards and others, but the

surrounding country becoming settled by the

white people, it was found advisable to break

up the settlement, and the greater part united

with a Moravian mission on the river Thames,

in Canada, in the year 1823.

The Methodists had a mission among the

Wyandots near Upper Sandusky, in Wyandot
County, which was commenced in 1816 on his

own responsibility by John Stewart (a mulatto),

whose efforts opened the way for the establish-

ment of a regular mission and society, under

the care of James B. Finley, and which was
continued after their removal west of the Mis-

sissippi in 1843. One of their chiefs, and a

convert at this mission, called Sum-mun-de-wat,
related that being in the woods hunting along

a small path, he met a man on horseback. In

his own words: "He ask me if I talk English.

I say, 'Little.' He ask me ' How far to a house ?'

I say, 'May be ten mile; may be eight mile.'

' Is there any path ?' ' No ; by and by this path
go out ; den all woods. You go home me

—

sleep—me go show you to-morrow.' So he go to

my camp ; me take horse—-tie—give corn and
brush—my wife give him supper. He ask me,
Where I come? I say, 'Sandusky.' Then he
say, ' You know Finley ?' ' Yes,' I say, he is

my brother ; my father.' Then he say, ' He is

my brother.' Then I feel something in my heart

burn ; I say, ' You preacher?' He say, ' Yes,'

and I shakes hand and say, ' my brother.' Then
we try to talk, and I say, ' You sing and pray.'

So he did ; then he said to me, ' You sing and
pray ;' so I did, and I so much cry I can't pray.
No go to sleep; I can't. I wake ; my heart so

full. All night I pray, and praise God for his

send me preacher to sleep in my cam]). Morn-
ing soon come and he want to go. Then I go
and show him through the woods to the big
road ; and he take me by the hand and say,
• Farewell, brother, by and bye we meet up in

Heaven.' Then me cry and my brother cry.

We part, and I go to hunt ; all day I cry, and
no see deer jump up and run away. I go pray
by some log. My heart so full of joy I cannot
walk much. I say I cannot hunt; sometimes I

sing, then I stop and clap my hands, and look
up to God my Heavenly Father. Then the
love come into my heart, I can scarcely stand,
and I go home and sav, 'This is mv happiest
day.'

"

This simple account from an unlettered child
of the forest, and touched by the sense of God's
love through a living faith in Christ Jesus our
Lord, becomes more touching by the knowledge
that its author was barbarously slain by three
miscreants miscalled civilized Christian whites.

While peaceably hunting, these human fiends
came to his cam]) in the evening, and partook
of his hospitality. After the meal was over,
Sum-mun-de-wat kneeled and prayed in his own
tongue, and laid down with his own wife for
sleep. In the night the men ro>e and with
axes ili-patched their unsuspecting host and
wite, rilh-d the campof the proceeds of the win-

ter's hunt, and though apprehended, were ne 1

brought to trial for their base treachery.

The following account of religious ceremoij

by the Seneca Indians just before leavingH
residence near Sandusky, was given in a nel

paper about fifty years since. These Indi
j

had occupied about forty thousand acres 1

land, which they sold to the United States, jl

removed in 1831 or '32 to lands west of the I i

souri, on the Neosho River. They were call

Senecas, but Henry C. Brish, their sub-agkl

claimed there was no Senecas among th I

they in fact being a mixture of Mingoes (wbJ
was the tribe of the celebrated Logan), Cayuji

Delawares and Wyandots, and were about 1b

hundred in number when they removed.

"Although we supposed ourselves early, 8

Indians were there before us. The first obi
which arrested our attention was a pair of-

1

canine species, one of each gender, suspendec I

a cross, one on each side thereof. The aninl

had been strangled ; not a bone was broil

nor could a distorted hair be seen. They v|
of a beautiful cream color, except a fewdj
spots on one naturally, and put on the oil

artificially by the devotees. The Indians |
very particular in the selection of dogs enti I

white for these occasions, and will give alnl

any price for them.

The dogs were decorated by tying ribhfl

tastefully just above the nose, and near the eg
another; round the neck was a white ribboii

which were added some bulbous roots concetl

in another white ribbon. This was placed!

rectly under the right ear, and I suppose wail

tended as an amulet or charm. Then ribbons* I

bound round the forelegs, at the knees, andi I

the feet. These were red and white alternate

Around the body was profuse decoration; ttt

the hind legs were decorated as the fore obi

Thus the victims were prepared and ornamei I
for the sacrifice. While making this esamM
tion, I was almost unconscious of the La
number of Indians which assembled for fl

service.

Adjacent to the cross was a large fire, lit

on a few logs; although the snow was seva
inches deep, they had prepared a sufiBepf

quantity of dry combustibles and placed tk»
on their fire, which I suppose was kindled fat

flint and steel, being for a holy purpose. I

It was a clear ami beautiful morning, an |H'

the first rays of the sun were seen in the toj M
the towering forest and its reflections on I
snow, the Indians simultaneously formed as ,i-

circle around the cross, each flank resting ft

the pile of logs. Good Hunter, who offici id

as high priest, now appeared, and arrayetin

his pontifical robes, appeared quite respecttje.:

The Indians being all assembled (not a sq

|

was present), at a signal given by the I'M

priest, two young Indians sprang upon W
cross, and each taking one of the victW

brought it down and presented it on his f 38

to the high priest, who receiving it with gW
reverence, advanced to the fire, and with a ffi

grave and solemn air laid it thereon, and !i*

he did with the other, and retired to the c»
In a devout manner he now commenced!!

oration ; the tone of his voice was audible "1

somewhat chanting. At every pause in '8

discourse he took from a white cloth whiclae

held in his left hand a portion of dried odotjf*

ous herbs, which he threw on the fire as inci&

In the meantime his auditory, their eyes ori"

ground, with grave aspect and in solemn silt ft

stood perfectly motionless, listening attenti "J

to every word he uttered. This continued ilu
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it victims were entirely consumed and the

iiense exhausted, when he concluded his ser-

ve; the oblation was made, and the wrath of

tl: Great Spirit, as they believed, appeased.

(They then repaired to their council-house,

edi Indian as he entered, seating himself on

tl floor in a circle, several of them then de-

luded speeches setting forth their deeds and

p wess, and what great things they expected

ti accomplish in the future. Good Hunter,

v/p had " laid his robes away ; his mitre and

li vest," closed the harangues. His remarks,

bug brief, modest and appropriate, such as

fyame a priest of one of the lust tribes of Israel.

t"he floor was now cleared and an Indian

dnce followed, in which ''Air gahon" (man),

ail "uteli ke" (woman), participated.

i

During the festival, fat deer and hogs, neatly

d|ssed, wheat and corn bread, with other dain-

ty of Indian housewifery, were hospitably of

fe,:d to all. Large kettles of soup, witli quan-

tify of maple sugar added, formed a very

a'eeable saccharine compound. A refusal to

p;take of their bounty would have been con-

sii red disrespectful, if not unfriendly." . . .

i have condensed the account of this solemn

feival of the Indians, carefully preserving the

sustance and mostly the language of the nar-

rair, and we may find in it food for thought,

w-ther we, who have been more blessed in

m iv particulars, might not profit by reflecting

or he faith and reverent behavior of these un-

tiured people. Robert Huttox.
levemh Month, 1895.

;

"Hoe the First Hill of Corn."

i

took the county examination, and, after se-

cung a first-grade certificate, was sent to
,

wire there had been no school for over eight

yers. There was no school-house, and I had
to,each in an old church, with not even a

bl:k-board, until the children, with my assist-

am, got one. The children had had ample
tin to go wild, and wild, indeed, had they

gr.vn. They only delighted in dipping, chew-
in aud smoking the filthy weed. You can im-

agie how I felt to see nice-looking boys and
g'13, from six to sixteen years of age, dipping
or hewing in the school-room, for they didn't

th k it mattered where they took a dip, or

wire they sent the saliva when it overflowed
th,r mouths. It was, indeed, a dismal and dis-

co-aging work, and every one said I'd never
dcanything with those children, because I

dh't look strong enough to whip them as they
oir.it to be whipped. In our last moral phil-

osvhy class recitation, the president gave us a
lit? talk, which I shall never forget, and among
hi; many helpful suggestions, he remarked,
"be the first hill of corn you come to, and
Ik it well." A very homely statement, isn't

it Yet there is enough logic in it, as the coun-
trareacher says, to furnish subject matter for a
dine. As that was my first hill, I determined
to oe it well. By kind treatment I succeeded
iu etting the scholars to love me, and the par-
en, of course, followed suit. At the end of the
fir, session I was so pleased with the improve-
ni't made that I promised to return. I did
so. The children, as a whole, were respectful
to irds me, but they were disagreeable to each
otjr. Every day they'd have a big fight or
qurrel. I couldn't imagine what to do, after

pushing in every way I could possibly think
of At last I thought if I could get them to

beime Christians it would help them. It so

hapened that the preacher soon after began a

revival, and I invited him to come ''

afternoon, to hold meetings with the children.

The parents, of course, disapproved, saying they

were not old enough, and as - ion a- I left, their

religion would leave, too. But I am glad to

say that it did not so happen. After th it they

grew very loving. I became so interested in

these children that I felt I must, by all means,

serve them again, and more especially when I

saw the pretty new school-house erected as a

result of hard labor on my part. This past ses-

sion everything was convenient and pleasant. I

now feel that I've hoed that hill well, ami 1

presume I shall leave that nicely-painted little

school-house for some other school ma'am, and
find another hill to hoe.

—

America) Minimi, n-ij.

Integrity.

The Village Record of West Chester, lately

published an article containing some examples
of integrity in business transactions, which are

interesting:

Some years since, the members of the United

States Congress passed a bill, voting themselves

an extra allowauce, amounting to some four or

five thousand dollars each, under the [ilea of its

being " back pay."

Its justice was questioned by many, but it is

believed it was accepted by most of the members.

Washington Townsend was at that time "in-

representative, and being a strictly conscientious

man, declined to draw his share of it.

On his return home the writer called upon

him, and expressed his approval of his honest,

upright course. His reply was, " It [the money],

did not belong to me." He lived and died at

his residence on Marshall Square, respected by
all, aud justly entitled to the appellation of

"Honorable."
The two incidents relating to Lloyd Mifflin

and Samuel Field were published in the Daily

Local News a few years since, but they are such

bright examples of strict integrity, followed by

such happy results, that their re-publication

might be of benefit:

LLOYD MIFFLIX.

Lloyd Mifflin, who lived and died at Ger-

mantown, Pa., some years since, was a clerk in

the old Bank of the United States when it began

to decline. He was aware of its approaching

insolvency, as were other employees, who, with

him, were shareholders in the stock of the hank.

He was approached by some of the latter with

the recommendation that as the bank was likely

to fail, it would be advisable for him to dispose

of his stock. Lloyd Mifflin said " No !" as by

so doing he would be taking advantage of those

who had not the knowledge which his position

afforded him. He retained his stock, and what

was of infinitely more value, he retained a con-

science void of offence toward God and man,

and died in peaceful old age. He was a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends in good standing.

SAMUEL FIELD,

one of Philadelphia's many upright business

men, died First Month, 1891, respected and

beloved by all who knew him.

The day after his interment a memorial meet-

ing was held in the Presbyterian place of wor-

ship on Walnut Street (of which society he was

an honored member), at which a number of

feeling addresses were made by some of Phila-

delphia's most respected citizens. A small vol-

ume containing these has been compiled by his

intimate friend of forty years' standing, Henry
C. Townsend, a part of one of which, by Jus.

L. Davis, is as follows :

"
| suppose there i- no one within these walla

to-night, except possibly the mi mbers of his own
family, whu has more reason to bless the memory
of Samuel Field than the one now standing

hi. I think I knew him fur a longer

period than any oue here, except it may be his

friend, Henry <
'. Townsend Uu-r I

hud gone into business, and the house with

which 1 was connected had failed, he sought

me out, and took me into bis own office, and fur

thirty years 1 was closely associated with him.

I, therefore, knew him thoroughly as a Christian

business man and the true friend that he was.

1 fei I constrained to tell you of one incident, at

least, that will illustrate his noble character.

. . . I was sitting one day at a desk in

the far corner of the room, when a managing
director of one of the largest corporations in

this country entered and was bood engaged in

earnest conversation with him. I did nut hear

all the conversation, but what I heard wa- this :

' Never!' said Mr. Field, ' what would the other

people think ?' Quite an animated discussion

followed, which I will not detail, bul tin- sub-

stance was that Samuel Field had invested a

large amount in that corporation, and the news

now brought to him was that they were, as they

call it,
' a little shaky.' ' Certain bankers have

threatened certain things, and they will doubt-

less carry out their threats, in which event the

securities will not be worth twenty-five cents on

the dollar. I advise you to sell out.' Mr. Field

turned to him and said, 'I have invested in

these securities for better or worse, for richer or

poorer. I would have it on my conscience if,

with the knowledge I now pi ssess, I dared to

throw these securities upon the market and

thus cheat some innocent person.' There are

very few men who could have resisted the temp-

tation to sell, and yet he did resist. The crash

came, and, to my knowledge, he held those

securities for many years, and finally disposed

of them at a great loss. If he were alive to-

night, I would not tell this. I repeat it only

that I may show something of his character. If

you went to him for advice upon matters of

business or otherwise, he would always look at

the moral side first. ' Have you any doubt,' he

would ask, 'as to the morality of that ?' And if

the reply should be, ' Yes, I have,' he would

say, 'Then don't touch it—don't touch it—for

if you have the slightest duubt, it is sufficient to

condemn it. Don't have anything to do with

it.' This was Samuel Field. "May the example

which he set be followed by every one of us."

The determination always to look first at the

moral side of any question of business was also

a striking characteristic in the successful busi-

ness career of the late President of the Cambria

Iron Company,

EDWAF.D Y. TOWXSEXD.

He was a native of West Chester, and when

quite a young man entered the dry goods house

of Wood, Bacon & Co., of Philadelphia, where,

by his tact, industry and integrity, he rose to a

partnership, without any pecuniary aid from

his father or family.

Sitting one day in his office he was approached

by one "of the "stockholders of the Cambria,

whose family controlled a large portion of the

stock of thecompany, with a request for a loan.

E. Y. T. replied " he had none of his own loose."

" But," he was answered, " there is plenty of the

Cambria money, let me have some of that." E.

Y. T. emphatically said iu reply, " I would

rather cut off my right hand than touch one

dollar of the Cambria money."
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( me of the fire insurance companies of Phila-

delphia had met a loss in the South, probably

a heavy cue. which they had not been able to

settle to the satisfaction of both parties.

i »ne of the Directors, who was a connection

of E. V. T.. a man of pleasing manners and

msiderable administrative abili-

nt South, and by his intelligence and

address, succeeded in effecting a satisfactory

settlement. After his return home, the money
paid and the account on the books of the com-

pany closed, this director received a check from

the southern parties t'nr three hundred dollars.

Although evidently intended as a personal re-

ward tor his successful exertions, he felt some

doubt whether it would he right for him to ac-

cept it as his own property. He was advised

by some of his family to •• put it in his own
pocket, a- he hail earned it." He auswered,

"I do not feel quite square in the matter; I be-

lieve I will go and ask Uncle Edward about it."

E. 5T.T. said to him, " Well, I expect nine men
out of ten would say keep it ; but if it was my
case I would hand it over to the insurance

company, and I think you will feel better if

you do so."

The advice was taken and he said, " I do feel

better."

The foregoing was related to the writer by
the director himself on the day of the interment
of the remains of E. Y. T., on which occasion

it was remarked by a person present there

were congregated more bank and railway presi-

dents than he had ever seen together before,

and yd so kind and considerate was he for all

da-- -- that it was also attended by the mechanics
of the neighborhood of Bryn Mawr, one ofwhom
requested the privilege of assisting in carrying
his remains to their last resting-place, saying
that " he had set him up in business," &c.

It wad by faithfully following the Divine
Monitor placed in every heart, which was pur-
chased for us all by the life, sutfi rin.r, death.

resurrection and ascension of our blessed Re-
deemer that these men were enabled to lead
such exemplary lives of integrity, and finally

lay down their heads in peace with a humble
ho] f entering upon a scene of eternal happi-
ness hereafter, where there is no sin, no sorrow,
no suffering.

An Octogenarian.
West Chester, Eleventh Month L9th, 1895.

Prayer to " Christ Jesus, Even Him That Was

Crucified."

Although the early Friends were at times
charged by their adversaries with being deists,

nothing can be clearer to the unprejudiced
reader of Friends' writings of that day than
their testimony to a complete and unequivocal
acceptance of Jesus Christ in his Divinity, his
outward work and Bufferings for the redemption
of mankind, and in all his holy offices. Espec
jally to the point is a passage in the works of
Thomas I'.IU 1 see Life, page 331 i, wherein
he refutes certain char- f deism preferred
against William Penn by George Keith—once
a professor with Friend's, but who afterwards
went with the Episcopalians, and became a bit-
ter op,„ment of Quakerism. After referring to
Keith's own statements in defence of Friends,
made while associated with them in former
y are, Thomas Ellw I says i

" II" Gi orge Ki ith well know- thai neither
he, nor William Penn, nor any of the Quakers,
ever were deists, ever did deny, disown or dis-
believe the con dug, incarnation, sufferings and

death of Christ, as man outwardly in the flesh,

his resurrection, ascension and mediatorship,

and He himself has undesignedly acquitted W.
Penn from the charge of deism by a story he

told in his first Narrative (p. 38), that upon some

urging him to give an incident of one English

Quaker that be ever heard pray to Christ, Wil-

liam Penn, being present, said, / am an Eng-

lishman and a Quake); and I own I have oft

prayed to Christ Jesus, even Sim that was cruci-

fied.

"This was in the year 1678."— The United

Friend.

Selected.

ABOUT YOUR DAILY WORK.
How can I work for God,
What will He let me do?

Your daily tasks, my friend,

Are what He asks of you.

These simple, common tasks

That come to me each day ?

Yes, do thern all for God,
And He will bless your way.

If done for love of God
No task is ever small

;

His blessing on our work
Shall sanctify it all.

BETWEEN THE DAYS.

EMMA HF.RKICK WEED.

Betwten the days— the weary days

—

He drops the darkness and the dews :

Over tired eyes his hand He lays,

And strength, and hope, and life renews.

Thank God fur rest between the daj's !

Else who coidd bear the battle's stress,

Or who withstand the tempest's shocks
;

Who thread the dreary wilderness

Among the pitfalls a'nd the rocks,

Came not the night with folded flocks!

The white light scorches; and the plain
Stretches before us, parched with heat.

But, by and by, the tierce beams wane;
And lo ! the nightfall, cool and sweet,

With dews to bathe the aching feet

!

For He remeinbereth our frame !

Even for this I render praise.

Oh, lender Master, slow to blame
The i'alterer on Life's stony ways-
Abide with us—between the days!—The Independent.

Selected.WE CANNOT TELL!
Perhaps before the dawn's dim hours commence
A swilt and sudden voice may call us hence,
Hence from this world in other worlds to dwell—

We cannot tell

!

Perhaps before the quiet stars arise
An unexpected night may meet our eyes,
A night ten thousand suns cannot dispel

—

We cannot tell

!

Perhaps before an hour is sped away,
With awed, hushed tones our fellow-men will say,

' The spirit has escaped the earthly shell
"

We cannot tell

!

i beOh, friends, behooves it not our
Ready at all times for eternity,
Since when for us may ring the passing bell

We cannot tell ?

Susie M. Best.
< 'l.Nl'INNATI, 1892.

Selected.
THE BORDER LAND.

"Father, into Thy loving hands,
My feeble spirit I commit,

While wandering in these Border Lands
I- mil Thy voice shall summon it.

Father, I would not dare to choose
A longer life, an earlier death ;

1 know ,,, i whal my soul might lose
Bj shortened or protracted breath.

These Border Lands are calm and still,

And solemn are their quiet shades,

And my heart welcomes them, until

The light of life's long evening fades.

I heard them spoken of with dread,

As fearful and unquiet places
;

Shades, where the living and the dead
Look sadly in each other's faces.

But since Thy hand hath led me here,

And I have seen the Border Land,
Seen the dark river flowing near,

Stood on its brink, as now I stand,

There has been nothing to alarm
My trembling soul : how could I fear

While thus encircled with Thine Arm !

I never felt thee half so near.

What should appal me in a place

That brings me hourly nearer Thee ?

When I may almost see Thy face:

Surely 'lis here my soul would be.

They say the waves are dark and deep

;

That faith has perished in the river;

They speak of death with fear, and weep;
Shall my soul perish ? Never! Never!

I know that Thou wilt never leave
The soul that trembles while it clings

To Thee: I know Thou wilt achieve
Its passage on thine outspread wings.

And since I first was brought so near
The stream that flows to the Dead Sea,

I think that it has grown more clear

And shallow than it used to be.

I cannot see the Golden Gate
Unfolding yet to welcome me;

I cannot yet anticipate

The joy of Heaven's jubilee.

But I will calmly watch and pray,
Until I hear my Saviour's voice,

Calling my happy soul away
To see his glory and rejoice."

Early Impressions.—"Papa, I am wa
ing right in your footsteps," shouted a child

high glee. The father turned with alarm,

he was travelling over a dangerous bog in or*

to shorten his journey. Unconsciously he 1

led his own boy into a place of danger,
caught the little fellow in his arms, and r

tened back to take a roundabout path, but <

in which the child would be safe if it again :

lowed him.
It is often the undesigned examples that le

the most lasting influences. The moods f

manners that leave us when we know it n

the stinging words that spring to the lips w
out forethought; the angry looks that gi

upon the face unbidden, the unkind deeds t

were not planned—these make impressions

eternity cannot efface.

I stood in the cell of a murderer, who on J
next day was to suffer the penalty of his cril

Speaking of his reckless career, he said: "Bi
could it be otherwise when I had such 1
training? I was taught these things from p
youth. When only four years old my moll
poured whiskey down my throat to see ho\m
would act." Cm the morning of his executlj
I saw the wretched mother bid good-bye to H
son whom her influence had helped to I
shameful end.

On the other hand, kind words and H
deeds, dropped casually by the way, leavM
holy fragrance that can never be lost. On'B
the grandest women I have ever known
nearing the threescore years and ten, sakl
me, not long ago. " My mother once blai

me for a thing which I did not do. I

my room, and had a good cry over the ma!
and, while I was there, mother came in. :
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iid, ' Perhaps I was wrong; I hope you will

irgive me.' That made me love my mother
verity times more than before, and I often

link to this day how sweet she was to me."

bat good mother's influence is still bearing

)lv fruit, and the daughter's life is helped by
;veet memories of the childhood days.

Children have a way of finding out what fa-

ier and mother are. Outsiders may be de-

jived, but not children in the home. Parental

fluenee is remembered in after years, and the

lildren are better or worse for the memories.
-Charles A. Oliver in S. S. Times.

For " The Friend."

Eleventh Month 2nd, 1851.—In our business

e are sometimes introduced to circumstances

Inch come into collision with our religious

roples. I will mention one or two cases.

ur whaling ships carry articles of trade, by
hieh they are furnished with the necessary re-

iuits at the various stopping places; at New
;aland, for instance, at one time there was
bthing they traded in but muskets and pow-
er. They are a fierce and warlike people, fre-

.lently at war, that powder is quite an article

/trade. One of our customers, and for whom
3 do a considerable, inquired what we would
sake a large quantity of small canisters for—
A saying for what purpose : we told about their

'due, but we soon became satisfied, beyond the

jadow of a doubt, that they were for the pur-

]>se of carrying powder to trade, in the Pacific

'.ean (he did not then decide to have them).

!>on after, a captain came in and made the

sme inquiry, but frankly told us what they
"re for; we let him know that we could not,

uhout doing violence to our better feelings,

s far contribute to an indiscriminate traffic in

le destructive article, going into the subject at

sme length ; he seemed so much impressed with

le impropriety of the thing himself, that he
(claimed, "I sometimes wish I was dead and
J heaven."

,He passed away, satisfied with us, and em-
joyed us afterwards before he sailed, in things

inocent ; but there is reason to fear, such is the

Cpidiiy of some, that his serious impressions

Ifore the temptation presented, were suffered to

\ss away, and so got them made elsewhere.
r

iis was during the time when our business

VS very dull. Soon after this, the first person
fove alluded to, called in and enquired if we
l.d the stock suitable for those which he spoke
( We told him we had the stock, but fully

llieving they were for the purpose alluded to,

n could not make them ; that he knew we
vre always glad promptly to serve him in such
tings as we could, and we needed business, but
Iwould in us be doing a wilful wrong to make
te articles. He also seemed satisfied, and has
eiployed us a good deal since, in the making
c stove pipes, etc., he being a dealer in stoves,

E. We let him know that we did not do this

i setting ourselves up above others. We felt

tat the infirmities of our natures were great,
id we had need of being exceedingly watchful,
fd were desirous of preserving a conscience
iid of offence, etc.

It is remarkable that these two persons in their
nith were both members of Society, both having
len disowned several years. The captain was
ccidedly the most tender man, and in the
iitches of the night may think seriously upon
tj subject. Such are some of our trials, and
fe necessity of watching unto prayer that we
>iy be preserved —how important!

—Peleg Mitchell.

Abolitionism in South Carolina.

Till: SCOTCH COVENANTEES—THEIR ANTI-
SLAVERY RECORD—HOW THEY

WERE EXPELLED.
How many of our readers are aware of tin-

fact that there was in the State of South ( laro-

lina, for many years, a small body of aboli-

tionists who uncompromisingly and persistently

opposed the system of American slavery from
the first ; who, at the very time when John (

'.

Calhoun, at the height of his influence, was
doing all in his power to protect its interests,

were doing all in their power to overturn it,

and who, when at last they had to choose be-

tween the sacrificing of their principles and the

abandoning of their homes almost ill a body,

left the State and located in the then far North'
west! Yet such is the case, as the following
statement of facts will show.

In the latter part of the seventeenth century,

a few Covenanters emigrated from Scotland to

South Carolina, locating at Port Royal and in

the vicinity of Charleston. On account of the
unhealthy condition of the country, some re-

turned to their native land, while others re-

moved tn Chester District. The number of these

latter was soon increased by arrivals from other

colonies and from abroad. For a time the tide

of emigration turned largely in that direction.

Chester District became the stronghold of Cov-
enanters in the South, and one of the most im-

portant centers in the country. At the begin-

ning of this century there was about five hundred
members of the Church living in that locality.

The bodies of no less than seven of her minis-

ters lie there, four in one gravevard, that of the

Old Brick Church.
These Covenanters ever proved themselves to

be the firm, unflinching friends of liberty. It

was to enjoy greater freedom in matters of con-

science rather than to better their worldly con-

dition that many of them had left their native

home and come to the wilds of America. The
freedom they here enjoyed they were prepared

to maintain at any sacrifice, and to do what they

could to have others enjoy it. One of their

ministers was imprisoned for six months because

of his intense activity in the cause. The kind of

patriots these South Carolina Covenanters were

may be inferred from his defense, when, in 1780,

he was tried before Lord Comwallis. "For
many months," said he, "I have been held in

chains for preaching what I believe to be the

truth. . . . Protection and allegiance go
together ; and where the one fails the other can-

not be exacted. . . . The Declaration of

Independence is but a reiteration of a principle

which our Covenanter Fathers have always

maintained, and have led this nation to adopt."

From the first, these South Carolina Cove-

nanters opposed slavery. As, however, pre-

vious to the Revolutionary War the number of

slaves was comparatively small, special atten-

tion was not directed to the evil. After that it

increased, and ere long the traffic in the souls

and bodies of men became a great business.

Then with all their might that small body of

people fought the gigantic system of American
slavery in its stronghold and never once yielded

or compromised. Ministers and courts con-

stantly warned the members in strongest terms

against having anything to do with it. These
warnings were no brutum fulnien ; they were en-

forced by discipline. The member of the church

who by inheritance or otherwise came into pos-

session of a slave and did not free him was,

without any unnecessary delay, cast out of the

church. And this in South Carolina where the

proslavi it sentiment was strongest !

The earliest official deliverance with n ference
to this great evil th.,t has been preserved is

dated 1795. "The Reformed Presbytery in

North America" at a meeting held at " Rocky
Creek (S. C), < Ihester District," adopter! anil

subsequently published, "An Act for a Day of
Public Fasting with the Causes thereof," signed
by th. Moderator and Clerk. One of the causes
is as follows

:

"That abominable species of murder, even
enslaving thousands of fellow-creatures for life

and their posterity without end and degrading
them below the brutes, is now rednci d to a regu-
lar system and seems by a long prescription to

brave a remedy. There is, for the present, power
on the side of the oppressors, but no power on
the side of the oppress d. What humane man
but will mingle bis tears with those of his fel-

low-mortals when he sees them shut out from
every source of rational happiness, far banished
from their native homes, torn from dear rela-

tions, and wallowing in the most abominable
uneleanness, while ^\-vry means of ameliorating
their condition is artfully kept from their view-

by their insolent and murderous master.- ? Oh !

America what bast thou to account for both to
Cod and man on the head of slavery alone.'

Alas, when shall God arise for the cries of the
oppressed !"

As was to be expected, the position of the
Church on this question occasioned deep feeling

and opposition. There was pressure from with-
out to have it abandoned or modified. ( >cea-

sionally there was also a tendency on the part
of members to yield to the pressure. By in-

heritance, through business transactions or in

other ways, at times Covenanters obtained pos-

session of slaves and so became slaveholders. In
1800 it was brought to the attention of the
Presbytery, the highest court of the Church at

that time, that, in New York, a member of one
of the congregations actually owned .-laves, and
that several were guilty of the same great .-in in

congregations in South Carolina. Action was at

once taken. The member of the church living

in the State of New York was required to " have
the freedom of the three Negroes belonging to

him registered in the county court,'' and a com-
mittee was appointed to " repair to South Caro-
lina with the message of this court i

Covenanters there must emancipate their slaves

or be refused the communion of the Church."
The minu'esof that committee were published

a few years ago. The members travelled from
New York "through Pennsylvania, and from
Pittsburgh sailed down the Ohio to Kentuckv.
They rode from thence toSouth Carolina," reach-

ing that State in First Mo.. 1801. They pro-

ceeded at once to transact their business. "All
slaveholders in the communion of the Church
were warned to attend the next meeting of the

Committee." At this meeting "it was agreed to

give this notice to persons concerned.

'"Sir: You are hereby informed that none
can have communion in this Church that holds
slaves. You must therefore immediately have
it registered legally that your slaves are freed

before the sacrament.'"
The response to the notice was all the com-

mittee could desire. One of the members, giv-

ing an account of what was done wrote :

" We were no less surprised than delighted to

find with what alacrity those concerned came
forward and complied with the decree of Pres-

bytery. In one day it is believed that in the

small community of the Reformed Presbyterian
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Church in South Carolina not less than three

thousand guineas were sacrificed on the altar of

principle. The people promptly cleansed their

hands from the pollution of the accursed thing.

So far as it is recollected only one man, who

bad been a member of the Church, absolutely

to emancipate his Negroes. Hi* name

is forgotten; but his location was beyond the

line of the State, in North Carolina."

That there might be no failure " the partus

bound themselves under heavy penalties to have

the full emancipation of their slaves carried

Cl as soon as it could be positively as-

certained what were the necessary formalities to

through, according to the lawsof Caro-

lina made respecting that subject."— J. W.

in Ti" Independent.

' For "The Friend."

"To thy tents, Jacob, and thy tabernacles,

I >h, Israel," " There is no enchantment against

Jacob, or divination against Israel, as they

abide in their tents." I believe we shall be

sifted as corn i- sifted in a sieve, yet will not

the hast grain tall to the earth. " The Lord

-hall rise up as in Mount Peiizim ; He shall be

wroth as in the valley of Gibeon, that He may
do his work, his strange work, and bring to pass

his act, his strange act." The language seems

to arise, "Oh my people, enter into thy closet,

hide thyself until the indignation be overpast,

for the Lord cometh to punish the inhabitants

of li arth tor their iniquity." Blessed are

they who are enabled to get within the " strong

tower," the sure refuge of the righteous, and

there abide until the Lord ariseth for their

help. These He will in his own time send forth

as "lambs among wolves" to gather the scat-

eep that have wandered in the cloudy

and dark day. He that hath permitted Israel

t.i In- scattered will irather them and keep them
a- a shepherd doth his Hock. He will seek the

lost, bring back to the fold that which was
driven away, and bind up that that is broken
ami strengthen the sick, but the fat and the

Strong lb will feed witli judgment. It is his

will to bring in the lame, the halt and the

blind, and plant them upon the mountains of Is-

rael, "and strangers shall stand and feed your
Bucks, and the sons of the alien shall be your
plowmen and your vine-dressers. Oh! that

none of US may hinder the coming of that day
when the enemy of Epbraim shall depart and
the adversary of Judah shall be cast out, when
Ephraim -hall not envy Judah nor Judah vex
Ephraim. Oh, for a deeper indwelling — a
closer walk with God; that our light may
shine, thai the love of Christ may so lill out-

sold- that it will How out to all. Surely it is a

time when the priests and ministers weep be-

tween the porch and the altar, Baying, Spare
thy people, Lord, and givenol thine heritage
to reproach. We have sinned and our fathers,

yet the Lord in hi- infinite mercy is reaching
out his helping hand, and a- there is a willing-

f.illow a- lie lead-, He w,U g before
and make a way fir his poor, dependent little

go forth with their live- in their hands
to publish the glad tidings of salvation in his

name and power: the-,- hi will make fruitful

In In- fields of offering and joyful in I

id' pray.r. and a- they abide in the " faith and
patience. ,f the saints" shall be kept in the hour
of temptation which shall come upon all the
world to try them that dwell upon the earth.

Ann. in. Vail.

For "The Friend."

The following extracts from a recent address

by a M. E. minister are interesting as showing

that others are gradually coming round to the

same views that Friends have long held.

'• Christ's commission is announced to a woman

at the well of Samaria, and she becomes the

first preacher of the Messiah outside the Jewish

commonwealth. They are women to whom
angels from heaven announce an empty tomb,

and to women Christ himself gives his first eom-

mission to preach to the world a risen Lord and

Saviour, and to them are promised the same

gifts of the Spirit that are conferred on the

Apostles. It appears also that Paul, whose di-

rections given to certain Asiatic women, hav-

ing onlv a local significance, expected women
to preach, sent women out to preach, gave

women directions how to preach, commended
those who did preach, and gave the names of

no fewer than twelve women whom he recog-

nized as ordained ministers of the Gospel of

Christ, and designated them by the same word,

deacon, that was applied to Paul and Apollos,

and employed the same word prophesy in de-

scribing what those women deacons were to do,

as was used in describing the preaching of the

Apostles. Even the Apostle who is often mis-

quoted and misunderstood declared that in the

coming day, there is ueither Greek nor Jew,

neither bond nor free, neither male nor female,

but all are one man in Christ Jesus."

The principal!. tain of Truth i- Truth it-elf,

Natural History, Science, etc.

Climate of British America.—Unless an actual

day-by-day diary were given, it is almost im-

possible to show the extraordinary amount of

damp to which we were subject. To begin with,

it rained almost every day, and even when the

sky was uuclouded the bush was nearly always

wet, so that one became thoroughly soaked

from top to toe before the morning's work was
over. For many days together one walked con-

tinually in swamp or muskeg, to the ankle, and
often for hours at a time, in water reaching well

above the knee. But all this was of small con-

sequence. A warm fire would always dry out

one's clothes as one stood, so that one went to

bed moderately dry. But it was during the

night that the damp worked its worst upon us.

We had small water-proof sheets under our blank-

ets, and these were of great service to us, but
one piece of water-proof will do little against

an acre of water. It must be understood that

on many occasions one could plunge one's hand
out of bed to the wrist, or even to the elbow, if

one had a mind to, in slushy water or sodden
moss and mud. Of course, now and again we
found hard pieces of ground, and even made
dry camp; but the country as a whole was
nothing but a vast morass, and in this sodden
condition we marched and worked and slept.

I have heard people who ought to know, say
that England is a damp climate to camp in, but
England at its wettest would be child's-play to
this rain-haunted land, and not to be compared
with it for a moment. Looking back on the
expedition now I do not wonder that we were
delayed a little by sickness, but I always mar-
vel l hat we all got out of that country alive, or
at lea-t without s e serious illness.

" And the
in. .-i amusing part of the whole thing was, that
one of the party had gone there under the doc-
tor's orders, lint of course, neither this medical
adviser, nor any one else for that matter, had
any idea of the nature of the country.

Egret Plumes.—No birds are more beautifully
decorated than egrets. Their name is a cor-

ruption of the French word aigrette, and is par-

ticularly applied to those species of herons

which are oruamented with tufts of loose-webbec

plumes growing from the head, the sides of tht

neck, or the back. The egrets par excellence an

a group of snowy white herons, of which oui

own little white heron or snowy egret of the

South, is a typical representative. Indeed, it ii

this species that forms the chief source of thi

most delicate and most coveted of the plume

so extensively used for decorative purposes ii,

millinery, nor is it surprising that such gracefu

objects should be sought as an article of orua

ment. But those who wear them are rareF

aware of the cruelty their use occasions or th

wholesale destruction of innocent bird-life which

is required to maintain the supply. The beau:

tiful plumes are the nuptial ornaments of th
,

birds, and are worn only during the breedin,

season, when they are common to both sexes

Hence, in order to secure them, the birds mus

be killed during the nesting period; and if wj
should tell the cruelty and havoc to the egre

colonies which attend the slaughter of thes

beautiful creatures, any woman of humane fee

ing and refinement must look with horror upo I

the wearing of ornaments obtained through sue

a sacrifice of life.

Formerly the egret species were abundan

from the Middle States southward, particularl

in the South Atlantic and Gulf States, in Cei
|1

tral and South America, and as far south as th
^

Argentine Republic.

Associated with the little white egret, an
;

having about the same range, is a larger specie

the great white egret, also pure white an,

beautifully plumed. In this species the oil

cipital plumes are lacking, but the plumes froi,

the back are long and abundant and form I

magnificent drooping train.

Fifteen years ago these beautiful birds wet

in almost undisturbed possession of the swamp
and swampy islands of Southern Florida, wher

|

in large rookeries of hundreds and even thou

ands of pairs, they reared their young in safet

,

Shortly after this date their haunts were i:l

vaded by the murderous plume hunter, and :|l

colony after colony became depopulated in til

more accessible parts of their haunts, they we:

pursued into the remotest bayous of the i

terior. Thus an ornithologist of note, writir ji

in 1890 of a recent trip to the keys and eveil

glades of South Florida, says :

" The ' plume-hunter ' is in greater nurnbe

and more active than ever in South Florid

and there are absolutely no heron rookeries <:

the salt water bayous or on the outlying ke

of the Gulf coast of Florida from Anclote Ke
:

to Cape Sable." During weeks spent in thej i

regions scarcely an egret was seen, where fr;

years before their snowy white plumage at,

graceful forms were a conspicuous feature of 1

1

landscape.

For several years Fort. Myers was the seat
j

the traffic. Local traders were ready to p
high cash prices, not only for egret plumes, b;

for all bird skins that could be utilized forni| i

linery purposes. In winter the region was v «

ited by buyers from the North, " provided

equip hunters with breech loaders, ammunitk
and the most approved and latest devices I i

carrying on the warfare." It is notorious tl

one man from New York employed regulai

for years from forty to sixty gunners in tl| i

murderous work. It is little wonder, then, tl;

the beautiful egrets and hosts of other less
j

tractive birds were almost exterminated in Soil

Florida, or that the huntersand milliners' age
|
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/ere compelled to seek new fields for the prose-

ution of the nefarious business in Louisiana,

"exas, Eastern Mexico, and the northern pot-

ions of South America.

: But the slaughter of these beautiful creatures

nd the rapid extermination of species after

oecies of the most attractive and harmless forms

f bird-life are by no means the worst feature

f this barbarous business. As we have said,

le much coveted plumes are worn by the birds

illy during the nesting season, when they are

ssembled in colonies to rear their young ; but

ie must add that at this season these usually

|ary birds are approached with comparative

ise. Affection for their young renders them less

atehful for their own safety, and when their

astlng haunts are invaded they fall an easy

irey to the hunter, who shoots them indiscrim-

ately as long as a bird remains. Says the

;riter already ouoted :
" They are hunted, just

iring the period of the full perfection of the

utnes, with such unremitting perseverance by

ie cruel plume hunters, that scarcely a rookery,

b matter how small, escapes." At the larger

'okeries it was not uncommon for a single

hnter to kill a hundred egrets in a day, for

Kys in succession. The hunter cunningly se-

jetes himself and uses a small rifle, which

akes little noise and does not greatly alarm

fe birds ; and the murderous work is continued

tl the few birds which remain are no longer

nth the time it would take to secure them,

'ie birds that are left alive soon desert the

tion ; and where there was once a vast rook-

ty so covered with egrets " as to look from a

•stance," as one hunter expressed it, " as if a

lg white sheet had been thrown over the man-
joves," not a living bird remains.

:The dead birds are gathered up by the hunter,

te portion of the skins containing the plumes

ie stripped off, and the bodies are left in heaps

t putrefy or become the food of buzzards and

(per birds and beasts of prey. The trees are

sll full of nests, some with unhatched eggs,

It many containing young, doomed to a linger-

ie death from starvation. An eye-witness of one

c these scenes says of an island that had been

Us desolated only a few days before his visit

:

"The trees are full of nests, some of which
sll contained eggs, and hundreds of broken
ejs strewed the ground everywhere. I found
ahuge pile of dead, half decayed birds lying

c the ground, which apparently had been

Ued only a day or two before. All of them
I'd the plumes taken with a patch of the skin

f m the back, and some had the wings cut off;

oierwise they were uninjured. I counted over

tb hundred birds treated in this way. I do
rit know of a more horrible and brutal exhi-

bion of wanton destruction than that whit

.
vnessed here." This is only one tragedy out

ohundreds enacted in the wilds of Florida and
o.ier portions of the Gulf coast during the last

d'ade, till the beautiful plume-bearing egrets

h?e been reduced to a few scattered pairs,

dven for the most part to well-nigh inaccessible

rwts.

a For what purpose and at whose behest is a

tls cruel slaughter of the innocents? Fashion
dnands it in behalf of " the gentler sex," that
tly may bedeck themselves with the barbarous
a)rnments of the savage ! It is for " tender-
h-irted woman " that this sacrifice is made !

—

t r Animal Friend.

Tameness of a Razorbill.—A young bird of
tl? species was found swimming by itself in a
mil lagoon, left by the tide off the Norfolk

coast. Razorbills are net c« phi n i«>ii mar this

low shore, and this young bird bad probably

come in pursuit of a shoal offish, ami been un-

able to find its companions again. In any case

it was quite alone, and in the absence of any

of its own kind, made itself one of a bathing-

party of young people, who frequented the pari

of the beach where it was first .-ecu. It allowi d

itself to be caught and taken up to the house,

where, on the arrival of the elders from a drive,

it was found in the stable-yard, sitting in the

middle of a large preserving pan, which bad

been turned into a temporary stew-pond for a

number of small eels which the children had

amused themselves with catching when paddling

n the stream the day before. " It has eaten

all the fish!" was the first intelligence of the

s of the new arrival; as a fact, there were

one or two eels left, at which the razorbill, look-

ing like one who had greatly dined, now and

then aimed an apathetic peck. To be carried in-

land by children, and then, surrounded by a

whole family of humans, to catch and eat about

twenty live eels in a stew pan, is good evidence

of the confidence which thtse birds have in man.

From that day till its lamented death the bird

was as much a member of the family as the fox-

terrier or the cats. Next day it was carried

down to the beach and placed on the wet sand

by the breakers. It waddled down to the wa-

ter, took a swim and came back to the shore.

This happened twice or thrice, and as it showed

no disposition to return to the sea, it was car-

ried back once more to the house. Every day

the bird was taken down to the beach and set

free, while the whole party bathed from tents

set on the shore. It would swim out sometimes

as far as a quarter of a mile, until it was a mere

black speck on the water. Then, just as it seemed

about to leave its friends for good, the black

speck turned into a white one as the bird turned

its white breast towards the shore. It would

swim steadily towaid the bathing tent, scram-

ble out of the water and walk up to the shingle

bank, on which the party were lying enjoying

the sun after their bath. The razorbill having

completely identified itself with the habits of its

hosts, would do the same, opening its wings and

sunning itself beside them.

One rather rough day, with a choppy sea, it

was carried some way down the shore by a cur-

rent and landed at a considerable distance from

its usual point, but it succeeded in landing at a

place opposite to where some of the party were

waiting for it. During these excursions it dived

and fished in the small lagoons left by the tide,

and the provision of a further supply was of

course a delightful occupation to the children,

to whom the razorbill's unfailing appetite was

a valid reason for being on the shore and in the

water at all hours. This curious alliance lasted

for some nine or ten days, when the bird was

choked by its food in a rather odd way. One

of the children was holding in its hand a flat-

fish, which was about to be cut up into pieces

of a size more suited to the size of the razorbill's

throat. The bird was sitting on her other hand

at the time, and reaching across, seized the fish

by the head, jerked it from her hand and swal-

lowed it. But though not choked at the time,

it never recovered the effects of its surfeit of

flounder, and died, greatly lamented on the fol-

lowing day. /
For "The Fkiesd."

The Editorial in The Friend of this week

was read with satisfaction, and fully expressed

what many deeply concerned members of our

Society have fell for Bome time. Many who
have so expressed themsi lv< - have been earni si

in the advocacy of all changes in our rules of

Discipline, which endeavored to make all our

members total abstainers from all intoxicants;

and with the courage of their convictions, also

worked tO relieve I liei r .1 itlel elil neighbc ,1-In >f .1 Is

from the corrupting and demoralizing influence

of houses being allowed to sell such beverages,

either as eating-houses or hotels; ami it ia

hoped tins expressing of such uneasiness in The
Frii -.1., will havi the effect designi d, and ena-

ble our Society to work together hereafter, a- it

has 'lone heretofore, so effectively, not only

against intemperance, but other evil-.

The increase of organizations to effect the

work which can best be done, by one united

body, working as a whole, las proved injurious

in other Yearly Meeting-, and instead of has-

tening the result intended, which appi

desirable, has really retarded it.

If we work within our own lines, and humbly
and honestly endeavor to strengthen them, it is

trusted our work will be much more effective

than in any other way.
Chester ( ounty, Twelfth Mi ml; 6th, 1895,

Items.

The Arrangement with Khama. — Thi I

public have been much interested in the visit of

Khama and other native chiefs Ironi South Africa,

wlio desired that their ntry might not he placi d
under the authority of the Chartered Company of

South Africa, but b 1 ml Due i directly under the

control of ti.e Imperial Government. A leading
motive tor tin- request was the desire to protect

tleir people from the effects of strong drink. The
London friend for the fifteenth of Eleventh Month,
contains the following item :

"The final interview last week of Khama with

the Secretary of State for the Colonies rrsulled, on
the whole, favorably to himself and his fel low-

chiefs. By the terms of the decision the greater

part of their petition is granted. The three terri-

tories will remain as heretofore under the protec-

tion of the British Crown. It was hardly 1

pected that the proposed railway would be aban-

doned, but the power- of iis promoters have been
narrowly defined. The I5riti-h South Ah

try, except on the strip of land granted for the rail-

way. The matter which is of especial interest to

the Christian Churches is in regard to the prohi-

bition of the liquor. The petition of Khama de-

clared :
' Your petitioners do not know much about

the Chartered Company except that it does not

protect the natives from the white man's liquor.'

And in his speeches up and down the country he
has made it char that drink is the trreat enemy he
fears. ' Drink is the destruction of my town.' It

would then-fore have been sad, hail a Christian

country forbidden him the risht to attack that

enemy with all his power. By the terms

decision now published, it appears that he is to

have that right. ' White man's s:rom_r drink shall

not be brought tor sale into the country now as-

signed to tin- chiefs, and those who attempt to

deal in it or give it away to black men will be

punished. No new liquor license shall be issued,

and no existing liquor license shall he renewed.'

It is not quite evident why there should not be the

same power of punishment of ' those who attempt

to deal in it or give it away to ' white men as well

as black ; and there may be difficulties as regards

the men employed in making the new railway.

But we may hope that any drinking will be strictly

confined within the limits of the strip of land

granted to the Company. The appointment of an
English officer with other white men. and a force

of black mounted police to assist him in carrying

out the prohibitory regulations, may be

to prove effective. The chiefs must them-'

course, give their support, but the past action of

Khama leaves no room for fear on that account.

To a representative who called on the chiefs after
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the decision had been published, they said : 'We
very much approve ..I' Mr. Chanibcrla'u's views

og the drink question. We rejoii

know that the i fficers of the Imperial Government

will live among us.' Altogether there seem- to be

much ground for thankfulness in the decision

given."

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 14. 1895.

The tree is known by its fruits. Men do not

gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles. Hence

il i- a reasonable requisition that he who pro-

, be a disciple of Christ should manifest

bis faith by his works.

When our Saviour was asked, ''What shall

we do, that we might work the works of God?"

He answered, " This is the work of God, that

ye believt Him whom He hath sent." This

faith we regard as referring, not only

to the appearance of the Son of God, in that

outward body, but also to those convictions

which He semis to the hearts of the children of

men. Therefore if we would work the Works
of God, we must reverently heed the Divine

call to our individual souls, and faithfully obey

in whatever line our Father in Heaven leads

us. Because a brother or sister is led into the

of the ministry, and blessed therein, it

d es Dot follow that we ought to enter into the

same line of service. That one whom we esteem

is led to devote time and labor to the spread of

Bound sentiments and correct views respecting

peaee, temperance, moral reform or other right

things, does not prove that our appointed duties

are the same. We all ought to be obedient ser-

vant of the same Almighty Ruler, who appor-

tion- to each one the position he should occupy
in his universal family, "To one is given by the

Spirit the word of wisdom ; to another the word
of knowledge hy the same Spirit ; to another

faith by the same Spirit
; to another the gifts

of healing by the same Spirit: to another the

working of miracles: to another prophecy; to

another discerning of spirit; to another (livers

kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation

of tongues; but all these worketh that one and
tie self-same Spirit, dividing to every man sev-

erally as he will."

In outward affairs, what confusion and loss

woidd result, if those employed in an extensive

business were to selecl their own work, instead

of following the directions of him who had
charge of the whole. < in a plantation, for ex-

ample, there are many things to be done, the
gn und must be plowed, harrowed and pre-

>r i he seed : the seed must be sown
;

the weeds kept down; the crops gathered as

they mature; and timely shipped to market;
the animals must be fed and eared for; the
tools ki pi in or ler; and various other matters
mu-t be attended to, if the farm is profitably
conducted. And this cannot be done unless
there i- a competl lit manager, whose orders are
obeyed by the laborers. It is so in the Church.
The worker- -I Id be willing and industrious.

bm they ought carefully lo listen to tie direc-

S Hi id, who will point out to

every one his respective duties.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
i was read

in both lb ii-.- r>l Congress on the 3rd instant Tl-
M i,i ... i- lor tin- lir-t lime formally pre-
„ented i., foreign Powers a- the policy •>! nui < iovern-
uiint t., be strictly and vigorously enforced. His past

view- on the silver question are reiterated; lie is op-

|i sed to excessive duties, and recommends the retire-

ment of the greenbacks, and the issue of low rale

bonds, running for a long term. He concludes the

message by saying, " I have suggested a remedy which

mv judgment 'approves. I desire, however, to assure

theCongress that I am prepared to co-operate with

them in perfecting any other measure promising

thorough and practical relief."

President Cleveland has sent to the Senate the

name of Eufus W. Peckham, of New York, to he As-

sociate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States, in place of Howell E. Jackson, deceased, and

the Senate has continued the nomination.

The paper currencv of the United States outstand-

ing 1'uelflh Month 1st, aggregated $1,094. 58t; 315, as

follows: United States notes, $346,681,016; Treasury

notes, $l?.'.l.o.s:;,2so
;
national bank nous, *213,652,626;

gold certificates, 550,341,889, and silver certiticates,

$304,327,504.
The largest tract of mineral land in the United

States not yet prospected is in Arizona. The moun-
tains are full of gold, silver, copper, lead and other

metals.

The Kansas Supreme Court has sustained the con-

stitutionality of the laws of 1893, which give 18 months
to the debtor to redeem on all sales on execution or

foreclosure of mortgages which were made prior to

the passage of the law. It is believed that the decision

involves over $100,000,000, and under it every for-

closure and execution sale made in Kansas since 1893

can be set aside.

A suit has been brought in the Kansas Supreme
Court to test the power of the State Courts to enforce

the death penalty. L'p to the present time the Gov-
ernors of the Slate have in every case refused to sign

a death warrant, and there are now 47 murderers
under sentence of death in the penitentiary.

The Virginia Legislature met at Richmond on the
4th instant. Governor O'Ferrall, in his annual mes-
sage, recommended ''the passage of an act requiring

every county or city to pay into the treasury of the
Slate for the benefit of the public free school fund, the
sum of $200 for each thousand of its population, not
exceeding 10,000, for every lynching which may occur
within its limits, and the expense of the militia called

to protect a prisoner from violence shall be refunded
to the Slate by the locality where the affair occurs."
The South Carolina Constitutional Convention, at

Columbia, on the 4lh inst., finally ratified its work
and adjourned sine die.

An ice cream factory at Delaven, Wisconsin, shipped
100 cans of sweet cream to Brooklyn last week, instead

of ice cream. The cream is sent there to he made up
in that city, and was an experiment, no cream ever
having been safely shipped that distance before. The
cargo arrived at its de-iination in quick time, and the
cream was found to be in prime order for freezing.

According to a telegram from Port Townsend,
Washington, " a concession from the Chinese Govern-
ment to build a line of railway from tidewater to
Peking has been obtained by a syndicate of Ameri-
can capitalists. The road will be about 200 miles
long and will lap a valuable coal mining district."
Torn is being used as fuel in central Iowa, the far-

mers claiming that the prevailing price would not
repay the cost of husking and marketing.

There were 414 deaths reported in this city last
week, which is three less than the previous week and
16 more than the corresponding week of 1894. Of the
whole number 213 were males and 201 females: 49
died of consumption

; 48 of heart disease ; 47 of pneu-
monia; 29 of diphtheria; 16 of bronchitis; loofin-
llami nation of the brain; 13 from casualties; 12 of
apoplexy: 1 2 of inanition

; 12 of cancer; 12 of inflam-
mation of the stomach and bowels; 9 of croup; il of

9 of nephritis; 9 of marasmus, and 9 ofarilvs.s

.l/.o/.v,
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See.—U. S. 2's, 97; 4's, 1907, reg., 1105 a
"", HI; a 112',

,
4's, 1925, 1 20 j a 121 ; os,

;
currency 6's, 97 a 107.',.

—Middling uplands, 8jjc. per pound.
Spot bran quoted at $12.25 a $13.25 per ton.
Winl'M .s.p.-r. $2:15 a $27,0; do., extras,

- : I', nii-vlv,;,,:,,-,.! ,,-, ,.|o.,r. $3 On a $3 25
;

ra
i
ght. $3.2-5 a $3.35

; Western winter, clear,
i-25; do., do

. straight $3.30 a $3.40; do.,
;

;

'
i

:
'

;

p ing clear, $2.75 a $3.00;
»a$3.85;do., p»tent,$3.40 a $3.60;

'' "rands, liighi r; citj mills, extra, $2 60 a
•
eb-ar, $3.15 ;i -.; ;;o ,|,,, straight, $3.30 a

., patent, $3.60 a $3.85. Rye Flour.—
5.70 per 1,1,1. Buckwheat Flour.

1.50

hoi, .

$1.30 a $1.40 per 100 pounds f

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 67 a 67}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 33| a 34c.

No. 2 white oats, 25 a 25Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4J a 4Jc.:j

medium, 3| a 4c; common, 2| a 3vC
Sheep and Lambs.—Exira, 3.1 a 3je.; good, 3 a 3]c.

medium, 2i a 2:Jc , common, 2 a 2jc; lambs, 2 J a 5c.

Hogs.—Good Western, 5} a 5|c. No State hog!

'

arrived.

Foreign.—George Augustus Sala, the well-known
journalist and author, died at Brighton, England, oi;

the 8th instant.

The correspondent of the Speaker, the paper'

first gave publicity to the Armenian outrages,

known to have clo-e relations with the Consulat.

Constantinople, and from the information derived I

them he estimates that not less than 500,000
i

have been killed, or are dying of starvation be;

the chance of timely relief. He says that after I

soldiers bad attacked the Armenian towns and vi

lages, the Kurds completed the plunder. The latte

mixed what grain they could not carry off with dun

and set fire to the houses, leaving the people with n
food and their homes heaps of smouldering ruins.

On the fifth instant, Said Pasha, President of th
j

Council of Stale, and formerly Grand Vizier, too

refuge in the British Embassy, fearing that he woul

be arrested.

Lord Salisbury has sent a message to Sir Phili

Currie, British Ambassador at Constantinople, expres

ing his approval of his conduct in harboring Sai

Pasha. Said Pasha left the British Embassy in Col'

staniinople on the fuh instant, and returned to his ok

residence. What his future course will be is n.

known.
A despatch of the 9th instant, from Rome, state

that five companies of Italian soldiers, under cot;

niand of Major T, ssclli, operating in Abyssinia, W6
surprised and surrounded hy a force of 25,000 nativi

After the soldiers bad exhausted their ammunitioi
they were massacred. It is known that 14 officerstti

700 men were killed, and 300 are missing.

It is announced that the condition of the Czar,

is absolutely hopeless.

The town of Marl-tad, Sweden, has been virtual,

burned down by tire, winch started on the evening '

I

the 5th instant. The telegraph wires are all prill

trated and railway trains are unable to leave tfl
town, so that details are not readily obtainable, ai

the houseless inhabitants are unable to take refuge,

other places. The town, which is situated at t*

mouth of the Tida, 156 miles from Stockholm, has*

population of about 3,000, three-fourths of whom ha

already been rendered homeless.
The rebels have overrun the province of Kan Su,j

North China, and taken its capital, with 2,000 prisql

ers. It is reported that China has asked Russia whetli

the Czar would be willing to send aid to suppressK
uprising in case of need.

Theie is but one factory in Japan where leatll

shoes are made. The natives, except about the coi,

wear sandals of straw or wood.
The longest telegraph line in the world abiHW

ground and without a break, has just been comple<»
iu Australia. The line runs from Roekhanipton. |

Queensland, to Broome, in Western Australia, tB
crosses about two-thirds of the entire continent. 1j rl.

total length is something over G.000 miles.

A despatch from Colon makes the statement tV
Government returns show that the last rebellion, ,

Colombia cost $15,000,000.

irewi,

NOTICES.
Quotation Blocks.—This holiday gift has a pnr I

(

quotation with the date for every day of 1896. I I

four by five inches, with a pretty cover. The sel
tions are from the best authors, and are designee?1

meet a wide range of lastes and moods. The monw
have the numbers, not the names. Price 25 ceiSS

five for $1.00.

Rachel G. Steer, Tacoma, Ohi«
To be had at Friends' Book Store, 304 Arch Stijri'

Philadelphia.

Rachel G. Hall, Plain Milliner, will be at ftf

South Fourth Street, Philadelphia, on and after 1

Month 3rd, 1896. Orders will receive prompt at

lion.

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next niee

will be held at 140 North Sixteenth Street, Sixth.

Twelfth Month 13th, at 8 p. M.

j
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FAITHFUL SERVICES.

it is interesting and encouraging to notice

hV those who are given up to do the Lord's

wl are often strengthened and helped in the

p.-formance of the services required by Him;
al enabled to endure the trials and sufferings

Acted with the duties required.

Elizabeth Stirredge, in her Journal, describes

t\ mental conflict which she passed through on

oj occasion. She says: "Knowing myself to

b.of a weak capacity, 1 did not think the Lord

wild make a choice of such a contemptible

iitrument as I, to leave my habitation and

t(
!

der children, who were young, to go to king

Carles, an hundred miles off, and with such a

pin testimony as the Lord did require of me;
wich made me go bowed down many months

uier the exercise of it. I could get no rest, but

iiViving up to obey the Lord in all things that

I, required of me ; and though it seemed hard

al strange to me, yet the Lord made hard

tings easv ; according to his promise to me,

wen I was going from my children. These

\irds ran through me, ' If thou canst believe,

ti'ushalt see all things accomplished, and thou

silt return in peace, and thy reward shall be

wh thee.' Forever blessed be the name and
p.ver of the Lord, He sustained me in my
j< rney, gave me strength to do his will, and
airded me his living presence to accompany
n, which is the greatest comfort that can be

e oyed. This was my testimony to king Charles

I, in the Eleventh Month of the year 1670.

"This is unto thee, O king; hear what the

Ird hath committed into my charge concern-

itj thee. As thou hast been the cause of making
rin desolate, so will the Lord lay thee desolate

;

ad as many as have been the cause of perse-

c:ing and shedding the blood of my dear Chil-

ean, in the day when I call all to account, I

vll plead with them, saith the Lord. There-
f e hear and fear the Lord God of heaven and
e-th, for of his righteous judgments all shall

1 made partakers, from the king that sitteth

ton the throne to the beggar upon the duug-

"This testimony I delivered into his hands,
Uh these words, ' Hear, O king, and fear the

lird God of heaven and earth. I can truly say,

tit the dread of the Most High God was upon

me, which made me tremble, and great agony

was over my spirit, insomuch that paleness

came in his face, and with a mournful voice, he

said, ' I thank you, good woman.' My soul

knoweth and magnitieth the name and power

of the Lord my God, for keeping me faithful

to his testimony, and giving me strength to do

his will. So the Lord blessed my going forth,

his presence was with me in my journey, pre-

served my family well, and my comiug home

was with joy and peace in my bosom."

Another exercise through which this faithful

servant passed, is thus narrated :

"The officers came and demanded money for

the king for our meeting together. My husband

answered them, If I owed the king any, I would

surely pay him ; but seeing I owe him no money,

I will pay him none. They asked leave to dis-

train his" goods; to which he said, 'If you will

take my goods by force I cannot hinder you,

but I will not give you leave to take them,

neither will I be accessory to your taking them.'

The officers seeing our innocency, for we were

in our shop at our lawful calling, with our

hands to our labor, and our children with us,

the constable leaned his head down upon his

hand, with a heavy heart and said, ' It is against

my conscience to take their goods from them.'

Then I said, 'John, have a care of wronging

thy conscience; for what could the Lord do

more for thee than to place his good Spirit in

thy heart, to teach thee what thou should'st do,

and what thou should'st leave undone.' He
said, ' I kuow not what to do in this matter ;

if

paying the money once would do, I would do

it, "but it will not end so; it will be thus whilst

you keep going to meeting; for the rulers have

made such laws, that never was the like in any

age.' I said, 'John, when thou hast wronged

thy conscience, and brought a burthen upon thy

spirit, it is not the rulers who can remove it

from thee. If thou should'st go to the rulers

and say, I have done that which was against

my conscience to do, they may say, as the rulers

did to Judas, What is that to us, see thou to

that.'

"The officers who were with him, came and

pulled down our goods; and the power of the

Lord smote them insomuch that paleuess was

in their fices and their lips quivered, and their

hands did so shake, that they could not hold it

long. Then they would force a poor man to

take them, but he refused until they forced him,

and laid them upon his arms and shoulders.

He trembled very much, though we had nothing

further to say to" them, after they came in, but

could rejoice that the Lord had found us worthy

to sutler for his blessed truth and testimony.

"A little time after, they had a meeting to

appraise the goods taken from us and other

Friends; where there met together seven men

called justices, and the oflicers and sheriffs,

bailiff and manv more of their confederates, a

great room full of them. I was at work in our

shop, and seeing the constable carrying some

of the goods to be appraised, it immediately came

into my heart to go after them, not knowing one

word I should have to say : which made me a

little consider for what 1 should go, but it more

and more lasted with me to go. When I came
within the doors, 1 sat down like one that was

a fool, and had not one word to say, as near as

I can count the time, for half or three quarters

of an hour. But when I came in they were

greatly disquieted in their mind- and hurried

in their business. They said they could do

nothing while I was with them, the justices

calling one to another to cause me to be taken

away many times; saying, 'We shall not do

any" business ihis day, but spend our time in

vain, if this woman sit here.' They often

tempted me to speak what I had to say, and

be gone ; but could not prevail with me. Then

they called to the man of the house to take

me away, solemnly protesting never to come

to his house again, if he would not take me
away. But the man had not power to touch

me, but full of trouble said, 'Sir, I cannot lay

hands on her, for she is my honest neighbor
!'

and turning towards me, said, ' Pray neighbor

Stirredge, if you have anything to say, speak,

that you may" be gone.' One of the justices in

great rage "and fury, solemnly protested he

would never sit with them any more, if they

did not take me away; oftentimes wondering

at their foil}-, for letting me alone. Then he

opened the back door and went out, as though

he would be gone, but in a little time came in

again saying, ' What ! is she here yet? I won-

der at your folly'.' Then the power of the

Lord fell upon me, and filled my heart with a

warning to them ; telling them ' That it was in

vain to be found striving against the Lord and

his people, their work would not prosper ;
for

the great God of heaven and earth would be

too strong for them. Therefore I warned them

to repent, and amend their lives before it be too

late; for the Lord will smite you at unawares,

and in an hour not expected by you ;
therefore

remember that the Lord hath afforded you a

day of warning, before destruction comes upon

you.' This and much more ran through me at

that time. In a few weeks, as they were making

merry at a feast, two of them died on a sudden,

after"dinner, and the rest very hardly escaped.

This was about the year 1674." J. W.

The Argonaut tells the following pleasant in-

cident, illustrative of the character of Sir Bartle

Frere. On one occasion the wife of the well-

known African explorer had to meet him at a

railway station, and took with her a servant

who had never seen his master. "You must

go and look for Sir Bartle," she ordered. " But,"

answered the nonplused servant, " how shall I

know him." " Oh," said Lady Frere, " look for

a tall gentleman helping somebody." The de-

scription was sufficient for the quick-witted man.

He went and found Sir Bartle Frere helping an

old ladv out of a railway carriage, and knew

him at once by the description.

Take heed of despising the light of Christ

that shines within us.
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A Much Suppressed Christian Testimony of

John de Wycliffe.

I have lately made an excursion into the

bibliography of that sturdy English reformer,

who has been often referred to as "the Morning

Star of the Reformation," to ascertain to what

extent publicity «as given to a certain one of

his Christian testimonies not commonly asso-

ciated with his name; for.it is not generally

known that John de Wycliffe, called "the
•

i of all the Reformers het'ore the Refor-

mation," was an advocate of the principles of

peace a- maintained by the Primitive Chris-

tians.

To Rohert Vaughan's "Life and Opinions

of John de Wycliffe, D. D.," a seeood edition

of which work was published in London, in two

volume-, so Ion- ago as 1831, are we chiefly in-

debted for information upon this matter. Writ-

ing more than a century earlier than Vaughan,
of " the Life and Sufferings of the Reverend and

Learned John de Wycliffe, D. D." John Lewis,

A. M.,"Minister of Meregate," had failed to

bring it out that the valiant soldier of the cross

whom he extolled, was one who trusted not in

the arm of flesh for his defence. When Chas.

Webb LeBas issued his life of the Reformer
i Ki\ in-ton's, 1846), he gave indeed some in-

sight into Wycliffe's opinions respecting the un-

law fuluess i f war, but he says in qualification

(an unworthy and mischievous gloss)
—

" it fur-

nishes him with an occasion of propounding
certain eccentric and adventurous opinions re-

lative to the practice of war." He is startled,

not to say shocked, that Wycliffe opposes even
wars of self-defence.

LeBas was presumably unacquainted with

the historical testimony of Justin Martyr, who
averred that " we who were filled with war and
mutual slaughter, and every wickedness, have
each through the whole earth changed our war-
like weapons, our swords into plowshares, and
our spears into implements of tillage;" or of
Cyprian, who, making explanation of the Chris-
tians' doctrine and practice to the Roman pro-

consul of Africa, said, "For this reason it is

that none of us, when he is apprehended, makes
resistance, nor avenges him-elf against vour un-
righteous violence, although our people" are Bu-
rn, rous and plentiful ;" or again of Tertullian,
who queried, " Bow will a Christian man war;
nay, how will he serve even in peace, without a
.-word which the Lord has taken away. . . The
Lord, afterward, in disarming Peter* unbelted
every soldier." These, whirl, voice the senti-

ments on th< subject of all the early Christian
writers, we certainly cannot cast aside as "ec-
centric and adventurous opinions."

Join, Laird Wilson's Life of Wycliffe, in

Funk and Wagnall's edition of a popular bio-
graphical series, does not enlighten the people
a.- to what Wycliffe thought upon the subject
of war, ii r singularly, does (he Life, in nearly
four hundred pages, designed for young
pie, by the author of -The Story of Martin
tc-her tnd ' Tl- St :v tf I Irish 2,wi= !:

ntiseof "John Wiclif, and his English
I'r. cursors," by Professor Lechler, of the I'ni-

r>f Leipsic, translated with notes, by
P r L irimer 2 vols

. London, 1878), of
which Schaffsays: "This biography Bup'er-
sedes all the others," does not note, as it might
very well have done in alluding to Wycliffe's
treatise on the T< n Commandmi nls, what that
reformer declared relative to Christ's annul-
ment of the i ode of old time, " an eye for an
eye, and a tooth for a tooth," notwithstanding

the authors' references to Vaughan's able work

where those views are brought out, show their

familiarity therewith.

In the sketch of Wycliffe, contained in Schaff's

"Religious Cyclopedia ;" also, in the very full

account of him and his writings contained in

Neander's General History of the Christ

Religion and Church, the interested student

gleans no light on the matter. The eleventh

American edition, revised, corrected and en

larged, of Neander's great work, refers indeed

to Vaughan's account, but not at ail to his full

and clear exposition of Wycliffe's testimony

against war.

Good opportunity was afforded Dr. Richard

S. Storrs, several years ago, in pronouncing his

lengthy oration (printed afterwards bv A. D. F
Randolph & Co.) upon "John Wycliffe and the

First English Bible," to touch upon what Wy-
cliffe thought of warring Christendom, but the

nearest to an allusion to it in the eighty-five

pages octavo, is this sentence of Wycliffe con-

cerning the Pope—" that he is bound to be pre-

eminent in following Christ, in humility meek-

ness and brotherly love." Now Milton, in re

marking upon the gift of the Bible in the ver-

nacular, through Wycliffe, strongly said : "Had
it not been for Wycliffe, neither the Bohemians,
Huss and Jerome, nor the name of Luther or

Calvin had ever been known." The well-con

sidered judgments of the early reformer upon
the wars of professing Christendom, and upon
Christ's followers fighting at all, ought not to

be thus ignored. It is a satisfaction, however.
to note that in an unpretentious but valuable
compilation upon "The Reformers Not of the

Lutheran Reformation," by the late William
Hodgson (J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia

|,

that author has not omitted in his brief sketch
to justly emphasize the peace views of John de
Wycliffe.

Let us now revive some of Wycliffe's obser-

vations upon the theme which we are consider-

ing. His composition on "The Seven Deadly
Sins" contains, as its notable feature, some sen-

timents not much broached in that age, upon
the practice of carnal warfare. "That it is

lawful to annoy an enemy in whatever way you
can," was the doctrine held by the clergy of
Wycliffe's time; but the latter remarks that
"the charity of Christ biddeth the contrary,"
and further, that " to keep men fighting—though
humanity teaches that men should not fight-
Antichrist argues that as an adder stings a man
who treads on him, why should not we fight

against our enemies, especially as they would
also d< stroy us, and ruin their own souls? It is

for love, therefore, that we chasten them ! But
what man that hath wit, cannot see this fallacy V
Concerning offensive wars he reasons thus:

"As to the title of conquest, we should under-
stand that if God enjoin conquest it may then
be lawful, as in the case of the children of 'Israel.

Where a kingdom by sin has forfeited against
its chief, the Lord Christ, in punishment ofsuch
trespass He may give it to another people. But
mi n should not dream that a people have so
sinned, and God will thus punish them, ,:,<-, »t
God tell it them."

To the objection that the Pope approved cru-
sades, he replies that, as St. Peter could err,
his "successor" may probably befound to inherit
his infirmity in that respect along with his
power, and he concludes that any hostile act,

nenced from a special Divine commis-
sion is no less criminal under the Gospel dis-
pensation than it would have been under the
Jewish theocracy. Hence, Wycliffe believed

that an attention to this simple fact would I

sufficient to realize the vision of the prophe

when men shall beat their swords into plot;

shares, and spears into pruning- hooks and ml
tions shall no more learn war.

His views of >t/j-dfj')txi\ as intimated abov

are identical with those of the primitive Chri:

tians. The following reads almost like a passa;

from Cyprian :

"Angels withstand friends, and many men wil

right of law withstand their enemies, and y.j

they kill them not, neither fight with them. Tl

vrise men of the world hold this for wisdom, an

have thus vanquished their enemies withoi
|

striking them, and men of the Gospel, by p,
tience and the prospect of rest and peace, ha^
vanquished through the suffering of death, ju

as we may do now. But here men of the wor

come and say that, by this wise, kingdoms wou
j

be destroyed ; but here our faith teaches tha

since Christ is our God, kingdoms should be tk

established and their enemies overcome. Butpe
adventure some men would lose their world

riches, and what harm were thereof? Well,i

deed, I know that men will scorn this cloetrin

But men who will be martyrs for the law •

God, will hold thereby. Lord, what honor

to a knight that he kills many men; the

man kilieth many more, and with a better

Better were it for men to be butchers of

than butchers of their brethren."

Wycliff next alludes to the military career"!

Spencer, Bishop of Norwich. The latter had a

tained his high ecclesiastical position as a rewai

for military services rendered to Pope Vrbt

Vin Italy, in his contest with the rival Pope
,

Avignon. In the suppression of Wat Tylenl

rebellion, Spencer again took the field, clad ,1

armor, and delivered Peterborough from til
insurgents, a course of conduct which leai' '

Wycliffe to draw the comparison between Chri

the good Shepherd, who lays down his life fil

the sheep, and Antichrist, the wolf of ravenin I
To the flock at Lutterworth, Wycliffe forth.

H

observes upon this clerical fighting:
" Friars now say that bishops can light be!

of all men, and that it falleth most probab (

to them, since they are lords of this wjJU
Thus they say the Maccabees fought, and Chri.

bade his disciples sell their coats and buy the . i

swords, but whereto, if not to fight? Th<B
friars make a great array, and stir up manjl
men to fight. But Christ taught not his apostl

,

to fight with a sword of iron, but with the swonB
of God's Word, which standeth in meekness <l
heart and in the prudence of man's tongue. Anfl
as Christ was the meekest of men, so He w: j

most drawn from the world, and would n.

judge or divide a heritage among men, and yd
\

He could have done that best."

"It thus appears," says Vaughan, in his di

criminative summing up of Wycliffe's enligh

ened views upon the subject before us, " that i 'j

was not merely the act of invasion, but tl i

slaughter ofmen under any circumstances, whit

the Reformer considered as opposed to thespir

and the letter of Christianity. It is also evidei

that he was aware of the opposition and content]

which the advocate of such opinions must e'
I

counter, so long as the state of the world shou

continue to be" at all such as it had hither

been. But the New Testament was before hill
and that volumne was understood as requirir

that each professor of the Gospel should adhe

to such modes of resistance only as are prl
scribed, or as occur in the recorded example
Christ and his apostles The diss

trous influence of war on civilization, on liter
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be and liberty, the Reformer could deplore,

Kj, its demoralizing effects and the desolation

tteh it must forbode with respect to eternity,

fhd his mind with amazement and dismay."

iBo I think we may safely leave it to the truly

fjise men of the world," and " men of the

pjspel," to declare whether communities and
cotnonwealths would suffer loss were they to

hirtily embrace the foregoing " eccentric and

acenturous opinions,'' supported, as their pro-

mlgator claimed them to be, by the injunctions

©Christ and his apostles, and by the general

psctice of the Church through its first three

eeturies. Times have changed in the five huu-

Hd years since Wycliffe, yet it is hardly sup-

ptable that the pastor of Lutterworth, who was

gdoutspoken against the fighting friars and

biiops of his time, would readily acquiesce in

th belief that the boys of this age may best be

in rutted in the ways of obedience, discipline

at true Christian manliness by teaching them

Diitary tactics, and putting guns and swords

inheir hands, the better to battle against the

pr'ers of darkness and the evils of this life.

—

J$ah W. Leedz, in Episcopal Recorder.

For "The Friend."

Who May Pray?
• there are those nowadays who say that " sin-

ah have no right to, and should not, pray,"

thfc no one has a right to say, "Our Father,"

mil he first says, " I believe," for they affirm

tk " No one is a believer till he confesses with

tfi mouth before men that he believes in Christ,

af. he must at all times be ready to say so

wm* called on by them so to do." And, strange,

deisive doctrine, they further teach that, bav-

in! so done, " they need no more to pray for

thnselves, but only for others, all of whom
th/ account sinners, but, say they to those who
oly them, "you need no more pray for your-

se es because you are saved." To attain this,

thr open wide a broad gate, which at any time

wr admit the worst of men, just as they are,

wlnever they will to walk therein. And, in

tr'h.too many such are found willing to enter

instill clothed in their filthy garments, and
h; ing this garment of self-righteousness thrown
ovr them, walk in this way which they have
pi-cribed. But even there, the gracious Lord,

atlimes, mercifully meets with some of them,

te s the veil from their eyes, and enables

tWn to see that the path they are following

lets to destruction ; and, through true repeot-

ars, He brings them to walk in the path of

se denial aud holiness.

iike the angler covers the hook with a fly or

a orrn, so Satan presents these specious entau-

gluents, by mixing up the deadly evil with an
ararent covering of good. So did he tempt
th woman with the lie, " Ye shall not die

;"

wh the gilded promise, " Ye shall be as gods,

kiwing good and evil."

t is true that God takes no delight in the

piverof the wicked. " He that turneth away his

eafrom hearing the law.eveu his prayer shall be

aubomination." fProv. xxviii : 9.) And why
ishis? Because all his prayers and desires

ce:re on self and the gratification of his lust,

ar not on God. In this sense, " we know that

Gl heareth not sinners." (John ix: 31.)

hit we are all sinners, all have need of mercy,
ai, whilst we have our being in time or eter-

nr, we look to Him, our Creator and Redeem-
er o supply our every need. " Praying always"
" 'th all prayer and supplication, in the Spirit."

Al Christ, our Intercessor, ever liveth, mak-
in intercession for us.

The Lord knowcth what things we have need
of, before we ask Him, but his will is that we

should s'ia.-k. Hut we know nol what we should
pray for, as we ought, SO lie giveth to us bis

Spirit to aid us in our weakness of understand-

ing. Such prayers are well pleasing to our
Father in heaven.

"Christ Jesus came into the world to save

sinners," of whom, says the Apostle Paul, " I

am chief, because I persecuted the Church of

God." He was witness to the stoning of Ste

phen, who, like his blessed Master, breathed
out his life in prayer for his persecutors. And
prayer, to reach the Omniscient ear of " the

God of the spirits of all flesh," is tar from being

always necessary to be framed in words. The
spirit may pray, and the understanding remain
unfruitful. In the public assemblies only is it

necessary, when called by the Spirit to pray vo-

cally, that both spirit and understandimr must

concur, that others may understand and unite

with the petition. And the one essential point

in prayer is this : True and availing prayer mu.-t

spring from the motions of God's Spirit on the

soul, like as the holy tire from the altar of burnt

offering was that only which was to be used on the

altar of incense, symbolical of the offering of

prayer. And the least sigh or groan, yea, the

feeblest desire of the sinner's soul, thus in spirit

raised to God, is heard equally by Him who is

Omnipresent and knoweth the secret of every

heart as the loudest hosannahs of the angels

around his throne. David says, "Lord, thou

hast heard the desire of the humble. Thou wilt

prepare their heart. Thou wilt cause thine ear

to hear. (Ps. x:17.) Again, " O Thou that

hearest prayer, unto thee shall all flesh come."

(Ps. lxv: 2.) And that they may do so, accord-

ing to his promise, " He pours out of his Spirit

upon all flesh." The poor publican could not

so much as raise his eyes to heaven, the burden

of sin to him was so great, but smiting on his

breast, he cried, " God be merciful to me a sin-

ner." This prayer, by one acknowledging him-

self to be a sinner, was owned, heard and an-

swered by his Omnipotent Saviour, and he went

down to "his house justified, receiving God's par-

don and peace, in answer to his prayer.
" No man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but

by the Holy Ghost." (1 Cor. xii : 8.) Much
le.-s, then, can he call upon Him without the

presence of the same. Aud to him that turns

from his iniquity, of whatever cast it may be,

Jesus, by his Spirit, is nigh, though thou mayest

not see Him, begetting in thee heavenly desires

for thy urgent needs, which, breathed in his

name, to the Father of Spirits, are heard on

high, and answered in accord with his inscru-

table will and wisdom.

Let no man then beguile thee of thy reward

by substituting, in place of this availing prayer,

a form of will worship, one after man, and not

after the teachings of Christ's Spirit. Let no

man urge thee to utter words before men con-

cerning God's work with thee, unless the Lord

bids thee so to do. How often, in the days of

his flesh, on healing sickness, Christ's instruc-

tions were, "See thou tell no man." 'See Mat.
viii: 4; Mark viii : 26, 30; ix : 9; Luke v:

14; viii: 56.) Every word of thy walk, con-

versation and deportment speaks to men of thy

confession to Christ in ten-fold louder terms

than any mere formal declarations, uncalled for

by Him", in the presence of a few who, like thy-

self, may deem such things required at thy

hands. Doing so, thou endangers the welfare

of thy soul, and will most surely lose the ten-

derness of spirit, the peace aud humility which

his presence brings. Thou will so ease to

distinguish the arising* of tie- fresh springs of

life, and "ill have nothing to drink but tie 8tag-

naiit waters of whal once il iwed from I

now rendered turbid and muddy by the imag-

inations of men of unsanctified heart-.

And, rot assured, the mere profession with

the lip assures no man- salvation, any more

than Adam and Eve's fig-leaves restored their

primitive innocence. .Sin, to those who have

known il- d( i'll.-. i- of -neb a defiling nature

that God's work of refining will be known and

felt by the. . And nothing that i- defiled and
unclean may enter into his presence or abide

in his temple. "Such," says the Apostle, "were
some of you, but ye are washed, ye are sancti-

fied, ye are justified in the name of tie- Lord

Jesus, and by the Spirit, of our God." The
work, then, is his, and if we submit thereto, He
will do it to bis own praise and glory. Be will

purity our hearts, that they may be fit and pre-

pared altars, to oiler thereon holy spiritual sac-

rifices after God's owu will, and " without holi-

ness no man shall see the Lord."
" Be not deceived—God is not mocked

—

for whatever a man sowetb that shall he also

reap. For he that soweth to the flesh shall of

the flesh reap corruption, but he that soweth to

the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlast-

ing."

We, like Adam, are all poor prodigals, having

spent the goodly portion God, by bis creative

will, bestowed on us. But, in Christ's parable,

the prodigal son, whilst yet in a strange laud,

remembered the good things of his father's

house, and God put this desire into his heart,

" I will arise and go to my father, and will say

unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven

and before thee, aud am no more worthy to be

called thy son, make me as one of thy hired

servants. And he arose, aud came to his father.

But while he was yet a great way off, his father

saw him, and had compassion, and ran and fell

on his neck and kissed him." (Luke xv :
11-

32.)

Who, then, may pray? Who may draw nigh

to their Creator 'and Redeemer, aud, in the

yearnings of filial love, cry, "Our Father?"

All poor, penitent sinners, led by the goodness,

grace or Spirit of Jesus, into true repentance,

may, in the spirit of Jesus, the Son of God, who

reveals to them the Father, and gives to them

faith an.l power, cry, " Our Father." All saints

who have received the spirit of adoption, may,

in that Spirit's power cry, "Abba Father," for

the prayer of the upright is God's delight. Saul,

repentant, cries, "Lord, what wilt thou have

me to do'.'" And Jesus left us an example, as

a man of prayer, even to his last hours, praying

for himself and others, "Father, save me from

this hour." " Father, forgive them, for they

know not wdiat thev do W. W. B.

For "The Friend."

Such as have lived to old age, in possession of

the mind's faculties know that soon the earthly

tabernacle must be put off, aud needful it is to

bear in mind this solemn fact, that man is mor-

tal and born to die, knowing that " Thou hast

all seasons for thy own, O death !" But alas !

"men think all men mortal but themselves."

The wise king said. " As a man thinketh in his

heart, so is he." The Apostle Peter, when writ-

ing his general epistle, was deeply impressed

with a sense of the improvement of time saying,

"I think it meet as Ion.- as I am in this taber-

nacle, to stir you up by putting you in remem-

brance." As "man's character is stamped by his
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thought, how wis >rget what should

ever be remembered. Give heed then, < I man,

to the teachings of heavenly wisdom. "Gird up

the rein- of thy mind, watch and be sober." In

tlii.- healthy exercise of mind the peace of God

is known to flow as a river.and its righteous-

he waves of the sea—bringing to mind

that eai - wave helps to waft the

vessel to its destined port, never again to be sub-

jected to the storm of life.

" Bide me, oh my Saviour hide,

Till the storm of life be past

Safe int" the haven guide

THE CHILDREN S OFFERING.
The wise may bring their learning,

The rich may bring iheir wealth,

may hrin« their greatness,

Ami some bring strength anil health.

We, too, would bring cur treasures

To offer to the King;
We have no wealth of learning

—

What shall we children bring!

We'll bring him hearts that love Him;
We'll bring Him thankful praise,

And voung souls meeklv striving

To walk in holy ways.

And these shall he the treasures

We oiler to the King;
And these are gifts that even
The poorest child may bring,

We'll bring the little duties

We have to do each day,
We'll try our best to please Him,
At home, at school, at play.

And better are these treasures

To offer to i ur King,
Than riclusl gilts without them;
Yet lluse a ehild can bring.

Now glory to [he Father,
And glory ever be

To Christ, t'he loving Savi. ur,

Who lived a child like me.
And glory to the Spirit,

< i, three in one—our King

—

Aeeej't, 'mid angels' praises,

The praise a ehild may bring.

'—Christian at Work.

For "The Friend.'
IN MEMORY.

• me of the saimliest pictures
Shrine I on my throbbing heart,

From the years of the long ago,
Hangs by itself apart.

An old man, grey and bearded,
As a patriarch of old

Sits in the corner reading
A story sweetly told.

And by each knee a laddie
i/ooks into l»i— shining hue,

\nd Bees in time's deep furrows
i Inly an added grace.

r the story, truly,
As if the yesterdays

Had fallen into the shadows
And left us face to face.

Ah, yes, you've heard it all—
A wanderer's pillow of stone—

I lot on a wilderness journey
Homeless, friendless, alone

;

And the angels ran,,- from heaven
' 'o a I idder let down the skies;

That radiant night at Bethel
Vnd the joyful morning's rise.

iru they call it

Bui to i,„. n seems more real
Than the dream- we dream to-day,

' 'i the things we know and feel

;

I
- r the di u old man ,. sitting
In the firelight's ruddj

In that -a, r.d | lummy , ,,,,,, r

III the
J

M

For "The Friend."

Examine Yourselves.

John iii: 7.— Marvel not that I say unto

thee, ye must he born again. Eepent of your

.-in.-, ibrsake them. Believe on the Lord, Jesus

Christ, and ve shall be saved.

John iii :
16.—" For God so loved the world

that He gave his only begotten Son, that who-

soever believeth on Him should not perish, but

have everlasting life."

John i: 10, 12, 13.—He was in the world,

and the world was made by Him : and the world

knew Him not. But as many as received Him,
to them gave He power to become the sons of

God. Even to them that believe on his name,

which were born, not of blood, nor of the will

of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God."

1 John iii : 9.
—" Whosoever is born of God

doth not commit sin, for his seed remaineth in

him and he cannot sin, because he is born of

God."
We cannot have the mind of Christ and still

have a mind to commit sin.

1 John ii : 3.—And hereby we do know that

we know Him if we keep his commandments.
All things whatsoever ye would that men should

do unto you, do ye also unto them."

Psalms cxix : 2, 3, 6.
—

" Blessed ate they that

keep his testimonies, and that seek Him with the

whole heart they also do no iniquity. They
walk in his ways. Then shall I not be ashamed
when I have respect unto all thy command-
ments."

Rev. xxi :
6.—"I will give unto him that is

athirst of the water of life freely."

Isaiah xii : 3.
—"Therefore with joy shall ye

draw water nut of the wells of salvation."

John iv : 14.—" Whosover shall drink of the
water that I shall give him, shall never thirst,

but the water that I shall give him shall be in

him a well of water springing up unto everlast-

ing life."

John vii: 37,39.—If any man thirst, let him
come unto me and drink. But this spake He
of the Spirit, which they that believe on Him
should receive."

1 John ii :
6.—" He that saith he abideth in

Him, ought himself also so to walk even as He
walked."

2 Tim. ii :
19.—" Let every one that nameth

the name of Christ depart from iniquity."
John v: 39.—" Search the Scriptures, for in

them ye think ye have eternal life : and they are
they which testify of me."

2 Tim. iii: 16.—'-All Scripture is given by
inspiration of God and is profitable for doctrine,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness."

17.—That the man of God may be perfect,
thoroughly furnished unto all good works, we
can also leave the blessed promises to those who
are obedient, and the dangers of disobedience."

Eph. ii
: 2.—Wherein, in time past, we walked

according to the course of this world, according
to the prince of the power of the air. The
Spirit that now worketh in the children of diso-
bedience."

Eph. v : (i, 9.—" Let no man deceive you with
vain words; because of these things cometh the
wrath of God upon the children of disobedience
For the fruit of (he Spirit is in all goodness, and
righteousness and truth."

Trust not to the teaching of any man
John xiv

:
26.—"But the comforter, which is

the llolv Ghost, whom the Father will send in
ray name. He shall teach you all things, and
bring all things, to your remembrance, whatso-
ever I have said unto you."

1 John ii : 27.—" But the anointing wll
ye have received of Him, abideth in you, 1
ye need not that any man teach you. But!
"the same anointing teacheth you all things 1
is truth, and is no lie, even as it has taught 1
ve shall abide in Him. Satan will try to unil

mine this teaching, seeming to appear asJ
angel of light. But if we compare all thfl

with the Scriptures, the Spirit that gave iM
forth will draw the line between truth and err |

1st Thess. v: 21.—" Prove all things, ll

fast that which is good."

1st Peter i: 14.—"As obedient children,

I

fashioning yourselves according to your forJ

lusts, m your ignorance, because it is wril

i

be ye holy for I am holy."

Psalms cxix : 9.
—

" Wherewithal shall ayolj

man cleanse his way? By taking heed the!
according to thy word."

Think not that there are no trials to the ri In

eous, because all have trials. But through g xj

are ye saved, and that not of yourselves,

the gift of God.
1 Cor. ix : 24.

—
" Know ye not that they w |

run a race, run all, but one receiveth the prJ
So run 'that ye may obtain."

Matt, vii: 7.
—"Ask, and it shall be g B

unto you, seek and ye shall find, knock at it

shall be opened unto you."

Matt, xi : 29.—" Take my yoke upon youl
learn of me, for I am meek and lowly iu In I,

and ye shall find rest unto your souls."

John v : 28, 29.—" The hour is coming ir tq

which all that are in the graves, shall heai da

voice, and shall come forth they that have (i
good, unto the resurrection of life, and they jtt

have done evil unto the resurrection of dar 1
tion."

Colebkook, Addington County, Ont., Canada. j!

A Children's Friend.

Born of humble origin at Clayhills, Tuusll,

Staffordshire, in 1831, the boy, Smith, wo:M
by his father's side at the early age of siMti

years, and was accustomed to carry forty pot W
of clay on his head, scarcely without inteiisa

sion, for thirteen hours daily, at a wage of tw m
cents a day, not infrequently standing by)«

kilns all night. The lad by and by attetjd

a night school and an improvement society, fd

subsequently, by sheer endeavor, rose abovtiidl

intellectual level of his associates as one— is

"Who breaks his birth's invidious bar,

And grasps the skirts of happy chance,
\

And breasts the blows of circumstance,

And grapples with his evil star."

At eighteen years of age he joined the Me o-

dist Church, and afterwards became a Sun H
school teacher—a plow of service to which**

kept his hand upwards of forty-five years, fl
vious to arriving at his thirtieth year, be un-r-

took the reclamation of the children in je

brick fields, whose awful misery he had escad,

and for the help of whom he never rested t<il

he had brought them out of the house of b>jl"

age.

In this lay the foundation of his joy. 1
ward the young his heart overflowed with in-

fection. It is narrated that in early maul id

he was in the habit of apparently fixing ^
eyes upon space beyond and above him, ant!"

being taken to task by his parents and otlj*i

for going " about gaping into the sky or aim
stars," he at first acknowledged that he tliot pt

he did it from vacancy of mind ; but later, f
J"

he was stirred with religious thoughts, he id

that he used to go along iu the same way,
f»"
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felly repeating to himself, or half aloud, "Lord,

Ijy work— teach me to do thy work." So the

iriod came when it seemed to he spoken to

in, "The children— that is your work. Fully

tssessed of that conviction, George Smith al-

lied nothing to divert his attention from the

'ihildren of Ishmael" and their needs.

Embarking on his humane mission in 1859,

t; utterances of George Smith could not wholly

rss unnoticed. In season and out of season

1 expatiated on the degradation, immorality,

iiorance and suffering of children engaged
ii the brick and tile industry, showing that

lys and girls, not more than six years of age,

vrked together from six in the morning until

s^en in the evening, and sometimes throughout

t? night. Not unnaturally these poor little

des, receiving freely of curses and blows from

t;men under whom they worked, because they

vre not quick enough in their movements, were
ride prematurely old or disabled. Instead of

s-npathy being given to their would-be deliv-

er, he met with fierce industrial opposition,

dspite which he toiled unflaggingly on for

even years, when at length friends rallied to

] side. The opportunity of reading a paper
uon the subject before the Social Science Con-
ess at Newcastle, in 1870, aroused public in-

test ; and the same year he issued an eloquent

ad impassioned appeal, the first of similar un-

ptending booklets, entitled, "The Cry of the

( .ildren from the Brickyards of England." In

t: following year he formulated a number of

s^geslions as a basis for legislation, and the

gvernment of the day passed an act providing

f; the inspection of brickyards, and the regu-

ljion of juvenile and female labor in this con-

ation, by which some thirty thousand chil-

fen, and all girls under sixteen, left the brick-

fids and tile-yards to attend school.

The reforming hand of George Smith was next

(reeled to alleviating the lot of those water
i.mads known as the children on the canal-

fats. By close observation, he became famil-

i, with every phase of existeuce among the

ppulation on the canals and navigable rivers

cEngland, and found that old and young of
tth sexes were huddled together in filthy cab-

Si,
uneducated and depraved. Contributing

a article to the Fortnightly Review, in 1873,
(Smith computed that of the one hundred
tousand men, women and children afloat upon
L"lish rivers and canals, ninety-five per cent,

cjld ueither read nor write, ninety per cent,

vre drunkards and sixty per cent, were living
otnen and wives unmarried. The canal chil-

c?n had slipped through the Education Act of
170, as its framers could take no notice of
fuses that were here to-day aud gone to-mor-
m. Six years' toil were rewarded bv the pass-

im of the Canal-Boats Bill, in 1877, for the
igistration of boats ; and in 1881 a further law
vs adopted compelling the canal children to

g to school in whatever district they might be.
h its operation from thirty thousand to forty
busand children were brought within the scope
c the Education and Sanitary Acts. Smith
vs indefatigable in visiting the canals to in-

nre into the working of the act, and any re-

issness was promptly reported. On one of his

Jiely winter tramps hy the sides of the ice-

fund canals, he would have been frozen to
c<ith but for the providential approach of a
fcacious sheep-dog. In the course of the last
iv years the condition of the boatmen and their
fmlies has materially improved.
With characteristic energy George Smith be-

fjn, in 1879, another agitation for the education

and social improvement of the children of the
gypsies and travelling showmen. Though shock-
ing disclosures ofthe deplorable ignorance, over-
crowding and promiscuous - eeping of the fifty

thousand children and young people represent-
ing some twenty thousand families living in

England in tents and on wheels, were made,
when the Movable Dwellings Bill wasinti
into Parliament, in 1885, it was nevertheless
rejected. For ten more years heroic exertions
were put. forth to save the children concerned, by
a parliamentary enactment, from the worst Con-
sequences of their nomadic habits; but in vain
George Smith endeavored to crown the edifice

of his useful aud honored life. Otherwise he
would have died the happiest man in England.
Doubtless the stars in their courses, as repre-

sented by the opposition which fought against
him, cannot fight forever, and it has been pleas-

antly suggested that a line should be left on
George Smith's tombstone to record the ultimate
success of the measure.

This friend of young suffering humanity had,

however, a happy end. When confined to the

house, and then to his bed during the last week
or two, he used, to say. " It is like Sunday," or
" It is always Sunday now." It was, in truth,

a short Sunday for the long work-day of the

life of one whose privations, toils and weariness
for the objects of his compassion were scarcely

known by the world at large.

His funeral was of ideal simplicity. The
spectators who saw his remains borne from "The
Cabin" to the churchyard at Crick, near Rugby,
will not easily forget the scene. Nothing so

touching ever probably occurred under the

shadows of the old church before. Hardly a
child, it is related, belonging to the village could

have been absent.

—

James Johnston in S.S. Tiuo <.

The Buried City.

Many centuries ago an unwilling prophet was

sent to a "great city id' three days' journey,"

—

equal to fifty or sixty miles in circuit—and was
bidden to denounce the Divinejudgments against

it, and proclaim its overthrow. Timely repant-

ance averted or postponed the threatened ca-

lamity, but the reform was transient, the respite

temporary; and other prophets reiterated the

threatenings and foretold the desolation of that

city. Many centuries have since sped, and that

city, once so famous for its vastness, its power,

it- magnificence, its cruelties and its crimes, has

passed away. So utter was its destruction that

skeptics have even doubted and denied its ex-

istence. They have said that there could have
been no such great city as Nineveh. Its his-

tory was simply an idle tale of a credulous and
uncritical age.

Four hundred years before the birth of Christ,

when Xeuophon conducted the Retreat of the

Ten thousand Greeks, he encamped his army
on the easterly shore of the Tigris, and there

found the ruins of a great city. Some of the walls

he estimated as one hundred and fifty feet high,

the lower portion being of stone, the upper part

of sun-dried bricks. There were also miles and

miles of walls and moats, or ditches, the raoats

being from seventy to one hundred feet lower

than the summit of the walls ; and at one point

five walls would need to be pierced through,

and their moats crossed, before an enemy could

have forced an entrance into the city. No one

there knew that these were the ruins of ancient

Nineveh. They told Xenophon that a city

called Larissa had once occupied that site.

About the middle of the nineteenth century,

antiquarians began to examine the mounds aud

ruins on the eastern shore of tin Tigris. Botta
made some investigations there, and Austen
Henry Layard spenl months in digging and
exploring those mighty mounds, and I

found the buried city, Nineveh.
A quadrangular enclosure lying on the plain

about eight mile- in circuit, encloses on the west

LSI mound called Kouyunjik, which is

crowned by the wreck of tie- ruined palaces of
Nineveh. ( )ther mounds bear the names ofNim-
rud, Khorsabad and Nebbi Younis. Hie mound
Kouyunjik covers about one hundred acn-, ami
i- from seventy to ninety-six feet high, looking
like a water worn natural hill. Twenty or thir-

ty feel of its le ight i- con p — d of the ruins of
de-troyed buildings; the rest ;, an artificial

platform, constructed by immense labor, con-
taining a mass of bricks tour times as large as
the largest Egyptian pyramid. Herestood the
magnificent palace of Assur-bani-pal, and also

the still more magnificent palai f Sennach-
erib. Here were acres an I acres of courts, halls,

and chambers; and month- of excavation of
this and the other mounds disclosed huge and
monstrous images, the emblems of Assyrian
idolatry and glory. At the northwesl corner
of the mound Kouyunjik, Layard in his exca-
vation discovered a small temple, at the eastern
entrance of which stood two human-headed lions

hiving e<irjh'.< iviog.-; -ixteen and a-half feet in

height, and fifteen feet long. How distinctly

these recall the vision of the prophet Daniel, of
"a lion having eagle's wings." (Daniel vii.i

There were also winged bud-, fish-gods, huge
image-, and idolatrous emblems.
On the lower walls of the ruined palaces wi re

the proofs of the cruelties practised in that
bloody city. Prisoners were in the hands of
the torturers. Some of them were fasti ned on
the ground naked, their limbs held apart by
pegs and cords, and were being flayed alive,

some were having their tongues torn out, others
were having their eyes bored out with the point
of a spear; there were also sculptured heaps of
human hands; and so on their palace walls the

Ninevites themselves recorded the horrible cru-

elties and barbarities to which the prophet re-

ferred when he said, " Woe to the bloody city !"

In addition to all these they found inscrip-

tions in stone, and thousands nf tablets written

in the cuneiform, or arrow-headed character,

containing records of their horrible barbarities.

On one of these walls was this inscription , i

king, referring to a conquered city. " Every
man, young and old. I took prisoner. I

I to >k off the noses, of the young men's ears I

made a heap, of the old men's heads I built a

minaret. I exposed their heads in the front of

the city as a trophy. The male children and
female children I burned in flames."

In one of the vast palaces were dis

eighty-one stone halls, each guarded by images
and ornamented by sculptures ami inscriptions.

In some of the inscription- discovered were found

the names, not only of the Assyrian kings, but

the names of the kings of Israel, who were sub-

ject to them. Then there were captives, with

Jewish faces, standing in the presence of their

conquerors, or toiling as slaves for their op-

pressors.

In 2 Kings, xviii: 13, 14, we are told that

Sennacherib took all the fenced cities of Judah,
and that Hezekiah sent a message to him at

Laehish : and among the sculptures of Nineveh
Layard found one representing the .->'•;/• of /..,<-

hisk, and Sennacherib sittin_r on his throne be-

fore the city, and giving command for the slaugh-

ter of the people.
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So the buried city was discovered, and the

kin.- and conquerors of ancient Assyria were
up t > tell tli -ir own story, an I confound

i lity which denied tli s statements of the

I te very kings mentioned in the

Bible were there named and sculptured,
i inscriptions

which are n

d

i
i

- iiii • events

id. And
to-day, scattered through the museums of a cu-

rious world, there are ill lUSands of the written

from the royal libraries ofNineveh, many
of which have been deciphered, and serve t.i

ciiilirm and ratify the statements made in the
Bookoi G
The prophet Nahum declared that Nineveh

should be destroyed by fire. That while they
were " fold* n together as thorns," and while they
»cre "drunken a- drunkards," they should be

ibble fully dry :" aud the quan-
tities of charcoal which Layard discovered amid
the ruin- .('the ancient city, abundantly prove
the fulfilment of this prophecy. The prophet

lared that Nineveh should be"empty,
void, and waste," and it is "empty, void and
waste" tu day.

those who trusl in Cod be encouraged by
the fulfilment of his liviDg word; and let those
who know not tin Lord l>< warned that " it is a
fearful thing to foil into the hands of the living

Natural History, Science, etc.

.1 Home for Deer.—In the northern put of
Main-, fifteen miles from the nearesl neighbor,
is a large an I comfortable farm, which, if the

k ofthe wood.- only knew about it, would
I be a happy hunting-ground, because the

farmer who live- there will not allow any bird
or beast killed .in his property. "There is room
enough outside my farm to kill deer," hi says,
when he i- asked hi- reasons.

tly in front of his h mse i- a large pon
where many people come to fish for trout. A
lllr -''

' former's land, and last
year, by steadfast and persistent endeavor he

< protection for the fish in that brook' for
live year.-. "People would fish iii that stream
and not lake away whit they caught. I would

fish fy'ng re in the field, and I made
up my mind to -top it,' he -

I I

irsl night I came to Parlin Pond a deer
: '" 'he road, and followed ah.,

the carriage for several rods, and then began to
>' ed in a little opening near the w I- The

"""I to know they are -ale here for
nearly every afternoon three or four would come

! feed in the field near the house and we
ir without frightening them.

I hi- former has many .-I p and lambs, and
'" carries salt to the pa8t„re for the,,, every
morning.and oft,.,, at nightfall b sees th sdeei

wine place when- -alt was given ... the

He telU the story of a hunter, w
htt house one autumn to kill a dee,-, and when
b« found that the former would nol have them
killed on his form, he was anxious to go farther
on.so the former harm- | ;l |, „-, .

, , , ;ll , |iiiu

As they drove along they sawadeer lei ling mar the edg( ,,,• ,|„. w , ,

heud and came down within
ige, walking along and

'" wl,| i 'U beautiful, trustful

' " SVh

I to kill a

- ,ot that deer!" responded the hunter. "I
wouldn't hurt it for a thousand dollars! The
man who would .-.hoot a creature like that would
be a villain."

This pleased the farmer very much, and it is

on.- ofthe stories he likes to tell.

People come in the summer season to board
at the form-house. One boy brought a camera,
ami has taken several good pictures of the deer.
lu the big elms near the house, two golden ori-

ole- have their nest, aud a pair of yellow-
hammers live near by, while robins and' song-
sparrows and bobolinks do their best to make
the world a cheerful place. At twilight the
hermit-thrush can be heard above all the rest,

and sometimes glimpses can be had of this shy
bird. The farmer's little sou showed us a rock in

t :,.• past tire, where hegoes every day to carry food
to a large family of squirrels. Several of them
eamt t and scolded noisily at the strangers,
and perched about, with bright, expectant eyes,
for the bits of cheese and gingerbread that they
knew the boy always had for them. This same
boy has a lamb that follows him everywhere.
The boy, and the lamb too, are healthy, happy
young creatures and satisfied with their home.— Our Animal Friends.

from the madder plant, which grows in Hind,
stan; the yellow sap of a Siain tree produo
gamboge; raw sienua is the natural earth f'roi

the neighborhood of Sienna, Italy; raw umb<
is an earth found near Umbria and burnec
India ink is made from burned camphor; ma
tic is made from the gum of the mastic tre
which grows iu the Grecian Archipelago

; bistt

is the soot of wood ashes ; very little real ultri

marine, obtained from the precious lapis lazu)
is found in the market; the Chinese white
zinc, scarlet is iodide of mercury, and vermi

is from the quicksi

rk Sun.
,'er ore cinnaba -Xt

Drone-Flies.—These flies closely resemble the
real drones, which are the males of the honey-
bee and have four wings, while these, being flies,

have but two.

They are large handsome insects,with a downy,
yellow, brown thorax and shining black body,'
which moves up and down in a wasp-like man-
ner. When flying about the room they keep
up a loud humming noise, which at once betrays
their presence.

As soon as cold weather begins, these flies
are driven to seek shelter iu our rooms, where
they find warmth, but usually no food or wel-
come. This year I thought I would prepare
"a refuge for the destitute," in the shape of a
glass globe, with sufficient ventilation, a little
trough full of honey-comb, and a small pan of
water. Into this little home I introduced three
of these dipterous "waifs and strays" I found
buzzing on the window-panes, and"" I suppose
i hey liked their quarters, for they settled down
amicably enough, and spent their whole time
like many beings far higher up in the scale'

'/' crea '• ln eating, drinking and sleeping!
I can speak well of these drone-flies as pet in-
sects, for they became absolutely tame, so as to
come on my finger, and to bear being stroked
With a soft leather. They cannot stino- or bite

?! '
"".v

P°f
sesa "0 aggressive weapons of any

kind, and having proverbially nothing to do
H"\v are very easy going, happy little creatures!
"»0 a-king to,- sunshine and food to keep them
-elves in health and contentment. *

The Relation of the Press and the Stage
j

Purity.

[Our valued friend, Josiah W. Leeds, in tl

course of his controversy with the demoralizir'
exhibitions of the theatre, has issued a pari
phlet, which we subjoin in a condensed forri
\Ve heartily commend his exertions on behaj
of truth aud righteousness, and desire that 1

blessing may rest on his labors.

—

Ed.]

" I have often wondered at the singular Jul
consistency of a great many people iu condemn!
ing woman's appearance in public as a preach,!;
of the Gospel of salvation, while at the san'i
time welcoming her upon the theatre boards, '

disport in immodest attire for their enterta'i:
raent. Yet it is only within the last two ce ij

turies—in other words, since the time of till

dissolute Charles the Second, of England, ar
JLouis, the Fourteenth, of France—that the pu I

lie's sense of propriety has so far weakened :|
to tolerate this degrading innovation of woman!
appearance as a stage dancer and actress.

" In India and the Orient generally, it is on 1
those women who have lost their good nanjl
who will consent to appear as actresses ,1
dancers upon a public stage. In Dr. ButleiJ
'Land of the Veda,' I find a paragraph of il
formation, with appropriate comment upon tbfl
matter, which I here introduce. He says/S
referring to the Nautch girls:
'"No man in India would allow his wife'"

daughter to dance, and as to dancing with
other man, he would forsake her forever, a
woman lost to virtue and modesty, if she we

|

to attempt it. In their observation of whi
women, there is nothing that so much perplex!
themas the fact that fathers aud husbands w
permit their wives aud daughters to indulge
promiscuous dancing. No argument will
vince them that the act is such as a virtuofl
female should practise, or that its tendencal
not licentious. The prevalence of the practil
in "Christian" nntirma mnU „,,,. i,„i i:™:.J

h i .
•

Lille,

I
?" asked the farmer.
r, and yo i will never

The Sources of Colors.—An interesting emi-gration has been made by somebody, and pub-
.Shed in a. eehmcal journal, of the source, of
color From this it appears that the cochineal".- et- lunn.-h,, the gorgeous earmine, crimson,
-''''''•-nnine and purple lakes; , he e„

, , leli-l,
ncssepui, that is, the inky fluid which the fish

backed; the India yellow comes f,
e

-\
theW chips produce the i

1 bone black; the exquisite Pr„ ss
- from C, „;,,,, i ,' ,. .- Cs

e

an
P
d

ri

Xer
,

'"' ."-»«'• wit .urepouassim
.o.Ke,v-ar,ousb,ke- are derived froin roots,

I

]?'"' lllm
', l ' i:

V;
k '•"'"'- from the

-•""•coal of the vine stock; Turkey red is made

nations makes our holy rel.B .

which they suppose must allow it—to be aj
man.

|

honed by many of them, and often it is cast
the teeth of our missionaries when preaching I

them But what would these heathens sa
could they enter our opera houses and theatn
and see the shocking exposure of their perso

|which our public women there present befo.
1

mixed assemblies
! Yet they would be ten tiro'

more astonished, that ladies of virtue and repj
tation should be found there, accompanied I,

their daughters, to witness the sight, and thi
too, in the presence ofthe other sex ! But the
they are only heathens, and don't apprecia
the high accomplishments of Christian civilizj
tion. Still, heaven grant that the future Chi
ot India may ever retain at least this iten
the prejudices of their forefathers !

;

So far, Dr. Butler, whose test
se arraignment, of this stumbli

i- item

: produ
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[four civilization was very lately strongly rein-

nrced by the unflattering criticism- of Nasrulla

Khan, the rather unwelcome Afghan visitor to

England. So shocked was he at what he deemed
he disreputable reception apparel of the Lou-
.on society ladies, that, when he finally over-

time his hesitancy, and entered the drawing-
bom, he declined to take in to supper the titled

idy as.-igned to his care, because she was in

iecollete dress.

j
"When the ill-famed National Opera Cont-

ain- moved upon Philadelphia, in the winter

F 1886—'7, and heralded its demoralizing enter-

inments as about to be given at the Academy
' Music, the writer of this paper believed it his

lty to call the attention of the several Mon-
ty morning ministers' meetings to the coming

,' the plague, and to ask their cooperation in

Ithstanding its spread. They all took action,

uiie of the newspapers were not overmuch
'eased at this interference. A reporter of one

I
the papers, however, had admitted that the

lectacle was "sensuous and debasing," and
at the posturing, etc., of the dancers, in their

kmodest, scant attire was " simply revolting."

et the leading editorial in another morning
[per alluded to the representation as ' a grace-

1,1 and pleasing exhibition, and not at all im-

t >ral in its nature and tendencies, as Mr. Leeds
lagined,' and advised that he and the minis-

fs should view for themselves the entertaiu-

i.-nt complained of. This advice was not fol-

l.ved
; instead, the editor was confronted with

t contemporary's very damaging admission of

p immoral character of the play.
" With the exception of the Journal of Uom-

liree, of New York, founded years ago by the

nilanthropic Arthur Tappan, under the condi-
tns that it issue no edition on the first, day of
ti week, and print no play-house advertise-

rnts, I do not know of any daily paper in our
cies that does not issue the invitations to those

suietive resorts. Ofone paper, reputed amongst
t: best (and such, I am free to say, it is), I can
etify that it nevertheless has printed, year by
yir, the advertisements of theatres which make
speciality of bringing out sensuous plays or

s.etncles. The Mail and Express, of New York,
i.- u the main, a good paper, and it assumes to be
n o:i a .Scripture basis of carefulness, but when
Iaad awhile ago its Bible text for the day—it

"5 that passage of Paul's Epistle to Timothy
anonishing to "flee youthful lusts"— while
a the same time the paper contained special

nice of a spectacular stage representation, at

Ret were to be troops of bewitching young
blet dancers. I could but feel that the best of
biks had been contemned, and the way had
b'n indicated toward indulgence in those ' hurt-
fi lusts which drown men in destruction and
pdition.'

seither of the papers above referred to pub-
lics a Sunday edition, but those that do this,

d'ote large space, as we know, in the issues of
tit day, to theatre news and to stage gossip
ai scandal. The advertising is well paid for.

Itonstitutes a perennial source of income to

ti paper's proprietors, and it will hardly be
gun up for a mere scruple—not even for the
sciple of the editor, who may find it difficult

atimes to reconcile such advertising with his

ni'al advice to the readers. The eminent Lon-
d< preacher, Newman Hall, recently said, ' I

bi/w a gentleman who was the editor of one of
ot leading daily papers, a goodly man. He
regned. I asked him why. He told me it was
bduse of the continual advertisements of the
tiutre, and the favorable comment always

made by the theatrical critic. He could not

stop the advertisements as editor, and therefore
he gave up a very lofty and lucrative position,

because of the character of the theatres, and the

way they were advertised and praised in the

London newspapers.'
'" My father, in his youth,' Dr. Hall further

says, 'frequently acted at theatres, and when
he became a Christian, his whole soul revolted

against the theatre as he had known it. He-

then became the proprietor of the best country
newspaper in Kent [but], would not advertise

the theatrical companies which came to Maid-
stone. It was a great sacrifice, for the theatres

pay very well.'

"One of the most convincing statements that

I ever read, in proof of the position that the the-

atre is not a safe school of morals, was furnished

by an article upon ' Divorces of the Stage,' writ-

ten by a theatre-goer, who had given a great

deal of attention to the domestic life of actors

and actresses. Actuated by the wish to con-

tribute a very readable sketch, and yet not to

appear to decry the profession, he apologizes for

his subject with the remark, ' Don't think thai

I belie the profession. Pll give you the cold,

hard facts to prove that almost every actress of

note of the day has been separated or divorced
from a some-time lord ami master. Tragedi-
ennes, comediennes, ingenues, soubrettes, chorus
girls, ballerine—few have escaped the contagious

unconnubial conditions of stage life. It has
always been thus.' Then follow confirmatory

facts concerning about one hundred and twenty
actresses of note of the several classes above
given. That was a truthful comment certainly

of the Pittsburg Gazette, that, 'as a furnisher of
grists to the divorce mill, nothing has yet been
discovered equal to the stage.'

"Mary Anderson has lately told the world
that it was the happiest day of her life when she
quit the stage forever. ' The best thing,' says

Madame Janausehek, 'for a young girl to do,

no matter how great she expects to become, is

to keep away from the theatre, and do anything
but go upon the stage. This is what I tell them
all.' Indeed, it was but a little while ago that
she told the people of Baltimore that the key to

success on the stage at present was notoriety, no
matter how infamously gained." ' C"or*nes
and sensuality,' she said, ' seem to be the views

of our nineteenth century life. The prize ring

supplies the stage with its male stars, and the

divorce court supplies it with its female stars.'

And Frances Kemble sorrowfully wrote of the

occupation, 'A business which is incessant ex-

citement and factitious emotion seems to me
unworthy of man ; a business which is public

exhibition is unworthy of a woman.'
" While woman continues, as at present, that

same unworthy business of dancing and disport-

ing upon the public stage, the feeders of impure
pictorial representations will thrive and their

product increase.

Let every one claiming to be Christian or

claiming to be church member cease to thirst

for the dark and polluted waters of this Egypt
and this Assyria, let them stay away from

every debasing entertainment, even though it

be brought out on the boards of an Academy of

Music, and I am sure that the cause of purity

will witness a wonderful uplift, while paganism
will no longer confound a corrupted civilization

with the pure precepts and practice of the Chris-

tian religion.

There is no name under heaven by which

we can be saved but the name of Jesus.

The recenl numbers of the Friendly periodicals
in England have contained full reportsof a confer-

ence recently held al Manchester by authority of
London Yearly Meeting, [t occupied tin

and ibe time was mostly employe d in the reading oi

essays prepared by different Friends. There were
so many el these that there appears not to have
been much opportunity lor a discussion of the
various poii t- advanced in them but a report was
adopted to be forwarded to the Yearly Meeting,
which we suppose will express the general senti-

ment of those present. The gathering was a large
one, about thirteen hundred Friends being in at-

tendance. London Yearly Meeting pos

large number ofeducated and intellectual members
—and many of the papers produced by these con-
tain much interesting matter. An editorial on the
conference in the London Friend, Bays: "To not a
few of our members some of the suggestions that
were marie will seem untenable, and some of the
outspoken criticisms may cause sadness and dis-

quiet."

Testimony was borne to " the real presence of
Christ in hi- Church and in the world," as being
still the message of Quakerism ; and other points
of practical importance were urged on the atten-
tion of those collected

; but some of the views ad-
vanced do not seem to us edifying, or likely to be
useful. We fear the effect of the whole conference
will be to strengthen the dependence of London
Friends on the intellect and to le-sen their practi-

cal dependence on the Spirit of Christ as the Lead-
er of his people, collectively and individually.

THE FRIEND.
TWKLFTII MONTH 21, 1805

It is no proof of narrow-mindedness or big-

otry in the Society of Friends, that it discour-

ages its members from joining in public worship
with other religious denominations. This dis-

couragement arises from the fact that we have
been convinced of certain doctrines and testi-

monies, a faithful adherence to which precludes
such a coalition. While we may esteem the

character id' godly persons of other persuasions,

and respect the zeal which they show in spread-

ing a knowledge of religious Truth, and in

endeavoring to bring people under its influence,

and wish them success in their efforts to do good,

Tat it is unquestionably our duty to be faithful
to the cot.-.-;,^

t i0U3 „f Truth, with which we have
been favored, a Friend who believes in the
free exercise of Gospel miir...*,^ cannot consist-
ently attend the services of those wv.. ore p^j
for preaching ; nor, if he holds the fundameWj
doctrine that Divine worship can only be per-

formed as ability is immediately received from

the Head of the Church, can he join in services

that are performed at stated times, or at the di-

rection of any man as a leader or commander,
and by a pre-arranged schedule, because, in so

doing, he sanctions the erroneous position of

those who think they can preach and pray when
they choose, trusting to their own intellectual

powers, and not depending on the fresh open-

ings of the Spirit.

Besides this general ground, there is the prob-

ability that those Friends who frequent such

meetings may gradually have their eyes blinded,

and fiually come to join more fully in things

which they once saw to be at variance with their

convictions of Truth, and thus their influence

may be lost as supporters of those principles of

which our early members were convinced by
the work of the Spirit on their hearts.

We have heard that some of our members,
influenced, perhaps, by a natural feeling of curi-
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,,-itv have lalterlv attended some meetings, the

promoters of which seek to arrest the attention

of the in ite degraded classes by the use oioiu-

jtrumeuts and other appliances which

-
! to be adapted to their tastes.

with (lie hope that they may be thus I. run-lit

into contact with iufluenc s which will tend to

them, and instruct them in I

principles. We do noi question the sincerity

and earnestness of these workers, nor du we

doubt that the Head of the Church lias used

. them a- instruments for good, but we

illy certain that their work is not the

designed for our members, and

that by joining with them we shall do no good

there, ami fail to do what we might as consist-

ent Frieuda

The Lord of all prepares his instruments for

what lie requires to be done in his cause, and

the laborers their respective places in

his great vineyard, and only confusion and loss

will follow the atti mpl to desert the posts which

Be has given n<. and choose for ourselves what

tie!. I of lab ir we shall occupy.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

CkitedSi ites On the 11th inst., the Secretary

Interior seal t> the Senate the draft of a bill

- mi of Indian Affairs to

prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks to Indians,

under pen ilt v of i'iO days' impri-onmenl ami a tine of
i

. |,iion j- made where au-

thority in writing is given by the War Department.

Allen G. Thurman died al his residence in Colum-

bus, < 'liT i, on ihe 13th inst. He celebrated his 82nd

birthday on Eleventh Month 13th, last. Governor
McKinley issued a proclamation, in whi:h he paid

tribute to the "sturdy integrity and exalted abilities"

of i lie deal ex-Senator.

\ Milwaukee despalth pays ih.it the chiefs and

head mm . f the < hieida Indians allege that the white

farmers whose farms lur.hr their reservation, have
stolen four miles of (heir lands, and the Interior De-

,
partuient at Washington has been asked to eject the

farmer- an I to re-tore the lands to ihe Indian-. It is

said there is ground f r the rum plaint "f the Indians.

Judge Denue, in .Newark. N. ./., last week charged

the '.rand Jury that the B aid ol I' lice ! mmissinn-

liad refine I t.i close the 8a lo n- on Firsl .1 ly,

indictable for wilful negligence and coi tinned 'viola-

lion of the law, and were not in a position lo give

legal opinions of law, that duty de

.
;:

;
4's, 1925, 121 a 121,; os,

,jall5A; coupon, Ilia lloj; currency s,

n. -Middling uplands, officially quoted at 8

13-16C. per p.aind. ... A
Feed!—Winter in bulk, and spring in sacks, ranged

Flouk.—Wi

UO >.;.-.

do., patent. |

.1.... straight,

do., favorite

S2 90; do., cl

S3.50; do.,
|

Quiet and we
BCCKWHEAl
for

35 a 82.50; do., extras,

I er, clear, $3.00 a $3.25;
. Western winter, clear,

lit £330 a 83.40; do.,

] |2.7c a 83.00;

1
at< til, I 1.40 a $3.60;

lity mills, extra. $2 60 a

S3.85.
' Eye Flour.—

'a. $2.65 a $2.70 perbbl.

a $1.40 per 100 pounds

up in a Su-

e the relief

en c illected

i.ooo will he

work in Turkey a- •

Pi B

the work. It is state

I that »< '-'

r manufactured in this country in
'•.I to -T.. 1 -:'..::-.'-.' pounds,

i rchnnts an I Business Men's Association of

against the li.plor

II ... I-.:. I,. I.. ,1, -

daring I: tiling for the BUppi
Icing C ngress to appoint a

< .Miiiii-iiin to inquire into the effects ol the traffic

isiness. The Usociath n will sen I

I* • deli
. u .! B iard of Trade Meet-

iug at Washington First Munth 1-th. lo pn
In f .re that body.

lie Burei f Statistics reports that
during Tenth Month the export- uf merchan

against
i

i Month, IS94. 1

1 -n .*- that the export ti

iuipr >\ ing deciiledly.

I li ithe r. |. irted in this city last
.hi. :\ I.-- than the previous week and

ur.-p aiding week of I
•-

'. 1 1 Of ihe
wh ile ii males ;

is

dud uf pa ion; 33 of heart
•

7 of inHammaiion ol the stomach and bow-
1 roup

; 13
d

1907, reg., Ilia

-No. 2 red wheat, 66| a 67c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 32j a .'12, c.

Nu. 2 white oats, 25 a 25Jc.

Beef Cattle— Extra, 5}c; good, 4} a 41c; me-

dium, of a 4c; common, 2| a 3-4c.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, Christmas, 4.1c; extra,

;;j a 4c.; g 1.
"•', a o.'.c: medium, 2j- a "c ;

common,

l| a 2Jc. Hogs.—Fairly active at .3} a 5|c.

FOREIGN—It is said that the representatives of the

Tower- have informed the Sultan that they do not

intend to make practical use of the firmans which he

has granted for the ad litional gu irdships.

" The Ea-tern question," writes the London corres-

pondent of the New York Tribune, "
is rapidly becom-

ing a holiday pantomime, with sudden transformation

scenes, burlesque effects, and plenty of cheap lime

light. The trembling Said enters the British Embassy

as a refugee escaping from the wiles of the Palace in-

trigues and the tyranny of a despotic master; but,

presl : change! and out he goes with a handsome
pension, after driving a good business bargain with

the Sultan. Weeks are wasted in a stupid discussion

of the trivial question of the admission of extra guard-

ships. Then, at the Czar's personal request, finnans

are issued and the vessels are let in. Never was there

a sillier travesty upon serious diplomacy, yet it is

heralded as an important victory for the moral forces

of Europe. The Sultan is in a stronger position for

having tesisted the will of six Powers in a matter of

no moment. Europe is weaker than before, because

by centreing its energies upon a small demand it has

confessed its inability to face the great questions which

confront it. In Asiatic Turkey, meanwhile, the blood

of thousands of Christians is like water poured upon

the -and-; it .ties out tor justice, reformation, peace

without dish ', and the Sultan grins and the Pow-
ers do nothing, although they have all the warships

and bayonets in Christendom behind il.cm, and al-

though there is now little .h.uOt that orders for the

massacres which l»ave nearly exterminated the Ar
menian- ; " many districts, were issued from the Pal

The Armenian Patriarch, of Constantinople, lun

informed the Italian Ambassador here that he esti

eless Armenians in the

part of Anatolia, at nearly

in $400.00, which enabled us to keep the schools ope

for the usual length of time, and to close them wilt
i

out embarrassment from debt. But we now find on:
j

selves at the beginning of a school term with less tha i

S7...H0 in our treasury, with last month's salary ft

teachers unprovided for, and with the year's accruin

expenses before us, which will amount to at leal

Si, .'oil no, or more if additional work be entered upoi

The schools have opened with their usual compleuieiJ

of si h lars, and at the usual lime. The one at Chri]

tianslimg has since been visited by our Chairman, whl

brings ns a favorable report of i'

That Friends have so long suppo ted the

speaks for it that it is good, and being su

to receive in reply thy substantial aid for the comil

season; failing to receive prompt assistance fro

Friend's, the Board will feel they may be oblige* J

sell their last investment of $1,000.00 and look toward

closing their labor at the end of the current schoj

vear. By order of the Executive Committee,
jRichard Wood, Chairman. ',

Executive Committee. — President, Dr. Hen'

Hartshorne; Treasurer, David G. Alsop, 409 Che
nut St., I'hila. : Marina hike C. Cope, Francis R. Co|

EHisloii P. .Morris, Ki.hard Wo id, Richard Cadbui

Edward II. Wistar, Win. H. Haines, Wm.H. Futre

Anna Woolman, Jane W. Bartlett, Hannah P. M«

ris, Mary A. Collins, Wm. T. Elkinton, Joseph Rhoat

Jr. "

Westtown Boarding School.— For eonvenien

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage w
j

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. j|

and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met wh'l

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ceo

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To read

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone

M

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.$

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next meetil

will be held at 140 N. Sixteenth St., Sixth-day evsl

ing, First Month 3rd, 1S96, at 8 P. M. Kindl«|
serve that this is one week 1 iter than the regular tit

Boarding.—Double rooms vacant at No. 3419 Haj

ilton Street, also room for table guests.

M. F. Pasciiall

mates the number of

valleys in ihe north
hah' a million.

A Germ in Antarctic expedition has been decided
upon and 950, marks allotted to it. It will con-
-:-' ol ! i vessels, and will last three years.

1 I " vernmcnt has a-ked for an additional
''" di "i 1,000, lire for the expenses of the war in
Africa.

In the Norwegian town of Haiigesnnd, which has a
population of 6200, not a drop of spirituous liquor has
been sold for li9 years. Many of the inhabitants have

Winston I. <bun hill, son of the late Lord Randolph
i bun hi, I. -ail.d tor England on the 14th inst. lie
has been in t'uiia for several weeks. He enjoyed spe-
cial opportunities for viewing the situation there, and
he thinks the Spaniards have a most difficult task be-
fore them, and that unless the revolution was crushed
before the Bpring the Cubans would triumph.

NOTICES.
Philadelphia, Twelfth Mo. 3rd, 1895.

''"" '•"'-'"'• Permit us to ask thy kind assistance
"' "'j'Oita ir work among the colored people of the
> "ilb, in the manner in which we weie requested to
do by ihe strongly expres-ed sentiment of the annual
meeting of tl„. K ,- i .-,,. i

,

' 1 ,v,, linen's A-,, iation, held
during h.si Yearly Meeting at Twelfth Street Meetine
1

1

°

An appeal issue I soon after that meeting, brought

Quotation Plucks—This holiday gift has a prtn

quotation with the date for every day of 1896. Itfl

four by live inches, with a pretty cover. The SHJl
th .11- are from the best author-, and are designed

|

meet a wide range of tastes and moods. The monfl
have the numbers, not the names. Price 25 ceofl

five for $1.00.
Rachel G. Steer. Tacoma, Ohio 11

To be had at Friends' Book Store, 304 Arch Stril
Philadelphia. __^B
M w:kii:i>. at Friend-' Meeting-hou-e, Middletoi

Dehiware Co., Penna., on the seventh of the Eleve'H
Month. 1*95, Joseph T. Whitsos, son of Thomas , <

and Pbebe P. Whitson. to Jane Thorp, danghteiF
|

James and Jane Y. Thorp.

Died, Tenth Month 2:ird, at their residence, n?

Flushing, Ohio, Elvira P. Bailey, wife of JosoJ
Bailey, in the sixty third year of her age; a memf

'

and Elder of Flushing Monthly Meeting. Her i

ferings were at times severe, yet she was preserver^
patience, and when the time for release came,
passed quietly away, and we have the consoling tlj

that He whose compassion faileth not, hath in I

gathered her to rest.

, Seventh Month 7th, 1S95, at the reside

his son in-law, Wm. II. Worthington, near Coal <

Iowa, after several years of declining health, JcH
Wood, formerly of Chesterfield, Ohio in the eiglki

fourth year of his age. A member of Coal CrB
Monthly and Particular Meeting of Friends.
some months previous to his death his sufferings

came very great, and he often desired he should

released, but expressed to his daughters, ''It I

not be in my way and time, but in the Master's,

will, not mine, be done. I can trust all to Him."
children and friends have a well grounded hope I

his end was peace.

, Ninth Month 14th, 1895, Martha Raj
wife of Manuel Rash and daughter of Andn
Sarah II. Wooton, near Wakita, Oklahoma TerriU

She leaves a husband and eight children to

her loss. She was in her thirty-eighth year; wi

firm believer in the doctrines antl principles of Friei

While many of her age were carried away by al

teaching in the Society, 9he stood firm to the end.
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THE DIVINE POWER IN MAN.

The experience of the servants of the Lord
cifirnis the testimony of the prophet Joe), " I

Ul pour out my spirit upon all flesh ; and your

s«s and your daughters shall prophecy, your

ol men shall dream dreams, and your young
nn shall see visions." The Apostle Peter de-

cked that the wonderful pouring forth of the

Grit, which was witnessed at Jerusalem on the

dy of Pentecost, was in fulfilment of this pro-

pecy ; but it was by no means limited to that

rnarkable event ; but from that day to this,

e,T generation has partaken of the blessing

pidicted by Joel, and has been favored with

ti; precious visitations of the Spirit of God, re-

piviug for evil and pointing out to the obedi-

e, mind, the way in which we should walk to

oi.ain the Divine favor. These visitations are

n part of our natural faculties, but come di-

r tly from the source of every good and per-

frt gift. It was through their enlightening

p.ver that the prophets of old were enabled to

ftetell future events and to perform wonderful
H-acles. L'nder the same Divine influence,

Per and John were enabled to heal the im-

p-feet man— not by auy power or holiness of
tlir own. For, when they were examined by
tl rulers of the people. Peter, filled with the

Ely Ghost, declared, "Be it known unto you
a and to all the people of Israel, that by the

nne of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye
c cified, whom God raised from the dead, even
b Him doth this man stand here before you
w'ole."

,t seems to us a mistaken notion to suppose
tit everything miraculous has been withdrawn
ftm the Church ; for so numerous are the cases

iLvhich the Lord's servants are preserved from
tleatened dangers, which their own wisdom
did not have avoided; or led in paths that
tly have not seen, to the accomplishment of the
Ivine purposes ; or experience their petitions to

tl Almighty graciously answered ; that there
a probably few if any persons of relisious ex-

pience who have not known such in their own
lis. We regard these favors as among the
enmon mercies of the Lord, restricted to no
domination of people, but bestowed more
aiindantly on those who are most fervent

spirit. Among the early members of our So-

ciety were many who lived in close communion
with their Creator, and the records of their

lives contain many remarkable incidents. In

the Journal of George Fox he mentions attend-

ing a meeting at Worminghurst in Sussex, Eng.,

when James Claypole of London, was suddenly

taken very ill with a violent fit of stone. " When
I heard it," says G. Fox, " I was much exercised

in spirit for him, and after I had spoken a few

words to him, to turn his mind inward, I was
moved to lay my hand upon him, and prayed

the Lord to rebuke his infirmity. As I laid my
hand on him, the Lord's power went through

him, and by faith in that power he had speedy

ease, so that he quickly fell into a sleep. The
next day he was so well, that he rode five ami

twenty miles with me in a coach, though he used

formerly (as he said) to be sometimes two weeks,

sometimes a month with one of these fits of the

stone. But the Lord was entreated for him, and

by his power soon gave him ease at this time;

blessed and praised be his holy name there-

fore."

In the year 1652 when G. Fox was at Ul-

verstone, he was taken out of the town, at the

instigation of a persecuting justice; and when
the officers in charge had come to the common,
they "gave me some blows over my back with

their willow rods, and thrust me among the rude

multitude, who, having furnished themselves

with stones, hedge-stakes, holm or holly bushes,

fell upon me, and beat me on my head, arms

and shoulders, till they had deprived meof sense;

so that I fell down upon the wet common. When
I recovered again, and saw myself lying in a

watery common, and the people standing about

me, I lay still a little while, and the power of the

Lord sprang through me, and the eternal refresh-

ings revived me; so that I stood up again in the

strengthening power of the eternal God, and
stretching out my arms amongst them, I said,

with a loud voice, 'Strike again, here are my
arms, my head, and my cheeks.' There was in

the company a mason, a professor [of religion],

but a rude fellow, who with his walking rule-

staff gave me a blow with all his might just

over the back of my hand, as it was stretched

out; with which blow my hand was so bruised,

and my arm so benumbed, that I could not

draw it to me again; so that some of the people

cried, ' He hath spoiled his hand for ever hav-

ing the use of it any more.' But I looked at it

in the love of God (for I was in the love of God
to all that persecuted me) and after a while the

Lord's power sprang through me again, and
through my hand and arm, so that in a moment

L recovered strength in my hand and arm in the

sight of them all."

George Fox says, in 1653 he was at a meet-

ing where Richard Myer was, who had been

long lame of one of his arms. " I was moved
of the Lord to say unto him amongst all the

people, 'Stand up upon thy legs,' for he was

sitting down ; and he stood up, and stretched

out his arm that had been lame a long time and

said, ' Be it known unto you, all people, that

this day I am healed ? He soon after came (o

Swarthmore Meeting, and then declared how
the Lord bad healed him."

In 1675, as he was travelling north to Swarth-
more from J.iondou, at Cassel "a woman brought
her daughter for me to see how well she was;
putting me in mind, that when I was there

before, .-he had brought her to me much trou-

bled with the king's evil [scrofula], and had
then desired me to pray for her. Which I did,

and she mended upon it. Praised be the Lord."

In 1649, he says, "At Mansfield Woodliouse
there was a distracted woman under a doctor's

hand. He was about to let her blood, -In- being

first bound, and many people about her, holding

her by violence; but he could get no Wood from

her. I desired them to unbind her and let her

alone. So they did unbind her, and I was
moved to speak to her and in the name of the

Lord to bid her be quiet and still ; and she

was so. The Lord's power settled her mind and
she mended." He adds :

" Many great and won-

derful things were wrought by the heavenly

power in those days; for the Lord made bare

bis omnipotent arm, and manifested his power
to the astonishment of many; by the healing

virtue whereof many have been delivered from

great infirmities, and the devils were made subject

through his name; of which particular instances

might be given beyond what this unbelieving

age is able to receive or bear. Let the honor

and praise of all his works be ascribed to the

Lord alone."

At Twycross in Leicestershire there was a

great man that had long lain sick and was given

over by the physicians. Some friends in the

town desired me to visit him. I went up to

him in his chamber, and spoke the word of life

to him, and was moved to pray by him ; and
the Lord was entreated and restored him to

health.

At Baldock, in Hertfordshire, he found a

woman who was very ill, and was moved of

the Lord to speak to her, and He raised her up

again, to the astonishment of the town and

country.

When in America on a religious visit in

1672, George Fox was at a meeting in Mary-
land, he says: "After the meeting a woman
came to me whose husband was one of the

Judges of that county and a member of the

Assembly there. She told me her husband was

sick, not likely to live, and desired me to

go home with her to see him. It was three

miles to her house, and I being just come now
out of the meeting, it was hard for me then to

go
;
yet considering the service, I got an horse,

went with her, visited her husband, and spoke

what the Lord gave me to him. The man was

much refreshed, and finely raised up by the

power of the Lord ; and afterwards came to our

meetings."

The expression already quoted from G. Fox,

that " The Lord's power sprang through me,"

by which he was physically revived, is similar

to the language of Thomas Story, who had been

from home on a journey in the cause of Christ,
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and bad taken cold so that he was hoarse; so

that he Bays: '"I spoke with difficulty when I

went into the house ;
yet through averysen-

rati mofthe Divine truth ami the heal-

in.' virtue thereof, under which I sat in

it half an hour, I was perfectly healed;

by which I was forever confirmed in the belief

of the miracles of Christ recorded in the Holy

Scripture." ^ J- W.

For " The Friend."

Deborah Howell.

I felt something of regret, when I learned in

last w.ck's issue of The Friend, that the very

interesting .Journal ot' Deborah Howell, which

had appeared continuously therein for some

weeks past, hail terminated. I have a very

pleasing recollection of this Friend, whom I

knew in my boyhood days. She was one of

. imen, who, although .-he did not strive

to please, yet was naturally agreeable. She
was frequi ntly in our neighborhood visiting her

relative. Mary Swett, an esteemed minister of

our Society. Although but a small boy I could

not but be sensible Oi her attractions, and of the

many good qualities that endeared her to her

numerous friends. Benevolent in an uncom-
mon degree, she sought the abodes of misery

ami want in order to relieve suffering. In fact,

her whole life was employed, I may say, in do-

I to others; and. in the city where she

dwelt, she might be ?een in the most inclement

weather, carry ini: supplies of food and clothing to

tin: destitute. On her own person she expended
but little and denied herself of every superfluity,

in order that she might have more to make
others comfortable. Unselfish in character, she

found enjoyment in relieving distress, and to

BUch purpose she seemed devoted. A Dorcas,
indeed, "full of good works and alms deeds
which she did." A pious woman. I was par-

ticularly impressed with an expression in her

Journal, to the effect that she considered con-
i at the cl-.se of our meetings injurious,

a> it diverted the mind from serious impressions.

[| may be truly said of her, " many daughters
have done virtuously, but thou exoelleth them
all." May the example of her life and labors
in a good cause, induce others to follow in her

R.

One of the greatest civilizers of the world is

something we hardly think of, either as a civi-

lizer or a- wealth—the common country road.

iple ever think how much roads cost us.

They represent the surplus labors of centuries.
They make possible the transfer of the abund-
ance of one region to supplement the want of
another. And yel the modern road, crossing
the country in ail directions, traversable by car-
riages and cart-, as well a.- beasts, doe
back to the tim.- of goo i Queen Bess, indeed,
in her reign, thousands might starve, and did
starve in one county, while abundance filled

the granaries of the other-. Think of men,
women and children starving from mere lack
of that form of wealth which we call road.-, in

tic days when Drake and the greal captains

I i Spanish
galleon- an.

I Spanish -old. and when the mili-
tary might of England hurled back the Spanish
Armada and all the power of the greatest nation
then on the hr,- of the globe. In the very heart
of London, in the street named King
after the king himself, the only way one of the
Edwards could gel to l,,. Parliament, was to
till with greal bundles oi fagots tin- hole, in the

George Whitehead's Labor for the Relief of

the Persecuted.

In the memoirs of his life, George Whitehead

frequently speaks of the labors which he under-

went for the relief of his suffering friends. Be-

ing a man of good ability, quick of perception,

and undaunted spirit, lie had more influence

with men in authority than many others; and

he was fr< ely given up to spend his time in plead-

ing with such for those who were imprisoned or

abused, on account of their religious principles.

He says: " In the year 1670, in the Eighth

Month, having been in the country, and return-

ing to London, I was taken with a great pain

iu my head,whereupon I grew sick, which turned

to an ague and fever. I became very weak in

body, so that for some weeks there appeared lit-

tle "hope of recovery ; this sickness continued,

and I remained in much weakness about sis

mouths, until the beginning of the Second Month
1671, and partly the beginning of that summer,

and then it pleased the Lord, gradually to re-

store me to health and strength.

"In that sickness, when most weak in body,

being well prepared and freely resigned in the

will of the Lord to die, that I might ever be

with Him, I had an opening or apprehension,

that when I died my soul should be received

into the bosom of my heavenly Father.
" While I was in great weakness of body, I was

divers times told of the great and cruel suffer-

ings of our friends in Southwark, for meeting

together at their usual meeting place at Hors-

leydown ; how barbarously and cruelly they

were used, and grossly abused by soldiers and
armed men, both horse and foot, being not only

kept out of their meeting-house in the street, but

both men and women were violently pushed with

muskets and other weapons—beaten, bruised,

hurt and wounded, and much blood shed by the

blows and wounds from those inhuman perse-

cutors and brutish persons. The accounts of
these and such barbarities against the innocent,

did very sorrowfully affect me ; and I deeply
sympathized in spirit with the innocent suffer-

ers, earnestly praying to Almighty God for them
that He would preserve and deliver them, and
rebuke that persecuting spirit by which they
suffered ; earnest prayers with tears being then
the church's very great concern, which the Lord
our God, in his own time, graciously heard and
answered, blessed be his name."
The Meeting-house at Horsleydown was pulled

down by order of the King and council, because
Friends persisted in holding their religious meet-
ings in it. G. Whitehead says: "Our inno-
cent friends, as obliged in conscience toward
Almighty God, resolved to keep their solemn
meetings in his dread and fear; not being terri-

fied therefrom by the rage and violence of their
persecutors, but constantly resorted to their said
meeting-house on First-days, while it was stand-
in- After it was pulled down, they removed
the rubbish, that they might meet on the ground
wh.ie their own house stood, which they did
until by force haled out, and barbarously used
by the soldiers.

_

"<>u the 25th of the Seventh Month, 1670,
Friends being peaceably assembled at their
usual meeting place aforesaid, there came some
musketeers, and haled them forth into the street,
win-re the troopers came and rode in among
them, in a violent, furious manner, beating and
abusing both men and women, punching "them
ni the face and bodies, with their carbines. Soon
after the foot soldiers came ami fell upon them
also, and beat both men and wo n in a cruel

and outrageous maimer—punching them on tjl

feet with the butt-ends of their muskets, till thi f|

broke some of them, and running the muzzle *
|

their muskets violently against the bodies 1
many. Then a party of horse came desperatit

and strove to ride over them; but the horj'

being more merciful, or naturally more gen>

than the riders, would not go forward to tretl

the people under foot; then the riders turni>;

them, curbed and reined them to do mischief
" The number of those that were wounded ai

sorely bruised this day, was above twenty pi-,

sons.

"On the second day of the Eighth Mouth, tl-

being kept out of their meeting place aforesa,

there came a party of foot and a party of hoi
^

and laid on Friends in a violent and cruel mi'. I

ner, knocking them with their muskets afl

pikes, and the horsemen with their carbirl

until the blood lay in the streets; and so tlj

continued for some time, until they broke sa
eral pikes and muskets, and one carbine ; afl

several were so beaten and bruised that thfl

lives were in danger. They that were wouncfl

and sorely bruised this day were above tbifl

persons
"

Similar barbarities were practised at the me'.

ings held ou the ninth and sixteenth of Eigl,

Month ; and in reference to them G. W. saM
"I was the more willing to insert the foregoi"

relation in this place, because I was very deem
and sorrowfully affected by the frequent accou M
which came to me of those barbarous and cr 1

1

persecutions, iu the time of my long sieknfl

and great weakness of body. The Lord I
God having restored me to health, enabled fl

again to labor and travel in his service, in ifl

Gospel of his dear Son Christ Jesus, and alsofl

suffer with his people, and to attend and sol: I;

the king and government for their relief. 18
hand of the Lord and his counsel were offl

with me, to help, encourage and strengthen ifl

heart in these services which many times H i

good effects, the Lord's power going before all

making way in the hearts of both king afl

council.
" There was but little respite from persecut fl

in twelve years time, from the year 1660 uiK
167'2, iu which was the last war at sea betwtjl

the English and Dutch. One judgment alt

calamity followed another
;
plague, fire and vri

unto great depopulation and devastation, s\u'A

ing God's heavy displeasure against persecut

)

and cruelty, and that spirit which had beenii

highly at work against innocent, conseientid

and honest people, some whereof the Lord fl

livered by death
; yet many persecutors were'fl

hardened, that they repented not of their cru'jl

ties, and we have observed in our times, hfj
suddenly the Lord swept away many of till

sort.

" Howbeit, by this time, A. D. 1671-2, the kil
seemed to bethink himself, to take other mefl
ures than to continue persecution to destroy fl

own subjects, not knowing what issue the Du i

war against him might come to ; insomuch tit

he published a declaration of indulgence to (tl

senters, to suspend the execution of penal Is pi

in matters ecclesiastical."
" Soon after the declaration of indulgences'

published in print, as I was solitarily upon \i

road, returning toward London, out of the cotjfl

try, a very weighty and tend' r concern fell Uf I
I

my spirit, with respect to our dear Friends tl'

in prisons, being above four hundred in all

about England and Wales, many of whom hi
been long straitly confined, under divers profl]

cutions, sentences and judgments, as to impi*
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iruents, fines, forfeitures and banishments, for

.eetiug, for not conforming, for not swearing
legiauce, and divers under sentence of pre-

iunire, some having endured ten or eleven

:ars imprisonment, besides those who suffered

jig for non-payment of tithes.

>" Whereupon I was moved to write a few lines

; the king, requesting their liberty, which I

itimated to our honest and loving friend,

'aomas Moore, who was often willing to move
ie king in behalf of our suffering Friends for

leir liberty, the king having some respect for

]m ; for he had an interest with the king and
ine of his council, more tnan many others,

id I desired him to present my few lines to

tfi
king, which he carefully did, and a few

cys after, both he and myself had access into

t3 king's presence, and renewed our request

\iich I had made to him in my letter before;

v.ereupou the king granted us liberty to be

>.ird on Friday, as he said, before the council,

bng the next council-day in the same week.
'And then Thomas Moore, myself and our

f.jnd, Thomas Green, attended at the council

Ciuiber at Whitehall, and were all admitted
bore the king and a full council, and being
c.led to go up before the king, who was at the

uper end of the council-board, I had a fair

o
;

Dortuuity to open the case of our suffering

fiends as a conscientious people, chieflv to

el'\v the reason of our not swearing allegiance

tithe king; that it was not in any contempt,
o disrespect, either to the king's person or gov-
eunent.but singly as it is a matter of conscience
teas, not to swear at all, in any case, and that

insincere obedience to Christ's command and
Gspel ministry. When I had opened and more
fily pleaded our suffering Friends' case, the
kg gave this answer, viz : I will pardon them."
Pursuant to the king's promise an order was

gen to the attorney general to draw up a

Pi'don.

After we had taken out the foregoing order
ail warrant, our friend Thomas Moore and
Iirried and delivered the same to the king's
ahrney general, Sir Heneage Finch. Thomas
ajin scrupling the word pardon to him, as he
hd before to the king, etc. He took up Thom-
a-somewhat short, telling him, ' Mr. Moore,
ifou will not accept of his majesty's pardon,
I 'ill tell him you will not accept thereof.'

Tsn to pacify him I told him that it was not
oi business to question, but accept what the
k:g had granted for the relief of our suffering
fruds, that they might be released and dis-

clrged from their imprisonments and suffer-
in;, etc. Whereupon he seemed satisfied."

The attorney general ordered his principal
cl'k, Nicolls, to draw up the said bill,

fountain the king's letters patent, for a full

diharge and release of our suffering friends,
fru their imprisonments, sentence of banish-
mit, fines, forfeitures, premunire, etc., which,
wn he had done, I got Ellis Hookes, our
w.,er, to draw out four or five fair copies there-
of ir expedition, to be passed and entered and
reain upon record in the several offices, which
thsarae was to pass through, as the Privy Seal,
th Signet, the Patent, and Hannaper offices,
et

^.nd understanding that because of the num-
w of names in the patent, great fees would be
reiired in most of those offices, except the lord
«)er's, who had promised to remit his fee,
at that he would ask none of us, which was a
kiiness; for there being above four hundred
nsies of the sufferers in one and the same in-
atimenl to be discharged, we understood they

would demand a great fee for each p :rson, and,
as we heard.it would cost a single person twenty
or thirty pounds charge in fees to get a patent
or pardon through all those offices, to pass under
the great seal of England, that we were con-
strained to make further application to the king,
to remit or abate the great fees. Whereupon
the king gave order, according to our request,
as followeth :

"His majesty is pleased to command, that it

be signified as his pleasure to the respective
offices and sealers, where the pardon to the
Quakers is to pass, that the pardon, though com-
prehending a great number of persons, do vet
pass as one pardon, and pay but as one.

Arlington.
At the court at Whitehall,

13th of Sept. 1072.

" But though we had this warrant from the
king, yet we had trouble from s >me of the cov-
etous clerks, who strove bard to exact upon us.

" When the instrument for the discharge of
the prisoners was granted to our friends, there
being other dissenters besides Q lakers in some
prisons, as Baptists, Presbyterians and Inde-
pendents

; some of their solicitors, especially one
William Carter, seeing what way we had made
with the king for our friends' release, desired
theirfriends in prison might be discharged with
ours, and have their names in the same instru-
ment, and earnestly requested my advice or as-

sistance, which I was very willing to give, in

compassion to them. Accordingly, I advised
them to petition the king, with the names of the
prisoners in it, for his warrant, to have them
inserted in the same patent with the Quakers,
which they petitioned for, and obtained."

(To be concluded.)

An Old Man's Advice.— "I can mind
once," says an old man, " when I was a little

boy, helping mother to store away apples, I put
my arm around ever so many of them, and tried

to bring them all. I managed for a step or two.
Then out fell one, and another, and two or three
more, till they were rolling all over the floor.

Mother laughed.
" ' Now, Daniel,' she said, ' Pm going to teach

you a lesson.'

" So she put my little hands tight round one
apple.

"
' There,' she said, ' bring that, and then

fetch another.'
" I've often thought about it when I've seen

folks who might be doing ever so much good if

they didn't try to do too much at once. Don't
go trying to put your arms round a year!
And don't you go troubling about next week.
Wake up in the morning and think like this:

" ' Here's another day come. Whatever I

do and whatever I don't do, Lord, help me to

do this: help me to live it to Thee!'
" If you take an old man's advice, friends, vou

will be sure to be happy at all times."— Selected.

An Old Cavalryman.—An old cavalryman
says that a horse will never step on a man inten-

tionally. It is a standing order with cavalry
that should a man become dismounted he must
lie down and be perfectly still. If he does so,

the entire company will pass over him and he
will not be injured. A horse notices where he
is going and is on the lookout for a firm foun-

dation to put his foot on. It is an instinct with

him, therefore, to step over a prostrate man.
The injuries caused by a runaway horse are

nearly always inflicted by the animal knocking
down, and not by his stepping on them.

Indian Eloquence.

REPLY BY A PENNSYLVANIA INDIAN TO A
BWEDISH MISSIONARY.

In iIm- year 1710 a treaty was held at I ' mes-

toga, in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, with

the [ndians. After tin- business for which the

treaty was called, a missionary from Sweden in

attendance, addressed the Indians on religious

subjects, setting forth tin- doctrines of the Luth-
eran church and soliciting the Indians to unite

themselves with it. To this proposition, an In-

dian made a reply, substantially, as given below.
Notes of his own discourse and of the reply

were preserved by the missionary, and on his

return to Sweden presented to the University
of Upsal with a request for a rejoinder to the

arguments of the Indian, which does not appear
to have been done. The missionary's manu-
scripts were in Latin; of the Indian's reply

(whose name is not given) the English transla-

tion was as follows

:

"Since the object of the missionary's errand
is to persuade us to embrace a new doctrine,

perhaps it may not be amiss, before we offer

him the reasons why we cannot comply with

his request, to acquaint him with the grounds
and principles of that religion he would have
us to abandon.
"Our forefathers were under a strong per-

suasion, as we are, that those who act well in

this life, shall be rewarded in the next, accord-
ing to their degree of virtue; and on the other
hand, that those who behave wickedly here will

undergo such punishment hereafter as are pro-

portionate to the crimes they are guilty of.

This has been constantly and invariably re-

ceived and acknowledge 1 for the truth through
every successive generation of our ancestors. It

could not have taken its rise from fables, for

human fiction, however artfully or plausibly

contrived, can never gain credit long among
any people where free inquiry is allowed ; which
was never denied by our ancestors ; who on the

contrary thought it the sacred inviolable natural

right of every person to examine and judge for

himself; therefore we think it is evident that

our notion concerning future rewards and pun-
ishments was either revealed immediately from
Heaven to some of our forefathers, and from
them descended to us ; or, that it was implanted
in each of us at our creation, by the Creator of

all things. Whatever method it might have
been whereby God has been pleased to make
known to us his will and given us a knowledge
of our duty, it is still, in our sense, a Divine
revelation.

"Now we are desirous of proposing to him [the

missionary] a few questions. Does he believe our

forefathers, men eminent for their piety, con-

stant and warm in the pursuit of virtue, hoping
thereby to merit everlasting happiness, were all

daruued ? Does he think that we, who are their

zealous imitators in good works and influenced

by the same motives as they were, earnestly en-

deavoring with the greatest circumspection to

tread in the paths of integrity, are in a state of

damnation ? If these be his sentiments, they are

surely as impious, as they are bold and daring.
" In the next place, we beg he would explain

himself more particularly concerning the reve-

lation he talks of. If he admits no other than
what is contained in his written book, the con-

trary is evident from what has been shown
before: but if he says God has revealed himself

to us, but not sufficiently for our salvation, then

we ask, to what purpose should he reveal him-

self in anvwise? It is clear that a revelation

insufficient to save cannot put us in a better
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condition than we should have been without

any revelation at all. We cannot c :eive

that God should point out to us the end we

ought to aim at without i oing to us the way

to arrive at that end. Bui supposing our un-

I'.ir illuminated as to

know it is our duty to please God, who yet hath

left us under an incapacity of doing it. will this

iry conclude, therefore, that we shall be

eternally damned ? Will he take it upon him

to pronounce damnation upon us fur not doing

ings, which he himself acknowledges

; ible to be done by u*'! It is our

opinion that every man is possessed of sufficient

knowledge for bis salvation. The Almighty,

fur anything we know, may have communi-

cated ill'- knowledge of himself to a different

people in a different manner. Some say

they have the will of God in writing, lie it so;

their revelation has no advantage above ours,

since both are equally sufficient to save, other-

wise the end of revelation would lie frustrated:

besides, if they are both true, they nni^t lie the

same in substance and the difference can only

lie in the mode of communication. He tells us

there are many precepts in his written revela-

tion which we are entirely ignorant of; hut

their written commands cm only be designed

for those who have those writings; they cannot

possibly regard us. Had the Almighty thought

.- , much knowledge necessary to our salvation,

Iness would not have deferred the com-

munication of it to us; and that, in a matter

ssary and [lo say] he could not at the

-nine lime equally reveal himself to all man-
kind, is nothing less than an absolute denial

of hi> omnipotence; without doubt he can make
his will manifest without the help of any book
or the ii— istanoe of r.iiy bookish man whatever.

" We -hall iii the next place consider the ar-

guments which ari.-e fnuu reflection of Provi-

dence: if we are ihe work of God (which I pre-

sume will not he denied,
I

it follows from thence
\se are under the care and protection of God

;

for it cannot he supposed the Deity would
abandon his own creation and be utterly re-

-.mlle-s of their welfare; then to say that the

Almighty has permitted us to remain in a fatal

error, is to represent Him as a tyrant. How
i- it consistent with his justice to force life upon
a i- of mortal- without their consent? and
then damn them eti roally, without opening to

them a door of salvation ? Our conception of
the Gracious God is much more noble, and we
think those who teach otherwise do little less

than blaspheme. Again, it is through the care
and goodness of il„. Almighty, that from the

beginning of time, through many generations,
to this day, our name has been preserved un-

knotted by our enemies, unreduced to nothing.

By the -aim- cure we enjoy our lives, and are
furnished with the necessary means to preserve
those lives; but all these things are trilling

compared with our salvation.

Th. ret',. re, as God ha- been s„ careful of us
in matters of little , sequence it would be
absurd to affirm that He has neglected us in

the greatest importance Admit that
lie ha- forsaken us, yet ii would not, hi

without a just cause. I.et us suppo-e a heinous
crime was committed by one of our ancestors
like to thai which we are told happened among
another race ,,l people, in BUch case <;,,d would
certainly punish the criminals, but would never
involve u- who are innocent in their guilt.

Those who think otherwise musl make the Al-
mighty a very whimsical ill natured being.

Once more, are the Christians more virtuous

or rather are they not more vicious than we

are; if so how comes it to pass that they are the

objects of (iod's beneficence while we are ne-

glected? Does the Deity confer his favors

without reason and with so much partiality?

In a word we find the Christians much more

depraved in their morals than ourselves and we

judire of the doctrines by the badness of their

•FOR ALL WE BLESS THEE. MOST FOR
THE SEVERE."

Ah ! who can in the hour of keenest anguish

Look up to Heaven repeating these calm words;

When sore distressed, in hitter grief we languish,

And every feeling of the soul is stirred ?

When deep, mysterious, heart crushing dispensations,

Are meted out in sorrow's bitter cup
;

So dumb we lie, so silent in " the furnace,"

Feeling no human aid cm raise us up.

The words are full, they mean the deepest proving,

When Faith triumphant rises far above,
•' The mind, the soul, the strength," are all demanded,

A sacred iiihute to the God we love.

It should he thus, hut lest we he not truthful,

Lest lips should utter words we cannot feel

;

'Tis best to silenl lie— beneath the shadow,

And wait till God his purpose doth reveal.

ids in its sadness,

ar us come

;

,rds of "triumph,"

Not vet !-the shrinking h

As these who seek to coi

In tender tones, thev ureal]

While in affliction's shade the soul sits dumb.

Patience, dear Father! with these hearts of ours,

These human hearts that droop beneath the chill.

Patience, dear Lord ! thy child stands blind and strick-

Longing feel submission to thv will.

Reach forth thy hand, and bear above the billows,

These feeble' storm tossed barques on life's rough

With eyes uplifted, we shall know them drifiing:

Thy helpless children, nearer unto Thee.

'Till in Thine arms we rest, our faith grown stronger,

Through sweet submission and Love's holy fear,

We how our heads aed murmur softly, Father—
" Fur all we bless Thee, most for the severe."

SAND CASTLES.
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|ld Charles that he must punish him, and so

|nt him to the guard-house, taking him from

ere, set him to clean the dirt from around the

nte and carrying it off a quarter of a mile,

ittiiiLr a man to guard him. The colonel, a

fferent man from the captain, threatened C.

ith very severe punishment if he persisted to

incline military duty, asking him " if he had

ad of the Inquisition," and on C's answering

jm in the affirmative, he told him he then

fight judge of the punishment which awaited

m, etc. Thus ended one of his letters, ex pect-

{g no other than that torture would be inflicted

i him the ensuing morning. The next morn-

jg came. E. H. and C. being together, they

ought them guns and accoutrements, but they

Mined to touch them, and notwithstanding

t'e colonel had told the captain to punish them

jl day, no punishment was inflicted, excepting

te cleaning up of the dirt and bringing fuel,

'lis day passed, the guns were taken by some

the people and put under their beds, for they

\>re permitted to occupy one tent. Choice is

<ven, in such cases, of companions, two lodg-

ig in one tent, their beds being sticks and

hves heaped up about eighteen inches, one

lanket thrown over that, and the other wrap-

j'd around them, they lie down to rest. On
lis night it rained very heavily, the water ran

i under their lied and wet the guns, and as C.

spposed must have partly filled them, but they

tuched them not, and supposed they should be

tken in hand for neglecting them, but the day

Jissed, no other punishment was inflicted, the

jns were removed, probably to be cleaned,

ight came, and nothing was said. They were

»ne, having been away after fuel, etc. The
wnpany was out on 'picket duty' when they

iturned, and C's account closes at this point.
Then choice was given them of tent compan-

ies, they both felt like leaving the subject to

Jim who had hitherto sustained them and car-

i'd them through thus far, and felt glad they

Id done so. C's remarks on this subject were

iry appropriate, as well as on the subject

fnerally. He was still expecting that punish-

nnt of a severe character would be resorted

t but he was borne up with an entire reliance

( Him who had thus far cared for and sup-

irted them, that He would continue to care

i
-
, sustain and strengthen them through all

Mich they might have to suffer, as their de-

pidence was upon Him alone whom they de-

fed to serve. This was up to last Second-

ly night.
" In the early part of the war, C. was living

iNew Bedford. He there joined what is called

'ie home guards,' and has since told me that

l put out his hand to take the pen to sign his

lme as a volunteer, but drew it back again
;

iiout which lime his health became delicate.

h married out of Society, and came to Nan-
tcket with his wife. In a few months she died,

sice which there has been a gradual, steady

(ange in the young man, not only on the sub-

y.t of war, but otherwise. He was always
fcady, but now he is serious, retiring and dig-

ged in his deportment. I do hope he will be

Ithful and hold fast his integrity.

"Peleg Mitchell."

as they are from the Aryan or Semitic, Buch as

" succotash,'' from tin- Massachusetts, originally

meaning corn "boiled whole"; "mugwump,"
from " muquomp," Massachusetts, tor "great

man," literally, " a puffed up man ;" " hominy"
and "copal," from Aztec; "chocolate," from

the same language; " caucus," from Powhattan,

the original word being " caucauasu," one who
encourages or incites; " woodchuck," " terra-

pin," " toboggan," from Abuaki: "pemmican,"
from Cree ;

" pone" is from Powhattan, a "pone"

meaning "it is baked."

—

Christian Advocate.

A correspondent in one of the daily papers

lints out the great number of names derived
Inn the Indians, that are in common use in the

liglish language. Within the limits of the

liited States alone there are represented fifty-

edit distiuct stocks or families of Indian lan-

£ ages which are as different from one another

Conversion of an Indian by Kindness.

In the year 17S2, in a severe conflict between

a party of seven Indians and eight whites, one

of the latter killed a large Wyandot chief. The
white man's name was Adam Poe. Soon after

peace being made with the Indians, Poe, with

true pioneer feeling, crossed the Ohio River,

and built a cabin in what is now Columbiana
County, Ohio, and moved to it. But with the

peace, the relatives of the big Indian did not

lay aside the desire of revenge for his loss, and

they formed a plan to destroy Adam Poe, and
accordingly sent a young chief, Kohn-yen-ness,

to assassinate him. He went to Poe's house,

who, having no suspicion, treated him with

kindness, giving him the best entertainment the

house afforded. When the time for retirement

came, a pallet of skins was made for the guest

to sleep upon, and Poe and his wife occupied a

bed in the same room. Rohnyenness, in after-

wards reporting it, said they soon fell asleep.

As there was no others about the house, except

small children, it afforded opportunity for him

to effect his purpose and escape. But the kind-

ness they both had shown him worked in his

mind. He asked himself how he could get up
and kill even an enemy who had shown him so

much kindness, treated him as a brother. The
more he thought, the worse it appeared. But,

on the other hand, he had been sent by his na-

tion to avenge the death of two of its warriors,

and would not their ghosts appear until the

blood of Poe was shed ? He lay in this conflict

of mind until midnight, when the duty he owed
his nation, and to the spirits of his friends,

aroused him, and he seized his scalping-knife and
tomahawk, and crept to the bedside of his

sleeping host. Again the kindness he had re-

ceived stared him in the face, and said, it is

mean, it is unworthy the character of an Indian

warrior, to kill an enemy who has shown him

so much kindness. He went back to his pallet,

and slept till morning.

His host loaded him with blessing, saying

they had been enemies, but now they were

friends; they had buried the hatchet, ami now
were brothers, and he hoped always would be

so. Rohnyenness, overcome by the sense of the

generous treatment he had received from his

once powerful antagonist, but now his kind

friend, left him and joined his party. The more
he reflected, the more strong was the conviction

that he did right. Thus the revengeful warrior

was changed by the kindness of an evening,

and became one of the most pious of the con-

verted Indians. Though a chief, he was humble
as a child, and steadily used his influence against

the bringing intoxicating liquors into his tribe.

—Howe's Settlements in Ohio.

than another; but every man has his limits

—

beyond which his teaching i- an impossibility.

[f a teacher has more scholars under him than

he run reach and minister to individually, he

ha- more scholars than he ran leach ; and that

is an important fact for both himself and his

scholars to understand. At a trial befoie a

court of justice, involving the question of dis-

cipline in an important academy, an instructor

who testified that a certain pupil was con-

stantly behind-hand in his studies, was asked

if he had ever spoken to his pupil personally,

and sought to encourage and help him toward

better doing. His reply was that he had not

done this, because he had nearly a hundred
hoys to teach, and he could not help each one

personally. He was wise enough not to say

that he taught nearly a hundred boys; but

only that he had them to teach. He had a work
assigned to him that he could not do; and of

course, he did not do it.

—

S. S. Times.

No Teaching Beyond our Reaching.—It

is important that one who attempts to be a

teacher, should wisely measure his teaching

power. No man can teach more than he can

reach. One man can reach and teach more

A Praiseworthy Exploit.

The Life-Saving Service of the United States

has no braver crew than the one at Evanston,
111., nor is there a station in the whole service

with a more illustrious record. This crew is

made up of a captain, or " keeper," and seven

surfmen. The captain, Laurence O. Lawson,
is a native of Sweden, and for years has •'fol-

lowed the sea." The surfmen are all students

in Northwestern University, whose south cam-
pus is adorned with the pretty red brick build-

ing of the life-saving station.

On Nov. 26th, this crew, in the regular dis-

charge of duty, performed a deed of heroism

comparable to any that ever won a Victoria

cross or the dignity of knighthood. Under cir-

cumstances of the greatest peril, and at the risk

of their own lives, these young students, led by
their intrepid captain, snatched thirty-six per-

sous from the sea. The record of that notable

exploit is worthy of a place in a new book of

golden deeds.

About three o'clock in the morning a steam

barge and two schooners went ashore during a

furious storm at Lakeside, 111. The vessels

were discovered, and the crew at Evanston no-

tified. The student sailors responded at once.

The apparatus was hauled out, horses procured,

and a journey of eight miles, full of peril and
hardship, begun. The night was pitch dark,

the snow deep, the roads unbroken, the storm

relentless in its fury; but the young rescuers

trudged, plunged and struggled' on to the ac-

complishment of their errand of mercy. When
they reached the scene of the disaster, it was
discovered that the life-boat had a hole stove

into its side large enough to admit a man.
Barrel staves and tarpaulins were battened

down over the hole, and then the momentous
work of rescue began. About five hundred
yards from shore were the three vessels in a

semicircle, the fierce waves dashing upon them
and breaking upon their partly submerged
decks; masts gone, boats gone, life rafts gone,

hope almost gone.

The launching of the surf-boat was a difficult

task. Only those who have attempted it can

appreciate the difficulty and danger of this sit-

uation, which calls for the display of unusual

skill, absolute obedience to orders, and almost

herculean strength. The angry sea tossed the

great life-boat about as if it were a frail shell.

It was only after the crew had arranged them-

selves ou the sides of the boat, waded knee deep

in the icy water, and, waiting for a high wave

to pass, had tumbled into their positions,
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grasped the oars, and pulled away with desper-

ate but regular stroke, that the boat started on

it-i mission, ami the pent-up anxiety of the

m I .,n the vessels broke

out in cheers. The Bret person taken off was

the wife of one of the captains, and the second

her Bix-months-old baby. The child was now

placed in a sheet, whose four corners had been

tied together, a rope was Fastened to the bundle,

and the child's father, leaning over the vessel's

side, watched for a favorable moment, swung

the precious bundle above the waves, and

dropped it into the arms of one of the young
-

Six times did this gallant crew brave and

battle with the dangers of that trip to the

stranded vessels. Icicles hung from the gun-

wale of their disabled boat
; their oars were

covered with ice; their clothing was frozen

still'; their bands and limbs were numb with

c,ld; but their courage was unyielding, and

there was no diminution of their zeal. On
the trips, when the sea seemed to be

running higher than ever, and the boat was

struggling from the trough which had hidden

it from the view of the anxious watchers, a

great wave broke suddenly over the boat,

filled it with water, pounded the hardy rowers,

hurled the captain from his position in the

Btern, and wnsted the great steering oar from

his hands. Capsizing seemed certain, but the

well-disciplined student-sailors were equal to

the emergency, and the work of rescue went

on without interruption until the last of the

thirty-six persons on the doomed vessels was

Barely landed on the beach.

Those who know what such an adventure
mean-, are loud in their praises of this deed
of heroism, which does credit to those who
participated in it, and honors the Institution

with which these brave surfmen are connected.

Hut this is not the first time that the Evau-
Bton 'lew has performed such praiseworthy ex-

ploits. About six years ago, under circum-

Btances quite as perilous as in the present in-

stance, they rescued eighteen persons from a
wrecked steamer at Fort Sheridan. To show
it- appreciation of this deed of valor, the

United State,- Government bestowed gold
medals upon the crew " in testimony of heroic
acts in savin- life from the perils of the sea

;"

and the Bon, William Windom, then Secre-
tary of the Treasury, in a letter ace panying
the medals, -poke of the work of the crew as

bavin.' "seldom been equalled in the annals of
life saving operations."

This particular life-saving station has a won-
derful record. It- first crew was enlisted in

1879, and was made up entirely of college stu-

d' in-, and of the seven men who composed it,

.«ix became Methodist preachers.

The perao I of the crew change- from year
to year, vacancies occurring upon the gradua-
tion of the students, but the high reputation of

lion i- maintained in spue of these
changes. The book- at the station sh

since it- establishment over three hundred and
fifty lives have been saved through the efforts

of th student-sailors, and that property
valued at many millions has been rescued from
destruction through their vigilance and heroic
achievi i

',„ Advocate,

Mnn\i:, Martinetism.—The command-
ant of a certain division of i he British army in
India, some years ago, perceiving thai his com-
mand included many men who were illiterate,

tssui I an order that one of the younger lieuten-

ants should be detailed in each regiment to

teach soldiers who could not read or write. In

each regiment, therefore, au officer was duly

detailed for this purpose. In the A regiment,

the man assigned to this duty was Lieutenant

B., a young officer who had just joined the

regiment. After taking the introductory steps

as regimental schoolmaster, B. came to the colo-

nel one day, with a significant smile on his face.

" I have to" report," he said, " that there is not

a single illiterate in the A. Every man has

been to school in England, and every one of

them can read and write perfectly well."

The colonel, who was an unbending old mar-

tinet, frowned severely. " No matter," said he.

" Orders are orders, and must be obeyed. You
must teach the illiterates of this regiment."
" But there are no illiterates." " Never mind !

You will organize some at once." "But how
am I going to make them ?" "No further

questions, Mr. B. I shall issue an order to the

captains of Companies A, B and C to detail

five men from each company to act as illiterates,

and you will give them daily instruction in the

alphabet."

The colonel's order was issued at once. Fif-

teen soldiers of the A were detailed as illiterates.

Once a day they were marched out upon the

parade, with " primers" in their hands, of the

same sort from which they had studied in school

many years before, and were gravely taught

their letters by young Lieutenant B., though
the alphabet was as familiar to them as it was
to him, or to the commanding general himself.

The soldiers of the regiment gathered about and
enjoyed the scene.

After this pleasing farce had been going on
for several days, the colonel strolled up one day
to the place where " B's babies," as the regi-

ment called the " illiterate detachment," were
reciting their lessons. "Mr. B.," he asked, " is

your class making favorable progress?" " Very
favorable, indeed," said the lieutenant, saluting.

"The men are now able to read and write?"
" Perfectly well." " You are able to report,

then, that your duty is fully accomplished ?"

" I am." " Then an order will be issued ter-

minating the detail, and returning the men to

their duty." Thus the " illiterates" of the A
regiment were no longer called upon to take
daily instruction in their alphabet, but it was
many months before their comrades ceased to

rally them, in quarters, upon their school-going.—Late Paper.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Swannery.—The rich and sheltered mead
which fringes Abbotsbury Brook, is white with
the graceful forms of a thousand nesting swans.
In this their ancient haunt; so ancient that al-
though the hills behind are crowned with the
ruins of votive chapels and ancient monas-
teries, the swans may claim for their estab-
lished home an equal if not greater antiquity,
all the favorite sites were, at the time of a visit
paid early in April, occupied by the jealous
and watchful birds; each keenly resentful of
intrusion on its territory, yet in such close
proximity to its neighbors that a space of ten
or twelve feet at most divided it from ground
m "separate and hostile occupation." Near
the mouth of a small stream which enters the
Meet below a close and extensive bed of reeds,
now cut down and stored for the use of birds
when building, lie. the ground most coveted
by the swans. There, between two hundred
and three hundred nests, or sites for nests, were
occupied on a space of two acres at most.

So anxious are the birds to secure a place (

this favorite spot, that they remain sitting co

stautly on the place when occupied, in order
;

maintain their rights against intruders, at

;

there collect with their long necks every mo 1

sel of reed and grass within reach to form
j

platform for the eggs. At this time the swa

herd visits them constantly, and scatters bu
j

dies of dried reeds from the stacks, which a

eagerly gathered in by the swans and pile

round and beneath them as they sit. The!

additions to the nest go on continually; ai
:

as the cock swan takes his share, or evd
more than his share, of the duties of sittit

upon the eggs, one of the pair is always i

liberty to collect fresh material. This is mail

ly piled in a kind of wall rouud the nest; tli

interior being already finished, and often part

felted with a liniug of swansdown from tl!

birds' breasts. To the visitor, who, under tlj

guidance of the swanherd, walks on the narrcj

grass-paths, which wind around the labyrin

of nests, the colony recalls visions of visits
{

the island homes of the great petrels or gia
j:

albatrosses in distant oceans. Many of tlj

swans have built their nests so that they ev<

encroach upon the paths, and each of the gre:

birds as he passes, throws back its snake-lil

head, and with raised crest hisses fiercely ai'

rattles the pinions of its wings, or even leavi

the nest; and, with every feather quiverii

with excitement, makes as though it wou
|

drive the intruder from the sanctuary. Bj
the presence of the swanherd generally ret

sures the birds, though the hissing rises ai

falls as if from the throats of a thousand ang
snakes. In view of the natural jealousy ai

fierceness of swans in the breeding season, til

comparative gentleness of the Abbotsbury birt

is somewhat remarkable.

The annals of the swannery, so far as t\[

writer could gather from its more recent histo

on the spot, are not without chapters of disast

to the white-winged community in the Flei

The total number is at present 1,002 ; but la 1

year the cold and wet of the summer were
J

fatal to the cygnets, that out of eight hundrt|
hatched, all died but one; 150 only were reani
by baud. The birds are still 500 less than t,

total number of the flock before the year 188
\

The frost in that winter caused the greatest d i

asters from which the swannery has stiffen!

during the present generation. A heavy norti

west gale drove so much water out of the Flei,

that when the frost came the ice caught ail

embedded the top of the grasses which grow <

the submarine fields below. As the water l
;

turned to its normal level, the ice rose with J
and dragged all the grass up by the roots, th !

destroying over the whole area the main food i

the swans. For the next three years the swai
had to be fed with grain ; but at first they it]

fused to touch the new food, and one thousai

adult swans perished of starvation. Thouj;
the grass has now grown again, the birds haj
never lost their liking for the corn which thij

at first refused ; even the severe winter of 18!

I

did not injure them.— Cornish.

" The Scriptures are to us an unestimab,
gift made use of by the Spirit, as He sees fit,

j

opening the understanding about the things
God, and in ministering to the life of righteot

ness but the literal knowledge, a study of the

in our own wills, is of little worth, and may I

1

used by the Prince of this world to keep peopi
feed in iron the husks instead ofon the substance—J. E. Southa/l
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Items.

Orange Park Schooland the Florida Persecution.—
few months ago the Florida Legislature passed

bill making it a criminal offence for white and

lored children to be educated in the same school,

t the Orange Park School, supported by the

merican Missionary Association, some of the

]ite teachers were instructing their own chiid-

ft in company with the colored children—a pro-

Jeding which had been thus made illegal. The
lloningeditorial in the American Mixsiouitn/shuws

at the Association has concluded to test the legality

,'this enactment.

When the time came to open the Orange Park

ihool, Superintendent Sheats printed several

ireatening manifestoes that in case white teach-

h should room in the same building with eol-

led pupils, they would be immediately arrested.

t- if white teachers should eat their daily food in

te same room with colored pupils, then, again,

(ey would be made to feel the majesty of this

(actment. Once more, if any white pupil should

1 taught in the same class, or room, or building

1 the same teacher, at the same time, the terrors

i this act would be at once visited upon him.

jsn, above his own name, he proclaimed that he

iuld prevent the carrying on of the Orange Park

fildol as it had been conducted, law or no law,

«pn if the Supreme Court of the United States

£>uld pronounce again.-t the constitutionality of

fs enactment.
Nevertherless the American Missionary Associa-

tin began its school with white teachers and col-

cd pupils living in thesame building, and await-

6 arrests. No arrests came, though the sheriff

vs present ready, and very ready, to make them.

7e Superintendent, who a few days previous was
rent to see what would happen, did not see any-

t ng.
:N"ext, the Association placed the "white teachers

ad colored pupils in the same dining-room at the

sae time," and awaited arrests for this "crime."

il arrests came. When patience ceased to be a

vtue instructions were given to conduct the school

i the ways of righteousness exactly as before the

Iirida legislature voted that this is "crime." Now
t^ white and colored pupils are in the same classes

athe same time and place.

They say, '' This we have done, backed by the Na-
tnal Council of the Congregational Churches of

t'iU.S. and by theChri>tian sentiment of the coun-
tj, in order "to test the question whether right-

eisness is " crime." We do not believe that such
lislation as is the expression of human prejudice

ohuman passion, when it sets its foot on the sanc-

t'es of justice, is really law, and we believe that

8 h legislation, when it stands in the way of Chris-

ta work, is to be lawfully opposed. We have put
a- hand to the plow, and we shall plow the fur-

rv through, even if it takes us from Florida to

\ishington."

'ndiana Yearly Meeting.—We have received a

p'oted copy of the minutes of Indiana Yearly
leting, which commenced its sessions at Rich-
nrnd, Indiana, on the twenty-fifth of Ninth Month
It.

Che report of the Associated Committee on In-
dn affairs contains some interesting particulars.

Is report of a Committee on Temperance says,

"arly in the year a letter was addressed to the
t'i hundred and three ministers belonging to the
Virly Meeting, requesting that each preach three
(lidedly temperance sermons during the year.

Qy seventeen have reported as fulfiling the re-

q,at."

t is a pity that any who profess to be members
o he Society of Friends should so far ignore one
ots cherished principles as to suggest topics for

snions to ministers, who ought reverently to wait
f'the leading of the Spirit of Christ, in the per-
fttiances of their services.

he statistical table gives the number of members
^ 8,182, which is 383 more than the previous year.
T: number of births is 300 and of deaths 218.

T'reareHl meetings. Eighty-six meetings are
8il to be entirely or partially under pastoral care.

tEarlham College the whole number of students
d ing the year was 286, of whom 137 were mem-

bers. M. M. and F. T. White, of Cincinnati, ['re-

sented to Earlham College the sum of $25,000 as

an endowment fund, and SoOOll additional were

contributed for the same purpose by other-.

A Committee on Historical Material, had col-

lected a complete set of the printed minutes of the

Yearly Meeting from its first session in 1*21, and

had been engaged in examining the records of some
of the older Monthly Meetings.

The sums appropriated for the coming year

amounted to $7,300.

Ritualism.—Prof. Marcus Oodd says: "It di-

rectly tends to externalize religion, to put ordi-

nances in place of spiritual transactions, sancti-

moniousness in place of sanctity, and to breed

Pharisaism instead of godliness."

"All endeavors to make the terms or con-

ditions of church membership amongst us more

extensive, broad and easy, so as to admit a

greater latitude and variety of sentiment and

conduct, will always be in vain. Those who

stand upon the sure Foundation, and whose

principal care it is to act iu the church under

the direction of the Holy Head ; will always

have to bear their testimony against, and en-

deavor to preserve the Church clean from

those stains, defilements and impurities, which

spring from 'the lust of the flesh, the lust of the

eye, and the pride of life ;' all of which, in their

endless diversity and operation, prevent us

from entering in 'at the strait gate,' and per-

severing in that ' narrow way which leadeth

unto life.'
"

—

John Thorp.
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Nathaniel Hawthorne, in his allegory of a

railroad ride to the Celestial City, mentions, as

one of the peculiarities of Vanity Fair, a "spe-

cies of machine for the manufacture of individ-

ual morality. This excellent result is effected

by societies for all manner of virtuous purposes,

with which a man has merely to connect him-

self, throwing, as it were, his quota of virtue

into the common stock, and the president and

directors will take care that the aggregate

amount be well applied."

In the practical work of life, there are many
things which require the united efforts of many
persons to satisfactorily accomplish them, and
there is a wide field for the profitable employ-

ment of organized labor, but " the manufacture

of individual morality" must always depend
upon the individual himself, through the Di-

vine help, mercifully vouchsafed by our Father

in heaven. It is one of the fundamental doctrines

of religion, that no man can redeem another,

and that each person's growth in grace must
depend on his submission to the will of God and

faithful co-operation with the revelations of his

Spirit. He who is humbly and attentively

watchful to the impressions made upon his mind
by grace, will be led into those lines of service

which his Heavenly Father sees that it is best
j

he should be engaged in, either best as concerns

his own spiritual progress, or best as regards

the good to be effected in the world at large.

In some sections of the Church, there is a

tendency to appoint numerous committees, or

to form numerous organizations, to each of

which is referred some particular cause, which

it is designed to promote. There is a need of

care, lest these should come to be so looked up
to as the authorized laborers in such causes,

that others may be discouraged from the per-

formance of individual duties which rest upon

them, for the true ground of religious activity

IS the leading of the Spirit. If the members of

the Church remain in communion with its holy

Head, they will feel the drawing of the Father

to those services which He requires of them, and

thus, abiding in the Vine, they will bring forth

fruit to bis praise. But it is equally true that

the branch cannot bear good fruit, unless it

abide in the vine. So that the great concern of

the Church and of its faithful members is, that

all should know the sap of Divine life to cir-

culate freely through them.

It has been the experience of the righteous,

in former ages as well as the present, that, as

they abode in the Divine fear, various services

were required of them, and they found peace in

faithful obedience. All must obey the command
of Christ to watch and pray, that they may be

kept from temptation ; but as to outward ser-

vices, wonderful is the variety. Some are called

to minister vocally to the people, to proclaim

the glad tidings of salvation, to call upon the

careless and lukewarm, and to comfort the sin-

cere traveller Zionward. Others find a field of

service in entering into travail for the preserva-

tion of the ministers and encouraging them to

faithfulness and perseverance in their Master's

work. Others are required to watch over the

flock, to caution the inexperienced, and to keep

everything sweet and clean in the fold. Others

will find a sphere of usefulness in the social cir-

cle, manifesting their love and interest in the

young, and in those who seem to be neglected

by many of their fellow-members. Others will

find it their duty to visit the sick and afflicted,

and to endeavor to comfort and cheer these.

Others will be usefully employed in relieving

the wants of the poor and in advising those who
need such help as to their outward business.

Others will endeavor to spread a knowledge of

the Truth by the distribution of religious tracts

and books, or in various ways to labor against

the growth of a military spirit, or the increase

of intemperance, or they may be called upon to

make active and self denying efforts to check

the flood of pernicious literature which is so

great an evil at the present time.

Nor must it be lost sight of, that it is the will

of Him who knoweth all things, that some of

his dear children should be very much shut up
from active labors of an outward nature, and
that what is required of them is an humble
walking with God, and the maintenance of an

inward travail of soul for the spread of Christ's

kingdom. Such may be as effective instruments

for good as those who fill prominent and con-

spicuous places in the Church.
In many cases, these labors will be performed

in the cross to their own wills and at the ex-

pense of bodily ease, and with much mental

effort. But, as they are done with a single eye

to the glory of God and the good of their fellow-

men, the reward of peace will follow.

If our younger friends are unwilling to sub-

mit themselves fully unto the government of

Christ, yet do not want to become altogether

aliens to his kingdom and to his gathered

Church, there may be developed in them a

willingness to perform some labor of a religious

nature, especially such as their natural dispo-

sitions incline them unto. But if these are un-

dertaken in their own will, and without the com-
mand of the Divine Ruler, little or no real good
will follow, either to themselves or others. They
will become restless and uneasy, will be ready

to favor changes in our long-established cus-

toms, which have grown out of the leadings of

the Spirit of Christ in the hearts of his faithful
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followers, and they will lie disposed to adopt

- nsatiooal modes of worship. We desire

that all of these might be fully convinced that

obedience to God and communion with Hun
- i Ihrist, remain to be the only way to the

kingdom of heaven.

i, dear young Friends, to the fervent

pleading of that great and good man, William

Pena :

"As for you that arc the children of God's

d is upon my spirit tor

i often are my knees bowed to

the G "I of yoar fathers for you. that you may

com- to lie partakers of the same Divine life

and power that has been the glory of this day,

that a generation you may be to God, a holy

nation, ami a peculiar people, zealous of good

works, when all our heads are laid in the dust.

Oh, V"U young men and women, let it not suf-

tliatyou are the children of the people

of the Lord ! You must also be born again, if

you will inherit the kin-don of God. Have
v.. I the light, and received and walked

in the Spirit, of which you must lie born again?

"Wherefore, <• ve young men and women,
lo. ,k to the Rock of your fathers, choose the God
of your fathers. There is no other God but Him,

i light but his, no other grace but his,

nor Spirit but his to convince you, quicken and

comfort you, to lend, guide and preserve you to

rerlasting kingdom."

SUMMARY OK EVENTS.
United States.—On the 17th inst.. the Venezuelan

iiirri-.|uitnicniv was -. 11 1 to i ongre-s, accompanied by a

< loveland. in which he ex-

terms his belief that the Monroe
doctrine I . Lord Salisbury in Secretary

Olney's note of Seventh .Month last, was "founded

upon substantial considerations and involved our safety

and welfare, and that it was fully applicable to our
present conditions and directly related to the pending:

controversy." The' di-putc, lie -aid, has reached such

a stage i- to make it incumbent upon the Lnited States

to take measures to determine with sufficient accuracy
what is the true divisional line between Venezuela and
British Guiana, and he suggested the appointment of

a I omniis-ion lor this purpo.-e, -latin;; that, in making
emendation, he is 'fully alive to the respon-

sibility incurred and keenly realizes all the conse-

quences that may follow." lie concluded by saying
that "then- i- no calamity which a great nation can
invite which equals that which follows a supine sub-

mission to wrung and injustice." The foregoing senti-

ments of the President were fully adopted by both

branches of ( ongrcs., which ha- unanimously passed a

bill appropriating sloo.ooo f,,r defraying the expenses
of a Commission to inquire into and decide upon the

larv line between Venezuela and British t !ui-

ana. Ureal excitement has been the result of the
President's action, not only in ours, but in nearly all

other civilized countries. In Great Britain e-peciaily

nifested by the pre—
. in

market here the fall in prices was great and
\ I lepew estimates that a reduction in these

alone has been 51,000,000,000. There are sign- of a
rea. lion, however. Peace men and organizations, both
in England and America have nobly announced their

belief llr.it war will he impossible, and must not be
1 Prominent members of the Administration

express privately the opinion that there will I.

nas iii the final di nding con-
over the Venezuelan boundary 'picstion. They

I hen "ill In- no retraction
by tin- I nited Stati - of the Monr loctrine, as laid

i Secretary Olney's note. There i ,

iiit intimations have reached the :

.- have bee,, begun by i (real
ii diplomatic relate. : with \ enezu

• attempt to make a friendly -cttlemcnt of the
.-y over the boundary which will preclude

any interference by the I
:niti

Presidenl t levi land, on the 20th instant,

on the Gnancial
.. "The real and sensible

nly be effected by
a complete change in our financial scheme
that, the Exi cutive branch of the government will not

relax its efforts nor abandon its determination to use

every means within its r. aeh to maintain before the

world American credit, nor will there be any hesita-

tion in exhibiting its confidence in the resources ,,f mir

countrv and the constant patriotism of our people."

TheState .Mining Bureau announces that the value

of the mineral product of California, including the me-

tallic, non-metallic, hydro-carbons and gases and struc-

tural materials, tor last vear was *2n,203.2'.i 1.1 I. Cold

leads all the rest, with a total of S13,y2:;,2Sl>'.l. Cala-

mity produced the most of the precious metal,

with an output of $2,1 111,305.67.

The statement is made that 4,2'JO bu-hel- of potatoes

marketed at Gaylord, Mich., last week, brought $343.-

20, or but eight cents a bushel.

After several years of tireless warfare and the pay-

ment of many thousands of dollars in bounties, the

farmers of bedeii County, Michigan, have given up

lighting the English sparrow pest. The sparrows are

more numerous than ever.

On the 19th inst., there was an explosion of gas in

the Cumnock bituminous coal mine in Chatham County,

X. C . forty miles from Raleigh. Thirty-four bodies

have been" recovered, and four are still in the mine.

There is a dispute as to whether the explosion was one

of gas or dynamite.

Twenty nine miners were entombed in the Nelson

Entry No. 10, of the Dayton Coal and Iron Company,
near Dayton, Tenn., on the 20th. There was an ex-

plosion of fire-damp and fall of rock, which cut off

every avenue of escape. The drift extends for two
miles into the mountain, and it may be several days

before the bodies can be reached.

On the 17th in-t, a strike was inaugurated on the

Traction Company's Railways in this city. Traffic was
slopped by violence, cars were wrecked and motornien
assaulted. Numerous arrests have been made. All

attempts have proved unavailing to compromise the

difficulty until the 23rd inst., when an adjustment was
reached^ and the cars commenced running on the 24th.

There were 474 deaths reported in this city last

week, which is 84 more than the previous week and
S3 more than the corresponding week of 1894. Of the

whole number 252 were males and 222 females: til

died of pneumonia; 52 of consumption; 42 of heart

disease; 22 of diphtheria; 19 of bronchitis; 18 of old

age; 15 of convulsions ; 15 of apoplexy; 14 of mem-
branous croup; 14 of inanition; 12 of cancer; 12 of

brights disease; 11 of inflammation of the brain; 10
from casualties; 10 of inflammation of the stomach
and bowels; 10 of urnvnia, and 9 of nephritis.

Markets, &c—U. S. 2's, 96 ; 4's, 1 90, reg., 1 1 a 1111;
coupon, 111] a 113; 4's, 1925, 119 a 120',; 5's, 113.1 a

115; currency (i's. 99 a 1071.

Cotton.—Middling uplands, officially quoted at Si
cts. per pound.
FEED.—Winter in bulk, and spring in sacks, ranged

fro,,, $12.50 tofiaiO per ton

Flock.— Winter super, $2 35 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

S2.C0a$2.85; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.20
;

da, i
o, straight, $3.25 a $3.35; Western winter, clear,

J3.00 a | 1.20; do., do . straight. s::.2o a $3.40; do.,

do., pate,,- -.: lo ,

-.'
- . .. ,-,, .. ;,,,-. i-j ,;-, a S2.S5

;

do., -traigln, $3.10 i $3 25 ;
,1 ... patent, $3.30 a $3.50

;

do., favorite brands, higher; citv mills, extra, $2 50 a
*2.75 : do., clear, $3.10 a $3.25 : do., straight, §3.25 a

$3.40; yh:, patent, $3.50 a $175. Eye Flour.—
Dull and weak. Choice I'eini'a. §2.0.3 a $2.70 per bbl.

Bt i K wheat Flour, moved slowly, §1.15 a §1.20 per
100 pounds for new.
Chain.— No. 2 red wheat, 07 a 671c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 328 a 32 'a
No. 2 while oats, 23J a 2 I

'..'•.

Beit Cattle —Extra, Christmas, .,'c. • "ood 4V a
lie; medium, 33 a 1,-.: common, 2, a 3.'.c.

'

Sheec anii I.ami'.s — Fxtra. 3; a 4c.; good 3} a 3.1

c; medium, 2,' a 4c ; common 11 a 21c. Lambs, 3 a

5|c. for all W.stern.
les] i cting the feeling in England on the
t. on and I're-ident < b-veland's and the

-- de-pat. In- received Saturday from
ice that u hatever effervescence existed

i ': in. -sug,. is now evaporating,
npri-o i- -prung upon the British peo-

become a mere

I ondon ann
over Preside

and if i r

pie thewl
11 < Initial and diplomatic circles have never

shar,d in the extreme alarmist views which have found
'i in the press, and the placiditv prevailing at

the Foreign office may be judged from the fact that
Lord s>ali*hury ha- -. en no cau-c to summon a meeting
"""'' :'l'">et to coupler the position. It is expected
that no Cabinet meetingwil] be held until the views

of the American Government, embodied in a despat
1

which Mr. i llney. the American Secretary of State,

understood to be about to send in reply to Lord Sal I
v's note, have reached the Foreign Office.

The ignorance of the English masses in regard I
the real is.-uc between the Governments must ere lo

operate to restrain Lord Salisbury from following

active policy of sheer defiance of America. The Mc
roc Doctrine breaks upon the bulk of the populace Ii

:

the riddle of the Sphinx. The locality of the dispC

i- to rlu-ui a gei graphical mystery. Even The Wt
mins'e,? Gazette which is an organ of the educated class

thinks it necessary to inform its readers that neitb

British i niiana nor Demerara is an island, as is gem
ally supposed in England. Before the Governess
dares to commit the country the people will want
know what the trouble is about.

"The Queen i- showing the keenest interest in t

difficulty. Lord Salisbury was closeted on Friday

the Foreign Office, not seeing even the diplomats. I

the evening be sent a long despatch to the Queen .

Osborne House, in the Isle of Wight, where she isil
journing. The Queen's remembrance of the fact til
the last official act of the Prince Consort was the pre]

ration of a memorandum counselling a peaceful sett

incut of the Trent affair will incline her to interfere

prevent a rupture between the two countries. T|
recognition of the primary nece.-sity for the spread

\

information on the subject has led the London weet I

papers, which have a purely popular circulation, toJ
tlu n; selves in their issue- of Saturday to enlighten th

rcadeis One of the-.- papers, having a weekly is'

|

of 700 ooo copies, preludes its article with the adtr
j

-ion that many Englishmen will learn for the first ti I

through President Cleveland's message that Great Bi I
ain has a boundary dispute with Venezuela."

The caves of subterranean refuges of F'rance are n jJ

the subject of exploration, and while most of themd.1
from historic times, others, like that of Bretigny, m, I

Chartres, are evidently Old Gaulish or pre-Koman i

treats. Some of these caves are natural, others art*
cial, and of the latter is the cave of Naours, ml
Amiens.
The Kiel Canal, recently opened to commerce, /

lighted throughout its entire length of sixty-one mij
by twenty-live candle power incandescent lamps plai

about live hundred feet apart on both sides of the cai

.

The ooriesp. .ndent of the Lnited 'Press at Constat)
|

nople telegraphs on the 10th inst., that it now knoB
that not a single Turk was injured in the disturbai

at Harpoot, nor did any Christian fire a shot, the '. il

ter having been sin t and cut down without rcsistar

,

Minister Local M. Cole has made the journey frH
Moosh to Bitlis in s ifely. The American missionaii i

have decided to remain at their present posts, tb'i

feeling of securely having been restored.

It is stated that the Powers composing the Tri 1

Alliance have concluded their plans for restoring or '

in Asia Minor, and will refuse to be influenced by Gl i i

Britain in respect to Armenian reforms.
Moid has reached Germany from New Guinea t; i

( >tto Ehlers the famous German traveller, was drow H
with forty-three of his men in a river of that coun
last month. No news had been received from Eh I

since he started on his expedition into the interior eifJ
in Eighth Month.
On the 13th inst., the German ship, Alhrna, loaj I

with naptha, sailing from Williamsburg, and bound
London, was blown up anil 14 men lost their li'

.

Six of the cr.w were rescued by the Spanish ship, 1\ ,

and brought to New York.

NOTICES.
Correction.—The name attached to the artP,

"Indian Sketches," on page 103, of last numbei f

The Friend, should have been Robert Hatton, t

Robert Hutton.

West-town Boarding School.—For convenient
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage 'I

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. VJ
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met w 1 i

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ceU
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. ToreM
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone I

Zebedee Haines, Sup
1

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next meet;

will he held at 140 N. Sixteenth St., Sixth-day ev-<

ing, First Month 3rd, 1890, at 8 P. M. Kindly
serve that this is one week later than the regular lUii

Boarding.—Double rooms vacant at No. 3419 H
ikon Street, also room for table guests.

M. F. Paschal:
'
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THE DIVINE POWER IN MAN.

John Bauks was an eminent minister among
Bends in the North of England. His resi-

dice was in Cumberland. He mentions in his

Ureal that, at one time, "a pain struck into

n' shoulder, and gradually fell down into my
an and hand, so that I was wholly deprived of

tji use of it. The pain increased both day and

t^ht. For three months I could neither put

B clothes ou nor off, and my arm and hand
bran-to wither, so that I applied to some phy-

sians, but could get no cure by any of them.

1 last, as I was asleep upon my bed, in the

B;ht-time, I saw, in a vision, that I was with

dir George Fox, and I thought I said to him,

'•ieorge, my faith is such that if thou seest thy

vy to lay thy hand upon my shoulder, my arm
ad hand shall be whole throughout.' This re-

n.ined with me two days and nights, that the

tng was a true vision, and that I must go to

Gorge Fox, until at last, through much exercise

omind, as a great trial of my faith, I was made
wling to go to him, he being then at Swarth-

nre, in Lancashire, where there was a meeting

oFriends on the first day of the week. S >me

tie after the meeting, I called him aside, into

t\. hall, and gave him a relation of my dream,
siiwing him my arm and hand, and, in a little

tjie, we walking together silently, he turned

a>ut and looked upon me, and lifting up his

had, laid it on my shoulder, saying, ' The
Ird strengthen thee, both within and without.'

Lent to Thomas Lewis' that night, and when
Las set down to supper, immediately, before

Iras aware, my hand was lifted up to do its

oce, which it could not do for long before,

lis struck me with great admiration, and my
hirt was broken into tenderness before the

Ird, and the next day I went home, with my
had and arm restored to* its former use and
s'ength, without any pain. The next time that

Corge Fox and I met, he said, 'John, thou
r. nded.' I answered, 'Yes, very well, in a

lie time.'
'('

' Well,' said he, ' give God the glory,' to

^om I was, and still am, bound in duty so to

(, for that and all other his mercies and favors.

h hath all power in his own hand, and can
tsreby bring to pass whatsoever seems good in

his eyes ; who, by the same, prepares instruments

and makes use of them as pleaseth Him, who is

alone worthy of all praise, honor and glory,

both now and forever, amen !"

The Divine power which often overshadowed

the meetings of Friends, and which accompanied

the ministry of these devoted servants of the

Lord, as it was nothing which man of himself

could perform, was as truly miraculous as the

healing of the sick or a foresight of future

events.

Thomas Story mentions that when he came

to a meeting of Friends, his concern was to know
whether they were a people gathered under a

sense of the enjoyment of the presence of God
in their meetings. He says, " Not long after I

had sat down among them, that heavenly and

watery cloud overshadowing my mind broke

into a sweet, abounding shower of celestial rain,

and the greatest part of the meeting was broken

together, dissolved and comforted in the Divine

presence of the true, heavenly Lord, which was

divers times repeated before the meeting ended."

John Banks says that the first day he went

to a Friends' Meeting, which was at Pardshaw,

the Lord's power seized upon me in the meet-

ing that I was made to cry out, in the bitterness

of my soul, in a true sight and sense of my sins,

which appeared exceeding sinful, and the same

day, as I was going to an evening meeting of

God's people, scornfully called Quakers, by the

way I was smitten to the ground with the weight

of God's judgment, for sin and iniquity, which

fell heavy upon me, and I was taken up by two

Friends.

When Joseph Pike, of Cork, Ireland, was

about twelve years of age, he went to an even-

ing meeting, at which William Edmundson
spoke. He says, " His testimony so reached my
inward state and condition, and pierced my very

soul, that I c iuld not refrain crying out in the

meeting, under a sense of my sins and of the

Lord's terrors and judgments. And I was at

that time as truly baptized by the powerful

preaching of the Word of Life by him as tho-e

were to whom the Apostle Peter preached."

(Acts ii: 37.)

Thomas Thompson, hearing that some Qua-

kers had come into his neighborhood, went in

the evening to call upon them. He says, " Com-

ing into the room where William Dewsbury was,

I found him writing, and the rest of his com-

pany sitting in silence, seeming to be much re-

tired in mind. After a little time, William

ceased writing, and many of the towns-people

coming in, he began, in the power and wisdom

of God, to declare the truth. And, O, how was

my soul refreshed and the witness ofGod reached

in my heart! I cannot express it with pen. I

had never heard nor felt the like before, for he

spake as one having authority, and not as the

scribes. So that, if all the world said nay, I

could have given my testimony that it was the

everlasting Truth of God."

George Fox mentions that, in 1652, he spoke

through the streets of Kendal on market-days.

He says, " So dreadful was the power of G»4

upon ni", that people flew like chaff before me
into their houses. I warned them of the mighty

day of the Lord, and exhorted them to hearken

to the voice of God in their own hearts."

On another occasion, he went into the steeple-

house at Carlisle, and after the priest had fin-

ished, he declared the Word of Life among the

people. "The power of the Lord was dreadful

amongst them, so that the people trembled and

shook."

William Edmundson, of Ireland, when on a

visit in England, met with George Fox, whom
he told of several persons being convinced in

Ireland, and George Fox wrote a short epistle

to Friends there, as follows :

" Friends, in that which convinced you, wait,

that you may have that removed you are con-

vinced of. And all my dear friends, dwell in

the life and love and power and wisdom of God,

in unity one with another and with God, and

the peace and wisdom of God fill all your hearts,

that nothing may rule in you but the life which

stands in the Lord God."—G. F.

When William Edmundson returned to Ire-

land, and read the foregoing epistle to Friends

in the meeting, he says, " The power of the Lord

seized on us, whereby we were mightily shaken

and broken into tears and weeping."

At one time William Edmundson felt it re-

quired of him to go to Londonderry, and warn

the people to repent or the Lord would bring a

scourge over them. This message he delivered

in the Cathedral at the time of public worship,

telling them if they did not repent, the Lord

would bring a scourge over them, and scale

their walls without a ladder. He also proclaimed

the Divine message through the streets of the

city, beginning near the water gate. He says,

'• It was°dreadful to the people, and several ran

as if before naked swords. As I came near the

main guard, a soldier being at the door mocked,

but in the dread of the Lord's power, I looked

in at the guard-house door, and cried, ' Soldiers,

all repent!' The soldiers on the guard were

smitten as men affrighted, for the power of the

Lord was mighty in which I performed this

service."

The people of Londonderry afterwards re-

membered these warnings, and spoke of them

in their great distress in the siege, when thou-

sands died for want of bread and through other

miseries, the Lord having scaled their walls

without a ladder, yet suffered not their enemies

to get the city with force of arms or sealing lad-

der's. And thus the warning before given them

was fulfilled.

It is quite probable that William Edmund-

son, when he delivered this prediction, did not

foresee in what way it was to be fulfilled. It

was enough for him to faithfully declare the

message given to him, that the Divine judgments

would come upon the city, unless the inhabit-

ants repented of their sins.

The siege of Londonderry was one of the in-

cidents in the civil wars which drove James the

Second from the throne of Great Britain, and

rnade William and M^ry the sovereigns. After
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retreating from EDgland to France, James went

over into Ireland, with belp from the king oi

The bulk of the Irish people were

Catholics, of the same religious profess

himself, and ere long, almost the whole of the

island acknowledged his authority. The Eng-

lish colonists, who were Protestants, acknowl-

edged the authority of William, but retained

,, of only twoorthree points. The most

important of these was I. londi rry, the popu-

lation of which was much increased by the

number of their countrymen who Bed thither

f>r refuge. James senl an army, in 1689, to

reduce the place, who laid siege to the town.

i to force an entrance, a rigorous blockade

was established, so as to prevent any provisions

being introduced. The inhabitants Buffered se-

verely from famine. The horses were killed for

food, salted bides were utilized in the same

way, and food became so scarce that a dog's

paw sold for five shillings and sixpence. The

city «as finally relieved by the arrival of vessels

loaded with provisions, which forced a passage

up the Foyle. The siege lasted one hundred

and five days, and many thousands perished

fr m famine and the diseases which accompany
it. ^ J. w.

'

[Our valued Friend, Josiah W. Leeds, al-

though confined to Irs bed with sickness and

prohibited by his doctor from much attention

to business, or brain work, has " continued to

feel a concern up >n the subject of the wicked

effort being made to break up the beneficent

Great Lak b' Treaty agreement of 1818," and
he sends us an article by himself, published in

77c (.'hriMian Slnli^mun, which we transfer to

our columns.

—

Ed.]

tary of the Navy Herbert, having de-

cided that the Detroit Dry Dock Co., cannot
properly put in a bid for the construction of

gun-boats ordered under the act of Congress,

inasmuch as the agreement of L818 with Great
Britain inhibits the building or launching of

war vessels on the Great Lakes, the .Mayor of

D troit has appealed to the Mayors of Chicago,

Cleveland and other Lake Cities to unite in

movement to influence Congress to abrogate the

agreement. Shipbuilder Cramp, of Philadel-
phia, is exceedingly exasperated at the treaty
limitation put upon his line of business, and
has written a letter to the Postmaster General
whi.-h seems to have been made public for

'•jingo" effect) denouncing the whole treaty,

beneficent through seventy-seven years, as it

ha- proved to be, and asks that it "be torn up
and thrown into the waste basket, lake clause,

fishery clause, anti-war vessel clause ami all.

Against this special pleading, let mequotefrom
just issued, "Southern Heroes, or The

Friends in War Time," what is said therein
about the practical way iii which a prosperous
Don ae ii Slate refused to make
money out of the fighting business. This i> the
Statement. "Sim', the year 1861, a large iron
company made application to the Lul
and Steel < i

; -ville. Pa., for ten thoii-

armor plate foi

men I v\ar vessels. This order was positively
declined by the President of the company, Dr.
Charles Huston, a Friend, on the ground of his
peace principh -. Dr. Huston -aid, ' War only
decides which of the combatants ha- the supe-
ii >r strength, and it is more expensive than
arbitration, a- well as destructive to life and
I
roperty.' The work was declined wil

knowledge that if accepted ii would lead to

heavy government orders. Later on, an agi m

of the government called on Dr. H. to get a

large amount of work done for military pur-

1
. This was the only mill east of the Alle-

gheny Mountains where it could be done. The

agent tried to persuade Dr. H. to accept it, tell-

ing him that he should name his own price and

have continued patronage. The reasons were

kindly given for not accepting the order, and

the Lukens Iron and Steel Co. neither roll iron

plate nor do other work for war purposes. They

continue, however, to have a good patronage,

and during 1893 and 1894, while the other mills

were having little or no work, and many of them

were closed, the business of the Lukens Iron

and Steel Co. went steadily on."

Now if the proprietors of the great rolling

mill of Bethlehem (a name very suggestive of

peace, and a place founded by that one time

peace people, the Moravians), and if Andrew
Carnegie, of Pittsburg and Homestead, who has

more than once told the world how much he

favors international arbitration, would likewise

beat and roll the latter fine principle well into

their rules of business, this Christian testimony

of peace with which the name of the founder of

our commonwealth is indissolubly associated,

would be practically upheld indeed.

George Whitehead's Labor for the Relief of

the Persecuted.
(Concluded from page 179.)

"After the king had signed a copy of the said

instrument on several skins of parchment,which

we got engrossed aforehand, for expedition, in

the Patent office, in chancery hand, as is usual,

we then got it passed under the great seal of

England. And there being eleven skins of vel-

lum in chancery hand, it was swelled to that

size by the names of above four hundred per-

sons repeated eleven times over in it, that Ellis

Hookes and I, and some other Friends, were

hard put to it to find out a way to have it dis-

pensed to all the prisons throughout England
and Wales, where our friends were confined,

that they might be released, and not too long
detained under confinement, as many had been,

especially since, with great industry, we had
obtained their discharge.

" The best expedient I could at first pitch upon
was to get two duplicates of the original instru-

ment, prepared and passed under the great seal,

as the first was, which I got done very shortly
;

and then sent messengers with them several

wavs, to the sheriffs and jailers; as into Sussex,
Bucks, Oxford, Warwick and Stafford, where
our friends had suffered long in their jails, that
they might he forthwith discharged out of pris-

on
;
which accordingly was done, wdieu the king's

discharge under the great seal was shown to the
respective sheriffs and officers concerned, by our
friends, the messengers, sent on purpose to see
our dear friends released out of their long con-
finements.

"Although at that time I had been in long
and -real labors and solicitations for the liberty
of our oppressed friends in prison, and therebv
impaired my health and strength, yet I was
willing to undertake a journey into Essex, Suf-
folk, Norfolkand Hertfordshire, toseeour friends
released out of the jails in those counties, as also
in Huntington and Cambridge.
"And bavin- the original patent under the

great real, Edward Mann and William Gosnell,
oi London, were willing to accompany me on
that journey. So we all took horse early, and
got to Chelmsford that day. and lodged at the
mn by the prison that night, and the next day
the quarter sessions being held in that town, for

the county of Essex, we went in the morning

several justices of the peace, where they we^

together at another inn. When we came befo

them, I gently told them our errand, and wh
was the intent of our coming there before the'

and producing the king's letters patent, showt'

them what names of our friends were in it, wl|

then were prisoners in Chelmsford prison, ail

how by it they were discharged. They seemil'

somewhat surprised at the sight of such a gre

!

instrument, under the great seal of Englan

and that in favor of so many Quakers, and son!

of them having no good will to us, seemed d:l

gusted at our hats; however, I told them J
hoped they would allow of the discharge, ail

release our friends out of prison. So after thi

had it into court, they ordered our frieuds wlJ

were in that prison to be released.

We proceeded on in our journey towards El
mundsoury, in Suffolk, in order to reachBl
quarter sessions there, which began the begit

'

ning of the week following the other in Esse

being about two or three days between each st!

sion. The justices in Suffolk carried pretty fair

toward us, and after they viewed the king's d !

charge in court, seemed affected with it; but '

so happened that all our friends' names then
j

that prison, who were intended in the kinj

grant, were not in the said discharge, thou;

their case was included, being the case of mai

others therein.

"We could not suppose where the omissid

had happened, unless in the sheriff's return J

the names and causes of the Quakers in priso

which the king had ordered. The under slier
:

took it somewhat hard that we should suspe

him for such omission; however, I desired t'l

justices to release those Friends out of prise

whose names were omitted, seeing their ca

came under the king's clemency, and they hi

a right to their liberty as well as the rest,
!

point of justice : so their liberty was obtaine

the justices not opposing, but allowing therei

"At that time, while we were in Edmtinc

bury, I very opportunely met with the und

sherifffor Huntingtonshireand Cambridgeshii

who was a very fair, civil man, and showed hi

the king's patent, and the names of our frien '

in it, who then were prisoners in those two cou
j

ties, and I desired him to see them delivered o 1

of prison in both counties ; which he was ve
j

ready to undertake, and honestly performed, '

far as I could hear. After which we travelM

into Norfolk and to Norwich, and there men
ing with the high sheriff, got our friends release

who were prisoners, and named in the kinr,

patent to be discharged.
" We returned to Hertford in two day's tiro

before the quarter sessions ended, and Hen:

Stout producing the said patent, the magistrat

released those Friends that were prisoners thei;

In two weeks' time we performed that jourm

and service for our suffering friends in the sa

counties of Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Norwicj

Huntington, Cambridge and Hertford.
" When we returned to London, we were yj

more concerned for our suffering frieuds in tl'

northern and western parts of England, at]

also in Wales, for it was a difficult and tedioi

|

undertaking, to send messengers into all those 1

1

mote places, where many Friends were prisoner

with three such great instruments. The pater

which we carried in a leathern case and aJBJI

box, with the great seal in it, was so curo.be

some, that Edward Mann was fain to tie it aero"

the horse's back, behind him.
"Being sensible of the difficulty and dels'

it would be to dispense the same to the sever'
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<unties and jails, where our friends were con-

ned, throughout England and Wales ; and what

thard matter it would be to move the king

»ain for any instrument pursuant to his pardon

ready granted and confirmed, for their more

seedy deliverance out of prisons so remote,

«,her by proclamation or warrant from some of

is privy council, or the secretary of state, or at-

f.'ney general, or otherwise, and considering

ta great number of names and places mentioned

i. the said pardon we did not then see how we

(f
ild acceptably move for such au instrument.

"The Michaelmas term, as it is called, being

ten very near, and the under sheriffs coming

ctof the several remote counties to the term,

lold Ellis Hookes we might take the great

Jtent and show to the sheriffs at their inns and

cices, that they might draw out Liberates, and

sjid to jails in their respective counties and

psons, to set our friends at liberty.

[' We went to the sheriff of Yorkshire, who
vs an ancient man, and I showed him the pat-

jL and the names of the Eriends who were

psoners in their county and castle of York,

al those clauses for their discharge, which he

rj.dily assented to, and bid us give him a copy

tkreof, and he would draw up and send a Lib-

elee to the jailer for their release, which ac-

ej'dingly we did, and he performed his promise.

jj' I was thereby further informed how we

nght hasten and despatch our friends' release

iiother remote counties; and I drew up the

fi-ra of a Liberate, agreeable to the king's pat-

e;., briefly comprehending the heads thereof,

vyich concerned the prisoners' discharge. El-

li- Hookes transcribed as many copies as we
n:ded for the remaining remote counties, where

Of friends were not set at liberty ;
inserting

tl prisoners' names in each Liberate, respect-

ply appertaining to the same county ; as those

h Montgomeryshire prison, in a distinct war-

r^t or Liberate, for the sheriff of that county
;

ajl in like manner for the other counties and
psons in Wales, where Friends were detained.

\jirrants f„ r the sheriffs of Cornwall, Devon,

Brset, Somerset, Cumberland, Durham, Lan-
cshire and for the rest of the counties respect-

i\Jy, where Friends were not released out of

psons, were prepared for the sheriffs severally

tqign and seal.

iillis Hookes and I went to their inns and
olses, and showed them the king's patent, with

tl. Liberates, that they might see how agreea-

b they were ; and they approved thereof, and
Hdily signed and sealed each Liberate, being

a arrant to each jailer* to set our friends at

lhrty, out ofjail, where they had been detained,

asnany of them had been for a long time. So
alast, through much labor, care and diligence,

tl difficulty we had been under came to be re-

nted.

I do in deep humility, tenderness of spirit

aii with a thankful heart, retain the remem-
b nee, how the Lord our God helped and ena-

bli me to go through that great care and dili-

gtce in solicitations for the liberty of my dear
siering friends and brethren. Although I

lajred for the same nearly six months together,

ty)re it was fully effected, the Lord gave me
gut encouragement, peace and comfort, in my
dsty endeavors for them. My love towards
ttna was such as made the same more easy to

ffi in all which I still have great satisfaction

ai peace, which remain with me, in Christ
Jws, my Lord and my God ; I bless his name
at power which upheld and strengthened me;
lehim have the glory, praise and dominion for-

e\r, saith my soul.""

For "The Friend."

Our Oak Leaves.

The damp, foggy, drizzly weather that had
prevailed for several days, ended on the evening
of Eleventh Month 26th, in a thunderstorm,
attended with more copious showers of rain,

and the morning of the twenty-seventh was so

delightfully clear and cool that it tempted me
to visit a large oak tree, a mile or two from
home, some of whose leaves I had been desirous

of procuring, to add to the collection of a young
friend whose attention had been turned towards

the oak family. The oaks are, indeed, one of

the most interesting and valuable family of trees

that are natives of our country.

In the last edition of Gray's Botany, nineteen

species are enumerated, and, in addition, nine

which are regarded as hybrids. The fruit is

peculiar, consisting of a rounded or oblong nut,

seated in a cup, the whole called an acorn. The
leaves are very variable in shape and size, and
the wood is hard and tough, and in several of

the species very valuable.

There are about twelve species found in the

neighborhood of Moorestown. The largest of

the oaks is the white oak (Quercns alba). The
outline of the leaf is marked with several clefts

or fissures, rounded at their base, which divide

the leaf into a corresponding number of lobes,

whose terminations are rounded, and not fur-

nished with fine projecting points, like the black

and red oaks. This species grows in almost all

kinds of soil, and is found from Maine to the

Gulf of Mexico. There are mauy very noble

specimens in the peninsula between Delaware
and Chesapeake Bays. And I remember a

very remarkable one near Petersburg, Va. The
largest in this section of country is one near

Mantua Creek, below Woodbury, on the farm
of the late Joseph Tatum. Another noted speci-

men, very symmetrical in outline, is growing in

the old graveyard at Salem, N. J.

The acorns of the white oaks are generally

sweet and edible. The wood of those which

grow east of the Allegheny Mountains is tougher

and better adapted to the use of the wheel-

wright than that of the Western trees of the

same species.

One division of the white oaks has leaves

strongly resembling those of the chestnut tree

in their general outline and in the notches along

the edge. These trees are called from this cir-

cumstance the Chestnut oaks. There are five

species of them. One kind grows in the pine

barrens and is a shrub from two to four feet

high, sometimes even smaller. It is often abund-
antly loaded with acorns. All of the kinds here-

tofore described mature their fruit in the year

of flowering, but in the group of black oaks the

acorns do not mature till the fall of the follow-

ing year. Their acorns are bitter and astrin-

gent. To protect them from the severity of the

winter to which they are exposed, the shell of

the acorn is lined on the inside with a closely-

woven mat of fur, which is not found in those

acorns which mature the first season, and fall

before winter comes on. Of this group, we have
in this vicinity the red, scarlet and black oaks,

which closely resembleeach other, and the swamp
or pin oak ( Querent paluMris) which is more com-
mon in low grounds, and which, besides its main
limbs, has often many small, drooping branches

springing from the trunk. In all of the oaks of

this group, the lobes of the leaf end in bristle

shaped points, which are the termination of the

ribs or veins of the leaf. These are the woody
vessels which form the framework of the leaves

and support the green tissue in which the vital

functions of the leaf are performed. If the

student will gather specimens of the various

leaves he meets with in a walk, and examine

their structure and the arrangement of their

rib-, In- will find much to interest ami instruct.

The tree that I visited in the morning was the

Spanish oak (Querents falcata), which derives

its specific name, falcata, from the Latin word

falx, a sickle, the lobes of the leaf being com-

paratively narrow and curved like a sickle or

scythe. The description given in dray says it

is "extremely variable in foliage." A botanical

friend (Benjamin Heritage, of Mickleton, N.

J.) told me that, in the fall of the year, when
the leaves were coming down, he passed a tree

of this kind, near his home, and picked up one

leaf after another that attracted his attention,

until his hands and coat-pocket were full. He
pressed them fiat and mounted them on paper,

and found he had one hundred and fifty-four

leaves. He took these mounted leaves to the

school-house near by, hung them on the wall,

and told the childreu he would leave them there

for their examination for a week, and he wanted

them to see how many they could find that were

alike. When he returned they told him that

they had found two that were similar to each

other, so that the collection contained more than

one hundred and fifty forms!

The bear oak ( Querent ilieifofia) is found on

our pine barrens, and is a dwarf. I suppose it

receives its name from the acorns being food for

bears, although these animals are now rarely

seen in our part of the country.

The Black Jack ( Quercus nigra) is readily

identified by its thick leaves, which widen up-

wards, so that they are sometimes broader than

long. Like other oaks, these vary considerably

in shape and size. The bark is apt to be dark

colored. The tree is smaller than many of its

relatives, and is not considered very valuable.

We have also in low, sandy grounds an oak
with narrow, willow-shaped leaves

(
Quercm

phel/os), or willow oak, which, at first sight, one

would scarcely take to be an oak tree.
'

J. W.

" If I Were Rich."

How many things people would gladly do

if they were rich ! They would build churches,

they would found hospitals, they would es-

tablish schools, they would support preac.iers,

they would send out missionaries, they would

make great gifts, they would do wonders if they

were only rich. They are not rich; they never

will be rich, and consequently they are not

likely to do all, or any, of these fine things.

Said one man :

" If I were rich I would enjoy circulating

Anti-Infidel literature."

If we had waited to be rich before com-
mencing such work, we should never have
printed a tract, issued a paper, or scattered any
Anti-Infidel publications. If the Apostle Paul

had waited to be rich before preaching the

Gospel or writing his epistles, we never should

have heard from him. He did not wait to be

rich; he never got rich, but he managed to ac-

complish considerable work, and he describes

himself as "poor, yet making many rich."

Many a man has been made rich by the Gos-

pel of Christ; not only rich in spiritual and in

eternal things, but by the thrift, sobriety, tem-

perance, and industry which the Gospel pre-

scribed, he has attained to worldly prosperity

as a result of the faithful teachings of men of

God.
If the devil can persuade a man to decide
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ae his doing good until he has ?-;
•

,, then if he can interfere with

. ^ thai the man never gets rich, his end

plished.

„ we are concerned, we bai

, tation oi being rich. We have had no

but w»- have scattered perhaps

MX hundred tons of Gospel literature without

being rich; have preached theGospel tor nearly

half a century ; have traversed the land,crossed

the ocean, and sown g I seed in many coun-

tries, in different languages, and by all waters.

We have made the acquaintance of rich men,

milli maires and noblemen, and have had "Grod

bleae you's" by the thousands, and in the htty

years "have never asked one of them tor a

dollar, and have never found halt a dozen

persona who cared enough about the work to

put a thousand dollars into it ami push it on.

Men who are rich keep their money. 1 be

men who are trying to get rich, invest all they

. and often -ink it; and men who are

p | ir, content themselves with telling what great

things they would do if they wen only rush.
_

[f God's work depended upon rich men it

would drag and lag, and falter and fail. There

are very few rich people who give liberally.

Borne of the rich will give if one will hound

and harass them; hut if a man trust? in God

and attends to his work, they let him trust and

work, while thev go on and pile up their

money. Most of "the people that are trying

to gel rich, keep all their money " invested

"

till they lose it, and perhaps are lost them-

selves.
" When they are looking around for

good investments they overlook the work of

God, and the opportunity of laying up treas-

ure- in h :aven.

[f ev.r you want to do good, dc it when

you can do it, and when you have a hear! to

c'lo it. The work of God is and always has

been, moatly rani' 'I on by poor nu n. It will still

Continue to he so. The poor of this world,

rich in faith, prize the Gospel and help pub

lisb. A few rich men give liberally, many
more will give to God the scraps and clip-

ml cheese parings of their wealth after

dished their business, made their

investments, salted down their pile, built their

bouses, and bought their lands. They will

perhaps squander a thousand dollars on them-

and give ten dollars to the Lord; sink

twenty thousand dollar- in a speculation, and
give a live-dollar bill to some one who has

devoted hi- lite to the salvation of men. Some-
time- i! tlcir children die, and they quarrel

with their relatives, they will make a will,

l'.und a college, donate a library, or establish

an institution, but they take precious good care

that nobody shall touch the money until they
ate dead and buried. Then come the heirs,

who rake open their lives, prove that they
were crazy, wash their dirty linen in public,

ami xi thi ir estate goes, ami if they themselvi -

d, it i- " bo as by fire."

It any man has any desire to do work fot

(bid, let him not wait till he i> rich; let h

do it while he can, do what he can, ami doit
to-day. The pour widow cast in more than a

the rich. It -In- had waited till she was rich

she would have kept her two mm - and lost the

Saviour'- Id tjsing. >' if you have any work to

do fur God, d i it while you can. Give your
penny to the p i ir. If you wish to

truth, begin with a single tract, and n I

you .are faithful, He will give you new oppor-
tunities, and as you improve your two tali nl-

they may become fivi : a- you impl

Do not wait
five God may make them ten

I),, D ot say, "If I were rich." It is not yet

certain that it is safe for the Lordto trust you

even with one talent. When He sees that

, "faithful over a few things, it is easy

"for Him to make you " ruler over many things.

—H. L. Hastings.

WHAT YOU DID NOT SAY."

There is mnnv a word that a man may rue,

\nd the memory of it may make him weep,

Mayhap «»«e heart that is kind and true,

Like a red pomegranate, is rent in two,

When out of the soul the passions leap,

Vnd st. ruling the portals of speech, they rush

Into' cruel words that condemn and crush.

But the pang that von never may know, I pray,

Is the woe of the word that you did not say.

The word that you ought to have said to him

Who pit up Ids pleading lace to ask

For a father's snide, and whose eyes went dim

Will, tears at vour answer, stern and grim:

"
( hild, let me alone till I end my task."

New he vexes no acre, yet you often go

To the grave of the lad you slighte I so,

And call through the grass to the quiet clay,

And soh out the word that you did not say.

The word you ought to have said to her

Whom long ago you did lovingly woo

With gins and graces; but tears now hlur

The sight of the bloom of the lavender

I hat I. rings old summers again, and you !—

How she lisis and longs for the tender tone

Of the davs gone by !

" When you stand alone,

5ND.

ngi

ted

i in her
out the

\ oil hen will lay

rd that you did not say.

The word yon ought to have said— the dear

( >M pair by the fireside need it so.

It is better to speak, more blessed to hear

Your word of praise while they both are near.

How free would your filial affection flow,

If vou knew how we, who without them trod

All the way of life, are entreating God,

Who took them from us, that some time they,

In his heaven, may hear what we did not say.

—Robert Mclntyre.

Tin: Waldensian Colony

lisbed in Western North Ol

ago, has become ecclesiastics

which was estab

rolina some years

lly connected with

he Southern Presbyterian Church. The church

with its pastor, was placed on the roll of the

Presbytery of Concord. The name of the church

is the"" Waldensian Church of Valdese, N. C
The members of the colony having determined

to become American citizens, they determined,

also, to put themselves under the jurisdiction of

the Church in their adopted State, and the Sy
nodical Committee of Home Missions in Nortl

Carolina has agreed to assist in the support of

the church. Much sympathy has been felt for

this band of emigrants from the Old World,
and in the struggles which are incident to the

great change which has been made. Practical

help has been given to its members from North
I 'arolina Presbyterians and others at a distance.

A more prosperous day seems to have dawned
upon the colony.

"There is, in truth, scarcely a more effica-

cious means of honoring the Deity, than by ob-

serving a constant Christian manner of conduct-
ing - intercourse with men. He who habit-

ually maintains his allegiance to religion and
to purity, who is moderate and chaste in all his

pursuits, ami who always makes the prospects

of the future predominate over the temptations
of the present, is one of the most effacacious

n e menders of goodness, one of the most im-
pressive 'preachers of righteousness,' and by
consequence, one of the most efficient promoters
of the glory of God."

—

Jonathan Dymond.

For "The Friend.

Tiger Hunting.

Sir Edward Braddon, who for many

lived in India, in. the employ of goven

has published some account of his hunting

periences, especially in pursuit of tigers.

His experiences in this line, when located

Deogbur, seem justifiable, for in the jungji

lid that place lived four tigers who, I

content with preying on the cattle belonging

the villagers, eat also their owners. They kil

the wretched wood-cutters, or the old worn
who picked up sticks in the jungle ; they cl
ried off the wayfarer from the high road ; tl •

J
broke into the grass huts of the sleeping pel

nt and carried oil' the husband from his wi i =

side. Every year brought its long death-nl

of men, women and children killed after til

fashion, and one tiger alone was credited wjl

a hundred victims.

A long period of immunity had encourajtl

such confidence in these brutes that they mil
occasional night raids into the town itself,«
dragged their unfortunate victims out of M
houses. The first of these dangerous anirol

that Braddon succeeded in killing, was shotfr I
a perch in a tree where he had concealed hi
self, while on the ground below a buflalo-1jl

tied up as a bait. The night was passed*

watching and sleeping but towards morninjl

tiger's roar was heard in the forest, which \I

repeated at intervals anil showed that thebn
I

was approaching in a zigzag course. Thtfral

falo was killed before it was light enough!

the hunter to see. But the tiger com men 1

:

dragging his victim into the jungle. As!
crossed the forest road his form was dimly ci

lined against the white sand, and the huDl

seized the chance and fired, wounding the il

mal which disappeared in the jungle. Then!
day it was found, still living, not far from 1
spot, and killed.

"Flushed with success," Braddon says, U

sought every opportunity of killing the thretl

gers yet remaining. I wen t out after them whl
ever they were reported to be abroad in the sc;l

and lighter jungle that lay outside the heaw

cover ; and within twelve months all four 11

been destroyed, the last by a poisoned anf

from the spring bow of a native hunter. Then*

forward, during my stay at Deoghur the wo#j

cutter anil the cowherd were free to travel

the jungle in safety."

Our author speaks of a noted tiger at Jirl

tana, of which it was said that it bad killel

hundred men and woftien. This was proba?

an exaggeration, but from time to time repi9

were brought in of some one being carried F

from a particular locality near a large vilhu.

It so happened that on a tour through this <-

trict, with two British companions, they j-

camped in the immediate vicinityof this tig'

3

slaughter-house. Towards morning they w

3

awakened by a sudden outcry, and the tb 3

Britons tumbled out of their "beds to learn 3

cause, and found a frightened native, who 11

just came out of the very jaws of death. JJ

head was deeply scored by a tiger's claws, si

the blood still "oozed slowly from his woudI

He had been in the clutches "of the terrible m-
eater. He had wrapped his quilted coveit

round him and over his head, as is the way'

the natives when they walk abroad in the ell

air of early morning, and it had not only we.

eued the force of the tiger's blow upon his h<l

but had served him as a shield from benei»

which he had crept away and escaped. II

master had been walking just behind him; n
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jhe road close by they found very eerl:iin indi-

atioDS that thf master had been carried to the

ungle by the tiger. The elephants were got
ut forthwith and off went the hunters in pur-
uit. ( )ur autlior says, " In about a quarter of

n hour I came upon it within thirty yards of
•le, with one paw resting on the body of the

dain man ; calm and wholly undismayed by my
ppearanee. Never did I interview a tiger so

(ttle disconcerted as this was by my abrupt in-

fusions. Hardened by its long and unpunished
iareer of crime against humanity, it had, I sup-

jose, come to regard man as merely something
b be eaten by hungry tigers. It never moved
•om that moment when our eyes met until I

|ut a bullet into the back of its neck as it lay

icing me ; then it rose and charged, receiving

second bullet full in the chest from my left

iarrel,aud dropped into a clump of grass some
alt* dozen yards from me." "I can imagine
lat a sigh of relief rose up as a ptean of rejoic-

|)gwheu the news of the creature's death went
>rth,and that many a wayfarer passed thence-
jirth with a lighter heart along the road it had
[•equented."

}
The writer of this book does not, however,

retend to claim motives of philanthropy as the
nly ground for his passion for tiger hunting

—

isport of which he was passionately fond. Per-
laps the section of country that most abounded
o these animals was the Terai of Nepal, a tract

ping at the base of the Himalaya Mountains.
*
7hen the heat of the summer sun has dried the
fountain pools the tigers descend from the hills

hd take refuge in the high grass and reeds that
jnrder the pools in the low ground. From this

Observations on Bible Words in Bible Lands.

jiey are driven out by a long line of elephants
jith a small army of attendants and beaters;

jnd when the tigers attempt to escape into the
pen country they are shot by persons jud
lously stationed to intercept them. The tiger

|:ason lasts about six weeks. The hunting party
'iust own, hire or borrow a large number of ele-

hants, thirty or forty oftentimes being used, and
»ake arrangements "for food for theseand one or
Wo hundred persons, for in the Terai supplies
'•e not procurable. To one not infected with the
anting mania, the great expense, joined with
lie risks and inevitable hardships to be endured,
>ould render this form of amusement a very un-
psirable one.

One of the annoyances was the multitude of
ild bees, which inhabited the Terai, and which
ihen disturbed, pursue the intruders with great
artinacity. Because of them, it is customary
!> take a blanket as part of the elephant's equip-
[ent. When attacked, it is customary to put
lis over and about the riders, to keep the
sects off. Flies are very abundant, and sand-
'es, whose stings are as aggravating as mos-
litoes. The best time for shooting is about
idday, when the heat is the greatest. The
dy thing that brought relief to aching eyes or
Jrning skin was to envelop head and shoul-
its in a wet towel. But one cannot shoot
gers with a towel as a veil. As to thirst,

raddon remarks, " When once the man who
out in that heat yields to the temptation of
s water or cold tea, or lime juice and water-
)ttle, he is thereafter for the rest of that day
'lost creature, the slave of any fluid with which
; can wet his parching lips and allav his in-

tiable thirst. J. W.

'It is good to meditate on the vanity of all
orldly enjoyments, and thence press after those
bstantial pleasures which are at God's right
and.

Truth needs no propa. I entered the Holy
Land with a strong determination nol to com-
pel my observations to agree with Scriptural
accounts. I would see the country, so far as
possible, with unprejudiced eyes, ready to ac-
knowledge any disagreement that might appear
between land and book.

80 many passages of Scripture have been il-

lustrated, explained or enforced, by what 1 have
seen and heard during a two months' visit in

Palestine, that I trust a few of my observations
may be helpful to others.

Here are the low houses with flat roots, made
of limbs ami branches of trees, covered with
earth, through which it would be an easy task
to "let down the bed wherein the sick of the
palsy lay." In many fields we see the small
piles of stones which mark the boundaries, which
no one touches, for "cursed be he that remov-
eth his neighbor's landmark." Pressing our
way through a small group of women, we find
two of them turning one round flat stone upon
another. They are the "two women," that
" shall be grinding at a mill." How they laugh
at my clumsiness when I am unable to turn with
one hand and put the grain in with the other,
which they can so dexterously do. Three times
in the day we can see men publicly praying by
the roadside, on some hilltop, or in the "market
places," and we cannot help the impression that
they are praying " to be seen of men." We stand
and watch women baking bread, and learn for

the first time what is a " cake baked in the
ashes." When we see men moving through the
crowds with a goat skin filled with water on
their back or shoulder, we understand why men
should not put "new wine into old bottles."

How much more real become these familiar
passages as we see them illustrated every day.
When Eliezer, the servant ofAbraham, went

to the city of Nahor to choose a wife for Isaac,
he stopped at a well of water outside the city
walls. Rebekah came out to draw water, and
when Eliezer asked water she " let down her
pitcher upon her hand, and gave him drink."
She also offered to draw water for the camels.
One of the common sights in Syria is hundreds
of girls and women coming to the well, both
morning and evening, with large water jars .,11

their heads, to draw water. They are always
most willing to give drink to the traveller. On
our way from Mount Carmel to Nazareth we came
to a well, but found nothing with which to draw
water. Soon three girls came with a rope and
bucket, and drew water both for us and our
horses. At another time, when tired and thirsty,

we came to a well outside a city, and before we
could dismount the girls had letdown the pitchers
from their shoulders and offered us the welcome
drink. To no place could Abraham's servant
have gone with a greater probability of accom-
plishing his errand than to one of the wells to

which the girls of the towns and villages came
for water.

" Darius," our muleteer, was a constant cause
of delay on our journey. When we thought
him following near, he would be far behind out
of sight. Often we had to wait a full hour for
him to come up. The dragoman said, "The
trouble is he has too many friends on the way."

" Why," I said, " what difference does that
make?"

" It takes him too long to say good morning,"
was the reply.

Regardless of all we could do, Darius would

stop and talk with friends whom he met. When
remonstrated with, he answered in the most in

jured tone, that he ought to be allowed to wish
his friends a good will. Is it strange that 111 a
land when- time i> of no account, where the
people consider it no loss to -pen. I an hour or
• veil half a day in salutations and courtesies,
that Jesus should say to his disciple-, when -end-
ing them forth to preach the Gospel, " Salute
110 man by the way ?"

I could never make any sense of the words
in Ezra, where the prophef thanks God for
"grace for a little space to give us a nail in his
holy place.'' Since 1 saw hundreds of nails
driven into the walls at the Jews' wailing places
in Jerusalem, and learned thai when a stranger
came to the city he could claim a place am ing
his people, and thus have a part in the temple
worship by ("riviriLT a nail in the wall, I began
to see the force of this verse.

Often was I puzzled to know what Isaiah
meant when he said to Hezekiah that the "in-
habitants were as grass upon the housetops."
What did the Psalmist David have in mind
when he prayed that the rebellious people might
be " as the gra.-s upon the housetops, which
withereth before it groweth up?" I would ask,
Will grass grow on slate, or shingles produce
vegetation? No sooner, however, did I see the
roof made of the earth, and grass actually grow-
ing upon them, and often to a considerable height
before it was withered by the sun, than this pas-
sage was also made plain.

I have with my own horse, as we rode along
the narrow path, " trodden down," the "seed
sown by the wayside ;" I have seen the sprout-
ing wheat wither before the sun where it had
fallen on rock covered with a thin layer of soil,

and have frequently watched flocks of birds as
they came and "devoured it up."

^

Riding along the southwest shore of Lake
Galilee one day, we saw many large flocks of
sheepand goats which theshepherds had brought
there to drink. As we came near, the sheep
turned and ran rapidly away. We walked slow,
but they would not suffer us to overtake them.
The shepherd ran a few paces, made several
hissing and purring sounds, and immediately
they turned and followed him in the opposite
directions to that in which they had been run-
ning. "And the sheep hear his voice, * * *
and a stranger will they not follow, 'out will
flee from him, for they know not the voice of
strangers." No doubt Jesus had often walked
along this shore, and had seen many times the
shepherds bringing their sheep to water as we
did. Was it not scenes just like this which sug-
gested to his mind the words of the beautiful
parable of the sheep ?

While at the hotel in Haifa (near Mount Car-
mel ) I met at the dinner table a young man from
Damascus, with whom I talked considerably.
The next day, as we rode toward Nazareth,
Yanko, the dragoman, said :

" How you like that Damascus man ?"

"Very well," I said; "why, didn't you?"
" No, too proud."
" How is that ?"

" O, he was at the head of the table, and when
you came he ought to take a lower seat. You
come to my house

; I not keep the head of the
table. I give it you till another better gentle-
man than you come. That is a custom in our
country."

Later on a native of Syria, who is away from
home a greater part of the year, told me that
when he went home he and" his family in the
evening would sit around on mats on the floor
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and receive their friends. When a

entered he would rise and give biro his seat.

. himself take a lower one. When an-

other came the first would rise and give thesec-

.iii.l caller his seat as a token of honor. What

was more natural than for Christ, who knew

this custom, to use the parable of th se invited

redding when lie saw bow they selected

tl„. chief rooms? "Sit not down in the highest

lest a more honorable man than thou

be bidden of him: and he that bade thee and

him ome and Bay to thee. Give this man place;

and thou begin with shame to take the lowest

ro in."

What are those round stone buildings that we

iany of in all the vineyards as we pass

along ? Some of them are surely very old. These

are the towers of the vineyards. Isaiah says,

• II- built a tower in the mid-! of it. ami also

made a wine-press." In the time of fruit, the

i the vineyard takes his family, also the

goats, hens, etc., and live- in these towers, and
- watch over the ripening fruit. I also

saw the wine-presses cut in solid rocks, and

: ii- iii w Inch to store the wine.

There is a ver-e in Mieah that will always

in. an more to me -ince making this journey

from Jerusalem to Hebron. The prophet says,

'• Hut they .-hall .-it every man under his vine

and under hi- tig-tree, and none shall make them

afraid." As we passed through the many vine-

yard-ami olive groves that surrounded Hebron,

the guide, S ilomCD, -aid, "Shall I tell you what

I think the greatest pleasure this people has?"

In the time of fruit, he said, when grapes and

figs are ripe, the people come out into the gar-

dens foragood time. They invite their friends,

especially the young, to come with them. Rugs
and mat- an- -pread under the trees, and they

sit down in the cool shade. A large oven is

hewn out in the solid rock. Then a w hole sheep,

BtufTed with li.-e and many spices, is put into

th- own. I'll.' door i< then closed with a large

.-tone and sealed perfectly tight. Underneath
a lire i- built, and the sheep roasted for two

hours. When it is taken out the flesh is red

and most fragrant. This, with the ripe grapes
ami ti_'- iu-i picked and plenty of sweet wine,

is most delicious. I asked Solomon if the vines

were ever trained to cover the fig tree. He an-

telling me to wait and see. He soon

ghowed me many trei bc ivered w ith vines, which
afforded a delightful -hade. "A time like this,"

he said, "when one is free from all care ami
trouble, is the happiest in life."

Whatjoy for a people oppressed ami troubled,
with enemii - on every side, to meditate a lime

when they would -it iii peace underneath their
own vim- and fig

••
< kime," .-..id a native of Jerusalem, " I want

to take you to see something." 11.- led me to

the wheat market. Here were large pile- of
wheat surrounded by buyers and sellers. As
I watched the wheal being measured oul 1 ei.nl,

1

hardly believe my eyes. First, the measure
wa- filled : mil,- wheat was then put on, and
the man pressed it down with both hand.-. Slid
more wheal wa- add,-, I. then he shook il down
and turned it around backward and forward.
•Still m it ip up ..I, ii, until

it ran over. N d the man made a
small hole in the wheat by carefully burrowing
int.. il with ,,,„ hand and' filling the hoi.- with
•I ther. This process was repeated by actual
e tunl eight to ien times at every measureful,
until scarcely another grain could be made to

It wa- ll„ th,- sad

buyer. The gentleman with me said that often

instead of the wheat being put into a sack, it

was emptied into the large fold of the loose robe

worn by the people—into the " bosom" of the

buyer.
'

I can well believe that, for I have seen

men and women thus carry everything, from a

live chicken to a full grown sheep, from a loaf

of bread to a hot bowl of soup.

"Give, and it shall be given unto you; good

measure, pressed down and shaken together, and

running over, shall men give into your bosom."

— Christian Advocate.

On Attempts to Use Carnal Means in Spir-

itual Services.

"At the commencement of my ministry," said

an aged and eminent preacher, " I often attrib-

uted to the Holy Spirit's operation, impressions

produced only by persuasive human language.

More than once I had to note of that time that

I was building with hay and stubble." Alas, how
many of us might make the same acknowledg-

ment

!

We should carefully distinguish between what

is of the Spirit of God and what is of the mere
zeal and energy of nature. In doing so, it should

scarcely be necessary to remark that no one can

preach or teach or minister, either publicly or

privately, in the Spirit who is not walking in

the Spirit. No service in the Spirit can stand

as an isolated thing, but miiot be part and par-

cel of a spiritual life. If it is indeed prompted
by a love of souls and a desire for the glory of

God, it will not be an isolated thing, as though
the love and desire were suspended when the

sermon or address or lesson is finished, until the

time comes around for the next stated service.

What has been called " a passion for the salva-

tion of souls" will pervade our whole intercourse

with men, and will not wait for the stimulus of

publicity, but, like true charity, will rather shun
the eyes of men.
Where our activities proceed from the mere

zeal and energy of the flesh, some self-seeking

may always be detected. In a preacher, for

example, there will be solicitude about the im-
pressions men have of his performance, satis-

faction in their applause, discouragement when
he fails to secure it, a morbid solicitude about
the apparent results, a disposition to dwell upon
apparent success, a dependence on his own power
to secure it, and an anxiety to keep himself
prominently before the public. Churches often

sympathize with preachers in all this. Yet they
might easily know that it is not of the Spirit to

occupy men's minds with the preacher rather
than with Christ, with the preacher's perform-
ance rather than with the Truth, and to resort

to worldly expedients to promote his popularity
ami attract people to his ministry.

Hut preachers and churches may be deceived,
especially in times of unusual interest, by the
supposition, that by worldly expedients men
may really be brought under the influence of
the Gospel. Where the Gospel has been faith-
fully preached, and faithful men in their unno-
ticed walks of usefulness, have been warning
and entreating the aged and the young, souls
may he interested, convinced, or even quickened
in Christ, though little is known of it till some
movement brings it all to light. Then there
appears to !„• a sudden in gathering of souls,
public attention is aroused, and all means are
used to foster the public interest. The aid of the

ourted, and the means which worldly
partisans use to promote their objects are em-
ployed to gather excited crowds. ' Young con-

verts are beginning to be counted, and for tlcl

time, even sober Christians fail to discriminal
i

between the work of the Spirit and that whictj

Nature produces. But so soon as the excite

nient subsides, the wood, hay and stubble wi > i

be recognized, and all that remains to the glori I

of God will be found to be independent of, c fl

rather in spite of, the carnal expedients bfl
which those who employed them imagined the I

were serving God.

He who truly acts in the Spirit, acts simpl

as toward Christ, and knows that our labor if

not in vain in the Lord, whatever our appea '

ances may indicate. Those who are influence

by appearances, mistake blossoms for fruit. Tnr 'j

service has all its springs in Christ, and doM
not depend upon the notice or applause of me' :

or the excitement of human association. Ca
ual zeal and energy crave publicity, and whs' •

is called organization and humanely devise'!

schemes and plans of action. We would new
undervalue the comforts of the communion an •

• i ;ii mm of saints. But true service depenc

not on excitement of a public meeting, but o'

communion with God. Even Saul, it has been n

marked, may prophesy in a company of propl

ets, but how is it when he is among the ungodly

The expression, "a live man," has becom 1

painfully current, because it is so painfull

significant. The live man is nothing without

convention and great arrangements for carry

ing on work. The Spirit of God is not depenoj
ent on numbers, and cannot be fettered by meiB
He who is acting in the Lord and for the LordB
however he may prize Christian communioi
will not lean upon others. Paul and Barnaba i

when they went forth, were recommended t'J

the grace of God by the Church of Ant.iocl t

and when they returned, they rehearsed to tlrl

Church all that God had done with them.

We have said that he who is really acting i
:

j

the Spirit and to the Lord will be little inflt t

enced by circumstances and apparent result*

We know very little about results at presenfl

Not only may we be mistaking blossoms fol
fruit, but when souls are saved, we may.yhjB

greatly mistaken about the instrumentality b'B

which it is accomplished. Even the person whj I

is saved may be mistaken about this. All thsi J

we certainly know is, that it is the Lord's d(j {

ing. " That according as it is written he tltf 1

glorieth let him glory in the Lord." To giv,

prominence to the instrument, to be eager ti
]

have results which are to the glory of God coij i

neete.l with our own name, or to accept the cred

which our own brethren may be willing to giv
:

-

to a public laborer, is notonly dishonoring to th

Lord, but is a snare to a man's own soul, and

source of weakness in future service. "
Tl ijifflH

good for a man to eat much honey. So for me ,
i

to search their own glory is not glory."

In conclusion, let us in all our service wa..

upon the Lord, self-emptied and abased, tolear.J

that when we are weak then are we strong. Ill

all our testimony, let us be assured that it : j

nis own Truth alone that God can bless, an

:

that we can no more move a soul Godward b; t

any power of our own than we could move odj I

of the planets from its orbit, knowing, too, th£|
I

everything that ministers to self conceit, exali >

the creature, and leads men to depend upon th.

instrument, is unhallowed in its origin and di
|

>l

astrous in its results ; knowing, also, that weaiH
no longer under the Spirit's guidance, when w] I

cease to speak as the oracles of God, or go bifl

yond the Scriptural authority in the meat

which we employ to accomplish our end.

—

mm
Witness.
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Natural History, Science, etc.

j
Grossing the Peace River in British America.

vOn account of the swiftness of the river, we
'>re forced to go up the stream for more than

imile before we left the bank, and very ardu-

^s work it was, but finally we decided that we
light safely turn across, and in a moment were

•lirling in the swift current. A man who has

iver rowed in rapid waters can have no idea

i the feeling of utter helplessness which comes
qer one at such a time. The whole landscape

s.>med to spin by us at an alarming rate, and
iw as we might, we could make no headway
iainst the current. Here and there we saw

|ge pine trees floating down the river. Now
r,d again some under-current would catch

t[?ni, and they would rear sixty feet of their

l'igth clear out of the water, as though upheld

Ijsome giant hand, and then fall without warn-

iir, making a mighty splash. The least touch

Gone of these would have sent our frail craft

t the bottom, and our own chances of safety or

rtcue would have bten slight indeed.

At last, after a fearful struggle, we came to

cnier water, and landed opposite Pat's cabin,

ija very exhausted condition. Pat, who was a

r.ld-faced half-breed, did not seem the least

Iturbed at seeing us, and when we told him
tjit we intended to spend the night in his

cjin, expressed no surprise, but simply sat on

h doorstep whilst we made ourselves comfort-

aile in his mansion. I do not think he had any
lections to our coming, but I am bound to

si' that we calmly took possession without ask-

ii; his leave. He would have been astonished

Kwe had done so. He sat on the doorstep

wile we cooked our supper on his stove, until

yjfelt obliged to entreat him to come in and
sure it, as if we had been the hosts and he the

g/st. The three men who had helped us across

tt river now came up for payment, so we wrote

(Mcques on the Hudson's Bay Company for so

ri.ny skins apiece.— Travels in the Muskeg.

For " The Friend."

The events of the past week, as disclosed

a Washington, have been such as to induce
trughtfulness in the minds of concerned people,

a tough war, as the outcome, may not be im-
inent.

Whatever may be the merits of the contro-

V'sy between the governments of this country
a.l Great Britain, the menacing attitude and
tl apparent unanimity of the people in support
cmach, are truly alarming to those who, from
p-iciple, deprecate war.

iVhen we consider the removal of a single

li, the sorrow and suffering entailed even
w;n softened by a confident hope of a blessed

li to come, how awful does war appear, at-

tested with every horror known to civilized

nla, with its thousands of maimed and slain,

niit of whom, perhaps, were in the act of tak-
iu the lives of their fellow-men, and without
piparation for so solemn a change.
low fearful the responsibility !

fit doth not " profit a man to gain the whole
wld and lose his own soul," surely nothing
cr

1

justify such a thing.

'herefore, as individuals and members of our
regions Society, we should watch ourselves
nirowly and see that we have no lot or part
Hit, that we not only discourage war, but the
spit of war in our own hearts.

_
'he greatest of graces, love, " rejoices not

iuniquity, but rejoiceth in the Truth." If we
Pr:ess it we will not rejoice in the size of our
araments, the bravery of our people, or the

strength of our nation, but rather have our
hearts turned to Him who alone controls the

destinies of men and nations, in prayer for I In-

right preservation of ourselves and our people.

Items.

Hireling Ministry.—The Presbyterian, of Phila-

delphia, has an editorial article in which it laments
the creeping in of what is called "The hired man
theory." To regard a minister as a commercial
commodity is a degrading conception, that weak-
ens his power for good; yet such is the natural
tendency of the system of having paid preachers.

Spectacular Christianity.— Under this head the
same paper speaks m a rather caustic tone of some
of the outside agencies that are used to attract the

multitudes and draw them into the places of wor-
ship. It says

:

" There are churches which call themselves in-

stitutional, and great efforts are being made to force

them to the front. Their special object seems to

he to tickle the community into heaven. The chief

agencies employed are apparently directed to get-

ling the multitude into the church trap. People
are not expected to come because of what they

will hear, but to be induced to hear alter they arc

caught.

"The choir is expected to draw like a poultice.

Gymnastics have become a soul-saving force, so

that the gymnasium is under the sacred roof, and
young men are expected to be caught in this < ros-

pel net. So they swing by their hands and their

feet; they bend themselves back into a semi-circle.

and then forward in a like curve, and so on through
the elaborate drill, and this is supposed to act as a

saving grace. The athlete is expected to join the

church, and to add to the minister's attractions,

and to go before him in his work, saying, ' Come
out to-night and hear the converted athlete."

"But there are several varieties of saving meth-
ods in the institutional church. It has carried its

evangelizing efforts into the foot-ball sport. It has

rented a lot, and has prepared it ; and has provided
refreshments, not only for the players but for the

religious folk who attend to help on the cause. In
a word, everything is furnished but mourner's
benches. The results are most satisf ctory. The
kickers come and join the church, and what a pro-

digious influence they have in saving men ! When
any one of these saved kickers from the church
bail grounds speaks, he is introduced as belonging

to a noted church team. His knuckles are smash-
ed, and he is a cripple, but how powerful he is!

All these things draw in the institutional church,

and there is a rush to see and hear him.
" Next there is the military training. No church

is thought complete without its company or two of

young guards, who can toe the mark. This is a

marked institutional feature. It draws especially

the boys in neighboring churches. Where for-

merly people only served God in preaching, pray-

ing and praising in a New Testament way, in this

new mode of saving men it is "Tramp, tramp,

tramp, the boys are marching.'" They are all in

uniform, and can give the pastor a military salute.

They take up the collection in measured motion
;

it is considered very impressive, according to the

institutional church idea.

"Some say that the reason why the Quakers do
not get more converts is because they lack demon-
strations of this kind."

We think it may safely be concluded that if the
Society of Friends should come to depend on at-

tractions of this kind, it will be because the Spirit

of Christ no longer animates its professors, as it did

its early members.

The Catholic Standard begins an editorial thus :

" We wonder what The Independent and all other
believers in the Bible as the sole and only rule of

faith, think of a certain," etc.

When did Tlte Independent ever sav that the Bi-

ble is the sole and only rule of faith? We believe

what our Lord said, that He would give his Spirit.
" which shall lead you into all truth." We regard

the teachings of the Holy Spirit as a rule of faith.

— The Independent.

Few know more of the reed of our river mud-
flats than that it furnishes the food which fat-

tens for the epicure the reed-bird of autumn
dinner tables— the bobolink of other seasons.

But as wild rice (Zizania, aquatica of science,

it has played no mean part in the service of

man. it was the staple food of the Indians, that

formerly inhabited Northern Wisconsin and
Minnesota, where the plant abound- on the.

margin of lakes. I> r . Elliot! Cones gays that it

isstiil the chief resource of the Objibway Indians
on the reservations of Minnesota. They not

only gather it for their own use, but for the

purpose of trade. A common name is Indian

rice, and the lakes along which the plants
abound are known as rice lakes. Whole Indian
villages will be tenautless in autumn, the in-

habitants having gone ricing, as the harvesting

is termed. The Indians push their canoes into

masses of rice, bend the heads of rice over a
crotched stick, and thrash the grain into the

bottom of the boat.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 4, 1800.

An interesting and instructive account is pre-

served of one of our early Friends named Lucy
Wait, afterwards Chopping. She lived in a
time when there was much persecution of the

Lord's people, and she found it her concern to

visit them in prisons, and accordingly she went
from jail to jail, doing for them such service as

mending and making their clothes, as they
needed, and many parents being shut up far

from their homes, she would also go and visit

their families and children. She spent many
years in this line of service, which was very ac-

ceptable to those who could not obtain liberty

to visit their families themselves. Great was
her labor of love, which she did freely, and in

the course of it she travelled many hundreds of
miles on foot.

When taken sick, shortly before her death,

she said, " I am very ill, and do think it will

be my end. But it will be well with me. I

shall go to my mansion, which is prepared for

me and all the faithful followers of the Lamb,
and I have nothing to do but to die. The Lord
has been with me, and kept me safe through
many long journeys, in which I have walked
many bundled miles to serve my friends in the

Truth, 'and for the Truth's sake, and mostly
alone, and the Lord has preserved me, so that

none were suffered to do me any harm, for

which I have often been humbly thankful, and
now I feel peace, and shall in a little time rest

with Him in everlasting joy and peace."

On another occasion she said, " I have loved
the Lord with all my heart, and served Him
with all my strength, and I have peace. The
Lord is with me, and it will be a glorious

change."

We see no reason to doubt that this faithful

woman, in performing the humble service of
mending up the clothing of those who were pris-

oners for conscience sake, and in caring for their

families, was as acceptable to her Lord and
Master as those who were sent on missions of
apparently greater importance, for it is not so

much what kind of work we are engaged in, as

the degree in which we are carrying out the

will of the Father, that finds favor in his sight.

The sufferings which Friends underwent in

those days called for much effort to relieve
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them and their families. Thomas Ellw I tells

u- that there were certain women Friends in

Lond m wh i regularly visited the prisons there,

when Friends were brought to jail, and saw

tliat they were provided with food. Some

Friends labored much to procure the release of

the captives, and others attended at the courts

when they were brought up for trial, so that no

All these were lines of service the need tor

which scarcely exists at the present day, so that

gr mnd for the assertion that our

duties are affected by the altered circumstances

of the times. Yet there is no change in the un-

derlying principle that (lie Lord's servant.-; must

individual y foil iw his holy leadings. He may

no) require of us the same outward services that

II.. di i f our predecessors two hundred years

ago, bul He n quires the same willingness to

obey, and the same watchful care in each one

to listen to the voice of his Spirit.

In common with many others, whose true

patriotism is shown by their desire that their

country may be preserved in the way of right-

- and peace, we have been uneasy with

the signs of the times that indicate the upspring-

ing among 3ome of our people of a spirit of

war. especially in connection with the boundary

dispute between Great Britain and Venezuela.

The large increase in the navy of the United

States in the last few years has tended to de-

velop a feeling of pride in our resources, which

the nation more disposed to find some

use to which it can put these formidable im-

plements of destruction. Thus we are becoming

more proud and ready to resent any supposed

or real slight.

The Bible assures us that firihtrtinme-is exnlt-

eth a nation. We believe it is a sound prin-

ciple, thai the more we cultivate the peaceable

and forgiving spirit of Christ ami endeavor to

do justly and love mercy, the safer we will be

from improper interference from other nations,

while the multiplication of warlike defences

will promote aggressions, and lead to the very

hey were designed to guard against.

acouraging to see in the daily papers

ee thai the | pie in different parts of

the United States are beginning to express their

uneasiness with the warlike tone that has been
recently manifested. We hope our members,
individually, will keep a watch over their own
spirits, and do u hat they can to check in others

the indulgence in an un-Christian spirit.

We were pleased with the following senti-

m- it- of an ex-Congressman, reported to the

PublicLedger of Philadelphia of Twelfth Month
21st:

" Personally, and as an American citizen, I

Bhould regrel to e, England lose an atom of

her importance, an acre of her -oil, ,,r in any
way -brink in international influence. She.

Bide by side with us, stands before the world and
all over the earth tbr liberty, for a free press,

h, for ri ligious toleration—in

I
o the cause "f humanity."

1843 and contains statements strongly supporting

: is side ol the controversy.
_

In ihe National House of Representatives on the

26th nit the bill reported by Dingley from the Com-

mittee on Wavs and Means to temporarily increase

revenue to meet the expense of the Government, to

provide against a deticiencv, was passed by a vote of

3 to 81. The debate lasted for three hours and a

If.
, ,

The National House of Representatives pa-seil the

Bond bill on the 28th lilt, by a vote of 170 to 136.

Koriv-.-ix Republicans voted with the Democrats

against the bill, as did all the Populists present.

H,iielies,,n, of Texas, was the only Democrat to ally

mself with the Republicans in support of the meas-

A decision was given by the Supreme Court of the

United Stales, last week, that there was no legal pro-

vision against the passage of silver coins which were

abraded only by circulation, ami that they were a

legal tender as Jong as thev bore a semblance of the

coin. The Court sustains the New Jersey Supreme

Court in this ruling. The ease was one growing out

of a railroad conductor's refusal to accept a worn sil-

ver coin tendered by a passenger in payment of fare.

A search of the records on file at the Navy Depart-

ment has brought to light the fact that Cfrover Island,

in Camden County, Georgia, is the property of the

United States. It was conveyed in 1779, but title was

never asserted.

Representative Sparkman, of Florida, says of the

orange prospects in that State: "While this yeai's

erop is put down at 75,000 boxes, the estimate for next

ear is 1,000,000 and for the year after 3 000,000 ; so

a severe frest does not intervene the third year will

itness a normal yield of $5,000,000 boxes."

Peanuts have i.een successfully raised in Arizona

this year. ( hie man near Phoenix had a crop of 300

sacks. The first load of peanuts ever shipped out of

Phoenix left there two weeks ago.

Twenty-three persons were crushed or trampled to

death in a panic at Front Street Theatre, in Balti-

more, on the night of the 27lh nit., and several others

were injured, some of them fatally. The panic was

started by a cry of " fire" in the audience, caused by

a leak in a gas pipe. There was a wild scramble for

the doors, the men in the rear of the crowd climbing
over the heads of those in front in their struggle to

get out.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to aggre-

gate 445, which is 29 less than the previous week and
41 more than the com spending week of one year ; go.

Of these 226 were males and 219 females : 74 died of

pneumonia; 50 of consumption ; 44 of heart disease;

22 of old age; 20 of convulsions ; 19 of bronchitis; 18

of apoplexy; 10 of cancer; 15 of diphtheria; 11 of

marasmus; 9 of diabetes; 9 of inflammation of the
stomach and bowels; '.i of influenza; 9 of inflamma-
tion of the brain, and 9 from casualties.

Mm his, &C.—U. S. 2'p, 96 ; 4's, 1907, reg., 109 a 110J;
coupon, 110'. a 112$; 4's, new, 116.', a 118.',; 5's, 112J a
114 ; currency 6's. 112] a 114.

Cotton.— Middling uplands, officially quoted at SJ
cts. per pound.
Feed.— Spot bran ranged from $12.50 to $13.25 per

ton for winter in bulk and spring in sacks.

Flouk—Winter super, $235 a $2.50; do., extras,
*2.t;il a S2.S5 ; Pennsylvania roller, eh-ar. s:; un a S3 -o

;

do., do., straight $3.25a$3.35; Western winter clear
s.;.oo a $3.20; do., do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent, $3 10 a $3 60 : spring, clear, $2.65 a $2.85

;

do., straight. .j:;.ln a >:;.2-i
; do., patent, $3.2.) a $3.50

;

do., favorite brands, higher; city mills, extra, $2.50 a
$275; do., clear, $3.10 a $3.25: do., straight, $3.25 a
$3.40; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75. Rye Floor.—
Choice Penn'a, $2.65 a $2.70 per bbl. Buckwheat

I i
"i (1.15 a $1.20 per 100 pounds for new ; s ime

fancy brand- lie ,1 higher.
Grain. So. 2 red wheat, or.} a 66c.

SL'MM VRY OF EVENTS.
Cmtii. -i mi- On the 28th of Twelfth Month,

e erve at the close of bu ,

17,997. The am unl withdrawn at

New "i

I -. i: D
/ in hi- liurarv.and !

: li Schom-
bargk, « boundary line on whii h

pule wit
|

Office. Duly certified copies of all documents in it ^
possession will he sent t i Washington, and if the Con 1
mission pursue their inquiries into British Giiiantl

thev will he given all facilities for the investigatioi i

It is the opinion of the English authorities, howeve I
that an actual frontier investigation will provefiB
difficult for the Commissioners.

Sergius Stepniak, the well-known Russian refuge

and writer, was kille I by a train at Chiswick, En;j

land, on the 23rd ultimo.

Belgium proposes to facilitate marriage by reduoin,

the legal age for both sexes to 21 years, instead of £,»

for the man and 21 for the woman, as the law is noil

and by making the consent of the father alone nece'

sarv, instead of both parents. !

The VI idivostock c irrespun lent of the Novoe Vremy

a— erts that the conditions under which Japan evaci

ated the Liao-Tang peninsula were, in addition to til

payment of the agreed indemnity by China, that nel
ther Russia, France nor Germany should be allow*

I

to occupy that territory after its evacuation by til

Japanese. China was also to waive the right to cec-

to any other Power, and was to declare Talien-Wan

free port, and open Fa-Tung and Taku-Sha to intel

national trade.

A despatch from Constantinople to the Central Net

says that the United States has demanded from tl I

Porte the payment of a large in temnity for the loss-

sustained by American missionaries through the a I
tion of the mobs in Asia Minor.

The capture of Zeitoun by the Turkish troops m
confirmed. No details of the fall of the place a,

,

given.

The Japanese Parliament was opened on the 28 ' •

ult., with the reading of the speech from the throi

by the Emperor. In the course of the speech hij

Majesty expressed joy at the glorious ending oflll
war with China. Continuing, the Kmperor annonnol

that order had been restored in the newly-acquirtl

territory of Formosa, and that the relations of Jap;l
with foreign countries had become more intimate. Til
empire had also made striking progress, he said, b

it si ill had a long and arduous task to perform. Tj
Emperor concluded by saying that measures would I
introduced to increase the Empire's defences.

A despatch from Caracas, received in New York 1
Ihe 23rd nil., says that the steamer Auiistiniw/, fn

j

Cnracoa or Maracaibo. was in collision on the 191
with the Spanish steamer Mexico, near the Island M
Aruba. The Nansemond sank, and is a total IoB
Captain Laksy, four passengers an! three of the crifl

were drowned. Thirtv-five lives were saved by tl
tug Augusta The Mexico belongs to the Compaij
Trans-Allantici Line and plies between New Yoil
Havana and Mexican ports. The Naiisemond tradB

between Maracaibo and Cnracoa.

A despatch from Madrid dated Twelfth Month 23
'

says, " The Imp ircial's special despatch from Hava
says the insurgent forces are constantly advancii

Telegraphic communication is suspended beyond J

vellanos, to which place (Jeneral Martinez Campos 1

gone, the wires having been cut by Ihe rebels." H
later d.'-p Cell from te'iel -on rt e- a lieges that t iene

Campos' forces are entrenched at Jovellanns. |
skirmish occurred between the vanguards, in whi

the Spaniards were repulsed and their command
killed. Sugar plantations are being destroyed, .tl

public entertainments in Havana are prohibited.

NOTICES.
YVesttown- Boarding School.— For conveniei;

of persons e lining to Westtown School, the stage «:

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. I
and 2.53 and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met wlj
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cet

on special trips, twenty-live cents each way. To rein

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone
j

Zebedee Haines, Sup'!.

BkieC:
21c

l-.xlra, none here
; goo 1, 4{ a 4.',c;

medium, 3 ; a 1c; < unmon, 2
|

< 3 jc.

Sheep ind Lambs.—Extra, 3J a 4c; good 3] a 3i
'". '-, a 3c ; common ij a 2Jc. Lambs, ;;\ a

5J-
llo,,-. 53

See,, a! .1

»iih indication of an advance
iy morning.

Foreiqk The United Press dispatches received
Iron. London on the -J Ml, of last month announce that
it is the understanding in London that the American
Commission appointed to investigate the Venezuelan
boundary question will meet with no obstacles in se

tnforma i desired at the English Foreign

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next meet
J

will be held at 140 N. Sixteenth St., Sixth-day ev|
ing, First Month 3rd, lS'.ili, at 8 P. M. Kindly r

serve that this is one week later than the regu^

lime.

Boarding.—Double rooms vacant at No. 3419Hil
ilton Street, also room for table guests.

M. F. PASCHALI;

\ lii 'i I u ith experience, would accept positioi '

invalid nurse, or suitable situation of anv kind. Ph?>

address, A. E., office of The Friend.
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The Journal of John Richardson mentions

sejral remarkable instances of the Divine open-

ing on his mind, by which he was enabled to

se things to come.

)n one occasion, he says, "As I was walking
im plain field, in the fore part of the day, not

fafrom the sea, betwixt Bridlington and Boyn-
to. my soul was in a deep concern, and at that

tiie exercised in meditation on the things of

GI, and also in fervent prayer to Him for

pnervation from every hurtful thing. My
m.d was then brought into a heavenly frame.

I jither saw cloud over my mind, nor yet any
inhe firmament, for it appeared to me a moru-
in! without clouds, though I had passed under
mry. Soon after, my miod was brought into

th heavenly frame, and, as it were, swallowed
uj.n the heavenly and internal presence of the

L"'d. I thought a bright cloud covered me,
oraught me up into it. Whether I was stand-

in walking or set upon the ground, or carried

ujinto the cloud in the body or out of the
bey, I know not to this day

;
yet fear and

reirence, with bowing of soul, did possess me
be'ire the great Majesty, at the glory of whose
eoitenauce men and angels fled and gave way,
at could not steadfastly behold the brightness
BE glory of the countenance of the Son of the

Hhest, with the mighty God and Father,
wfch are in power, greatness, goodness and
gly, who was before all things, made all things,

an upholds and fills all things that are good.
When I was swallowed up in the luminous

prence of Him that is first and last, the Alpha
an Omega, I heard a voice very intelligible to

tb sensation I had then given me, saying,

'1st thou see how pride and wickedness abound
inhe nation ?' I answered in much fear, ' Lord,
I •> see it.' The next words which I heard, in

th'voice and in the cloud were, ' The people
artoo many, I will thin them, I will thin them,
I ill thin them.' I desired of the Lord to
sbv me whether it was his mind I should pub-
lis this in any part of the nation. The South
wtset before, with this caution, ' When this is

opied to thee in my power, then speak of it,

an not otherwise.' I gave up to answer the
herenly vision, aud visited most parts of the
sohern counties, as also the northern parts

and Scotland, and when the Lord opened my
mouth to speak of what I had heard, as before,

by way of prophecy, I gave up, but did not so

much insist on that matter as to suffer it to be

a means to mislead me from that work of the

ministry I was chiefly concerned in.

" I was concerned to tell Friends at Kinmuck,
in Scotland, that the Lord would take many of

them away, which, in a short time, came to pass,

for many died before that time twelve-mouth,

it being a time of scarcity of corn, and it was

thought many died for want of bread.

"As I passed along, not far from Cromer, in

Norfolk, with some other Friends, it rose in my
heart to say aloud, so that a man who was

watering his horse might hear, looking and

pointing my hand towards him. That man will

be a Friend before he dies, and, as he owned
afterwards he was so struck with it that he had

no rest till he came among Friends, though he

was then afar off, but he came to be a service-

able man among us."

Like others of the Lord's servants, John
Richardson could bear witness from his own
experience to the healing virtue of the Divine

power of Christ. He says, " In my young years,

I was very much afflicted, upon taking cold,

with a sore throat, that I could scarcely speak

so as to be heard, and had much trouble at

times to swallow anything which nature re-

quired. In a journey northward in Truth's

service, coming to Hawkshead, and sitting iu

the meeting, under no small exercise with the

trouble aforesaid, not without some reasonings

and conflicts of spirit, having left all, as I be-

lieved, to do what the Lord required of me, and

yet I apprehended myself, by means of this

affliction, not likely to be of any service. After

some reasonings and a fervent seeking to the

Lord to know the cause and to bring my mind
to a true resignation to the will of God in this

and in all the trials He might see good in his

wisdom to exercise me in. I had not long been

brought into this resigned state to be and to do

what the Lord would have me do, but, oh ! I

felt of the virtue of Christ as a sweet and living

spring, by which I was healed."

In the year 1700, in company with several

other Friends, he visited America. When at

London, in company with several other Friends,

they went on board a ship in the river Thames,

considering their freedom to go in that ship.

J. Richardson says, " We had not been long

there when it opened clearly in my mind in

the light that I must not go in that vessel,

and I said to the Friends that I could not

go in her, for I saw nothing but death and
darkness there. The accouut of what afterwards

happened to the ship I had from two particular

friends, who expressed thankfulness for our

deliverance, and magnified that Hand which

wrought it and preserved us from going in that

ship, which was lost near the island of Jersey

or Guernsey, and, as it was said, about seventy

people were drowned."
When in America, he met with a remarkable

deliverance from peril, in going from Salem,

Massachusetts, to Dover. There was a river to

cross. He says, "A Friend took my hor.-e, with

two more, into the boat, and by the time I came
to the river side the boat was sinking, and the

ferryman made a lamentable cry, saying, 'The
boat is sunk and we shall all be drowned.'

There was but one Friend in the boat with the

boatman. Hearing the noise and tlouudering of

the horses when tumbling into the water, I called

to the men to be sure to take care to free them-

selves of all the tackling of the horses, as bridles,

stirrups, etc., and to catch hold of my horse's

tail, and he would bring them both on shore, but

if they trusted to the tackling when the horses

swam they would fail them, unless very strong,

and to hold by the bridle was the way to drown
both man and horse. The boatman, being a

lively youth, took my advice, caught hold of

my horse's tail, and calling to my horse, he

came quickly, with the man, :ishore, but left the

honest old Friend, Ezekiel Waring, to whose

house we intended to go that night, in the river,

floating to the neck, a hundred yards from the

shore. He missed taking my advice, and caught

hold of the stirrup, and the girth broke, which

brought off the saddle and pillion, and the oar

of the boat and his hat, which, with the pillion-

seat being on his arms, just bore up his head

above water. His poor wife, seeing the danger

to which her husband was exposed, fell into a

fainting fit, there being neither house, man or

boat to be seen on this side of the river but our-

selves. The ferryman found a canoe, and com-

ing to us, asked if Ezekiel was alive. I told him
he was, but very weak, for I had often heard

him blubber in the water. I encouraged him,

that he might not faint in his mind. I told him

I yet believed his life would be preserved. He
would very faintly say, unless help came, he

could not hold it long. I went on by the water

side, and laid me down often on the land, not

much regarding wet or dirt, and I directed the

man with his canoe where the poor Friend was,

and desired that he would turn the stern of his

canoe to him, as he could not lift him into the

canoe, neither to let him lay his hand on the

broadside of it, lest he should overset it. He
did so, and brought him gently on shore, to the

great joy of his loving wife and of us all. I bid

the boatman fetch the boat on shore by the

rope, and then go and carry Ezekiel in the ca-

noe to the inn on the other side of the water,

where he might dry, warm and refresh himself

till we came. In the meantime we cleared the

boat of water, and got well over. We found the

good old Friend finely and well recruited, and

got. to his house about midnight, where we were

glad and our hearts were full of praises to the

Lord for this great and eminent deliverance

and preservation."

When in New England, John Richardson

had a meeting on the Island of Nantucket,

which was remarkably favored with the exten-

sion of Divine power. He says, " I sat for a

considerable time in the meeting before I could

see my way to say anything until the Lord's

heavenly power raised me and set me upon my
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feet, as if one had lifted me up. And what I

had tir-t to speak was the words of Christ to

Nicodemiu, ' Except a man be born again, he

cannot Bee the kingdom
• Mary Starbuck a woman of ranch influ-

tbe island I felt, forthe most of an hour

together, fought nnd strove against the testi-

mony, but the strength of the Truth increased,

and the Lord's mighty power began to shake

the people, but she, who was looked upon as a

Deborah, was loth to lose her outside religion.

When she could no longer contain, she sub-

mitted to the power of Truth and the doctrines

thereof, and lifted up her voice and wept. Oh!
then the universal cry and brokenness of heart

and tears were wonderful. I soon fell into such

a Condition that 1 was likely to die away. When
it was so, I. with ray companion, made a motion

to break :ip the meeting, but could not for some
time, for they sat weeping universally. After

some time. Mary Starbucb stood up and held

out her hand, and spoke tremblingly and said,

'All that we ever have been building, and all

that ever we have done, is pulled down this day,

and this is the everlasting Truth.' I observed

that she and as many as could well be seen,

were wet with tears from their faces to the fore-

skins of their garments, and the floor was as

though there had been a shower of rain upon it."

it
J. W.

Correct Poise.

Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of the Battle Creek (Mich.)
Sanitarium says:—

" In standing, the position should be such that
a line drawn just in front of the ear will fall

over the point of the shoulder, and strike the
tout at the root of the toes. The position of a
per-. I, when standing correctly is such that he
can immediately rise upon the toes without
swaying the body forward. In standing or
walking, the weight of the bodv should fall

upon the ball of the foot.
' 'fhe proper standing poise may be obtained

by the foil,, wing simple means: Stand with the
back against the wall. Place the body in such
a position that the hips, heels, shoulders, and
back of the head are in contact with the wall.
The arms should be held Straight and close to the
sides. Now flea the neck backward until the top
of the head is in contact with the wall, allowing
the shoulders to move forward, keeping the arms
straight and the heels and hips still in contact
with the wall. After bending the head back-
ward a.- far as possible, and thereby pushing
the Bhoulders forward, raise the head, holding
the Bhoulders in the exact position assumed
when the he :l ,| was flexed backward, and draw
the chin well in; the position will now be found
to be correct Care must now be observed to
bold the chest well forward, the shoulders back
and the arms extended downward at the sides'

" '" sitting, the Beat of the chair should beat
such a height thai the soles of the feet can resl
squarely u] the floor, and it should also be
"I '!>'• proper width bo that the hips can touch
the back. The Bhoulders should rest againsl
'[" upper pari of the chair, bul the center of
the back Bhould not touch the chair, unless the
chair-back baa a strong forward curvi ["he
chest should be held well-forward, with the chin
draw,, m.and the legs should nol b,
A bad sitting position is responsible for more
maladies oi the chest, abdomen, and pelvis than

illy Bupposed."

Humility, meekness ami charity are darline
virtues in the eyes of the Holy Qna

[The following advice, appended to an edition

of the book of discipline of Dublin Yearly

Meeting, is commended to the attention of our

own voting people, as well as to those who are

older.—Ed.]

In the course of the Yearly Meeting, we have

had renewedly to believe that the great Head of

the Church, is still regarding us for good ;
and

our minds have been confirmed in this assurance

by the grateful persuasion, that many in early

life are afresh made sensible of a day of merci-

ful visitation to their souls. To you, "dear young
friends, at this important period of life we wish

to convey the language of tender counsel, which

has opened under the prevalence of earnest so-

licitude for your preservation ; and we desire

that the favors of heaven, now dispensed, may
not be bestowed in vain, but that, by an imme-
diate surrender of your will, in well-timed obedi-

ence to the cross of Christ, you may be favored

to witness a further extension of Divine regard,

thereby to experience preservation from the

many evils that abound in the world, and be
enabled to discover the suares of the enemy, and
nobly to resist, even his most subtle appear-

ances : thus preserved, and thus devoted, we
trust that the hand of the Lord will yet be more
powerfully laid upon you, and that from amongst
you He will prepare instruments of usefulness

in his own house, clothed with the meekness
and gentleness of his Spirit, to the praise of his

most holy name: in some, we believe, the work
is begun ; O ! may these abide in patience under
the sanctifying operations of his Holy Spirit,

faithfully following on to know the Lord through
all the dispensations of his wisdom, neither sink-

ing below hope under the various discourage-
ments that may preseut ; nor by undue activity,

frustrating the gracious designs of Divine wis-
dom respectiug them.
Some of you, we believe, are blessed with re-

ligious parents, who are anxious for your pre-
servation, and are endeavoring to shelter you
from the temptations of the world ; we desire
that a sense of this favor may be sufficiently im-
pressed on your minds: obedience to parents is

a duty, when faithfully performed, that hath a
certain tendency greatly to strengthen the en-
dearing connection between parents and chil-
dren; it hath drawn down the blessing of heaven
upon the heads of many in their early days

;

and painful observation hath convinced us that
such as have thrown off the restraint of parental
authority, have themselves opened the door to
many temptations, and have thus been gradually
led far from the path of true rectitude and peace

:

therefore, dear young friends! let us revive the
language of the apostle in your remembrance,
and may it sink deep into your hearts; "Chil-
dren, obey your parents in the Lord : for this is

right."

For you who are not thus favored, we are re-
newedly exercised in much tenderness and love;
you may not find those to whom you might
naturally look for precept and example, pre-
pared to lead you in the way you should go

;
vet we are allectioiiatelv desirous of encouragm^
you to believe, that you are equally under the
notice of your Heavenly Father, and are equally
accountable to Him for all your actions and for
the many favors He hath bestowed upon you-

'-' you to look unto the Lord with all your
' surrender to Hi

heart, and to make
may please to require at your hands; tl„, s

;

II

we humbly trust, He w
protector, your counsellor; a faithful friend, and
present help in every hour of need.

D. 1809.

From "The United Friend.'

The Spiritual Progress of Richard Claridg

It has always been a principle with the So,

ety of Fiiends that the intellectual attainmei

of the natural man are not in themselves

means to spiritual enlightenment. Wr
hile in

sense depreciating the value of human learni

as a valuable instrument under Divine gra,

Friends have ever believed that the illiters

plow-boy in the field or the mechanic at ']:

bench* has just the same access to the founts

of spiritual knowledge as has the lettered grac

ate of a university or of a theological scho

Knowledge of the things of the Spirit is to

had in but one way and from but one soue
" the revelation of Jesus Christ," who is He
over his Church and the one dispenser of sp

itual gifts to his Church ; who, in the days'

his flesh, reproved the proud Jews becau

though they read the Scriptures which spake

Him, they would not come to Him that th

might have life. Thus it may be possible fo

man to hold a verbally correct conception

the Truth, and to be able to defend it skilfu

by reference upon reference to Scripture and I

fathers, and at the same time to be a straoj

to the Spirit of Truth, which alone maketh ali

The spiritual progress of one who was a p
ficient in the wisdom of men, but who wasm,
cifully brought in time to see the inefh'cacy

the letter to save, and so into a higher disp|

sation thau that of the letter, is illustrated

the experience of Richard Claridge.

Born in Warwickshire, England, in tbey,

1649, he early developed an aptitude for leal
ing, and after distinguishing himself at I
grammar school, he was entered at Baliol C
lege, Oxford, in his seventeenth year. Of '

inward life at this time we have no record,

the brilliancy of his attainments as a schoi

gained him much reputation at the universi

In 1670 he took his degree of bachelor of a

and two years later, when in his twenty-th

year, he was ordained priest, according to

rites of the Church of England.
Not long after this he was inducted into

rectorship of Peopleton, a village of Oxfo
shire, a position he filled for upwards of ni

teen years. His life while parish priest, as

scribed by himself, was "a mixture of virB
and vice." At times be would be verystib,

and severe, and then again indifferent and id

miss, at one time professing a great zeal for CI
>]

and the things of the Spirit, and at anot'/B

seeming altogether regardless of them. NevB
theless he was always industrious in perform J

the exercises of his office, studying hard forB
sermons, and delivering his compositions ii»

way that made him popular with his congtej
tion. " He preached up repentance and re

ration, and set them forth and recommenr
them to others in Scripture words and pi

while he himself was a stranger to both, and I
enemy to God by wicked works. He took '
words of Christ and his Apostles, and put thifl

into a method and form of his own devisi >

Thissatisfied thepeopleand was pleasing enotB
to them, because they were in the same stH
with himself—like priest, like people—mak

jj

,

some outward show of religion, but [haviij

ns u

»

meiKJI

ihra:

,

* Lord Baltimore's wife told William Pen
did not want to hear him, for he was a scholar
wise man, and she did not question but be cc|
preach, but she wanted to hear some of our mecha,
preach, as husbandmen and shoemakers and such I

rustics, fur she thought they could not preach to

purpose. William Penn told her some of these vi

rather the best preachers we had amongst us."—

J

Michardsnn's Journal.

1
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;tle or nothing of it in reality. * * While
iey professed to know God, in their actions

;ey denied Him, bringing forth works of the

ah, instead of the fruits of the Spirit, and con-

futing themselves with a name, without the

I'lture of Christianity.

Thus he continued for many years, a blind

hder of the blind. But the heavenly Shep-

Ird, in his infinite love, was not unmindful of

Hi straying sheep of his flock, and into that

blighted condition the true light shined. A
fise of the formality of the worship he was

tgaged in was granted him, and his mind was
cen troubled by reason of that and of his wil-

f ues^, and though, as yet, the reproofs of God's

lly Spirit were not fully understood by him,

sll there was for him no longer a rest in a

nnd of lifeless form. The manner of his life

rjame the subject of his serious consideration,

ad his soul was brought low under the sense

ohis manifold transgressions, for now, first, was

tj!
" exceeding sinfulness of sin" made manifest

thiol.

[n this afflicted condition, seeking rest and
fi':liug none, wavering " like a wave of the sea,

dven with the wind and tossed," he resolved

Hgo up to London, in the hope of receiving

cisolation from the ministry of the notable

pachers in the great city. This was in the

yir 1689, wheu Richard Claridge was forty

yirs of age, having been a priest seventeen

y.rs.

laving heard much of Richard Baxter, an
einent preacher among the Presbyterians (the

ahor, among other works, of The Saintx' Rest,

a ook valuable to many to this day), Richard
C.ridge went to hear him at the first opportu-

ne after arriving in London. His sermon was
fihi the text, 2 Sam. xxiii: 6-7, " But the sous

opelial shall be all of them as thorns thrust

a'ly, because they cannot be taken with hands,

b
]

the man that shall touch them must be

fe3ed with iron and the staff of a spear, and
try shall be utterly burnt with fire in the

saie place." To the troubled seeker these words
atonce atruck home, for he esteemed himself

of of these sons of Belial, a thorn not to be
taen with hands, but to be burnt with fire. So
giat was the anguish of his soul that he must
h(e sunk under the burden but for the mer-
cil support of the Everlasting Arms.
;n quest of solace to his perturbed mind, he

w.it to hear various ministers of the Episco-
pians, but found them " miserable comfort-
er seemingly ignorant of what they spoke
alut. In that day, as in this, there were those

pifessing to be ministers of Christ, who preached
pities for the Gospel. Such a one Richard
herd discourse upon Isa. xxvi: 12, "Lord,
thj wilt ordain peace for us, for thou hast
w!ught all our works in us." " Expecting
fro. hence to have some doctrine of eonsola
tii imparted to his drooping spirits, he was
suirised," says his biographer, " to hear the

pneher enter upon a long narration of the
pi lie alterations in the nation under the con-
dttof the Prince of Orange, miserably wrest-
inand misapplying the peace spoken of by the
piphet, to the present state of secular affairs.

Tis was a very great disappointment to him,
W:i, while he earnestly sought after inward
P«3e, was entertained only with the news of
ouvard."

_
Jpon his return to Peopleton, Richard Clar-

ions seriously gave himself to the work of re-

petance, and to seek, with Divine assistance,
to'ad a soberer and more godly life. Now, too,

teegau to see, as never before, what he re-

garded as the unscriptural character of much
of the doctrine and ceremony of the Church of
England. The formal prayers (some of them
taken from the Romish Missal and retaining its

essentials,); the authority of the Church in de-
termining controversies as to faith, and in in-

stituting aud abrogating rites; the baptizing
of infants; the signing of the cross wheu bap-
tizing; the system of god-parents; the bowing
at the name of Jesus; the consecration of the
bread and wine ; the priestly absolving of sins

;

the anti-Gospel maintenance of the clergy by
means of tithes, etc. ; all these things, and many
more, too tedious to enumerate here, strongly
pleaded for his renouncing a Church whose
teaching and practice seemed to him greatly at

variance with the simplicity that is in Christ.

While wrestling under this exercise, those words
of our Lord often came to his mind, " This peo-

ple draweth nigh unto me with their mouth and
honoreth me with their lips, but their heart is

far from me, but in vain they do worship me,
teaching for doctrines the commandments of
men." As also Peter's exhortation, "Save your-
selves from this untoward generation." These
texts being often in his mind, he believed them
addressed to himself. But though he felt fully

satisfied, from the testimony of the Scriptures,
as opened to him in the freshness of the Spirit,

that the Church and her ministers were in

many respects grievously in error, yet it was
hard to take the step that should sever him from
her communion. " It was hard for flesh and
blood to part with a good living and a settled

income, and to depend on Providence for a fu-

ture supply. Nor was it a light thing for him
who had been a minister of that Church, well

approved for wisdom and judgment, near twenty
years, to subject himself to reproach aud con-
tempt, and to be counted a fool by those who for-

merly held him in honor."

But though he hesitated and wavered for a
season, he at last yielded implicitly to the heav-
euly call. On the eighteenth of Eighth Month,
1691, he preached his last sermons at Peopleton,
in the morning, from the text, "Jesus said unto
him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, aud with all thy soul, and with
all thy mind ; this is the first and great com-
mandment," and in the afternoon using the
text, " But in vain they do worship me, teach-

ing for doctrines the commandments of men"

—

in the latter fearlessly laying before his audi-

tory his convictions regarding the National
Church. Two months later, he voluntarily re-

signed his parochial charge aud tithe revenue.
For some time before his resignation, Rich-

ard Claridge had been on terms of intimacy
with several of the leaders among the Baptists,

with whom he had had many conferences. Be-
ing already convinced that infant baptism was
not an institution of Christ, and perceiving that

the Baptist denomination bore a testimony
against that, as well as against many other
things that he himself could no longer uphold,
he decided to join this sect, and very shortly
after leaving the Church of England, he was
baptized according to the method of the Bap-
tists. Writing, many years later, to his friends

of this time, he said, "I hoped your ministers

had been rightly called, your congregations
rightly gathered, and your doctrine, worship
and ordinances such as were in all things con-

formable unto the primitive pattern, unto the
doctrine, worship and ordinances of our Lord
Jesus Christ and his holy apostles. The first

thing that startled me and put me upon further
inquiry was this : After I had been in the water,

and was pulling off the wet garments wherein

I had been immerged or dipped, a certain

seeker came into the room, and, as I remember,
addressed himself to me in these very words,
' Sir, you are welcome out of one form into an-

other.' This struck me to the very heart, and
in the secret of my soul, I cried unto the Lord,

saying, ' Lord, what a condition am 1 in ! Is this

ali the advance that I have made, to lay down
or relinquish one form and take up another?'

Great sorrow and heaviness seized upon me,
and I was so concerned and troubled for a

time, I knew not what to do. But conversing
with some amongst you who took upon them to

resolve the doubts of scrupulous consciences, I

got over my trouble for the present, being ig-

norantly persuaded that, though your baptism
was a form, yet it differed much from the forms

of others, and that it was an apostolic practice,

and to continue. Aud I began to rejoice and
be glad in it, and pressed it with great zeal and
earnestness.

(To be concluded.)

Varck, Cherokee County, Kans.,

Twelfth Month 20th, 1895.

Editor of the Friend:—It may not be uninter-

esting to some of the readers of The Friend to

hear of the great storm through which we have
been passing for the last three days and nights

—and still storms at periods—the earth is cover-

ed with a layer of slushy snow, in places inter-

spersed very frequently with a pond of water,

making it almost impassable for pedestrians un-
less provided with good gum-boots. The storm
was ushered in by a strong south wind all day of
the sixteenth instant, and extending into the

next day until about three o'clock in the after-

noon, when a heavy rain set in, and has con-
tinued most constantly ever since, turning to

snow on the night of the nineteenth which it has

not yet ceased to do on the twentieth. We live

on the Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Gulf R, R., but
have not seen any trains pass for twenty-six

hours, not even the mail.

A car load of coal stands at the small station a
mile below us, most of it designed for the little

town across the river, but none of them can get

any on account of Spring River overflowing her

banks and extending from that town to the lit-

tle village by our depot—over a mile—but they

are not much worse off than some on this side,

for our flour-mills are on that side and those

who failed to be supplied with bread-stuffs have
no other resort than to call on one another for

the commodity ; but most seem willing to share

if they can spare any, and in that respect alle-

viate any severe suffering, though some on this

side would be very willing to exchange coal for

bread-stuffs, and some on that side (could we
hear from them) would be glad to have the coal

if it were possible.

We hear of at least a dozen of our neighbor-

ing families who have had to vacate their homes
and take up a temporary abode with some kind
neighbor. It is one characteristicof the real Kan-
san to use his neighbor as a brother when calami-

ties overtake, even some who scarcely are able to

make themselves comfortable will show that sym-
pathy at such times as might make a more com-
fortable and prosperous community blush. Just
now comes word of a poor colored family whose
home was deluged, and the mother being sick,

she and her little babe were tenderly sheltered

and cared for by a very respectable white fam-
ily in the neighborhood.

As we write, Spring River, which is generally

near half a mile away, can be seen from our
upper window slowly approaching us from the
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and snow have ceased for the present

we bone it may obey, as it has on other occa-

.:..„ it was said, "Thus far shall thou go

and no further." It is said by old settlers here

that it is the highest at present it has been since

1875, a period of about twenty years.

There is no communication either with Ga-

lena or Baxter Spring, as no trains run, and

the water lias washed out some bridges and

damaged others, while several miles of road in

differenl directions are covered with water

Many of the people in this vicinity make a

living by raising truck and chickens, which,

with the eggs and butter, are regularly taken to

Galena a great mining centre) for the consump-

tion of the 'hundreds of miners who work in the

had mines there, and who mostly buy just as

they need, and never lay away for a rainy day,

and" to these, who depeu.l on the marketing

brought in each week, it will be a great disap-

pointment, as it i- impossible to reach them yet.

We also have another class who like the former

are not very provident, namely the colored peo-

ple, who came here from the South after the

civil war. During the summer season they

-..in to enjoy everything in its season, but very

few take the trouble to provide for such times

as this, not even in fuel, which might some-

time- be had for the cutting; however, these too

-em to get a share of the kind attention of

some of their white brethren.

M. A. Stevenson.

Selected.
• MY YOKE."

"Come unto me all ve that labor and are heavy

laden and 1 wiil give you rest. Take my yoke upon

you and learn of Me. for I am meek and lowly in heart,

and ye shall find rest unto your souls, ror my yoke

is easv and my burden is light."

I heard
red,

He said ; and :

BowChtldben Earn Their Pennies

Newfoundland.—The island of Newfound-

land is, in the early summer, a busy scene.

Every little settlement of the thousands that

fringe its coast is like a bee-hive. All the set-

ler-. of every sex, age ami condition, are busy

from early dawn to dewy eve. The fathers,

brothers and Bons are out in the fishing-boats

long before dawn, plying hook and line in pur-

suit of the inestimable cod, the staple product

of Newfoundland. The tish bite best in the

early morning, and therefore, unless be and his

family are to suffer, the wily and prudent father

knows that he must be up before the cod, and

at work on the fishing-gn unds when the vora-

cious fish Map their tails and begin to forage for

breakfast.

>_• as the fish are biting freely, there is

I deal of excitement among the crew of

the fishing-boat, but when they have ceased, a

dullness tails upon them, but they either go to

sleep or haul up their anchor ami go ashore.

Troops of little ones always await the arrival

of the boats, and there i- great rejoicing when

daddy's boat i- well laden with fish.

In a few moments the largest boat-load of

fish is thrown up. by mean- of long forks, from

the boats into the dressing-house, which stands

at the end of a wharf, projecting a few yards
into the sea, into which the offal is permitted

to full. The children stand around, waiting for

the heads of the cod, from which they carefully

extract the tongue—a delicious morsel—cure,

ami with their parents' consent, preserve for

the trader, from wl i they will receive pay
linn t as their own special pri\

. u / .'

rer, but I heard

•' Come unto M.
His voice, that strange, vague longing in me stn

That from that moment never hushed its cry.

And pitying He stood and looked on me

In tenderest sympathy.

And called my name and would not pass me by.

" Mv voke," the Master gently said ;
and I,

Impatient, pushed the helpful, kind hand, by,

Muttering, "Nay, lift this burden on me pressed,

I cannot lift my head thy face to see,

It weighs so heavily
;

Was not thy promise, 'I will give you rest.

Yet still He waited. Sad the longing eyes

Of Him who meeklv stoi d in suppliant guise

And pleaded with me, oh, so tenderly

And mv heart yearned to

His softly spoken word,

"Child, take my yoke upon you— learn of me."

The years passed on. Unwearying He stood

Beside me still, his footprints marked with blood,

His gentle voire entreating, "Take my yoke;"

And that sharp cry of need within my breast

Pleading with Him for rest,

While evermore his voice of labor spoke.

But the imploring eyes, the thorn-searred brow,

The face, seamed with unutterable woe,

At last woke love in my complaining heart.

"Even thy yoke, O, Master;" then I said,

Albeit with drooping head,
" Because thou sufferest, I will bear my part."

And lo! the grievous burden I had borne,

Bound fast with cords, my aching shoulders torn

And scarred, but proudly covered up from sight,

Seemed lifted from me. And with upraised head
And grateful tears I said,

"Thy yoke is easy, and thy burden light"

Hattle May Hastings Nottuye.

Wbstpokt, Mass.

Selected.
IT IS HE.

BY SUSANNA CORRELL.

It is He, the Lord from heaven,

Died on Calvary's en ss for thee.

He, in his Divine companion,
Bore thy sins to set thee free.

Now, from cut the radiant brightness

Of that home prepared for thee,

Hear his voice, so gently calling,

Helpless mortal, " Come to me."

It is He before the Father
Pleads thy cause from year to year.

He with all thy sins upon Him,
That thou guiltless might appear.

Wilt thou not see in tears of gladness.

Bow thee at his nail-pierced feet;

Claim Him as thy Great Deliverer,

And with joy thy Father meet?

It is He, when storm-clouds lower
And obscure the Christian's way,

With his promises so cheering,

Leads him onward day by day.
Wilt thou not, in Him abiding,

Journey toward that shining shore,

And at death, within his portals

Reign with him forevermore.

Binding one's -elf in a confederacy with -in

teal their ci it ate them
from the coisequem es, is to devote one's -> If to

the -rvi. e of s I si Arch Mast n

ha.- done tin-. ' Tin d

Selected.
Arise, mv soul, and sing

ToGod, thy Saviour,
Thine early lay.

l\ise on the wings of prayer
Thy waking thoughts to bear,

And so with grace prepare
The opening day.

Wait on the Lord thy Cod,
Lean on his staff and r< d,

\iil in thy head
Shall more abundant grace
I i' hi- uplifted face,

Like morning's purest rays,

Be quickly she I.

For " The Friend.' I

Words of Comfort to the Tried Ones.

Where life is, there is growth, and what
j

true in natural things is equally so in spiritu

things. The Apostle John recognizes this wh>'

be speaks of children, young men and fathers

the church, according to their stature in Chri

There is then a growth in grace, a growth
j

truth. As God alone giveth the increase
j

this increase cometh alone from Him. And I

the plant or animal, by properly using the fur!

tions of life- experiences a growth, so does t«

spiritual man as he is found diligently exercisi i

the spiritual faculties with which God throuJ

the grace of Christ endows him, and accordii

to his faith does he receive the blessing of 1

crease.

Though the growth of a tree may seem to 1

arrested by the cold of winter, it is never mJ
vigorous and beautiful in its verdure, than wfcJ

it again bursts forth in Spring. And yet toll

superficial eye, the wintry season might app!

to be " lost time." It is then wisely ordairJ

t ha I during the alternating seasons of God's gr:

'

on the soul, neither the Christian himself it

others, always see himself as he is, else at tii

he might be unduly elated, at others castdo'I

liable to be a prey to despair. But it isJ
pleasure of his Divine Master either to use \m

as a vessel of honor, or by trial to purge him |p

it may be, higher service. It is well then to ] I

sess the soul in patience, dwelling in humill

and in storm or sunshine, heat or cold, to c<p

mit the keeping of our soul to Him who kn
jj

eth all things, and doeth all things well. Pi
learned this lesson as he says, "I have lear I

in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be (Jl

tent" (Phil, iv: 11).

In these distressing and seeming withdravlj

of the Divine favor, when after deep searchi

of heart we may fail to discover any caustl

transgression on our part, it is well to remenija

Christ's exhortation, "Pray ye that your fli t

be not in the winter" (Mark xiii : 18). Is

comforting on our part to know that we e

none the less comely on account of these thin

in the eyes of Him with whom we have to a
than when He clothes us in the beautiful H
ments of Zion, and gives us to see somethin if

his own exceeding beauty and glory. Wit
then with faces set steadfastly towards Zionifei

us be diligent by a faithful attention to fl

pointings of his finger, that " we may haveM

spect to all his commandments," to make

calling and election sure. Let us with

eye look to Him, who whilst in the flesh

tried and tempted in all points like as we

and who was constrained in the hour of

greatest need of Divine support to cry,

God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"

yet Jesus had been comforted and fortified

the assurance, that though his disciples sh*

be scattered, every man to his own, and i

'

leave Him alone ; and yet said He, "I <

alone, because the Father is with me" ( Jno. -

32). Oh, then, at all times, in all seasons,

mit thy way unto the Lord ; trust also in I

and He shall bring it (thy desire or prayei

pass" (Ps. xxxvii : 5).

And though none of our sufferings are, a

from Christ Jesus, like his, expiatory of ei

our own sins or those of others, yet are thej

chastisements of our Heavenly Father, by \

He evidences to us that we are his sons,

since it pleased Him to make the Captain o

salvation perfect through sufferings, so if ri|

borne in the spirit of resignation and
on our part, will they tend to our salvatioi
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iwe suffer with Him, we shall be glorified to-

fther;" then "let patience have her perfect

yrk, that ve may be perfect and entire want-

I nothing" (Jas. i : 4). W. W. B.

The Result of a Little Silence.

We hear very much about the importance of

yrds spoken in season, but less about the value

csilence. Tiiere are some people who seem to

Ink that the chief end of man is to talk. We
ten hear, in meetings, the exhortation, " Do
rt let the time run to waste;" as if there was any

use way of wasting time than by talking when

ce has nothing to say. The Apostle bids us to

I swift to hear and slow to speak ; and if some-

ties those who had nothing to say would say

Ethiug, we should find better results than are

Bcured by the ceaseless talking of men who
ftter vain words.

| On the twenty-sixth of Ninth Month, 1895,

t; writer stood at Blairsville Intersection, about

fiy miles east of Pittsburgh on the Pennsylva-

ui Railroad, and watched a passing train of

tfjty new coal cars, freshly painted, and appar-

e;ly direct from the shops of the car company.

Jery one of these cars was equipped with new
aiornatie airbrakes, under the control of the

egineer, so that by moving a lever he could

qickly bring the whole train to a standstill

;

ad also equipped with improved couplers, by
Dans of which cars will fasten themselves to-

gher, instead of some poor brakeman being

cupelled to reach in and shackle them, at the

rik of being crushed to death between the bun-

ts on the massive trucks.

.This sight recalled a circumstance which oc-

a-red five years ago, when after long entreaties,

aii some unauthorized announcements, the writ-

eiconsented to attend a meeting or convention
iiMountaiu Lake Park, Maryland. He had a

t^some journey, from which he came home
qte unwell ; and though he labored there two
Hidays and the intervening week, his actual

tjvelliug expenses were scarcely met,— but still

hi trusted that important and wide-reaching
wk was done, and left the matter with the

Ltd.

i#|)ne evening the writer had charge of the

Keting, and having no message for the people,

hopened the way for others to speak. An aged
nn in the congregation, with much hesitation

a :l diffidence, proceeded to speak of a matter
wich was impressed upon his mind,-—the con-
dion of the railway employees,—exposed to

diger,—between two and three thousand being
kJed, and nearly twenty-five thousand being
iured every year, mostly by means of old-

fshioned brakes and car-couplers, which ought
toave been disused long ago, but were still re-

tiied by railway companies through mistaken
vws of economy. The writer had met the gen-
tlnan during the meeting, but did not suspect
tit it was L. S. Coffin, from Iowa, a friend of
tl railway men, whose influence had been po-

Ut in averting strikes, and who was then trv-

ii to secure such legislation as would preserve
tl lives of railway men. He was struggling
wh the problem " how to do it," and desired
tl prayers of the people of God for the railway-
im. Prayers were offered, and the writer then
Uk the liberty of pointing out a way to accom-
psh the desired object, namely, by preparing
Kad containing the statements which had been
nde there, printing it and scattering it widely
were it would do the most good.
The meeting closed. We returned to our

ligings and that night before retiring wrote

the tract called " DIVIDENDS," dealing with

these questions from a financial point of view,

and read it to L. S. Coffin the following morn-
ing. He listened to the reading of it with tear-

ful interest, and pronounced it just the thing

that was needed. The article was soon put in

type, and proofs submitted to experienced rail-

way men for criticism ; five thousand copies were

then printed, part of the expense being paid by
L. S. Coffin; copies were sent to the president

and secretary of every local association of rail-

way men in the country ; copies were also sent

to the President of the United States, to every

member of Congress, and to other parties as we
were able to send them. Of course it is impossi-

ble to trace the influence of a tract, or to know
who has read it or has profited by it ; but the

facts were before the parties concerned ;
in a

broadcast sowing, some seed falls on good ground.

We had hopes that the railway men would see

that their officials and directors were supplied

with these tracts, but in this we were disap-

pointed ; but we learned that the substance of

the tract was afterwards embodied in an address

delivered by some prominent railway man at

their great convention in Tremont Temple, Bos-

ton, and printed in the Boston papers; and in

one way or another the truths stated by L. S.

Coffin and printed in the little tract were kept

before those whose business it was to take action

in the case. And somehow things began to

move more rapidly than before.

President Harrison in his messages repeatedly

urged the legislation necessary to effect the de-

sired changes, and on the second of Third Mo.,

1893, an act of Congress was approved, "To
promote the safety of employees, and travellers

upon railroads," " by compelling common car-

riers engaged in interstate commerce to equip

their cars with automatic couplers and continuous

brakes, and their locomotives with driving-wheel

brakes," and providing that after the first of

Seventh Mouth, 1895, "no cars, either loaded

or unloaded, shall be used in interstate traffic,

which do not comply with the standard above
provided for."

The work of remodeling and renewing freight-

cars had already begun on some of the more
progressive roads. The laggards were spurred

up by this wholesome legislation, and though
there were obstacles in the way, and some delays

not easily avoidable, yet the work is going on

throughout the country. And in these forty

new cars which passed the station at Blairsville

Intersection, equipped with patent air-brakes

and improved automatic couplers, we saw what
possibly might to some extent be regarded as

one of "the good results due to a preacher's hold-

ing his tongue when he had nothing to say, and
giving some one else a chance to talk, in a lit-

tle meeting at Mountain Lake Park one Ninth
Month evening in 1890.

H. L. Hastings.

A Stone ox Your Head.—Stanley tells us

in his " Dark Continent" that when crossing a

rapid stream the natives put heavy rocks on
their heads to keep them from being carried

away by the force of the current, and thus they

pass safely over. In crossing many a dangerous
rapid in our lives, we are steadied by the bur-

dens resting on our shoulders, and without them
we should fail to reach the desired shore. Those
under heavy pressure cannot judge, at the time,

how much good they are deriving from the

weights resting upon them, but their friends can
see well enough how they improve in steadiness,

in patience, in gentleness, in power of sympathy

with others, in forgetfulness of -elf, in efficiency.

When the burden get- too heavy to be borne,

we learn what we should have learned at the

beginning—that there is one who will bear the

burden for us and with us, not permitting us to

be tempted above what we are aide to bear.

—

Selected.

Scripture Illustrations.

"Then . . . Publicans and Sinners."—
When the outcasts of religious societies, the pub-
licans anil sinners, heard of the parable of the

supper, and that the denizens of the lanes and
hov.ls, the homeless ones of the highways ami
hedges, were welcome, " then," as this chapter
emphatically begins in the Authorized Version,
they pressed into the open banqueting room to

hear Him. At once He emphatically repeats his

teaching by two parables, taken from most fa-

miliar incidents of Eastern life; the one, that

of the lost sheep coming home to the men, the
other, of the lost piece of money, to the women,
of the crowd. Iu a country, where all the pas-

turage is on open, unfeneed land, and where
every cave and fissure in the limestone rocks
might conceal an enemy, the sheep, unless under
the shepherd's eye, are never safe. By the
" wilderness" is meant, not a desert, but the

grassy down and shrub-clad hillsides, which are

to be found, in a state of nature, not far from
every village. The village is usually placed on
a knoll, very often with a tower, such as is al-

luded to in our last note, and around it are the
gardens, and beyond them, on the slopes, the

vineyards, all carefully fenced in, and each be-

longing to individual proprietors. Beyond these

are the corn-fields, where there is any tolerably

level surface, for the most part unfeneed, though
the limits of each property are carefully marked
out by stones set up at the corners and various

intervals, the "neighbor's landmark," which it

is the gravest of crimes to remove. Wherever
the land ceases to be adapted for corn cultiva-

tion, the common land of the village begins, and
extends to the common of the next little com-
munity, carefully delimited, also, by landmarks.

" If He Lose One of Them."—Each vil-

lager has the right of taking his sheep and goats

to pasture on this common land, but they must
be continually watched, lest they trespass on
the corn, stray beyond the boundaries of the

commune, or be pounced upon by skulking
wolves or jackals. But, with all his care, a
shepherd may easily lose a sheep. As soon as

the flocks, which have left the fold at day- break,

reach their pasture ground, they generally sep-

arate, the goats hurrying up the hillsides, to

browse in long lines on the shrubby herbage;
the sheep moving in a parallel line lower down
and nibbling at the finer grasses. The shep-

herd posts himself on some rock or mound
where be may keep the whole in view, and from
time to time moves forward, or crosses some lit-

tle dell in quest of fresh pasturage, calling on
the flocks to follow him, which they always do
with alacrity. But at such a juncture, some
adventurous animal may have strayed out of

hearing, and then, bewildered at finding itself

alone, may wander farther and farther from its

companions, helpless and defenseless. When
evening approaches, the shepherd reckons up
his flock, as they pass before him into the fold,

and at once detects his loss, and retraces his

steps, till he haply finds the wanderer.

The Women's Silver Pieces.—Then, turn-

ing to the women, Christ appeals to them, too.

They knew well what it was, in the inner re-

cesses of their dark Galilean cottage, to lose one
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ofthe silver pieces, the treasured heirlooms which

their bead dresses; for the allu-

; to money carried in a purse,

but to the c tins which formed the semadi worn

by ev< n- Nazareth matron to this day. The

I f silver coins, pierced through

re, and strung on a pad on each side of

the bead, the larger coins at the bottom, and

iller at the top, meeting, if the n larer

be rich enough, on the forehead. These treas-

ures are the property of the women alone. Fa-

ther, brother or husband has no power over them,

and they descend from mother to daughter.

jr must that woman be who bad only

ten such pieces, any traveller in Galilee will

know hill well ! How keenly would she feel the

n one coin from her scanty head-dress,

and how carefully would she search her house

lor the missing tr

" Doth NOT Light a Candle."—And need

has she to light a candle : for in a Galilean cot-

re are no windows, but generally an

inner chamber, which receives scarcely a ray of

light from the door, the only means of ventila-

tion or light In this inner chamber, or some-

times raise 1 dan at the back of the living-room,

are kept all the stores of the household,—sacks

of corn, jars of wine, heaps of olives, and, more-

over, th" mattocks, yoke-, plow- and other im-

plements of husbandry—and without a caudle

her —arch would be futile. When found, how
would the happy owner tell her tale of anxiety

and evoke the c ingratulations of her neighbors,

n- they gathered at the fountain, the evening

rendezvous of the women of an Eastern village !

[n seizing on these two incidents of every-day

life among the poor, our Lord would show to

them at once h iw II-. who cam-, as the poorest

seek and save the lost, welcomed
tin- meanest, and could sympathize in fheanxie-

tbe humblest.

"Tin. Son oi Man is Lord of the Sab-

bath."—-The ingenuity of the rabbis was exer-

cised in making what they called "a hedge" to

the law of the sabbath, laying down the most
minute directions as to what might or might
not be don the Sabbath-day. The spirit of

ibsolutely opposed to the

principl d by our Lord, that "the
th was made for man, and not man for

the Sabbath." Exceptions they were compelled
to make. No servile work could be done on
the Sabbath, but M limonides teaches that there

i- oo sabbatism at all in the temple. Whatever
was done in th > her days, might

1 me on the Sabbath, for " work about
holy things is not servile." Because [saiah bids
ii- ' call the Sabbath a d di _'ht." thev c mimatid-
e I feasting as a doty even to the poorest on the

Sabbath, and thai all men must eat at least

thrice on that day, ami partake of th i greatest

delicacies 'hey could obtain. But, eery kind
iltural labor being forbid len, as reap-

I l Fore, plu 'king anything
kind of reaping, whether the

ii N or the plucking of a flower,

was equally a crime, which, if committed pre-

sumptuously, merited stoning, according to the
law, ,,r. if ign irantly, dera inde 1 a saci

grinding was forbid len.so thechoppin
i I was an equally heinous offense. A

winnowing was unlawfnl.it was equally so to

blow chaff from corn in the hand. The same
rigid ml ore-eiit day. lint what
a Jew might not do himself, he might employ a

to do for him, and, in fact, in so doing,
I trio i-ly. a- he was causing the

to heap up the measure of hi- iniquities.

Even in the case of a conflagration, it is now

held unlawful to work at subduing the fire on

the Sabbath. A victim may be assisted to es-

cape, but a door or window may not be broken

in the effort. I remember a case in which a

pour woman in Jerusalem lost her life through

the refusal of her neighbors to carry a ladder

on the Sabbath. The rabbis hold it unlawful

to rescue anything on the Sabbath except the

books of the' Law, and for them any effort may

be made, because the Psalmist says, " It is time

for thee, Lord, to work: for they have made

void thy law." Again, accounts may not be

made up on the Sabbath, but any relating to

charity, as a calculation how much a man can

afford'to give, are lawful. All such " hedges
"

our Lord breaks through.

—

H. B. Tristram in

S. S. Times.

Righteousness in Congress.

[A friend has sent to us the following article,

reprinted in the Local News, of West Chester,

from the Baltimore .Sh».-Ed.]

The prayer of the new chaplain of the House
at the opening of the session, to the effect that

the Lord should " make this nation quick to

resent" supposed improper conduct of other na-

tions, has attracted much attention. As the ser-

vant of One who said, "Blessed are the peace-

makers," the chaplain, it is suggested, is a trifle

bellicose. The question is raised whether the

chaplain's influence upon the national legisla-

ture is beneficial, and whether, upon the whole,

the " political prayer" before legislatures and
party conventions is edifying or the contrary.

The rules of the House do not, it is believed,

compel members to attend prayers. At any
rate, they do not largely attend them. Mem-
bers are too often politicians of a "free" mode
of life and averse to prayers, and to the Chris-

tian virtues love of prayer is supposed to imply.
Love of one's fellow-man, fidelity to the true

interests of the country, the disposition to sac-

rifice self to the general good of the human race

—these are not, unfortunately, the distinguish

ing traits of the average Congressman. On the

contrary, he is engaged too often in putting his

political opponents " in a hole," voting favors

to " protected" manufacturers at the cost of the
defenseless poor, urging a dishonest dollar be-

cause a noisy section of his supporters want it,

breathing out threatenings and slaughter, be-

cause he thinks "a war would be popular," vot-

ing the hard-earned money of the people in

wasteful pension favors and refusing to reform
the currency in accordance with his convictions
because such a course would perhaps imperil
hi- re-election. There are, of course, exceptions.
A number of members of every Congress try to
avoid sacrificing their convictions of right to

supposed party expediency. But too many of
I hem go on year after year in the same bad way,
and it is to be objected to a bellicose chaplain
that his prayers are not likely to mend their
way-. There is no better field for missionary
labor anywhere to-day than in the House and
Senate, |,,it it must be inspired by lofty princi-
ples of conduct superior to those in fashion there.
There are Senators and Representatives who
'"'' ll ad lition in respect to the most element-
ary teachings of religion and morals. Far be
i' from us to suggest that they might not bene-
Bl from a truly devout and God-fearingchaplain.
In fact, fifty such chaplains would find their
energies well mpied in reforming our le<*isla-

• 'I "iic thing they do not need—to be
incited i-. quick resentments and war. It is
not desirable, from the point of vi<> w of the aver-

age citizen, that our Government should be ei

couraged by its spiritual advisers to become tl

bully of the world. We are a giant among tl
|

nations, but we should use our giant's strengt

to do good aud promote peace and order, not i]

set the world in au uproar. Jingoism is tl

attribute of an uncivilized nature. It recal

.

the barbarous period of the world before tl

development of the conception that a natio

as well as au individual, should try to do righ

and above all things try to live peaceably wil

all men.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Doctoring Among the Hudson Bay Indians.-

One night, as we sat around the warm stove
j

the fort, we heard hurried whisperings at. tl

door, and a wild figure rushed into the rooi,

apparently imploring our aid in the nati'i

tongue. It seemed that his wife had been cho

ping wood, aud had cut her leg off, or so ;|

least he said. The doctor brought out his il

struments and medicines, and we started for tl 1

encampment with the anxious husband. Sevjl

or eight lodges were pitched in the little prait,

and shone white and brown in the tireligl

Our guide led us towards one of these, ail

showed us the unfortunate patient. The sigl

was wild beyond description. On the right ro]

the huge, smoke-blackened lodge. Just befo

the door a shelter of green branches had hel
erected, and under this lay the woman, moa

j
ing with pain, and wrapped in a niany-coloM
blanket. Around her sat a score of her frientfl

chanting slowly and solemnly a wordless soil

and beating time upon a tom-tom. Their wil

faces and long, straight hair stood out sharp 1

the fire-light, whilst their ragged bodies lyel

faint and indistinct in the gloom. As their son
rose louder aud louder, the woman's moan re j
with it, aud then died away with the lower not

of the tune. The doctor examined the woun
and found that it was not so serious as we h

been led to suppose. The bone was not broke!

but the leg was badly cut and bruised, a

caused the patient considerable pain. He b<

to dress the injured limb, a few grains of :

phia were administered, and the woman ce

moaning. This impressed her friends <

mously, and they gathered around, wonde
at the power of the great white medicine I

which had accomplished more than all thi

chanting and bandaging. Then they boileq

kettle for us, aud we syringed the wound, j

you would cure an Indian, you must impr*

him with the difficulty of the proceeding, &

so, instead of going about the business in

ordinary fashion, we squirted water through

long India-rubber tube, and watched the tei

tied pleasure of the sufferer. There was
more chanting now, for a feeling of awe h

come over the group of savages as they watch

the mysterious doings of the great white m.ji

But our doctor did not rise to the occasion, a
jj

so we had to act the bedside manner for h I
When we left the camp the woman was asl<>

and her friends silent. But we had hardly ,1
beyond the circle of fire-light when they fell'

chanting again, and so continued through I
entire night.

—

Journey in the Muskeg.

Owls.—I met with an amusing instance
value of the owl as a mouser when stayii

farmhouse in Surrey. The farmer's daugkf
told me her brother had just discovered
' howl's ' nest in the pigeon coo," and going'

a ladder to examine it more closely had foil

two eggs in the nest, and ranged around it«
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fcrrteen dead mice ! If that was the result of

rje evening's foraging, we need no other proof

tit owls are worthy of encouragement and pro-

tjition.

This anecdote relates to a barn owl, which

my well be called the " farmer's friend,'' for it

(light- to roost in barns and outbuildings, where

i;au find plenty of mice, its favorite food, and

a that account it should meet with a kind wel-

cite instead of being trapped and shot and
h'ng up to decorate the end of some outhouse,

vere I often grieve to see it, in company with

i\: equally useful little kestrel and other hawks.
-Briglitwen.

Items.

''lie Tract Repository.— In the publisher's report

f<dS95, it is .stated that " while the field of labor is

v.y large and but a small part of what might be
d^e can he accomplished with the means at our
d'losal.yet it is encouraging to believe that under
tl Divine blessing, much good is being done from
yir to year, both among children and those of

BCe advanced years. It would seem therefore,

tit the time has not yet come for bringing this

lie, unpretending monthly publication to a final

ote, however relieving it might be to the publish-

er o he freed from its care, as a discontinuance
wjdd bring sincere regret to a host of readers who
•(reciate its visits, to some of whom, perhaps, it

hi been as a brook by the way to cheer and refresh

tbn.

Numerous letters have come to band from col-

ori people since last report, of a most encourag-
in character, expressive of high appreciation of
'le Tract Repository,' and of its marked influ-

ent for good upon the young men in some neigb-
bnoods, but for sake of brevity the publication
ofxtracts from these are omitted this year.

The aver ge edition for 1895 has been 11,600
cries each mouth, which is three thousand copies
nlthly less than last year.

-lOwing. it is believed, to the unusual depres-
mi in business which has prevailed throughout
th country for a year or more past, the amount
en ributed for the support of the paper has been
Rfi'tly lessened, which leaves a deficiency in 'The
Tr-t Repository Fund' for the current year. This,
of aurse, has been rather discouraging, but it is

beeved it will be best to continue the work for

anlier year at least, with a still further reduced
ed on, carefully using such means as may be placed
at ^e publisher's disposal, trusting that our Heav-

Jonathan K. Rhoadsand William ('. Allen (both
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting) have visited most
of the meetings in Norfolk, Cambridge and Hunt-
ington Quarterly Meeting. Our Friends attended
the usual week-day meeting at Cambridge on the
first tilt., and were at a special meeting at St. I v* -

the following evening, alter visiting the few l-'i ienda
in their homes at Earith. They were at both meet-
ings at Lynn on First-day, the 4th ultimo, and on
their way to Norwich visited the Friends resident
at Wells (a closed meeting). They were at Nor-
wich and neighborhood from the fifth to the twelfth
inclusive. They attended the Monthly Meeting at

Norwich on the 8th, and the meetings and men's
school there on First-day following. They also

visited the Friends of the smaller meetings in the
county as far as practicable. Their service in the
Quarterly Meeting was completed by a meeting at

Wisbech and asocial gathering at a Friend's house.
From thence they intended to visit a few meetings
in Lincolnshire on their way to Hull.

Cincinnati Boys' Brigades.—The Cincinnati Tri-

bune states that of the Boys' Brigades introduced
into various churches of that city, only one, as far

as can be learned, is now in existence.

blessing

86-34 6o

12 31
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B Idah H. Bonwill

uich show that her be-

; liana have lost heavily by the flood.

Grand River, which is usually about one-fourth

of a mile in width, swept over a district five

miles wide, carrying away buildings, crops, bay,

,1- to Friends for means to re-

lieve the - - ~ wants clothing for men,

women ami children, bedding, etc., and one

hundred dollar,- in money to purchasel I, etc.

Vnv money contributed may be sent to the

care of Joseph Ball, No. 304 Arch St., Phila.—
- and other articles should be sent to

n,Wilkins&Co.,804MarketSt.,Phila.

for II. H. Bonwill. Packages sent to that ad-

dress by express should be prepaid—and it is

that they be forwarded as soon as pos-

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Uktted States. — President Cleveland has an-

nounce! the names of those who will compose the

Venezuelan Commission. Theyare: David J. Brewer.

v.. iateJust f the United States Supreme Court;

il. Alvev. Chief Justice of the Court of Ap-

peals of the District of Columbia; Andrew I). \\ lute

and Frederic K Coudert, of Ne v York, and Daniel

in, President of. I. dm- Hopkins L niver-uy.

On tliei'.th in-lanl Secretary Carli-le issued a notice

iat sealed proposals will be receive I until

; nth 5th, fur the purchase of $100,000,000 of

United Slates 4 per cent, coupon or registered bonds,

in denominations of fifty dollars and multiples of that

may be desired by bidders. Also that if the

issue md sale of an additional or different form of

the maintenance of the gold reserve shall be

authorized by law before Second Mo. 5th, sealed pro-

t the purchase of Mich bonds will also be re-

The Doited States Treasury receipts for Twelfth

Month wet.- -j;-J--..C,7. ;nid the expenditure- $2..,-

814,317, showing a surplus for the m .nth of sC ,
icjo

inst six m. .mlis of ihe fiscal year the receipts

were $167,568,053, and the expenditures 5182 962,760,

making the defici I he United States

ilemenl shows a net decrease in the public

d.li, less cash in the Treasury, during Twelfth Month,

19. Total cash in theTreasury.l 57,-

678,447.

The President issued a pro lamation on the 4th

instant, declaring the admission of Utah as a State

into the Union.

The Atlanta Exposition's receipts will hardly meet

the expense*, bul the deficit is small. The exact

is not I een asi ertained.

Ninety per cent, of the inhabitants of Kansas are

native Americans, according to the figures just com-
• - -iy . f Agriculture. The

i. ipulation of the Stale, including Indians and
< bin amounts to only 3.67 per cent. Of the 1,-

'. re horn in Kansas.

Baki r fertile counties in I leorgia,

lilrnad, telegraph or telephone lines in its

border, nor has i
1 a newspaper.

A Lincoln, Nebraska, despatch say- that it i-

charged thai counterfeiting has been going on on a

nvicts iu the State peniten-

tiary.

the New York Vvice: "TheC mnmitteeof Fifty

of the Chamber of Commerce of this city is trying to

- law which will ml of poli-

tics.' We will Rive a certified check for $10,000 to

who will contrive any way to take the saloon
• >ut of p 'lilies will i taking it out of existi

ning an expli si

the 2nd instant shows that six dead bodies
m the ruin-, and th it four

lissing. The total loss f

d that there

made of dynamite,
o-ioti house, in '

•Vest Palm
: I irid i, was destroyed bv lire on the 2nd inst

.

- in this i ily fur the Twelfth Month
term, in it- presentment, suggests thai "the proper
author: measures that will lead to
the discovery and the breaking up" of places selling

rst day of the

week-. In the opinion of the Grand Jury, "a large

percentage of the crime committed in our city is due

to this cause." The crime is not caused by the liquors

of the speak-easv onlv, hut by those also sold by saloons

licensed for SI ,O00— they sell the same poison.

Deaths in (hi- city last week numbered !>-. which

is 7 less than the previous week and 19 less than the

corresp Hiding week of one year ago : 235 were males

and 2l'7 females: 72 died "of pneumonia; 59 of con-

ption; 33 of heart disease; 24 of diphtheria ;
23

onvulsions; 22 of apoplexy: 19 of cancer; 13 of

croup; 13 of marasmus: 13 of old age; 11 of bron-

chitis; lOof Bright's disease; 9 of inflammation of the

brain, and 9 from casualties.

M, .>... >tr— L\ S. 2-s,96 a 98 ; 4's, 1907,109 a 111;

1'-. 1925, 1155 a 117; 5's, 112$ a 114; currency 6's,

100 a 109.
.

Cotton.— Spinners hought sparingly on a basis of

S/'-cts. per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.— Spot bran ranged from $12.50 to $13.25 per

ton for winter in bulk and spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super, $2.35 a $2.50; do., extras,
$o.60 a S2.S5 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3 00 a $3.20 ;

do., do., straight. $3.25 a $3.35 ;
Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.20; do., do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent. $3.40 a $3.60 ; spring, clear, $2.65 a $2.85 ;

do., straight, $3.10 a $3.25 ; do., patent, $3.25 a $3.50
;

do., favorite brands, higher; citv mills, extra, $2 50 a

$2.75; do. clear, $3.10 a $3.25 : do, straight, $3.25 a

$3.40; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75. Rye Flour.—
Choice 1'enn'a, $2.65 per bbl. Buckwheat Flouk,
$1.15 a $1.20 [ler 100 pounds for new; some fancy

brands held higher.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 67 a 67}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 325 a 32|c.

No. 2 white oats, 23i a 24c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, none here; good, 4i a 4Jc;
medium, 4 a 4jc; common, 3} a 3Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4 a4jc; good, 3i a 3Jc;
medium, 3 a 3Jc; common 2 a 2:Jc. Lambs, 3i a 6c.

Hogs.—5J a 6c, wiih indication of another advance.

Foreign—Queen Victoria has appointed Alfred

Austin Poet Laureate. The office has been vacant

since the death of Alfred Tennvson, Tentli Month
6th, 1892.

The London Chronicle prints an article saying that

it learns on the highest authority that Earl Granville,

in 1885, virtually concluded with President Blanco a

treaty in which there was a clause agreeing to the ar-

bitration of the Venezuela dispute. The Marquis of

Salisbury on coming into power cancelled this clause.

The representative in Rome of the United Press
learns that important documents have been found in

the archives of the Vatican, relating to Catholic mis-
sions in Venezuela. These documents show that the
missions within ihe territory claimed by Great Brit-

ain were included in the diocese of Caracas prior to

tireat Britain acquiring Guiana.
The correspondent of the United Press, at Constan-

tinople, telegraphs under date of First Month 3rd,
that a terrible massacre has taken place at Biridjik,
near Aintah, in Asia Minor. The o.'ticial report of
the occurrence states that 900 persons were killed. It

i- believed in Constantinople that the massacre at
Biridjik was committed by the Kurds of the Hama-
dieh cavalry. The recent massacre at Orfah was a
terrible affair. The Porte admits that 900 persons
were killed there, but other accounts say that 2000
were slaughtered.
An explosion occurred in a coal mine at Wrangel,

Prussian Silesia, on the 30th of Twelfth Month, caus-
ing the death of a large number of persons. Twenty-
one dead and 70 injured persons have been taken out
ot the mine, and in addition to the dead and injured
accounted for 17 others are missing.

Even the Russians are waking up to the fact that
modern civilization lias most cause to fear

is the liquor traffic. Aredt'i m. a St. Petersburg news-
paper, say-: "With every year the evil [drunkenness]

re wide-pread and intense. Not only does
the adult male population drink, but women," girls,
bovsoi thirteen drink—an unheard-ofthing elsewhere,
fainted parent- pro luce offspring predisposed to drink.
It" b.'i

t t-« ti is weakening the physical consti-

\u armed f rce of tl e British South African Com-
iibenng -oilmen, hist week entered the Trans-

vaal and marched on .lohaune-burg. President Kru-
-'' ordered thai it- advance be forcible prevented.

Robinson, of I ape Colony, telegraphed on
the 2nd inst.. to .1. t I, unherlain, at the Colonial Office,
111,1 "' ""'

'

""'•' '"'
' tin- Transvaal bv Dr. Jame-

''"• killed, thirty wounded and 500 taken
prisoner-. He also telegraphed that it is stated iu the

Cape Town papers that Jameson, White and Willoue

by are lodged in the Pretoria jail. Gray and Cove
J

try, of the British South African Company, areamo;

I

the wounded. The Emperor of Germany on the 3
j

inst., sent this cable despatch to Paul Kruger, Prel

dent of the South African Republic: "I express nl

sincere congratulations that, supported by your pi I

pie and without appealing for help to friendly Powel
you have succeeded by your own energetic actij

against the arme 1 bands which invaded your count]

as disturbers of the peace, and have thus been enabl.

to restore peace and safeguard the independence

your country against attacks from outside."

The foregoing despatch was acknowledged by Prt

dent Kruger of the South African Republic. i

message has aroused popular wrath in England t

far greater extent than did President Cleveland's ra

sage on the Venezuela boundary dispute. Them.
sage outrages the British belief that the South Afriil

Republic is a part of the Queen's dominion, il
United Press representative in London says if 1
Government responds to British feeling it will til

early notice of the Emperor's missive in termsamoHl
ing to a challenge, and the country which it would!

difficult to persuade into accepting the United StJ

I

as a foe would not hesitate to tackle Germany. I

A despatch from Havana, via Key West, to I

New York Herald announces that the Cubans captu I

Gnines on the night of the 3rd inst., cutting coinil

nication between the main forces of General Caoi|

army and Havana. Ureal alarm is felt in Havan:';

the progress of the rebellion. And a despatch f] I
Madrid announces great uneasiness in thatcityon I
same account.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniefl

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage I
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. I
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wl
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen oca
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To n fl

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone I
Zebedee Haines, Sup 1

Westtown Boarding School.—The General C

mittee will meet in Philadelphia, Sixth-dav, l\

Month 10th, 1896, at 11 A. m. The Committee or.)

struction meet the same day at 9 A. si.

Wm. Evans, Cler

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The m
meeting will be held at 140 N. 16lh Street,

First Month 17th, 1896, at 8 P. M.

Rachel G. Hall, plain milliner, is now at 21

Fourth street, Philadelphia, and will attend to oil
promptly.

Boarding.—Double rooms vacant at No. 3419 1

1

ilton Street, also room for table guests.

M. F. Paschai

A Frond with experience, would accept positt

invalid nurse, or suitable situation of any kind. P
address, A. E., office of The Friend.

Died, Twelfth Month 26th, IS',15, MaryM.Pai
wife of Dr. J. B. Patton, of Millville, Penn'a, m
sixty-first year; a faithful and always loving wift

mother, as well as a genial friend to all with

she came in contact. She added the ornamen
" meek and quiet spirit." Her unobtrusive butsit

piety leads her sorrowing friends to trust that

inward peace was greater than the outward ma
tion thereof; that she sleeps in Jesus."

, Eleventh Month 16th, 1895, at his resid

near Centre Square, Pa., Septimus Roberts,!
seventieth year of his age, a member of Gwji

Monthly and Plymouth Particular Meeting.
Though an invalid from paralysis for nearh

years, the close was rather sudden. His famil;

friends have well grounded hope that his

peace.

, Eleventh Month 12th, 1S95, near Chestei

Emma F. Trimble, wife of Joseph Trimble,
"

thirty-seventh year of her age; a member of CI

Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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THE DIVINE POWER IN MAN.

The foresight granted to William Edmund-
8Q oil his visit to Londonderry, was not a soli-

tay instance. Many of our early Friends were

feored at times with a sense or sight of coming
eints. George Fox having gone to Hampton
Cirt to lay before Oliver Cromwell the sutfer-

ir,s of Friends from unjust persecutions, met
hii as he rode at the head of his life guards,

ail says, " I saw and felt a waft of death go
fq.h against him ; and when I came to him, he

k(<ed like a dead man." In a few days, Oliver

dil, and soon after, Charles the Second came
to he throne. G. Fox says, " I had a sight and
sese of the king's return a good while before,

at so had some others. I wrote to Oliver

Bffiral times and let him know, that while he

w persecuting Gud's people, they whom he
aounted his enemies were preparing to come
U]n him." Thomas Aldani and Anthony
Person were moved to go through all the gaols

iuEngland, and to get copies of Friends' com-
minents under the gaolers' hands, that they
m;ht lay the weight of their sufferings upon
(her Cromwell. And when he refused to give

Oter for the releasing of them, Thomas Aldam
Wi moved to take his cap from off his head,
aij rend it in pieces before him, and to say to

hi, "So shall thy government be rent from thee
ap thy house."

U in 1653, " being one day at Swarthmore Hall,

win Judge Fell and Justice Benson were talk-

in of the news, and of the parliament then
sitng (called the long parliament), I was
nued to tell them : Before that day two weeks
th parliament should be broken up, and the

Bfiker plucked out of his chair; and that day
if weeks Justice Benson told Judge Fell that
up he saw George was a true prophet, for

Over had broken up the parliament."

William Edmundson gives a lively narrative
ofiow he was led of the Lord, as an horse
»i a bridle, to perform a service for his Di-
'is Master. He says about this time there
*e two women Friends from London, Anne
Gild and Julian Westwood, who came to

Bblin and travelled to Londonderry, having
80e drawings to that place. After some ser-

'•; for the Lord there,, they travelled to Cole-

Ki, so through the Scotch country to a place

called Clough.all on foot in winter time, wading
rivers and dirty miry ways. Anne Gould, be-

ing a tender woman, was much spent and staid

at Clough ; the enemy persuading her that God
had forsaken her, and that she was there to be

destroyed, so that she fell into despair; but I

knew nothing of them.
" At this time, my brother and I were at a fair

in Antrim ; being late there, we proposed to

lodge that night at Glenavy, six miles on our

way homeward. Before we got to Glenavy I

was under a great exercise of spirit, and the

word of the Lord came unto me, that my shop

was in danger to be robbed that night. I told

my brother of it, so we concluded to travel home,
and went about a mile beyond Glenavy ; but

my spirit was still under a great exercise, the

word of the Lord moving me to turn back
towards Clough. I was brought under a great

exercise between these two motions, to travel

back and my service unknown ; and my shop

on the other hand in danger to be robbed,

which brought me into a great strait, for fear

of a wrong spirit. I cried to the Lord in much
tenderness of spirit, and his word answered me,

that which drew me back should preserve my
shop ; so we went back to Glenavy and lodged

there. That night I slept little, because of many
doubts about the concerns; on the other hand
I durst not disobey, for I knew the terrors of

God for disobedience.
' The next morning my brother went home,

but I rode back to Antrim. Towards evening

I came to Clough, and took up my lodging at

an inn. When I came into the house I found

Anne Gould in despair, and Julian Westwood
with her, but when they knew who I was and
heard my name, for they had heard of me be-

fore, the poor disconsolate woman revived for

joy and gladness, and got up, for she was in

bed, overwhelmed under trouble of mind. I

saw then that my service of coming there was

for her sake. WThen we came to discourse of

matters, I told her how I was brought there

by the good hand of God, led as an horse by the

bridle to the place where they were ; they there-

fore greatly rejoiced and praised God ; the ten-

der woman was helped over her trouble, and

she saw it was a trial of great temptations she

had laid under.
" They had a mind to go to Carrickfergus, to

my house and to Dublin to take shipping for Eng-

land, but neither of them would undertake to

ride single, therefore I was forced the next day

to carry them behind me, first one and then

the other. When we came in very foul way, I

set them both on horseback, and waded myself

through dirt and mire in my boots, holding

them both on horseback with my hands. We
came to Conyers that night and lodged there.

The next day I got them to Carrickfergus, and

there leaving them, rode home, and sent my
brother and two horses to bring them to my
house.

" When I came home, I inquired about my
shop, whether it had been in danger of robbing.

They told me the night I was under that exer-

cise about it, the shop window was broken down
and fell with such violence on the counter, that

it awakened our people, and the thieves were
affrighted and ran away. So I was confirmed
it was the word of the Lord that said that which
drew me back should preserve my shop, and I

was greatly strengthened in the word of life, to

obey the Lord in what He required of me.
When these two women had staid some time at

my house, and visited Friends, my brother sent

them on horseback to Dublin, so they went for

England."
In 1072, William Edmundson returned to

Ireland from a visit in America. W'hilst he

was at sea on that voyage, he says, " As I lay

retired in my cabin, an heavenly vision came
over my senses, and in it appeared two very
poor, ill-favored cows, which arose under my
plough-beam, as I was holding my plough.

Whereupon I set up in my cabin and considered

the matter. Then the word of the Lord came
to me and said, the two cows are two years; for

there shall be two very dear years, and inas-

much as the cows arose under the ploughshare,

they shall fall on corn and cattle. This came
to pass in a very little while ; in the time of

great plenty, contrary to men's reason, cattle

died abundantly, and the price of corn rose to

an astounding height, so that many were fam-
ished for lack of bread ; and several families

who had lived plentifully, were forced to go a
begging, their corn being spent and cattle dead.

Several families who were ashamed to beg,

shipped themselves for servants to the West
Indies, to get food."

When G. Fox was at Gainsborough in 1652,

a man charged him with having said that he

was Christ. He says this '' put the people into

such a rage, that they had much to do to keep
their hands off me. I was moved of the Lord
to stand up upon the table, in the eternal power
of God, and tell the people, ' That Christ was in

them, except they were reprobates ; and that it

was Christ, the eternal power of God that spoke

in me at that time unto them ; not that I was
Christ.' I called the accuser Judas, and was
moved to tell him that Judas' end should be

his. The Lord's power came over all and
quieted the minds of the people, and they de-

parted in peace. But this Judas shortly after

hanged himself."

When Martha Routh was in America on a
religious visit in 1795, and was travelling in

the interior of Virginia, she became very sick,

through the oppressive heat of the weather, and
the exposure to which she was subjected. If

she had beeu at home, she would have thought

it right to remain quietly at home in her cham-
ber. But she went to meeting, where she sat a

long time in silent exercise. When it appeared

nearly time to close the meeting, she was led

into a line of labor, in which she says, " I felt

healing virtue, both of body and mind."

It is recorded in the life of Richard Davies,

a native of Wales, that in the year 1658 he went

to reside in London and entered into business

at his trade of making felt. But frequently his
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Dative country would be pr sented lo his view,

and as he reme in be red its desolation in a re-

ligious sense, he was led to feel that he ought

to return thither and work in the

Christ. He was disobedient to these impres-

sions, and doubtless worn by the mental strain

induced by such exercises, he was taken ill. Of
this illness lie writes:

"Friends of London were very kind to me,

and would freely have administered unto me,

but I was not willing to accept of anything
fmm them, so long as I had of my own. My
pain of body and spirit increased upon me, till

nt last I was forced to bow to the will of the

great God, who was too strong for me ; and on
reasoning with Him one night upon my bed of
sorrows. He showed me clearly that I was to go
to my own country, and I was made willing to

give up to go if He would be pleased to let me
know his will and pleasure by this sign and
token, that He would remove my pain. When
I had made a covenant with the Lord to go,

immediately my pain was removed, and I had
peace and quietness of mind and spirit. I arose
next morning and went to my work ; and when
those tender Friends that had a regard for me
in my Btckness came to see me that morning, I

was gone to work, which was to their admira
tion." J. W.

Causes of mi: Increase and Decrease
"i iM r Society.—John Fothergill, though un-
der much bodily weakness, attended the Yearly
Meeting in London, wherein, at the desire of
his brethren, he gave a concise, but instructive
account of his late visit to America, the state
of Friends, the increase of the Society in some
plan-, and its declining State in others, with the
causes which had most obviously contributed
to produce this. He observed that, as the elders
of the |)eople were preserved in freshness and
zeal, under a diligent care for the growth of
spiritual religion, Truth increased, good order
was preserved, the discipline kept up, and the
youth in many places tender and hopeful. On
the contrary, where those who were of the first
rank, both in respect to age and situation in
life, declined in their religious care, where the
spirit of this world suppressed the tender desires
after riches of a durable nature, there weakness,
disorder and unfaithfulness were too obvious',
and a daily decay of real piety, as well as of
numbers, prevailed, to the grief of the honest-
hearted and the loss of those who unhappily
suffered this corrupting spirit to take place —
h. L., Vol. 9th, p. 113.

The Approach of Death.

In an article by Dr. Edson, in the North

American Review, it is stated, " In point of fact

ninety-nine of every hundred human beings are

unconscious for several hours before death comes

to them.'' It seems to me this statement is an

exaggeration, but only an exaggeration of the

truth.

Certainly, too, there are deaths sometimes oc-

curring in which those who pass away are con-

scious to the very last—one moment here in per-

fect intelligence, the next gone forever. A few
illustrations will be given. A celebrated Scotch
physician, Dr. Fordyce, was sick, and his daugh-
ter was sitting by his bedside reading to him.
He suddenly said to her, " Stop, my dear, I am
going to die. Go out of the room." She went,
quickly called a servant, but when they entered
the room he was dead. In Johnson's " Life of
Lord Eoscommon," this statement is made:
"At the moment in which he expired, he uttered
with an energy of voice that expressed the most
fervent devotion, two lines of his own version of
Dies Irae :

id, ray Father, and ray Friend,
forsake me in my end."

OO V8ION TO THE ENEMIES OF GoD TO
>" isPHi mi." -In some sections of Mohamme-
"""' les, whenever a Mohammedan is seen
drunk, the Moslem tauntingly says, "That man
has deserted Mohammed and goneover to Jesus."

ring arose, so far as is know,,, about
naccountofthe conduct of the Xestorian

Christians in Pershv They had, by frequent
intercourse with Christians from other regions
fallen into what may be, says an old wril
emphatically called "the Christian- vice.
manufacture lai „ brandy, besides
«"<* they were supplied with intoxicating
liquors from both Europe and America.
lo^ay Massachusetts is pouring liquor so

" '°
°.k u T-'"

cau8e the missionaries to
'•••I '- though He,,- greatesl foe is ool the ie-
i.orant, besotted, fanatical heathen lei the

ijand unscrupulous Christian. TheMo-
naromedans there, a- elsewhere, witl
prima faeit e\ idem e, an
of run, to Christianity.

Lucan, bleeding to death from veins in his
arms, which he had caused his physician to open
rather than fall into Nero's hands, had, as the
last thing in his memory, some of the verses of
his poem, " The Battle of Pharsalia," which he
recited, dying with them in his mouth.
One of the greatest of Loudon teachers of

surgery in this century was Joseph Henry Green.
He was more than a great professional teacher
—he was a devout Christian, a profound think-
er, and a learned philosopher. The story of his
death has been told by one of his colleagues at
St. Thomas' Hospital, one whose fame is familiar
to the profession,— Simon. " Not even the last
agony of death," said Simon, " ruffled his se-
renity of mind, or rendered him unthoughtful
of others. No terrors, no selfish regrets, no re-
proachful memories were there. The few ten-
der parting words which he had yet to speak,
he spoke. And to the servants who were gath-
ered grieving round him, he said, ' While I have
breath, let me thank you all for your kindness
ami attention to me.' Next to his doctor, who
quickly entered—his neighbor and old pupil-
he significantly, and pointing to the region of

is heart, said, 'Congestion,' after which he in
i finger to his wrist, and visibly

silence set

noted to himself "the sir

which \v«-° <"~* I--* - ' •-
•

r—

much
larging up tie evils

ere just between him and death. Pres-
ently he said, 'Stopped,' and this was the verv
end." J

The manner of Green's death recalls that of
the illustrious Haller, a great physiologist and
teacher, and a devout Christian. DV in<r i„ his
seventieth year, his friend and physician? Ross^
ot, at his beds.de, he felt his pulse from time to
tune, ami when it ceased, he remarked to Rosse-
lot, ihe artery no longer beat*," and imme-
diately died.

Sou are all familiar with the story of Addi-snn-death.bed
- He sent for his step-son, Lo ld

\ rwie pressed his hand, crying, 4e in what
•<«<• a (.hrisian candle." William Hunter
'ardly less ah

;

le, (hough less famous in medX
than h,s brother John, said, when dyi,,., <

I
" I

- ^^"l.!'. '-Id a pen, I „,,uld write howeasy and pleasant a thing it is to die."

,
,

" '''T-'" 1 - upon the cause or mode ofdeath, as to the
:

mental manifestations. If deathbegins a. the heart, consciousness mav remanfir the last But if, as is the fact in the7reS

majority of cases, the function of the lungs grai
ually fails, the fatal end caused by arrest of re
piration instead of circulation, narcosis resultin
from the accumulation of carbonic acid in tl

Wood, brings stupor, occasionally interrupts
in some cases by delirium.

I have twice heard the dying repeat the prayi
of childhood, as their last intelligible and r,

tional utterance. "Now I lay me down to sleep
One of these persons was a maiden in the mor
jug of life, the other a matron in the eveninj
in one ease several hours of delirium intervene
before death, and in the other a quiet stupor

j

an hour. ...
Sometimes the dying ones are convinced th;'

they are not at home, and spend their fin

strength in efforts to get out of bed that thi

may go home, or utter the plaintive, piteous cr
" Take me home." That pathetic prayer, "Tal
me home,"—how it pierces as a sharp sword tl

hearts of the loving ones that surround the deat
bed

! And how powerless they are to break tl

thrall of the strong conviction ! I havesometim
thought such prayer might be promise ar
prophecy of a future life— the dying one in tl

sundering of earth's ties dimly discerns the hea
enly home, and pleads to 'be taken thithe

LTsually stupor follows, and in a few hours thi

die.

Nevertheless, there may be signs of the dyh-'

that are real, objective. I do not see how,'.
Christians, and with the story of the martyf
Stephen, before us, we can fail to believe ffl
to some are granted, in the last hour, revelatioj
of the celestial world,"sweet echoes of unearth
melodies," it may be, of angelic visions, heavei
opening gates, dear ones who have gone befo
waiting to welcome the liberated soul.

[Among the evidences which we have .

joiced in seeing of the repudiation by the peoj
of the United States of the suggestion of w
with Great Britain, is the following prayer
the chaplain of the LTnited States Senate:]

"As the time draws near the period of Chrii
mas, inaugurated by the angels singing, 'Glo
to God in the highest, and on earth peace, goc
will toward men,' we pray that the Spirit i

enter into our hearts and minds, and keep
in the knowledge and love of God and of IK
Son, Jesus Christ, our Saviour. Forbid thi
the two foremost nations of the world, whi J»

-

bear the name of Christian, with one languaj
one faith, one baptism, one Lord, shall be eiH,
broiled in war, with all its horrors and barbfM,
isms. Grant, we beseech thee, that we may W,
saved from imbruing our hands in each othe : .

blood. Let the spirit of justice and magnani'.
ity prevail among the rulers of both nations ail-
among the people, the kindred people of tlj.
two lands, so that all differences and difficult:)

may be amicably and righteously settled, ail
that God's name may be glorified in the estaf
lishment of concord, unity and brotherly kiikK

.

ness. May this become an august and mem<M„
able Christmas in the historv'of the Englis
speaking world and of the whole earth. I
health, prosperity, brotherly kindness and chi
ity pervade all our land and our motherlae
And may God be glorified, and the reign
Jesus Christ our Saviour be established,
pray thee, in his sacred name. Amen."
At the suggestion of a Senator from Oregc

unanimous consent was given to the printing
the record of that invocation by the chaplain

_
To have crystallized the spirit of Christian!

in words spoken to God in the hearing of t

nations, and by its utterance so to impress t
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fjnate of one of the great powers, apparently

tjmblingoa the brink of war, that it embalmed
i words in the record of its day's proceedings,

vuld make a life worth living to the world,

tmgh all its other days had been spent in a

cingeon.

From "The United Friend."

le Spiritual Progress of Richard Claridge.
(Concluded from page 195.)

He had not long been in membership with

ti Baptists before he became a preacher among
Um— first an itinerant, then for two years in

cirge of a congregation in London, and then

a itinerant again. It was during this time

tit he began teaching school, a calling he fol-

k'ed for many years.

,Vhile engaged in his ministerial duties, he

Wi called upon at times to baptize converts

wh water, which he did in a few instances,

b , as he says, " rather in compliance with the

ctgregation's call and the present occasion,

tr!n any necessity laid upon me from the Lord.

Ad after I had baptized those few, the thoughts

ofhat work quite departed from me; and a
cc'cern came upon me to mind and witness by

ptional experience (he baptism ofthe Spirit, where-
otrater baptism was but a type aud figure, and
a tspensation of temporary continuance apper-

ta^ing only to John's ministry, who was the

forunner of Christ. So that water baptism
wl to cease and determine [('. e. come to an
et] as the Gospel dispensation came on—the

austauce being to take place of the shadow,
a: the servant to give way to the Son, who is

Ld of all. That word was often with me, The
dienx-dion of the Gospel is a ministration of the

fy-it."

'A first he did not know the meaning of this

atf he sought to understand it by reading the
Scptures, searching commentaries, comparing
te.s,aud setting himself to pray. But he could
nccommand the light. For many months his

ex-cise continued, and he could obtain no rest

eiler by night or day :
" for now a concern

caie upon me, not only about worship, but also

abut the qualification that my soul was in for

th right and acceptable performance of it * *

Sir judgment dwelt in the wilderness and the

da of the Lord burned as a fire [within me].
M sin was set in order before me, and mine
iniuities, which profession could not discover,

we: manifested to me by the light of Christ in

miconscience ; and I saw, though a strict pro-

fear and a sober liver, that there was yet a fur-

tin work to be done. I must either come to

wi ess regeneration, or there was no hope of
actptance for me with the pure and holy God.
Tit it was not the name of Christian, without
tlnaature, nor the profession of religion with-
outhe possession, that would do. That Isaac
mit be offered up as well as Ishmael cast out.

Tit no ieague was to be made with Amalek,
no n or lust to be spared, no possession kept
th: Christ required to be sold ; but that all

mi; be judged down, all must be parted with,
ths was contrary to the holy will of God, which
is'r sanctification ; and that not in part only,
on wholly, as the apostle's prayer was, 1 Thes.

This was a time of solitude and retirement
wil me, and I desired and delighted to be much
fries; though I was not alone, for the Lord was
w 't me. The Lord was in his temple, and the

*nd the very God of peace sanctify you wholly
;

anc p ra
_
v q0(j y0ur w |10 le spirit and soul and body

W eserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord
J« Christ.

flesh was brought into silence before Him. In
this silence, as I waited low upon Him, by the
strength of Christ communicated to me

| without
whom I neither do, could, nor can do anything
acceptable to Him >, it pleased the Lord to' break
in upon me by his heart-tendering power, aud
to open my understanding, and to give me ' the
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ.' Now the vail being
measurably taken off in Christ, these word-, The
dispensation of the Gospel is a ministration of the

Spirit, which before were as a sealed book, be-

gan to be opened in me * * * by the imme-
diate in-shining of the light of Christ. So that

I came to see an end of all former ministrations,

whether of Divine appointment, as of Moses,
the prophets or John, which had their time and
period ; or such as men had shaped and fash-

ioned in their own wisdom, some after one form
and some after another, in imitation of the Scrip-

ture pattern. * * * And as, in the light,

I saw an end of all former ministrations, so I

saw also what ministration God had ordained
to be and to remain as the highest, last and only
ministration for all the sons and daughters of
men to come under and wait upon Him in ; and
that is, the ministration of the Spirit, or the im-
mediate teachings of Christ by the Holy Spirit

in every one of their hearts."

Thus it came about that Richard Claridge
was forced to sever his connection with a peo-

ple, who, while (as he believed) sounder in doc-
trine, holier in life, and mixed with less of hu-
man invention in their practices, than the body
with whom he had previously fellowshiped, were
nevertheless building upon a foundation that

in its very nature must vanish away, the dis-

pensation of John. So the prayer of his soul

was that he might be permitted to find and
walk with a people whose ministry, doctrine,

worship and discipline were in all things ac-

cording to the apostolical pattern ; and " the

Lord, who raised this desire in him, was gra-

ciously pleased
^
by his Divine light, to shine

more and more into his soul, and by gradual
manifestations and discoveries, in his waiting
humbly upon Him with sincere breathings unto
Him, to lead him to his holy hill and heavenly
tabernacle—to Christ Jesus in his inward spir-

itual appearance, by his light, grace and holy
Spirit in the heart, where he found Him whom
his soul desired, the living rock, the sure foun-
dation, the chief corner-stone in the spiritual

building."

Being thus by the Divine Teacher himself
brought to the knowledge of the Truth as pro-

fessed by the Society of Friends, Richard Clar-
idge now turned his attention to an examina-
tion of the principles and practices of that lowly
and persecuted people, and he found them in

accord with his own convictions. He also began
to frequent their meetings, and there waiting
in humility and silence to hear the voice of the

Divine Bishop of Souls, he obtained the conso-

lation and refreshment that his parched and
weary heart had been famishing for. No longer
exercised in "external forms and shadowy ad-

ministrations," he found the substance, even
communion with Him, who is "the bread of
life." With this people he remained in relig-

ious fellowship the remainder of his days, be-
coming a minister among them, and an eminent
defender and exponent of their principles both
by word and pen. For the Baptists he seems
to have always retained a particularly warm
regard, and one of the most interesting produc-
tions of his pen is an epistle addressed to their

Society some years after he had become a Friend,

and from which extracts have been given in

this article. Like every true disciple of the

Lord .Jesus, no differences could abate his love

for his fellowmen, and the many interviews

which the Baptists had with him after be had
quit them, seem as a rule to have ended " very
lovingly."

It may not be inappropriate to bring this

sketch to a close with the following declaration

of Richard Claridge, which concisely presents

the great concern of his later life. " This then

is the testimony which the Lord God hath giv-

en me to bear for his Name and Truth, that

the dispensation of the Gospel ia a ministration
of the Spirit. Mark that, I beseech you; not
a ministration of the letter engraven on stone

or written with ink and paper, but of the Spirit

written and engraven upon the tables of our
hearts. XTot a ministration ofwords only, though
Scripture words themselves, but of the Word of
eternal life— that Word which was in the begin-

ning with God, and was (and is ) God, who liveth

and abideth forever; in which Word was (and is)

life, and the life was (and is) the light of men.
Not such a ministration as consists of study, and
composures in the will and wisdom of man, or of
such outward ordinances, ways and forms of wor-
ship as have been long since repealed, annulled
and abrogated, and have no sap nor nourishment
in them ; but of the pure immediate revelations,

inspirations and influences of the Holy Spirit,

and that inward worship which is prepared in

our hearts by the living power of the Lord Jesus
Christ. As to words, whether Scripture or such
other words as are in use among men with whom
we converse, they have their service in this min-
istration of the Spirit, as the living Word is

pleased to bring them to our remembrance, and
to use them as instruments for the uttering or

bringing forth of that heavenly matter it im-
mediately, in our silent waiting, inspires us with-

al. But to steal the words of Christ, his apostles

and prophets, and put them together in a pre-

meditated form * .* * and present them
under pretence of preaching the Gospel, to a
congregation of people met together for the wor-
ship of God—this is not preaching the Gospel
of Jesus Christ. So far from having the least

countenance in the Holy Scriptures, it is there-

in expressly condemned :
' Behold, I am against

the prophets saith the Lord, that steal my words.'

(Jer. xxiii: 30.) Nay, it is the testimony of Christ

himself, that all that ever came before Him
are thieves and robbers (John x: 8). All that

ran, or run, in their own will and time, these

came, or come, before Christ. Consider, there-

fore, ye that are teachers of the people, what
and where you are and how you stand as in the

sight of the great God. * * * If you are

ambassadors of Christ, then you have received

your commission from Him. If you are his

ministers, then your doctrine and worship are

not your own, but his that sent you."*

*The facts in the foregoing article are taken from
Joseph Eesse's Life and Posthumous Worh of Richard
Oartdge. ^^

If we would know an increase and growth
in that love which is first pure then peaceable,

easy to be entreated, full of mercy and good
fruits, we must know a dwelling near to the

Fountain thereof. Ah ! this is what we need
as a people; we need to rally to that principle

which we always professed, that of being led

and guided by the unerring Spirit of Truth.

—

Peleg MikML

Humble your spirit by a taste for simple

things. Seek your strength in silence.

—

Fcnelon.
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The Bishop of Wakefield and Quakerism

In a discourse at Wakefield, the Bishop of

Wakefield said :

•• Let it be borne iu mind that whilst he was

denouncing formalism, he was not denouncing

forms. He believed that so long as we were

the flesh, forms would be necessary. They
knew how one .-ect of Christians, the .Society of

Friends, strove to do without forms, and he did

not think they would consider that attempt had
been a success. The Society of Friends thern-

as Bome of those present would know,

felt that it had not been so. Multitudes were

seeking more helpful worship in the Church of

their forefathers, and lie was told those who re-

mained in the Society were not satisfied with

the endeavor to banish all forms from their

worship. He thought they must have forms.

He would go beyond even that, and say that

God had given us forms. The Lord Jesus

Christ had hallowed and Messed forms of wor-
ship. Had He not given them the Lord's

Prayer and the Holy Sacrament as forms?
What they wanted to do was to banish empty
forms, not all forms. They wanted to fill these

forms with the spirit of devotion, with the real-

ity of worship."

On this the editor of the British Friend re-

marks:

"The bishop pleads for reality in worship, so

does the Quaker. The bishop prescribes it

through the liturgy, the chanting of psalms,
the saying or reading of prayers and lessons,

and the administration of a ritual by an ordained
priesthood—the Quaker seeks it in the real,

though invisible, presence of Christ, the one
Shepherd and Bishop of Souls, without the in-

tervention of sacerdotal aid or ceremonial rite."

The British Friend also publishes a letter
written by Robert Wallis, in which he says:

" Whether Quakerism should still be consid-
ered an 'attempt,' is, perhaps, doubtful, seeing
that the Society has done without forms for two
hundred and fifty years. As to its success or
otherwise, that will probably depend upon the
gauge applied. If we are to be judged by num-
ber- only, then, perhaps, we are a failure, for our
numbers are small. But if we may be judged
by the effect of our formless worship upon "the
lives and characters of our members generally,
and their influence acting upon the national
life, then I venture to believe that the history
of that two hundred mid fifty years proves, at
any rate, a sufficient measure of success to make
it our duty to ci ntiuue our course. But the
bishop says ' that we ourselves feel it has not
been a success.' 1 have been a member of the
Society of Friends all my life, 1 an, ,,, dose
touch with it at all times; I know ami read it-

publications and literature, but I know of
nothing to justify that statement. It seems to
me that certainly not in this generation, and

never Bince its rise, ha- the Society of
Friends in England been so fully convinced

mode * worship i- most in
:

with Christianity. The,, the bishop says that
multitudes are seeking more helpful worship

in the
( hurch of their forefathers.' What does

1 ' multitudes' mean here' (I,,, -

have left it to join the
are always a lew be-

coming wealthy ;,,„| socially advanced amongst
mongsi other Nonconformists, who eo
rheChurch,' and there are afew wholo

n bin the uum-
'"' '« fined within narrow limit-,

i

number of resignations for the wh.de of the So-

bas had members win
Anglican Church. Ther

ciety in Great Britain for the year 1894, was

only seventy-nine. If they all sought the Church

of England (presuming that to be the Church

of their forefathers, which is not probable), it

is not a multitude. It is not possible within the

limits of a letter to the press to deal at all ade-

quately with the subject that the bishop has

raised, but I would respectfully ask him to in-

quire more fully into the life of the Society of

Friends, and am convinced that, if he does so,

he will find that he was speaking without war-

rant."

THE EARLY FRIENDS.
I asked the wise why they had failed,

Their eyes before my question quailed.

They answered me with downcast eyes :

" We cannot tell, for we were wise."

I asked the strong why they had lost

The cause that tliey had valued most.

They stood in sullen silence long;
And then they answered, " We were strong."

Others I saw with crowns. "Ah, why
Should ye hear palms of victory ?"

The answe'r was not far to seek,

They said, " We conquered ; we were weak."

Wherefore? I said; the fight was long,
The conflict fierce, the wise and strong
Were leagued against you in their might?
They answered, " We were in the right.

"They mowed us down like fields of wheat,
But those who fell said, ' Death is sweet.'
Quick as one fell another came
To bear the Truth through scorn and shame.

" It was not ours to fear or fly,

We could but speak God's word, and die.

" They aimed at us, and we were weak.
Our aim was evermore to seek
To overthrow the wrong. But then
We could not harm our fellow-men.

"We knew not how to strive, but He,
Who gained the world's great victory,
Taught ns the secret ; suffering borne
Unflinchingly through hate and scorn,
Borne for the Truth's sake, borne from love,
That doth the inmost being move,
And fill the whole man, till he knows
A tenderJove for bitterest foes;
Because God's love in him begets
A love that no ill-usage fiets;

—

Yes, suffering borne with love and faith,
That shrinks not from the set.urge and death,
Borne with the meekness of the Lord,
Heaps at the last his great reward.

"So, fighting with the weapons used
By Christ Himself, and so infused
With hi -|ur we could see
The end from the beginning, be
Quiet through what men called defeat,
Quiet, nor ever know retreat;
Quid enough amid the din
To hear his still small Voice within

;

"
]

Vrlain that, following where He led,
\\ e must the path of victory tread

;

Victory, not ours, hut Truth's, the key
That set us from impatience free.
truth's triumph was alike our gain
"\\ ill, victor's palm or cross of pain.

"God gave us strength, it was his own
And not a foe could crush it down.
And now ,„ spreading Truth and Light
\\ here wrong, unchallenged claimed his ri.|,t
in men enlightened, freed, restored,
W e -hare the triumph of our Lord."—Echoes and Pictures.

The Tw Drawings.—I found one strong
drawing and enticeraenl was into the world
wholly to give myself Hp to tne p | easure de

.'

""' canities of it; and a her drawing
was unto godliness, watchfulness, seriousness-

For "The Fisiend."

Winter Leaves.

On the afternoon of the eighteenth of Twelft
Month, feeling a longing for the woods, I too

the train from Moorestown to Masonville, an
from that point walked down to the Bancoc;
Creek, part of the way through a woodlan
tract composed of mingled pine and oak.

In the fall of the year we had purchased son

sweet scented violets, and I had noticed wil

interest how little their leaves were affected 1

the heavy frosts which destroyed the vitality

many other leaves. Even when the ground w
frozen they did not seem to be much injured.

In the front yard of our neighbors, my atte I

tion had been attracted by a little clump of

plant with thick leaves divided into fiuge:

and with rather large white flowers with a slig

rosy tint, that seemed almost independent
the weather and continued blooming while p«!

pie were hauling ice from the ponds in t

neighborhood. It proved to be the Christm
rose (Hel/tbonis ni<jer),a common inmate of E
glish gardens, where it blooms during the wint

or very early in the spring. It is a nativtfl

Greece and Asia Minor. It is not unusual
find plants whose leaves are thus hardy, but t*

cases are not so numerous in which the md
delicate floral envelopes will endure the vicis

tudes of wintry weather, unscathed.
Having ihese plants in my mind when I <

tered the woods, my attention was turned to t-1

plants whose leaves retained their greenness a
firmness. The most conspicuous among thol

was the common Jersey pine (Pinus inopi
which has two short needle-shaped leaves
each bundle, and the scales of the cones tippl
with a short prickle. Scattered through ll
woods were some of the magnolia bushes, wh>|
white flowers come early iu the spring and :U
sought for the sweetness of their odor. ll
leaves of this plant were glossy green on ll
upper side, and were thick and fleshy, ll
same description would apply to the leaves o^
much more humble plant the Pipsissewa ( Ch~
phila umbellata), whose whole height is onH
few inches. Still more humble, even creep]

I

on the ground, was the beautiful little partridf
berry {Mitehella repens), whose red berries c I

trast prettily with the green of the leaves. Til
holly {Ilex opaca), with its prickly leaves, si
the laurel bushes i Kalmia /at ijblia)', added to 1

assortment of winter greens.
"

I noticed that 1

of these leaves were thick and fleshy. This nl
be one of the characters which enable themi
withstand the severity of the winter. YetpB
bably, the real cause of the difference in «
ability to withstand cold, which plants manif :

,

is in the varied degrees of vital force which tl r

possess. Many of the grasses, such as wht>
and rye, and the common green grass wh)
forms much of the pasture on which our cuM
subsist, seem to be uninjured by the frosts

f

winter. Some of the Alpine plants such as U-.

small gentians which abound in Switzerla , .-.

vegetate under the snow, and by their natS
,

warmth melt away the snow around them, tm<
are almost ready to bloom before they h:»:
emerged into the open air.

The microscopic plant called Red SuowgrA
intermingled with snow, and there are plaf

whose seeds will not germinate unless expol
to a temperature at which water freezes.

The sand in some places was covered wit

I

low green lichen, which sent up small cups]
goblets, in the substance of which the spores I

found which are designed to continue thespeck
As lichens derive their chief nourishment ft 1

as

:;
s r
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le air, they require of the soil little more than

iraere foothold, and by their decay tend to

Spare the ground for the sustenance of more

Ighly organized plants.

.1 emerged from the woods on to a sandy field

oich seemed almost too barren for cultivation,

^t it produced a plentiful crop of dewberry

ines {Bubtw canudtnglx). with runners ten or

lelve feet long extending over the ground.

Vse interfered with the feet in walking, and
iminded me of Dr. Darlington's experience

nen u plough-boy of the long trailing stems

>lh recurved prickles drawing across his naked

skies

!

Unproductive as the land was, it possesses

cosiderable value, from the fact that the sur-

f:e sand is uuderlayed with a stratum of mould-

i* sand, from one to five feet in thickness.

feeing some men at work digging, I joined

t;m and learned much. They were removing

aayer of common sand of perhaps three feet

ii thickness, and thus uncovering a bed of

ij>ulding sand of about two and a half feet thick,

/handful of the common sand when pressed

i the hand and the fingers relaxed would crum-

b into powder. But the moulding sand would

rain the form into which it had been pressed,

'lis is owing to its containing a small portion

oclay, which holds the grains of sand together,

lis used for making the moulds in iron foun-

des, and immense quantities of the Rancocas

Bid, which has a high reputation, is shipped to

wious parts of the country. So profitable has

ti! business been, that the firm which owns the

liid I visited has purchased fourteen farms in

t s barren section for the sake of the sand, and

tl) land is valued at a much higher price per

,aj-e than fertile farms in the vicinity.

pn putting some of this moulding sand into

aar of water, and stirring it up and when the

aid had settled pouring off the muddy water

iiwhich the clay still remained suspended, it

ws found that the sand had lost its power of

Ciiering together—a proof that its peculiar

nulding property was due to the admixture
oclay. J. W.

A writer in The Presbyterian calls attention

tisome passages in the Bible, in which he

tluks the revved version is an improvement on

tl old one. He says

:

l' Outside circumstances having brought the

ting to my mind, I put to a company the fol-

lciug question, 'In the Old Testament, in

cnnection with the law in regard to the Sab-

bh, is the command, "In earing time and in

frvest shalt thou rest." (Ex. xxxiv : 21.)

Taat is earing time?' The question went
aund without being correctly answered. I

W quoting to them another passage (Deut.

*ji: 4), speaking of ' bringing down the heifer

li.o a rough valley, which is neither eared nor
sen,' and the ' five years in which there should

bneither earing nor harvesting' (Gen. xiv : 6.)

wen the lawyer said, ' Earing is tearing up
tl grouud, plowing.' He remembered having
rtd some such explanation.

'The result, with me, of frequently putting

tit question is, the belief that, of people whose
ajntion has not been especially called to it,

nety-nine-hundredths would fail to get the

cirect idea, either in reading it, or in hearing

itead. Yet here is an important command,
tl force of which is very largely veiled by the

Oi version. And it is a command which is

e^ecially needed in these days. Plowing time
»il harvest were the two busiest seasons of the

J>.v. It amounts to saying, ' In the busiest

times thou shalt rest on God's holy day.' Would
that all Christians and all ministers would bear

it in mind, and act accordingly. The new ver-

sion removes this veil. The translation was all

right in its day, but 'ear' in that sense has be-

come obsolete.

"'But this is an extreme case.' I grant it.

Yet there are others fully as important, per-

haps more so. While at the Assembly last

spring, it grated upon ray ears to hear Paul

quoted as saying (Gal. ii : 20), 'I am crucified

with Christ, nevertheless I live; yet not I, but

Christ liveth in me.' How much more forcible,

as well as correct, is the version of the Ameri-
can revisers, 'I have been crucified with Christ,

and it is no longer I that live, but Christ liveth

in me.'

"Another quotation I heard there was (Heb.
xi : 1), 'Now faith is the substance of things

hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.'

How poor this, compared with the grand defi-

nition of faith given in the Greek, and faith-

fully brought out by the American revisers

thus, ' Now faith is assurance of things hoped
for, a conviction of things not seen.'

"These are prominent passages, but almost

everywhere are to be found slight improve-

ments, which serve to bring more clearly to

view the very thought of the original. As an

example, take the change from ' prevent' to

' precede,' in 1 Thes. iv : 15.

The Doctor's Story.

"I was a full-fledged M. D. once, and never

should have thought of adopting my present

profession if it hadn't been for a queer accident

when I first hung out my shingle.

"I had a rich neighbor, a man I was bound
to propitiate ; and the very first call I had, after

days of waiting for patients who didn't come,

was to his barn to see what was the matter with

his sick mare. I cured the mare and took in

my shingle ; for from that day to this I've nev-

er prescribed for a human being. I had won
a reputation as a veterinary surgeon and hail

to stick to it. But that's neither here nor there.

Only if you think animals can't show gratitude

and affection, perhaps you'll change your mind.
" When I'd been in business a year or two, I

sent for my brother Dick. He was a wonderful

chap with all kinds of animals ; and I thought

perhaps I could work out of my part of it and
leave that for him. I never did, for Dick's a

cotton broker in New York now, and I should

have to begin all over again to make a first

class physician. But that's what I meant to be

then.

"The very next day after Dick came I got

a telegram from P. T. Barnum. I'd been down
there once or twice to his own stables, and he

had a good deal of faith in me. The despatch

was :

—

" ' Hebe has hurt her foot. Come at once !'

" Hebe was a favorite elephant—a splendid

creature, and worth a small fortune.
" Well, I confess I hesitated. I distrusted

my own ability and dreaded the result. But
Dick was determined to go, and go we did.

When we got out of the cars, Barnum himself

was there with a splendid pair of matched grays.

He eyed me very dubiously. ' I'd forgotten

you were such a little fellow" he said iu a dis-

couraged tone. ' I'm afraid you can't help her.'

His distrust put me on my mettle.
" ' Mr. Barnum,' said I, getting into the car-

riage, 'if it comes to a hand-to-hand fight be-

tween Hebe and me, I don't believe an extra

foot or two of height would help me any.'

" He laughed outright, and began tellii

how the elephant was hint. She had stepped

on a nail or bit of iron, and it had penetrated

the tender part of her foot. She was in ii. tense

agony and almost wild with the pain.
" Long before we reached the enclosure in

which she was we could hear her piteous trump-
eting ; and when we entered we found her on

three legs, swinging the hurt foot slowly back-

ward and forward, ami uttering long cries of

anguish. Such dumb misery in her looks

—

poor thing!
" Even Dick quailed down. ' You can never

get near her,' be whispered. 'She'll kill you
sure.'

" Her keeper divined what he said. ' Don't
you be afraid, sir,' he called out to me. ' Hebe's
got sense.'

" I took my box of instruments from Mr. Par-
num.

" ' I like your pluck ray boy,' he said, heart-

ily; but I own that I felt rather queer and
shaky as I weut up to the huge beast.

" The men employed about the show came
around us curiously, but at a respectful and
eminently safe distance, as I bent down to ex-

amine the foot.

" While I was doing so, as gently as I could,

I felt to my horror a light touch on my hair.

It was as light as a woman's, but as I turned

and saw the great trunk behind me it had an
awful suggestiveness.

" 'She's only curling your hair,' sang out the

keeper. ' Don't raind her.'

" ' I shall have to to cut and cut deep.' said

I, by way of reply. He said a few words in

some lingo which were evidently intended for

the elephant's understanding only. Then he
shouted with the utmost coolness, ' Cut away.'

" The man's faith inspired me. There he
stood, absolutely unprotected, directly in font
of the great creature, and quietly jabbered away
to her as if it was an every-day occurrence.

" Well, I made one gash with the knife. I

felt the grasp on my hair tighten perceptibly,

yet not ungently. Cold drops of perspiration

stood out all over me.
" 'Shall I cut again ?' I managed to call out.
" ' Cut away,' came again the encouraging re-

sponse.
" This stroke did the work. A great mass

of fetid matter followed the passage of the knife
;

the abscess was lanced. We sprayed out the

foot, packed it with oakum, and bound it up.

The relief must have been immediate, for the

grasp on my hair relaxed, the elephant drew a

long, almost human sigh and,—well I don't

know what happened next for I fainted dead
away. Dick must have finished the business,

and picked up me and my tools ; I was as limp

as a rag.

"It must have been a year and a half after

this happened that I was called to Western
Massachusetts to see some fancy horses. Bar-

num's circus happened to be there. You may
be sure that I called to inquire for my distin-

guished patient.
" ' Hebe's well and hearty, sir,' the keeper an-

swered me, 'Come in and see her, she'll be glad

to see you.'
" ' Nonsense !' said I, though I confess I had

a keen curiosity to see if she would know me,

as I stepped into the tent.

"There she stood, the beauty, as well as ever.

For a moment she looked at me indifferently,

then steadily and with interest. Shenext reached

out her trunk and laid it caressingly first on my
shoulder and then on my hair—how vividly
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her touch brought back to my mind the cold

•
I endured at my introduction to her!

—

and then she slowly lifted up her foot, iiow whole

and healthy, and showed it to me. That's the

sober truth '."— S

God or Idols.

The Mosaic law punished idolatry with death.

It did the same with witchcraft. It recognized

the tact that under Jehovah's rule there was no

room for alien powers that pretended to tell the

future or to control nature. To them any ap-

peal to witchcraft or sorcery was an appeal to

something hostile to Jehovah ; and so the same

harsh legislation which stoned the idolater also

commanded, " Thou shall not sutler a witch to

live."

They were ri_dit in identifying the two : and

we are wrong if we do not see that our modern

are also a form of idolatry, and

thai, too, the lowest form of idolatry, fetishism.

There are onlv two plausible theories under

which we can consider the world, and hoth of

them are theories of law. We may consider

law as inherent in nature, and ask nothing

about its source, or we may consider law as im-

m nature by its Creator. But in either

case we have law, fixed law. everything ruled

by law, cause and effect—nothing else. There

is no room for occurrences apart from cause,

none for luck, none for fetishes.

Here is a man who builds a yacht, or sails

one, and he puts in it a gray dog, as " mascot,"

for luck, [t is absurd to say that this dog enters

into a chain of cause and effect. That dog can-

not help the sailing of the yacht. That dog,

taken, just for luck, is a< truly an idol, a low,

barbarous idol, as any other fetish which a

savage African worships. Taking that " mascot"
i- denying law, is denying God; it puts the

dog in the place of the power of God and his

laws; and yet we despise the Egyptians who
worshipped bulls and cats and crocodiles, while
we, too, fear the evil power of a black eat.

All about us are people who are afraid to be-
gin a journey or to be married on a Friday.
I- Friday different from any other day in the
laws of Nature or the laws of God ? They will

n it Bil down with thirteen at the table; they
an- afraid to do - >. Does the number thirteen
have in physics or mathematics any noxious
property'.' Certainly not, only it is ""unlucky."

I. nek, whom the Greeks
called Tydie, and the Hebrews Gad, the essence
of paganism. Such a superstition is a denial of
the ml.- of the Divine laws, and the substitution
for them of certain low and vulgar heathen

p iwers that govern the world, i »r the m i

must n it be looked at amiss, over the wrong
i, or it will bring US injury. What, do

we still worship the moon and try to avert from
us its malign power? Or we put in our pockets
a horse-chestnut, a fetish which will cm
matism, while < iod and bis laws properly applied
by those who study them are not trusted. How
much better i- this than the trust which the
black sua-, in Africa puts in hi- wooden fetish?
Not a bit We will not now -peak of the other
fetishes and am ilets which thousands of our
fellow-citizens wear al t their i ks to protect
them from danger, religious medals and mis;
only of the* healing chestnuts and lucky stones,
and horseshoes, which we do not call n
and which have never tx en bl< ssi d but which
are, like them, a- absolute fetishes as any bar-
barian ever bowed d iwn to in the exi
what i- called the m i

These current superstitions are not only not

to lie believed, but they ought not to be played

with. Do not pretend to believe that thirteen

is an unlucky number, that to spill salt will

endanger friendship, or that the new moon, at

a certain tip, will blast the harvest. Leave
behind, forget the old paganism. Remember
God rules, that He has put reasonable laws into

the constitution of nature. Worship God, trust

Him alone, and suffer not witchcraft to live.

—

The Independent.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Ruby-tailed Fly—We may sometimes see,

upon our window sills in summer, a very bril-

liant little creature called the ruby-tailed fly,

When the sun shines upon it, it looks like an
emerald suspended from a bright, polished ruby
with a pair of wings, so brilliant is its metallic

coloring. There are five species of this insect,

and they all prey upon mason bees and wasps,

creeping into their cells, and laying their own
eggs with those of the wasp or bee, which are,

of course, destroyed by the grub of this cruel

intruder.

A French naturalist writes that he saw a
ruby-tail fly go into a solitary bee's nest in a

hole in a wall, and when the bee came back
she found the ruby-tail, and had a desperate

fight with her. The fly is able to roll up into a

ball, as a hedge-hog does, but this did not save
her, for the bee sawed off her wings, and drag-
ging her out of the nest, threw her on the

ground, and went off to get some more pollen.

Poor ruby-tail was not going to be beaten. She
climbed slowly up the wall into the bee's hole,

and there she succeeded in laying her eggs be-

fore the rightful owner returned. So, after all,

the bee's family were not saved by the mother's
brave defense of her nest.

—

Brightivan.

Deep-sea Fish.—The fish which live at these

enormous depths are liable to a curious form of
accident. If, in chasing their prey, or for any
other reason, they rise to a considerable dis-

tance above the floor of the ocean, the gases of
their swimming-bladder become greatly ex-
panded, and their specific gravity reduced. If
the muscles are not strong euough to drive the
body downward, the fish, becoming more and
more distended as it goes, is gradually killed
on its long and involuntary journey to the sur-

face of the sea. The deep-sea fish, then, are
exposed to a danger that no other animals in

this world are subject to, namely, that of tum-
bling upwards.

Glucinium—a New Metal—Glucinium is the
name of a new metal, which possesses some im-
portant properties, so that it may, in the future,
prove to be of considerable importance. On
account of these peculiar properties, it will be
used especially tor electrical purposes.

\> its atomic weight is 9.1, and its specific
gravity '2. no, its tractive power is considerably
greater than that of iron, and its electrical con-
ductivity is greater than copper and equal to
that of silver. In addition to being a better
'' luctor than copper, and more capable of
resistance than iron, it is lighter than alumi-
num. If these claims are substantiated, the
metal may be extensively used, as its commer-
cial value will amount to about twenty dollars
I"'

1 ' pound, or one h Ired and sixty times less
than the -aine volume, and ten times less than
the same weight, of platinum.—Scientific and
Mining Preti.

Illll!

Solidified Petroleum.—It is stated thataFrenc
naval engineer, P. D'Humy, has succeeded
solidifying petroleum and low-grade bituminoi

coal. He claims that three cubic feet of i

compound will represent the bulk of a ton
|

coal, and will last combustion as loug as

tons. Furthermore, the compressed petroleu

is not dangerous, can easily be stored, will n
evaporate or explode, and requires very litt

draught to burn, producing no smoke nor sine

and only two or three per cent, of ash. The ne

fuel burns only on the surface, thereby insurii

slow combustion. Should such an inventit

materialize, Atlantic going steamers could car:

two thousand tons of compressed petroleum, i

stead of five thousand to six thousand tons

coal, which would increase the speed by redu
ing the weight. Ships and war-vessels cou
also remain out at sea for several months, ai

the necessities of coaling-stations would be o

viated. Elaborate experiments are soon to 1

made at Sheffield, England.—.RatYttw/ Revie

Economic Value of Birds.—The economic v:

ue of birds is untold. This fact might be plaec

beyond dispute if it were possible to prepa
two tables—one showing how many wire won
it would take to destroy a mile of turnips, hcl

many grubs to ravage the wheat harvests of
]

dozen farms, how many insects to strip the lea
:

glades of a forest bare, how many to spoil t

fruits of wide orchards—the other recording 1

1

fact that these very numbers of insects are eat <

by a few humble birds in the course of the yes]
That, the result would be conclusive evidence a

the birds' value may be safely foretold byi
glance at a few facts which have already be!
brought to bear upon the question.

In the spring, when there are clamorous you 1
birds in the nest, the house sparrow returl
every three or four minutes, each time beari i

spoils in the shape of insect food. Calculat
at its lowest possible value, that is, allowing
ly one insect to each journey, this thankless ta

represents tens of thousands of captured inseii

as the work of one pair of birds in one mon
Swift fliers like the swallow that hawk for fo

in the air may rank higher; they slay hundiq
of thousands. But Mr. Fowler quotes an
stance which will show how far below the mi

imum is this computation :

" One day a martin dropped a cargo of fl

out of its mouth on to my hat, just as it vi

about to be distributed to the nestlings. A i

nifying glass revealed a countless mass of ti

insects, some still alive and struggling."
Who could vie with the birds in such fei

as these? It is a sorry sight to see men tryi'

to do their work. One gardener, by dint

continued watchfulness and patient endeav-
with his own two eyes, dim compared to th<

of a bird, and his own ten fingers, clumsy*
such work in comparison with a bird's ben
may contrive to cope with the insects in a d 1

servatory, but a hundred men each argus«y
and equipped with the arms of an octopus, coi

not protect the crops on a large farm. The i

and the crafts and the sciences also have tri'

but they fail to supply any insect killer half
sure as a flock of hungry birds.

—

From theT
nightly Review.

Catching a Boa Constrictor.—" To catch a tH
constrictor is a verv dangerous and diffic i !

task," says a man who makes it his business^
capture wild animals and reptiles for menage]
purposes. " Briefly, it is accomplished by meij
of a labyrinthian tangle, embracing sixty squ'"
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fct of ground. The labyrinth is made by join-

}g together, end on end, pieces of limiting,

'lis well is eight feet high usually, and placed

sthat the opposing walls will be two feet apart.

il sorts of criss-cross and diverging combina-

tns are made with the matting— it is support-

e here and there by stakes—making when it

i set a geometrical puzzle that might well chal-

ljge the ingenuity of man.
,'The trap is baited with a live pig, which is

peed in a pen in the centre of the labyrinth.

1 and by along comes the boa constrictor. It

isasy enough to get in. He scents the prey
;

his hungry; the pig is devoured, and there is

i\ere the boa constrictor comes to grief. For
hirs he tries to release himself from the tortu-

o passages which rise about him, but finally

hgrows tired and stretches out for a nap. Then
isiur time. We enter the labyrinth and cap-

tie him."

,At a recent Meeting for Sufferings held in

Piladelphia, the Memorial to our own Goveru-
imt, which follows, was adopted. As the reader

w.l see, it disapproves of the use of menacing
laguage in discussing subjects which are mat-

te) of controversy between different nations.

Bore this reaches the eyes of our readers, the

mnorial I it is expected), will be presented to

th President and Cabinet, and to both Houses
ofJongress.]

TiTHE President of the United States
nd the Senate and House of Repre-

. .entatiyes in Congress Assembled.
'he Memorial, of the Representatives of the Re-

liant Society of Friend* of Pennsylvania, Xeiv

Ji-ey and Delaware, respectfully represents

:

hat we have participated with many others

of ur fellow-citizens in anxiety and regret at

tb threatened disturbance of amicable relations

beieen our Government and that of Great
Biain, relative to the boundary dispute between
th latter and Venezuela in South America.
Tl efforts made by the Executive and Cabinet
of he United States for months past to induce
Gut Britain to refer this question to arbitra

tiu meet with our cordial approbation and
syipathy. We believe this is the true and
Ckstian solution of all differences that may
arii between either individuals or nations, in

acirdance with the benign rule instituted by
thtSupreme Lawgiver in his Sermon on the
Mint :" Therefore all things whatsoever ye
wod that men should do to you, do ye even
so them : for this is the law and the prophets

"

(Mtthew vii: 12). But we think our Govern-
me; is liable to lose the firm ground thus as-

sut:d in its peaceful intervention between the
counding parties by holding out a menace
agnst one of them, that in case she did not
acot our good offices in the mode we had pre-
setted, the United States would "resist by every
neis in its power, as wilful aggression upon its

rig* and interests, the appropriation by Great
Bniin of any lands, etc., which, after investi-

gate we have determined of right belong to

Veauela."

- ^e intense agitation of the public mind,
botin the United States and England, which
lias'ollowed the publication of the late State
pa[rsun the Veuezuela question, involving, as
flie do, the thought of the possibility of war,
'"date the sensitiveness of the thinking part
rftjj two nations to anything that would refer
jo ie arbitrament of the sword a difference
oetjen them. Surely nothing that we could
?an by entering upon a contest of arms with
jre: Britain in such a cause could ever com-

pensate for the unspeakable loss, both moral
and material, which must result to both nations

by such a conflict! Should not the minds of
all good men shrink with horror from initiating

even the entering wedge of so dire a calamity
by using intemperate or offensive language in

dealing with the question at issue, either in dip-

lomatic or state papers, or by their public ut-

terances when in official positions'? For wars,

in many instances, owe their origin more to the

offended pride of rulers on trivial occasions than

to the invasion of the just rights or property of

the combatants.

The Saviour of men, who is the " Prince of

Peace," has bestowed his blessing on the peace-

makers; and his inspired Apostle declares that
" the wisdom which is from above is first pure
then peaceable, gentle and easy to be entreated

full of mercy and good fruits, and the fruit of

righteousness is sown in peace of them that

make peace" (James iii : 17, 18). It is this

peaceable wisdom, and a just regard for the

rights of all at this critical period, that we desire

to commend to our rulers, and to beseech you
that no haste to vindicate what may be sup
posed to be the honor and prestige of our be
loved Republic, may obscure the benign pur
pose of the religion we profess, which was ush
ered into the world by the angelic anthem of
" Peace on earth and good will to men." We
feel that any occasion should be carefully avoid-

ed which might kindle the flames of animosity

between two of the foremost nations of the

globe, who are bound to each other by the ties

of a conmon language and race, commercial in-

tercourse and Christian civilization.

Signed by direction and on behalf of a meet-

ing of the aforesaid Representatives held in

Philadelphia on the Third-day of the First

Month, 1896.

Joseph Walton, Clerk.

Items.

Movements of Ministers.—A letter from our friend

Ephraim Smith, dated from Leicester, on Twelfth
Month 24th, 1895, contains the following informa-
tion : "Since joining J. E. Rhoads on the sixteenth
of Eleventh Month, we have been industriously
engaged visiting the meetings in the Quarterly
Meetings of Yorkshire and Derby, Lincolnshire
and Notts—the former of these being the largest

Quarter in the Yearly Meeting. There are forty-

four meetings for wor-hip within its limits. A
number of these J. E. Rhoads had attended before
I joined him. We have been at only two meetings
for business: Brighnu-e Monthly Meeting, held
Eleventh Month 2oth, and Balby Monthly Meeting,
held Twelfth Month 12th. Brighouse lias a large

membership, but they are scattered over such wide
extent of country that only a few of the member-,
comparatively, can attend the Mouthly Meetings
regularly as they occur. Bradford, Leeds, York,
Sheffield and perhaps a few others are large meet-
ings, but most of them are small.
We have met with much kindness in all places,

and Friends have willingly done all they could to

further our visit, by the appointment of meetings,
or changing the time they are usually held, to

suit our convenience. Friends generally have ex-
pressed satisfaction that these small meetings have
been included in our work. We purpose going to

the South, through the central part of England, and
then return along the Western coast."

Unh'.althiness of Liquor Dealing.—So short lived

is the average liquor dealer that some of the life

insurance companies refuse to take risks on their

life. A writer in the Christian Safeguard says:
" An Englishman informed the writer that some" of
the Englishman dramsellers, disgusted at this dis-

crimination of insurance companies against their

trade, determined they would have an insurance
company of their own. One was accordingly or-

ganized by liquor dealers, and especially tolnsure

their own craft. But the wretched men died off so

rapidly that the institution speedily failed. It is

utterly i npossible to run an insurance company
and insure rum-. Her-: at ordinary rate- without
driving the company into bankruptcy. What man
wishes to go into a business so deadly thai insur-

ance companies will not insun the ivea of those
that follow it'.'

" Mr. Stewart tells of a young liquor merchant
wdio built a large house in the country, and was
retiring from business. Expressing his surprise
that he retired so young, he said to him, 'Surely
the spirit traffic is a paying business when you are
able to retire so soon.'

" ' No,' he replied, ' it is not that ; I have retired
through fear.'

"And then he went on to tell him that he was a
wholesale merchant, and sold to many retail deal-
ers. He kept a diary in which he entered all the
names of his customers, ami when and how they
died, and he said, ' I watched with deep regret
many of those who came into this business grad-
ually slipping downward. When I called on some
before eleven o'clock in the morning, they were so
stupefied by drink that they were scarcely aide to

conductbusiness. One morning, on looking through
my diary, I was struck with the number of names
I had entered there as having died suddenly through
the effect of strong drink. From that moment I

shut the book and resolved that I would be done
with this demon that was bringing so many promis-
ing young men suddenly and early to fill drunk-
ards' graves.'

"

Lynchings.—A report on this subject was made
to the American Missionary Association, as follows :

" This Association desires to bear further testi-

mony against that form of lawlessness which has
become alarmingly prevalent in many sections of
our country, by which mobs of infuriated men
usurp the functions of judge and jury and put to
death, often with cruelty and torture, persons sus-

pected of crime who have never been proven to be
guilty, and who, in some cases, are undoubtedly
innocent. Such outrages are a disgrace to our
nation. They indicate not only a lack of self-con-
trol on the part of the perpetrators, which proves
them to be unfit for citizenship in a republic, but
also a shameful moral cowardice and indifference
on the part of the citizens who look on and have
no effective word of protest to utter.

" Such crimes are not peculiar to any section of
the country ; some of the most flagrant outbreaks
of this nature have recently occurred in Northern
States. A brave colonel of militia, who protected
a negro from a raging mob that was battering down
the doors of a court home, is now on trial for his
life in a neighboring State.

" It is time that men in every State who are un-
willing that anarchy should take the place of law
should speak out with no uncertain sound. No
matter how flagrant the guilt of any evil doer may
be, he cannot, in any civilized land, be punished
without due process of law. His guilt may seem
evident, but it must be proved in open court, and
the penalty administered by the constituted au-
thorities. In a community where the worst man
can be lynched the best man's life is in danger.
"Sometime-, no doubt, these lynchings have

been provoked by a lax enforcement of law. The
fact that weak courts and corrupt juries permit
miscreants to go unpunished is the excuse of the
mob. The remedy is only an aggravation of the
disease. Law is not vindicated by a relapse into
barbarism.
"But in most of the communities where these

atrocities are perpetrated there is no question but
that the laws could be depended on to punish
condigniy all persons who are guilty of grave of-

fences. The negro, wdio is most apt to be the
victim of these lynchings, is not at all likely to be
too tenderly dealt with by courts and juries. If
there is any evidence of his guilt he is morally
certain to suffer the full penalty of the law. The
mobs which hurry him to death are not seeking to

remedy the defects ofjustice, they are only finding
vent for their own brutality.

We call on good men in every part of this land
to bear witness against this lawlessness. Let the
press and pulpit lift up their voices ; let teachers
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in all our schools and 't to their

he enormity of sucli practices; let our

-
. grand juries and prosecuting offi-

ihey bring to justice those who thus

trample the law under their feet; let religious

everywhere lend their aid in creating a

, m 1 that the law,

which is the only safeguard of liberty, may he

.•acred and inviolate throughout the land."

Professor Huxley, used to tell excellent

I toe of the ben I remember, which he

afterward put into a letter, I think, to The

ferred to the meeting of the British

i in at Belfast many years ago. Hav-

ing been up very late the previous uight, Hux-

ley was behind time for breakfast; so hailing

aii outside car. he said to the driver, as he

jumped in :
" Now drive fast ; I am in a hurry."

Whereupon he whipped up his horse and set

of at a hard gallop. Nearly jerked off his seat,

Huxley -homed: "My good friend, do you

kno« where I want to go?''

"No, ver honner," said the driver; "but,

anyway, I am driving fast."

Huxley used to say he had never forgotten

that object lesson in the dangers of ill-regulated

enthusiasm.— Westminster Budget.
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We have receive.! from the publishers, James
Nisbel & Co., of London, a copy of " Echoes

and Pictures." a poetical work by Richard

Henry Thomas. We have looked over it with

considerable interest. The subject matter of the

p erne i- generally of a serious or religious char-

acter. We have but little confidence in our own
judgment of poetry, but to us there seems a good
degree of literary merit in the work. We pro

poe ' ' insert in our columns a selection from

the book, which may give our readers an op-

portunity of judging for themselves.

SUM MARY OF EVENTS.
Ukiti d States The New York Mail and Express

of the 13lh in-! . prints the following: "Henry Nor-
man, whose work as spei ial correspondent of the Lon-

d me -
i mu :h to inform the British

pe iple of the attitude of Americans upon the Venezue-
lan boundary dispute, and of the strength of their
claim to interpose the Monroe doctrine to prevent
the despoiling of a weaker nation, is at the Waldorf
II tel. IIh will sail f,,r London on the Mnj,\<iir. on
Wednesday. '

I have no hesitation in saving that the
Americana have the best case in the Venezuelan ques-
tion ' Mr Koi nan -aid t . a M-u! nutl /.'/yj ..> reporter.

' left I. Ion to undertake this inquiry, it

wan manifest that the British pe .pie had no expecta-
tion nf war. Tin -

:

i md the full force
..! Imerii an purpose to assert and maintain the Mon-

rine, but they could understand that Lord
Salisbury had declined to arbitrate an international

in I that was an extent to which they were
not prepared to follow him. The notion of a war be-
tween the two great English-speaking nations to grow

question offering amide scO|>e for arbitration
. .It- l.v nearly everj Engli h-

• I talked I,

f

lesail

Rcpn ered in 11 .use a

.. directing lhe( ommillee ol I oreign Affairs

and prac
. irt of in-

ll arbitration, representing the I'nile.l St

Britain, with jut i

ween the two i iovernments exi
those involving the honor or autonomy of one of the
pan ie-.

Preliminary Mi

- I. >ii ie of the i eatennial a

isiana Purchase in 1901.

Birmingham, Ala., i- said to have had a more rapid
growth than anv other city not built in thi

silver mining districts.

Baltimore has property valued by the assessors at

ooi.i, and a public debt of §34,100.4,0.

s-:
I ...is has an area of 01 J square miles; an esti-

mated population ofl300,000,and a public debt amount-

ing to $21,196,712.

The city limits of Brooklyn comprise 70 squire

miles, and the population, at the beginning of 1895,

was estimated at 1,053,396.

Peter English and a Chicago capitalist have com-

pleted an organization to manufacture aluminum clay

brick at Buchanan, Mich. The factory has a capacity

of 40,000 bricks dailv. The aluminum bank is 60 feet

deep and covers 12 acres, enough for thirty years'

steady work.

Eggs should be cheaper this winter than last, ll the

prices paid to the farmers in many parts of the East

afford a criterion. The extent of the egg industry in

some parts of Maine is remarkable. During the last

two months 1,500,000 eggs were collected in a tew

districts of Waldo County, and this number repre-

sented only a small part of the product of the re-

gion.

About 15,000 tons of starch have been made from

potatoes this season in the three States of Wisconsin,

Minnesota and North Dakota. Not far from three

and a half million bushels of potatoes have been thus

used, and yet this represents about half the product of

the potato' belt. The farmers have received an aver-

age price of 19 cents a bushel for the potatoes.

"Wyoming furnishes news of a rich strike in the

Toniiiigbce. The lowest assay is 822, and every inch

of the five foot vein is pay. Average assays run §40

to the ton. This is the most important discovery ever

made on Squaw Mountain.
Many fruit growers of California have decided to

stop raising persimmons. The fruit sent East has been

of tine quality and attractive appearance, but there

has been little sale for it, and in most cases the ship-

pers and dealers have lost money on it.

California orang; growers believe that this coming
season is going to be an unusually prosperous one for

them. The crop is not only in fine condition, but it

is very much earlier than usual.

The Brooklyn Elevated Railroad carried 40,067,555

passengers last year, against 83,560,462 in 1894. The
increase is due largely to the strike on the surface

railroads, which increased the business of the elevated

railroads. In 1894 there was a deficit of $141,340.
Last year there was a surplus of §64,989.

Lewis D. Vail, of this city, says in the Philadelphia
Prets, "My private opinion is that, while the Brooks
law is, on the whole, the best license law in this Union,
and modifies nuisances, it cannot produce moral re-

sults. In no State of our Union do the civil authori-

ties strictly enforce any license law. A distinguished

Republican leader, now deceased, said to me in my
oflue a lew years ago, that in one division of his ward
there were one licensed saloon and 40 speak-easies,
and that the police knew of every one."

Deaths in this city last week numbered 489, which
is 37 more than the previous week and 4 more than
the corresponding week of last year, tlf the whole
number, 250 were males and 239 females: 75 died of
pneumonia; 55 of consumption ; 40 of heart disease;
25 of diphtheria; 20 of bronchitis; 20 of apoplexy;
16 of old age; 14 of marasmus; 13 of croup; 12 of
ci Dgestion of the lungs; 12 from casualties; 11 of in-

flammation of the stomach and bowels; 10 of cancer,
and 9 of inanition.

Markets, Ac— U. S. 2's, 96 a 98 ; 4's, 1907, reg., 108J
a 110; coup n 109 a 111; New 4's, 115 a 117; 5's, 1124
a 114 ;

currency 6's, 100 a 107.

Cotton.— Demand from spinners was very moderate,
but prices ruled steady on a basis of 8TlJcts. per pound
for middling uplands.
Feed.— Spot bran ranged from §12.50 to §13.25 per

ton for winter in bulk and spring in sacks.
Flour.—Winter Buper, *,23oa$2.50; do., extras,

§2.i;Oa§2.-5; Pennsylvania rd ,. r . , bar. .-3.05 a $3.25
;

do., do., straight, $3.25 a §3.40 ; Western winter, clear,
-.io do., do., straight, §3.35 a §3.50; do.,

do., patent, §3.50 a §3.70 : spring, clear, $2.05 a §3.20
>.-hi, §3.20 a §3.|o

;
do., patent, §3.40 a §3.65;

do., favorite brands, higher; city mills, extra, §2 50 a
§2.75; do., clear, §3.10 a §3.25; do, straight, §3.30 a
§3..o

:
,|o., patent, S3.r,u a §3.m:>. Kyk Fi.ocr.-Choice

1.65 per bbl. Buckwheat Flour.—$1.20
" '' - ' l"' 1 ' IO0 pounds lor new; some fancy brands

Grain. No. 2 red wheat, ..

No. 2 mixed corn, 33] a 33}c.
No. 2 white oats, 24j a 24ic.

Bi i i Cattle. Extra, none here; good, 4$ a 5c;
medium, 4', a 4Jc; common, 3| a 4c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4} a4Jc; good, 3Ja']
medium, 3} a 3.ic; common 2i a 3c. Lambs, 4 a5|
HOGS.—5| a 6c. for all Western, an advance of Jc I

Foreign.—It is stated that Lord Salisbury is i

deavoring, through a neutral power, t > resume din

neg itiations with Venezuela, proposing the appoi

ineiit of a joint Commission to delimit the dispul!

frontier.

Our Navy Department has been informed that I.

British Government is displaying great activity!!

storing coal at St. Lucia, near the Venezuelan coasi

It is reported that the Government of Portugal:

decided to remain absolutely neutral in the dispul

between Germany and England regarding the Sot

African Republic, permitting neither to land trout

at Delagoa Bay, or to march them across Portugu

South African territory.

Referring to the request of the American Gove
'

ment that Great Britain use her good offices in beb

of the Americans arrested at Johannesburg, the L If

don Daily New* of the loth says, " Whatever may 1

the result of the recent occurrences in the Transvi

the Government and the people of the United Sti

must be grateful that so cordial and gratifying a I

sponge was made to Mr. Olney's request. It will!

to Englishmen a source of peculiar pleasure at I.:

moment if they can in any way testify to their reg

for their kin beyond the sea."

According to a telegram from Berlin, if the troul

in the Transvaal bee ime more aggravated and Ed
land refuses the Boers a just settlement, the reff

will be that the Transvaal Government will make
appeal f u- a conference of the Powers to dispose'

the whole matter. »

The Sultan has given notice, through the Turk
,j

Legation in Washington, that he will not permit:.!

distribution among his subjects of money collecl

abroad. The Government will, it is stated, allev t

the wants of all Turkish subjects.

At the headquarters of the American National if
Cross in Washington, it was stated authoritatively f

Clara Barton, by George M. Pullman, financial se 1
tary, that no alteration in the plans of the Red CI
to go to Turkey had been made, as a result of 1
Turkish Minister's communication to the Um'll

Press, and none of the officers could consent to cfl

ment on the matter.

It is the opinion ..f Armenian sympathizers 1

Washington that strong pressure will be exerted J

Christian organizations throughout the' world to J
cure, by concert of governments, a radical modil^
lion of "the Porte's attitude towards the Red Cross!
A despatch from Teheran, Persia, reports ea I

quakes in the Khalkhal district , which resulted in e

loss of 1, 100 lives.

Captain Rolmrovsky, with the Russian expedi I

to Thibet, has returned to Russian territory. The
pedition surveyed a route of 10,700 miles, deternr J

the position of thirty points by astronomical obse rt

tions, and brought back many thousands of nat .1

history specimens.

A strange story comes from the Hold Coast of a «

of white men, with light hair and blue eyes, dwel g

in caves to the northeast of the Koranza courfl
through which the Ashantee expedition is to ma la

A cable railway to the top of Popocatepetl, 18 W
feet above sea level, has been surveyed.
A revolutionary proclamation, signed by Gc !>

and Mace... calling hesitating Cubans in Havana a

Pinar del Rio provinces to arms, is being extensi J

circulated. It tells them that the time to fight io

last battle against Spain is close at hand, and expo »

the conviction that it will be a second AyacuO,

equalling the first fought by Bolivar and Sncr'n

South America.
Four crops a year can be raised from Cuban so

The steamer Eit'nitj was wrecked, on the 6th U
on the Nova Scotia coast. Of the crew, nine die?'

exposure, nine reached Canso in a life-boat, after f-

fering terribly from exposure, a second life-bo H

missing, and probably lost.

Died, On First Month 2nd, 1896, at the residj*:

of his nephew, Wm. Webster, in West Philadel|«ili

Elijah Kestek, a member of New Garden Moiwi
Meeting of Friends, Penn'a, in his seventy-sixth »h
During his sickness, which was of several moM
duration, be was favored with a spirit of resignap.il

frequently expressing his desire that his pat (*
might hold out to the end.

I
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DISCIPLINE.

The Journal of George Fox shows how he

wsled to travel through England, proclaiming

tl truths of the Gospel, and calling upon his

hirers to heed the discoveries of the Light of

Crist on their consciences. It was in the mov-
ies of the same Divine power which had com-
msioned him to preach the way of salvation,

tit he was led to establish meetings for disci-

pae. Under the date of 1666, he says: "I
Wi moved of the Lord to recommend the set-

tig up five Monthly Meetings in the city of

L'idon, besides the women's meetings and the

Qarterly Meetings to take care of God's glory,

ail to admonish and exhort such as walked
d:>rderly or c:irelesslv, and not according to

Tith."

''roni a document written in 1662, signed by
Eivard Burrough, it appears that a similar

meting had been established in London some
yirs before, in which other Friends besides

tb ministers assembled to consult about such
thgs as did not properly belong to the minis-

tt such as providing convenient meeting-

hses, taking care of the poor, visiting the sick

ai weak and impotent, and finding employ-
rmt for those who had lost their situations for

reviving the principles of Friends, etc.

ifter business meetings had been settled in

Lidon, G. Fox travelled through many parts

ofCngland, establishing Monthly Meetings in

tb various counties. And he sent papers to

BQ.e places which he did not personally visit,

esorting Friends to settle the Monthly Meet-
lDi in the Lord's power in those places. So
tl t those meetings soon came to be generally
esblished among Friends.

)f the fruits of this righteous concern, G.
F: says: "Since these meetings have been
seled, and all the faithful have met together
lDhe power of God, which is the authority of
thn, to perform service to the Lord therein,
ittiy mouths have been opened in thanksgiv-
iD; and praise, and many have blessed the
Ld God that ever He sent me forth in this

Be-ice."

!ut although so much success attended these
eirts to introduce a settled order in the church,
y< there were a number of persons who ob-
jeed to it, arguing that every person ought to

be left to the dictates of the Light of Christ,

and that this movement was the substitution of

a form for the liberty of the Gospel. The most
of those ministers, who had been instrumental
in building up the new Society, recognized the

Divine authority which G. Fox claimed as the

foundation of his scheme—but the Journals of

some Friends who were contemporary, show
that there was enough dissent to cause serious

concern to the burthen bearers in the church
at that time.

Charles Marshall says the opposition was
carried on under a specious pretence of standing

up against imposition, calling the meetings forms

and an idol ; when indeed it was the same Di-

vine power and wisdom which gathered us to

be a people, that caused the setting and settling

good order and discipline amongst us ; to take

care of the poor, widows and fatherless, and for

due proceeding in that great concern of mar-
riage, and other things relating to the service

of Truth and welfare of the Church.
Great was the travail of our ancient and

honorable friend, George Fox, in this weighty

concern. " To a great height of opposition did

the spirit of division rise in divers instruments.

The clouds were so thick, and the mists of dark-

ness so great, that many poor sheep were in

danger of becoming a prey to the wolf and de-

voured The poorest hearted were grieved and
bowed down ; aud the rich in imagination ex-

alted in rage; so that this separation came
quickly to be spread in the sight of the world

;

and in several places they shut us out of our

meeting-houses. I cannot forget the many days,

nights aud years of sorrow I have gone through

in Bristol, where I labored in the power of the

Most High for settling the churches of Christ,

in peace and good order."

John Banks was another of our early Friends

who was concerned to labor with those members
who had been entangled in the spirit of separa-

tion that had arisen in some on the occasion of

the establishment of the discipline. He says,

"The Lord laid a necessity upon me to go forth

with a testimony against that spirit ofseparation."

Before he went forth he was moved of the Lord
to give forth a paper which was sent to those

places where this spirit had gotten the most en-

trance. In this document he asserts that it

was the work of the devil, by his evil power
and dark spirit aud wicked instruments actuated

thereby, to divide and scatter us asunder. " This

subtle spirit hath iuduced too many to slight

men's and women's meetings [Meetings for Dis-

cipline], and the power of God by which they

were set up." The Lord in his love and by
his light hath clearly given me to see its way,
that it leads to the chambers of death, and
He hath delivered my soul from its snare, who
once was in danger to be taken by it, when
men's and women's meetings were first set up.

In a memorial respecting William Edmund-
son, issued by Friends of Leinster Province,

Ireland, it is said :
" That when it pleased the

Lord to concern his faithful servant, George
Fox, to set up men's and women's meetings-,

our dear friend, William Edmundson, rejoiced

thereat, aud gladly closed therewith. He was
a diligent attender of such meetings, and was
greatly concerned that none might be admitted
members thereof but such as were of clean aud
orderly conversations, walking as examples to

the flock."

John Gough, in his history of the people

called Quakers, relates the circumstances at-

tending a separation in Westmoreland about
1675-6, of which he says, the original cause

was the establishing of the discipline. The
separatists urged against meetings for discipline,

that every man having received a measure of

the Spirit of God, ought to follow that as his

leader, without regarding the prescriptions of

men ; that meetings of discipline were therefore

needless, &c.
In support of the discipline it was advanced

that God, who is a God of order and not of

confusion, doth not by his spirit lead any into

confusion aud disorder: that in society, meetings

for discipline are necessary and useful for look-

ing after the poor, sick aud aged members, the

widows and orphans; that inasmuch as disor-

derly persons arise in all societies, there should

be power to establish such regulations as may
prevent disorder and scandal ; that a similar

care was exercised in the primitive church, as

is said in the Acts that Paul and Timothy, " as

they went through the cities delivered them the

decrees for to keep, that were ordained of the

apostles and elders which were at Jerusalem."

The leaders in the opposition were John Story

and John Wilkinson, two north country Friends,

both in the station of ministers. To prevent an

open breach, the Quarterly Meeting of West-

moreland referred the ease to the judgment of

some of the most eminent Friends of the neigh-

boring counties; they came to the judgment
that Story and W'ilkinson and their party had
dissolved the bonds of unity with the Society,

by their public opposition to the good order

established among them ; and issued a testi-

mony against them and their spirit, in the latter

part of the year 1675.

The following year, another effort was made
to satisfy these opposers by a meeting held in

Yorkshire, which was attended by many Friends

from other parts of the nation. After four days,

spent in a patient and full inquiry into the

cause of the trouble, this meeting confirmed the

judgment of the former one, which so disturbed

the opponents of the discipline, that they left

the Society and set up separate meetings. This

continued but a few years. The more sincere

of its members came in time to perceive the

causelessuess of their separation and reunited

themselves to the body of the Society. The rest

soon fell to pieces and dwindled away.

It was probably in connection with one of

these meetings, that the following incident oc-

curred :

"John Steel, who, by relation, was a plain

couutryman, of not much note or appearance

in the Society, was following his plough, when
he found a constraint on his- mind to leave
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borne, but knew not whither he was to go, nor

what Bervice was tor him to do; but was com-

manded to travel toward a distant part of the

England |, which when lie had so done,

be heard that, at a particular place, a meeting

or conference was appointed to he held between

Friend-, and John Wilkinson and John Story,

on account of their separation. Thither he

found freedom i" go, where William Penn,

Robert Barclay and other eminent Friends,

were met on the occasion. In a little time

John Steel had the following testimony to de-

liver.
• 'The Lord our God, with whom the treas-

ures of wisdom and knowledge are hid, in an

acceptable time, in this our age aBd generation,

had given his gifts onto his children for the

gathering of people out of the world. If any

be unfaithful in the gift, he that gave it will

take it away, then nothing remains but the

words, which were learned of the Lord while

they had the gift; and with these words they

will war against the Truth and agaiust them

who have the Gospel order; for they are now
bringing up new things, which was not in the

beginning, having the smooth words which

man cannot see, but as their fruits make them

manifest, and an inward eye is opened. The
doctrine of this spirit is so smooth that many
eaunot see a hole in it ; but the nature of it is

to divide Friends asunder like stray sheep: but

they go about to support this spirit, although

they have been engaged in many services for

the Lord, and He honored them and gave vic-

tory, and clothed them with beautiful garments
;

yet, if they go about to support this wrong
spirit, their garments shall be torn as the coat

of a sheep, amongst briars and thorns; for, if

any who have received the gift, be not faithful

unto it. the Lord shall do as he hath done

—

confound them out of the mouths of babes and
sucklings; for neither will nor wealth shall

bear rule among the people of God ; but the
power of the Lord must go over all, and in that

most the rule be. In the months that are past,

and the years that are gone, it could not be
said, we and they; but one God, one people
and cue spirit was known; but in process of
time an evil spirit and power is entered as
haven, whereby it is said we and they. But
the power of the Lord is to pass over, and by
it that is t.. he destroyed

;
and one power, one

people ami Bpirit is to be known if ever God's
Balvation be known

; by that one power of the
tall aie made sensible members of that

body, of which Jesus Christ is head. But in

of time, through the subtility of the
devil, .-..me ,,t' these members have been be-
Dumbed an.

I lost the sense of feeling ; and now
sevi ral of the sensible members, of which Christ
is head, have endeavored, time after time, to-

gether with the help of the head, to seek the
recovery of the benumbed members, but no
recovery could be made. What shall
t.. these members? Shall they I ut off: Nay,
the council of God is not bo in my heart : but
let them he ;,- near the body a- may he; that
if it may I.e. they may receive again virtue
from the head, and come to the sense of feeling
gain. They were Beeing members, and .lid

work for God when they did see ;
ho; being

made numb, tin y are also blind : ami it i- unto
then « ;1 ' inual night, and being in the
blindness they would be working for God, be-
ing used to go abroad when thev were sensible,
so they would be going abroad when thev are
blind. But what -.tin] 1 be done to these mem-
bers? Lei them be bound; but if it please

God, while they have a being in these taber-

nacles let them be loosed—if not, let them be

bound forever! This is the judgment of God

upon you, John Story and John Wilkinson. If

it be not just and equal, reject it if you can.'

And to this they were silent.

"The foregoing testimony came with such

powerful weight and authority, that, it is said,

William Penn afterwards remarked to Robert

Barclay to this purpose: This is neither the

wisdom of the north nor the eloquence of the

south, but the power of God through a plough-

man, and marvellous iu our eyes. And it is

further said, that John's testimony had 3uch a

reach upon the meeting, that matters ended

presently without much dispute." J. W.

Set Thine House in Order.

If some irresistible power were to say, "Set

thine house in order, for this year thou shalt

die," the first act of some would be to make
their wills, which might be suggested by their

heirs, if they were disposed to neglect it. Others,

whose affairs were in a scattered condition, would

begin to gather and arrange them, so as to make
the work of executors less difficult. The im-

pulse of many would be to confess wrong-doing,

adjust personal difficulties, and cultivate uni-

versal kindness, especially at home. But a large

proportion of the population would have no

higher philosophy than, Let us eat and drink,

for this year we must die. Blind to the future,

ignorant of God and of spiritual joys and hopes,

they would tax nature to its utmost, and shorten

the period by excess.

What, however, would a wise man do ? Would
he not reason with himself, "Should I not de-

termine where I am going, or, if that be impos-

sible, should I not make some provision which
will be available in my case ?" Especially would
this be wisdom, since there is a simple method
of preparation for death, which is at the same
time the most perfect preparation for life. If

God and a future life are realities, to love, trust

and obey God must be the best preparation for

death. If they are not realities, they are the

best antidote to fear of death, to the sorrows of

life, and the greatest support in its trials.

Yet many a person will make his will, insure

his life, and arrange his affairs, and even issue

an order for the erection of his monument,
without a thought of where he is going.

There is a legend of a man wrecked at sea and
borne by the waves to an unknown shore. At
once he was conducted by the inhabitants to a
palace, and saluted with reverence.

Asking an explanation, he was told that
"once a year the people took some one who
reached their shores in this way and made him
king. They obeyed all his commands, and he
reigned in majesty and splendor for the period
of a year.

" ' But what will become of me, then ?'

'" You will be placed in an open boat and
1 veyed to an island beyond the horizon, un-
inhabited and desolate.'

" ' What will be my fate, then ?'

"
'
It is to be expected that you will there

starve.'

" Like his predecessors, the new king at first

gave himself up to feasting and drinking. But
toward the close of the year he called his chief
adviser to him, and said, 'Am I still king?'

" ' Y"ou are.'

'"And will the people obey all my com-
mands'/'

Every one until the last moment.'
" Then,' said he, ' I will devote the rest of

the year to sending forward provisions and i

necessaries for my comfort on that island t

yond the horizon.'

"

There was One who said, " Lay not up i
yourselves treasures upon earth, where mi

and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves br«

through and steal ; but lay up for yourseh

treasures in heaven, where neither moth norn
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not brei

through nor steal; for where your treasure

there will your heart be also."

We wish all our readers a happy New Ye:

We will not wish for them money, nor frien.

nor health, nor knowledge, nor wide busine

nor power, nor pleasure ; but desire for

the wisdom and the grace to seek, first,. t!

kingdom of God and his righteousness, and

things which their heavenly Father know*

that they have need of shall be added
them.— Ch ri*ti<ot Advocate.

Extravagance in Living.

I have so often resented the imputation

women of extravagance in domestic mana:

ment, that I hesitate in taking up—in even

knowledging that there is— the other side. 1

1

quite lately I have been led to see that there,

much which needs to be said in plain words!

wives and daughters with regard to the pressi

which they sometimes thoughtlessly bring

the bread-winner of the family, the husba

and father, whose daily work and daily wil
stand between the household and want, ill

provide for it comfort and luxuries.

To live beyond our means is an Ameriu
temptation, perhaps it is the most comitJ
American sin. People desire to appear as vl
as their neighbors; they wish their homes to I
beautifully furnished and appointed ; they cl
more than in a former day for elegance in dr

j]

and society is more than ever imperious in 9
exactions. Retrenchment is not easy. Inafti.

position one dreads to have poverty suspecll

Many people lack the moral courage to say s I
ply that they cannot afford this or that exper 1
ture, and both fathers and mothers areoccasij
ally weak and cowardly when the question in
indulging the caprices of young people, orjl
ing an idolized daughter an outfit for the seasJ
which they cannot afford. A gray-haired mm
who has nearly reached his sixtieth year, ifl

whose career, through his youth and early ml
hood, was a succession of honors, is to-day ifl

penitentiary because he could not say "1m
when his daughters urged him to a style of jfl

ing which could be supported only, in his ft

by systematic theft.

It is easy to say, and it is often true, that II

women of a family are ignorant of the amofl
they might reasonably spend, because the ma f

the house keeps his affairs to himself. En M
candor as to income and outgo should be the iP
in domestic life, the family thus knowing!
it could, and what it could not, do in given

cumstances, and presenting a united front

the world. A husband does wisely who takes

wife, as it is her right to be taken, into his f

est financial confidence. A wife should insisl

her privilege of sharing knowledge, as wells

bearing burdens. But women are not defici

in common sense, and the wife of a ma
salary can usually arrive at a very clear i

elusion, at least approximately, as to what
ought to spend over and above the necess

amount for food and clothing. Necessary
penses are not extravagances. The word t

its own story. It is the going beyond bout

the indulging fancies, and gratifying iuipu)
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,hich becomes extravagant, as opposed to what
essential.

One of the common faults of Americans, is a

•sdain for small economies. We do not count

|r fares; we buy the petty trifle which costs

Jly a few cents; we accumulate useless things

i our houses; if we have a fad, it is always

hding us to spend a dollar or two for this and
1e other thing in connection with it, as wheel-

ii:n and amateur photographers can testify.

e take the drawing-room car for a little jour-

iy, which might comfortably be made in the

clinary coach. In numerous small ways our

pney drips away, and leaves little to show for

iln value received.

'A thousand cases of extravagance in smaller

c(targer degree resultonly in undignified squab-

hng at home, in petty irritations, in tears and
f'wns, in subtraction from the wholesome gay-

e of life. But the thousand and one case oc-

cs, and there is a crash which startles the

cnmunity, brings disgrace on a hitherto un-

silied name, and drags a circle of kindred and
finds into a gulf of sorrow. The thing which

c;not go on has been attempted, and has finally

al suddenly reached its ultimate end, ss might

b re been predicted. And then how tawdry

sens the useless finery, how absurd look the

foish strivings after display, how unwise and
st'jid appears the scheme of living which built

itjhouse upon the sand.

|f we need the word in season, friends, let us

hid it. The sensible and judicious husband
ar wife will plan together for the family good.

Ifhere be stinting, it will not be in wholesome
fol, nor on the children's education, nor on
gd reading, nor on anything which has to do
wl'i the church and the furthering of Christ's

c&;e on the earth. It will take the direction

of.'utting ofT what is merely for vanity, for

ea|, for show, for wastefulness, for doing what
ou neighbor does, without reference to our own
lnjsty and self-respect.

—

Margnrd E. S<ui<j4<r

in'ie Congregationalht.

f l Careless Horse.—Lyman Abbott, pas-

touf Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, had an ac-

ciiut some time ago while riding horseback.

H'wrote a letter about it to the children of

Mrflower Mission, which is a pleasant letter

foull children, and may be helpful if they will

he. its advice.

We have a horse that means well, who I

anjure would not mean to hurt me ; but he is

a ltle careless, and does not always look where
he going. When he canters along the road
he s not careful to lift his feet high so as to

cle- the stones, nor does he keep a lookout
to e where they are. Thus it happened the
otlr day, when I was out riding on his back,
an>he was cantering along the road, and we
cat: upon a little gravel, that he did not see
it, id he was not accustomed to raise his feet

lag enough to clear such things, so that he
stu bled over it. Down he came upon bis side,

aodown, of course, I came with him, and he
fold over on me. He jumped up as quickly as

lie mid and stood perfectly still for me to get
OQ is back again. But I could not, for my
coir bone was broken, so that I could not use
niyirm, and my leg was bruised and lamed
80 I at I could not mount. Fortunately, I was
not ery seriously hurt.

,n
he lesson of all this I am afraid Clip will

potearn, but children can. It is that good
mtttions are not enough. You may do as
m Ui harm by carelessness as by malice."

—

La> Paper.

For "The Kkiknd."

[The following article was written by a young
man who is not, and never was, a member of

our religious Society, although he belongs to a

family that has been closely connected with it.

Although our modesty shrinks from the com-
mendation bestowed upon the Society of Friends,

yet it seems to us a spirited and just defense of

our people from a charge of lagging behind in

the march of Christianity and civilization. Yet
it scarcely brings the argument down to the

present time. If an opponent would explain

the sense in which he makes the assertion that
" the Quaker is behind the age,'' it would be an

easier matter to return a satisfactory answer.

We suppose it is meant to assert that Friends

have not adopted some of the methods of pro-

moting religion which have found acceptance

among other professors. But if those methods
conflict with religious principles which we be-

lieve to be founded in the immutable Truth,

the adoption of them would evidence a falling

away, instead of an advance; and the mainten-

ance of our principles is practically keeping us

in the advanced position we had previouslv

held.—Ed.]

It has been said " the Quaker is behind the

age," and that opinion has been ventilated in

the new school of so-called Friends that is claim-

ing some attention now. I am disposed to dis-

pute this assertion, and consider it could only

be made by people who are very little read in

Friends' writings. The memoirs of our Quaker
martyrs and prophets, aud even the quiet as-

sertion of the Truth by the slender remnant of

real Friends to-day is a sufficient refutation of

this slander, and conclusively prove that the

Quaker is to-day, and has always been, not be-

hind, but immeasurably in advance of any age

or generation since Charles 1 began to reign in

England.
When we consider the condition of society at

the time, the advent of the Quaker in the middle

of the seventeenth century seems little less than

a miracle. English history being our history, we
must go there for our starting-point.

We find a political church and a machine
priesthood, persecuting, intolerant and rapa-

cious, sacrificing any principle to expediency,

giving up any and all political liberties when
expediency seemed to demand it, and expedi-

ency meant anything that would advance the

pow:er and wealth of the great religious ma-
chine.

We find next, this Church's great dissenting

enemy, the Presbyterian communion. Is there

anything in its history that can make us regard

it as the true exponent of advanced Christian

civilization? We will most probably concede

to it a greater degree of honesty than we can

grant to the Established Church, but its record

is a record of violence and blood. Persecuted

and abused, the Presbyterian of that age gave

blow for blow, and met savage oppression with

savage resistance. The most couviucing argu-

ment was the sword.

Into the midst of this whirlpool of conflicting

sects, each seeming more intent upon the ex-

termination of the other than upon any trifling

considerations, such as justice, mercy and char-

ity, "although the Master had commended these

virtues to the attention of mankind," came the

Quaker. He told of strange things. He pro-

tested, first, against the practice of war, and his

next stand (and one that surely proved him a

maniac) he made of his life and practice, and

inculcated in his very language, a protest against

the prevailing falseness of his age. His hat was

not forever being pulled off, in affected and false

respect, to social or political superiors, and he

took the ribbons and lace from his coat, and no

doubt was able to afford much more comfortable

clothing, and better food and more of it, through

the saving resulting from this sacrifice of vanity.

Not content with calling killing a man, murder,

he said it was wrong to swear. The Master had
said the same things, but it was bitter to the

world when the crazy Quaker called its atten-

tion to the fact.

The Quaker found that he could not consci-

entiously pay tithes for the support of a religious

machine he didn't believe in. Then it was "cru-

cify him." He touched the danger-pjint here.

Other folks might get to thinking on this line

—and the Church found in him no longer a
laughing-stock, but a dangerous traitor. His
troubles commenced at this point. The story

of the persecution he endured is almost incredi-

ble. Unfortunately its truth is proved by a

vast volume of incontestable evidence.

The Quaker stood alone, and withstood this

torrent of persecution and struck no blow of

revenge. " The Quaker coward" was the priest's

brand of contempt for him. Yet this coward,

this miracle of the seventeenth century, boldly

defended his religion before kings and judges

and proclaimed his mission in the midst of sav-

age mobs, until his patient valor had won a vic-

tory by the side of which the gory splendors of

Waterloo or Gettysburg grow pale.

Just as the Quaker began to be heard, the

British Islands were convulsed with the great

British civil war. Royalty was put into the

balance against people's rights. Of course the

first argument was the sword. How red the

pages of English history— the savage Puritan,

finding a text of Scripture to justify every mus-

ket shot and sword slash, and the Royalist,

backed by his Church, fancying virtue in his

half-drunken, half-insane courage, and then,

with the victory of the Saints, the judicial mur-

der of the king, and " the land sleeping beneath

the austere stillness of martial law."

Cromwell was a mighty warrior, a great

statesman, and, in the main, a wise ruler. Prince

Rupert was a brave and skilful soldier, but in

advanced civilization I cannot see much progress

from Hannibal and Terrentius Yarro.

The Commonwealth passing away, was suc-

ceeded by the shameful reign of the second

Charles Stewart, and in that reign there is one

great triumph to be recorded for the Quaker.

The despised and humble "sectary" founded

upon the banks of the Delaware a mighty com-

monwealth, and founded it successfully on Qua-
ker lines. We must remember that it was ten

times as far from Europe as it is to-day, that it

was located upon the borders of a savage wil-

derness, peopled with the terrors of the unknown,

and that it meant exile from their native land

to all who joined it, and yet it was builded upon

justice and equity, and it proved that very sub-

stantial colonial establishments could be erected

(upon those foundations), without a cannon or

musket or sword to kill men with, and no gal-

lows to hang men upon.

After Charles comes the driveling, priest-

ridden James, and England, exchanging him
for the Prince of Orange, entered upon a new
heritage of war. Queen Anne's reign is memor-
able chiefly for its bloody battles, and the stupid

Hanoverian Georges brought new dissension,

both foreign and domestic, with them.

Through all this wicked strife, have we any

record to prove that any church or religious

body anywheres ou the face of Europe raised a
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protest, be it ever so faint, against this carnival

,„,! of disapproval was

heard, except from the impracticable briend.

11,. constantly, by visits to rulers, by the print-

ing press and' by word of mouth, asserted that

war was murder, that it was beyond all things

wasteful and foolish, and that it was absolutely

ami utterly antagonistic to the teachings of Je-

sus Christ.

Surely the Friend was in advance of these

ages Let us read the Journal ofThomas Chalk-

ley an humble disciple and missionary, who

died in Tortola, West Indies, in 1741. He was

-
, owner and captain, and traded, in a

small way, to the Spanish .Main. It moves to

enthusiasm to read of bow he flew his Masters

colors, traversing our stormy coasts in winter

and summer, for years. The entire value of his

d cargo would not have armed thegun-

deck of one ol Killigrew's frigates, yet as an

exponent of Christian civilization (advanced

far beyond the time) worth more than all the

warships that ever floated under Tour-

ville's or Russell's pennants.

The Quaker tir-t protested against intem-

perance, and added practice to precept. The

Quakers first told the world that human slavery

was wrong, and practised what they preached

by freeing their own slaves and agitating con-

stantlv against our greatest national crime, and

this a century before a murmur was heard

against slavery from any other quarter.

The Quakers were immeasurably in advance

of most other colonists in America in thei

treatment of the Indians. For three centuries

the Anglo-American has dealt most wickedly

with the native people. The Friend, in all that

period, has preached ami practised justice to

the red man. Hi- record is clear from the land-

in.- of William Penn to the crowning atrocity

of Wounded Knee.

THE FRIEND.

The smallest things become great when God
requires them of us; they are small only in

themselves; they are always great when they

are done for God. . . . It seems to me that

a soid which sincerely desires to belong to God
never looks to see whether a thing is small or

L'reat ; it i> enough for it to know that He for

whose love it is done, is infinitely great, and
that it is his due to have all creation solely de-

voted to his glory, which can only be by fulfil-

ling hi- will. The crosses which we make for

Ourselves by a restless anxiety about the future,

i which come from God. We
tempt Him by our false wisdom, wishing to

forestall his arrangements, and struggling to

supplement his providence by our own provi-

di ne.-. The fruit of our own wisdom is always
bitter.— /

—The East Indian Bailors (Lascars), subsist

principally on rice, dried fish and a sort of pulse.

When in harbor or exposed to cold weather

receive a pig from tie

A- they are Mohammedans, to whom their pro-

pint has prescribed the use of Bwine flesh, they

gel rid of this difficulty by the following pro-

\\ leu the animal i- slaughtered, it is at

:i strong ropeand thrown
overboard. After it has trailed through the

water for an hour or more, a la8Car goes to the

line and proceeds to haul it in, savin- as

me hither, fis

After this formula, this " fish "
i- supposed to be

dean ei gh tor all practical purposes, and i-

MV LIFE, MY LIGHT, MY WAY.

BY FRAN CIS QCARLES.

Why .lost thou hide thy lovely face? O, why

1 1 ,es thai eclipsing hand so long deny

The sunshine of ihy soul-enlivening eye ?

Without that Light, what light remains in me?

Thou an raj Life, mv Way, my Light. In thee

I live, I move, and by thy beams I see.

Thou art my Life. If thou but turn away,

Mv life's a thousand deaths. Thou art my \\ ay ;

Without thee, Lord, I travel not, but stray.

Mv Light thou art. Without thy glorious sight,

Mine eves are darkened with perpetual night.

My God, thou art my Way, my Life, my Light.

Thou art mv Way ; I wander if thou fly.

Thou art my Light ; if hid, how blind am I.

Thou art my Lite; if thou withdraw, I die.

Mine eyes are blind and dark, I cannot see.

To whom <«r whither should my darkness flee

But to the Light, and who's that Light hut thee?

My path is lost, mv wandering steps do stray,

*1 cannot safelv go.'imr safely stray

;

Whom should I seek hut thee, my Path, my \\ ay

If I have lost my path, great Shepherd, say,

Shall I slid wander in a doubtful way?

Lord, .-hall a lamb of Israel's sheepfold stray ?

Thou ait the Pilgrim's Path, the blind man's eye,

The dead man's Life; on thee my hopes rely;

If thou remove, I err, I grope, 1 die.

Disclose thy sunbeams, close thy wings and stay
;

See, see, huw I am blind and dead and stray
;

O, thou art my Light, my Life, my Way.

For "The Friend."

AT EVENING.
Darling, ere the night is here,

Ltt us build a bridge of praise;

Let us fill our life with cheer,

Nights are radiant as the days.

When the light of evening fails,

Faith shall arch the coming night

;

Keep the watch and set the sails

Toward the fur-off harbor light.

Darling, ere an end^s morning breaks

Let us build a bridge of trust
;

When that morning's dawn awakes

Grace and goodness leave the dust.

Though our sky be overcast

Out behind the sunset's bars

When the storms and clouds are past

Steadfast shine the eternal stars.

Darling, ere the stars be dim
And i.ur barque have crested the bay,

Let us give our lives to Him
Who commands the night and day.

Let us build a bridge of prayer

That the morrow's sun he bright
;

That the c iming day be fair,

And our evening glad with light.

G. G. M.

A steadfast Christian.—A missionary of

the Scotch United Presbyterian Church roports

a letter received from Liao Yang. The letter

speaks of the man by the name of Tang, of

whom it says :
" He was seized by a band of

Kirin -oldieis, stripped naked, and bound hands
and feet. A sword was then held to his throat

and he was asked, 'Are you a believer in Jesus ?'

' Ye-.' >aid he boldly, ' I am a Christian.' They
then went to their officer and asked what they
should do with the fellow. But the officer ' de-

clared he would not interfere.' They therefore

him and let him go. Next Sabbath,
when he came in to worship, I a>ked him how
it was that he, having so short an experience
of the ( Ihristian lite, could speak out so boldly
in the presence of death, and he answered that
lu- bad just been reading of how Peter three
times denied his Master, and that he afterwards
went out and wept bitterly ; 'and how,' said he,
' could I deny my Lord ?"'

Escaping from Bedawin Pursuers.

As we moved from the ruins, some of tl i

Bedawin went before us and some of them ft. I

lowed us, but they always kept at a respectf

distance. They did not attack us, for they pi

f'er plundering to fighting, but they kept in
j

position from which they could have cut (

stragglers, or caught a runaway horse or mui|

had there been any such.
_ j

Passing into the long plain which stretch

from Palmyra to near Karyetein, we kept
jj

the right about a mile from the mountain raD
;

on the north. The Bedawin marched paral
,

with us along the foot of the mountain. 1

an hour and a half we reached the open mout
(

of a subterranean water-course. The openic;
i

were about eighty feet apart, and the water v
j

eighteen feet from the surface of the groui; 1

The stones round the sides of the openir

were much polished and grooved by the fricti
;

of ropes drawing up water. This was the wa '

of the Abu el-Fawaris fountain, which was ttj

chief supply of Tadmor.

We pitched our camp by the water, al

point due west from the Castle of Palmy

The place seemed to have been much used at
camping-ground. The plain around us ttj

green with the el lali and another shrub lik ,

dwarf tamarisk. Flocks of pigeons and vultu I

swarmed about us, to get at the water, and
|

Bedawin encamped at the foot of the mounts*

right opposite, and watched for an opportune

to attack us.

It was not, however, without a sense of dl
ger that we lay down for the night in full v tl

of a band of well-armed, hardy spearman, \W

had vowed to murder us, and who had a 1

to carry out their vow. Our guard was M
ciently strong and well-armed to keep the H
my at a distance, but they were only Tu 1
and the Bedawins, on their nimble mares, mi.

I

dash into our camp during the night, and c M
whelm us in the confusion and darkness, an m
was not pleasant to fancy a spear penetraia

one's tent. I went round our sentinels sevi

times, and they continued to swear and h :,

and keep guard, as long as we watched tl i.

But no sooner had we lain down to sleep, t q
they stacked their arms, rolled themselves fl

in their great coats, and lay down to sleep 1

1

wise.

A little after midnight my servant awoke W
and told me that our soldiers were all "sno H
at the stars." I walked through, among tins

and over them, and found them loudly aslpij

I thought of the sleeping hosts of King fill

that had gone out to seize David, and Iia<

dered if we could repeat David's trick on Si"i

In a few minutes my servant had the sold 8*

rifles carried to beside my bed, and not a sol«^

had stirred. He then mounted guard himff,

but as sleep, under the circumstances, was im-

possible, we roused our camp before dawnull

the return journey. Then woke up the jM
indescribable babel.

The soldiers rushed about in search of ifl

arms, frantic with rage, shame, fear. The «r

ardly Bedawins had stolen their rifles vm
they slept, and would now fall upon themil*]

armed.
The officers screamed at the men, amine,

men roared at the officers, and the choicest*

thets in Arabic, Turkish, Kurdish and Ai
nian were hurled about with much was!**.'

nervous energy.

When the noise had reached the climi I

called over Brandy Bob, and quietly asked ».

what was all the shouting about.
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:
" Oil, sir," he replied, " I took my eyes off ray

lien for an instant, and they have lost their

Sfles!"

j
"Nonsense!" I said. "You bragged how you

ould guard us, and then you all went and fell

sleep. There are your weapous. My servant

;roughtthem here to prevent the Bedawin from

etting them, and then mounted guard for you."

We struck our tents in silence and in haste,

hile it was yet dark, and marched to 'Ain el-

Vn'ul, and on the following day continued our

omeward journey as far as Karyetein.

But what of the Bedawin who had encamped
?er against us? We had given them the slip,

id got among the hills at the other side of the

ilain, before they were aware of our departure,

ad as they never suspected that we had dis-

jvered the 'Ain el-Wul'ul water, they pursued
'% as they supposed, down the beaten track of

j-dinary tourists. All day long they spurred

jeir animals in pursuit and strained their eyes

f
catch a glimpse of us on the horizon before

|iem. At last the gazelle-traps and gardens of

laryetein rose before them, and they felt that

(eir prey had escaped.— Wright's Palmyra and
mobia.

Scripture Illustrations.

BY H. B. TRISTRAM.

" Kf.fuge from the Avenger of Blood."
-The word" goei," translated "avenger," isone

i' which etymologists have failed to trace the

igin, and, no doubt, is derived from a very
acient source. It points to a time when society

las not yet organized, and when crime could

jdy be repressed by force employed by the in-

ired person or his kindred. When society is

] its infancy, this exercise of private vengeance
1 unavoidable. The first step towards national

iganizatiou is restricting the right of punish-

jent to regularly constituted tribunals—that

to a central government strong enough to

*force law. Israel in Egypt had scarcely

ached this stage, nor have the Arab tribes

yday. In their unwritten code, it is not only the

:rht, but the duty, of the nearest kinsman to

tenge the shedding of blood. But here steps

i the danger of revenge. According to Ori-

«tal notions, the avenger is entitled to slay the

render, wherever he may find him, without
Mice, openly or by craft. It is carried further,

nder the Eastern idea of the responsibility of

whole family or clan for the act of any of its

ambers the Arab avenger hesitates not to slay

te kinsman of the murderer. Hence have
iisen those blood-feuds which are the curse of
Jrabia, and which, in Europe, still linger in

le vendetta of Corsica and Sicily. Moses could

It at once suppress the idea of the avenger's

b(ty; but the establishment of the cities of

lEuge was the first step to distinguish between
Imicide and murder, and to insure that pun-
jiment should not be inflicted without previous

instigation. The mediaeval church recognized

ii same necessity in a similar state of society,

id granted what is known as the right of

'anctuary" to many of the most sacred shrines

i every country in Europe. Practically, the

i;ht of sanctuary was claimed for any accused
pson who succeeded in reaching the altar of

church.. Canterbury and Darbam were two
c the most celebrated sanctuaries in England,
^containing the shrines of St. Thomas a Becket
id St. Cuthbert. On the chief door of Durham
(thedral still remains the great bronze knocker,
\iich, if any fugitive should touch, he was en-
tled to protection and maintenance for thirly-

S'en days, until his case could be investigated.

A New Year Question.

Real religion is not merely intellectual and
emotional, but practical. There is something
to be done, not merely discussed ami profe.-sed.

At market, men are not content with consider-

ing what they hear and see, but what business

they shall do. Merely to listen, talk and pur-

pose, day by day, is loss and may lead to ruin.

Christ is brought before us with special em-
phasis at the beginning of a new year, and we
are called upon to decide what to do with Him.
Something we must do—either accept or reject

Him ; which shall it be?
When Jesus was brought before Pilate charg-

ed with treason, the judge, convinced of the

prisoner's innocence, offered to set him free;

but the priests and people demmded Barabbas.

The procurator replied :
" What, then, shall I

do with Jesus?" They shouted, "Crucify him!"
Pilate ought not to have hesitated, but at once
discharge and protect Him. But the Jews would

represent to Cresar that Pilate could not be a

loyal friend if he suffered Ca;sar's rival to es-

cape punishment. Pilate was ambitious, and
preferred his hope of court favor and promotion

to justice and conscience.

What, then, should he do with Jesus ? If not

acquit—condemn and punish. But this would

be so flagrantly contrary to truth that he could

not, especially after his wife's impressive dream,
frame his lips to pronounce a sentence so out-

rageous. What, then, should he do? Compro-
mise! "I will chastise Him and release Him."
Chastise—and so satisfy the cruel enmity of the

Jews and prevent any suspicion of unfriendli-

ness to Cesar and avoid the crime of murder.

This ended, as most compromises do. To halt

in battle often preludes retreat. Refusing to do

right is the beginning to do wrong. Scourging

leads to crucifying. I seem to see Pilate in the

regions of the lost, wandering about, scorned

and shunned by others of the damned, mutter-

ing to himself his own question—" What shall

I do with Jesus?"

At the new year Jesus is again brought before

every reader of this paper, and the question is,

" What shall I do with Him ?" Not what do I

think of Him, what shall I say of Him, but

what shall be my conduct toward Him? Not

what assent shall I give to his doctrines, or what
shall be my profession as to his Church, but

what response of heart and life shall I make to

himself? He comes to me as Saviour of men.

This I believe. Shall I act on the belief? Yes !

I confess my sins to Him, I entreat his forgive-

ness, I trust in his salvation. He comes as my
teacher and example. I will become his disci-

ple, I will walk in his steps. He comes as my
king! I acknowledge his claims, obey his laws,

uphold and extend his kingdom. This is my
reply to the question.

But some hesitate. There is some Caesar in

the way. If I become a true Christian and
avow it, I may offend some rich relative, some
influential employer, some dear friend. I shall

have to break off some wicked companionship,

to renounce some pleasant sin, to crucify the

flesh, to come out from the world of ungodliness

and folly, to yield ray own wishes and pleasures

to the will of Christ, and to make his service my
chief aim and delight. I am not prepared to

make such effort and sacrifice. What, then,

shall I do with Jesus?

If not accept, reject Him. This many do.

They openly deny his claims. They say, " We
will not have this man to reign over us."

Others say it in effect though not in words.

They put Christ to death by acting as if there

was no Christ. If it were told them that Christ

was a fable and not a fait it would make no dif-

ference in their character and conduct. They
put Him to death by ignoring his life and au-

thority ; and yet He comics to life. Pilate soon

beard of bis resurrection— living still ! And so

to those who try to live without Him and practi-

cally condemn Him to die, the thought of Him
comes sometimes in the bu.-tle of the day or the

visions of the night, they see his name on the

placards of the streets or the notices of the pa-
per-, and in every letter or business paper, as

they write the date A. D. And as they approach
the great unknown, though names and faces

and forms of this world's greaf one- fade from
view, they will see the King they crucified seated

on the throne before which they must stand in

judgment.
This is too terrible to realize. No, I cannot

crucify Him. What, then, must I do with
Him? Compromise. I will scourge and re-

lease Him. Scourge Him by persevering in

evil habits, gratifying my own carnal and self-

ish propensities, not confessing Him so as to risk

any worldly loss, not "crucifying the flesh."

But I will release Him, by confessing " I believe

in Jesus Christ who was crucified under Pontius
Pilate ;" by singing " Crown Him Lord of all

;"

by attending some church and contributing a
trifle to religious objects, and promising that at

some future time I will become one of his dis-

ciples. So have I seen the driver of a carriage
take off his hat to a crucifix on the roadside,

and give his horse an extra blow, driving on
more quickly than before.

Such compromisers think they are doing noth-
ing against Christ. A child fell into a shallow
pond. A young man passing by saw the dan-
ger, and how easily he might save the child

;

but—he might soil his boots, or damp his feet

and take cold, or be a few minutes behind time
;

so he walked on, resolving to send the first po-
liceman. The child was drowned. The young
man pled that he did nothing! Because he did
nothing to save he was guilty of manslaughter.
Another was attracted by a group of people in

earnest converse. He heard them maligning a
dear and honored friend ; but he said nothing

;

and when he passed away they remarked, "That
man is an acquaintance of his—his silence means
assent."

So Christ is maligned, and many souls are

injured and in peril by ungodliness, and the

question for us is, " What shall we do with

Jesus?" If we pass by and think we do noth-

ing, do we not practically take part with his

enemies? Are we not responsible for the scourg-

ing against which we do not protest, and for

the perishing of those to save whom we put
forth no effort?

If we resolve that after a year, or a month,
or even a day we will crown Christ, does not

this imply that meanwhile we reject Him ?

Christ does not ask our allegiance a week hence,

but now. Christ or the world must occupy and
rule our hearts each day. To say we will crown
Him next week is practically to say we will

obey self, the world, the devil meanwhile. It

is thus we reply for this day ? Possibly we have
often thus tried to quiet conscience by a deferred

allegiance, which means an immediate rejection

meanwhile. Suppose I die meanwhile, still de-

ferring and therefore still rejecting? What
shall I do with Jesus, meeting Him face to face?

How at the judgment? Will my retribution in

the dark future resemble Pilate's, whose knowl-
ed L e was far less, still repeating the question,
" What shall I do with Jesus?"
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' "Lord what

•;,
i have me to lo?" He replies:

me as Saviour! Obey me as Ivin j: !

If we bave done this already we will do it again,

we "ill do it forever. It' inner before we will

do it this new year, we will do it now! We
i iir Saviour! We trust in thee

- icrifice, our Intercessor, our great High

We hail thee our King. We will obey

thy law.-, imitate thine example, confess thy

name, extend thy kingdom, prepare for thy

-lei this be our response to this New
stion—" What shall 1 do with Jesus?"

—Newman Hall in The Independent.

For " THE Friend.''

Letter from John Crook to Isaac Penington.

I). .,• Friend.-— My dear and tender love

ihee, in thai love from whence I had my
being and from whence .-prang all my Father's

children, who are burn from above, heirs of an

sting inheritance. Oh! how sweet and

pleasant are the pastures which my Father caus-

eth all his sheep to Jeed in ; there is a variety of

plenty in his pastures : milk for babes and strong

meat for them of riper age, and wine to refresh

those that are ready to faint, even the wine of

the kingdom, that makes glad the heart when

ii i- ready to faint, by reason of the infirmities.

Sun' I am, none can be so weary but He takes

care of them, nor none so nigh fainting, but He
puts his arm under their heads ; nor none can

be bo beset with enemies on every side, but He
will arise and scatter; nor none so heavy laden

and big with young, but He takes notice of

them, and will not leave them behind unto

the merciless wolf, because they are his own,

and his life is the price of their redemption, and
his blood of their ransom; and if they be so

young that they cannot go, He carries them in

his arm-; and when they can feel nothing stir-

ring after Him, his bowels yearn after them ; so

tender i- this g I Shepherd after his flock.

I can tell, for I was as one that once went
astray and wandered upon the barren moun-
tains, and when I had wearied myself with

wandering, I went into the wilderness, and
there I was torn as with briars and pricked as

with thorns, sometimes thinking this was the

way, and sometimes concluding that was the

way, and by and by concluding all was out of
the way: and then bitter mourning came upon

d weeping tor the interpreter; for when
I Bought to know what was the matter and
where I was, it was too hard tor me. Then I

- I would venture on som way where it

isl likely to Iiml a lest God, and 1 would
pray with them that prayed, and fast with them
that fasted, ami mourn with them that mourned,
if by am m an- 1 mighl come to resl ; but found
it not, until 1 came to see the candle lighted in

my own house, and my heart swept from those
thoughts and imaginations ami willings and
runnings, and to die unto them all, not heeding
them, but watching against them lest I should
let my mind go astray after them. And here 1

dwelt for a time a- in a desolate land unin-
habited, where 1 sal alone a- a sparrow upon
the house-top, ami was hunted up and down
like a partridge upon the untains, ami could

ighl or other
followed He- ai the heels and disquieted me nighl
and day, until I came to know Him in whom

ml ie. occasion of stumbling, ii

the devil hath no ... unto me
; i-r place IV the storms and from the

I my Sai
ioiir, and my Borrow lied away, and II

unto me all in all—my wisdom, my righteous-

ness and my sanctification, in whom I was and

am complete, to the praise of the riches of his

grace and goodness that endures forever. There-

fore be not discouraged, O thou, tossed as with

tempests, nor dismayed iu thyself, because thou

seest such mighty hosts of enemies rising up

against thee and* besetting thee on every side
;

for none was so beset and tried and tempted, as

the true Seed was, who was a man of sorrows,

and acquainted with grief. But be thou still in

thy mind, and let the billows pass over, and

wave upon wave, and fret not thyself because of

them, neither be cast down, as if it should never

be otherwise with thee ; sorrow comes at night,

but joy in the morning ; and the days of thy

mourning shall be over, and the accuser will God
cast out forever. For therefore was I afflicted

and not comforted, and tempted, and tried for

this end, that I might know how to speak a

word in due season unto those who are tempted

and afflicted, as I once was; as it was said unto

me iu that day when sorrow lay heavy upon

me. Therefore be not diseonsolated, neither

give heed unto the reasonings and disputings

of thy own heart, nor the fears that rise there-

from, but be strong in the faith, believing in

the Light which lets thee see them, and his

grace thou wilt know to be sufficient for thee,

and his strength to be made perfect in thy

weakness. And so thou rather wilt glory in thy

infirmities, that his power may rest upon thee,

than in thy earnest desires to be rid of them,

for by these things thou wilt come to live in the

life of God and glory in tribulation when thou
hast learned iu all conditions to be contented

;

and through trials and deep exercises is the way
to learn this lesson.

These things in dear love to thee I have
written, being somewhat sensible of thy condi-

tion, and the many snares thou art daily liable

unto ; therefore watch that thou fall not into

temptation, and my God and Father keep thee
in the arms of eternal love over all, unto the

end, unto his praise. Amen.
John Crook.

Safeguard Against Superstition.—The
great enemy of superstition is faith in a God of
order, whose will is disclosed to us in the laws
which govern the world of time and space.
When a man loses his hold on that great
truth he becomes liable to believe in " the evil

chance," and to avoid acts which may provoke
it. Some of these beliefs and acts linger on even
among people who do believe, and they tend to

weaken and confuse the mind. They also are
insidious in their character. Give room to one
in your mind, and twenty more will seek ad-
mittance, all with the same plea, that "it is

best to be on the safe side." There is no " safe
side" but that of resistance and defiance. Do
the " unlucky" thing persistently and of set pur-
p is Seek the unlucky way or time of doing
a thing, in preference to every other. Thus you
keep on the safe ground of faith in the God of
law ami order, and avoid what may infect you
with mental distortion and distraction of the
wdl. Take the other course, and you may help
society down to the Neapolitan level. In Naples
people rush into shops and up alleys at the ap-
proach of a person supposed to have the evil
'"- to "bite with his eye," as though a mad dog
were at large on the streets. Defy the evil eye.

- S 'V Times.

1 m loves y< >re the less He spares you.

Called a Jewel.

[We publish the following article at the r i

quest of a Friend in Virginia. The gener I

policy of any community is regulated by tlj

prevailing feeling of its members. It is, therj

fore, no surprise that persons of a tender coil

science who see the government of which th<

are subjects, administered iu a manner th,
J

conflicts with their sense of right, should 1,

brought into trouble of mind at times to dech,

just what is their individual duty, and how fjj

they make themselves responsible for acts ;

which they do not approve. We have no dou

that government is a divinely instituted ord«

without which civilization could not exist; at

,

we cannot censure those who take part in il

administration or in voting for its officials,
;

done with a sincere desire to perform their dut
j

neither can we find fault with those who, li!i

our correspondent, think they are required
;

abstain from such action. The advice of til

Apostle seems to us applicable, " Let every m;

be fully persuaded in his own mind.

—

Ed ;] I

A concern has rested upon me for quite
:

number of years as to the importance of bet'

ing a clear and consistent testimony against i'

carnal war and warlike measures. Friends '

e., members of the religious Society of Friend: 1

are called a people of peace or non-combatar
in reference to carnal war, and from their vafl

ous publications and writings on tjjat subje-
j

and also practices, one would judge they wei;

sincere and entirely clear from any reproach I

that particular. From observation andniyov.
convincement, I cannot feel satisfied that the

example and practice and voice do not, in I
measure, make them responsible as parties

advocating war and war measures, inasmuch '

i

the principals are responsible for the acts 1
their agents, whom they employ. I allude

;

Friends voting for representatives for Congn 1

and other civil government officers who hal
been invested with power to declare war at all
time and for any purpose they may see fit, a I
provide for the same, without consent or ccfl

sultatiou with their employers.
I was deeply exercised over the first leg

|

!

vote I cast, which I did under protest of r 1
own wishes, merely to gratify the wishes of iS
dear father, to my disturbed peace, inee; bfl

never again, under any circumstances whatev i

have I voted, though I have been frequent,

urged, and I have been occupied iu a busine |

house where, the various elections are frequent'

held for both city, State and National Goveijl
ment officers. See to it, dear friend, that y |J
give no offence, and avoid even the appearar.'

j

of evil.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Wasps.—It happens that my house isafav<'

ite nesting-place for solitary wasps. Some yei..

ago I noticed small cells made of gray ml
placed in some of the angles of the brickwoi'

close to our drawing-room window, and seeijB

that some were like little pockets half open a;

others closed up, I was led to watch and ill

what was going on.

A slender kind of wasp, a species of Odyner\
marked with black and yellow stripes, car

j
with materials in her mouth, and began wo'jl
ing on some of these mud-cells against the wil I

She kept on, hard at work, all day, at hernH
sonry.

At last I thought I would open one of I'

finished cells and see what was inside. So, wjfl
a fine penknife, I broke away part of the cifl
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all, and there I found a number of grayish

reen caterpillars, half killed and unable tr

love. Down at the bottom of the cell was the

isp's egg, and the instinct of the mother insect

ads her to obtain these caterpillars, an.

;der that they may be in fit condition for the
• ub when it hatches out of the egg, she gives

,ch of the caterpillars a bite which paralyzes

j but does not affect any vital part, so it lives

( in a helpless condition, and the wasp grub
As its way through the caterpillar till it is full

gown, then it turns to a chrysalis, and, after a

Due, it becomes a black and yellow wasp.
It is curious how tame insects will become if

t'ated kindly. I used to know these little

*spa quite well, and if they came into the

nius and I found them on the window-panes,
t;y were quite accustomed to be placed out-

se, that they might go on with their nests. A
rphew of mine who holds a position in some
sjar works at Cossipore, in India, tells me, in

tfe of his letters that the air in the factory is

s filled with wasps and hornets, attracted there

h the scent of the sugar, that they constantly
sike against his face as he walked about. The
virk-people and clerks take all kinds of pre-

citions against them, wearing leather leggings

Oir their trousers, and beating them off con-
tiually. They get frightfully stung and tor-

ninted" all day long, whilst my nephew, who is

fid of all living things, takes no precautions
a'all, has never injured the insects, and never
ore had a sting from them. This shows that
iiects can discriminate between friends and
euuies.

n my nephew's own house, some wasps came
innd formed a nest in his dining-room, on a
siill bracket, within a foot or two of his usual
ret at dinner, and they, too, were perfectly
fr.ndly, and would settle on his face and hands,
at never think of stinging their friend.

once remember, in a country village, seeing
a,ian hard at work thrashing corn in a barn,
ai quite near to him there was an immense
hinet's nest hanging from a beam. We asked
ifie was not afraid of them, but he smiled
ai said, "Oh, they know me well enough.
0; of 'em fell inside my shirt t'other day, but
was very never stung for I

neer interferes wi' them, so they don't
fe wi' me."—J3righhven.

fold Mining under Difficulties—Perhaps one
of,ie richest gold-fit-lds still unexplored is that
onhe borders of British Columbia and Alaska,
re hing far within the arctic circle and run-
nif parallel to the great river Yukon. It ap-
pes to cover a distance of nine hundred miles

V, by some seventy-five to one hundred miles
wii. The auriferous rock and gravels are only
8oie twenty or thirty feet below the surface
mteover, but then what a surface! The whole
is ozen hard, aud a fire burning all day, says
^Scientific American, only served to melt one
fotor so in depth. In some places over seventy
fee were sunk this ways, and there were no
sigs of the frost relenting. In other parts only
nitty days in the year are available for work.
H13 the ground is only frozen a few feet, and
hyaulic power is used to wash away the gravel.
Oin two years are spent before paying work
bejas. But then comes the reward at 4s. to 6s.

'hoan. Of course, in the frozen ground, the
waiiiig has to be done with hot water. Xo
ft'oler that, besides the numbers who have
SIVa up before reaching the region itself, many
"if: have left in disgust after a shorter or lon-
geiixperience of the hardships on the spot.

Wayside Terminals.

Not birth and death only arc life's termina
not heaven alone is its goal. The duty of the
moment is the real goal to run for. Every
right interest is a terminal of the highway
Said one who was starting on a trip to a Bum
mer resort, " I wish we could just be there in i

minute, without taking all day to go." "I should
not want to get there so soon as that," was the

response
;
" for then we should see no towns, no

cities, no streams, no sloping hills by the way
1 should not want to ride the electric spark,
and feel 'space mocked and time outrun.' "

Sometimes the best thing about a journey is

not the end whither our moving is directed,

but the journeying itself. The end of the

route may be one thing, the end for the mind
and the spirit another. It is by the wayside
that we catch those glimpses of nature and of

human nature that live longest. Sometimes it

is a morning shadow; sometimes it is the poise

of a bough, the pattern of a leaf, the solo of a

rivulet ; sometimes it is a bit of human nature
—a denizen of the city palace, or an angel of
the hovel ; sometimes it is the incisive question-

ing of a little child, sometimes the hard, dull

reply. A long and rugged mountain road to

a certain summer resort passes, now and then,

through a patch of cleared land, where corn
and barley struggle to give scant subsistence to

a lone family. On the approach of the stages

little children dart out with products of the soil

in their hands, and stand in simple silence by
the wayside for the tourists to buy.

On a certain summer day, two little girls,

one of three or four, the other of five or six,

with hair unkempt and feet unshod, ran out
from a small white house and stood in perfect

silence, each with a little basket of apples, by
the stage wheel. A passenger surveyed the
children as they held aloft the apples and asked,
" Which apples are the best?" Immediately
the elder, with charming naivete, replied, " They
are both best!" A murmur of the heart's ap-

plause rose from the tourists at this unexpected,
unpremeditated, deep-sighted bit of unaffected

child generosity aud honest)'. Perhaps, in after

years, some of those tourists may recall the
lesson which they learned that day, after they
have forgotten just what destination they had
in view on that morning's drive. And yet we
talk of heaven as though there were no goals,

no aims, no terminals of the highways of life,

this side of it. Children in the primary de-

partment, and within the home too, are often

pressed to express their anxiety to reach that

heavenly home. How much better it would be
to lead them to know that there is a great here
as well as a great hereafter ! And how much
better it were for us all to recognize that there
is something by the wayside, something near
by, something between birth and death, that

makes it worth while to have been born, and
worth while to die.

—

S. S. Times.

unrest of unbelief. He had conceived an admira-
tion for tin- scientific skill of. I. T. Gulick, the boh
of a Sandwich Island missionary, and author of

important investigations on the molluscs of the
Hawaiian Islands. On Christmas .lay of 1890,
Professor Romanes wrote to Gulick, who was then
a missionary ..I the Am. rican Board in Japan, Bay-
ing that for a long ton.- In- had been meditating
about tin- possibility ..f asking a question which
he feared might seem impertinent, but on this
Christmas 'lav lie could not avoid doing it; that
Hi.- question was not asked from curiosity, but for
bis own benefit. It was :

"How is it that you have retained your Christian
belief in the midst of your scientific researches?
Looking at your life I feel that you have done so
conscientiously, and looking at your logic I know
that you have not done bo without din- considera-
tion." lie confessed that bis life had years agq
been " shattered'' by what be would call

,:
the over-

bearing shocks of rationalism," and therefore he
wished to know how J. T. Gulick viewed the mat-
ter. The correspondence indicates that Professor
Romanes's change of view was not a sudden one,
but the result of much thought.— '/'/>• Independent.

—The question of ecclesiastical ritual has come
up anew in England in the form of a protest by
the newly appointed Bishop of Winchester, Randall
Davidson, to a certain Father Dolling, one of the
most successful priests in his diocese, and also
famous for his liturgical advances. Father Dolling
built an altar for the express purpose of ottering
masses for the dead. It bad a design upon one
panel of a priest celebrating a requiem mass in

black vestments, and on another of a fancy de-
lineation of angels bearing upward a departed
soul. The fact has aroused considerable discus-
sion, the bishop claiming that this teaching i- con-
trary to some of the distinctive principles of the
Church of England, and that his usages in the
communion service are unreconcilable with the
specific directions of the Book of Common Prayer.
Father Dolling tendered his resignation imme-
diately, refusing controversy, and equally refusing
to make any change in bis services. There appears
to be a very general indorsement of the bishop's
action, The Guardian remarking that Dollingspems
to think that "all the give must be on the side of
the bishop and all the take on bis own."

—A Presbyterian church in Middletown, la., re-

cently determined to build. They were firmly re-

solved that there should be no debt upon' the
building; and the people agreed to have the pro-
posed estimated cost apportioned to the individual
members of the church, according to the amount
of their property as shown by the as-e<sor's book.
This was done, and each member paid his propor-

cordially and promptly, with the result that
when the building was dedicated there was not a
cent of debt upon it.

Items.

— It was a surprise to nearly everyone wdio knew
him, when, shortly before his death, the late Pro-
fessor Romanes, of Oxford, one of the two most
distinguished defenders of the evolution theory in
England, and perhaps the most thorough-going of
all the scientific opponents of Christian faith, re-

turned to that faith which in his young manhood
he had rejected. We get from an interesting article
in The Congrer/ationalist a glimpse into Professor
Romanes' inner history for the last five years be-
fore his death ; and one corner at least of the cur-
tain was lifted, which shows us how he was strug-
ing and how he was led out of the darkness and

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH i.y.v..

We have received a communication from our
friend George Briggs of New Sharon, Iowa,
criticising the objection made in The Friend
some weeks ago to adopting the name of
"Friends' Church," in place of the "Society of
Friends," by which heretofore we have been
generally known in the world. It is just to

state that our correspondent expre-ses his al-

legiance to the doctrine that the Holy Spirit

enlightens every man and
to those who comply with its requirements of
repentance and faith. But he states that there
are places where Friends are not known ; aud
where their representatives will find a greater
openness as coming from a body claiming the

name of a " church," than they would as coming
merely from a " Society," which would not nec-
essarily have any connection with the visible

church on earth.

While we recognize that there is some force
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t seem to us of suffi-

cient weight to set aside a name which has

,1 our body for two hundred and fifty

We <1" not suppose it would prove a

very difficult matter to explain to such illy-in-

formed | pie the real status of the Society of

Friends, and that it has the same right to a

distinct organization as the Methodists, Baptists,

rians, Episcopalians or any other body

of professing Christians.

Another suggestion in the article is, that the

promisee in the Bible are made to the "Church,"

and not to " Society." We do not see much force

in this. Friends have ever believed that the

Church of God includes iu its limits all those

who have been born again, of the incorruptible

d Word of God, wherever situated ami

of whatever profession they may be. The word

is also applied t" separate congregations of

Christian.-, as where John in the Book of Rev-

elations speaks of the churches of Ephesus,

Smyrna, Thyatira, etc. We do not believe it

would have made any difference in the sense,

if the translators of the Bible had spoken of

the "' S iciety <>t' believers " at Ephesus, instead

of the '•Church."

About a year ago the Editor received a

letter from a Friend in a distant Yearly Meet-

inir. in which, after expressing the belief that

some who desire to be active workers " fail to

C prehend the true Quaker ideal of the min-

istry," he says, "I have often wondered why it

was. that holding so clear a view of the minis-

try of spiritual gifts as Philadelphia does, that

her ministers did not do more iu the way of

general labor. Vet I never got an idea that by

any human arrangement it would be any better

if it were changed tn more activity. The true

principle is to get the individual possessors of

the gift to be more watchful to the openings for

Or inon- faithful and prompt in its per-

formance.

To submit the will ami spirit to that spiritual

and inward discipline ami watchfulness, and so

live a- to he worthy of spiritual openings, ami
•actually receive them as authority for Christian

labor, is a very close work, and a cross bearing
hot congenial to the average worldly spirit.

It is in this age as when the lapse from spir-

ituality came to the primitive church— it is

:onform the standard to suit our con-
ditions, than conform ours Ives to suit the higher
standard. To my mind this modern activity

in lieu of spiritual openings is primarily an
i enthusiasm for

the ideal of the Gospel, without the spiritual

submissiou to tie- inward measure of the Spirit,

in which all truly ordered mini-try has ii- root

and spring."

-( mm vry'of EVENTS.
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During last year
import- w. is >_

:

an. I in Is'.M il (ce»a irai $1 18,789

porta that
during the twelve month- cadi I Twelfth Month 31st,

1895 the arrivals of immigrants in the Unite I States

i ;-J1.5-12. and during the corresponding period

.f the preceding vear 21\'.is3.

Neva. lis sold vield in is'.i", was $1, -220,000.

The recent census of Boston gives that city a puli-

ation of 496,920.

A well-paving gold mine has been in full operation

almost within the city limits of Duliith for the last

few months, and the owners have taken out many
thousands of dollars' worth of metal. The news has

caused considerable excitement in Duluth, and the

surrounding hills will be gone over carefully by pros-

pectors.

Clara Barton and her assistants of the American

National Bed Cross .Society sailed from New York on

the 22nd inst., en route for Constantinople. Their in-

ntion is to distribute American donations among the

ffering and starving Armenians. The Bed Cross

Society is entitle! to right of way and protection.

On the loth instant, Ex-Governor Foraker was

elected U. S. Senator bv the Ohio Legislature to suc-

id Calvin S. Briee.

The Brooklyn Bridge officials experimented re-

cently with a telephone system connecting a moving
rain and the office of Train De-patcher Prince at the

Brooklyn end of the structure. A conversation was

arried on all the way over, and the train was stopped

rithin fourteen seconds after a danger signal had been

irdered hoisted by Prince.

Newell North, said to have been the inventor of the

gimlet point wood screw, which is in common use

everywhere, died at the County Infirmary in Akron,
Ohio, on the loth inst int.

News reached Port Townsend on the 17th instant,

that a vast avalanche of snow swept down from the

ntain tops into Silver Bow Basin, near Juneau,
Alaska, week before last, killing John T. Pearl and
destroying a quartz mill and other property worth

$40,000.
Deaths in this city last week numbered 537, which

is 48 more than the previous week and 65 more than

corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
I. it.

-J74 were males and 20;-! females: 85 died of

pneumonia; 58 of consumption ; 57 of heart disease;

2 ol diphtheria : 20 of convulsions ; 19 of bronchitis
;

8 of old age ; 16 of apoplexy ; 14 of inflammation of

the brain ; 12 of paralysis; 12 of inanition ; 12 of croup;
11 of cancer; 11 of nephritis, and 9 of uraemia.

Market*, &e.—U. S. 2's, 96 a 98; 4's, 1907, reg., 108.5

a 110; coupon 1093 a 111; 4's, 1925, 116 a 117J; 5's,

reg., lllf a 112}; coupon, 112J a 113| ;
currency 6's,

100 a 109.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners on a basis of

V cts per pound for middling uplands.
Feed.— Spot bran ranged from $12.50 to 513.25 per

ton for winter in bulk and spring in bulk.
Flock.— Winter super, $235 a $2.50; do., extras,

$2.60 a $2.85
;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.25

;

do., do., straight. $3.30 a $3.40
; Western winter, clear,

S3 15 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent, $3.50 a $3. To ; spring, dear, $2.65 a $3.20;
do., straight, $3.20 a $3 35

; do., patent, $3.35 a $.3.60
;

do., favorite brands higher; eitv mills, extra, $2.50 a
$2 73; do., clear, $3.15 a $3.30 ; do., straight, $3.30 a
$3. 50 ;.!..., patent, $3.60 a $3.85. Rye Flour.—Choice
IVnn'a, $2 65 per bhl. Buckwheat Flour.— $1.30
a $1,50 per 100 pounds for new. as to quality.
GbaiN.—No. 2 red wheat. 6s 1

. a lis

No. 2 mixed corn, 33
J
a 33Jc.

No. 2 white oats, 24} a 21',r.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4t a 4fc;
medium, 4 a 4|c; common, 3J a 3{o.

Sheep and Lambs.—Ex tra^ 3|a 4c; good, 3} a 3Jc;
medium, •_••< a 3c ; < lmon 2 a 2',c. Limbs, 3 a 5£e.

Hoqs. 5j a 6c. for all Western.
FOREIGN.

—

\ nited Press despatches sent from Lon-
d. n on the L8th instant, announce that Sir Augustus
Hemming, the new Governor of British Guiana, will
-:.

1
I .r Georgetown mi Second Mouth 26th. Governor

Hemming will be authorized to treat with Venezuela
with respect to the boundary dispute, it Venezuela
will negotiate with him. Overtures, there is good
reason to believe, will be made through Brazil to the

-
i em to bring < rovernor Hemming

1 communication with the Venezuelan Gov-
ernment. Ii,, amionneed on good authority that Lord
Salisbury will propose a joint commission to mark the
x enezuelan fn ntier. Ii i|,i. co,„mi-si,.n fail, to reach
complete agreement, the contention will be submitted
to a third power lor settlement.

Si i retary Chamberlain ha, .lire, led Governor Rnb-
!"*""• "f'bel ape Colony, in addition ,,, ,. „ar.| imM he

I' subjects under arrest in the Trans-
vaal, to g,ve equal attention to the American and

e.l f,

lall I

a!

Belgian prisoners, in accordance with the requests <

their respective governments.

The English flying squadron is commissioned fc

three years, and it is not intended that it shall

stationed long at any one point. The squadron

sists of the first-class battle-ships Revenge and

Oak, the first-class cruisers Theseus and Gibraltar,

secmd-class cruisers Charybdis and Hermione

torpedo-boat destroyers. The pennant of Rear
miral Pale is carried on the Revenge.

Charles Thomas Floquet, formerly President of t

French Council of .Ministers, Minister of the Inlerii

and President of the Chamber of Deputies, died

Paris on the 18th instant.

Norway is the best telephoned country in the worl

in spite of the fact that 70 per cent, of its area is

cultivatable, and another 24 per cent, is forest.

one exchange for every 7,812 inhabitants, and

telephone to each 40 inhabitants—8| times the

bar in this country.

A German, Felix Moral, has secured the (

from the Shah of Persia to construct a roadway fro

Bagdad to Teheran, the concession to last for seve

five years. Moral has the privilege of charging

and of erecting any kind of a transportation servii

steam or electric. He has als i the right to build

steam or electric road to the northern suburbs of ti

Persian capital. It is believed he will make a lar

fortune.

A 634-karat diamond, the finest ever found in A

rica, was di,covered at dagger, f.mieiii. in the Trai

vaal, on Twelfth Month 26th. When cut it is expect)

it will be worth $1,500,000.

A despatch of the 14lh instant from Sydney, N.

W., says that the weather on that day was the hotti

on record, and there had been many deaths from su(,.

stroke.

The Cuban rebels have cut telegraph wires and t

up railway tracks, cutting otf all communication I

tween Havana and the iate.ior. Official eommuni.
ti.m with the outlying provinces is by steamship.

General Weyler is to succeed General Campos I

the conduct of the war in Cuba. The Governmil
will give him 20 battalions of infantry, 25 squadrc]

of cavalry and several mountain batteries. Fresh 1

inforcements will be sent to Cuba.
A despatch from St. Johns, N. F., of the 15th, sa4

" Reports of severe destitution come from all parts

;

the coast. The Telegram, the Government organ, efl

fesses that a thousand families are starving in t
j

city, and urges that prompt measures be taken tostfl

thousands who are perishing. The western sh ?

frozen herring fishery is a total failure, owing to
1

g

absence of cold weather. Only a few American I
sels have been loaded."

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—Forconveniej

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage 1

1

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.
j

and 2.53 and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met wlj

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ce]
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. Tore]
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone 1

Zebedee Haines, Sup' I

Rooms and Board in Friend's family, 3419 H
ilton St., West Philadelphia.

Friends' Select School.— The next term
commence on Third-day, Second Month 4th, I
For information in regard to vacancies apply at i

School office, or address the Superintendent.
J. Henry Bartlett, Sup''

140 N. Sixteenth St.

Died, on the eleventh of Twelfth Month, 189;)
his home, Ridgeview, nearMuncy, Pa., Jesse Hal

f.

He was a deeply interested member of the relig ;>

Society of Friends, for many years filling the impor It

positions of elder and overseer with dignity and so jl

judgment, besides being used in various other servi
iu his meeting and neighborhood. His character

jj
a rare blending of courtesy and gentleness with a B
maintenance of every conviction sealed upon his )•

science by the Holy Spirit ; his life a bright exao*
of all embracing Christian love.

, Twelfth Month 9th, 1S95, at Livermore, -i

Henry A. Knowi.es, aged eighty-four years and Da

months. Born in Rhode Island, he went with*
parents to New York at the age of ten ;

and real
in Michigan from 1836 to 1855. A local paper s tj

" He was a Quaker and a consistent Christian, 1(9

and respected by his many friends."

I
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PLAINNESS AND SIMPLICITY.

John Richardson, an eminent minister among
o - early Friends, says, " I have seen several

conges of fashion in forty years' time. Our
fit Friends and promoters of Truth came out

iithe Lord's work and heavenly power plain,

a!i generally continued so for their time. But,

als! how soon there appeared an alteration, in

sue men especially, when the weight of suffer-

h; was over. It then began to appear, and
flui time to time has continued to increase

e-;r since among some professing Truth with

u' not only in extravagant wigs with much
pvder in them, but also in cross-pockets, need-

le) capes and divers cuts and shapes in their

c.thingin conformity to the prevailing fashions

uthe times.
' I well remember in my younger years, es-

P'ially in great towns and cities, I have met
wh females who professed Truth with us, who
hi but very little covering on their heads, and

p haps bare-necked. How can our love to and
fi;hin Christ be true and sound, when our prac-

tis is so reverse to the practice and example
o.Christ and his apostles, which they thus in-

ccated, ' Be not conformed to this world, but
b ye transformed by the renewing of your
md, that ye may prove what is that good and
aeptableand perfect will of God.'

"

lioudon Yearly Meeting, in an epistle to its

nmbers, in 1703, thus wrote, "And this meet-

ii, being under a deep sense that pride and
tl vain customs and fashions of the world pre-

v 1 over some under our profession, particularly

ii.he excess of apparel and furniture, doth ear-

ntly recommend that all who make profession

othe Truth, take care to be exemplary in what
tly wear and what they use, so as to avoid the

v n customs of the world, and all extravagancy
ucolor and fashion, and keep themselves in

rpect thereof, spotless and blameless, adorniug
tlir profession in all modesty and sobriety

;

al that all parents be watchful over their

c ldren anil careful not to suffer them to get
u into pride and excess, but to keep them to

tit decent plainness which becomes the people

oUod.that the sin of the children may not lie

ion their parents, nor they be exposed to ruin
h their parents' neglect."
Again, in 1708, the same dignified body of

laborers in the Lord's cause writes, " We desire

your godly care for the due education and safety

of your children within the bounds and limits

of Truth in all respects may be continued and
increased among you, and that parents be ex-

emplary to their children, in keeping out of the

vain fashions, customs and pride of the world,

by adorning themselves modestly and in plain-

ness, according to the simplicity of Truth re-

ceived by us in the beginning."

When Henry Hull was in Ireland, a few

years after what is called the Irish Rebellion,

he remarks, " In these calamitous times, fashion-

able clothing of an expensive kind was rather

a passport to death than to honor, and at all

times it is more an evidence of a weak under-

standing than of a sound mind, for neither re-

ligion nor reason point it out as a means to

promote the usefulness of the wearer. The great

departure from plainness which is evident among
many of our young people, is rather a proof of

their folly and ignorance, than of wisdom, since

it is beneath the dignity and nobility of a Chris-

tian mind to be so much employed about, and

pleased with, the covering of the body. The
testimony of our Society to a simple, useful and

not expensive, manner of dressing and living,

is grounded in the Truth, and innovations will

never be able to sap the foundations or over-

throw it. I would recommend to my dear young
Friends to endeavor to see from whence those

desires arise which lead them to follow and copy

after the fantastical dresses and habits which

are so continually changing. Surely, simplicity

and self-denial become a people called to bear

a testimony to the purity of the religion of Je-

sus Christ." The exterior appearance is often

an index of the mind, and if the inside of the

cup and platter be made clean, the outside will

be'clean also; and conformity to the world in

any of its corrupt ways and fashions, i- not a

being transformed as the Scriptures of Truth

exhort."

John Woolman records in his Journal that

'•At our Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia, on the

twenty-fifth day of the Ninth Month, 1764,

John Smith, of"Marlborough, aged upwards of

eighty years, a faithful minister, stood up in

our Meeting of Ministers and Elders, and appear-

ing to be under a great exercise of spirit, in-

formed Friends in substance as follows, " That

he had been a member of the Society upwards

of sixty years, and well remembered that, in

those early times, Friends were a plain, lowly-

minded people, and that there was much ten-

derness and contrition in their meetings. That,

at twenty years from that time, the Society in-

creasing in wealth, and in some degree conform-

ing to the fashions of the world, true humility

was less apparent, and their meetings in gene-

ral not so lively and edifying. That, at the end

of forty years, many of them were grown very

rich. That wearing fine, costly garments be-

came customary with them and their sons and

their daughters, and many of the Society made

a specious appearance in the world, which marks

of outward wealth aud greatness appeared on

some in our Meetings of Ministers and Elders.

And, as these things became more prevalent,

so the powerful overshadowings of the Holy
Ghost were less manifest in the Society. That
there had been a continued increase of these

ways of life, even until now, and that the weak-

ness which had overspread the Society and the

barrenness manifest among us, is matter of much
sorrow."

John Banks, one of the early ministers in the

Society of Friends, in a testimony to the Truth,

which he gave forth about the year 1071, says,

"The practice of the world is to change from

fashion to fashion, in pride of apparel, meats

and drinks, to see who can exceed each other

in pride and high-mindedness.
" The practice of those who truly fear the

Lord, is to be plain and decent in their apparel,

not given to change, as they of the world are,

nor to wear anything but what becomes the

Truth and may tend to adorn the Gospel of our

Lord Jesus Christ."

And in the same paper he exhorts parents to

" train their children up in the fear of the Lord
and teach them the plain language of thee and
thou to every single person."

Elizabeth Stirredge, in the account she has

left of her religious experience, says, " I was

left of my tender father, with hardly any friend,

and in my distress and affliction, willing to have

a little rest and comfort, I lent an ear to the

enemy of my soul, and let my mind go forth

after fine clothes. When it was drawn out it

went without limit, and when I decked myself

as finely and as choice as I could, it would

hardly give me content, for when I had one

new thing, and saw another or a third, I was

as desirous of it as for the former, and so ever

unsatisfied. The lying enemy had promised me
rest and peace, but could not give it ; a liar he

is and ever was. My soul is at enmity with him.

The Lord preserve me out of his snares, and my
house also, forever."

Joseph Pike, who had been preciously visited

by the Spirit of the Lord when quite young,

says that, when fourteen or fifteen years of age,

he was more allured by the pleasures aud vani-

ties of the world. Among other things, he says,

" I was inclined to take pleasure in fine apparel

and the likes, as I could get them, of which I

remember a particular instance. Having got

a pretty fine, new coat, the spirit of pride arose

in me, and passing along the street (I remem-

ber the place), I thought myself, as the saying

is, somebody, but amidst these vain and foolish

thoughts, I was in an instant struck as with an

arrow from the Lord, and it swiftly passed

through my mind after this manner, 'Poor

wretch ! was not Jesus Christ, the Lord of heaven

and earth, meek and low of heart, and his ap-

pearance mean on earth ? He was not proud

aud high. Wilt thou, poor worm, be high and

proud of thyself or clothes?' These thoughts

so wounded my spirit that I went home very

sonowful and dejected.

"And I bear my testimony, that the adorning

of the body with fine apparel and fashionable
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cut.*, as well as superfluity in household furni-

ture i* utterly inconsistent with thai plainness

which the holy Truth leads into. It led our

ancients out ofsuch things anil to testify against

them." .

Sophia Hume, in an address to the inhabit-

ants of South Carolina, Bays, " When it pleased

the Lord to visit my soul, and to appear to me

in his glory, the view of which discovered to me

my own unworthiness, and caused me not only

to despise and abhor myself, but my splendid

apparel also. 1 had now no delight in dress

and ornament, nor other things I had usually

taken much pleasure in. True Christianity,

which I began to be acquainted with, set a

bound to niv denies, and directed me to plain-

ness before I had any intention of joining the

Society of the people'called Quakers."

REFUSE AND REDUCE.

The Mayor of this city " points out that in

Philadelphia there are only 1,354 licensed grog-

shops, whereas in this city there are nearly

8,000." Tin- Excise Board has under consid-

eration a plan for cutting down the number.

Any plan to reduce the number should receive

tin- support of every friend of temperance,

whatever his views id' the abstract question of

prohibition. The harm done by saloous is not

altogether the direct result of the amount of

liquor sold. The saloon itself is a center and

source of every form of vice. The more there

are, and the more widely distributed, the more
the plague spots. A hundred cases of conta-

gious disease in one hundred parts of a city,

would do a great deal more harm than one

hundred in a single tenement house.

—

N. Y.

Advocate.

I \ I 1:1 CHOICE A ( HOICE FOREVER.
PerJiaps there is no power which most per-

sons are more jealous of than that id' their right

of choice. If tiny did but stop to think about
it, they might see that every time they exercise

their pet right of choice they are putting bonds
upon this very faculty; they are loading it

with a weight which makes it a little lop-sided,

and gives it a sit for action next time it is

called upon. The boy who decides to play
"for keeps" is loading his will a little on the
Bide which makes men gamble; the college man
win. decides to cheat at examination is loading
bis will i n the side which makes men forgers and
thieves; the young woman who decides to wit

' plaj whose moral tendency has seemed
doubtful, is giving her will a set in the direc-
tion which comes to approve and delight in

spectacles which once Beei rried low and out of
tune with a refined nature. The power of right

choice is thus self-impaired. The choice seems
always to bo there as tree as ever, but it is a
choice much determined by previous determi-

Mm thus bee 's tin- prisoner of his
own past Hi- every choice is a grim jailer who
put- one more gyve on bis Bubsequenl move-
nt ni-. In greater or less degree, his choice i-

a choice forever. If one want- in be free In

decide to do right, tie- more he fetters hi- evil

propensities by righl decisions the better; and
the mon he fetters hi- possibilities for decid-
ing rightly, tie worse for him. Tl timer

dee tor Cod ami the right, thi

i" er, more exultant i- he in ehi i Bing to be
•andn. d like. " Tin- truth shall make

you free."

By this -hall all men know thai ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one to another.

A Suggestive Incident,

Several ministers have asked me to give an

account of the case of A. H. Marsh Edwards,

who came on from England about three years

ago, and was introduced at the Preachers' Meet-

ing by you. He was a Congregational minister

in England. He came to this country seeking

work in connection with the Methodist Episco-

pal Church. He gave evidence that he had

preached in first-class pulpits in Loudon and in

other English cities, and proved himself to be a

man of fiue abilities. I was then engaged in

the City Church Extension work, and gave him

a field of labor on Long Island, beyond the city

limits, the appointment being afterward sanc-

tioned by Presiding Elder Adams. The people

rallied from far and near to listen to his preach-

ing.

He had been in the habit of taking liquor in

England, according to their custom, and especi-

ally before going into the pulpit, until he had

been overcome and lost his position, and came

here for the purpose of starting anew in the

work and freeing himself entirely from his old

habit. After laboring two or three months he

was attacked with malaria. The physician pre-

scribed whiskey and quinine; that overthrew

him, and he became intoxicated. This being

repeated several times, he was requested by the

officials at Floral Park to resign. He did so.

Another man was appointed in his place. He
became so disheartened that he went into the

city and commenced drinking, continued until

taken by an officer to a hotel, where he passed

through a week of severe sickness. Here, on

Saturday afternoon, he telegraphed to me.

In haste I went, finding him in a sad plight.

He laid his heart open to me in great penitence.

I told the clerk in the house to take care of

him until Monday morning, and give him no
drop of liquor. I would then come, settle the

bill, and take him away. So, on Monday rnorn-

ning, taking Goodenough, of Nostrand
Avenue Church, with me, I went to the place,

took Edwards in a carriage, and removed him
to Bunt's Home for Inebriates, where he re-

mained for six weeks, professing to receive the

blessing of a clean heart. He became very
popular in the Institute, won the confidence and
affection of all, and preached and lectured a

number of times, to the great delight of all the

inmates. When sending for me again, with

flowing tears he asked if I thought there was a
single opportunity left for him on earth to enter
tin- work of his choice, and do something for

( blast's kingdom. I said, " If you will go to a
Prohibition State, away from temptation, and
strictly adhere to your vow, ' Touch not, taste

not, handle not,' you may yet become a useful

man." He responded, " I will never taste it

again on earth, by the help of God. I shall not
take it, even if prescribed by a physician." I

wrote to Dr. McKee, a presiding elder in Upper
Iowa Conference, stating the case to him in
full. He answered, "Send him along; I'll give

|

him work." He went, entered his field imme-
diately, and became very popular and very
useful.

Later he was admitted to the Conference, and
Bending for his mother and the Christian lady
to whom he had been engaged in England (and
whom he married on her arrival in this coun-
try i, established a delightful home. His church
and congregation greeted him with the heartiest
of welcomes, ami with rare sympathy and affec-
tion. With them he successfully and lovingly
labored, winning the hearts of the church and
the public, and when, at a still later date, he

was stricken down with typhoid fever, of whic
:

he died, the whole community gathered to weti

with the mourners, and express their great so
i

row over their loss.

—

D. W Couch in Christia

Advocate.

Flatbcsh, L. I.

For "The Friend.'

Extracts from Letters Written by Glarksc

;

Sheppard to a Friend.

"Ninth Month 2H, 1895.

" How it would tend to the rejoicing of bu>

dened hearts and spirits to see more of a stir
}

the bosoms of our young Friends, like that
\.

the camp of Dan formerly, by the Spirit of tl '

Lord, which would induce a yielding of then

selves to the cross of Christ, with a coming i

into good liking, in a faithful support of tlj

doctrines and testimonies of the early Frien
i—being primitive Christianity revived—in the

original simplicity and spirituality. What
t

hopeful sign this would be, and how it wou i

tend to the welfare of our young people and
j

the help of the Society in this day of discou

agement and of hanging the harps as upon t.j

willows.
" Is it not to be feared that, if the testimoni

of our Society are ignored or given up, that t

principles, too, will become shaky and final

relinquished ? In other words, that, proceedii

from the same root, they must be maintained

fall together.
" I have again read ' The Life of Tauleri

with much interest, and, I hope, instruction

Have we got much beyond the spiritual insig

granted to some in that day and near it, int.

the mystery of godliness, which, saith the api

tie, ' is Christ in you, the hope of glory ?'

" One sentence from Taulerus is worth t[

pi ice cf the book, viz: ' One hour's tuition u

der this Heavenly Instructor is of more val'i

to me than all the instruction I can gain fix

men to the end of time.' How apt and full

meaning is the declaration of Paul, ' That whi

is to be known of God is manifest in man, f l

God hath shown it unto him.'

"

"Ninth Month 19ih, 1895

"How greatly I can sympathize in fello

feeling with thee, in a humiliating, painful ser

of poverty and unworthiness! I suppose '

need, dear friend, often to be made sensible

our own nothingness, in order that we ml
freshly be made to feel our great and filial c

pendence upon the one holy and onmipote

Arm, and thus, in infinite mercy, be renewed

the spirit of our minds."
In allusion to the electrical storms, with the

destruction of life, and an earthquake, sot
1

weeks before, that was felt over many of o

States, he says, " How powerful, mysterious ai'

unsearchable is that all-wise Providence, wi|

whom 'the nations are as a drop of a bucke

and who ' taketb up the isles as a very lit

thing.' How instructively Cowper writes,' Whj
is his creation less than a capacious reservoir

means, formed for his use and ready at 1

will?' etc.

" Where are the successors from the ranks
[

our dear young Friends to come forth, at

standing for the law and the testimony, m !

supply the places of the ancient who are fii

passing from the church militant?
" Why is this once favored portion of religic

society permitted to degenerate ? Is the Lon

hand shortened ? Is bis grace less sufficient)!

all our needs? Was the fault our own? fcj

"John Griffith, in his Journal, represents th

in the year 1734, there were one hundred fire
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jpearances in the ministry. What but unfaith-

ttuess on our part has led to such a lapsed con-

, ion f Oh, that it would please the Head of

fe Church, in his mercy, to turn our captivity

i the streams of the South."

For "The Friend."

The Report of the Indian Rights Association

f- 1895 is cheerful in its tone. It thinks the

rtlook for the future was never more hopeful.

lis is due in part to the extension of civil

svice reform to the Indian Department. In

r'erence to this it says: "The Indians of our

cintry have by their utter feebleness, their ig-

urance of our language and customs, of all

tit would protect them against wrong and

rjbery, drawn to themselves the vultures of

t; white race, who have fed upon them as

bids of prey upon defenceless animals. The
oiy efficient means of protection that we, as a

piple can give them, is education in a kuowl-

e;e of industrial pursuits and of right ways of

liing; and by insisting on a governmental

Snagement of their affairs, from which the

hue of the spoils system shall be excluded dur-

ii the period of transition from barbarism to

tfilization."

The Report of the Secretary of the Interior

Nommends the extension of the civil service

relations; and that the tenure of office of the

Iliau agents be conditioned only upon the

ft hful discharge of their duties. He suggests

ao that agents be authorized to assign lands

ii.severalty to Indians upon reservations just

si soon as they are ready and willing to take

ckrge of it.

During the year there has been a decided in-

c ase in the school attendances. The total

nnber of children enrolled, exclusive of the

K\v York Indians and the five civilized tribes,

iswenty-three thousand and thirty-six.

The Association had undertaken the legal

dence of seven Indian policemen on the Chey-
ene River agency. They had been sent by
tl Agent to arrest a white ruffian who had

hl.rly murdered his Indian wife. He resisted

aest and assaulted the police, and was killed

ithe conflict. They were indicted for murder,
ail the prosecution was pushed by the District

Airney in "a very malicious spirit." The
juv

r acquitted five of the accused, and convicted

M of assault.

The Report deals at some length with the

c:e of the Bannock Indians who were arrested

b the local authorities of Wyoming for a vio-

laon of the State laws respecting hunting. The
Cirts have since decided that the rights of the

Iuans, guaranteed by the United States Gov-
eiment, are superior to State laws, and that

tly have a legal right to hunt in the mountains
oliVyorning.

r'he motive which induces the white settlers

tcendeavor to keep the Indians out of the

lttmtains is thus explained :
" Nine-tenths of

tlni derive their main support from game-
hating tourists, for whom they act as guides,

et, at high prices. These tourists leave thous-
ails of dollars among them annually, and are

irreasing in numbers and eagerness to get a
hi elk, and get his horns at any price.

Vhat is known as Jackson's Hole, is an ir-

nular tract along the Snake River in Wy-
oming, completely shut in by high mountains.
Ilis the favorite winter resort of the large
giae in that section, there being no oth
a liable feeding ground for them when the
d p snows fill the mountains,

"he Indian population of the United States,

exclusive of Alaska, is two hundred and fifty-

one thousand nine hundred and seven; of these

about fifty thousand have received allotments

of land in severalty.

Among the acts passed at the last session of

Congress, which affected the interests of the In-

dians, was one authorizing negotiations with

the Ogden Land Company, with a view to pur-

chase whatever interest they may be found to

possess in the Cataraugus aud Allegheny Ki-.-i i-

vations.

Owing to the failure of crops, much suffering

was reported early in the year, as existing among
the Navajos Indians. The Association had sent

a special agent to investigate the situation, and
his report led to a prompt supply of some of

their most pressing needs.

Approving mention is made of the efforts of

the agent on the Omaha and Winnebago res-

ervations in Nebraska, to protect his people in

a contest with a land company who had leased

their lands at a very low rate for five years.

This proposal had never been laid before the

Winnebago Council or the Agent. The Com-
pany had sublet some of the lands at a great

advance. When the cases were brought before

the U. S. Court, all the decisions were in favor

of the Agent. The Report says, "The unflinch-

ing way in which the Department has backed

up its Agent in spite of attempts in high political

cpiarters, to bully it into making concessions,

is a wholesome sign of the times."
" One thing which any visitor to the Southern

Ute Reservation must note, is the suggestion

there found of the possibilities of a post-trader's

store as an instrument of civilization. The only

storekeeper for several years past who has had

faith enough in the stability of things on the

reservation to take any enterprising step, is the

present one, George H. Kraus. The building

which his predecessors had used he discarded

as too small and incouvenient ; and allowing it

to remain as an ell, he put up a new and very

creditable main building, which he stocked,

not with the mere necessaries of subsistence

known to the Indians, but with a liberal supply

of white men's goods: soaps of the better sort,

hair and toothbrushes, tables, cups and saucers,

bedsteads and mattresses, attractive shawls for

the women, and cheap but neat-looking blue

flannel suits for the men, were among the fea-

tures of this display. He took as much pains

with their arrangement on his shelves and in his

show-ca^es as if they had been intended to cap-

ture the best custom of a white village. The
effect promptly showed itself. Curiosity was

developed among his Indian customers, espec-

ially among the women, who are by no means
unintelligent as a rule. To stimulate this instinct,

and also to satisfy it in a measure, he fell into

the habit of leaving the doors of his living

quarters open, so that all could look in and see

what use he made of the various conveniences

of table and toilet. It was not long before one

of the more inquisitive of his visitors was moved
to buy some of the same things for her own
tepee. This excited emulation in another, and

so on. Then he began to turn the tide of fashion

to still more profitable account by refusing to

sell a mattress to an Indian who had not a bed-

stead to put it on, or a plate, cup and saucer

where there was no table. Of course, in nearly

every case, the bedstead and the table had to

come out of his own stock, but the Indian who
bought them was lifted off the ground by the

purchase, so that the profit to the storekeeper's

till was at the same time a modest investment

in civilization. More than one Indian brave,

who has declined to exchange blanket and leg-

gings tor the musty-fusty, dirt colored, uninvit-

ing garments which the Government doles out

to him 'Oi issue-day, has come into the trader's

store, bought a blue flannel suit, retired to the

back room and put it on, and walked proudly

out to exhibit himself to his fellows.

" There was not a sewing-machine on the res-

ervation. The storekeeper bought one and

learned how to use it. Then he turned field

matron on his own account, aud invited all the

squaws who wished to come in and see him sew.

Every one of his visitors, of course, wanted a

chance to play with the new toy. They all

caught the idea promptly, and, at the expense

of a irw broken needles, he soon had the whole

population of the agency flocking to the store,

buying calico, and making it up into new
gowns."

Refuge and Strength for All.

No one can be wholly just, for the world we

judge cannot be wholly heard. The city of

refuge secured to offending men a hearing. It

is the want of a hearing that the world groans

under. The ancient bronze knocker on the

door of the Durham Cathedral had but to be

touched by a fugitive that he might feel secure

from retribution until his case was heard. So

a knocker ought to be on the door of every

man's heart, not that he should coddle the

criminal, but simply that his neighbor who
seems blameworthy should be heard before he

is blamed. The more helpless and the less ca-

pable of self-defense the alleged offender is, the

more accessible should his place of refuge be.

How many a child in the home is without such

a refuge! He has loving parents, but there is

no knocker on the door of their heart which he

may touch, that, until his case is understood, a

stay of proceedings against him may be made.

In the nature of the case, the child's undevel-

oped physiology, his inexperience and his self-

activity," render him, of all offenders, the one

most likely to seem designingly evil, and yet

the least likely to be so. Ought not the child

to be the very first and foremost claimant upon

our sense of justice ? " Justice is the whole secret

of success in governments," says Simms, "as

absolutely essential to the training of an infant

as to the" control of a mighty nation." Many
parents and others act as though they were

afraid that looking into a child's case, for the

purpose of being just to him, were indulgence

that might lead to his ruin. But there is far

greater danger of ruin through injustice. Says

Carlyle, "It is the feeling of injustice that is

insupportable to all men. . . . It is not

the outward pain of injustice ; that, were it even

the flaying of the back with knotted scourges,

the severing of the head with guillotines, is

comparatively a small matter. The real smart

is the soul's pain and stigma, the hurt inflicted

on the moral self." God provided cities of

refuge, where all within the borders of ancient

Israel could flee and be heard. Old England

still exhibits a knocker on the cathedral door

of safety. Ought not every home aud every

school, and every place where a child may be

found, to have its refuge, where infant troubles

may be inquired into, and where justice may be

claimed? What a blessing it is to know that,

though this world so poorly provides places of

refuge, "God is our refuge and strength !"

—

S.

S. Times.

Do not live or act so

|
Spirit of God.

grieve the Holy
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tor "THE FKIESD."

Another Ramble in North Carolina.

We have not undertaken any very long walks

; ,mn, forafter the great heat of

summer one does not readily take to tramps ot

more than eight or nine miles at a time. How-

ever, inclination is not lacking, for with such

lovely weather as we have bad and are having,

- almost to force herself to remain in-

doors at all.

Well may the artist try to imitate nature,

but he can never really portray her many

varied forms, for in his picture there is a still-

ness, while nature is always in motion. The trees

bend in greeting to one another, and whisper

softly in cadence glad at the new life that is to

be, or murmur Badly when their .lay is pearly

over, and the leave- rustle beneath one's step.

.lu-t now the woods are ablaze with ml and

gold, all the colors possible, from light yellow

to mange, and bright scarlet to the deepest

tint- ; each hush seem- vying with the other in

splendor. Foremost is 'the sweet gum, sour

wood, sumach, and the red and yellow maple;

the oaks giving a sombre shade with a dash of

red here and there. Then there are innumera

ble smaller bushes, which are scarcely noticeable

bul each has its own place to fill—

a

of red here, a spray of yellow there,

filling up .-paces and making the autumn land-

scape perfect. The green of the pine pushes its

way between as if planted at regular intervals,

so that when the other leaves have fallen, the

bleakness will not be so perceptible.

The swamp dogwood (Euonymus), is also in

its prime, its strawberry-like seed receptacles

have burst open, displaying the four or five

bright red -red.- which hang for quite a while by

a slender thread.

Many (lowers peep out from among the leaves.

What is commonly known as Black-eyed Susan,

61* nderGerardia, a wild Coreopsis and a small,

bluu Lobelia have just gone out. The Golden

Rod Mill holds its feathery plumes erect all

along the wayside. Then there are the common
White Asters ami several kinds of Blue, one, a

bluish purple, is more rare. The snake-root

and scarlet Lobelia are seen occasionally, the

latter growing in swampy places. And last, but

surely not least, are the two kinds of Blue
Gentians, quite common, but always favorites.

There is al>o a greciii.-h white variety which we
found recently, probably Ot ntiana ochroleuca.

There is something very peaceful in the

woods.
,: When BOmmer gathers nji her robe- of plory,

\n 1 like a ilrc.on of beauty glides away."

The familiar song of bird- Hits only at inter-

val- to u-, as many have migrated to warmer
regions. The mocking birds and sparrows still

linger, in fact they are with us all the year
round. A few smaller birds enliven the woods
with their cheerful twitter. We often frighten

up a flock of quails thai have 1" en !'• eding on
the grain fields, but I believe the good they do
in ridding us of insect pests is sufficient com-
pensation for the grain they eat. The black-
birds, though, ar.- very annoying to the farmer
who has rice. Through the stillness we some-
times h'ar the bark of dogs a- they track some
helpless creature, bul sympathy suddenly
vanishes when we fancy a bear may be the foe.

Bruin has a partiality for hogs hereabi
The harvesting is nearly over, -.:

COtton, and here and there a .-imwv field .

away into the di , banging 1 osely
in the bolls, waiting for the pickers.

• >< r h" y CO even, and the

younger members tried by every possible excuse

to persuade the older ones to explore some un-

traversed nook in the forests, to wander off to

find teaberries, or to follow them in their wild

scamper up and down the hills. By nightfall

some of the overflowing exuberance of youth

had been quieted, the older ones knowing that

after all slow and steady wins the race.

E. F. P.

Tenth Month, 1895.

LOWLY BUT ASPIRING.
Mine may not lie the shining of the sun,

Lighting the pathway of great worlds afar
;

No mure of moon's lull light, when day is done,

Nor vet the golden twinkling of a slar;

But if a glow-worm's soft and steady light

Be only mine to give in sweet content—

A liny giow-w..mi's shining in the night

—

To break the gloom for some poor pilgrim sent,

Perchance in ways Time's saintly feet have trod,

I still may lead some soul to heaven and God.

Mine may not be the beauty of the rose,

Fragrant and fresh with morning's dewy balm,

Nor orange hlossoms pure as falling snows,

And sweet as ever strain of wedding psalm;

But if in lowliness my whole life through

A lily of ihe valley I may he

—

A lily of the valley to a few—
In some spring hour of gladness drawn to me,

I slid may hope, through God's good-will and grace.

To woo some soul to seek and find his fare.

I am what God has made me, and I know
I have a place and time, a work and way.

So, with a happy heart, I would hestow

My humble meed of blessing while I may.
Content each golden day to find my place,

Do well my work, and mark my way with love.

To he what God would have me, by his grace,

Serenely climbing to the hills above,

And there, as his great blessing, I shall see

Crowned ones, won to their crowning by my plea.

Christian Work.

IF! IF!

If every boy and every girl,

Arising with ihe sun,

.Should plan this dav to do alone

The good deeds to be done.

Should scatter smiles and kindly words,

Strong, helpful hands should lend,

And to each other's wants and cries

Attentive ears should lend,

If every man and woman too,

Should join these workers small,

O what a Mood of happiness
Upon our earth would fall.

Hi

And joy i us smiling laces, too,

Would greet us everywhere.

1 do believe the very sun

Would shine more clear and bright,

And every little twinkling star

Would shed a softer light.

Hut we, instead, must watch to see,

If other folks are true,

And thus neglect so much that God
Intends for us to do.

— Golden

Growth of Love by Outgiving. Love
grow;, by giving, not by getting. We love most
those for whom we do most, rather than those
who do most for us. We are grateful for service

rendered to us. We are loving toward those to
whom we render service. If we would increase
the hive of another toward us, we can best cora-
<•< ii by getting thai one to do something for
us.

^

The bear! grows by outgoing rather than
by intaking. Parents and teachers, as well as
friend- ami lovers, would do well to bear this
truth in mind.

—

S. S. Times.

"Perpetual Peace."

The London Chronicle proposes that provisio :

for " perpetual peace" be made between the Ei

ropean and American divisions of the Angle

Saxon race. This is a great thought, inlinitel

more worthy of the two most powerful natioi

,

of the earth than the challenge of homicidij

combat.
Blood is thicker than water, and though tl

stream that courses through American arteriesl

somewhat mixed, we are predominantly Saxo ,

We believe in the Saxon race, we believe in tl|

Saxon language, literature, civilization, gover

ment, and in the Saxon conscience and mora

We have confidence in the future of the Euglis

'

speaking peoples bearing rule in every quart;

of the globe.

Say what we will against England when o 1

blood is up—and we can be very severe ail

very sarcastic—our hearts throb in sympatl

with her people whenever her supremacy
j

threatened. Our judgment sometimes fails
|

support her when her policy seems oppressi

of weaker nations, but in our heart of hearts'

believe that everywhere her rule is benefice!
(

Her conquest of Burniah was in the interest

,

simple humanity, her ultimatum to Ashanl|

means the end of savagery, her protectors;

over Uganda insures the end of devastati

inter-tribal wars. She does rule with a lat

humanity. Witness the difference between tj

treatment which Dr. Jameson, now dishonot

for his unsuccessful invasion of the Transva:

accorded to the poor blacks of Bechuanalai

and the cruelty toward them which charaet

izes the Boer Government.

There is more unity, feeling and sympat

in thought and purpose in high ideals of hum

government and human progress between Ei 1

land and the United States than between eitl

;

of them and any other nation. It is true tltj

the sun never sets on the Queen's dominio-,

but the fact provokes no jealousy in us. I
1

|

like to have the English language and lite?

ture, English institutions and customs extent
:

,

as widely as justice and our own national I

terests will permit. When British power asse)

itself too vigorously and too arbitrarily iu So'

t

America, we intervene to prevent possible ;

justice to Venezuela, and we say, let the Cr

flicting claims to the same territory be submit 1

to arbitration. We differ, but we ought to
|j|

fer, not as enemies, but as friends.

More than four-score years lie between I

two nations and their last conflict. We h:3

drawn closer together in peace. We have cc 9

to understand and appreciate each other bet'.

Let us make a bond to keep the peace. Ku -

ing how easily we can fire the sensibilities f

Englishmen, and how they can make our r

tioual pride flame up in quick resentment, is

wise to provide a safeguard, and this is top

found in the proposal for a permanent in
j-

national tribunal of arbitration.

English opinion does not, after the first el
-

lition of feeling is over, altogether support L i

Salisbury's flat refusal of arbitration. Sir .'-

ward Clarke, M. P., ex-Solicitor-General, s {a

if war had resulted, Great Britain would t

have been in the right. Professor Shaw «

( >xford University, frankly admits that the i-

ger of President Cleveland was unnecessa f

provoked by the British claim, which waswrc ,

Even the London Times declares that theScln
•

burgk line may be abandoned in the interest'

a peaceable settlement. Sentiment in our < a
I

country is most conciliatory. The moment "
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frorable one to promote a scheme of general

titration.

Parliament has given the subject favorable

mention in the past, and would undoubtedly

c| so again. Our own Senate and House of
Jpreseiitatives would be almost a unit for ar-

fration. A convention in recognition of this

jiuciple would be a thousand-fold better than

ij alliance offensive and defensive. We do not

vnt to mrx ourselves up with England's affairs,

t'd do not expect to have any ourselves with

oer nations, with which she need to concern

lrself. But let us have a compact for arbi-

tition of all controversies not affecting British

d American autonomy.
|Is it a visionary idea? It may seem so,

fcause of the momentous interests it would
(,ver, and because it would signalize a new and
Mndeif'ul achievement in international reta-

ins. But it is reasonable, incontestably and
me-eminently reasonable; and it must, there-

if-e, be possible and practicable. How such a

tbunal shall be constituted, whether of ruem-

lrs of the highest court of each nation, what
jinciples shall govern its action, how questions

sail be submitted, how its presiding officer

rtill be selected— all these are questions of de-

11, for exhaustive discussion and consideration.

'he main thing is agreement to submit all such
(jntroversies as the Bering Sea claims, the

"snezuela and Alaska boundaries, to arbitra-

te. Let us promote this cause in every hon-
eable way, and so provide for perpetual peace

Uween the Government which holds the pri-

vacy of the New World and the Power which
{established in all continents and on all seas.

•i-2%e Independent.

Search for Antiquities.

'During my first visit to Palmyra, in 1872, I

tent four days, from dawn to dusk, in inces-

mt exploration. One of my companions, a

pithy banker, began with great zeal to collect

Irios. By the end of the first day, his money
kd set the whole population in motion, to sift

ie sands and rifle the tombs. He returned to

je tent at night laden with a miscellaneous

isortnient of old Tadmor odds and ends.

He had haudfuls of the beautiful little coins

(at are found in the saud, boxes of terracotta
'Wets, with Palmyra inscriptions and figures,

iOman lamps, inscribed gems, and a heap of

lulls and limbs of mummies. The lower ex-

emities of one of the mummies he inserted

ito a pair of his own uuder-drawers, the better
1 preserve them.

!
There is, perhaps, no pursuit that so quickly
•ows to a passion as the search for antiquities,

he searcher is always finding something unique,
'id in Palmyra every glass bead is associated

ith the sett Zenobia. My friend had secured
veral objects of great interest, among which
ere real coins of Wahballath, one of Zenobia's
us.

1 The collector's passion soon culminates in

iver. I had gone over the heaps of coins,

?ras, lamps and tesserae with my -friend before
)ing to bed, pointing out the arcba?ologieal

'due of some of his discoveries. He spent a
eepless and restless night, tossing to and fro,

id longing for the dawn. He woke me up in

ie night to tell him the name of Zenobia's son,

hose name was on the coins.
: As soon as the day began to break he slipped
om the tent, and gathering around him the
Hire population of Tadmor, resumed his re-

bardies among [he ruins.

I had ridden out early to the quarries from
which the great Stones and columns of Palmyra
had been taken. We again mi t, at nine o'clock,

at breakfast, and I found his cup of satisfaction

was full to overflowing. It is not easy to carry
the full cup with dignity. He had no eyes for

my bag of partridges, or ears for my story of

the wondrous quarries.

When breakfast was over, he drew from his

pocket a red silk handkerchief, and calling us

around, began very mysteriously and deliber-

ately to unfold it.

"There!" said he, disclosing a little ivory
figure, " look at that. It is pure Grecian of the

best period. See the expression, the feeling, the

spirituality of that idol. I have little doubt
that it once belonged to Zenobia, and one can-

not wonder that the lovely woman worshipped
so lovely an object."

Our ladies thronged around the fortunate

finder, to examine the beautiful idol. I was
waiting for my turn to get a sight of the won-
derful work of art, when my niece exclaimed :

"Why, you goose, it's the head of your own
umbrella!"

He turned on her with a look of scorn, and
I thought he would have struck her to the

ground. Then a most unsympathetic laugh
burst from the' whole party. He became ashy
pale, as if he were about to faint. Before the

laughter ceased he had scattered all his collec-

tion on the sand, kicking the things about.
Then he rushed out of the tent, without speak-
ing a word, and disappeared among the ruins.

The demand for antiquities had stimulated
the supply. The Palmyrans, aided, I believe,

by my friend's dragoman, had stolen the handle
of his umbrella and sold it to him for ten times
its weight in gold. That transaction completely
cured him of the archaeological fever. He
bought no more antiques, and declined to look

at those purchased by us or offered for sale by
the natives, and he took no further interest in

our explorations. His one and only desire

seemed to be to get away from Palmyra.

—

Wright's Palmyra and Zenobia.

A Libel Refuted.—A certain paper pub-
lishes a sermon by a certain preacher, who,
whatever his spirit may be, has become notori-

ous for a careless and bitter tongue. In that

sermon is this passage, " If Christ should come
to the churches, he would find Bishop William
Taylor supporting the Methodist missions in

Africa by means of a trade in tobacco with the

natives." He who knows all things knows that

this statement is false. When Bishop Taylor
first went to Liberia, the only small currency
in use in portions of the Kroo coast was leaf

tobacco. Two of our Methodist missions used
it in the purchase of rice for absolute needs and
for the landing of supplies sent from New York.
Then Bishop Taylor introduced laundry soap
as small currency, and his son, Ross Taylor,

has sent, from a firm in this city, from three to

five tons at a single shipment, fair quality aud
full weight, eight and sixteen ounces to the bar,

to serve the purpose of currency. No tobacco
has been used in trade since the time when the

stations were opened and the missionaries said

it was a case of necessity. None of our mission-

aries have used it personally, and the heathen
are required to renounce its use before they are

admitted into the Methodist Episcopal Church
in Africa.

It is a pity that some reformers appear to

count truth as of no importance to their cause.

Exchange.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Borealia British I '»- rica.— It was
while we were camped here, thai \\<- firs! Baw
that most wonderful of all the beauties of na-

ture, the aurora borealis. The BUD had set with

unusual splendor, the light and vaporous clouds

holding for long a thousand shades of scarlet,

orange and gold. But no sooner was the last

ray gone than pale streaks of green .-hot hori-

zontally down the sky, and then quivered and
passed from side to side, like luminous hang-
ings in the wind. First one, then another, of
these would appear, and then a score, the in-

tensity of light changing from one end to an-
other ofthe streak, and all passing and repassing
each other with endless and entrancing activity,

most striking aud glorious sight to sci-

half of the dome of heaven ablaze with the
shifting, dancing fires, the more so as the color,

a pale apple-green, seemed so unusual in the
sky.— Travels in tin: Muskeg.

Shooting Rapids on the Frazer River.—The
Frazer River, which is in many places nearly
a mile broad, narrows as one approaches the
rapids. Far ahead you can hear a low, muffled
roar, and already the water begins to pull at

the canoe. It seems as though the water itself

had become thicker and denser. This is one's

first sensation. As you approach, the roar be-

comes louder and more ominous, and it seems
as if the river dropped out of sight over a fall.

Now and again you can see white breakers
surging for a moment above this miniature ho-
rizon. Meanwhile the stream runs faster and
faster, but you paddle to the shore, and get out
upon the rocks. Now comes the most unpleas-
ant time of ali, fur there is no action or move-
ment to distract your thoughts, and the more
you look at the rushing water the less you like

it. Below you the river dashes madly between
high walls of rock, humming and roaring, asthe
immense volume crushes into the narrow space.

We stood aud watched it, planning out our
road, how we would go the right here, aud the
left there, and where we would pass the high
rock which stood in the middle of the passage.

On the farther shore were two wooden crosses,

which the pious natives had erected to some
unfortunates who had been drowned in the

rapid. Our head canoe-man cut some tobacco
from a plug, whilst his hand shook with ex-

citement. He had a little English, but his re-

marks were not cheerful. "Awful bad canon,"
he would say, " awful bad ! Drown 'em all

—

the—time. Yes, Syewash drown 'em. Six white
nun—drown 'em—awful bad—'fraid I lose de
whole lot of you." Then we returned to our
canoes and took our places, stowing our baggage
as low as we could in the boat. Our steersman
stood in the stern, and we all paddled out into

the stream. The first rule in shooting rapids is

always to keep the canoe moving faster than
the water, otherwise you can get no steerage-

way, and will soon be swamped. Therefore we
paddled forward to the white line of spray as

fast as we could. Suddenly the canoe shot away
down the stream, as it touched the head of the
rapid, and in a moment we were tearing along
in the roar of the waters. The steersman, stand-
ing up, threw himself from side to side, and
strained on his paddle, whilst the boat leaped
to right and left, as the current altered. Never
have I seen anything so wildly exciting. We
toiled and struggled, bent over our paddles,

whilst the waters seemed to leap and yell, and
the steersman shouted his orders between his
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! breath. The rocks flew past us, and
.
- eddied back from the cliff so that

thrown hall across the river at every

turn. Then, slowly, t he roar grew less, and

after a while we came to a sort of whirlpool,

where the water slung round in still, oily curl.-,

and sucked in the middle like a half-emptied

basin. Here and there the current ran swiftly

across the bed of the river from shore to shore,

and even met us as we came down the stream.

In some places the river was many feet higher

than in others, and so, silent ami treacherous,

the rapids at last calmed down, and we floated

in smooth water, some miles below. The Indians

laughed the short laugh theyalways indulge in

after danger, and then we rested from paddling

and watched the other boat pitching and strug-

gling in the foam behind us.

—

Journey in the

Mvdceg.

For "The Friend.'

Waiting on the Lord.

Waiting on the Lord is one of the essential

duties of a servant of Christ. During this time

of probation portions of work may lie allotted

and duties imposed, the end and purpose of

which may not at the time be fully compre-

hended by the servant, which nevertheless being

done, yield the peaceable fruit of righteousness,

and of which it may be said, as the Lord said to

Peter, " What I do thou knowest not now, but

thou shall know hereafter" John xiii: 1 ), and
that servant dwelling in that humility which
< Ihrisl L'ives, having done all that was required

of him, returns to his place ofwaiting, account-

ing himself but a weak and unprofitable ser-

vant. Imbued with the mind of Christ, his soul

My delight i- to do thy will, O God,"
and he patiently awaits every manifestation of
that will, prayerfully seeking for a willingness

and ability to do the same- acceptably to God;
which receiving, he cheerfully performs. This

! waiting upon God is an essential pre-

requisite to true worship; for "(tod is a Spirit,

and they who worship Him must worship Him
in Spirit and in Truth ;" and, as the fire had to

be taken from the altar of burnt offering, where-
with iu..i:., was offered within the tabernacle
Lev. ix: 24; x: 1 I, so under the new covenant

in the tabernacle, which God hath pitched and
not man, must those who by Christ are made
kings and priests toGod his Father, take of the
Spirit of Him who was made of God a sacrifice
for -in. who being dead yet ever liveth, a High

iter th- order of Melchisedec; and for

this purpose God giveth to every man a mani-
n of his Spirit that each may profit

thereby. David "ell knew this spiritual wor-
3aid he, " Truly my soul waiteth upon

God; fr Him cometfa my salvation" (Ps.
Ixii: 1 i. Again he exhorts, - Rest in the Lord
and wait patiently for Him "

( I's. xxxvii : 7 ),

ami th mgh he bad ready access to the outward
tabernacle at all time- in a ritual - rvice, this
could not satisfy th- longing f his h

.;- hungering and thirsting after right-
He fell hi I of th. i Divine food

nnd drink which alone nourishes up to lite

iying."Mysoul thirsteth for tl

dl I come and appear before
I'-. xlii: 2). Of this bread of life

Verily, verily, I Bav unto you,
except ye at the tl -h of the Son of man. "and
drink his bio id, ye have no life in you. VVhosn

my flesh, and drinketh my LI I, hath
eternal life; nnd I will raise hit

day. I or mj fl

i^ drink iudecd. He that eateth my flesh and

drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me and I in

him. As the living Father hath sent me and

I live by the Father, so he that eateth me, even

he shall' live by me. This is that bread which

came down from heaven ; not as your fathers

did eat manna in the wilderness and are dead
;

he that eateth of this bread shall live forever
"

(John vi : 53-58). As then the manna or bread

that came down from heaven was eaten by the

Jew outward, so doth the Jew inward live by

Him who comes down frcm heaven. The first in

the flesh eating carnally died, the second in the

spirit, eats spiritually and never dies. And He
wdio now cometh down from heaven in spirit is

the same who came down in the days of the

apostles, took upon Him the body prepared by

the Father, wherein he did that Father's will,

and after having, through the Eternal Spirit,

poured out his life for our life, rose again from
the dead, ascended and was glorified with that

glory which he had from the beginning.

The Lord very early taught man the way of

access to Him, and the necessity of waiting for

his coming, in order to offer to him acceptable

worship. Adam communed with God and knew
his will, yet by not abiding in his counsel, par-

leyed with sin, and through the weakness of the

flesh, fell. Jacob by the spirit of prophecy in

blessing his children exclaimed, " I have waited
for thy salvation, Lord." And his life declares

how he had abode in the patience of the saints.

Joseph, too, through the discipline of the cross,

endured without murmuring his grievous wrongs
from others, and was thus prepared humbly to

act under God as the deliverer of his people
and of Egypt. Moses for forty years abode in

the wilderness, it having been revealed to him
that God would by his hand redeem his people.

For forty days and nights he waited on God
in Mount Sinai, but the Israelites, impatient,
waited not for their lawgiver, and though re-

membering their deliverance from Egypt under
his hand, ascribed that glory to a god of their
own imagination, a fit symbol of those who in

their own will and own time perform voluntary
worship which the Lord calls not for at their
hand. The prophets tell us time and again how
they waited for the word of the Lord, and the
prophet Amos declares, " Behold, the days come,
saith the Lord God, that I will send a famine in

the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for
water, but of hearing the words of the Lord"
(Amos viii : 2).

Now they who would hear must attentively
listen, and all who are of the church are " called
of God to be saints," and if when sinners they
heard God's call, will they not now they are
God's servants, much more hear his word if
they reverently wait upon Him and listen?
Is.uah says, " Hearken unto me, my people, and
give ear unto me, O my nation, for a law shall
proceed from me, and Twill make my judgment
to r.st for a light of the people" (lxi : 4), and
again, " For since the beginning of the world
men have not heard, nor perceived by the ear,
neither hath the eye seen, O God, beside thee',
what he hath prepared for him that waiteth
l"i' him " (lxiv: 4), and to this the apostle adds
this comment, " but Cod hath revealed them to
us by his Spirit "(1 Cor. ii; 10). And on be-
hall ot ,1„ Corinthians, Paul thanks Cod for
Ins grace which was given unto them by Jesus
< hnst, so that they came behind in no gift-
waiting for the coming ofour Lord Jesus Christ

1]
is now then, in these last days, wherein

<o»l has promised to pourout abundantly of his
~i.".

nt "" llH people, and wherein Christ gives
gifts unto his church, and dwells in them and

they in Him, that we may with confidence loot

for his presence, and patiently await his com;
ing in our midst. So does the apostle makii
prayer for the Ephesians " that God would give

unto them the spirit of wisdom and revelations

in the knowledge of his will " (i : 17), and fo
|

the Thessalonians " May the Lord direct you i

hearts into the love of God, and into the patien:
i

waiting for Christ" (2 Thess. iii : 5).

Let not then any be discouraged because th<

'

way is long, because trials and crosses abound 1

remember the hotter the furnace the finer th;

gold. Neither let any sin, saying, the Lorn
delayeth his coming, and trespass like Saul or the

Israelites in the wilderness. Such is the worship

of Baal, where the worshippers in a formal sen
vice, without waiting for the movings of God'
spirit, say, " Lord, Lord," but they know nof
whether He heareth or not; but " we know tha

if any one be a worshipper of God, and doetl

his will, him He heareth" because he doetl

i

those things that are pleasing to Him. Am|
whoever abideth and walketh in the Spirit o

Christ, the Son, him the Father heareth ahvayi

for "the Spirit maketh intercession for the saint,

according to the will of God."
It is good to sing praises to the Lord, fo

j

" praise is comely to the upright." " Our sou

waiteth for the Lord," till He pour out th 1

spirit from on high. Let these praises be then

with the spirit and the understanding. "Thij
prayer of the upright is God's delight" (Proti
xv : 8), for such pray always in the spirit. Am|
this true spirit of prayer or praise is the unctiont

the holy fire, whose presence is indispensabl;

necessary to render the sacrifice acceptable!

Neither will that gracious God, who knowetl

what his children have need of, before they asM

Him, withhold the spirit of prayer and supplifl

cation from such as in sincerity and truth seel

his face, and hearkening to the voice of hi;

word, keep his commandments.
But whilst we rejoice in the light and libert

in the spirit, which God hath graciously vouch;

safed to us in the knowledge of his will, wl
dare not uncharitably deny God's grace ane

mercy to those who may as yet be found laboi

'

ing under forms and ceremonies, devised, taugh
and practised by men, for though Jerusaler

was the place where under the law men ough
to worship, yet did not the Lord despise th

woman of Samaria, who believing in Him, H.
made to be one of the first and most successor

ministers of the gospel of Jesus Christ; and

though to the free-born citizen of Zion, bor

;

among God's people, and brought up from chik

hood in the nurture and admonition of the Lon
the way may seem plain, it often is at no sma'j

sacrifice, and through long and painful exetj

cises and doubts, by which others are led int

the freedom, light and love of the true Chris;

tian. God's rule of equity is " To whom muc'
is given, much shall be required." May we a

j i

then receive grace faithfully to occupy ou;

several taleuts till He come. And if on ouhi

path the light of Truth has more clearly shorn,
1

to Him we owea greater debt of gratitude, whic I

calls for at our hands a more devoted servicij

W. W. B.

I know an elder brother who has been a

inestimable blessing to all of his family. H,
and they were left orphans, and there wer

several young boys, as well as the girls, wb
had to be started in life. Without a murmu
in complete self-sacrifice of his own hopes an

his own interests, this young man undertoo

the entire responsibility of his family. Hegav
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ri all present thoughts of marrying or sur-

iioding himself with the comforts ami pleas-

ing which might otherwise have been in his

pwer. He regarded the younger orphans as

b sacred charge, and even now is toiling on to

jhply them with the means and the opportu-

nies of which they had been deprived by the

la of their parents. How invaluable is the

vrk of such a young man in his home, how
l;h the reward which his unselfishness should

e
-n when his brothers and sisters rise up, and

cl him blessed !
" The essence of greatness,"

a Emerson, "is the perception that virtue is

emgh." "If the home duties be well per-

fimed," so wrote Confucius twenty-five hun-

d-d years ago, " there is no need to go afar to

o::r sacrifice."

—

Deacon Farrar in the Indepen-

d.U.

tfoT Ready to Come in.—" I don't want

tteome in ! I don't want to come in !" And
tF little fellow burst into tears and sobs, with

h head against the gate post. It was just at

d«k of a summer evening. He had been en-

jding himself on his bicycle, and now his moth-

eihad called to him to come in for the night,

asshe stood with kindly look at the door of au

Btactive home, and spoke to him in loving

tees. But he would not come in, and at every

rtetitiou of the warm invitation he moaned
al sobbed the harder. There were many little

feows in the city where he lived whose hearts

we aching, at that very hour, because they

hi no home to go to for the night, and no loving

vce proffered them a welcome. How strange

tit boy's sorry reluctance! And yet how very

hnan was his conduct! The loving Father

sjaks in tender voice invitingly to his children,

a:ing them to come home and rest in his care,

ail they moan out: " I don't want to come in!

Ton't want to come in!" They would rather

main out in the night, seeking pleasure for

tl hour in their chosen enjoyment, than to find

sllter and love in their Father's home. The
Fher waits and calls, and the silly children

ruse with tears his loving invitation.

—

S. S.

Ties.

Items.

<%e British Friend of First Month says :
" Arehi-

b:l Crosbie, with certificate from the Conserva-

ti Yearly Meeting in Iowa, has visited Friends

inAyrshire and in Scotland generally, paying
faily visits in several places. He attended Cum-
b(and Quarterly Meeting and some meetings in

tb; county. He intends revisiting Ayrshire."

'he Unofficial American Epistle.—We notice with

sasfaction that the epistle addressed to American
Divings with whom we do not correspond, has in

serai cases been cordially received. In Iowa,

Wstern and Kansas (Conservative) Yearly Meet-
iru it was read, and replies addressed in return.

Aeport of the proceedings of the Iowa Yearly
listing, held at West Branch, has been received.

M extract Minute thirty-four:

The committee appointed at a previous session

tcssist the clerk in preparing an acknowledgment
olthe reception of the document from London
Yirly Meeting, produced the following, which is

at roved, and" the clerk is directed to sign and
foi-ard it to its proper destination.
"

> London Yearly Meeting :

Dear Friends :—Your valued communication
tos has been received and read at this time. We
c,

r
cordially reciprocate the expressions of loving

iriTest which you have n anifested for us.

The doctrines of Christian truth which you have
e>ressed therein, we may acknowledge, are pre-

ciis to us.

We desire that you, with us, may individually,
»i as» section of the Church of Christ, be ever
foid faithful in upholding all the foundation prin-

iples of our holy profession. May the gr:

ur Lord Jesus Christ be with you."

It i> to in- regretted thats e informalities on

ur part, evidently unintentional, have Operated

rejudicially on some of the bodies addressed. The
id that the committee who had the matter in

charge addressed the epistle to a correspondent

instead of to "Ohio Yearly Meeting," was fatal to

its reception in the Conservative Yearly Meeting
there. When three bodies (as in Ohio), claim tin-

same name they become very susceptible as to its

use. Our Yearly Meeting certainly never con-

templated throwing any such supposed deprecia-

tion of their claim to the title of Friends upon the

old fashioned Yearly Meeting there. We know
that they are more like ourselves than those with

whom we at present correspond. Their meeting

seems to have been a good deal divided on the

point. We feel sorry for the resuit, for our letter

to them was the outcome of much exercise and

labor here.

—

British Friend.

The London Friend of First Month 3rd mentions

that Jonathan E. Rhoads was at Northampton on

the twenty-ninth of Twelfth Mo., 1895, attending

the morning meeting, where he addressed the young
men and women present upon the necessity of the

inward work of Christ in the heart, through the

operations of the Holy Spirit, urging all to a wil-

ling surrender. Our friend proceeded to Welling-

borough to attend the evening meeting there.

Expulsion by a Masonic Lodge.—The most start-

ling proof of the power of Masonry to pervert jus-

tice in civil courts is the expulsion of I>r. F. <
'.

Jackson, of Hartford, Conn., from his lodge. The
affair lias greatly aroused public sentiment against

the lodge. Prominent Masons who see the drift of

public sentiment against them are hastening to

express their disapproval of the action of the lodge.

Dr. Jackson, whose only crime was testifying as a

principal witness iu a civil court against a brother

Mason, on trial for the crime of arson, has been

expelled from the lodge, charged with "gross un-

Masonic conduct, unbecoming a man and a Mason,

which if permitted to go unrebuked and unpun-
ished, was liable to bring the good name of the in-

stitution into disrepute and cast a shadow over the

fraternity of the city and state ; that the said Jack-

son had" wilfully committed perjury in making
public a pretended confession confided to him by

Bro. M. R. Griswold, purporting that he, Bro.

Griswold, had committed a crime, that of arson,

which if prosecuted and proved would consign the

said brother to the State prison for a term of years
;

that Jackson had violated his solemn obligation in

divulging the secrets of a brother given to him in

his Masonic character."

Dr. Jackson will appeal his case to the Grand
Lodge of Connecticut, and meanwhile pending his

appeal he will be debarred from the privileges of

a Mason. His case affords most convincing proof

that Masonic jurisprudence prohibits a Mason from

testifying in a court ofjustice against a Mason ac-

cused of crime.
Masons are sworn to conceal each other's crimes.

The Masonic system defies and antagonizes our

civil courts. In the language of Thomas Smith
Webb, a high Masonic authority, "No law of the

land can affect it; no anathema of the church
weakens it ; it is irrevocable."

Free-born American citizen*, shall we tamely
submit to have this oath-bound, secret despotism

override our courts ofjustice, and trample the law

under foot iu the interests of a clan?

—

Christian

Cynosure.

A Kind Heart.—In a beautiful little city

on the banks of Lake Pepin, Minnesota, there

lives a dear old doctor known far and near for

bis genial nature and kindness of heart. The
doctor is one of Minnesota's oldest settlers, and
having made a study of natural history, the

birds, animals and fish of this State are known
to him by name and habit. Recently the writer

had the pleasure of viewing his specimens, after

which he was taken to see points of historic in-

terest, and finally to see the doctor's home,—an

old-fashioned house with vines and flowers be-

tween it and the lake. The little garden was

well kept, I. ut in the l.aek yard there was a

growth of hemp in every unoccupied -pot. The
d itor seeming to realize that this ugly weed

needed Some apology, remarked: "1 rais.- it tor

my birds; next winter 1 will place it, a branch

at a time, on the coal .-lied there, and you should

see ths little fellows coming to the feast, hun-

dreds of them from the snowy fields and woods

and hedges. I raise all the hemp I can for them
each year, it i- such a pleasure to Bee the little

creatures at their banquet." The genial doctor's

fare glowed with pleasure at the thought, and

although nothing more was -aid the. writer knew
why this old man had found such pleasure in

natural history, and why he had such a wide

circle of loving friends. A heart so kind that

it loved the least of God's creatures could not

do otherwise than gain friends. — Our Dumb
Animals.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH

George Fox mentions in his Journal that "As
I was walking in a field on a First-day morning,

the Lord opened to me, ' that being bred at

Oxford or Cambridge was not enough to make
a man fit to be a minister of Christ.'

"

In accordance with this opening, Friends have

ever held the doctrine, that Go-pel mini-try is

a Divine gift, conferred by the Head of the

Church upon those whom He has prepared and

qualified for the service by the work of his Spirit

on their hearts. The bestowal of this gift is the

one essential requisite, and this the Lord confers

on rich and poor, learned and ignorant, the in-

tellectually strong and the intellectually weak.

From Him comes the power and to Him be-

longs the praise.

Most denominations of professing Christians

take a different view of the ministry; and as

they appoint persons who are expected to preach

a! stated times, whether they receive a Divine

qualification or not, they naturally look for those

whose intellectual abilities aud literary training

will enable them to prepare discourses that may
interest their auditors.

The crowning glory of Christian ministry is

the Divine power that accompanies it, by which

only can the soul be truly edified. The effi-

ciency of the minister depends not on his learn-

ing and ability, but on the measure of this life.

The Apostle Paul says that his preaching was
" not with enticing words of man's wisdom, but

in the demonstration of the Spirit and power."

It need not be a matter of surprise, therefore,

that persons of very ordinary capacity and of

but little education, have, at times, when uuder

the influence of the Divine anointing, been led

to speak in a strain of eloquent sublimity, far

beyond their natural abilities, and to use ap-

propriately, language of which, at other times

they scarcely knew the meaning.

Thomas Brown, who removed from England
to Philadelphia, about the beginning of last

century, and followed the business of a baker,

was a man of this stamp. It is reported that

the celebrated George Whitefield, when in Phila-

delphia, attended a meeting among Friends, in

the hope of hearing him. In this he was not

disappointed, and afterwards in expressing his

great admiration of the discourse, he said, he

felt himself as a mere child to him.

His friends say of him, " Though a man of

no literature, yet he was often led into sublime
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matter." This is illustrated by a memorandum

fa meeting at Kennett, ofwhich he says:

"Mj soul was so bended towards the people, I

- arcely leave them, being engaged in a

;' the ministry to extol the divinity of

thai religion that is breathed from heaven, and

which arrays the soul of its p ssessor with de-

theDivinity of Christ, and entitles them

to an eternal inheritance." It also introduces a

lang lage intelligible only t i the converted souls

who have access to the celestial fountains.''

So far from intellectual training being a help

to a minister, it may prove a snare, if its pos-

: to trust to it, and is thus drawn

away from a close attention to ami dependence

n poll the motions of the Spirit of Christ.

SUMMARY up EVENTS.
Unitio States On First Month 1st, 1896, the

Treasury official circulation statement placed the stock

oi'"o!.l in tliecoiintrv at $t'ils,-ju5,M.io. Mint Director

Pc-r-.n estimates that to-day ihere is $930,000,000 of

gold in the United Slates, [f these figures a re correct

Ihere is 8312,000,000 of gold in mist companies, pri-

vate I anks and in the pockets of the people.

nited Stales Treasury gold reserve, at the

ici-iiu n First Month 27th, stood at $50,-

Phere were deposited al New York $1,000,-

_ ! I, and $131,400 were wiihdrawn on that day.

Congressman i reorge L. Wellington has beenelected

ile 1 States Senate hy the Maryland General

I'll,- Mi-i-sippi Legi-lalnre has elected Congressman

II. D. Money to the U. S. Senate. In a recent speech

the new Senator says: "I shall not yield to the war
spirit which seems to have swept like a wave over the

nation. In my humble judgment the most unhappy
11 Id follow a war between our i ntry

and '.real Britain, the two great English speaking
Will, the United States and Great Britain

determined upon peace no other nation is powerful

enough to make war with another if lliey forbid it."

\ 1 l.nion, Texas, despatch says (hat all of the offi-

ci .Is oi die i hoct.iw Nation convened at Tuscoma on
the '-"Jud of First Mouth, to consider ways and means
t • prevent the allotment of lands and the breaking up
of tribal relations. An address issued to the Five
< ivilized Tribes declare? that as a people they are

I with annihilation and that the situation
c.i-r.-prc-. nt . <1 by the Dawes ( '.mi mission,

riie.s'., .ih, r:i Si :!« M'l./i !_;„, of Baltimore, publishes
reports from over 500 correspondents in all parts of

i as to the financial condition of fanners.

p rts show lhal Southern farmers as a class

ar.- less burdened with debt than they have been at

any previous time since the war.''

ipj Olney has leteived a despatch from Min-
ister Terrell of Constantinople, to the effect that the

I be recognized, but such persons as

Minister ["erreM may designate will be permitted to

distribute relief.

John Alden's bouse at Duxbllry, Mass., which was
Imili in 1650, nnd in which he lived during the latter
part of his I if.-, i- now occupied by the ninth John
Ald.-n in direct de-id, t from the famous magistrate
of Plymouth colony.

A »ei i thick, "the richest in the
world," is si, id to have been discover, d under the town
of Little Liver, Rice Count v, Kan.- .-, at a depth of
8 t.

E. II. Tott-, of Union County, Ga., passed through
•- > few days sg outt to lllanta, with a
n that was caught in llieCoosa Mountains

h b Month. The Post says this i- the onlv
while con on record.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 524, which
is 13 b- than lb- previous week and 36 m ire than

ir. i if the whole
MJ3 w.-n- males and 241 i. m n.

:

- did ,,i

Pneui ia; 17
|

-'- "f broii. bit
:

-j
| ,.f apoplexy ; 21 of old age; 18

of diphtheria; 18 ol cancer; 17 of inflammation of the

i Ip ;
I I ol

ol the I . lition; 11 of nephri
asles.

n,108jall0 i::all.,|-

I 1121; coupon, 113
n 113^ :

.

COTTON.—The market ruled quiet and steady on a

La-is of s," cts. per
|

und for middling uplands.

Feed.— Spot bran ruled weak and ranged from

ft 12.50 to si.!. 'Jo per ton for winter in bulk and spring

in sa.-ks.

Flour.— Winter super, $2.35 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

*2.0o a S2>5 ;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.20 a $3.25

;

do., do., straight. $3.35 a $3.50 ;
Western winter, clear,

$3.25 a $3.40; do., do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60; do.,

do., patent. $...00 a $3.75 ; spring, clear, $2,S0 a $3.20;

do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.40 a $3.70
;

do., favorite brands, $3.30 a S4.00 ; eitv mills, extra,

*2 5o a $2.75; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.40; do., straight,

-.l.lo a $3.00; do., patent, $3.75. a* 1.00. Bye Flour.
—Choice Penn'a, $2.65 per bbl. Buckwheat Flour.
—(i.md to choice, $1.20 a $1.35 per 100 pounds.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72} a 73£c.

No. 2 mixed com, 34 a 34]c.

No. 2 white oats, 25 a 25|e.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, il a 4^c.;

medium, 4 a 4]c.; common, 3? a 3|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3|a 4c.; good, 3} a 31c;

medium, 2.! a 3c ; common 1-4 a 2ic. Lambs, 3.! a 5.1c.

Hogs.—0} a 6c. for Western and 5} a 5}c. for State.

Foreign'.— Prince Henry of Battenberg, the hus-

band of the Princess Beatrice of England, died on

First Month 20th, on board the British cruiser Blonde,

which was conveying him from Cape Coast Castle to

Madeira. The cruiser put in at Sierra Leone, and
cabled the news of the prince's death to England.

A Constantinople despatch to the Pall Mall Gazelle

says that an offensive and defensive alliance has been

concluded between Russia and Turkey.
Parliament will assemble in less than three weeks.

The United Press representative in London predicts

that before that time the evidence of the existence of

a Rosso-Turkish compact will become so complete
that further denials will be impossible. In the Min-
isterial circle it is believed that Sir Philip Currie, the
British Ambassador to Turkey, will be recalled soon,

and that this action is due to "the fact that he has been
over-reached and discredited in Constantinople.

All the morning papers in London express their

approval of a speech delivered the uight of the 23rd
by Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary of State for the
Colonies, at the dinner of the Birmingham Jewelers
and Silversmiths' Association.

The Chronicle says that Chamberlain's admission
that Great Britain does not wish an inch of territory

in America beyond what she already rightfully pos-
sesses means that she formally accepts the Monroe
doctrine.

Sir John Lubbock, M. P., formerly president of the
London Chamber of Commerce, speaking at a ban-
quet given by the Associated Chambers of Commerce
on the same night, dilated on the commercial aspects
of the dispute. He estimated that the territory in
dispute between Great Britain and Venezuela was not
worth £500,000, while a war between the former and
the United States would cost each country at least
£200,000,000. Common sense, he added, forbade such
a conflict.

There are said to be 163,000 families in London
living in single rooms.

The Isle of Sheppey, according to Ihe correspondent
of a London contemporary, stands in serious danger
of disappearing altogether. It is being gradually

Theodore Bunyon, American Ambassador to Ber-
lin, di.-d of heart failure on the morning of the 26th.

It is reported that the Italians exploded the maga-
zine and blew up the fortress at Makalle upon leaving
the town. The Ahyssinians are said to be disposed to
march on Alum, in the Slate of Tigre.
The Italian Government has decided to send 6,000

additional troops lo Abyssinia. The banks in Rome
expect that the government will shortlv call for a loan
of 200,000,000 lire to meet the expenses of the cam-
paign.

It is si a | ed thai the winter in Asia Minor is un-
usually severe. Heavy snow-falls and floods have

< I
. and travel i- often impossible.

^

I be Japanese I iovernment has decided to retain

Bilau.-.i
' : '"" " in tctive eruption. The fiery

'
'

o id. -uly returned alter thirteen months

f^ll**™
tTje whole fearful display is on again

Lord Salisbury's den, and that Brazil should accept
arbitration t„ decide the ownership of ihe Island of
rinidad has been definitely refused. The Argentine

has cancelled the English Cable Company's
ii. and has made common cause with Brazil

Ihere are in.. re than 200 lakes within the bound-

aries of Venezuela, one of the largest being 1,600 fei 1

above the level of the sea.

The New York lit raid has a despatch from A
gentina of First Month 21st. It state- that theGoc!'

ernment's report for 1895 has been issued. It show -

that 1,046,000 tons of wheat were exported. The mi

jor portion of the balance is for home use. There i'

only about 84,000 tons remaining to be exporlec

which dispels the rumor that a large quantity of tlii

grain is awaiting shipment to Europe. The mail

produced was S46.UO tons, of which 804,509 toil

were shipped. Of the 81,812 bales of wool produce!

,

only 3,924 bales went direct to the United State

There were 125,839 live steers, 477,121 sheep ac

1,968, frozen sheep exported. The major portion . I

it was sent to Europe. The wheat prospects for 18S

indicate that the crop will fail lo equal that of lai

Antonio Maceo, the insurgent Cuban General, h:

passed into the Province of Pinar del Rio, and is cc

le. ting taxes from the towns and planters. He h

captured arms and ammunition. General Pando, tl'

Spanish General, has offered a reward for horse

arms and ammunition taken from the Cubans.

The Canadian Cabinet Ministers who recently!

signed have resumed office. Sir Charles Tupper, S.

becomes Secretary of State.

NOTICES.
Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next meetifj

will le held at HON. 16lh Street, Sixth-day, Fh ,-

Month 31st, at 8 P. M.

Wanted.—visiting governess, companion or mot
;r's help, by vonng Friend. Address M, 3419 Hat
.lion Street, W. Philadelphia.

Wanted.—A Friend with experience, would acce

position as invalid nurse, or suitable situation of aij

kind. Please address, A. E., office of The Friend

Rooms and Board in Friend's family, 3419 Hat

Ron St., West Philadelphia.

Westthycn Boarding School.— For eonvenien
of persons coining to Westtown School, the stage w'
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.l|

and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met wh.i I

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cen
,

on special trips, twenty-live cents each way. To rea-

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone i

Zebedee Haines, Sup't !

Friends' Select School.— The next term w
commence on Third-day, Second Month 4th, 181

For information in regard to vacancies apply at t'

School office, or address the Superintendent,
J. Henry Bartlett.

140 N. Sixteenth St.

Died, Tenth Month 5th, 1895, at the residence
;

her sister, Jael C. Chambers, in New Garden, i\

sauna R. Cooper, daughter of Joseph Cooper, f
i

merly of Sadsbury township, aged sixty-live years. !

, at his residence, in Rahway, N. J., Twel t

Month 9th, 1895, Isaac Collins Stokes, in l
[

eighty-first year of his age, a beloved member a !

minister of Rahway and Plainfield Monthly Meetij

of Friends. Through the vicissitudes of a long a^i

very active life, the sweet simplicity and purity
j

his Christian character shone ever brighter, maii
(

him a preacher of righteousness wherever he we

and though the Master's call came suddenly, hislaO

was trimmed and burning. "Blessed are the pure,

heart, for thev shall see God."
, First' Month 2nd, 1896, Martha R. Oi

j

land, wife of William C. Outland, aged seventy-c

years and about ten months. She bore her short I

nets with much patience. She was a beloved memll
and elder of Rich Square Monthly and Particn

Meeting. A regular attender of meetings when all

and encouraged her children in the same. She I
firmly attached to old-fashioned Quakerism, believ

!

it to be primitive Christianity revived. VVe humll
trust and believe that, through redeeming mercy a

grace, she has entered the home of the blessed. S

said to one of her sons a short time before her
j

parture, she saw nothing in her way. Our loss,

believe, is her eternal gain.
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HUSBANDS AND WIVES.

jt was a law established by King David, that

tlse who tarried by the stuff and kept guard

o\r the camp should share equally in the spoils

wli those who went out to battle. This seems

toe applicable in a spiritual sense, and we be-

\ve, where persons have been sent out from

hine in the service of Christ, those members of

tl' family who, while entering into sympathy
wh them, remained at home and attended to

tl duties connected with their position, are

oiin favored with a portion of that peace and

etifort which is the reward of the faithful ser-

vie of those who go abroad on spiritual mis-

sifis.

!ohn Richardson, in a testimony to his wife,

w> died in 1711, relates the following anec-

die, " When that worthy servant of the Lord,

Jun Bowstead, returned from London Yearly

Ideting to York, and so home with me, not

leg before my wife was taken away, having

sue discourse with her, he asked her about her

h band being so much from home, and she gave
hi this answer, that, as she gave up her hus-

bad cheerfully and freely to serve the Lord,

all to be serviceable to the Church of Christ,

si did not only sympathize and feel with him
inis adverse and low state, but partook with

h i in his enjoyments, when the power of Truth

p vailed over its enemies. Although I am
tin far from him, yet I partake of the spoil,

oi.he shedding abroad of the good things of

Gl among his people, as my heart goes along
wh the work of the Lord and such us are eu-

g:,ed in it, and in all my husband's afflictions

I m afflicted with him."
T. R. says of her, " I never heard an unbe-

cning or unsavory word come from her, let

tl provocation thereto be what it would ; no,

n in the time of her health ; and in her weak-
n|s she was much swallowed up in the lumi-

nis and internal presence of her Lord and Sa-

v'ur Jesus Christ, and often sang praises to his

w-thy name, and appeared as one wholly re

d med from this world, whose heart was set

uin and earnestly engaged in the pursuit after

h.ven and heavenly things."

V few years after Joseph Oxley's marriage,
h he year 1750, a concern came over his mind
ttfisit some meetings, which would take him

from his home and family for a time. He says,

" I acquainted my dear wife, which pretty

"osely affected her. As she seemed loath I

should leave her, I said to her, ' My dear, 1

perceive thy unwillingness to part with me, and

I hope I shall be made easy to stay, ami the

concern wear off. Here I rested the affair for

some time, having great peace in my own mind,

in that I was so freely given up in my own par-

ticular. But it was not very long after that my
poor wife began to grow uneasy in herself with

what she had done, and I believe kept it as

long from me as I believe she well could, and

when she could keep it no longer, she said she

hoped I would forgive and excuse her conduct

in offering to stay me at home, when she be-

lieved it was my place and duty to be elsewhere

in religious service, that it was her great love

for me, and the trial was so great, that she said

she did not know how to give me up. I was

not hasty in saying anything to lessen the pres-

ent exercise of her mind, believing it might be

for some good. And so I recommended her to

wait in patience and stillness, and feel after the

reuewings of Divine favor, that she might be

the better enabled to judge whether I was right

n my concern. She cried bitterly, and with

great earnestness said, 'Oh, my dear husband,

I entreat thee to forgive me. I am so distressed

in mind that I know not what to do. I hope I

shall never offer to hinder thee more on the like

occasion. Now, 1 freely and willingly give thee

up, and desire by all means that thou wouldst

go, for I believe the Lord requirest it of thee.'

I then did all I could to pacify her and to miti-

gate her distress of mind, which I was sensible

was very great. I then made the necessary

preparations, in which my dear wife was very

assiduous and willingly helped forward."

On one occasion, John Roberts left his home
under great exercise of mind, to give a message

of warning to a persecuting justice in his neigh-

borhood. The same day 'William Dewsbury
had appointed a meeting, whither his wife

went. But she was so concerned on account of

her husband's exercise, that she could receive

little benefit from the meeting. After it was

ended, William Dewsbury walked to and fro in

a long passage, groaning in spirit, and by-and-

bv came to the disconsolate woman, and al-

though she was a stranger to him, he laid his

hand upon her head and said, " Woman, thy

sorrow is great. I sorrow with thee." Then,

walking a little to and fro, as before, he came

to her again, and said, " Now the time is come
that those who marry must be as though they

married not, and those who have husbands as

though they had none, for the Lord calls for

all to be offered up" By this she saw the Lord
had given him a sense of her great burden ; for

she had not discovered her exercise to any. And
it gave her such ease in her mind that she went

home rejoicing in the Lord.

In 1661 the enemies of Truth passed an act

designed to crush the Society of Friends, by
which, when convicted the third time, of attend-

ing their religious meetings, they were made

liable to be banished to any of the plantations

in America. This drew from William Dews-
bury an affectionate and feeling epistle of en-

couragement. " For those from whom the Lord
hath suffered, or shall suffer, their dear and
tender husbands to be separated beyond the seas

or elsewhere, for the testimony of tli3 Lord Je-

sus Christ.
" Dear handmaids, whom the Lord hath

counted worthy to part with your dear and ten-

der husbands, for his name, assuredly many put

their shoulders to help to bear the burden of

your trials this day. Oh, the tears and breakings

of heart that are poured forth before the Lord
for your dear husbands, and you and your ten-

der children. You are families of many prayers,

and assuredly shall be known to be families of

many mercies. Be content with your cup handed
forth to you, and bless the name of the Lord,

that you are accounted worthy to be the first

fruits. What could the Lord do more for you
than counr^you worthy to suffer in this na-

ture, and give you such husbands who are set

as lights in the face of all people. Let it be seen

that you love the Lord Jesus more than your
dear husbands. Stand over the affectionate part

and solace your souls in the love and life of

the Lord Jesus, your eternal husband, and the

Comforter of your earthly husbands. He will

make us all rejoice in whatever He calls us

unto, we diligently watching and judging our-

selves, and resting in the light and in the will

of God. In which the Lord establish you, for

whom the soul of your brother breathes daily

to the Lord to strengthen you and your dear

husbands and all that love the Lord Jesus

Christ, in whom fare you well.

William Dewsbury."

After the decease of Thomas Wilson, who was

an eminent minister of the Gospel, his widow,

Mary Wilson, gave forth a testimony to his

worth, in which she says, "After we were set-

tled, he was often engaged to travel in Truth's

service, and I may say, from a certain sense

that rests upon my heart, that the more he gave

up to the work he was called unto the more we
were blessed. Although it was pleasant to me
to have the company of so good a husband, yet

it was more solid satisfaction to me to give him
up to answer what the Lord might require of

him ; and, to the praise of God, I was made a

sharer with him in the sweetness of that heav-

enly love and life, with which his heart was

often filled and streamed forth to the comfort

of many."

When the Lord imposes the burden of great

wealth upon a man, He compensates by present-

ing suitable objects upon whose shoulders to lay

the burden, if only there be sense enough to de-

sire to get rid of it. Great wealth is given where-

with a man may be made so useful and happy
in distributing it to the right persons. The pay-

ing teller at the bank has no right to load him-

self down with the treasure which he handles all

day long. He is all day long paying out the

bank's money. But he will not pay one dollar
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lo anv but the right man if he can help it. To
i i,l be bis ruin. So rich men are the

Lord's bankers and are responsible for his money.

Every one who cornea with the right kind of or-

der? must be paid. Jt must be as great a pleas-

are to the teller to pay out a dollar to the right

one as to receive a dollar into the bank. How
much happier it would make us all if we could

appreciate our right position in regard to mon-

ey! The silver and the gold are the Lord's

—

( hrutian lnd.ru

A Light in the Window.

Off the coast of one of the Orkney Islands,

and right opposite the harbor, stood a lonely

riM-k against which on stormy nights the boats

of returning fishermen often struck and were

lost

Fifty years ago there lived on this island a

young girl in a cottage with her father, and
they loved each other very tenderly. One very
stormy night the father was away on the sea in

a fisherman's boat
;
and, though his daughter

watched for hini in much fear and trouble, he

did not conic home. Sad to tell, in the morning
his dead body was found washed upon the beach.
Hi- boat, as he sought the harbor, had struck

against the " Lonely Rock" and gone down.
in her deep sorrow this fisherman's orphan

did not think of herself alone. She was scarce-

ly more than a child, humble, poor, and weak :

but she said in her heart that, while she lived,

no more boats should be lost on the " Lonely
Rock," if a light shining through her window
would guide them safely into the harbor. And
so, after watching by the body of her father,

according to the custom of her people, until it

was buried, she lay down and slept through the
day, but, when night fell, arose and lighted the
candle, placed it in the window of her cottage,

BO that it might be seen by any fisherman com-
ing i» fr sea and guide him safely into the
harbor. She sat by the candle all night, and
trimmed it and spun ; but, when the day dawned,
she went to bed and slept.

As many hanks as she had spun before for
her daily bread she spun still, and one over, to
buy her nightly candle. And from that time
to this, tor titty year.-, through youth, maturity,
and old age, she has turned night into day ; and
in the snow-storms of winter, through driving
mists, deceptive moonlight, and solemn dark-
le--, the northern harbor has never once been
without the light of her candle.
How many live- she saved by this candle,

and how many meal- she won by it for the starv-
'"- families ">' the boatmen, it'i- impossible to
say. How many .lark nights the fishermen, de-
pending upon ii, have -one forth, cannot now
'" told. Here it Btood, regular as a lighthouse,
steady a- constant care could make it. Al-
ways brighter when daylight waned, the fisher-
men bad only to keep it constantly in view and
Were - ;l |'...

There was but one thin- to intercept it. and
that wa- the rock. However far they might
li:lv " - to sea, they had only to bear
down tor that lighted window, and 'they wen-
sure of a safe entrance to the Inn b

Bui what do the boatmen and boat nun's wives
think of this? Do they pay tie- poor ..-

No: they are verv poor. But,
|

r or rich
they know better than that. Do they thank
her'.' No: perhaps they think that thank, of
theirs would be inadequate t-. express their gra-
titude, or perhaps long years have made the
lighted casement so familiar that they look upon

it as a matter of course, and forget for the time

the patient watcher within.

—

Jean Ingelow.

What it Costs to Pray.

"We are not apt to think of praying as cost-

ing us anything. We do not have to pay a

price for the privilege. We do not purchase

the things that we receive when we pray. The
act of praying is not hard. It is only speaking

into our Fathers ear the desires of our heart.

Nothing could seem easier.

Yet praying costs. Many times it is only in

anguish and tears that we can offer our suppli-

cations. Prayer means absolute submission to

God's will. We cannot pray at all on any
other condition. It costs to make this surrender.

When it is sincere and real, every kneeling at

Christ's feet is a laying of self anew upon the

altar in entire devotion. We can keep nothing

back and pray truly. Is there no struggle with

self, no giving up of desires dear as life, no
dropping of cherished things out of the hand,
no crushing of tender human affections, in the

quiet "Thy will be done '' of our prayers?

It was something you wanted, but you were
not sure God wanted you to have it. You
prayed earnestly for it, but you said, " Thy will,

be done " of our prayers.

It was something you wanted, but you were
not sure God wanted you to have it. You
prayed earnestly for it, but you said, *' Thy will,

not mine, be done." The gift did not come,
but, your desire became less and less intense as

you prayed and waited. At last, when it be-

came evident that it was not God's will to

grant your wish, there was no bitterness, no
lingering struggle, only peace and a song. But
did the submission cost you nothing?
Or it was a sorrow agaiust which you pleaded.

A loved one was strickeu. With all your heart
you prayed that he might recover. Yet as you
prayed you were led by a gentle constraint to

lay the burden of your desire in gentle sub-
mission at God's feet. Slowly, as the days and
nights of watching went by, and the illness

grew worse instead of better, and when it be-
came more and more certain that your dear
one would be taken from you, there came into
your heart a new, strange sense of God's love,
and you were calm and quiet. Then, when the
sorrow came, there was no rebellion, no bitter-
ness, but only sweet trust. All this wondrous
change your praying had wrought in you. It
had not changed God's way, bringing 'it down
to yours, but it had lifted you up into accord
with God's will. Did it cost you nothing?

This is the inner history of every praying
life. Not all things we ask would be blessings
to us if they were given to us. Many of our best
blessings come through God's withholdings.
The prayers are not really unanswered. There
is a blessing in our very longings, which lifts
us up nearer to God.

" Life is full of broken measures,
Ohjects nnattained :

Sorrows intertwined with pleasures,
Losses i I our costlie-t treasures,

Ere the heights be gained.

" Even- soul has aspiration
Still unsatisfied:

Memories that wake vibration
1)1" the heart in quick pulsation,

At the gills denied.

" We are better for the longing,
Stronger for the pain:

Souls .-,t ease are nature wronging:
I h rough the harrowed sold come thronging

Seeds, in sun and rain !

° °

" Broken measures, fine completeness
In the perfect whole:

Life is hut a day in fieetness

;

Richer in all strength and sweetness,

Grows the striving soul."

But such discipline is not easily obtained,

always costs to pray the soul into calmness j

peace. The struggle grows less and less as t'

praying goes on ; the pleadings are less intern

at last they sob themselves into silence, and Ij

lips speak with love and trust the word of sil

mission. But it has been at sore cost that 1

1

result has been gained. It was the dying
'

self that was going on.

There is another phase of the cost of prayii

We ask for more holiness. We know that t

;

is God's will for us, and yet it may requir i

long time of struggle to bring our lives ii i

true accord with our own desires. We pray;
be made more humble, but it is probable t!i

our longings can only be answered throu-

many bufferings and defeats. We ask for 1
tience, but the very word tells of suffering >

be endured; and the quality of patience is <}

that can be secured only through trial. 1 B

ask for more of Christ in our heart, and Gj
is very willing to grant us this request. II
perhaps our heart is so preoccupied that ro

|

for more of Christ can be made only by
||

casting out of many other things. Here t

where the cost is experienced. The old nat »

will not yield to the new without a protest,)!

until vanquished and put under foot.

It is never easy to grow better. You pil
for a gentle temper. Docs it come quietly 1 1

softly in answer to your prayer, as the d<

j

came down out of the heavens to abide i

Christ at his baptism ? This certainly is I
the usual history of the evolution of a src t

temper. It is a story, rather, of sore discipli
,

in which a turbulent and uncontrolled spiril
,

by a slow process, trained and tamed into s,-

coutrol, ofttimes only through long and sev 3

struggle and many failures.

John Newton, in one of his hymns, tells
p

story of such a prayer. He asked the Lord t t

he might grow in faith, and love, and ev ft

grace. He hoped that in some favored h r

the request would be at once answered, and 9

sins subdued by love's restraining power. A
stead of this, however, he was made to feel e

hidden evils of his heart, and his soul was v

saulted by the angry powers of darkness.

" 'Lord, why is this?' I trembling cried,
' Wilt thou pursue thy worm to death?" I

' Tis in this way,' the Lord replied,
' I answer prayer for grace and faith. |

" 'These inward trials I employ,
From self and pride to set thee free.

And break thy schemes of earthly joy,
That thou mayest seek thy all in me.' " ]

They know not what they ask who begirt o

pray sincerely and deeply, " Nearer, my Goes
thee." It may, indeed, require a cross to jt

them higher and nearer. But no price is
j>

great to pay to become conquerors over self, : i

to grow into holiness and beauty of life.

Another example of the cost of prayings

found in prayers for others. It seems easjp

pray for our friends. But we do not pray Ig
for others with the earnestness and with the i-

portunity of love, before we find something P

do to make our praying avail. A pare is

pleading for a child, draws the parent's wle
soul with it. We pray for the sick, the p< t",

'he needy, and, if we mean it all, our love 'j'

not stop at praying. A city missionary I*

plored God to send his angel to care for '
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tphan children whom lie had found in a cold,

leless hovel, starving and naked, beside the

«a<l body of their mother. Instantly a voice

eoke to him in his conscience: "Thou art mine

t|gel; for this very purpose did I send thee

Ire." His praying for these children proved a

cjtly act. You would better not begin plead-

i* for one of God's little ones in need or

tmble, telling God your interest in the sutter-

iij one, if you want your praying to cost you
ithing. Almost surely God will ask you to

ce for them for him.

—

Sunday School Times.

Ok. Fraxklin's Tact.—In 1736, Franklin
vs chosen Clerk of the General Assembly, of

Innsylvania, his first promotion, as he calls it

it his narrative. The choice was annual, and
I year following, a new member made a long

sfech against his re-election. Hereupon he

rfords: " As the place was highly desirable for

ir on many accounts, I did not like the oppo-
gron of this new member, who w^s a gentleman
ofortune and education, with talents that were
li:ly to give him in time, great influence in

tl House, which, indeed, afterwards happened.

I id not, however, aim at gaining his favor by
piing any servile respect to him, but after

sbe time took this other method. Having
h(rd that he had in his library a certain very
eece and curious book, I wrote a note to him
esressing my desire of perusing that book, and
rejestiug that he would do me the favor of

leliug it to me for a few days. He sent it

inhediately, and I returned it in about a week,

wh another note strongly expressing my sense

bfhe favor.' When we next met in the House,
hcpoke to me, which he had never done before,

ariwith great civility; and he ever after maui-
fes'd a readiness to serve me on all occasious,

soiat we became great friends, aud our friend-

fib continued to his death. This is another
inhnce of the truth of an old maxim I had
letoed, which says, 'He that has ouce done
yoa kindness will be more ready to do you an-
otlr than he whom you yourself have obliged.'

Ail it shows how much more profitable it is

prleutly to remove, than to resent, return, aud
co inue inimical proceedings."

At our First-day meeting the company was
a ttle increased. A warning was sounded
arrng them against a light, scoffing spirit on
thiubject of religion, and against the conscien-
tio, scruples of men and women who fear God
an endeavor to walk according to his will.

Frnds were called to the work of religion in

thoselves; that everything of a light and
cbfy nature might be destroyed, and a solid
an weighty frame of mind might take the
phe of it, so that they might be examples of
pu:y and self-denial, and a standing protest

agvist the wickedness and abominations that
ruilike a torrent through our land. They
we warned against countenancing the vain
exlbitions and amusements, that evil men and
woen, strolling up and down, were inviting
thtieople to. Many people who make a pro-
fern of religion, make no scruple in frequent-
ingueh places, and by their example eucourage
oth-s to do the same. How can such be clear
of ie blood of their fellow men while leading
the into the paths of wickedness and away
»o the footsteps of Christ's companions? But
the: who turn their back on all the temptations
I Uan, and follow the great Captain of salva-
tioi will know Him to give power over all the
povrs of the enemy

; and He can deliver those
wh.iincerely desire to come unto God by Him."H Slang' Journal.

Henry Seebohm, Ornithologist.

The death of Henry Seebohm last week re-

moves from the list of English ornithologists

the most original figure since the days of Mac-
gillivray, says the "London Spectator." He
came of an old Quaker family, was born at

Bradford, and from childhood was an enthusi-

astic observer and collector. He became a large

steel manufacturer at Sheffield, and while car-

rying on his business visited Russia, Siberia,

Greece, Asia Minor, Norway, Denmark, Heli-

goland, Germany, Austria, the Engadine, Hol-
land and France, to see for himself the English
migratory birds in their foreign homes.

His "History of British Birds and Their Eggs
is a connected theory of the geographical dis-

tribution of English birds, and accounts of his

visits to the valleys of the Petchora and the

Yenisei, which rauk among the best descriptive

natural history ever written.

The author wrote under all kinds of difficul-

ties, at Russian post stations while the horses

were being changed, in peasants, and fishermen's

cottages, on wrecked ships, and often after eigh-

teen or twenty hours of outdoor work ; but the

reader feels always in the open forest, by the

banks of the great rivers, or on the mysterious
" tundra" between the forests and the frozen

sea. His expedition to the Petchora was sug-

gested by two lines of thought. There were half

a dozen of by no means rare birds, constant

winter visitors to Britain, which vanished every
spring as completely as if they had flowu to

another planet. Their breeding-place might be

either an unknown land, or more probably some
region which was not undiscovered, but was
never visited by educated Europeans. The birds

were the gray plover, the curley sand-piper, the

sanderling, the little stint, the knot, and "Be-
wick's swan," a small wild species found on the

coasts in winter.

Secondly, but iu reference to this first quest

H. Seebohm, on two visits to Norway and Arch-
angel, had noted the great difference between

the birds found on the White Sea aud those of

Norway. He concluded, therefore, that if he

went some ten degrees further to the east, he
might find not only the breeding grounds of

new species, but the unknown summer-home of

those which vanish for a season. The desired

position coincided geographically with the val-

ley of the Petchora River, which flows from the

Ural Mountains northwards, and falls into the

Arctic Ocean opposite Novaya Zembla.
The one thousand miles of Petchora's stream,

though lying inside the boundary of Europe, cut

the two characteristic tracts of the North Si-

berian region which runs without a break from
above the Archangel to Behring Sea. On the

upper river was the great Siberian forest ; while

on the lower, on either bank, beyond the limit

of trees, was the " tundra," which fringes the

whole length of the northern coast. On the

maps the tundra has a bad name. It is called

the " region of treeless swamp." It is uninhab-

ited ; and for eight months out of the twelve it

is covered with snow.

Yet this H. Seebohm found to be the un-

known land which drains the Old World of half

its bird population, at the time when the tem-

perate and tropical zones are in their most en-

chanting mood. For love of " the region of tree-

less swamp" the birds gladly turn their backs

on the English spring, and fly across Europe to

sojourn in what H. Seebohm terms "an orni-

thological Cathay." He not only discovered the

fact, but the still stranger reason which accounts

v Bhould id without

At the beginning of Fourth Month he reached

the town of Ust Zylma, three hundred miles

from the mouth of the Petchora. The river was

fifteen times as broad as the Thames at Ham-
raeremith Bridge, the surface was frozen as far

as the eye could reach, up stream and down
stream, and the frozen forest was as " bare of

life as the Desert of the Sahara." Except one

or two ravens, there was not a bird to be seen.

Suddenly summer came, and with it—almost

on the same day — the birds arrived also. The
ice on the Petchora split and disappeared, the

banks steamed in the sun
;
geese, swans, ducks,

gulls, redstarts, wagtail-, pipits, chiff-chaffs, wil-

low-wrens, dotterels, snipes, and hawks pursuing

them, arrived in forty-eight hours after the first

warmth; the cuckoo sang all day long; and
the Siberian forest became a paradise of beauty

peopled with birds, and stocked with last year's

fruits, preserved by seven months' frost and
snow.

But among all the migrating myriads, not

one of the species whose nest he sought passed

over the upper Petchora. H. Seebohm and Har-

vie Brown, who had accompanied him, then de-

scended the river, and encamped on the tundra.

The tundra was, in fact, a moor, with here aud
there a large flat bog and abundant lakes. It

was covered with moss, lichens, heath-like plants,

dwarf birch, aud millions of acres of cloudber-

ries and cranberries. As far as the eye could

reach, this region stretched east and west, inter-

sected by low ridges of tussocks, like the rind

of a melon. Here they found the nests of three

of the six species whose eggs were unknown.
The egg of the gray plover were found iu the

first day's " birdnesting" on the tundra, and the

birds were identified. These plovers, which
feed in the Thames marshes in autumn, thus

fly to the most northern corner of Europe to

rear their young. Lower down the river the

eggs of Bewick's swan#vere also found by a fish-

erman, and later, the eggs of the stint, on the

tundra itself. The knot and sanderling were

not found breeding on the tundra ; they go fur-

ther north, to Grinuell Land—the furthest limit

of human as well as of bird migration.

In summing up his observations H. Seebohm
declared that the number of birds which go to

the Arctic regions to breed is " vast beyond con-

ception." They go, not by thousauds, but by
millions, to rear their young on the tundra. Of
the cause which attracts them he was equally

certain. It is because nowhere in the world

does Nature provide, at the same time and in

the same place, "such a lavish prodigality of

food." That the barren swamp of the tundra

should yield a food-supply so great as to tempt

birds to make journeys of thousands of miles to

rear their young in a land of plenty only to be

found beyond the Arctic circle seems incredible.

H. Seebohm explained the apparent paradox.

The vegetation largely consists of cranberry,

cloudberry, and crowberry bushes. Forced by
the perpetual sunshine of the Arctic summer,
these bear enormous crops of fruit. But the

crop is not ripe until the middle and end of the

Arctic summer, and if the fruit-eating birds had
to wait until it was ripe they would starve, for

as has been already noted, they arrive on the

very day of the melting of the snow. But each

year the snow descends on this immense crop of

ripe fruit before the birds have time to gather

it. It is then preserved beneath the snow, per-

fectly fresh and pure, and the melting of the

snow discloses the bushes with the unconsumep
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lvin.last pear a crop banging on i

iund.

The frozen meal stretches acn -.- the breadth

It never decays, and is accessible the

il the snow melts. Ages have taught the

birds that they have only to fly to the Arctic

find -tich a store of " crystallized fruit"

last them till the bushes arc once iuore

forced into bearing by the perpetual sunlight

The same heat? which free the fruits brings into

being the most prolific insect life in the world,

the mosquito swams on the tundra. No Euro-

pean can live there without a veil after the snow

melts; the gun-barrels are black with them, and

the cloud often obscures the sight. Thus the in-

ng birds have only to open their mouths
to till them with mosquitoes, and the presence

of swams of tender little warblers, chiff-chaffs,

pipit.-, and wagtails in this Arctic region is ac-

counted tor.

A t PER issuing his critical edition of New Tes-

tament in 1840, Tischendorf concluded that he
ought to make a more thorough examination of

original documents. He accordingly visited

- in Holland, England. France, and Ita-

ly and in 1844 went to "the East,—Egypt, Mt.
Sinai, Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Constantinople,

Athens, etc. At the foot of Mt. Sinai, in the

convent of St. Catherine, he discovered what
In- call- tin- pearl of his researches. He found
a basketful of old parchments, destined to be
burned a- worthless. He was allowed to take

only about forty-five sheets out of them, his in-

terest in them an lusing the monks to a suspicion
of their value. He returned to Saxony without
divulging the places where be had obtained his

great timl. In 1853 he was hack again at the
convent of St. Catherine, where he made dis-

• of many biblical manuscripts, hut he
could not find any further traces of the discovery
of 1844. In 1859, harked by the Russian gov-
erment, he again visited Mt. Sinai, and redis-

covered, not only those jery fragments which
fifteen year- before he had found in the waste-
basket, but also other parts of the i >id and New
T( staments, togethi r with other important man-

Di scribing his transport of joy, he
:

" I knew that I held in my hand the most
precious biblical treasure in existence,—a doc-
ument whose age and importance exceeded that
of all the manuscripts which I had ever ex-
amined during twenty years' .-tn.lv of the sub-

I he pri ir having set out for Constanti-
nople, Tischendorf hastened after him, overtook
him at Cairo, and obtained permission from the
prior to have the manuscript brought out to
Cairo, which was accomplished in nine days.
II.- oowsel himself to work to transcribe a hun-
dred and i.ii thousand lines, some of them al-
most illegible, and that in an oppressive climate.

intend many Bubsequent difficulties
acquiring old Greek, Syriac, Coptic Arabic.and
other manuscripts, among which " the Sinaitic
Bible shown like a crown," and was three years
later, at Leipsic, completing his facsimile copy
of this codex in four folio volume.-. " But," he
add-." "that which I think more highly of than
all these Battering distinctions is, the conviction
that Provide] ha- given to our age, in which
"Ua ''k Christianity are so common, the Si-
nam.- Bible, to he t., us a full and clear li ;hl
as to what is the word written by God, and to

- "i defending the truth by establishing
its authentic form.

Through mortification and the death of self
the root of sin i- destroyed.

IF I WERE A VOICE!

If I were a voice— a persuasive voice—
I would travel the wide world through;

I would fly on the beams of a morning light,

And speak to men with a gentle might,

And tell them to be true.

I'd By, I'd fly, o'er the land and the sea,

Wherever a human heart might be,

Telling a tale, or singing a song,

In praise cf the right, in blame of the wrong.

If I were a voice—a consoling voice

—

I'd By on the wings of the air;

The homes of sorrow and guilt I would seek,

Ar.d calm and truthful words I'd speak,

To save them from despair.

I'd By, I'd fly, o'er the crowded town,

And drop, like the happy sunlight, down
Into the suffering hearts of men,
And teach them to rejoice again.

If I were a voice—a convincing voice

—

I'd travel with the wind;
And whenever I saw the nations torn

P.v warfare, jealousy or scorn,

Or hatred of their kind,

I'd fly, I'd fly, on the thunder crash,

And into their blighted bosoms flash

And, all their evil thoughts subdued,
I'd teach them Christian brotherhood.

If I were a voice—a pervading voice—
I'd seek the kings of earth

;

I'd find them alone on the beds of night,

And whisper words that should guide them right
Lessons of priceless worth.

I'd fly more swift than the swiftest, bird.

And tell them things they never heard
;

Truths which the ages for aye repeat,
Unknown to the statesman at their feet.

If I were a voice—an immortal voice

—

I'd speak in the people's ear.

And whenever they shouted "Liberty "

Without deserving to be free,

I'd make iheir mission clear.

I'd fly, I'd fly, on the wings of the day,
Rebuking wrones on my world wide way,
And making all the earth rejoice,

If I were a voice—an immortal voice.

"AS ONE WHO SERVES.''
ELLEN HAMLIN BUTLER.

It was after a meeting, four years back,
In the revival time

;

The night was windy and bleak and black
The hills were awful to climb,

But every seat was crowded so
That the men folks had to stand,

And all in a hush we rose to go,
For the Lord was nigh at hand.

I've never forgotten how Brother Hall
Spoke out at the very end

;

His words were mighty, like those of Paul,
And I felt the Spirit descend.

But as we drove through the shifting storm—
Ja< oband I alone—

My heart, that had been so glad and warm,
Grew cold and dead as a stone.

I thought of the stars in our pastor's crown
I If the days that he spent with God— '

fhe very work that our Lord laid down
I he verv path that He trod.

Then I thought of the life that I have to live
I he hie to » hirh 1 am tied

And only a woman's work to give
To the Saviour until I died.

Then, just as my heart came nigh to break,
II came to me lull ami clear

there were those who lived for his comfort's sake
Wliile lie u:,, sojunnim' h ere .

" I

;.
1

; :"> 'ifet r minds seems dim,
1 '*' :l '"'H heavenly dream

'tly had i„ make for Him
the garment without a seam

!

!

'I»g, Ion;; mountain fast,
When He prayed for his heart's desire,
1 c»me from the ch f the night at last

I think that Martha prepared his bed
With a thrifty housewife's care,

That He might find for his weary head
A rest and a welcome there.

O, how I wished He had come to me !

And then, from his spoken word,

I knew that I, too, in my home might be,

A minister of the Lord,
For I've not the gilt of a ready speech,
And my work is of every day,

But I'll make the everyday comfort reach
Straight into his children's way.

And, as I whispered a prayer to heaven,
The wind from the hills' went down,

And I thought: " If I'm servin', I'll be forgiven
For the lack of stars in my crown.

My home is Christ's." And I raised my eyes,

But, will you believe it?. Far
Above our roofs, in the breakin' skies,

Shone his answer to me—a star.— Congregatu

For slumber and f„,„l and lire.

The Papyrus Plant.

Egypt was once the literary centre of I

world. Its literature and its libraries were i

pride of the nation, and to be "learned in

the wisdom of the Egyptians," was to occupi
high position in the literary world.

The literary eminence of the Egyptians I

largely due to the papyrus or paper planlj
three-cornered rush or reed, some ten feet hid
which grew in the Egyptian waters, and ]
layers of which, peeled apart, spread out, gltl

together, and beaten and smoothed, madJ
paper on which the Egyptian scribes couldJ
cord and preserve the wisdom of successive a,1
No other country had this advantage, which 1
Egyptians endeavored to monopolize; andwl
other nations must prepare the skins and I
trails of beasts on which to inscribe their H
cords, the Egyptians could have paper in «
quantity they desired. The prophet of God la
ago declared that Egypt should be "the bal
of kingdoms;" but this could not be whe.'B
was a land of literature, libraries and bo I
But as years passed on, the libraries of Egfl
were not only destroyed by her fauatical c

I

querors, but the material upon which the EgM
tians wrote, it was predicted should cease to elk
and the prediction has had a most remarbj
fulfilment. Said the Prophet : "The paT
reeds by the brooks, by the mouth of the brol
and every thing sown by the brook, shall wit!
be driven away, and be no more" (Isa. xix<[

To-day the papyrus can be found on the
apus in Sicily, on a stream near Jaffa, on

|

sedgy borders of the Upper Nile in Africa,
in the botanical gardens of Europe, but iljB
longer lifts its nodding plumes by the riven
Egypt— it is unknown in that land which H
once its home. " The paper-reeds by the bro«M
are "no more."

Other materials are used for paper ; but pS
degraded Egypt neither makes it nor uses to

any great extent. The pride of Egvpt is broibt

low, and her idols are utterly abolished. P
from the deep tombs and sand-buried se|

chres of Egypt come from time to time
numbers of those ancient papyrus man user £i

which, in that rainless climate, buried in h

desert sands, have preserved the records ofE P"<

tian wisdom to the present house. Says a rent*

writer:

"In Vienna the magnificent papyrus co

I

tion of the Archduke Rainer was recentl)**
hibited in the Museum for Arts and Indu 7:

This collection embraces more than a hunt
thousand specimens of literary remains, in nfll
than ten languages, and nearly all wereftj
in the tombs of Fayoom, in Upper Egypt.

at

I
= ot
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j^rliest documents date from the earliest period

if the Rameses kings, about fourteen hundred
ears before Christ ; and the latest are from the

; se of the Marnalukan sultanates, about four-

:en hundred years after Christ. Among other

aluable finds are also paper documents from

ie beginning of the ninth century,— a fact,

'hich, according to the famous specialist, Pro-

fessor Julius Wiesner, of Vienna, shows that

aper was used in the Orient several centuries

efore its use by western nations. Nearly twen-
' thousand of these documents, which are on

111 conceivable subjects of public and private

fe, were found in Hermopolis. They are of

rime value iu the study of periods concerning

hich reliable sources of other kinds are not

mailable."

—

H. L. Hastings in Christian.

An Adventure with the Bedawin,

On one occasion William Wright was return-

ig from Palmyra, with a single companion, an
inglishman. He says :

When we had got opposite the 'Ain-el WuVil
suntain, we found our way blocked by an
rab encampment. The twinkling lights seemed

j fill the whole plain. All appeared to be fast

sleep, but we knew that if one of the Bedawin
iw us, we should soon have the whole hornet's

2st after us.

As the wind was coming from the fountain-

de, we resolved to try to get round the other

,de of the encampment. We alighted, and,

linging the nose-bags on our horses, carefully

d them as we moved round the Arab flank in

ie darkness.

i It was an anxious time ; for, had our horses

hinnied, or a desert dug discovered us, we
tould certainly at least have been deprived of

hr horses.

i By making a circuit of a mile or more, we
>t past the northern flank of the sleeping host,

i.
strong wind was blowing from the camp,

Iden with the odor of camels and camp-fires.

lur mares, we knew, would not neigh like

brses and betray us ; but lest they might be
>mpted to act contrary to their natures, we let

lem feed from their nose-bags as they walked
ilently and docilely by our side.

As soon as we thought we had got past the
irabs, we worked our way back to the direct

ith and started for Karyetein at a pace of
irelve miles an hour. The track was hard, and
ie noise of our cantering horses roused the
imp, which was nearer to us than we had sup-
ised, judging from the glimmer of the camp-
ires, which seemed in the darkness farther
.vay than they really were. An alarm shot
as fired, and then there arose a babel of sounds,
which the braying of asses and barking of

ogs, and shouting of men were mingled.
; We kept steadily on our way, but we did not
em to begetting much further from the noises,

/hen we had ridden for about an hour, we
iddenly became aware that we were being pur-
led. The night had become very dark, and
e could see nothing but the camp-flres in the
.stance, but we could distinctly hear the clatter

c horses' feet, and even the hard breathing of
arses which were being driven furiously.

We were then passing over rough ground,
id having reached a seil, or the dry bed of a
ver, we turned up it at right angles to the
ath. In a few seconds we were quite out of
ght, among the hills. We again hung the
Jse-bags on our horses' heads, and set them to

ed, and I left both with my friend, and crawled
ick to a little hill by the side of the path.

I had scarcely got to the top of the hill, and
peeped over, lying flat on the ground, when the

troop swept past.

We immediately mounted and followed the

Bedawin, who thought they were following us.

There was less than half a mile between us.

We could hear them distinctly ; but if they
heard us, they must have thought we were some
of their own party. When we had followed

them for an hour or so, and they seemed to be
getting further and further ahead of us, it be-

came necessary to shake them off in some way
or other, as we knew that the dawn would very
soon reveal us.

My companion carried a little flask of brandy
suspended by straps, as an ornament. I induced
him to give it me. We then rode into the desert

to the left, and I took the muslin which was
fixed on my helmet as a protection against the

sun, saturated it with the brandy, and set fire

to it on a heap of brushwood.
The flame rose suddenly, and the brushwood

caught fire, and continued the blaze. I fired

two or three shots, sending the bullets whistling

after our pursuers. At the same time we walked
our horses between them and the fire, and
danced around it, so that we might seem more
numerous than we were. Then we galloped
back in the darkness to the road, and crossed

out into the desert on the other side.

The ruse succeeded splendidly. The fire burnt
itself out quickly, but the Bedawin hurried back
to the spot where they had seen it. We heard
them leaving the road, and passing back, with

much noise, through the brushwood. Knowing
that our path was free, we returned to it, and
sped as fast as we could on our way to Kary-
etein.

We were both profoundly thankful that we
had escaped a real danger, and that we had not

been obliged to shed the blood of even desert

cut-throats.

—

-Wright's Palmyra and Zenobia.

The Michigan Christian Advocate points out

a condition of things in a Canadian distillery

which is at least suggestive. The spectacle of a
distiller going to law to prevent the issuance of

a license to sell the product of his distillery is

at once unique and prophetic. The Advocate

says :
" With curious inconsistency the largest

manufacturing firm of whiskey in this hemis-

phere refuses to allow an employee to drink,

and has been fighting in the courts to prevent

a man from having a license to sell whiskey in

the town. Walkerville, Ontario, near Windsor,
where one million barrels of this liquor are con-

stantly in stock, there is no chance to buy, beg,

or steal a drink. The motto of the firm of

Walkers is: ' We make whiskey to sell and not

to drink.' The result is a practically temper-
ance town where the central and chief industry

is to prepare the way for intemperance. The
owner of the distillery and builder of the town
discovered years ago "that drinking was hurtful

to his employees and to the community, and put
his iron will to the task of preventing it, but
strangely enough he did not allow himself to

see or to feel that the abstinence which his men
and the inhabitants of his town needed was
needful elsewhere, and he kept on making what
he would discharge his own men for using. In
earlier days he kept a barrel of liquor open for

all his men to drink from freely as they chose,

but the blighting effects became too apparent,

and hence the prohibition regime was inaugu-
rated, and has been enforced for years."

One is very imperfect when one is impatient

of the imperfections of others.

—

Fenelon.

Dolt.

BY DOB

Do what? Why, say the kindly word, write

the friendly note, make the visit of sympathy,
Bend the flowers— or whatever be the thought-
ful act which your heart prompts, do it. You
know well how often Bhyoess or laziness or for-

getfulness or the habit of postponement, what-
ever you like to call it, hinders you from doing
things like those just mentioned. If you are

not conscious of such hindrance, your experience
is very different from mine. But let us Bee.

Did you never stand at a counter in a store,

and while you were being served, have it forced
upon your notice that the girl who was serving
you was very tired or sick or sad ? And have
you not had the impulse to say just a word of

kindness or sympathy to her, and then checked
that impulse by the thought, " I am too much of
a stranger to her ; it is really none of my busi-

ness; perhaps she would think it an intrusion
;

I think I would belter let it alone." Whereas,
if the secrets of the heart were revealed, it might
easily be seen that the word which you thus

turned back from its kindly mission, would have
sent that poor soul singing instead of sighing

through the rest of the day. Or if not quite

that, it might at least have made her burden
far easier to bear. So that is one of the places

where I would say to you and to myself, do it.

Have you never, in passing a florist's, been
reminded of a sick friend, and stayed your steps

with the thought of sending her a few flowers

to let her know that you did not forget her?
Then you have said to yourself, " O ! she proba-
bly has her room full of flowers; perhaps she
does not like their fragrance ahout her ; besides

she may be so much better that she will not care
for them ; I will wait until I hear again from
her." Meantime your friend may just then have
wondered if you have quite forgotten her; it is

so long since she has been able to see you ; and
it has so happened that she has not had any
fresh flowers for a day or two; and altogether

things are looking a wee bit dark to her. If

you had sent those flowers, they would have
brightened her room and her heart that day.

So again, at the florist's door, I say, do it.

I wonder if you have never thought, on hear-

ing of the coming to a friend of a sore sorrow
or a combination of trying circumstances, "I
believe I'll write her a note to tell her how
sorry I am for her." Then came the second
thought. " She will probably have a lot of letters

of sympathy ; I do not know that I am intimate

enough with her to intrude upon her at such a
time; I could not really say any thing to com-
fort her; I will wait awhile at all events." The
note is not written, the opportunity is lost, the

Father's message of love is not carried. And
at that very time, in that sorrowing or burdened
heart, there may be a need which you, better

than another, could meet with the gentle hand
of your sympathy. Sorrow has many sides, and
all loving friends do not touch the same side or

aspect of it. Perhaps not a single one has given

just the comfort or strength which your note, if

written, would have brought. Will you not the

next time do it.

I verily believe that where one person will

resent the kind word or the friendly note as in-

trusive, ten will welcome it and find it helpful

in the bearing of trial or disappointment. Cu-
riosity to find out about another's suffering or

sorrow simply for itself, is easily distinguished

from sympathy which goes out of itself to help

the suffering one.
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You go by a iittle notion store in a si

'

thing put

lown by the wind. The
vat her work and knows

phe. Will yon

;„ and ;
.1 woman in front

of you on the street, with something conspicu-

ously out of order in her dress, of which she is

quite unconscious. Will you toll her of it? Or
in both these an. I many similar cases will you

, pur first impulse with the thought, "It

is really not my concern ;
I cann t go about set-

ting people to rights."

Would it not l»' well to ,!,, ii whenever these

small opportunities of service come to us? Great

opportunities may be slow in showing them-

.-elves—the little ones are daily, almost hourly,

at hand. Let us make the most of them, and

we shall be more ready for the larger ones—or

it' these never come, it will he a blessed thing

to have our live- tilled with the "little kind-

which, after all, mean so much in this

weary world.

—

Thi Presbyterian,.

Kor "The Friend."

Miles Halhead.

Many of our early Friends lived in such close

communion with the Lord that they were fa-

vored with an insight into the feelings of others,

and a degree of Divine light and power that

were little less than miraculous.

Among these was Miles Halhead. He is men-
tion. -d ;ui g tie- zealous preachers who went
forth about the year 1652, in company with

John An. Hand. Edward Burrough and others.

II i- the lirst of the Friends who was im-
prisoned in Kendal.

< (nee he went to Swarthmore to visit his

friends and to assist at their meeting ; by the
Way, he net the wife of the justice, Thomas
Preston, and because he passed by her quietly,
with.ut the ordinary way of greeting, .-lie grew
bo offended, that sh immanded her man to go
back and beat him : which he did. At which
Miles being kindled with zeal, said to her, '0
thou Jezebel '. Thou proud Jezebel ! Canst thou
n t permit and Buffer the servant of the Lord

by thee quietly? She then held forth
her bands, as if she would have struck him, and
.-pit iii his face, saying, '

I scorn to fall down at
thy word-.' This made .Miles say again, 'Thou
proud Jezebel, thou that hardenest thy heart
and hra/. ... -t thy face against the Lord and
bis servant, the Lord will plead with thee in
his own time, and set in order before thee, the
things that thou nasi done this day to his ser-
vant' And so he parted with her and wenl to
Swarthmore. About three m mths after thi,. he
fell himself moved to go and speak to her; and
when he came to II iulker Hall, he asked for
Thoraa I she then coming to the

iwing her, asked her if

tbe woman of thi bouse, to whir], 3ne
S I, hut if v.,,, would -peak will, Mrs

I "ill entreat her to come to you.'
then -he went in, and coming hack with an-
other wo;, am. -aid, ' l|. ,,. i. Mistress Preston ;'

but the,, it was manifested to him that she he,'.
-.It was the woman. Ii ,- true, as hath been

i on the
way, a,.d -p.k.u to he,-; but it maybe, she was
1 "" \" -" differenl a dress, that by reason
tnerenl he did not know her; vet firmly believ-
ing thai ,i wai

11,11 ll " before tbe Lord and hi- servanl ?

rl the woman I enme to speak t ,.' A.nd
'kin.' a word, he pro-

ir what the I, ird

hath to say unto thee; O woman, harden not

thy heart a'uainst the Lord : for if thou dost, He
will cut thee off iu his sore displeasure ; there-

to, re take warning in time, and fear the Lord

God of heaven and earth, that thou mayest end

thy days in peace.' Having said this, he went

away, she, how proud soever, not doing him any

harm, being withheld, without knowing by what.

"About three years after she had made her

man heat Miles, it happened that as he was riding

from Swarthmore, near to Houlker Hall, he

met with a person who said to him, ' Friend, I

have something to say unto you, which hath

lain upon me this long time. I am the man
that, about three years ago, at the command of

my mistress, did beat you very sore; for which

I have been very much troubled, more than

for anything that ever I did in all my life : for

truly, night and day, it hath been often in

my heart, that I did not well in beating an
innocent man, that never did me any hurt or

harm. I pray you forgive me, and desire the

Lord to forgive me, that I may be at peace and
quiet in my mind.' To this Miles answered,
' Truly friend, from that time to this day, I

never had any thing in my heart against thee,

nor thy mistress, but love. The Lord forgive

you both ; I desire that it may never be laid to

your charge; for ye knew not what ye did.'

" Travelling once in Yorkshire, he came to

Skepton, where declaring the word of Truth, he
was so sorely abused and beaten, that he was laid

for dead ; nevertheless, by tbe Lord's power, he
was healed of all his bruises, and withiu three

hours he was healthy and sound again, to the
astonishment of those that had so abused him,
and to the convincing of many that beheld him.

" Then he went to Bradford, Leeds and Hali-
fax, where he also declared the doctrine of Truth
amongst the people; but not without meeting
with great persecution.

" From thence he came to Doncaster, and
there went on a First-day of the week, to a
steeple-house, where, after the worship was done,
he spoke to the priest and people ; but they, in-

stead of hearkening to what he said, fell upon
him in a great rage, and drove him out of the
town

; and he being sorely bruised, they left

him for dead. But before his going from home,
he had been firmly persuaded, that the Lord
would preserve him in all dangers; and it hap-
pened so to him according to his belief, for he
got up again, and went to a friend's house,
where he laid himself clown upon a bed. But
not long after, he felt a very strong motion to
go to a certain chapel, and there to declare the
word of the Lord

; forthwith he felt also an in-
ward assurance, that if he gave up to do so, the
Lord would heal him from his bruises. Then
he rose, as well as he could, and came down
stairs with great difficulty, by taking hold of
the walls for a stay, and going out, be began to

" ll by degrees; and coming at. length into
the chapel, he. spake as he was moved; and
when he had cleared himself, he went hack to
lie 1 house fro,,, whence he came, and the Lord
made him sound of all his bruises.

" From thence he went to York, and there
spoke lo the Lord Mayor, and other rulers of
thai city, and passing through Yorkshire, he
went into several steeple-houses, to exhort the
people; and though he met with great hard-
ships, yet he was supported by an invisible
Hand So being clear of that, country, he re-
1111111 d to hi- house at Mountjoy, in Underbar-
'""• "> the county of Westmoreland. But his

g thus often from home, was an exceeding
to his wi e, Wlio iii the. hrst year of

his change, not being of his persuasion, was
very much troubled in her mind, and would

|

often say from discontent, ' Would to God I ha
married a drunkard, then I might have found
him at the ale-bouse; but now I cannot
where to find my husband.' But after the s

of a year it pleased the Lord to visit her. Sb
had a little son of about five years of age, whic
child she loved extraordinarily, insomuch tha

she thought it was her only delight and com
fort ; but it happened that this darling diet

and some time after, she spoke thus to her hus
band, ' Truly, husband, I have something to te

thee: one night being in bed, mourning an<

lamenting with tears in my eyes, I beard a

voice saying, " Why art thou so discontents
concerning thy husband ? I have called an<

chosen him to my work ; my right hand shal

uphold him. Therefore be thou content anc

pleased, that he serve me, and I will bless thee

and thy children for his sake; and all things

shall prosper that thou shalt take in hand. Bui
if thou wilt not be content, but grudge and
murmur, and repine against me and my servant
whom I have chosen to do my work, I will

bring a greater cross upou thee." These words
being fresh in my mind both night and day, ]

often said withiu myself, What cross can this!

be, that would be greater than the want of mj,
husband? But for all this I could not beij

content: all the joy I had, or could find, was;

in our little boy, who would often, when h<

saw me weeping and mourning, take me abou 1

; I

my neck, and say, My dear mother, pray b<ii

content, for my father will come home in tji

little time. This child would often comfort mi,

in this manner; but for all that I could not bij

content. Not long after it pleased the Lord t<;
\

take from me this my only son, my chiefest joy'

Then the voice which I had heard cameinti,
my mind, and I perceiving that this was thij

cross which the Lord would bring upon me,
smote upon my breast, and said within myself
that I was the very cause why the Lord hat]

]

taken away my little son. A great fear ther, i

seizing upon me, I said, Lord my God ! giv !

me power to be content to give up my husbant
freely to do thy will, lest, Lord, thou tab ]

away from me all my children. From tha
time I never durst oppose thee, my husband
any more in the work of the Lord, for fear tha

1

i

his judgments might also fall upon me and m} I

children.' This served not a little to strengthei

and encourage Miles.
" Some time after, walking in his garden, h:

felt a motion to go to Stanley chapel in Lan 1

I

cashire. Now though he might expect to mee! I

with rude entertainment there, yet he consult©'
not with flesh and blood, but went to the afore'

said chapel. Being come, he was not suffer©*

to enter, but the door was violently turnei'
g

against him. Then he walked in the yard till i

the worship was done, and the people that camj
out, fell upon him with great rage, and on
Captain William Kawlinson, took hold of hi)

arms and shoulders, and calling another ma.i M
to take him by the feet and legs, they threv ,

him over the wall: by which fall he was e> IW

ceedingly bruised, so that he had much to do tj .

get home. By the way it wa-s inwardly said t] k
him that he must be content with what ws|

|

befallen him that day, and that if he was fait!

f'ul in what the Lord required of him then, H,
would heal him again. Being come home, h)

waited upon the Lord to know his will. In thi t]

resigneduess, within six days, he was moved tflH
go to Wiudermore steeple-house, and it was, sH
it were, said unto him, 'Fear not the face c

1

I
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ny man, but speak the word of the Lord freely ;

nd then thou shalt be made sound again of all

!hy bruises.' So he went to the said steeple-

jouse, and having spoken the word of the Lord
i the priest and people, without receiving any

arm. he was healed that day of his sore bruises."

(To be continued, i

Natural History, Science, etc.

A Morning'* Work in Camp.— Let me de-

ribe the usual routine of a morning's work in

imp. First, the fire must be made up and
•eakfast prepared. Then, whilst the tent is

aing furled and the beds tightly rolled up, two

; three of the party go out and bring in the

f)rses—no light work, for the fourteen horses

ay be very widely scattered. Meanwhile the

ick-saddles and saddle-blankets are sorted, and

»ch pack, tightly rolled and roped, is placed

ar its own saddle, ready to be fixed upon the

l.ck of the horse to which it belongs. Every -

ting having been made ship-shape, the horses

je saddled, and then the really hard work
immences. A man stands on each side of a

Irse, and, lifting up a bundle weighing any-

fing from fifty to one hundred pounds, fixes it

t
1 the side of the saddle with a small rope

died a sling-rope. When both side-packs are

s:ured, the top-pack is placed between the two

rrdens, and a cloth is thrown over the whole;

rund this is thrown the lash-rope, a thick cord

;out thirty feet long. This is passed round
t3 pack in various ways, as the case demands,
id runs over the girth under the animal's

Illy, the men handing the " loose " to each
cier in regular order, and pulling on the rope

rth one foot braced against the pack or horse's

se. When all is made as tight as can be, the

irimal is turned loose, whilst the attention of

te packers is given to the next horse. Mean-
\ ile the knives and plates have been washed,

ad the kitchen-horse packed, and at last the

epedition gets under way. As may be im-
ained, all this takes time, and is besides so

Ihorious that one is in some degree exhausted
fc'ore the day's march begins.

—

In the Muskeg.

For "The Friend."

Judicious Friends for Representatives.

The Discipline, on page 55, of the edition of

1)3, reads, "That each Quarterly Meeting
a joint a suitable number of judicious Friends
aits Representatives." And on page 164, un-

dr the head of " Yearly Meeting of Women
Tends," it reads, "And that, annually, their

representatives to the Yearly Meeting exercise

a roper religious care in the choice of a Clerk."

rhe facilities of travel of the present age, en-
aing a much larger proportion of distant

umbers to attend a meeting than formerly,
ail the greater general safety and convenience
otthe mails, have somewhat altered the neces-

si of providing for an ensured attendance of
Actings for Discipline and the conveyance of
renrts and written documents to them.
'hese causes, or some other causes, seem to

ftie induced a sense of lessened responsibility

mhe appointment of Representatives, and nomi-
n:ions have occasionally been made which the

noting would probably be loth to acknowledge
asairly representative of it.

Phat Representatives, particularly to the
Yrly Meeting, should be judicious Friends,
ar that they should be capable of a religious
ca;, in whatever duties may be assigned them,
shild be kept closely in view by those who
nuinate the Representatives.

Happy Accidents,

HOW SOME VALUABLE DI81 OVERIES WEB]

Some of the most celebrated di overies in the

world of science and art have be the result of

a happy accident. The worker, striving ear-

nestly for one thing, finds that, while failing in

his original quest, he has attained another and
far more wonderful one.

The discovery of steam was one of these " hap-

penings," as we all know. The boy, Watt, al-

ways thoughtful and planning, sat one day by
his mother's kitchen fire. There was the tea-

kettle swinging from its hook, and the steam

violently lifted the kettle lid. As it rose and
fell, and the boy's eyes followed the motion, his

brain was fired with the thought, "If this small

puff of steam can move the iron lid, why would

not a larger amount move a larger object?" and
the whole subject of steam navigation was there

in a nutshell.

The quick wit of a woman discovered the

strange force now known as galvanism. The
wife of a celebrated savant, Galvani, of Bologna,

Italy, was one day idly looking at some dead
frogs just skinned, for some purpose of scientific

investigation, when suddenly the legs moved
convulsively. She called her husband's atten-

tion to the phenomenon, and soon from that one

small starting-point he evolved the wonderful

theory and principle of the galvanic battery.

The pendulum of our modern clock was the

result of a chance look of Galileo, as he stood

in a cathedral and saw the chandelier oscillate

back and forth. He had the genius to apply

the discovery, and thus clocks were invented in

the year 1639.

The beautiful gloss and smooth surface of our

satin fabrics are all the lucky find of an ordi-

nary weaver. One day, when trade was dull,

this man walked back and forth before his

loom, thinking how he could increase his busi-

ness. Each time he passed the machine, he

pulled short threads from the work, and care-

lessly placing them in his mouth, he rolled them
over and over, and finally spat them on the

floor. After a while he picked up one of these

balls of silk thread, and upon unrolling it was
astonished at its brilliancy. Catching the idea,

he made experiments, and finally produced the

beautiful satin.

Many more of these happy accidents might
be mentioned—the fall of the apple that led

Newton to the theory of gravitation ; the flying-

kite of Benjamin Franklin that drew down
lightning from the skies; the bit of silver wire

that suggested to Dr. Marion Simms his great

surgical theory; the discovery of modern por-

celain, and of the principles of liihography.

History abounds in these incidents, aud, no

doubt, the world will yet be enriched by many
more benefactions resulting from a happy acci-

dent or a careless suggestion lodging in an ear-

nest, thoughtful mind, prepared by deep study

over other problems to receive it.— Onward.

Parents and Children.—How full of de-

light is the thought that the whole family may
meet again in the world of rejoicing and ever-

lasting joy, where sorrow and sighing shall for-

ever flee away. As from that happy state of

existence parents look back upon their pilgrim-

age on earth, they can never regret any amount
of labor they have expended, any sacrifices they

have made, any sufferings they have undergone,

to train up their children to be with them the

heirs of glorious immortality.

—

Mother at Home.

Items.

— A letter from our friend Josiah W. Leeds, of

First Month 22nd, shows that be is still laboring

against corrupting exhibitions of different kind-.

He has jusl sent a circular l< tter to each of the

mi mi.. 1
- of the Christian League oi Philadelphia,

commending t ln-ir action in closing some of the

disorderly houses in the southern pari of the city

;

and calling their attention to the debasing effects

of the theatres and opera houses, which the late

Thomas Evans characterized as "sinks of iniquity,"
and which we may well believe an- under the pe-

culiar patronage ot the Enemy of all righteousni 88.

A well known citizen had written to J. \V.

Leeds on a debasing exhibition of pictures on
Market Street, Phila. Josiah says, " Feeling lib-

erty to engage in the service, I had the lieutenant

of the district to go with me, and have the pro-

prietor take down Haifa dozen of the pictures, and
take them up to the Superintendent of the Police

right then. The Superintendent, upon seeing them,
informed the young man that he must close up at

once, which he did."

Illiteracy.— The Ann rimn Mhxioiuiryhxx compiled
from the last census reports a table of illiteracy of
European countries and of our own Southern States,

which shows that a larger percentage of the people
are uneducated in these States than in most of the

European countries. Another startling fact re-

vealed by the census tables of 1890, is that in

every case the percentage of illiteracy of the native

white population in those States is greater than
that of the foreign white population in the same
States.

General Scott and Temperance. Gen.
Scott was in command at Rock Island when the

cholera broke out there, and, after various in-

junctions in his order as to sobriety and cleanli-

ness, he added this curious paragraph, which
was recently printed in the Magazine of Ameri-
can History :

" In addition to the foregoing, the senior sur-

geon present recommends the use of flannel un-

derclothing and woollen stockings; but the com-
manding general, who has seen much of disease,

knows that it is intemperance which, in the pre-

sent state of the atmosphere, generates and
spreads the calamity and that when once spread,

good and temperate men are likely to take in-

fection.

"He therefore peremptorily commands that

every soldier or ranger who shall be found drunk
or sensibly intoxicated after the publication of

this order, be compelled, as soon as his strength

will permit, to dig a grave at a suitable burying
place, large enough for his own reception, as

such grave cannot fail soon to be wanted for the

drunken man himself or some drunken com-
panion. This order is given as well to serve for

the punishment of drunkenness, as to spare good

and temperate men the labor of digging graves

for their worthless companions."— New York

Weekly Witness.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH S, 1806.

We have received a letter from Lewis U.
Bean, President of the "Sunday Breakfast As-
sociation," the objects of which, as stated in the

Charter, " are the promotion of Christianity and
temperance, and the amelioration of the condi-

tion of the poor and of fallen humanity, by
giving a free breakfast on Sunday morning,

the holding of religious services, and the use of

such other means as from time to time it may
be considered wise to adopt."

A breakfast of four sandwiches and three

cups of coffee costs four and six-tenths cents for
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supper of four rusks and three

.-. three and one-third cents for

ch follow

nded by most of the beiiefis-ianes at the

_
., eight hundred.

n has secured premises at JNo.

1125 Race St, Philadelphia, in which to or-

ganize an " Industrial Rescue Home." where it

ran take care of it- converts until they become

established in habits of usefulness and industry,

giving them employment in such work as gath-

ering repairing and selling old shoes and um-

brellas, caning and upholstering chairs ;
gather-

ing ra - and weaving them into carpets, mat-,

rug8,etc, wire-working, making brooms,whisks

and brushes : Bawing and splitting wood ;
gather-

iog old fruil cans and making them into cups;

out men to clean windows, marble

liars yard-, etc., and many other such

industries.

The letter of the President states that the

Association has no salaried officers, and is sup-

entirely by voluntary contributions.

i
-four readers who feel like responding

Appeal for aid, can forward what they

.,:-,, to donate, to Lewis D. Bean, 2030 Viue

St.. l'liiia., for '•Sun. lay Breakfast Association."

It is with regret that we learn that the Board

of Education of Elizabeth, N.J., have acceded

to the suggestion of the Grand Army of the

Republic to introduce military training among

the boys of its public schools. This is one of

tin- movements designed to strengthen the mili-

tary feeling in the community—a feeling which

if allowed to prevail, will lead our beloved

country deeper and deeper into that immeas-

urable waste of money which attends the mili-

tary system, will lower the moral standard of

iple, and eventually bring with it from

the Almighty a just punishment for national

Bins.

We therefore >ii rely regret that the Board

of Education should have practically enrolled

themselves under the banner of Satan, by thus

fostering one "f hi- Bchemes for demoralizing

tie- people.

Am mg other contributions for the relief of

tie- sufferers in Kansas, we have received fi

dollars in an envelop? postmarked New Bed-
lord, but a- no name a ipanied it, the only

could nedge its receipt

rh the columns of I'm; Friend.

SIMM VKY OK EVENTS.
United States.—In ihe United States S eon

the 1-t instant tie- new Silver substitute for the House
Bond Hill w.i- passed by a vote of 52 to 35. \ seign-

iorage ami ed by Morrill, .if \

ted by a majority of 11, and a motion by
lav the s ib.iitiite mi ibe table m. defeated

by ;i majority • ! I ies t.. the House.
D eld, Su pel inten lent of the Coast and

.v- i Iml lb.- Joint Boundary < !om-
miwiiin Bhow n. it Mi Si Lhas U in t 'an;.

n gold lielil. are within
our I.-mi -ry.

In the ties for 1895
there I..- ju»l been made up the world's
production of gold, slewing for 1895 an output ..fa.

I his i- the

ne million

c I. The silver p

bia i- a -.nil « Iml i than in

1894, an i

\ Port rownsend deapati I. says that Ihe mammoth
I !.i-r Im-t ..Ii;

Lumber .no i, went inl

the night ..I the 1 -t instant, ll represents -

capital of 670,000,000, and includes in its membership

everv lumber mill and all the wholesale and retail

dealers, as well as the ship owners of the coast. 1 he

Brst move will bean advance in prices.

\t a meeting in Xew York city last week <.t eleven

Presidents of coal earrving companies, an agreement

wis reaelieil of alf.tmenis for the several companies

the c ling year. The Reading's share of this amount

is 201 percent. .

A sealing expedition will soon sail from Stomngton,

Conn., the first one for years.
.

There are 37,000 women telegraph operators in the

United States, and the number is constantly growing.

A firm of architects has drawn plans lor a 200 story

buildiii" to be erected in New York City. The struc-

ture is to have 100,000 ..races, and -30 elevators are to

be emploved in taking passengers from the ground to

the top Hour. The express elevators are to make the

journey in 2j minutes, the way elevators in 15.

The" farmers near Hamilton, Ohio, say that large

numbers of small grasshoppers have appeared, and

that they are as lively as though it were the regular

season for grasshoppers.

A fire was discovered shortly alter 3 o clock on the

morning of the 2nd instant in the Haseltine Building,

on Chestnut Street, above Broad, in this city, destroying

the structure as well as that of the American Baptist

Pulilication Society, adjoining. The rear of the Hotel

Lafayette and the dry goods store of Homer, LeBou-

tillier A Co.. and the" Wistar mansion were also dam-

aged. The total loss will reach nearly SI,500,000. A
number of firemen were painfully injured.

William Henry Furness, the" eminent Unitarian

clergvman, died suddenly in this city on First Month
30th," in bis 94th year.

The steamer J. W. Huoklns, with a hundred or

more men aboard and arms, sank on the night of the

20th ult., off the coast of Long Island. The men put

to see in life boats, and all but ten, who were drowned,

were picked up by schooners. The Hawkins was, it is

alleged, a Cuban tilihnster, and the disaster is said to

be a severe blow to the insurgents.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 499, which

is 25 less than the previous week and 3 more than

the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole

number, 200 were males aud 239 females: 107 died of

pneumonia; 03 of heart disease; 44 of consumption
J.I ..I' diphtheria; 21 of bronchitis ; IS of apoplexy ;

1'

of old age; 10 of convulsions; 15 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 12 from casualties; 11 of cancer

10 of nephritis; 9 of typhoid fever; 9 of peritonitis,

and 9 of inflammation of the brain.

Markets. &c. - V. S. 2's, 95J a 971 ;
4's, 1907,

1071 a 109; coupon, losl a 110] ;
new 4's, reg., 113V a

115}; coupon, 115 a 115} ;
5's, reg., Ill a 111}; coupon,

113 a 113}; currency 6's, 100 a 107.

Cotton was quiet and steady on a basis of Slcts. per

pound for middling uplands.

Feed.— Spot bran ruled steady at $12.50 to 513.25

per t.n for winter in bulk and spring in sacks.

Flour.—Winter super, $2.40 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.00 a $2.90 ;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.35 a $3.45

;

do., do., straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.40 a $3.50; do., do., straight, $3.55 a $3.75; do.,

lo„ patent, $3.70 a $3.95; spring, dear, $2.90 a $3.25
;

lo.. straight, $3.40 a $3.55 ; do., patent, $3.0") a $3.oO;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2.05

a $2.85; do., clear, $3.40 a $3.55;' do., straight, $3.00

$3.75; do., patent, $3.80 a MOO. Rye Flour. —
i hoice Penn'a, $2.65 per bbl. Buckwheat Flour.—
$1.15 a $1.30 per 100 pounds. Fancy grades were held
higher.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 67} a 67ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 30.1 a 31c.

No. 2 white oats, 251 a 251c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; "good, 41 a 4]c;
medium, 4!, a 4|c; common, 3:j a 4c.

SiiKEf and Lambs.—Extra, 3Ja 4e.; good, 3} a 31c;
medium, 21 a 3c : common 1

'.
;l •.[,. Lambs, 31 a 51c.

Hoos. 6{ a 6§c. for Western.
Foreign.—In a speech delivered in London on the
t ult., Lord Salisbury said that, although the Mon-

in the last general election for members of the House

of Commons, opened his campaign in the Montrose

District, having consented to contest the seat for that ;

district, which was made vacant by Ihe resignation of

Will (Liberal). John Morley addressed thej

of British strength, and declared that if ever then

was a question that ought to be arbitrated it was the'

Venezuelan boundary question.

Our Consul at Cardiff says the tin plate trade o!

South Wales has persistently, during the past few

months, gone from bad to worse.

Divorce has been legal in France now for eigh

years. In the first year the number was 1,700 ;
in th

second, 4,000; in li'94 it was 8,000; the total forth

eight years being 40,000. The working classes suppl;

the largest proportion, 47 per cent, the peasants th.

smallest, 7 per cent.

The Franco-German war cost £371,515,380, beside

an incalculable loss to trade.

On the 29th ult., Dr. Neusserr, Profess >r of Medi

cine in the Vienna University, showed, by means ol
photographs taken by Roentgen's newly disovere

svsteru, the presence and position of calcareous d<

posits in the bladder, liver and kidneys of a subject/

The St. Petersburg Novosli says: "So long as th

treaty of Berlin exists Russia can neither make a
;

i

alliance with Turkey nor participate in any dismen

berinent, since the signatories guaranteed Turkish ii

tegrity and the defence of Turkish rights. The Chri .

tian communities must, therefore, act together."

Siberia has a forest 3,000 miles from east to wesfl

and 1,000 miles from north to south.

R. De Andrade, Governor General of Goa, the Po

tuguese colony in India, has been recalled. IthJ
been discovered that the telegrams be sent to Lisbo

; ,

telling of bloody combats with, and victories over, tlj
j

rebels, were without foundation.

The population of the Chinese Empire is now esp
I

mated at 400,000,000.

The population of Japan is now estimated at 4i
. .

,

000,000. In the extent of her territory Japan ntfl

stands next to Spain.

A Japanese Imperial proclamation has been issu-i

declaring Formosa open to commerce.

NOTICES.
Wanted.— visiting governess, companion or mo

|

er's help, by vonng Friend. Address M, 3419 Ha! I

lion Street", W. Philadelphia.

doctrine lormed
pat.h to Secretar

it of

lo, Wll

lark.v I

ll.-. 1 .11 1 .1

thl I
(to

no thi

t'hiel'Se.

lit. lie denied tha
alio,, tO d.

i order to c pi
I hi

that if • ireat Britain
Lowers she must ad against them.
30th of last month, John Morley, who was
retary for Ireland in Gladstone's hist adminis-
tld who was defeated at Newcastle-upon-Tvne

ational

ly supported it as a
inctly as possible,

it .Monroe himself
eat Britain was un-
tinst the Sultan of
govern justly. He

-I not co-operate with

Wanted.—A Friend with experience, would ace. i

position as invalid nurse, or suitable situation of tl

kind. Please address, A. E., office of The Frieni

Rooms and Board in Friend's family, 3419 Hi

Hon St., West Philadelphia.

Westtown Boarding School. —For conveme i

of persons coining to Westtown School, the stage vl

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. II

and 2.53 and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met wlfj

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ce >

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To rell

the school bv telegraph, wire West Chester Phone !

.

Zebedee Haines, Sup'

Friends' Select School.— The next term ;1

commence on Third-day, Second Month 4th, V).

For information in regard to vacancies apply at a

School office, or address the Superintendent,

J. Henry Bartlet
J

140 N. Sixteenth St.

F. G. Cartland informs that the price of his I h
"Southern Heroes," has been reduced from $3.0 lo

$2.50.

The Friends' Teachers Association will lid

its next meeting at 140 N. Sixteenth St., Phila |n

Seventh-day, Second Month 15th, 1896, at 2 P.M. |«1

programme will be announced later.

Lucy B. Child, See

A young Friend
Philadelphia.

Addr<

pishes reading by the hou-n

s"Y" office of The Fried
J

l. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
. 4'22 Walnut Street.
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; Incidents and Reflections.—No. 339.

The courage and faithfulness of Friends was
p-haps in no cases more openly manifested

tin in their deportment when brought before

Jdges and Courts on account of their religious

rnciples. The Judges, at that time, exercised

anost despotic power, and the prisoners, es-

pially if charged with political offenses, re-

eved but little of either mercy or justice. The
flnness with which Friends refused to be

s::nced, the boldness with which they pleaded

f their natural and legal rights, and the open
iiinner in which they appealed to the public

ad spread abroad full statements of the hard

iige to which they were subjected, had a

vnderfully educating influence, and largely

tided to the establishment of civil liberties in

Ceat Britain. They appear to have felt it a

cty, not only to adhere to their religious con-

vtions, but boldly to defend the cause of Truth
sd righteousness. Many records have been
pserved which show that they are entitled to

\ considered as among the most effective ad-

^cates of liberty.

George Fox was at Swarthmore in 1663. A
jivate meeting of some of the persecuting jus-

tes in that vicinity was held, in which it was
(termined to grant a warrant to apprehend
hi. He heard of it over night, and could have
pe out of their reach if he would. " But," he
s'ys, " I considered there being a noise of a plot

i the North, if I should go away they might
ill upon Friends, so I gave myself up to be
(ken." When he was brought before the jus-

vea, one of them, in a rage, called him "a
ibel and a traitor." "With that," says G.
«, " I struck my hand on the table, and told

lm I had suffered more than twenty such as

••, or any that were there, for I had been cast

to Derby Prison for six months together, and
id suffered much because I would not take up
ms against the king before Worcester fight.

had been sent up a prisoner out of my own
iintry, by Colonel Hacker, to Oliver Crom-
sll, as a plotter to bring in King Charles, in

e year 1654. Ye talk of the king, a company
you, but where were you in Oliver's days,

id what did ye do then for him ? I have more
ve to the king for his eternal good and wel-
re than any of you have."
Not finding any good ground for detaining

him, they offered him the oaths of allegiance

and supremacy—at that time a very common
snare, because it was well known that Friends

would not swear, although they had true alle-

giance to the government. At the ensuing ses-

sions the oaths of allegiance and supremacy
were again tendered to him. " I told them 1

could not take any oath at all, because Christ

and his apostles had forbid it. In the time of

the law, amongst the Jews, before Christ came,

the law commanded them to swear, but Christ,

who doth fulfil the law in his Gospel-time, com-

mands ' Not to swear at all,' and the Apostle

James forbids swearing. After much discourse,

they committed me to prison. I bid them and
all the people take notice that I suffered for the

doctrine of Christ, and for my obedience to his

command."
Several other Friends were committed to

prison, some for meeting to worship God, and
some for not swearing, so that the prison was

very full. Many of them being poor men, with-

out anything to maintain their families by but

their labor, which now they were taken from,

several of their wives went to the justices who
committed their husbands and told them, " if

they kept their husbands in gaol for nothing

but the Truth of Christ and for good conscience

sake, they would bring their children to them

to be maintained." A mighty power of the

Lord rose in Friends, and gave them great

boldness, so that -they spoke much to the jus-

tices. Friends also that were prisoners wrote

to the justices, laying the weight of their suffer-

ings upon them.

At a subsequent assizes, being again brought

into court, G. Fox asked the judge, If he did

own the king? " Yes," said he, " I do own the

king." ''Why, then," said I, "dost thou not

observe his declaration from Breda, and his

promises made since he came into England,

that no man should be called in question for

matters of religion, so long as they lived peace-

ably? If thou owuest the king, why dost thou

call me in question, and put me upon taking

an oath, which is a matter of religion, seeing

thou nor none else can charge me with unpeace

able living?" The judge, irritated by this close

personal appeal, called him, "Sirrah!" "I told

him," says G. Fox, " that for him, an old man
and a judge, to sit there and give nicknames to

prisoners did not become either his gray hairs

or his office."

The judge said, " Thou speakest so loud, thy

voice drowns mine and the court's !" "lama
prisoner here," said G. Fox, " for the Lord Je-

sus Christ's sake, for his sake do I suffer, for

Him do I stand this day, and if my voice were

five times louder I should lift it up and sound
it out for Christ's sake, for whose cause I stand

this day before your judgment seat, in obedi-

ence to Him who commands not to swear, before

whose judgment seat you must all be brought

and must give an account."

When again brought before the court, the

case was submitted to a jury, who brought him
in guilty of having refused the oath at a for-

mer assize, but George showed so many gross

errors in the indictment that the judge was
forced to declare that he was free from all that

had ever been done in the matter. But then,

starting up in a rage, In- said, "I can put the

oath to any man here, and I will tender yon
the oath again." "I said, 'Do me justice for

my false imprisonment all this while, for what
have I been imprisoned so long for?' I told

him I ought to be set at liberty. ' You are at

liberty,' said he, 'but I will put the oath to

you again.' Then I turned about and said, 'All

people, take notice, this is a snare, for I ought to

be set free from the gaoler and from this court.'

But the judge cried, ' Give him the book,' and
the clerk lifted up a book to me. So I took it

and looked into it, and said, ' I see it is a Bible.

I am glad of it.' He caused the oath to be read

tome. When it was read, he asked me, ' Whether
I would take the oath or no?' ' Then,' said I,

' Ye have given me a book here to kiss and
to swear on, and this book, which ye have

given me to kiss says, 'Kiss the Son,' and the

Son says, in this book, 'Swear not at all.' I

say as the book says, yet ye imprison me.

How comes it that the book is at liberty among
you which bids me not to swear, and yet ye

imprison me for doing as the Book bids me?'

I was speaking this to them, and held up the

Bible, open in my hand, to show them the place

where Christ forbade swearings. They plucked

the book out of my hand, and the judge said

' Nay, but we will imprison George Fox.'
"

At another assize, G. Fox was again brought

into court, and showed a fatal error in the new
indictment. The judge immediately ordered the

gaoler to take him away, and illegally sentenced

him to the penalties of a premunire. He suffered

a long and severe imprisonment, until released

by an order from the king.

The command given by the Lord to the

Prophet Ezekiel, seems to have been applicable

to our early Friends, " Be not afraid of them,

neither be afraid of their words, though briars

and thorns be with thee and thou dost dwell

among scorpions. As an adamant, harder than

flint, have I made thy forehead." These seasons

of conflict with unjust officers, were times in

which the Gospel was preached to multitudes

of people.

The experience of Samuel Bowuns furnished

another illustration of the manner in which

Friends were made instrumental in promoting

civil liberty. When in America, on a religious

visit, in 1702, he was arrested on Long Island,

charged with speaking against the Church of

England in one of his sermons. When the case

came up for trial, the grand jury ignored the

bill, at which the judge was very angry, and

demanded of the jury their reasons. One of

them, named James Clements, a bold man, well

skilled in the law, answered, " We are sworn to

keep the queen's secrets, our fellows' and our

own, and for that reason we declare no rea-

sons."

Judge :
" Now Mr. Wise Man speaks, but I

tell you you are not so sworn, and I could find
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in my heart to lay you by 'he heels, and a fine

upon your brethren.''

Clement replied, he miarh t if he pleased, but
when it was dune, it should be exposed with as

much expedition as the case would admit in

meter Hall. "For," adds he. "juries,

neither grand nor petty, are to be menaced with
threats of Blocks or fines, but they are to act

freely, according to the best of their judgments,
mi the evidence before them."

Finding he could not bow the jury to his

wishes, the judge ordered Samuel Bownas to be
kept in prison, and threatened to send him to

London chained to the deck of a man-of-war.
This greatly depressed Samuel's spirits, but an
honest old man. who had formerly been chief
justice, came to visit him, and taking him arlec-

ti.inat.lv in hi- arms, said, "Dear Samuel, the
Lord hath made use of you as an instrument,
to put a stop to our arbitrary courts of justice,
which have met with great encouragement since
hi- lordship (Lord Cornbury) came here as
governor. But there never has been so success-
ful a stand made against it as at this time. Fear
not, they can no more send you to England
than they can me. The eyes of' the country are
now oj tiied. and they will never be able to get
a jury to answer their end." J. W.

For "The Friend."

Advantage of Old Age.

_
Being a life long member of the Society of

Friends and in the attendance of Friends' Meet-
in-- twice a week, when in health during years
beyond three-score and ten, and living the dis-
tance of about a mile from meeting, opportunity
was and is furnished for car passengers to show
respeel to age, anil when in a crowded car and

tiding, the oldest person always had a
Beat without demanding it. And this is not all,
when mingling with Friends in social life the

H and best of every thing is presented for
accommodation to the aged, so there is and has
been occasion to .-ay, that many are the advan-
tages ot old age. And yet the pleasure of those
whose pleasure it is to comfort those who need
is even beyond that whirl, recipients of bounty
-bar., of. A lit,, of s,lt sacrificing love is a life
ot pleasure.

P. R. GlIFORD.
Pkovidence First Mo. ^r,, 1896.
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"Her Father Lets Her Wear Just What
She Likes."

BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

My daughter of thirteen was trying on a wrap-
per purchased by her mother ready-made at a
large store in the city. Now this apparel-pro-
viding business of the other sex is presumably
a department of the household economy with
which the men have no need to concern them-
selves. Nevertheless, I have not been able of
late to remain unconscious of the fact that a
most marvellous amplitude of material has de-
veloped itself, or rather been developed, about
the female shoulders, at one time projecting up-
wards so as almost to touch the ear (the reverse
of what I read the other day concerning a cer-
tain statue of Buddha, whose big ears reached
down to his shoulders), and even extending out-
ward to a degree that must make the horizontal
measurement of the person very nearly double
the normal.

It will not be wondered at therefore that upon
glancing up from my writing table, and notic-
ing the fitting of the ready-made wrapper upon
my daughter a little distance away, 1 should
rise up, and going forward and observing that
the shoulders bore great flaps or wings of super-
fluous material, quietly remark to the little maid
and her mother, " These will need to be taken
off." "Yes," they both replied (like the sensible
senior and junior that they are). "All the store
goods of that kind," said the elder, " were made
in that style, and the dress was taken with the
expectation of takingoffthat superfluity." Turn-
ing to a young visitor I asked, "And what would
thy father say to such things on thy dress?"
Before she could fairly make answer, our young-
er, seven-years old, piped out, "Her father lets
herwear just what she likes."

Now it happened that I had just been makino-
reply to a lady who is much interested in the
subject of social purity, and who had desired
my judgment in regard to desirable measures
or methods tending to its promotion. Referring
her to my little tract, " Simplicity of Attire as
related to the Promotion of Social Purity," I
had called her attention to this sentiment in its
brief introductory note, that "it is in the power
of professing Christian women to accomplish far
more for purity by adhering to simplicity of at-
tire than can be gained by all the 'heroic'
measures which man can undertake to this end."
So my little girl, who announced so certainly

concerning her companion that " her father lets
her wear just what she likes," little apprehend-
ed the measure of thought and concern that
this worldly liberty as to attire had caused her
parent.

Returning a moment again to the present ap-
proved style of women's dress, which involves
so much superfluity of materia], I believe it is
fair to say that the " wealth of sleeves" wasted
in a single month in the one city of New York
or 1 hiladelphia would suffice to" pay for a sub-
stantial garment for every man, woman and

a thousand years.-

The Source of Conversion.—The folli

ing testimony to the fact, that the heart " tra
formation of apostate man from earthly to div
is work for Him who made him," is taken I
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couraged simplicity in this as in other parti.

lars. 1 believe that the simplicity in this regj

on the part of Francis E. Willard, undeviatinj
held to for a good many years, has proved
be for her a possession of strength.

Not long ago, a justice of one of the crimii
courts of New York city expressed a deck
opinion, relative to a harrowing case of desert
that had come before him, that the love of di
had proved the ruin of many young women,
a recent letter this official has repeated the

!

sertion : "My experience on the bench was vi

extensive, and led to the conclusion in mymij
that the principal cause to which the evil
ferred to may be traced is the unfortunate si
pronounced desire for dress."

In the American Messenger some five yet
ago there occurred a brief and practical nar]
tive on this subject fiom the pen of Annie

j

Preston— a true relation I took it to be—©I
cerning one who came to a small city and I
a position as teacher in a public school. Whl
so engaged she became acquanted with acoul
who were Christians, but who were in such I

digent circumstances that they thought th'
attire not good enough to wear to church. l\
young teacher at once removed the plume fri
her hat, and later, dressed in a plain print go\

jaccompanied the couple to the place of worst!
She subsequently became the wife of a jut i

who was also a railway president. The accoii
concerning her concluded: "She still kept t

her plain attire at church, and occupied I'

abundant leisure in going about among the pc i

From the most dressy church in the city we hi i

become the plainest, and from a church of 1
most exclusively wealthy people we have a la i I

membership among the working classes. (j|
coldness and purse-pride have been replaced
enthusiasm for the Lord's work. The pre&l
prosperity of the church is largely due, umr
God, to the influence for twenty years of tin
sensible, amiable woman."
The following item of information concern \\

a movement in behalf of simplicity, occurri

}

in that city of the world which I suppose ill
led women into gayety and extravagance of st H
more than any other, may properly conch [il

this article. It is stated by Emily Holden i I

the Examiner that a society of influential woni
has been formed in Paris called tbe"Leagutf
Simplicity." This is for the purpose of creat;
a sentiment against the too luxurious manneif
living which prevails in dress and enterta-
nients. A favorable result is already, it is \\
firmed, to be observed iu a greater simplicity f

dress in the streets, and a tendency to less >l
tentation in the matter of luncheons and df I

ners. Hoping that the organization may tu
strengthening, it is also well to bear in mil
that, whether in this or in any other direct i

of Christian duty, a " league between God al
one faithful soul will prove a power for goodt
the world."

—

American Messenger.
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e;>erienced, convicts men under the dullest of

p aching and in spite of erroneous preaching;

si hat backslidden preachers have sometimes

bn forced into reconsecration by the pressure

oihe question, ' What must I do to be saved ?'

oithose who had been awakened under their

caching, they knew not how."

For "The Fribnd."

Caves of Yucatan.

n the investigations which have been made,

irnodern times, into the condition of the human

r;3 before the date of history, much reliance

h been placed on the evidence furnished by

c;es. The discoveries made in them show that,

"', least once in a while, some representatives

olill the successive past periods of human cul-

te ventured under the rock arches." They

hi built fires and cooked in the flames the

flh of animals, and the bones have remained

oithe floor to this day, together with charcoal

ail ashes and tools of stone and metal. " When
tl builders of the first fire had abandoned the

cie, intervals of time had sometimes succeeded,

d-ing which the shelter remained unvisited.

Iimanv cases dust and leaves had blown in,

spnters had fallen from the roof, beds of allu-

vim had been washed in by freshets, or stalag-

ine had incrusted the floor, sealing up the

hnan relics below with an envelope of sand,

stie or mud.
- : Later people, venturing into the place, had

bit fires upon the same spot, and then another

rubish layer was formed above the first. Thus,

irsome cases, a series of rubbish layers has

bn formed, which show, by the kind and make

o„he implements they contained, by the bones

O'the associated animals, etc., how, where and

iwhat order, man had lived in the past. Caves

at the most satisfactory field of operation for

si'h researches, because there the remains of

ftmer inhabitants remain comparatively un-

d;urbed. It was with the purpose of pursuing

sth investigations that an expedition was fitted

o under the auspices of the University of

Finsylvauia, which went to Yucatan in the

«ly part of 1895. The results obtained are

dcribed in "The Hill-caves of Yucatan," by

Iirry C. Mercer, the Curator of its Museum.

in Yucatan in the dry season, but little sur-

fie water is to be found, so that the early in-

hjitants must have been compelled to have re-

strce to the caves which have been found in

tk porous limestone. As the rock does not ap-

pir to have been upheaved or faulted as it has

bn in Kentucky and Tennessee, the entran

tithe caves are not openings in the sides of

els, into which one can enter horizontally,

bt more like holes in the roofs of the caves.

1e result of this is described in this book, as

a very striking class of underground chambers

fm fifty to three hundred and fifty feet in

cimeter, and from fifteen to seventy feet high,

lire or less brightly lit by round openings in

t: ceiling, teu, twenty and fifty feet in diame- i

t\ Through these sky-lights, fragments of the

cginal crust had fallen, forming piles of loose

s nes on the cave floor. When the down-fallen

simulations set sufficiently against one side

cthe orifice.it was easy to walk down their

S pe, but as a general rule, a chasm of some

ft had to be bridged over in reaching them,

fher by descending on a rope, or clambering

c'wn the root of the alamo tree, which flour-

iied on the brink of most of the skylights, often

siding its tendrils to the cave floor. Where
t3 rock pile was high enough, banana trees

and tropical evergreens growing upon it, swept

the brink of the chasm with their boughs.

"Sometimes the subterranean groves lay far

beneath tbesurfacein rotundas, inaccessible from

above. Doves built their nests in high ledges

by the sky-lights, and animals found refuge

under the rock heaps."

The first of these underground chambers that

our party visited was the Actun Spnkil (Cave

of Mice). "Approaching the brink of the chasm

and looking down, we found that we were stand-

ing on the rim of the round sky-light opening

into a large cavern. The Indians had made a

ladder of saplings bound with twigs, and we

climbed down to find ourselves in a well-lit un-

derground region that was dry and cool. A
hill of rocks, crowned with banana-leaves, rose

in the centre, and the stony-floored shelter went

far inward under the overhanging crusts. We
listened to the sound of dropping water and the

chatter of birds." To catch the water-drops,

blocks of stone two and three feet in diameter

and hollowed in the middle were placed in

suitable positions. This cave contained fifty-

nine of these stone water dishes, and they are

quite common in the caves. Potsherds were

numerous. Their make, shape and decoration

are of value in indicating the state of culture

of the people who made the pottery.

In this cave was dug the first trench. The

first foot disclosed charcoal and ashes mixed with

potsherd. The latter were of many makes, some

highly polished, some coarse and decorated with

incisions, some painted with red and brown

lines. There were one or two small bones of

animals. In another place they found a stone

arrow-head, and hour-stone chip, and an obsidian

knife flake. But the loose stones which had

fallen in prevented them from reaching t

original floor of the cavern, so that they could

not tell whether there was a rubbish layer below

which might give evidence of some visitors to

the cave pre-existing to those whose traces they

had already seen.

One of the caves visited had been discovered

a few years before in sinking a well. At a depth

of about twenty feet the well cut into a small

horizontal passage. That it had formerly been

known was shown by a few human bones and

potsherds lving on the floor.

Much of northern Yucatan is waterless on

the surface. Whoever wants water must, gen-

erally speaking, go underground for it, either by

sinking a well or searching in subterranean pas-

sages where water drips, flows or rests in pools.
,° • • i • • _x :„_ :., *u "

The original immigrants coming in the dry sea-

son, must have discovered the caves and obtained

water from them.

The exploring party visited many caves and

by careful examination satisfied themselves that

there was nothing to indicate the presence of

any race antecedent to the ancestors of the

Mayas, a present Indian tribe, who were found

there by the Spaniards.

An Old-time Certificate. The Christian

Advocate, publishes the following certificate re-

ceived by a child in 1826 for her proficiency

in geographical knowledge.
" Elizabeth Crane has been engaged, during

her attendance at this school, in storing her mem-

ory (that strong and capacious storehouse of

mankind) with useful ideas, lessons, and infor-

mation generally. Pursuant to this end, she has

deposited in her memory for future use the mul-

tiplication and other arithmetical tables. She

has repeated the principal divisions, oceans,_is-

lands, etc., and answered one hundred and nine

questions on the map of the world. She has

also recited the principal divisions, lakes, rivers,

bays, gulfs, etc.,and answered forty-one question*

the map of North America. She has defined

the boundaries of twelve of the United States,

and repeated ninety-five of the chief towns and

thirty-three of the principal rivers, belonging

to those twelve different States, and answered

eighty-six questions corresponding to the geog-

raphy of that fine country. On the map of

South America she has committed to memory

the different countries belonging to that great

peninsula; repeated fifty-eight chief towns and

thirty-three of the principal rivers, and answered

thirty-nine questions corresponding with its geog-

raphy. Let no one say hereafter that females

cannot learn, for that is an assertion without

foundation. Elizabeth is a living proof to the

contrary. She merits the approbation and en-

couragement of her parents and friends.

(Signed,) P. Warden."

"Come unto Me."
" Just hoiv shall I come to Christ ?" To this

proper question I would reply that "coming"

implies action on your part; it is more than an

opinion, a feeling or a desire. It is a positive

step. The only faith in Christ that is of the least

avail is the faith that acts. In two ways your

faith may act

—

prayer and practice. Your sins

lie as a heavy score against you ;
pray fervently

for forgiveness. Your heart is unclean
;
pray

for cleansing. You are morally weak, deplora-

bly weak
;
pray for strength. All this prayer

will not avail if you do nothing toward the an-

swering of your own petitions. Obey Christ!

Begin to do what He bids you. This touches

the very core of character and conduct. This

means the putting the knife right through your

besetting sins. This means a radical change of

conduct, and a ready, sincere, conscientious obe-

dience to a new Master. The first thing you do

simply to obey Jesus Christ marks the change

;

that is the first evidence of conversion.

Christ is very gentle and patient and kind

with new beginners who are sincere in coming

to Him. He says, " Learn of Me" in very much

the same way that a kind teacher overlooks a

boy who is attempting his first "pothooks" in

writing, or a loving mother directs and helps

her baby who is making his first attempts at

walking. The help He will give you is direct

spiritual help acting on your will and your af-

fections. Remember that you are dealing with

a Divine all-powerful Person who can act and

does act directly on you and me in a supernatu-

ral fashion. If you do net accept that great fact,

you reject the A, B, C of Christianity. Jesus

Christ when He calls you promises his superna-

tural help to you in the coming; and when you

beein to obey Him, He tenderly says to you,

" My burden I will make light ; my yoke is lined

with love ; my grace is sufficient for you." The

admission of Jesus Christ into your soul brings a

new and a Divine power.
" If I come to Christ must I not deny myself

and take up a cross ?" Yes, you must deny sin-

ful self. There is hardly a noble deed to be

wrought in this world but it requires self-denial

of some sort. Jesus Christ does not make Chris-

tians simply to make them comfortable; He pro-

vides no palace cars for transportation of self-

coddling disciples. It is what you and I give

up for Christ and our fellow-men that makes us

rich. Rejoice that He who bore our sins on the

cross seeks to have us " bear one another's bur-

dens" and so fulfil the law of love. Do not
;

I

entreat you, bargain for a cheap and easy relig-
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ion. Following Christ brings some uphill climbs,

but victory and holy joys await us at the top
;

- then will turn into shining crowns. Com-
ing to Christ must not end with the coming; it

• ading and endure to the

end who will be saved. "Abide in .Me. and ye

shall bear much fruit;" and that isthe one sure

way to be delivered from the curse and infamy

of a barren life.

—

T. L. Tin Indepen-

dent.

First Impressions.

Perhaps there is nothing mure natural, and

at the same time mure misleading, than forming

one's opinions from impressions. From the time

when the inexperienced baby lingers are stretch-

ed out to touch the moon, until the period when
the eyes, veiled by the gathered mists of years,

mistake those around for the vanished compan-
ions of youth, it is so ever. We mistake the

sparkle of some coarse bit of tinsel for the gleam
of an angel's wing, or the cool, restful shadow
passing over the sun-lighted landscape, for the

oncoming of an endless night.

And what is profoundly true of the deeper
events ami crises of our soul-history, is also true,

to a certain extent, in the happenings and details

of our common place daily life. Even the wisest

and most open-eyed at g us are apt to be mis-

take incerning people and things, and form
ha-ty judgments which we have afterwards to

modify or set aside.

Entering a railway carriage the other day, I

found myself alone with a woman whose per-

sonality conveyed at once a vivid impression of
boldness and vulgarity. Her broad, florid face,

surmounted by a hat of incongruous colors and
unsuitable shape ; her large person, clothed in

ghobby garments of poor texture and would-
be fashionable style ; her tawdry trimmings and
"Brummagem" jewelry—all combined to pro-
duce this impression. Dim thoughts of low lodg-
ing-houses, corner ginshops, and coarse laughter

1 1 1 ii t aril v in my mind.
trill in"; thing occasioned a few words to

lie exchanged, and these led to a conversation.
which happily and wholesomely showed me my
mi-take. Her gentle voice, the clear and steady
eye, and the little glimpses of her life, inadver-
tently given, dispelled all ideas of low life in a
great city, and brought instead passing thoughts
of Yorkshire moors, happy, homely duties, and
Bhouts of merry childish welcomes. I left the
train, .- irry to have so misjudged her, and feel-
ing that 1 had been m the presence of a truly
"womanly woman." gentle, simple and kindly.

At another time, when riding in a suburban
'\»\-, a woman enti red. Elegantly dressed, ami
with every detail of her toilet dainty, harmo-
nious and costly, an atmosphere of wealth and
the correctesl respectability seemed to surround
her. Visions of a well appointed home, with

ol I, calm and serenely in-
different to. or even Blightl) I on:, mptu ius of
all beneath her in - icial position, ami holding
herself alooffrom the offensive details ofpoverty
passed through my mind.

'"- , then an old man. apparently very poor,
hall blind and Btiffwith age and rheumatism'
carryin 1M1 |,

. ,,;, ,| ,,, l||( „ ]n|

This lie had -real difficulty in
doing, and there was no < luctor at the door
Instantly the daintily gloved hand was I.. Id oul
to take his bundle, and grasping him firmly with
the other, a gentle voice said, ' Lei me h« Ip
you. Her hand and voice were thi only ones
of those near him which were proffer dII.

, Record ,-.

For " The Friend."

AN EVENING MEDITATION.
DBDICATEiTtO I. E. H.

As softly now the r. sy sunlight fades,

Anil evening's jeweied curtains round me fall,

I wander, Roiklynne, 'mid thy peaceful shades

And dream of loved ones gone beyond recall
;

Of pleasures shared with them in other days,

When life gave promise of immortal youth.

And .'er our paths shone hope's divinest rays,

Effulgent with the fadeless light of truth.

Bat idle seem my dreams, since naught remains
Save memory of joys forever flown

And hearts in unison with love's refrains,

Glad hearts, dear hearts that onee were all my own.

For me, with blossoms laden, comes the spring,

For me, the summer chimes her sweetest bells,

But never word or token do they bring

From out the bourne wheremy beloved dwells.

Could thy sweet spirit, mother, come to me
From that far land of loveliness divine,

How would my arms reach out to welcome thee

And hold thy faithful heart once more to mine.

But prayers nor tears avail ; to me no more
Thy form returns ; no more thy voice I hear

;

I listen for thy footsteps, as of yore;
Alas! no sound they yield to charm my ear.

O mystery of mysteries ! If thou
Art gone forever from my longing heart

Why do I still adhere and humbly how
To promises of " meeting ne'er to part?"

If all must end at close of earthly care
What can the purpose of our presence be?

Some years of joy and grief, perchance despair,
Then darkness, death, and vanished entity ?

Nay, mother, thou art living. This I know,
Else would the power that draws my soul to thine

No more a magnet prove, and here below
Would rise for me some less ennobling shrine.

Long years may intervene, but in my heart
An angel voice still softly sings, "Some day

The veil that darkens now thine eyes, will part,
And thou shalt see thine own in' bright array!"

God's word is truth ! and mother, though afar
Thy home may be, my soul to thine shall rise

To dream no more with'gates of doubt ajar,

But ever dwell with thee in Paradise.

John Ford.
Philadelphia, Pa.

For "The Friend.'
WINTER BUDS.

Only a few brown winter buds,

Plucked from a leafless tree;

But I thank thee, Lord, for the gracious word
Sent thro' thy buds to me;

A word of the beautiful things, unseen
Prepared for the coming time

—

A word of the woodland's waving plumes,
I X i he summer's radiant prime.

A word of the sweet providing care,
That ere the old year's close,

Hath set the new year's buds of hope
Above the winter snows.

Safe in these tiny caskets hid,
Unmarked by the careless eye—

Sheathe I in soft wrappings, fold on fold,
Sp ring's fairest garlands lie.

Oh sad heart, weary with hope deferred,
Dim .yes, will) sorrow wet!

Look up ! tin,' dreary the winter days,
Tin- in if yoo'.i buds tire sell

The spring of my life lies far behind;
Its Bummer of strength is spent,

And these autumn days must Hee apace,
Tho' golden with sweet content.

Yel why should I fear, with failing heart,
» bat the winler ol age may bring?

1, may he thai even now are set.

The buds of a fairer spring!

For " The Friend.

A Visit to the Marlpits.

The green sand formation ofNew Jersey, Ioca

called marl, may be traced on its western I
from Rariton Bay to the Delaware River nt

Salem, a distance of about one hundred mil

It diminishes in width from about twenty-eiY

miles at its northern boundary. It extends,

a southeast direction under the superincurabi

strata of sand and clay, to the Atlantic Oce:

and probably far beyond the present shore li

All the southern part of New Jersey has

one time been under water, and the action,

waves and currents has broken tip the rnateri

of former geological formation, separated th

into beds of sand and clay, as we now find the

and spread them over the bottom of the shall,

sea that then occupied this part of the contine.

Subsequent floods, of which the valley of I

Delaware River furnishes many traces, hi
greatly modified the surface, cutting out valL

where material existed that was easily mov:
and leaving ridges and low hills, where the i

terial was more intractable.

On the twenty-seventh of Twelfth Month,
company with some young students of geolo.

I left my home to visit a locality from which m
had recently been dug. Our village of Moot '

town is situated on a low ridge covered w]
gravel, which had preserved it from beil
washed away. Our road lay for three miles!
a straight line, southward, across a Iow-ly;;

and somewhat peaty, level plain, to an elevati

called Mt. Laurel, on the sides of which is -

1

cated an old stone meeting-house of Friends
i

The western line of the marl is a milefl

more west of Moorestown. So that the wbjl
country we passed over is underlaid with I
green sand formation ; but we had to go abfl
two miles beyond Mt. Laurel before we cal
to a meadow, from which the sands and els

had been swept away, sufficiently to enable 1
workmen to dig the marl without removing 1

unreasonable amount ofsurface material. Abt

,

half a mile back from the public road, 9
reached the scene of operations, as indicated J

I

a large pile of the green sand, lying ou a ball
alongside of a pit filled with water, from whffl

it had been dug. Much of the low ground 19
already been dug over, as was shown by 31

pools of water, with narrow banks of earth 11
tween them. The method followed by the mil
diggers has been to select a spot, and at a su 1J
ble time of year commence operations witla

sufficient force of men. The surface eartlJ
first removed and then the marl thrown upjil

the dry bank as rapidly as possible. For, own
to the low level, the water soon begins to fljr-1

into the excavation, and after a while pu(»
stop to the work, generally long before the lj-l

torn of the bed is reached. In the present c\ i

judging from the imperfect soundings we col I

make, not more than six or eight feet of ml
had been taken out. I have heard of cases!

which the diggers obtained sixteen feet of ml, I

aud may have reached within a few feet of fU
bottom.

At the West Jersey Marl Works near Man a

Creek, the Company made a long drain, whl
drew off the water, so that they were able?

utilize the whole deposit, which, if I remem r

correctly, was there about eighteen feet thij.i

The material is spread upon the land ai

fertilizer, and has been used in large quantiti,

although now not so much esteemed asformeij.

The green sand is a mineral termed Glaucon i,

and contains about one-tenth of its weight

f
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Mash, to which element its fertilizing proper-

ty are supposed to be due.

|[n the marl anil its associated beds have been

fund numerous fossil remains, mostly marine

i! their character, including gigantic lizards,

fjies, and shell-fish. Professor lingers, in his

lj)ort on the geology of New Jersey, published
') 1840, says that at that time about seventy-

He species had been found, all of which are

lfw extinct. These are much more abundant
isome parts of the strata than in others. The
till heaps which we examined showed but few

-and they were shells and corals. Hut some
virs ago, when visiting the works of the West
i'rsey Marl (Jo., I obtained some interesting

fisils— part of the shell of a large tortoise, and
ausk of a crocodile several inches long, and in

tl 3 same neighborhood, although not imrne-

titely in the marl, were hundreds of a curious

fisil, called belemnites. the remains of a shell-

fa belonging to the cuttle-fish family. They
.yre straight, solid shells of a few inches in

ligth, ending at the smaller end in a rather

lint point, while at the other extremity was a

(vity which had been occupied by the living

fib. The sides of this cavity were thin and
Jigile, so that it was a rare occurrence to find

ishell in which they had not been broken
ijray.

As we were exploring the country in search

<j the pits, we found on the roadside a pile of

lown material, full of cells, which looked like

|g iron ore. This material is frequently found

J low grounds. The strata in marl districts

mtains considerable quantities of oxide of iron,

Mch is dissolved by the water in passing

trough them. Upon coming into the open

If, it parts with the carbonic acid gas, which
tabled it to hold the iron in solution, and
ince the oxide of iron is deposited. As this
voeess is going on continually, it explains the

let that after the ore has been dug, the deposit

| renewed after a series of years. In former

flies there were several furnaces in Southern

few Jersey which depended on the supply of

"ig ore, and I well remember in my youthful

sars the old fashioned " ten-plate " stoves for

liming wood, in the plates of which were the

imes of the furnaces at which they were cast.

When piles of bog ore are left exposed to the

ins, the rain water leaches out the iron, leav-

g behind the earthy matter with wdiich it was
sociated, which retains the same cellular struc-

re. From the readiness with which the masses

e saw by the roadside could be broken, we
ippose it was some of this leached ore with but

ttle iron left in it.

While we found much to interest us, the wind
ew with increasing coldness, and we were glad

turn our faces towards home, where we could
ad shelter and warmth, although well satisfied

lat we had made this little excursion.

____ J. W.

; Killing the Spirit. There are more ways
ian one of putting the letter above the spirit,

rdinarily we think of it as an insistence on the

irface meaning of words and phrases without

igard to the motive which underlies their ut-

:rance. But there is a way of exalting the let-

;r, not by a blind adherence to it, but by cen-

tring our interest on it as an object of criticism,

ad so forgetting the spirit that lies in back of

L_ Mere spelling and grammar, and even rhet-

ric, as such, have played a comparatively small
art in the winning of souls to Christ, or in spur-

ng them on to great deeds for Him. And yet
lere are persons who will dissipate the solemn

message from a great soul by a petty denuncia-
tion of a speaker's slip in grammar, or by a con-

temptuous criticism of his mispronunciation.

They will admit, by a stretch of generosity, that

he may be a man of consecrated purpose, mighty
of heart, and forceful in action. He even lias

his place, they concede, as a power for good \\ it I)

"certain classes"— to which they themselves do
not belong. But that use of the objective case

instead of the nominative, or of the wrong tense

of a verb, of which he was guilty on the plat-

form, has put him outside of the pale of useful-

ness to them personally. These petty critics

thus think more of the misused letter than of

the earnest heart, so far as their personal needs

are concerned. One blessing at least they put

above the being "poor in spirit," and that is,

the being rich in grammar. It is a good thing

to be a linguist, sensitive in ear and conversant

with tongues; but one who would be of highest

use to his fellow-men, and who would get good

from them, must tune his life to the more subtle

language which is the expression of the immor-
tal spirit. He must not be led away or dragged

down by his love for the correctness of the let-

ter. Laudable as it is to be literate, it must be

borne in mind that this spirit of petty criticism

is not the spirit that giveth life, but one of the

ways of loving the letter that killeth.

—

S. &
Times.

Selected.

"Wait a Minute."

There is an old proverb, and a very good
one, that " Time and tide wait for no man."

That means— if a man has a chance of bet-

tering his condition, and lets it go by, the chance

may never come again.

Perhaps a vessel can only be launched at the

turn of the tide, and if the captain does not

seize that precious moment the tide turns, and
the vessel has to be left behind. For the tide

will not wait nor the time either. Still there

are seasons wdien our motto would prove a whole-

some one, when it would be a good thing to wait

a minute.

When you are about to make an angry reply.

Your blood is up, and you could say a cutting

thing. But don't do it. The irritation will go

off ifyou have a little patience. Grievous words
stir up anger. It is better to wait a minute.

When you are tempted to do a wrong— it

may be to lie or to steal— Satan is hurrying

you on, because he does not wish you to reflect

He knows that if you reflect you will not do it.

But do not be driven into sin blindfolded. Wait
a minute.

When you are going to spread a report about

your neighbor. It will do him harm, and you
do not know whether it is true. You have not

had time to search into the matter. And yet

the tale is on your tongue. But you had better

not. Wait a minute.

That minute waited will often save you from
evil. It may give your passion time to cool.

You may be able to put up a secret prayer,
" Lead me not into temptation." You may call

to mind the commandment, "Thou shalt not

bear false witness against thy neighbor."

Stop, then, on the brink of wrong-doing, if

you have been foolish enough to get so far.

A horseman once rode to the very edge of a

precipice. A minute more and he expected to

be dashed to pieces ; but the horse backed in

that one minute, and he was saved.

It is far wiser to keep at a distance from temp-
tation, and wiser still to place yourself every

day under the guidance and protection of God's

Holy Spirit. He will bold in check the sinful

desires of your heart, and enable you to over-

come them. Let your prayer continually be,

" Hold Thou me up, and I shall be safe" ( Psalm
cxix : 117). "Create in me a clean heart,

( iod, and renew a right spirit within me" (Psalm
li: 10). "Order my steps in Thy word: and
let not any iniquity have dominion over me"
(Psalm cxix: 133).

Miles Halhead.
(Continued from page 231.)

" Some time after by another motion, he came
to Furness in Lancashire, to the house of Cap-
tain Adam Sands, where he found a great num-
ber of professors gathered, and priest Larapitt
preaching. But as soon as Miles entered, Lam-
pitt was silent, which continuing a pretty while,

Captain Sands said to him, 'Sir, what is the

matter? Are you not well?' To which the

priest answered, 'I am well, but I shall speak
no more as long as this dumb devil is in the

house.' 'A dumb devil,' said the captain, ' where
is he?' 'This i3 he,' said the priest,' pointing

with his hand, ' that standeth there,' Then the

captain said, 'This man is quiet, and saith noth-

ing to you : I pray you sir, go on in the name
of the Lord ; and if he trouble, or molest you iu

my house, I will send him to Lancaster-castle.'

But the priest said again, ' I shall Dot preach

as long as this dumb devil is in the house.'

Then the Captain said to one Camelford, a
priest also, ' I pray you sir, stand up, and exer-

cise your gift, and I will see that you be not

disturbed.' But the priest answered as the

other. ' I shall not speak as long as this dumb
devil is in the house.' Then the people cried,

' Lord, rebuke thee, Satan ; Lord, rebuke thee,

Satan : What manner of Spirit is this that stops

our ministers' mouths?' Then the captain came
to Miles, and taking him by the hand, led him
out of the house. In all that time he had not

spoke a word, and saw now the accomplishment
of what he had been persuaded of before, viz:

That an invisible power would confound by
him the wisdom of the priests, when he spoke
never a word.

" Some time after this occurrence, Miles went
to Newcastle, and there said to the mayor, rulers

and priests of that town, that God's anger was
kindled against them, because they had shut

the kingdom of heaven against men, and would
not enter themselves, nor suffer them that would.

Because of this be was imprisoned ; but the

mayor being much troubled, sent for the sheriff;

for those two had committed Miles ; when come,

he said to him, ' We have not done well in com-
mitting an innocent man to piison : pray let us

release him.' The sheriff consenting, Miles was
set at liberty. Then he declared the word of

the Lord in those parts, and many were con-

vinced of the Truth held forth by him.
" He was moved to go to Ireland, and declare

the word of the Lord there; and speaking of

this to James Lancaster and Miles Bateman,
they quickly resolved to keep him company,
and so they went for Ireland, where they pro-

claimed the truth in cities, towns, villages, and
before magistrates, as occasion offered ; and
their testimony was received by many. After

they had discharged themselves, they returned

to England, where Miles soon found himself

moved to go to Scotland. In his way thither

he met his friend, James Lancaster, who was
free to go with him, and so they went into Scot-

land.
" Went on a First-day of the week into the

steeple-house in that town, where seeing many
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people _ ther, howling and crying

aini making great lam utatiou, as if they had
been touched with a sense of their sins. Miles

was silent until their worship was done;.. but

then, being grieved with their deceit and hy-

pocrisy, spoke a> he was moved, but met with

great opposition, many or' the people being
in such a rage, that they drove him and his

compani ut of the town, near to the side of
.' river: and it was intended that the

women of the town should stone them ; but they
prevented this by wading through the river.

"Being thus safely passed the water, thev
went to Edinburgh and Leith, where they stayed
about ten days. During that time, Miles spoke
to the people when oeeasion offered ; as also to

the garrison, and to the captains and officers of
the army, who were mucn affected, and con-

fessed that the Lord had been very good unto
them ; for Mile-' message was, That the anger
of 'he L ird was kindled against them, because
they had not performed their promises, which
they made to Him iu the day of their distress,

when their enemies encompassed them on every
side, for then the Lord delivered them and
gave them victory; but they had returned Him
evil for g 1, and committed violence against
those II— nl to declare his word amongst "them.

" This being told them at large by Miles, he
went to Glasgow and Stirling, where he also
sfioke as he was moved ; and so returned to
England.

"This war Miles Halhead came to Berwick
in Northumberland, and went to the mayor of
that town, and spoke to him in his shop thus
' Friend, hear what the servaut of the Lord
hath to say unto thee. Give over persecuting
the Lord's servants, whom He doth send in

this I iwn of Berwick, to shew you the
way that leads to life eternal. I charge thee,
0, man. touch not the Lord's anointed, nor do
his prophets any harm. lest thou procure the
anger of the living eternal God against thee.'
This bold language so offended the mayor, that
!•• -•!,[ M,|,.. (,, prison, where he was about ten
weeks, and then was brought to the sessions,
where a bill, drawn upagainst him, was read in
open court, but be denied the contents thereof,

1 But what I said to the mayor of this
tow,,

[ will not deny.' And then 'he related
the aforesaid words he spoke to the mayor.
Whereupon the recorder says, 'Sirs, as I un-
derstand by his own word-, if he
the mayor of the town

cannot prove
a persecutor, in my judg-

ment he hath wronged hit,..' To this Miles an-
' If the mayor of this town of Berwick

ace of the Lord, whose
P r«ence is here, thai he i- no persecutor, but
the persecuting nature is slain in him.I will be
willing to abide the judgmenl of the court.'
inen the clerk of the court -aid. Mr. Mayor
it you will say that yo„ are no persecutor, but
the persecuting nature i- -lab, in von, he is

7
11 " 1

.-
:

Igmenl ofthecourt.' To
this the mayor answered, '

I know not what to
do, I would [had neverseen him: I pray you,

,

:

tl '."".^'."" I.'t u-be, re troubled with
'"' rhen M.les said, That he would prove
hwmayorof Berw.ck the greatesl persecutor
'" r country. M

, ,le wen ,

" prison in .hi- town
''•v -"'!" of tl«e

ttr, , in thi ;

oourt;buttl ,6 man, hast exceeded them all
,"•; '""••->

1 kept me in close
ten weeks, for speaking to thyown person, in thy own shop. \,,w I ,„ ,U ml
>rderoftl^to.v,,,f|;|:;

vi ,|;
a. I a,,, a free-born Englishman, whether my

imprisonment be legal, according to the law of

this nation, or not ?' Ttien the recorder of the

town stood up and said, ' It is not very legal for

any minister of the law to imprison any man
in his own cause.' Then the Court cried, 'Take
him away.' The chief priest of the town then
stood, and desired the Court that he might ask
Miles one question; to this Miles said, 'The
Lord knows thy heart, O mau, and at this

present has revealed thy thoughts to his servant

;

and therefore now I know thy heart also, thou
high priest, and the question thou wouldst ask
me ; and if thou wilt promise me before the
court, that if I tell thee the question thou
wouldst ask me, thou wilt deal plainly with
me, I will not only tell thee thy query! but I
will answer it.' Then the priest said, He would.
Then Miles proceeded: Thy question is this:
Thou wouldst know whether I own that Christ
that died at Jerusalem or not ? To this the priest,
wondering, said, 'Truly that is the question.'
Then Miles said, 'According to my promise, I
will answer it before this court ; in the presence
of the Lord God of heaven, I own no other
Christ than Him that died at Jerusalem, and
made a good confession before Pontius Pilate,
to be the light and way that leads fallen man
out of sin and evil, up to God eternal, blessed
for evermore.' More questions were not asked
him, but the jailer was commanded to take
him away. Yet within a short time the court
gave order to release him. Then going to New-
castle, he returned to his wife and children at
Mountjoy.

" In the beginning of this year [1655], he felt
a motion to go to London. Taking York and
Hull in his way, and passing thence through
Lmcohishire and Leicestershire, he came to the
city of London, from whence, after some stay
he went to Bristol with Thomas Salthouse, and
so to Exeter and Plymouth, where he suffered
much persecution and was imprisoned.

Sewel, in his History of the People Called
Quakers, has preserved a few of the letters of
Miles Halhead. A loving one to his wife Anne
written in 1655, says :

" ' Anne Halhead :—My dear heart, my dear
love in the bowels of love, in the Lord' Jesus
( hnst, salutes thee and my children. Mv soul
is poured forth in love to thee daily, and the
breathings of my soul to my Father is for
thee that thou mayest be kept in the fear of
the Lord, and in his counsel daily, that so
thou mayest come to rest and peace, that is laid
up for all that fear Him and walk in obedience
to the light that Jesus Christ has enlightened
them withal. So my dear heart, I declare to

in the presence of the living God, who is
Lord of heaven and earth, and before men and
angels, there is no other way that leads to
peace ami eternal rest, but walking in obedi-
«'»«•" to the light that comes from Jesus Christ •

i'.'"
1 "t Hns light thou hast received a measure!

therefore my dear heart, be faithful to the
L-ord m what is made known unto thee, that
thou mayst come to witness true peace and rest
tha eve bath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
1:1,1 " entered into the heart of man, what is
laid up tor all them that fear Him.' "

(To be concluded.)

• Th " l-yvrty -f my spin, was so exceedingly

f
,"'

.

; '"; 1 better, that I could scarcely bear iiBut Cr,edout alo«d, which so surprised^-

panion, that he feared it would be too hard 1

me, for I complained that I was deceived
mistaken

; because while I was in my maste'
work, I rarely by night or day was without sot
degree of Divine virtue on my mind, but now
could feel nothing but the bitterness of dea
and darkness; all comfort was hid from i

for a time, and I was baptized into death indee
As we went along, I said to Isaac with vehe'
ence of spirit: 'Oh I that I was in my maste
work again, and favored with my former A
joymeuts of Divine life, how acceptable it wou
be !' We went to a meeting at Hawkeshead,
was a little better with me, but [I was still] ve
poor; aud so we performed our journey in abo
a month, and he returned to his father's hou

'

and I to my master Parrot's."
It will be seen from this, that the writer w

I

not one of those who think religion is to be:]
pleasant sunshine, and that those who speak 1
inward bufferings, baptism, clouds aud sorrov
are under a delusion. This easy, flippant, A
perficial religion has grown into favor 'wi

some, and is generally accompanied by activi
and readiness to engage on very slight grouni
in works, ostensibly religious. But 'the Savio
and his apostles nowhere taught that those w
engaged in the Christian pilgrimage, were to
exempt from suffering and conflict. "In tj
world," said Christ, "ye shall have tribulatio
but be ofgood cheer, I have overcome the work
Here is the consolation—great as the trials m

'

be, and long and hard the struggle, the Christi
triumphs over the world in and through his v fl

torious Lord, and is cheered and animated
\\

the blessed hope, that a conqueror's crown w]
at last be his. It is not difficult for persons 1
deceive themselves with the idea, that they m
go along in a light, easy, pleasant path, ve.
agreeable to the natural mind, be employed

'

benevolent and religious performances, wishi

.

well to what they think is good, and escape t

mortifications, crosses and afflictions that tl
followers of the suffering Saviour have had '

i

endure, and yet reap the reward at the eil
Far be it from us to represent the path of t'i
righteous as one of gloom and sorrow. It is ill
so—"for as the sufferings of Christ abound I

them, so their consolation also aboundeth j
Christ," and " if they suffer with Him, they sh

'

jalso reign with Him." But, as we are assunffl
on the authority of our Lord's apostle, "tl I
we must, through much tribulation, euter iijl
the kingdom of God," those who know little

nothing of it, may well be led into close sc>]
examination, whether they have ever got be! I

the surface of things."

Waiting on the Lord.
That is an instructive old story about tj

horseman pursued by his foes, who found J
trucisd .harger beginning to fail in the race,
one of his shoes upon his feet had been detach.

,

aud he was slipping upon the rocky path.
j

Suddenly the horseman dismounts at tj

blacksmith shop, where the two ways met, h
though he could see his pursuers overyonc!
hill, bearing down upon him, yet he waited lo

enough to shoe his horse. He called to the bla< f

smith, "Be quick," as he threw him a coin f

ten fold value; and the sweating workman fil

and hammered and clinched the nails, and cj

his work fast and well. Aud when the last n
j

-

was turned, and the fugitive leaped into hi3 si;

die, the hoofs of his pursuers were thuuderi
just behind him, and he heard their shouts'
triumph, as they felt they had secured th

}

prey.
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But no! he leaped into his saddle, plunged

spurs into his horse's haunches, and dashed

aay like the lightning, because he was now
pjpared Cor the journey.

Ah, yes, he gained by losing time, and would

bve lost all by going before he was prepared.

C, beloved, "tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem

util ye be endued with power from on high."

"Vait for the promise of the Father, which ye

hye heard of Him." "In quietness and con-

fence shall be your strength."

Without the Holy Ghost, you are unequal to

t; journey of life, you are unfit for the service

otlie Master, you are unwarranted in attempt-

it to preach the Gospel or to win a soul for

Crist, and you are unprepared for the future

vich He is immediately opening to you. Oh,

1( us wait at his feet, let us learn our weakness,

litis realize our nothingness, let us get emptied

fi his tilling, and then baptized with the Holy

Cost, or filled anew with his utmost fulness,

al find that " He is able to do exceeding abun-

ditly above all that we ask or think, according

tithe power that worketh in us. To whom be

gry now and forever. Amen."

—

A. B. Simp-

E in The Episcopal Recorder.

Natural History, Science, etc.

An Incombustible Tree.— In one of the dis-

tets of Colombia, it is customary every year,

d-ing the dry season, to set fire to the plains

ii order to destroy all dry weeds that during

tl rains might interfere with the growth of

j'ing and tender vegetation. This naturally

piduces a disastrous effect upon trees, which

gidually disappear. There is, however, one

tie, the Rhopala oilorata, a small, distorted and
saggy plant, which resists the fire and spreads

iithe localities abandoned by the others. The
rustance is due to the bark, the external por-

tiis of which, more than half an inch thick,

ai formed of dead cells and fibres, acts as a

pitective jacket to the more central and living

p-ts.

Book Parasite.—A little insect which feeds on

n books, and is a native of Southern Europe,

h; recently invaded the United States, having
b;n brought over in some of the old editions

wich have been imported from Europe.

.in Aged Rosebush.—At Hildersheim, a city

oHanover, is a rosebush which is said to be

aleast three hundred years old.

Items.

7<e War Burden.—A large portion of the taxa-
tii of the present day is needed to pay the war
d.ts, pensions and salaries incurred by former

g erations, who not only spent their own money,
b mortgaged the labors of their children and
gndchildren, and spent the proceeds for defence,

iiasion, destruction, and devastation.

mother large amount of revenue, wrung from
tl hands of toilers, is used in building ships, cast-

ii cannon, preparing projectiles and explosives,

also getting ready for wars that may never come.
'hen there is the support of the vast standing

aiies which in time of peace eat up the substance
othe people. And it must be remembered that

Bst of the expenses of the military establishments
a drawn from the poorer and feebler classes of
t people.

'he Government takes the young, the strong,
tl vigorous and the athletic, and trains'them for

W, and prevents their laboring to earn their
dly bread; but dresses them up with fuss and
fithers, parades them, feeds them, clothes them,
S'ports them, and finally pensions them; while
i'eaves behind the women, the children, the old
"n, the feeble, the crippled, the lame, the halt,
al the blind, who must not only take care of

quoted
I which

d feed and clothe and support these i<

From a War Department document ;

the following facts, illustrating the burd
press upon the poor :

The Russian war budget for 1893 was $186,349,1 ,

The Russian army on a peace tooting numbers
880,000 ; on a war tooting, 10,2011,000 men, of whom
:;.l'oo,ooo have had military training. The tier-

man army on a peace tooting has 508,000 men, on

a war footing, 3,700,000 ;
the annual ( ierman war

budget is $118,118,825. The French army on a

peace footing numbers 564,003; on a war footing,

2,8501 men; the French war budget is $127,-

000,000. Austria-Hungary has on a peace footing

an army of 318,000 men ; "on a war footing, 1,794-

175; its war budget amounts to §55,235,000. Eng-
land's military force is 0(52,000 men, 219,000 of

whom are regulars. Its military budget amounts
to $89,000,000, Italy's army on a peace footing

numbers 273,000, on "a war footing, 3,155,036. The
United States has a standing army of 28,000; and

an annual expense of nearly $47,000,000.

These figures simply express the current war
expenses that come upon the poor in times of

peace. When war is declared these figures may be

increased fourfold or tenfold, if the rulers are able

to borrow the money to prosecute their schemes.

And this money must be mostly earned and paid

by those least able to earn and pay it: the aged,

the young, the disabled, the infirm, the men who
are not strong enough to be fit " food for powder,"

must yet foot the bills, and support the able-bodied

in idleness, and bear the burdens imposed by need-

less and causeless conflicts.

Will it not be a good day when the Prince of

Peace shall come and shall make wars to cease to

the ends of the earth, and break the bow, and cut

the spear in sunder, and burn the chariot in the

fire?

The Theatre.—Should a minister entirely avoid

theatrical and operatic performances ? I am poor

authority on this. I never saw a play acted, and

never was at the opera in my life. I presume there

is a difference between the two. I find ministers

speaking on both sides of the theatre question in

the same sermon. All the evidence I have seen

yet is to the effect that, whatever its abstract

"powers might be, the theatre is, in point of fact,

mischievous on the whole. The best evidence of

its effect is that the pure plays cannot get players

or spectators. Those of Shakespeare are, it is al-

leged, kept on the sUge at a ruinous cost. The
average playgoer must have his moral teaching at

the theatre highly spiced, and increasingly so from

year to year. So I never go, never advise any to

go, am sorry when I hear of Christians going, and

think a minister's usefulness in danger from going.

—John Hall, in Lectures before the Yale Divinity

School.

Lincoln's Tenderness of Heart.—Here is an inci-

dent related by Speed :
" Lincoln had the tenderest

heart for any one in distress, whether man, beast or

bird. Many of the gentle and touching sympathies

of his nature, which flowered so frequently and
beautifully in the humble citizen at home, fruited

in the sunlight of the world when he had place and
power. He carried from his home on the prairies

to Washington the same gentleness of disposition

and kindness of heart. Six gentlemen, Hemgone,
Lincoln, Baker, Hardin, and two others whose
names I do not now recall, were riding along a

country road. We were strung along the road two

and two together. We were passing through a

thicket of wild plum and apple trees. A violent

wind-storm had justoccurred. Lincoln and Hardin
were behind. There were two young birds by the

roadside, too young to fly. Thev had been blown
from the nest by the storm. The old bird was

fluttering about and wailing as a mother ever does

for her babes. Lincoln stopped, hitched his horse,

caught the birds, hunted the nest, and placed them
in it. The rest of us rode on to a creek, and while

our horses were drinking, Hardin rorle up. ' Where
is Lincoln?' asked one. ' Oh, when I saw him last

he had two little birds in his hand, hunting for

their nest.' In an hour, perhaps, he came. They
laughed at him. He said with much emphasis:
1 Gentlemen, you may laugh, but I could not have

dept well to-night if I

Their cries would have
Jjitiuh Animal*.

1 thoi

ears.'

birds.

'—Our
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The readers of The Friend must have no-

ticed in its columns from time to time, numerous
historical incidents concerning their ancestors

in religious profession ; as well as statements

of the doctrines they professed and preached

to the world ; and the righteous testimonies they

upheld by example and precept.

We desire that these things may not merely

be stored in memory as parts of general histori-

cal knowledge, but that they may have their

proper influence on the hearts and lives of their

readers. The lively descriptions given by many
of our early and later Friends, of the visitations

of Divine Grace to tbein when in an uncon-

verted state; and of the sense of their sinfulness

thus begotten ; of their yielding to these heav-

enly impressions, and being led to thorough re-

pentance and to a sincere seeking for mercy and
forgiveness; and ths willingness wrought in

them to abide under the ministration of con-

demnation as long as the Lord saw was for their

real good ; and how, through a patient endur-

ance of this baptism of the Holy Ghost and of

fire, they were prepared to become useful ser-

vants in his hand, ought to be instructive les-

sons to us of the present day. Whatever changes

may have taken place in the surroundings in

which they and we have been placed, human
nature remains substantially the same ; now, as

then, it is the grace of God that brings salva-

tion, and this grace works in the same way,

humbling the creature, aud bringing him to

rely on the Divine mercy; to deny all unright-

eousness and ungodliness.

It is as true now as it was two hundred and
fifty years ago, that the conversion of man, his

change from evil to good, is the work cf Om-
nipotence alone, and that unless the Lord bless

our efforts, vain is all that man can do to effect

this wondrous change. Therefore, when a desire

is felt to be helpful toothers in a spiritual sense,

one of the first considerations ought to be. In

what line of service does my Heavenly Father

wish me to engage ; and in prosecuting this work
we ought to look for and crave his blessing, as

the most essential thing.

Very many are the lessons which the thought-

ful reader may learn from the history of our

Society. Precious indeed are the examples it

furnishes of earnest zeal in the cause of Christ,

of unflinching faithfulness to the demands of

duty, of a willingness to bear the cross aud de-

spise the shame connected with his service.

And not the less should we be animated and
encouraged by the manifest aud repeated ex-

tensions of the Divine Power to uphold and
preserve his servants in the various trials to

which they were exposed. Truly these were

very many and very great ; and as William

Peun says, the Lord's people " in all human
probability, must have been swallowed up quick

of the proud and boisterous waves that swelled

and beat against them ; but that the God of all

their tender mercies was with them in his glo-

rious authority."

The same writer says, in speaking of our early

members :
" I cannot forget the humility and

chaste zeal of that day. O, how constant at

meetings, how retired in them, how firm to

Truth's life, as well as Truth's principles, and
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•ire and united in our communion, a?

ssone Bead, even

Christ Jesus the L »rd."

May we all seek to walk in their footsteps,

iu they followed Christ : and remember that

circumstances may change, the founda-

tion principles of true religion remain the same.

In the late Quarterly Meeting held in Phila-

delphia, a concern was opened to appoint some

public meetings to be held on Fifth-day even-

. ight o'clock, which our younger mem-

bers should be particularly invited to attend
;

ntinued until towards the week of the

Yearly Meeting. This concern was united with

and a committee was named to make the nec-

irrangements. We understand that in

accordance therewith, meetings have been ap-

pointed to be held in Friends' meeting house

on Twelfth Street below .Market, on the 13th,

•_'i»th and 27th insts., at the hour above men-

tioned.

BCMMARY (>F EVENT&
United States.—A bill lias passed both Houses of

oi.l roceivtd the 1'resiileiit's signature, for-

bidding prize or bull li-hts in any of the Territories

of the United Stalts or District of Columbia, under

penalty of from one to live year.-' imprisonment.

The concurrent resolution which was reported in

the Senate, requesting the President to use his infln-

ence with [he Government of Spain to recognize the

Cnban revolutionists, has been practically set asi le

by a substitute reported from the Foreign Affairs

Committee The substitute recognizes a c mdition of

public war in Culm, ami declares that the United

States shall m .intain a strict neutrality between the

contending Powers, and shall accord to each all the

rights of belligerents in the ports of the Fnited States.

the Vice President's table.

Last year 25,1 15 gan were made in the

Si lies than in 1 V.M, and -.:'.',-, :;-o more pounds

of smoking tobacco were manufactured. During the

year there were manufactured in the country 4,180,-

915,203 cigars, :!,.ti\'.H 1.077 cigarettes, 256,100.505
p.ninds oi tobacco, and 11,705,414 pounds of snuff.

There was an increase in the output of cigarettes of

77 over l89J,and adecreaseof477,160pounds
in the amount of snufl manufactured.
The vote in the Senate for the Silver sub-titute for

ihe Bond Bill, was 12 to 35, not 52 to 55, as state 1

lia ..live-growers say that a demand has
this season in the Eastern States for Cali-

i practically, the whole product of

is already sold to Eastern dealers. Orders
rnia olives have come from many old and

conservative grocery houses in New York. Boston and
other Eastern cities, whose proprietors .-ay that, now

rnians have mast, -re I the art of pickling the
fruit, the native product will drive the foreign olives

out of Eastern ...

- in Arizona is declare I to have
passed the experimental stage, and will become an
jmportant industry in the Territory. This year's crop

ll River Valley, where most of the experi-

I
roves are situated, is larg id of exi ellenl

quality. The Arizona orange, nun, « hat earlier

hern i 'alifornin.

n of whiskey in Kentucky in Eleventh
and 1'weluh Mos., 1895, was double that ol

period in

An add
I

to the public by Si d Po-
I, Mil h .chief of (he Pottawattomie

! lered in my b ry-

h-w a i hristian people could do Buch acts
ind oi teai h thai all men

re hn ll (
„i|. Bui

Ll all misunderstandings in

dd all the
wrongs suffered in consequence, had their origin al-

• rely in ill it accursed drink, mi -

ih oi in el doe, and rattlesnake bites. I i

le | |„ m
I will repeat it, It's Lite is death,

Indian who recently died at the [n-

age of 108 years, is said to have had about 1,000 de-

scendants.

In the judgment of the Board of Engineers, which

thnrougl.lv investigated the subject last summer, it

will cost $133,472,893 to construct the Nicaragua^

Canal. These figures are $64,000,000 in excess of the

estimates of the company which anv holds a charter

from Nicaragua to huild the water-way. The present

estimate includes the items of the climate, heavy rains

and cost of machinery and labor on the isthmus.

The storm which passed over this citv on the 6th

inst., did more damage than anv since the flood of Fifth

Month, 1894. The total rain-fall was 3.86 inches, and

the barometer fell lower than has ever been noted at

the Weather Bureau Office. The high winds made the

tides extraordinarily high, and these, meeting the

Hoods of storm water, caused extensive overflows.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 467, which
is 32 less than the previous week and 12 more than

the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
number, 250 were males and 217*females: 101 died of

pneumonia: 40 of consumption ; 34 of heart disease;

21 of diphtheria; 18 of old age; 17 of apoplexy ; 16 of

inflammation of the brain ; 14 of paralysis
;
13 of bron-

chitis ; 12 of marasmus : 9 of inflammation of the stom-

ach and bowels; y of Bright's disease, and 9 of mem-
branous croup.

Markets, &C.—U. S. 2's, 95 ; 4's, 1907, reg., 109 a 110;
coupon, 110 a 111}; new 4's, 1161 a 117}; 5's, 112}
a 1141; currency 6's, 100 a 106.

Cotton.—Demand from spinners was very moderate
and middling uplands ruled steady at Slots, per pound.
Feed.— Spot bran ranged from $12.50 to $13.25 per

ton for winter in bulk and spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super, $2.40 a 62.50; do., extras,

$2.60 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.35 a $3.45
;

do., do., straight. $3.50 a $3.65 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.40 a $3.50; do., do., straight, $3.55 a $3.75; do.,

do., patent. $3.70 a $3.s5
; spring, clear, $2.90 a $3.25

;

do., straight, $3.40 a $3.55 ; do., patent, $3.65 a $3.SO;
do., favorite brands, higher. Citv mills, extra, $2.65
a $2.-5 : do., clear, $3.40 a $3.55: do., straight, $3.60
a (3.75; d ... patent, $3.80 a $4.00. Eye Flour.—
Choi, Penn'a, $2 65 per bbl. Buckwheat Flour.—
$1.15 a $1.30 per lnO pounds. Very choice and fancy
grades held higher.

Grain'.— No. 2 red wheat, 73J a 75c.
No. 2 mixed corn, 34 a 34}c.
No. 2 white oats, 25 J a 26}c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 4| a 4Jc;

medium, 4} a 41c; common, 3J a 4Jc
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3|a 4c; good, 3} a 31c;

medium, 2J a 3c ; common 2 a 21c. Lambs, 4 a 51c.
Hogs.—6§ a 61c for Western, and 51 a 6c for State.

Foreign.—The speech from the throne, on the 11th
instant, read at the opening of Parliament, contains
a statement that a satisfactory conclusion has been
reached between the Governments of the United States,

Great Britain and Venezuela respectively in regard to
the vexed boundary question.

England's naval programme for 1896 contemplates
an expenditure of $50,000 000.

An aerolite burst over the city of Madrid on the
loth instant. The first warning of the explosion was
a Bash that illumined the sky, which was followed
by a tremendous report, the vibrations from which
shattered hundreds of windows.
The Spanish Cabinet has reject e I a proposal to levy

a war tax to meet the expenses of the campaign in
Cuba, and has also decided not to increase the customs
duties in Cuba. The tariff will be amended.

Influenza is prevailing throughout Spain, and is es-
pecially severe in Madrid.

Minister Terrell has procured for Clara Barton and
her assistants the Sultan's safeguard, which will allow
them to distribute relief among the sufferers.

A proclamation declaring British protectorate over
Ashantee has been issued by the Governor of the
I rold <

'
nisi colony.

The influx of "immigrants into South Africa is con-
tinuing at such a rapid rate that the Cape Times fears
that, before many months have passed, ihev shall
once more be face to face with the unemployed diffi-

mia and Mexico have a new competitor in
the matter of supplying , .ranges to the rest of the
world.

1 he .ranges grown near Jerusalem are li«ht
in color, Ol oval shape, and the fruit is packed with

|
lhan that from other countries. The first

con lenim-nl, which reached this country recently at-
mnch attention. The oranges' were »rown

sT-mil'V, ioTc'i'sc

: ""' ''""''' :"" 1 :
"' e W°" h between

General Weyler, accompanied by Generals Barges,

Arolas, and the Marquis de Aluemada, arrived

llcvana on the loth insiant, on the Spanish cruis

.1 ,tso XIII. He received an enthusiastic welcoir I

The Rebel General Antonio Mace > has decided toil
main in the province of Penar del Rio and await I .1

coming of General Weyler, the new Spanish Coi

tuander in-Chief.

The coal deposits reported in Newfoundland a

expected to add materially to the prosperity of tfcj

island. The fields recently discovered are twel-

miles in length by six miles in breadth, and cons!
of three distinct troughs, one of which is ten mil
long and one mile wide. It is estimated that t.

quantity of coal in one trough is nearly 12,000,0

tuns. The deposits are conveniently situated for shi

ping, passing through the St. Lawrence.

NOTICES.
Wanted by young woman Friend position to tea'

children, or to read aloud. Time vacant, 11 a.m.
j

2 p. M. Address " M," 3419 Hamilton St., W. Phila.
I

Friends' Te vchers' Association will hold a me
ing at 2 P. M., on Seventh day, Second Month 15

1896, at 140 N. Sixteenth St., Philadelphia. Dr.G
S. Fullerton, of the University of Pennsylvania, w
address the meeting on " The Study of Psychology.

All interested are cordially invited to be present.

Lucy B. Child, Sec'y

Western Quarterly Meeting.—Friends wishi;

toatiendthe Western Quarterly Meeting are inform,
that a conveyance will meet the train which leas {

Broad St., at 7. 17 a.m., at Toughkenamon, to conv
:

:

them to London Grove.

:

New Garden Monthly Meeting will hereaf
he held at West Grove at ten, instead of eleven o'clo

as for some months past.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meeti
of the Committee on Instruction occurs Second M.
22nd, 1896, at 10 a-. M.

George M. Comfort, C/i

A young woman Friend wishes position as

panion to invalid. Address " C,"

Office of The Friend

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meet
of the Committee on Admissions will be held in

Committee Room on Sevenlh-dav, the loth
10 a. m. John W. Biddle, Clerk

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage y

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wb
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen (

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To ref

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone
Zebedee Haines, Sup'

Bible Association of Friends in America.—
adjourned meeting of the Association will be hell

the Lecture Room of Friends' Select School, 140
Sixleenih Street, on Third-day evening, Second Mo
18th, 1896, at 8 o'clock, to receive the report of

Committee having the Charter in charge, and to t

the necessary steps for organization tinder it.

As considerations of great importance are involi

it is particularly requested that all the members^
attend. George Vaux,

|Charles Rhoads, \ Commi\
Henry Haines.

Died,

SNl

e eleventh of Eleventh Month, 18!

his residence near Plainlield, Ind., Henry Horn
the sixty-fifth year of his age : a member and mini
of Plainfield Monthly Meeting of Friends. H:
miliiy, his constant concern to lead aconsistentCh
lian life, and earnest exhortations to others the
his upright conduct and dealings in extensive bush
his kind disposition and devotion to the cause of Tr
as professed by Friends, even through opposit

constituted him a bright and winning exampl
both members and others. His death causes a fee

of bereavement throughout the circle of his
tance. His last illness was of such a nature ai

permit of little vocal expression, but under
suffering he was remarkably patient, and we re'j'l

ently believe he has entered into that rest whic *
the reward of the righteous.

, First Month 12th, 1896, at her residence r r

Fallsington, Pa., Ann Burgess, in the seventy- t

year of her age
; a beloved member of Falls Montr

Meeting of Friends.

b-

i
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Incidents and Reflections.—No. 340.

The account which John Richardson gives of

fc disputes with George Keith, when in New
Iigland, furnishes an instructive illustration of

b dependence on that Divine Power which is

lb strength of the Lord's people, and which
time enables them to labor effectively in his

cise.

George Keith was a native of Scotland, a man
q much intellectual ability and well educated.

h joined Friends in that country, and suffered

weral imprisonments for his faith. He after-

yrds removed to Pennsylvania, and was for a
fie employed as a teacher there. He gradually
bcame unsettled in his views, and let in a

carrelsome contentious spirit, which caused
iicli trouble to his fellow professors, and ended
ilhis disownment. In 1694 he determined to

jpeal to the Yearly Meeting of London, and
uh this intention, went over to England. After
sanding much time over his case, the Yearly
leeting issued a minute, which says, " It is the

Else and judgment of this meeting that the said

korge Keith is gone from the blessed unity of
te peaceable spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ,

id hath thereby separated himself from the
lily fellowship of the Church of Christ, etc."

.e joined the Episcopalians, was ordained a

minister among them about the year 1700, and
<me back to America as a missionary of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

.ireign Parts." It was while in this country
at he encountered John Richardson, as re-

ted in his Journal.

John was theu at Lynn, Massachusetts, and
is writing letters in his room, when he was
lied down stairs to meet George Keith, who,
ith many persons in company, was railing at

e Society of Friends. He says, " My fervent

•ayers were to the Lord that, if He gave me
lything to speak to George, it might go forth

that power and wisdom which was able to

ound that wicked spirit in which he boasted
rer Friends, crying, ' Is here a man that is a
holar? Is here a man that understands the

nguages among you ? If so, I will dispute

I told him it was probable theith hi

nglish tongue was most generally understood
id used among that people, and, therefore, I

lought it was best to keep to it. He went on,

ad said he was come, in the queen's name, to

gather the Quakers from Quakerism to the

mother church, the good old Church of En-land,
and that he intended to exhibit in our meeting
on the morrow these charges against us, which,

he said, he could prove we were guilty of out
of our Friends' book, viz: Errors, heresies,

damnable doctrines and blasphemies.
" I was roused up in my spirit, in a holy zeal

against his wicked insults, and said to him that

it was the fruit of malice and envy. As I stood

leaning upon the rails [of the fence], I felt the

Lord's power arise, and by it my strength was
renewed in the inner man, and faith, wisdom and
courage with it, so that the fear of man, with all

his parts and learning, was taken from me, and,

in this state, George Keith appeared to me but

as a little child.

"George Keith said the Quakers pretended

to be against all persecution, but they were not

clear, for the Quakers in Pennsylvania and the

Jerseys had persecuted him, and would have
hanged him, but that there was some alteration

in the government.
" I said, ' George, that is not true.' Then I

demanded of him, what way our Friends pro-

ceeded against him, and what measures they

took, as he would insinuate, to bring him to the

gallows. But I perceived fear began to surprise

the hypocrite, and he was willing to let the

matter drop. I then asked, how he could have
the face to urge such a notorious untruth in the

view of that people who were much strangers

to, and ignorant of, the troubles and difficulties,

chiefly created by him, among Frieuds in these

parts.

" The members of that meeting, being gene-

rally newly convinced of the Truth, I urged him
to come to the particulars of Frieuds proceed-

ing against him, but he would not in the least

meddle with it. Then I showed him and the

people, the falsity of his charge and the wick-

edness of his spirit, and the peaceableness of

Friends' behavior towards him, as I had it from

those who were eye and ear witnesses of it. That
when he stood before governors and assembly-

men, in their courts of judicature, when they

were met about the affairs of the three prov-

inces, he had torn open his buttons and told

them his back tickled for a whipping, when he

could not provoke Friends to give him some
condign punishment, but they, like men of

peace and religion, overlooked it all. He wrote

a letter dated from Budlington Prison, in West
Jersey. It must have been dated on the out-

side of the prison, the doors being locked so he

could not get into it. Yet this went current far

off that George Keith was in prison, consequently

by Friends' procurement, they being chiefly at

the helm of government in these provinces."

At the meeting the next day, George Keith,

with two priests and a great many people of

several professions, gathered together. J. Rich-
ardson says, " We appeared like poor shrubs,

and, under a sense of our present state, I had
like to have been dismayed, and my faith even
to have failed me. But I cried mightily to the

God and Fountain of all our tender mercies,

that He would look down upon us, and help us

in this time of great exercise, which was not hid

from Him. I continued my fervent prayers and
intercessions to the Lord of Hosts that He would
arise for his great name's sake, and work for us

that day, that the enemies of Truth might not

triumph or vaunt over us, and that none of
these tender plants, whom He had brought to

the saving knowledge of the Truth, might be
hurt.

" I had no sooner thus heartily sought the

Lord but I felt renewed strength come upon
me, and the fear of man was taken away, and
I saw evidently thut Truth would have the vic-

tory that day, and my faith and confidence were
greatly strengthened in the Lord. These breath-

ings forth of my spirit to the Lord were in se-

cret, without words to be heard of men.
I advised Friends to be swift to hear and slow

to speak, that what was spoken might be in the

Lord's power, and let every one who knows the

Lord cry mightily to Him, that his living power
and presence may be amongst us, and I believe

the Lord will not suffer any to be hurt. So the

meeting gathered, and immediately after George
stood up to tell us that he was come in the queen's

name to gather Quakers from Quakerism to the

good old mother church, the Church of Eugland
as he called it, and that he could prove, out of

our own books, that we held errors, heresies,

damnable doctrines and blasphemies. Under a

deep concern, I stood up and signified to the

people what manner of man George Keith was.

Notwithstanding he had walked many years

amongst us, yet, towards the latter end of his

so walking, he grew very troublesome by reason

of a contentious spirit which did possess him
;

and, after much labor, patience and extending
of love towards him, he was publicly disowned
and testified against as a person with whom we
had no unity or fellowship.

"After a time, George being quiet, it pleased

the Lord to open my mouth, I think in as much
strength, clearness and demonstration as ever,

beginning with the following words, 'In that

way you call heresy do we worship the God of

our fathers, believing all things that are written

concerning Jesus Christ, both as to his Godhead
and mauhead, giving a summary account of his

birth, working of miracles, some of his doctrine,

sufferings and death, ascension and glorifica-

tion, the coming of the Spirit of Truth, or Com-
forter, to lead all those who receive, believe and
obey it, into all Truth.' The people appeared
very attentive, for the Lord's heavenly baptiz-

ing power was amongst us that day.

"After a time, George Keith stood up, and
owned he had been refreshed amongst us that

day, and had heard a great many sound truths,

with some errors, but that it was not the com-
mon doctrine which the Quakers preached. His
drift was to infuse an opinion that the Quakers
did not commonly preach up faith in the man-
hood of Christ, as I had done that day.

" I appealed to the auditory, whether any
thought there was a necessity frequently to press

a matter so universally received among Chris
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tians as faith in the manhood of Christ was. Yet

we, as a people, had bo often and clearly dem-

onstrated oor faith in tiie manhood of Christ,

both in our testimonies and writings, as might

any unbiased person But, inasmuch as the

grace, light and Hoi) Spirit is highly concerned

iu the work of man's salvation, as well as what

Christ did tor us without us, and this being yet

much a mystery to many called Christians, it

- < lod to oj en in the course of our minis-

try, into the meaning and mystery thereof, and

l.. press the latter more than the former. To
which George made no reply, but began to ex-

hibit his i barges against us. He had in a paper

a great many quotations out of Friends* books,

and a young man with him hail many books in

a bog, out of which, he said, he wotdd prove the

charges he was about to exhibit against us.

" He was DOW crowded up into the gallery,

between me and the rail, with a paper in his

hand, and I standing over him, and, being
taller, could see his quotations, and his para-

phrases upon them, on which I told him loudly
that all the meeting might hear, that he offered

violence to that sense and understanding which
God hail given him, and he knew in his con-

Bcienee we were not that people, neither were
our Friends' writings either damnable or blas-

phemous, as he, through envy, endeavored to

make the world believe, and that he would not
have i-eace in so doing. I spoke in the Lord's
dreadful power, and George trembled so much
as i seldom ever Been any man do. I pitied

him in my heart, yet, as Moses said once con-

B Israel, I felt the wrath of the Lord go
forth against him. It appearing a suitable
time to break up the meeting, Friends parted
in great love, tenderness and brokenness of
heart j. \y

Tkwmxi; Children.—A quiet government
is no doubt the best, and generally the most
efficient. The parent who rules in a qujet way,
ha- the best control of his own spirit, which 'is

indispensable to right authority in a family.
What he says is more likely to be to the pu'r-
pose; and if his words be savory also, they will
seldom fail to forward the end designed. Where
much is said, counsel is often obscured by the
multitude of words. Threatening, also, should
be avoided. Threats are sometimes the resort
of those who love their ease, and hope thereby

pe the trouble of a better discipline, but
llj they are nu.de under the influence of

a brittle temper— of harsh feelings. Harsh feel-
ings will dictate harsh judgment, and harsh
judgment carried out, will harden the heart of
the Child. Threats made and not executed do
but weaken the authority of the parent, ami
confirm habits ofdisobedience in the child They
encourage persumption also; for knowing the
parent - will, and presuming upon their for-
bearance, children learn to become heedless of
their displeasure a most dangerous habit for a
'•''ild to contract in early life. The writer is
very tar from any disposition to claim him-
self the credit of hav,ne always acted up to the
"vice he is giving. He has made many mis-
ses which he would be glad of the opportunity
ol correcting, but from a good dea I of t.-.,

an.lob.erva.io,,. he j, fully persuaded that in
the hand- ol an affectionate parent. a consider-
able degree of strictness in early training is no
cruelty, but the reverse, [fit breaks tl

" |
-

1

""'-v l°e spirit oftl ppressor, which ought
'• be broken—that spirit which is seeking to
wrest the government of the child from iu right-
ful lord and establish over it the worst of tyran-

niesr—that spirit which seeks to mar the beauty

and innocence that the good spirit often imprints

upon the child in tender years. Against this

spirit it is we should contend and not against

the child, but rather for the child,—for his life

and for his happiness—break the spirit of the

oppressor and deliver the innocent and oppress-

ed. If the parent is not accustomed to watch

over his own spirit, nor to keep it in subjection,

the enemy will insinuate himself and contend

against the child with his own weapons, thus

wounding the spirits of both.

A Visit to a Party of Bedawin Arabs.

As I bad often wished to visit a foraging

party, I started alone for the Bedawin, who were

distant a quarter of a mile. I walked very

slowly, with the Bedawin in view all the way,
and in order that I might appear as composed
as possible, I examined all the ruins in my path,

though I had seen them fifty times before. When
I came within a few perches of the triumphal
arch, one of the Bedawin sprang to his feet,

seized a club and a spear, and rushed at me like

an infuriated bull. Never did I see a man, even
in a mad house, so utterly beside himself as that

man appeared to be. He was livid with rage,

and his passion seemed to be choking him, and
as he hurled imprecations at me, the foam flew

from his mouth.

I met bis exhibition of wrath with a laugh,
and pushing the point of his spear aside" I

walked past him as if I was accustomed to that
sort of thing and thought nothing of it. I went
straight, and at my leisure, to the rest of the
Arabs, and he followed me, roaring like a wild
beast. The others received me with scowling
looks, and none of them returned my saluta-

tion. I sat down upon a stone, fully believing
myself in a trap, and tried to look composed,
though I did not feel so.

"Who do you think I am?" thundered the
wrathful Bedawi.
"I think," said I, " you would be a magnifi-

cent-looking fellow if you did not spoil a band-
some face by bad temper."

" Know then," said he, "That I am the great
Kuifeiley, at whose name pashas tremble."

I said no one denied that be was the great
Kufeiley, but that I had seen as pleasant-looking
a man somewhere previously—and then, seeing
the necessity for a diversion, I added, pointing
to a horrible-looking cut-throat, who stood ghnv-
ering at me

:

" Look at the sweet and pleasant countenance
of your friend there, on the approach of a guest."
The wit was of the feeblest quality, but it did

its work, and a broad grin overspread every
countenance, even that 'of the infuriated Ku-
feiley. A joke that leaves you to assume that
you are superior to some one else is always ap-
preciated.

In less than five minutes from the birth of
the first smile, we were deep in the politics of
th" dc -e,t and the city. Kufeiley had a griev-
ance against the Turks—as who has not that
has had any dealings with them? They bail
ceased to pay a stipulated tribute for the right
"I I'cacelul passage, and he would reduce them
'" terms, as he had often done before. He had
come expressly to plunder us, by way of pun-
ching the Turk-, and, a- Allah was great be
would scatter us like dust uirretu '

gerate the terror his name inspired, as he wt]
one of the most active and bloody of all til

Bedawin. He was a short, thick "man, with
j

short, black, shaggy head and bull neck, arj
with innumerable wrinkles concentrated arouE:
his crafty eyes and hard, relentless mouth. H'
flesh looked" black and hard as dried Brazilia

beef.

While I lingered with the Bedawin,' til

Turkish governor of Palmyra joined us, accon i

panied by a scribe. He and Kufeiley fell on eat

other's necks, and it soon became apparent wh
we and ihe Palmyrans had to defend ourselv'
in presence of a Turkish garrison. The govern
got a fair share of all plunder taken by K
feiley, and he, in return, abstained from "inte

fering with that chief's enterprises.— Wright
\

Palmyra and Zenobia.

For *' The Friend." '»

In one of the old volumes of The Fries,
we met with some remarks on those who ail
unsettled as to their religions faith, which see;'

to us so applicable to some in the present dal
that we reproduce them.

great,— rn journey.
I bad now an opportunity to become thor-

oughly acquainted with the robbers. I found
that Kufeiley was the leader of that branch of
he A.nour Arabs who frequent the desert, be-
tween Palmyra and Hums. He did not exa--

" There can be no doubt but the remarkab
effects which attended the ministry of some t

the early members of our Society are to ll

ascribed in part to the prepared state of tl]

people who heard it, their hearts being, liketl

good ground, fitted to receive the Seed of tl!

kingdom. They had endeavored to live up ij

the degree of light they had received, and ye!
sensible there was a more perfect way, were loni

ing to find it, and when they heard, they gladi,

embraced it. Some members now find fault wit

the Society and its principles and practices, ani
seem in a restless, dissatisfied state, tbinkir

they can get more good elsewhere ; but if vl
observe these closely, it is generally apparei]
that they do not live up to the principle
Friends; do not practice what they alread
know, and therefore, though they may chanj
places or societies, it will require something t

to effect the requisite change in them. To 1

faithful to the knov\ ledge we have received, an
fulfil the requirements ofour religions professio:

is not only the best way to be happy and coi|

tented in it, but also the best preparation fi

judging of its worth. The man who had nev<i

improved the talent entrusted to his care, est{

mated its value to him so lightly, that he
and buried it in the earth ; and he only, of a,

who enjoyed the trust, censured the giver as

hard master and an austere man, while
who diligently strove to make the most of wh:
they had, joyfully received the reward of ' Wei
done, good and faithful servants.' May not th

parable afford useful instruction to some wl
seem much inclined to cavil at the religious pnj

fession of Friends as hard and austere, as well i!

otherwise defective? If they would look critica

ly and closely into themselves, it may be the

would find that a part at least of the'difficulf
lay in their own unfaithfulness, and in the desii

for a religion less searching and spiritual, an
j

which does not demand so much cross-beariD
and self-renunciation.

"The religion of the early Friends seems
have been a source ofjoy and peace to them,
have animated and borne them up through Ion;

arduous and painful labours, to have furnishe
them with consolation and support in drear
and protracted imprisonments, and enabled thei

to triumph over death, hell and the grave. J
jhas done much for thousands since, and coi

ducted them safely to a glorious immortalit;
It is the same blessed religion still, pure, viti

si i

fin

M

"1

IP
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6 ritual Christianity; and we believe none who
ge it an honest and faithful trial, in the sim-

Ecity of little children, will ever want to change

fin it to another; or ever tind it to fail them
lilts holy and heavenly results.

Miles Halhead.

(Concluded from page 238.)

While a prisoner in the city of Exeter, he

nbte an epistle to his fellow believers, exhort-

ti them to walk as dear children, faithful to

IJm who had called them and loved them with

fcleverlastiug love. This imprisonment was a

C-isequenee of his refusal to swear,

jj' Miles Halhead, being at Plymouth in 1673,

ft: himself stirred up to go to see John Lam-
bt, who having formerly been a general, was

Ito, as hath been said in due place, confined

kperpetual imprisonment, in a little island

fc, far from Plymouth. To this island Hal-

hid passed over, and though he found there a

sting guard of soldiers, yet he got leave to see

Imbert ; and being come to him, he said,

' riend, is thy name John Lambert ?' To which

Ernbert answered, 'Yea,' which made Miles

B, 'Then I pray thee, friend, hear what the

Sivaut of the Lord hath to say to thee;' and

h'con tin ued thus :
' Friend, the Lord God made

U ! of thee and others for the deliverance of his

P'ple, and when you cried to Him, He de-

lL>red you in your distresses, as at Dunbar,

a;l other places, and gave an opportunity into

y'lr hands to do good ; and you promised what

glat things you would do for the Lord's people :

b'. truly, John Lambert, ye soon forgot your
p.imises ye made to the Lord in that day and

He of your great distress, and turned the

e<;e of your sword against the Lord's servants

ail handmaids, whom He sent forth to declare

h eternal Truth ; and made laws, and consented

tclaws, and suffered and permitted laws to be

irde against God's people.' To this Lambert
8i1, ' Friend, I would have you know, that some
ous never made laws, nor consented to laws

^persecute you, or any of your friends; for

psecution we ever were against.' To which

Mes returned :
' It may be so, but the Scripture

oTruth is fulfilled by the best of you; for al-

thigh thou and some others have not given

y>ir consent to make laws against the Lord's

P'ple, yet ye suffered and permitted it to be

irde and done; and when power and authority

Wi in your hands, ye might have spoken the

wd, and the servants and handmaids of the

Ird might have been delivered out of the de-

virer's hands; but none was found amongst
yt that would be seen to plead the cause of

tl iunocent ; so the Lord God of life was
g;ved with you, because ye slighted the Lord
al his servants, and began to set up your self-

inrest, and to lay field to field, and house to

hise, and make your names great in the earth.

Tin the Lord took away your power and au-

tlrity, your manhood and your boldness, and
Cised you to flee before your enemies, and
yir hearts fainted with fear, and some ended
tlir days in grief and sorrow, and some lie in

lifts and caves to this day. So the Lord God
o heaven and earth will give a just reward to

ery one according to his works. So, my dear
find, prize the great love of God to thee, who
hh not given thy life into the hands of the

dourers, but hath given thee thy life for a

Py, and time to prepare thyself, that thou
nyest end thy days in peace. And truly the

Ird is good to all them that fear Him and be-

li'e in his name ; for though all the powers of

the earth rise up against a p >or innocent people,

yet the Lord God of life and love was with

"them and pleaded their cause, although all men
slighted them ; and truly, the best was but as

a brier, and the most upright among them as

a thorn-hedge. If the Lord had not pleaded

our innocency, we had not had a being in the

land of our nativity, glory to his name forever,

who hath not suffered nor permitted more of

the wrath of man, nor laws, nor decrees of men,

to come against his people, that believe in his

name, than hath been for his honor, and for

his glory, and for the eternal good of all his sons

and daughters and servants; and the remainder

of the Lord God of life and love hath restrained

to this day
;
glory, and honor, and living eternal

praises be given aud returned to the Lord God,

and the Lamb forever !'

"Thus Halhead ended his speech, aud Lam-
bert, who had heard him with good satisfaction,

desired him to sit down, which Halhead did ;

and then Lambert called for beer, and gave

him to drink; after which, he said to him,
' Friend, I do believe thou speakest to me in

love, and so I take it.' And then he asked him

if h.' was at Dunbar fight? To which Halhead

having answered ' No ;' he further asked, ' How-

do you know what great danger we were in at

that time?' Upon which Halhead gave him

to understand, that he, coming that way a little

time after the fight, and having viewed the

town of Dunbar, aud the ground about it

where the English army lay, how the sea was

on the one hand of them, and hills and moun-
tains on the other, and the great Scotch army
before and behind them, he then took into

serious consideration the great danger the Eng-

lish had been in, and thought how greatly the

Englishmen were engaged to the Lord for their

deliverance, to serve Him in truth and up-

rightness of heart all the days of their life.

' Truly John,' said Halhead then to Lambert, ' I

never saw thy face before to know thee, al-

though I have been brought before many of our

English c immandersin the time of Oliver Crom-

well.' Lambert then asking who they were,

Halhead named the generals Fleetwood and

Desborough, Major Blackmore, and Colonel

Fenwick, before whom he had been when he

was governor of Edinburgh. Lambert then

said, he knew the most of those men to have

been very moderate, and that they ever were

against persecution. To which Miles replied

' Indeed they were very moderate, and would

not be much seen to persecute, or be severe with

the Lord's people; but truly they permitted

others to do it, and took little notice of the suf-

ferings of the people of God ; so that none were

found to plead our cause, but the Lord God.'

To this Lambert said, ' Although you aud your

friends suffered persecution, and some hardships

in that time, your cause therein is never the

worse for that.' 'That is very true,' returned

Miles, ' but let me tell thee in the plainness of

my heart, that is no thanks to you, but glory to

the Lord forever.' About two hours Miles dis-

coursed with Lambert, and his wife and two

daughters, and after he had cleared himself, he

took leave of them, and so parted in love."

We have not met with an account of his de-

cease, but in 1674, in a letter to G. Fox, he

says, " I am old and infirm of body, and the

sight of my eyes grows exceeding weak." So

that it is probable he did not long survive.

But we may well believe that the desire ex-

pressed in his letter to G. Fox was answered—" that I may go to my grave in peace and

rest for evermore."

The Gospel of Christ.

The apostle testified that woe was unto him

if he preached not the Gospel ; that he received

it n n of men, " neither was 1 taught it of men,

but by the revelation of Jesus Christ ;" that he

was ready to preach the Gospel at Rome also,

for it was the power of God unto salvation unto

all them that believed, to the Jew first and also

to the Gentile. The same Apostle in addressing

the Gentiles, told them he marvelled that they

were 30 Boon turned to another Gospel, having

begun in the spirit, are yet content to be made

perfect by the flesh, though we or an angel

preach from heaven, any otlierGospel than that

we have preached, let him be accursed, or if any

man preach any other Gospel than that that ye

have received, let him be accursed. John the

Revelator saw an angel flying through the

midst of heaven, having the everlasting Gospel

to preach to them that dwelt upon the face of

the earth, of every nation, kindred, tongue and

people, crying with a loud voice, " fear God and

keep his commandments, for the day of his

judgment has come, and worship Him that

made heaven and earth, the seas and fountains

of waters."

The Gospel message that Paul preached to the

Corinthians, was Jesus Christ ami Him crucified

—to the Jews a stumbling block and to the

Greeks foolishness, but to them that are called

both Jews and Greeks, the power of God and

the wisdom of God. And it is true that the un-

saved still look upon it as foolishness. God
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself,

not imputing their trespasses aud sins unto

them, and has given unto us the word of recon-

ciliation ; much more, being reconciled by his

death, we shall be saved by his life. It is our

privilege to feed upon that bread that came

down from God out of heaven. Christ testified

that He was that bread, and whosoever eat his

flesh and drank his blood, should have eternal

life. The Jews took it literally, while He was

teaching them a deep spiritual lesson, that it

was the spirit that quickened, the flesh profiteth

nothing, " my words, they are spirit and they are

life." We are living now under the new Gospel

dispensation which was ushered in by the suf-

ferings, death and ascension ofChrist, under the

last aud lasting dispensation, the new covenant

that was made with the house of Israel, when

the law was to be written upon the tablet of the

heart, and put in the inward parts, so that no

man need teach his brother or neighbor, saying,

" Know ye the Lord, for all shall know Him,

from the least to the greatest."

The old covenant was sealed by the blood of ani-

mals, while the new was by the blood of Christ.

The human side of the new is repentance and

faith, for by grace are we saved through faith,

and not of ourselves. It is the gift of God, not

of works, lest any man should boast. The faith

that saves is not a nominal assent of the truths

of the Gospel, but a coming into harmony or

covenant relationship with our great Creator,

receiving the Gospel message ;
then it becomes

the power of God unto salvation to the believer.

George Briggs
Sharon, Iowa.

What Family Government Is.—It is to

govern your family as in the sight of Him, who

gave you your authority ; who will reward your

strict fidelity with such blessings as He bestowed

on Abraham, or punish your criminal neglect

with such curses as he visited on Eli.

—

An Ob-
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Roman Roads.

When on the march the Roman soldier was

laden down with bis armor, offensive and de-

fensive, with his el. .thin-, bedding and rations,

am! was so oppressed by bis equipment as to be

quite un6t (impedittu) for sudden battle. His

armor atom- was bo burdensome thai a raw

recruit could not carry it day in and day out

without exhaustion anil consequent relegation

to the bagga-e train. Caesar, for instance, is

constantly telling us of mishaps and strategic

failures caused solely by the heavy armor of the

legionaries. The baggage train of a Roman
arm] was vast and unwieldy almost beyond our

inception to-day. It carried not only the

military chest and archives, tents, arms, armor

and munitions of war of various kinds, but the

private chests of the .Hirer,- and private soldiers,

as well as all sorts of plunder—booty it was

called, though it often consisted of unheard-of

luxuries. F..r instance, we read that Caesar

carried with him on all his rapid marches slabs

of marble !•> serve as a Hoor for his tent. Be-

side.- all this, the legionaries were followed by

an. army of women, wives of the soldiers and

coral i .amp followers: by an array of slaves,

for each legionary had his cab or body servant,

and these calottes usually outnumbered the le-

gionaries themselves; they were followed, too,

by an army of merchants (negotiator'*), and

tixa , nor must the field artillery (tor

menta), the sick and wounded be forgotten.

We must remember, too, that the Roman array

when on the march was in reality an advancing
line of battle. '1'bis was always theoretically the

id certainly in hostile territory, the niain-

tenance of the battle line was necessary for the

protection of the vast train. The rapid inarch

or concentration of troop* thus burdened with

armor, and handicapped by an unwieldy train

that had to keep pace with the legionaries, de-

manded not only that the roads be in excellent

condition, but that they be wide enough to allow

the individual soldiers to use their arms in case

of sudden attack without being interfered with

The Roman military roads were built to ac-

commodate this host advancing in battle array,
and therefore the statement that they were far

Buperior to our macadamized turnpikes even
iicd not cause .-in prise. The width of the road
varied according to its importance; some of
them w.re one hundred and twenty feet wide,

though in the provinces the width varied be-
tween forty and sixty feet The roadbeds were

fully graded and built a- are those of our
railways. The Roman road builder- were at

great pains to make the road a* straight and
- ii- possible

: often this airlinecould be

attained only by deep cuts through rocks and
mountains, or by steep HI!-, bridge,- and culverts.
The roadbed was prepared by excavating all

width of the road down
to hardpan. The -pace thus excavated was
tilled in with hard material-, until the requisite
I. v. I, however high il might be, had been
reach.. I. The roads did DO) run uphill and
downhill, but, so tar as was possible, and much

iible, natural obstructions were over-
come, and a grade, once reached, v, .

bornly maintain..], it might be, by raising the
I often at greal expense, to the level of

the grade already attained. In mountaii s

mbankmentewet
low the road to support the roadbed, and above
tin- road to prevent landslides. Tbey did not

innels.

ALPHA AND OMEGA.

Soft was the summer in the sun,

Through woods and level fields of green

The Merrimack his moist web spun,

Holding within his mirrored gleam

The form of cloud, and hid, and field,

Imprinted on hi* limpid shield.

Low hum the mills: a dreamy whirr,

Like baritone of humble-bee
;

While in the meadows insects stir

Their quaint and drowsy melody,

As over all great seas of blue

Poise exquisite with summer's hue.

'Twere forty years ago. The day,

With all its shining pictures, fills

My sij:ht as Ihougli but yesterday—
The lowlands sweeping into hills

;

The mills, the fields, far drifts of sky,

And the broad river gliding by.

Proud as a b >y, within ray hand
I held what I had coveted

;

And none were prouder in the land

Of princely gifts, when I, a lad,

With ritle on my shoulder, stood

With pulse of martial brotherhood.

Into the woodlands, where the hush
Was scarcely broken by the note

Of living thing, not even thrush
From piney minaret awoke

The silence, where the cool airs fell

Across my brooding sentinel.

I waited ! watched ! Sh-h-h ! See the spray

Of covert movement in ihe light

!

As gracefully a Hash of gray

—

An instant! Crack! A dizzy flight

And down upon the pine cones fell

The winsome hermit of the dell.

I was a boy ? 'Tis forty years
Since at my feet the victim lay;

But in time's log book, stained with tears,

Are lessons of that summer dav,

When in my hand 1 took the form
Of the dead squirrel, limp and warm.

I was like most boys: Careless, free!

Ap^ng the older lessons sown.

A manly gilt, a prize to own.
But in my" heart the martial pride
Seemed silenced when the squirrel died.

So when I saw its fruits, and held
The mangled figure in my hand,

I would have given much to weld
Its form again into the land

Of mellow sunlight, and to bring
In place of blood life's hallowed spring.

To give it link where breezes swung
And rocked its slaving hammock, sweet

With perfumes an! aelint with sun;
To know within its coy retreat '

N.i rifleshot should maim or mar
The figure with its cruel scar !

What right by every strain of gift

Had I to stain this peaceful scene?
To bring a blur upon this rift

Of peace and sunshine ? Why should gleam
Anil Hare and shot sweep this bright thing
All mangled by my rifle's sting?

The balsam breath of air was rolled
In slant of sunshine, sifting through,

Upon the deep, rich needle mold.
Whose g 'Men tapestries, with new

And ever changing, rare designs.

Were woven ln.ni Ihe 1 n of pines.

'Twere forty years ago, i made
In velvet mis- beneath the trees

'I I." hollows of a dainty grave,
While nature breathed -oil symphonies;

" h ' li'iinii III, in/

'dered at my rifi^t sting.

— Our Dumb Animals.

Selected

HOLD ON, HOLD IN, HOLD OUT.

He that shall i ;nd." (Matt. xxiv:li

Hold on, my heart, in thy believing
;

The steadfast only win the crown;
He who, when stormy winds are heaving.

Parts with his anchor, shall go down.
Hold on, my heart, 'mid earthly sorrow;

For He whom Jesus holds through all,

Trusting in God for brighter morrow,
Shall stand, tho' heav'n and earth shall fall.

Hold in thy murmurs, heaven arraigning

;

The patient see God's loving face;

Who bear their burden uncomplaining;
'Tis they that win the Father's grace.

Hold in, hold in ; confide thy sadness

To Him alone who reads the hearts;

Give to thy foe no cause for gladness,

Moaning o'er wounds from fiery darts.

Hold out, there comes an end to sorrow;

Hope from the dust shall conquering rise

The storm foretells a sunnier morrow
;

The cross points on to Paradise.

Hold on till God the victory giveth,

The Father reigneth, cease all doubt

;

The Saviour who was dead now liveth,

Hold on, my heart, hold in, hold out.—From the Oerman, Arr. H., IS

APPEAL.
The childish voice rose to my ear,

Sweet-toned and eager, praying me,
:

' I am so little, Granna, dear,

Please lift me up, so I can see!"

I looked down at the pleading face,

Felt the small hands' entreating touch,

And stooping caught in swift embrace
The baby boy I loved so much,

And held hirn up, that he might gaze

At the greatest pageant of the sky,

The glory of the sunset's blaze,

The glittering moon that curved on high.

With speechless love I clasped him close,

And read their beauty in his eyes,

And on his fair cheek kissed the rose,

Sweeter than blooms of paradise.

And in my heart his eager prayer
Found echo, and the self-same cry

Rose from its depths through heaven's air,

"Oh, gracious Father, lift me high.

' So little and so low am I,

Among earth's mists I call to Thee,
Show me Ihe splendors of the sky !

O, lift me up that I may see !"

— Youth's Com,

Hints to Mothers. — "Be not easily

voked." " If a fire finds no vent, it will I
to burn." The tongue is a fire. Keep, tl

the door of your lips. Do but consider,

soon thoughts engender feelings ; feelings

into tempers; tempers find expression in wo:

words lead to actions; and actions to war <

strife. " Behold, how great a matter a little '.

kindleth!" All this might be avoided tn,n

earnest breathing of spirit unto Him, who v't-.

eth to be gracious, and who can by instant s-

sistance control the hidden springs of feel g>

or divert ynitr thoughts into a higher and h(5r

channel; you will find that this heavenly f te

of mind will give weight to all your instruct! [8,

and efficacy to all your endeavors; and i/n

will you possess the happy consciousness, »t

you are indeed in the path' of duty, and tru-

ing for God the children whom He has entiit-

ed to your care.

Implicit Obkdiexci:.—-The only undevia ig

rule to secure the right training of children

instant, unreasoning, and implicit obedieiS;

and if this task be commenced in infancy, l?"

child aud parent will be spared an infinit of

after sorrow.—Hannah More.
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For " The Fkiend."

The New Birth.

i
f
Art thou a ruler in Israel and knowest not

t;se tilings?" was the searching query of the

Ird Jesus to Nieodemus, when expounding to

til the doctrine of the new birth— nut a second

itural birth, but a spiritual birth, born not of

C-ruptible seed, but of incorruptible, of the

vrd of God, that liveth and abideth forever.

>by then was it that Nicodemus, a teacher of

tfe law, knew not of the necessity of this spir-

ial birth, to be born of the Spirit of God?
\as it not set forth in the Holy Scriptures,

vich he taught? Yes, it is clearly portrayed

sd exemplified in many instances in the Old
'Jstament Scriptures, but then as now, the en-

1 htenment of the Holy Spirit, by whom holy

rn were moved to write the Scriptures, was
eential to the reader also, that he might
pperly interpret and understand the Divine

i/steries therein spoken of.

As the natural man understandeth not the

tings of God, so none but those who have ex-

p-ienced the quickening effects of this Divine

per, cau comprehend the mystery itself. And
£the effects of life are seen in the infant born

1 nature, though it may seem that the infant

ielf is all unconscious of the fact, so in the

siritual birth to others spiritually minded and

i ve to God, the effects of this spiritual life are

nde clearly discernible.

The new birth is essentially a change of the

iture, from an earthly one to a heavenly one,

l>m a natural to a spiritual ; from one in which
(email's natural wisdom rules, to one in which
<id by his spirit directs. But man's carnal

iture being corrupt, owing to his fall, the

iemy of souls may and often does find place

i the counsels of man, but when Christ enters,

.e takes command, and will not allow enemies

( board. Like a wise captain He discharges

te deadly crew who could not do his behests,

iid replaces them by one to his liking. So that

: place of anger, wrath, malice, debate, strife,

<il thoughts and words, and the like, are

:und love, mercy, peace, gentleness and kindred

ropanions. Whilst the former crew worked
the dark, and the running gear at times got

! hopelessly entangled that the man failed to

scern right from wrong; now all is changed,
>r with eyes open and watchful, the crew be-

ild clearly in that light which the captain

,akes to shine over all, and his watchful eye
rects their every movement. Little wonder
it then, that such a radical change in man's
iture, is so often represented under different

miles, such as from death to life, from dark-
?ss to light, from sin aud disobedience, to

ghteousness and obedience, from the power of

itan to the power of God. Yet clear and em-
aatic as are these terms, the fact itself is none
,ie less so, nor real, and were it not in view of

ie darkness and blindness of the natural man,
e well might marvel how some men will flatter

lemselves, that they have experienced this new
irth, while at the same time they in themselves
now full well that their natures are not changed
-their love of self and of the world and its

leasures was as ever it was. How is it then
lat men ever fall into this fatal mistake? Be-
iuse they listen to teachers who are in the same
atural state themselves, and who not having ex-

erienced the quickening effects of God's spirit,

re like Nicodemus, assuming to be teachers of

ivinity. These detract from the glory of God's
race, by whom alone the change is wrought in

iau, and ascribe it instead as coming by virtue
f some rite, some change of notion, or some

acknowledgment of themselves or their word,

presuming that they alone an- by succession

empowered to .-it in the seats of the apostles,

and as such hold the key to this gate of heaven.
All such dependence on man or his works, being
far removed from the true knowledge and work
of God in the soul, is but idolatry in its most

deceptive form, where men having a name to

live, yet remain among the dead. Such has

ever been and still is the aim of priestcraft, to

make themselves and their acts appear as essen-

tial media of salvation to men. But to the true

believer who rightly knows Christ Jesus, there

is but one mediator between his soul and God,
even the Lord Jesus Christ.

W. \V. B.

Fortifying the Truth.

I was conversing with a lawyer recently, when
he made the seemingly strange statement that a

client's truthfulness may be doubted when he

asserts it, and, if he seeks to clinch his statement

by claiming church-membership, you may con-

clude at once that he is lying! This was not

said in a spirit of cynicism, or for the purpose

of casting any slur upon the church ; the lawyer

himself is a worthy church-member. He was not

speaking of a witness in court, but of a client

confidentially setting forth his case to his lawyer.

Under such circumstances, one may be expected

to tell the truth; but if he says, "Now I am
telling nothing but the truth," it is well to be

suspicious. If he says, " This is the truth, for I

am a member of the Blank Church," be sure

that he lies

!

Possibly my friend has overstated the truth,

and it is very possible that, in many instances,

men may tell the truth when they aver it

needlessly, and that they may not lie when they

bolster their statements by calling attention to

their honorable positions in society ; but there

is surely a measure of truth in his statement,

and what is the reason for it ? Why, when a

man is lying, he deems it necessary to fortify

his statements in every possible way. Falsehood
stands on so small a base that it will easily

topple and fall. A lie is as stable as a pyramid
inverted. It needs bolstering. The truth is

like a pyramid with vertex in the air. You can

overturn it only with difficulty. Rather, it is

like a cube—overturn it and it stands as firmly

as before. The truth needs no bolstering ; it is

its own best defense and support. It needs no
label, "This is truth," no baud stretched out to

steady it, more than did the ark coming up
from the house of Abinadab, no buttress more
than the Bible needs buttressing.

My friend the lawyer questions the wisdom
of the law that requires the taking of oaths. If

a man is a truthful witness, he cau no more than

tell the truth underoath ; or, if he is an honorable
man, he can no more than honorably discharge

the functions of his office when he has solemnly
sworn so to do. If he is untruthful and dis-

honorable, will an oath save him? What need
of juries if oath-bound witnesses should always
tell the truth ? or of bonds if oath-bound treas-

urers would faithfully fulfil their trusts?

Do we not also discover the same difficulty in

many of our superlative expressions— an at-

tempt to fortify some weak statement by need-

less epithets? Why do we say, " It is awfully

cold," or " perfectly lovely," or " exquisitely de-

lightful," and heap up words like Ossa upon
Pelion, unless we are conscious that we are tell-

ing what is untrue, and that our statement needs
buttressing?

How much better is the simpler speech that

is true, the words thai clearly utter the though!

in mind, the life that needs nor oath nor -.Meat

and sounding titles to gi .-.- it th< geDuin • ring.

Km In your speech !»-, Yea, yea; Nay, na) :

and whi soi ver is more than these i- of the evil

one."

—

Georgt S. Ricker, in s. s. Times.

Attacks on Personal Liberty.

Just now there is a great deal of talk about
personal liberty. Much of it is without sense,

but comparatively harmless, more of it is con-

trary to sense, and dangerous, and most of it in

this country is a selfish demand for the privi-

lege of injuring others.

Anarchists here are comparatively quiet at

present, but their cry is, "Away with all limits

on personal liberty! Ab dish the State!'' The
ranting among them scream, " Down with God !

Down with marriage! Down with law!" The
more cautious only talk, while the foolhardy
and the desperate, with the same notions, will,

like Bergman, attempt to assassinate the capi-
talist, apply the torch, or enact such scenes as

convulsed Chit-ago. The professional Socialists

say, "Take charge of everything, treat all alike,

and all will be well.'' To this it has been well

replied, " Equality in slavery is not liberty."

In a free country, such as we believe and
boast ours to be, there should be as few restric-

tions as possible compatible with political equal-
ity, equity and general prosperity. To insure

these results, direct injuries to the body and the

illegal seizure of property are forbidden ; also,

the intentional destruction of property of others

by fire or in any other unjust way. But in an
organized society like ours, a large proportion

of the commercial transactions take- place with-

out the exchange of goods. Hence coin, gov-
ernment or bank notes for circulation, notes of
hand, the equivalents of everything capable of
being bought and sold, are in constant use. So-
ciety, therefore, is compelled to make forgery

and counterfeiting equivalent in guilt to theft

or highway robbery, and it fixes even a severer

penalty because of their subtle character and
the helplessness of society against them.

On the same principle that it protects men
from physical assault, it makes laws against as-

sailing them with tongue or pen, punishing
slander and libel severely, because they tend to

a breach of the peace, and because, if the law
will not suppress them, violent assaults and
even murder are sure to follow.

Crowded together as the people are, various

indirect injuries can be perpetrated. If a man
owned a farm ten miles square, he might estab-

lish a powder-mill in the centre of it, and no
one would complain, or he might engage in the

business of boiling bones. Contagious diseases

would amount to little or nothing in a desert.

But here, if men refuse to have their children

vaccinated, or to seclude those who are suffering

from scarlet fever or diphtheria, the law will

compel them. It will drag smallpox patients

from their beds, and convey them to pest-houses

at the risk of life. It will vaccinate the chil-

dren of parents who do not believe in the pro-

cess, and not allow the caprice or the judgment
of a few to obstruct a general scheme for the

welfare of the many.
In like manner men are taxed according to

the judgment of the majority for the welfare of
the State, and the man who pays the tax is not

allowed individually to direct what shall be done
with his money, nor can any one control abso-

lutely his own property. No man in the city

of New York is rich enough to build with im-

punity a frame house within the fire limits. Nor
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can the great family of the As! >rs
:

an they will e nit must

the Building Department, and secure

its approval.

Be a .- ol the evil effects upon society, gam-
bling in the bald form is prohibited, and though
the owner of property consents to such use, and
tin- management avoids offense, houses of infamy
are outlawed, lotteries are forbidden, prizefight-

in::, bull fights, ci ck fighting, rat fights, and
kindred acts are condemned, and the liberty of
those who manage, conduct or attend them is

abridged. The primary ground is because they
are pernicious to youth and promotive of dis-

order, rhe majority ofthe people, through their

legal representatives, see and say that bad citi-

zens will be produced if such things are allowed.
It i- 00 this ground that indecent books, prints,

and exposures are outlawed.
On the same principle s iloona, under Federal,

State and municipal governments, are harassed
by laws and heavy taxes.

But the State has gone further, and decreed a
day of rest, occurring always fifty-two - when the
first day ofthe year is Sunday, fifty-three) times
a year. On that day it restricts personal liberty
by closing the courts, and thus preventing law-
yers an I their clients, whether in civil or crimi-
nal cases, from pursuing litigation, compelling
men who declare their innocence to lie idle once
in -even .lays, from the lime they are arrested
until their ease i< disposed of finallv. This ren-
der- citizens who profess to be swindled, or to
lie injured, or to be deprived of their rights,
helpless one day in seven, until the law's ordi-
nary delays, which are hard to bear, shall adju-
dicate their claim. It closes banks, thus keep-
in- the money of depositors, however great their
temporary necessities, where they cannot reach
it. from Saturday night until Monday morning.

It doe- this because the experienced a^es at-
value of a we klv rest-day, because

competition ami greed, in the absence of the
legal pndol.iiii.n .,f ..eiieral business on Sunday
would compel work every .lav in the year be-
cause it would be a.,ta-oi,i,"tie to religion of
a" k "" 1 - (and the majority of the people arc
equally opposed to the ascendancy of any one
creed and t.. tl„. destruction of all religion)-
and the law particularly forbids the saloon to
open on that day, because in such a climate as
this, the fifty-two idle days would promote

vice and poverty, incn
--, disord

pacitate multitudes for steady work, dim,
he physical and moral tone of the citizens, and
thus undermine the State itself.

To the astonishment of the people of the city
pi New York, the Police (' mi-ion s„„„,|, ,|

Siml'lT"'"
the '*« Closing the sal

It did not rende, the securing of liquor on
that day an absolute impossibility, for the |aw
*
™8

,i VJ ri '"-r
"' "'" 9arae f'« medical

purposes at drug-stores at any hour of the dayormght. Nor did it circumvent human inS
»<" v «0 such an ex, e,,t that no ljquor j^,,,.

effort had been
"'•''" tie- law; after I,,,,,,,.

hem<elveshad for many weeks endeavo«d to break the law, and found „ £dS£ul
l,: '* "-•• relinquished the attempt, th™'
\™ '

'
l
,ro|n'sed to obey the

Ri
par,-

m. i: "i-n ST.

real i-iij,

lor the mosl
mem und" ' '"" mennes

Progress of Disputes.

About the commencement of last century, a
pecuniary difficulty had arisen among some of
the members of Haverford Monthly Meeting,
Pennsylvania. Its history shows how, " under
the intiueuce of self interest, eveu goodly people
do sometimes err, whilst firmness degenerates
iuto obstinacy, and the Christian graces languish
and die, under ill-repressed excitement, and un-
christian feelings springing from real or im-
agined provocations.

" Robert Wharton a minister ofthe Gospel, ser-

viceable and beloved, had married Rachel Ellis,

a daughter of Thomas Ellis, who had by will be-
queathed a certain portion of his estate, in which
was included a definite number of acres of land,
to his daughter Rachel. Daniel Humphreys,
the acting executor, iu dividing the property,
had not apportioned Robert Wharton and his
wife Rachel, the full amount of acres mentioned
in the will, and they felt themselves aggrieved.
Daniel's statement was, that part of the real
estate was necessarily apportioned to Thomas
Ellis's widow, a stepmother of Rachel; that a
part had to be sold to pay the debts of Thomas
Ellis, and that all the rest of the laud not trans-
ferred to Rachel, was encumbered. The dispute
grew more and more difficult, the more they
wrangled about it. The complainants dwelt so
much on the wrong they thought they had en-
dured, that to get themselves righted,"seemed to
become the one thing they lived for. They do
not appear to have made any charge against
Daniel Humphreys, except that he had not fur-
nished them their allotted or rightful portion
Whether the sales made by him had been made
wisely, and for as much as the land ought to
have brought, we know not ; but Robert and
Rachel looked to him for their portion, and
were determined some way or other to get it
As with most people, in whom the selfish instinct
has been allowed to get into too great dominion
they could not see, or would not acknowledge
any claim, which seemed to militate a-ainlt
their supposed interest. Daniel, as we°have
already stated, had sold some portions of the
bmd to pay the debts. The parts sold produc-
ing more than was needed, he paid the balance
to Robert and Rachel, who took the money, but
refused to sign releases to the purchasers. They
probably thought that Daniel might be induced

ugh the urgency of the
clea

through the urgency of the purchasers to get
titles for their land, to obtain from the

widow Ellis such an amount of the land held
by her, as would make their portion good

Haverford Monthly Meeting found itself un-
able to settle the difficulty, and after a loner
period of labor, asked the aid of the Quarterly
Meet,,,- as above narrated, in the case The
committee ofthe Qm.ru-rlv Meeting after nine
months labor, reported the condition of things
as it found them and the Quarterly MeetingEP

iK
y

-

de
v
dedV that Robert Wharton and

Rachel his W!f, ^.(.injustice, bavin- received
"."overplus of the money that the land sold for

;;';;•
:

l

;'

, ;'^;v':'- 1-aid, t,, m.h, sufficient released
" ll

:
tl

'

ll:
".' '" posses,-,,,,, to save then harm-

.'V
from him, ami his wife, and their heirs'rhe meeting also directed Haverford Monthly

Meeting, and the quarrel still continued, un
towards the close ofthe year 1707.

" When R ibert Wharton began to insist'*
his wife's rights, be was high iu the esteem
his fellow members at Haverford; a minister
the Gospel of Christ, engaged at times to lab
fervently in his Redeemer's service at lioir

and among Friends at the neighboring meetim
He undoubtedly felt the force of the exhort
tious of his blessed Master, to love enemies
do good to those who hate, and to pray for the
who persecute us. Had any one told him thi
he should soon set at naught the judgment
the church, and value a few paltry acres abo
bis right of membership in the body, he woui
have felt the spirit of Hazael's question to t

prophet, when told of the wicked things -

should do, ' Is thy servant a dog, that he shou
do this great thing?' At first, he probab
thought it right to claim his wife's full share,
a mild yet firm manner

; then he began to all',

hard feelings to get up towards the executi
and towards those who were not prepared
take the view he did ofthe case, and at last 1

mind became embittered. But our heaven'
Father has compassion even on his backslidi,
children, and he renewed his visitations of lo

'

to Robert; bow often he had felt the secret 1

1

proofs, we know not; but at last, as a loud'
call to awaken him to repentance, his belov !

wife was taken from him. This perhaps wj
the effectual means of awakening him to l'

situation. At the Quarterly Meeting, held Ten
Month 1st, 1707, he came forward with a coH
demnation of his course in this quarrel, atj

soon afterwards he signed releases to the pi

;

chasers.

" The contest, which had disturbed the Mont i

ly and Quarterly Meetings for years, was n<i
over; peace was restored, but the former atan

r

mg of Robert Wharton in the church wasnevi
regained. His usefulness in religious Socielj
had ceased; the precious gift in the ministj
once conferred on him, had been taken awaj
and when be was gathered from the troubles l

time, his Monthly Meeting gave forth no accou <,]

of the labors he had once cheerfully perform
in the service of the Gospel. One little quan!
earnestly pursued, bad stopped his career I ,

usefulness, disturbed his earthly comfort, M
tarded his growth in righteousness, and hifl
made him a stumbling-block in the way of t

J
,

sincere seekers after Truth."

"This case furnishes an illustration oft!
Scripture injunction—" leave off contention 1'

fore it be meddled with."

to endeavor to put Roberta.,..
possession of their full complement,

1

1 "'"'
1

;

1 by this time had worked hia
"spirit;of contention, that the uni

:;':';;;;•'; ;'r H'-:n,ed,;„t'a;;;;ai.;;;atZwX.;ed

i

P '" had taken in the matter. He refused
' PJjw.thth.dMU f the Quarterly

Natural History, Science, etc.

The Cork Moth.—If I had been told that i

certain moth existed iu my wine cellar, ml
that by means of its larvas burrowing into tl

!

corks, some dozens of choice old Italian win,
would soon ooze away and leave nothing b
half empty bottles, I should have been very i

credulous. 1 had never seen such an insect
the wine-cellar in the past thirty years, ail

knew nothing of its existence.
I made its acquaintance, however, in the fil

lowing manner. The plate containing the dai
food of my mongoose is kept on a bracket I
inside the cellar stairs. A cork had lain <

this bracket for some months, and had parti
become glued there, for I could not detach
lift it. On close examination I found that tl

cork must have a tenant of some kind, for it w
jsurrounded by fine particles, evidently gnaw.

I

by an insect. When a light was brought I so<|
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fbyi that a grub had been at work mining

hcs and furrows in the cork, and had then

Up a very strong silky texture, by which it

fat' firmly attached the cork to the bracket.

Hying made its home secure, it had gone on

tofpin a soft, silken cradle, in which 1 found

th'culprit itself ensconced.

,'his may seem but. a trivial thing to record,

bi^here was a life-history being worked out in

Mill compass, all unknown to us in our daily

bliness, and though in this particular case no

hp,m resulted, yet by this apparently insignifi-

oat insect, as I afterwards found out, thous-

acs of pounds are lost every year, its larva?

beng the corks and thus causing the leakage

of aluable wine, especially old sweet wines.

• was led to make inquiries about this cork

m,h, and a wine merchant kindly supplied

ui with the following facts:

a twenty five years' experience he had never

se« the perfect insect, but knew it well to be a

niih called Oinophila v flava. This creature

fits its way into dry cellars and lays its eggs

inhe corks of bottles which are unprotected

bjwax or leaden capsules. A small white

g'rp with a brown head is hatched from the

eg. and bores a tunnel through the cork, just

so.ir as to reach the saccharine in it, on which

th creature feeds. When it has attained its

fuisize it spins a silken case and turns into a

cbrsalis, from which the moth emerges in April

au ^i&y.—Brightwen.

iource of Malaria.—A writer in the Medical

B letin says that malarial diseases are caused

bji low form of organized life, which abounds
inome low, moist grounds, and that it is gen-

er,ly introduced into the system by use of

(hiking water obtained near the surface. When
th drinking water is obtained from deep arte-

sii wells, malarial diseases are not found.

)eep Salt Beds.—In the great salt deposit at

Ny Iberia, La., a drill has penetrated through

6C feet of solid salt.

,7(e Phonograph and the Pump.—Some years
ag a New York Company erected pumping-
wtks on the Elk River, California. Lately

something went wrong, but those on the spot

wo unable to locate the defect. To take it

bl.dly to pieces meant a serious loss of time;
tojtch over an expert from New York, great

esense. So the manager availed himself of a
pluograph, fully described the symptoms, aud
tin, connecting the instrument to the pump,
leit speak for itself. The method proved per
fe I y successful, says the New York Tribune,
at the pump is now running " as good as new."
B there is something most weird in thus list-

ecig to the movements of a pump thousands of
m:s away.

[ilk from Abroad.— Denmark and Sweden
luing found themselves so successful in the
Her market by the thorough application of
ccimercial and scientific methods, have now
ta?n up a new problem. It is solved by freez-

in the milk. Barrels of pine (no other wood
a|eared to answer) are filled, half with frozen
mk and half with fresh, all having first been
st ilized by the Pasteur method. This, which
nuns heating it to about 75° C, or about 170°
Fentirely removes any danger from poison
gfns, and yet avoids the peculiar flavor of
hied milk, which to many is so disagreeable.
T

'
object of having half liquid is to avoid

shking in transit. This prevents churning,

which would, of course, spoil the contents

fresh milk. It has been tested for keeping up
to nearly four weeks. One Swedish creamery

is now exporting to England about twenty-five

tons a week in half-ton bands.

The Land ofParadoxes.—Australia is really the

antipodes of the remainder of the world in ail re-

spects. Summertime comes during the time of

European winter. The rising barometer indicates

rain, and the falling the opposite. The swans are

all black, and the eagles white ; the male lays

eggs and has a bill like a duck ; the native dogs

never bark ; the serpents have tails like fishes,

and wings like bats; the prickly pear grows to

be a tall tree, and the poplars and oaks seldom

grow above five feet in height; the birds are

without song ; the. sun is in the north at noon :

the chief rivers flow inland ; the pear trees grow

a fruit that is beautiful to look upon, but which,

when ripe, is as hard as though fashioned from

the wood of the tree itself; the leaves of the

trees all stand edgewise, and cast no shadows :

the stone or pit of the cherry is on the outside,

and must be cracked in order to get at the

meat ; the opossums fly like bats ; the kingfisher

never catches fish, but lives on fruits; the peas

are poisonous ; the oaks bear no acorns ; the

chestnuts are without burr, and, in many in-

stances, the trees are hollow, with the bark on

the inside.

—

Seattle Pod- Intelligencer.

For "The Friend."

A Travelled Box.

A few days ago a daughter at Mt. Union
college calling professionally on an Alliance

dentist, was shown by the latter a chest of

drawers brought over from England by the im-

migrant John Sharpies, in 1682. It is well

preserved for its age and travels, and well filled

with a collection of relics and curiosities. Its

latest former owner, one Ellis Johnson, was

somewhat of a notable himself. Buying the

entire section on which Mt. Union stands, he

settled on it early in the century when the next

neighbor was twelve miles distant. After re-

maining a few years, his wife, growing home-

sick, started on horseback on a visit to Red-

stoue, and Ellis never heard from her until she

had been buried a month. He married a second

time, and died in 1889 aged one hundred years

and five months, and he and his second wife

were buried in the same grave, she surviving but

a few hours. His brother Caleb married Jona-

than Sharpless' sister-in-law, Elizabeth Nichols,

and it is most likely the chest was brought over

the mountains by Jonathan in 1795.

Jonathan died at Redstone, First Month
20th, 1860, aged ninety-three years. He is said

to have made the first screw7 presses for the mint

at Philadelphia, the first anchors forged west of

the mountains, and certainly built and operated

for many years the first paper mill on the

tributaries of the Mississippi.

Jonathan's brother Benjamin settled at Cata-

wissa, where he also built a paper mill and

lived to the same age as his brother, dying in

1857. A brother Joseph removed to Dunnings
Creek about the same time, where he died before

receiving a certificate. His wife Mary (Hib
berd), a minister and her twelve children re-

turned to Chester. Mary was at Yearly Meeting

in 1798, where she appeared in lively testimony

and fell a victim to the prevailing epidemic a

week later. (See Friend, vol. xxi., p. 77).

W. E.

Ohio, Second Month 2, 1S96.

Items.

in China.—The third annual report of

i

,: hospital of the Methodist Episcopal

< Ihurch at < Ibung-King, < Ihina, r< presents that the

history of the medical work has been th< most

successful iii any year. -Most oi the patients are

outside the city, from distances varying from one

mile to six linn. Ire, 1 miles, 'they began the year

with six medical students, but on arc,nut ol dis-

honesty two were discharged. It would appear

that the reports of every successful operation at-

tract persons to the preaching. DuriDg the year

were treated in the hospital forty-one women and

four hundred and one men. Of the whole number
two hundred and thirteen were surgical. There

were sixty-nine opium patients. One hundred

and seventy-eight paid for their treatment, one

hundred and thirty-seven were outright charity

cases, and one hundred and one paid in part. All

classes were represented in their occupations—
twenty-nine called themselves gentlemen, two were

opium merchants, one hundred aud eighteen w< re

coolies, six were beggars, seven were cooks, two

were artists, two chair men, fourteen students, one

yamen runner, two were priests, two preachers,

and two physicians, one was a bamboo worker,

two were fortune tellers, and one was a mien

maker. The operations were of the most difficult

sort. The physicians made extensive tour.s through

the country, and the maimed and the sick came in

large numbers to see them. One came several

hundred miles to be operated upon tor cataract.

A few months later he returned bringing ten other

patients having difficulty of the eyes, the majority

of the cases being cataract. On medical trips they

took an assistant and a native evangelist, two
coolie loads of medicine, and one of books. All

the former patients, many of whom they could not

recall, paid them a visit, bringing sweetmeats and
other presents to show their gratitude. There they

sold many books, disposing of more in a day than

the native preacher, who had no n edical assistant,

had been able to sell in his former stay of many
months in one place. Landlords would not take

any pay for their stay at the inn. In one place

they put up at an inn owned by the son of a patient,

who made everything most comfortable and opened
the inn tor dispensing and preaching, where they

had more patients than they could possibly attend.

— Christian Advocate.

— A stronger attack upon the liquor traffic could

not be made than is contained in the following

lines, written by a saloon-keeper to his wife, just

before he committed suicide, after a drunken de-

bauch :
" Dear wife, give all the blame to the busi-

ness we went into unadvisedly." The writer of

these words was once a respectable business man.
He went into the saloon business, and now his

body lies in a drunkard's grave.

— News has been received from Christiana, Nor-
way, that under the famous Norwegian law, which
allows women, as well as men of twenty-five years

old, to vote once in five years on the question of

licensing the dispensary, that institution has just

been voted down in four towns. When the news
was announced in one of these towns, the men and
women who were then at the polls, 1,500 in number,
-anLr Luther's hymn: " Ein' feste Burg 1st Unser

God." The universal comment on these results is,

" Women did it."

Movements of American Friends. — The British

Friend of Second Month mentions that Jonathan
E. Rhoads and Ephraim Smith have been visiting

meetings in the midland countries. They are con-

tinuing their service in the South of England, and
were at Bournemouth on the 2Gth u It."

Archibald Crosbie was present at the Lancashire
and Cheshire Quarterly Meeting. He has visited

Radcliffe, Bolton, Todmorden, and Manchester,
holding meetings, to which the public in these

places were invited.

Laws that Sleep.—We have laws, gentle-

men, to punish blasphemy and immorality, and

I sincerely hope that grand juries will not let

them sleep.

—

From a charge of Judge Smith's to

a jury in Bridgeton.
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INTKI.I.Li Tl-AI. VS. SPIBITOAL GROWTH.

cerned friend has written to us, ex-

preseing a ti-ar that among s ime of our mem-
;• ,:,; knowledge has not kept puce with

: ,1 work. II.- adds, "As ! havethought

of these things the past tew days, my mind lias

been unexpectedly turned towards Westtown,

as the great nursery of the intellect. Is it too

.
i for th.- spiritual good of those who are

educated within u- sheltered wall-'.' Many par-

ents, line myself, may feel thankful we had a

<

11 to send our children to. but for some

to me. the intellectual growth of

those in our 'lay who get their education there,

iritual growth. But we

cannot make it a grace-bestowing Institution.

That is beyond the power of man. But we may
travail in' spirit, that the Lord may, in his

mercy, bless all. both young and old, with

more of the precious outpouring of his Holy

Spirit."

We are not in a position to form an accurate

judgment as to the subject referred to by our

indent, but we feel willing to publish

his remarks, as a word of caution to all who are

:ted with that Institution. We regard the

religious influence brought to bear on the chil-

dren there as of more importance than the in-

tellectual training, and we desire that it may
ever be kept pr. mineiitly in view by the officers

and the committee of the school.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
UNITED States.—The success of die bond issue

has been cause of much satisfaction in financial cir-

cles. Abouti third ol the issue goes to the Mur-
ate al a lltll,' over 111.

I'n the I lili i hi- t.. t lit- National House of Represen-
tatives, by a vole of 215 to 90, decided that it would
not concur in the Senate's tree coinage substitute for

: lull.

Governor Evans, of South Carolina, in his message
to the Legislature of that State, speaks of the hu-

ll in the morals of the people brought about
by the di-p.-u-ary II, so.-. "As a moral reform

the dispensary must commend itself to any
unprejudiced mind. The temptations lo the use of

IF i ! ie. the Bale ms have been swept away,
ami with it have - u.- th.- -am.- .

!' lulli ,rds,
| I, il'u-

far., hanks and il rrupl in8ueoces of the bar-
keeper in municipal and Si ite i ions, During the
late holidays there oc nrred onli • homicide in the

om whiskey but an old feud.

Not a case
of (he .roue for which lynching is resorted to or a<-

tempt ai -ii b has occurred within the |.ast year."
Dealers in bicycles are authority for the statement

lhal the busi aspect i i the bicyi e ti ide has ma
i-n.db i, past year. Instead of the
main lu , dealing H jii, ,m n's « heels,
quite the contrary i- true. Dealers are now doing
their utmost to attract the i ye of the women, and ii is

announced Dial before long there will h,. three «!,,,!-

ien where one will be sold for men.
ledum Territory amounted

'

if estimated al 1 iO ,000
i oc greater than the crop

a ore corn than »

ae year.
The wheat-growing I ind

I
,, the region

al.out

Il i lid lhal the frequent and
lit ii have fallen since the

i imise for the yield
•

ilished at Waycross,
i tl ' |.l mi. which

liable natural bridge, in the

Ton'to basin, not far from Flagstaff. The bridge is

.., g, and i-pans n canyon some 200 feet deep,

at the bottom of which llo.vs the river. The bridge

is of roek, and is perfectly proportioned. The under

side is gracefully arched, and the upper perfectly

!, vel. Ti.e walls of the canyon are honeycombed with

caves, iii which are a great profusion of stalactites and

stalagmites.

On the morning of the 17th inst., the thermometer

in New York registered 61 degrees below zero. It

was the coldest day recorded in the annals of the

Weather Bureau.
,

On the 17lh instant, a fire occurred in a building in

Troy, N. Y., in which three hundred girls were em-

ployed. There was a terrible rush for the stairway

ami tire-eseape, and many were injured. Three girls

were killed by jumping from the windows, and at least

three others were burned to death in the building.

The Lfdijer of this city often speaks editorially of

the serious'demoralization in politics prevalent with

voters here in municipal affairs. It said recently,

" Kepiiblieans vote for Republican candidates whose

official records thev know to be blackened with cor-

rupt practices, and Democrats vote for the candidates

of their party whom they know by their official rec-

ords to he incompetent, dishonest and venal. Repub-
licans and Democrats do this in the full and perfect

knowledge that there is no political principle in mu-
nicipal government; that the legislative and execu-

tive officers have nothing whatever to do with making
or unmaking tariffs; with determining whether our

financial system shall be based upon gold or silver, or

whether the Monroe doctrine shall be maintained or

abandoned. Municipal government has nothing to do

with political questions, it has to do solely with ques-

tions of business. Yet, knowing this to he indisput-

ably true, the shrewdest men of affairs go to the polls

and deliberately vole to put men in the highest offices

of municipal responsibility whom they would not

trust out of sight at their open cash drawers."

Lillie Deverenx Blake suggests that international

disputes be left to the women if the men cannot settle

Deaths in this city last week numbered 492, which
is 25 more than the previous week and 6'7 less than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
number, 254 were males and 238 females: 87 died of

pneumonia ; 49 of consumption ; 47 of heart disease;

22 of diphtheria; 22 of bronchitis ; 20 of inflammation
of the brain; 19 of convulsions; 18 of apoplexy ; 16 of

cancer; 13 of old age; 10 of inflammation of the stom-
ach and bowels; 1U of inanition, and 10 of Bright's

disease.

Markets, 4c—U. S. 2's, 95 a 97 ; 4's, 1 907, reg., 109 a

110; coupon, 109$ a 111; 4's, new, 115J a 116; 5's,

L12J a 1131; currency 6's, 102 a 109.

Cotton.— Middling uplands officially quoted at

Sjcts. per pound.
Feed.— Spot bran ranged from SI 2.50 to $13.25 per

ton for winter in bulk and spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super. $250 a $2.75; do., extras,

3^'£R$3.0C Penes,
do., do., straight, $3.1

JI3.50 a $3.65; do., -

do., patent, $3.85 a $

do., straight, $3.40 a

do., favorite brands,

a $3.00; do., clear, |

a $3.85; do., patent

Choice Penn'a, -
I

$1.15 a $1.25 per 100

Grain—No. 2 re

dear, $3.40 a $3.55
;

.-tern winter, clear,

$3.65 a $3.85; do.,

lear, $2.90 a $3.25
;

tent, $3.65 a $3.85;
mills, extra, $2 65
do, straight, $3.70

No. 2 mixed com, 33} a 34c.
No. 2 white oats, 2li] a 26.1c.

lTTLE.— Extra, none here
;
good, 4} a 5c;

M.I.AM us. -Extra, 4 a 41c; good, 3J a3|c;
ambs, 4 a 5Jc.

; other grades,for good W.
I
6] a 6Jc; S

Fori ign. A despatch from Irkutsk, Siberia, says
Dr. Naiiscn, the Arctic explorer, has reached the
North Pole, where he found land, and that he is now
on his way hack. Arctic experts discredit the truth
of the report.

I be city of Loudon puts upon the market in one
1

' " nyer $10,000,000 worth of umbrellas alone.
A J oi.lie

i whaler, the Active, which caught nine
«h'' •- v -.d

. . f ,o,|
, |, :

,||- llinsof hone, on the
d " " '"D by the trip, which
ins i he largest, profit made
in thirty years. Whalebone

is worth -

W. W. Howell, list, who recently

visited Iceland, discovered that a recent voIce

lieaval in the Vatna Jokull, the Arctic plateau of I

island, had pushed forward the glaciers that start f

this region some five to nine miles.

The Sultan has recognized Prince Ferdinand as t I

lawful ruler of Bulgaria, and has invited the oth

]

Powers also to recognize him as such.

The ordinary annual crop of silk iu China
mated at about 21,000,000 pounds, of which ovei

per cent, is consumed in the country where it is
]

duced.
Li Hung Chang and Shas Yu Lien have been

pointed delegates to represent the Emperor of Chi

at the coronation of Emperor Nicholas II. of Bus
at Moscow. Negotiations are still in progress look

to the conclusion of a commercial treaty between Cli

and Japan.
A revolt took place in Seoul, capital of Corea,

the lltli instant. The Prime Minister and seven oil

officials were murdered. The King has ordered t

ill the Corean Ministers be killed. The King i

Crown Prince are being sheltered at the Russian 1

gation.

S one idea of the immense number of rabbits

Australia may be gathered from the fact lhat a/3»

in the northern territory recently came across a "alo-

of them about, four miles wide, an 1 as close as tl

could run together. Some parts of the country i

honeycombed with burrows that it is hardly s

ride or drive.

Advices from Madagascar state that. 4,000 Ho
attacked the French soldiers stationed at Antananar
and were repulsed. The French followed up
advantage and killed 3,000 of the Hovas.

President Kruger, of the Transvaal, is ready to

to England on condition that the subjects to be i

cussed by himself and Chamberlain shall be spei

beforehand.

Brazil grows half the coffee crop of the world.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage i

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met w.

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen <

on speeud trips, twenty-five cents each way. To re

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone
Zebedee Haines, Sup

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meet »

of the I 'o in m it tee on Instruction occurs Second Mc jl

22nd, 18116, at 10 A. m.
George M. Comfort, C/erj.a

To l'lUiMri; Wesituwn Sttdests —The Alu i

Association of Westtown School hope soon to pub n

a fuller history of the School than has yet been v 9
ten. In aid of this, the Committee of the Associa p

ask for tin- use of papers or letters which throw 1 ft

on the early days of the Institution. Any older 1-

dents will confer a favor if thev will write their n !
lections of the daily life and customs of the scl.H

This matter is intended solely for the use of the i

r

pilcrs, and will not be published in any way wit pt

the express permission of the writers. Address < tl—

munications on this subject to

W. W. and S. B. Dewees, Westtown, I;

Died, Twelfth Month I

near Whittier, Iowa, Mai:
Milton J. and Louisa Shi
member of Springville M<
ing. She

h, 1895, of typhoid fiir,

•ha E. Shaw, daught of

v, in her eleventh ye
;

a

ithly and Particular l/m

n example of patience and quie jss

all through her brief life, and was borne, we trusty

the everlasting arms into the rest prepared for he!

, Twelfth Month 25th, 1895, of typhoid f »r,

near Whittier, Iowa, Lillian Shaw, daught* of

Milton J. and Louisa Shaw, aged nearly sixtee a

member of Springville Monthly and Particular J st-

ing. The tendering influences of the Father's rt

were manifested towards her, when at thirteen, I tig

exposed to scarlet fever, she wrote, " If I get si I

will hope for the best ; it will be as the Lord tl l»

best. 1 want to be prepared to go to heaven, to at

beautiful home on high where all is joy and 1 ?•

Although life wassweet to this young Friend, tbrkh

mercy she was enabled to say, " Do not worr 00

not weep for me; I am not afraid to die, for I will*

far happier in heaven than I am here on this es f.

, Twelfth Mo. 9th, 1895, at her residence, " li-

near Torresdale, Pa., Mary Walker Bi>».

ih Bacon, in the eightieth
r
»r

shall see God.'

the late Ji

age. " Blessed are the pure in heart, for '
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COURAGE.

jVilliam Penn, in his preface to the Journal

oHeorge Fox, bears this testimony respecting

tit wortliy man, "As he was unwearied, so he

m\ undaunted, in his services for God and his

p^ple. He was no more to be moved to fear

th|n to wrath." Of the truth of this his Jour-

d; bears many evidences. Thomas Elhvood

sa^, " He was valiant for the Truth, bold in

sorting it, patient in suffering for it, unwearied

laboring in it, steady in his testimony to it,

Movable as a rock."

Vhen George Fox was at Twy Cross, in the

h^se of a "great man," and was speaking to

tl servants and others there, " a serving man
otiis came raving out of another room, with a

n::ed rapier in his hand, and set it just to my
sit. I looked steadfastly on him, and said,

".lack for thee, poor creature ! What wilt thou

diwith thy carnal weapon ? It is no more to

uithan a straw." The standers-by were much
tt.ibled, aud he went away in a rage.

t)n one occasion he was very rudely treated

irWarwick, the rabble throwing stones and
Biking at him, as he rode through the streets.

1 says, " When we were quite out of the town,

I )ld Friends ' It was upon me from the Lord
tl't I must go back into the town again.' So
I assed through the market in the dreadful

pver of God, declaring the word of life to

tlra. Some struck at me, but the Lord's power
v,i over them, and gave me dominion over all."

\t Baldock, he says, " We found two des-

pite fellows fighting so furiously that none
first come nigh to part them. But I was moved
iithe Lord's power to go to them. And when
Lad loosed their hands, I held one of them by
t: one hand, and the other by the other, showed
t'ra the evil of their doings, and reconciled
t:m one to the other, and they were so loving
ai thankful to me that people admired at
i'

At Redwith, George Fox again showed his

Hdness in the path of duty. He was then a pris-

cer, under charge of a guard of soldiers. He
8'S, " When we had rid to the town's end, I

Vs moved of the Lord to go back again to

s;ak to the old man of the house [where he
id lodged]. The soldiers drew out their pis-

lls, and swore I should not go back. I heeded

them not, but rode back, and they rode after

me. So I cleared myself to the old man and the

people, then returned with them, and reproved

them for being so rude ami violent." The cap-

tain of the guard was a man named Keat, who
permitted a man to go into G. Fox's rooin and
beat and abuse him, when they were at Fal-

mouth. G. Fox sent for the constables of the

town, and desired the captain to show them his

warrant or order, which he did. " His order

was to conduct us safe to the governor of Pen-

dennis Castle. I told him he had broken his

order concerning us, for we who were his pris-

oners, were to be safely conducted, but he had

brought a man to beat and abuse us. So hav-

ing broken his order, I wished the constable to

keep the warrant. Accordingly he did, and told

the soldiers they might go their ways, for he

would take charge of the prisoners. I showed
the soldiers the baseness of their carriage towards

us, and they walked up and down the house,

pitifully blank and down. The constables went

to the castle and told the officers what they had

done. Meanwhile an old guard of soldiers came,

by way of entreaty, to us, and promised that

they would be civil to us, if we would go with

them. Thus the morning was spent till about

the eleventh hour, and then, upon the soldiers'

entreaty and promise to be more civil, the con-

stables gave them the order again, and we went
with them."

When brought before the court, Peter Ceely,

the man who had caused him to be appre-

hended, made some false charges against him,

which had not been mentioned in the mittimus

consigning him to prison. G. Fox desired of

the judge that he would be pleased to let his

mittimus be read in the face of the court and

county, in which the crime was signified for

which he was sent to prison. The judge said,

it should not be read. " I said, ' It ought to be,

seeing it concerned my liberty and my life.'

The judge said again, ' It shall not be read.' I

said, ' It ought to be read, for if I have done
anything worthy of death or of bonds, let all

the country know it.' Then seeing they would

not read it, I spoke to one of my fellow-prison-

ers, ' Thou hast a copy of it, read it up.' ' It

shall not be read,' said the judge. ' Gaoler take

him away. I'll see whether he or I shall be

master.' So I was taken away and a while

after called for again. I still called to have my
mittimus read, for that signified the cause of

my commitment. I again spoke to the friend,

my fellow-prisoner, to read it up, which he did,

and the judge, justices and the whole court were

silent, for the people were eager to hear it."

After they were remanded to prison, many
came to see them, for their boldness and inno-

ceucy in their answers to the judge and court

were talked of in town and country. Hugh
Peters, one of the Protector's chaplains, told

him " They could not do George Fox a greater

service for the spreading of his principles in

Cornwall, than to imprison him there." "And
indeed," writes G. Fox, "my imprisonment

there was of the Lord and for his service in

those parts, for after the assizes were over, and

it was known we were likely to continue pris-

oners, several friends from most parts of the

nation came into the county to visit u>. Those
parts of the west were very dark countries at

that time, but the Lord's light and Truth broke

forth, shined over all, and many were turned

from darkness to light, and from Satan's power

unto trod. Many were moved to go to the

steeple- houses Several were sent to prison to

us, and a great convincement began in the

count)', for now we hail liberty to walk in the

castle-green, and divers came to us on First-

days, to whom we declared the word of life.

Great service we had, many were turned to God
up and down the country."

Edward Pyot, one of the prisoners, who had

some knowledge of law, wrote a plain letter to

Chief Justice Glyn, pointing out the illegality

of his proceedings, and the injustice and cruelty

he had manifested, and pressing them closely

on his conscience so that this trial, like many
others, tended to spread a knowledge of the

rights of the subjects, and to restrain the arbi-

trary acts of the courts.

Whilst G. Fox was in prison, after being ap-

prehended on his journey, he says, " There came
a soldier, and while one of our friends was ad-

monishing and exhorting him to sobriety, etc.,

I saw him begin to draw his sword. Where-
upon I stept to him, and represented what a

shame it was to offer to draw his sword upon a

naked man and a prisoner, aud how unfit and

unworthy he was to carry such a weapon. So

he was ashamed and went his way, and the

Lord's power preserved us."

In 1657, G. Fox travelled in Scotland, and

some charges against him having been laid be-

fore the Council at Edinburgh, to whom Oliver

Cromwell had intrusted the care of the govern-

ment in that country, he was sent for, and after

an examination, ordered to leave the country

in a week. Notwithstanding this order, he con-

tinued to travel about the country, holding

meetings as he felt required of him. When the

week had expired, a warrant was issued for his

arrest. To some friendly people, who told him

of it, he said, " If there were a cartload of war-

rants, I do not regard them, for the Lord's

power is over them all." After some other vis-

iting, he went back to Edinburgh. He says of

his experience there, "In the dread and power

of the Lord, we came up to the two first sentries

aud the Lord's power came so over them, that

we passed by them without any examination.

Then we rode up the street to the market place,

and by the main-guard out at the gate by the

third sentry, and so clear out at the suburbs,

and then came to an inn, and set up our horses,

it being Seventh-day. Now I saw and felt that

we had rode, as it were, against the cannon's

mouth or the sword's point, but the Lord's

power and immediate hand carried us over the

heads of them all. Next day I went to the meet-

ing in the city, and a glorious meeting it was.

All was quiet, and no man offered to meddle

with me."
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About tbe year 1670, the Parliament

an act prohibiting all meetings other thu

of tbe Church of England, and limiting to five

- the number who mighl lawfully assem-

ble. Friends, believing ii to lie their religious

duty to meet together to worship the Lord, came
r as usual, pit-pared in mind to encoun-

ter the suffering which awaited them. George
Fox was then in London, and on the next

First-day after the act came in i^n-i-. went to the

meeting-house ou Grace Church Street, where
he expected the storm was most likely to begin.

A^ he probably anticipated, he was carried

away whilst preaching to the people. He says,
• A glorious lime it was, tor the Lord's power
came over all. and his everlasting Truth got

renown, for as fast as some that were speaking
were taken down, others were moved of the
Lord to -land up and speak, to the admiration
of the people, and the more because many Bap-
t

: -:- and other sectarians left their public meet-
in.'-, and came to see how the Quakers would
Bland." He staid in the city until the heat of
the persecution began to abate, aud meetings
were quieter then.

In 1682, <
'<. Fox -ays, "The heat of persecu-

tion -till continuing, I felt my service to be
most at London, where our meetings were for
the most part disturbed and broken up, or
Friends forced to meet without-doors, being
kept out of their meeting-houses by the officers!

« »im- time I was miuded to have gone a mile or
two out of town, to visit a friend that was not
well, but hearing that the king had sent to the
may. ir to put tbe laws in execution against dis-
Benters, ami that the magistrates thereupon in-
tended to nail up the meeting-house doors, I
had not freedom to go out of town, but was
moved t,, go to the meeting at Grace Church
Street." j. w .

Habitual
with God.—M
d

Constant Intercourse
ity is He who calls forth h

I children and servants; may you, dear
young Friends, keep in the Divine "fear, for in
tin- fear of the Lord there is strong confidence,

- children have a place of refuge to flee
onto in every time of need. Therefore, know
""" '

" '"' your sanctuary; wait upon Him in
humble, depending patience, in all your meet-
ings, and your minds will be animated and lifted
op above tin- world, and the fading peri-diin-
things of it. I',.- oft,-,, found, through the day"
when your hands are employed about the law-
'"' I "M "' f 1'fe, lifting up your hearts to God
or protection and support. For be assured that
'hen- is no state in whirl, preservation from evil
and unprofitable thoughts, i- more likely to be

'•''• than in an habitual and constant
In "'n rsewith the God of our lives When

»t with temptations of various kinds, by
to Him, a secret yet livins hi

-
' ' " i o-i livniir Impr

a in the midst of tribulation, that the temp-
Will have an end, and that the Lord will

often look

reviv

tali, iii

make a way for us o escape, as we hold fast our
declare

;"'-." 1 ' the '" :l " that endureth temptation :

that is, who dare not fly from the Lord in this
l'

r" v,n
- - : which will be but as for ar""'"n"

"""I'n-d.t in heart. After these

crown of life and peace, which the Lord hath
promised to all them that love Him; and thusour many :„,,| various afflictions and trialswhich ar,- necessary to humble us if riphtlv*™e UD(,er. Wng us nearer and nearer to the

ijnod.

For "The Fbiend."

The Norwegian Lemming.
Professor K. Collett, of the University of Nor-

way, who has long been engaged in making re-

searches into the habits and migrations of that

little rodent, the lemming, has just published a
valuable monograph on its periodic wanderings
down the mountain valleys of Norway.
The myodus lemmus, called by the Norwegians

themselves laetnen, has at present its principal
home on the mountain plateaux of Norway, the
genus numbering only three species. It seems
that in geologic times, this animal has been
more numerous, and has had a wider area of
range, for it has been found in a fossil state in

post pliocene formations as far south as England
and Saxony.
The lemming has been classed by the ancient

writers as a pest, like those with which Egvpt
was visited in the time of the Pharaohs, and
many have been the days set aside for prayer
aud supplication, when these armies made their
sudden appearance in the valleys, destroying
everything. It was thought tha"t they rained
down from the clouds, so sudden would be their
appearance.

The lemming inhabits all mountain plateaux
of Norway above the zone of the coniferous
trees, from the northwest portions of the coun-
try as far south as the Langefjeld, at 58 degrees
north latitude. Its natural abode is in the birch
and willow regions, and it may be found up to
the " eternal snow-line." However, it is the birch
region which must be regarded as its true habi-
tat. In these localities, of which the country
possesses immense areas, the lemming lives scat-
tered, and in average years a visitor may never
be able to find a single specimen, while in pro-
lific years the same place may teem with mil-
lions.

The chief interest connected with this animal
is that, at certain times, it makes its appearance
in great numbers, and they are driven from
their mountain homes on account of the scarcity
of food, aud thus come into the valleys, locali-
ties quite unknown to them. They seem to
continue blindly on, in endeavoring to find a
home corresponding in conditions to that which
they had left, but which they never again re-
gain for they proceed hopelessly on to°certain
death in rivers, lakes and in the ocean's deep.
The migratory instinct is unequally developed

at their disposal, cannot, on account of thi

disposition, bear the unaccustomed proxinii
of the numerous neighbors. The individui
are pressed out to the mountain and into t

valleys in search of food.

It seems that this migratory instinct doesr
affect all individuals. Some remain behind
perpetuate the species.

The direction of the march is generally d
pendent on the situation of the country, so tl!

the exodus may take place in opposite din,
tions, from one and the same mountain plates!
Animals having their abode on the Kiol
Mountains may migrate east into Sweden, wh

!

those living on the mountain plateaux of Gt
bransdal and Valders may move in a souther
direction. However, the most of them mign
westerly, and find a watery grave in the i

merous fjords with which the country is

dented. On account of this westerly migrate'
instinct, scientists have concluded that agesaj
a beautiful land filled with plenty existed, ctt
necting the Dogger Banks with the mainlaif
When overproduction and starvation stared t

rodents in the face in their Arctic home, I

stinct directed vast hordes to this rich count i

filled with milk and honey, and thus life \ij

preserved. Geologic changes took place. T|
rich and fertile land sank beneath the sea. TJ
instinct which preserved the life of the leromi
remained the same, and what formerly had be
a safe guide for the preservation of life, n<]
became the means by which they were blinc.

led to certain death.

The old inhabitants have a rule that th,|
migratory periods occur every twenty yea]
This the author disclaims, and says that no n

,

can be laid down, for migrations occur at 1
times, fi urn different localities, and never 1

1

there been a general migration overall Norwi:
In a prolific year the lemming seems to In

himself. Thus, in ordinary years, he In
quietly in obscurity on the mountain plateia
and a person may wander about for days mm
out seeing a single individual. But during!
prolific year, this quiet, unobtrusive habitj
altered. He is on the march day and nigl
seems never to be at rest, appears in all plat,

without shyness, attacks man or beast, and vl
fight on the slightest provocation, although fu rl
realizing that it meant certain death. lusted
of going quietly on the march, he utters
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™ aki"g known his" p/esencVtllstinct is only present in prolific years, when it becoming an easy p?ey to birds doss cats a!would seen that scarcity of food will drive them other enemies. AUhough moving on with n I

lions of companions, no friendship seems I

exist for his own tribe, for he is equally rea*

and willing to engage in deadly combat wjj
one of his own kind, over a blade of gras3 •

the right of way, and, if unsuccessful in batH
seems to die oftentimes in a fit of anger. AfH
starting on the march, he forgets danger, \il

fall into a hole, will walk over a mount!

i

precipice, or go headlong into a foaming ri'f

or the stormy sea. When winter comes he see)

to have forgotten that far-sightedness he p
:

sessed to lay up winter stores, hence may-'!
from starvation. That natural impulse of forci

;

on seems to prevail over all other instincts d
f

ing the whole of his exile, an instinct whil
continually leads him into danger, which )

never understands how to avoid.
In migratory years birds of prey multiply i

large numbers, seemingly created for the v<
;

purpose of exterminating the lemming. It
reindeer even kill and eat the animal, this

jing due to a desire for salt felt by all ruminaif
Where that cannot be obtained they satisfy th f

out from their mountain homes, like the people
of the country who emigrate to America by the
thousands every year, in search for better homes.

the prolific years cannot be accounted for
but it seems that climatic conditions are con-
ducive to a greater or lesser increase. From a
o?g line of investigation, it has been ascer-
tained that there has always been a prolific

•
after a cold and wet summer. It may

also be probable that a wet summer may pro-
duce certain bacteria, which, in turn, may be
he cause for the abnormal increase. Again in
these year- the reproductory powers are vast ly
increased while the young have an exceptional
Power of res,,,,,,. t | le rava t0 whic

'

|

,

^exposed. Thus it is, that in prolific years
"I"" 1 millions may be suddenly born'

1 !""'" Pe<»Ple tl ght that such immense
must certainly rain down from the

numbers
nd-.

enormous multitudes require increased

;:;

,

;i

l

:;
i

i"" 1
','"' ^ualswhich%nder normS

cqnditipns, have each an excessively large tract
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cr/ing by taking occasionally animal food,

gjvever many may die fro in accidents and

cases enumerated, perhaps a still greater mini-

be actually die from infectious diseases, which

alays occur whenever a species of animal has

iu tipled iu excess of its natural numbers.

Tds it seems that Nature seems always able to

pr/ide a means by which to get rid of an over-

I ndance in any line.

^hile the lemmings are occupying their natu-

rahomes, they do not seem to have any fond-

ne,; fur water and none are seen to swim, but

asoon as migration begins, their mode of life

chhges, and they do not hesitate in crossing

(ire-flowing mountain-streams, oreven the arms

oft fjord, trusting themselves to the mercy of

thwaves. The author says that some years past,

a samer in the Trondhjem Fjord met with an

iniense number of swimming lemming, of

gun vast extent that it took a quarter of an

her to pass through, and as far as the eye could

re-h. The fjord was literally filled with teem-

in millions of lemmings all bound for the

ocin, swimming on until they would sink from

Kt exhaustion.

)uring a migratory year, the population in

th' valleys along which the lemmings move,

hae been afflicted with a peculiar fever, some-

wi;t similar to scarlet fever, which has received

th name of " laemensot," or lemming fever.

Th physicians who have examined into this

m;ter have discovered that during the migrat-

or years, all mountain streams are polluted

frn which the people obtain their water, be-

sits millions of dead bodies which are found

alig the rivers, are washed up on the shores

bjhe waves, must, no doubt, make the air ini-

pt'e during the summer mouths.

B. L. Wick.
edae Rapids, Iowa.

'he Ways of Zion Mourn.—Few are the

aijients left, to whom the middle-aged and ris-

in youth can look with advantage! The Lord
otneaven and earth hath gathered many to

hiself ; the world, in its various appearances,

hili slain many others; and some, who are not

y(dead, have their garments so covered with

dit, and spotted with defiling things, that they

ai not fit to be looked upon, nor their footsteps

toe inquired after. But happy is the state of

the advanced to old age, whose conduct pro-

cl ms they have not followed cunningly devised

fales, but have been made living witnesses of

tl power and coming of Christ! These have
b<n powerful inducements to me to bow my
t«,rt in holy awe, from my childhood to this

d; (I mean with respect to outward means),
ail I am thankful to the great Preserver of

nj, that there are such here and there to be
fi nd ; and, though painful baptisms for Zion'

ste may attend, in viewing the backslidings of
irny, yet ability is given, at times, to appeal
wh reverend confidence to the Searcher of

h.rts. "Thou knowest how I have walked
bore thee!"

—

Samuel Fothergill.

juides and Counsellors.—Parents are de-

shed to be guides and counsellors to their chil-

d u. As a guide in a foreign land, they under-
t:e to pilot them safely through the shoals and
q cksands of inexperience. If the guide allows
h followers all the liberty they please; if, be-
cise they dislike the constraint of the narrow
p,h of safety, he allows them to stray into holes
al precipices that destroy them, to slake their
t rst in brooks that poison them, to loiter in

J*ods full of wild beasts or deadly herbs, can
b be called a sure guide '?

For "The Friend."

Around the Granite City.

Previous to going to Aberdeen, I had pic-

tured it as a quiet and quaint old town, where

red-tiled roofs and people slow of speecb were

the order of the day. But on reaching it, we
found that, as is so frequently tin- case, pre

conceived notions were altogether erroneous.

The North British Railway, for miles before

entering Aberdeen, clings to the eastern shore

of Scotland. Great black rocks project out

into the Northern Ocean, against which the big

waves are dashed into milky spray. Little

coves are here and there formed, and back

within them the sea-blue color is deepened by

the shadows of numerous gloomy recesses. As
the engine speeds along, the traveller observes

that he passes through a region devoted to

summer pleasure seekers and out of-door-sports.

Almost every station has its small or larger

hostelry. The green meadows down to the sea

border," are for miles dotted with people playing

golf. But the rocky, foam-encircled shore, the

trim towns built of stone, the stretches of al-

ternate green country and brown moor, are all

quickly passed ; and after a few hours we glide

into Aberdeen.
It is a wonderfully attractive city. Granite

is everywhere. Even the streets are paved with

the favorite rock of the locality. It is the

building material for many miles of streets, and

I do not recall seeing a brick edifice in all the

town of one hundred and twenty-five thousand

people. Fair architectural effects help to break

what would otherwise be the generally heavy

appearance of endless granite. The gables, and

towers and spires of the more public buildings,

all help to convert the better streets into unique

studies in this beautiful stone. You walk up

Uuion Street, where the bright granite glistens

in the sunlight, and the shop-fronts are often

handsomely surmounted by pretty facades. The
universal plate-glass set in the granite walls

look all the more clear aud attractive by reason

of their sparkling surroundings.

Both the little homes and larger mansions

are constructed of the same material. Eveu the

walls surrounding the pretty green gardens,

with their brilliant flowers, are all of granite.

T do not wonder that the progressive people take

a just pride in their interesting and charming

city.

This northern city has a long ago established

university, aud some of the modern buildings

connected with it are handsome edifices. The
town hall is a beautiful structure. The Salva-

tion Army indicates much financial prosperity

by its fine barracks recently erected in Union

Street—a veritable temple," totally unlike the

humble quarters so often rented by that active

organization. Possibly all these stone walls

seem very dull and heavy in cloudy weather

;

but they looked bright and clean under the

sunny skies that we were favored with whilst iu

Aberdeen.
To the Friend there is much denominational

interest associated with this locality. The zeal-

ous Friends of the age of Fox believed that

they had entrusted to them a very pure concep-

tion of the Truth, aud were not slow in endeav-

oring to convince others. So we find that as

early as 1662, Wm. Dewsbury journeyed to

Aberdeen. There he was received with mixed

intolerance and kindness. Most of the multi-

tude abused him, but a few were prepared to

accept his visit as a watering from the Lord.

Amongst the latter were Alexander Jaffray and

the Barclays.

Jaffray waa one of the most notable gentle-

men of his day in Scotland. In him was blended

the politician, the scholar and the humble man

of God. The companion of peers and princes

in early life, he yet gladly relinquished all

worldly advantages when duly called him to

cast in' his lot with the humble of the earth.

From being the honored chief magistrate of his

native city, he was compelled, because of his

Quaker faith, to not unfrequently endure a

prison cell.

The Barclays also paid largely for their al-

legiance to the Truth. Old Colonel Barclay,

of whom Whittier tells us in his stirring verse,

was the Laird of Dry and founder of the family

as Friends. The man of war became the man
of peace; and he who had bravely fought for

earthly potentates, rejoiced in battling and suf-

fering for his newly found Master, the King of

kings. His son Robert the youthful scholar,

also became learned in heavenly wisdom, and

his unanswerable Apology became pirt of the

contribution of his talents to the service of his

Lord. Even Robert's little children constituted

a third generation of loyal Quakers in those

early times, and would often in the little meet-

ings for worship, lisp their Master's praise. So

the ardent love and toil of William Dewsbury

bore in subsequent days, not extensive, yet cer-

tainly ripe aud excellent fruit.

Since that day the little band of Friends in

Aberdeen has met with varied experiences.

The rigid schools of Scottish theology have

not seemed to form a very excellent field for the

growth of Quakerism. Yet intervening gen-

erations have been ready to combat what they

deemed erroneous in the creeds around them,

and to witness to the heaven-offered doctrine

of the universality of the grace of God. I am
happy to say that when we were there in the

fall of 1895, the little church seemed to be

prospering. A large proportion of it is com-

posed of " received members." They are not

superficial adherents to the cause of Christ,

and their number is increasing. May they

continue to grow in numbers, and constitute a

rallying point for the spiritually minded about

them !

A supreme love for religious argument is ap-

parently one of the peculiarities of the Scottish

character. They will dispute on the smallest

subjects, and seem ready to almost needlessly

investigate some subtleties of religious thought

which most Christians accept as fact. This

habit does not seem to be caused by lack of

faith, or to result in infidelity ; for free-thinkers

are scarce in Scotland. In the "City Gate,"

or principal public square of Aberdeen are to

be seen, every First-day, numerous groups of

people, zealously haranguing or disputing, by

the hour, regarding ecclesiastical matters. They

go at it with an intensity that seems strange to

an American who is accustomed to more guarded

or quiet expression on such subjects. At the

meeting we attended, a stranger appeared with

an open Bible, evidently quite prepared to take

exception to what might be said. But as the

speaker proceeded, the Bible was closed, and a

look of reverent interest came over the coun-

tenance of the listener. After meeting another

stranger argued with us over a point of doc-

trine, where practically as far as I could tell,

he and ourselves thought pretty nearly alike.

Such incidents I believe are typical of the

Scottish cast of mind.

Around Aberdeen we noticed more markedly

than elsewhere other traits of this vigorous race.

They may be distressingly slow in comprehend-
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in_' a joke; but they certainly as a people, are

compared with other Europeans, rarely active

in body and mind. Truly they are the direct

lants of those ancient clans, whose motto

was, "Get what you may and hold what you

can." This is also the up-to-date motto of the

thrifty and canny Scotch, who to-day by dint

mercial and physical and mental effort,

are doing what their predecessors did by force

of arms. It i< a noteworthy fact that those

forceful traders, the children of Israel, have

been unable to obtain a lodgment in the busi-

neas of thriving Aberdeen.

Oneday we took a drive out into the adjacent

country, visiting isolated Friends. We were

accompanied by two young Friends, who af-

forded an ample opportunity of discussing some
of the local ways and manner of speech. Not
a few of these are interesting to a stranger.

Whilst riding along, one of our Scotch friends

remarked about visitors, "They laugh at our
Scotch, but, we understand one another." Thus I

recalled that in Aberdeen it' I were to ask my
way to a certain point, the reply would lie,

"lake the Bret opening to the left, and hold

straight in front or you." When the visitor is

advised to walk up "the brae," it means that

he is t. walk up the hill. A sign on a vacant
plot of ground may read, "This ground to be
fenced ;" and the idea thereby conveyed is,

that the property will be sold to some one who
will agree to improve it after purchase. A little

farm is called a " croft," which literally means,
" three acres and a cow."

Finally the work around Aberdeen was com-
pleted. The kind young people connected with
the meeting were seen for the last time, and a
few riin,.' d.wn to the station to see us off. We
left, impressed with the valuable position and
genuineness of the isolated members of our de-
nomination in that northern portion of bonnie
Scotland. I hope that other Friends who fre-
quently tour tor recreation in Great Britain,
will recollect to visit the interesting and beauti-
ful Granite City. Wm.C. Allen.

Carlyle was not himself the finest type of
goodni --. vet he was honest enough to say that
the best persons he found in London, when be
came to live in it, were the religious people.
S • it i- everywhere. Those who come out on
the Lord's side are usually the truest and wor-
thies! of characters. There are.no doubt, hypo-
crites in the Church, but not so many as carp-
ing critics allege. Many may be deceived and

i irt of the required measure of duty and
:

i iking the largest allow-
ance tor the untrue and the unworthy, the real
worth of a community i- in our Christian
churches. Some g 1 people may be outside
of tli. .11. bm they are the exception, not the
rule. Tie.- who truly love Christ, and are re-

ce, will almost invariably
find their way int., Ids visible kingdom. Thev

"'
l : " home in the world, and will seek

their own in some Christian brotherhood.—The

THOUGHTS OF HEAVEN.
No sickness there-

No weary wasting of the frame away,

Xo fearful shrinking from the midnight air,

No dread of summer's hot and fervid ray
;

N.. hidden grief-
No wild and cheerless vision of despair,

Xo vain petition for a swift relief,

Xo tearful eyes, no broken hearts are there.

Care has no home
In all the realm* of ceaseless prayer and song !

lis billows melt away and melt in foam
Far from the mansions of the spirit throng.

The storm's black wing
Is never spread athwart celestial skies!

Its wailings blend not with the voice of spring,

As suae too tender flower droops and dies.

No night distils

Its chilling dews upon the tender frame,
Xo moon is nee led there ! the light which fills

That land of glory from its Maker caoie!

Xo parted friends

Oe'r mournful recollections have to weep!
Xn bed of death enduring love attends

To watch the coming of a pulseless sleep.

Xo battle word
Startles the sacred host with fear and dread !

The song of peace creation's morning heard,
Is sung wherever angel minstrels tread !

Let us depart,

If home like this awaits the weary soul !

Look up, thou stricken one ! Thy wounded heart
.Shall bleed no more at sorrow's stern control.

With Faith our guide,
White-robed and innocent to lead the way,
Why fear to plunge in Jordan's swelling tide,

And find the ocean of eternal day!

•PEACE."

JULIA C R. DOVE.

1 deeper down and examine our
",w " "'

i esses which
though hidden from the world, and .

n to Him with whom we
• do, wle, seeth not as man seeth, Such

anexa :«'"» will take Hon, us all di
to boast, and cause us to turn to the Holy Spirit

Divin. life and growth.
Only as He guides and animates us will our
resolutions be goodorwii

Ere our dear Saviour spoke the parting word
To those who loved Him best when here below,

While deep emotion every bosom stirred.
He said, " My peace I give you ere I go?"

His peace—sweet peace ! As falls the summer dew
i in drooping Bowers, so fell those words of cheer

I'pt.n the earnest hearts that dimly knew
What they, like their dear Lord* must suffer here.

His peace—Christ's peace! A gift most rare and
strange

!

Xever was anght so precious given before!
Vain trifler he, who would that, gift exchange
For all the riches of Golcouda's shore.

His peace— his blessed peace ! Xot joy, the bright
bewildering sprite that charmed their early vears,

When, with youth's ro-es crowned, and clad in 'light,
Her radiant eyes had ne'er been dimmed by tears,

Bill Peace that walks with Patience side by side
Bearing heaven's seal upon her pure, calm face;

< bild ..I Mih ims-mii, whatso'er betide,
She wears the white robes of celestial grace.

For -'The Friend."
MUSINGS.

1 am sitting ab.ne by my fireside,
And the winds are murmuring low,

lhcy whisper of bygone pleasures
As the shadows come and go.

I am sitting alone and dreaming
< If .lavs thai ne'er come again,

' 'I youthful hopes and longings,
' If life untouched by pain.

Ah me! those days were joyous-
No clouds hung o'er the way,

'

1 " dun life's glurious sunrise,'
Or chill youth's first glad day.

'''"' tl nighl came all too quickly,
And the morning slipped auav"

only shadowv outlines,
And skies of cheerless gray

I am thinking of loving faces,

Who cheered life's checkered way,
And passed to homes in far-off lands,

And some to endless day.

And still I am sitting, dreaming
,

But the vision fades away,
Leaving only realities lingering
As the light surrounds the day.

For, by my side dear faces smile
Of loved ones who yet rem.iin

;

So with hands clasped tight, in a closet

We pass on till the shadows wane.

The Passing of Pugilism.

There is now no inch of soil in the Unil
States where prize fighting can be legally

J

rieil on. Congress passed a bill lately,
j

the President promptly signed it, which msj
it a crime in the District of Columbia, or in J
Territory of the United States, or iu any s

J
of country under Federal control, to hol«|

prize fight. This is a final victory for gj
morals and humanity over a species of en*
tainment that has come to rank with bull n; it

and other degrading sports.

The time was when the prize fights were (|
sidered a very choice kind of amusement fori
general public, and up to within a quarter .«
century or so it has been quite possible to hi
them in certain portions of the United Stl
without very much fear of legal interfere aj

But the public standard of morality is so ml
higher than it used to be that prize 'fighting I
become as intolerable to the public consci<fl
as duelling, the lottery, and other forms of \2
No clearer proof of this could be asked than

ft

entirely successful eS'orts by the Governojj
Arkansas and the Governor of Texas in 9
venting the threatened encounter between <fl

bet and Fitzsimmons. All that the skill o:V<

genious lawyers could do to circumvent the ;W

was done. A serious flaw was found in le

statutes of Texas, so that the Governor see id

powerless to prevent the encounter, for w!A
extensive preparations were made, and thehifl
keepers expected to reap a rich harvest f «
the horde of roughs and toughs who would f k

to the State to see the exhibition. But le

Governor felt that the disgrace was too gl
for the State to endure, and he called a spt at

session of the Legislature and had a new M
enacted which obviated the legal objection to

the old one, and the fight did not come off.
jWe say that these successful efforts to rjs|

the pugilistic lawbreakers are indicative ;«i

sound public conscience. This country is a "|§
large one, and there are places where "the p< Ce

supervision is not and cannot be very effece.

That these species of brutes who want to set in

upon man in a sort of wolfish encounter sh.ld

not be able to find a spot in all this cou \j
where they can do so safely is a matter ofba
keenest satisfaction. Henceforth those who £e

a brutal enjoyment in the fighting of men ;;|er

the rules of the prize ring must go to some obr
country, and the so-called manly art mustle-
come a lost art.

It is a good time to point out to those jio

think the world is going to the bad, who^y
the moral tone of society is lower than it w
to be, and who indulge in the most gloomy :*e-

bodings of the future, that they misread m
signs. There is a whole series of indicaine
going to show that the moral tide is rising fl?

stead of falling. There was a time when 6 a©

of the people of this country looked with ire

or less tolerance on the slave trade. With »

generation millions of our citizens have defet «i
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sjvery. The custom of duelling was at one time

iiiost
universal ; and the sad fate of the great

ancier, Alexander Hamilton, is one of the
wfs of the hold which this bloody custom

<jce had upon men of honor. The slave trade

ij the world has been almost entirely broken
{; all of the continents except one are practi-

dlly free from slavery
;
piracy has disappeared

i>m the high seas. This shows that there is

J upward movement in the world as well as in

p United States. The standard of the world
arising. The next evil to go will be privateer-

ig, and letters of marque and reprisal may
iver again be issued by any civilized nation.
We have also banished the lottery. That was
form of iniquity which seemed to be deeply
lated in one of our States ; but in one of the
ust brilliant contests ever waged against wrong
\ an aroused conscience, it was finally and
i-ever defeated and banished from the soil of
je United States; not only so but iis business
dnDot be carried through our mails, which have
ho been purged by rigid enactment of the vile

Ude of indecent literature. We also recall with
jeat satisfaction the outcome of the steady and
hg-drawu battle against the vicious practices

< the Oneida Community in this State. So
free was the light that beat upon that institu-

(>n that it was compelled to reform itself and
feu remove to another country. It is in the
1st decade that the Mormons have surrendered
filygamy as an article of their faith and have
jomised henceforth to respect the conscience
I the country. There will be an end to the
domination in form as well as in fact when
en who have contracted such marriages have
tesed away, they having agreed meautime to

|: the husband of one wife only.
These are great moral victories; and as we

re leaving these old and closed issues behind
;i we are taking a higher stand on all moral
iiestions and are pressing the fight against other
iiquities. One of the most persistent forms of
ce among us is gambling. We have had some
'rtable success in the past few years in our at

impts to control this evil. In this State we
live put. prohibition of it and of kindred evils

•to our constitution ; in New Jersey the worst
irm of race-track gambling has been broken
ip, and it is proposed to change the constitution
f that State so as to prevent any future Legis-
'.ture from being led by any influence to favor
iis form of public vice. We are the stronger to

>mbat this aud other evils because we'have
>ught good fights in the past and have had such
otable victories.

There is nothing discouraging in the outlook.
f the great drink evil seems at times to have
ie better of us and we see little signs of pro-
Tess; if social vice is still terribly prevalent
'niongus; if gambling still exists in portions
f the country without legal molestation, we
lust take encouragement from the past and be-
eve that we shall conquer by and by.
The course of humanity is onward and up-

ward, not downward. The'leaven of Christianity
I working among the nations, bringing them
lore into harmony with one another, more into
armony with the highest teachings of God's
aw. At the close of the nineteenth century
here is more of Christianity, more of Christian
norality, more of the highest type of humanity,
uore of brotherliness among men, and a higher
nd better civilization than the world has ever
:nown.— The Independent.

Light From Egypt.

We may learn to acquire firmness
•ny diminution of fou

'

ithout

The great progress made during the past two
decades in the department of archeology has
been a source of great profit and delight to the
lovers of truth, and especially to the biblical
student. The explorations carried on in Greece,
Asia Minor, and the islands of the sea have in-

directly contributed to the solution of some Old
Testament problems. The importance of these,
however, compared with the light which has
come to us from the valleys of the Tigris, Eu-
phrates, and the Nile, has been insignificant.

Thajdiscoveries made in the land of the Pharaohs
have been numerous and wonderful, and so im-
portant that many a pet theory of the more de-
structive critics had to be abandoned because
their conclusions have been proven unfounded
and contrary to existing facts.

^

The sepulchral palaces ofAbydos,Beni Hasan,
Sakkarah, and other places after centuries of
profoundest silence have at last spoken, and that
in a language so clear and distinct that no one
can mistake the message. No one will pretend
to say that all the hieroglyphs, hieratic writings,
and the enigmatical paintings have been fully
deciphered, for it is well known that there still

remaius a vast field which is unexplored. Never-
theless, our light is such as to enable us to speak
with much authority upon the antiquities of an-
cient Egypt, Enough is known to establish be-
yond contradiction that the Egyptians were
highly civilized at least 3200 B. & Not only
had the arts of writing, painting, and sculpture
attained a high degree of prefection during the
early dynasties, but also the gold and silver-
smiths had become quite skilful in their trades.
Egyptian chronology is not a settled question,
but there can be but little doubt that the people
of Egypt lived in luxury and elegance long be-
fore Abraham and his fair bride visited the court
of Pharaoh.
The recent discoveries of M. de Morgan at

Dashour have been the most important of mod-
ern times. In these tombs or pyramids belong-
ing to the Twelfth Dynasty—perhaps 2500 B.
C.—werefound such perfect specimens of work-
manship in gold, silver, precious stones, ivory,
etc., so exquisite in all their details, as to justify
the remark of a connoisseur that by the side of
them "the famous jewelry of Ah-hoteph looks
poor and degenerate." It has been estimated
that the commercial value of these treasures
cannot be much less than half a million dollars.
How effectually does such a find as this forever
silence those great and learned men—persons
of recognized scholarship aud standing in the
first ranks of biblical critics—who within a few-

decades boldly asserted that the workmanship
described in the construction of the tabernacle
in the wilderness was of such a nature as to ex-
clude forever the ideaofthe possibility offashion-
ing so elaborate a tent with its elegant furniture
in the time of Moses. What strange feelings
must come over such theologians when thev gaze
upon these recovered treasures lately deposited
in the Gizeh Museum i

Then take again that other very rich find,
though of entirely different character, yet none
the iess important, the Telel-Amarna tablets.

Tel-el-Amarna was for a short time the capital
of Amenophis IV. The tablets here unearthed
comprise a long list of letters and dispatches of
various kiuds to the rulers of Egypt. They are
either from independent kings friendly to Egypt
or from viceroys or generals in Asia Minor,°Ar-
menia, Babylonia, Syria, aud various towns in

Palestine, some half a dozen from Jerusalem it-

self. These letters if put together would make
a volume twice the size of tin- Book of Genesis.
Truly a wonderful collection, and from a liter-

ary standpoint of immense value tor that early
age.

Though not definitely known when Ameno-
phis IV reigned, it is acknowledged very gen-
erally that thU collection of clay or brick letters
cannot havi been later than tile exodus of the
Israelities from Egypt. Soi if them, according
to Major Conder and Dr. Zimmern, contain
references to the Hebrew conquest of Canaan.
This interesting correspondence points very clear-
ly to a high state of civilization over a very large
extent of territory. The incidental allusions
found therein prove that Egypt and the other
countries mentioned were skilled in war, nut
only on laud, but, what is of much greater im-
portance, also on s,_.a . While speaking of naval
warfare we might be pardoned forgiving a state-
ment published in the August number of Biblia,
which is truly wonderful. It is that M. de Mor-
gan's latest excavations at Sakkarah have been
attended with the most unexpected success. He
has discovered a buried fleet of the old empire,
with masts, sails, ami rigging complete. One
of the ships measures thirty-nine meters in length.
But, to return to the Tel-el-Amarna tablets^
might say that the tributes exacted from the
dependencies of Egypt and the voluntary gifts
exchanged between various countries point to a
thorough knowledge of agriculture as well as
many of the arts and useful tra.les. One of the
chief values of these tablets is that thev prove
the prevalence of the art of writing in pre-Mo-
saic times, aud thus overthrow the objection,
formerly urged with such satisfaction, against
the Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch, since" they
claimed with much plausibility, the art of writ-
ing books was not known at" the time of the
great Hebrew legislator.

The art of embalming in vogue among the
Egyptians from a very remote age is another
proof of their skill. Whoever will examine the
subject will be convinced that thev possessed
not a little knowledge of various chemicals, for
they did their work in such a way as to defy
the ravages of time. The cloths wrapped around
their mummies was of so fine a texture as to as-

tonish modern weavers. The building of such
massive monuments, to say nothing of the ex-
quisite decorations of their tombs, is stiil a won-
der of the ages. This and the irrigation of the
Fayoum by means of a long canal as early as
the time of Amenemhat prove that they must
have been versed in the principles of mechanics
and civil engineering.

Many of the sublime passages in the Book of
the Dead demonstrate the fact that the earlv
Egyptians had lofty ideas of God, retribution
in another life, and the immortality of the soul.
Much might be said on this line, but this is not
the time for it. Since then these things are so,

it is the height of folly to depress the age of
Hebrewsacred writings and institutions, to main-
tain that the lofty ideas of the Pentateuch could
not have been of Mosaic origin, or that the
Psalms ascribed to David belong to a later age
because the sweet singer of Israel was too bar-
barous, worldly-minded, and unspiritual to write
the beautiful hymns bearing his name.

Indeed, the more attention we give to arch;e-
ology the more clearly does it appear that the
human race, in many countries, was highly civi-
lized at a very remote period in the world's his-
tory. There is a fact, however, which must not
be overlooked, namely, that, though there has
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growtb and progress from

_ n iiin_', [here have been also p
iti :i ami decay. Whatever may be said

igress was not a constant

factor in tin- history of any ancient nation.

and great as the civilization of ancient

Egypt must have been, it is now almost univer-

-i iuformed that

Egyptian culture was not indigenous to that

country, hut that its origin must he sought iu

the valleys of the Tigris or Euphrates, rather

than anywhere al ing the Nile. Recent discov-

eries have gone tar to establish the fact that the

ancient Egyptian was not a NegrOj but a Cauca
Biao, who came to Egypt over "that bridge of
nations." the Isthmus of Suez. The three very
ancient statues unearthed from beneath the Pto-

lemaic temple at Koptos by Professor Petrie,

though rule an. I primitive in their workman-
ship, yet, as tar as they prove anything, prove
that the prehistoric Egyptian must have come
from across the Red Sea.

The las' ten years have witnessed a general'
revival in the study of Egyptology, and yet, as

Professor Mahaffy has shown in a recent paper,
though considerable progress has been made iu

this interesting study and great results have
been obtained, our knowledge of the language
has not kept pace with the discoveries. He is

probably wrong in claiming that we have not
advanced materially beyond Champollion and
Young, who furnished tis the keys with which
to unlock the storehouses of Egyptian lore. At
the -ame time, according to this eminent au-
thority, our knowli dge of Egyptian is confined
to prose historical writings, which " we can read
with reasonable certainty. Poems and moral
treatises are -till sealed hooks to those who are
not satisfied with guessing." Strange to say,
our acquaintance with the hieroglyphic is far

than that with the hieratic writings. Im-
perfect, however, as our progress has been in
the Egyptian, sealed as are many of the ancient
document- of this land, as far as we have been
aide to decipher the monuments, nothing has

found to bring discredit upon the writ-
ings of Moses and the prophets. ( )„ the other
hand, many a biblical statement has heen ex-
l'.
lal I and confirmed inns; unexpectedly by

For " The Friexd."

Incident in the Life of

Stephen (irellet.

[The Friend who sends the following article

says: "The incidents mentioned in the enclosed
are reliable, being recently derived from S.

G relief's daughter."]

At one time during the early period of
Stephen Grellet's ministry, he became strongly
impressed with the feeling that it was his duty
to take a long journey into what was then
the backwoods of America, and engage in re-

ligious service with some woodcutters who were
felling timber. The journey was a lonelyyme,
and he reached the place which he felt he had
been directed to, only to find the shanties d,

serted by the woodcutters, who had gone further
into the inaccessible depths of the forest, where
it would be impossible to trace them. One of
the shanties was a large one, and had evidently
been used by the woodcutters as a place for
cooking and eating their meals. Into this he
entered, and under a sense of Divine guidance
delivered his message, as he supposed, to the
empty walls, after which his mind was relieved,
and he returned home, and the incident soon
passed out of his recollection.

Many years after Stephen Grellet visited

these Bide lights. Yes, some passes whose
authenticity has been suspected have been abun-
dantly vindicated, verifying the words of Peter;

I be word • f the I. ird abideth forever"
Delaware, 0.

_ lm: BlsnoP i and Bristol Dr
Ellicott, is now oneofthi oldesl bishops ou the
bench, and i- very lane. The reason is this-
-Many years ago he was in a terrible railway ac-
cident, in which both legs were broken. Though
:1 ".'-' a

:
was speedily offered him, he at once

refused to be removed, as, at a little

'""; ,

.

IV
';

1 ' er &* ™™<>f the engine, astoker,
too firmly wedged to be moved. Be accordingly
got himself laid beside the dying man, and plotUw

;

lv " l

',"V"
thing hislas ments. When

"i the stoker died, and the bishop was
1 home, his legs bad stiffened in their

broken position, and , Id not be prope,
I

II lame ever since.— C/l
'

stutn Advi

Europe on religious service. Crossing Lond
Bridge one day a stranger somewhat rudely
took hold of him with the remark, " I have
found you at last ; I have got you at last." He
replied that he did not know him. The man
added, "Did you not preach on a certain day
and at a certain place in the backwoods of
America." Stephen then recalled the incident
above related, and said, " Yes, but I saw no one
there to listen." The man replied, " I was there,"
and then proceeded to state that he was meas-
urer for the wood cutters, and having found
after they had left the place and located else-
where that one of his important tools had been
left behind, he returned for it, On approaching
the shanty he heard a voice in it, and looking
through a crack iu the wall saw Stephen preach"
mg. He listened and felt deeply convicted of
sin, though he did not make his presence known.
He returned to his men, but the words be heard
had taken deep hold upon him. He further
told how, through what he then heard, he ulti-
mately became a changed man, and was in-
strumental in the conversion of a number of
the woodcutters, who were grossly immoral,
three of whom became missionaries.
The stranger added, " I became possessed of
trong desire to see you and tell you that I

that your serin in in our old quarters had
been the means of converting many

G. V
Wh,

rr<Y -When men c,

tisfied with Christ as their all

. which feels not
- its proper nutri-

Ion the ashes of idolatry.—Mil

they fall

the want of the livin

ment, w

tere the Canaries Come From—A greatmany of our finest singers come from Italy and
Fral but '"»il we read it in an English
new-paper some days ago, we never knew'that
-".nany carries on a very large trade in then^nng am exporting of canaries, and that the^•stestablis entm the world for the breed-

:'' creatures, is situated within the do-mains o that empire, away up among t he Hart/Mountains of Prussia. From this and the fewsurrounding, hut much smaller nurseries no

For "The Friend.'

A Message of Peace.
Who among you have heard the glad evang.

of the angels on Bethlehem's hills, as they san
"Glory to God in the highest, and on earl
peace, good-will toward men?" Thus was tl

birth of the King of Glory, the Prince of Peac
ushered into this world by the heavenly hos
But, oh, how sad to think, that after his won
of wisdom have been heard in the world, whic
he came to save, for nearly two thousand yeai
the nations professing to be his followers aretl

:

foremost in the arts of cruel war. Had half tl

wealth and service laid on the altar of Moloc
been dedicated to the service of Christ, the wor !

would long ago have been Christianized.
As God the Father sent his Son into the wor ;

to do his will, so does Christ send his servant!
in the power of his Spirit, to do his will. At

'

as Christ did this will by suffering and gentl
ness, so, in like manner, must his servants d
" Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall I

called the children of God."
His parting legacy to his beloved discipl

was this, "Peace I leave with you; my pea.
1 give unto you ; not as the world give'th gi<
I unto you. Let not your heart be trouble
neither let it be afraid" (Jno. xiv. 27). T|ffl
who serve not the Lord Jesus, and who oiHim not as the king of the Jews, serve anotb,
prince, of whom Jesus Christ says, "The prin,
of this world cometh, and hath nothing in mi

If Christ's kingdom were of this world, th«
con ,1 his servants fight, but He calls them o <

of the world, and out from the spirit that rule!
there. In the kingdom of heaven, where Chri
reigns, nothing is found but love, peace <rentl
ness meekness and the like, whereas hatre
murder, bloodshed, rapine and theft are the i

variable accompaniments of war. He foreto i

his disciples, " Ye shall hear of wars, and rumo
-t war but his accompanying command to hi
disciples ,s, "See that ye be not trouble,!
(Matt, xxiv: 6). As Christ loved us, we beii
enemies, and died for us, whilst we yet remain.,
iu that state, so does He command u=> "Lo'l
your enemies.

. . .. Do good 'to the ' 1
that hate you, and pray for them that despit
fully use you and persecute you, that ye may i

thechildren ofyour Father, which is in heaven:
Let the world then justify its terrible dee:

st it may, as for us we are taught tb i

We, and he that dwelleth
God

dwelleth in God." This love extends to all me
even to those who are enemies, and love cann
hurt his fellow.

Oil, let us pray that God will hasten the tin
' when nation shall not lift up sword again
nation, neither shall they learn war any more*
but that all men may accept the gracious inv
tation "Come ye, and let us walk in the lig
of the Lord.
And as we, who know Him, and the powi

of his coming, are, as the house of God, gather,
together to meet and commune with Him, a
cording to his promise, as we worship at his fe,

He will breathe his Spirit upon our souls,
spirit that breathes peace and love to all met
So that, as children of men, yet, by adoptio
children of God, our response to the an^e
message will be, " Blessed be the King th
cometh m the name of the Lord; peace
heaven and glory in the highest" (Luke xi:

W. W. B.
:

Neither love nor liv

customs of the world.
e in the vain lusts ai:
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Mi

iN old teacher of mine once sent a young

B j to the black-board to solve a problem in

»l;bra. The young man worked faithfully

th entire period lor the recitation, but failed

toeach a solution. The next day he was as-

ji<ed the same problem with a like result. The

th'il day the voting man, having become dis-

coraged, said": " Professor, I have tried every

pcible wav of solving this problem and I can't

soje it." Whereupon the professor suggested

th'. he examine the conditions of the problem

toee if it could be solved, and to his chagrin,

hebuml that for three days he had been try-

in to solve an impossible problem, but he had

leined a lesson he never forgot, viz: when asked

to o a thing, first of all to decide whether it

eo,d be done ; or when asked why a thing is so,

fir of all to determine whether or not it is so.

Scin discussing a theme, it is well, first of all,

to leariy and definitely define its contents be-

fo. attempting its explication.— Christian Con-

senior.

The Lord God of heaven and earth, who

secheth the heart, knows that we who are called

Qikers, have no secret things or hidden prin-

ci es among us to win people to ; but as we have

or-elves bem won to the simplicity and plain-

Df. of Truth, as it is in Christ Jesus, and walk

tb/ein, so it is the single desire of our hearts

toning nun thither, when they may have the

demonstrations of God's Spirit and hear the true

wiess speaking truth in their own consciences.

Al indeed it was great matter of satisfaction

tour hearts, when the Lord turned us to bis

T th, that we found it to be no new thing, but

tit which we had witnessed and experien

inhe days of our former profession. For we
urjl remembered that we had been acquainted

w 1 it then ; and God now gives us the true

ar! certain sense that all the prayers, and know-

le;e, and understanding of the Scriptures, faith,

W?, zeal, meekness, patience, humility, and

wUever we then had which was dear unto us

at precious in the eye of God, came from this

Sfrit of life, this principle of life, which God
h?h now manifested to us, and turned our minds

uJo."—I. Peninejton.

Items.

Yhat Folloivcda Trialfor Arson.—Two years ago
I >ntributed several articles to the Local Xt us on

(('subject ofsecret societies. The Hartford Courard

hi lately published the tacts of a recent remarka-
b case,'which I do not think formed the burden
01 ny telegram from that locality that I have seen.

onie time ago a certain Dr. Griswold set fire

tnome buildings in order to get the insurance.
H was arretted, iried, found guilty, and sentenced

teen years' imprisonment. Under the Masonic
": i Griswold bad confessed the matter to a Dr.
Jikson, but the latter, believing bis duty to so-

ciy and State a paramount consideration, and
ii' to be overthrown by extra-judicial oaths, testi-

fy to Griswold's guilt at the trial. For doing
tl. Dr. Jackson was expelled some time ago,

('•elftli Month 24th last), from his lodge in Hart-
fril, the Courant giving a copy of the document l trust n ; s client's case with a good man
weh state* in conclusion that the action thus I i: »».„ »n ^iminn hut hh/Ip I

who tri

who sei

lor his

t;en again-t Jackson was " for gross un-Mas
ciduct." The charge against him was for

"

jury decisions'?" It is noteworthy that while the

Masons have expelled Dr. J., they -till retain Dr.

G. in good and regular standing on their member-
ship roll.

A worthy Christian citizen of Boston, Ezra I.

Mclntire, who entered the Masonic lodge at Ply-

mouth, Maine, was later a member of another lodge

in Cambridge, Mass., became a Royal Arch Mason,

a Knight Templar in DeMolay Ccmunaudery, Ko-

ton, a member of the Lodge of Perfection there,

and also high in the Odd Fellows' Order, enjoying

the banquets and suppers, while he followed his

occupation of raising fa-t horses for the rare course,

experienced a radical change of heart," so that he

was forced to declare "he could not stay in tin-

lodge and keep his spiritual life." Declaring his

experience at a public meeting in Boston, so recenl

as the fifteenth day of last month, he gave a testi-

mony, which is corroborative of_the Hartford

Courant's queries, when he said:

version I telt bound to keep m;

tion and protect a brother Mason, even if he was a

bad man. If Dr. Jackson had kept his Masonic

obligation, he would never have told of Dr. Gris-

wold. I am now the Lord's, and have no need of

Masonic protection."

—

Josiah W. Leeds.

— Dr. Henry M. Field has been attending the

session of the National Editorial Association at Si.

Augustine, Fla., at which there were present three

hundred and fifty-six editors. He looked them

over as they were seated at table in the dining-

room of the Royal Poinceianna, and he was struck

by their abstinence. He says:

"Sitting near the entrance of the hall, and thus

seeing from end to end, I did not see a single man
touch a glass of wine or mug of lager beer 1 Father

Nugent, from Liverpool, spoke of it with amaze-

ment, saying that in England, if over three hundred

men sat down together at the table, they would

not rise up before some of them would show the

effects of liberal potations! I confess that I was

surprised at what I could have hardly believed

except for the te-timony of my own senses, but

which was most gratifying, not only for the edi-

torial profession, but for the country which they

represent."

—The charitable bequests under wills reported

during the pastyear in England amounted to over

$7,250,000, the yearly averasre being about |5,500,-

000. Recently proved wills include that of Sir

Henry Ponsonby, private secretary to the Queen,

8355,415; Henry Glutton, of Reigate, surveyor to

the Ecclesiastical Commissioner-, 8S7S.305; Mary

Deacon, of London, 8243,015. leaving $2,500 each

to the Soeietv for Promoting Female Education in

the East and the School of Discipline for Girls,

Chelsea ; SI, 250 each to the Church Missionary So-

ciety and the Church Pastoral Aid Society, and

$1,000 each to the Mildmay Conference Hall and

the Youmr Women's Christian Association, Bel-

gravian Institute: John Collins, of Winchmore
Hill, 8641.965, bequeathing 85,000 each to the

Butchers' Charitable Institution, Walham Green,

the Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution, and

the Asylum for Idiots, Earlswood, Sir Edward

Paul, $988,470.

—A lawyer in Chicago was defending a man for

issuing a Vile newspaper. He began the defence

by challenging everv juryman called who was a

member of a Christian Church. He could not

This w

complimentary to religion, but made hi, own b

work probably easier.

• restler in the fight of faith, do little more to

i rain the moral force of the mere admirer than

the applause of the idling spectator in the • Ireek

games to furnish his undisciplined frame with

the sinew- of the victorious athlete. By an ex-

perience inherent as is the pulsing of the heart's

blood through the vein- must man's religious

life mature, and as inalienably is the power se-

cured his own. There is neither promise nor

possibility of any other way.

—

Latt Paper.

Ax interesting event in the early life of W.
P. was the vi>it he paid in 1669 to Thomas Loe.

A bond of unalterable affection existed between

these two, and hearing that T. L. was at the

point of death, William arose from his own sick-

bed and hastened to him. The dying minister,

taking the young man by the hand, bade him

a loving farewell, using these word- :
" Hear thy

cross, and stand faithful to God: then will He
give thee an everlasting crown of glory, that

shall not be taken from thee. There is no other

way that shall prosper, than that which the

holy men of old walked in. God hath brought

immortality to light, and life immortal is telt.

His love overcomes my heart. Glory be to his

name forevermore!"

—

Tht United Friend.

his in oblisrati n in divulging the

ave an instance herese-ets of a hrother." W
o mperium in imperio.

he Courant. which has not the fear of a great
Pt of the daily press about lookiug into the true
8te of such matters, in commenting on the affair,

isif the opinion that it "goes to show that Ma-
stic confederation is rightly open to the suspicion
o.lesiring to shield crime when the same happens
toe committed by a member. One of the com-
ffsion (of investigation appointed by the lodge)

No Progress by Proxy for the Soul.—

A

vital, not a mechanical, a personal, not a sub

stituted, process, is the development of the spir-

itual nature. Saints may preach and pray be-

fore us, and yet the inert soul gain no transform-

ing glimpses of things invisible. The conclusions

of Bible students superficially appropriated can-

not give deepest conviction and peace. Senti-

ments of the warmest approval toward a noble

Liee Better than Philosophy.—To come
nto right relations with God involves no syste-

natic philosophizing. We do not need to re-

gard Him as a collection of " attributes," nor to

consider ourselves as having a " heredity" or an

"environment." God's invitation to come to

Him as children to a father is simple enough;

his wish to have us like himself is evident enough.

We have no business to worry about the prob-

lem of evil while we ourselves are unwilling to

turn our backs on evil ; we have no concern with

our impotency and poverty until we have begun

to render to God the things that are God's and

have exerted ourselves to glorify Him. The way
to find out whether the Gospel is true is, not to

debate with it or to philosophize over it, but to

live it.

—

S. S. Times.

Odious Attributes.—I cannot endure to be

mistaken, or suffer my purer affections to be

soiled with the odious attributes of covetousness

and ambitious falsehood.— Wentworth.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 29, 1896.

Although there are many sources of discour-

agement to the concerned members of the So-

ciety of Friends at this time, yet there is cause

not to cast away all hope, nor to relinquish our

efforts to promote the cause of Christ. Having
attended several of our meetings for discipline

within a short time past, we thought there were

evidences furnished that we are not a forsaken

people.

At a late Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia for the Western District, a propo-

sition was introduced that the Monthly Meeting

should take charge of what may be termed a
" home mission " movement in West Philadel-

phia, which had been under the care of a tem-

perance association of Friends. It was some-

what fully canvassed and led to the expression

of some wholesome sentiments—but it was not

united with by the meeting. From the state-

ments made, it appeared that this mission work

had not been conducted altogether in harmony
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e views and practices of Friends. Al-

though some who favored it might not desire

that th • case, yet we bi lieve that

in it.- practical carrying out, those in control

would, almost certainly, imitate the ways of at-

tracting people which have been adopted by
-. and that practically it would be a means

rering or frittering away some of the testi-

which we haw felt called upon to up-

bold t'i the world.

ine of service into which Friends were

called by the Head of the Church is a spiritual

I hat. and undertake to

labor • n an • notional line, we shall be but

ind inefficient imitators of the Salvation

Army and of other religious organizations ; and

shall forfeit the place assigned to u< in Christ's

army, and lose the blessing which attends faith-

n our calling. Thi re would then be no

existence, and we might

with propriety disband our organization, and
• exist as a distinct body of professors.

The conclusion of the meeting in this case

was relieving and comforting.

At Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, held

Second Month 3rd, our attention was called to

the importance of elevating those who came
under the influence of Friends to the standard
of the principle-- professed by our Society. It

i- a mistake to lower our doctrines and testi-

monies with the hope of thereby attracting con-
I iiir object ought to be to bring people

to the reception of the Truth, not to increase

our own n u m hers.

A camion was extended against our members
visiting the meetings of the Salvation Army out

-ty. The serious earnestness of those
i tie rein does not render their meetings

a proper place for us to indulge iii an idle in-

pii-iiiv. ne--. especially as in so doing we coun-
tenance methods of worship inconsistent with
our principles.

The Quarterly Meeting concluded to hold
mee
all

niiltee to have the supervision of the.

\' I oncord Quarterly Meeting, held Sec d

Month 11th, a similar conclusion was c

:>'"l » joint committee of men and women
Friends appointed.

In the course of the meeting judicious advice
I ' • seek lor that quiet dependence

Divine will that would restrain from
entering into religious services without a proper

ind caution was extended against thi op
rror of spiritual slothfuli

IMARY 01 l.\ ENTS.
n ted Statesgold reserve at

l
1 1

- 1 1
1

;

for which the I. .mis u,r 1,1 |,:,ve Keen ,

!

I " naii >nal bank depositories
mmiitee lias selected Wm.

tings for Worship on Fifth-day evenings foi

Friend- in the city, and appointed a com
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Gather the Fragments.

'At a meeting among the colored people of

ichmond, Va., held in the Eleventh Month of

>75, after the people had assembled and set-

Id into quiet, one of the visitors explained to

13m that the ministers of the Society of Friends

llieved it safest for them not to speak to the

]ople, unless they felt their minds clothed with

f-newhat of that Divine love and authority

Mich would give force to their words. Hence,
teir meetings were often held partly or entirely

i silence. Yet. if every oue was engaged to

ideavor to feel the presence of the Almighty
i;0ut them, the time of silence would not be

•isted. They might hear preaching and pray-

ig and singing, but if their own hearts were

It touched with the love of God, and turned

i sincerity to Him, they would not be true

>rshippers, for true worship must be in Spirit

;,d in Truth, and it could be performed while

horing in our outward employments if the

'"art is turned to the Lord.

After an interval of silence, a minister arose,

ud from the parable of the Prodigal Son, illus-

ated the Divine goodness and mercy, that our
eavenly Father willeth that all should return,

pent and live. The preacher dwelt upon the

ft of the Holy Spirit, which had been given

all men, to lead and guide them to God and
dvation.

At another meeting, with a different congre-

ition, in the same city, the minister expressed
e thankfulness he had felt that the yoke of
>ndage and oppression, which had long rested

ion them, had been broken ; but, he said, it

as still more important to know a being set

ee from the law of sin and death, agreeably
' the declaration of the apostle, " There is now
id condemnation to them who are in Christ
esus, who walk not after the flesh, but after

ie Spirit, for the law of the Spirit of Life in

hrist Jesus hath set me free from the law of
n and death." This Spirit of Life had been
iven to them all, they had felt it reproving
nd condemning them when they had done
rong. Earnest desires were expressed that
ley might walk in the high and holy way
hich leads to life eternal. It would not do
lerely to come and sit for an hour or two, and
sten to preaching, etc.; they must individually

become worshippers of God in spirit and in

truth. They were exhorted, as they went about

their outward business, to turn their hearts in

prayer to God, that He would be pleased to

preserve them in temptation, and bring them

to his heavenly kingdom.
In the winter of 1875, two members of the

Society of Friends, who were visiting in the

Southern States, were at Wilmington, N. C, at

the time of the meeting of a conference of col-

ored Methodist preachers in that place. The
way was opened for their attendance at this

gathering, and one of them addressed the min-

isters, in a tender yet plain manner, quoting

the language of Samuel Fothergill, that the

passionate preacher had affected the passionate

hearer; both had been in raptures, and neither

profited. He expressed the uneasiness he had
felt on this account since being among them,

and also mentioned his desire that a blessing

might rest on their efforts for the good of those

over whom they were overseers.

His companion stated that he had been greatly

interested since coming among them, and had

rejoiced in meeting with those whom he could

own as followers of the same Lord and Saviour,

but he believed there was need of more inward-

ness among them. Our blessed Lord had prom-

ised to come again to his disciples, and the

apostle said to the believers, " Know ye not

your own selves how that Jesus Christ is in you,

except ye be reprobates ?" But this Holy
Spirit, this grace that bringeth salvation, this

Divine light, was as a still, small voice, that

might be overlooked and unheard amid the

tumults of the passions. When Elijah stood in

the mouth of the cave, and the Lord passed by,

there was a great and mighty wind that rent

the rocks in pieces, and a whirlwind and an

earthquake—but the Lord was not in any of

these—then there came a still, small voice.

The doctrine of the internal work of Jesus

Christ was a precious one to the colored people,

who had been deprived of opportunities of edu-

cation by the depressing influence of slavery,

for though they were poor and ignorant, yet if

their hearts were turned to the Lord, and they

were concerned to wait upon Him, even when
their hands were employed in labor, He would

instruct them and lead them. And thus, al-

though poor as to this world, they might be-

come rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom of

heaven.

Our Saviour instructed his disciples not to be

like the scribes and pharisees, who made long

prayers, because, He said, your Father know-

eth what things you have need of, before you

ask Him. He also exhorted them to avoid the

practice of the heathens, who used vain repeti-

tions, and thought they should be heard for

their much speaking. Our approaches to the

throne of grace ought to be with that awe and

reverence which become the occasion. The tes-

timony was quoted which William Penn gives

of George Fox, that the most awful and reve

rent frame of spirit he ever beheld, was that of

George Fox in prayer, and it was an evidence

that he lived nearer to God than other men,

for they who knew Him best would see most

cause to bow in reverence before Him.
The bishop commended what had been said

to his ministers, and one of the presiding elders

clearly restated the concern of the visitors, that

true religion was a spiritual work, etc.

During the same journey, when at Augusta,

Ga., the same Friends met with the pastor of a

colored Baptist congregation, who was nearly

white. He had been brought up as a house

slave in a family near Augusta, and received

no literary education. But being possessed of

talents and ambition, he determined to learn,

and by listening to the children of the family,

gradually learned to read without its being

known to any one. It was part of his business

to take the children to and from school. As
they continued their studies, he still contrived

to keep in advance of them. One of his duties

was to take letters to the post office and receive

the mail. Being on familiar footing in the

family, he knew what the superscriptions were,

and soon familiarized himself with the written

names. His first practice in writing was with

his finger on a part of the floor which he was

required to wipe up every day. He would dip

his finger in the water when no one was about,

and thu3 he acquired a facility in writing. This

was a carefully guarded secret, as the know-

ledge of it might have led him into much suf-

fering. It was finally discovered in this way.

He most ardently loved his mother, from whom
he had been separated when very young, and

who, at this time, had been deceased for several

years. As a practice in writing, and to gratify

his affectionate feelings, he was in the way of

writing letters to her after he had retired to

his room at night. These were then destroyed.

But one day he carelessly left the letter lying

on his table when he went out in the morning

He was sent some two or three miles on an er

rand, and before his return, his mistress, hap

pening to go into the room, found the letter,

and he was compelled to acknowledge its au

thorship. She brought him pen, ink and paper

and made him write in her presence, to satisfy

her of his ability. He said it was a critical time

for him, as he might have been sent to hard field

work on the plantation, but his mistress was

kind, and gave him no trouble.

William J. White was the name of this in-

teresting man. He took the Friends to visit

different schools, among them the Augusta In-

stitute, where about fifty young men were being

trained for teachers or preachers. At the close

of the school, the visitors made some remarks,

pointing out to the scholars that true Gospel

ministry could only be exercised by the aid of

Divine grace, which must call to the work and

qualify for it, and that literary education was

not essential, for many of the early apostles

were unlearned and ignorant men, and yet emi-

nent instruments in turning many to righteous-

ness.
it

J. W.

The bitter cup is handed around to all in turn.
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A Visit to the Marl Pits.

(Concluded from i

In reflecting on the distribution of the strata

h Sand, nr Mar], so uniformly spread

over almost the whole of southern New Jersey,

and extei ding, there is reason to believe, many
milts under t lie waters of the ocean, it seemed

lo me a very remarkable phenomenon. I could

without much difficulty imagine that the silica

in the primitive rocks might by the action of

the wave- he ground down into gravels and

fvarious degrees of fineness, and these be

>pri -ad in layers as we find them, and so in like

manner I could trace the layers of clay to the

alumina present in the primaeval rocks— but

the small greeu grains of the Glauconite or

Green Sand there is no reason to suppose existed

in those rocks. I saw no way to account for

them, but by supposing chat tiiey were formed
under the ocean water, by the agency of some
minute form of organized life. Further investi-

gation showed that this is the theory adopted

by those geologists who have studied this sub-
ject. Among the smallest and simplest of ani-

mals are those which consist of a sort of gela-

tinous tissue or jelly, which, although without
any definite organ, is yet a living mass, and
performs those operations which are necessary

for its existence. It basthe power of protruding
filaments of its substance, and of absorbing them
into itself. When these filaments meet with a
minute alga? or infusorial aninialeuke on which
it feeds, they fasten to it, and it is drawn into

the jelly-like mass, which without any special
stomach seems to have the power of digesting
and incorporating the stranger into its own
substance.

When examined under the microscope, sea-
Hen found to contain numbers of very

.-mall shell.-, pierced with a number of holes.
These belong to one section of these lowly ani-
mal-, and are called Foraminifera, or hole-bear-
ing, from the Latin word foramen, a hole.

L. Figuer, a French scientist, says, " In the
most remote ages in the history of our planet,
these animals must have lived 'in innumerable
swarm- in the seas of the period

; they buried
themselves in the bottoms of the seas, and their
shell-, heaped upduring many ages, haveformed

ills ol great thickne.-.- and extent. Many beds
ot .-i-ciiiceou- formation are in a great part com-
posed of Foraminifera, and they exist in

numbers in the whitechalk, which reaches
troin ( lhampagne in France, nearly to the centre

""I The greater partof the Egyptian
pyramids is only an aggregation „f one .j,.-,-i,-,.

lue chalk so abundant in the basin of Paris is
almost entirely composed of Foraminifera. It
may be said thai Pari- and other greal centres
ol population which surround it are built with
the shells of these microscopic animals."

M. D'orbigny has satisfied him-clf, by micro-
scopic examination of sayds from all parts of
the globe, thai it i- the debris of Foraminifera
which forms, in all existing seas, those enor-

"" deposits which rai-e banks, obstrucl the
navigation in gulf- and straits, and till upports

ii shell or framework of
1 Ol marine animalcule. They are geil-
I microscopic size, but there , x'i-l -evci:,]
'hicb are visible to the naked eye. Lone

and slender filaments issue from the i

openings of the shells, which are very variablem form, a- they shrink and expand; and they
thing poisonous in then

tor the infusoria are at once paralysed in their
motion- when brought into contact with their
m.nute arm-. It il probably by this meant that

they succeed in catching their prey, for although

so small, they are unpitying flesh-eaters.

In some of the Foraminifera there is but a

single cell, surrounded by a shell— others con-

sist of several cells variously arranged in dif-

ferent species. The fossil species are generally

larger than those now existing. Foraminifera

are more abundant in warm than in cold cli-

mates.

When we come to examine our green marl, we
find numerous casts of the shells of Foraminifera

in it, confirming the statement of Ehrenberg,
the celebrated microscopist, that "the forma-

tion of green sand consists in a gradual filling

up of the interior spaces of the minute bodies,

with a green- colored mass, which forms therein

as a cast. It is a peculiar species of natural

injection, and is often so perfect that not only
the large and coarse cells, but also the very
finest caDals of the cell walls and all their con-

necting tubes are thus petrified and exhibit-

ed."

The formation of this green sand is now tak-

ing place on the floor of existing seas, under
the same conditions that existed in past geo-
logical ages. It has been found in many places
in the Gulf Stream and Gulf of Mexico, and
often in the form of well-defined casts.

The shells of the Foraminifera are composed
of carbonate of lime that had been dissolved in

the sea-water. There are other forms of minute
animals which select in like manner silica.

Sea water is mainly composed of water and salt,

with small portions of other materials. These
foreign matters, as they may be considered, are
constantly being added to by the rivers which
flow into the ocean, and the Great Ruler of the
universe seems to have given to these lowly or-

ganisms the task of preventing their accumulat-
ing to such a degree as to be unhealthy to the
animals that inhabit it. The formation of the
Glauconite in the cells of the animals is be-
lieved to be due to the organic matter they con-
tain, which acts chemically upon the materials
contained in the fine mud into which they sink
at the bottom of the ocean.

J. W.

For "The Friend."
As I sat by the fireside to-day, the love of

God so filled my heart, and the thoughts of his
wonderful goodness were so manifest to me, that
I was made to wonder how we, poor and un-
worthy of the least of his favors, could be so
blessed with the incomes of his holy presence.
But we may remember that not a sparrow falls
to the ground without his notice. Then how
much more are we the objects of his tender re-
gard, if we were only more willing to listen to
those gentle intimations that come to us, as
in the "silent watches," in the "stillness of' all
flesh 'we would truly "grow in grace," and
"mount upward" and be prepared to take our
places in the army and fight with might and
main " with weapons not carnal but spiritual "

the battles of the Lord. For truly the time
Dow is, when we should be deeply in earnest
and put on the " whole armor of God."
And I believe there never was a time when

l*>d was more desirous to help those who in
-mccrity are willing to humble themselves at the
feet ol Jesus. But He will not heed our call
until we have died to .-elf, and are ready to be
anything or nothing in his service, ready to say
No< my will but thine, O Lord, be done."

battles'

" L
' besoldiersof Ch«st, and fight bis

WlNOXA U.

For " The Friehd,'

Earliest Friends in America.
While engaged upon a family genealogy

have come upon some items relating to ve:

early Friends in this country. I send these I

The Friend, hoping not only that they will il

terest its readers, but also that some among the
'

may be able to add to our store of infbrmatio

and thus help to determine who were the ei

best Friends in America.
Mary Fisher and Anne Austin landed

Boston "in Fifth Month (now Seventh), 16E
and were supposed to have been the first Frien

to visit this country. After five weeks of it'

prisonnent they were banished to Barbados
without having had any liberty or been allow
to converse with any one except their pent

cutors. Two days after they sailed for Bar!
does, still prisoners, eight more English Frien
landed at Boston, and these also were cast ir

prison, where they remained for eleven wee)

when they were sent back to London. Th<!

are the first Friends of whom history tells u

but that there were Friends in fact if not
name, in the town of Sandwich, Mass., beft

that time there appears no doubt.
In the year 1653 Edward Perry of Sandwii

was married to Mary, daughter of Edmo
Freeman, by Friends' ceremony. The exil
date we do not know, as the leaf upon which

i

was afterwards recorded in the record book',
Sandwich Monthly MeetiDg, by the clerk (il
ward Perry himself), is gone from the boil
But this marriage is indexed as the first in th<l
records. The record of the marriage of ll
sister of Edward Perry to Robert Harper is siI
to be found in this old"book. It reads as folio*!

"Robert Harper and Deborah Perry tor]

one another in marriage in ye third monethf
ye yeare one thousand six hundred and fifis

and foure: 1654".

The wording of this record would indicfl
that they took each other after the custom F

Friends, and that they were not married ffl

either minister or magistrate.

Edward Perry and Mary Freeman wfl
probably the first in this country to be marr*
in this way, as their marriage seems to hi|1
attracted much unfavorable attention from m
Court of Plymouth. In the ancient records

f

Plymouth Colony, in Court Orders, Vol.!
page 46, we find "the following:

" 1653-4, March 7th. Bradford Gour.
j

"Edward Perry, for vnorderly proceedif,
contrary to order of Court about'bis marria),
is fined five pound : and Mr. Prence is orde 1

by the Court to see bis marriage ratifyed as

8

goeth home". On the same day: "ThotB
Tupper, for his negligence in not causing it-

ward Perry of Sandwidg to bee by him orde^
married : being by the Court appointed to may
p'sons there, was required henceforth to desi,

and is not entrusted with that business if
more".

" 1654 June 6th. Edward Perry for refusg
to have his marriage rattifyed before Mr. Pre je

according to order of Court, is fined five poia
for this p'sent Court, and soe five pound Ir

every Generall Court that shall bee during |o

time of bis neglect for the future".
We suppose Edward Perry to have beeia

preacher, and we know that he was a wrjr
upon religious subjects. Some of his writijs

were published in book form, though not uB
than one or two copies of this book are ij*

known to exist.

Edward Perry and some others in Sandwh
were undoubtedly Friends in principle, id
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jtibably in name, before Mary Fisher and Anne
justin lauded in Boston.

Christopher Holder and John Copeland, two

< the eight Friends who had been sent back to

.judoii upon their first arrival in the country

'thout having had any opportunity to teach

ieir principles, c.uue again the next year, land-

s' this time at Newport, R. I. They soon went

(Martha's Vineyard, where they staid but a

fort time. We are told that an Indian was

Ired by the Governor of the island to take

tern to the mainland, he not approving of

fcir preaching. They lauded at Falmouth in

Sxth (now Eighth) Month, 1657, and went di-

jctly to Sandwich. It is possible that they

fcyhave known of Friends at Sandwich before

jis visit.

,The Plymouth records show that the persons

^iom we know to have been members of Saod-

ich Monthly Meeting later, held meetings at

te house of one of their number before these

to English Friends visited them. As the only

seount of these meetings which we have comes

lim their opposers, we cannot tell just how they

\>re conducted.

Six mouths before Christopher Holder and

,jhn Copeland landed at Falmouth, the records

{ Plymouth Court had the following:

"1656-7 Feb. 3. Bradford Gour.

!:
|" Att this Court complaint was made that

Nicholas Vpsial and Richard Kerbey and the

ffe of John Newland & others did frequently

Bet together att the house of William Allin

» Sandwich, on the Lord's day and at other

Ines, att which meetings they used to invey

i;ainst ministers and magistrates, to the dis-

tjinorofGod and contempt of Gou'ment".

(It would be very interesting to know how
jese people came to be Friends thus early.

:'ere they convinced of the Truth of Friends'

•inciples through the writings of Friends, of

uich some were published even at this early

ute; as Sewell tells us that Mary Fisher and

nne Austin had with them a trunk of books,

iiout one hundred volumes, which were taken

i am them and burned by the hangman, upon

ieir landing in Boston? or had some Friends,

inviuced in England, found a home in Sand-

lich, having escaped the vigilance of the Pur-

lins of Boston and the Pilgrims of Plymouth,
• come by the wav of Rhode Island as did the

,•0 Friends in 1657?
However it came about, whether through the

d of human teaching or only by the leadings
' the Inner Light, must we not conclude that

iere were Friends in Sandwich as early as 1653,

,id that they held meetings for worship before

,ey are known to have been visited by auy
inister from abroad?

Elizabeth Perry Foster.
.Westerly, R. I., Second Mouth 17th, 181)6.

The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, Dr.

llicott, is now one of the oldest Bishops on the

;uch, and is very lame. The reason is this:

tany years ago he was in a terrible railway ac-

dent, in which both legs were broken. Though
isistance was speedily offered him, he at once
:fused to be removed, as, at a little distance,

e preceived, under the ruins of the engine, a

oker, too firmly wedged to be moved. He ac-

)rdingly got himself laid beside the dying man,
ad spent twelve hours in soothing his last mo-
ments. When at length the stoker died, and
)e Bishop was conveyed to his home, his legs

ad stiffened in their broken position, and could
ot be properly set. He has been lame ever
nee.— Christian Advocate.

For "The Kkienh."

Is this Salvation for Me ?

If thou art one who deems thyself as right-

eous, or compares thyself with others, and thinks

thyself as good as they, and rests content here,

thou dost not need a Saviour, nor renting here

wilt thou be likely to find one. But if thou

feels sin to be a burden, feels thy want of God
and of communion with Him ; if thou art weary

in trying to do right and yet so often fail, then

does the Good Shepherd himself seek for thee,

and to thee may it be said, " Thou art not far

from the kingdom of God." It was in Israel's

sorest time of need God the Saviour revealed

the arm of his strength and sent Moses and

Aaron before him to lead his people out of

Egypt. Christ having awakened thee from a

state of ease in sin, and given thee of longings

for a clearer knowledge and closer walk with

God, gives to thee the baptism of repentance to

prepare the way for his coming. To thee Christ,

in the fulness of his love cries, "Come unto

me, all ye who are weary and are heavy laden,

and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon

you, and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly

in heart, and ye shall find rest unto your souls.

For my yoke is easy and my burden is light."

To the flesh it may seem heavy and hard to be

borne, but Christ the burden bearer himself,

helps to sustain it and supplies his secret strength,

which revives the spirit and strengthens those

who pass along the king's highway.

"But amongst the many millions, some of

whom are highly favored of God, will God
deign to notice me and my efforts to seek

Him?" Was Zaccheus hid from his all-seeing

eye, amongst the thick boughs of the sycamore

tree? Does a father love his child the less, be-

cause he has many of them ? Yea, He tells us

that " not one sparrow falls to the ground with-

out our heavenly Father's notice," how much
more does He care for a human soul, the price

of whose purchase was the life of his dear Son.

Each blade of grass receives its drops of water

from heaven, so will showers of grace descend

on those who yield to the operation of his hands

and become fit to bear fruit to his glory. God
is mindful of us and will bless us. Only be

willing to forsake all from which He calls thee,

and follow withersoever his Spirit leads thee.

This is the path of righteousness, the path of

life and peace, the way that leads to blessedness

and to God. Though many are the thousand

of Israel, yet does God place them alone in

families and as individuals. Yet does He style

himself, "the God of all the families of Israel"

(Jer. xxxi : 1). Again "God setteth the solitary

in families ; He bringeth out those which are

bound with chains: but the rebellious dwell in

a dry land " (Psalms lxviii: 6.)

God gave his Son to be a sacrifice and atone-

ment for sin, that through Him He may grant

thee pardon and absolution from thy sin. He is

thy Life, thy Light, thy Guide to lead thee to

God, thy Prophet to teach thee the Divine will,

thy Priest through whom thou mayest offer the

sacrifice of prayer, thanksgiving or praise ;
for

the sighing of the needy will God arise that He
may help them. Jesus as au advocate pleads

our cause with the Father, and draws down
mercy on those who trust in Him. He is our

victorious King, who having once vanquished

the arch enemy, leads those who are his into a

victorious conflict with sin and death, and when

the warfare is over giveth crowns to the victors.

It is not then, what thou art, but what his

power and will is, for the potter of the clay

maketh whatsoever He wills. Only as the vessel

faithfully fulfils his purpose, may he break it,

that he may refashion it to a higher sphere of

service.

Let then, his will be done in thee, and eternal

gh.ry will be thy BUre reward. W. W. B.

An Adventure Among the Tombs of Palmyra.

Crossing the Abu Sahil cemetery, I noticed

hole made by a fox or jackal, at the base of

one of the mounds. I threw a stone into the

hole, and heard it rolling down a considerable

distance. The spirit of adventure was roused,

and squeezing myself through the hole with

some difficulty, and sliding down gently, I sud-

denly dropped seven or eight feet, into a pitch

dark dungeon. I thought I had fallen a much
greater distance ; indeed in the unknown dark-

ness, I thought, in my descent, I was never

going to reach the bottom.

Having recovered from the shock of the fall,

I lighted a piece of magnesian wire, and found

myself amply rewarded for my abrupt tumble,

by the marvellous scene that met my view.

By the bright light I saw that I was in a

low-browed vault, surrounded by the moulder-

ing remains of one hundred and fifteen Palmy-

rans. The vault was sixty feet long by twenty-

seven wide, and seven or eight feet high. There

were nine recesses for bodies on either side

and five at the lower end. The recesses, in

length and general dimensions, resembled the

loculi in the tomb-towers we had already ex-

plored ; but they were cemented down the sides

and each had five shelves of hard-baked pot-

tery fitted and cemented into them.

On these shelves the embalmed corpses of the

Palmyrans were laid, the bodies having been

rammed in head foremost, with their feet out.

As I looked around this silent and awful rest-

ing-place of the dead, I could not help thinking

that Isaiah may have had in view such a char-

nel-house when he described the commotion

that would be caused by the arrival of the

Chaldean monarch :
" Hell (sheol) from beneath

is moved for thee to meet thee at thy coming;

it stirreth up the dead for thee" (Isa. xiv : 9).

When the bright light went out the darkness

became palpable. I struck my few remaiuing

matches, one after another, but "they only served

to disclose the denseness of the gloom. I was

in a veritable trap of death. The hole through

which I had descended was several feet beyond

my reach. I had been a considerable time in

the pit, but the minutes seemed hours, and it

was clear that none of my party knew anything

of my position. In the still darkness, I heard

the beating of my own heart distinctly.

After a^few minutes of bewilderment, it be-

came apparent that I must depend on my own
efforts to effect my escape from the awful char-

nel house. I began at once to draw the pot-

tery shelves from under the skeletons, to form

a step by which to reach the hole at the top.

It was not pleasant, in the darkness, to grope

among the bony skeletons, sometimes putting

my hands on a skull, and sometimes on the

fleshless toes of a foot.

I tried to set up the longest tiles on their

ends, laying others across and propping up the

structure with shinbones and other fragments of

skeletons; but the erection came down when I

tried to mount it, and I found that it would be

necessary to build up a solid mass of the tile

shelves. The tiles were an inch thick, and I

knew that there were one hundred and fifteen,

but some of them were so well cemented into

their places that I could neither draw them out

or break them.
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• aggie for life, and in the

darkness 1 lost a g i deal of time iu finding

h to place the tiles when
I h;vl succeeded in drawing them from under

the fleshless skeletons,

In the mi. 1st of my operations, I heard foot-

steps overhead. I made all the noise I could,

_ the Druze war-song, which carries a

great burden ofsound. 1 heard voices and be-

ii. v. d 1 was heard ; but the sound of voices and
of the footfalls <iie«l away.

I resumed my labors with a feeling of con-

sternation. I 'I" ii"t thmk 1 was much troubled

with superstition- feelings, but I worked so hard

that the perspiration dropped from my face.

Suddenly, to my great joy, many voices and
more numt-rou- tb..t-teps returned. Some of the

Palmyram who had heard me underground
declared with alarm that the dead were being
disturbed, and that they were shouting for the

"Sheikh Iluiel-Hamdan ;" and some ofmy peo-

ple, who had missed me, hearing the report, and
:ing a bit of my desert Druze song, came

hurrying off to find me.

A rope with a grappling-iron was let down
the hole. I put my foot on the hook, using it as
a stirrup, and holding by the rope, I was, after

a little trouble, drawn out once more into the
light of day. 1 had been absent scarcely an
hour, though the time of my detention in the
darkness seemed an age.— Wright'sPalmyra and
Zenobia.

To Friends.

All Friend- in the Truth of God, he faithful
in what you know, and wait upon the Lord for
the making out of himself to you. Neglect not
meeting together, and stirring up that wbie
pun- one in another. Live not in words, but
mind the power of words, for words that pro-
ceed nui ofa vain. light mind, destroy the simple
and draw y.tir minds out above the cross, to
live in words, and ye will form something' in
your minds to rest in, and so the fleshly mind
will be kept alive—but keep in the cross. The
power is the cross to the carnal part in all; and
word- that come from the life will go to the
l>6 and raise up that which is pure in one an-
other; and bo you will have unity with that
which is in one another, and being guided by
the pure light in you, it will cro-s that which
would be forming anything in you ; and stand-
ing in the counsel of the Lord, it will cross and
crucify that which would consult with human
wisdom a,„l reason. So you will be brought
into a discerning to savor truth from error
both in yourselvesaud also in one another and'

what centre they
do arise. J

By Btanding in the counsel of the Lord and
keeping in the'cross, the old man will be brought

la«y; and that which is earthly
carnal and brutish, will be ,,„ down in you •

tfcere will be a way made for the pure
be™« up in you, that the Lord alonemay be glor.6ed by even o. fyou.

lake heed of sitting down. .no ... ie-i in anv -ill
but

i

press forward in the straight way, and laywide every we.ghi and burden, cast oil' thatwh,ch P" th down.and let pa,!.,,,,. „,»„..,
your souls; endure „, „„. end the worki,' ,„

M
,»

heL.nl, wh„w,ll try you SO a-hviin,
,""".k

.

' ncernine the fierv tri»l

l- 1

lr

!

alof rur
,J
fa,

f
hwiI1 bemuch '••'

emus than of gold that perishcth.
pre-

Farewell, dear Friends; and the God of love

and power keep you all in the power of his love,

and in the power of his truth, in faithfulness to

Him alone, that He may be glorified, to whom
all honor and glory and dominion, praise and
thanksgiving belong, forever and ever. Amen.
Yours in the unity of the Spirit.

Richard Faknsworth.
1G52.

Days of Grace.

Day.- of grace are a portion of time granted
or allowed as a favor, beyond what strict justice

would demand. In this sense, grace stands over
against justice, even though specific laws are
framed to include customary or conventional
allowances of favor. A time-honored custom
in commercial transactions has allowed three
days of grace for the payment of a promissory
note or a bill of exchange, thereby giving to

the debtor three days for the paymeut of his
debt, bevond the time specified in his promise to

pay. This period of grace, or favor, has come
to be recognized in statutory law in the compu-
tation of the time for the legal date of payment
for a note or bill of exchange, and interest for
the three extra days is paid as a matter of course

;

so that what are called "three days of grace"
are simply an authorized extension'of the time
for payment, without any special gain to the
debtor, or favor on the part of the creditor.

Because these days of grace are apparently a
?less form, the commercial community has

clamored for their abolition, and various "legis-
lative bodies have first limited their application,
and then wiped their very letter from the statute-
books. As state after state of the American
Union has come into the line of progress in this
matter, the question has been raised in many a
mind as to the origin and supposed meaning of
tin 3JSt3m whist ia thus dying out in the march
of social progress. A favorite mode of expla-
nation is that it is an old English practice, that
never had any good reason fbr it, but that has
been adnered to because of a natural conserva-
tism in the Anglo-Saxon race.
Few seem to realize that its basis is a custom

older than the English nation, going back to
primitive days, and having its roots in a moral
sense that brought primeval man to see that his
fellow-man, as a child with himself of a common
Kit her, must be treated with grace, in tempering
the demands of strict justice, and that at least
three days should be granted to one in peril or
stress, before the severity of the claim of one towhom he was indebted was pressed upon him
iet this is the simple truth as to the origin of
the " days of grace."

It is true that in old English laws three days
were -ranted by the courts for delay of the de-
ei'dant in appearing for a trial on his case; but

II.'- was by no means the origin of the days of
grace, ,t was merely an illustration of them. In™. B"ta

j". France Spain, Italy, Germany,
Austria, Holland, Sweden, and Russia, as alsom -North and South America, days of Trace
Wer

f
r gnizedby the laws as a matter ofcoW

-always as many as three days, and sometimes

Iu the primitive Ori
was privileged to rem;

ental world
nn for three days

a stranger

-"'•-I ". anv home he entered. He could notbe refused shelter or food during those "hv Jgrace. Even though he were af enemy o/one

""""
i t+SRSXStOz

Aryans and Mongols. Survivals of this law a
still found in the practices of the common peop
in Syria Arabia Egypt India First* lartar
Thibet, China, Japan, Equatorial and Southei
Africa, and the islands of the Pacific. The bas
of the custom is not any mere social need, b
is a God-given principle, which concedes fav.

to one of God's creatures beyond his rights
the sphere of justice. It is primarily of

?
grac'

not of nature or of law.

So deeply rooted in the primitive mind is tt ;

idea of man's being entitled to three days t

grace, when called to render account of his co
duct, or of any trust committed to him, that
is a common belief in the East to-day that t]
spirit of a man must be allowed this period t

fore leaving his body at the time of death. A&
though they are accustomed to bury a body so.,

after death, in the East, they usually leave t

tomb open until the third day has passed, J
they go at the close of three 'days to open ;i

again, in case it has been closed, so that t|
spirit may have free egress. Up to that tin'

resuscitation is deemed a possibility; but th
decomposition is supposed to take place, as tjj

spirit has finally departed.
It was in view of this popular belief that til

sisters of Lazarus, at Bethany, in the Bih
narrative, lost all hope for their brother wh
the third day had passed after his death, al
Jesus had not made his appearance for his ; 1

storation. When finally Jesus came to ti
tomb, and asked that the stone be taken fro

|

its entrance, Martha suggested that it was rj.il

too late for help, as Lazarus had "been de'
i

four days," and so corruption had already co. <

menced. Her thought evidently was that d , i

ing the three days of grace for her brothel
spirit he might have been raised from the gra

,

but now it was too late.

On the third day after the burial of Jesus til
women came to anoint his body, according i

custom
;
but He had alreadv risen from the de;

.

It was needful that He should not remain in ifi
grave more than three days, in view of the p.- i

ular belief that the final dissolution of the be? •

took place at the end of that time. The ti 8

of the resurrection is distinctly declared to hf 3

been a fulfilment of the prophecy of David, tit

the Christ should not be left in Hades, nor 3

.

flesh see corruption.

Survivals of this primitive belief that thesp t

of man, as the guest of the bodv, is entitled )

the three days of grace in its time of depart js

after due notification, are common in the Uni 1

States. Even in staid, matter-of-fact New E (
land there are neighborhoods where it would a

deemed highly improper to bury a body bef 3

the three days after death have passed, whila
window or an outside door is left open meantie
for the egress of the spirit if it should desireb
depart earlier. Nor is New England unlike B

rest of the civilized world in this particu f.

Emanuel Swedenborg affirmed it as a tru|,

that the spirit had three days in which to dept
from the body after death.
Days of grace are a suggestion of God's I

-

ing heart, rather than of man's hard nature. |t

is to be hoped that, while the modern commerd
spirit requires that they be done away with i

the payment of promissory notes, it w'ill note
thought that God's eternal love is limited f
the requirements of earthly monev-changif.
Every one of us can cry out with David in
hour of extremity :

" I 'am in a great strait
us fall now into the hand of the Lord; for
mercies are great : and let me not fall into
hand of man."—& S. Times.
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For "The Faiknd."

I
TO TEE MEMORY OF A FRIEND.

The old must go; the man of fourscore years,

•\nd who might be compared unto a iree—
Vhe giant of the forest ; and, on whom
hie storm lias often beat, lies prostrate now.

How short life seems when we review the past

!

Uid yet a life well spent is never short;

Jy deeds it should be measured, not by days.

)ur friend was one, who did not all escape

the archer's shaft, and many were the wounds

That he received. Trials develop man !

H all desire immunity therefrom ;

,Vnd yet their influence produces good,

A'heii we can learn submission to our lots.

i The storms that sweep the earth are wisely sent

'"he air to purify, that otherwise

Might breed disease. Farewell, and yet we trust

|?hat in a calmer clime, thy spirit now
las joined the blood-wa-h'd band, who celebrate

Yitli song the mercies of redeeming love.

ONE WOMAN.
Her eves are not " cerulean blue ;"

Her 'silken tresses " do not fall

In " rippling waves of amber hue ;"

She has no " special gift " at all

—

This gentle woman, sweet and good,

Who sprang not from a royal race,

Yet wears her crown of womanhood
With more than queenly grace.

She does not seem to " float on air

Like thistledown, amidst the dance ;"

Nor would her mode*t spirit care

To "hold men spellbound with a glance."

But she is gracious to the poor;

The sick and sorrowful aver

That when she enters at their door

The sunshine follows her.

She lias not soared to Learning's heights,

Or sounded Wisdom's depths profound
;

: She only claims her woman's rights

When tasks for tender hands abound
;

|
Yet, though she shrinks from themes abstruse,

Nor studies " ethics " overmuch,
1

The common things in daily use

Grow fairer at her touch.

Enjoying most where most she loves,
; She has no great desire to roam

;

; But by her pure example proves

i How love may sanctify the home.
And thus she rules with" kindly hand

1 The realm she understands the best,

i While all her happy household band

Arise and call her blest.

Chambers's Journal.

SHOW ME THY WAY.
LUCY LARC03I.

Dark the night, the snow is falling;

Through the storm are voices calling
;

Guides mistaken and misleading,

Far from home and help receding,

Vain is all those voices say
;

Show me Thy way !

Blind am I as those that guide me !

Let me feel Thee close beside me !

Come as light into my being !

Unto me be eyes, all-seeing !

Hear my one heart's wish, I pray:

Show me Thy way !

Son of man, and Lord immortal,

Opener of the heavenly portal,

In Thee all my hope is hidden;

Never yet was soul forbidden

Near Thee, always near, to stay
;

Show me Thy way !

Thou art truth's eternal morning;
Led by Thee, all evil scorning,

Through the paths of pure salvation

I shall" find Thy habitation,

Whence I never more shall stray
;

Show me Thy way !

Thou must lead me, and none other,

Truest Lover, Friend and Brother,

Thou art my soul's shelter, whether
Stars gleam out or tempests gather;
In Thy presence night is day

;

Show me Thy way !

The Religious Society of Friends.

Vs tlic branch cannot bear fruil of it- If

except it abide in the vine ; no more can ye

except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye are

the branches; he that abideth in me, and I in

him, the same bringeth forth much fruit; for

without me ye can do nothing. If a man abide

not in me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is

withered" (John xv: 4 to 6 i.

If the religious Society of Friends is practical-

ly living up to its profession of being led and

guided immediately by the Spirit of Christ, then

it is Christ's body or church, the militant church,

performing Christ's work on the earth. The

organization thus receiving its life and form

from Christ, " the power of God, and the wisdom

of God," its preservation or perpetuation may
safely be left in his hands. The different mem-
bers being as branches abiding in the " vine."

all receive spiritual life and sustenance from the

" vine" and the whole body is kept vigorous and

united by the life of the " vine," and the work

cannot but prosper.

But if the Society of Friends is not practical-

ly living up to its profession of being led and

guided immediately by the Spirit of Christ, then

the different members (the branches) are not

abiding in the " vine," and the body (the orga-

nization composed of the " branches" collec

ment keeps the heat or life concentrated in the

physical body. The garment gives nothing to

the body. It only aids to preserve the lit' that

is already in existence. If the body has not

the life, the garment does nothing to preserve

it from decay. The idea that we may accom-

plish and perpetuate the purpose for which the

Society of Friends was brought into existence

by merely rebuilding and perpetuating the out-

ward organization is absurd ami misleading;

and this fact should ever be borne in mind by

all those who are concerned to labor in this

direction, whether they seek to accomplish their

object by copying after the ways of the world

in order to make our meetings more "attractive,"

or by changing the discipline in conformity to

the "demands of the times" (i. e. the demands
of the spirit of the world) or by any other such

means.

Wounding Christ in the House of his Friends.

BY THEODORE L. CUTLER.

The strongest argument for Christianity is a

clean, courageous and useful Christian life. On
the other hand, the severest blows which Chris-

tianity has to bear, are not dealt by its oppo-

nents but by its professed friends who are false

to its teachings and spirit. This puts a tremen-

dous responsibility on every one who claims to

be a friend of Jesus Chris't. "I call you not

tively) must necessarily have become dead and bond-servants," says the loving Saviour to us,

unfruitful. But here it is of the very greatest "for the bond-servant kuoweth not what his

portance to remember that while the body

thus becomes dead and unfruitful, it is a spiritual

death which does not involve the cessation of

outward activity. Hence it is imperative upon

all who feel called to labor to restore the body

to its pristine condition of spiritual life and fruit-

fulness, to bend their efforts, not merely to pre-

serving or perpetuating a spiritually (lead but

outwardly active organization ; not merely to

attract together a mass of spiritually diseased

but outwardly active members; but rather to

persuade all these to become spiritually alive

and sound by becoming united to Christ, the

Vine. The first step in this most important

engagement is, not to establish and confirm them

in remainiug as they are by providing work for

them in their spiritually diseased but outwardly

active condition, but to convince them that they

are spiritually unsound and that they have need

to look above and beyond the natural powers

of their being for a Saviour, to whose forming

and regenerating hand they must submit, in

order to be purified and fashioned as instruments

fit for the Lord of heaven and of earth to work

with in restoring his kingdom to the earth.

The organization called the religious Society

of Friends, in its origin, was only an incidental

arrangement, a mere aid or convenience, so to

speak, for the better accomplishment of a pur-

pose, and that purpose was to exemplify and

publish the pure gospel of Christ, and thus to

call all the children of men to come under the

immediate government of their Creator. The
perpetuation and accomplishment of that same

purpose should still be the one object of our

solicitude and labor.

Our Saviour said, "God i3 a Spirit and they

that worship Him must worship Him in spirit

and in truth." In this declaration is set forth

the only source from which the spiritual nature

can derive nourishment. Here alone we may
find that which will strengthen the spiritual life.

The outward organization never yet created any

spiritual life and never will do so. The outward

organization may be useful in keeping the spirit-

ual strength or life concentrated, just as a gar-

Lord doeth ; but I have called you friends." To
this He adds that we are his witnesses—or re-

presentatives. This lynx-eyed world never sees

Jesus Christ except in the persons of his follow-

ers ; it has been well said that a genuine Christian

is the world's Bible.

A poor laboring man, whom I had acciden-

tally overpaid, came back to me and refunded

the money, when I had no means of detecting

the mistake. The man who might easily have

robbed me got a great hold on my respect by

that transaction, and I said to myself, " Ought
I not as a Christian to be getting a hold on

men's confidence by practising the strictest rules

of Bible honesty?" And if I violate those rules

in my dealings" with others, I not only shake

their confidence in me, but I shatter their con-

fidence in the religion I profess. As the repre-

sentative of Jesus Christ I have betrayed Him ;

and I may never be able to undo the terrible

mischief that I have done to the soul of the man
whom I had wilfully wronged. My dishonesty

would have prejudiced him against the very

name of Christian ; and if I should ever venture

to invite such person to the church I belonged

to, or to exhort him to become a Christian, he

might very justly retort, " No, sir ; I don't desire

to be such a man as you are."

We must remember, brethren, that the out-

side world will not judge us by the prayer-meet-

ing standard. It is very easy to rise to a high

pitch of enthusiasm in the warm atmosphere of

a devotional meeting ; and we are in danger

then of overestimating our loyalty to our Master.

The standard is not a sufficient one. The pro-

fessed disciple of Jesus who kisses his Lord in

the prayer-meeting and betrays Him before the

world by dishonorable dealings, plays the part

of Iscariot. The stronger our claim to be Christ's

friends the stronger is his claim on us for fearless,

uncompromising loyalty. I believe in the doc-

trine of "Christian assurance" when it is well

based ; but woe be to us when that assurance is

built upon transient frames of devotional feeling,

and not upon a life of obedience to our Lord's

commandments.
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What we have said in regard to wounding

Christ by de ds ofdishonesty will apply to every

. Qtrary to the pure code ol Bible

morality. Thai code requires practical

v-e do what- .ever I com-

mand you." Every violation of Christ's code

- Him in the house of his friends. When

we place a temptation—such as a decanter ol

intoxicating drink—before a company of guests,

we commit a three-fold wrong. We wrong them

by exciting a dangerous appetite: we wrong

ourselves by tempting others; ami we wrong

I win. commands us not to put a stumb-

ling-block "or an occasion to tall in a brother's

way." When we harbor or repeat a slander

upon B g 1 man or woman we wound our Mas-

ter. We are bound to defend the good name

of our brother a- w. II a- t i protect our own.

. way to do this latter thing is to live so

i life that no mud of defamation will stick

to MS.

If what his professed followers sometimes do,

I Iim: who bought us with his precious

blood, what they neglect to do is equally wound-

in::. When Jesus was encountering the powers

of darkness in Gethsemane He expected barbar-

ous treatment from Pilate's train-bands; but

II. -did nol expect hi- three favorite disciples

i., fall asleep during his agonies. How their

cars must have tingled with the keen rebuke,

"Could ye not watch with me one hour?" Jesus

Christ always with us—is full of glorious conso-

lation; Jesus Christ always with us— is full of

Bolemn admonition.

Sometimes when we sit alone and dejected,

his loving countenance draws near to us and

whispers, " Let not your heart be troubled; trust

also in me." When we are tempted to sin, that

face rebukes us with the words, " Wound me
not in the house of my friends." And when we
have come back ashamed and disgraced from

irdlj desertion of the right, how that

look upbraids us, as He seems to say: "Could
ye not watch with me one hour?'' Every call of

charity is really a call from Him. There is not

a struggling church that knocks at our heart, or

a hungry beggar that knocks at our door for

nol a lone widow that asks a

pittance to warm her shivering frame, or a ne-

child running in rags and recklessness

but ever the same voice is saying to us, "Help
them, for my Bake; inasmuch a- ye do it to the

least of these ye do it unto me. Wound me not

in the house of my friends."

—

The Inch jn n<h nt.

A i :i late meeting of die Victoria Institute,

I i< ie rai Tulloch gave an account of that

part of Egypt in which he had lately carried

• v. and through which
the route of tin- Exodus was said to have lain.

He pointed out that the conformation of the
country had Si 'what altered since that period.

now three thousand four hundred years ago, but
what especially came under his notice was the

of wind which had Stopped all

survey work on the borders of Lake Menzaleh,
in a few hours carrying the waters of the lake

beyond the horizon, leaving all sailin

lake. Au inter

discussion ensued, and il was p linted

out that wherever the passage of the Israelites
took place, yet the possibility of water being
influenced by wind to -, great an extern was
demonsti

Earthly I Iood. -Nn earlhl\ g 1 i- equiva-
lent to the loss or diminution

i

calmness, which flows from a faithful and up-
ition to religion- duties. Hull.

Scripture Illustrations.

' Trior Shalt Love . . thy Neighbor as

thyself."—It has been often said that in this

injunction our L ird was simply quoting a rab-

bit i

ii saying, and that the precepts of the,

iy be found in the Talmud ;
but the

parallel passages, whether in the Talmud or the

Koran, the Vedas or the sacred books of Bood-

dha, to not rise to the unselfish level of our

Lord's teaching. The nearest approach to it is

the saving of Hillel, the grandfather of Gama-

liel, and a chief of the more moderate section of

the Pharisees: " What is hateful to thee, do not

to another; this is the whole law, all else is

only its explanation." The incidents connected

with the utterance of this saying are worthy of

mention as illustrating the ways and fashions

of the times. A proselyte is said to have come

to Shammai, the chief rabbi of thestraiter sect,

and prayed for some instruction in the law, if

only for so long a time as he could stand on one

leg." Shammai was wroth, and angrily repulsed

him. He then went to Hillel with the same

request, who received him kindly, and did not

make him stand long as he had proposed, but at

once gave him the maxim quoted above, and

added, "Do this, and thou shalt fulfil the law

and the prophets." While Hillel, like the Kor-

an, sets forth the negative side, forbidding to do

ill to others, Christ's teaching advances much
farther, aud is a positive command, not to ab-

stain from injury, but to do as we would be

done by.—H. B. Tristram.

"Who is my Neighbor?"—We have here

an echo from old rabbinical discussion. The
question " Who is my neighbor?" had often en-

gaged the keenest wits of the nation. The au-

thorities, however, were pretty well agreed that

the neighbor of the Jew could be only one who
was bound to them alike by the ties of blood

and of religion. The following may be taken as

a typical expression of their views : "An Israel-

ite killing a stranger inhabitant of the land,

dies not by the sanhedrin, because it is said, 'If

a man lift himself up against his neighbor,' etc,

And it is not necessary to say that he does not

die for a Gentile, for they are not esteemed by
them for their neighbors."

" Fell among Robbers."—The road here

indicated runs through that part of the country
in which, west of the Jordan, there is still least

security for the safety of the traveller. The
consuls of the different nationalities at Jerusa-

lem have an agreement with the chief of the

local Arabs, in accordance with which, if an
Arab escort furnished by him is taken with

them through the district (and for this they
have to pay handsomely), tourists are guaran-
teed security. Should anything be stolen, he is

bound to make it good, he being responsible to

the consuls for any injury they may suffer. The
"escort "

is usually a very disreputable-looking
person, whose appearance sadly belies him if he
would not be thoroughly at home in a robber
raid. Riding without this guardian tribesman
in the spring of 1894, near the Dead Sea, I was
accosted by one zealous for the occupation of
his brethren, who wanted to know the reason
for such venturousness. To show the need for
one of his order, he told me a grim story of
what happened to a traveller in the neighbor-
hood of Jericho recently. "The Arabs," he
said, "had wounded and stripped him. taking
away his beasl an,! all hi- : I,." | plied him
with his own doctrine of fate, according to which
no evil could befall me unless God had willed

it ; equally, if God had ordained my destructio

neither he nor all the Arabs in the wildernei

could prevent it. With a deep religious oatl

he admitted that it was so. Unable to st

round that position, he gave me up as a hop
less case.

"A Certain Priest was Going down thaJ

Way. ... A Levite Also."—These 9
were under the solemn obligations to assist aj

injured brother; but it is an indication of tl

spirit of the ruling classes to find that thjsl

were limits to these obligations, marked by Ijl!

rank of the sufferer. In passing by they Mffl

not bound to rescue one who followed the hiiti

ble calling of " keeper of sheep," even ifl

should belong to the house of Israel. As a1||

plorable result of their ceremonial anxie^j

also, if priest and Levite thought the man W|

in the " article of death," they would careful

avoid him, lest by touching him they mi

contract ceremonial pollution, the spirit of

"official" destroying the very instincts of

inanity. In the streets of Tiberias I observi

a strange cry uttered by the bearers of the deal

and on inquiry learned that it was to warn ai

son of Levi who might be in the way, that

might have time to conceal himself until

sad and solemn procession had gone past.

" Pouring in Oil and Wine."—This rai

ture found a place in the pharmacopoeia of I

old Jewish physicians. Thus we have the Hi

binical direction that it was permissih"

spread a plaster for the sick on the sabbaK

day, provided only that it had been mingli

with oil and wine on the evening of the ss

bath.— William Ewing in S. S. Times.

From the " London Friend.

John Dalton, the Quaker Chemist.

On the 6th of Second Month in a lecturei

Leeds, by Theodore Neild, it was stated tl

the grandfather of the distinguished chera-

whose name was Jonathan Dalton, was thefi

of the family who became a Friend. The :

(Joseph) was a woollen-yarn weaver and:

statesman of very humble means, a nativet

Eaglestield, near Cockermouth, in Cumberla:

At twelve years of age he taught the villi'

school, many of the scholars being his seniti

The youth, had, however, good friends in Eli|

Robinson and George Bewley, who gave 1

couusel, and John Gough, of Kendal, the laf

blind from two years of age, who rendered t

valuable assistance in mathematics, class

botany, etc., and laid the foundation of hisj

ture career.

John Dalton was brought into contact w
his friend Gough when he went to Kendal.

1778, to take a school which had been tau»

by George Bewley. This was successfully c

ducted for twelve years by the brothers J(.

and Jonathan D.tlton, aud was eventually

quired by the late Samuel Marshall, who <

ried it on with great credit for many years.

1793 John Dalton, being recommended to

position of principal of'New College, Manches
at a salary of eighty pounds a year, gladly

cepted the post. It was here that he discovej

the fact that he was partially color-blind, tjl

he confused scarlet with drab and grass greH
Singular mistakes resulted in the way of buy J

bright-colored articles for his relatives and hi-

self which were quite out of harmony vm
Friends' ideas. It is related that he oncewit

to meeting in scarlet hose which he hadifl
taken for drab.

He followed up his discovery of color-blij-
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Dis, ami after a series of experiments ami in

Vitigiitions, wrote an essay on the deficiency of

tt color faculty, which was the first lo make
Awn to the world that a certain proportion

otthe population were to some extent color

bhd. So great an interest did he take in the

Siject that he wished for a post mortem exain-

intion of his visual organs, which was carried

01 without, however, finding anything abnor-

B)l. Ilis own idea was that color blindness

ape from the aqueous fluid of the eye of those

W
1

) were thus affected being tinged with some
aide of blue or violet. Others maintained that

it.vas dependent on the termination of the

Btves of vision, and in support of this view it

ig'urious to find that phrenohgically Dalton
I deficient in the organ of color.

Jphn Dalton was a most indefatigable thinker,

wker and experimenter, ignoring too much
tbdiscoveriesand record t d knowledge of others,

at going over the ground most laboriously

wch they had already won. His twelve note-

bcks, most elaborate and voluminous, which

hi. just been discovered, would almost lead us

to;uppose he had attempted to construct the

W)le fabric of science out of these notes. So
rering was he that he was with difficulty per-

suied to accept the honors which his discovery

tii.he atomic theory brought him.

I (lis simplicity of chaiacter was remarkable,

ae'ras shown when he was presented to William
Pat court. The king asked him how they

we getting on in Manchester, and he, thinking

tht the Peterloo massacre was in the king's

md, made answer, "Just middling." When
reinded subsequently that this was hardly the

»r to speak to the king, he replied, " Mabbe
nc but what can you say to such like folk ?"

ohn Dalton was remarkably like the phi-

lopher Newton, and so much was this the case

th, a cast of the face of the latter was feir a

k>; time mistaken for Dalton. He was reticent

©religious matters, though he attended meet-

iji twice on First-day, and enjoyed his Bible-

relings when prevented from attending meet-

The Tired Man and the New Stroke.

Vhen quite young in the business of mowing,

fas very ambitious of being thought a full

hid, and having procured a scythe, I set out
oc fine sunny morning, with a company of

W:rans, in order to take a swarth with them,
at pursue it. I had been previously instructed

•the art, and knew pretty well how to swing
th scythe, therefore went along very well till

tbheat of the day came on, when I began to

tbik I did not get along quite as easy as the
re, and got to trying several manoeuvres, in

Ofir to find out some new stroke that would
nj ten the labor. At length I hit upon one
Wch I thought was easier. It happened, how-
evr, about this time, that an old man, the
over of the meadow, came along. " Ha, my
la!" he says, " I guess you are tired." Oh, no,
I id, I have found out a new stroke, and it

gu lighter. "A new stroke!" he exclaimed,
'at is a sure sign you are tired. Whenever
ai person quits the old and well proven streike

lo.ny kind e»f business for some new whim, you
n»r be well assured he is tired ; and let me tell

y<, your new stroke will not do. You don't
my as well now as you did with the old one,
81 if you continue it a while, and be not blind
toour own faulty you will see it yourself. But
'bi you will be very likely to have forgotten
tfcold stroke, or have the new so blended with

it, that you will become perplexed and disgusted
with the business, and very probably give- it up
altogether." This was logic that did not entirely

comport with my feelings or notions at the time.

but in the course of my passing along through
life, I have often bad the circum ance brought
to my recollection, and have often looki d upon
it as conveying an excellent moral. And though
1 have not perhaps paiel as much attention to

it as its weight deserved, yet I think it has been
of some use to me, for sometimes when I have
felt uneasy in my situation and desirous of

change, I have said to myself, " My lad, I guess

thou art tired," but take care, look before thou

leapest, remember the new stroke in mowing,
and so I continued the old."

But I have met with many, very many, who,
I have thought, had brought great difficulties

and perplexities upon themselves by forsaking

their old and well proven strokes for new anel

untried ones.

When I have seen boys, brought up near to

manhood in useful and honorable occupations,

growing uneasy and teasing their fathers to

permit them to go to the study of physic, the

law, or some other of the fashionable profes-

sions, I have said, "Ha, my lads! I guess you
are tired." You want to find out some easier

stroke. But take care; you are little aware of
the dangers this change will subject you to.

Your morals, your religion and your estate are

all at stake, and your ultimate prospects uncer-

tain. Let me tell you, one certainty in a mere
competency, is more to be valued than a dozen
different prospects of affluence.

When I have seen a farmer, with a good stock

about him, comfortably situated on a farm from
which, with moderate industry and economy,
he could draw a competent support for himself
and family, stopping his plow, selling off his

stock and his farm, or mortgaging it, and mov-
ing to the city to turn merchant, " Ha, my
friend !" I have said, " I guess thou art tired,"

or ambitious of being thought something more
than an industrious farmer; thou art entering

upon a new stroke, but take care, ten to one if

thou mow as well with it as thou didst with the

old one.

— Friends in England are making efforts to ob-
tain a large number of signatures to a declaration
in favor of a permanent treaty of arbitration be-
tween Britain and the United States.

— The following information respecting our dear
friend Jonathan E. Rhoads is derived from one
of the members of his family :

''Our last letter, written from Willington on the
seventh of Second Month, contained a paragraph
which it may be quite safe to send to thee. He
says: 'To take the particular meetings in detail is

better adapted to my line of labor in this coun-
try than to meet Friends more promiscuously in

larger companies. The opportunities approach
more nearly to family visits, which yet are not
exactly the call that I have, my service having
more reference to the faith and work of Friends as
Friends, than to their special needs as individuals,
except so far as the work of regeneration is necessary
in every one to make them members of the Church/

" He has been to the southwesternmost of the
meetings, and was on his way north ag;iin, going
toward Bristol, Scotland, all the north of England",
the whole length of the easternmost and southern
part of the island have been visited and considera-
ble of the densely populated central part—that
which remains being chiefly on the westside, from
Devonshire to Liverpool — before going to Ire-

land."

The London Friend of seventh of Second Month
says: "Jonathan E. Rhoads and Ephraim Smith
of Philadelphia, arrived at Plymouth on the 30th

ult., and attended a meeting appointed for them on
the evening of that day. Tic meeting was weil at-

tended by Friends and othi t meml era "t the con-
gregation, no special invitation being given to the

public. The meeting was spoken of by more than
one as a deepening time."

Christian League ofPhiladelphia.—At the regular
monthly meeting ot The < hritttian League of Phila-

delphia, held Second Month 11th, 1896, the follow-
ing resolutions were unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the Christian League of Philadel-

phia hereby condemns all theatrical performances
of an unclean nature, and with demoralizing ten-

dencies.

We denounce, in the streingest terms, all sug-
gestive and indecent exposures of the human form,
upon the stage, and all obscene and profane lan-
guage, in recitations, dialogue e.r song.
We likewise condemn the flashy posters and

play-hills which are unlawfully displayed in public
places, offending common decency by representing
the forma of women and men, in nude or semi-nude
conditions.

We exhort all who profess and call themselves
Christians, and all who favor the growth of good
morals, to discourage, by precept and practice,

such performances, representations and displays.

We especially urge and recommend such legisla-

tive enactments and municipal ordinances as shall

make it unlawful for minor children to attend and
witness any debasing theatrical or variety perform-
ances, unless accompanied by parents or guardians.
We further recommend and demand that our

civil authorities shall reveike the license of any
place of amusement which causes or allows per-

formances of an unlawful character upon the stage.

Resolved, That we will co-operate with the au-
thorities, the press, the pulpit, with societies and
individuals, in well-directed and persistent efforts

to carry out the spirit and letter of the law, in the
interests of social purity, [public safety, and in pre-

serving and defending the innocency of childhood.
Resolved, That we especially urge the public

press of Philadelphia to use its powerful influence
to discourage and di-countenance all theatrical per-

formances of an unlawful, indecent or questiona-
ble character, and we hereby respectfully request
our newspapers to kindly publish in full the tbre-

going resolutions.

The Writings and Practice of the Apos-
tle Paul.—He exhibits the noblest instance,

with which the world has presented us, of this

peculiar effect of vital religion ; that supplica-

tion is the dialect of the poor in spirit, thanks-

giving the idiom of the genuine Christian, praise

his vernacular tongue.

—

Hannah More.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 7, 1896.

The Apostle James reproves those who form
plans and expect to carry them out independ-

ently of the Divine will and sanction— " Ye
ought to say, If the Lore! will, we shall live and
do this or that." It is indeed of the utmost im-
portance that we have on our side the Ruler of

the Universe, who not only controls the meition

of the heavenly bodies, but without whose notice

not a sparrow falls to the ground. He is able

to confound the schemes of the wisest and most
powerful of men, and to protect and bless the

efforts of the weakest of his creatures.

In the early days of the Society of Friends,

from various causes a most uncommon storm of

persecution arose against them. Priests, magis-
trates and populace seemed leagued together to

destroy them from the face of the earth. But
those sons of the morning felt that they were
the servants of the Most High and contending
for his cause, they would not fear what man
could do unto them. Near the conclusion of
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the Commonwealth, shortly before Charles the

:, the throne of E

Burrougb was moved to issues warning

inent, in which he foretold the

misery that would soon come upon them, unless

they repented; and he reminded them that the

J. ird had preserved his people under their suf-

ferings, so that " by that way wherein their ene-

mies intended to destroy them from being a

people, even therein- did the Lord most won-

derfully increase them to he a great people; for

through all they have grown in life and power,

and in Btrength and in number."

The Meeting of Sufferings of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting have recently issued a second

and enlarged edition of the life of Edith Jef-

feris, a valuable minister of the Gospel, who

i about fifty years ago. She was one

who early in lite submitted to tin- visitations of

Divine grace, and during the few years of ser-

vice allotted to her, labored much both in public

anil private i i promote the cause of Christ, and

the weli'are of those with whom she met. She

was a daughter of Martha Jefferis, who for some

time was matron at Westtown Boarding School.

Edith's services among the children at that in-

stitution were much appreciated, and her af-

fectionate and sympathizing disposition tended

to win their love.

The book is tor sale at the Book Store, 304

Arch St., Philadelphia. Price twenty-five and

thirty cents, according to the style of binding.

We are informed that meetings have been

appointed in accordance with the authority

granted by the late Quarterly Meeting in Phila-

delphia, as follows, viz: " In the meeting house

on Twelfth Street, on the evenings of Third Mo.
5tll and Third Month 12th, ami in the m «ting

house on Powelton Avenue and Forty-second
Street in West Philadelphia, Third Month 19th,

all at eighl o'clock." It is understood that

three meetings will he held subsequent to these,

incuts tin- which have not vet been made.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—For Second Month (he Govern-

••.'JH, ami the expenditures,
lott. For the eight months of the current fia-

the receipts aggregated $224,560,690, and the
exp-n.li" -"< " I- leaving a deticit el' $18,-

00 »i in round ligures.

• if the $1 10,000,000 for which the recent -

four per rent. hen. In Mild,
-- love I n paid in koI I on ace mnl The

of business on the 2nd in-

stant -i i

I Hi the _"Si K ultimo, the United States Senate
li iii. ih • ternia ol whi I.

are i hat in the npini n ol Congress u condition of war
exiata between the Government of Spain and the
Governi md maintained by force of
»rm« by the | pic of Cuba; thai the United States
ahoul I maintain a -.i ri. t neutrality between the con-

ording to each of them all the
ind territory of the

'i I thai the friendly offices of the
-• ite« Hhnnlil be offered by the Pi

ition of the
|

mdepeo • 1 lie re- 1'itimi was adopted

: tate of publii

which are entitled
ent right*, and between which the I n. .

I irther de-

tion of th

'>' 'he |«ople of Cuba, an I th.it it is the
Onverniiicnl of lb I lited

I Hi e. nnd inlln :

end, and that the Uuiled Slates thould lie prepared lo

citizens m Cuba
protect the legitimate interests of

by intervening it' necess iry.

For the second time the United States s en: ,te list

week refused to take up the House Tariff hill for

consideration. The motion was made by Morrill,

Chairman of the Finance Committee, and it was de-

feated bv a vote of 33 to 22. The Democratic votes

were all' against the motion, and they were backed by

the votes°of five Republicans and five Populists.

John Sherman had appealed to Senators not to inflict

such disgrace on the country and on civilization as to

adjourn Congress without making provision to supply

the Treasurv with sufficient revenue.

The big s'ilver vault of the Sub-Treasury holds over
s;,u noil , if silver coin. It is so full that wooden

beams have been put in the vault to hold the bags of

silver up and prevent their falling on the heads of the

employes. The Secretary of the Treasury will be

asked 'for permission to store some of the silver in the

outer spaces of the vault.

Secretary Liimmt's approval of the new plans of

the Eist River Bridge will enable the two cities to

begin its construction immediately. The lowering ol

the height from 145 to 135 feet will save at least a

million dollars in its cost. Work, it is expected, will

be well under way by Sixth Month, and although the

bridge will he the greatest structure of its kind in the

world, so far has engineering skill advanced that it is

believed that it can be completed in three or four

years.

On Fourth-day of last week the Iowa House killed

the bill for the submission of the prohibitory amend-
ment, and on Seventh-day the Senate defeated a reso-

lution to give women the right to vote at all elections,

by a vote of 49 to 44.

During the four years, 1886, 1887, 1888 and 1889,

William Larrabee was Governor of Iowa, and the pro-

hibitory law was enforced with vigor. The result of

this was a marked decrease in the census of the peni-

tentiaries. The average number of convicts for each
of these four years was : 1886,697; 1887,668; 1888,

597; and 1889, only 575, a decrease of almost 18 per

cent, in four years. The first year under the mulct
law, 1894, the number of convicts sprang up to 847,

and for the year 1895 just closed the average reached
947, and now the officials are calling fur more cell

room.
William H. Boole, one of the founders of Prohibi-

tion Park on Staten Island, died at his home there on
the 24th ult. He was 60 years old.

A telegram from Seattle, Washington, says that the
land and snow slide on the Great Northern in the
Cascade Mountains has developed into the most dis-

astrous one in the history of the road. Rocks, trees
and earth were swept down the mountain side, carry-
ing away snow-sheds, bridging and tracks. There has
been, in consequence, a complete blockade.
The Federal authorities seized, in New York har-

bor, early on the morning of the 25th nit., the steamer
Bermuda, living the British flag, the steam lighter
J. S. T. Stranaban and the tugs William J. McCaldin
and McCaldin Brothers. The lighter was loaded with
arms and ammunition, and the tugs carried men, to
lie put on the steamer Bermuda, which was then to
sail for Cuba with the expedition. The tugs were re-
leased, and of the 200 prisoners, all but four officers
I who were released on bail), were discharged.

this city last, week numbered 492, which

iring (hat,

De
is 21 more than the previous week and 245 less than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
uiimher, 215 were males and 247 females: 77 died of
pneumonia; (in of consumption

;

' heart disease;
25 .,f diphtheria; 21 of convulsions ; 20 of old age; 18
of apoplexy; IS of inflammation of the brain; 13 of
bronchitis; 12 ol cancer; II of Bright's disease ; 11 of
nephritis, 111 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels, and 9 ol marasmus.

,l/e,7,,7x, ,tv -r. s. 2's, 95; 4's. 1907, 109', a 110'•
'' "I' ">, 110a lill; .)'s, new, 117', a US; 5's, 1131 a
114}; currency 6'a, 102 a 107 J.

"

Cotton - its. per p uind for middling uplands.
I-

i

• ' -V : loan was in small supply ami steady at
*'••"" a ?!•• " per ton lor winter in bulk and spring
in Back", hut trade was quiet.

Fi.ock .-Winter super, $2.50 a $2.75 ; do, extras,
:- .. •' a iM.nil

;
1 ennsylvania roller, clear, ¥3.4(1 a S3 55 •

do.,
. .... -traight $3.(iij a $3.75

; Western winter/clear;
' '": do., ,|,,

. straight, $5.05 a $5.S5- do
do. paie,,i.s:;-,:, M $.i, (M |. spring, clear, *2.9(l a *3 --V

" do., patent, *;Ui(l a *Y75 :

do layorite brand, higher, I'ov nulls, extra, $2 65
o-. *3..,tia $3.71); do, straight, $5.70• Rye Flour. -

Lbo.ce Penu'a, $2.65 per bbl. Buckwheat Fi.oi.-r -

$1.15 a $1.25 per 100 pounds. Fancy lots held highe

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 74 a 75ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 35 a 35£c.

No. 2 white oats, 27 a 27i;c.

Foreign.—A copy of the British case in the Vei
ezuelan dispute has been furnished Ambassador Ba-

ard. He has mailed it to the State Department.
A copy of Chaucer's " Canterbury Tales," of tl

first edition, printed by Caxton in 1478, was sold i,

auction in London last week for £1020.

It is proposed to restore the stone that marks t

grave of Dr. Johnson in Westminster Abbey. Tl
surface of the present gravestone is decayed, and I

inscription is half obliterated.

In an interview on the 29th ult., Prime Ministi

Canovas del Castillo said he doubted that Presidei

Cleveland approved a recognition of the Cuban ii,

surgents as belligerents, but if he should be compelli

to indorse the action of Congress it would not provol

an international conflict, nor interrupt the friend

relations exis.ing between Spain and (he United Statt

A declaration of belligerency, the Prime Minifct

added, bad moral, not material, importance. I

was not buying war material in the United 5

On the other hand the recognition of the Cuban i

as belligerents would bind the United States to

greater neutrality.

The French Government has given formal notice

our State Department that it has annexed the isla

of Madagascar.
The King of the Belgians has decided to inaugu

a war against the dervishes through the Congo!
State.

List week heavy snow-storms were prevaili

throughout Hungary, in many districts blocking ra

ways and causing a suspension of traffic.

It is said that President Kruger has evidenceof t

complicity of Cecil Rhoades, ex-Prime Minister

Cape Colony, in Dr. Jameson's raid.

A meteor which fell in Australia recently 1

large mass of pure copper imbedded in one side.

The Havana correspondent of the Pall Mull Gam
says that Captain General Weyler no more will

pies- the rebellion than did tieneral Martinez Camp
The United States, the correspondent adds, should,

the score of humanity and her general political a

financial interests, insist on autonomy for the Cuba
Spanish papers last week published curious statist

concerning the Cuban war. According to these s

tislies there were sent to the island up to Third \
1896, 118,000 men. Thirteen thousand of these i

sent at the time of the outbreak of the rebellion. 1\

cost of (be war thus far is placed at $50,000,000. I

the -en,ml year the cost is estimated at $75,()00,(

Kaoh soldier in Cuba cost the Government $500
nually. During the first year 406 soldiers were kill

and 3,472 died of yellow fever.

President Campos, of Venezuela, on the 25th
sent his message to the Congress. The message
ferred to the boundary dispute with Great Briti

with particular regard to the attitude of the Unj
States. Gratitude, the President said, was due to I

country above all, for the reason that it had interfei

and had become a powerful ally of Venezuela, 1

1

it found thit the integrity of an American State
j

gravely menaced. Venezuelas's rights would bepe;|
ably maintained, the President ileel ired, if the ad'

j

of the United States should be followed. This porj
of the message concluded with the emphatic decl}'

tion that Venezuela's debt to the country of Wash (

ton could not be estimated, and with distinct comD.j

dation for the part taken by United States MinM
Thomas.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniite

of persons c miing to Westtown Scho >l, the stage ll

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7. 17 and 8.46 Af.,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wjo

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen et&,

on special trips, twenty-live cents each way. To rib

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester PhoniS.

Zebedee Haines, Sup'

Friends' Institute Lyceum.—The next me< ig

of Friends' Institute Lyceum will be held at UN.
Sixteenth St., Sixth-day, Third Month 6th, at8r:.

Died, fourth of Ninth Month, 1895, at her
dence in Monrovia, Morgan County, Indiana, Sj'.-T

Allen, in the sixty-eighth year of her age ; a mei*4;

of West Union Monthly Meeting of Friends, j"

was of a meek and quiet spirit. Those who kne»«*
best loved her most, and we believe her end was p *
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Gather the Fragments.

At a conference of colored Methodist minis-

t"s, held at Baiubridge, in the southwestern

^rner of Georgia, in the First Month of 1877,

to Friends were present who were then on a
|igious visit in the Southern States. The
!ihop who presided was Jabez Campbell, of
liladelphia, who had considerable knowledge

<j
Friends, and introduced the strangers in a-

jry kindly manner. After some other exer-

Jses, one of them addressed the assembled
jeachers, spoke of the earnest interest mani-
Bted by the colored people for the education
<

!

their children, and encouraged them. to per-

^verance in that direction, and at the same
foe extended a caution against a danger con-

icted therewith.

*He expressed his belief that during the dark
tnes of slavery, the Lord had raised up from
le ignorant and unlearned men among them
is in former days He chose his apostles from
le ignorant fishermen) those whom He had
(lightened by his Holy Spirit, and whom He
j.d made living witnesses to point out to others
(e way of salvation. The apostle testified that
ii man taketh this office upon himself, unless

* is called of God, as was Aaron. This was
(e doctrine of their Methodist Church, that the
tje minister must receive a Divine call ; and
'e desire was expressed that they might never
.se sight of this indispensable requisite for the
cercise of Gospel ministry. It was easy for a
:an of good abilities, with proper training, to

•mpose eloquent sermons, but if these lack the
ivine anointing, they could not be of any spir-

'ial benefit to the people; for although Paul
ight plant and Apollos water, yet the Lord
one could give the increase.

After our Saviour had commissioned the
postles to testify the truths of the Gospel, He
immanded them to wait until they were endued
ith power from on high. And when the day
Pentecost came, they were filled with the

oly Ghost, and then they spake as the Spirit
ive them utterance. So marvellous was the
'ivine energy that accompanied the words of
eter on this occasion, thatthree thousand souls
ere added to the Church.
When Peter and John were brought before

ie rulers of the Jews, these marvelled at their
3ldness, perceiving them to be unlearned and

ignorant men. It was the Spirit of the Lord
which enabled them to bear such a noble testi-

mony before those who not long before had con-

demned their Lord to the death of the cross.

When the Centurion Cornelius sent for Peter
to instruct him, the Spirit commanded Peter to

go with the men, nothing doubting, and it en-

abled him so to speak to the assembled com-
pany, that they were all convinced that Jesus
was the Son of God.

After Saul had met with that remarkable
visitation of the love of God on his way to Da-
mascus, Ananias came to him with the message
that he was sent that he might receive his sight

and be filled with the Holy Ghost, and the ac-

count adds, straightway he preached Christ,

that He is the Son of God.
While the other apostles were unlearned men

as to outward education, Paul was a learned

man, but he says, " My speech and my preach-

ing was not with enticing words of man's wis-

dom, but in the demonstration of the Spirit and
of power, that your faith might not stand in the

wisdom of man, but in the power of God."
Thus we see, that whether learned or un-

learned, all had to depend for their power to

exercise Gospel ministry on the ability received

from the Lord, arid not on their own under-
standing. And the desire was expressed that

the members of that Conference might continu-

ally seek to the Lord for help and strength to

qualify them.

ANECDOTES OF ANN BRANSON.
At Ohio Yearly Meeting, perhaps twenty-

years ago, there was present a young woman
who was under great discouragement because of

domestic opposition to the course she believed

it right for her to pursue, so that she seemed
scarcely able to rise above the depression. One
day, during the week of the Yearly Meeting,
she came into the room in their boarding-

house, where Ann was sitting by a bedside, and
sat down behind her. Ann was so deaf that she

knew not of her coining in, but after a time she

turned in her chair and looked behind her, but

without seeing the young Friend. Presently

she again turned and looked and saw no one.

Then she turned a third time, more fully, ami
oberved the discouraged maiden, whom she soon
addressed in a very encouraging manner, tell-

ing her that if she were faithful, the great

mountain of opposition would be removed. This

so revived the spirits of the young woman that

she was able to enjoy the meeting with more
cheerfulness. Subsequent events proved that

in this instance Ann had been a true prophet.

In 1877, Ann Branson paid a religious visit

to Salem, Ohio, and the neighboring meetings.

Her communications in meeting were at times

close and searching. At Weuona she quoted
the text, "Confidence in an unfaithful man in

the time of trouble is like a broken tooth, or a

foot out of joint." After meetings she often

spoke to many individuals, communicating to

each a few words of counsel, encouragement or

caution, as her mind was impressed—a gift of

service which may at times be strikingly useful.

At Salem Meeting, on First-day, the twenty-
seventh of Fifth Month, 1877, she referred to

the trials of Job. Appearing to think that some
present would have trials and conflicts portioned
out to them, she encouraged such to look unto
the Lord for help and strength patiently to bear
them, and in due time they would be brought
through all, and enabled, as Job did, to say, " I

have heard of Thee with the hearing of the ear,

but now mine eye seeth Thee. Therefore I re-

pent and abhor myself in dust and ashes."

A minister from another meeting followed in

a lively strain of encouragement. Then Ann
again aro-e with the passage from Amos, "Shall
horses run upon the rock? Will one plough
there with oxen? For ye have turned judgment
into gall, and the fruit of righteousness into

hemlock." It was a solemn warning to beware
of resisting the Spirit of the Lord, and of refus-

ing to yield to his visitations ; a course of action

which would indeed be turning the judgments
of the Lord into gall. There were many in the

world whose hearts had, in this way, become
like the rock which could not be ploughed and
from which no fruit could be reaped. She knew
not that there were any such there, and she de-

sired that all might be preserved from falling

into that condition.

In the afternoon a number of Friends col-

lected at the house of Samuel Street, to meet
with two friends who were bound on a religious

visit to some parts of the more remote West.

A religious opportunity occurred, in which Ann
Branson quoted from the Psalms, " They that

go down to the sea in ships, and do business in

great waters, these see the works of the Lord
and his wonders in the deep, etc." She thought

the passage was applicable to those who had to

pass through deep spiritual exercises, as well as

to those who went in ships. But although they

might be brought as to their wits' end, yet as

they looked to the Lord He would still bring

them out of their distresses. It was an encour-

aging and lively word of counsel.

She afterwards knelt in supplication for the

brethren who were going far from their fami-

lies, desiring that the Lord might bless their

labors, and enable them to return with sheaves

of peace, when their service was accomplished.

Was not this like the case of Paul and Silas,

who, when they were about to set out from
Antioch to visit the churches of Asia, were
" recommended by the brethren to the grace of

God." J. W.

Irreverence marks our age to an alarming

degree. The disposition is to make fun of every

thing. The temptation is great to ridicule and
to get the laugh upon somebody or something.

This is accounted a sign of smartness and an

evidence of good fellowship. Under the preva-

lent spirit of mockery, levity and jocularity,

sacred things suffer. The Church, good men,

the Bible and religion are held up to jest and
witticism. As the result, regard for sacred per-

sons and objects departs, and religious feeling

and sentiment decline. Reverence is a virtue
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that caonot he too much instilled in the young

or cultivated in a community.— The Presbyter-

The Cruel Conscription—France.

The conscripts for the year have joined their

live regiments — some fur one year, the

majority for three year? of military ser-

vice, according to their luck at the drawing.

This latter operation takes place annually, when

every young Frenchman of twenty years must

j_'o ami participate in this great human lottery,

which will probably change the whole course

of his future career. Then he is examined by

the army doctor, and if he has no physical de-

fects serious enough to justify his rejection, his

papers arc banded to the "Commandant de

Becruitement," who decides whether he shall

-. rve in infantry, cavalry, or artillery. Then,

ju.-t as the young man has passed the threshold

of manhood's days, he receives his " feuille de

ri.ute," or his travelling-papers, which indicate

the particular company, regiment and head-

quarters to which he must proceed. What
touching scenes are witnessed when the sad day
of departure arrives ! What tearful leave-tak-

ings between mother and son and brother and
sister; what passiooate protestations between
lover and sweetheart as they pledge their troth !

The military law is merciless; it has but one
watchword—obedience !

No political economist has as yet been cour-

ageous enough to attack the task of estimating
the cost to the nation of this forcihle seizure and
appropriation, every year, of the services, mental
and physical, of over a quarter of a million

of its young men. No philosopher has ever been
able to propound the moral consequences of
subjecting this same phalanx of the nation's
youth to the brutalizing influences of barrack
life The conscripts are drawn from every
station in life—from the son of the miserable
rag-picker in the street and the rude peasant in

the Geld to the proud heir to millions and the
cultivated offspring of the judge and the poet.
Who can Bay, then tore, what the effect will be
upon the minds and characters of these young
fellow-, thrown together like so many slaves, to
be drilled and cursed, and tyrannized by a
despotic little military tyrant of a "sous-off?"
The problem is too complicated, its arms are
too far-reaching to he solved. One can only

nerally the result of the experience of
the few intelligent men who come within the
range of one's acquaintance. The verdict is

unanimous 'that the military service 1- level-
ling, degrading, and demoralizing, and that
only in the very lowest strata of the conscrip-
tion can it possibly accomplish any good results.
Imagine a sensitive, well-bred, highly educated
y°utn " f 6 1 family being hurled' headlong
|"i" a company of recruits drawn from the
gutter' To wear his Country's uniform in roin-
raon with them he is only too proud, hut to -it
and '" with them, to listen to their vulgarities

n the same room with seventy or eiehtv
ripelled to follow day by

day a bte oi ridiculous routine, to have his spirit
crushed, his independence enslaved, his thoughts
turned from their natural chant
which i- tar fro,,, elevating—these things in

nlyhavi a degrading influence.
Hi" young man must have ;l w i|| f j r,„, ;lnil

itural powers of moral resistanci
• h a trial unscathed,
ike another case, thai ofaskilled w„rk-

>""> Look at the loss i„ him per ally and
'" the country generally from : , „„. n . business

point of view. After spending four or five years

in "learning his trade," to use its tools with

precision, and after having ai rived at the prac-

tical result of earning his own living, he is sud-

denly withdrawn for three years from the bench

to be taught how to handle a gun. Then, with

his fingers beuumbed and with his mind filled

with ideas quite foreign to his trade, lie is thrown

on the world again at twenty-four to make a

fresh start, and to accustom his hands once more

to the technicalities of his trade. How difficult

and tiresome this must be, those know who
have served an apprenticeship to such delicate

operations as, say, wood carving, lithography,

diamond cutting, or the grinding of razor blades.

How much greater is the loss of time and habi

tude to the artist, the musician, the mathemati
cian, and candidates for the professions. It is

impossible to calculate the results. A mistaken

sense of duty, and a misled sentiment of pa-

triotism induces the people of a great country

like France, so bright, so intelligent, so clever,

so advanced in nineteenth century civilization,

to continue to make this tremendous sacrifice,

and to support the burdens which the mainten-

ance of two millions of men—the flower of her

vou t h—en t ai Is.

—

Norwich Press.

For " The Friend."

The Church.

Whilst in the wilderness God had fed the Is

raelites with manna, and in view of the claim!

of Jesus to the Messiahship, the Jews asked of
Him a sign, such as their fathers had received,

when "Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I

say unto you, Moses gave you not that bread
from heaven ; but my Father giveth you the

true bread from heaven " (Jpo. vii : 32). This
manna was after all but natural elementary
food for the perishing body, as all such is,

whether it be given by God to us by the mar-
vellous workings of God's laws in nature by
which we are surrounded, or whether it comes
direct, as to the Israelites in the wilderness, from
the hand of God. But Christ turns their at-

tention to the food of the immortal soul, saying,
" For the bread of God is He which Cometh
down from heaven, and giveth life unto the
world" (v: 33), eating of which the soul shall

never die.

The Jews professed to believe and to follow
the teachings of Moses; and yet refused Him
whom Moses and the prophets spake of, as the
one to whom alone they were to hearken. In
view of the many mighty miracles wrought di-
rectly by the hand of the Lord Jesus Christ,
how blind and slow of heart were they to be-
lieve in hi- Divine mission, and to acknowledge
Him to be the Son of God. He opened the
eyes of the blind, unstopped the deaf ear, healed
the leper by his word, raised the dead, stilled
the storm. He said and did things far beyond
any powers vested in Moses or his law, and whilst
Moses and the prophets bare witness to Him
and his immediate forerunner, John the Bap-
tist, he himself, his very enemies said, claimed
1 o lie i|,e Son of Co,]. As such He forgave sins,
He proved to Nathaniel his omniscience. He
without reproof on his part, received worship
from men. He knew the inmost thoughts of
"Mil, and his eye discerned and his power guided
the fishes in the depths of the sea, who all were
obedient to his call, and finally by his own
power, as He foretold He would do," He raised
himself from the dead. Himself full of .'race
•|''dtn,!h, those whose eyes Cod had opened,
beheld his glory as of the only begotten of the

Father; they hesitated not to declare Him to

be " God manifest in the flesh," and that "in

Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead !

bodily " (Col. ii : 9). As the Son and Heirol!

God, coming in his authority and power,

commanded the Jews, saying, " Make not

Father's house a house of merchandise " (Joh

ii : 16). Made like unto his brethren, He can

under the law of the seed of David, accordii

to the flesh ; He was the first born of the chur
among many of his brethren. Truly God,
his Son in power and glory, and yet coming ;

a true man, having a fellow-feeling with

weaknesses and infirmities, subject to our temp

tations and trials, and partaking of our pain

joys and hopes.

In Him that outward law, consisting in rites

sacrifices and carnal ordinances, was all fulfilled

and marvellous to behold, the Jews with thei

rulers judged it essentially necessary in orde

that that law might not be broken, that Jesu

must die. How evident then to us that no out

ward law can possibly fulfil the righteonsnes

of God, they professing to be guided by tha

law, which Christ himself their Lord and Kin;

gave to them by the hand of his servant Mosei

now cry, "Crucify him, crucify him." In thj

eyes of his beloved disciples, with whom He ha.

walked and kept that law, He was the one amj

the only one whom they had known to keep th,

righteousness of that law unbroken by eithe

word or deed. He had been their Leader au
%

their Light, and with Thomas they one and a.

could exclaim, " My Lord and my God " (Joh

xx : 28).

How then could they ever hope or seek to b

made righteous by that law whose highest die

nitaries and greatest teachers had by that la

condemned and put to death their Lord?
God had indeed been to Israel through tb.

law a husband to them, but now by their ow
hand the bands were broken, their Lord wb
had come to them was dead, and like as

woman is free from the law of her husband :

his death, so now were they free, being loose

from that covenant, whose seal and represent;

tive rite was circumcision in the flesh.

Now, in Christ Jesus risen again, glorifie

and coming in the power of bis spirit, Gc'

through Him enters into a new and everlas

ing covenant, which never shall be broken, oi

whose seal is not an outward circumcision i' I

the flesh, but that of the heart by his Spirit,

baptism of the Holy Ghost and of fire; an
;

whosoever believeth in Jesus and is thus ba

tized, enters into this covenant, and abidir

therein, according to God's sure mercies : 1

Christ shall be saved. These are they " who
: <

names are written in the Lamb's book of life

and who, if they continue to walk with Him : I

his power will overcome evil, Christ will clotl

them in his raiment of righteousness, will cc
fess them before his Father, and " will not bl (

out their names out of the book of life " (Re
iii : 5).

The Apostle Paul writing by inspiration say
" I have espoused you to one husband, that

may present you as a chaste virgin to Christ

(2 Cor. xi: 12). Our years on earth the,

are the days of espousal, and it behooves ij n

through Divine grace to continue faithful

the Lord, watchfully obedient to his commanc
patiently awaiting his time when it shall plea

Him to come for his bride. His promise
"Surely I come quickly," to which the chun
responds, " Even so, come Lord Jesus" (Re
xxii: 20). The wise virgins, who throuj

watchfulness and prayer received their dai '.

supplies from God and who had kept their lam
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immed and their lights brightly burning, were

itund ready at his coming to enter "in with

Lim to the marriage." So John saw the new
•jrusalem, the church of God, coming down
mi God out of heaven, prepared as a bride

lorned for her husband " (Rev. xx : 2). And
!ese adornments are the gifts and graces of

od's spirit bestowed by Christ himself, until

;
ch time as hope sees its full fruition, and
ith be changed to sight.

Let us remember then the apostle's words, " I

Ave espoused you to one husband, that I may
lesent you as a chaste virgin to Christ; and
;ay we never hanker after outward carnal or-

tnances like to those the Jews had, and who
l.ving had them yet crucified their Lord ; but

\, us with Christ's body be dead indeed to such

lings, nor let us think that the practice of them

m possibly become us, or enhance us in the eyes

t our Lord, since these were but emblems of his

<ath, which He should accomplish at Jerusa-

hi. By that death He fulfilled them all, and

t those who now look for Him his word to

fern is verified, " I go away and come again

uto you " (John xiv : 28). " I will not leave

y\i comfortless, I will come to you" (v : 18).

lid this Comforter who should abide with

tern forever, he told them was the Spirit of

luth, and "ye know Him for He dwelleth

ith you, and shall be in you " (v: 17.) " If ye

(en he risen with Christ, seek those things

xiich are above, where Christ sitteth on the

i;hthandofG-.d" (Col. iii : 1).

May we then be enabled by the power of

iivine grace, to keep ourselves chaste and holy

i life and spirit, ever looking unto Jesus, the

Iginuer and finisher of our faith " (marginal

ndings), that so, like Moses and Elias when
iue is over and eternity has dawned we may
ihold in glory the beloved of our soul.

'

W. W. B.(From S. S. Times.

Scripture Illustrations.

." I Know That He Shall Eise Again."
H"It was a cave, and a stone lay upon it."

here is not a glen, not a hillside, in Palestine,

'lich does not to this day bear its silent testi-

uny to the faith of the Jews of olden times

i the resurrection of the body. Not even the

jjyptiaus could surpass them in their rever-

ece for the remains of the dead. The rock-

Iwn tombs are almost the one indelible record

c the children of Israel left in their own land.

ae character of the country lent itself uatu-

illy to the provision of permanent burial-

bees. Central Palestine is one labyrinth of

Ills and net-work of narrow valleys, with low
(Si of chalk and soft limestone, which could

isily be hollowed into the sepulchral chambers
nere each family laid its dead. There was no
led to occupy the surface of the soil by ceme-
fries and graveyards. Caves were enlarged or

1rmed in the hill facing the ancestral farm,
id in these one generation after another found
i resting-places. The Jews never, with the

igle exception of the royal family, were bur-

i within the walls of a city or village. In
3thany, now called El-Lazariyeh—or rather,

l-'Azariyeh, as the Arabs took the " L" for

eir article
—"the place of Lazarus," who is

ckoned amoug the saints of Mohammedanism,
i are shown an old tower called Lazarus'
stle, and, close by, his tomb, over which a
osque has been erected, and yet in which, by
strange communism, the Latins at certain

roes celebrate mass. But the reputed sepulchre
irries its own refutation with it. It is a vault

to which we descend by a Might of steps, and
neither in form nor position does it bear the

slightest resemblance to a Jewish tomb. It is

under the mosque, and it is said that the steps

were hewn lo permit the Christians to visit it

without passing through the Moslem build-

ing. But tombs, as we have said, were never
in a village, and the Bible narrative implies

that Lazarus was buried some distance from
the house. There are numerous rock-hewn
sepulchres in the neighborhood, especially on
the sides of the ravine leading down to Jericho,

any one of which might have been the grave of

Lazarus. These tombs are all formed on one

pattern, a doorway, which was always closed

by a massive stone slab, opening into a square

chamber, on three sides of which are rows of

kokim, that is, recesses, iuto which a body could

be thrust, each recess being about six feet deep.

There are usually in the three inner walls of a

large family mausoleum three tiers of these re-

cesses, of three kokim in each, making twenty-

seven in all. When the kokim were all occupied,

another chamber was hewn farther into the hill-

side, leading from the outer one; and I have
sometimes found four such chambers, with one
common entrance. Such were the ordinary

burial-places of all above the very poorest.

The sumptuous tombs near Jerusalem, known
as " the Tombs of the Kings," " the Tombs of

the Prophets," etc., are all merely elaborations

of the same structural idea. In some simpler

tombs there are no kokim, but the body was
simply laid on the floor of the cave. In others

it was placed on a shelf lengthways. Thus prob-

ably was Lazarus, and certainly thus was our

Lord, laid. This care to secure the remains of

the departed from disturbance or desecration

clearly points to a faith in the resurrection of

the body, as emphatically declared by Martha,
and which, although it has been maintained not

to be taught in the Old Testament, was un-

doubtedly held from the earliest times by all

save those who considered themselves the phil-

osophers, the higher critics, the Sadducees, a

comparatively late sect.

"She Goeth Unto the Grave to Weep
There."—-The custom of visiting the grave for

the purpose of weeping there, at certain times,

still remains, both among Jews and Moslems,

as in the days of our Lord. After the burial,

there are three days of lamentation, and twenty-

seven more of mourning. During the three

days the hired mourning women maintain an

almost ceaseless wail. During the remainder

of the month, the women of the family visit

the tomb daily, to weep and lament. All

the ceremonies connected with this weeping

at the grave are minutely laid down by the

Talmud. The friends are to accompany the

mourners, but at a respectful distance, as the

Jews followed Mary to the grave. They are to

sit down behind the women, and weep and
meditate. Then they are to rise and stand silent

for a while, and then sit down and weep again,

repeating the ceremony seven times, till the

chief mourner signs to them to depart. The
walk from Bethany toward the probable site of

the village tombs is one of striking interest. We
ascend a hill, and then rapidly descend towards

the Jordan valley, with rock-hewn sepulchres

on either side. On the opposite hill stands, full

in sight, a squalid village, called Abu Dis, to

which no conjecture has yet attached an ancient

equivalent. It is the only village, past or pres-

ent, on the way. I think we cau scarcely hesi-

tate to identify it as that toward which the eyes

of our Lord were turned as he said, "Go into

the village over against you, and straightway

ye shall find an ass tied." A- we stand and look

at it from this little knoll, our guide points out

to us a large, Hat stone, which is kissed by every

pilgrim, as being the seat on which Martha

rested while waiting for the arrival of Jesus.

—

II. B. Tristram.

"To Weep There."—When one dies, the

women around gather quickly to the house of

the dead, to comfort the bereaved. Much of

the "comforting' consists in simply weeping

with them. S mietirues it happens that the

nearer relatives (or one of them I
have suffered

such a shock that grief refuses to expre-s itself

in the usual way. In such cases the belief is

that of the maidens in Tennyson's " Princess,"

"She must weep, or she will die." Then are

brought women skilled in singing sad songs and
extemporizing moving couplets in praise of the

departed, thus, if possible, to open the fountains

of tears. For many months the females of the

household will go at times to the grave of

father, brother or husband, to weep there, and

are joined by relatives and friends. The place

for mother, sister or widow is at the head of the

grave, others sit in order around. If the dead

has been taken in the flower of his age, sad in-

deed are the ditties that are sung. Not long

ago, on entering the Protestant graveyard at

Nazareth, my attention was arrested by a loud

wailing from one corner of the enclosure. Some
seven or eight women sat around the grave of

one who had recently been cut down in early

life. Singing, singly and all together, swaying
their bodies, wailing aloud and beatiug on their

breasts, their excitement was wrought to a high

pitch, and they presented a picture of uncom-
mon distress. Save among strict Moslems, who
reckon excessive weeping a reproach to God,

the grief of Orientals is unrestrained and tem-

pestuous, and is stayed only by exhaustion. It

is almost impossible for the beholder not to be

deeply affected by it, even if he knows that the

tears will soon be dried, and the sorrow appar-

ently forgotten.

" Behold How He Loved Him."—The
message of the sisters to Jesus was, " He whom
thou lovest is sick ;" the evangelist says, " Jesus

loved Martha," etc.; and John calls himself

"the disciple whom Jesus loved." It is thus

that an Oriental almost always expresses him-

self in reference to one whose friendship he es-

teems highly, more especially if he be his

superior in rank, "He loves me very much."

Just when I had written these lines, a Syrian

gentleman called, who, in conversation regard-

ing a former consul at Damascus, whose friend-

ship he had counted a high honor, used exactly

these words, " He loved me very much."

"Many of the Jews had Come ... to
Console Them."—According to the ancient

Jewish ritual, those who came to condole with

the mourners had to return with them from the

grave to the house, there to station themselves

in a circle around the mourners, repeating

prayers and offering consolation. The rule was

that this circle of consolers should consist of not

less than ten persons, but it usually consisted of

many more. In token of grief, the couches upou

which the mourners and consolers sat were low-

ered so as to come nearer to the ground, or else

all sat upon the ground. The consolers re-

mained with the mourners during the days of

mourning, but there was a certain defense from
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this publicity in the fact that the consoler had

do right to speak until the mourner spoke, and

the mourner had the privilege, further, of indi-

cating, by Dodding, that he was now comforted,

and that the consolers need not continue to -it

around him any

"He Shall Rise Again in the Resto-

re hon."—In spite of Sadducean denial, the

doctrine of the resurrection was fully believed

in by the mas- of the Jews. How crude their

views were in some instances is evident from the

brief summary on this point by Edersheim,

"According to the Midrash, all circumcised Is-

rael would then I in the days of King Messiah)

be released from Gehenna, and the dead raised

—according to some authorities—by the Mes-
siah, to whom God would give the key of the

resurrection from the dead Sanb. 113 a). This

resurrection would take place in the land of Is-

rael, and those of Israel who had been buried

elsewhere would have to roll underground—not

without suffering pain (Kethub. Ill a)—till

they reached the sacred soil. Probably the rea-

son of this strange idea, which was supported

by an appeal to the direction of Jacob and Jo-
- to th( ir last resting-place, was to induce

the Jews, after the final desolation of their land,

not to quit Palestine."

" He Hath Been Dead Four Days."—It

was the belief of the ancient Jews that the spirit

of a dead man hovered over his grave for three

days, -eeking for an opportunity to re-enter the

body. On the fourth day after death, it was
said, the countenance of the dead man altered,

and the spirit, seeing the change, knew that
there was no longer any possibility of its return,
and took its (light to the region of the dead.

"Bouhd Hand and Foot With Grave-
Clothes."—In the preparation of the hody for
the tomb among the Orientals, the jaw is bound
up with a handkerchief. In the case of the poor,
tie- body i- then enclosed in a single cotton gar-
ment—in the case of others, it is wrapped in

cloths of several textures, from the thin muslin,
which is next to the hody, to the Cashmere
shawl, which forms the outer wrapping. In one

modern ( Oriental custom seems to differ
from the ancient. Lazarus is described as com-
ing from th.- tomb bound hand and foot. The
Orientals i fthe presi tit keep the kmdages tied
tdl the funeral bes the tomb,
when the bandages are untied, and the Cash-
mere Bbawl H rent, B0 that the body may be
ready to start up free on the day of resurrec-
tion.— William Ewing.

I)i w:i.y beloved, what a line thing it is t,,

be able to look beyond all outward things, and
to feel that our rest is not in this frail, pns.-in.r

I Hi that we at- hound fur a -loriou"
continually wrestling for an ad-

vancement in the way which had- to it. None
of the tribulations we meet with can then move

.'• from the joyful hope set before us nor
deprive us of that upon which alone we can

This i- thelangut and ex-
" r ''"• faithful in all ages, and what 'is

taught the least scholar in the Bcbool of Christ
and though th.-rc may he many, many,
when wc cannot sensibl

nee, yet the lowest and smallesl
true faith that was ever vet p
pensed to the upright, brings with it a sufficient

'•". to support and nre-
II and de-pair.-

AMEN!
g. bkowxi;

That I would rather walk this rugged way,

If Him I please.

1 cannot feel

That all is well when darkening clouds conceal

The shining sun.

But then I know
God lives and loves. And sav since it is so,

" Thy will he done."

I ennnot speak
In happv tones; the tear drops on mv cheek

Show I am sad
;

But I can speak
Of grace to suffer with submission meek

Until made glad.

I do not see

Why God should e'en permit such things to be,

When He is love.

But I can see,

Though often dimly, through the mystery,
His hand above

!

I do not know
Where falls the seed that I have tried to sow

With greatest care,

But I shall know
The meaning of each waiting hour below

Sometime, somewhere.

I do not look
Upon the present, nor in Nature's book

To read my fate

;

But I do look
For promised blessings in God's Holy Book,

And I can wait.

I may not try

To keep the hot tears hack; but hush that sigh,
It might have been,"
And try to still

Each rising murmur, and to God's sweet will
Respond, "Amen !"

" WORDS."
Words are things of little cost,

Quickly spoken, quickly lost.

We forget I hem, but they stand
Witnesses at God's right hand,
And their testimony bear
For us or against us there.

Oh, how often ours have been
Idle words and words of sin,

Words of anger, scorn or pride,
l )r deceit, our faults to bide

;

Envious tales, or strifes unkind,
Leaving hitter thoughts behind.

REFUSED BY THE BENCH.
The painters are busy, both inside and out,
Repainting the win. h.ws, the sign-hoard and spout,
Re-shaping the cushion, re-building the crown
That on a big sign-board did swing up and down

;A handsome new counter, new seats all around •

A cosier hostelry could not be found.
Such pictures! such gilding! such glitter and light!
loer Hodge stood bewildered and stared- at the Bighl

' lid Boniface eyed it with evident glee,
'.',

'

,lii,)k there's no d t they'll transfer it to me

•

I ve spent all this money, displayed all this skill—
i But 1*11 s.'on have it back in mv pocket or till I

ve a g ,ed frond in court, who knows what to say,
lie II give me a lilt on the licensing day,
fbo'vgh B I! has said, with grave face,

'

I d better not spend too much on the place.

"But then as I said t'other night to mv wife
Ihis^dnnk trade's the source of this great nation's

By it the feeble are nourished and fed,
\n I man is made strong in the arm and the head

iV:,'||,T;'
|,

.7 :.'" •' Why. talk of the crown,Itcouldnt keep up !f tins traffic went down
Refuse to renew? Why, I feel half amused
At the very idea of being refused."

The magistrates sat, each witb very grave face,

While the glib lawyer pleaded bis client's strong cas.

He spoke of the money, so freely laid down,
To raise up an ornament quite to the town,
He spoke of the need—but the justice said, " Nay,
We cannot see that ; there's one over the way.
And we think all chance of success is quite gone
When there's one to sell off just next door but one."

Old Boniface raved, and old Boniface swore,
He clenched hard his fist, and he stamped on the floo

Till B 41, with a smile on his lace?
Said, " Didn't I say, don't spend much on the place

The times are now changing ; I'm glad they are, tot

There'd be fewer of vs—if fewer of you,—
Fewer pains for the living, fewer graves for the dea
If 'Refused' were the word the Bench oftener said

Alliance News.
t

Bug Worship.

One of the most noted of the deities of Egy i

was the scarab or dung beetle, which is so oft.

seen rolling along a little ball of manure. Th
scarab is found figured on the temple wal
and ever occupies an honored place; and t'

CornhiM Magazine tells how this little contem
tible bug came to be worshipped by the learn.

Egyptians who " by wisdom knew not God."
" Primitive observers never suspected an

thing so commonplace as the presence of eggs
the middle of the ball the beetle had mat
That sort of explanation belongs only to the a

of science. The Egyptians saw the beetle bu
the pellet, and they saw a new beetle emei
from it in due time, and they leaped strain

\

to the not unnatural conclusion that here wat

case of spontaneous generation. The pitl
scarab, they imagined, buried a ball cf dirt c

they themselves buried their mummied derl
and a new scarab sprang from it underSl
vivifying rays of the supreme sun god, as til

glorified body would spring in the end frM
the dried and withered dust of the huSM
mummy.

"It was as an emblem of the resurrecti*
then, that the scarab attained such immeJ|
vogue in the Nile valley. Nothing could M
more natural than that a mummy-making r <m
should see in its proceedings an undoubted •.<

gument for the immortality of the soul anfl
proof of the continued existence of the spB
after death. Everything conspired to prod 3

|

this impression. The earnest way in which B

good beetles devoted their lives to the pi9
task of rolling their balls of manure to Brl

chosen burying-place was a lesson, as it werefH
careless humanity to look to the end—a ]"-

petual coleopterous memento mori.
"All sorts of strange fables rose up acccj

ingly about the sacred insect. It seems I
for twenty-eight days the balls remained unit1

ground, through a whole lunar revolution. If
1

ing that mystic time the beetles grew within
j

spontaneous generation. On the twenty-nil
day, which the insect knew as the moment

I

the conjunction of the sun with the moon,]
ball opened of itself and forth sallied in

divinity a newborn scarab. Later on, w
the cult of Ra, the sun god, became the c

element in the worship of Egypt, eclipsing
absorbing into itself the earlier ancestral \

ship of Osiris, yet another point of sanctity I

discovered in the scarab.

"The balls he rolled behind him so assjj

ously, being round and revivified, were con J

ered as emblematical of the sun's disk, ami »
beetle himself was almost regarded as an av.ir

of the solar deity. To such a pitch of dig
'-J

may honest industry and sterling earnestne.of

purpose lead in the end even a despised car »
beetle."
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j
j!n worldly wisdom Egypt led the world. In

tl majesty and massiveness of her temples,

tubs and palaces Egypt lias never been equalled

-ind now, after being plundered by seven suc-

asive sets of conquerors, the narrow valley of

tl Nile still holds more such memorials of de-

puted greatness than all the world beside. But
Jypt knew not God. "Who is Jehovah?"
s;i Pharoah. And to learn the answer to that

qijstiou cost him much.
Egypt was full of wisdom, but while they

bilt pyramids, they worshipped cats! And sci-

epe today is about as blind as it was then,

lie spontaneous generation of dung beetles in

Bypt was just as reasonable and scientific as

tl spontaneous generation of the moner, the

o;ter, the tadpole, the monkey, and the infidel

o,the nineteenth century. "The fear of the

Ird is the beginning of wisdom," and when
nn do not fear Him, if there is any kiud of

flishness which they do not dip into, we
s>ultl like to know what it is. Learned Egypt,
ngnifieent Babylon, classic Greece, imperial

I.me, with all their art, culture, eloquence,

ptry, painting, architecture, mathematics and
bra'ture, bowed to the basest idols and were

t> bond-slaves of lust, and sin, and Satan ; and
un without God or Gospel light are just as

\e today.

—

H. L. Hastings in The Armory.

For " The FBrEND."

The Tithe War.

Justin McCarthy, in his " History of Ireland

§ice the Union," says :

—

|" It is scarcely surprising that the Irish pec-

pi should have protested against being com-
piled to pay tithes to the professors of a creed

Kiich was not their creed, and for the support

i churches over whose thresholds their feet

wer passed. Against this extraordinary im-

jsitioo, justifiable by no principle whatever,
lyond the old, blunt, brutal principle of the

lght that maketh right, the Irish peasant pro-

t ted bitterly. Sometimes he carried his pro-

tit farther than mere words, and refused to

>y the hateful tribute. Then the followers of
te foreign church called in the aid of arms.
lie tithes demanded in the name of religion,

v.re enforced by soldiers and by police. If the

jasant resisted he was shot down.
'.A great English writer, Sydney Smith, had
1e courage to protest against the infamous ex-

stions of the so-called Irish Church. " There
ino cruelty like it in all Europe, in all Asia,

i all the discovered parts of Africa, and in all

v have ever heard of Timbuctoo." Sidney
Inith draws a powerful and vigorous contrast

kween the influence of the Established Church
id the National Church on the Irish peasantry.
On the Irish Sabbath, the bell of a neat parish

imrch often summons to church only the par-
;n and an occasionally conforming clerk, while
hundred yards off a thousand Catholics are
lddled together in a miserable hovel, and
:lted by all the storms of heaven.' To sup
>rt that parson and his ' occasionally con-
rraing clerk,' the bayonets and the bullets

a military force were employed against the

apoverished Catholic peasantry. The stones

'that neat parish church' were too often ce-

ented by the blood of its victims. The tithe

Jestion was the cause of a kiud of perpetually
oouldering civil war. To the collection of
.thes in Ireland, Sidney Smith concluded that
i all probability a million of lives may have
aen sacrificed.

The tithe question practically came to a head
i consequence of a controversy in the county

of Kildare. A Protestant curate of a Kildare
parish obtained a rate for the purpoa of re-

building the parish church by packing the ves-

try with Protestants. The example thus af-

forded, Protestant curates in other parts of the

country were not slow to follow. The vast body
of Catholic parishioners, justly incensed by this

unfair additional levy, bound themselves into

a solemn league and covenant against the pay-
ment of tithes and church cess. They resolved
never again to meet these impositions with a
voluntary money payment. The anti-tithe feel-

ing ran high in Kildare. For many reasons the

Catholic clergy—though no doubt as legally

liable to pay tithes as any other parishioners

—

were usually, by a kind of half-hearted courtesy,

exempted from the imposition. One of the

Protestant clergymen in Kildare broke through
this rule, and called upon a Catholic priest to

pay his tithes, and, in default, seized upon the

priest's horse. From the pulpit the priest con-

demned the whole disgraceful tithe system. The
people began to offer more and more opposition

to the imposition. The Protestant clergymen
attempted to seize the cattle of Catholic farmers
who refused to pay tithes. They called the po-

lice to their aid, and turned them, for the time
being, into a force of cattle-lifters, or rather of
would-be cattle-lifters, for in most cases the po-

lice were unable to seize the beasts of the rebel-

lious farmers.

As soon as it became noised abroad that a
Protestant clergyman had appealed to the po-

lice, and that the police were going to make a
descent upon the fields of some farmer, the cat-

tle were locked up, and the law did not allow
the police to break an entrance into barn or

stable in order to seize upon them. In the rare

cases in which the police were quick enough to

lay hands upon the cattle in the fields, their

triumph was merely nominal. When the beasts

were put up for public sale, no one thought of

bidding for them, except the owner, who, in

consequence, got his beasts back again at a

merely nominal price.

The organized opposition to the payment of
tithes began to spread rapidly from county to

county over the whole of Ireland. Under the

amiable legislative system then in force, it was
not legal for the Irish people to hold public meet-

ings in their own country. But the law, which
was clumsy as well as cruel, could be evaded. It

was illegal to summon public meetings, and so

no public meeting was summoned. But it was
not illegal for the people of a particular town
or parish to announce that on a certain day
they were going to have a hurling match, and
it was not illegal for the people of other coun-
ties and towns and parishes to come and take

part in the national sport. It was perfectly

plain, however, that the large assemblages that

thus came together, met, not for the purpose
of ball-playing, but for the purpose of op-

posing a strong front to the hated tithe system.

Men came to these hurling matches to talk of

other topics than balls and sticks. These hurl-

ing matches became the recognized medium of

public opinion, and the public opinion of Ire-

laud was dead against the payment of tithes.

That public opinion hinted pretty plainly to

those who were willing, for peace and quietness,

to pay tithes to their Protestant masters, that

such payment would not necessarily secure to

them peace and quietness.

The organized opposition spread and flour-

ished. The government, with all its strength,

was powerless against it. When a man was put

into prison for refusing to pay his tithes, or for

refusing to pay his rent — for the agitation

against tithes was beginning to grow into an
agitation against rent a- well— the Government
was unable to obtain a conviction against him.

At last even the Government began to see that

further struggle was futile, and that concession

and compromise were inevitable. Not all the

king's horses nor all the king's men could force

an unwilling and united people to pay the de-

tested tribute. The loss of life in exacting the

tribute was terrible. That, in itself, was begin-

ning to have a great effect upon the public

mind. But the loss of money was also very
heavy indeed. More money was spent in some
petty parish in the attempt to enforce payment
and in the military movement consequent upon
that attempt than, perhaps, the tithes for a whole
generation were worth. The Protestant clergy-

men, too, were growing heartily sick of the whole
business. Many of them—indeed, most of them
—came to hate the system which extorted, or

tried to extort, their tithes with such a waste of
blood and loss of life.

The arrears of tithes grew and grew, till, in

1833, they amounted to considerably over a
million of money. Ministries came and went,

year succeeded year, and still found the Eng-
lish Parliament perplexed by the tithe question,

the Irish Executive helplessly attempting to

enforce tithes, and the Irish people stubbornly
resolved not to pay them. The country was
growing more and more disturbed. The cost

of the quarrel was growing heavier and heavier

to the Government, and it was made plain in

one of the debates in Parliament, in 1834, that

for some eight years England was compelled to

maintain in Ireland an army well nigh as

strong as that which they thought to be neces-

sary to support their will in India. In the year
1833, this military force had cost more than a
million of money. Twenty-six thousand pounds
had been spent in collecting twelve thousand
pounds worth of tithes.

In 1838, Lord John Russell introduced a

tithe bill that settled the question for Ireland.

The advances made to the tithe-owners were
considered in the nature of a gift, and a quarter

of a million of money was voted for the extinc-

tion of the remainder of arrears. Such was, for

the moment, the end of the great and pressing

difficulty.

The tithe war struck a blow at the ascend-
ancy of the Established Church from which it

never recovered. From the day when Lord
John Russell's bill was passed, nay, more, from
the day when the first Catholic priest denounced
tithes from the pulpit, and the first Catholic

farmer refused to pay his tribute, the fate of the

Established Church was sealed."

In our next number, we propose to give the

experience, on the same subject, of the family
of a clergyman of the Established Church.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friexd."

[The following letter from a Friend in Kan-
sas, we have thought of sufficient interest to

insert in our paper.— Ed.]
Second Month 29th, 1896.

When John Brantinghara, of Marlborough,
Ohio, was on a religious visit to the meetings of
Friends in Iowa, about the years 1874 or 1875
(I do not certainly remember the date 1

, at a

public meeting, I think appointed at his re-

quest, in Friends' Meeting-house at Hopewell,
Linn County, Iowa. Shortly after the meeting
had gathered he arose and spoke a few sen-

tences in a clear and straightforward manner
(I think on the atonement, but am not positive
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D to hesitate, and,

after utteriog a few more rather disconnected

. bis seat, but very shortly arose,

with the expression, " Friends. I have missed

the 'stepping-stones;' I have exceeded," and

again took his -

After a few minutes of silence, a young man,

not yet recommended t'> the ministry, arose and
took up hi- subject where he left it, and was

i to clear it up in a clear and conviucin

manner.
I think J. B. returned to his home in Ohio

without knowing the result i>f his humiliating

experience, but it soon reached the ears of

Friend- where the meeting was held that one

was there who disbelieved in an inspired Gos-
pel mini-try, and was led by this circumstance

to say " that it was the most convincing evidence
dt' an inspired Gospel ministry that he ever
li> aid."

Another man present on the same occasion,

afterwards remarked that when the last speaker
arose and began, he said within himself, "Ah,
my little man. that subject is too deep for you !"

hut was convinced Inf.. re he was through that

strength i- afforded t i those who humbly seek
it. and depend upon it to minister in the "abil-
ity which i rod giveth."

I was present at the meeting, and believe the
expressions above quoted are substantially as
made by the persons referred to.

Thy friend, Claekson Hodgix.
DwiOHT, Morri- Co., Kansas.

Duty—Honesty.

Will, considered without regard to direction,
is simply constancy. firmness, perseverence. But
it will I.,,- obvious that, unless the direction of
the character he right, the strong will may be
merely a power for mischief. In great tyrants
it i- a demon

; with power to wield.it knows no
bounds nor restraint It holds millions subject
to it. inflames their passions, excites them to
military fury, and is never satisfied but in con-
quering, destroying and tyrannizing.
The boundless will produces an Alexander

or a Napoleon. Alexander cried hecause there
n ore kingdoms to conquer; and Bona-

parte, after overrunning Europe, spent his force
amid the -n iwsofRussia. "Conquest has made

- lid," and conquest must maintain me."
But he was a man of no moral principle, ami
Europe cast him aside when his work of de-
struction was done.
The strong will, allied to right moth

lull ot hle.-.-m-s a- the other is of mischief. The
man thus influenced move- ami inflames the
minds and consciences of others. He bet ds
them to his view- of duty, carries them with
him in his endeavors to secure worthy objects,
ami directs opinion to the .-oppression "of wron-
and the establishment of right. The man of

powei upon hi- actions. His
lecomes habitual. He

I the company in which he is,

cietyin which he lives, and even to the
in which he i- born.

mg bad wills and strong
fur larger number who

ry weak will-. ,,r no wills at all They
• They have no strong will

tor vice, yel tiny have none for virtue. Thev
'assive recipients of impn^n.ns, which

however, take no hold of them. They seem to
go neither forward nor backward. As the wind
blows, bo their vane turns round; and when the

wind blowsfi >m another quarter, it turns round

again. Any instrument can write on such spirits.

Any will can govern theirs. They cherish no
truth strongly, and do not know what earnest-

ness is. Such persons constitute the mass of so-

ciety everywhere—the careless, the passive, the

submissive, the feeble, and the indifferent.

The learning of letters and words and sen-

tences is not of the importance that some think
it to be. Learning has nothing to do with good-
ness or happiness. It may destroy humility
and give place to pride. The chief movers of
men have been little addicted to literature.

Literary men have often attained to greatness
of thought which influences men in all ages;

but they rarely attain to moral greatness of
action.

There is little or no connection between school
teaching and morality. Mere cultivation of the
intellect has hardly any influence upon conduct.
Creeds posted upon the memory will not eradi-
cate vicious propensities. The intellect is merely
an instrument, which is moved and worked by
forces behind it—by emotions, by self-restraint,

by self-control, by imagination, by enthusiasm,
by everything that gives force and energy to

character. The most of these principles are
implanted at home and not at school. Where
the home is miserable, worthless and unprinci-
pled—a place rather to be avoided than en-
tered—then school is the only place for learning
obedience and discipline. At the same time,
home is the true soil where virtue grows. The
events of the household are more near and af-

fecting to us than those of the school and the
academy. It is in the study of the home that the
true character and hopes of the times are to be
consulted.

i resolute will is needed not only for the
performance of difficult duties, but in order to
go promptly, energetically, and with self-pos-
session, through the thousand difficult things
which come in almost everybody's way. Thus
courage is as necessary as integrity in' the per-
formance of duty. The force may seem small
which is needed to carry one cheerfully through
any one of these things singly, but to encounter
one by one the crowding aggregate, and never
to be taken by surprise, or thrown out of temper,
is one of the last attainments of the human
spirit.

There is a great deal of trimming in the
world, for the most part arising from the want
of courage. When Luther said to Erasmus,
" i ou desire to walk upon eggs without crushing
them

7)
and among glasses without breaking

them, the timorous, hesitating Erasmus replied,
1 will not be unfaithful to the cause of Christ

at least so far as the age will permit me." Luther
was of a very difficereut character. "I will tro

t" \\ onus though devils were combined against
me as thick as the tiles upon the housetops."
Or like St. Paul, "I am readv, not only to be
bound, but to die at Jerusalem."

It is related of Chamillard, the great French
advocate, that he pleaded a case unsuccessfully
and all because an important document had not
beer, produced. The judge's decision was re-
ported to I arhament and was confirmed. There
was m

;

w no appeal. The suitor called upon
< oaraillard, and deplored the loss of his for-
'"'"• .He averred that it had occurred through
Cham.llard not.having referred to an important
'';-";e.H,the .undationofhiscase. Cham!

-

,

(

I "-tedt a hehadno.seenthedocument.
,'

1.''t ".,., t.,I that it had been handed to
"' the other papers. At length Chamil-

searched, and found the

I

lard opened his

document. He found that the case would ha
been won, had it been produced and read ; b
there was no appeal. The advocate took 1

course on the instant. He told the suitor
call upon him next morning. He gather
together all the money that he could find, ai

on his client calling next day, he handed t

whole over to him, although it involved the lc

of his fortune. In this way did he maintain hisi
spect for himself. He did his strict duty, thorn
it cost him so much.

Sir Arthur Wellesley (afterward Duke
Wellington), was offered a large sum of mon
by the prime minister of the Court of Hydei
bad, for the purpose of ascertaining what s

vantages had been reserved for his Prince afi

the battle of Assaye. Sir Arthur looked at h
quietly for a few seconds and said, " It appea
then, that you are capable of keeping a secret
" Yes, certainly." "Then so am I," said t'

English general. He refused the offer, a
bowed the minister out. The Rajah of Eittc
afterwards offered him, through his minister]
bribe of 10,000 pagodas for certain advantagi
The bribe was indignantly refused, and t!

General said, " Inform the Rajah that I and
British officers consider such offers as insu
by whomsoever they are made."
When Sir Humphrey Davy, after greatlab

invented his safety-lamp for the purpose of ra

gating the danger to colliers working in
flammable gas, he would not take out a pat*
for it, but made it over to the public. A friei

said to him, " You might as well have seem
this invention by a patent, and received yc
five or ten thousand a year for it." " No, I

good friend," said Davy; " I never thought
such a thing

; my sole object was to servSf
cause of humanity. I have enough for all i

views and purposes. More wealth might
tract my attention from my favorite pursul
More wealth could not increase either my fa

or my happiness. It might, undoubtedly, e
ble me to put four horses to my carria:
but what would it avail me to have it si

that Sir Humphrey drives his can-
four?"

It was the same with his follower Farad
JHe worked for science alone. He was as l\

aginative as he was scientific. Every newifc
won by his intelligence resolved itself intijf

centre of greater mysteries. He was no iG
terialist. His philosophy was at once a pro:t
against scientific dogmatism and religious s

•

tarianism. He was humble in his knowleci,
and worked in the spirit of a child—wonder?
at the revelations of truth which dawned u]i
him. "That ozone, that oxygen," he stjj

which makes up more than half the weigh i
the world, what a wonderful thing it is; ;1
yet I think we are only at the beginning oa
knowledge of its wonder's." Faraday was sr '»-

tied to be a comparatively poor man. He «
not work for money. Hail he done so, he wo J

have made a large fortune. He patented nij-J

ing, but made all his discoveries over to fl
public. He nobly resisted the temptatiorif
money-making, though in his case it was k)

temptation—but preferred to follow the patlif

pure science.

The fortunes of the house of Rothschild «;e

based upon the honesty of their founder—Me lr

Amschel or Anselm. He was born at Frankf t-

on-the-Main in 1743. His parents were J(i
What a frightful history might be writteiif
the persecutions, tortures and martyrdomiff
the Jews in the Middle Ages, and even dow
our own times. At Frankfort, as well

I

11 a.<n
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otlr towns and cities in Germany, the Jews

W^; compelled to resort to their quarters at a

ceain hour in the evening, under penalty of

de'b. The Judengasse at Frankfort was shut

in y gates, which were locked at night. Na-

poou blew them down with cannon, one of

thibest things he ever did
;
yet the persecution

of|ie Jews continued.

loung Anselm lost his parents at eleven,

aw had to fight his way through life alone.

Air a slight modicum of education— for Jews

arialwavs kind to each other— the boy had

thigood fortune to find a place as clerk to a

snill banker and money-changer at Hanover.

H<returned to Frankfort in 1772, and estab-

lish himself as a broker and money lender.

Or his shop he hung the sign of the Red

Sbld, in German, Rothschild. He collected

anent and rare coins, and among the ama-

tei
;

3 who frequented his shop was the Land-

:r
:.

Willi afterward elector of Hesse.

^hen Napoleon overran Europe, William of

H^e was driven from his states, and left all

bhtmoney he could gather together in the

hais of Anselm, his hof agent. It amounted

to fo hundred and fifty thousand pounds. How
toiake care of this money and make it grow-

in ,s hands was Anselm's greatest object. Money
in 'lose days was very dear; it returned twelve

orven twenty per cent, on good security. The
Wwenton. Russia was invaded by Napoleon.

HI army was all but lost in the snow. The
bale of Leipsic was fought, and Napoleon and

hiiirmy were hurled across the Rhine. The
Ledgrave of Hesse then returned to his states.

A;iw days after, the eldest son of Meyer x\n-

sel) presented himself at court, and handed

ovi' to the Landgrave the three millions of

flons which his father had taken care of. The
Lfdgrave was almost beside himself with joy.

Hlooked upon the restored money as a wind-

fai In his exultation he knighted the young
Easchild at once. "Such honesty," hishigh-

ne exclaimed, " had never been known in the

weld." At the Congress of Vienna, where he

wet shortly after, he could talk of nothing

els than the honesty of the Rothschilds. An-
aeli had a large family. They followed his

exnple, and thus the Rothschilds became the

latest money-lenders in the world.

Natural History, Science, etc.

fry Bot as a Source of Disease.—At a meet
innf the New York State Medical Association

D; William H. Robb, of Montgomery County
re: a paper on dry rot in houses, as an over

loied cause of sickness. Favorable conditions

foihe development of this are found in warm
dap cellars that are poorly lighted and ven-

tiled ; these conditions favor the growth of

may sorts of bacteria. The Doctor said :

Judging from the variety of diseases found
in single house where there is dry rot we be-

fe that the specific germs of various diseases

fie in this a nidus in which they grow and
mtiply, from the cellar they migrate to all

pas of the house. Food, water and air are all

afbted."

te illustrates his theory by striking exarn-
pl. There was an instance in a fine country
hese in a very salubrious New England town
fro which sickness was never absent. A change
"f'ccupants brought about an investigation
fo a vigorous mother was ill with malarial
fe r, the father had severe dysentery, and a
lite daughter, who never before had been ill

peshed of cholera infantum. The town wa

the seat of a medical college, and the youngest

professor, a very persevering scientist, began to

explore. This was before a microbe had been

imagined. He found the cellar half full of

boards and bits of lumber, some showing them-

selves to be the left-overs of the house buill

more than fifty years before. The owner had a

curious theory, " the board may be wanted,"

and a stingy spirit. They were found in all

stages of dry rot. A clearing out followed, and
now for thirty years the house has been healthy.

Colonial Expenses.—The Spectator observes:

—The indications that the French people are

beginning to get uneasy as to the state of their

Colonial Empire, and to wonder whether it is

worth the cost, are still accumulating. For a

long time there has been grumbling about the

millions thrown away in Tonquin, the Soudan,

and elsewhere; but while the guns were firing

in Madagascar, these voices of complaint were

mostly suppressed as unpatriotic, or even as in-

sulting to the army—a phrase which always

acts in France as a complete closure. Now,
however, that the Madagascar expedition is

over, thatSamory is more or less quiet, and that

there is nothing active doing in Tonquin or on

the Siamese frontier, we begin to hear it hinted

in the French press that after all the Colonial

Empire is more a burden than a blessing.

One newspaper protests against any scheme for

raiding the Upper Nile either from the Oubangi

or Obok, while another calls attention to the

sums spent on the French Soudan. A week

ago the Bepublique Francaise, the organ of M.
Meline and the Protectionists, went even further,

and under the heading " Pauvres Colonies," sug-

gested the question—Is France getting value for

her sacrifices in the Colonies? The French

Colonies, says the writer of the article, buy

every year some £3,800,000 worth of goods from

France. But at the same time they buy £5,-

000,000 worth of goods from foreign countries.

These figures are, however, worse than they

look. The £3,800,000 worth of French goods

are mostly destined for use in the Army or by

French officials, ' and therefore are charged on

the metropolitan budget.' But to obtain this

not very magnificent total of a £3,800,000 trade,

France owns to the expenditure in good hard

cash of some £2,800,000. No doubt in reality

France expends infinitely more than this, for a

great part of the sums spent on the troops, and

many other items, are not included ;
and again,

all special charges due to warlike operations are

excluded. The £2,800,000 is merely the sum
admitted on the votes to be the sum required

every year for normal administration, and apart

from extraordinary expenditure. Thus, says M.

Meliue's organ, these figures show that France

spends £2,800,000 a year to get £3,800,000

worth of trade, while foreign nations get a trade

of £5,000,000 a year without having to spend

a halfpenny.

The Praying Mantis.—This curious insect was

sent from Mentone by the same kind friend who
forwarded the interesting sacred beetle, the

" Cheops," described in " Wild Nature." The
cold journey and lack of food had made the

poor mantis look so nearly dead that I almost

despaired of his recovery. The food of this

tribe of insects being flies of any kind, a blue

bottle, which happened fortunately to be on the

window-pane, was captured, killed and pre-

sented to the illustrious stranger, wdio feebly

nibled a portion of his body, drank a little

water, and appeared somewhat revived. The

mantis was then placed near the fire, and we

hoped that warmth might prove restorative.

The mantis is never nut with in England. It

is a native of the warmer parts of Europe, and

various species arc found in the tropics. Jt is a

large' and powerful insect, varying from three

to five inches in length. It has six legs. The
four legs which it uses in walking are long and

slender, while the pair nearest the head are.

uch thicker, and are armed with very -harp

spines, with which the mantis kills the insects

upon which it feeds.

Its usual position is a sort of sitting posture,

holding up the fore-legs slightly bent, its if in

the attitude of prayer, and from this fancied

resemblance the creature has gained the name
of" praying mantis."

Deceit and cunning seem combined to a re-

markable degree in the nature of this creature,

as if to make up for the slowness of its move-

ments. It will remain stealthily on the watch

while Hies are hovering within sight, appar-

ently taking no notice, but secretly biding

its time, until a victim is within the range of

its cruel enemy, then one swift stroke impales

the fly upon the spikes of the foreleg, which

holds it fast in the pangs of death.

I read that the Chinese keep these insects in

bamboo cages, and take advantage of their

quarrelsome disposition by making them fight

for their captors' r.musenient. Mantises are so

pugnacious that they will continue the conflict,

hewing at each other, like hussars fighting with

sabres, until one or other of the combatants is

killed. Those who have watched these engage-

ments say that the wings are generally expanded
during the fight, and when it is ended the con-

queror devours his antagonist.

—

Brightwen.
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One of the most characteristic testimonies of

early Friends, was as to the nature of Gospel

ministry. They believed that it could only be

rightly exercised under the immediate call of

the Head of the Church, and through the en-

abling power of his Spirit ; and that all minis-

ters ought to be able to say with the Apostle

Paul, " My speech and my preaching is not

with enticing words of man's wisdom, but in the

demonstration of the Spirit, and with power."

The importance of faithfully maintaining this

testimony was deeply felt by those experienced

men of God. Thus William Penn in addressing

his fellow ministers says :
" I fervently bow my

knees to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that you may ever wait reverently for

the coming and opening of the Word of life,

and attend upon it in your ministry and service,

that you may serve God in his Spirit. And be

it little or be it much, it is well ; for much is

not too much, and the least is enough, if from

the motion of God's Spirit ; and without it,

verily, never so little is too much, because to

no profit."

The convincing power that attended the min-

istry of our early Friends was often very re-

markable. Sometimes in large congregations,

nearly all present were forced to confess to the

truths opened to them. Margaret Fox, in a
testimony to George Fox, mentions his coming
to her home at Swarthmore, and having a re-

ligious opportunity in the family, in which, she
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e very excellently, and opened

and the Apostle's practices, which

they were in in their day. And he opened

the :i:j-in of ap etacy since the Apostle's days,

and laid open the priests and their practices iu

the ap< stacy : that if all England had been

th< re, I thought they could not have denied the

truth of those things."

Our early Friends did not attribute the re-

sults of their mini-try to their own eloquence,

g powers or oratorical .-kill, but to the

measure of Divine grace which attended their

labors, for they well knew that the Lord alone

could change the heart of man, or reveal to him

these spiritual truths, which the natural man

I
the unassisted reason and intellect of man),

cannot comprehend.
gnizing their dependence on the Lord

for all ability to labor effectively in his service,

they were kept in a humble, watchful state of

mind ; and so must the true Gospel minister be

to this day ; ami not seek to qualify himself for

such labor by any method of training or study

of Scriptures. If our .Society should ever de-

part from this vital testimony to the nature of

worship and of true ministry, then it might

truly be said, the glory has departed from our

I.-rai-l, and there would he no sufficient ground

for our continued existence as a distinct or-

ganization of Christian professors."

Holding these views, it is no marvel that con-

sistent Friends regard with much jealousy, efforts

to lay waste our distinguishing doctrines, and

feel concerned from time to time to call atten-

tion to first principles.

Paul in bis epistle to the Romans, recognizes

a difference in the gifts, according to the grace

that is given to us, and exhorts to a proper at-

tention to their right use. (Joe of these is teach-

ing. This may be construed by some (and we
fear has been ), to give a liberty to exercise what
they call a gift of' teaching in our religious

meetings without a sensible call from the Head
' imrch to enter upon the service. Such

a construction, and the practice which would
flow from it, evidently tend to undermine our
doctrine as to the presence and governmeut of

Christ in his gathered church ; and to open the
dooi for the introduction of discourses concocted

by (he will and wisdom of man ; and thus grad-
ually to slide us on to the lower platform of
other professors. No one need deny that the
gill.- dispensed by the Father, from whom Com-
eth every goi d and perfect gilt, vary both in

and in kind. But ii Beems to us, that
whether the gift be prophetical, or teaching, or
hortatory in its character, it ought .-till to be

• d under the guidance, and in the au-
thority and power which come immediately
from the Head of the Church.

We have r ived a letter from a Friend in

Philadelphia, suggesting that it would be well
members to contribute more generally

and freely to the relief of the suffering Arme-
nians. Their condition has been so widi

discussed thai ii U not needful to enlarge
upon their needs. I >ur Friend, Edwin 1'. Sellew,
at the office of Tin, Friend, No. 207 Walnut
P Philadelphia, is willing to receive and
forward contributions for this pui

Western Quarterly Meeting has decided to
remove the place of holding ii- Select Quar-
terly M London i rrove to West

Wesl < Srove being on
the railroad, will b.- easier of access to visitors
from a distance.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
fj. S.—" Bond and investment companies," of the

character which have been engaging the attention ot

the po-tal authorities for a long time, were judiciously

decided in the U. S. Supreme Court on 2nd instant,

to come within the terms of law forbidding the use of

United States mails for furtherance of a "scheme or

artifice to defraud."

The conference report on the Cuban resolutions was

taken up in the United St ites Senate on the 9th inst.,

and was attacked by Hale, Republican, of Maine, in a

two hours' speech. The matter went over without

action. President Cleveland is said to be much tried

with the hasty action of the two Houses of Congress

in attempting "to have rights of belligerants accorded

to the insurgents in Cuba, prematurely.

At its sitting on the second instant, the Supreme

Court of the United States disposed finally of 54 cases,

the largest number dropped from the docket in any

one day for years. The decisions practically cleared

the docket of not less than 4500 pending cases for

and against the United States.

The Executive Committee of the American Forestry

Association has forwarded to the Secretary of the In-

terior a protest against the contemplated opening of

the Cascade range forest reserve in Oregon. This re-

serve contains 4,492,800 acres, and is situated on the

crest of the high Sierra. It is claimed that there are

no agricultural lands in the reservation; that the

lumber interests are not in need of iis timber supplies
;

that the miners are not affected, and that the only in-

terest prompting the movement are the sheep herders.

The N. Y. Sun stales that it is proposed in Utah to

organize, in cooperation with neighboring States, an
"Arid Region Exposition," to be held successively in

the principal cities of the East, for the purpose of

showing the products and resources of the arid region,

and of trying to dispel the notion that still exists in

some quarters that the country between the Rockies
and the Sierras is a hopless desert, given up to sage
brush and coyotes. Specimens of products from the

fields and orchards would be shown, with samples of

the mineral treasures of the region. The exhibit
would be displayed in chief cities first, and then di-

vided up for exhibition in smaller cities and through-
out the Eastern States.

Potatoes are being marketed in large quantities at

Granteburg, Wis., the price being six and seven cents

per bushel.

It is estimated that in Ventura County, California,

alone, 15,000 tons of Lima beans, and 7500 tons of other
beans are raised annually.

Anthracite coal, in paying quantity, is said to have
been struck near Greensburg, Indiana.
The Treasury Department is informed that Captain

Herring, of the revenue cutter Murrill, seized on the
3rd in.siant, forty miles from Port Tampa, Florida,
the schooner & H. Mal/ori/, loaded with arms and am-
munition. The vessel and cargo were turned over to

the Collector, who will be guided by the advice of the
United States District Attorney as to detaining her.
It is understood to be one of the vessels of Collazo's
expedition to Cuba.

Heaths in this city last week numbered 540, which
is 48 more than the previous week and 30 less than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
number, 288 were males anil 252 females: 89 died of
pneumonia

; 62 of consumption
; 47 of heart disease;

26 of old age; 20 of marasmus; IS of inflammation of
the brain; 17 of of apoplexy; 16 of diphtheria; 16 of
Knght's disease; 15 of bronchitis; Pi of convulsions;
13 of nephritis

; 13 from casualties ; 11 of measles, and
1 1 of cancer.

Markets, <£c—U. S. 2's, 95 a 97 ; 4's, 1907, reg., 1083-
a 109; coupon, 109.1 a 1 1 1

.1 ; 4's, new, 117 a 117; ; 5's,

112ij a 113$; currency 6's, 102 a 107.
Cotton wasquiel and steady on a basis of 7|cts. per

pound for middling uplands.
I' km, -Sl:;..-,o

; , SI |. on p..,- ton for winter in bulk,
and $13 2 -i a s-13.75 for spring in sacks.

I i
'

i: Winter super, $2 50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,
$2 ,..;i .Si. nil; Pennsylvania roller, clear, 83.40 a S3 55 •

do., d,,., straight, $3.60 a $3.75; Western winter, clear'

Y
; "" : >

*''>'•> do., do. straight, 83.65 a $3.85; do.,
'o- patent, *3.s., a $1.00; spring, clear, $2.90 a $3.25-
do., straight. $3,35 a $3.50

:
do., patent, $3.60 a $3 75 •

lavorite brands, higher. (
'it v mills, extra S2.65

" lo., clear, {3.50 a $3.70;' do., straight, $3 70
a S3.I

.do., patent, 83.90 a 84.10. Rye Flour. —
I enn a, :>2 i,.> |r ,. r |,|,|. lit cuwhkat Flour.—
$1.25 per loo pounds. Fancy$1.1

in ire than

No, 2 red wheat, :'. a 73c.
No. 2 mixed corn, 30 a 35j

Id bring

No. 2 white oats, 261 a 26|c.

Beep Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 4 J a i\\

medium, 4| a 4-j-c.; common, 4 a i\c.

Sheep and Lames.—Extra, 4 a 4|c; good, Z\ a3i i

medium, 3 a 3Jc ; common '2\ a 2|c. Lambs, 3l a 5
j

Hogs.—6J a 6Jc. for good Western ; other gradl

6 a 6}c; State hogs, 5J a 6c.

Foreign.— An Anglo-American demonstration

favor of arbitrating disputes between Great BritiJ

and the United States was held in London on the H
instant. It was decided that steps should be takenj

secure the holding in Washington of a National .,1

nitration Conference.

According to the latest statistics, the public de

of the European nations aggregate $23,320,000,000;

about $64 per cipita for the whole population. 1

heaviest per capita indebtedness, 8160, is in PortU|

F'rance comes nest, with $135. England's rate

about $106. Switzerland's is the smallest, $5.

Lord Kelvin has been making experiments to <

cover what the effect of a cannonade of quick-fir

guns would be on the vessel firing and the ship 8

ject to the fire. He finds that after fifteen minn
tiring, the survivors of the crews of both vessels wo
be reduced to a state of mental if not physical in

pacity, owing to the concussion of the projectiles

the sides of the vessel and the noise of the guns.

The official reports of the battle fought on the

instant between the Italians and Abyssians nn
King Menelik, at Adowa, confirm the previous

ports of the heavy losses on b ith sides, those of 1

Abyssinians having been enormous. General ji

mondi was wounded and is a prisoner in the hand I

the Abyssinians. In obedience to the order of Gf I

ral Baldissera, who superseded General Baritieri, I

k

sala has been evacuated by the Italians.

Great excitement pervades Italy on account of J
Abyssinian defeat. Rioting in Rome and demons1
lions against the Government took place last W'l
At Pavia the railway was torn up and telegraph w|
were cut. Socialists urge the people to insist ui
the recall of the troops.

The United Press correspondent at Constantinil

sends some particulars regarding the massacre!
Christians at Birijik (province of Aleppo): "Bill
had about 200 Christian houses, or say about 1

1

souls in the midst of a Mussulman population of all

9,000 souls. After the massacre at Ourfa, on the I
of Tenth Month, 1895, the authorities at Birijik 9
the Armenians that the Muslims were afraid of tljj

and that, therefore, they (the Armenians) mustsurH
der to the Government any arms that they posseij]

This was done, the most rigid search beinginstituUJI
assure the authorities that nothing whatever in te

way of arms remained in the hands of the Armen a
Troops were called out by the Government to pnffl

the people. Since the soldiers had come to pnl
the Christians the Christians were required to full
animals for them to use to carry their goods, ifl
they were required to furnish the beds and carpeH
make them more comfortable. Finally, they M
required to furnish the soldiers with food, and H
were reduced to a state bordering on destitution!

these increasing demands. The end came on th Iffl

of First Month, 1S96, when the news of the niasijJ

of several thousands of Christians at Ourfa bypj
soldiers appointed lo guard them incited the troojaj

Birijik to imitate this crime. The assault commeBJ
at about 9 o'clock A. M. and continued until nigh lh

The soldiers were aided by the Muslims of the iy.

Houses were plundered and women carried off by fit

captors. Many men and boys were killed, andfcl^

rible torture used to force some of the men to aiM
Mohammedanism."
An agreement for a loan of £16,000,000 has lag

signed by the Chinese Government and an AMI
German syndicate.

Private companies in Japan have submitted t jha

Government plans for over 2,000 miles of new ilr

roads.

It is said the deaths from yellow fever in Ri(F»-

neiro, Brazil, number one hundred daily.

A general strike of boatmen and laborers iiM
British Island of St. Kitts, in the West Indie-, ctplf

nated on the 8th instant in rioting and blood (3d.

Property is reported to have been destroyed and Id-

tation managers and overseers killel. Marine! jOtl

sailors were landed from a British warship, but \*J

were insufficient to restore order.

Tract Association of Friends. — The Ai)jtl

Meeting will be held in the Committee Room (

Arch Street Meeting-house, on the evening c

instant, at 8 o'clock. All interested Friends i

vited to attend. Edward Maris, CTv

lie At*
loom (

lie

; of the Mh

'tids aii"
-
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L story of the noble array of martyrs has

cue down to us from the beginning of the

Clistian era. It is that of Pancratius, or Pan-
cr;. He was born in Phrygia, a district visited

bj.he Apostle Paul at the time when he con-

fired the churches in Galatia. Pancratius
w» brought up to worship Jupiter, but his

fajer having died, he was placed under the

(,'i.rdianship of his uncle Dionysius. The uncle

rejuved to Rome in the year 305, that the or-

pin, heir to a vast fortune, might be near the

inerial court. Under the care and tuition of
tinged and holy Marcellinus, Bishop of Rome,
hevas converted to Christianity. His uncle
soi after died, and the youth, then only four-

lei years old, was left with his wealth and his

reldon in the world without a friend.

Diocletian was then persecuting the Chris-

tian It was reported to him that Pancratius
ha been converted. He was immediately or-

ded to attend at the palace of Diocletian.

Tl emperor threatened him with instant death
unss he sacrificed to Jupiter. The boy replied

thi he was a Christian, and ready to die ; "for
CI st," he said, " our Master, inspires the souls

ofis servants, even young as I am, with cour-
agto suffer for his sake." The emperor made
tureply, but ordered him to be led out of the
cit, and put to death by the sword on the Au-
rel.n Way. There he sealed his testimony
wi his blood. He lay until the light of early
dan, when a Christian Roman lady wrapped
tlubody in fine linen, and bore it to a cata-

comb near by, where she covered it with fresh
floers, embalming it with her tears. His name
is till remembered by the churches erected
aft' his memory.

n the days of the great spectacles at the
M -eum, all Rome held holiday. Men, women
an children assembled to see the bloody sports.
Tl magistrates and senators, the functionaries
of late, the nobles and the common people,
ev

; the Vestal Virgins, were there, presided

P
v by the emperor. The gladiators marched

m.ront of the emperor, crying " Ave, Cresar!
moituri te salutant." The wild beasts begau
tWarfare, and the gladiators followed. The
sp'ts continued until night, when the spectators
w;me drunk with carnage.

aese sports continued until Rome was nom-

inally Christian. But at length, about the year

400, an old hermit, lamenting these bloody car-

nivals, determined to interfere, though at the

cost of his poor body. What was his life com-

pared with the commission of these horrible

crimes? The very name of this martyr is un-

known. Some say it was Alymachus, and
others that it was Telemachus. No matter, hh
courage proved his worth. He had come from
the far East. He knew nobody, and nobody
knew him. The news went forth that there was
to be a gladiatorial combat in the arena. All

Rome flocked to it. He went in with the crowd,

his heart intent upon his object. The gladiators

entered the arena with sharp spears and swords.

It was to be a fight to the death. As they ap-

proached, the old man sprang over the wall, and
threw himself between the gladiators about to

engage. He called upon them to cease from

shedding innocent blood. Loud cries, shrieks,

howls, arose on every side. " Back, back, old

man !" No, he would not go back. The gladia-

tors thrust him aside, and advanced to the at-

tack. The old man still stood between the

sharp swords, and forbade them to commit
bloodshed. " Down with him !*' was the general

cry. The prefect gave his consent. The gladia-

tors cut him down, and advanced over his dead

body.
His death was not in vain. The people hegan

to think of what they had done. They had de-

stroyed a holy man, who had given his life as a

protest against their bloodthirstiness. They were

shocked at their own cruelty From the day on

which the self-sacrificing old man was cut down,
there were no more fights in the Coliseum. The
hermit's death was victory, The gladiatorial

combats were abolished by Honorius in 402.
" For what a length ot years," says Sydney

Smith, " was it attempted to compel the Scotch

to change their religion. Horse, foot and ar-

tillery, and armed Prebendaries, were sent out

after the Presbyterian ministers and congrega-

tions. Much blood was shed, but, to the as-

tonishment of the Prelatists, they could not in-

troduce the Book of Common Prayer, nor pre-

vent that metaphysical people from going to

heaven their true way, instead of our true way.

The true and the only remedy was applied.

The Scotch were suffered to worship God after

their own tiresome manner, without pain, pen-

alty and privation. No lightning descended

from heaven ; the country was not ruined ; the

world is not yet come to an end ; the dignitaries

who foretold all these consequences are utterly

forgotten ; and Scotland has ever since been an

increasing source of strength to Great Britain."

While her Majesty's ship, The Invincible, was
steaming along, in February, 1880, on her

voyage from Alexandria to Aboukir Bay, the

cry of " man overboard " rang through the

ship. The life-buoys were let go. The engines

were reversed, and the boats were let down in

less time than can be described. Meanwhile,
the man overboard was observed to seize hold

of the lead-line, which was out, and, in conse-

quence, he was dragged under the water. He

lost his hold, and floated astern, a mere lifeless

mass.

E. W. Freemantle, captain of the ship, who
was on the bridge, saw that a moment's delay
would be fatal to the drowning man. He sprang
overboard just as he was—;ap, coat, boots and
all ; he was not a moment too soon ; for, after

straining every nerve, when he reached the spot

where the man had gone down, he found him
already some distance under water. He dived

and brought him up almost dead. Heavily
laden as the captain was, he felt much ex-

hausted, and had some difficulty in keeping the

man's head above water. Then Sub-Lieutenant

Moore, and Cuningham, the blacksmith's mate,

jumped overboard to the assistance of both, and
the boats arriving, the four men were hauled

in, and all were taken safely on board. The
rescued man was instantly removed to the sick-

bay, where he was soon restored to conscious-

ness ; and the gallant rescuer, with a little rest,

was soon all right again.

Not less brave and self-devoted was the con-

duct of C.iptain Sharp and John Mcintosh, of

the Annabella Clark, in rescuing the burning
crew of the French bark Helanie, in Novem-
ber, 1878. The two ships were lying near each

other in the river Adour, off Bayonne. The
Melanie was laden with petroleum. Some of

the petroleum took fire, the heat exploded the

casks, and the ship was soon in a blaze. The
burning petroleum ran through the scuppers

into the sea, and the Melanie was s >on surrounded

by a broad belt of fire. Some of the crew jumped
overboard, though others remained, fearing to

face the double danger of fire and water.

The crew of the Annabel/a Clark heard the

explosion, and saw the fire leaping high into

the air. Notwithstanding the danger, two of

the men determined to save the burning French-

men. Captain Moore jumped into a boat, and
John Mcintosh, the ship's carpenter, followed

him. They went stroke for stroke throughout

the sea of fire toward the Melanie. Their clothes

were burned ; their hands and arms were burned.

But they reached the ship, and considered them-
selves rewarded by saving the French crew and
bringing them back in safety to the Annabella

Clark. It was a most heroic act, exhibiting self-

devotion and self-sacrifice in the highest form.

It was not done for money; it was not done for

glory; it was merely done for duty—doing for

others as they would be done by themselves.

But it seems hard that one of these men should

have ruined himself for life by his noble act.

John Mcintosh, the ship's carpenter, was so

terribly burned in his hands and arms that he

was idtogether unfitted for further work at his

trade.

A case of a similar kind occurred in America

;

but, unfortuuately, the man died in his hour of

victory, and did not need to appeal to the public

for help. A steam vessel, ruuning on Lake
Erie, took fire. There were more than a hun-

dred persons on board. The man at the wheel,

John Maynard, stuck to his post. His object

was to run the ship ashore to save the lives of
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Ihe fire spread along the vessel

until it reached him. Hi- clothes shrivelled

i„t.. pieces. Be was frightfully burned, but he

never left his charge. He stuck to the wheel.

The ship was at last run ashore. The hundred

i were saved, but the helmsman died,

rificed himself while heroically saving

the lives of others.

At one o'clock on Sunday, the twenty-eighth

nber, 1879, a gun from the South Sands

Light-hip. on the Goodwins, about seven miles

from Deal, gave warning that a ship was en-

gulfed among the breakers. It was Wowing a

whole gale from the southwest, and vessels,

even in the comparative shelter of the Downs,

were riding at both anchors. It was a wind,

as some said, "to blow your teeth down your

throat" A- the congregations were streaming

out of churches their umbrellas were blown in-

side out, and they ran home as fast as they

could. But the seamen were on the beach.

The bell rang to man the life-boat, and the

boatmen gallantly answered to the summons.

Fourteen men, with Robert Wilds, the cox-

swain, were the crew. With a mighty rush

they launched the life-boat down the steep

beach into the boiling surf. A prolonged cheer

sent them ou their perilous errand.

There were, in fact, three vessels on the

Goodwin Sands. The crew of one of them took

to their boats, and got into Margate, leaving

their ship to be driven to pieces. Another
schooner, supposed to be a Dane, disappeared,

and was lost with all hands. The ship which

was left was the Leda, a German, carrying a

cargo of petroleum from New York to Bremen.
The crew of the life-boat, on arriving at the

< loodwins, saw the large ship enveloped by the

breakers. She was stuck fast in the worst part

of the Sand-—the South Spit—where the waves,
even in the mildest day, are continually tumb-
ling. No matter! The ship must be reached.

On approaching, it was found that the main
and mizzen masts had been cut away, and that

the men were clinging to the weather bulwarks,
while sheets of solid water made a clean breach
over them.

The Van Kiwi fetched a little to the wind-
ward of the devoted ship, and, dropping anchor,
veered down upon her. If ihe cable parted,
and the life-boat struck the ship with full force,

not a man could have been saved. But the
life-boat crew said, "We're bound to save
them;" and with all the coolness of the race,

"daring all that men can do," they concen-
trated their energies upon getting their boat
close enough to the wreck to throw their line.

'I'll. ugh hustled and beaten by the tremendous
teas that were breaking into and over them, so
that the In, at w as full up to the thwarts, the
coxswain Bang out, as he saw another wave ap-
proaching, " Look out, men," and (hey grasped
the thwarts, and held on with both hands,
breathless, for dear life. I >n.e sea hurled the

i and stove In her fore air-
box, so thai the safety of all made it necessary
to sheer oil'.

Again they returned. The throw-li;
last got on board the bark, and the crew were

>r twos, into the life-boat. The
last man was Baved, and the gallant coxwain

l^ 1 "•"• I P I Bail and cut th<

I Ins was done, and away went the life-boal for
home, with itsgoodly freight ofthirty-foui a mis.

the rescued crew had twice h I

saved by the Van Kook and em tura ;ed bis
»s with a recital ol I

liverancea. And bo at last, Bodden through.

and through, the life-boat landed the staggering

and grateful Germans on the Deal Beach, where,

despite the storm, crowds met them with won-

dering and grateful hearts.

(To be continued.)

[A friend has kindly placed in our hands a

letter from Ann Branson to her worthy friend,

Rachel Green ; and also an extract from one

from the same writer to a niece, referring to the

removal of Rachel Green and also of Elizabeth

W. Smith, both valued Friends of Stillwater,

Ohio. We believe they will prove of interest

to some of our readers," especially to those who

knew and loved these Friends.—Ed.]

Flushing, Tenth Month, 1881.

Rachel Green:
Dear Friend,—-Since the death of dear Eliza-

beth W. Smith, I have felt like writing thee a

few lines, believing thou wilt feel in this re-

moval a very solemn and impressive blank, and

the more especially as you had been members

for many years of the same meeting and co-

workers and laborers together in the church for

the faithful support of the doctrines and testi-

monies of Friends—yes, for the support of an-

cient quakerisrn, which is nothing more nor less

than primitive Christianity renewed. I could

not help thinking during our late Yearly Meet-

ing that in all probabilty it would be the last

time that dear Elizabeth would meet with her

friends on such an occasion, but I did not sup-

pose the time of her removal was so near as it

proved to be. Thou remembers she had a short

testimony in your meeting on First-day after

the close of Yearly Meeting, in which she

quoted this passage: "Thou wilt keep him in

perfect peace whose mind is staid on thee, etc."

Some young friends present spoke of her com-

munication after meeting, and thought it re-

markably sweet and impressive ; it was no doubt

as a farewell legacy to those present, and feel-

ing as we believe she did, the truth of what she

expressed it was also a testimony to the power,

wisdom and goodness of the Lord who is able

and willing to guide and guard us from youth
to old age as we put our trust in him, ami fol-

low him, and land us safely in the haven of ever-

lasting rest and peace, when done with time

here below, and we have no doubt but this dear
friend is thus safely gathered as a shock of corn

in its season.

Now concerning thee, my dear aged friend, I

feel like saying that I have a comfortable hope
and an abiding confidence that when the hour
of fiual reckoning comes, thou wilt be prepared
to render up thy accounts with joy, having done
what thou couldst through the help of the Lord
for the spiritual welfare of thy family and friends,

and for the promotion of the Redeemer's king-
dom amongst others with whom thy lot has been
cast. Thy friend,

Ann Branson.

This dear friend to whom this letter was ad-
dressed, died in a few mouths after Elizabeth
Smith, making a very peaceful close. Thus it

might be said in reference to these two aged
Christian women, in their lives they were long
united together in the faithful support of the
truth as it is in Jesus, and in their death they
were not long separated.

Second Month 4th. — Thou mentions the
death of dear Rachel Green. What a sweet
visit I had with her after the close of our last
Yearly Meeting. Her mind appeared quiteab-
Borbed with a deep and lively interest for the
promotion of right things and the discourage-

tap
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ment of wrong. She alluded to our Boardin

School with feelings and expressions of hearl

felt solicitude for its prosperity on the rigt

ground.

She thought there was cause for more atter;

tion and concern on the part of the commits
for its right ordering ; the library she believe'

ought to be carefully examined and books e:
(

eluded that were unprofitable.

I did not suppose her to be so near tr

threshold of eternity. " They that be plante

in the house of the Lord, shall flourish in tl

courts of our God." They shall not be carefi

in the years of drought, their leaf shall n

wither ; they shall bring forth fruit in old ag

etc., and whatsoever they do shall prosp

How oft this dear friend has said to me wnt

the last thirty years, in reference to our reli]

ous Society, and in relation to individuals

whose welfare much exercise and solicitude h:

been felt and expressed, viz: "Oh, Ann, i)

must have hope, cling to hope." This encot

aging language she repeated the last time I w

with her, saying too, " Ann, thou and I hav<

great deal to be thankful for."

And there too is dt ar Elizabeth W. Smi
another mother in our Israel, who we have

doubt is gathered into the garner of everlasti

peace as a shock of corn gathered in its seast
j

I visited her also after Yearly Meeting; thil

was a calmness to be felt in her company whi;

seemed to invite and favor silence, and weti
not converse much, but she remarked duri'

my stay, "she felt very poor." I told her " I
blessing rested on the poor in spirit."

The Tithe War.
(Concluded from page 269.)

In 1831 came the tithe war, and with it i|r

friendly relations with the priests and peoi

ceased. The former, not unnaturally th.'»

themselves heart and soul into the agitati

.

The Protestant clergy were denounced by : i«4

tators and priests from platform and from al •

,

and branded as the worst enemies of the peol
who were told to hunt them like mad dogs ft J

the country; they were insulted wherever tit-

went, many were attacked, some were murde I.

It is hard now to realize the suddenness vh

which kindness and good-will were changer!

9

insult and hate ; for a short time we were it

so badly treated as some of the neighboig

clergy, but the people would not speak trB,i

and scowled at us as we passed.

Of Doon, a parish which joined Abing i,

our cousin, Charles Coote, was rector. AtlB

very commencement of the agitation he A

given much offence by taking active meas 38

to enforce the payment of bis tithes. It »B

thus his fight began. He bad for years beeim

the most intimate and friendly terms with Fair

H., the parish priest, who held a consta-

ble farm, for which Mr. Coote would d er

allow him to pay tithes. When the agitata

against tithes began, Father H. preaches

fierce sermon against them, denouncing Cte

from the altar, telling the people that iy

man who paid one farthing of that "bio-

stained impost" was a traitor to his cour^

and his God. "Take example by me, bi

V

he said ; "I'd let my last cow be seized w
sold before I'd pay a farthing to that sc|n-

drel Coote." On hearing of this, Coote vite

to ask him whether the report he had heard jas

true ; he replied that he was proud to say ir"9

true, adding, " You may seize and sell myctl*

if you can, but I'd like to see the man
l»f

would buy them." Coote, who was a brave"'
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(termined man, was so indignant that lie re-

ared to fight it out with the priest. He gave
i lore to his bailiff, and next morning at break

day, before any one dreamt that he would
like the attempt, one of the priest's cows was
t:en and impounded. Public notice was given

tit on a day and hour named, the cow would

h sold in Doon ; counter notices were posted

fough the country telling the people to as-

s<able in their thousands to see Father H's
cv sold. Coote went to Dublin to consult the

a;borities at the Castle, and returned next day,

w,h a promise from the government that they

Wild support him.

Early on the morning fixed for the sale I

A3 sitting at an open window in our breakfast-

rm, when my attention was roused by the

8<.nd of bag-pipes playing " The Campbells are

cuing." On looking in the direction whence
tl sound came, I saw four companies of High-

Is ders, headed by their pipers, marching down
tl road, followed by a troop of lancers and
aillery with two guns.

)a this little army went to Doon, where many
tl usauds of the country people were assembled.

A the appointed hour the cow was put up for

8U. There was a belief then prevalent among
tl people that at a sale unless there were at

lot three bidders, nothing could be sold ; under
tfe mistaken idea, a friend of the priest bid a

su, much beyond her value, for the cow ; she

«b kuocked down to him, he was obliged to

h,id the money to the auctioneer, and the tithe

ws paid. During all this time, except shout-

ic, hooting at the soldiers, and " groans for

Cite," nothing was done; but when the main
bly of the troops had left the village shots

we fired, and volleys of stones were thrown at

fir of the lancers who had remained after the

olers as a rear guard. They fired their pistols

atheir assailants, one of whom was wounded.
Te rest of the lancers, hearing the shots, gal-

Iced back and quickly dispersed the crowd.

Ilivas weary work for the troops, as the day
wts very hot and bright, and their march to

ail from Doon was a long one, that village

b-ng certainly not less than fifteen miles from
Lnerick. On their return they bivouacked
ail dined in a field close to us, surrounded by
cwds of the peasantry, many of whom had
nier seen a soldier before; after a brief rest

tl pipes struck up, " The Campbells are Com-
ic," and they were on their march again. So
eied this, to us, memorable day.

The next morning, as we were at breakfast,

tl room door opened ; an old man came in
;

hifell on his knees and cried, "Oh, wirasthru,
m little boy is killed, my boy is shot! Sure
tl craythur was doin' nothing out of the way
w;n the sogers shot him. Oh, Vo! Vo! What
wl I ever do widout my little boy !" " What
ci I do for you, my poor man?" said my father.
" h! then its what I want your honour to give
ma bit of note that'll get him into the hospi-
tain Limerick.
Iy father at once gave him the order for

h son's admission. He departed, invoking
bssings on us, and shedding tears of gratitude.

^s we afterwards found, the " little boy " was
aouth of six and twenty, who had got a slight
fl'h wound in the leg. They never brought
hi to the hospital, but they paraded him, all

d:-, through the streets of Limerick, lying in
a art, covered with a blood-stained sheet; to
tl back of the cart a board was fixed, on
w.ich, in large letters, was this inscription :

" 'heae are the Blessings of Tithes." From that
oy Coote was a marked man.

Wherever he or any of his family were seen

they were received with shouts and yells, and
cries of " mad dog! mad dog! Down with the

tithes!" One afternoon, when we returned from

a visit to the rectory at Doon, we received a

message from our parish priest to say that if we
went there any more we should be treated as the

Coote's were. Accordingly on our return from

our next visit to them; shouts and curses lbl lowed

us all the way home; from that day forward,

when any of us (or even our carriage or car) was

seen, the same shouts and cursing were heard

in all directions.

At this time none of us went out alone, and
we were always well armed. This the people

knew, and did not actually attack any of us

except on two occasions. On one of these my
sister, who till a few months before had been

idolized by the people, for her goodness to them

and untiring work amongst them, thought that

if she and two girls, cousins, who were with us

at the time, drove out by themselves, they would

not be molested, especially as she had recently

been in very delicate health, so, taking advan-

tage of an hour when the rest of the family were

out, they went for a drive, when not only were

they received with the usual hooting, but were

pelted with mud and stone. One of the girls

had a front tooth broken, and they were glad

to get home without further injury, and never

again ventured to go out without protection.

The other attack happened thus: my father

had been persuaded by some friends to try

whether offering a large abatement, and giving

time, might induce some of the farmers to pay

at least some part of the tithes then due. A
number of circulars offering such terms were

prepared. These my cousin, Robert Flemyng,
and I (little more than boys at the time), under-

took to distribute, and to explain the terms to

the farmers whose houses we proposed to visit.

On our first day's ride nothing worth mention-

ing beyond the usual hooting occurred. Some
of the houses were shut against us as the inmates

saw us approach ; at some few we were not un-

civilly received, but were distinctly told that

under no circumstances would one farthing of

tithes ever be paid again.

On the following day we rode to a different

part of the parish, to visit some farmers in the

direction of Limerick. As we turned off the

main road down a by-road leading to the village

of Kishiquirk, we saw a man standing on a hil-

lock holding in his hands a spade, high in air,

then lowering the spade and giving a shrill

whistle, then holding up the spade again. We
knew this must be a signal, but for what we
couldn't think. When we reached the village,

a considerable and very threatening crowd was
collected there, who saluted us with " Down with

the Orangemen ! Down with the tithes !" As
this looked like mischief, we drew our pistols

from our pockets, and each holding one in his

right hand, we rode slowly through the throng.

As we got near the end of the village, a woman
called to us, "What are ye riding so slow for?

Push on, I tell you; they are going to kill ye!"

We did push on, and with some difficulty, by
riding on after the other, got past a cart which

was hastily drawn across the road to stop us.

On we galloped, showers of stones after us as we
went. About a quarter of a mile further on

another but smaller crowd awaited us ; they

were not on the road, but just inside the mound
fence which bordered it. On this mound they

had made ready a good supply of stones for our

reception, but, seeing us hold our pistols towards

them, they did not venture to throw the stones

till just as we had passed them, when they came
after us volley after volley. Many a blow we

and (Mir horses got, but none that stunned. One
man only was on the road, aud, as we got near

him, 1 .-aw him settling his spade in his hand as

if to be ready to strike a blow. I presented my
pistol at him. " Don't shoot me," he called out

;

" I'm only working here." But just as I passed

him he made a tremendous blow at me; it

missed me, but struck the horse just behind the

saddle. The spade was broken by the violence

of the blow. Down went the horse on bis

haunches, but was quickly up again, and on we

went. Had he fallen, I should not have been

alive many minutes; he brought me bravely

home, but never recovered and died soon after-

wards.

As we neared our house we met a funeral,

headed by the Roman Catholic curate of the

parish. We rode up to him, covered as we and
our horses were with mud and blood, in the vain

hope that he would say some words of exhorta-

tion to the people. " See," we said, " Father

M., how we have been treated when we were on

a peaceful and friendly mission to some of your

flock." " I suppose," said he, " ye were unwel-

come visitors." " Is that any reason," said I,

"that they should try to murder us?" "It's

no business of mine," said he, and passed on.

A proclamation, as fruitless as such procla-

mations then were, and now are, was issued by

the Government, offering a reward to any one

who would give such information as would lead

to the conviction of any of the men who had
attacked us. It was well we had not gone that

day to visit a farmer in another direction, where,

as we afterward learned, four armed men lay in

wait, in a plantation by the road, to shoot us.

Coote was much surprised when he heard all

this. He had always said, " Let them shout and

hoot as they will, in their hearts they like us too

well to shoot either you or me, or any one be-

longing to us." A few weeks later he was pain-

fully undeceived. As he rode home from church

he stopped his horse, as he had often done be-

fore, to let him take a mouthful of water from

a little stream which crossed the road ; he had

scarcely stopped, when a thundering report,

which nearly deafened him, and a cloud of

smoke came from a little grove close beside

him. The blunderbuss which had been aimed

at him had burst; its shattered remains, a

half-emptied bottle of whisky, and a quantity of

blood were found in the grove. Hearing of this,

I went next day to see him. Never did I see a

man more saddened and disappointed. He said,

" I would not have believed it would ever come

to this."

Boycotting, supposed to be a recent invention

(in reality only new in name), was put in force

against the clergy, to whom the people were for-

bidden to speak. Placards were posted all

through the neighborhood ordering that no one

should work for Coote on pain of death.

There lived near Doon six stalwart young fel-

lows, brothers, named Lysaght, whom some

years previously, Coote, being fully convinced

of their innocence, had by his exertions saved

from transportation, to which, on perjured evi-

dence, they had been sentenced. The real cul-

prits were afterwards arrested and convicted.

These six fellows were determined to work for

their benefactor, so they, with some Protestant

parishioners of his, assembled one fine morning

on the bog of Doon, to cut his turf. Suddenly

about midday crowds of men appeared crossing

the bog from all sides towards the workmen,

shouting and firing shots. The turf-cutters ran
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for th. ir lives to the rectory, not waiting to put

on their c tats. The mob came on, tore up the

destroyed the turf that had been cut,

! the turf cutting implements, and then

retired as they came, with shouts and shots.

We were not "boycotted " to the same extent,

and were allowed to cut our turf and save our

crops. One morning we beard a rumor that

our laborers, who were saving our hay, were to

ped, and we were preparing for an at-

tack, when our steward said, "You needn't be

a morsel uneasy, for it would be illegal for them

to come to annoy us without giving us regular

proper notice."

The Lysaghts, whom I have mentioned as

helping Cooke in his difficulties, were amongst

91 and most determined fellows I ever

met They had been among the bravesl of the

Reaskawallahs, and by their prowess had often

turned the tide of war, and won the victory in

their battles with the Coffeys.

One evening, just as Coote had got off his

hone at bis hall door, a man ran up to him, antl

said, "Oh, your honor, they are murdering Ned
Lysaght there below on the road to Cappamore."
He remounted his horse at once, and galloped

down the road, where he found Lysaght lying

in a pool of blood, apparently dead, and saw-

three nun running away across the fields. He
jumped off his horse, knelt down beside Ned,
and said, " Ah, my poor dear fellow, have they

killed you?"
Ned opened his eyes, and sat up, blood stream-

ing from his head and face. 'Thanks be to

the Lnrd, I'm not killed entirely, but they

thought I was. They kem up unknownst to

me, behind me, and one of them struck me wid
and tumbled me. As soon as I was

down the three of them bate me wid sticks and
Btones till they thought I was dead. I didn't

purtind to be dead too soon, in dread they would
know I was seeming; but when one of them gave
me a thremendious crack on the head, I turned
up my eyes, and 'Och, dhe alamon am ' (God
take my soul I, says I, and stiffened my legs and
my arms, and, begorra, they were full sure it's

what I was dead: and. till I heard your hon-
or's voice, I never opened an eye, or stirred

hand or fut, in dhread they might be watching

"Do you know them?" asked Coote. "I
partly true-s who one of them was; but I

couldn't be too sure, for they all had their face?
blackened," said he.

After a few minutes Lysaght was aide, with
belp, to walk back to the rectory, ami

in a few weeks be was as well and Btrong
ever.

Men pray tor holiness as ii it were something
entirely apart from their every-day life, some-
thing thai had nothing at all to do with their
conduct in their domestic, social, and business
relations. I h< j sing "Nearer, my God, to thee,"
with glowing fervor, but neve,' think that the
prayer can be answered only by tin- uplifting
of their own lives to the plane of God'e n

Eiolim -- i- not a mere sentiment, not :l

vision of glory overhanging us like a
• '-Ion. I. not a rapture or a,, ecstasy, not

something that Godsends down to wrap us like
a garment in it. radiant folds. It 1m iDg holy

anything at ail. it means being true
upright, pun gentle, patient, kind, and

unselfish. \\ e really have no more religion than
we get into our every-day practice. Wherein
ooraevoti higher than our living,
lor nothin

THE HILL OF DIFFICULTY.
ELIZABETH M. APPLEBURY.

We seek to climb the distant towering heights

That vet our timid spirit fears to try

;

While to a sweeter rest the upland fair invites

And hope declares the haven very nigh.

One summer day we start, but lingering by the way
To pluck fame's brightest laurels, we have found

We still the valleys tread, while so far away
The music of the distant joy bells sound.

Another start we make; slowly and wearily,

The blest activity of human bliss to gain,

The spirit dares to follow where no idle fear

Enthralls the soul by timid fear of pain.

Be brave, be true ; there are no heroes but despise

The dangers that beset the path they tread;

They only reach the heights who daily rise

Above the dim horizon round them spread
;

Who scorn all mean and sordid aims, and make
Of life's full journey a sublime delight;

Who can discern the leading hand, and take

Each step with confidence toward the height;

Despise all villanies, forget life's grief and pain,

Perform each duty with a true self praise

;

Then shall no frowning "Alps" for thee remain,
And thou mayest reach the summit of celestial joys.

All human hopes, anointed by the love

That gently falls upon the fainting heart,

Distilled from out the eternal climes abive,
Bear us from our weak, timid selves apart.

Then forward go ; one act of faith alone
Bearing the incense of our daily prayer

Will bring us nearer to the jasper throne,
Where all the blessings and the mercies are.

Then we may fearless view the upward road,
The hill of difficulty, we so feared

;

The mountain vanishes, the hand of God
Hath smoothed the hills that once so steep appeared.—Religious Telescope.

For " The Friend."

An African Chief.

To the Editor: A short time ago, I received
from a Frieud in Gloucester, England, a book-
let with the above title, which is of such interest
that I desire others to have the opportunity of
enjoying it also. The interest is intensified by
the further information, which my friend gives,
that during the past autumn Kharua visited
England to invoke the power of " the Great
White Queen," to enable him to maintain the
position he had taken in prohibiting the use of
-.toxicants among his people. The'iMeetiug for
Sufferings of London Yearly Meeting promptly
took the matter in hand, appoiuted a committee
to wait on the Colonial Secretary iu his behalf,
and secured such promises of help as Joseph
Chamberlain was able to make. Khama also
bad an audience with Queen Victoria, and was
assured by her of the hearty co-operation which
he desired.

How the story of the life of this noble African
should stimulate us to greater faithfulness in
following that "Light which lighteth every
man thai cometh into the world," and which, in
a good degree, illumined the heart of this I

Bechuana chief, developing a character which
|night put to shame some of the rulers of more

enlightened countries. Jesse Edgertox
1 01 i MBtAKA.O., Third Month 4th, 1896.

"You need not have the wagons watched
dow. We crossed into Khama's country last
"ighl, and none of his people will take any-
thing, J

So we were told, standing in a drizzling rain
" v "' :1 ™ldi fire, at Selynia in Bechuaniland,
on our way north to see the African chief,
Khama, in his town of Shoshong. The man

who spoke was a trooper in the British Borde

Police, and he knew the country with the pra>

tical knowledge learnt from a year's patn

work. Bechuanaland lies just south of Centrt

Africa, reaching from the Zambesi River dow
to the European diamond fields at Kimberle
It is one of those little countries, twice as big I

herself and more, that England monopolize

every now and then, half unconsciously. Ifv

cut it into two halves, the upper one is rule

entiiely by Khama, while the lower one mu
be subdivided, first into an English protectors

1

over several smaller chiefs, and then into J

crown colony in the south—both the fruit

Sir Charles Warren's expedition in 1885.

We had been trekking for a fortnight throu

the protectorate, with much content in

wagon-life, having left behind trains and
carts. Our red, sandy track had gone throu

grass country that seemed endless, with wo
continually, beautiful rocky valleys at time

stream at intervals, and with thorns and
heaps (termites) everywhere. Except foil

herd-boy in his sheepskin, or a man witfl

blanket and a pot, going to work at the KM
herley Mines, there had generally not been*

sign of human life from one native village tos

other.

Selynia was talked of as a famous meetit 1

place of hunters and wagoners, so that it

rather disappointing to find only a few trees a

a big pond. But though that pond could ha

been comfortably tucked away into one corrJ

of a Cheshire field, here it made itself valued
the last water on the road for thirty-two mil
into Shoshong, and as saving its character J
some drinkable mud in the driest of seasons.'

Here we saw some of Khama's people forlJ

first time. They came to sell the milk and ml
they had brought in quaintly-shaped pitch I

of white wood balanced on their heads.

By Khama's wish, milk should be given i;

all travellers, but perhaps travellers had bit

too many, or Selynia was out of sight. At alt

rate, we were asked to pay, but the price \U
the one settled by the chief. Then, in true .1
rican fashion, the men stayed on to stare—1
occupation that never palls on the native mifl

Let me explain here—the Bechuana, wl
their sub-tribes (such as the Bamangwato) ii

not negroes, who seem to be so much the tl
known type of African. Their skins are bro 1

,

their heads are generally well shaped, £j|
though, of course, their features vary, the t'tl

is good. One boy, for instance, who stood oh
our fire, had a head like a Roman bust. If

the Bechuana are part of the Bantu race, \

has peopled almost all South Africa. Whl
it came from originally no one knows, but

own tradition is of a descent from the noiijj

when the aborigines were driven south or i

slaved, and their places taken. Since ther.^

has divided into several nations, such as

Zulu, the Fiugo, the Basuto, etc., but all retI
the Bantu characteristics of skill in fightings

cattle owning and in diplomacy.
Leaving Selynia, thirty-six hours of hj

trekking brought us to Shoshong. For the

four miles the grass and bush had been replaf
by well-cultivated land and crops of KafBr c

(millet) and maize, and all the surroundi i

looked civilized, though African. Our ffl
thirsty oxen reached the outspan ground jus I

the sun rose over the long range of hills bend
the town. The shadows were beautiful am %
the rocky heights, and half hidden in thegp
mist, we could hardly realize that the dt
brown line at the base of the hills meant ma *
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mil a population of twenty thousand
But the interest of Shoshong lay in

We had found Khama in England, in a Par-

waentary Blue Book, and the matter-of-fact

}ges were brightened by descriptions that were
paost enthusiastic. Lieut. Hayues, R. E., re-

jrted, " Khama's authority is well established,

lid he rules the tribe more by kindness than

ll severity. He is probably the best example
c what a black man can become by means of

igood disposition, and of Christianity." Fur-
teron, Lieut. Maund wrote, " Khama's history

vuld fill a volume. Suffice it here to say that

] is a man far in advance of his people. He
liles by generosity instead of by fear. Cool in

cnger and thoroughly self-possessed at all

toes, his very taking manners would win
glden opinions in any society."

Nearer home in Africa, we found Khama's
nutation the same. Sir Sydney Shippard,
ilministrator of Bechuanaland, Sir F. Car-

ngton, Commandant of the Border Force,

t.vellers, traders, hunters, all spoke of him
ilh respect, and some with friendship. " Of
Lama's splendid character," wrote one, " I

Cjnot speak too highly." Since our Blue Book,
ti,Khamahashad to meet newconditions— loy-

ay to the great white queen, straighlforward-

rss and courtesy to her officers, fair dealing

?:h her gold companies and prospectors, wise

nnagenient of the trade route to the north,

trough his country—these had all been asked

ohim, and had all been given.

r' For the interpretation of human life, an
ajcdote may be more valuable than a theory."

lere are many theories as to the results of

nssionary work and the character of native

Diverts. Let us take, instead, the facts of

Lama's life. I hope the quotations given will

sak for themselves, and show that these facts

rtupon trustworthy evidence from men of ex-

p-ience and position, and not only on that of

resionaries.

The advantages of dates are unknown to na-

tes, but Khama was probably born soon after

1!0. He was one of the many sons of the

irny wives of Sekhome, chief of the Bamang-
wto, and his heir. As a boy, he twice touched
tl wider world—he went for a hunting season
wh Gordon Cumming, of whose courage he
stl speaks with admiration, and he heard from
aandering Bechuana that strange, new cus-

tcis were being taught in the south by Dr.
Jiffat. Then a Lutheran missionary reached
Sjshong, which was part of the unknown in-

teor in those days. He pleased Sekhome, and
W; allowed to teach the chief's sons. Khama
ridily accepted Christianity, and was baptized
wile still a boy in his teens. The quiet life,

d-ing which Khama remained a pupil of the
n sionaries, must have lasted for some time.

E married, and his wife, Mabisa, was also a
Cristian.

3ut in 1862 a native runner brought in the
n rs that Matabele Impis were out on the foray,

al that they were coming to raid Shoshong.
L:e the descents of Danes on East Anglian
f««s, these attacks of the Matabele were the
te-or of the poor Baroangwato. And no won-
a\ for the Matabele are the great fighting race
othose parts, brought up to slaughter, and re-

jcing in blood. Neither men, women nor
buies were spared by their assegaies, aud in-
d'd, to kill quickly was a mercy they did not
"lays show. So the poor Bechuana hurried
tlir wives and children into caves among the
h s, drove their herds into the best conceal-

ment they could, and then, with little hope,
brought out their small supply of chi up gnu.-.

Sekhome turned to the supernatural, as we
most of us do in trouble, and plunged into in-

cantations with the witch-doctors.

It was certainly a trial between the old and
the new faith, but Khama did not hesitate. He
knelt in prayer with his fellow-Christians under
the bright African moon, urged Sekhome tostop

the witchcraft, and asked for leave to start at

once to meet the Matabele. Obtaining it, he

chose two hundred men from his own regiment,

and after a long day's march, came upon the

Matabeles at sunset. His vigorous charge broke
two of their companies, but the third stole past

in the high grass, and attacked him in the rear.

Beaten though he was then, the fi^ht had been

severe enough to make the Matabeles retreat,

to prevent the threatened raid, and to win from
their brave old warrior-chief, Moselikatse, the

verdict

:

" Khama is a man. There is no other man
among the Bamangwato !"

" To-day those who pray to God are our lead-

ers !" shouted the people, as they welcomed
Khama back to Shoshong. But when Sekhome
turned defence into retaliation, and sent out

cattle-lifting parties among the Matabele,
Khama protested strongly, and refused either

to go with them, or to share in the booty they

brought in.

After the Matabele affair was over, the cele-

bration of certain heathen rites began, to which
every Bechuana father takes his sons. Khama
knew that, as a Christian, he could not go.

Sekhome ordered, begged, got angry, and at last

said that no son should be his heir who would
not attend the "Bogura." When this threat

did not move Khama, Sekhome understood that

this new religion was not a mere matter of read-

ing and singing, but of practical life, and his

keen worldly wisdom foresaw disaster.

He was right so far. There is a wide gap
between a chief who has become a Christian and
his people. He cannot share in things that are

the essence of life to them ; he loses support by
giving up polygamy, he loses power by giving

up the help of witchcraft, and he loses popular-

ity by not joining in the orgies of eating and
drinking that are called feasts. What caste is

to the Hindoo, the customs of his race are to

the Bechuana. To change them is to bring down
the vengeance of his forefathers. " How can I

answer to Khari (a former chief ) if I change
the customs of the town ?" was the answer
Sekhome gave when he was spoken to of Chris-

tianity. So he set to work to baffle the " White
Christ," and, as he thought, to preserve his

people. Marriage seemed to him to be the key-

note, and he ordered Khama, already married
to Mabisa, to take another wife. Khama in-

dignantly refused—and certainly no woman
has ever had a more loyal knight than Mabisa
found in her husband. The struggle to force

another wife upon him went on for ten years,

but Khama's answer never varied, " I refuse on
account of the Word of God. Lay the hardest

tasks on me as to hunting elephants for ivory,

or any service you can think of as a token of my
obedience, but I cannot take another wife."

Sekhome tried plots and treachery, Khama met
them with quiet endurance. Christians and
heathen alike say that he was never once heard

even to blame his father. One cau understand

why a German traveller, who was at Shoshong
at the time, wrote," I am glad, by my acquaint-

ance with Khama, to have the opportunity of

mentioning a black man whom I would, under

no circumstances, be ashamed to call my friend.

The Bimple, mm], st, ami at the same time noble

deportment of this chiefs -on awoke ;> di li::lii-

ful feeling."

Life is thought little of in heathen countries,

ami killing i- the easiest way out of difficulties.

So what little patience Sekhome had, 8000 wore
out, ami one night he called a few of his men
together aud took them to Khama's hut, where
he ordered them to kill bis son as he slept. The
men refused, ami disarmed Sekhome when he
tried to carry out his own instructions. Before
morning the whole town had heard of the at-

tempt, and rose as one man in favor of Khama.
It was the more striking, as the killing of a
chief's nearest relations was then quite a com-
mon affair. Before Khama could control the
people, Sekhome had fled in terror, for he knew
the usual fate of deposed chiefs, though he did

not know the Gesta Christi. With much trouble
Khama found out his hiding-place, and sent

messengers to beg him to return and take his

old position. Sekhome believed it all to be a
plot, and returned timidly—to be met by Khama
with every mark of respect, and to be replaced
in the chieftainship. Then Khama asked that

the marriage question might be left as it was

—

a promise that Sekhome made and broke with
equal readiness.

His next attempt succeeded better, for he
brought in the supernatural powers, of which
the poor Bechuana live in terror. Khama woke
one night to find his court lit up with flames,

and to see the witch-doctors dancing around his

hut in the red light, as they threw spells and
shouted curses. It was a weird sight, and
one wonders if the old belief and dread of evil

spirits started up in Khama's mind, but, whether
by an effort or not, he walked up to the men
and stamped out their mystic fire. The matter
could not end so easily. " Khama has been
bewitched," said the Bechuana, with awe, and
the only remedy would be to enlist any remain-
ing and disengaged evil spirits on his own side.

They sent a deputation begging Khama to do
this at once. "If you do not," the spokesman
added, " the people cannot remain with you.

We do not fear Sekhome, but who can resist

the power of the ' baloi ?'
"

It was a kindly effort, and to put it away
must have cost the pain so often part of a brave
life, when the easy compliance that would keep
both friends and popularity is impossible to a
true nature. Khama could only answer, " The
Word of God forbids me to curse any one, least

of all my own father." Sadly enough, perhaps,

the men went away to give their report, ami the

people decided to change sides. " We preferred

the son," they said, "and we gave him his

chance. He might have been our chief to-day

but for his being in the Word of God, which
makes him so impracticable."

Left alone, Khama, with his family and a few
faithful followers, had to take refuge on the hills

from fresh attempts upon his life. Sekhome
tried to cut off all food supplies, and to poison

their one spring. For eight days he succeeded
in leaving them entirely without water, when
the little party could only live by creeping
down at night to the gardens outside the town,

and carrying back a few melons for food and
drink. Once two of the men brought back a
horse that belonged to Sekhome, thinking them-
selves very clever to have caught it. But Khama
was indignant. Had he not told them they were
not to attack his father in any way? They must
take back the horse at once, with a message of

regret from him.
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After a time, Sekhome, whose plota read like

,f old Italian history, consented to a

iation, but only because he had sent for

g, a rival claimant to the chieftainship,

ami offered to resign in his favor, if he would

onlv kill Khama With a light heart and every

intention of fulfilling this condition, Macheng

came to Shoshong, but he presently changed his

mind. " The people of the Word of God alone

speak the truth," be Baid. " If you want your

sou killed, kill him yourself."

Except for Khama'- protection, this speech

would have cost Macheng his life. As it was

he retaliated, headed the people iu a revolt, and

drove Sekhome away. The old man knew he

had do soldier among his tribes equal to Khama,
lit tor him, ami put him in command,

and told him to win back .Shoshong. There

was a good deal of hard fighting, but in the end

Khama was successful, and reinstalled Sek-

home.
II.- was still hopeless of peace for himself, and

decided to go northwards, and to make a new
home near the Zonga River. It proved to be a

fever-stricken place, but the bulk of the Ba-

mangwato men followed him there. Sekhome
was gradually left with little to rule over, ex-

cept the subject tribes, and furious at the men's

desertion, he made prisoners of their wives.

Roused at last by this wrong to others, Khama
flashed down at the head of his own regiment,

recovered the women, and partly burnt Sho-

shong. Then he marched back to his unhealthy

settlement, refusing to remain as chief while his

father lived.

News of Sekhorae's death, however, quickly

followed, but the troubles were not over, for a

younger a >n, Khamanie. had been instigated by
his father, before his death, to hold Shoshong,
and take the chieftainship.

Through this rebellion, too, ran the same
golden threads of courage and gentleness, of
fights wod, ami of lives spared. It ended in

Victory to Khama, and Khamanie took refuge
in the Transvaal, from which safe shelter.he
bas continued to do all the harm he could.

Khamanie has been for many years engaged
in plots having for their object the death of
Khama and the establishment of himself as
chief. On one occasion, Khama spared his

brother's life, without apparently securing ex-
emption from further treasonable attempts by
him.

Khamanie declared that he
would -hoot Khama. The latter heard of it,

and decided to meet his brother at once, know-
ing how quickly serious trouble might arise
with friendly hi B iers. The head
men in council urg< d thai a regiment should go
with him. " No," said Khama, "thai might
make trouble with the liners. If my brother

I kill me. I ha.l better go alone." Alone
be went, and bo influenced Khamanie that there

• -line.

lious lirother
a chivalric in

I

I

lynes, II- E., and it is not hard to agree
with him.

A Mother's hi i.ii:ni i..-The impi
made op in the mind of the child by its mother,
whether -

I or evil, are never eradicated. A-
the wine jar ever after retains the flavoi
first wine pU | into it, so the little child

the firsl principles instilled into
by the example

For "THE FRIEND."

A Word of Exhortation.

Second Month the 29th, 1896.

Dear Fkiends: I have felt drawn to speak

a few words to Friends, and especially to those

Friends that are isolated from Society, for I

know how to feel for such as these, being called

to pass through many deep trials and lonely

hours, that I might take more time to draw

near unto my Heavenly Father, for it is here

alone that i" find help and strength equal to

all of his holy requirings. We are all poor

weak babes in" Christ, and cannot understand

aright but a few words at a time, but through

the tender mercy of our Heavenly Father, He
oft repeats his word by presenting it fresh in

our minds, that if we will give heed and listen to

the word thus revealed, we will obtain strength

by and through the dear Son of God, who gives

us a foretaste of the heavenly bread and pure

water, that we may not hunger nor thirst any
more.

Dear Friends, let us arise and lift our hearts

unto God, our Redeemer, that we may receive

his blessing in the fullness of his love, for great

is our weakness, oh, God, but thy strength and
power are beyond words to describe. In thy

word alone do I trust at all times, for these little

trials are for our good, to fit and prepare us for

that heavenly meeting with God.
Oh, that we, as a Society, may ever have this

bright future before our eyes day by day, ac-

companied by such faith and love of God that

nothing may be counted too hard for us to

part with or pass through. The Son of God will

give such as these a full assurance of entering

into the heavenly mansions of eternal bliss, that

will be more to us than words can describe.

Oh, my dear Friends, let us cleave closely to

the word of God; for this is pure and immov-
able. So in this we can trust without wavering
or stepping aside or turning to the right or to

the left, that all may live in harmony, thus
fulfilling our whole mission here on earth, to the

praise and glory of God. Oh, this is my earnest

desire for all, and especially for us as a Society,

for oh, it is a daily work to live up to what we, as

a Society, profess, for out of the depths springeth
forth living water that will heal the nations, if

they will only come and partake thereof and
live to the glory of God. Oh, ye that are
brought very low in a low place, lift up your
heads and listen to the sound of the trumpet,
that you may hear the words thereof, for the
Bridegroom says, come, and the Bride says,

come, come to the marriage supper of the Lamb
of God, come whilst you have strength giveu.
Come and partake of the rich reward of eter-

nal life. Come and taste and see that the
Lord is good, for his word is sure, and there
is no guile found in his word. Why will ye
tarry, looking at this one aud that one, and
stop by the way to build up castles that must
m lie scattered by the four winds of heaven.

Oh, the earnest prayer of my soul is, that we
may all see our own hearts as in the sight of
God, that we may receive the washing of re-
generation, and, a- it were, a live coal, fresh
from -H' the altar, consuming all that is offen-
sive in the sight „f God, that we may be pure
ami spotless in the sight of our Holy Redeemer,
thai he may present us before the throne of
(iod, clothed in the white robes of righteousness.
Oh, this i-t a greal attainment, except we follow

;ur heavenly (iuide, for He is able to
make all things easy and the rough paths
smooth., that We may lie instruments in his
mighty hand to bring many to the heavenly

shores of eternal rest. I would that we all hi

encouraged to press forward in the heavenb
way, by living in strict obedience to every com
mand of God. H. T.

Dealing With Offenders.

[The following article is taken from Th
United Friend of Second Month 15th, at th

suggestion of a correspondent living in Kansasi

who thinks it might prove valuable iu man
places. The Editor feels that the position of a :

overseer is a very important one in the churc

'

—one in which a person may be extensivel

useful, or correspondingly hurtful, if he or sb

does not dwell under the government of th

Head of the Church, and allows personal
"

ings, either of dislike on the one hand, or

tiality on the other, to take the place of

pure wisdom which emanates from the source i

all good.—Ed.]

The Query addressed by each Yearly Mee
ting to its Monthly Meetings, on the subject i

dealing with offenders, gives us a true picture c

theorder, thediscipline,and thespirit thatshoui

prevail throughout the Society of Friends.

I remember hearing, nearly fifty years ag
an elderly Friend remark, that " The qualifk

tious for an overseer are as important as tho,

for an elder; but more of our members posse

them." This woman having served in boi
;

stations, aud being a person of excellent jud:

ment, seemed entitled to express as well as 1

entertain such an opinion. The remark ma>

an impression on the mind of her youthf

hearer, that time and observation have servj

to deepen rather than efface. Numerousjl
stances might be advanced to show where u]
tempered zeal on one hand, and timidity

neglect on the other have brought weaknt
over the Monthly Meeting, either by stirri:

!

up strife that created parties, or by allowing

cold indifference to freeze out the life.

Many cases have probably been brought 1

fore the meeting that might have been treat

privately by the overseers, and the erring o.

restored to all the privileges and advantages
'

membership without having his name on tji

books as an offender. So, also, have many be

neglected or delayed, until the lapse of time lU
made them much more difficult to deal w J
than they would have been in early stages: l'i

most lamentable of all are those that have bd
suffered to pass unnoticed until their flagrai

'

has brought reproach upon the Society. Allf

these evils might have been avoided by '»'

timely care of properly qualified overseers p

forming their duties in the spirit ami accord ;

to the manner recommended in the Query, i

Some there are who do possess the qualifi-

tion to deal with offenders, and it is to be boj 1

that in Monthly Meetings there is a sense of •-.

cernment that will place the appointment f

overseer upon those who are thus fitted.

When the discipline of Philadelphia Yeaf
Meeting was so altered as to make it a diso -

able offence to sell spirituous liquors, there « 6

many cases to be noticed by the overseers, ;i

some of them required very careful, very tenr

treatment. The new regulation was regar d

as an ex post facto law, and was, by those j*

gaged in the traffic, considered an infringen it

on their private rights. A case occurrred I it

was likely to result in disownment, wbei&
Friend, a valued elder belonging to anolir

Monthly Meeting, felt a religious concert »

pay a visit to the one under dealing. Hewi<;
not with the law in his hand, but in the sjH
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(restoring love. This spirit was so manifested

t the offender that he Jaid aside his armor

uicli he had buckled on to defy the authori-

ts, and became meek and tender. He gave up

sling liquor, lived and died a member of the

£ciety of Frieuds, and a man much respected

i his neighborhood. His love and esteem for

t3 elder who had visited him at the critical

tne, were handed down to his children.

About thirty years ago, a young man living

i the city of Philadelphia, and a birthright

umber of the Society of Friends, gave to the

viter an account of his experience in being

ciowned. He was about joining the Episcopal

durch, and his " mind was fully made up" to

a.ach himself to that denomination. Friends

t)k up his case, visited him in love, and waited

c him patiently for a period running through

g'eral months. He did not change his course,

f he was satisfied he was pursuing the right

ca for him; but after having received his

pper of testih'c ition, he could say that he loved

t: Society of Friends, and esteemed the men
vohad dealt with him, more than he had ever

che before. He was a sincere man, and his

vrds expressed hisfeeliug.

'A few years later occurred a case of which

U writer was cognizant, and one which threat-

cad to stir a party feeling in the meeting. A
jting man was expected to accomplish his mar-

rge contrary to the order of Society, and much
aiinst the wishes of his parents. Much un-

o.cial labor had beeu bestowed, but he was set

i his purpose, and was not to be dissuaded from

ijy whatever opposition might be offered. On
cng informed that the overseers were coming

t visit him on account of his intended trans

gssion, he felt disturbed by the information

ai prepared to assume a defensive attitude

trard them, or toward anyone that would in-

tfere with him in the accomplishment of his

prpose. Only two of the overseers came, and

t:y were both men of a meek and gentle spirit,

ley spoke to him so kindly as to convince him
aance that they had not come to persecute him,

bt to perform a service which their position as

ojrseers required of them. Having informed

ha of the action that the meeting must take

—

iiaccordance with the Rules of Discipline

—

iliy affectionately bade him farewell, and fas

hinformed the writer) left him in a different

fme of mind from the one in which they
ft nd him. He added, " I respected R. for

wat he said, and the other for saying nothing

o the subject."

If elders, overseers and clerks were qualified

f< their respective stations, and if those np-

pntedto visit offenders knew what not to say,

awell when and how to offer sensible advice
;

al if all who are charged with administering

tl- affairs of the church had their own wills in

piper subjection, the labor bestowed upon trans

g'ssors would be of the kind queried after; and
were the Monthly Meeting receiving reports of

t'se cases was under a religtous covering, we
tight safely conclude that its judgment would
bin right authority. H.

Items.
Who is Responsible?—The annual exhibit of the

Cieago municipality was made at the close of last

yir, and, as is customary, it received severe criti-

eii from the opposition press. The mayor of
Cieago, instead of submitting supinely to the
s ctures of the critics of his administration, took
«Sie with his castigators at a banquet of the Com-
nrcial Club, at which a large number of Chicago's
r'resentative business men were present, and dis-
csed a condition of things showing that so long

as present circumstances and condition- obtain

the deliverance of Chicago from the political de-

baucher is not near at hand. In response to some
sharp criticisms upon this policy, the mayor said :

"The mayor, within sixty day-, has vetoed one

order after another your representatives in the

Council have obtained for representative business

men. It is such men as those 1 see before me thai

get the aldermen to pass these orders. The remedy

is with you, not with the chief executive. You
elect the' members to the council. Elect the right

kind of men. Talk about corruption ! It is your

high toned business men who knock at the door of

the city council and ask for illegal franchises. Who
bribes your Common Council, if it is bribed'.' It

is not the man in the common walk of life. Who
receives the franchises. It is your representative

business men. It is the representative business

man that divides the value of that franchise with

the alderman. It is not the man in the common
walk of life. Who is responsible for this condition

of affairs? It is the representative citizens. Get
after the men who tempt the aldermen. Who is the

man who tempts the officials? It is not the man
with the cottage, nor the man with a little home.

The alderman divides with the business man.
Change your Common Council if you don't like it.

It is in your power. What can the chief executive

do in the face of the law ? He can simply obey it."

For "The Friend."

At Concord Quarterly Meeting, held in Me-

dia on the eleventh of Second Month last, a

committee was appointed to consider the pro-

priety of holding one or more Youth's Meetings

for Divine worship at different places within

the limits of the Quarterly Meeting, if way
should open for such service.

One such meeting was held in Media on the

seventh instant, which was well attended by the

class for whom the concern was felt, and it is

believed was held to the honor of Truth. It

was agreed to hold another at West Chester on

the fourth of Fourth Month next, at half-past

two o'clock in the afternoon. Although these

meetings were primarily intended for our mem-
bers of the younger ami middle classes, it is not

designed to exclude older persons, nor those not

in membership who are in unity with our prin-

ciples, and in the practice of attending our

meetings.

Philadelphia, Third Month 13th, 1896.

A cablegram has just been received from

Edward M. Wistar, a'member of the Society of

Friends in Philadelphia, dated at Constanti-

nople, as follows, " Going forward ; collect and

wire funds to Clara Barton." Before Edward
M. Wistar left Philadelphia, he expected to be

stationed at Alexandretta, which is situated in

the centre of one of the most distressed districts

of Armenia.
Believing that some would be more willing

to contribute for the help of these people in

their dire distress, if they could be assured that

the money would be used for the purpose in-

tended, by an agent known in this country,

arrangements have been made by which con-

tributions sent to Asa S. Wing, 409 Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia, will be forwarded to Clara

Barton, President of the Red Cross Society, to

be used under the direction of Edward M. Wis-

tar.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 21, 1896.

We have received a letter from a Friend in

North Carolina, which refers to a statement con

tained in an editorial of Second Mouth 29th, to

the purport, that a proposition introduced into

one of our Monthly Meetings that it should take

charge of a home mission work that had beeu

started in West Philadelphia, was not adopted.

Tl e concern of our correspondent appears to be

that those who are induced to enter upon such

work, should try tin- spirit that prompts them,

and wait for the putting forth of the baud of the

Master.

He says in North Carolina, in places of wor-

ship, where this mission work has brought forth

its fruits, we may see organs in the meeting

house, which have been placed there to interest

the young people and little children in their

First-day schools, Christian Endeavor meetings,

and mission societies. This favors the gradual

introduction of changes into the regular meet-

ings for worship, which assimilate them to the

meetings of other professors.

We quote from his letter the description of a

meeting, in which the fruits of mission work

have been fully developed—premising, that we

do not understand it to be descriptive of meet-

ings generally in North Carolina.
" The minister takes his seat in the gallery,

and the singing choir has already taken their

seats up near him. He nods his head, and they

sing while the congregation assembles. When
they are all seated the minister prays; and

after prayers, he nods his bead for another

song. They sing, and then he gets up with open-

ed Bible in hands, reads the Scriptures, takes

his text, preaches his sermon, and seated for a

moment or two, then nods his head for another

song. They sing, after which the meeting is

dismissed—often by singing the long metre

doxology."

Such a meeting cannot properly be called a

" Friends' Meeting," for there must be very

largely an absence of the distinctive feature of

waiting upon God to feel from Him a qualifica-

tion to offer spiritual worship. We do not sup-

pose that those Friends in our midst who favored

the " Home Mission " movement, or those else-

where who entered upon the so-called " revival
"

system, designed or expected such an outcome

of their labors. But it is the natural effect of

the course they pursued. The attractions of

music, and the emotional surroundings, will en-

snare the younger people, and those who are

not under real spiritual concern for the relig-

ious welfare of the assembly, and thus the door

will be opened for the introduction of discord,

diversity, confusion, and finally, separation.

The African chief, Khama, of whom our

friend, Jesse Edgerton, sends us an interesting

account., seems to have been a remarkably fine

specimen of a man— one in whose course can be

traced unmistakable evidences of the good ef-

fects produced by Christian principle. Yet we

are not easy without remarking that, as regards

war, he does not appear to have been fully en-

lightened, although fully up to the standard of

most of those who profess to be Christians.

Judging from appearances, the period is yet

remote when nation shall not lift up sword

against nation, neither shall they learn war any

more.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The claim of the United States

to the territory known as Greer County, to which the

State of Texas also made claim, was affirmed by a

decision of the Supreme Court of the I'nited States

on the 16th inst. The territory in question is in the

southwest corner of Indian Territory, and comprises

about a million and a half acres. The President im-

mediately issued a proclamation withdrawing from

disposition under public land laws, of Greer County.

The proclamation is issued on account of a claim of
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| iw Nati 'ii to Greer County, ami it is to re-

main in f rce until the dispute is settled.

"i.\ Vt .
| 2 mts are said to have gone

- • , the Northwest

i the tir^t of this year ith purpose of pre-

dvaolages of the sections they represent

'. irlhwestero farmers, and inducing them to

locate in the South. The Southern Industrial Asso-

ciation, of Alabama, says that reports from it- agencies

all over the Sooth show thai there has been a remark-

able inflow of immigrants from the Northwest since

Christmas, and there is every indication that the im-

migration will show a very large incrca-eas the spring

-. Meanwhile newcpapers in Nebraska, l>a-

] ilher Northwestern States allege that the

trims are daily bringing disappointed fanners hack

from the S lUth.

(»n the Nth instant, a beil of coal, said to he 100

feet thick, was discovered at the abandoned Buck
Mountain Colliery, near Haileton, Pa.

There is great activity in the oil region of south-

eastern Kama*, am! much i- lining, both in the b .ring

of new wells, and in the development of wells already

put d iwn i" oil. Some 2,000 wells will he opened in

that region within the next six months.

A new industry, that of catching snapping turtles

For Chicago markets, has recently developed in Jeffer-

, Wisconsin waters, and is being followed

with pecuniary ail vantage. The turtles sell, live

weight, lor from lu to 12 cents per pound.

1 be I « 'pah volcanoes, 75 miles south .vest of Yuma,
Aria., were in violent eruption a few weeks since.

Tin larger ones were emitting great volumes of smoke
and s»roo flames, and the smaller ones were throwing

out qnantilies of water, stones, and mud. The roar

of the eruptions could be beard 20 miles or more.
A -. .• nd car load - I redwood has just been shipped

from California to Nuremberg, Germany, for use in

making lea 1 pencils. The cedar forests of Europe
that formerly supplied wood for pencils have been
practically exhausted, and experts sent to starch for

a substitute reported that ihe California redwood ap-

pea Iii be the best available material.

There are at pre-cut ah nit l::..,iW,000 acres of forest

in Maine, valued at $35,250,000. Two or three New
England Statee could be hidden away in Maine's
woods. The latter are being made into paper at the
rale of ab.ait 12,000 tons of pulp anil paper every
war. S une 'i.OIJo men are cniploved in the pulp and
j.aper industry, and $13,000,000 'capita I j s invested
in it.

Michigan produces one-fifth of the iron of this

country, mining 9,0110,000 tons a year. The copper
mines arc the richest in the world, having produced

worth of metal.
Arkansas has l'OiHKtn farms,

tton 900,000 bnsl
I. oi o.ohi

|
|, ,

,.
,
;

an.i 2,000, isbi Ii I whea

- ite of Washington has salmon fisheries worth
hei 10,000 fur seals. It ex-

100 worth of lumber ami coal, and raises

01 wheat.
Kentucky t- the foremost State in the production

..I hemp, and ha- been known to produce ::5.ooo
, ,,,

IWO-thirds of the American
Crop, growing in l.ss'.i, •Jmj.ihiii, pounds

Deaths in this city last week nuinhe.el .Vjr,, which
- than the previous week ami I -J less I ban

the corresponding week of last rear. Of the whole
number, -J';: were males and 259 females: 97 died of

da
;

hi oi consumption
; 17 of hearl disease :

19 of old age; 18 of inflammation t f the brain; 17 of
convulsions; 16 of Brighl's disease ; 16 of &\

16 of in i ,-!.., 13 of diphtheria; 12 o'f

bronchi! ,.
. ln,,f intlammatiou olthe

"el '.l of paralysis

107, res., 103
il a 111*; r-, new, in;; B

12 a 107.

ul.llillg uplands
1 a SI 1.00 perl ... for winter in bulk
.5 for spring ... -,

In extras
.00. I'ennsvlvania roller.

•tern winter, clear!

I'r.ng, dear, J>2 :m

rite brands, higher. Cilv mills, ,
,

I •! i, straight 13.70

which produce 000,000
els of Bweet potatoes,

100 000 bushels of corn,

. From the Arkansas
worth of lumber eve.y

a ?:,S5; do., patent, SiV.'O a si. 10. Rye Flour.—
Choice Penn'a, $2 05 per bbl. Buckwheat Flour.—
$1.15 a $1.25 per 100 pounds. Some fancy stock was

held higher.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71 J a 71 Ac.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34| a 34Jc.

No. 2 white oats, 20] a 26£c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 4f a 4§c;

medium, 4 a 4}c; common, 3J a 3|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4 a 4|c; good, 31 a 3Jc;

medium, 3 a 3,jc ; common 2} a 2Je. Lambs, 3] a 5Jc.

Hogs.—6J- a die. for good Western ; other grades,

6 a u'o .; State hogs, 5$ a 6c.

Foreign.— It was stated in the House of Commons
on the 16th instant that the British Government had

received official proposals from the United States

Government upon the subject of the Venezuelan diffi-

culty, and that these proposals were now in course of

negotiations. There is a belief in Washington that

Sir Julian Pauncefote, the British Ambassador, has

received full instructions to enter into negotiations in

Washington on the subject.

In Greater London there are consumed every year

about 45,000,000 gallons of malt liquor, 8,000,000 gal-

lons of wine and 4,500,000 gallons of ardent spirits.

London contains a quarter of a million working
single women whose individual earnings do uot aver-

age more than twenty-five cents a week.
Harold Frederic, the London correspondent of the

New York Timet, says in his letter to that journal last

Seventh-day: " Yesterday's meeting between the Queen
of England, wdio has been for fifty-nine years on her
throne, and the Emperor of Austria, who has been for

forty-eight years on his, is said to have been their first.

It sounds strange enough that the two venerable
monarchs, whose capitals are only a few hundred
miles apart, and whose countries for more than a
generation have been on peculiarly friendly terms,
should never have laid eyes on each other until now.
There is undoubtedly much that is impressive in the
spectacle of these two saddened old sovereigns at last

coining together, and looking out, side by side, upon
the wild skies which overhang Christendom, vivid
with angry portents of storm

; but, for once, people
are Ioj busy thinking about the storm itself to dwell
much on its picturesque personal incidents, however
suggestive. Where will this storm break, and who
will be st.uck first, are questions which lie at the back
of every mind. From its turbulent birthday this year
of 1890 has worn a sinister aspect in men's thoughts,
until now faith in its evil character has become almost
a general superstition."

It is the opinion in highly informed military circles,

says the London representative of the United Press,
that the objective point of the Anglo-Egyptian expedi-
tion is not Dongola, but Berber. This opinion is based
on the news received from Cairo. It has been learned
that the plans of the expedition have been approved
by Lord Wolseley, the commander-in-chief of the
ll.iii- army. The Government is interested in
i.in/.ing the importance of the enterprise, and it will
ilouhtless, when explaining the matter to the House
of Commons, speak of the expedition as an Egyptian
one, arising from the necessity of checking the pro-
jected advance of the Mahdists into Egypt.

It is stated that there were 2893 human beings
killed by tigers, leopards, hyenas and panthers in
India during the year 1894, anil in the same year the
ime ipeeiesof beasts, aided by snakes, killed 97,371
head of cattle. The number of human lives destroyed
by snakes in India in 1891 was 21;538. The number
of wild beasts killed in thesame year wa-t 13,447, and
the number of snakes 102,210.
The new Italian ministry, with Marquis Di Rudini,

President of the Council and Minister of the Interior,
' -"id to have decided Conservative leanings.

Tin- [tali; negotiating with King Menelek f.r

peace between Italy and Abyssinia. It is said that
King Menelek oilers as much as Italv could have hoped
for before the battle of A Iowa.

Clara Hart, ,n, President of the American Red Cross
Society, tsab.iut renting a house in Pera. Her agents
have started for Smyrna, having passports to Iskan-
dernn.

A despatch from I'ekin. dated (he 13th instant, says
lli: " th«;rep,.rled conclusion of a treaty between Russia
a»_d I hi. .a Is i liiiiuil.

The Chinese coal Melds extend over Howards of- ""'" while the English cover only

£ 10f the 14th publishes a despatch
from 1 return., the capttal of the Transvaal, saving
that

1 resident Eruger is considering an important
despatch wli.,1, he received through Sir Hercules

Robinson, the British High Commissioner in Sotitl

Africa, in which Joseph Chamberlain, the Brilisl

Colonial Secretary, suggests the abrogation of th

Anglo-Boer Convention of 1SS4, which gives

ainty to Great Britain, if the Transvaal will

the grievances of the Uitlanders and enfranchise 1

British subjects in the Transvaal who desire to 1

come burghers. Chamberlain also suggests a

amity, by the terms of wdiich Great Britain will i
antee the independence of the Transvaal. Presid
Kroger has intimated that he will reply to the desp
in about three days. The despatch adds that

preparations that have been made for Pn
Kruger's visit to England indicate that he will pr
bly start very shortly.

It is announced that 50,000 more troops will short)

be sent to Cuba. These will make a grand total .

280,000 men who have been despatched to Cuba. |

A United Press despatch from Havana presents tl

following exhibit of the destruction of the sugar crt

on the island : "Estimating the amount of sugar
the mills, held back through interference with trail

portation, at 10,000 tons (liberal figures), the
amount of new crop to Third Month 1st, become
298 tons. If the second half of the grinding si

does as well as the first, the total yield for Cuba f

1890 will he 126,596 tons. Last year the crop w
estimated at 1,0111)11011 tons. The'probable shorta;

this year will, therefore, be 873,000 tons, or over
per cent, of a normal crop. These figures contain on
one element of doubt—that is, as to whether the d,

cree of General Weyler, that planters shall grit*

or of Gomez, that they shall not grind, will be e

forced. Gomez at present occupies eight-tenths of t

sugar producing districts. He lias more men, a I

seems better able to enforce his decree than ever 1

fore. Therefore, the estimate of 63,000 tons for tj

balance of the season is on the long side. The elk
nation ..I" over 800,000 tons will undoubtedly aff

the price of sugar all over the world. It will also aff I

the credit of Spain, which was the purpose of Gon
in ordering the stoppage of grinding. What is tl J

of the sugar crop is practically true of tobacco, as v]
be seen later.

NOTICES.
Tract Association of Friends. — The Ann!

Meeting will be held in the Committee Room of i

\i-eh Street Med ing-hoii-e, on the evening of the 2 ;

inst., at 8 o'clock. All interested Friends are inviB
to attend. Edward Maris, Clerl

School for Indian Children, Tunesassa, N.ifl

—Wanted, a well qualified woman Friend as teacl, I

to enter upon her duties about Fifth Month 1st. .1
plication may be made to

Ann W. Fry, 870 N. Sixth St., Phila.
Caroline C. Scattergood, 626 Spruce St., Vhm

Westtown Boarding School.—The General C«
mittee meet in Philadelphia on the 27th inst., (Si:

H

day), at 11 a. m. The Committee on Instruction nl i

the same day, at 9 a. m. Wm. Evans, C/er |]

Westtown- Boarding School.— For eonveniefl
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage Jfl

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met wfl
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cs if

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To rcjfl

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone).

Zebedee Haines, Sup,

Evening Meeting, Fourth and Arch Stri'S,— Next Fifth day, the 26th instant, an eve ig

meeting will be held in the Arch Street House, is

o'clock.

Died, on the morning of the fifteenth of Seid
Month, liS'.ll!, at his residence, near Springville, I j».

S.\Miii-;i. W. Stanley, in the .seventy-eighth yei of

his a cc A ni'i. i her and elder of Springville Mot ly

and Particular Meeting of Friends. We humbly 1st

he has been gathered as a shock of com fully pe

into the heavenly garner.
, near Barnesville, Ohio, Second Month . h,

1S96, Amasa Frame, in the fifty-seventh year o lil

age. A member of Stillwater Monthly Meetir of

Friends. He bore a lingering, and at times disc-
ing, illness with much patience, and an earnest dn
to be fully prepared for the great change that aw ed

him seemed mercifully granted, so that he cuuhlf'i

when near the close, to the tearful ones around )»i

" Weep not for me, but weep for yourselves." I
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Duty—Sympathy.
(Continued from page LT4.)

Sympathy seems to be dying out between era-

plyers and employed. In the great manufac-

ti'ng towns the masters and workmen live

ajrt from each other. They do not know each

oter. They have no sympathy with each other.

line men want higher wages, there is a strike
;

iftte masters want lower wages, there is a lock-

ol There is combination on both sides. Then
aionference is proposed, sometimes with good

Wilts, sometimes with bad. Agitation goes on,

ail hard things are said. Sometimes the em-

plyer's house is set on tire, and his carriages

ai burned; the dragoons and infantry are

cs ed out, and there is a pause ; but what an

iqiry has been done to head and heart on both

ai
:

!S

!

Lnd what shall we say of domestic service ?

T: bond of sympathy has died out, at least in

lst;e cities. There is a constant change going

oi—one set of servants succeeds another. And
y{ the lives of families cannot be carried on

u!in the principles of mere barter—so much
ffiney, so much service. Servants, when they

eier our homes, should be regarded, in one

s4e, as members of the family. It is now far

oierwise; the servant, though her help is es-

setial to our daily comfort, is regarded as but

a ired person, doing her appointed work for so

irch current coin of the realm. She lives in

tl kitchen and sleeps in the attic. With the
' reion between she has no concern, excepting as

,r*ards the work to be done there. No sympa-
tic exists between the employer and the era-

pyed, no more than if they inhabited different

C( ntries, and spoke in different languages.
-- fhe idle and selfish man cares little for the

ritof the world. He does nothing to help the

fdorn or the destitute. " What are they to

n ?" he says ;
" let them look after themselves.

\hy should I help them? They have done
n.hing for me! They are suffering? There
a;ays will be suffering in the world. What
ci'tbe cured must be endured. It will be all

t > same a hundred years hence !"

.'Don't care" can scarcely be roused by a
v.ce from the dead. He is so much engrossed
t his own pleasures, his own business, or his

on idleness, that he will give no heed to the

fissing claims of others. The discussions about

himpoverty, ignorance, or Buttering, annoy

"Let them work," he says," "why should I

keep them ? Let them help themselves." The
sloth is au energetic animal compared with

" Don't care."

But "Don't care" is not let off so easily as he

imagines. The man who does not care for

others, who does uot sympathize with and help

others, is very often pursued with a just retri-

bution. He doesn't care for the foul, pestilen-

tial air breathed by the inhabitants of houses a

few streets off; but the fever which has been

bred there floats into his house, and snatches

away those who are dearest to him. He doesn't

care for the criminality, ignorance and poverty

massed there; but the burglar and the thief

find him out in his seclusion. He doesn't care

for pauperism, but he has to pay the heavy

year's rate half-yearly. He doesn't care for

politics; but there is an income tax, which is

a war tax; and, after all, he finds that" Don't

care " is not such a cheap policy after all.

No man was more sympathetic than Charles

Lamb. There are few who have not heard of

the one awful event in his life. When only

twenty-one, his sister Mary, in a fit of frenzy,

stabbed her mother to the heart with a carving

knife. Her brother, from that moment, resolved

to sacrifice his life to his " poor, dear, dearest

sister," and voluntarily became her companion.

He gave up all thoughts of love and marriage.

Under the strong influence of duty, he re-

nounced the only attachment he had ever formed.

With au income of scarcely one hundred pounds

a year, he trod the journey of life alone, fortified

by his attachment for his sister. Neither pleas-

ure nor toil ever diverted him from his purpose.

When released from the asylum, she devoted

part of her time to the composition of "Tales

from Shakespeare," and other works. Hazlitt

speaks of her as one of the most sensible women
he ever knew, though she had through life re-

curring fits of insanity, and even when well was

constantly on the brink of madness. When she

felt a fit of insanity coming on, Charles would

take her under his arm to the Hoxton Asylum.

It was affecting to see the young brother and

his elder sister walking together and weeping

together on this painful errand. He carried the

strait-jacket in his hand, and delivered her up

to the care of the asylum authorities. When
she had recovered her reason, she went home
again to her brother, who joyfully received her

— treating her with the utmost tenderness.

" God loves her," he says ;
" may we two never

love each other less." Their affection continued

for forty years, without a cloud, except such as

arose from the fluctuations of her health. Lamb
did his duty nobly and manfully, and he reaped

a fitting reward.
" I remember," says R Col Iyer, " in one of

our love feasts in the Methodist Church in Eng-

land, thirty years ago and more, that a man got

up and told us how he had lost his wife by the

fever, and then, one by one, all his children,

and that he had felt as calm and serene through

the least, not feeling a pang of pain ;
fended

and shielded, as he believed, by the Divine

grace, and up to that moment when he was

talking to u-, without a grief in his heart.

"As soon as he had done, the wise and manful

old preacher who was leading the meeting got

up and said, ' Now, brother, go home, and into

your closet, and down on your knees, and never

get up again, if you can help it, until you are a

new man. What you have told us is not a

si_r n of grace ; it is a sign of the hardest heart I

ever encountered in a Christian man. Instead

of you being a saint, you are hardly good enough

to be a decent sinner. Religion never takes the

humanity out of a man, it makes him more hu-

man ; and if you were human at all, such troubles

as you have had ought to have broken your

heart. I know it would mine, and I pretend to

be no more of a saint than other people; so I

warn you never tell such a story at a love feast

Two gentlemen were standing at the door of

an hotel one very cold day, when a little boy,

with a poor, thin blue face, his feet bare and

red with the cold, and with nothing to cover

him but a bundle of rags, came and said,

" Please, sir, buy some matches?" "No, I don't

want any," said the gentleman. " But they're

only a penny a box," the little fellow pleaded.

" Yes ; but you see I dont't want a box." " Then

I'll gie ye two boxes for a penny," the boy said

at last. " And so, to get rid of him," the gen-

tleman, who tells the story in an English paper,

says, "I bought a box, but then I found 1 had

no change, so I said, ' I'll buy a box to-morrow.'

' Oh, do buy them the nicht,' the boy pleaded

again; ' I'll rin and get ye the change ; for I'm

very hungry.' So I gave him the shilling, and

he started away. I waited for him, but no boy

came. Then I thought I had lost my shilling;

but still there was that in the boy's face I

trusted, and I did not like to think badly of

him.
" Well, late in the evening a servant came and

said a little boy wanted to see me. When he

was brought in,"l fouud it was a smaller brother

of the boy who got my shilling, but, if possible,

still more ragged, and poor, and thin. He stood

a moment diving into his rags, as if he were

seeking something, and then said, ' Are you the

gentleman that bought the matches frae Sandie?'

' Yes!' ' Weel, then, here's foorpence oot o' yer

shillin.' Sandie cauna come. He's no weel. A
cart ran ower him, and knocked him doon ;

and

he lost his bonnet, and his matches, and your

elevenpence; and both his legs are broken, and

he's no weel at a', and the doctor says he'll dee.

And that's a' he can gie ye the noo,' putting

fourpence down on the table; and then the poor

child broke down into great sobs. So I fed the

little man," and the gentleman goes on to say,

" and then I went with him to see Sandie.
" I found that the two little things lived with

a wretched drunken step-mother ; their own
father and mother were both dead. I found

poor Sandie lying on a bundle of shavings;
'

it as if nothing had happened ; not suffering in I knew me as soon as I came in, and said,
'
I got
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the change, sir. and was coming back :
ami then

., knocked me down, and both my legs

arc broken. Ami Reuby, little Reuby !
I am

.,, deein! and who will take care o ye,

Reuby, when 1 am gane? What will ye d.>,

i; :Uby
'• Then I took the poor little sufferer s

hand, and told bim I would always take care of

Reuby. He understood me, and had just strength

to look at me as if he would thank me ;
then the

light went out of his blue eyes : and in a moment
• He lav within the u'ghl of God,

Like a babe upon the breast,

Where i lie wicked cease from troubling,

And the weary are :it re-t.'
"

(To be continued.)

"The" Son Not "A" Son.

Without desiring to be controversial, I feel it

right to call attention to what I believe to be

the fatal error of referring to Jesus Christ as a

bod of God. Paul says (Kim. 8: 32) of God,

that " He .-pared not his own son." He did not

refer to Jesus as being one of many sons.

It is true that this same chapter contains the

words: " For as many as are led by the Spirit

of God, they are the sons of God," but in the

very next verse it declares, " but we have re-

ceived the spirit of adoption." Do the Scrip-

tores anvwhere say that our Saviour was like-

wise a son by adoption '.' No; but they do say

that Peter replied to the Master: " Thou art the

t'luist, the son of the Living God." Did our

Saviour reply," thou art wrong, Peter, for I am
onlv a son and not the only begotten son?"

Did he not say, however, " blessed art thou,

Peter, for flesh and blood hath not revealed it

unto thee, but my Father which is in Heaven."
(Matt. 16: 17.)

"

It we reject the Divinity and sonship of Jesus

Christ we cannot lie Christians in fact, for Chris-

tianity is based on the sonship of the blessed

Messiah. Can those of our fellow members
point out an instance in the writings of Fox, or

Penn, or Barclay, or any of the early Friends,

down to the beginning of this century, wherein
they designated the founder of Christianity as a
son, merely, and not the son, the only person who
ever trod the earth who was called the son?

These are tacts we should think of; for early
friends did DOt deny the divinity of the out-

ward appearance in the flesh of the son of God;
but affirmed it. They also pointed to the fact,

and gave it great prominence, that he had as-

cended on high, and the manifestation that we
were now t., experience, was an inward roani-

festation of the same Jesus who once talked on
the hillsides of Judea. He spoke to Saul, at the
time of his conversion, saying: "I am Jesus,
whom thou persecutest." The voice of the spirit

ah-., confirmed this to George Fox, saying:
" There is one, even ( ibrist Jesus, that can speak
to thy condition.''

Are we to become a body of Deists and deny
that our risen Saviour is the Son, and only say
he was a son, even as we are sons? Did not
the "beloved Disciple" say: " Whosoever de-
nieth the son, the same hath not the Father."

Delusion, I will say that the foregoing is

(Mitten in the Tear of God, yen in the
that I will not be doinjrmy duty if I do not call
my fellow probationers to the foundation of
Christianity, which is the revelation that "Thou
art the Christ, the son of the living God," not
by adoption but by creation.- -

David Hoao.a neighborof Livingstone, the
i to hint when jroung

id, make religion the everyday business
of your life, and not a thing of fits and

For "The Friend."

Reminiscences.

We have received a communication from au

elderly Friend, who was born in central Ohio,

but removed many years ago across the Mis-

sissippi into Iowa', "it gives some interesting

reminiscences of his experiences.

On one occasion a party of Norwegian emi-

grants camped not far from bis residence, and

remained some days for their herds and teams

to graze on the native grasses. When they were

preparing to go on their way, and were hunting

up their scattered animals, one of their number

became separated from the others and was lost.

Search for the missing one was for a time un-

availing. One evening, as our friend was milk-

ing hiscows, a man speaking an unknown tongue

came up and gave them to understand, as best

he could, that he was hungry and tired. They
supplied him with food and gave bim one of

their beds to sleep upon. At the earliest ap-

pearance of the light of day, the following

morning, the wanderer left. They subsequently

learned that he was met by two of bis fellow-

countrymen, who were on horseback in pursuit

of him, and was thus enabled to rejoin the emi-

grating party.

Our friend makes some remarks on the diffi-

culty of following a trail over these extensive

prairies, and the readiness with which the trav-

eller may become bewildered when there is

nothing to be seen but the greeu grass and the

blue sky.

About the year 1840, while still residing in

Ohio, Ann Branson and her father, Jacob, came
on a visit to Friends who lived beyond the

Muskingum River. It was a heavily timbered
section of country, and when the trees were cut

off, it was the practice of the settlers, Friends
as well as others, to raise a few crops of tobacco.

This was a great grief to Jacob and Ann Bran-
son, who were frequently brought under exer-

cise on this account, and were constrained to

plead with their hearers to desist from the
practice. Our friend's father fully sympathized
with this concern, as he never raised the plant
himself, nor permitted his boys to work in it, so
that none of his family became users of it.

In the course of their visit, Jacob and Ann
attended a newly settled meeting in the western
edge of Washington County. A young man, a
member of that meeting, was then engaged in

clearing up a piece of land, with the intention
of cropping it with tobacco. In the course of
the meeting, Ann rose to her feet, and pro-
nounced the words, " Tobacco, tobacco, tobacco,"
and proceeded to treat the subject with such
convincing authority, that the young man had
no desire left, either to cultivate or use the
plant.

When Jacob and Ann were prepared to move
on into the limits of another meeting, it was
needful to cross a considerable stream of water
at a ford which was not considered very safe
for strangers. So it was arranged that one of
the family should drive the carriage and Jacob
Branson should follow on horseback. After
breakfast and a religious opportunity, the little
party started, while the family were gathered
in the yard, looking after them. When sud-
denly, to our surprise (says our correspondent),
Jacob turned hack and rode up in front of us
astonished hoys, and raising his arm at full
hngth, with riding whip in hand, exclaimed
with earnestness, ' Boys, whatever you do, don't
l'
n,v

"V'
""" another to chew tobacco,' and

away he went, And the writer don't remember
ever to have met with that good man since."

When Ann Branson was engaged in visitin

the church in Ohio, she had a meeting appointe-

at Springville Meeting-house for the youtlj

My correspondent says, "Though that wasot]
of our particular meeting, wife and I felt ii|

clined to attend, taking our children withuj
Our eldest, a daughter just merging into wodI

anhood, had for some time been under grei

exercise of mind, on account of an iutinia

friend, who had gone out in her mind into tl

views of Universalism, and bad engaged oil

child in conversation on the subject, until hi
mind was greatly agitated. In this appoint!

meeting, Ann Branson took up the subject :

Universalism, and treated it with Gospel a
J

thority. At the earliest opportunity, our del

child told her mother and me, that we naJ
have no more uneasiness about her embracil<

Universalism. "For Ann Branson's sera*

I

cleared all that out of my mind." My wife ail

I felt largely compensated for going to thl

meeting."

Jacob Branson was at one time liberated 1

religious service. In the course of the visit I

called on a Friend who was greatly interest

in political matters and spent much time I
canvassing for votes for a candidate he admirii

The family assembled for a religious oppl
tunity. Jacob's mind was evidently much < I

ercised. After a time he broke forth in thJ
words, "It was empty vessels the Master call 1

for; vessels that are full can hold no mom
and closed the opportunity and passed aw:

The Friend said it was the most powerful s

mon he ever listened to. For he saw that M

heart was chock full of politics, and that thiH

was no room for the Gospel.

A Burial at Sea.

One evening there were rumors on the

that a little girl had died in the steerage,

before retiring, an acquaintance quietly I

formed me that the burial would take place I

following day at half-past seven.

When I went on deck the next mornip
there was a crowd aft, so I quickly wjt

thither. It was a mixed and almost awe-htH
ed throng. For once the loud laugh and I
jest, so common on trans atlantic steamers, h

stilled. The poorer passengers out of the st'-

age, jostled against the well-dressed people fi 3

the cabin. Every point of vantage wassecuil,

as in solemn tones the captain and two clei*-

men read the Church of England service I

the dead. The first officer, and two stern fad

sailors held, balanced on the rail, half over e

seething waves and half over the deck, the lie

box to be cast into the sea. It was envelop

in a flag.

Soon the point was reached where the V

guage " dust to dust " is, for the occasion suli-

tuted by " We commit this body to the de."

At that instant the little form was dropped o I
board. The boundless North Atlantic seeijd

eagerly to seize its prey. Many eyes were nn I

eued, which probably were strangers to tfis.

No sounds were heard except the swash of je

waves beneath, the monotonous dull beat of,ie

engines, and the bitter weeping of the yojg

mother of the little one. She leaned on the to

of her uncle whilst what must have seeme »

tragedy to her was enacted.

When she reached Queenstown, she would! f«

to send back word to her husband of the g^
sorrow that had overtaken them. It is har»
lay the little forms of those you have care la

and loved, down in the quiet graveyard. 8t

there is the melancholy satisfaction of kno^g

::
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here the ashes rest—true only the ashes—yet

iu kuow where they are. But these parents

t.n never locate the spot. The wide, salty sea

ill forever be the graveyard of their baby, and

p ceaseless moaning will always be to them a

quiem for their dead.

Wm. C. Allen.

For " The Friend."

An African Chief.

(Continued from page 278.)

Settled at last in Shoshong, Khama was clear

. to what kind of chief he meant to be. His
iind was not troubled either with a conviction

[at the more degraded of his people knew better

an himself, or that he must be content to do
irht alone, leaving his subjects entire liberty to

j wrong. Religion to Khama is not a matter

lily between a man and his God, but essentially

thing between a man and his neighbor; and the

Lrthly kingdom is to be ruled by the Heavenly

aws.

"You English," said an Indian general, "im-

jine that liberty means the same thing every-

here. You make a great mistake. Liberty

ith you means the right to govern yourselves
;

perty to an Asiatic means the right to be gov-

fned." This is the liberty that Khama, with

ji equal knowledge of African character, has

iveu to his people. " What the chiefs do, the

Seople will do," he said to Bishop-Knight

»ruce, and on this belief he act*, with the de-

ision taught by his own hard training.

I I cannot tell the whole story of Khama's
lieftaiuship, but I have been able to collect

mieof the best known facts, and they may be

iken as an honest sample of the whole.

A list of more unpopular measures than those

ith which Kbama began his reign would be

ard to find. They were necessities to him as a

Christian, but only a great soul could have faced

;ieir difficulty. Other chiefs have renounced

Christianity themselves, while encouraging it in

leir people; one or two have resigned their

hieftainship. Human nature seems to he tempt-

;d either to acquiesce in an Alexandria, or to

>ave it for personal holiness in the desert ; but

here are nobler souls who cleanse their Alex-
ndria, and Khama joined that gallant com-
pany.

One of his first proclamations entirely for-

bade witchcraft, and banished the witch-doctors,

^his to a Bechuana was an inconceivable order,

lis only faith being in evil spirits, and in their

lower to hurt him. It was they who sent the

Iroughts, the storms, the insects that destroyed

lis crops, the lung disease and the horse sick-

less that killed his cattle, his own headache, or

lis child's death. Worse still, it was they who
assessed his neighbor to use him as a tool for

nischief. "God, He want kill us all," was
.heir first thought when told of a Greater Spirit

vith surpassing power. Certainly life to a poor
Bechuana did not consist in correspondence
.vith his environment, but in perpetual escape

Tom it. The witch-doctors alone had charms
igainst evil, and could detect or " smell out

"

the person who had " overlooked " them : this

unlucky mortal was then treated with horrible

2i'uelty or killed. As the witch-doctors were
under the chiefs control, this "smelling out"
system got rid of any rich or troublesome of-

fender, and the chief became his heir, with per-

haps a death tax to the doctor. What it led to

we can understand by the story of a Matabele
princess, for whom some one was "smelt out

"

and killed, as having bewitched her, every time
that she had neuralgia.

Khama's next decree stopped other customs

that were every-day affairs to a Bechuana: the

killing of children born weakly or deformed,

burying the living baby with its dead mother,

destroying one of twin children, leaving the

useless old people to starve, and the right of a

man to kill his wife in any petty quarrel ; also

the horrible punishments then in use, such as

the cutting off of noses, ears, or hands, and the

burning out of eyes. Death, he said, would be

inflicted only for murder, and he has very

rarely allowed it. He then brought in the

system of trial by jury, and the meanest sub-

ject may not be punished unless the evidence

thoroughly convicts him. Truly we forget, as

we criticise Christian natives to-day, the horri-

ble evils from which they have been brought

out by the pioneers of missionary work.

Living among the Bunangwato were slave

races of Bushmen, the Masarwa. These poor

creatures could be killed at pleasure by their

masters, and lived in miserable starvation, as

they were forbidden to keep herds of their own.

This, too, Khama changed ; the Masarwa are

now encouraged to keep goats and sheep, and
their lives are protected. A man who knew the

country well, wrote : "Khama is quick to pun-

ish any of their masters—his own people

—

whom he finds guilty of cruelty towards them."

But done in the teeth of his people as these

and other reforms were, they still stand second

to Khama's unwavering determination to put

down drink. The history is not one that we
can lightly read.

Almost as soon as he had settled at Shoshong
he called the people to meet him in the great

Kothla, as he wished to speak about their

native beer. This beer was a thick liquor made
from fermented corn, and was very stupefying.

When harvests were good, and Kaffir corn was

plentiful, all work was given up, the women
made beer in huge quantities, each village in

turn summoned its neighbors, and day after

day was spent in heavy drinking. Temperance
legislation had no knots for Khama. He told

the people that they were utterly degraded by

these beer-drinkings, and that in future he en-

tirely forbade them to either make or drink

it. Needless to say, the meeting broke up in

bitter discontent; other new ways were unpopu-

lar enough, but this was unbearable. They re-

membered Khamanie across the border, ready

to head any discontent; some talked openly of

bringing him back. Undoubtedly Khama's
position was in jeopardy for a long time. "I
withstood my people at the risk of my life," he

said afterwards, and it was no exaggeration.
" Any one," wrote Mr. Bent, who knows the

love of the Kaffir for his porridge-like beer, and
his occasional orgies, will understand what a

power one man must have to stop this in a

whole tribe. Even the missionaries have re-

monstrated with him, representing the measure

as too strong, but Khama replies : Beer is the

source of all quarrels and disputes, I will stop

Years of steady insistence and patient watch-

fulness made the law at last effective. When we
were at Shoshong the perfect order and quiet-

ness of the crowded town, with its 20,000

natives, were a striking contrast to scenes one

remembered in other places, where either the

canteen vote was valuable, or the chiefs were

heathen. " It would require no police," says our

Blue Book, " to manage the native part of the

town. By his determination and courage Khama
has put down strong drink, aud prevented

traders bringing it into his country."

" Prevented Traders " this was Khama's
next labor, and perhaps one of his most diffi-

cult. Hardly had the meeting of grumbling

natives dispersed to mourn their beer, than he

summoned another of ;dl the white men in the

place, ami of representatives of his own people.

What took place is described by one of the

traders present, a man whose admiration for

Khama is great, and whose own commerce
naturally has been stainless.

" Khama informed us that he would not per-

mit us to continue introducing liquor into the

town, and selling it to his people. Seeing we
had been accustomed to the use of it ourselves,

he would permit it to us. Any breach of this

law he would visit by banishment from his

town. He then turned to his tribe, and warned
them that this law was not only for the whites,

but for them, and if they were detected buying

liquor from the traders he should deprive them
of their cattle, and banish them also from the

town. The meeting then broke up. The fol-

lowing year, I think, another meeting was call-

ed by the chief. He informed us that he found

we were bringing in liquor in as large quanti-

ties as ever. He regretted having to speak a

second time, and having granted us permission

to bring in liquor for our own consumption, he

must now prohibit it,"

" My people are not allowed to buy brandy,"

was Khama's simple explanation, " because my
people will be destroyed if they are allowed to

buy brandy."

But in spite of meetings and of warnings one

store continued to be, as Khama described it, " a

place where drink was." At last he turned both

the partners to whom it belonged, and who
brought in brandy under cover of blankets, out

of his country. But even then, to quote our

Blue Book again, " Khama gave the men very

lenient and considerate treatment, including an

extension of eighteen months in which to wind

up their affairs. He even went so far as to pay

out of his own pocket many outstanding debts

due to the firm from some of his poorer sub-

jects."

The men, Francis and Clark, left at last, but

only to visit the Transvaal and Matabeleland

in order to make trouble for Khama. After-

wards they went back to Shoshong, inspired

by a certain class of colonial opinion that said,

" Never be beaten by a nigger." Finding that

the return had not been authored by the Eng-

lish authorities, Khama arrested the men, and

sent them down country to be dealt with by

their own government. The natives were ex-

cited at the insult, so Khama chose their escort

from older men, for fear the younger soldiers

might not act courteously; and Francis and

Clarke took advantage of this to make their

escape.

"Khama acted throughout," wrote another

trader in Shoshong to me, " with great dignity,

self-control, and prudence. At the hands of

any other chief the men would have met with

very different treatment."

Unfortunately the matter did not end. Fran-

cis and Clarke joined forces with a Boer

—

Grobler, delared they had a permit from the

Matabele chief to look for gold on land claimed

by Kbama, and again crossed the border. Part

ofaBamangwato regiment was in charge of the

district, but unluckily its head was a young and
excitable native. He had Khama's orders to

forbid the party to go on, which he obeyed
;

but when his men were seized, deprived of their

guns, and some beaten, he lost his bead, and got

the guns back by treachery. There was a little
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aborting; Grobler was wounded by a stray

shot and afterwards died. The aflair had to

end in arbitration between the Transvaal Gov-

ernment and our own : and it was decided that

Khama should give compensation for the Dutch

loss. The court held by the Administrator to

investigate must have been a picturesque affair,

close to the Limpopo, under the shade of the

great tree;- under it.- banks.

Pans of >ir Sydney Shippard's report are in-

teresting. He wrote :
" I may here remark that

I accept Khama's evidence asstrictly true. He

is a man of tried courage and proved integrity,

Btriiily just according l0 h,s li6nfai

and firm

without "being cruel. His character entitles him

to the respect and affection with which he is

plainly regarded by his people, and to the es-

teem entertained tor biro by all unprejudiced

Europeans who have come in contact with him.

"The native witnesses had to give their evi-

dence before him, and such is the dread in-

spired by the severity with which he would

punish perjury, that it is improbable they would

ri-k it. . . . It is difficult to speak of the

conductof Messrs. Francis and Clarke in terms

sufficiently measured."

As to the actual righting, the Administrator

reported, " Khama himself is wholly free from

blame in the matter." The regiment was tried

by the chief at Shoshong for cowardice and dis-

bedience to orders ; those who had taken part in

the encounter, including Khama's own brother,

were convicted, and sentenced to hard labor for

a term of Bix years. A year ago the sentence

was still in force. Every morning the men met

at an early hour in the Kothla, armed with

spades, and then went out to dig up new land

for agriculture. It was certainly a most pro-

ductive penal sentence. Mr. Theodore Bent, in

describing it, says, " There is something Teu-

tonic in Khama's imperial discipline, but the

Bechuana are made of different stuff to the

< iermans, and their respect for a chief like

Khama, who has actually repulsed the foe and
established peace, prosperity, and justice in all

borders, i- unbounded, and his word is law."

Khama'- own letter on the matter is extremely

touching. He addressed the Administrator

—

"Your Honor will permit me to point out

that it is not the same thing to offer my country
to 11, r Majesty to In- occupied by English set-

tiers—Her Majesty's subjects governed by Her
• ministers—and to allow men so worth-

ipul ius as Messrs, Wood, Fran-
cis, and ( lhapman to come outside of all govern-
ments, and tlood my country with their drink,

after all the long struggle I have made against

it, withstanding my people at the ri-k of my
life, and just when they have themselves come

• a salvation my drink laws have
proved to I.e. It were better for me that I

Bhould lose my country than that it should lie

II I'd with drink. .

"
. . I fear Lobengula
- than I fear brandy.

1 fought Lobengula and drove him back, ami
he never came again, and God who helped me
then wotd.

I help me ngi n. Loben »ula never
i less night. Hut t.. fight againsl

drink i- to fight againsl demons, ami not against
men. I dread the white man's drink more than
the assegaies of the Matebele, which kill men'-
bodies, and i- quickly over; but drink puts
devils into men, and destroys both thi

ami their bodies forever. //.- wounds never
heal I pray your honor never to a-k me to

en a little door to the drink ; and
Francis desires that, and has always di

That ha- been mv constant battle with his firm."

A letter this that makes one wish England

would read her own Blue Books, and teach her

children what manner of work is theirs to do in

the world thev help to govern.

As the yeaVs went on, and everywhere the

white man'camea little further, Khama shrewd-

ly saw that his country was like its own crest

and totem—a duyker, with the hounds within

reach. There was the hungry Transvaal on

the one side, the Matabele, the Germans, and

the Colony on the others.

With that strange trust so general among

native races, Khama chose England as his ally

and protector. I think nothing is more strik-

ing in South Africa than the absolute faith of

the natives in the Great White Queen, if she

will but rule them direct. It fills one, as the

trust of a child does, with a wish to respond

rightly to their faith. " We love the govern-

ment of the Queen," they say, "but we do not

love the government of the Cape."

(To be concluded.)

WHEN WORK IS DONE.
MARIANNE FARNINGHAM.

It is as if the world were glad !

Whether in light or darkness clad,

The hour is never didl or sad

When work is done.

The very voices in the street

Are tuned to notes more soft and sweet

;

We love all things we chance to meet

When work is done.

The gentle music of the breeze,

The tender whispers of the trees,

And every sound has power to please

When work is done.

Upon each dear, familiar face

Rest some new trait of winsome grace,

And joy lights up the old home place

When work is done.

Life's tumult suddenly grows still

And h.ve and gladness ami good will

Come with their peace the heart to fill

When work is done.

Rut when the hours of labor close,

And earth is wrapt in sweet repose,

And all things sleep— alas for those

Willi work undone !

Oh, kind Taskmaster, let thy rtst

Be to tired workers manifest,

And unto all who do their best,

Say lie >u, " Well done !"

—Selected.

" THEY THAT SEEK ME EARLY SHALL
FIND ME."

<'..nie, while the blossoms of thy years are brightest,

Thou youthful wanderer in a flowery maze,
Come, while the restless heart is bounding lightest,

And joy's pnre sun-beams tremble in thy ways;
Come, while sweet thoughts, like summer buds un-

folding,

Waken rich feelings in the careless breast

;

While yet thy band the emerald wreath is holding,
Coroe, and secure interndnable rest.

Soon will the freshness of thy days be over,
And thy free buoyancy of soul be flown;

Pleasure will fold her wings, and friend and lover
Will to the embraces of the worm have gone!

Those wh.. now hies- ihee will have passed forever,
Their looks of kindness will be lost to thee

—

Thou wilt need balm to heal the spirit's fever,
\- thy sick heart broods over years to be!

1 ...... v. lule the morning of thy life is glowing,
Ire th,- dim phantoms thou art chasing die—

Ere the cay spell which earth is round thee throwing,
Fades like the crimson from the sunset sky

—

I shadows, save a premise given,
Which lights up sorrow with a fad

Oh—touch the sceptre— win a hope in hea
n thy spirit from the world aw

raj -

ven,

away.

Then will the crosses of this brief existence,

Seem airy nothings to thy ardent soul

—

And shining brightly in the forward distance,

Will of thy patient race, appear the goal;

Home of the' weary ; where in peace reposing,

The spirit lingers in unclouded bliss,

Though o'er its dust the curtained grave is closing)

Who would not, early choose a lot like this !

—Selected.

For "The Friend.'

At a recent Quarterly Meeting of the Socie

of Friends, held at Haddonfield, N. J., a Friefl

expressed concern at the growing use of il

called Sunday papers, and referred to their pi]

nicious influence. Another Fiiend carried tl
matter further by calling attention to the fsl

that even in the best of our daily papers thel

is much that we should restrain ourselves frol

reading, much that has a tendency to stir I
evil thoughts, and much needless detail of critl

that, to say the least, is not of an elevatil

tendency.

As such is the case, are we entitled to [I

such reading matter before our families. Soil

of us who declare theatre going, horse-raciil

liquor dealing, or using, card playing, and sul
so-called diversions, to be snares especially!

the young, yet put before the young under c I
care, daily (except on First-days), a paper; (til

we feel compelled to take, to keep ourselves n
formed on current events), which contains I

its advertisements, as well as reading raattl

allusions laudatory, or at least favorable, I
wdiat we so properly condemn.

It ought to be possible to have a newspap

issued daily and carried on in such a mani 1

as we could approve of. There is one, an evl
ing paper, that is carried on as a private ent>

prise in Canada that for over thirty years ll

steadily refused to accept an advertisenn!

from a house dealing in intoxicating liqutfl

or from theatre managers, though it maketfl

daily sacrifice of many dollars by doing soM
none even of the principal grocers, who dealt

liquors, can advertise in it or have any printil

done at the establishment. The community;

circulates among is small (about 25,000, m j I

than half of whom are French), but it has 1

1

the support of all the denominations of Ch
\

tians, excepting Roman Catholics, and i

proved a financial success, though selling ;

one cent a copy. Its tone is highly raoi,

avoiding all that would advertise evil and in r

ing a crusade against all those who evade J

law and those in public offices who connive t

such evasions. Such a newspaper is a pou
for good in any community, and would bev-i

corned by many, not only of our Society, v)

are concerned that the young under their c 3

should be shielded from the knowledge or
J-

|

miliarity with, much that goes ou in the wol

that makes for evil.

For "The Friend

In the last chapter and verse of the Bookf

John, we read " that there are also many ot r

things which Jesus did, the which if they sho ,1

be written every one, I suppose that even 3

world itself could not contain the Books 1

1

should be written." So many things are Im-

pelling in these days in which we live, that tb 3

is but little inducement to write a book; fori

case of reading a new book, the tendency is 3

neglect the old,, and thus that which may 3

better than the new is left untouched, if

eventually may become a burden for the w t

of time to read both the old and the n ;.

Where is wisdom to guide in the matter? M
where isjudgment such as Job had when hesi.,

"I put on rigteousness and it clothed me; '
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moment was as a robe and a diadem." The ]

tae that is made is, people fail to do as will as

try know. Knowledge combined with an ex-

prience of what is good would greatly profit

unkind. Some may inquire how get knowl-

ece without hooks? Time was once, when

the were but few books written. Some wise

p<
:

ple were then living who knew that

" nowledge dwells in heads replete with thoughts of

other men

;

,'isiloin in minds attentive to their own.''

Ti attentive observer knew there was time

erugh to discover that man was in part gov-

eied by opposites. Two kinds of most every

thg. The wisdom from beneath was and is

csnal. Carnality belongs to the lower regions

ail ever did. Knowledge puffeth up, but charity

etHeth. Why not O man, choose that which is

g*d? Choose life and live. Live to the honor

o:3od who made man on a purpose of his glory.

Phebe R. Giffoed.
'ROVIDENCE, Third Month, 1S'J6.

Cirection as to Elizabeth Claypoole, a Free

Quaker.

•. desire to correct an inadvertent error in the

aicle on " The Free Quakers," which appeared

iifHE Friend, Fifth Month 18th, 1895, pages

3} and 341. It is there stated that Elizabeth

Gypoole was disowned by Friends for mak-
ir battle flags for the Continental army. This

siternent was made on the authority of the au-

tLrofthe pamphlet which was under review,

be it now appeals that be was misinformed.

Izabeth Claypoole was the daughter of Sam-
u and Rebecca Griscom. She was married in

173 to John Ross, the son of an Episcopalian

pacher, and subsequently attended " Christ

Curch " with her husband. She thus became
lizabeth Ross, or as she was familiarly called,

Itsy Ross. The minutes of the Northern Dis-

tiBt Monthly Meeting show that she was dis-

oned from that meeting in the Fifth Month-

1,74, for marrying John JRoss. There is no evi-

dice that she was a member with Friends af-

t wards. It will be noticed that this was long

kfore the battle of Lexington, the first fought

i the Revolutionary contest. That battle took

rice on Fourth Month 19th, 1775.

It may be incidentally mentioned that John
Lss died in 1776. It was during the widow-
lod of Elizabeth Ross that the first American
fgs were made. She subsequently married a

(ptain Joseph Ashburn, whodied at Plymouth,
ligland, whilst a prisoner of war, being nursed
i his last illness by a fellow prisoner, John Clay-

pole. When Claypoole was released, he re-

tried to America and married Ashburn's wid-

l , who thus became Elizabeth Claypoole. She
; pears to have joined the Free Quakers about
t.e time thev erected their meeting-house at

.rch and Fifth Streets, in 1783. She died in

136, at the house of her son-in-law, Caleb H.
<inhy, in Cherry Street above Fifth. A num
i.r of her descendants are Friends.

George Vaux.
Third Month 14th, 1896.

An Excess of Laxity.—The case of El
ifords a serious warning on this subject. In
uad of his mild expostulation on the flagrant

ckedness of his sons—nay, my sons, it is no
,'od report that I hear—he ought to have exer-
5ed his authority as a parent and magistrate
punishing and restraining their crimes.

—

ichard Cecil.

Spring Vegetation.

On the sixth of Third Month, after a season

of cold and very windy weather, we were fa-

vored with a day whose mildness made one

think of returning spring. The mail brought

l note from a botanical friend, who said that,

on the first of the month he had found the little

shad-blossom (Draba verna) in blossom in a

heltered spot, and he supposed it the first

flower of the season.

As I walked along the street of our village,

wet spot on the sidewalk showed where the

p was dropping from an injured branch of a

maple tree, and I was reminded that this was

the season of the year which the makers of

maple sugar find the best for their purposes.

The sap is then richer in sugar than it becomes

later in the season.

An Ohio friend, who could speak from experi-

ence, once told me that the best kind of weather

ras that in which there would be a slight freez-

ng by night, and a thawing in the sunshine.

There is some sweetness in the sap of the silver

maple, although less than in that of the sugar

maple, and considerable saccharine matter in

hickory.

The mildness of the day kindled the old de-

sire to wander out into the woods and notice

what progress the vegetation of the spring had
made. Alongthestreetsof our village have been

planted numerous specimens of the silver maple

{Acer dasycarpum). In some of these the buds

were not perceptibly swollen, but in others they

had opened so that the stamens had protruded,

and the trees were fairly in bloom. I passed a

few of the Southern cypress (Taxodium dislich-

vm), which had been planted for ornamental

trees. On their upper branches the catkins

appeared to be well developed, but they were

too inaccessible to permit of a close examina-

tion.

A part of my walk was in the low grounds

along the side of a branch of Pensaukin Creek,

where grew numerous bushes of the candle al

der (Alnw serrulata). This plant belongs to

the same natural family as the oaks, and like

them, the flowers are placed on small scales,

which are grouped into a long, slender spike

called a catkin. In the candle alder these cat-

kins are formed the preceding summer, and ap-

pear to gradually lengthen during the winter,

as an occasional warmer day enables the pro-

cess of vegetation to develop, so that very early

in the spring they are ready to emit clouds of

pollen to fertilize the smaller fruit-bearing cat-

kins, which are grouped near the ends of the

branches, in close proximity to the stamiuate

ones. The specimens I fuund were sufficiently

developed to show the pollen when they were

pulled apart, but could scarcely be regarded as

fully in bloom.

Many plants form in the preceding season

the buds from which the leaves and flowers of

the next spring are to proceed. On the side of

my path I noticed the buds of that universal

favorite, the trailing arbutus (Epigcm repens).

They were already sufficiently swollen to show

the light color of the petals of the flowers break-

ing through the brown, rusty coats in which they

have been wrapped for winter protection. It

will probably be several weeks before they

fully emerge.

On a small branchlet of the common scrub

pine, several of the leaves were furnished at their

base with small brown swellings, resembling

bulbs. A closer examination showed they con-

tained a small cavity, which, I suppose, was the

home of a grub that fed on the sap of :
;

and 1 suppose came from tl e i gg of one of the

numerous species of gall-flies which adopt this

method of earing for their young.

The work of another species of gall-fly was

shown in a brown mass enveloping the stem of

a wild blackberry. In this the young flies had

matured and eaten their way out of the nest in

which they had been nurtured, which had a

number of holes marking the places of their

exit.

Among the interesting remnants of last year's

productions were the red fruit of the common
sumach, the black berries of the green brier,

and the scarlet seed-vessel of the wild rose. But
1 was -till more plea-ed to observe some dead
leaves of the white oak still adhering to its

branches, in which the weather had wasted

away the outer coatings of the leaf, having
exposed the more perEistent vessels which form

its skeleton. The manner in which these small

vessels branched from one rib of the leaf to

another, and were connected together by very

numerous cross lines, was interesting, and showed
how the great Architect of the Universe had
planned to carry nourishment to every part of

the leaf, and to enable the whole surface to do

its share in the elaboration of the sap which the

veins conveyed.

On a slender twig of a shrub, I observed a
leaf rather closely embracing the stem, and
found that it had been fastened there by the silk

of an insect, which had spun a cocoon under its

shelter. The chrysalis within was now only au

empty shell, showing that the perfect insect had
probably emerged before cold weather set in.

My walk was not very productive in flowers,

and yet it furnished many subjects for interest

and reflection to a lover of Nature. J. W.

On Sleeping in the Assemblies of the Lord's

People.

Sleeping in the company of our friends is

generally discourteous, but in a religious meet-

ing, professedly met for the purpose of Divine

worship, it is reprehensible conduct, dishonoring

the Great Master of all righly gathered religious

assemblies.

A sensible evidence of the presence and power
of the Divine Son of God, who is Head over all

things to his Church and people is " a crown of

glory and a diadem of beauty," to his gathered

Church. The living members of it are deeply

impressed with the importance of watching con-

stantly, and waiting patiently, for the coming
of their Lord and King, who shall assert his

authority in restraining every disposition that

is adverse to his reign in their hearts and minds,

and though, at times, they may have to wait

long for the gracious extension of his righteous

sceptre to them, yet they feel it is right to watch
thereunto with all perseverance, and to endeavor

to draw near unto God in their spirits, with an

humble hope that He will be pleased to grant

them this favor.

This exercise is a mental strain, often requir-

ing physical strength to maintain the conflict

with the powers of darkness which beset the

mind, and to sit quietly in introversion of spirit

before the Lord. Our bodies, therefore, should

be previously cared for in a proper manner.
Our late beloved minister of the Gospel,

Thomas Evans, used to say, "We are apt to

have better meetings if our bodies are comfort-

able."

To partake suitably of food for the sustenance

of the bod)*, and to obtain sufficient sleep and
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] the functions by which " the animal

, ;. carried on," so that " the mind will

,,! its functions spread," as wrote the

then the power and influence of the

3 iril is more perceptible. How desir-

able, then, is it for the professing Christian to

;. mperance and moderation in his per-

,] ; an ! -tvl i'livin:. -x : rlm 6 m'.iiy

mmonlyused which are luxuries in his

manner of life, not only for the sake of a virtu-

ous example to the unbelievers in Christ, but

: i|. , in order to husband his strength for the

beet of uses, which is often taxed in obtaining

superfluities.

The royal Psalmist, in addressing the Lords

people, said, "Thy God hath commanded thy

strength." And in his appeal to the Holy One

of Israel, he said, "Strengthen, O God, that

which thou hast brought for us :" and in his

own behalf, " Teach me thy way, Lord, and

had me iu a plain path, because of mine ene-

mies." R- S. A.

The Madrid Meteorite.

The newspaper accounts, last week, of the ex-

plosion over Madrid of a meteorite or areolite,

and fall of various fragments in thedistrict, will

be familiar to most, and was naturally a cause

of much alarm upon the spot. Briefly stated,

the facts were as follows: At half-past 9 in the

morning, the sun shining brightly, there was a

" vivid glare of blinding light, followed by a

loud report." There was noted previously " a

white cloud bordered with red, which was trav-

elling eastward at a great rate, leaving behind

it a train of fine, light dust." The explosion

shook the city, -mashed windows, brought down
wall-, and even caused houses to collapse. As
lar off as < iuadalajara, forty-six miles from the

capital, it was strongly felt. The brilliant mass

was ob.-ervcd also before reaching Madrid, and

dropped a few fragments by way of souvenirs,

cau.-in'_' at lca-t two conflagrations where they

happened to fall upon buildings.

No one was directly injured, although a frag-

ment i- -aid to have perforated a newspaper
which a gentleman in the Street was reading.

It is a comforting fact that, with the hundred
ortwo hundred well-authenticated falls, and the

thousand or more resting on slender foundations,

there i- no record of any one having been struck

outsidi— tory-books. A 1-Vonch pe.i-ant, how-
ever, was once killed by one falling on his

ctly, through the panic aroused,

many were injured, and one, at least, killed.

Imaginary evils are often the worst. It was pa-

thetic to read that the conclusion first jumped
to at the Palace was a bomb explosion.

We were told that the meteorite burst at a
height of twenty and a quarter miles, a distauce
probably reckoned out, as for thunder, by the
interval between the flash and the bang. This
would be one and three-quarter minutes, an un-
usuallyshort period. That is, the explosion was
exceptionally low down, which accounts for the
unusual noise and destruction. And yet, had
it exploded with the same force at sea level,

suits would ha.

-

.1 sixty-
fold. For, although the air extends at leasl ten

far, at twenty and a quarter miles its

density i- but one-sixtieth of thai nude,- which
we exist. In oilier word-, the mercury barome-
ter would stand at half an inch instead of at
thirty inches. Consequently, the explosion in-

curred only ill n sistance and was
••- in proportion. Had the mass r< icli d

earth first, it would have reduced the mosl gi-

dynamite explosi me to hild's play by

comparison. There would have been nothing

like it since the eruption of Krakatoa.

It was said above that the recent experience

is not entirely unique, but no great capital,

probably, has previously been favored in this

manner." The earth's surface is treated impar-

tially in this respect, although there is some idea

that the vast prairies, pampas, and tundra re-

gions have an exceptional proportion. Proba-

bly this is only because we forget how vast they

are. Even in this century the British Isles have

been twice thus visited from space, and each

time, too, the fall occurred in Yorkshire, the

first on the Wolds, the last near Middlesbrough.

But both these fell quietly. The former stone

now rests with many companions—from a few

ounces to five tons in weight—in the British

Museum ; the latter, which is just over half a

pound, in the Yorkshire Museum. This was

heard, but not seen to fall, by a party of plate-

layers, at 3.55 p. Ji., with bright sun and clear

sky, on March 14th, 1881. The whole was dug

up and exhibited at the British Association at

York that autumn; a cast is in the Museum;
The stone was still warm when found.

Meteorites, like meteors, undoubtedly reach

us from space, although the name areolite was

given them from the idea that they were some-

how formed, as a sort of concretion, in the air

itself, an idea that still found supporters fifty

years ago. Meteors, we now know, are closely

connected with comets, the heads of which are

probably incompact masses of meteoric matter.

Meteorites may be identical, except that they

are larger, although it is also not impossible

that some are fragments ejected from the earth or

moon in long distant volcanic eruptions, which
occasionally come back, like repentant prodi-

gals, wdien they and the earth happen to arrive

together at the point where their orbits intersect.

In any case, they enter the air with a velocity

of ten to thirty miles per second. This speed

is so great that, even at heights of sixty to one
hundred miles or more, the air gathers in front

of them, unable to escape fast enough, until the

condensation raises it to an intensely white heat.

This quickly melts the front surface of the me-
teor, and the small ones soon vanish into the

fine dust which appears to form an important
component of the deepest mid-ocean deposits,

where there is little besides. Larger masses last

longer; the white hot air and burning metals

stream away, closing behind round the vacuum
at the rear, and so producing the pear-shaped
appearance familiar in large meteors or bolides.

The unequal beat generally results in sudden
fracture, and the consequent inrush of air into

the vacuum, formed behind by the rapid flight,

produces the explosion. Sometimes hundreds,
even thousands of fragments descend, covering
many square miles.

Although so hot outside, it is impossible to

suppose that the few seconds would allow the
heat to reach the middle. That doubtless regis-

ters the cold of the mighty void of space, say
some 250° below zero. The Middlesbrough
meteorite illustrates this melting very well.

Shaped like a thick oyster-shell, it travelled
with the convex side forward, and that is

seamed by deep furrows, gouged out where the
milting iron and stone poured away, some
splashing round upon the rear. Were "a model
of it made in butter and shot through the hot-
test part. .f a blast furnace, it would probably
be affected inthesame manner. The. front would
melt, the rear suffer slight changes, but the cen-
tral part remain as cold as before. If any oue
did chance to light on a new-fallen meteorite,

when he happened to have by him a sledt

hammer and thermometer recording 200°

300° below zero, he would have a unique

portunity of recording the temperature of spt

But!

—

J. Edmund Clarke in London Friend

Reindeer in Alaska.

The Secretary of the Interior has approij

and forwarded to Congress the recommendatl
of the Commissioner of Education that the s J

of forty-five thousand dollars should be apt.

j

priated the present year for the purchase I

reindeer, the same to be furnished by the 1 I

est bidder, and delivered at suitable points 1

the Alaskan coast. Fifteen hundred to 1

thousand reindeer would, it is thought, be j
cured by this sum. Added to the nine hundl
or more deer already in the herd kept at 1

1

Clarence, near Behring Strait, there will bl
stock of twenty-five hundred or more. 'I

natural increase of a herd of reindeer, judg

I

from the experience of the last four years!

Alaska, amounts to upwards of fifty per cl
increase of the entire herd. With three til

sand reindeer the annual increase would b<|

least fifteen hundred, and the Bureau of l|
cation could distribute in the first year a si
cient number to each missionary station |
white settlement to provide herds of from I
to two hundred each. These, under the carl
Lapland herdsmen, and with additions from!
central herd on following years, would soon g I
to be large herds. Through the efforts of I
missionary schools and the government schtH

the natives would learn to breed and train 1
reindeer, and the native population would ' a

be raised from the savage state of mere hurB
and fishermen to the higher condition ofi
mads or herdsmen. Whereas now inter-(3

munication between the villages and Alasljl

very precarious in the winter time, due to le

fact that the dogs that draw the sledges ha\ (I

creep along from village to village, in ord«
procure their necessary food ; on the other h tl,

the reindeer can procure his food immedisl
from the moss under the snow at any [M
where he is turned loose. The dogs travt

the rate of thirty-five miles per day, while J
reindeer travels ninety miles a day. It vm
be possible to have communication with a 9
the settlements scattered through Alaska ce

in two weeks, duriug the long winter set'D.

Once large herds of reindeer are establish* i$

Alaska, a plentiful supply of the best foodfU
become everywhere available. The dangi tft

miners and other settlers, who run the rigid

coming short of provisions in case of misba tt

their annual stores, would be removed, as Bu

as the danger to those natives who have ef.

deprived of their food by the destruction ojfci

walrus and whale. There is no reason w'ft

large population of hardy people shouldfOt

live and find profitable industries in Al -'

The one food supply that amounts to anytbg

is the long, white fibrous moss (Cladonia ^
gifera), which exists in such abundance l«t

ten million of reindeer can subsist upon it |th-

in the Territory of Alaska, judging by thi^fr

perience of those countries like LaplandP
Finland where similar conditions exist. ;

The main argument used by the Commiss iw

of Education for this appropriation on thear'

of Congress, is not chiefly the one based o M
Christian sentiment of the people, an appc •*

prevent starvation, although all missiot'i®

and other authorities report numerous cajjw

death by starvation. The object of the ijfc 1

duction of reindeer is not to afford a temp "7
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petf by furnishing food to the natives, bul

ijjer the transformation of a people from the

ilge employments of hunting and fishing into

Slgher grade of civilization, that of herdsmen

an : teamsters. In the condition of herdsmen

Mi. teamsters, these people at once come into

rtritahle business relations with the world.

Xfy furnish deer skins and meat for com-

ffl^ce, and they furnish the rapid transportation

nt led to make safe and prosperous settlements

ifiliat Territory.

Obeying Orders.

He i
is failfaithful in that which

fu'..lso in much" (Lukexvi: 10).

Bj English farmer was one day at work in

(111 fields, when he saw a party of huntsmen

ri<ug about his farm. He had one field that

kevas specially anxious they should not ride

tej", as the crop was in condition to be badly

fcjred by the tramp of horses, so he dispatched

#'by in his employ to this field, telling him to

sht the gate and keep watch over it, and on

nriccount to suffer it to be opened. The boy

fciit as he was bid, but was scarcely at bis post

i|)re the huntsmen came up, peremptorily or-

ding the gate to be opened. This the boy

{dined to do, stating the orders he had re-

wed, and his determination not to disobey

lljm. Threats and bribes were offered alike

inVain. One after another came forward as

Bjjkesman, but all with the same result, the

bf remained immovable in his determination

n< to open the gate. After a while, one of

nile presence advanced, and said, in com-

ntading tones, " My boy, do you know me. I

a. the Duke of Wellington—one not aecus-

tcted to be disobeyed—and I command you to

en the gate, that I and my friends may pass

trough."

The boy lifted bis cap and stood uncovered

bore the man whom all England delighted to

h'wr, then answered firmly, " I am sure the

Eke of Wellington would not wish me to dis-

omy orders. I must keep this gate shut. No
Ms is to pass through but with my master's

e:iress permission."

jreatly pleased, the sturdy old warrior lifted

h own hat, and said, " I honor the man or boy

mo can be neither bribed nor frightened into

d : ng wrong. With an army of such soldiers

Iould conquer not only the French, but the

vrld." And handing the boy a glittering sov-

e ign, the old duke put spurs to his horse and

g loped away, while the boy ran off to his

vrk, shouting at the top of his voice, " Hui-

The productive power of human labor has
t?n greatly enlarged by the application of

rxlern machinery and modern methods of

runufacture, transportation aud trade. The
list marked illustration of this increased pro-

cctivity of human toil is doubtless found in

t: manufacture of pins. They were once made
volly by hand. At first, Adam Smith tells

v. a workman could at most produce three'

fished pins a day. Pins were then a costly

Uury, at the command of only a few. They
^re the chief expensive articles of feminine
fornment, and hence that portion of the in-

dites secured to the wives of the nobility by
Hrriage settlement for purchasing their per-

sial adornment was known as " pin money."
^ still preserve in common language that old

} rase, " pin money," in speaking of the cash
stbe command of a lady for her personal use.

The old cost of pins has, however, been lessened,

because the use of machinery now enables one

artisan to turn out each day over three million

pins (all nicely arranged on papers), or one

million times as many as the workman of five

centuries ago in Europe. The writer knows of

no other industry in which the productivity of

human labor has been so increased by the use

of machinery, but there are many in which that

productivity is one thousand, and far more in

which it is one hundred times as great as in the

days of yore.— The Independent.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Stratagem of a Bird—H. Seebohn in his

"Siberia in Europe," describes his adventure

with a " Little Stint." He says

:

" Our next nest of the little stint was taken

on the 24th of July. Harvie Brown and I had

been up all night, shooting by the light of the

midnight sun, hoping to avoid the mosquitoes,

and were returning home to our wrecked ship

in a thick white morning mist. I stopped be-

hind to refresh myself with a bath, and after-

wards turned towards the little stint ground.

Just as I reached it I was glad to see Piottuch

emerge from the white mist, with the intelli-

gence that he had found another nest of the little

stint, containing four eggs, about three versts

off, and had shot the bird, leaving the nest and

eggs for us to take. We walked on together a

short distance, when I heard the now familiar

cry of a little stint behind me, a sharp wick, al-

most exactly the same as the cry of the red

necked phaiarope, or that of the sanderling.

Turning quickly round, I saw the bird flying

past as if coming up from its feeding-grounds.

It wheeled round us at some distance and

alighted on the ground about eighty yards

ahead. We walked slowly up towards it, and

stood for some time watching it busily em-

ployed in pruning its feathers. By-and-by we
sat down. It presently began to run towards

us, stopping now and then to prune a feather or

two; then it turned back a few paces, anil lift-

ing its wings settled down, evidently on its nest.

We gave it three minutes grace, to be quite

sure, and then quietly walked up to the place,

and sat down, one on each side of the eggs. The
bird as quietly slipped off the nest, aud began

to walk about all around us, now aud then peck-

ing on the ground as if feeding, seldom going

more than six feet from us, and often approach-

ing within eighteen inches. It was a most in-

teresting and beautiful sight. The tameness of

the bird was almost ludicrous. We chatted aud

talked; but the bird remained perfectly silent,

and did not betray the slightest symptoms of

fear or coucern, until I touched the eggs. She

then gave a flutter towards me, apparently to

attract my attention. I turned towards her, and

she resumed her former unconcern. I stretched

my hand towards her. She quietly retreated,

keeping about two feet from my hand. She

seemed so extremely tame that I almost thought

for the moment that I could catch her, and get-

ting on to all fours I crept quietly towards her.

As soon as I began to move from the nest, her

manner entirely changed. She kept about the

same distance ahead of me; but instead of re

treating, with the utmost apparent nonchalance,

she did everything in her power to attract me
still farther". She shuffled along the ground

as if lame, she dropped her wings as if unable

to fly, and occasionally rested on her breast,

quivering her drooping wings aud spread tail,

as if dying. I threw one of my gauntlets at

her, thinking to secure her without damage, but

she was too quick for me. Piottuch then fired

at her, and missed. He followed her for Borne

distance, but she kept jusl ou( of range, and

lit ally flew away. We waited about a quarter

.,i an hour at the nest, talking and making do

effort to conceal ourselves, when she flew straight

up and alighted within easy shut, and 1 Becured

her.

Ardn an On the afternoon of the first ofSecond
Month the Monthly " Special Meeting" was held

in the Friends' Hall, Ardrossan, and was well at-

tended by Friends from the Ayrshire Meetings,

Archibald Crosbie being also present. The meet-

ings, both before and sifter the social tea, were
times of solemnity and life, particularly the even-

ing one, when a heavenly atmosphere pervaded the

gathering, drawing those present into unity of
spiritual exercise, many taking part in prayer, ex-

hortation and praise. Two crowded carriages of

the visitors afterwards travelled together to Kilwin-
ning Junction, feeling that we had been rclre-hcd

in spirit.

—

London Friend.

THE FRIEND.
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It has been said that the principal mission of

the Society of Friends was to act as a leaven in

the Christian world, so to act on the professore

around them, as to infuse into them more spirit-

ual views of the nature of religion, and a deep-

er concern to live in a manner consistent with

the teachings of our blessed Lord and Master.

While we do not ignore the desirability of an

increase in the numbers of those who make pro-

fession with our Society, and are quite prepared

to believe that our influence for good would

be increased, if our membership were multi-

plied, yet this statement is subject to the condi-

tion that the nominal members should be com-

posed of people who are livingly concerned to

uphold our doctrines and testimonies, and to

prove their value by their effect in promoting a

holy life in themselves. We believe it would

be a suicidal policy to endeavor to add to our

number by so modifying the terms of member-
ship as to take away all that is opposed to the

natural will of man, and thus cause the offence

of the cross to cease, and delude people into the

belief that they can at the same time be heirs

of two kingdoms.
William Penn testifies of our early members,

•' in all things it may be said, this people were

brought forth in the cross in a contradiction to

the ways, worship, fashion and customs of this

world, yea against wind and tide, that so no

flesh might glory before (rod."

The faithful testimony against error and
against evil, borne by our early Friends exposed

them to much censure aud much suffering; but

at the same time was instrumental in convinc-

ing many that they were a godly people, who
believedtheir religion was worth suffering for.

Robert Barclay testifies that he was con-

vinced of the truth by the experience of the

Lord's power in the silent assemblies of God's

people, and he adds, " After this manner we

desire therefore all that come among us to

be proselyted, knowing that though thousands

should be convinced in their understanding of

all the truths we maintain, yet if they were not

sensible of this inward life, and their souls not

changed from unrighteousness to righteousness,

they could add nothing to us.''

There are many encouraging signs that the
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truth? proclaimed by our early Friends have

io the world ; that their

influence was a part of that leaven designed to

work on the gre:\t mass of professors

elevate their idea.-, and lead them from a de-

pendence on merely ceremonial performances to

look to the life-giving operati »ns of the spirit

of truth. Let us be faithful to the trust com-

mitted to U-, and by both life and doctrine

continue to be preachers of righteousness to the

world.

SIM MARY OF EVENTS.

UNITED States.—Representative men throughout

tin- United States have been invited tn attend a

national conference, to he held in Washington on
M mth 22nd and 23rd, Io express tlie general

n that a permanent system of arbitration

between (he Fniled Slates and I. i real Britain should

be speedily provided for by the proper authorities.

The letier of invitath n is signed by a number of

prominent and influential men, beaded by Chief Jus-

tice Melville W. Puller.

The amendment to the Inter-State Commerce Law,
M itnesses in ie-ti!v to infractions of the law,

notwithstanding the constitutional provision protect-

in- pers ms against the requirement to criminate them-
selves, by providing that they shad not he prosecuted
lor any complicity in such violations, has been de-

dared by the Supreme Court of the United States

to he effective and valid. The opinion of the Court
was read bv Justice Brown. Justices Field, Gray,
Shiras and White dissented.

In a biographical sketch of her father, the poet, in

the current number of the Oambritlge M'lgtiine, Alice
Longfellow says that an unpaid bill weighed on him
like a nightmare. He was so reserved and talked so

little aln. ut himself that sometimes a volume of his

verses would appear in print without his family even
knowing that it was in course of preparation.

alleged t i rival in extent and grandeur the
great Mammoth Cave has been discovered in Ed-
monson Oonnly, Ky.. in which Mammoth Cave is

situated. The newspapers of that region tell many
(he remarkable character of the new cave.

There are in AriEona 10,000,000 acres of desert land
capable of reclaniaiiun to agriculture through irriga-
tion. Already son I acres have heen re-
claimed, and are bearing profitable crops of various
kind-, and various enterprises are now under way,
whi-h it is expected will in the nejcl two years insure
the reclamation of almost 2.000,000 acres more.

' -i «- "-'". """i bushels of corn, 30 0(11)

•-".« of wheal and I

.

'..ooo.Ooo pound's
The lead product ha- exceeded Km, ,-

IKln pounds in a year.

• - has over Ioimioo |,er-ons engaged in
the fisheries. The making of boots ami sice.- gives
employment to 62 000; cotton goods, 58.000- build-

. d.-ui loned on the penin-
Lower California, and the orchardi-ts are

I iwn their trees and planting the land with
'ion and sugar cane. The low pi

lained lately fur oranges grown on tl.epenin- .

id they believe more profil
will be derived Imm the other crops, cspeciallv from
cotton, which grows well.

The first bed of marble discovered In Indiana was
two weeks ago in the bed of Treaty Creek a

mile south of Wabash. It I- blue and mo'.lled blue
be of high quality.

id" Ihe larges, olive „ niVes\ .,£ _„,M ..„,.Tin
being planted

•Iber

Ihi
1 "'•- -I." 1 ees. There is

:i than atnnv P r< m being due to the in-
creased p.polarity of Calil

, v ri ,,, n
- : itii California last

-orth $120,000, and the growers say that
three lii nf fruii , mid have I n

i uencral Crittenden reporl
partnien. ,!,:„ \

lie entire street railway systems of the Cilj

r Mori n, of New York, has signed

perance people. It is very doubtful whether these

results will follow.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 509, which

is 17 less than the previous week and 1!) more than

the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole

number, 257 were males and 252 females: 91 died of

pneumonia ; 54 of consumption ; 50 of heart disease;

21 of convulsions ; 20 of bronchitis
;
10 of measles; 16

of cancer; 16 of diphtheria; 15 of nephritis; 14 of

apoplexy; 12 of old age; 11 of inflammation of the

brain ;
1*0 of inanition, and 9 of peritonitis.

Markets, A-c.— U. S. 2's, 95 ; 4's, 1 907, reg., 10S a 1 0x3 .

coup m, 110* a 111 J; 4's, new, 1161 a 1171; 5's, 113 a

113J; currency 6's, 102 a 107.

Cotton was quiet, hutsteady, on a basis of S/.jCts. per

pound for middling uplands.

Feed—$13.50 a .$14.00 per ton for winter in bulk,

and $13.25 a $13.75 for spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $0.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.40 a $3.50
;

•Io., do., straight, $3.55 a $3.70 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.40 a $3.00; do., do., straight, $3.60 a $3.75; do.,

do., patent, $3.75 a $3 90 ; spring, clear. $2.90 a $3.25 ;

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent, $3.55 a $3.70
;

do., favorite brands, higher. Citv mills, extra, $2 65
a $3.00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3.05 ;' do., straight, $3.05
a $3.80 ; do., patent, $3.85 a $4.00. Eye Flour.—
Choice Penn'a, $2 60 per bbl.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 71|c.
No. 2 mixed corn, 34^ a 34|c.

No. 2 white oats, 25} a 25Jc.
Beep Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4| a 4|c;

medium, 4 a 4}c; common, 3J a 3jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4} a 4-lc; good, of a 4c;
medium, 3} a 3-lc ; common 21 a 3c. Lambs, 4 a 5ic.

Hogs.—Ojc. for good Western; other grades, 6 a 6Jc;
State hogs, 5i a 5|c.

Foreign.—Negotiations touching the arbitration of
the Venezuelan dispute between England and the
United States, are, it is stated, proceeding favorably.
The statement that Great Britain has reduced the
Yuruan claim to $5,000, and that Venezuela has agreed
to the reduction, is confirmed.

France has declined to accede to Great Britain's
request to take 500,000 pounds from the Egyptian re-
serve to meet the expenses of the Dongola expedition.
The Nile expedition is to take a strongly defensive
position at Akasheh, where it will remain until the
hot season, when, if it is thought desirable, it will
proceed to Dongola. Balfour says there is nothing in
the expedition to excite suspicion or alarm in FraTice,
that the operations had no relalion to the Briiish oc-
cupation of Egypt. The Khalifa has proclaimed a
holy war against Egypt, calling upon all Dervishes
capable of bearing arms to enroll themselves under
the green banner.

It is improbable that peace will be concluded with
the Abyssinians, owing to the excessive pecuniary
demands made by King Menelek. Italy will re'us'e
the payment of any money indemnity. The Italia says
that General Baldissera. the Commander-in-Chief of I

the Italian forces in Africa, lias broken off the peace
negotiations with King Menelek, (he hitter's demands
being excessive. Thev include the payment by Ilalv
of 25,000,000 lire in gold.

"

A census of the gypsies in Hungary has just been
taken. They number 274,940, about half settlers in
towns and villages, while the other half keep up a
nomadic life. Of the total number 82,045 can only
speak the Tsigany or Romany language

; 104,750spoke
Hungarian, too, as their mother tongue; 07,040 Rou-
manian, ;i,s-,7 si ,vi,k, 5,.s01 Servian, 2,390 German
an I 2.H.IS Rutheiiian; but of the nomadic gypsies 02
per cent, could speak no language but Romany. Out
ol ihc .'.1,0011 children of school age, 40 000 muro-ed
' '!"' all schooling, although the law requiring
attendance is very stringent. As to religion, 48 per
cent, are Roman Catholic.,, 11 per cent. Greek Cat ho-
lies. 11 per cent. Orthodox Greek, and 23 per cent
1 rotestants of various denominations.
The cremonv of the coronation of the Czar has

°*en H? fixed for Fifth .Month 20th. The ofiici .1
programme has been published. The Czar and Cz trina
will make a triumphal entry into Moscow on FifthMonth 21st, anl will leave that city on Sixth Month
an. H,e interim will be filled with ceremonies re-
ligion- services, receptions, balls, fetes and reviews
I "f preparations for the event are on the most lavish

coronation will be one of
and magnificent ever seen in the

Reports received in St. Petersburg
persons were frozen to death in one

night. Large numbers of horses and cattle wereai
frozen.

About one-half of Norway is now under absolt

Prohibition ; the other half is likely to become bo

the elections of this year. This state of things is d
to two causes—the failure of the " Norwegian systen
to decrease the consumption of liquor, and theadt
tion of Woman Suffrage. In Tenth Month last, for t

first time in the history of the country, women wi,

allowed to vote on any question. It was an hr
of solemn responsibility, and the women frequeni
dropped their ballots in the box with the words, I

Jesus' name."
Australia has found it impossible to abatethe rab

plague. In New South Wales alone 7,000,000 acres-

land have been abandoned and £1,000,000 spent. Tj
only plan that has any good effect is wire netting,

of this 15,000 miles have been used.

NOTICES.
School for Indian Children, Tunesassa, N.

—Wanted, a well qualified woman Friend as teacl

to enter upon her duties about Fifth Month 1st. i

plication may be made to

Ann W. Fry, 870 N. Sixth St., Phila.
Caroline C. Scattergood, 020 Spruce St., Ph

Westtown Hoarding School.—The General C<
inittee meet in Philadelphia on the 27lh inst., (Si:

day), at 1 1 A. M. The Committee on Instruction m
the same day, at 9 a. M. War. Evans, Clerk

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniea
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage v

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.
[

and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met will

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ceil

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To reii]

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone]
Zebedee Haines, Sup' I

The Hour for Holding the Meeting in Wi
C'HESTERon Fourth Mo. 4th, 189(3, has been chanJ
from half-past two to three o'clock.

Kansas Sufferers.— Huldah Bonwill desire)
send plain clothing to some Friends in Kansas, l

I

have suffered from the recent floods. She reqrj
that persons who have plain and casing bonnet:')

spare, or other articles of clothing, would send th
,

directed to her care, to Donghten '& Wilkins, No. Ir

Market St., Philadelphia.

[We have received the following letter, and c J
mend it to the notice of North Carolina Friends.—1

1

—
" Will some one please inform me through r.m

Friend if there is a meeting of Friends in Perquin 1

Co., N. C, if so I would like to correspond with sijfl

member of that meeting in regard to the niarr

certificate of Benjamin Morris, who was married tl 6

in 1778. Phebe Morris, I
"Third Mn.lSth, 1896. Chesterliill.Ob "I 1

Died, on the eighth of Second Month, 1896, at In
residence at Pennsville, Ohio, Robert Milhoc a

beloved minister and member of Pennsville Mon y
Meeting, in the eighty-tilth year of his age. This c r

Friend was at meeting f,,r tlie hist lime on the fift if

First Month, and was impressively engaged in dj
exerci.se of his ministerial gift. The following da; lei

was seized with internal pain, and continued sick a it

four weeks until the end came. Partial p iralysis i

heart failure were the immediate cause of hisdeatl A.

few days before his decease, he said to his dauglr,
'"Last night I was favored to feel an evidence, 'I

thought, a clear evidence, that all my sins and trM
gressions have been blotted out ; and an assurance it

He would not leave me in the time of old age, jir

lor-ike me when my strength faileth." He furthe e-

peated the passage in the Revelations, " Blessed id

holy is he who hath part in the first resurrection, (kii

such the second death hath no power." This pasje

was so much on his mind that he often repeat, it

during his illness. Humility and abasedness oftlf

seemed to be the habitual clothing of his spirit. H
the testimony of one of the members of his fat ft

that his path grew brighter and brighter unto ie

perfect day. The prosperity of the blessed can of

Truth and righteousness was near to his heart; )<•

having enveavored to serve his Creator on earth, id

to live in submission lo his holy will, we doubt 0t

that he has been enrolled among those whose m*
are written in heaven.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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|he benevolent spirit of John Howard was
fir directed to the reform of prisons by a person-

al dventure of a seemingly accidental nature,

frwas on a voyage to Portugal at a time when
Liion was an object of painful interest—still

striking in ruins from the effects of the raemo-

raie earthquake. He had not proceeded far

onds voyage when the packet in which he had
euarked was captured by a French privateer.

H<was treated with great cruelty. He was al-

lovd no food or water for forty-eight hours
;

an after landing at Brest he was imprisoned
in ie castle with the rest of the captives. They
we; cast into a filthy dungeou, and were kept
foli considerable time longer without food. At
lecth a joint of mutton was flung into the den,
wbh the unhappy men were forced to tear in

pies, and gnaw like wild beasts. The prison-

errxperienced the same cruel treatment for a
we;, and were compelled to lie on the floor of
ihnorrible dungeon, with nothing but straw to

.sheer them from the noxious and pestilental

'daps of the place.

I .oward was at last set at liberty, and re-

tuied to England ; but he gave himself no
resuntil he had succeeded in liberating many
of is fellow-prisoners. He then opened a cor-

resmdence with English prisoners in other
jai and fortresses on the Continent ; and found
tin sufferings as bad, or even greater than his

ow were the common lot of the captives.
mortly after his attention was called to the

Ha of English prisons, in the course of his
du?s as High Sheriff of the county of Bedford.
Th office is usually an honorary one, leading
me:ly to a little pomp and vain show. But
wi Howard it was different. To be appointed
to a office was with him to incur the obliga-
tion fulfil its duties. He sat in court and
lisiied attentively to the proceedings. When
thitrials were over he visited the prison in
whh the criminals were confined. There he
be* me acquainted with the shameful and bru-
talreatment of malefactors. The sight that met
bissyes in prison revealed to him the nature
of s future life-mission.

'ie prisons of England, as well as of other
«K tries, were then in a frightful state. The
pnmers were neither separated nor classified.

The comparatively innocent and the abomina-
bly guilty were herded together; so that com-
mon jails become the hotbeds of crime. The
hungry man who stole a loaf of bread found
himself in contact with the burglar or tliR mur-
derer. The debtor and the forger—the petty

thief and the cutthroat—the dishonest girl and
the prostitute—were all mixed up together.

Swearing, cursing, and blaspheming pervaded
the jail. Religious worship was unknown. The
place was made over to Beelzebub. The devil

was king.

Howard thus simply tells his impressions

as to the treatment of prisoners :
" Some who

by the verdict of juries were declared not guilty

—some on whom the grand jury did not find

such an appearance of guilt as subjected them
to a trial— and some whose prosecutors did not

appear against them—after having been con-

fined for months, were dragged back to jail, and
locked up again until they should pay sundry
fees to the jailer, the clerk of assize, and such

like." He also remarked that the " hard-hearted

creditors," who sometimes threatened their debt-

ors that they should rot in jail, had indeed a

very truthful significance; for that in jail men
really did rot—literally sinking and festering

from filth and malaria. Howard estimated that,

numerous as were the lives sacrificed on the gal-

lows, quite as many fell victims to cold and
damp, disease and hunger.

The jailers' salaries were not paid by the pub-

lic, but by the discharged innocents. Howard
pleaded with the justices of the peace that a

salary should be paid to the jailer. He was
asked for a precedent. He said he should find

one. He mounted his horse, and rode through-

out the country for the precedent. He visited

county jails far and near. He did not find a

precedent for the payment of a salary to the

jailer, but he found an amount of wretchedness

and misery prevailing among the prisoners,

which determined him to devote himself to the

reformation of the jails of England and of the

world.

At Gloucester he found the castle in the most

horrible condition. The castle had become the

jail. It had a common court for all the prison-

ers, male and female. The debtors' ward had
no windows. The night room for men felons

was close and dark. A fever had prevailed in

the jail, which carried off many of the prisoners.

The keeper had no salary. The debtors had no
allowance of food. In the episcopal city of

Ely the accommodation was no better. To pre-

vent the prisoners' escape they were chained on

their backs to the floor. Several bars of iron

were placed over them, and an iron collar cov-

ered with spikes was fastened round their necks.

At Norwich the cells were built under ground,

and the prisoners were given an allowance of

straw, which cost a guinea a year. The jailer

not only had no salary, but he paid forty pounds

a year to the under-sheriff for his situation !

He made his income by extortion.

Howard went on from place to place, inspired

by his noble mission. The idea of ameliorating

the condition of prisoners engrossed his whole

thoughts, and possessed him like a passion. No
toil, nor danger, nor bodily suffering could turn

him from the great object of his life. He went
from one end of England to the other, in order

to drag forth to the light the disgusting mys-

teries of the British prison-houses. In many
cases he gave freedom to such as were confined

for some petty debt, and to many others who
were utterly guiltless of crime. Upon the con-

clusion of his survey the House of Commons re-

solved itself into a committee, in order to ascer-

tain the actual state of the case. He appeared

before it, laden with his notes. In the course of

the inquiry a member, surprised at the extent

and minuteness of his information, inquired at

whose expense he had travelled. Howard was

almost choked before he could reply.

The thanks of the Legislature were given him

at the close of his evidence. They followed in

the track which he had pointed out. Bills were

passed in 1774—the year after he had begun

his work— abolishing all fees, providing sala-

ries for the jailers, and ordering all prisoners to

be discharged immediately upon acquittal. It

was also directed that all jails should be cleansed,

whitewashed and ventilated ; that infirmaries

should be erected for the healing and mainten-

ance of prisoners ; and that proper jails should

be built. Howard was confined to his bed

while the bills passed ; but as soon as he had
recovered from the illness and fatigue to which

his self-imposed labors had subjected him, he

rose again, and revisited the jails, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining that the Acts were duly

carried out.

Having exhausted England, Howard pro-

ceeded into Scotland and Ireland, and inspected

the jails in those countries. He found them

equally horrible, and published the results of

his inquiries with equal success. Then he pro-

ceeded to the Continent, to inquire into the

prison accommodation there. At Paris the gates

of the Bastile were closed against him ; but as

respects the other French prisons, though they

were bad enough, they were far superior to

those of England. When it was ascertained

that Howard was making inquiries about the

Bastile, an order was issued for his imprison-

ment, but he escaped in time. He revenged

himself by publishing an account of the state

prison, translated from a work recently pub-

lished, which he obtained after great difficulty

and trouble.

Howard travelled onward to Belgium, Hol-

land and Germany. He made notes everywhere,

and obtained a large amount of information

—

the result of enormous labor. After returning

to England, to see that the work of prison re-

form had taken root, he proceeded to Switzer-

land on the same errand of love. He there

found the science of prison discipline revealed.

The prisoners were made to work, not only for

their own benefit, but to diminish the taxes

levied for the maintenance of prisons.

After three years of indefatigable work, dur-

ing which he travelled more than thirteen thou-
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sand miles. Howard published his great work

on "The Slate of Prisons" It was received

with great sensation. He was again examined

bv the House of Commons as to the further

measures required tor the reformation of pris-

oners. Be recommended houses of correction.

He had observed one at Amsterdam, which he

thought might be taken as a model.

He again proceeded thither to ascertain its

method of working. From Holland he went to

Prussia, crossed Silesia, through the opposing

ranks of the armies of Austria and Prussia. He
me time at Vienna, and proceeded to

Italy. At Rome he applied tor admission to the

dangeons of the Inquisition. But, as at the

In France, the gales of the Inquisition

were closed against him. "All others were opened.

He reiurned home through France, having trav-

el!, d four thousand Bix hundred miles during

this tour. Wherever he went he was received

with joy. The blessings of the imprisoned fol-

lowed' him. He distributed charity with an

open hand. But he did more. He opened the

eyes of the thoughtful and the charitable of all

countries to the importance of prison reform.

He never rested. He again visited the pris-

ons in Great Britain, travelling nearly seven

thousand miles. He found that his previous

elf iris had done some good. The flagrant abuses

which he had before observed had been re-

movtd; and the jails were cleaner, healthier,

and more orderly. He made another foreign

lour to amplify his knowledge. He had visited

the jails of the southern countries of Europe.
He now resolved to visit those of Russia. He
entered Petersburg alone and on foot. The po-

lice discovered him, and he was invited to visit

the Empress Catherine at Court. He respect-

fully informed her Majesty that he had come to

Russia to visit the dungeons of the captives and
the abodes of the wretched, not the. palaces and
courts of kings and queens.

He wrote from Moscow that "no less than
seventy thousand recruits for the army and
navy have died in the Russian hospitals during
a jingle year." Now, Howard was an accurate
man, incapable ofsaying anything but the truth,

and, therefore, this horrible fact cannot but
heighten our detestation both of war ami of
despotism. From Russia he travelled home by-

way of Poland, Prussia, Hanover and the Aus-
trian Netherlands. In 1783 he travelled for the
same purpose through Spain ami Portugal. He
published the results of his travels in a second
appendix to his great work.

Twelve years bad now passed since Eoward
had given himself up to the absorbing pursuit
of his life. He had travelled upward of fortv-
two thousand miles in visiting the jails of the
chief towns and cities of Europe

; and he had
h 'I upward of thirty thousand pounds in

relieving the prisoners, the sick, and the friend-
less. He had not, however, finished his work.
!!• determined to vi-it the countries where the
plague prevailed, in order, if possible, todiscover
a remedy to,- this frightful disease. Ili> objecl
was to gO.in the lirr-t place, to Marseilles, through

_

In November. I785,hese1 out for Paris. The
French, remembering his pamphlel on the Bas-
tile, prohibited him from appearing i n

ince. He disguised himself and
Paris. Dunn- the same night in which he
arrived be was aroused from his bed by the
police. A lucky thought enabled him to dis-

' them for a few minutes, during which

and was forthwith on his way to \|

He there obtained admission to the Lazaretto,

and obtained the information which he required.

He sailed for Smyrna, where the plague was

raging. From thence the resolute philanthro-

pist sailed to the Adriatic by an infected vessel,

in order that he might be subjected to the

strictest quarantine. He took the fever, and

lay in quarantine for forty days—suffering fear-

fully, without help, alone in his misery. At

length he recovered, and made his way home

to England. He visited his country estate,

provided for the poor of the neighborhood, and

parted from his humble friends as a father from

his children.

He had one more journey to make. It was

his last. His intention was to extend his in-

quiries on the subject of the plague. In 1789

he proceeded through Holland, Germany and

Russia, and intending to go to Turkey, Egypt,

and the States of Barbary. But he was only

able to travel as far as Kherson, in Russian

Tartary. There, as usual, he visited the prison-

ers, and caught the jail fever. Alone, amid

strangers, he sickened and died in his sixty-

fourth year. To one who was by his bedside,

he marked a spot in a churchyard in Dauphiny,
where he wished to be buried. " Lay me quietly

in the earth, place a sun-dial over my grave,

and let me be forgotten."

But the noble Howard will not be forgotten

so long as the memory of man lasts. He was
the benefactor of the most miserable of men
He thought nothing of himself, but only of those

who without him would have been friendless

and unhelped. In his own time he achieved a
remarkable degree of success. But his influence

did not die with him, for it has continued to in

fluence not only the legislation of England, but

of all civilized nations, down to the present

time.

Burke thus described him: "He visited all

Europe to dive into the depths of dungeons; to

plunge into the infection of hospitals; to survey
the mansions of sorrow and pain ; to take the

gauge and dimensions of misery, depression and
contempt ; to remember the forgotten ; to attend
the neglected ; to visit the forsaken ; to compare
and collect the distresses of all men in all conn
tries. His plan is original, and it is as full of
genius as it is of humanity. It is a voyage of
discovery, a circumnavigation of charity ; and
already the benefit of his labor is felt more or
less in every country."

(To be continued.)

Anecdote op Edward Alexander.—At
one time, Maria Wright, of Cork, Ireland, w
much exercised in mind, under the burden of
some secret sorrow or anxiety. None of her
family or acquaintance, except one, was aware
of it, and this individual, she felt satisfied,

would not reveal her exercise.

About the same time the noted Irish minis-
ter, Edward Alexander, felt drawn to attend
Cork Meeting, M. Wright, still much exercised
and sorrowful, being present. After meeting
broke, instead of waiting to converse with
Friends, as was his usual custom, he expressed
a wish to see Maria Wright, and went direct to
her home, which was situated opposite the
meeting-house.

He then requested a private interview with
her. They sat together for a short time, during
which period id' retirement her prayer ascended
1(1 the throne of grace, that he might have a
jiio-n-e for her on the subject that distressed
her, when he broke the sileuce with these words,

" Ih.v prayers are answered."

He further unfolded to her all that was troub'

ng her, adding suitable counsel and encour-

agement.

The load was completely lifted from thii

Friend's mind and she enabled to praise Hin
who had sent his servant to her relief and as

sistance. __ A. J. G.

A Gallant Rescue.

On Eleventh Month 18th, 1887, two vessel

the Hobot Wallace and David Wallace, were see

aground near the entrance to the Chocola

River on Lake Superior, the breakers dashin

over them, the men huddling in the wheel-hous

and captain's cabin. At first a rescue was a!

tempted in a yawl-boat and then in a stean;

tug, but in vain. A multitude gathered on tlj

beach, frantic to help. An old mortar was use,

to fire a line to the vessels, without avail. Cap,

John Frink at last thought of the life-savii

station at Ship Canal, a distance of one hu

dred and ten miles. Here begins the tale

the official report, which is here reprinted

the suggestion of the Superintendent of the Li

Saving Service, S. I. Kimball:

—

"A telegram had been sent to Captain Albt

Ocha, the keeper of the Ship Canal Statioj

telling of the danger to the crews. The messa

was brought across the lake and up the canal

him from Houghton, six miles distant, by t;

tug James W. Croze, and reached him at fc

o'clock in the afternoon. He and his men 1

once sprang to the fullest activity, and with I

aid of the tug's crew, got the life boat on boa

together with the Lyle gun and the necessr

equipments for actions. The tug then stean I
away with them to Houghton, where a trsl

consisting of a strong engine, a passenger coil

and two flat-cars, was fuming on the tra,

waiting for them. To pile the life-boat and 1
paratus upon these cars was but the work cl
few minutes, volunteers pouring in on eyfl

side to help men whose errand was to save il
Then the crew bundled into the car provi jl

for them, and at a quarter of eight o'clock B

train, amidst the (beers of t lie beholders, clan 1

out at a pace which rapidly increased to il
mell speed, though over a track heavy \M
snow.

" The noblest descriptive powers would fit 4

fitting subject in the epic journey of the m
savers. It need not, however, be here d It

upon. The mind catches in advance the sal It

features— the incessant, headlong rush of ie

powerful locomotive into the night andgs;

the muffled roar and rattle over the buried ti i-

way; the huge rolls of smoke volleying i

the funnel, and torn and tossed by the w
the lights of the train racing with it in its s]

around and above it the enormous conca 1

obscurity made livid by the vast whirlwin

sleet and snow, and within their dimly-lig

car, lifting all into strange significance and

nity, the lolling figures of the crew, unc

and negligent, with the sense of the peril

adventure to which they were speeding, ]ji»

upon their stern and composed faces. Theirs

which bore them flew with an almost eeri "»
j

locity. Despite the load of snow upon the il*.

nearly the highest speed was maintained oi
i

for the greater part of the way, the tini('«*
I

but a few seconds less than a mile a mite.

The whole distance of one hundred am*"
miles was travelled, including necessary >p

|

page, within four hours. It was about hah M'
I

eleven when the surging and cheering c:Wi

gathered at the Marquette Railroad StiPD>

saw something white, shapeless, deformed, o"
-
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rem? and enormous, came snorting and clang-

we into the depot. It was the delivering train,

jarlv buried in accumulated snow. The car

lliind the engine was especially loaded, and

Jjked like some grotesque behemoth brought

captive out of the winter landscape. From
iin a moment poured the crew, in their .storm

Miles, eager for their ordeal.

(["They had paused ou the way at Michigan) me
t1 telegraph to Captain Frink to have teams

rtdy to take the apparatus from the train to

to lake, and also to procure a good store of

litems. This he had done, and also gone

•found among the merchants, and collected

g'nerous contributions of bread, meat, coffee,

Btter, cheese, etc., for the half-starved men
Hob the wrecks when they should be brought

thore. The start was made without delay, and

tter a rough trip, part of the way by train and

crt by wagons and sleigh-, along the dark lake

,S>re,'in the edge of the water, and over a sort

c corduroy of floundering drift-wood, which

ride it slow and hard travelling, they finally

a-ived abreast of the two vessels at one o'clock

i the morning (November 19th). Here they

find a multitude of people, and the wild place

l'hted by bonfires. The darkness outside of

tj tossing light of the flames was intense and

t; gale furious, but the snow had ceased. In

stae way, not clearly understood, the rudder of

t; life-boat had been injured in getting it from

't>s carriage, and it was judged best, in view of

ti awful surge of the sea, to attempt the rescue

t lines. The Lyle gun was accordingly placed,

•M a line fired across the steam barge aruid-

s'ps, but it appears that the men on board

edd not venture aft from the shelter of the

veel-house to look for the line on the wave-

sept deck, so the keeper concluded to resort

t the life-boat. It was two o'clock when the

linch was made. There were two reefs to

oss, and the surf was terrible. By the time

t
;

i first reef was surmounted, the boat had

spped three seas, the irons of the rudder hail

tat, and the timber split, and return to the

8)re was unavoidable. Pending the attempt

t'get the rudder into order, another shot was

t?d over the vessel, but the sailors did not ap-

pr to get the line, and by the time the day
rgan to break the life-boat was again launched,

lis time the pull was long, hard and desperate.

Sveral seas were shipped, but the foaming

i;f's were at last safely crossed, and they lay

nugside. So heavy was the weight of the ice

Mh which the life-boat was enveloped, that,

1 the fifteen men on the steam-barge, it was
jlged prudent to take in only nine, with which
rmber the ice-enveloped life-boat crew con-

tved, after much stern labor and peril, to safely

train the shore. They instantly re-launched,

s'd after another battle with the tumbling
f-shets of the lake and the shipment of a suc-

tion of seas, each of which filled the buoyant
lat to the gunwales, they brought in the other

e: men from the barge. They then put out

oce more to the succor of the nine men on
lard the other vessel, the David Wallace. She

V astern of the barge, about two hundred feet

fctant. It was then about seven o'clock in the

nrning. The wind had somewhat lessened,

lit the breakers were tremendous. Again and
rain the boat was flooded and driven astern,

•a the second reef she was nearly thrown end
ter end. The rudder split so much and got

2 weak that she had to be managed solely by
le oars, involving double skill and labor, and
' r valiant crew were incessantly drenched with

• (e icy water, which froze upon their clothing

as fast as itstruck, and thickened the bitter mail

in which they were sheathed. Their efforts con-

tinued indomitable, and by eight o'clock they

surged alongside the schooner in their boat of

ice, and returned to the beach with the nine

men on board.

"As fast as each boat-load was landed, thesail-

ors were taken to the great fires which the citizen-

had built, and there given hot corlee and food.

The men from the schooner were not so badly

off, but the fifteen men from the steam-barge

were numb with cold and nearly starved, hav-

ing had hardly anything to eat for two day-.

It was a noble providence to have had an

ample supply of provisions and hot drink ready

for service to them immediately upon landing,

close to the comforting fires.

'The life-saving crew reached their station the

next day (November 20), an hour after noon,

leaving behind them at Marquette a glowing

remembrance of their powers and achievement.

To have come rushing behind their wild loco-

motive, through the night and tempest, over so

many snowy leagues, to the rescue of a group

of despairing sailors, and then, with hearts

greater than danger, to have gone out again

and again through the dreadful thickets of the

breakers, and brought every man ashore, was

a feat so boldly adventurous, so grandly pic-

turesque, that the current accounts of it in the

public journals roused at the time the whole

lake region to intense enthusiasm, and sent

thrills of sympathy and admiration through the

country."

—

Sailors Magazine, January, 1896.

the worship of Baal — Baal-o- Yerib — which

means "Baal (or God) be with you," and was

Originally U8ed when there, were worshippers of

Baal still in Ireland.

For "The Friend."

Worship of Baal.

The worship of Baal, the Sun God, was very

widely spread over the earth in ancient times;

and some remnants of it still remain, even in

Christian countries. In a book recently pub-

lished, and entitled "Seventy Years of Irish

Life," it is said that in Ireland, on the twenty-

third of Sixth Month, still may be seen a few-

bonfires on the mountains ; on the old days they

blazed on every hill and in every farm. No
field was fruitful into which a burning brand

had not been thrown, no horse or cow which

had not been touched by fire that night.

This custom had its origin, in pre-Christian

times, as the name of the fires, Baal thinno

(Baal's fires), shows. It is more than a hundred

years since Donald Macqueen, in the Isle of

Skye, visited Ireland. In the account of bis

tour, he says, " The Irish have ever been wor

shipful of fire and of Baal, and are so to this

day. The chief festival in honor of the sun and

fire is upon the twenty-first of June, when the

sun arrives at the summer solstice, or rather be-

gins its retrograde motion."
" I was so fortunate in the summer of 1782 as

to have my curiosity gratified. At the house

where I was entertained it was told me that we

should see at midnight the most singular sight

in Ireland, which was the lighting of fires in

honor of the sun. Accordingly, exactly at mid-

night, the fires began to appear; and going up

to the leads of the house, which had a widely

extended view, I saw, in a radius of thirty

miles, all around, the fires burning on every

eminence which the country afforded. I had a

further satisfaction of learning, from undoubted

authority, that the people danced round the fires,

and at the close went through these fires, and

made their sons and daughters, together with

their cattle, pass through the fire, and the whole

was concluded with religious solemnity."

There is another Irish phrase connected with

An African Chief.

(Continued rrom paee284.)

Khama conducted the negotiations with dig-

lily ; tin- is part of the letter he wrote in draw-

ng up the treaty :

"
I give thanks for the words of the Queen,

md I give to the Queen to make laws and to

change them in the country of the Bamang-
wato. Nevertheless I am not baffled in the

government of my own town, or in deciding

cases among my own people according to cus-

tom. There are certain laws of my country

which the Queen of England finds in operation

which are advantageous to my people, arid I

wish that these laws should not be taken away.

I refer to our law concerning intoxicating

drink-, that they should not enter the country

of the Bamangwato whether among black people

or white people. I refer further to our law

which declares that the lands of the Bamang-
wato are not saleable. I say, let this law be up-

held among black people and white people.

" My people enjoy three things in our country

—their cultivated lands, their cattle stations,and
their hunting grounds. We have lived through

these three things. Certainly the game will

come to an end in the future, but while it is

still there, I hold that it ought to be hunted by

my people.
" I know that the help and protection of the

Queen requires money, and I agree that that

money should be paid by the country protected.

I have thought how this can be done ; I mean
plans which can be thought out at the begin-

ning, so that the Queens's people may all be

pleased—the black people and the white people.

I propose that a certain country of known di-

mensions should be mine and my people's, for

our cultivated fields and our cattle stations.

Then I say with reference to all the country

that remains, I wish that the English people

should come and live in it, that they should

turn it into their cultivated fields and cattle

stations. But my people must not be prevented

from hunting in all the country, except where the

English shall have come to dwell. I am of the

opinion that the country which I shall give over

will exceed in value the cost of the Protectorate

among the Bamangwato. But I feel that I am
speaking to gentlemen of the Government of

England. Shall I be afraid that they will

requite me with witchcraft? (('. e., deception)

. . . Further, I shall be ready, along with

my people, to go out all of us to fight for the

country alongside the English ; to stop them

who attack, or to go after them on the spoor.

. . . Having done this, without doubt if

there came a great difficulty, we would appeal

for the help of our Queen in England. The
right kind of English settler will be seen by his

doings on his place."

One finds little notices of the way in which

Khama carries out this arrangement scattered

up and down in the Government reports. Sir

Sydney Shippard writes: "For a prosperous

journey so far I am much indebted to the care

and attention of Khama's people, who have re-

moved obstacles, pointed out the best waters,

offered all that the country produces, and proved

their desire to do what they know will be most

pleasing to their generous and noble-minded

chief." And other reports are: "The chief

Khama has given us great assistance by send-
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ing native* to till up vacancies." " I have great

I
, a in reporting the cordial assistance

rendered to me by the chief Khama," while re-^

cently we have all heard of his ready erler of

help in men and horses, when the Matabele

raid- in Mashonaland became threatening.

In what one might call foreign affairs there

has been the same straightforward dealing, con-

ciliatory but decided, and a policy ruled by the

i n i be Mi Hint.

At one time a small refugee people in his

country, the Saleika, became troublesome, and

Khama received responsible advice to suppress

the discontent at once, as the Saleika were try-

ing to get help from the Transvaal. He re-

luctantly agreed, and marched against them

with a large force, accompanied by a few men

of the Border Police, one of whom gave me the

account. The Saleika stronghold was on a high

rock standing alone in the centre of a circle ot

bills. The Bamangwato attacked with a rush,

but the moment they had taJven the place,

Khama stopped the fighting, and allowed the

Saleika to escape unpursued. Messengers were

sent after them with promises of safety, and

with an offer of waggons for their women and
children to take them over the border to the

Transvaal, where they had intended to settle, if

defeated. However, tradition was too strong

fur faith, and the Saleika remained in hiding,

until by twos and threes they slipped away to

their new settlement.

In his complicated relations with the Mata-
bele, Khama has acted courteously but firmly,

until mutual respect has taken the place of the

old raids and slaughter.

Like its neighbors, Buclmanaland possesses

tin- doubtful advantages of gold reefs, and
Khama was plied with requests from gold pros-

pectors. From among them he chose one com-
pany, to whom he gave the sole mining rights

in his country, in return for a definite
| ayment.

Since then he has been ottered larger sums to

break faith and transfer the concession. But
ui mi ni< /•." Khama not only kept

his word to the accepted company to the letter,

but in the spirit on some points that the first

ill had imt specified. The manager
himself told me this, and added, "I call the
chief a practical Christian. He has learnt his

Christianity, and he acts up to it."

It is only another instance of the same scrupu-
lous h >r that, when lately he sold a horse for
a high price and il died a few days afterwards,
be returned the money, saying that the illness
must have lion acquired before the sale took
place.

Would not this man have been admitted with
joy at Camelford into the Brotherhood of Ar-
thur'.' For lie lias translated into modern Chris-
tian duty all that was meant hv thelovelv vision
of an Aslauga, or of Mystic Lfghf and the Holy
'rail. 'line, the picture may not be SO pretty;
the mean figures of the canteen keeper, the
brandy-smuggler, and the witch-doctor must

of the "
fi e i„ shining armor;"

the weak-willed Bubject siru-di,,,, :,,_, ;i i„ s , ,|. (
.

cnam
l

i '- 'I"- object instead of an exquisite
mysticism

; Mabisa in her cotton gown n
a golden-haired princess; and tin lookers on
are not a brilliant court or the knights of a
Round table, but a few scattered missionaries

ing traveller.

And now to tell what little I can of Khama's
daily lifeand of his pe

'I'h- day begins with sunrise, when the chief
bis K .tid. i, a scrupulously cleat

yard, of large <\u m. enclosed with low walls

This place is the Westminster Hall of the na-

tion. Here every one goes who has a complaint,

a petition, or a dispute; outlying natives bring

in the news—of a kind that would have en-

grossed quiet English villages in coaching days

—an ox has died mysteriously, a traveller's

wagon has broken down, an unknown white

man has been met with, some Boer wagons are

too near the frontier, and so on ; among these

people nothing can happeu that is not at once

known. Here, too, come the headmen to report

what is going on in the section of country or of

people under their charge; and mingled with

these at times come traders, hunters, and gold

prospectors, English officers who have ridden

up with despatches, or a missionary who gains

hope from Khama's life for his lonely work.

Khama greets all alike with easy, natural dig-

nity, and" rather silent manner.

"Your words are wise words," he often an-

swers when he agrees with what has been said
;

when he does not, he replies with equal clear-

ness and brevity. " Hunters who want to hunt

in my country are not allowed to pass through

it without my permission," or " I shall not join

in a war of which I know nothing, or which is

unjust."

The rest of the day Khama spends among his

people, generally on horseback—horses are his

human point, and even an Englishman might
envy his stud. He visits the trader's stores,

the outlying villages, and the fields where the

people are at work, taking the greatest interest

in their crops and their cattle-rearing, and try-

ing to improve their methods in both with all

the zeal of a country squire.

" Men don't work there," said a little Bech-
uana boy describing his home, " women work,
and men dress their hair and fight and talk."

But a native who will not touch the womanly
hoe, recognizes that to drive two oxen in a
plough is fit work for his noble self, and Khama,
by pressing on the use of ploughs, has succeeded
in bis purpose of lessening the hard work done
by the women. Year after year the digging
season is begun with a solemn meeting for public
prayer, instead of the old charms, and the people
notice that since these Rogation Days began the
harvests have largely increased.

He has regulated Bamangwato commerce
much in thespirit of the Tudor statutes, forbid-

ding barter, in which he shrewdly saw his peo-
ple were helplessly cheated by an unscrupulous
trader, and fixing prices. Fifteen shillings were
to be paid for a sheep, ten for a goat, a guinea
for making up a kaross, and so on. His people
never seemed to ask more than the fixed price,
and would never take less. " Not only," says Mr.
Bent, " has Khama established his own reputa-
tion for honesty, he is supposed to have inocu-
lated all his people with the same virtue."
Both he and Mabisa have been tenderly care-

ful of the daughters of the Christian converts,
helping them in many ways to fill their new
position with self-respect, and teaching them
what it ought to be; for indeed, poor girls, they
have neither heredity nor example to guide
them.

Sunday at Shoshong was very homelike—it

had that beautiful stillness when the world
grows more silent,—

" To hear the nngels sing."

Wagon- were not actually forbidden to trek
"i. I"i- the sandy roads often mean unexpected
delays, buf Khama made his strong dislike to
it thoroughly known. He himself always went
ui' early to the springs in the mountain kloof,

where the women gathered in hundreds, eac

with her red or yellow calabash or water-pot 1

take back the day's supply. Khama gave thei

his kindly greeting and a few friendly words

:

they passed, " Good-morning, my friend," <

" my child."

Both morning and afternoon he was prese:

at the services, and the other Christians kne

well that they were more thau expected to I

equally regular. We saw the large congreg

tiou coming back from one service, when Khan
with his kindly manner walked up the ros

,

among his people, patting the curly heads

the little brown children as they went dancii

along, or greeting the men as "my son."

Later that day the men of a very old re;
i

ment were gathered together in his court to
|

ceive food, for, as Lieut. Haynes report(,

" Khama spends a great part of his revenue

acts of kindness to his people."

We found him a very courteous host di|pij

our short stay, and, unlike other native chiel

he resents presents being offered by those wht

he has allowed to pass through his country,

to hunt in it. In person he is a tall, slij

man, upright and active in spite of his m«
than sixty years; his thin nervous face is ft

of intelligence and of decision, and he haft

charming smile when pleased. He dresses

plain gray suits, and does not add the peace

feather or the pink ribbon that a native lo

to put on his dull European garments.
]j

home is among his people, and, except that

huts are larger, there is little difference betw
them. For Khama does not believe in s:|

imitations of the white men, but tries to

velop himself and his people on their own li

—and if he succeeds he will have done avo
for all Africa, and not only for the Bechuf,.

His manner is quiet and dignified, and I 1

only describle his whole personality aswinnif.

Indeed we walked quite sadly up the nanv
winding road to say good-bye to him and

6

Mabisa, our last evening at Shoshong. The a

was setting as we sat with them in their s \&

lessly clean courts, the lights and shadows fjl

ing through the loopholed mud walls roiil

The whose scene stays with one as a picture it

to be forgotten ; the large brown hut, its wM
stencilled, the broad eaves ^covering the ra d

step that made a shaded verandah ; the fire t*|

side, with three little brown maidens, halfcif-i

ing, half playing; the graceful figures of f|s

carrying corn who crossed the court at iiijfl

vals; Khama's son, a bright, nice boy, sit jg

with Mabisa under the eaves; the daugb's

beside her; the little grandchildren at play; id

amougthem all the man who had won, thro jh

suffering and danger, the purity of that ah St

unique home among African chiefs.

Since then, Shoshong itself has passed ai,f,

and only a few ruins are left of all its croud
life. The springs in the kloof dried upif« I

and more, and after the English alliance it as

less necessary to cling to the mountains !«

fortress in Matabele raids, so that in 1(9

Khama and his council decided on a mle.

They chose a site sixty miles to the north* &
with a lovely range of rocky wooded hills, arils

water supply, and fertile soil. Here an ait-

ment of ground was marked out for each "1

and his family; the big central square andpe

wide avenues were carefully planned, aDd M
best position of all was set apart for church al

missionaries. Then, with hardly a warrgi

Khama gave the order to move. The wefo-

do were instructed to lend wagons, oxen id

horses, every one.was to help his neighbor, id
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te big population obediently set out. Willi

il order and disorder, its children, its stuff and

i herds, it must have been a curious picture of

joiore famous exodus.

On reaching Palapwe, the new capital, each

an began to build on his appointed ground,

tjl in less than a year there were streets of huts

id their enclosures, shaded by trees and in

eplar order, that covered twenty square miles,

id contained a population numbering about

tirty thousand. In each of the ten great di-

\jions of the town Khama built a large aiiy

siool-room, where the children learn reading

sd writing, and in the blessed absence of con-

sence clauses, receive regular Bible teaching

t'in nativesclioolmasters who have been trained

t the missionaries. Then there are stores for

U European traders, blacksmiths' shops for

vgon mending, and a little galvanized iron

luse, that holds the telegraph office—a quaint

]>k with our English nineteenth century.

The church has not yet been built, but the

puple have raised a sum of three thousand

funds for it in some day to come. Meanwhile

ts congregation gathers on the hill-side, often

il numbers of nearly two thousand, to join in

ti;ir simple worship, and to be addressed by
tiir missionary, Mr. Hepburne, or at times by

Hama himself. The chief gives sound prac-

tal addresses, we were told, in which he speaks

piinly of the weaknesses that mar the national

l!s, and tells his people in straightest fashion

*jat men and women Christ would have them
b To his own children Khama has been a

ling careful father, and has devoted himself

e ecially to bringing up his only son and heir,

Sihonie. Poor Sekhome; he will need a wise

bid and a strong hand to carry himself and
h people well through the time to come. Let
uhope he may remain an independent chief

uier British protection, given for once as wisely

iiAfrica as in India.

i'A Christian and a hero," was the description

oKhama given by a soldier whose words carry

wght in England and in Africa. " It is not

Wat people say of him," said a trooper in the

Erder Police, " it is what I know myself. I

»s quartered in Shoshong for eighteen months,
al 1 call him a genuine Christian man. He
d'S not make much fuss over it, but it is real."

So I must leave Khama's life. I have hoped
ti-how how it is borne witness to by men with

lile sympathy for missionary work, as well as

b those with much. It stands as the life of a
nn who is recognized to have been true to

e:ry obligation ; to have borne without flinch-

ii years of persecution and danger; to have
ried his people for their good, regardless of his

01 popularity ; to have been fearless and for-

g ing to his enemies ; to have been in a rare

il;ree loyal to his Christ and to his neighbor.

s he, as he has been called, " an unaccouuta-
b outcrop of mental power and integrity ?"

fes, perfectly unaccountable if you leave out
h Christianity. But if not, then Khama's life

d ;s but show the power of the Indwelling
Crist, who is the Life alike of Roman and
Titon, of Greek and Bantu.

The Bride of Christ.—The Spirit of God
]<es retirement and silence ; it is there he pene-
tites into our hearts. The Bride of Christ does
n take her stand in the streets and cross-ways,
b|. she leads her spouse into the house of her
nther—Mektncthon.

f we die with Christ to the world, we shall
n with him unto life eternal.

AN ADDRESS
By his 'Wife to a Friend, on his Embarking

for America on a Religious Visit.

'Tis past; we part; yet for the sake of Him
I !Wo re whose cause all earthly things grow dim,
Friend of my childhoi d, husband of my youth,
Go serve thy God in meekness and in truth.

Pine not for me, bat give thyself to prayer,
And leave thv nurslings to a mot Lot - r ire.

Be it my task" thy faithful wife to [.rove,

And wisely govern, with a mother's love.

Go, and may Israel's Shepherd he thy stay,

Thy rest by night, thy strong support by day
;

Through noontide heat his friendly shade thy shield,

In darksome gloom, its glowing beaeon yield ;

To Jordan's banks, e'en should it lead thee on,

Repose thy confidence in God alone.

At faiths' strong step, its strongest wave shall flee,

And a sure pathway shall be made for thee;
Jehovah's name in living lines impressed

;

Graved on thy breastplate, bind upon thy breast,

Thus armed, through hostile foes thy way thoult n
And friends receive thee for thy Master's sake.

May every happiness thy steps attend,

And God's own peace to crown thee in the end.
Farewell I and when before the Father's throne,

Prostrate in prayer our manv faults we own,
May we in Spirit, oft be found to meet,

worship at his feet.

ike,

A LITTLE HEART AND HOW IT GREW.

'Twas a wee little heart when it entered the world,

For how could a baby have anything big?
There was room for the baby himself and his wants,

But as fur all else—why, he cared not a tig

!

If the baby was hungry, he knew it right well
;

If he felt very poorly, he fretted and cried;

But the dear little heart was too little, yon see,

To know or to care for the world onlside.

But the little heart grew as the days rolled by,

In the sunshine of love and the showers of care;
And the dear ones at home all so quietly crept

Right into the heart and were welcomed there.

And yet there was room for them all and to spare,

So quickly the heart of the baby grew;
And soon in his heart he had friends by the score,

Whom he loved with a love that was loyal and true.

And the baby grew big, and so tall and so w'se,

He could scarcely be known as a baby at all
;

And he heard the sweet storv of Him who, of old,

Was cradled to rest with the beasts of the stall

—

The children's best Friend, and their Saviour and King,
The dear loving Shepherd, who died for the sheep

;

And down in his heart there was room for the Christ,

And a love that was trustful and tender and deep.

And yet even more did this little heart grow
In knowledge and love and in heavenly grace

;

For the heart that loves Jesus is certain to grow,
Till it lakes the wide world in its loving eiubrace.

Ye children that read of this dear little heart,

How quickly and sweetly and grandly it grew,
Come answer a question, consider it well

—

How big is the heart God has given to von ?

— Children's Work for Children.

ANGELS.
In the old days God sent his angels oft.

To men in threshing floors, to women pressed
With daily tasks; they came to tent and croft,

And whispered words of blessing and of rest.

Not mine to guess what shape those angels wore,
Nor tell what voice they spoke, nor with what grace

They brought the dear love down that evermore
Makes lowliest souls its best abiding place.

But in these days I know my angels well

;

They brush my garments on the common way,
They take my hand, and very softly tell

Some bit of comfort in the waning day.

And tho' their angel-names I do not ken,
Tho' in their faces human want I read,

They are God-given to this world of men,
God-sent to bless it in its hours of need.

Child, mother, dearest wife, brave hearts that take
The rough and bitter cross, and help us bear

Its heavy weight when strength is like to break,

God bless you each, our angels unaware.—Marr/aret E. Sanrjster, in Independent.

The Menhaden Fishery on the N. J. Coast.

BY MEBBITT W. PHAK0.

The menhaden fishery, although an industry

limited strictly to the sea, is nevertheless a sub-
ject of vast importance and interest to the' in-

land inhabitants, as well as those along the

coast. It is not a question of the value of the

menhaden fish only, but apparently involves

the whole subject of coast fishing in its broadest
application, and in that sense it implies much.

It would be quite difficult, if not impossible,
to ascertain the exact pecuniary value of the
fish and fishing directly and indirecty to the
State of New Jersey.

Millions of capital are invested in pleasure

resorts all along the coast, where more money
is squandered and spent for least returns than
in all the other towns in the State combined,
and most of this, too, by non-residents. Worth-
less laud has thus appreciated in value far

beyond the imagination of the most fanciful

mind, and thousands of sturdy men, with a pro-

portionate number of dependent families there,

earn an independent livelihood, and he who will

work need not want. Surely an inheritance
that has brought all this to pass, and is still

bestowed on New Jersey, should be sought out
and preserved. Statistics may not show it, but,

indirectly, food fish are among the most valu-
able to the State of New Jersey of any of her
natural resources.

The most plentiful of all the fish, although
we seldom see them, are the menhaden, or moss-
bankers as the fishermen call them. In appear-
ance they somewhat resemble the mackerel, or
more closely, the herring. They have dark-blue
backs, with silvery white sides, and their gene-
ral shape is that of a shad. They grow about
ten inches long, and a full-grown fish weighs
about one pound. They have a small mouth,
with no teeth, and are seldom, if ever, caught
with hook and line. As a food-fish they are not
used at all, partly because they do not make
their appearance until after the other food-fishes

arrive, but mostly because of the great number
of very small bones all through the body, and
it is impossible to select a piece of the fish larger
in diameter than an ordinary lead-pencil with-

out it containing a number of very small bones
not much larger than a fine needle, although,
in this respect, the herring are equally as bad,
though they have quite an extensive sale on
their first arrival in the spring.

The principal value for which the menhaden
fish are caught, is the oil taken from them, and
while the remainder of the fish is manufactured
into fertilizer, and is considered of less import-
ance, nevertheless, taking theaggregate of ail the

fish caught for the factories, this item amounts
to no inconsiderable sum.

These fish usually make their appearance
along the Xew Jersey coast during the Fifth
Month. They travel near the shore, in schools
of different sizes, sometimes but a few together,

and then again in such quantities that they
cover acres, and in occupying such a large space
the fish are not necessarily scattered, but are
crowded closely together. So numerous are
they sometimes, and covering such a large
space, that they look like a very sea of fish, and
the lookout at the mast-head can recognize them
at a distance of several miles. This is made pos-

sible by the waves being stilled by the school,

and in some positions in which the sun's rays
strike the fish they give the water a decidedly
reddish appearance. If, however, they are near
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are usually followed by a large

ulls, which keep continually on

wn in the waters, then up

n 1 flying hither and thither, but always

overthi
'- know there is always a

k for them when they And a -

these 6sh "tor the schools are invariably accom-

by sharks, and the frightened Ssh, crowd-

ing to the very Burface of the water to get away

from the sharks beneath them, fall an easy prey

to the osprey ami the hungry gulls.

Twenty years ago these fish were found all

along tie'' Jersey coast. In every nook of the

bays you would find them, ami they invaded

the creeks and streams, and stopped only where

the fresh water stopped the salt. The method

of catching them then was by the use of small

sailing vessels of some fifteen to twenty tons ca-

pacity, and the bays alone afforded almost an

ample field tor their work. When, however,

they did go beyond the inlet, it was for a short

distance only and forashort time, because they

|y obtained their load quickly, and be-

cause thi-v must not get so far away that the

fish could not be landed promptly after they are

caught
There is a 'jreat difference in the way fish

LUght then from the way they are taken

now. The little sloops, towing their purse boats

around the bays, looking for moss-bankers, have

passed into history a- completely and effectively

as the stage-coach, and now thefish are no longer

n the wind blows east, and though they

the miles to sea, their fate is apparently the

same With Bwift-sailing steamships, equipped

with all the appliances of modern ingenuity, it

is a comparatively easy task to haul the net,

and fish are transferred from the sea to the hold

of the boat with remarkable rapidity. From
the coast of Maine to the Carolinas the eagle eye

of the look-out at mast head scans the sea, and

for the luckless school that ventures near the

Burface in this vast territory there is no escape.

The gradual disappearance of the fish shows

all too clearly that the onward march of pro-

gr< -- i- rapidly sweeping away our great inher-

itances of the sea a- well as of the land. That
they will eventually become practically exterroi-

iaunol be denied, and even with the

present forces at work, these fish are retreating

before the net. as our forests ;lre falling before

thi' w Im.in'- :i\- . The assertion is made by
the advocates of the trade that more fish are

11 iw than ever before. How could it be

otherwise? A little, one-masted sloop, sailing

around the bays, almost afraid to pass beyond
the inlet, except with most favorable wind and
weather, scarcely able to overtake a school of
fish when found, then rowing around them with

the puree boat, as the net is thrown overboard,
and dra« ing in the net with a "

I [eavy, bo,

heave !" and. lastly, hoisting them into the boat

with multi reeved block and tackle, band-over-
bund, a day'- work to load their craft, even if

uch waa the method of

former days. The fisherman of to-day never
casts hia net in inland waters for menhaden fish.

only, •! ml that I'm- bundled- of miles, is

hi- field, and tin' .steam u'iant in this is bis obedi-
l of li-h i.- Been in the dis-

tance, and i liately the vessel i- steered to

t, the purse boat i- lowered from the

davits, two men row out and hoi, I the purse-
bnal and the end of the net, while tie' Bteamer

n front of the fish and drop- the net, ami
by the time tb n fused fish turn in another

und them. A i. w
puffs of ->, am. from the stack, a moment's rattle

of the powerful windlass, and the bottom of the

net is drawn tightly together, as a drawing-

string draws the mouth of a bag. The fish are

secured, the ends of the net are then drawn in

until they are a crowded mass. Suspended from

tii" -art' hangs a large scoop, used for dipping

the fish from the net" to the boat. This looks

like a huge crab- net, about four feet across and

five feet deep, with a long wooden handle. It

is estimated to hold a thousand fish.

By a dexterous movement, this is thrust down

into the net, and with a steam-hoister it is lifted

over the hold of the boat, and by a rope attched

to the bottom, it is instantly overturned and the

operation repeated until the fish are all landed

safely in the boat. The whole performance lasts

a few hours at the most, and is frequently timed

by minutes.

The amount of fish taken at a single haul,

and the remarkably short time required, seems

almost incredible. It is not an infrequent oc-

currence to secure a full boat-load from a single

school, while occasionally they find such large

schools that the net will not reach around them,

and would not hold them if it did. In cases

like this the men endeavor to part the school by

steaming the boat through them, but if the

school cannot be parted in this way the boat

sails oft' in search of other fish.

From "The United Friend."

Instruction in Dreams.

Respecting dreams, George Fox says, " Re-

moving to another place, I came among a people

that relied much on dreams. I told them ex-

cept they could distinguish between dream and
dream, they would confound all together, for

there were three sorts of dreams. Multitude of

business sometimes caused dreams, and there

were whisperings of Satan in man in the night

season, and there were speakings of God to man
in dreams. But these people came out of these

things, and at last became Friends."

There are many instances in the Scriptures,

both of the Old and Testament, where the Di-

vine will was revealed through the medium of

dreams. And that such communication is con-

tinued at the present day is as certain as that

Divine revelation did not cease with the Holy
Scriptures.

A New England Friend has written an ac-

count of a remarkable dream that occurred to

him about the first of Twelfth Month, 1890. He
had retired as usual, and after falling asleep, he
thought the time had come for him to rise and
attend to his business. After dressing, going out
the south door and half way around the house,

he looked toward the northern sky and saw what
he thought was an auroral display. While be-

holding it with fixed attention, in an instant of
time the light changed into the appearance of
a bright red cross. Wondering at the sight, he
found that a neighbor's boy was at his side, who
said to him, "Oh, come and look in the east!"
Walking a tew steps to avoid the trees, he came
to an unobstructed [dace, where the air and all

things about him seemed to be remarkably clear
and bright. " Looking up," said he, " I 'saw in

the heavens before me a bright and shining
< >xi:, whose countenance was of [unimaginable]
beauty, majesty and power. He seemed the
very embodiment of all purity and goodness,
and I involuntarily exclaimed, 'Pure, pure, oh!
how pure !' And gazing spell-bound, it appeared
that this was not the coming s U11 that made the
leavens light, but the glorious, heavenly One,
who was all light and purity." The boy had
disappeared.

To the dreamer the head of this " shining

One" seemed surmounted with a crown of un
speakable beauty, and his countenance and ih

expression, he says, "I will not attempt to de

scribe. There are no words in which an adequate

description could be given. His garment wa
like a mist of lightness, and ' so as no fuller oi

earth can white them.'" The. thought cam
into his mind, "Blessed indeed will those b|

who have a garment like this when they hav

done with earthly things." At length the ap
j

appearance vanished, and the speaker awoke 1

1

find himself in bed.

As he lay lost in wonder and deep reflectin

at what he had seen, his mind turned back ii

his life to the time when he first thought about

future state, and what it might be like, when
seemed to him incomprehensible that there c.oul

be light in heaven without sun or moon,

recorded in the Scriptures of Truth. " Now
was very plain, having seen the whole heavet

lighted by the presence of the heavenly One. !

was wonderful how everything seemed to ti

"

their light from Him." Our friend had n

veiled that the redeemed should be forever f

rounding the throne, but now he felt that k

could look upon the blessed vision without ti

ing for a thousand years—so beautiful pure ai

holy was the manifestation, and that iufideli

and atheism could have no place in those wi;

beheld it.

, Many years ago a woman Friend related !

the writer a dream which her husband had lis

They lived on a farm adjoining one occupi

;

by a neighbor, who had given place to a feeli
:

of bitter resentment against the man Frier

This evil disposition appeared to be without a
i

just cause, and is most charitably explained

the supposition that the neighbor's mind vl
temporarily deranged. On one occasion, tl

Friend dreamed that he was travelling on aroi
leading to the neighbor's house, and as he pas;

'

through a piece of wood, at a turn in the ro:l

a lion suddenly sprang upon him, and seen

about to tear him in pieces. He called upon*
keeper of the animal to deliver him, when ,

heard a voice say, " Fear not, for he is chaine
'

This he now saw was the case, but so near*

death did he seem that his body was coved

with foam from the mouth of the enraged be;.

In his sleep he struggled and broke out i I

profuse perspiration, which his wife observi
j,

she shook him until he was awake. Tremblin
J

he told her his dream, which with thankfulr 3

he received as a warning of the evil spirit l

the neighbor, and also as an assurance that 5

heavenly Keeper would not permit the latte?

destroy him. The neighbor afterward said 1

1

if he had met the Friend about that timee

would have shot him.

"Call upon me in the day of trouble, an>I

will deliver thee, and thou shalt glorify me.

E. 1.1

" I wish I could say there was not a mini J
directly tending to promote infidelity, by gi|.;g

ground of suspicion that the noble princip,

the holy unction, the light and superacid

grace, that comes by Jesus Christ, is either fl-

certain or dangerous to follow. The natutrf

man is subject to extremes, being apt to I"

out of a sttite of superstition into that of u e-

lief.

—

R. Jordan.

Pastimes at Athens.—All the Athene
and strangers which were there, spent their [»

in nothing else, but either to tell or to j"fi

some new thing.— The New Testament.
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Natural History, Science, etc.

Idtntijt/ilio St/nit'* Kf/i/K.—Among the ege;s

\iich li. Seebuhn and party were anxious to

fill were those of the Bewick swan, a smaller
g;':cies than the common swan. They purchased
aiest of eggs of a fisherman, who, wiih a com-
rle, had shot the bird and obtained the eggs.

Iwas imj)ortant to secure the skin, so as to de-

tunine positively the species to which the eggs
bjonged. In the division of their spoils, the

prtuer of the owner of the eggs had kept the

g u. H. Seebuhn sent Little Feodor, their most
iielligent man, to hunt out the peasant and the

g'ln's skin, and bring back the latter. H. S.

Bis

:

11 The next day was one of our red-letter days.

I.tle Feodor, our boatman, returned, bearing

wh him the longed-for trophy, the swan's skin.

I', told us he had gone to Nukitza, only to

Urn there that the peasant whom he sought
hi depaited to another island to fish. Going
tihis house, he found, however, that the man
hi left the skin with his wife, and she, good
siil, had cut off the beak, and given it to her
cldren for a plaything. Feodor paid her a
nble for the skin, with the feet still attached

Hit, and got the beak into the bargain. There
its no other swan's skin in the house, nor, as

ii as we could ascertain, was there another in

t\ village. This one was still soft and greasy,

siwing the bird had been but recently killed.

lis, undoubtedly, was the skin of a Bewick's
sin. The beak also was equally indisputable,

le eggs in our possession were exactly the size

o'; would expect a swan so much smaller than
t'. wild swan would lay. We had every reason

('believe, and none to doubt, that this was, iu-

did, the skin of the bird caught upon the nest

citaining the two eggs we had purchased. The
cain of evidence was in all reason complete,

ad the identification of the eggs satisfactory.

—The Independotf publishes an interestingarlicle

ojthe '' Force of Public Opinion," as shown in the
ditacles thrown in the way of a recent prize fight.

-Jrangements had been made by a man named
^iart, to have it come off at Dal la*, Texas, but a
cHaration was issued by Governor Culberson, that
tj fight was not only contrary to public morals,
b: a violation of the Slate laws, and he would
e>rt all the resources at his command in order to

p^vent it. Stuart called his legal talent to the
rcue, and was told that there was no law on the
Ixas statute books against prize fighting. So
tiart planned au amphitheatre at Dallas to seat
ot filty thousand people, who were to come from
a. pans of the Union in special trains, prepared
f< a gala week of prize fights, and started in on his

aphitheatre. No attention was paid to the warn-
iis of the Governor; and in the Ninth Month, to

N what would be done, the Dallas Athletic Club
aanged a fight between two persons named Cav-
feugh and Clarke. All hands were thrown into

J:., and the subsequent habeas carjms proceedings,
rulting in judicial and executive disagreement
ato jurisdiction, was followed by the calling of a
social session of the Legislature at Austin, Ninth
5>nth 26th last. This action by Governor Cul-
I'son cost the State twenty-five thousand dollars,
ai aroused fierce opposition from taxpayers who
siported the prize-fighting interests. 'But the
eingelical churches throughout the State, espec-
i ly the Methodist churches, regardless of political
a liations, stood by the Executive, as did the more
r>ral element not in immediate church member-
ip.

Vhen the Legislature convened, there were many
pphecies that the proposed legislation would be
lng up in committees. And if it did pass, there
v s the ninety days' statutory time before the

legislation could take effect, and the fight was to

come off on the 28th or 3] -t inst. Bui I he bill pre-
pared by the Governor, making prize fighting a

felony, passed the Senate and Bouse. This was on
Tenth Month 2nd, and to the surprisi and conster-
nation of Stuart, Wheelock, et at., the em< rgency
clause was added. Thus was the fighl lost to

Dallas.

That almost lightning-like action of the Texas
Legislature, right in the face of a strong and de-
termined " third House " from Dallas, and the prize

ring interests generally, was an object lesson that
astonished even the " church members." The moral
element woke up to the fact that when united, it

could wield an influence sufficiently powerful to

sweep everything before it. Governor Culberson
was under tremendous pressure, else he would
never have put the State to the expense of an extra
session of the Legislature.

The officers of the Florida Athletic Club then
turned their faces toward Hot Springs, Ark., where
a $10,000 bonus was offered, and the assurance
given that a microscopic examination of the laws
of Arkansas showed that prize fighting was nothing
more than a breach of the peace. So on Tenth
Month 8th the public announcement was made
that the fight would take place at Hot Springs ac-

cording to programme. It was uncertain at first

whether Governor Clarke had sufficient backbone
to fight the prize-fighting interests. But the Chris-
tian and moral element all over the State lost no
time in getting in its work, and a public opinion
rolled up on him like a rapidly increasing snow-
ball. However, the Hot Springs people laughed
at him. They continued their advertising and the
building of their amphitheatre, for was there not
money in it ?

Corbett was arrested Tenth Month 18th on charge
of conspiring to break the peace, but was released
on habeas corpus proceedings, but the Governor,
taking an appeal to the Supreme Court, secured
from that tribunal a favorable decision on the con-
stitutionality of the State law against prize fighting,

which the lower court had " knocked out." Fitz-
simmons was next arrested at Hot Springs and
taken to Little Rock, and Corbett was rearrested.

This upset the sports completely, and it was gen-
erally believed that there would be no fighting at

all. The victory for the moral element in Arkansas
was complete.
' The next effort was to have the fight in the
neighborhood of El Paso. On the night of Second
Month 4th the El Paso Ministers' Union sent a
message to a Congressman, J. V. Cockrell, stating
that New Mexico had been determined on for the
scene of conflict, and asking if Congress could not
act. The occasion of this message was the state-

ment from Governor Thornton, of New Mexico,
that there was nothing on the territorial statute

books covering prize fighting. And there was no
money in the treasury to pay for calling out the
a ilitia to prevent any breach of the peace.

Cockrell went right over to Catron, the New
Mexico delegate, and the next day, the Catron Bill,

making prize fighting a felony in the Territories of

the United States and District of Columbia was
put through the House of Representatives in five

minutes. The "hanging up in committee" which
was "triumphantly predicted," "failed to come
off;" and the very next day the bill was rushed
through the Senate in three minutes. The Presi-

dent signed the bill that afternoon.

The prize-fighting interests all over the world
were astonished beyond measure by such rapidity

in congressional action, and the fact began to dawn
upon their hardened minds that the sentiment of
the nation was against the prize ring. The prize

fighters sought to buy a concession from the State
ofChihuahua; but President Diaz was so impressed
by the attitude of the United States in the matter
that his influence with the Chihuahua authorities
prevented their acceptance of twenty thousand dol-

lars for a concession in Juarez.
Finally a desolate spot in the northern boundary

of Coahuila was selected, opposite Langtry Station
on the Southern Pacific, three hundred and eighty-
eight miles from El Paso, and, the fight, slimly at-

tended, was finally concluded there in a very un-
satisfactory manner.
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Although there have been, i f latter times,

some features in the domestic history of the

United States calculated to encourage a lover

of bis country, who believes in the truth of the

Scripture declaration, that righteousness exalt-

eth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any peo-
ple, yet the prevalence and apparent growth of

a military spirit can scarcely fail to bring with
it forebodings of evil, and to raise the inquiry in

the heart of a true patriot, " What can be done
to arrest the progress of this evil spirit

Appeals to Congress or the Government seem
to have but little influence, unless backed by a
strong public feeling; so that the most promis-
ing field of effort would seem to be, to endeavor
to convince the popular mind of the wickedness
and impolicy of warlike measures and prepara-
tions. If the Christian Church, as a whole, was
convinced that all war is necessarily at variance
with the mission of Him who came to bring
peace on earth and good-will to man, and was
livingly concerned to live up to its principles,

we believe wars among Christian nations would
largely cease.

In view of the whole tone of the Christian
religion, one might think that it ought not to

be very difficult to convince its professors of its

incompatibility with wars and fightings. The
prophet Isaiah, in speaking prophetically of the
coining and kingdom of Christ, says, "They
shall not hurt nor destroy iu all my holy moun-
tain ; for the earth shall be full of the knowledge
of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea." And
he makes use of the beautiful comparison, "The
wolf also shall walk with the lamb, and the
leopard shall lie down with the kid, and the
calf and the young lion and the fatling together,

and a little child shall lead them." And when
the Saviour came to dwell for a time on the
earth, He pronounced choice blessings on the
meek, the merciful, the peace-makers, on those

qualities which are most antagonistic to the
spirit ofa warrior. He commanded his disciples,
" Love your enemies, bless them that curse you,
do good to them that hate you, and pray for

them which despitefully use you and persecute
you." In direct opposition "to this, the tactics

of war lead to kill, wound and destroy one's

opponents.

Other passages from the New Testament might
be adduced in support of the unlawfulness of
war, but these commands of our Law-giver are

so clear and positive, that no language could be
used which would convince one that rejects

their authority. We greatly desire that the
professing churches would accept the instruc-

tions of Christ, according to their plain and
distinct meaning, instead of exercising their

ingenuity to explain away and make his words
of no effect. It is lamentable to think that,

excepting Friends, Menuonites and a few other
small bodies of Christians, the great bulk of
those who profess the name of Christ, reject his

teachings on this subject and practically indorse
the horrors and barbarities of war.

We desire that, through the enlightening in-

fluence of the Spirit of Christ, this grievous
inconsistency may be removed, and that those
who claim to be followers of the Lamb of God
may be united in the practical upholding of his

kingdom, so that nation may no longer life up
sword against nation, neither learn war any
more.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United STATES.-The conferees onlheCubaD reso-

lutions onlhe26thof la.-t mouth, agreed to the resolu-

»..-nate. This shuts

off all further debate in ihe Senate. The House, it is

believed will agree to the report without delay. Ihe

. eihe existence of a state of war in

igerent rights to both parties, and

direct that the friendly . ffices of (lie I nited States be

v the Pre-ideul lo the Spanish Government

for the re'cogn ti<>n of the independence ol Cuba.

The report that theTiirkish Minisier to the United

Slates has been recalled is confirmed.

\ recent expert report of the extent of the anthra-

cite . «1 fields in the United States places their con-

tents at 11,921,400, I tons. The annual production

average- (.">.' o „,„-, at which rate the supply

would lasl

In reporting favorably the lull granting Statehood

to Arizona the Senate Committee on Territories says:

"Arizona has more wealth and population than two-

thirds of the States at the time of their admission

having taxable property valued at *27,51S,::;;2, and

n inhabitants.

On the 26th u It,. Senator Lexow's " Greater New-

York" bill passed the New York Assembly by a VI te

rj iys, 56. The measure now goes lo Gov-

ernor Morton for his approval.

The Stale.. I Wa-hii.L'e.n has salmon fisheries worth

, Year, and cliches l'MHiii fur seals. It ex-

worth of lumber and coal, and raises

15,000,000 bushels of wheat.

A farmer near Atherloo, Mo., is buying up potatoes

at lea cents a bushel and feeding them to his hogs.

: itatnes can be had at this price, and that

for fattening purp sea they are finer than corn, es-

pecially at the price at which he is buying.

An unusual spell of warm weal her during the early

part of this month hatched out millions of grasshoppers

prematurely in Oregon. Then came along an unusual

cold -nap, which practically killed every one of the

insei Is.

\ din- in // .

„ -.', 117. My, the present popula-

te f Key West, according to the estimate of the

Mayor, is 15 thousand, almost equally divided into 3

parts— live thou- uid whiteCubans.five thousand white

Bahamians and five thousand colored Cubans and
...

I hi- estimate leaves no room for Ameri-
cana, and the r.al Americans on the island number
only eight or ten families. Although most of the adult

• lenls have been naturalized, they can scarcely

I. ied American silizens in the broad sense of

the term, having no personal knowledge of any part of

the republic but the liny island of Key West, and

clinging tenaciously ti the peculiar customs of Cuba
and the Bal

Deaths in ibis city la-i week numbered 525, which
is 1G more than the previous week and 13 more than

the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
number, 255 were males and '_'7u females: 101 died of

pneumonia; 54 of consumption ; 47 of heart disease;
i age; 18 of inanition, 17 of cancer; 17 of

diphtheria; 17 of convulsions ; 17 of marasmus; 13 of
inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 13 of in-

flammation of the brain; lo of hr hitis; 12 of peri-

tonitis ;
II of nephritis; 11 of paralysis; 10 of measles;

• zy, and 9 from casualties.

I - 2's,95a 97;4's, 1907, reg., 103J
ip ii. 1 1"

.

a 111 ;: 1-, new, IH'., a 117', ;5's,

113] a 111: curremy 6's, I".'

-Middling uplands officially quoted at

pound.

Feed. Spot bran was -> 14.00 per
t-

•
1 1 for winter in bulk, an I

: i -priug

Winter super. ?2 50 a $2.75; do., extras,

: ; 70 : Western winter, clear,

2.90a$3.25;
o do., patent, f"..

her. City mills, i

I

per bbl. for choice fenn'a.
No 2 red wheat, nominal.
N<

No. 2 wli

Beef Cattli Extra, i ;; ., i ,

.

;

FOREIGN.— It is announced that an alliance has

hided between Great Britain and Italy. It

is said that the Mediterranean power of Italy will now

become an effective bond between England and the

Dreibund. If the Dongola expedition is aimed at the

re-conquering ofthe Soudan, Italy must, ifthe conquest

be effected, and if Great Britain so desires, restore

Kassala.

On the 30th ult., George N. Curzon, Under Secre-

tary of the Foreign Office, slated that the Sultan of

Turkey had requested the Khedive of Egypt to ex-

plain the advance of troops up the valley of the Nile,

and that the Khedive had replied that the British

and Egyptian Governments had agreed that the mo-

ment was opportune for the recovery of the province

of Dongola.

Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary of State for the Colo-

nies, recently demanded of President Kruger, of the

Transvaal, That he immediately accept or reject the

invitation of Chamberlain to visit London for the pur-

pose of settling the questions that have arisen between

Great Britain and the South African Republic. In

response to this demand, President Kruger has tele-

graphed that the decision does not rest with him, but

with the Volksraad, the Parliament of the Republic,

and that the latter will assent to his going to London
only on condition that the Anglo Boer Convention of

1884 be so amended that the full independence of the

Transvaal will be recognized and guaranteed by Great

Britain and the other Powers.

The report that Great Britain had purchased Dela-

goa Bay is officially denied.

The influence of the Hollanders in the Transvaal

is gaining ground. They are hostile to the visit of

President Kruger to England and to any friendly set-

tlement of the question between the Transvaal and
Great Britain.

Viewing the whole situation, including the troubles

in Egypt and elsewhere, the English people are not

likely to approve the gigantic task of conquering the

Transvaal, yet they must face that or the alternative

of a declaration of independence from the Transvaal,

the Orange Tree State, and probably Cape Colony,
which would form the United States of South Africa.

The Egyptian Public Debt Commission has decided

to advance from the reserve fund thesum of i'500,000

to defray the cost of the Nile expedition. The Russian
and French members of the Commission entered a

protest and withdrew from the meeting.

The Turkish Council of Ministers has decided that

the agents of the American Red Cross Society senl to

Asia .Minor to distribute relief to the suffering Arme-
nians shall work only in the cities. Destitute persons,

it is stated, will be sent to the cities for relief.

Heavy rains have brought serious Hoods upon Cen-
tral and Northern Queensland, and a famine threatens

in consequence.

The Argentine Government is about to spend over
$6,000,000 on the completion of the harbor works at

Buenos Ay res and 81,300,000 on the construction of

dry docks.

General Hyppolite, President of the Haytian Re-
public, died on the 26th ult. The dispatch gives the
cause of his death as apoplexy. President Ilypp due,
who was about seventy-two years of age, was a man of
stroll" character and no little ability. He was consid-
ered one of the .strongest men who has ever held the
Presidential chair of the Haytian Republic.

Evening Meetings. — A meeting has been ap
'

pointed to be held on Fifth-day evening, the 2nd o

Fourth Month, in the meeting-house at Forty-firs

Street and Powelton Avenue, in West Philadelphia

and on Fifth-day evening, the 9th of Fourth Month

in the meeting-house on Twelfth Street below Markel

Loth at 8 o'clock.

The Annual Meeting of the Philadelphi.
Indian Aid will beheld at the Twefth Street Meeting 1

house, on Fifth-day, Fourth Month 23d, at 7.45 p. »

j

Reports will be made of the work.

School for Indian Children, Tunesassa, N. "S ]

—Wanted, a well qualified woman Friend as teachei

to enter upon her duties about Fifth Month 1st. Af
plication mav be made to

Ann W.'Fry, 870 N. Sixth St., Phila.
_ _

(

Caroline C. Scattergood, 620 Spruce St., Phil:

Westtown Boarding School.—The General Con

mittee meet in Philadelphia on the 27th inst., (Sixtl

day), at 11 A. M. The Committee on Instruction mei

the same dav, at 9 A. M. Wm. Evans, Clerk.

Kansas Sufferers.— Huldah Bonwill desires I

send plain clothing to some Friends in Kansas, wh
have suffered from the recent floods. She reques

that persons who have plain and casing bonnets ',

spare, or other articles of clothing, would send ther,

directed to her care, to Doughten c; Wilkins, No. 8(

Market St., Philadelphia.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniem

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi'

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 aud 8.46 A. J(|

and 2.53 and 4.32 P.M. Other trains are met whd
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cent

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To reai,

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone 8fj

Zebedee Haines, Sup't.
'

A Friend wishes a situation at once in a Genei

Store or Grocery; has had seven years' experienn

and can furnish unexceptionally good references. 1

Arthur Robeson,
Athens, Leeds Co., On '

NOTICES.
Pi SITION WANTED, by young Friend, to teach chi

dren at their homes to read aloud, alter ten A. I

Addre-s " M," 3419 Hamilton Street.

Wanted.—A young woman Friend wishes a posi-
tion as teacher in a family or other private school.

M. L. P., Columbus, N.J.

New Youk State School for the Blind.—With
the co-operation of the Superintendent and faculty,
the members of the graduating class of '96 of the New
ioik Stale School f„ r the Blind, expect to issue, about
Fifth Month 30th, a class annual of not less than
iiinciy-six pages, in magazine form. It is expected to
contain a number of original articles, written by blind

hi npetition
;
and it is intended to make

the magazine a compendium of information concern-
blind and their education. The price of the

magazine is (went; ;!. ..,,
, .. .pv, and they can be

procured by addressing the Class Editor,

Bdrdette Edgett,
New York State S, 1 1 for the Blind, Batavia, N.Y.

Died, on the thirtieth of Eleventh Month, 1S95,

his residence near Bloomtield, Ontario, Canada, G:

I

BERT Jones, aged seventy-eight years, nine monl

and twenty-one davs. He was a member and elder
j

West Lake Monthly Meeting of Orthodox Frieilj

(Smaller Body), and suffered much for the cause
g

loved so well. He bore a protracted illness with mi
patience, often expressing his resignation to the .

:
I

vine will, saying he was only waiting the dear Mastt

lime, and we reverently believe what is our loss is '

eternal gain. He stood' faithful to the end for the l' I

and the testimony as held by the early Friends, j

is greatly missed from the little meeting where bei

:

a regular altender, and always in season. "Mark '

perfect man and behold the upright, for the end:

that man is peace." Gilbert Jones was the son'

Thomas and Anna Jones. His father came here fr i

New Jersey, and was among the early settlers I

Canada.
-, on i he I we : it v -sec. ui'1 dav of the Second Mor ,

1896, at his residence, Moffitl's Mills, Rando I

County, N. O, Nathaniel Cox, in the fifty-fifihy
"

of his age. A member of Holly Springs Monthly:!

Pine Ridge Particular Meeting, North Carolina, J

for fifteen years a recorded minister. Strongly -

tached to true " Ouakerism," or the principles of 9

religious Society of Friends, lie was earnest in his -

fense of these principles, as well as faithful in mi"

laining lliem. Having fought the good right of fa,,

we may irust that he, has now fully laid hold on ej-

nal life.

, on Third Month 2nd, 1896, Benjamin Cooi t,

in the sixty-second year of his age. A membe It

Upper Evesham .Monthly Meeting of Friends, I»

Jersey, after a long and suffering illness, which e

endured with marked cheerfulness and resignat i,

that gave his family and friends an evidence 1 1>

through Divine mercy, he was permitted (o enter o

the heavenly rest.

, Second Month 27th, 1896, Thomazine \'f
entine, in the eightv-first year of her age; an e *

of Bradford Monthly' Meeting, Pa.
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The Bible Association of Friends.

The above-named Association, which was or-

giized in 1829 by members of Philadelphia
^arly Meeting, and has continued its work of
puting and distributing the Holy Scriptures

t'the present time, has lately procured a char-
ts of incorporation under the laws of Pennsyl-
viia for the more convenient management of
it property and business under the same name
ifhas always been designated by, viz: "The
Ible Association of Friends in America." Its

oice and depository was removed a year or
Eire ago from the old location in Fourth
£eet above Arch, to No. 207 Walnut Place,

I iladelphia. Edwin P. Sellew is the Agent.
The officers and managers recently elected

tder the charter are as follows:

President—Ephraim Smith.
Secretary—Elton B. Gifford.

Treasurer—Henry Haines.

Managers,
darles Rhoads, Thomas P. Cope,
|hn W. Biddle, James Whitall,
"illiamHeston, Joseph Elkinton,
(iorge Vans, S. Mason McCollin,
<seph W. Lippincott, Ellwood Cooper,
'm. T. Elkinton, Joseph K. Calley,
kry H. Griscom, Esther A. Haines,
kry W. Trimble, Mary Bettle.

Any member among Friends paying two dol-
Jrs annually, or twenty dollars at one time,
jay become a member of the Association. The
anagers are desirous of increasing the funds

1 the Institution, and solicit contributions.
Believing that it may interest the readers of

'ke Friend to peruse the original Address
sued by the prominent Friends who first com-
ised the Association for the object set forth in

ieir Constitution, viz: " to encourage a wider
rculation, as well as a more frequent and
rious perusal of the Holy Scriptures, and to
remote a more accurate knowledge of their
'valuable contents," a copy of it is herewith
ibjoined.

,-ddress to the members of the religious
Society of Friends of America.

Among the many important testimonies which
ie faithful members of our religious Society
ave always borne, and which the mournful

events of our own times have rendered peculi-

arly dear to us, is that to the authenticity, au-
thority, and inestimable value of the Holy Scrip-

tures. We have always held them to be " the

only tit outward judge and test in matters of
faith and doctrine." We believe, to adopt the

language used on one occasion by George Fox,
" that they were given forth by the Holy Spirit

of God; that they are to be read, believed and
fulfilled (he that fulfils them is Christ) and they
are profitable for reproof, for correction, for in-

struction in righteousness, that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

good works, and are able to make wise unto sal-

vation through faith in Jesus Christ." Every
sincere Christian must regard them as the best

of books, and their unimpaired preservation to

the present day as a compassionate providence
of the Almighty. The historical fact cannot be
denied that vital piety has nowhere, and in no
age, continued to mark the character of a people
by whom these invaluable records have been
neglected. Our Society, while it has always
been careful to declare its full belief in the sa-

creduess and authority, has never ceased to im-
press upon its members the necessity of a care-

ful, serious and habitual perusal of the Holy
Scriptures. The advices and epistles of the

Yearly Meeting of London recommend the prac-

tice in the most earnest manner; as the follow-

ing extracts, the substance of which is contained
in the discipline of all the Yearly Meetings, will

fully testify ; viz:

1723.—" Inasmuch as the Holy Scriptures
are the external means of conveying and pre-

serving to us, an account of the things most
surely to be believed, concerning the coming of

our Lord Jesus Christ in the flesh, and the ful-

filling of the prophecies relating thereto, we
therefore recommend to all Friends, especially

elders in the church, and masters of families,

that they would, both by example and advice,

impress on the minds of the younger, a reverent
esteem of those sacred writings, and advise them
to a frequent reading and meditating therein."

1732.—" We tenderly and earnestly advise
and exhort all parents and masters of families,

that they exert themselves in the wisdom of God,
and in the strength of his love, to instruct their

children and familes in the doctrines and pre-

cepts of the Christian religion contained in the

Holy Scriptures, and that they excite them to

the diligent reading of those sacred writings,

which plainly set forth the miraculous concep-
tion, birth, holy life, wonderful works, blessed

example, meritorious death, and glorious resur-

rection, ascension, and mediation of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ ; and to educate their

children in the belief of these important truths,

as well as in the belief of the iuward manifesta-
tion and operation of the Spirit of God on their

own minds, that they may reap the benefit and
advantage thereof, for their own peace and
everlasting happiness, which is infinitely prefer-

able to all other considerations. We there-

fore exhort, in the most earnest manner, that
all be very careful in this respept ; a negleot

herein being, in our judgment, very blame-
worthy."

1740.—" And dear friends, as much as in you
lies, encourage a frequent and diligent reading
of the Holy Scriptures in your families. In
them are contained the promises of eternal life

and salvation. For, as a steady trust and be-

lief in the promises of God, and a frequent

meditation in the law of the Lord, were the

preservation of a remnant in old time, so it is

even to this day. And, as a distrust and disbe-

lief of the promises of God, and a neglect of his

holy law, were the occasion of the complaints
made against the Jews, the posterity of Abra-
ham ; even so we have reason to fear that the

apparent declension, in our time, of true piety

and godly zeal, in many places, is too much
owing to a disregard of the doctrines of the

Holy Scriptures, and the promises of the Holy
Spirit in them recorded."

1743.—" We think it especially necessary at

this time, to remind you of the former advices

of the meeting, respecting a frequent and dili-

gent reading of the Holy Scriptures : the doc-

trines contained in these inspired writings, duly
attended to, and firmly impressed upon the

minds of our young people, may be a means of

preserving them from the danger and infection

of such corrupt and irreligious principles, as,

having a tendency to the exaltation of self and
human abilities, would lessen their dependence
on the power and Spirit of God, their only se-

curity and preservation."

Yet, notwithstanding the care which has thus

been exercised, it is believed that some portions

of our Society on this continent, have been, and
still are, but scantily supplied with copies of the

Bible. This is no doubt, to be attributed, origi-

nally, to the peculiar situation of the first settlers

in a new country, struggling with hardships, and
often without the means of obtaining anything
beyond the supply of their mere physical wants.

It is accordingly in the newly settled and remote
districts that the deficiency is the most obvious

and lamentable. In some older and more popu-

lous neighborhoods also, where these privations

are no longer felt, the same deficiency in the

proper supply of the Scriptures is to be regretted.

A single copy, and that of an unwieldy size, is

often all that is to be found in a large family.

It is not probable, where such is the case, that

the rising generation will make the Scriptures

their study and delight, nor can any other con-

sequence be expected from it, than a prevalent

indifference to, as well as ignorance of, the his-

torical facts, doctrines and precepts contained

in Scripture. Friends in the ministry, who have
travelled extensively through America, bear

witness of the deficiency to which we have ad-

verted ; the natural effects of which, have been
such as were to be anticipated. We have all

witnessed with sorrow, the delusion which has

drawn so many into a denial of the divinity,

propitiation and mediation of our Lord and Sa-

viour Jesus Christ. Shall we not then, while

the mournful events of the few past years are

fresh in our recollection and still present with
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u-. endeavor to guard against their recurrence,

a- far aa can be done by the means which are

within cur power? One of these, we are per-

suaded, is a more general and accurate acquaint-

ance with the Holy Scripture-, and a more

diligent and frequent perusal of them, both in

the closet and in families. It is believed that

uo outward means, would, under the divine

blessing, have a more powerful tendency to

check the growing spirit of levity and seepti-

obvious amongst many of the youth,

than the daily, serious perusal of the Bible;

comparing parallel passages, and thus making

the -acred penmen each other's commentators;

illustrating the prophecies by the record of their

fulfilment; and consulting the narratives of the

same facts by different historians. Had such a

course of reading been generally pursued in the

families of Friends, and proper care been taken

by parents to interest and inform the minds of

their children respecting the doctrines of the

Christian faith, many, who are now unhappily

perplexed with the doubts and difficulties of

unbelief, might have been saved from the laby-

rinth in which they are involved.

Impressed with these considerations, we have

formed ourselves intoan association by the name
of "The Bible Association of Friends in Ameri-

ca." ami we invite and anticipate your cordial

co-operation in our labors.

Signed on behalf of the Bible Association of

Friends in America.

Philadelphia, Ninth Month, 1S29.

Jonathan Evans, Thomas Wistar,
Sami t.i. Bettle, John Cox. Burlington,

Thomas Stewabdson, Samuel Emlen, do
Leonard Snowdon, Ellis Yarnall,
Joseph <iutk-hank, Isaac Davis,
Richard Humphreys, Benjamin Cooper,
Kou m:i> RANDOLPH, Thomas C. James,
Oxhniel Ai-sop, Thomas Kimber,
Gcoboe Williams, Bartholomew Wistar,
T11..M ks P. Cope, Isaac Collins,
John Paul, Henry Cor-E,
.1 on- V w.x, Thomas Evans,
Timoimv Paxson, John Richardson,
Solomou W. Conrad, Daniel B. Smith,
Abraham L. Pennock, < Ieorgi: Steward-son,

V.ux. Edward Bettle,
John G. Ho-kins, Job B. Remington,
Charles Allen, Moses Brown,
Enoch Lewis, Charles S. Folwell,
J ispi i. I Joseph Snowdon.

A Praying Engineer.—"Some weeks ago
it was my privilege to ride from New York to

Albany on the engine of the Empire State
Express. The engineer was a little, bronzed,
weather beaten man of near fifty. I showed my
permit, and without a word he motioned me to

the fireman's seat in the cab. He ran around
his engine with nil-can in hand, then climbed to

hi- place and waited for the conductor's signal
to start. I was watching, too, and back in the
crowd I saw a hand swung aloft ; at the instant

neer turned and made a quick motion,
seized the lever, and we were off!

" For exactly three hours the telegraph poles
.-ped pa.-t ami we roll.,1 and thundered onward
through town-, villages, cities, over switches,
crossings, bridge-, culverts, and through tunnels
and viaducts at that terrific rate of a mile :i

minute. The little man at the throttle looked
ad at the two due- of glistening

Be hand on the throttle, the oth
to grasp the air brake. I was not afraid, fur 'I

saw that he was not. He spoke not a word, nor
looked at me, nor at the fireman, who
lik.- a Titan. But I -aw that hi- lip- kept mov.

mg a- he forced tie- living monster forward.
"At last we readied Albany. What a relief

it was I My nerves were unstrung. I had enough

for a lifetime. The little engineer had left the

cab, and was tenderly feeling the bearings. I

turned to the fireman :

'•'Bill, why does he keep moviDg his lips

when here at the lever ?'

•
' Who— th' old man? Why, don't you

know? He alius prays on a fast run. Twenty

years he's run on this road with never an acci-

dent—the pluckiest man that ever kicked a

guage cock, be is.'
"

—

The Arena.

Duty—A Russian Fable.

(Concluded from page 2B0J

" In the gloomy realm of shadows two sinners

appeared before the judge for sentence at the

same time. The one was a robber, who used to

exact tribute on the highway, and had at last

come to the gallows ; the other an author cov-

ered with glory, who had infused a subtle poi-

son into his works, had promoted atheism, and

preached immorality, being, like the siren, sweet-

voiced, and, like the siren, dangerous. In Hades
judicial ceremonies are brief; there are no use-

less delays. Sentence was pronounced imme-
diately. Two huge iron cauldrons were sus-

pended in the air by two tremendous iron

chains; in each of these one of the sinners was
placed. Under the robber a great pile of wood
was heaped up, and then one of the Furies her-

self set it on fire, kindling such a terrible flame

thet the very stones in the roof of the imperial

halls began to crack. The author's sentence

did not seem to be a severe one. Under him,

at first, a little fire scarcely glowed ; but the

longer it burned the larger it became.
" Centuries had now gone by, but the fire had

not gone out. Beneath the robber the flame lias

long ago been extinguished ; beneath the author
it grows hourly worse and worse. Seeing that

there is no mitigation of his torments, the writer

at last cries out amid them that there is no jus

tice among the gods; that he had filled the
world with his renown, and that if he had writ-

ten too freely, he had been punished too much
for it; and that he did not think he had sinned
more than the robber. Then, before him, in all

her ornaments, with snakes hissing amid her
hair, and with bloody scourges in her hands,
appeared one of the infernal sisters.

"'Wretch!' she exclaimed, 'dost thou up-
braid Providence? Dost thou compare thyself
with the robber? His crime is as nothing com-
pared with thine. Only as long as he lived did
his cruelty and lawlessness render him hurtful.

But thou!—long age had thy bones crumbled
to dust, yet the sun never rises without bringing
to light fresh evils of which thou art the cause.
The poison of thy writings not only does not
weaken, but spreading abroad, it becomes more
malignant as the years roll by. Look there,'

and for a moment she enabled him to look upon
the world ;

' behold the crimes, the misery, of
which thou art the cause. Look at these chil-
dren who have brought shame upon their fami
lies, who have reduced their parents to despair.
By whom were their heads and hearts corrupted ?

By thee. Who strove to rend asunder the bonds
of society, ridiculing as childish folly all ideas
of the sanctity of marriage and the right of au-
thority and law, and rendering them responsible
tor all human misfortunes? Thou art the man !

Didst thou not dignity unbelief with the name
of enlightenment? Didst thou not place vice
and passion in the most charming and alluring
of lights? And now look !—a whole country,
pervi rted by thy teaching, is full of murder and
robbery, of strife and rebellion, and is being

led onward by thee to ruin. For every drop<

that country's tears and blood thou art to blami

And now dost thou dare to hurl thy blasphen

ies against the gods ? How much evil have th

books yet to bring upon the world ? Continu

then, to suffer, for here the measure of thy pun

ishment shall be according to thy deserts.' Tin

spoke the angry Fury, and slammed down tl

cover on the cauldron."

My Own Story.

BY CARRIE VERNON.

The Christian Advocate publishes an accoui

of a visit to an Indian school in Colorado, whip

contains the following narrative of her life, wr

ten by one of the girls who were scholars in
,

It is interesting, from the light it throws on til

habits of life of Indian children, and the wor]

ings of their minds:

I am going to write a story about myself, ai

how I used to live. When I was a baby I use

to live with Tonto Indians. My parents a

both Apaches. The Tontos were our frieni

My mother used to carry me to this Tonto fat

ily, and they would take care of me while d

mother was busy at her work. My parents a ;

very kind people, but there is one thing th
;

do— that is, make Indian whisky.

But they not make it so often now. Wh
they drink " tis-win" sometimes they quan,

and fight and kill each other. Now my mot!,
1

wants to be a good woman, and not make whis
;

any more.

When I was about six years old, I used

play with my sister in the fields and gather w:

flowers. My sister was about ten years old. Ni.

she is married to a Tonto Indian, and she 1

two little boys. I had just onesister then. Prel,

soon I had a baby sister. I used to carry 1;

on my back.

Sometimes she cried very loud, and shesci;

me badly, so I don't know what to do. I bef
j

to cry too, because I don't know what to do<

make her hush.

Used to I had hard times. Sometimes weh,-<

nothing to eat in winter for a long time. Ij

father would go away and work for some M
dians, and get a little money and buy bre.

for us.

Used to I wear a very queer-looking dress t

'

mother made for me. If 1 don't take care of :'

dress my mother would scold me, and she if

she never would make me any dress again.

Sometimes I cook over the hot fire, and bit

my face and my feet. Used to I go barefc

.

Now I have shoes and stockings on. We wot
J

all go up to the mountains sometimes andst'

up there about three weeks. My father and *

son in-law would hunt deer, and my moti?

and I would gather acorns.

I remember one time we got up very ea '

and started for the mountains. My mother H
a large basket on her back to put acorns ,

and I had a queer-looking jug on my back)

carry water in. We stopped under a big tfl

to rest a while. Pretty soon we started ag i

up the mountain. We went on and on arot 1

and up the mountains, and by and by we it

some friends. They were in camp. They 1

1

us to stay with them a while. So we did, *'

they helped us to gather acorns, and we all 1

1

a good time.

My mother taught me how to make bask
j,

and she told me don't steal and don't lie. I

tried to obey my parents, but sometimes I d( t

mind them what they said to me. Then t. f
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When I was a little girl I like to play with

# sisters. We used to make a big Indian doll

i(d play with it. Sometimes we make Indian

Iby cradle, and put that big doll in the cradle,

fen we carry it on our back like Indian women
crry their babies. When I was a baby my
pther carried me in the cradle on her poor
ted back whenever she go to work. I think

1/ mother would look queer to me now, but
fed to it seemed all right. She never combed
lr hair, nor washed her face every day, and
83 wore a funny-looking dress, fastened on one
soulder only and very loose. She wore moc-
csius for her shoes, and nothing on her head

;

jit her hair, very shaggy, hanging all around
lr face. I wish Indian school boys and girls

vuld never put on that kind of clothes again

vien they go back to Indian reservations. I

Ipe not. It is better for us to go to school and
hrn how to live like white people live than to

] e outdoors in the woods like wild beasts.

I know it will be hard for us, when we go
1'ck home, to live in the old way again like

Jdians live. They don't live in one place like

Mite people do, but they move around from
]ice to place, aud when one of the family dies

fey burn up their tepees and everything they

Ive. Poor Indians, they don't know how to

le.

• 'My parents used to live with Tonto Indians,

It they went back to their old home with the

apaches. They lived with Tonto Indians about
(*ht years. Then they were afraid of the Tonto
Jdians, because they made a great deal of In-

«q whisky, and they fight and kill each other

ijreat deal.

We had been back about three years, and
ten I went to school. The soldiers took me
hm my mother and father, and put me in

shool. My mother didn't want me to go to

fhool. So the soldiers told my mother, " You
j> to store to-morrow—chief want to see you,"
fey said. To-morrow she went to the store,

'ten the soldiers came in the afternoon. They
;Ie on horses. They talk to my father. They
'II him all the Indian children must go to

shool. Then my father said I could go. I

*dn't stay at home that day. I went with my
uter to get wood. AVhen we were come back
saw the soldiers talking to my father. We stop

ihind a tree. I thought the soldiers not see

' yet, so I stood behind my sister. I carried

e wood on my back. I throw it on the ground,
id stood behind my sister. I am very scared,

he man see us. He came to us. I look at the

an into his face. I am very scared. He told

e to get ready to go to school. They were lo-

an soldiers, and I understand what they said.

•^e go to the house then, and my father said he
it me in school. I begin to cry. I said, " I

m't want to go to school." But my father
•id I must go.

Then I go with the soldiers. My sister and
le of my friends come with us. The soldiers

ut me on the horse's back, and then they
atched me. They think I slip off the horse,

ad run away—so they watched me all the
me. They told me I would feel all right after

' while. They take me to the store to some
hite man, to see what that white man said.

My mother was at the store. The man talk

) my mother about me. He told her I would
ot go anywhere, but stay at the school and
;udy my lessons. Then my mother cry and
jld me to go and be a good girl. I cried when
ley said good-bye to me. When my mother
nd my sister go home they felt very sad, be-
ause they thought school was a bad place.

The soldiers took me to the school-house with

them. We stop by the door. They knock at the

door. A lady opened the door. Shi- .-aid some-
thing in English, and she put her arms around
me. I am very scared. I thought she going to

kill me, so I cry again. She told me to sit on

the rocking-chair. I never saw a chair before,

so I don't know what she mean. Just I stand

on the floor and cry. Then she make me to

understand to sit down on the chair. She gave
me some candy. I didn't eat any. Just I hold

it in my hand, and she tried to talk to me. Af-
ter a while she go out somewhere and get a tub
and water and come back. I was very dirty.

She told me to take off my clothes and get in

the tub. I had off all my dirty clothes and sit

down in the tub. She began to wash me. She
washed me me very hard and very cleau Then
she put clean clothes on me, and combed my
hair and braided it very nicely.

After a while she told me to go out-doors and
play with Alice May. We played just a little

while, and we went into the house again. We
stayed in the house all the afternoon till the

supper-bell ring. After supper the girls call me
to come on to play. But just I watched the

girls play, because I feel lonesome and don't

feel like to play. Then the lady call me in her
room again, and I get some water for her in the

kitchen.

I was afraid at the cook. He was a China-
man. In the evening I siayed in her room, and
looked at the pictures, aud at night she fixed a
nice bed for me in her room. I cry long time,

and the lady thought I was sick. But I just

feel lonesome. I got up early in the morning
aud put all my clothes on by myself aud went
to breakfast.

By and by the bell ring again, and I thought
it was the dinner-bell, so I went into the dining
room. But nobody in there, and after a while

some boys told me to go to school.

I went into the school room, and the teacher

gave me a book and slate and pencil. I don't

know what to do. The teacher wrote my new
name on the slate for me, and try to show me.

But I thought I will never learn how to write

or to read. After a while I feel all right, and
know what to do, and I like to go to school. I

went to school down there little while. Then
Mr. and Mrs. L. came. Mr. L. was our superin-

tendent and Mrs. L. was our teacher. The super-

intendent put me in the laundry with a Mojave
girl. We had a hard time with the clothes, be-

cause we don't know how to wash. I remember
once, we didn't wash very clean, and the super-

intendent saw the clothes not cleau, and he call

us in and talk to us. I remember what he said

to us. He said if we didn't wash the clothes

clean he couldn't pay us anything. He said we
must do good work. Then we tried very hard
to wash the clothes clean. We very tired. Then
Mr. L. put two more girls in the laundry. We
got twenty-five dollars every month, and I gave
fifteen dollars to my mother to buy something
to eat for them.

Then we came up here with Mr. and Mrs. L.

We liked our superintendent and our teacher,

so we go where they go. They are good to us

all the time. We don't want another superin-

tendent or another teacher while we finish our

education. I am glad I came here. I have
learned how to do a great many things, and we
talk English all the time. At San Carlos we
talk Indian all the time to our friends when they

come to see us, and it was hard to learn English.

Now English seems easy to me. I have nice,

clean clothes to wear aud a nice bed to sleep on.

When I lived in camp I used to lie down on

the hard ground to sleep. What a good thing

for me to lie in school and learn my lessons, and

live in a hoii-c and keep the house clean, and

have clean things to eat ! I have nice clothes,

too.

I will never forget what I learn in school. I

want to live like white people live. It is good

for us to go to school when we are young, and
not live the old Indian way. I want to finish

my education, then go somewhere to work, and
get money and help my people.

We have a good superintendent, and he wants

us all to be good and try to do right. I thank
him for all I have. The white people are very

kind to us. Indians don't know how to live.

They don't know about God. They have no-

body to teach them about those things.

I am so glad I know about < rod. I study his

word, and I want to be like Him and like his

Son Jesus. I pray to Him and ask Him to for-

give me my sins. I wear the silver cross. I am
just as happy as I can be. I am sixteen years

old. I hope you will like this story.

My name is—Nachonatel.

A Memoir of Richard Samble,

a minister of the Gospel in the Society ofFriends,

who was taken sick at Poole, in Dorsetshire,

about the First Month, l(i80, where he wrote

an epistle to Friends in Cornwall, to comfort

them in relation to his departure, being likely,

as he said, to see their faces no more.

To Friends in Cornwall.

DearFriends:—I send this salutation as though

it were my last unto you ; wherein I take my
leave of you in the Lord Jesus Christ, desiring

you all may obey the Truth, and live and die

in it. And the many sweet and heavenly op-

portunities which my soul hath had with you,

are fresh in my remembrance. And now, dear

hearts, ruy body grows very weak ; but my soul

is strong in the Lord, who hath greatly renewed

the lasting seal of his love unto my soul this

morning. Oh ! how could I sleep when my
heart was so awakened unto the blessed sense of

my acquaintance with the Lord, which sounded
through my soul, that my name should not be

blotted out of the book of life, and of the holy

city, the heavenly Jerusalem, whose foundation

is full of precious stones, and the river of the

water of life flows ; where the gates are not shut

all day, neither is there any night there ; which,

when my soul heard, my heart was dissolved

and broken within me, and my head was as it

were turned into water, and mine eyes gushed
out with tears, in the consideration of the end-

less love of God, to such a poor creature as me.

Now, dear Friends, who are truly near me
in the Lord, you know the time of our first

knowledge and acquaintance, which was a time

of love, and to this day my heart is filled with

the same towards you ; though I am like, as to

the outward, to see your faces no more. Oh
Friends! be not ensnared nor entangled with

the things of this world, nor let your minds go

out of Truth, and so lose the everlasting stay

and support of your souls in the last day ; but

rather let all go, and hold fast the Truth, and
keep your hearts from being overrun with the

world's spirit; and so will the Spirit of Truth
spring up in you, as a well to refresh your souls.

And all you whose hearts are truly tendered to

the Lord, whose trials and exercises are not a

few, be not daunted nor discouraged, although

the enemy may seek to frighten you with many
temptations, aud would seek to lead you out of
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the fellowship with, or sweet remembrance of,

vo'ir dying day, which exercise my soul has

sometimes passed under. But blessed be the

,,.'r. the i m my is found a liar; for the

Lord has been pleased to make this sick bed to

me better than a king's palace ;
and I have

llowship with my last day; and do re-

joice in the Lord, who doth so Bweetly visit me

with the glorious light of his countenance. It

is with me, as it is with one who has travelled

many weary journeys, and at last is come to the

sight of his desired end; which, when he sees,

greatly rejoices, iu a sense of a further satisfac-

tion which he shall after enjoy; even so it is

with me, who have passed no opportunity, where

1 -aw the way of lite clear and open before me,

hut have been ready night and day to do the

will and answer the requirings of the Lord ; and

so running as in a race, knowing my time, that

it is but short. And blessed be the Lord, I

have great peace and satisfaction in this my
weak and low condition ; and satisfied, seeing

my l"t was not at tins time among yon, that it

is'here in this place ; and I hope it will be well,

whether I live or die. And so my dear and
well beloved friends, dwell in love one with an-

other, walking in the unspotted life, so shall you

grow up as pleasant plants in the garden of the

Lord, and the dew of life will more and more
descend upon you, and this you will feel from

day to day ; and when you shall come to your

latter end, your reward will be sure with the

Lord. I have much in my heart towards you,

but my strength fails me; only this I desire of

jrou, seeing I am like to leave my wife and
tender babes with you, whom I know not whether

I shall see more, great is my love and tender

respect to them, for we have lived from the be-

ginning as two joined together by the Lord, who
gave us victory over the world ; believing that

when I am gone, the care of my God will be
over them ; and I have been a tender father to

them, and they have been to me tender chil-

dren, and my wife hath been to me, as bone of
my bone, and flesh of my flesh, yet I must leave

both her and them unto the Lord.
And this I would leave with you, my dear

brethren and sisters, who have known me from
the beginning, that you esteem of her, when I

am gone, as one who was wife to him, that

was made willing in his day, to spend and be
spent for God's truth, and his church's sake;
and I desire you in the Lord Jesus Christ, that

my dear wife may meet with no discourage-
ment.- from you ; she is a tender woman ; and
that you will be encouragers of her. I know
when this comes to your hands, there will be no
want of sorrow ; but I trust in my (iod, that
both my dear wife and you will be so endowed
with the power ami presi nee of the Lord, that
ifyou should hear of my going hence, that you
will concl ide, as becomes true Christians, that
you must come to me, and that I.cannot come
to you. Ami so my dear Friends, in the open-
ing free love of God, which this morning my
soul i- visited withal,] dearly salute you, de-
siring the Lord may be a husband to my dear
wife, and a father to my children, anil you
friends to both.

And whereas I have never been wanting in
my labor and service for the glory of the Lord,
and your g I, when with you; and if th Lord
yet lengthen my .lays, I trust I shall be as ready
and a- willing a- ever 1 have !

in a sweet and living
that love which will never die. Your friend
and brother in tl

Rl( H w:i. 8AMBJ B.

Pi i.i tl.- i-.-i . f the I ir-i Monti

TOO MANY OF WE.

"

' Mamma, is there tno many of we?"

The little girl asked with a sigh,

'Perhaps vou wouldn't be tired, you see,

If a few of your tliilds would die."

She was only three years old—the one

Who spoke in that strange, sad way,

As she saw her mother's impatient frown

At the* children's boisterous play.

There were half a dozen who around her stood,

And the mother was sick and poor

;

Worn out with the cares of the noisy brood,

And the tight with the wolf at the door.

For a smile or a kiss, no time, no place,

For the little one, least of all

;

And iheshadowsthat darkened the mother's face,

O'er the young life seemed to fall.

More thoughtful than any, she felt more care;-

And pondered in childhood's way
How to lighten the burden she could not share,

Growing heavier day by day.

Only a week, and the little Claire

In her tiny white trundle-bed

Lay with blue eyes eli sed, and the sunny hair

Cut close from the golden head.

'Don't cry," she said,—and the words were low,

Feeling tears that she could not see—

,

;

' You won't have lo work and be tired so

When there ain't so many of we."

But the dear little daughter who went away
From the home that for once was stilled.

Showed the mother's heart from that dreary day,

What a place she had always tilled.

GRATITUDE.
It is not, Lord, because my path
A new or brighter outlook hath,

That I adore Thee more;
Its course I follow still the same
Through common fields of little fame,

As seasons gone before.

Nor is it that my heart has been
More greatly blessed its depths within

;

For blessings rich and free,

Beyond my soul's supreme demand,
Descending from Thy liberal hand,
Have oft attended me.

It is not that my eyes can see

This gift or that received from Thee,
To make this life complete

;

Nor yet that sorrow has been sent,

With thy unfathnmed love's intent,

To bring me to Thy feet.

Because Thy way has proved the best
;

Because Thy will, more manifest,

Grows sweeter day by day,
My heart to Thine more closely knit,

Uplifted toward the infinite,

Would only praise and pray I

Therefore, though tongue cannot express
My swelling thoughts of tenderness,

This psalm, glad spirit, sing:

—

I thank Thee ! from those inmost deeps
The soul in sacred silence keeps,

1 thank Thee Father, King I

The chant that through cathedral aisle,
Impressive, stirs the suppliant while

_
Before his outward shrine,

Not more sublime or thrilling is

Than these unuttereil symphonies
In voiceless snuls like mine.

• Hi, this is gilt divine, complete,
That we may hold communion sweet
__

With The,-, mil fount of grace;
Though calm nr stnrm be overhead,
An upward mail our snuls may tread
Toward heaven, Thy dwelling place.

For this celestial tie that binds

With Thy divine our human minds,

grateful spirit, sing;

For help, for comfort ever nigh,

For living springs that satisfy,

1 thank Thee, Father, King !

—Frances E. Pope, in Boston Transcript

h

For " The Friend.

A Pilgrimage to Nejd.

Lady Anne Blunt and her husband, who
in previous years travelled considerably in t

j

parts of Arabia that extends towards the Ij

phrates and Tigris, in the Twelfth Month
j

1878, set out from Damascus to explore t

central parts of Arabia, and the seat of tl

former Wahhabi empire—which had been ct

sidered almost inaccessible to Europeans fre i

the difficulty of travelling and from the fanti

cism of its inhabitants. Palgrave, under tl

disguise of a Syrian merchant, had penetral

to this region a few years before.

Dtiting their former travels, the Blunts h;

met with a certain Mohammed Abdallah, a si

,

of the Sheykh of Palmyra, who had become i

adopted brother of Wilfred Blunt, and Blu
had promised to go with him to Nejd, fre

which his ancestors had emigrated, and ass;

him in procuring him a wife from among i

own people.

The idea and the promise were in strict r

cordance with Bedouin notions. Arab custoj

as regards marriage appear to have chanjl

very little from what they were in the dayst'

Abraham. Mohammed could scarcely hii

made the journey alone, and the Blunts wi
accepted as members of an Arabian fam

,

and so were everywhere received as friends. j.i

week or two were spent in making the net

sary arrangements, and purchasing supp ?

for a desert journey of one thousand miles, 1 1

on the thirteenth of the Twelfth Month, Bi

little caravan set off on its adventures. Itsg*-

eral direction was a southeasterly one—alt
J

the Wady Seihan, a long valley or depress l

in which wells had been sunk at intervals. If
conducted them to the borders of the Gr;
Nefud—a continuous desert of red sand.

At the oasis of Jof they met with relati b

of Mohammed, members of the same familjjf

Ibn Aruks ; and here Anne Blunt founc 1

young woman, for whom she negotiated a*

bride for Mohammed. Her name was Mut '..

Anne was pleased with her intelligence, prtp"

ways, and honest face. Mohammed's eagert s

was very nearly spoiling the negotiation, ;i

the same thing happened to him that happei 1

long ago to Jacob, the son of Isaac. The fall i,

imitating the conduct of Laban, increased ;8

demand for dower from forty pounds to suf,

and then endeavored to substitute Leah r

Rachel, the older sister for the younger, i
family council was called to discuss the q J-

tion, and after much arguing, it was fiat y

concluded that Mohammed should pay i\f

Turkish pounds for Muttra, and wait one jir

before he sent from Tudmu for her.

Soon after leaving Jof, they came upon |e

Nefud, the most remaakable feature of Ara i.

It is a bed of bright red sand, some four h»-

dred miles in length and one hundred and iy

in width. The sand is absolutely pure, with ft

admixture with pebble, grit or earth. It is it

barren, but richer in pasture and bushes, tU
most of the deserts of Arabia, and is the hi e

of the Bedouin for a large part of the year, i

peculiarity in the Nefud is the presence of g :>'

hollows shaped like a horse hoof, varying f>

size from an acre to two hundred acres. '
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ameter of some of them is a quarter of a mile,

gd one the party measured proved to be two

indred and thirty feet deep.

After crossing the Nefud, the travellers came
tHail, the residence of an Emiror Prince, who
Id brought under his rule a huge part of

citral Arabia. Here they were hospitably re-

eved, and after some time joined a caravan

c Persian pilgrims who were returning from

fecca. After some adventures and sufferings

fey reached Bagdad, and from thence went

trough Persia to Bushire on the Persian Gulf,

\iere their difficulties ended.

In some parts of the desert locusts were very

mindant, and formed a regular portion of the

cy's provision. Our author says :
" After try-

i .; them in several ways, we have come to the

caclusion that they are best plain boiled. As
t flavor, this insect tastes of vegetable rather

tan of fish or flesh, and to us it supplies the

pee of vegetables, of which we are much in

13d. For catching locusts, the morning is the

tie, when they are half benumbed by the cold,

ad cannot fly. They may then be found dus-

ted in hundreds under the desert bushes. This

jir they are all over the country in enormous
allies. They devour everything vegetable, and
8> devoured by everything animal : desert larks

ad bustards, ravens, hawks and buzzards. The
cmels munch them in with their food, the grey-

lunds run snapping after them all day long,

eiing as many as they can catch. The Bedou-

i. often give them to their horses, and Amwad
s?s that this year many tribes have nothing to

e; just now but locusts and camel's milk.

i Philadelphia's Protest Against a Singer of

Immoral Songs.

(Our worthy friend, Josiah W. Leeds, in his

bors to protect our city from the demoralizing

i.luence of indecent theatrical exhibitions, has

sit to the Christian Statesman the following ac-

cjnt of an interview with the Mayor of Phila-

dphia. We regret that the Mayor did not see

lp way clear to take more decided action to

sppress the " nasty " exhibition alluded to, for

t-3 effect probably will be to encourage theatri-

cs managers in undertaking any performances
tit will be pecuniarly profitable, even if they

S3 of such a character as will tend to lead the

itors aud hearers down to the bottomless pit.

-Ed.]

Notice having been given in the daily papers of

hiladelphia, that there would be a '' matinee"
i' the notorious singer, Yvette Guilbert, at two
clock in the afternoon of First Month 21st, at

t3 Chestnut Street Opera House, the writer of
tis called upon the Director of Public Safety,

id earnestly asked that the event be not per-

i.tted, aud that the scandal to the good name
<; our city be turned aside. The Director was
lnded a clipping from the Union Signal, in

'iich it was declared that the said Guilbert
]is being paid large sums of money " for sing-

's; to New York audiences songs that no Ameri-
m newspaper can print, and if any paper were
1 print them, it would not be allowed to go
'rough the mails," with further statements cor-

borative of the charge. The Director alleged
reply that he did not possess in law the power
stop the exhibition in advance of its perform-

!iee, or during its progress, aud could only
omise he would lay the matter at once before
e Mayor, and send an officer to make report.

The " matinee " having come off at the time
Ivertised, aud the reports in a number of the

July papers being convincing as to its immoral

character, the Mayor was thereupon written to,

the letter ( eluding :
" If the law of L879 has

any vitality whatever, and if the community's
morals are worth protecting from such corrup-

tion as has been described, I should unhesi-

tatingly say that the license held by the lessi esof

the Chestnut Street Opera House for a place of

public entertainment should he revoked, and, as

a responsible citizen and taxpayer I make re-

spectful request to thee that that be done." A
letter meanwhile received from Director Beitler

stated that the Mayor's authority to revoke must

be " upon proof satisfactory to him by affidavit,

oath or affirmation. . . that the exhibitions

. . given under color of said license was

or have been immoral or unlawful."

On the 27th inst. a somewhat extended inter-

view was held with the Mayor. The introduc-

tory remark made to him was, that during the few-

minutes I had had to wait until he could see me,

my mind recurred to our meeting on a former

occasion at the home of one who had previously

occupied the office of Mayor, to whom I had

gone in relation to the exposure of indecent

theatrical show-bills. During the period inter-

vening since then, a large number of debasing

posters had been removed, and the exposure of

very many others prevented. My present busi-

ness, however, had direct concern with what

went on within the playhouse, not with its pic-

torial reflection without.

Knowing that my remark had special present

reference to the allowed " matinee," the Mayor
said that upon receiving my protest he had sent

for the lessees of the Opera House and their

manager, and informing them as to what had

been alleged concerning the usual character of

the Guilbert performances, he said that should

anything of an immoral kind occur, the affair

would be suppressed at once. He then stated

to me that he himself attended the " matinee,"

and had sat in a private box with two persons

whom he named, one of them the opulent owner

of probably our best paying daily paper, and

the other that paper's managing editor. There

was a crowded house (the attendance was said

to have numbered 2500) at high prices. In al-

lusion to the officials and the considerable num-

ber of well known citizens present, one paper

spoke of it as a " civic function."

One of the papers had said that while the

songs were not the woman's " wickedest," the

occasion was " unquestionably the apotheosis of

the nasty." Yes, the Mayor admitted they

were nasty, without any doubt ; they were ex-

tremely vulgar in words, with vulgar contor-

tions of the visage, as when a maudlin, low-

mouthed song was breathed out in mimicry of

a drunken creature, fit only (as the Mayor said
)

for the platform of a Bowery music-hall. But

the woman had " wonderful art." The city's

Chief Executive being here shown the reporter's

veracious remark—" it is great art, but prosti-

tuted to the dirtiest of art forms," was thence

reminded of the Scripture parable of the talents,

and that for their right employment all will be

held accountable. It would be neither pleas-

ant nor morally profitable to quote here the

newspaper evidence which was gone over with

the Mayor, with its clear admissions of vile in-

uendo and indecency of language, most of it

having been sung in French it is true, (but ap-

prehended by many in the audience), and of

which it was said that it should " remain so until

Doomsday."
Finally, the query being put to Mayor War-

wick whether he would not say, after reading

such evidence, that the performance was "im-

moral" and "hurtful to the community," ac-

cordingto tin- wording of tin- law, the r<

was, " No, nol sufficient ly so
;

<>•>'. in my opinion

obsct ni
" It was interesting In- thought, to Bee

the woman's mimicry, and he had really learnt

Something from it. I wondered, nevertheless,

how many of the onlookers and hearers, those

who in their hearts derived satisfaction and
sport from the songs of a sinful, sadly misled

woman of talent who lightly says: "If they

want shocking songs, I will sing them all the

shocking songs I know"— I wondered, I say,

how many of these had a though) of the woe
they might bring upon themselves by making
such a one in the words of Scripture, " twofold-

more the child of hell,'' in ministering to their

shameful entertainment. Alas, for the poor

woman, whose voice might bless, and not blast!

Aud alas for the men and women who were
amused, contented, unconcerned listeners to the

pollution of God's excellent gift of speech !

Upon being asked whether if Guilbert re-

turned by way of Philadelphia, a repetition of

the songs, or of similar ones, would be per-

mitted, the Mayor replied they would, if no
worse than what he had heard. Would he not

be willing, if no determinate step was taken
looking fur a revocation of license, to at least

issue some manner of public warning that might
operate to forestall a recurrence of such an
occasion as the late " matiDee," which very
many persons must undoubtedly hold to have
been immoral and debasing? He did not seem
to unite with this. It seemed to me, I intimated,

that such a course would be a wise defense,

while it would be true kindness and a proper

act of the sort that our religion enjoins, sever-

ally to the song-woman herself, to the lessees

of the Opera House, its wealthy owner and pos-

sible patrons. It was believed that the Chris-

tian conscience of the community, which had
not as yet been heard from concerning the mat-
ter, would sustain him iu so doing. This pas-

sage from a letter I had written a physician who
had sent words of sympathy and encouragement,

was repeated to the Mayor before leaving.

"The church of our God [iu Philadelphia]

by whatever name, must individually and col-

lectively protest, or the high tide of impurity

will overwhelm us utterly. ' Hold fast that

which thou hast, that no man take thy crown,'

was the message to the church bearing this

name. Who will be found faithful and true?"—Advance Sheet of Christian Statesman.

Josiah W. Leeds.

The Indian Eights Association publish in

pamphlet form an article from the New York
Tribune on the difficulties thrown in the way of

the Indian department in securing the best class

of employees, by what it terms an abuse ofSena-

torial courtesy. It says :

" The politicians in the Senate take the ground
that the offices in connection with the Indian
agencies in any State belong to the Senators

from that State. Positions under the Indian

Bureau for agencies iu Wyoming, Nebraska, or

one of the Dakotas are regarded as personal

perquisites of the Senators from the States in

which the agency is situated. The Senators de-

sire such places for their own constituents, for

the men who do their political work, who blow
their political trumpets and beat their political

drums and run their political conventions. A
man may have made a splendid record for him-

self as sub-agent at an agency in Nebraska, but

if the Indian Bureau promotes him to be agent

at some place in Dakota, the Senate out of mis-
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ial courtesy for the Senator from

ppointment.

No way could be devised, perhaps, by which he

pr ivemeot of the Indian servii

iraged than by this.

• The work of carrying on an Indian agency

U a business, and. like any other business, it will

onducted by one who is

fitted for the work by a special training. That

a man who has had such a training can attend

to it more efficiently than one who knows

nothing of it and has everything to learn,

would - f-evideDt. A mat) whose

business education has been that of an architect

would ii. .t expert suddenly to take charge of a

bank and at once become a great financier.

r, the handling of Indians requires a

special experience, for as is now pretty well un-

derstood, Indians are very different in their

ways of thought and in their point of view from

civilized men. Some time is required for asso-

ciation with and study of Indians before their

mental attitude is comprehended, and until one

ha- reached an understanding of this attitude

he misunderstands and is misunderstood; his

labor i- in vain.

"It is, therefore, highly desirable that men
whose records -lew that they are interested in

their work among Indians, and that this work

has 1" en efficient, should be continued in their

places, and. where the circumstances justify it,

advanced, rather than that new men, of whose

experience ami fitness nothing is known, should

be appointed to the places. If the first system

should be honestly carried on for a few years,

the ranks of the Indian service would be filled

with a Belected hit of public servants, chosen

and promoted for their efficiency, and for no
other reason, and the resull of such a selec-

tion would speedily show itself in the rapid

Indians toward civilization and
self-support, and in the reduction of the amount
of money which is appropriated for their sub-

sistence and education."

For "The Friend."

The Menhaden Fishery on the N. J. Coast,

IIV MERRITT W. I'll Uto.

[Concluded from page 294.)

An idea of the multitude of these fish which
i together, may be formed from

the following which is told by men who "fol-
low the bay."

A lai
; iss bankers were in the

baj near a cove of -hallow water; a school of

snapping mackerel rushed upon them, and the
bankers were driven upon the shore, the hind.
ermostparl of the school in their efforts to get
away from the mackerel crowding so closely
that the fish next to tin- -lion- were stranded,
and in such numbers that a person standing
there with a shovel could throw them back on
the bank by the wagon load.

< >f the enorni ius amount of these fish caught
by man the number is supposed to be infini-
tesimal when compared with the myriads de-

other fish that feed on them.
Ii i- e-ii, nated that there are more menhaden

than all other kind- of fish combined, and that
these are the main food supply of mosl of the
other fish. It is very evident then that
destrucl f the menhaden the disappi
of the other fish in a large measure is in
evitable.

United

number of menhaden

the past summer, while a letter from one of the

fishing companies contains some interesting

information.

Both of which are as follows :

New Gretna, N. J., March 2nd, 1896.

Me. M. W. Phako:
In answer to your letter of inquiry of the 28th

ult., will say, that fishing steamers catch all the

way from five to seventeen millions per season,

the size of the boat and the plentifulness offish

figuring largely in the catch. It has been re-

ported that seven hundred thousand have been

taken at one haul in Long Island Sound by

steamer Humphrey, but her crew were not able

to handle them without the assistance of another

steamer's crew, and then it took all day to get

them aboard. Sometimes they get so many fish

surrounded that they make no haul for the net,

tearing her in twain, and the fish continuing

on their course.

Last fourth of July our steamer J. W. French

left our factory about 4 o'clock a. m., steamed

five miles out, made one haul, surrounding and
bailing in one hundred and seventy-two thou-

sand, and steamed a like distance back to the

factory by 9 J A. M. There are but three fac-

tories within the limits of this State, the yearly

products of which is worth in round numbers,

§50,000. It is estimated by those who have
made the question a study, that for every single

fish (menhaden) caught by man, one hundred
millions are destroyed by sharks, whales, por-

poises, etc., hence their extinction by man is

impossible.

We have taken out of a single shark one
hundred and thirty-six bankers in perfect form
just swallowed.

I enclose you report of Secretary of the U. S.

M. 0. and G. Association.

Respectfully yours,

M. W. Adams.

Secretary's Report U. S. Menhaden Oil
and Guano Association, Jan'y 15, 1896.

Number of factories in operation, . 42
" " not " . 5

" " men employed ashore, . 1064
" " " afloat, . 1212

" " sailing vessels in use, . 35
" " steamers in use, . . 48
" " pounds in operation, . 24

" fish caught, . 461,747,850
" " gallons oil made, . 1,767,754
" " tons crude scrap made, 21,965

" " dry, . . . 18,682
Capital invested, . . . $1,543,000
Average yield of oil per thousand fish, 4 gallons.

Margaret Ellis.

In digging for the foundations for the new
lavatories on the south side of the western wing
of Arch Street Meeting-house now in progress,
a grave stone was found close to the wall appar-
ently in its ;ri£inal position and with the in
scription facing Fourth Street. This inscription
was " Margaret Ellis, 11th Mouth 14, 1765."
Thus there is brought to view after the lapse
of a century and a quarter the memory of one
who was beloved and honored in her day.
Margaret Ellis was bom in Wales, of Episcopal
parentage, and ai fourteen years of age experi-
enced a I), vine visitation whilst attending the
funerals of some of her companions. She" was
brought to, sider where the souls of these had
goni and where he,- own would be if she was
taken away. Whilst this feeling continued with
her for days, amid the worldliness which was
: "'"»'"l her, it soon passed away. After some

years the visitation was renewed, and she w«
brought into secret exercise and prayer that I
Lord would manifest to her her duty.

Soon after this, when visiting a brother
i

Dolobran, who had a short time before joins'

Friends, she attended a meeting where she wi

further reached by the Gospel ministry whic
she listened to. Inclining to join Friends, hi!

father strove to dissuade her, and got seven

j

priests to aid him, but she was enabled to sit

the formality and deadness of their professio

and told her father she would n ever again go
j

their church unless it was to attend the fun

of one of her parents.

Some years afterwards, she appeared in tl

ministry, and subsequently removed to Ameri
and was settled in Radnor. That Month
Meeting recommended her in the ministry

the Fourth Month 1731.

It is recorded that she passed through
conflicts and exercises both in the land of h

nativity and that of her adoption, but expi

enced the help and support of the Master,
is further said that she was sincere hearted f

diligent in the exercise of her gift, in mi
plainness and simplicity.

In the Third Month, 1752, she was relflBI

by Radnor Monthly Meeting for religious i

vice in Great Britain, which appears to ha
occupied about three years.

After her return she was favored to contin

lively in the exercise of her gift. She had f|

quently expressed to her friends the desire tl)

she might end her days in Philadelphia if it I
the Lord's will. After attending the Quartet
Meeting in the city in the Eleventh Mod
1765, she was taken suddenly ill and was

j
moved.by death a few days later. During 1 i

illness she was favored with an evidence of U
future well being, and uttered many lively a.

savory expressions. She was advanced in ye:!

but her age is not known. Her funeral tci

place from the Market Street Meeting-house i

G.Vii

Up of Ice on the Petchora.

In 1875, Henry Seebohm, an enthusiast

student of bird-life, made a trip to North E :

sia, principally to determine the breeding-pb
of certain species of migratory birds, which v t

Great Britain in the winter. They reached >

valley of the Petchora while the Arctic win?

still reigned, and temporarily made their hoiS

at Ust-Zylma. When on an excursion of a 1

miles for ducks and other birds, they lodgedt

a house belonging to one of their friends. At
a late breakfast they were startled by the I

pearance of one of the party, who had t

gone out, and who came hurrying back ii»

state of great excitement, beckoning to fe

others to come out. H. Seebohm says :— ' :

" We seized our guns, expecting to see ste

great and rare bird. We rushed to the d<l !

and there we paused and stood still, gazing!"

fore us in mute astonishment. Our road *

in movement, and was going to Ust-Zylmfjt

the rate of two or three miles an hour. Tip
was no doubt about it, the Zylma was brealg

up. The scene was wild and picturesque. «

a few hours it was very impressive. The i'b

of ice had broken into the Petchora at I

mouth of the Zylma. Here and there pile jf

it lay upon the banks. Finally it had blocHi

and gradually the Zylma became a confijl

mass of jammed ice. Tree trunks or an n a

sional ice-floe thicker than the rest, for id

where the water had been stiller and deeT,

rising above the level. While the ice m(«i
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th sound was like that of a waterfall; an it

cr.'ked on the Petchora the noise was that (if

ru bling thunder. The water was rapidly

ring, and our predicament was serious. It

m obvious that no horses could reach us. The
Risians, who at first <liil not realize the situa-

tk, soon began to look grave. We took coun-

setogether, and we decided to transport our-

seies and our baggage to some houses that

stcd on higher ground, half-way towards the

math of the Zyhna. It took us .some hours to

dohis. We were beginning to make prepara-

tics for a week's camping in the midst of

flols, when, towards four o'clock, we discerned

in he distance the figures of our yemschiks.

Try were coming, but they were coming with-

ouhorses. When they reached us we learned

frw them that the ice was broken up on both

sics of the Petchora. They had come across

in boat that they had dragged for a couple of

vets, in a sledge, across the central field of ice,

be g forced to leave it on the shore five or six

mis off. We determined to put the bulk of

ou baggage under the charge of two yemschiks,

an. to return with the other men in the boat.

>e felt rather nervous as we entered the

bo.s and put to sea on the open water across

wbh we had sledged so recently, and we had
soe little difficulty in finding a solid piece of

icon which to land. The central ice of the

Pe.'hora was evidently on the eve of being

brcen up. Every nerve was strained to drag
th'boats across the mile of ice and relaunch

tho on the safe side of the river, without a
moient's unnecessary loss of time. It was past

miuight, and at any moment the crash might
co|e. The ice was obviously under great pres-

sui. Cracks running for miles, with a sound
lik distant thunder, warned us that, a mighty
poerwas all but upon us, a force which seemed
foithe moment to impress the mind with a
grcter sense of power than even the crushing
weht of water at Niagara, a force which
bnks up ice more than a mile wide, at least

th:e
t
feet thick, and weighted with another

th'e feet of snow, at the rate of a hundred
mils in the twenty-four hours. It was eight

o'qick in the morning when we lauded in Ust-
Zyna, and heartily thankful we were to find

ouelves once more safe in our quarters. We
we; hungry and deaii tired after the excite-

niet was over, and after a hasty breakfast, we
we' glad to turn into our hammocks. We slept

fun couple of hours, when, looking out of the
wilow, we found the crash had come. The
miity river Petchora was a field of pack-ice
an ice-floes, marching past toward the sea at

the-ateofsix miles an hour. We ran out on
th(banks, to find half the inhabitants of Ust-
Zyua watching the impressive scene.

Natural History Notes.

rink-plants of the North American Indians.
— bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, con-
tain an article on this subject. The Indians
wb live north of Mexico were unacquainted
wii alcoholic drinks at the time of the landing
of jlurnbus. In Mexico, pxdque, the fermented
Jul: obtained from the maguey, or Agave, by
renving the young central leaves, has been
use from time immemorial. It is about as
strig as beer. Chica, a sort of corn beer, was
alsin use. But although the cultivation of
Wme spread from Mexico northward, so that
it is the principal crop of the agricultural In-
dies, from the Rio Graude to the St. Lawrence,
ye>;hey seem never to have copied the process

of making beer. Yet this was done by the

Apaches of Arizona and Xew Mexico.
The giant cactus of Arizona and Snnora is a

fluted column, from thirty to fifty feet high,

crowned, in season, with handsome pink flowers.

The fruit is full of a rich, crimson pulp, which
is esteemed a great dainty by the Indians and
Mexicans of that region. From this and the

fruits of other species of cactus and yucca, fer-

mented beverages are made.
Along our Southern coast there grows in

abundance a small species of holly, the Yaupou
(Ilex cassive), an evergreen shrub, thick, ellipti-

cal leaves, and bright, red berries. From the

leaves of this plant the Southern Indians were

in the habit of preparing a decoction, called,

from its color, the black drink. It had no in-

toxicating effect, but was more like a weak coffee

or tea.

The Indians used as a beverage the sweet sap

of the maples and of the birch trees. In the

western deserts the fleshy leaves of the prickly

pear and of different species of agave yield, on

pressure, a juice which can supply the place of

water.

The seeds of some species of sage and the fruit

of different sumacs have been bruised in water

to make a palatabLe and refreshing drink.

Among the plants used in infusions to make
aromatic teas, are the roots of the sassafras, the

leaves of the New Jersey tea (Ceunothu* Auuri-

canus), the spice wood, wintergreeu and sweet

fern.
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Our aged and valued friend, Joseph Morris,

of Cardington, Ohio, finding that he could no

longer unite with the manner in which the

meeting he attended was conducted, by what he

calls " the later-day Friends," who had obtained

thecontrolliugiufluencetherein, withdrew there-

from, and was united in membership with one
of the meetings of Ohio Yearly Meeting, which

is held at Stillwater.

In a recent letter he speaks of that portion

of the members with whom he was formerly as-

sociated, who are tried with the departures from

the doctrines and testimonies of the Society of

Friends, for whom he feels very tenderly and
sympathizes deeply. He recommends those who
do not feel satisfied with the modem usages and
government, to unite themselves with those

whom they know to adhere to the primitive or-

der of Friends, and the sooner the better.

In reference to his own case, he aids, " I

would say, in great siucerity, that I am grate-

fully thankful to my dear Lord and Master,

that I was strengthened to do as I did."

The present craze in the United States for

increasing the navy, instructing the school chil-

dren in military training, and other manifesta-

tions of a desire to increase a military spirit

among our citizens, awakens the consideration

of what it is that we must depend upon for our

preservation from danger.

Perhaps few thoughtful people have arrived

at years of maturity who have not known of

instances, either in their experience or that of

others, in which the extension of Divine care

and protection has been so manifested that

they could not doubt of its reality, or of the

source from which it emanated. The pages of

The Friend have contained numerous illus-

tration- of this truth, and probably will continue

to present them, for such cases are constantly

occurring.

There is abundant Scripture evidence that

the Lord watches over and protects those that

put tleir trust in Him. It was his faith in this

Divine protection that enabled King David to

say, " I will both lay me down in peace and
sleep, for thou, Lord, only, makest me' dwell in

safety." And again, " Let all those that put

their trust in thee rejoice ; let them ever shout

for joy because thou defendest them ; let them
also that love thy name be joyful in thee; for

thou, Lord, wilt bless the righteous; with favor

wilt thou compass him as with a shield." How
beautifully does the royal Psalmist declare the

foundation of his hopes, when, on his deliver-

ance from the hand of Saul, he declares, "The
Lord is my rock, and my fortress, and my de-

liverer; my God, my strength, in whom I

will trust; my buckler, and the horn of my sal-

vation, and my high tower." In another psalm
he says, "Some trust in chariots and some in

horses, but we will remember the name of the

Lord our God."
Such quotations from the Bible might be

greatly multiplied, but we doubt not that their

truth and applicability are generally acknowl-
edged by Christian professors. But there is one
manifestation of the care of the Almighty over
his people which some, perhaps, do not fully

recognize. We allude to the restraining influ-

ence which his Spirit exercises over the wicked,

who do not love the Lord nor fully submit to his

government. An anecdote related by the late

Samuel Cope illustrates this.

" Many years ago, an inmate of Chester
County poor-house, Pennsylvania, was on his

death-bed, and his conscience being ill at ease,

he desired to make confession of his evil deeds
before leaving the world. Among other things,

he mentioned that, on one occasion, when tramp-
ing across the country, he came to a new house,

which the carpenters were about finishing. It

was the hour of noon, and the men had gone to

a neighboring farm-house for their dinner. He
looked into the empty building, and seeing a

pile of shavings on the floor, set it on fire, with-

out any ill-feeling towards the owner, whom it

is supposed be did not know, but simply at the

instigation of the devil. By the time the men
returned from their dinner the flames had so

far progressed that the house was burnt up."

There are in every community those who are

servants of the evil one, and he is not wanting
in inciting them to mischief, and were it not for

the restraining power of grace, which limits Sa-

tan and his servants, wrong and violence would
probably increase ten-fold. So that we have
abundant cause to praise the Lord for the de-

gree of safety and protection we enjoy.

The Christian who labors to bring people

under the government of Christ, not only labors

for the promotion of their salvation, but is of
more value in the preservation of order than

i the policeman who patrols the streets of our
cities.

These principles have a national bearing as

well as in more limited spheres. Our safety as

a nation does not depend on the size of our na-
vies and armies, or the military spirit of our
people. The language of the Proverb remains
true, that righteousness exalteth a nation, but
sin is a reproach to any people. In proportion

as we trust in the Lord and seek his favor by
obedience to his commands, we may expect his

protecting care to be over us. It is an easy
matter for the Lord to confound all our schemes
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and to teach ua by hitter experience that, "ex-

cept the Lord keep the city, the watchman

wal -ili but in vain." We mourn over the dis-

n manifested by some of our fellow-

- to multiply military defense?, because

it is an evidence ilia; they are not trusting in

the Lord, but are relying on the arm of flesh.

We believe it is a presage of evil, and have no

doubt that we should be safer as a nation, if

everv fortification were blown up and every

vessel of war sunk in the ocean, provided that

this was accompanied by the prevalence of the

Spirit of our Saviour, who enjoins his followers

h< return good for evil.

On page 282 of The Friend, there was pub-

lished a selected article, which advocated the

proprietv of speaking of Christ as " The Son,"

instead of "A Son." The object of the writer

was to hear a testimony to the Divinity of Jesus

Christ, and to show that although an obedient

follower and child of God may be called "a
son," vet our blessed Redeemer, of whom John

speaks as " the only begotten Son of God," is

not to be regarded as occupying no higher a

position than good men generally. Feeling

sympathy with this object, we admitted it to our

columns without as critical an examination as

would have been best. We make this admis-

sion because a thoughtful Friend has written to

us that some of the statements in the article, he

fears, are not safe.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
DOTTED STATES —The United States Treasury debt

Statement shows a net increase in the public debt, less

cash in the Treasury, during Third Month, of $5,274,-

780.

On the 6lh inst, the t\ S. House of Representatives

voted upon tin- report of the Conference Committee
riding ili • "1 iption of the Senate resolutions

regarding Cuba, ins end of those recently passed by
the Bouse. Thev were agreed lo, t lie v. Me being veas,

245; nays, 27. The bill is now in tl.e hands of the

President. Being a concurrent resolution, and only
an opinion of Congress, it has no binding force on the

Executive. Ii is thought the President will issue a

proclamation in a short time.

An appeal signed by the American, Irish and Eng-
lish Cardinals in behalf of a permanent tribunal of

i m, with a view of creating new guarantees for

the world as a substitute forwar, has
i • en issued.

Chief Ifazeti of the Secret Service, has arrested

Emanuel Ninger, the long-sought pen-and-ink coun-
terfeiter, wlni has been a mystery and a worry to the

Hi' i ils fir the 1 u-t fifteen years. He was
arrested in New York, while in the act of Irving to

i bis amazing works of art, which were made
with a pen and ink, and evidently executed under a

high power magnifying glass, requiring great toil and
patience. Government detectives had almost given
up hope of catching him. His talents would have se-

cured him a lucrative and permanent legal business,
but he c h'i-e a m .>! dangerous and uncertain employ-
ment, which will be likely to land him in prison tor

a lengl by t. rm.

ul .lory at Chieagu returned a presentment
on the lib inst., in which the statement was made :

"V given It!. in- I his body slews I lint the pub-
lic offices of the cily and county arc honeycombed with

n and in .ny officials are steeped ill crime.
I lirs have lieen prostituted for private gain,

and thing- have 1 roe 9 i rotten that the very life of
the city as a municipality is imperilled."

Thomas h/lison has invented what lie calls a Buor-
It may be w.rn on the face, and the effect is

instantaneous, doing away with long exposure and
pla'e devolopment, and il bserver look- directly at

bone or metal inside the body. Edison has improved
'.'. nab -lew- the figures life size

According to Professor Alexander Hogg, Stale Mana-
l. v.-, while the South has

giiiiedill |*r cent, in population in the last twenty
years, the increase in the enroll nt ol its school at-

tendance ha- been 130 percent. In the same period
the value of the school property has increased from

1,000, to $51,000,000, an addition of nearly

per year.

Professor Albert Koebele. of California, has made

a three-years contract with the Hawaiian Government

I" destroy the insect pests of the islands. His method

is to get insects harmless to man to kill noxious

insects.

The Iowa Senate has defeated, by a vote of 22 to 27,

a bill to legalize the manufacture of liquors in that

State.

A Topeka despatch says that " prominent colored

men have bought a tract of two thousand acres of land

ten miles east of Topeka, and will establish a town

there exclusively for colored people."

A remarkable cavern of great extent and with some
curious characteristics was discovered recently near Al-

legash Lake, Me. Some half dozen chambers of great

size have been explored, and there appear to be many
more. The air in the cavern is quite warm, and it is

said that the compass is oddly disurbed in many parts

of it.

The excitement over the discovery of rich tin ore

in the Big Horn Mountains, near Sheridan, Wyo., con-

tinues. Assays made at Sheridan and in Omaha show
an average return of twenty-four pounds of pure tin

to the ton.

Forty thousand acres of virgin forest in Northern
Idaho will soon be turned over to the axemen of a big

lumber syndicate. It is expected this area will yield

more than 400,000,000 feet of white and yellow pine,

red and white fir, cedar and tamarack.

Acetyline gas is being used to light up the cars of

one Paris street-car line, being generated in little

tanks carried on the platform. A month's trial has

shown that the gas is cheaper than either kerosene

or electricity as an illnminant.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 429, which
is a decrease of HO' as compared with the week pre-

vious, and 66 less than the corresponding week of

last year. Of the foregoing, 229 were males and 200
females: 71 died of pneumonia; 48 of consumption

;

37 of heart disease: 19 of inflammation of the brain
;

18 of apoplexy; 15 of old age; 15 of convulsions;

15 of diphtheria: 13 of measles; 12 of bronchitis; 10

of inanition, and 9 of nephritis.

Markets, Ae.— U.S. 2's, 95 a 97 ; 4's, reg., 103} a

109; coupon, 109! a 110.',; 4's, 1925, 1161 a 117J; 5's,

I13i a 113| ; currency 6's, 102 a 108.

Cotton was dull and nominally quoted at 8J cts.

per pound.
Feed—$13.50 a $14.00 per ton for winter in hulk,

and $13 25 a $13.75 for spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 50 a $2.75; do., extras,

$2.75 a S3.09 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.40 a $3.50
;

do., do., straight. $3.55 a $3.70 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.40 a $3.60; do., do., straight, $3.60 a $3.75: do.,

do., patent, $3.75 a $3 95 : spring, clear, $2.90 a $3.25
;

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent, $3.55 a $3.70
;

do., favorite brands, higher. Citv mills, extra, $2.65
a $3 00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3.65 ;' do., straight. $3.65
a $3.80 ;

do., patent, $3.85 a $1.00. Rye Flour $2.60
per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71} a 7 He.

No. 2 mixed corn, 35 a 35 J-c.

No. 2 white oats, 25V a 25fc,
Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here

;
gooJ, 4} a 4Jc;

medium, 3J a 4Jc; common, S\ a 3Jo.
Sheep and Lambs— Extra, 4; a 4jc; good, 4a4}c;

medium, 3! a S\c ; common 21 a 3)c. Lambs, Si a 5}c.
Hogs.—6Jc. for gooJ Western

; other grades, 6 a 6Jc;
State hogs, 5i a 5Jc.

Foreign.—The Daily News publishes a dispatch
from Constantinople saying that an ancient and beau-
tiful manuscript of the Gospel, dating back to the
sixth century, was recently found in Asia Minor. It is

written on the finest and thinnest of vellum, which is

dyed purple. The letters are silver, except for the
abbreviations and sacred names, which are in gold.
Representatives of English and American universities
have unsuccessfully sought to obtain possession of the
precious manuscript, it having been secured by Russia.

It is announced in Berlin that a commercial treaty
bad been concluded between Germany and Japan,
under the terms ,,f which Germany concedes the abo-
lition of extra-territorial jurisdiction in Japan, the
latter, m return, reducing the customs duties on many
German imports.

An unsuccessful attack upon Kassala was made by
the Dervishes on Third Month 25th.

King Menelek and all of his chiefs, except the Ras
of ligrc, are said to have retreated, their provisions
having run out.

Ii i- e-timated that 20,000 Dervishes are in readi-
ness to oppose tbe advance of the Dongola expedition.

Spitzbergen, though its shores have been accurate

surveyed, has never had its interior explored. Asj
entitle expedition will set out from England this sat

mer to fill this gap, one member of which will I

Trevor Batlye, who explored the island of Kolgut

two years ago.

The town of Santa Cruz, on the west coast of tl

island of Luzon, has been almost destroyed by fit

Thirty thousand persons are homeless.

Venezuela has 200,000,000 acres of forest, in whi:

grow all the varieties of ebony, as well as rosewtil

satinwood and mahogany.
A Colon dispatch confirms the report that the (

lonibian Government has suspended official relatit

with G. F. B. Jenner, the British Minister residenl

Bogota.

The North German Gazette reaches the conclusi

from a study of the situation in Cuba, that ('apt:

General Weyler will eventually find himself
unable to fulfil his promise to suppress the rebe

If he practices severity, the Gazette says, the
cans will find a pretext to interfere in the inter

humanity, and without resarting to severity he
fail to succeed.

A dispatch from Havana date I the 6th inst.,

that a fight occurred among the hills around San B
near Cienfuegos, province of Santa Clara, between
column commanded by Colonel Vasquez and
of insurgents. The latter occupied an elevated

[

tion, which gave them a decided advantage over I

Spaniards, who were taken by surprise. The Spa*
were defeated after a hot tight, losing many killed •

wounded. Among the latter were Colonel Vasal

and Lieutenant Buron. At one time during the

gagement the insurgents charged upon the troop

machetes, inflicting heavy losses.

A cipher dispatch has been received in New K
City by General Garcia's private secretary,

steamer Bermuda landed arms and men in Cuba.w
the Maceo's fought the battle of Pinar del Rio, to •

tract the attention of the .Spaniards. The latter il
defeated with considerable loss.
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NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveni

of persons coining to Westtown School, the stage!
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 i]
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met i J

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cl
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. Toil
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phon I

Zebedee Haines, Su r

Friends attending the Yearly Meeting c in be I
nished with meals, both before and after the sit P
of the Meeting, as heretofore, at moderate chargtj

cents), in the second story of the central part I

Arch Street Mee ing House. Meals will also be>|

pared for those attending the Meeting for Suffel
and the Select Meeting the previous week.

Friends' Teachers' Association.—

.

will be held at 140 North Sixteenth Street, Phi I

phia, on seventh-day, Fourth Month 11th, 1896]
P. M., to which all interested are cordially

Ltjcy B. Child,

Philadelphia Peace Association.—The A

I

Meeting of the Philadelphia Peace Associatil

Friends will be held at Twelfth Street Meeting-.

Second dav afternoon, Fourth Month 20th, at4(

Died, Third Month 15th, 1896, at HaddonfkJ
J., Josiah B. Evans, son of Joseph G. and Saif

Evans, in his thirteenth year. Jesus said,

little children to come unto me, and forbid theij

for of such is the kingdom of God."
, of pleuro pneumonia, at the reside

Wilson M. Hall, Columbiana, Ohio, Third Mont
1896, Sina Hall, widow of the late Wilson il

the seventy-sixth year of her age; a beloved nj
and elder of Middleton Monthly and Particular!

ing of Friends. Her short and painful illntl!

borne with patience, and she was favored to cf
plate with calmness her approaching dissolutio

peaceful death seemed in harmony with herj

careful and consistent life, the memory and
of which we truly believe is precious.
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Duty—Philanthropy.

iiiomas Wright, the philanthropist of Man-
wter, distinguished himself as the true friend

Morn prisoners. He was a man of no posi-

m in society. He possessed no wealth, cx-

:e;ing only a rich and loving heart.

,|[hough he was imperfectly educated, he re-

Bed strong religious impressions in early life

ni his mother. At length the time came
(hi he was loosened from her apron-strings,

.11 had to face the world, with its labors, its

feures, and its vices. He very soon got mixed
fc|,vith the wickedest men and boys in Man-
>ter. That lasted for some time, but at length

fenind and conscience revolted against the

pphemy of his companions. The lessons im-

i&i from his mother's lips came to his help.

Itnade the acquaintance of a religious young
hi, and began regularly to attend a place of

.0 hip.K fifteen he was apprenticed to an iron-

iqder at Manchester. His wage at first was

•Jvf shillings a week. Being a steady, sober,

ilent fellow, he gradually worked his way
pintil, at twenty-three, he became foreman
flie moulders, at a weekly salary of three

•btids ten shillings. This was his highest in-

QK, but the good that he afterward did was
blether independent of his money wages,

'is attention was early awakened to the crim-

I
JS classes, the most hopeless of objects. The
urict, when let loose from jail, can very

-

-tally get employment in his old place. New
Mters will not employ him without a charac-

;?rwhieh he cannot give. Imprisonment has
r<<ably made him worse. It has brought him
l intact with more vicious persons than him-
jh He is thus thrown back upon his former
spates, and begins his criminal career as

ejre.

(ne day a man called at the foundry, and
hined employment as a laborer. He was a
tely, careful and industrious workman. But
! )zed out that the man was a discharged
oi ict. Thomas Wright was asked whether
e,as cognizant of the fact. He was not, but
e romised to ascertain. In the course of the
aW right incidentally asked the man " whe
e ad worked last ?" " I've been abroad," was
a< man's reply. At last, after some further
r'iing inquiries, the poor man, with tears run-

ning down his cheeks, admitted that he was a

returned convict, that he was desirous of not

relapsing into his old ways, and that he hoped,

by perseverance, to wipe out his evil character.

Mr. Wright believed the man. He was con-

vinced that he was sincere in his intentions. He
acquainted the employers with his history, and
offered to place twenty pounds in their hands,

as a guarantee of his future good conduct. The
promise was then given that the convict should

be retained ; but on the following morning the

man was missing, the order for his dismissal

having, through inadvertance, not been coun-

termanded. A messenger was at once sent to

the man's lodging to bring him back to work.

But the man had already left his lodging, tak-

g with him a bundle containing all his worldly

belongings.

Having ascertained that the man had set out

in the direction of Bury, Mr. Wright immedi-

ately followed him on foot. He found the fugi-

tive sitting by the roadside a few miles from

Manchester, heart-broken, wretched and de-

spairing. Wright lifted him up, shook him by

the hand, told him that he was retained in his

employment, and that everthing now depended

upon himself, whether he would maintain his

character as a respectable workman. They re-

turned together to Manchester, they entered the

shop together, and the future conduct of the

man amply and nobly justified the guarantee

into which the foreman had entered.

This circumstance greatly affected Mr. Wright
himself. He saw how much could be done by

sympathy and human affection to rescue these

poor criminals from the depths of misery into

which they had fallen. He felt that they

should not abandon all hope of recovery, and

that it behooved every Christian man to give

them a helping hand toward re-entering indus-

trial life. This subject became the great idea

of his soul. It was his mission, and he endeav-

ored to fulfil it. He was as yet without a helper,

but he had strong faith, and he persevered

until he succeeded.

Mr. Wright lived near the Salford prison,

and desired to have access to the prisoners. For
a long time he failed in his application. At last

one of the young men in the foundry, whose

father was a turnkey in the jail, obtained for

him an introduction to the governor. He was

then permitted to attend the Sunday afternoon

services. He was not permitted, as yet, to see

the prisoners individually, but he had the pa-

tience to wait.

At length, one Sunday afternoon, the chap-

lain stopped Mr. Wright on leaving the prison

chapel, and asked him if he could procure a

situation for a prisoner whose term of office had

nearly expired, and who desired to have the

chance of proving the reformation of his char-

acter. " Yes," said Wright, " I will do my best

;

I will endeavor to find a situation." He suc-

ceeded, and work was found for the discharged

the jail

gave him a freer run of

illowed him to visit the prisoners

personally. Wright advised and counselled

them. He strengthened their determination to

amend. He conveyed messages home to their

families, and made himself their friend and
benefactor in many ways. He made it a prac-

tice to meet the prisoners on their discharge.

He took them to their homes, and helped them,

out of his scanty means, to subsist, and then he

endeavored to find employment for them.

He was in most cases successful. Employers

of lab >r came to believe in Thomas Wright.

They knew him to be a good and benevolent

man, and that he would not counsel them
wrongly. He took the employers into his con-

fidence, and they usually employed the released

felons. Where they had doubts, he guaranteed

their fidelity by deposits of his own money

—

gathered together out of his foreman's wages of

seventy shillings a week.

He went on quietly and unostentatiously in

this way—preferring that no notice should be

taken of his name, lest it might interfere with

the good that he was doing ; until he had suc-

ceeded in a few years in finding employment
for nearly three hundred discharged prisoners!

He even succeeded—the worst task of all—in

reclaiming women from drunkenness. He would

sometimes go miles into the country to plead

with husbands, even on his knees, to take back

the wife who was no louger drunken, but who
was penitent and longing for home.

A remarkable case is mentioned by one of

his friends. A man who had been undergoing

penal servitude at Portland was discharged, and

repaired to Manchester with a ticket of leave

and a letter from the chaplain to Thomas
Wright. Employment was found for him as a

scavenger. Mr. Wright had him promoted to

be a mender of roads; and here also his con-

duct was approved. He obtained admission for

him to the late Canon Stowell's Sunday and

week-day night schools, in both of which he

became a teacher. He showed so much capacity

for learning that Canon Stowell felt a great in-

terest in him. The canon was made acquainted

with his antecedents. Nevertheless he made ar-

rangements for " reading" with him, and in due

time the Portland convict was ordained a cler-

gyman.
In another case a young man, engaged in a

position of trust in a warehouse, had fallen into

bad company, and embezzled his employers'

money. The theft was discovered, and he was

about to be prosecuted. The young man's father

besought the mediation of Thomas Wright, He
immediately went to the employer and succeeded

in eliciting a promise not to prosecute, but to

give the youth another trial. "Give him an-

other chance," was often Thomas Wright's ur-

gent advice. The young man was taken on

again. His behavior was most satisfactory. He
gave himself more to business pursuits than be-

fore. He was at length taken in as a partner,

and eventually became the head of the firm.

He never ceased to bless the name of Thomas
Wright.

After he had been thus working on for years,
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his voluntary labors at length obtained official

ition. Captain Williams mentioned him

in his annual reports on the state of prisons.

He says, "To show the extent to which this

humble and unassisted good man has carried

his benevolence, and the success with which it

has been crowned, it is but necessary to state

that out of ninety-six criminals befriended by

him, and re-established in life, only four have

returned to a prison. It is delightful to wit-

ness the implicit confidence ami reliance reposed

in him by the guilty ami wretched, and which

be wholly induced by his simple, uuas-

Buming, and truly fatherly way of doing good."

There were many cases in which Mr. Wright

could not get employment for the released pris-

oners. In such cases he either lent them money

of his own, or raised a private subscription

among his friends, to enable them to emigrate.

In this way he assisted nine hundred and forty-

one discharged prisoners and convicts to go

abroad, and to begin life under new circuru-

Btances and separated from their old compan-
ion.-hips. In many cases the discharged prison-

ers themselves helped him in his philanthropic

labors. They got employment for their friends,

or they helped to raL-e subscriptions to enable

others to emigrate. Thus charity begot charity.

One of these forlorn emigrants, who had been

sent to North America, wrote to Mr. Wright in

l
s o|, addressing him as "My dear adopted

father." He inclosed two pounds as a contribu-

tion to the Loudon Male Reformatory. The
emigrant, who was now a prosperous man, said,

" To your never to be forgotten fatherly aid I

owe my present success. You were indeed my
best, my kindest, and my sole advising friend

on earth. You rescued me from a life of vice

by your own unaided help. When all others

had turned their faces from me as a miscreant
and a vagabond, you, like the prodigal's father

of old, welcomed me back to the paths of virtue

and integrity of life, consoling my youthful
heart with the hope of brighter days yet in

store, and blending your fatherly counsel with
a still purer hope beyond the grave. God bless

you, dear father! God bless you for all your
kindness! Tears of kind remembrances" fall

from my cheeks as I think upon all your noble
efforts for your poor fellow-men."

The Hildebshelm Rosebush.—I noticed in

Tin; Friend a few weeks ago, an item stating
that there was a rosebush in Hildersheim which
was .-aid to be three hundred years old. I be-
lieve the real age of the plant is entirely un-
known, though tradition honors it with not less

than eleven centuries. The story goes that
Louis the Pious having lost his rosary in the
chase, made a vow thai lie would build a chapel
in honor of the Virgin on the spot where the
beads should bo found. It proved to have been
a rosebush that hadcaughtand held the rosary,
and true to his vow, the .-on of Charlemagne
built the chapel which .still .-muds. By the side
of this chapel grows a venerable rosebush,
thirty feel high, and some thirty broad, which'

1 monk- honor as the one thai some time
about 823 A. l». was a thrifty young plant in
the wild forest of Saxony.

E . I. Kite.

Thomas K\ \n-. a greatly beloved man and
minister of tic Gospel, belonging to Philadel-
phia Quarterly and Yearly Meetings ofFriends,
*" ' H ' m m was n.ht in the Dr. in.- Bl lit

his life on earth would be a perpetual song of
praise to hit Mak>-r mul Uukemer."

International Arbitration.

" Never in any epoch of history has war

seemed at the same time so probable and so im-

possible as at this moment. Probable because

the casus belli accumulate on all sides—in the

Balkans, in Bulgaria, in Turkey, in the Trans-

vaal, in China, and quite recently by the mes-

sage of Cleveland, and by that of the Emperor
of Germany. Impossible, through the enormity

of its immediate results and consequences. In

fact, men are no longer taken by hundreds of

thousands only to the place of slaughter, they

will be taken "there by millions. Owing to con-

scription, to the perfection of railways, tele-

graphs, the telephone, and to long-distance

weapons, millions will be taken. The result

will be as fatal to the conqueror as to the van-

quished, to neutrals as to belligerents. If a

European war breaks out, men will fail, capaci-

ties will be extinguished, humanity may be put

back centuries. It will die to be born again,

but it will die. Among thoughtful men, who
does not know this, and, knowing it, does not

see plainly the duty placed upon all peoples to

interpose in quarrels, in order to throw light

upou them, to make peace, and to end them by
arbitration ?" So writes the eloquent Jules

Simon in the current issue of Cosmojiolis, giving

expression to the thoughts of many. Similarly,

J. Grennadius in the same review, "The con-

ditions which now govern war are such that it

assumes more and more the aspect of a life and
death struggle between nations. Its conse-

quences are so overwhelming that they may
entail the very existence of a whole people.

Even in the least redoubtable circumstances, a

European war must entail a loss of life so ap-
palling as to reduce to insignificance all previous

records of slaughter." Thus, in a certain sense,

our tremendous armaments on land and sea are

supposed to be a security. But it is somewhat
as if a man, from fear of robbery, infection,

contamination, buried himself in some remote
spot, and then boasted in the security of his

position. As Jules Simon says, " To live thus,

is it living?" To end this awful condition
among the nations must more and more become
the earnest effort of statesmen. We have lived

long enough as if we judged our neighbors to

be thieves and robbers. While neither of the
articles referred to is written from the highest
Christian standpoint, each reaches the. conclu-
sion that the way out of the present impasse is

to be found in the spread of arbitration. The
majority, alas! are as yet far from convinced
that this method of settling disputes is of uni-

versal practical application as an ultimate ap-
peal. There are still reservations in the minds
of some, but the time has come when it is be-

coming more than ever realized that, without
great provocation, war is a gigantic crime. And
it is quite possible for nations to bind themselves
against conflict of arms until the question at
issue has, failing ordinary diplomatic methods,
been submitted to a court of arbitration. The
difficulty of arranging a satisfactory basis in
any scheme of permanent arbitration still hin-
ders quick progress. There are those who, like
Sir George Grey, are decidedly opposed to a
permanent court of arbitration, but who would
rejoice to see a permanent treaty between na-
tions for bringing into existence upon any inter-
national question the machinery of arbitration
according to the circumstances of the hour. The
classes of questions raised are so various that it

would be practically impossible to choose any
one set of men who would be equally capable
of adjudicating on all. On this point the Daily

ity

f be

Chronicle remarked the other day, " One ques

tion might demand legal talent, another migh

be a matter for historians, another a problen

for statesmen, another a subject for naturalist

and scientific men. No permanent tribuna

could include all." It is suggested, therefore

that a permanent arrangement should exis

under which such courts as those which settle

the Alabama claims and the Behring Sea difi

culty should at once be formed on the failui

of two nations to dispose of a difference in an

simpler manner. On the other hand, it is pe

tinent to urge that the existence of a permanei

court may be a great advantage at a time whe

the blood is hot and strong national f'eelinj

have been aroused. The most important poir

however, for present insistance is that a perm'

nent arrangement should exist between natiot

to submit all possible disputes to the judgme
of reason. With the world-wide interests '

Great Britain, our statesmen are, not unnatt

'

ally, diffident as to submitting great questio

of national property to the arbitrament of

foreign power. Yet, as J. Stansfeld has sa^

" Great Britain has given more hostages to ft

tune than any other country." There is :

:

reason to impugn the general impartiality

the arbitrations in which we have already I

concerned. The fact that England ha

interested in fourteen arbitrations between 18'

and 1885, out of which not more than four ha

resulted in her favor, does not, as W. E. Gil

stone well pointed out, at all necessarily pre

that the arbitrators have shown partiality,

should rather serve as a warning to be moders ;

in our claims. In international, as in priv^

affairs, the capacity to grasp the opposite s

of the question, and " to see ourselves as oth

see us," is greatly needed. Each of the contr

ants too often sees alone his own interest,*

" war bursts forth for a trifle." But
increasing commerce between nations, their I

terdependence in a thousand different ways,

already broken down many barriers, and tei

to hasten the day of universal peace.

—

Lord
Friend.

Tribulation.

The idea of tribulation is that of separaJ)

for purposes of cleansing, of purifying, of re

ing. In this sense it includes, not merely thr.

iug, but winnowing, separating the grain fi

the husk on the stalk, and again the grain I

the chaff of the husk. It includes, also, the i

of refining by fire, separating the pure ni

from the worthless dross ; of purifying by wt

washing away the sand and loam from the at i

and nuggets of gold ; of pressing out the b <

of the grape in the wine-press, and the ricl

from the olive in the oil-press. It includes,

:

the process of the parent's or the teacher's A

in chastisement, for purposes of training-"

indeed, is indicated in the term " thrashing!
" threshing," in the home or the school-n

as a means of discipline—thrashing the bac

of the boy, in order to leave the good by i!

In this view of tribulation it is that we

to rejoice in every process of purifying and s

ration by which we are to become spiriti if

refined and uplifted. It was in this aspei of

the mission of the Messiah, that John the . P"

tist proclaimed, "He shall baptize you will<"

in] the Holy Spirit and with [or in] fire; «»
fan is in his hand; and He will thorouty

cleanse his threshing-floor; and He will gi#

his wheat into the garner, but the chaff He lU

burn up with unquenchable fire."

Tribulation is our normal condition in ur
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ftsent state. Our Saviour promises it to us

Kile we are ill the world, and that promise no
lower of his will ever say Jesus has tailed to

p.ke good. We are all to he under pressure

1m the flail and the fan and the fire and the

Ess, from the plow and the harrow and the

BJkle. If we are without tribulation, there is to

B'no harvest and no garner. We might as well

fire never lived, as to be without the process

tht separates the good from the bad, the precious

fi,ni the worthless. God be praised for tribula-

fcb and its results!

•Nothing that is good shall be harmed in a

C Id of God by the destructive forces of tribu-

llion, whether in the fire, the flood, the gale, or

U.Ier the flail or the press. But when the re-

fi,e has been destroyed, that which is precious

sill stand out cleansed and refined in perma-
nut and eternal purity. If we would be at

#[• best for now and forevermore, we must
"hhor that which is evil," we must " cleave to

tit which is good," being " patient in tribula-

ti,)." while " rejoicing in hope."

JiVhen John, in Patmos, had a vision of that

wich is to come to pass before the final disso-

ltion of the present heavens and the present

ei'th, he saw the angels, and the elders, and the

ling creatures, all on their faces, before the

tione, worshipping God. And one of the elders

aed him concerning an object of special inter-

eSin the great multitude there gathered, whom
nje could number, "These which are arrayed
ii'vhite robes, who are they, and whence came
tty?" John's reverent answer was, "My lord,

tlu knowest."

[Then came the explanation of the wondrous
sijit, "These are they which came out of the

g|at tribulation, and they washed their robes,

ail made them white in the blood of the Lamb.
T'srefore are they before the throne of God;
a;l they serve Him day and night in his tem-

p. ; and He that sitteth on the throne shall

S[ead his tabernacle over them. They shall

h.iger no more, neither thirst any more ; nei-

tlr shall the sun strike upon them, nor any
h'.t ; for the Lamb which is in the midst of the

tlone shall be their shepherd, and shall guide
tint unto fountains of waters of life, and God
sill wipe away every tear from their eyes."

[f we would be in that heavenly throng, we
n'st have been in, and must have come out of,

g at tribulation. It is a mission of tribulation

tut us for that fellowship of the redeemed, and
fc that loving ministry of God in his eternal

psence. In view of this truth, shall we wel-
ciae, or shall we shrink from, tribulation as it

cines to us, or as we come to it, in the provi-
d

;

iceofGod?—S. S. Times.

IN FllIKSIi.' "Our family circumstances undergoing a

change, 1 hud logo to work instead of follow-

Dg my theological studies During this time
The Story of a Spanish Protestant Converted

Prom Romanism.
The French translation of Backhouse and I was present at a conference against protest-

Tylor's " Early Church History " was published

in 1886. .Copies were presented to a number
ofSpanish gentlemen wdiose names weresupplii d

by our friend Samuel Southall, and by Paul de

Felice, the translator. One of these was Fran-

cesco Albricias, at that time residing at Rubi,

in the province of Barcelona, and to few of

those into whose hands the volume came can it

have aflbrded greater gratification. "The im-

pression made upon me," he says, " was so deep

that I conceived the idea of translating it into

Spanish, believing it might be of great service

to my country. From my young days I had

known and loved the benevolent portrait of

Mr. William Penn ; and of later years I have

had the pleasure of reading the Memoirs of Mr.

Stephen Grellet; and the work thus wrought in

me was completed by the 'Early Church His-

tory.' The educated classes," he continues, " are

weary of Romish clericalism, and it may be that

one cause of the failure of Protestant propagau-

dism is that it has been mixed with too much
of this element."

Not being acquainted with English, Signor

Albricias has made his translation from the

French. The work was a free-will offering of

heart and mind, time and toil ; but the com-

munication of it to the world demanded means
which were beyond the translator's reach. He
therefore wrote to De Felice inquiring if the

proprietors of the original work were likely to

aid him. Up to this time no communication

had taken place between him and us; indeed

we were ignorant of what had been going on.

Katherine Backhouse at once responded to the

call, and the volume, with many uf the illus-

trations, is now being printed at Alicante, a

considerable seaport in the south of Spain,

where Albricias resides.

F. Albricias is not Protestant by birth. The
means by which he found his way out of the

labyrinth of popery are remarkable. He shail

tell the story in his own words

:

" In 186y, when I was thirteen years old,

my father, whose occupation it was to lade

the boats in the port of Barcelona, received

a new Testament from an English captain.

I was a chorister in the Romish church, and

, where 1 learnt thai this false religion

was invented by a wicked monk who was live

time, married and killed four of hi.- wives, the

last escaping from his ruthless hand only he-

cause she died at the birth of a child. See what

is -till .-aid and published in Spain ! A few

months afterwards a Protestant school was open-

ed at Barceloneta, the suburb of Barcelona in

which I resided. When I returned from my
work at 8 o'clock in the evening 1 thought I

would go there to learn, but I was up in arms

to defend my religion from the attacks of the

Protestants. To my astonishment, the teacher,

who was a Spaniard, never attacked the Romish
religion, but spoke only of the Saviour, giving

us the New Testament, which I at once recog-

nized. The farther we advanced in the book,

the more eagerly I looked for the horrible blas-

phemies of which the priest had spoken. To be

brief, the Lord was performing his work in my
heart.

" After a while I was invited to assist in the

school, taking charge of the little children.

The school was supported by George Muller, of

Bristol. I received nine pesetas (six shillings) a

week. Mr. Lawrence, the superintendent, was

a Baptist, aud baptized a number of people who
frequented his services, as he held that it was

the duty of Christians to submit to this rite. I

was unable to discover this obligation in the

Bible; they tried to convince me, 1 refused to

have anything to do with an act in which I had

no faith. I felt, and I believe, that in our Ro-

man Catholic countries, addicted as they are to

formalism, too much importance is attached to

external acts. After having withstood for sev-

eral months, I was dismissed. I was then sev-

enteen. The pastor of the Presbyterian Church,

Mr. Emprytaz, a Swiss, offered me the place of

a teacher in his church school, which I occu-

pied for a year.

"At this time the Carlist War and the dis-

order produced by the Republic engrossed all

minds. I was naturally inclined to the military

life ; in my childhood I was captain of the boys

in my ward. The Lord gave me strength to

resist this inclination, and I went to Switzer-

and, where I spent two years at the Normal

Dur prayer to God ought to be not that He
wl give us what we want to have, but that He
Wl give us what He wants us to want. He
a-ays knows what we ought to want, but we
d; not always know whether a thing that we
w'nt is best for us. If we are sick and a trusted
pi'sician has come to us, we ask him to find
o. what is the matter with us, and prescribe
aordingly. We do not tell him that we want
oy sweet things and nothing bitter, only
pasant things and nothing disagreeable; but
w leave ourselves in his hands for treatment,
al are ready to take what he recommends,
Aether it is in the line of our personal tastes
o not. Unless it is at a point where God's will
already known to us, we ought to shrink from
a unqualified request to God for what we long

took part when the priest said the mass, and School at Peseux, near Neuchatel. On my re-

turn to Spain in 1876, afier a few months passed

n Barcelona, I began a school with religious
it was understood that in a few months' time

I was to commence my studies in the Catho-

lic school in order to become myself a priest.

My father could not read, and so gave me
the book which the captain had given him.

When 1 had read the first five chapters I took

it with me to the church to show the beautiful

volume to the other boys. One of them on see-

iug it said that the priest had burnt a book just

like it because it was Protestant. This made
me very angry. ' How,' I exclaimed, 'could a

book be Protestant which spoke better of Jesus

Christ than any other book ?' During our dis-

pute, which, as is customary in our southern

countries, was carried on with loud cries, the

priest arrived, who put an end to the discussion

by declaring that the New Testament was a

Protestant book. I told him I had read five

chapters, aud that nothing I had ever read had

impressed me so much. He replied that all

Protestant books begin well in order more
effectually to poison men's souls, but that the

end of this book was horrible. He tore off the

covers, gave me some matches, aud I myself

)
burnt the sacred volume.

meetings at Monistrol de Montserrat. On Sun-

days I preached the Gospel at St. Vicente de

Castellet, two hours from Monistral. Here I

labored for two years, and married ; my wife

was a native of Alsace. I also commenced a

school and meeting at Rubi and Sabadel. I

was driven from Rubi by persecution, four law-

suits being instituted against me. Since 1890

I have resided at Alicante as agent of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, my duty being to

oversee several colporteurs, and to work with

them. God has given me nine children, five of

whom He has taken back. None of them have

been baptized, although I had not then read the

' Early Church History.' I am thankful to be-

lieve that it is the Holy Spirit, and no other,

who has conducted me to the same conclusions

as the Friends."

In a letter, F. Albricias adds :
" I have long

asked myself why the Society of Friends does

not take up the work of evangelization in Spain.

Various evangelical denominations have come

amongst us, but all more or less imbued with
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the clerical spirit. In the great majority of the

services the people have no voice ;
the congre-

gation roust content themselves with listening

to the preacher, chanting the hymns chosen by

hiin, and saving Amen to his prayers."

Charles Tylor.

BbiGHTOH, Second Month, 1S90.

The Tuskegee Negro Conference.

BY BESJ. TUCKER TANNER.

- Multitudes, multitudes," cried out the pro-

phet of old.—" multitudes in the valley of de-

cision." With a slight use of the imagination

he might similarly cry out who witnessed the

crowds on the highlands of Tuskegee; crowds

of mules, with a tew scattering horses aud oxen.

Crowds of vehicles of many shapes and kinds.

Crowds of men, women and children of all ages,

si/.es and conditions.

As to these multitudes, we say, they come

from twenty-three counties in the State, and

from ten other States. The weather was pro-

pitious.

For weeks the authorities of the school had

been putting things in conditiou, as to the letter,

while, as to the spirit, this had been quite as effec-

tively done by the presence of the advance guard

of the goodly number of visitors both from the

North and South. Two only we mention, the

Hon. J. L. McCurry and Major Harris, both

Southerners and ex-Confederates. How we wish

the whole country had heard the addresses of

these men of the "gray. What lofty principles

of statecraft did they pronounce :
" Let but a

splinter get under the nail of the little finger,"

cried out Dr. Curry, in the height of his splen-

did eloquence," and the whole body feels it aud

suffers." What words of sympathy for the poor :

" I have but one speech," said Major Harris,
" whether for the whites or for the blacks—the

speech that holds up Abraham Lincoln as the

model man." Of him, we say, as Hunt said of

his Ben Adhem

:

" May his tribe increase."

No preparation on the part of the school

could exceed in far-reaching influence that of

the printed circulars for free distribution. These

treated of sixteen different subjects: "The Home
and How to care for It," " Importance of Own-
ing a Home," "Food and Cooking," " Venti-

lation, " " Questions to be Asked and Answered
Around the Fireside," were some of the subjects

treated ; and all in a way that the simplest could

understand.

Reports had been received from similar con-

ferences as the one now in session—conferen-

ces which had been held in different portions

of the State and indeed of other States. Pro-
gre-s till along the line was the word. The last

only of the Declarations, tour in all, we give :

" As we look back over the five annual ses-

sions of this < Conference, we are convinced that

marked improvement has been made, among the
- in getting rid of tin e-room cabin, in

the purchase of land, in greater economy, in get-

ting out of debt, in the raising of more food
supplies, in the more considerate treatment of

a ' greater desire for education, a higher
standard of morals, and a widespread and in-

tense purpose to get into better conditions."

—

m Independent. __^
By this shall all men know that ye are not

Christ's disciples, if ye evil entreat and hate
one another.

grace of God bringeth salvation to all

who receive it, embrace it, and will be led by it.

ONLY TODAY.
HENRY BURTON.

Only to-day is mine,

And that I owe to Thee;
Help me to make it Thine,

As pure as it may he;

Let it see something done,

Let it see something won,

Then at the setting sun

I'll give it back to Thee.

What if I cannot tell

The cares the day may bring?

I know that I shall dwell

Beneath Thy sheltering wing
;

And there the load is light,

And there the dark is bright,

And weakness turns to might,

And so I trust and sing.

What shall I ask to-day?

Naught but Thine own sweet will

;

The windings of the way
Lead to Thy holy hill

;

And whether here or there,

Why should I fear or care ?

Thy heavens are everywhere,

And they are o'er me still.

Give me Thyself to-day,

I dare not walk alone
;

Sneak to me by the way,

And " all things" are my own
;

The treasures of Thy grace,

The secret hiding-place,

The vision of Thy face,

The shadow of Thy throne !— Christian Advocate.

THE LIGHT-HOUSE LAMP.
The winds came howling down from the north,

Like a hungry wolf for prey,

And the bitter sleet went hurling forth,

In the sinking face of the day.

And the snowflakes drifted near and far,

Till the land was whitely fleeced,

And the light-house lamp, a golden star,

Flamed over the waves' white yeast.

In the room at the foot of the light-house

Lay mother and babe asleep,

And little maid Gretchen was by them there,

A resolute watch to keep.

There were only the three on the light-house isl

For father had trimmed the lamp,

And set it burning weary while
In the morning's dusk and damp.

'Long before night I'll be back," he said,

And his white sail slipped away;
Away and away to the mainland sped,

But it came not home that day.

The mother stirred on her pillow's space,

And moaned in pain and fear,

Then looked in her little daughter's face

Through the blur of starting tear.

:1 Darling," she whispered, " it's piercing cold,

And the tempest is rough and wild
;

And you are no laddie strong and bold,

My poor little maiden child.

But up aloft there's the lamp to feed,

Or its flame will die in the dark,
And the sailor lose in his utmost need
The light of our islet's ark."

" I'll go," said Gretchen," "a step at a time;
Why mother, I'm twelve years old.

And steady, and never afraid to climb,

And I've learned to do as I'm told."

Then Gretchen up to the top of the tower,

Up the icy, smooth-worn stair,

Went slowly and surely that very hour,
The sleet in her eyes and hair.

She fed the lamp, and she trimmed it well,
And its clear light glowed afar,

To warn of reels and of rocks to tell,

This mariner's guiding star.

And onre 3gain when the world awoke
In the dawn of a bright new day,

There was joy in the hearts of the fisher folks

Along the stormy bay,

When the little boats came sailing in

All safe and sound to the land,

To the haven the light hud hdped them win,

By the aid of a child's brave hand.

—Margaret E. Sangster, Editor Harper's Bum i

For "THE Friehd.

Natural History Notes.

A mild day about the middle of the Tip!

Month tempted me to walk out and see win

progress spring vegetation had made. The ^

was not without points of interest, although b

few of them could be considered as belongi

especially to the present season. Among I

leaves of a vine that was running up the s

'

"

an old house, I found some rounded b:

gray silk. On cutting them open, they s

to be filled with a loose floss of dark-brown si

among which were moving about small, whites

ders, which had evidently been hatched theret

and had safely passed through the inclemn

weather of winter in their secure abode.

From the size of these nests of eggs, tj;j

must have been made by a large species of s

der, aud I have seen them in the fall of tl

year. It is worthy of note that the color of til

silk is the same as that of the withered leal

to which they were fastened, so that it wouldil

easy to overlook them. In addition to the livid

spiders in the egg-case, there were numer-l

empty skins, confirming the statement in I
books, that the spiders are hatched out in I
early part of winter and live upon each otl I
so that in the spring only the stronger ones m
main alive.

At one place, the farmer had been rooting I
some bushes of the osage orange, and I was 1
terested in noticing the bright orange coloi f

the roots. This was due to the bark of the ro -A

which was composed of six or eight very tl
layers, like thin paper, all of this conspicu i

color.

A clump of elders on the side of the path -

minded me of the boyish days when we maul

factured pop-guns out of their stems. I
selected a straight joint of the elder, and punc 1

out the pith which fills the centre, aud whiti jl

out a suitably-sized ramrod. A small porl i

of tow was then chewed into au air-tight v I
which was forced to one end of the cylimB

Another wad was introduced into the open«|,

and then violently pushed forward by ther n
rod. As the wad advanced towards the ufiTs

end, it compressed the air in the tube, until s

elasticity became so great that it drove out M
first wad with a kind of explosion. With node*',

left to enter again on the manufacture of ]M
guns, a piece of elder stem was secured, toils-

trate the structure and growth of woody stis.

The simplest form, or the original of all vl
table tissue, is a cell or cavity surrounded 1 j»

thin coating. A vegetable fabric or tissue >M
sists of a multitude of separate cavities or c 8,

with closed partitions. Cells vary greatly

size, the largest being found in aquatic pi t8

and in such plants as the gourd. Under ie

action of the mysterious principle of life, a /

ing cell has the power of multiplying itsell 7

dividing into two, and each of these into |<>

more, &c. In some ca^es this multipIicaticH

very rapid, new cells being formed at the f
of several millions a day. The central porin

of our elder is composed of loose, cellular tip

or pith, which is more abundant when the pi'
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hi grown rapidly. But this material has not

thstrengih requisite to support the bush, and
j-efore in it, as in other plants, especially

its, a woody fibre is introduced, which gives

tbghness and strength to the steins. This is

djBbsited in annual concentric layers between
tbcellular tissue in the centre and the bark, so

M a cross section of a tree several years old

Aleuts a series of rings or circles of wood.
plough the coolness of the weather had not

jklired the rapid development of vegetation, yet

liticed two kinds of plants which had sent up
ttl'es of several inches in length. These were

J&icommon garlic (Allium vineale), and the

8ti
- of Bethlehem ( Omithogalum umbellatum ),

Hch bulbous plants belonging to the lily fam-

i|j As I passed one of our village stores, aud
leted at the baskets of onion sets offered for

ea>, I saw how it is that these plants are so for-

I 1. The onion sets have been kept dry, and
has had no opportunity for their roots to im-

bii: nourishment from the soil, yet several of

thta have sent up green shoots several inches

•kngth. These shoots appear to start from

thfbase of the bulb, and in the garlic and onion

art surrounded with coats. Botanists regard

ailtlb as a subterranean bud, the base of which

is ;i abbreviated stem, and the coats which sur-

rosd it as imperfect and thickened leaves, or

thfthickened and persistent bases of ordinary

ses. The nutritive matter stored for the fu-

ta) use of the plaut is deposited in these leaves

oriales, and the young shoots are supplied from

til) and thus can commence growing before

thfroots are able to derive nourishment from
tbjground.

. Pie leaves of the garlic are hollow cylinders,

tii«e of the Star of Bethlehem are only chau-
ne;;d. Neither field garlic nor Star of Bethle-

he' are natives of this country. Both have
bet introduced from Europe. J. W.

For "THE Frrend."

The Salvation Army.

.)hn B. Devins has published in the New
Yd Independent some remarks on the Salva-

tio Army, the result, he says, of a careful

rtuy of the movement for sixteen years. He
hatreached the conclusion that the Army, in-

Jted of being a helpful ally, is a dangerous
rivi to the Christian churches. This conclu-

sions based upon these considerations:

'.1) The Church and the Salvation Army
irevorking among the same classes of people.
'» The officers and the friends of the Army

»} hat they reach a cla?s of people, meaning
ieower order socially, that the Church can-
lotreach. A careful study of city mission
flto: here and elsewhere, leads the writer to

*k direct issue with this statement. The claim
laoeen made so frequently and so persistently

;hsit is generally believed that the Salvation
Axy is far more successful in reaching the
Oflst class of people than is any other religious

ionization, or all others combined. It is true
;hsmen from the lodging-houses, and men with-
lutlodgings, aud now and then a friendless
so an, profess conversion—many of them do
to equently ; but the lodging-house men and
-heo-called tramps and the women of the street
ds gather in the missions and the nieeting-
lotes especially designed for this class of peo-
?le which are carrying on the same kind of
*s>ie work that the" Salvation Army has been
H osed to be doing almost exclusively.

j,6) While the work of the Salvation Army
s Jnerally understood to have been carried on

among the lower classes, whirl, it was organized
to reach— the um hurched classes so called—and
while worker.- and money havi

reach people from thisclass, tin

work of the Army, in the opinion of many, lias

been among the wage-earning and the so-called

upper classes, and its chief attention has been
directed toward the members of churches whom
it has flattered and won away from their first

love, thus weakening the churches of the many
denominations, whose representatives have bi en

contributing money for its support. One does

not need to be a constant attendant at the meet-
ings in the headquarters at Fourteenth Street,

for instance, or even those held in the Cooper
Union Hall, to know that the great majority of

those who are reached in these meetings are in

no sense ' from the gutters,' to use General
Booth's suggestive phrase.

"It was supposed, until recently, that the

meetings in Cooper Union had been supported
by the free-will offerings of non-church-goers,

who could not find a welcome in any church,

and were glad to hire a hall in which they might
have a place to worship God. But within the

last week or two, it has been annouuced pub-
licly that the rent of the hall has been borne
for years by a man whose interest in the un-

churched classes is not exceeded by that of any
other man in this country, aud whose checks
are found in the treasury of nearly every society

designed to elevate humanity. This gift has

been made because he believed that the people

meeting in Cooper Union on Sunday evenings

were not only non-church members, but also

non-church-goers. Iu both these particulars he
has been misinformed. Without making any spe-

cial inquiries, twenty-five persons are known to

the writer who have left the services in their own
churches, and gone to the Cooper Union Meet-
ing. Some of them have practically renounced
their church membership since this meeting was
opened, and the money formerly contributed to

church work, and the time formerly set aside

for church services, is now devoted to the ser-

vices of the Army. A few of the number have
returned to their church homes after an absence
of a year or more.

" (c) But this is not all. A large number of

people divide their sympathy, their time and
their money between the Church and the Army
—nominally they are church people. They are

known as auxiliary members, which means that

they sympathize with the social and religious

work which the Army is doing, placing it on a

level, if not above similar work done by the

Church."

These statements are made from the point of

view of a minister in one of the regular church
organizations. But as to members of our own
Society there is an added reason why those who
profess to be Friends should avoid any connec-

tion with the Army. Without calling in question

the sincerity or good desires of those engaged in

its work, we believe it is not consistent with our
profession, for Friends to contribute to its funds,

or otherwise take part in its operations. We
believe that Christ is to be the head of his

Church, and that in all our religious services

we ought to feel his guiding hand and know his

call. The officers of the Salvation Army are

under the command of an earthly general, whose
orders they are bound to obey, and who pre-

scribes for them the manner in which they shall

labor. While we may rightly rejoice in any
good effected through them, let us be faithful

to our own principles, and go on in the path

marked out for us bv Christ.

The Providentially Directed Journey of John

Stewart to the Wyandotts.

! yi ara ago, n hen boarding for a week
with a young man, a Methodist, and his wife, in

the Catskill mountains' region of New York
State, I became interested in the remarkable
account of an Afro-Indian who had hi en provi-

dentially directed to leave bis home and to labor

in the love of the Gospel anion..' a tribe of In-

dians of \\ hom he had previously no knowledge.
The narrative having several times come to the

view of my mind Bince then, 1 finally concluded
to write to the person at whose house I had set n

the hook which contained the account
of, and to say that if he did not particularly

prize it I would purchase it from him. Being
willing to dispose of it, the volume, which had
been published forty years ago, and was entitled

"Finley's Life among the Indian-," was so in in

my hands.

The relation set forth by James B. Finley in

his book, and which so interested me, concerm d
a certain John Stewart, a quite unlearned colored
man, whose parents claimed to be mixed with
Indian blood, but of what tribe of Indians they
were entirely unable to tell. Finley's parents
were of the Baptist persuasion, and he had a
brother who was a preacher of that order. He
was born in Powhatan Co., in the State of Vir-
ginia; became disabled in early life, and his

parents having moved to Tennessee, left him be-

hind. Some time after he followed them, and on
his way to Marietta, O., was robbed of all his prop-
erty. In that place, where he took up his abode,
he gave full scope to his intemperance, till he
was so far gone and his nerves were so affected

by it, that he could scarcely feed himself. At
length he came to the resolution to put an end
to his miserable existence by drowning himself
in the river. " He told me," continues Finley,
"that the loss of his property, the idea of pov-
erty, and the disgrace, he had brought on him-
self by dissipation, and the wretched state of
his soul, had impelled him to this determina-
tion. The tavern keeper with whom he lived

refused to let him have liquor as before, so that
he had time to become sober, and his mind was
in some degree restored to the exercise of reason.

Then he determined to reform, and undertook
to attend a sugar camp at some distance from
town, which gave him an opportunity to reflect

aud pray. At this place he remained, by him-
self principally, through the sugar season. The
more he read, reflected and prayed, the more
he was convicted of his sins : and, by a con-
stant struggle of soul, he at length found peace
and pardon.

"On his return to town he could not resist

the influence of his wicked companions, and
was soon prevailed on to attend a dance, at

which the struggles of his mind were powerful,
so much so that he was almost constrained to

cry aloud. At last his mind became more in-

sensible to the influences of the Spirit, and he
comforted himself that once in grace he could
not fall from it ; and so resumed his course of
wickedness. One of his comrades dying sud-

denly, it alarmed his guilty fears, and his con-
victions all returned, so that he was frequently
constrained to cry out, ' O wretched man that

I am.'
"

From the influence of his early education,
Stewart had imbibed a deep prejudice against
religious denominations other than the one in

which he was raised, but, passing by a place in

Marietta where a Methodist meeting was in pro-
gress, he ventured in, after a struggle, anil made
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known his state. Later, after a reaching all-

iras pleased to show mercy
- J. Great was his joy ; the reformation

in his whole character and habits was radical

and thorough. He now rented a house, and re-

sumed his trade which was that of a dyer. Soon

after this change, however, and after he had

been received into membership with the Meth-

odists, his mind became much exercised about

a requirement to preach, which he concluded

was a temptation of the devil, and so continued

to think until he again lost the comforts of re-

ligion. He was visited iu the fall of 1814 with

a severe attack of sickness, from which no one

expected he would recover. But he prayed to

(i d. and promised, if he was spared, that he

would no longer withstand the call. Soon after

this, he went into the fields to pray. He thus

tells what betel him in that hour.

-It seemed to me that I heard a voice, like

the voice of a woman, praising God ; and theu

another, as the voice of a man, saying to me,
' Von must declare my counsel faithfully.' These

voices ran through me powerfully. They seemed

to come from a northwest direction. I soon found

myself standing on my feet, and speaking as if

I u<re addressing a congregation. This circum-

stance made a strong impression on my mind,

and seemed an indication to me that the Lord

had called me to warn sinners to flee the wrath

to come. But I felt myself so poor and igno-

rant, that 1 feared much to make any attempt,

though I was continually drawn to travel toward

the course from whence the voices seemed to

come. I at length concluded that if God would

enable me to pay my debts which I had con-

tracted in the days of my wickedness and folly,

I would go. This I was enabled soon to do;

and I accordingly took my knapsack and set

off to the northwest, not knowing whither I was
to go. When I set off my soul was very happy,

and 1 steered my course sometimes in the road

ami sometimes through the woods, till I came to

i ioshen on the Tuscarawas River. This was the

old Moravian establishment among the Dela-
wares." Here was a pastor of that denomina-
tion, and here were old Kilbuck and his family

and a few others of the tribe named ; but Stew-
ait, following the impression that he was to go
farther north, went on to Pipetown, a reserva-

tion of other Delawareson the Sandusky River.

The remnant of Indians there were under the

control of Captain Pipe, son of the chief of the
same name who had assisted in the burning of

• Irawford, on the Tyamochte, after the

fearful massacre of the Moravian Indians, at

' luadenhutlen. The Indians among whom Stew-
art had suddenly appealed, were preparing for

a great dance, and though their vociferations

and threatening actions alarmed him, they soon
became quiet, while their visitor sang" some
verses of a hymn, and was then moved to

preach to them, having an old man as interpre-
ter. The next morning Stewart felt some strong
desiresto return to Marietta, and thence to Ten-
nessee, whither, as stated, his father and mother
had removed: but so strong wen.- his impres-

il lie had not reached the right place,

that, refusing the invitations of the Delawares to

Stay, he took his departure, and went on to

I pper Sandusky, to the house of the Indian
sub-agenl and interpreter, William Walker.
The wife of the latter was a half Wyandott, and
so impressed was ghe by Stewart's' simple and
direct narrative of bis conversion to God and
travels in godlin i ssiug -i-eai influ-

ence with the nation, she and the who!
bis hospitable friends, and the untiring

friends to the mission which was afterwards es-

tablished there.

Stewart was directed by this family to a col-

ored man, whose name was Jonathan Pointer.

He had been taken prisouer by the Indians from

Point Pleasant, Virginia, when he was plowing

and hoeing corn with his master, the latter being

shot. Jonathan was said by the chiefs to speak

the language as weli as any of the natives.

When Stewart made known his wishes, how-
ever, Jonathan was very reluctant either to in-

terpret for him, or to introduce him as a preacher,

saying that " it was great folly for him, a poor

colored man, to pretend to turn these Indians

from their old religion to a new one; for mauy
great and learned white men had been there be-

fore him and used all their power, but could ac-

complish nothing, and he could not expect they

would listen to him." But Stewart believed that

God had sent him, and though of himself he

could not do anything, God would work by him,

and he was unwilling to give over without a

trial. Jonathan's scruples or indifference finally

gave way. The Indians at first did not seem to

be reached, but in the course of the winter that

followed there was much religious interest, awak-
ened among the people, the interpreter himself

witnessing a change of heart and proving a
great helper. He came indeed to acknowledge
that he had at first wished that Stewart would
soon go away, as he wanted a religion that did

not fit too close, but would give him leave to

indulge in sin, and so when he interpreted, he
would say, " These are not my words, but his ;"

meaning Stewart's.

Stewart had the usual difficulties to encounter
in laboring with the Indians about the absurdi-

ties of their feasts and dances and the witchcraft

of the medicine men, experiencing strong oppo-
sition from the pagan party, of whom were
Blood-Eyes and Mouocue. The latter, however,
was soon won over to be a helper. The Wyan-
dotts for a good many years previously, had been
under the religious instruction of the Roman
Catholics, and their spirirual condition did not
seem to be improved thereby. Some of these

going on business to Detroit, and calling upon
the Romish priest, were told that only such as

himself had the true Bible, none but they could
teach them the true way to heaven, and they
could be saved iu no other manner. Neverthe-
less, the wife of the sub-agent Walker, who is

alluded to as " no ordinary woman," appeared
to be remarkably gifted in dealing with these

superstitions, bringing a number of them to a
different mind.

It will not be needful to follow further the
labors of faithful John Stewart among those
people. His health had been poor from the
first, the result it was believed of his intemper-
ate habits before he embraced religion. Pul-
monary consumption developed, confining him
the most of the time to his house at the Big
Spring, where J. B. Finley employed him to
teach a small school of ten or twelve Indian
children. In the fall of 1823, seven years after
coming to Upper Sandusky, he grew worse, so
that he could not leave the house. J. B. Fin-
ley says that he had many serious and satisfac-
tory talks with him, and that he died "in great
peace," Monocue and Jonathan the interpre-
ter, on their way to pursue a journey northward,
stopping, a few .lays before the end came, to take
their final farewell of him.

It is not for mortal man to say what may
n the purpose in the Divine ordering

for mercifully visiting, fully awakening and re-
markably guiding John Stewart to his field of

special service. "When we remember, howevi

how the tribe of the Delawares, as well as the

allies, were embittered agaiust the whites

reason of the unrighteous" Walking Purchas
of 1733, and the "Paxton boys butchery," o

rage of thirty years later, and how the feeli

of enmity between the early settlers of the T
carawas and Miami region and the aggriev

natives, for years previous to and after the m
sacre of Guadenhutten was one of " war to I

knife," it would seem as though the coming
John Stewart, five and thirty years subsequi;

to the massacre, and just after the sanguim
period of Tecumseh and his brother, the "P
phet," was of the nature of a restraint of

remainder of wrath.

Several months before Stewart passed aw.

the Methodist bishop, McKendree, wrote fi

Chilicothe an account of his visit to the local

in which he said tnat "the first successful i

sionary that appeared among [those India

was Mr. Stewart, a colored man, and a mem
of our church," and that " there are more tl

two hundred of them who have renounced hes

enism, and embraced the Christian religion,;
J

ing unequivocal evidence of their sincerity,! I

of the reality of a Divine charge. He makes I

further just remark, which, though recorded (

I

seventy years ago, I hope may still encoui I

not a few of our own members who have 11

faithfully labored for the best welfare of I

red men, that, " to estimate correctly the < I

version of these Indians from heathenish d •

ness, it should be remembered that the Frit 1

—or Quakers—were the first to prepare tl I

in some degree, for the introduction of the 'I

pel, by patiently continuing to counsel til

and to afford them pecuniary aid."

Josiah W. Leei 1

The approach of our Yearly Meeting reft

the memory of our gentle friend, John Li it-

worth. I remember his testimony, that tli t-

casion was indeed a festival to him. Ma
who make profession of the all-conqueringH t,

be privileged to feel that our spirits way in U
be quickened to " see the day of approach I
(Heb. x: 25), for which all other days »,

made : and so to exhort one another to thi ai

tegral devotion , which alone can effectual! SW

cure us from being hardened through th let

ceitfulness of sin. R.

Items.

—At a meeting of the Evangelical Free Chu «8

of England held at Nottingham, Hugh i*
Hughes, wdio acted as President, said, "Theiw
access of the soul to God— the direct acc< ' »

J

God to the soul—this is the ultimate princi| fi
Protestantism. The whole controversy be in
ourselves and Rome turns on whether inter<Ji*i

between God and man is direct and immedii *j
whether between Him and us there are pries! Wl
saints, and the decrees of Councils, and thafr

thority of Popes.
" Because Christ is the Way, we do not i lift

the clergy; because He is the Truth, we c9
idolize the Bible; because He is the Lite, we >p#
idolize the sacraments."

—

The London Frieru Iffl

England and the United States.—-The foil M
address to the Christian Churches of the Tlwj
States was unanimously and cordially agreec)..

"The National Council of the. Evangelical"
Churches of England, assembled in Nottin W<

March 9th to 12th of this year 1896, to the Ch rf»

of Christ in the United States of America, low

greeting. Grace, mercy, and peace be wit J*
from our common Head, the Lord Jesus Ch f -,]

" Dear brethren : among the many quest WM
supreme interest and importance in relation ItMi

Kingdom of God which have been oceupyi
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»$t«tion, there is none which lies nearer to our

bets than the continuance of thai love be ween
jEand and America, which has been growing
strtig from many years of increasing intercourse

beteen u-.

•'We rejoice that in the difficulty which arose

pg the closing days of 1895 between your
Gkurunient and ours, relative to Venezuela, the

jjjenceof the pulpit on both side- of the Atlantic

wa Smediately and successfully exerted to repress

afiy feeling and to declare that no difference must
billowed to become a cause of war; and that

the could be none which the Christian wisdom
of e two nations could not peaceably settle.

mffe are anxious, as we are sure you are, to turn

th£ expression of the be-t feeling and the clear

Science of the two nations into a basis o( rou-

tined and honorable peace between us.

'four Congress and our own House of Com-
mos had declared themselves in favor of accepting

HriSnciple of arbitration in settlement of differ-

en( between us.

F'lrlany of our most distinguished men in all de-

mmen'ts of civil life — including the past aud
Sent leaders of the House of Commons—have
defcerately declared in favor of this principle since

Emergence of the Venezuelan difficulty.
',

"It is, however, to the Churches in the two lands

thawe look to sustain this purpose, and to urge

ppjical parties to accept it as a settled matter of

j»fy, and devise means for carrying it into effect.

4 We wish to pledge you, as we pledge ourselves,

Alto relax watchfulness and endeavor, until the

±>le of arbitration in all our differences be
ied in a binding treaty, and a permanent

trilne of arbitration be established.

'iVe intend to send a copy of this, our memor-
ial^ our political leaders, and to give it all pub-
lic!', so as to bind ourselves to you as emphatically

as le can. Should you find yourselves able to do
southing of the same sort in America we shall

rejfee.

Again we assure you of our affection for you,

ancour unceasing prayer on your behalf. Among
may me i ories we have in common (dear and
ascd as they are), the closest tie which unites

BSytloser even than our blood relation, is this:

tbx your Churches and ours have a common
nri n, a common martyr history, a common ex-

pefcnce of missionary zeal and triumph, a com-
mc enthusiasm for man and freedom, as well as

a enmon hope of religious doctrine, spiritual life,

etb-al character.

Signed on behalf of the Council,
" H. Price Hughes, President,
" Charles A. Berry, ex-President,
" A. Mackexsal, Secretary."

-Jonathan E. Rhoads and his companion, Eph-
rai Smith have during the past few weeks visited

alige number of meetings in the West of England.
In he early part of Second Month our Friends
we in Cornwall, First-day, thesecond being spent
at almouth, an evening meeting for worship being
he.' at lledruth on the fourth, and at St. Austell

8n
f
he fifth, as well as attending the Monthly

iliting at the latter place. The next three weeks
we spent in the limits of Bristol and Somerset
Qtirterly Meeting. First-day, the ninth, they
we,! at Mere, where they attended the morning
anevening meetings for worship; First-day the
9is;enth atTStreet, visiting the meeting at Somer-
toiin the evening; First-day the twenty-third at

Brtol, attending the meeting at The Frairs in the
mojing and at Redland in the evening. Our
Fr.nds were present at the usual mid-week meet-
ing at Weston-super-Maesaud Sidcot on the nine-
tetth and twentieth, and at Bristol and Bath on
th twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh. Appointed
innings were held at Wellington, Taunton, Win-
ca'on, Bridgwater, Yattou, Long Sutton, Cleve-
do, and Chipping Sodbury ; and at Melksham, on
th twenty-fourth, a meeting with the members
wiheld in the afternoon, and more especially for
th attenders in the evening. The two families
of7riends at Shaftesbury were visited on the
ebenth. J. E. Rhoads and E. Smith then moved
in Western Quarterly Meeting and an even-
in meeting was held in Newport on the twenty-
eifth. The meetings at Cardiff were attended on

First-day the first inst., and at Hereford on the
eighth, our Friends being present il Gloucester
mid-week meeting on the fourth, al Leomii
the eleventh, and at Almeley on the twelfth Ap-
pointed meetings were also held it Swansea, Neath,
Nailsworth, t ire ster and Ross. Last First-day
was spent at Worcester in the morning and Evea
sham in the evening, and alter visiting our or
two other [daces in Western Quarterly Meeting,
they intended proceeding to Birmingham and
to visit some of the surrounding meetings within
Warwick, etc., Quarterly Meeting. Yi-its to meet-
ings within the compass ol Lancashire and Chi -hire

Quarterly Meeting will probably succeed, prior to

tbecrossing of the Irish Channel in time for Dublin
Yearly Meeting.

—

London Friend.

— Jonathan Rhoads and his companion have
visited most of the meetings in Cornwall and Devon,
also in Bristol and Somerset Quarterly Meetings.
They have held numerous meetings w itii the public

in the course of their service. Alter visiting meet-
ings in Western and Warwickshire Quarterly .Meet-

ings they proceeded northward to complete their

service in Lancashire. They purpose attending the

Yearly Meeting in Dublin, which commences on
the 28th inst.—British Friend.

On the Tax of Armaments.—John Morley, M. P.,

speaking last month at Montrose, said :
" We are

now living in days when there was a great and
universal call to arms." He should like to point

out a very curious fact under that head : Great
Britain, France, Germany, Belgium and Holland
had a population of one hundred and forty four

millions, and of the military age these countries

had about twenty-eight millions, that is to say,

one-tilth of the total population. The total force

under arms in these European countries was one
million and three-quarters, roughly speaking, one
million, seven hundred and twenty thousand ac-

curately. That was to say, one man in seventeen
was wasting in camps in substance, the skill, the

industry which, under a happier state of things,

he would be using to adding to the wealth of the

world. That was a fact of which Sir Robert Peel
and Joseph Hume would have felt the full signifi-

cance."

Friends Free Library at Oermantovm, Pa.—The
Report for 1895 gives the number of books circu-

lated during the year, as 13.401. The number of

new books added, 737; the number now in the Li-

brary, 18,793: the number of persons using the

Library, about 1500. There have been484new ap-

plicants for the use of the Library.
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" SOUTHERN QUAKERS AND SLAVERY."

This work has been written by Stephen B.

Weeks, of Johns Hopkins University, and is the

fruit of much research. So far as accessible, the

original records of the meetings of Friends with-

in its limits; that of Philadelphia and Balti

more Yearly Meetiugs which throw light on the

States further South, which only are included

in its scope; historical and legal treatises; and
the narratives of the travels and experience of

numerous Friends who at different times paid

religious visits in those parts ; have all beeu ex-

amined and utilized. As the author is not a

member of our religious Society, it could not

be expected that he would always look at events

from the spiritual standpoint of a Quaker ; but

it is no more than just to say that the gen-

eral tone of the work is that of a fair-minded

historian.

In it he has grouped together a large amount
of information, not easily accessible elsewhere.

Much attention has been given to the effect upon

our Society at the South of migration, both in

its rise and decline in members ; and of the

contests with Blavery in which Friends were

early invi
'

In their labors for the spr< ad of the G
our early members did not ueglecl this part of

the world; many converts were made, and a

lumber of i tings settled in Virginia and

Carolina. Owing to the unsettled Btate of the

country and the absence of good roads, it wad
natural that at first these .settlements should be

principally in the regions near the coa-t, and
accessible by navigation. But about the middle
of i lie 18th century an exti nsive migration from

Pennsylvania and Now Jersey took place, which
took a more interior route, and largely increased

the number of members in the central parts of

Virginia and ( Jarolina, and flowed on into South
Carolina and Georgia.

In most of the Southern province- the ( 'lunch

ofEngland was made the " Established Church,"

and non-conforraiats were subjected to fines and
penalties in its support. Although these were

grievances which tested the faith and patience

of tho-e who believed in the declaration of out-

Saviour to his apostles, •'Freely ye have re-

ceived, freely erive," yet the sufferings endured

by Friends on this account wereslight compared
with what they had encountered in England.

Their testimony against war, and in favor of

the peaceable nature of the religion of Christ,

also exposed them to severe stiff-ring tit the

time of the French aud Indian war about 1755,

and during the exciting period of the Revolu-

tion. But that which more than anything else

tended to unsettle Friends and induce them to

migrate to the West, was their objection to the

system of slavery. When the Northwest Terri-

tory was organized in 1787, one provision of the

ordinance excluded slavery. This was a strong

inducement to Southern Friends to migrate

there, and thousands of them removed to Ohio
and Indiana. In one case, a Monthly Meeting
moved bodily, taking certificates for each indi-

vidual to be handed into whatever meeting they

might settle near, and surrendering their records

to the Quarterly Meeting in North Carolina, to

which they had belonged.

This depletion led to the laying down and dis-

continuance of many of the North Carolina

meetings. Without following our author through

i he period of the late rebellion, and the subse-

quent increase in numbers of North Carolina

Friends, it may be sufficient to say that we
regard the work as a valuable contribution to

the history of our Society.

ARMENIAN RELIEF.

In response to the appeal published in The
Friend, the publisher, Edwin P. Sellew, has

received the sum of Two hundred and ten dol-

lars. There was paid to Drexel ct Co., Treas-

urers of" Armenian Belief Committee," the re-

ceipt being acknowledged iu the Public Ledger I,

as follows:

Third Month 18th, . . . $100.00

Third Month 21st. . . . 63.00

Fourth Month 11th, . . . 42.00

$205.00

and leaving So.00 in his hands for this purpose

at this date, Fourth Month 13th, 1896.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Exited States —The House Committee on Indian

Affairs on the 10th instant ordered a favorable report

on the bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors

to Indians to whom lands have beeD allotted. This
r ju'ation was made nece'sary r>y a decision rendered

by Judge Bai: ,er, of i l.-e-un, who held I hat the sale

of liquor to Indians who had taken allotments was not
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a violation of the present law regarding the sale of

. that high license

:orJiog to ihe population, contain almost

thice times a- in.my prisoner- as prohibition Mil;-.

and low license Males more than three times as many.

In the prol.ihiti.il State- there is one person in prison

«.r jail lor everv 4,138 population; iu high license

forever; 2.140 ; in low license States, one

per- n in prison for every 1,829.

Bourbon Counlv, in Kentucky, once made famous

for its brand of whisky, has been holding local option

eleeti n-. A few days ago the last precinct but one

in the co mtv v. ted for local prohibition.

of this city sjvs " An official des-

patch bearing on ( uban affairs has been sent to Madrid

from the StaTe Department. President Cleveland pro-

p see that Spain accept mediation on the part of the

United Stales, looking to a settlement of the existing

differences between the Spanish Government and the

dr. ans. It assure- Spain of the kindliest motives on

Ihe part of the United States, and urges that our good

tccepted in the spirit proffered."

I! ith branches of the Ohio Legislature have passed

an "anli-lvnching law." It makes any county, whose

officials permit a lynching to occur, liable to the family

of the victim for damages.

An immense log I n, claimed to be the largest

single ho-. in in the world, was finished on the Menom-
ii River, Michigan, recently. It i- ten miles long,

and is stretched along the main channel of the river

10 prevent logs from going adrift into the flats this

spring, when the big annual drive, which will this

Year comprise seven hundred million leet of logs,

lown the river.

A reporter of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat says:

" Within a few years the Mt. Cenis, St. Gothard and

Simplon tunnels under the Alps will not compare with

ihe one to be constructed. A company has undertaken

to do 4S miles of tunnelling under Pike's Peak and

the territory near by. It will begin at Sunderland
I reek, near (.'.dorado City, and run in a southwesterly

direction to a creek some distance beyond Independ-

ence and Victor. It is to be built for a double track

railway, and have the regulation dimensions of rail

way tunnels, 14 feet wide and IS feet high. A branch

line will leave the main tunnel at a point under In-

dependence and run to Cripple Creek, placing that

mining Centre within 16 mile, of Colorado City. The
between the two is by rail at present 54 miles.

The a unl needed for the tunnel work is $20,<ioo,-

000. V contract now in escrow in Colored] City re-

quire- tint the work shall be commenced within ninety

days. The intention is to have 4-S miles tunnelled,

lain line in operation before March 1st, 1906."

B. \V. R pgers, a farmer near Bridgeton, N. J., his

pi luted 500 chestnut trees with the idea of selling

them twelve or fifteen years hence for telephone
poles, which even u iw bring $165 per 100.

It is a subject of newspaper comment in .Southern

California that cents are beginning to be used there in

the si. .res and in commercial transactions generally.

It is only a few years since any coin smaller than a
nickel was a gr.-at rarity anywhere west of the Mis-

i tin- price of anything figured out two cents

the odd ceil'- were d.du ltd, if three or four cents,

r paid a nickel.

...in California railway has now IS locomo-
tives in regular Bervice burning oil, and the results

are ., .it- -alisl...

Deaths in this city lasl week numbered 562, which
i.- an increase of 133 a- compared with the week pre-
vious, and 140 more than the correspond i ng w.-el: ..f

in •. 296 were males and 21

females: 88 died of pneumonia; 62 of consumption;
61 of hear 1 di-ease; o;j „f iutlamma'ion of the brain;
20 of apoplexy; 17 of old age; 17 of inanition

of inflammation of the -t end, and l,.,el-
: l I of tv-

phoi 1 fever; 1 1 of marasmus; 13 of diphtheria; 13

from casualties; 12 of measles; I! of nephritis; II

il ions : 1 1 of Brights' disease ; 10 of cancer ;

i uia, and '.I of oar ilv-is

: l's, 101)7, reg.', Ills; :, Ms,
;

e nip n. 109] o 110; l's, new. 117 a 117$; 5's, L13j a

1 1-1
;
c.

i

107*.

. was -..Id in a small way to spinners on a
basie of i .1 I .r middling uplands.

loan ruled steady at $13.50 a $1 1.01) pert m
for winter in I..!. J - 1 3.75 for spring in
Backs.

Winter Btiper, J2.50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,

i

t ru winter, clear,
i

i., do., straight, $3.60 u f3.80; do.,

do., patent. $3.80 a $4.00: spring, clear, So. 00 a *.-...-,
:

do., straight, $3.40 a $."..00 : do., patent, S3.60 a c-.boj

; ite brands, higher. City mills, extra. $2 bf>

a $3.00: do., clear. $3.50 a $3.05; do., straight, $:>.bo

a
: 3 mi : d .., patent, s3.>5 a S4.00. Rye Flour $2.oo

per bbl. for choice Penn'a.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71V a 71|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 301 a 37c.

No. 2 white oats, 25| a 2l5|c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here
;
good, 4} a 41 c;

medium, 3} a 4Jc; common, 3} a 3Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4
J- a 41c; good, 3^ a 4c;

medium, 3 4
l a 31c; common 21 a 3c Lambs, 31 a o',c

Hogs.—6}c. for good Western ; other grades, 6 a 6Jc;

State hogs, 51 a 5Jc.

Foreign.—The Council of the Evangelical Churches

has prepared a memorial to the churches of the United

States in favor of the establishment of a permanent

tribunal of arbitration.

The '-five nations of Europe" own 2310 warships.

mounting 88,209 guns, all ready for " immediate ser-

Two hundred and fifty Matabeles were killed and

manv more injured by an explosion of dynamite at the

mines at Gweio. The company's men had been with-

drawn from the mines, which were afterward occupied

bv the natives.
'

Great Britain is said to be erecting barracks at Malta

capable of accommodating 30,000 men.

England has not promised any foreign Power that

the Egyptian forces should not advance up the Valley

of the 'Nile beyond Dongola.

It is said the diplomatic attempt of the English to

obtain the co-operation of Italian troops in the Sou-

dan has failed.

As far as it has gone, the Soudan expedition is disap-

pointing to the War Office and to the Government,
lie-patches are sent daily from Cairo praising the ra-

pidity of the movements at the front and the complete-

ness i,f ihe preparations. The truth as known at the

War < Mice, which is sustained by private advices, is

that the advance beyond .Assouan is hampered by de-

ficient river service and the want of forage. The worst

feature for the Government is the enormous and unex-

pected expenditures that have been and are yet to be

made. Lord Cromer, the British Diplomatic Agent at

Cairo, advises that it will be necessary soon to draw
upon the Egyptian Treasury for £1,000,000, in addi-

tion to the £-500,000 already drawn, and this fact ren-

ders it probable that the entire reserve of the Egyptian
Debt Commission will be ultimately absorbed in prepa-

rations before there is actually contact with the Der-
vi-hes. No authority ventures to speculate as to what
will happen when the reserve is exhausted.

The balance-sheet of the Bank of Spain shows that

notes amounting to $220,000,000 have been issued

against $'.11,940,545 cash on hand. In the elections in

Spain, last First-day, the Marquis of Cabriana, who re-

vealed the recent municipal scandals, was badly de-

feated. The dishonest methods used to defeat him are

apparent from the fact that a great many more ballots

were returned than there were electors. It is conceded
on all sides that the new Parliament will be short lived.

Candidates of the Union Constitutional party in

Cuba were all elected as the opposition would not vote.

Captain General Weyler has asked for the immediate
despatch of 5000 cavalry to Cuba, and the Minister of

War is arranging to send them at once. The War
Office is also considering the question of employing
balloons in the military service in Cuba.
H. C. Chatfield Taylor, of t 'hicago, who has just re

turned from Spain, gives it as his opinion that Spain,

if not willing, is not averse to a conflict with tin

country. Spanish statesmen realize the gravity of a

war between the two nations, and, knowing the vast
.. 1.1- against which Spain would have to tight, they
have no desire to precipitate such a conflict, and none
of them believes that Spain would have any chance of
success. But, on the other hand, the rank 'and file in-

flamed by the press of the country, and misled by ab-
surd ;i"d bombastic statements regarding the Coiled
States, believe that Spain has nothing to lose and much
to gain by war with the I'nited States. There is only
on. sentiment ill Spain regarding the troubles in Cuba,
and that is that the rebellion must be crushed if every
drop of Spanish blood is spent iu the etlbrt.

Che accidental arrival in New Zealand of two poi-
BOnous snakes among ballast from Queensland and
South America, alarmed the colonists, for the islands
contain no native venomous reptiles, though the climate
is, in places, well fitted for them. The result of the
ilarm was thai Parliament passed an act subjecting to
heavy penalties any one importing dangerous ser-
pents.

NOTICES.
Friends attending the Yearly Meeting can be fi

_ished with meals, both before and after the sittit

of the Meeting, as heretofore, at moderate charge
{.]

cents), in the second story of the central part oft]

Arch Street Meeiing house. Meals will also be pj
pared for those attending the Meeting for Sufferii

and the Select Meeting the previous week.

Philadelphia Peace Association.—The Ann]
Meeting of the Philadelphia Peace Association!

Friends will be held at Twelfth Street Meeting-hoiJ

Second day afternoon, Fourth Month 20th, at4o'clc
,1

Friends Freedmen's Association.—The Anml
Meeting of the Friends Free Imen's Association \i

be held at Twelfth Street Meeting-house, on TweM
Street, below Market, Second-day evening, the 2

1

inst., at 8 p. M. The report of the Executive Bo
j

will be read, and matters of much importance c

nected with the future work at Christiansburg, A

will be considered and acted upon. The i

be addressed by Robert W. Taylor, a grad

keegee Normal and Industrial Institute, Alaba

highly endorsed by Booker T. Washing!
Tea will be served at the Meeting-house from I

to 7.30 p. M. Wm. T. Elkinton, Set!

'1

Westtovtn Boarding School. — The Gen*

Committee meet in Philadelphia on Seventh-day,
t

18th inst., at 2.30 p. m. Wm. Evans, Cfe

Reduced Rates to Philadelphia Yearly Mf|

ing.—The usual arrangements have been made v

the Pennsylvania R. R. Company, by which Frie

attending our approaching Yearly Meeting can I

excursion tickets to Philadelphia and return, f

any station on the following railroads, at tin

two cents per mile travelled, going and returning^

cept that no such tickets will be issued at a less_

than 25 cents, viz: Pennsylvania Railroad (mainli,

as far west as Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Eriel

road Division, Northern Central Railway, Un
Railroads of New Jersey Division. West Jersey I

road, and Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltinl

Railroad Company, on any day from Fourth Mo
lblh to 25lh. inclusive, and make the return c

good until Fourth Month 27th, inclusive, 1S96.

The Baltimore and Ohio Company, and the PI

delphia and Reading Railroads have kindly off 1

Friends the same rates and for the same dates as ah

specified.

Application should be made either personally o

mail, to Joseph Hall, 304 Arch Street, Philadelp

or to Thomas G. Hogne, West Chester, Pa , for pi
1

on the Ticket Agents—one of which must bedeliv

to the Agent whenever a ticket is obtained. Tj

orders inform the Ticket Agent at whatever stsj

they are presented on the above railroads, that

bearer is entitled to a ticket to Philadelphia,

turn, at the above rates of two cents per mil

elled. If a Friend in each neighborhood wooli

certain the number of card orders likely to be

and obtain them, and distribute among Frieni

would make less work for those having Ihe

them. When they are to be forwarded by mil
two-cent stamp should be sent to pay the postage M
Note.—Tickets issued on this order will not be fl

to stop off at way stations, going or returning. I

Died, Second Month 6th, 1895, at his home in

nett Township, Pa., Jacob Chandler, aged sev

one years ; a member of New Garden Monthly 1

ing of Friends.
, on the sixteenth of Second Month, 1896, r-

Barclay Home, West Chester, Pa., Matilda Shoi

a member of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, N.

the eighty-sixth year of her age. Her early hom
at Leeds' Point, near Atlantic City, where she re

the greater part of her life. She was ever an era
1

of patient continuance in well doing, and her la

nc-ss, which was lingering, was borne with chi

trust and resignation.

, Third Month 13th, 1896, at his home in

mantnwn, William Saverv, M. D., a member i

Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Western Di

of Philadelphia. " Blessed are the pure in hea

they shall see God."
, on the nineteenth of Third Month, 18

,

his residence in Hamilton County, Indiana,
|

Harvey, in the eighty-sixth year of his age ;
a

her of Westfield Monthly Meeting of Friends. I
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Bb^ORT TO THE YEARLY MEETING MADE BY
'CtE Committee appointed by it in 1872,

,jjm continued in 1873.

) the Yearly Meeting

:

—The Committee eou-

tuudatourlast Yearly Meeting to visit the sub-

irchate meetings, submit the following report:

luring the past year, the different divisions

if lie Committee have been pretty steadily

jogged in visiting the Quarterly, Monthly
UMParticular Meetings ; and iu several places

;he(amilies of Friends, endeavoring with such

lbi|ty as has been mercifully afforded, to per-

brj the duty committed to them, as set forth

a le minute of their appointment, viz :
" To

nee Friends to renewed diligence, to show
on in their lives and conversation, a con-

stat maintenance of all our Christian D.ic-

rits and Testimonies, that so they may become
irny established on our most holy faith, and
te ore fully united together in the fellowship

if te Gospel."

^e have been made sensible, from time to

im of the merciful extension of Divine regard
mcielp, and introduced into the feeling of af-

echnate interest and Christian sympathy with

lurnembers in the different meetings, and in

he?aried circumstances in which they are
>la:d; and we trust, that the labor of love,

tasieen productive of good to both the visitors

nc he visited.

; ^e have been repeatedly brought under close

xe'ise, on account of the many deficiencies

Pfreut, and the lukewarmness, or spiritual

eaaess, prevailing among many of our rneni-

ler so that in some places the language is ap-

•liible. ''The ways of Ziondo mourn, because
o fy come to the solemn feasts :" " Her gates
re esolate."

I has, however, been felt to be a cause of
;ratude, that low as the life of religion is in

on places, there are those preserved, even
fhie weakness greatly prevails, who are deeply
omrned for the salvation of their own souls

;

re^ensible of the weakness and departures
roid them, and are, at times, enabled to labor
Nto pray acceptably for the removal of those
hit;s that obstruct the return of the purity
•ncpower which once distinguished our religi-

'usiociety.

e are tenderly concerned for the encour-
geient of these, and for their growth and es-

tablishment on the immutable Rock and foun-

dation, Christ Jesus. It isonly on such shoulders,

that a real concern for the welfare of the church
can rest ; and it is among such only, that we can
look for rightly qualified members to till the

various important stations in the Society.

The spirit of the world, by its various delu-

sive presentations, has drawn many away from
submission to the self-denying requirements of

the gospel of Christ, and prompted them to de-

vote their time and their talents, to pursuits

which, however lawful in themselves, by almost
wholly absorbing the attention, prevent the

mind from duly heeding the reproofs of instruc-

tion which are the way of life, and from being

brought under the crucifying power of the cross,

so as to lead them to seek first the kingdom of

God and his righteousness, trusting to the ful-

filment of the promise, that all things needful

shall be added.

As this worldly spirit is allowed to prevail,

it disinclines to that introversion of mind and
retirement before the Lord, which are most
favorable to a sight of our true condition, and
to the experience of being engrafted into Christ

the living Vine, and to our growth in Him.
When such, in whom the earthly mind pre-

dominates, assemble in our religious meetings,

they feel little or no inclination or qualification

to enter into that spiritual exercise necessary,

to offer the worship that is in spirit and in truth.

Thus it is that our meetings are often dull and
unrefreshing; the spirits of those who are con-

cerned to labor for the arising of the well-spring

of Divine life, being oppressed by others who
pass the time, it is to be feared, in listlessness

and unconcern, and in some instances even in

drowsiness.

In this state of mind, excuses are readily

found for omitting this solemn obligation, and

thus it is painfully observable, that in most

places there are numerous deficiencies in regard

to the attendance of our meetings for Divine

worship, as well as those for discipline.

We earnestly desire the attention of Friends

may be turned to this subject, and that those

who are negligent and careless, may be aroused

to consider the danger of continuing in the

course they are pursuing, and its probable con-

sequences to themselves and to their families,

thereby sustaining a loss for which no amount
of outward riches can compensate them.

We have had to mourn over the tendency

evinced by many to under-estimate the value

and importance of the testimonies of the Gos-

pel, which Friends are called to uphold before

the world; and the manners, habits, fashions

and customs of it, are so far adopted by them

that scarcely anything is left to indicate that

they are endeavoring to follow in the footsteps

of the self-denying followers of Christ, and thus

the design of the Lord Almighty in raising

Friends up as witnesses to the purity and the

power of the religion of Jesus, is frustrated by

them.

We have been brought under exercise by the

conviction, that many entrusted with the care

and training of children, are not duly impressed

with the solemn duty incumbent upon them, to

bring tham up in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord ; to use parental authority to re-

strain them from indulgence in their evil pro-

pensities, and by consistent example and instruc-

tion in the truths of the Gospel, to prepare their

hearts for the reception and growth of the in-

corruptible seed and word of God. There is too

much disposition on the part of many, to allow

the young to act according to their own incli-

nation, to indulge their childish taste for finery

and folly, and thus parents incur the serious re-

sponsibility of being instrumental in initiating

their offspring into the associations, modes of

dress, manners and ways of a vain world. We
do affectionately desire, that heads of families

and others having children under their control,

may be earnestly concerned to seek after a

qualification, rightly to estimate and faithfully

to discharge the duties that rest upon them, in

the firmness, the meekness and wisdom of Him
whose heritage children are, and which He
alone can supply.

We have been made sensible that it is a day
of peculiar trial and discouragement, especially

to the young and inexperienced. Many of our

dear young people, are often perplexed by the

many voices that are among us, and we have
been brought into near and tender sympathy
with them. There are not a few among them
who give evidence that their hearts have been

tendered and contrited by the love of Christ

their Saviour, raising in them an attachment to

his holy cause of truth and righteousness, ac-

companied with the desire that the true stand-

ard may continue to be upheld among us, and
our right place in the visible church be faith-

fully maintained ; we are, nevertheless, deeply

impressed with the belief, that in regard to

many of this class, there has been a stopping

short, a holding back, a shrinking from that

full and entire surrender of the heart to the

Lord, and to the leading and government of his

pure spirit, whereby they would have been led

to show themselves more conspicuously to be the

humble, dedicated followers of the Lamb. This

halting course admits concessions to the man-
ners, language, maxims and customs of the

world, and is an effectual hindrance to their

growth in the Truth, and to their attainment of

that peace and joy in the Holy Ghost which we
believe many of our beloved young friends long

for, and which is the blessed experience of the

true believer in, and faithful follower of our

Lord Jesus Christ. It is to this cause, in great

measure, must be attributed the state of our

meetings in many places, and the withholding

by the blessed Head of the Church, of those

spiritual gifts which He would dispense for the

edification and strengthening of its members.

It is of the utmost importance, that whatever

turning and overturning the Lord may permit

to come upon us, our young people, as well as

all others, should be settled in the belief that

nothing is so essential for their present and
eternal welfare, as close attention to the discov-
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eries of the Light of Christ to their souls, and

unreserved obedience thereto. By this they

will be enabled to distinguish between the voice

of the true Shepherd and the voice of the

Btranger. The gate is strait and the way is

narrow, but it is the way of holiness and peace.

It is only by ..tiering unto the Lord the undi-

vided sacrifice of the heart when He is pleased

to call for it, that our sons can ever become as

" Plants grown up in their youth, and our

daughters as corner stones, polished after the

similitude of a palace." When this becomes

our happy and favored condition, we shall again

see judges raised up as at the first, and counsel-

lors as°at the beginning—and the Lord will

comfort Zion, and her waste places will be built

up.

Unless the government of Christ as the ever-

living Head of his church, is not only acknowl-

edged in word but practically witnessed by our

members, the will and the wisdom of the man
take the lead ; and thus the unity of the spirit,

which is the only boud of peace in all the

churches of Christ, cannot be maintained. In

this state of things, persons may be induced to

appear in our meetings in the way of ministry,

without the accompanying evidence of right

preparation, and the reception of a gift for that

weighty service. Unauthorized ministry hurts

meetings, and it is a grief and burden to those

who are measurably qualified to try words as

the mouth tasteth meat. We are concerned to

express our desire, that a watchful care may be

continued to guard against the increase of a

spirit which, under this prompting, at length

runs quite out—undervalues vital religious dis-

tinctions, and abandons the testimonies of truth

in a creaturely zeal, not according to knowl-

edge.

While attending the meetings of ministers

and elders, we have been made sensible of the

need of more fervent religious exercise and
humble dwelling with that invisible Power,
which alone can qualify for service in the

church. If this were attained to, it would
bring the members into more harmonious labor

t'<>r th" honor of Truth, and lead into more
lively zeal and diligence in the religious over-

sight of the flock ; the language of the apostle

being brought to remembrance: "The elders

which are among you I exhort, who am also an
elder, and a witness of the sufferings of Christ,

and also a partaker of the glory that shall be
revealed." " Feed the flock of God which is

among you, taking the oversight thereof."

The discipline having been established in

Divine wisdom, as a hedge about the members,
to preserve from the inroads of evil, as well as

to promote Christian care one over another for

good, it requires a measure of the same wisdom
rightly to engage in its administration. Within
the limits of all the Quarterly Meetings, there
are those preserved consistent in life and con-
versation, who are concerned for the spiritual

welfare of their fellow members, and to support
the discipline and order of the Society. We feel

constrained, however, to acknowledge, that there
are meetings wherein, from several causes, the
discipline does not seem to be carried out with
that promptness and impartiality, which are
needful to maintain the precious cause of truth,
and to promote the welfare of the body.

While the mere natural wisdom and will of
man have no place in the church of Christ, we
would tenderly encourage the rightly concerned
in our Meeting- lor Discipline, who may be en-
trusted with a sentiment on the business before
such meetings, to be -in, pie, honest and faith-

ful in giving expression to it in the fear of the

Lord, and in the obedience of faith in Him,

yielding themselves up to the service that may

be required at their hands. This is the way that

the talent committed is to be used and occupied

with, and it is the way to peace and enlarge-

ment—being faithful in a little, we shall be

made rulers over more.

Our Yearly Meeting in 1795, declared its

judgment in the following minute of advice:

" We are concerned that the management of

our Christian discipline, be not committed to

hands unclean, particularly of such who allow

undue liberties in their own children and fami-

lies. ' If a man,' said the apostle, ' know not

how to rule his own house, how shall he take

care of the church of God.' " It has been a

cause of sorrow to observe, that in some meet-

ings, those are occasionally appointed to sta-

tions or employed in services, who make no

appearance of being Frieuds, and whose man-

ner of life is not in accordance with our dis-

tinguishing doctrines and testimonies. Herein

the precious cause we are called to uphold and

promote must suffer.

We apprehend advantage might arise if

Quarterly Meetings would, from time to time,

take into solid consideration the condition of

their subordinate branches, and where from re-

duced numbers in some cases, or other causes

in others, meetings appear to need help or care,

separate a few Friends for the service, who may
be incorporated with such meetings, or other-

wise as might appear best at the time, that thus

the hands of faithful Friends may be strength-

ened and the cause of truth upheld. If upon

solid consideration in such cases, Quarterly

Meetings should deem it desirable to have the

aid of the Yearly Meeting, they should be en-

couraged to make application for that purpose.

The practice of the frequent reading of the

Holy Scriptures, we trust is general among our

members. The gathering of our children to-

gether, and reverently waiting upon the Lord
for the renewal of our spiritual strength, is at-

tended with a blessing. The seasoning virtue

and strength of the Divine preseuce, is often

vouchsafed at such times to the help and en-

couragement of the humble follower of Christ.

We would tenderly commend this subject to the

attention of our dear Friends, especially to those

who may be negligent of this duty.

In thus reviewing the state of our beloved

Society, and in alluding to some of the weak-
nesses and inconsistencies apparent within our
borders, it is far from our design to produce
discouragement, but rather to incite our mem-
bers in every part of the Yearly Meeting to in-

creased zeal and diligence in the faithful dis-

charge of their religious duties, in the love and
in the fear of God. We fervently desire the

encouragement of the humble, watchful travel-

ler towards Zion,—the city of the great King—
however obscure their situation may be, and
hidden from the sight of mortals, as they keep
close to the Captain of their souls' salvation,
" their place of defence shall be the munitions
of Rocks, bread shall be given them ; their water
shall be sure." We rejoice also in the belief
that a renewed and gracious visitation hath been
extended to many of our beloved youth. In
these evidences of the continued extension of
Divine regard to us as a people, may we be en-
abled to thank God and take fresh courage, and
be animated still to contend earnestly for the
faith, which was once delivered to the saints.
The Lamb and his followers shall have the
victory.

The Committee suggest that they be I
released.

Signed on behalf of the Committee:

Sarah A. Richie, Charles Evans,
Elizabeth Allen, William Kite,

Phebe W. Roberts, John B. BalderkI
Elizabeth C. Scattergood, John Benington,

j

Jane Gibbons, Ebenezer Worths
Abigail W. Hall, Morris Cope,

Hannah F. Wood, Henry Wood,
Susan Evans, David Roberts,
Lydia W. Sheppard, Clarkson Sheppj,

Philadelphia, Fourth Mo. 17th, 1874.

1 Friends' Int scer and Journa:

Recollections of Anti-Slavery Times—

I

Bartholomew Fussell.

BY GRACEANNA LEWIS.

Early in the year 1838, he purchased a i

adjoining that of my mother, in West Vinci

Chester County, and removed thither.

One day a woman was brought to our hi
who was in such an agony of fear that she c I

be pacified only by hiding under the bed oil

mother. At length, however, she became (I

enough to tell us her story. She had esciJ

from Southern slavery many years before, I

was now married, and had been living pi.l

ably in West Chester with her husband, \l

a man who had once been her master, butJ

sold her to another, appeared in the town al
claimant, and had her arrested and taker I

fore a judge to be remanded to slavery. B;il

quick wit in inventing an excuse to go int lit

back yard, she had escaped by clearing all
fence, springing over a dye-kettle of bcl
fluid in the hatter shop of Samuel Ange I

rushing into the house of Mrs. WorthinJ
Here she had besought protection, and was I
den by that good woman in her garret. \I
there, she had the satisfaction of seeing I
claimant, " Mort Cunningham," looking ujl

down the street, with a blank air of amazel
at her sudden disappearance, and she imil
that look of perplexity with the keenest (I
ment, acting everything she told. Her a 1
rence of" Mort Cunningham" was unbou I
and when she told her story no one could*
der at it. He had been a monster of wil
ness and cruelty, so revolting that it is i

>*

sible to pen that part of her story, but it H
never be forgotten by any one who heard si

I did, from her own lips, in the presence H
mother. In the evening, as a place of g iter

safety, she was sent to my uncle's, only a si

distance away. There she learned the nail

the person who kindly entered into con M
tion with her. She at once recognized ifl

overwhelmed him with her expressions M
light and affection, exclaiming, " You, Difli

sell ? You, Dr. Fussell ? Don't you rem »W

me? I'm Rache! Cunningham's Rache.ijw

at Bush River Neck."
After being sold by Cunningham, shM

gone further South with her new masttW
mistress. The former was an invalid, an |g6t|

ting no better, was on his return to Baltiofl

when, during a terrific storm of thundeW
lightning and howling wind, which rock I m
vessel they were on, he died, and '' Rach ;<"*

left with only her mistress. As the W
touched the wharf, a cow which had b(|°'j

board smelled the land breeze and dart!*

The captain gave "Rache" a significant*"!

and pointed to the cow. This was sufficienlAH

followed, and was free ! Making her way PI
ward, she had been safe for many yeaW
here, before her own eyes was the terror

|

«5

life, from whom she had fled. The mixi* '!
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hos and contempt, as she described the de-

lied Cunningham, was such as only one of
inmost intense natures could evoke.

liLiiother ease well known to me, in which my
jile took part, was later, after he had removed
»rlamorton, in the southern part of Chester
fcinty. After the " Christiana riots," in 1851,
K' of historic interest, four men, including the

jricipals in that tragedy, Parker, Pinckuey
Uj Johnson, were taken by James N. Taylor
O.he home of Isaac Mendenhall, not very far

r<a the village of Hamortou. They slept in

libarn by night, husking com in the fields by
-la, as if employed for that purpose, to allow
bhunt for them to go by. One day a mes-

e,per came to warn them of danger, and they

Is to the woods, Isaac Mendenhall intending
oike them that night to John Viekers, near
jinville. Hearing of the alarm, my uncle
fisell visited his friend, Mendenhall, and with

liracteristic concern for the welfare of others,

W, '• Isaac, I am better acquainted with the

»i',e than thee is, and besides I have no prop-

|j to sacrifice if I am detected, and thee has.

fie start with them on the road, and I will

nit thee and go on with them, and thee can
• «rn." In accordance with this plan, he drove,

Into John Viekers, but six miles further, to

•uhouse, arriving there about midnight. He
«no doubt influenced in this course by the

a that John Vickers's house was less private

hi ours, and by the possibility that he might
iae men employed in his business whom it

. wld not be safe to trust.

1 lefore the men were brought iD, our uncle
uy explained the dangerous nature of the

•^ involving, as it did, not only the ordinary
Ms of harboring fugitives, but of placing our-

ees iu antagonism to the United States Gov-
iment. A distant relative, Elijah Lewis, and
1-tner Hanway, had been arrested and thrown
nt prison for being on the grounds at the time
rfdie so-called " riot," although it was well

own that, as members of the Society of
•:nds, they went thither with peaceful inten-

ds- After assuring us of the need of the ex-

.Ttnest caution, the men were brought into the
itfse, and, I think, my uncle immediately re-

plied home. I cauuot remember his further
itr, and it would have created suspicion if

iiier his absence from home, or that of the

ssriage and horses of Isaac Mendenhall, had
oen noted. If he did return that night, it was
U3x.cessively long drive, but it was possible to

lie accomplished it. While generally ac-

Jrnted rash, he was in reality exceedingly
;feful where human liberty was at stake. He
Dinned cautiously and wisely, and then carried
n his plans vigorously.

U the time Parker and his friends reached
)i house, an unusual emergency had caused us
«:mploy as a domestic help the daughter of
i eighbor, who could iu no wise be trusted, and
oi secret had, therefore, to be guarded from
h< with scrupulous care. We could not even

HJ our own bread, lest she who baked it should
ros the loaves. The men who had ridden so
fa and who must again be sent forward, were
h igry and must be fed, so a young lady friend
•wd was staying with us went alone to the house
otHenry Kimber, who then lived near us, and
browed the needful food. The men were then
ittructed to bolt themselves into their room,
uil arrangements could be made for their de-
P'tiire. These arrangements must also have
bn made by the aid of Henry Kimber. They
"re speedily accomplished, and before day
d.vned the four who were in danger were mov-

ing out through an orchard at the back of the
house to a conveyance which stood in waiting
on a less frequented road than that usually

taken. In the vehicle they were covered as

though they had been a load' of marketing, and
were thus sent onward one stage on their jour-

ney to Canada. No further harm befell either

themselves or any one who had helped them.
As this beloved uncle was to others, so was

he to his own. One spring-time a niece was
very ill, and his daughter had written, begging
him to return, he being absent on business in

Maryland. It was more expeditious for him to

cross the Susquehanna Iliver on the ice than to

go to a distance to reach a bridge. When he
came to the river, the ice was breaking up
above, and a volume of water was hastening
downward with its distant roar. He calculated

his chance by the sound, and, without a mo-
ment's delay, pressed forward, and crossed in

safety. Rash, again ? No, he knew the risk

better than any one else, but he also knew he
could succeed by promptness, and he did, ac-

complishing the whole distance, on horseback,
in a marvellously short period of time.

From "The Independent."

The Manufacture of Edible and Essential Oils.

IIV (iKORiiE E. WALSH.

The cultivation of various plants for the pro-

duction of edible oils has been a leading indus-

try for thousands of years, history not even going
back to the time when the olive was first culti-

vated for this purpose: but in this country the

work of extracting important oils from plants

and vegetables is comparatively recent. When
the olive first proved a success in California,

the manufacture of oil out of the fruits began,

and by the introduction of new processes Ameri-
can manufacturers have been able to produce a

fine grade of this article at greatly reduced cost;

but more recently other edible oils have been

so far substituted for olive oil that there is less

profit in this ancient industry. In many parts

of the Orient and Europe the old olive orchards

have either been abandoned or cut up for fuel,

not because California olive growers have driven

the imported oil out of the market, but largely

because of the substitution ofcheaper and equally

suitable oils extracted from plants.

The oil of the sunflower is one of the best

substitutes for olive oil, and it is rapidly super-

seding olive oil for table use, and ruauy other

common oils for lubricating fine machinery,

clocks and watches, and for mixing fine colors

for the artist. Our cottonseed oil has displaced

the best brands of the fine olives of Spain and
Italy, but the oil of the sunflower is even su-

perior to the cottonseed oil. The sunflower for

this reason is raised extensively in Southern
Russia and Southern Europe, and the industry

of manufacturing the fine oil from the seeds is

very important. So far in this country the

work has not become as important as it deserves,

although no better country exists than this for

raising good sunflowers. The small seeded va-

riety of sunflower is cultivated for the oil more
than the large-seeded kinds, as the former are

much richer in oil. The large-seeded kinds are

cultivated more for fuel, and for the cakes made
out of the seeds when pressed and cooked. The
sunflower oil is remarkably free from all injuri-

ous acids, and is harmless as food.

The manufacture of cottonseed oil is a recent

industry in this country, but it has attained

mammoth proportions in the brief time it has

been in existence. The process by which the

oil i- extracted is simple, and it is a wonder

that the method of making it was not found out

many years ago. The seeds of the cotton when
taken to the mill for oil extraction are soft and

white, and as they lay piled up in the seed room

they resemble discolored snow banks. From
this room the small, round seeds are drawn by
suction through along trough to the mill proper.

As they emerge from the trough they fall upon
iron screens which separate the dust and dirt

from them. The seeds are covered with small

particles of cotton fibre, which must be taken

off before the oil can be made, and the next
process of removing these is called "lintiug."

These small fibers are saved, and make " linters'

cotton," valuable for certain kinds of manufac-
ture. It is excellent for stuffing and packing
upholstered articles, and also for cheaper grades

of cloth. On each ton of cotton seeds about
sixty cents are made from the cotton fiber.

After the " liuting process " the seeds are carried

to another set of machinery where they are

rapidly hulled. The remainder of the seeds are

then carried to large iron ovens where they are

steam cooked for a few minutes. At the same
time a pressure of forty to seventy pounds to

the square inch is turned upon the mass of seeds.

The work here must be done according to strict

rules, for too much heat might injure the seeds

permanently. The huge oil presses then extract

the oil, a pressure from three to five thousand
pounds to the square inch being necessary to

get all the oil out. The oil gushes out and runs

into the troughs on all sides, and is led away
by the pipes. It is left in the " settling " tanks

for five hours, and then pumped into the tank
cars waiting on the siding. Most of the mills

produce the oil only in the crude state, and send

it elsewhere to be refined. In this crude condi-

tion it is a clear, reddish brown liquid, and has

a peculiar oily taste, and a distinctive oily odor.

With this extreme competition in the market
with cheaper oils, the manufacture of olive oil

has been greatly simplified and improved in

recent years, and the California growers produce

a better and cheaper article in much less time

than the aucientsdid with theircrude machinery.

The olive oil is ready made within the fruit at

the time of maturity, and all that the growers

have to do is to extract the juice. The quality

of the oil depends as much upon the condition

of the fruit at the time of extraction as upon
any special process of refining. Unless the

olives are picked when the oil is just right, the

best results cannot be obtained. Consequently,

the manufacturers must be experts in the busi-

ness, and know just when the crop should be

harvested for manufacturing purposes.

The olives are pressed shortly after gathering,

for the oil in them will soon lose its quality. The
best oil is obtained from the olives that have
been pitted, and a small olive pitter is used for

the work. The olives are pitted, and then dis-

tributed to the cylinders inside of the press.

The first pressure of the machinery is compara-
tively light, to extract the virgin or best quality

of the oil from the flesh. The pits are not

crushed in this process, but later they are

mashed into a jelly and a lower grade of oil is

obtained. The oil thus made is left to stand

for several hours, and then the top is skimmed
off. The oil is finally clarified through filters,

and bottled or canned for market.

Another oil used largely in flavoring and for

other general purposes in this country is ex-

tracted from the black birch twigs and saplings

of the New England States. This oil is also of

recent manufacture, and it is sold largely under
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the name of essence of wintergreen. It is very

Btrong in its crude state, and will stand a great

diluting. It is extensively used in the

manufacture of confectionery and also for tan-

ussia leather. There are eight birch oil

mills in Connecticut, and fanners are paid two

and three dollars a ton for the twigs and sap-

lings of black birch that they haul to the mills.

The mountains of New England are covered in

many regions with forests of the black birch,

and anybody can gather the twigs for the birch

oil mill's. The twigs are cut in small pieces

about five inches long at the mill, and then

thrown into large wooden tanks fitted up with

copper bottoms. In the bottom of each tank is

a coil of steampipe, and several feet of water.

The top is then put on and hermetically sealed.

When the steam is turned on the water boils,

and is kept boiling for six hours. Near the top

of the huge tank is a pipe connected with a

worm coiled in a cask of cold water and emerg-

ing through the bottom in the form of a faucet.

The steam in the tank passes through this pipe

and worm and is condensed when it strikes the

cold surface inside of the cask of water. The
oil drips through the worm and runs out of the

faucet into a glass jar. This is the whole pro-

cess of manufacturing the oil. The oil was for-

merly refined by a very expensive chemical

process, but now a woolen blauket placed inside

of the first tank clarifies it so that it is pure oil

when it drips into the glass jar. The oil is a

dull brown before it is clarified, but of a light

green color when pure. It sells for about three

dollars a pound, but it takes one ton of birch

twigs to make four pounds.

The manufacture of essential oils from pep
permint, wormwood, sassafras and sage, is prac-

tically the same, and all of these plants are

raised quite extensively in the country for this

purpose. The cost of the distilling machinery
for making these oils does not amount to more
than twenty-five to fifty dollars, and the work
is conducted upon many small farms in the

country. Near St. Joseph, Mich., extensive

fields of peppermint are cultivated for distilling

the oil. The process is very similar to that of

extracting birch oil.

It consists principally in sending hot steam
through the mint and thus vaporizing the oil

which is carried with the steam and with it con-

densed in the worm of the still. From this place

the two run together in a steady stream into the
" separator." This is nothing more than a tin

vessel resembling a coffee-pot, with aspout rising

from near the bottom to about an inch below
the top. When the oil and water run into
this, the water sinks to the bottom, and the oil

being lighter, rises to the surface. The two are
thus separated so that the oil can be skimmed
oil' with a spoon.

It costs about as much to raise an acre of
peppermint us it docs an acre of corn, and the
yield of oil is about ten to twenty pounds to the
acre. The prices for this oil vary greatly in

the market, but it is usually a pretty expensive
article. The other essential oils made from the
plants and vegetables named above have been
made for many years in this country, and in

the Tennessee Mountains the country people
make a living in gathering tie- herbs for the oil

mills. The plants grow wild there in great
profusion, ami they are gathered by the liun-

ol tons. While large quantities are used
riudit in the mountains for distilling the oil,

others are dried and shipped to the cities in that
c lition.

The manufacture of castor oil from the beans

was formerly controlled by a few pressers and

manufacturers in New York, St. Louis, Cincin-

nati and San Francisco. These manufacturers

distributed the seeds to farmers, with directions

for culture, and made a contract to take the

whole crop at a certain sum. The beans are

raised on land where Indian corn thrives, and

the crop is cultivated similar to corn. The pods

are harvested, when they turn brown, and are

shelled by the farmers. After being cleaned by

a fanning mill they are sent to the manufac-

turers of the oil, who press them by heavy

machinery, and clarify the oil before bottling it.

The industry is a large one in this country, and

thousands of people are directly or indirectly

supported by it.

Selected.

HARVEST.
Beneath the fervent summer sun

The yellow wheat-heads shiver,

As back and forth the zephyrs run

Across their gleaming river
;

The sickle's keen and crescent light

Burns in the plain hefore us,

And from the fields, to left and right,

Comes up the reapers' chorus.

We saw the opening spring disclose

Her vernal promise tender,

Now summer blossoms like a rose

And bourgeons into splendor ;

And where young May in sunshine trod,

And April lapsed in showers,

Beams like a smile upon the sod

The joyousness of flowers.

The marching days across the plain

Have made their swift advances,

Armed with the arrows of the rain,

The noontide's golden lances;

Htre Winter has let fall his snows,

Through fingers white and chilly
;

Here blushing June has laid the rose,

Here timid May the lily.

Long months ago, in hope and fear,

Broadcast the seeds were planted
;

Now comes the largess of the year,

By roval nature granted
;

The staff of life her bounty yields

To all who lean upon her,

A hundred fold the grateful fields

Pay back their debts of honor.

Not faith alone, but faith and works
Are Nature's teaching ever,

And Plenty, like an angel, lurks

In thy broad path, Endeavor!
Plant deep the tender seeds of truth,

Thou who in error starvest,

Then from the fertile plains of youth,
Divine shall be thy harvest.

Charles Morris.

In 1805 Stephen Grellet had a minute for

religious service, principally in Pennsylvania.
In his Journal he makes the following memo-
randum :

" I have been very sensible during these

weeks past, that the low state in which I find

our Society, meeting after meeting, is owing to

their having departed from that retiredness of
spirit, and lowliness of mind, which character-
ized our former Friends, and the primitive
Christians. They have retained indeed, to a
certain extent, the outward professions, but too
few continue in the life. What a neglect is

mournfully prevailing in many families, to train
them up in religious life and conversation, con-
sistently with our Christian profession ; never-
theless the Lord has a precious remnant pre-
served in almost every place, to whom I feel

nearly united. Through many baptisms he has
brought them and preserved them, and I have
faith to believe that, though this people may be
chastened to purify them, they will not be for-

saken ; and from among the children, yea, fxt]

generations yet unborn, will arise such as v

magnify the name of the Lord their Redeeme I

For " The Friend 1

A Sea-side Ramble.

On the third of Fourth Month, in compart]

with a friend who had long been greatly int
j

ested in shells, had made a large collection I

these beautiful objects, and accumulated a gr
j

store of information respecting them, I made
j

excursion to the sea-shore. The time was fi: I

upon to suit his convenience, as it was only
j

special occasions that the claims of business
j

him at liberty to follow out his favorite purs I

I embraced with much satisfaction the opjl

tunity of having the company of one who 1

J
able to impart so much information as to I

flotsam of the sea. The day was what is call
" Good Friday," which had been observed fi I

ancient times in connection with the ceremoi I

in commemoration of the resurrection of I

Saviour, and is still a day of note in the Rod I

Catholic and Episcopal churches. Althtni

my companion does not belong to either of til

professions, he was very willing to enjoy the!

lease from everyday duties, aud so was his •

sociate, who, holding the spiritual views of I

Society of Friends on religious subjects, 1
not regard the ceremonies observed by soni'l

of any binding obligation on him.

We purchased tickets for Wildwood, I

thence walked up the beach to Anglesea, whl
we took the cars homeward in the afternoon. 1
had hoped at Wildwood to have met with a H

spring flowers, but it was a backward spit

aud not one blossom greeted our vision. A; t

whirled past patches of low ground when
j)

a later season of the year we had in fori

times noted abundant blooms of white Habe I

ias and other interesting plants, we imagil
these natives of the soil yet hidden below jbl

surface, aud waiting for warm days to . I
them courage to rise up. The evergreen pi I
cedars and holly bushes gave some variet 8
the wintry appearance of the woods, and I
oak bushes still retained a large part of I
season's leaves, although these were brown ft

dead. It seems strange that they should eft

so tenaciously to the branches of the tre

H

where I suppose many of them will remain i Hi

pushed off by the new leaves that now will .' n

begin to develop.

The alternate stretches of sand and gr ill

spoke to us of the time when Southern H
Jersey was covered by a shallow ocean, and*
debris of former rocks was sorted and siftei I
its restless waves.

A few miles north of Cape May, we took I
seats in the cars of a small branch road, »&

runs across the salt meadows to the ocean beib,

which was our destination. The strip of w $b

land which borders the beach presents mucfij

interest. The gales from the sea prevent ;»

general way, the growth of the trees abo
;

ft

certain level. Any aspiring shoot, whicl It-

tempts to rise above the protection of its net-

bors, is forced to grow in a horizontal direc Bt

and hence many of the trees send out long M
zontal branches, giving the forest the apj*
ance of having been clipped with an enorrM

pair of shears, which have cut oft' all the p
3

to a certain height. The conflict betweerJ*

natural tendency to grow up to the light, 'd

the power of the winds to modify the ma

P

of growth, has produced many very curious fd

interesting specimens.

The water obtained from shallow wells a >g
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tt coast is .scarcely fit fur drinking. To reined v

tb difficulty, deep wells have In en bored fu'r

86311 or eight hundred feet at Wildwood, and
wsuppose the hotels and cottages of this place

w'. soon be supplied from this source. The
st'.ta in Southern New Jersey dip very gently

ar uniformly to the southeast. We have not

sei the record of the borings at Wildwood, but
wsuppose they are similar to those at Atlantic
b, and other points on the coast, and if so

th/pass through successive beds of sand, gravel.

oil.' and marl. These beds may be compared
taiuge sheets of blankets laid one on top of

ar-ther on a sloping floor. The lowest of these

nK commence perhaps at the Delaware River,

ar- the upper ones at points nearer and nearer

tohe ocean. The rain which falls on the part

of he country where these strata come to the

su'ace soaks in and gradually flows down by
th force of gravity in the direction the strata

rii The water, wdiich is found at the depth of

seiin or eight hundred feet at Wildwood, proba-
blientered the earth about Berlin or in that

pcion of the country, and is therefore free

frti salt or similar impurity. At Anglesea we
ndced that the cottages were supplied with

laie wooden tanks or reservoirs in which the

ra( water was collected. At one of these we
qurched our thirst, with the kind permission of
thoccupant of the cottage, and found the water
at bis season of the year very cool and refresh-

ins But in dry seasons the people there are

sojetimes forced to have water brought from a

knee.
i in reaching Wildwood we walked along the
bejih towards Anglesea, picking up objects of
intrest that presented. Perhaps the most con-

spuous of these were the Conchs—large spiral

ili-ls, some, of which still contained the living

anjoal, while others were empty. As the whole
shj consists of but one piece, it is classed by
stiients among the one-valved (univalve) shells,

in|,he coils of which the animal lives. We
pited up near by a large specimen of the com-
mc shore clam (Venws mercenarid) , which has
twishellsof an arched form. The edges of these

ariapplied to each other and the whole makes
a wity for the home of the animal. This is a
sptirnen of the two-valved shells (Bivalves), to

wrph belong the oyster, clam, and numerous
otlr species. We found two species of Conch
— e one (Fuhjura cnnaUculata), marked by a
apiil canal on the top, the other (Fulgura car-

icct, distinguished by a spiral row of projecting

poits. The general form in both species is

sinlar, being pear-shaped and obliquely taper-
injto a small size, in what would be the stem
snof a pear.

'he shell, which is principally composed of
saionate of lime, of which sea-water contains
» Siall portion, is secreted by the animal as a
prtectiou to the fleshy parts within, and it

Bys by additions made to the open edges from
tin to time. In the specimens lying before me
it easy to trace the manner of growth and
Rrapidly enlarging size of the shell in each
aditional coil. They nearly all show about
foi complete coils. I do not know whether or
nohese indicate four years as their age, for the
pr<ess of growth may be more or less continu-
3U:and may depend on supply of food or other
cirimstances. The longer one studies these
3h<s the more curious and interesting points he
sbirves in them—but I must remember that a
wrten description does not convey to the reader
tm;anie vivid impression and the same interest
as he object itself—and so avoid being too
tec)us. But I must not neglect to call atten-

tion to the door of horny material with which
the animal closes up the entrance to the inner
chambers of its home. This plate is attached to

the part of the body next to the opening of the
shell. When the body is expanded by the ab-
sorption of water, or other means, this door is

turned on edge so as to permit egress, but as

the body contracts it is drawn down and ef-

fectually bars admission. This door is called by
conchologists the qpercwtol, a Latin word which
means a lid or covering, and is common to many
species of the spiral shells. J. W.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Gate of Heaven.

God dwells in Heaven. Where God is, there
is Heaven, and the kingdom of Heaven. This
kingdom is found among men, and is established
in the hearts of those who submit to the rulings
of his spirit. The New Birth is then " this gate
iuto which the righteous enter;" this gate at
which the King of Glory knocks and would
enter, and with his entry' comes the kingdom.
Henceforth the conversation of such as receive
Him is in Heaven, for they walk as they are
led by the Spirit of God.
And as the infant requires food and raiment

after its birth, not less does the soul require
heavenly food and raiment, on coming into this

new life. So says the apostle, "As newborn
babes, desire the sincere milk of the word, that
ye may grow thereby " (1 Pet. ii, 2). For men,
and those calling themselves by the name of
Christ, may deem themselves rich and clothed,

and having need of nothing, and yet as seen by
God, they are poor and blind aud naked, and
have need of white raiment that they may be
clothed (See Rev. iii, 17, 18). Like these" was
Dives, who on dying, fell far short of eternal

rest, whilst poor Lazarus was admitted within
the pearly gate.

Who then can enter here ? The gate that

leads to the heavenly city is neither shut by day
nor by night. All who will come may come.
None are debarred. Christ Jesus tasted death
for every man, that all men might live. He
died for sinners, and He now comes to those

bound in the cords of siu, that He may by his

power redeem them to himself. Indeed, where
sin abounds, there grace much more abounds,
for the Good Shepherd seeks his lost ones. And
to every one may it be said " The word is nigh
thee, even in thy mouth aud in thy heart, that

is the word of faith, which we preach (Rom. x,

8). Christ comes to the sinner dead in tres-

passes and sins, as a quickening spirit, so that

as in Adam all died, so in Christ all may be
made alive. By his light He makes sin mani-
fest and reproves sin; by his love he woos the
sinner to come to him to be made free from sin

and its bondage, aud to submit to his yoke. To
those who reject not Gods' grace thus freely

given, He gives power by the inbreathing of

his spirit to become sons of God, to overcome
sin, and to follow Him in the way of right-

eousness.

It is God who makes the sinner uneasy in his

state of estrangement to God. It is He who by
the light of Christ makes sin manifest; it is He
who inclines the will to forsake sin ; it is He
who grants and leads into true repentance for

the same; it is in this light that God and the

Saviour is known, for God is in the light."

Great is the rejoicing of soul when the way is

made clear, when the Saviour is known, who
redeems from sin, when He rolls the burdens

away, when He breathes the spirit of reconcili-

i.no «»'v xiuu «ii'ycvci oeuev em, seeKei
cometh to God, fiudeth pardon and
For God reveals himself to his soul, he

ation into the pardoned sinner, once an enemy
by wicked works, now a friend through faith

and obedience. < >h I the vows of this covenant
with God. When Jacob first found peace after

all his troubles and the Lord met him at Bethel,
he cried, " Surely this is the bouse of God, this

is the gate of Heaven." Henceforth the Lord
led him through many afflictions it is true, but
through all God's blessing re-ted on him, and
carried him triumphantly through all, and even
though he died in Egypt! SO strong was his faith
in God's promise, that he charged Joseph not
to let his bones rest there, but to lay them in
the promised land.

It is all of the grace of God in Christ Jesus.
His love designed and made a way in which to
pardon guilty man, and yet to magnify his law.
His love sent his Son into the world and gave
him for an accepted sacrifice, by which through
faith in his atoning blood man might find ac-
ceptance. In his unchangeable love God visits

and revisits man by his spirit to draw him into
this way. And whoever believeth, seeketh, and

peace,

ivarms
his soul in love to God, he strengthens him to
overcome sin and walk in the way of righteous-
ness, and to persevere therein. Oh ! who can
fathom the depth of God's great love to man,
as seen in Christ his Son ? And if man reject
these bountiful provisions of God's love, his
condemnation is sure, for God's long suffering
mercy has an end, and if a man die in his sins
he cannot see God.

In the words of the poet then, "Behold
Heaven's unencumbered way ;" above this gate
in letters of light is it wri'tten " Believe "and
Live." Yea "Look to him all ye ends of the
earth and be ye saved." For " the just shall live

by faith," and this faith having life in itself is

of God, and comes from God's visitations and
work in the soul of man. It is the faith of the
saints, of which Christ Jesus is the author. It
is a faith that works by love, overcomes evil,

purifies the heart and gives access by one spirit

to God. To this appertains the promises of
God through Christ to man. Through it man
becomes heir to and inherits the righteousness of
Christ, and grows up into his likeness and image,
as Christ Jesus, the first born of the new crea-
tion was found in the express likeness or image
of God. For Christ came to restore to man
that image of God in which man was first made
and which through disobedience and sin he lost.

Now through faith and obedience on man's part,

Christ by the power of his spirit restores this to

man.
Life is short wherein to prepare for eternity.

God's grace is sufficient to meet every case. All
are invited to come. The way is open, aud help
Divine is near. Peace and joy and love spring
up as perennial flowers in this path. It leads
to the celestial city. Reader, wilt thou come?

<

W. W. B.

A meeting of North Carolina Yearly Meet-
ing in 1826:

" On the subject of our deviations from plain-

ness in dress and address, through the medium
of an epistle from the Yearly Meeting of In-
"iana, we have received a very solemn mes-
sage from the Shawnee Indian Nation, in-

forming [us] that during a council which had
lately been held among them, they were under
deep concern on account of the many deviations
from their ancient simplicity, and were labor-
ing to reform their people. Tbey likewise felt

a concern for our Society generally on the same
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account, stating that in former days they knew

u? from the people of the world by the simplic-

ity of oar appearance, which, in times of war,

had been a preservation to us; but they have

to lament that now there are many amongst us

whom they know not, by reason of their depart-

ure from our ancient plainness."— Weeks' South-

ern Quakers. ^^____
The Brewer's Gift.

The following article, written for the Union.

Signal by our friend, Josiah W. Leeds, has been

forwarded to us by the author, with a note

stating that " he felt paid for writing it by the

reception of a grateful letter from a mother, who

said she had a son and a daughter at Drury
who would be encouraged to know of

this appeal, as many papers had blamed the

.-indents for their conscientious action :"

—

In the issue of the Sabbath Recorder of the

seventeenth of the Second Month, I was much
surprised to read the editorial item commenting

unfavorably upon the action of the students of

Drury College, Missouri, who protested against

their Institution accepting a brewer's gift of a

thousand dollars. The Recorder s editor thinks

the refusal " will stand neither the test of logical

application nor the law of common sense," and

that it would be better to "take all the brewer's

money and put it to better uses, and, if pos-

sible, get the brewer himself and all his inter-

ests into the kingdom of our Lord."

The practical weakness in these specifications

is, that we will strive for that which is not likely

to happen. Altogether different would be the

position iu the case of a repentant brewer or

distiller, converted from the error of his ways
to God, who should relinquish the business and
thenceforth act upou the conviction that, what-

ever he had of this world's goods should be used

to uplift, where theretofore they had been largely

used to debase his brother. Accepting the

money of one who is well satisfied with his con-

tinuance iu this business, will not help him.

Accepting it, if he has felt compunctions about

its rightfulness, will operate to hush the voice

of the inward monitor, and permit his awaken-
ing scruples to compound with his conscience.

No; though it be seemingly true that "log-
ical application" and "the law of common
sense," should prompt us to accept such a gift

as first above referred to, I should hold, never-

theless, that the Holy Spirit's intimations, and
the counsel of the Book of books should in-

struct US to reject it. An exceedingly high
price is given as the worth of one human soul.

Keeping in view the soul's peril of the liquor
manufacturer or dealer himself, and then that

of those, his patrons, who may have been mor-
ally endamaged by his business, the way of
safety concerning such tainted money, when
proffered as a donation, is, "take it not."

The same principle was presented in Phila-

delphia relative to accepting the proceeds of
the annual charity ball. A tier a notable con-
i. -i. more than ten years ago, the managers of
the Presbyterian Hospital returned the pro-
portion of the proceeds allotted them by the
ball's directors of that year. There was trouble
over it in the camp of the Episcopal Hospital
managers, but the final conclusion was to accept

likewise with the Pennsylvania Hospital
managers. A year or two later, the issue had

lecided on behalf of the » lermantown
Hospital, and though the opposition was strong,
it appeared thai a promise had I n given in

advance, on behalf of the managers, that the
money would be received—and so it was.

Chagrined that the quality of their money
should be thus contemned or brought into

question, and unwilling that it should thence-

forth be thus publicly debated upon, a rule was

adopted by the people handling the apportion-

ment of the proceeds of the annual charity ball,

that the benevolent organizations or institutions

who wanted to share therein, must themselves

make application for a donation. So far as 1

know, the management of no one of the four

above very useful institutions for the relief of

the sick and suffering has made such applica-

tion, though, in the meantime, all of them have

been the recipients of considerable sums of

money by direct gift or bequest.

The Baptists [under which denomination is

Drury College] have in various quarters done

well iu refusing proffered sums of money, in cases

where they have had to declare that the end did

not sanctify the means. A good precedent for

such conscientious action is to be found in the

early history of that Baptist educational institu-

tion, Brown University, Rhode Island, referred

to in the writer's booklet on " Horse-racing

;

The Beginnings of Gambling ; The Lottery."

In Philadelphia, the centrally situated build-

ing used for operatic and theatrical entertain-

ments, and in which the notorious French
chanteuse, Guilbert, was allowed to have her

disgraceful "matinee," is owned by a man of

wealth, who has made large gifts to local Meth-

odist charities. His office is but a door or two
away from the opera house, so that he cannot

be unaware of the character of the spectacles

given there, and that many of them are of that

morally forbidding sort, such as originate in

the unhealthy brain of a Sardou or Offenbach.

He has other property besides the opera house,

but as the owner of that he is well known.
As to the Drury College students—who, I

find by the report of the National Bureau of

Education of three years ago, which I happen
to have at hand, numbered 132 males and 111
females—their action, it seems to me, is a hope-

ful sign of the times, and augurs well for both

college and home protection at their hands.

On the Verge of a Scandal.

The Indian Rights Association have issued

an Appeal to Congress, not to make appropria-

tion for payments of attorneys' claims against

the Cherokee Indians, without providing that

each claim be scrutinized as to its own merits.

The Appeal says :

"The General Deficiency Act of August 23,

1894, carried an appropriation of $800,380.31
to pay certain claims of the 'Old Settlers,' or
Western Cherokees, against the Government,
found due by the Court of Claims and the Su-
preme Court of the United States; and in the
same paragraph directed the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs to 'withhold from distribution

among said Indians only so much of that part
of the said judgment set apart by the Indians
for the prosecution of their claims, as is neces-

sary for him to pay the expenses and for legal

services justly or equitably payable on account
of the said prosecution.'

"The amount 'set apart by the Indians for

the prosecution of their claims' was thirty -five

per cent, of whatever might be recovered"; and
the only possible interpretation of the direction
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs is that he
shall withhold only ' so much' of this thirty-
five per cent, 'as is necessary ;' the plain intent
of Congress being that, if auy part of the thirty-
five per cent, remained after paying just claims
for expenses and legal services, it should be

added to the other sixty-five per cent, and d
tributed pro rata among the Indians.

" Within three months after the passage

the appropriation, there were filed in the Indi;

Office enough claims from attorneys and aget

to exhaust nearly three-quarters of the enti«

judgment and appropriation, if all were allowi

In other words, these claims alone were m<!

than twice as large as all the amount set ap
by the Indians, enormous as that percents

was, as the maximum to be spent on attorne

fees and expenses. The particulars of th

claims will be found in Senate Document
Fifty-fourth Congress, First Session, page ni

More claims have since been presented, some

the Indian Office and some to Congress.
" The Commissioner placed a strict constr

tion on the law, disallowing all claims not ba

on contracts made with the Indians and
proved by the Commissioner and the Secret*

according to Section 2103 of the Revised S
utes. The Secretary held, however, that s

claims for services actually rendered in I
faith might be considered, whether based

contracts previously approved or not, and

lowed in proportion to the share such serv I

might have borne in bringing about the res-J

As some of the persons whose claims wereJ
jected by him have since appealed to Congl
for a direct appropriation from the money of I

Indians in the possession of the Governml
and as others whose allowance bad been fi I

and paid by him have appealed in like mat I

for a larger sum, it becomes of importance

see what each of these revived or incren

claims amounts to ; especially since the Sell

Committee on Indian Affairs and the Sefl

Appropriations Committee have indulged!
claimants to the extent of including their clil

in amendments proposed to the Indian Api
priation Bill."

It then cites several of the claims to sho?i
need there is of careful examination of (I
and goes on to say :

"The purpose of this brief citation—it n

all the pending claims, but enough of the fl

show the types represented in the profB
amendments—is to warn the members of th

houses of Congress against a step which Vj

are now urged to take, with serious resu.fti

the defenseless Indians whose money is invo ji,'

It is hoped that even those members who, thr jilt

lack of knowledge of all the facts, have M
drawn into the presentation or support ol i»

of the many claims, will pause and fully iflWl

themselves before going further. Any of Wf_

claims of attorneys which have good grou «
stand upon can readily pass the ordeal of k"

sideration iu separate bills, where their r I

will be open to full, fair, and honest inci

To rush them through on an appropriation

all of the items of which may be jeopardiz

a deadlock over one or two, is not consi

with the business standard which Congress w|
to set for itself in dealing with large su>»

money belonging to an ignorant people U'W

to present their own case.

" It is hoped that every Senator and I »*

sentative to whom this view of the mair»

presented will insist on separating these <1W|

against the Old Settlers' Attorneys' Func'S*

the Appropriation Bill, and subjecting th i *°

at least as much scrutiny at the Capitol a hty

have received at the Interior Department
" We respectfully urge that these Iii»M

should be subjected to no greater chargeM
an intelligent business client, and that: 111'

event should the attorneys' claims aggg8"

t "I

I
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mce than the thirty-five per cent, originally

;

f ul upon, which seems excessive."

"Philip C. Garrett, President."

Use of Tobacco.

\\ letter from a Friend in a distant State re-

qttits the publication in The Fi:ikni> of some

obrvations of Benjamin Rush, a distinguished

pbMcian of Philadelphia, in former years. The
wfer of the letter says that he had formerly

he i a slave to the practice of using the plant,

bnabandoned it nearly thirty years ago:

|Were it possible for a being who had re-

skiJ on our globe to visit the inhabitants of a

phet where reason governed, and to tell them

thi a vile weed was in use among the inhabit-

ant of the globe he bad left which afforded no

ni>!"ishnient,and that this weed was cultivated

wii immense care, that it was an important

art.'le of commerce, that the want of it pro-

dwd real misery, that its taste was extremely

naseous, that it was unfriendly to health and
niatls, and that its use was attended with a

co.iderable loss of time and property, the ac-

cout would be thought incredible, and the au-

th< of it would probably be excluded from

sooty for relating a story of so improbable a

na^re ! In no one view is it possible to con-

teplate the creature, man, in a more absurd

an ridiculous light than in his attachment to

tolxo.

The progress of habit in the use of tobacco

is ;actly the same as in the use of spirituous

liqors. The slaves of it begin by using it only

alV dinner, then during the afternoon and
eV'iing, afterwards before dinner, then before

brr
kfast, and finally during the night.

The appetite for tobacco is wholly artificial.

Noerson was ever born with a relish for it.

E\n in those persons who are much attached

to ;, Nature frequently recovers her disrelish

fo»t. It ceases to he agreeable in every febrile

intsposition. This is so invariably true, that

a (-relish to it is often a sign of an approach-

in;fever. I proceed now to mention some of

thi influences of the habitual use of tobacco

upi morals:

The use of it, more especially in smoking,
tlit.oses to idleness, and idleness has been con-

aicred as the root of all evil. An idle man's
brn.says the celebrated and original Bunyan,
'ishe devil's workshop.'

The use of it is necessarily connected with

th'ieglect of cleanliness. Tobacco, more espe-

chy when used in smoking, is generally offen-

b'u to those who do not use it. To smoke in corn-

pay, under such circumstances, is a breach of

gal manners. Now manners have an influence

upa morals. They may be considered as the

ou.iosts of virtue. A habit of offending the

seies of friends or strangers by the use of to-

ba?o cannot, therefore, be indulged with inno-

ce;e. It produces a want of respect for our
feW-creatures, and this always disposes to un-
kil and unjust behavior towards them. Who
ev- knew a rude person completely or uni-
fo jly moral ?

In reviewing the account that has been
gi 'n of the disagreeable and mischievous effects

ofobacco, we are led to inquire what are its

us upon our globe, for we are assured that
Doing exists in vain? Poison is a relative
'e i, and the most noxious plants have been
diovered to afford sustenance to certain ani-
111 s. But what animal besides man will take
toicco into its mouth? Horses, cows, sheep,
ca, dogs, and even hogs, refuse to taste it.

Flies, mosquitoes, and the moth are chased from

our clothes by the Braell of it. But let ua not

arraign the wisdom and economy of nature in

the production of this plant. Modern travellers

have at last discovered that it constitutes the

food of a solitary and filthy wild beast, well

known in the deserts of Africa, by the name of

the rock goat.

" I shall conclude these observations by re-

lating an anecdote of the late Dr. Franklin. A
i'ew months before his death, he declared to one

of his friends that he had never used tobacco in

any way in the course of his long life, and that

he was disposed to believe there was not much
advantage to be derived from it. for that he had

never met with a man who used it who advised

him to follow his exaninle."

When Murphey 's wife asked him to sign

a petition for the Scott Act to shut up the dram
shops, and he replied by asking her if she would

sign a petition to stop her cup of tea, she re-

plied :

" Was it a cup o' fay turned Biddy Malone
out-o'-doors in the dead o' winter because her

man lift ivery sint he arned, and that ye know,

at the tavern ? Was it the cup o' tay blacked

Sandy McCullough's wife's two eyes, and let the

little gossoons, siven av 'em, run about in rags,

without enough to ate, an' no schooliu'—while

the poor woman slaved at the wash tub to git

'em a bit o' bread ? Was it the cup o' tay sint

Maggie Smith to the police, an' got her thirty

days in jail?
" Is it the cup o' tay turns the wife and chil-

dren into the sthrate, and smashes the furniture,

and quarruls wid the neighbors— and fetches

the police? Is it the cup o' tay drives the

family from house to house, gettin' wuss, and
into a maner neighborhood every time, an' puts

a man in the gutter, an' rolls him in the mud,

an' sets the byes a jeerin', an' riddens his nose,

an' blears his eyes, an' loosens his tung, and

puts a hole in his coat, and knocks off his hat,

an' sinds him home sthaggerin' wid his sinses

where he can't get at em ?

" Is it a cup o' tay makes a fool of a man,
Paddy Murphey, that his best friends can't re-

spect him ? Aud a brute of a man, Paddy
Murphey, so that his wife trembles, an' his chil-

dren run away, an' hide whin they hear him

comin ?' Is it the cup o' tay makes a baste of a

man so that there is no less sinse, or raisin', or

self respect in him than there is in a pig, Paddy
Murphey?

" When ye show me that a cup o'tay will do

all such things as these, Paddy, I'll sign a Scott

Act agin' it; in the meantime I sign agin'

whiskey, an' beer, an' wine, or anything else

that has the pison in it that makes a man or

woman only fit for a lunatic asylum, or a jail,

or anywhere, except home or hevin."— Selected.

Items.

The Soudan Expedition.— The Daily Chronicle,

referring to the despatch of British troops to the

Soudan, says

:

"The larger view of the Soudan expedition is

clearly that we are in for another war, a war of

conquest—a war which must carry us far into the

deserts of Darfur and Kordofan, and certainly to

Khartoum itself. IfGordon's ' blood- boltered ghost'

could speak, what memories of our earlier disa-sters

it would invoke ! Let us in common prudence face

the fearful consequeuces of this step.
" 1. It implies a large and close identification of

this country with the Triple Alliance, which is now
threatened with dissolution. Immediately, we are

pulling Italian chestnuts out of the fire ; indirectly,

German chestnuts. Why we should waste blood

re for the Bake of the Power which has

been our bitter enemy in every quarter of the

world, we are at a loss to

"2. It will stimulate France and Russia to vig-

orous hostile action, and at a Mow destroy the hope
of an Anglo-French i nU ntt

',. It must lead to tin- virtual annexation of

Egypt, We are not going to pour out more blood

and treasure in putting down the Khalifa's rule, as

a mere piece of international Quixotry, and no
European Power will believe us if we -ay we are.

"4. It will encourage Italy to a forward policy

in Africa, at the moment when she is making ar-

rangements for withdrawal and peace, with the

Negus."

Military "Bed Tape."— Mr. Laboucbere, M. P.,

relates the following recent incident :
" A serge

frock and trousers belonging to a Lance-Corporal
in a Line regiment were damaged bv a rat. A
Board of Inquiry under the CO. of the battalion

solemnly assembled at Colombo to investigate the
outrage. The Lance-Corporal was called and gave
his evidence, describing the apparition of the rat,

which jumped off the shelf as be was taking down
his kit. A second Lance-Corporal gave corrobo-
rative evidence of the occurrence. The damaged
garments were produced and examined by the

Board. The Quartermaster was called and deposed
that ' it would cost about one shilling to repair the
serge coat and trousers.' The Board deliberated
aid recorded its finding thus: ' The Board, having
carefully considered the evidence, and examined
the serge frock and trousers, is of the opinion that
they are dainnged by rats, through no carelessness

on the part of No. 2,375, Lance-Corporal C
D ; that the damage was unavoidable ; that the

damaged articles are repairable ; and that the ex-
pense for repairing — viz., about one shilling—
should be charged to the public' The proceedings
wire then signed, passed to the Chief Paymaster,
forwarded to the War Office, and recorded in the
archives of the nation. All this for one shilling!

I wonder how many shillings it cost."

—

Herald of
Peace.

—How seriously the morals of France are en-
dangered by the growth of intemperance can be
gleaned from recent statistics. In the year 1S70
there was one drinking place in the country for

every one hundred and thirteen citizens, and now
there is one for every eighty-four, and in Paris

even one for every sixty. In 1830 the average con-
sumption of strong drink per citizen was 1.12 liters,

and now this has increased to 4.04 liters. Among
the means adopted to counteract the evil are courses

of popular lectures on the evils of intemperance.
Total abstinence societies do not turn out to be
popular in France, and can do but iittle. The Gov-
ernment is beginning to investigate into the sub-

ject and proposes a State monopoly of the business.

— In a late address in Boston, President Eliot

said that there is a primary school in Cambridge
which bears the honored name of Aga-siz, and the
head of that school is a colored woman. The scholars

are almost all white, and, said President Eliot, " one
of the professors of Harvard University told me
this evening that his child was going to it to his

great satisfaction." We do not need to divide the

school money in the North between the races, and
we see no reason why all colors should not have
equal privilege as teachers in all schools.— The In-

dependent.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 25, 1896.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.

The annual gathering of the Ministers and
Elders of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting oc-

curred on Seventh-day, the eighteenth of Fourth
Month. In addition to our own members there

were present from other parts. Susannah Fayle,

a minister from Ireland ; Eliza H. Varney,
from Canada; Jacob Maule, from Ohio, and
probably one or two others.
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Perhaps the m sting incident in the

: was the return of the minute -rained.

beloved friend, Esth

:i visit to the northeastern part

of Africa. Her service in Africa seems to have

been principally confined to visits to the school

in the cities of Cairo and Alexandria. She vis-

ited also the little community of Friends in

Southern France, and some of the meetings of

Friends in England and Ireland. Her report

was marked by a thankful acknowledgment of

the help extended by her gracious Lord, which

had enabled her to perform the service re-

quired. She had been favored with a feeling of

peace. Her simple statement was very accept-

able and satisfactory to the meeting, as was es-

pressed by an unusual number of Friends, and
thanks were vocally offered to the Father of all

our mercies for his -"odiiess and superintending

care.

The business of the meeting was conducted

with dignity and propriety, ami it was believed

that we were favored with the good preseuce of

the Lord.

The General Yearly Meeting opened on Sec-

, the tweutieth of Fourth Month. Two
communications designed for the Yearly Meet-

ing were, according to custom, referred to a
verbal committee for examination.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

during the past year contained much informa-

tion as to the matters and exercises which had
claimed their attention. They had authorized

the Trustees of the Charleston Estate to appro-
priate one hundred dollars to aid Friends of

Damorris Monthly Meeting, Kansas, in repair-

ing their meeting-house. This was done after

the receipt of information that its Meetings for

Worship were held in accordance with the an-
cient usages of Friends, without singing or read-
ing, or any pre-arranged sermons.

I nder similar circumstances, seventy-five dol-

lars was appropriated to aid Friends" of Ches-
terfield Monthly Meeting, Ohio, in repairing
their house.

The meeting had been brought under exercise
on account of the disturbance of friendly feel-

ing between citizens of this country and Great
Britain, growing out of disputes respecting the
boundary line of Venezuela. The issue of it

was the preparation of a memorial to our Presi-
dent and Congress, setting forth the importance
of avoiding everything which was of an irritat-

ing tendency.

Ili Hook Committee reported the distribu-
tion .luring the year of 2,579 voli -sand 2,017
pamphlets. They had had printed during the
year 500 copies of Memorial of Phoebe W. Rob-
ert-.: 500 "Address on Intoxicating Drinks;"
1,000 "Essay on Removing the Hat as a Token
of Respe I

;" 500 " Brief Biographies
:

" LU>n
" Journal oft leorge F .--. ;" 250 " Incidents and
K tl ctions;" 250 " Piety Promoted," vol. 5;
7 i0 ' Memoirs of Edith JefTeris;" 250 "Youth-
ful Piet) ;" 1,00 I " Essay on Demoralizing

ire and Ail ;" 1,000 " E-siv on Sinking
: '"'i M'i-:-;" 500 " Barclay's Propositions on

1

il and Saving Light."

A.< 'oiiiini -was appointed to till the vacancy
io

: i V.arlv Meeting's representation in the
for Sufferings occasioned by the d,-

cea four late friend, Richard Esterbrook.
A Committee was appointed to examine and

settle tie- treasurer's account, and, aft,,
i

ing tie- represen

up n Clerks for the present year, tin .

adjourned.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—According to Professor Alexande
Hogg, Suite Man iger of Public Schools in Texas, whih

the South has gained 54 percent, in population in the

last twenty years, the increase in the enrollment of its

school attendance has been 130 per cent. In the same
period the value of the school property has increased

from $16,000,000 to $51,000,000, an addili ,n of nearly

$2,000,000 per year.

The Amherst Astronomical Expe lition, fitted out to

take observations in Japan of a total eclipse of the

sun in Eighth Month next, arrived in Seattle on the

13th instant. The expedition will sail from San
Francisco and cross the Pacific by way of the Hawaiian
Islands in the yacht Cororut.

The St. Louis directory for 1896, just issued, indi-

cates that the population "of the city is now 611,268, an
increase of 145,059, since 1890.

The excitement over the discovery of rich tin ore

in the Big Horn Mountains, near Sheridan, Wyoming,
continues. Assays made at Sheridan and Omaha show
an average return of 24 pounds of pure tin to the ton.

Upper Mississippi log owners, at Minneapolis, Minn.,
canvassed the pine timber cut of the winter, finding it

585,000,000 feet, 150,000,000 feet less than a year ago.

Not since 1875 has there been such a fine prospect
for a big crop of peaches in Delaware, and unless

something iinl'orseen happens the crop this year will

be a third larger than in 1893, when peaches were al-

lowed to rot on the trees, because it didn't pay to ship
them to market.

Coal mining is paying one party of miners in the
Yukon better than gold mining paid them. A find of

excellent coal was made recently in the Forty-Mile
Creek District, and with wood at $12 to $14 a cord
the coal vein is excellent pay.

In this city on the loth inst. the thermometer regis-

tered 91°,which was the hottest Fourth Mo. day record-

ed in the twenty years' existence of the local weather
bureau. Many cases of heat prostration were re-

ported. The heat continued the rest of the week, the
maximum being 93 degrees on Seventh-day last. On
that day eight deaths attributab'e to the heat were
reported and a number of prostrations.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 527, which
is an increase of 5 as compared with the week pre-
vious, and 24 more than the corresponding week of
last year. Of the foregoing, 255 were males and 272
females: 85 died of pneumonia; 55 of consumption;
42 of heart disease; 25 of old age; 23 of convulsions

;

22 of apoplexy; 20 of marasmus; 19 of diphtheria;
19 of cancer

; 16 of bronchitis
; 15 of inanition

; 15 of
inflammalion of the brain

;
10 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 12 of nephritis; 10 from cas-
ualties

; 9 of peritonitis; 9 of Bright's disease, and 9
of tvphoid fever.

Markets, <£c— U. S. 2's, 95 a 97 ; 4's, 1907, reg., 108* a
109; coupon, 109 a 110; 4's, new, 1171 a 118; 5's, 113J
a 114; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

Cotton.—Middling uplands ruled stea ly at 8T
3jC

per pound.
Feed.—$13.50 a $14.00 per ton for winter in bulk,

and $13.25 a $1:1.75 tor spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super. $2 50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,
$2.75 a $3,011; Pennsylvania r.dicr. clear, $3.40 a $3.50

;

lo., do., straight, $3.55 a 13.70; Western winter, clear,
$3.40 a $3.60; do., do., straight, $3.60 a $3 80 • do
do., patent, $3,S0 a $4.00 ; spring, clear, $3.00 a $3.30

;

do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.85
;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 65
a $3.00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3.05 ;" do., straight, $3.65
a $3.80

;
do., patent, S3.S5 a $4.00. Rye Flour, $2.60

per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
GRAIN.—No. 2 red wheat, 72} a 72£c-.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 37~}c.

No. 2 while oats, 25| a 26}c.
Peek Cattle.— Extra, none here

;
good, 4} a 4.Vc;

medium, 3; a 4Jc; common, 3} a 31c
Sheep and Lambs.— Extra. 3} a 4c; good, 3} a3Jc:

medium, 2| a 3c; common, 2 a 2ic Lambs, 3.1 a 4>.
A few wool sheep sold at 41 a 4.1c.

Hogs.— 5:| a 6c. f ir good Western
; other grades, 5} a

>,v.
;
Stale hogs, 5.j a ."..lc

Foreign.—" The budget speech," says the London
lom-sp md.aitol the New York Tiuirx, disclosed at once
the magnitude of English prosperity and the helpless-
ness ot the taxpayer. With revenues from everv source
exceeding the estimates, and with the largest/surplus
ever known, the taxpayers are allowed to stagger alon-
with a beggarly; measure of relief. A large part of this
years surplus , s already disposed of in" naval works
old the climated surplus next year would be larger
In- >!,,,000,000 if the new naval programme bad not

been adopted. What remains is devoted to easing t

operation of the death du'ies, reducing the land
from four shillings to one, and relieving the ag~

!

tural rates. The eight-penny income tax which
i

tually a war tax, still stands. Sir William Harco
so-called democratic budget, which was once condei
as a policy of confiscation, is retained with s

changes. The beer tax, which the brewers denoun
remains in force. Taxpayers are not relieved, altht

the Treasury receipts are the largest ever recorde<
England.
Great Britain's National Lifeboat Institution had

boats in 1895. They were launched 437 times, sa'

533 lives. The average cost of a station is $5250;
the cost of maintenance $500. There are two si

lifeboats and a third is being constructed.
A young woman on becoming lost in North Lon

is said to have applied to a post-office, and was st

conducted to her home by a messenger, a charge b
made for her as a special" delivery parcel.

X rays are to be applied to practical agricull

Dr. Graetz, of Munich, has taken a picture of a
day-old pig, showing its bony structure. By conti
ing to make pictures of the pig the action of food c

its growth will be shown.
Great stretches of the Venetian lagoons are be

drained and cultivated. The soil redeemed is extm
dinarily productive.

A despatch from Palermo, dated the 15th inst, sti

that a terrific storm with a heavy fall of snow has sw
over Sicily, doing a great deal of damage. Four ah

are known to have been wrecked.
Private advices received in Washington from

stantinople, state the Red Cross is doing a great w(

in Armenia. No one is interfering with them, and
Porte has declared in writing, both to the English:
American Legations, that no one shall interfere w
this great charitable undertaking. Every permit tl

has been asked for has been granted. The Red Cr<

agents are in the heart of the recently disturbed d
triets. and special protection is given them.
Mahmoud Pasha, a Mussulman, has been appoint

7ment, which stipulated that the Governor of that pi;

should be a Christian, and the assurance given by t

l'orte to the rix protesting Powers that the stipulati

would be carried out, The Valis of Bitlis and Kh: 1

poot are insisting that the relief distributed among It

Armenians at those places shall be given out at

< iovernment storehouse, in obedience to orders L_

the palace, notwithstanding the promise made by t

Porte to Sir Philip Currie, British Ambassador, tl

the work of the outside relief agents should not be
terfered with.

A scrutiny of the returns of the recent elections
members of the Cortes proves that the recorded vc
in Madrid exceeded the total number of votes in'

city. A movement is on foot in Madrid to petition v

l iovernment for the annulment of the elections in t-

city.

It is said Emperor William thinks Spain should
cept the friendly diplomacy of President Cleveland

,

a settlement of the Unban trouble.

General Weylerhas succeeded in accomplishing w
Martinez Campos and other Captain Generals have;
tempted in vain. He has built a trocha across
island and kept it intact for two weeks. That
present trocha is formidable even the insurgents!
mit, but they profess that it alarms them not at

They believe the 28,000 troops guarding the
will relieve other parts of the island from their p:

ence. The rainy season soon to set in and the pre?
and prospective heat, will cause, they expect, gij

sickness and loss of life to the Spaniards.
The northern coast of Cuba is being closely watc!

by Spain, to prevent the insurgents from landing!
munition.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.— For convenie

of persons coining to Westtown School, the stage '

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.!

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ce;

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To K;
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone

Zebedee Haines, Sup

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Frankl
Phila., on Fif.h-day, the ninth of Fourth Month, 1

Charles Dilworth Scholl and Anna Hes;
both of Philadelphia.
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A Sea-side Ramble.
(Continued from page 317.)

A we walked along the sands our attention

fiattracted by some curious formations of

itti flat discs of about an inch in diameter,

astaed on one side to a strong baud of carti-

as? They were about the one-eighth of an
n||iu thickness, and a space of about one-

ami of an inch intervened between them, so

ha the water could freely circulate around
he , when in the sea. The whole mass had a

iliitly spiral shape, so that as we found them
rfied upon the shore, they were coiled like

a, These discs were filled with minute
l«!!, not much larger than a large pin's-head

I shape closely resembling the large conch
he's which were lying about, in fact, each of

hei curious bodies was the spawn of a conch,

nc'when sufficiently mature, the dimiuutive

odis make their escape through a weak spot

riti which each disc is provided, aud enter

![Xj an independent life. I cut open one of

he^iscs, and counted more than thirty shells

ai contents, and as some of the strings had
Jieiundred discs—the whole number of young
oriis laid at one time must amount to two or
hn thousand. In looking at the sue of one
f lese collections of spawn, one is led to

roller how it could all have come from a single

hei, which seems scarcely large enough to

oiiiin it alone, without allowing any space for

hergans of the animal.

liny species of the mollusea or soft-bodied

nials, to which shells belong, are remarkable
whe number of eggs which they lay in the

paning season, so that there might seem a
aier of the ocean being overstocked, were it

.ofor the numerous enemies, such as fish aud
saorms that devour them, aud for the multi-

uds that perish, from unfavorable surround-
ag Yet many survive, and at times vast

luitudes are cast upon the beach in severe
to is that disturb the waters even to the bot-

onin shallow parts of the ocean. My friend,

oli Ford, who has long been an ardent stu-

tei of such subjects, told me that on one occa-
io:he encountered on the sands below Atlantic
•St a bed of shells that reached up to his
n s, and of considerable width, that reached
lig distance, and must have contained many

hi sand cartloads.

e found two varieties of the spawn cases,

or linked discs, of the large conchs. On one of
these both edges of the discs were keeled. On
each of the other sets of discs there was only a
single central keel. The former belonged to

Fulgur carina, the latter to Fulgur canaliculate

The Conchs which we collected were not only
interesting in themselves, but also because they

provided homes for other animals. On the in-

side of a shell which had probably lost its

owner long before, were numerous small, flat

shells, apparently plastered on to the surface.

These were specimens of the Slipper Shell!, Crepi-

duld). When one is lifted from its position, its

under side is beautifully white and smooth, and
over the half—what might be called the toe of

the slipper, a thin plate extends, beneath which
the principal organs of this animal are pro-

tected. Some of these flat Crepidulas had on the

outer surface three or four others living which
were quite minute, aud others, about the size of a
pin's head, were scattered over the general sur-

face. Winding about on this conch were nu-

merous small tubes of sand, which had been
the home of a species of sea-worm, which had
cemented the grains of sand together by some
animal matter, so as to form an habitation for

itself. On the outside of the Conch was planted

a colony of the Acorn Barnacle (Bilanus ebur-

nea). The general shape of these is a hollow

cone, the top of which has been removed, dis-

closing the animal within. On the inner side

of the Conch were several spaces overspread

with a sheet of very minute cells, resembling

coral, which had been the habitation of a polyp,

resembling that which builds the true coral.

This is a variety of Eschara, an encrusting coral.

The inside of these corals are beautifully

polished and often brightly colored, so as to

form very handsome specimens. One of these

was further ornamented by a very delicate

white coral, radiating in lines from what was
probably its original starting point. This spe-

cies we were pleased to meet with, for it is

not common on our Jersey coast. It belongs

to the family Eschara.

Ford told me that he once found a pint bottle

filled with varnish and tightly corked, which
had probably fallen overboard from a vessel,

and which may have been floating in the ocean

a long time, as a large portion of the upper half

was beautifully encrusted with this delicate

coral (Eschara fimtra), making a most attractive

specimen. Both bottle and specimen are now
in the museum of the Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences.

We picked up a little cluster of three of the

arched slipper shells (Crepidula fornicata), the

upper ones closely fitting to the convex shape
of the one below. The inside coloring of these

is more decided than in flat slippers, and is

quite handsome. The dark purple tint of a

group of the common mussel (Mytilus edulu),

arrested the attention. This mollusk spins, or

rather forms like the spider, a strong thread,

called a byssus, by which it fastens itself in

place, and prevents itself from being easily dis-

lodged.

There were six mussels thus tied together,

and also some small shells and sea gras-. The
mussel is like the oyster in having two valves.

On many parts of the coast, this animal is so

abundant that it is dredged and spread on the
land for manure.
We found also a pretty little shell, similar in

shape to the mussel, but easily distinguished

by its plain shade of color, and by the delicate

line of ridges running from the part where the

two valves are attached, towards the outer edge
of the shells. It was the Modiola plicatula.

We found along the beach some shells of the

very common shore clams ( Mactra solidissima).

These are not often used for food, but the fisher-

men for cod take them to bait their hooks.

Being large and abundant they furnish excel-

lent specimens for studying the peculiarities of

the Bivalves. On each side of the animal a
strong muscle is placed, which connects the two
valves, and when it is contracted, holds them
tightly together. Most land animals have op-

posing muscles, so that the limbs can be moved
in opposite directions by their aid, at the will

of the possessor. But there is no outside muscle
in the clam which cau draw the valves apart

so as to open the shell for the admission of

water or food. To effect this, the hinge where
the two valves join is furnished with a tough,

elastic mass of cartilage, which is compressed
when the clam shuts its valves. When the

muscle which effects this is relaxed, the elas-

ticity of the cartilage forces them apart, till

such time as it pleases the clam again to bring
them together.

On one part of the beach were numerous
two-valved shells, long, narrow, slender, and
slightly curved. They were Razor Shells (So-

ten ensis). We saw very few of them during
the day, except at this spot. J. W.

(To be concluded.)

If thou would permit me to drop a hint,

which I think I have seen in the opening of the

door of light and intelligence, and which my
love for thee and thine emboldens me to drop
—which is, that abounding worldly riches has

made many bankrupts, if I may use the term

in religion. It has buoyed them up in an ele-

vated state above the lowly seed, and they have
floated in the spirit of the world, like a ship

without an anchor, and have been tossed as from
one novelty to another, which I compare to

rocks, until they have been cast away as in the

dead sea of formal worship and ease, very little

regardful of the inquiry approaching, " What
hast thou done with the talent?" And if this

does not always happen in the immediate pos-

sessor, it frequently does in the successor, who
steps into fulness and worldly glory as at one
step, by which they are raised, as with a tor-

rent, from the little footing they had, and are

swept into the great and devouring channel that

leads to mystery Babylon, and there sup of the

golden cup that stupefies and keeps in bondage.

Selected.
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For " The Fbsesd."

The Church in Sandwich.

It would appear from the tenor of the inter-

eeting communication by Elizabeth Perry Fos-

ter in The Fbienb of Third Month 7th, on
'• Earliest Friends in America," that the writer

had do! met with the " History of Barnstable

County, Mass.," published five years since * To
that work our friend John H. Dillingham was

called upon to furnish a chapter on the Society

of Friends as there represented; which chapter,

standing indeed as the sole contribution to the

church history of the district, the publishers sub-

sequently issued in a separate form, though prob-

ably in a more limited edition.

As E. P. Foster remarks, "The Plymouth
records show that the persons whom we know
to have been members of Sandwich Monthly
Meeting later, held meetings at the house of one

of their n umber before these two English Friends

[i. e. Christopher Holden and John Copeland, in

1657] visited them." And she adds, " It would
be very interesting to know how these people

came to be Friends thus early."

The inquiry thus suggested seems to have been

substantially anticipated, or measurably answer-
ed in advance, in the above named chapter of

the History of Barnstable County. In the

course of that chapter, J. H. Dillingham having
previously remarked on our Friends C. H. and
J. H. finding in 1657 " a number unsettled in

their church-relations, doubtful of the propriety

of stated preaching, and believing in the duty
of Christians without human ordination to ex
ercise their own gifts in the ministry," finds

place for the query, " What was the state of the
community so preparatory [*'. e. ready] for the
Friends' doctrine, that, within a year from the
signal being sounded by Holder and Copeland,
a larger number of families [elsewhere stated to

be eighteen] in Sandwich gathered to the re-

vived standard, than can be found professing
with Friends there now?" He then subjoins,
"The ten men of'Saugus, who began the settle

nient at Sandwich in 1637 do not appear to

have been imbued, as were their Puritan neigh-
bor- whom they left behind, or the Puritanized

»rs of the Pilgrims whom they passed by
at Plymouth, with determined zeal for a theoc-
racy,—or establishing on the Cape a church-
state. Had they felt most thoroughly at home
in the intolerant sectarian atmosphere of the
Salem community, why did they separate them-
selves unto a distinct locality ? Religious in-
deed they evidently were,—but less tied down
to dogma, and of a freer spirit; adventurous
enough to seek new homes again; and a little

more liberal than the stayers behind, to take
new scenes, new comers, and new doctrines on
their merits.''

The population of Sandwich, however, was
evidently not all of a kind for the intervening
twenty years; and we read of dissensions fer-
menting in the < Ihurch " there, for several years

the Friends appeared. . . For three
ton- the arrival of Holden and Cope-

land, the Btated pastorate of the church al Sand-
wich had been discontinued. . . The neigh-
boring town of Yarmouth was also without a
pastor.

. .
Tin- people in both towns are said

to have become 'indifferent to the ministry, and
•- their own gifts.' The doctrine of

"lends had bul to Btep in upon this pn pared
I, and say that vocal ministry, and regu-

lation preaching at that, was not
tor worship in spirit and in truth

; and [to

" By II. u
: ReadeSt.N.Y.

proclaim] all ministry spurious except that pro-

ceeding from the immediate anointing of the

Head of the Church, whose messages could be

declared, as by the fishermen-disciples of old,

without the learning of the schools, except the

school of Christ: the Friends had but to sound

this word to discover they had told their eager

hearers nothing, but had only clearly formulated

what they had already vaguely believed. So, the

thoughts of many hearts being revealed, neigh-

bor was disclosed to neighbor in a mutual re-

cognition, resulting in open fellowship in a new-

church profession."

The name and settlement of Saugus are still

to be found in the vicinity of the better known
city of Lynn ; but the names of the ten pioneer

emigrants to Sandwich are not definitely an-

nounced in our history. It is understood, how-
ever, that one of the ten was Edward Dilling-

ham, the then ancestor of the historian.

R. R.
Philadelphia, Third Month 31st, 1896.

For -'The Friend."

"Ask and it shall be given you; seek and
ye shall find ; knock and it shall be opened
unto you " (Luke xi : 9).

"My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent
me. If any man will do his will, he shall

know of the doctrine" (John vii : 17).
" Behold to obey is better than sacrifice; and

to hearken than the fat of rams " (1 Samuel
xv : 22).

"Therefore to him that knoweth to do good,
aud doeth it not, to him it is sin " (James
iv: 17).

Now that there is so much religious activity
in many places, some of which it is feared is

creaturely, and such great results claimed there
for, it becomes all professing Christians to " be
watchful and strengthen the things which
main " in our religious Society, lest many of
our members, who think they stand, may be in
danger of falling from the high standard which
our beloved Society was favored to uphold for
so many years.

The duty of shepherds as given in the thirty-
fourth chapter of Ezekiel, is commended to all

concerned Friends, whether they stand ap-
pointed as elders, or overseers, or may have
been called to the ministry, and recognized as
ministers by us or not.

Many among us have undoubtedly been called
to great circumspection and faithfulness, who
have not aspired to or held any such position,
but are still looked up to and closely watched.
It is desired to encourage all such, believing
that the blessings enumerated in the fifth chap-
ter of Matthew will be realized if thev are obe-
dient and faithful.

Holding the high standard that our Society
does in regard to the ministry, it is earnestly
hoped all ministers may be favored to be on
their guard, lest they be led into service, which
they may not be divinely called and qualified
for, and to such, the caution of our ancient
Friend, John Griffith, as given in Friends'
Library Vol. 5, pages 375-6, is especially re-
quested, when so many are pressing them to ap-
pear in that way.

Third Month 7th, 1896.

I have no doubt that shrinkage from required
duty, leading into darkness, as it does, is often
very often, the beginning of a course which
leads down to the chambers of death.—Peleg
Mitchell. "

From "The Independent.

Dr. Barnardo's Boys.

BY KATE KINGSLEY IDE.

The largest family of young people on eai

is Dr. Barnardo's. It is remarkable not oi

for quantity, but its peculiar quality. It

composed of five thousand " nobody's childre;

who stray from garrets and gutters into t

family fold in London, Edinburgh, Ontai
and Manitoba. From this family thousai
have grown up and gone into Australia, M
Zealand and elsewhere, and are now honest,

dustrious men and women. Thirty years i

Thomas Baruardo, a young medical studt

sheltered a wretched little street boy in an F
London room. This was the beginning of
present forty different homes, one of the iri

interesting being the Village Home of fifty

tached cottages (a " mother" in each cottage),]

the home training of one thousand mother]
girls, at Ilford, Essex.

But I wish to tell you of the boys. One gj
afternoon we left our boarding place in centij

beautiful London, near the classic British ij

seum, and, taking a 'bus, were soon in pi
old, homely Stepney. There is an East Em

j
Loudon tradition that every child born at i

belongs to Stepney parish. The throng?!
children around the docks would seem to J

firm this. The best way to see the streets of J
poor as well as the rich is to ride on the to >t

a 'bus. There are forty thousand omnibusel
London, the big eye of Great Britain ; anol
stead of crowding in one more, as we do inJ
street cars, only a limited number is allowecl
side or outside a London 'bus, rain or shine. I
Macauley boasted of having walked thrrl

all the London streets. It is not an easy 1

1

to do now, when there are nine hundred ri
of streets and increasing at the rate of sevl
miles a year. We chose a seat close to the dr
who, for twopence (" tupens ") poured out ill
mation, ad libitum, from High Holborn thr(jl

Threadneedle and Wormwood Streets, adjm
in Bethnal Green. We saw suspended a<l
Stepney Causeway " Home for Working I
Destitute Lads." On the right was this i 1
esting sign, " An Ever Open Door." All I

and all day this door is open to any boy
answers to the word " destitute " without
formal, preliminary rigmarole.

Afterward the boy's statements are veil
or falsified by beadles, or agents, sent ou fl
the special purpose of thorough searching*
each individual case. So, although the Ht
opens widely to the really destitute, it ifl
opens wide enough for impostors who kul
thinking to be admitted to a " luxurious lu e*/

land." On an average, eight are received <)!]>'

and it is only about one-fourth of the Hm
cants that prove eligible further than the sti-

bule or office. On entering Barnardo's fa jlfd

the boy's photograph is taken, and a phj ieSl

description of him appears beside it in the'ptf

register. The ragged entering boys have 'to 1

!

assorted, as rags have to be, only accorditto-
age rather than color and quality, and tb/al-;

located. The baby boys go to the BW i

Castle, Hawkhurst; the little boys to LefflM
House ; those from twelve to sixteen rem! I »'

I

Stepney, and older ones are placed in thelbor I

House on Commercial Road.

^
Here are two cases from the Ever-Open Dor.

jNumber one is a picture of a sad, haggardi^
j

half concealed by long, unkempt hair. TJer-

neath he is described as Herbert F., aged f f«B'|

teeu. Father dead. Deserted by mother hm I
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tw.ve years of age. Found by our agent fast

asep in a window-recess. His coat and trou-

se) were so ragged and torn that they disclosed
m<e than they covered." Later, in the Labor
H/ise, we saw this same boy, a rounded, ath-
le»', happy looking, well ted lad. Number
tfc " Willy 13., thiee years old, a puny, imma-
tr> child, that had been left daily in a square• (not too large at twelve months), by his

vious mother. As the poor child grew the
be did not expand

; and sj it came about that
th child's legs were bowed and contracted in

Bui a manner that he could not use them in

tfcleast. His clothes were stiff with vermin."
, h

t the Stepney Home, the next process after
phographing, is conducting the boy to the
lintory, cutting his hair, putting him into a
uc'orm, and assigning him a bed and locker in

onlof the dormitories.

llihe four hundred boys at Stepney are called
atiialf-past five every morning by the bugle.
This followed by a half hour's military drill

inhe great yard, which serves also for a ball-

grind. Raw recruits have this drill three
tii?s a day, both for health and discipline. In
thdifferent workshops the boys are taught, and
i»i taught, fourteen different trades; while, in

thschoolroom and chapel, their higher natures
ar developed. We were surprised at the fine

pbsique and intelligent faces of the youths
anting bread, uniforms, brushes, doormats,
sh:s, harnesses and emigrant boxes. In the
enine room, blacksmith shop, printing office,

canenter shop and elsewhere was this motto :

Ana virumque' (tools and a man). In each
sin was a kind, Christian master. In learning
tonaster tools these boys have become manly
an learned to master themselves, as did the
Btfwart Adam Bede.
jj.'he gymnasium, swimming baths, musical
inruments and playground give zest to the
leiire hours of the lads. In 1893, there emi-
gr.^d seven hundred and fifty of these trained
yeng men. They were never lost sight of, as
F?her Barnardo furnished them on leaving
wii stationery, which they take pride in using
to-eport their condition and progress. It is

8a- that ninety-eight per cent, do credit to
thr benefactor. An astonishing fact to the
eric and the doubter is, that the gross expenses
oiais unique family in the various homes, never
le than two hundred and fifty pounds a day,
at met by free-will offerings of the benevolent.
T; home-like providing for all these castaway
ctdren is a practical exposition of the second
clpter of James. There are no debts incurred.
T_> annual meeting is held in the great Albert
Bll, filled to overflowing, where reports of this
gut family of orphans and worse than orphaus,
airead to royalty and commonalty.

'our Bad Friends.—Among the many
fmdships that are pressed upon young peo-
pl there are four acquaintances to be specially
a'ided. They are a quartette always to be
load around where there is anything of inter-
esgoing on, and so plausible, sociable and in-

stating are they that they almost deceive at
ties the very elect. Their names are, " There's
N Danger," " Only This Once," " Everybody
Ess It," "By and By." All four, says a
Rter, are cheats and liars. They mean to
c'at us out of heaven, and they will do it if

* listen to them. The young especially should
'•e pains to avoid such acquaintances, and
shild resent the first overture looking toward
uliarity. Let them be " diligent in business,
i'veDt in spirit, serving the Lord," and the

quartette will look elsewhere for a victim. These
spurious friends have no opportunity to impose
upon one whose time and energies are wisely
occupied, and whose heart is fixed upon God.—Selected.

Fourth Month 11th, 1896.

For the perusal of the readers ofThe Friend
I have felt a desire to write something of the
burden which of late has rested on me in re-

gard to the scattered remnants of the Society
of Friends in the West. I am a member of
Ohio Yearly Meeting, but have not had the
privilege to attend it for eleven years, which has
been indeed a great trial to me. And I fear
many of our younger members are sustaining
a great loss in not attending the annual assem-
blies.

Oh, dear Friends, if we were gathered to the
light of Christ, and would obey it, I firmly be-

lieve we would have more charity, one toward
another, and would s e our own weakness, and
would not dare condemn a brother or sister.

Peter said to Jesus, "And what shall this man
do?" And the answer was, " What is that to

thee? Follow thou me." Oh, that we in the
West might examine ourselves very closely, and
see if we are building on the Rock, Christ Je-
sus. If we are, then faultfinding and strife will

be done away, and in their place there will be
love, forbearance, kindness, meekness, and a de-
sire to build up and unite all honest Friends in

a body.

I believe if we had the Spirit of Christ in our
hearts, all the broken and scattered remnants
of our Society in the West would be united, and
might be a power in the furtherance of our
blessed Redeemer's kingdom on earth. In order
to bring this about, we must leave the things
which are behind, and press forward toward the
mark for the prize.

There are many sincere Friends belonging to

both Ohio and Iowa Yearly Meetings in the
West, and, oh, that these could be united, is

my earnest desire, but it seems to me there must
be a deepening in the root of life, and a retir-

ing, as it were, into the closet and shutting the
door, and an earnest desire begotten in every
individual to be led by the Divine hand.
Iowa Yrearly Meeting, as a whole, is sound in

doctrine, and many of its members are con-
cerned to maintain and uphold their doctrines.

Let us not condemn a body if we feel there are

individuals in that body that are not as we think
they should be, for where is there a body that

are all doing the Master's will ? Alas ! our own
doorsteps should be clean ere we go out to clean
others. I dearly love the Society of Friends
and all its principles, and think we have none
to drop, but all are precious, but let us remem-
ber, too, while we have the same light, we do
not all have the same measure of it. Hence we
ought to be cautious in condemning a brother
or sister if they differ with us in some points.

The Scripture says, " Judge not, and thou
shalt not be judged ; condemn not, and thou
shalt not be condemned," and it seems to me
that nothing but a waiting resignation of soul

before the Lord, and for Him to work by his

mighty power, can do away these divided feel-

ings. If the love of Christ did really abound in

us, we would be willing to suffer one for an-

other, and there would be no disposition to

listen to or spread reports unfavorable to those

who are standing for the faith of the Gospel.
True heavenly love would lead us to pray for

each other, and to keep close in spirit to the

servants of the same Lord, holding up their

hands and encouraging them in the work where-

unto He has appointed them. Hereby Satan
would be disappointed in his efforts to scatter

the flock, and Friends, being banded together
in a living travail for the prosperity of Zion,

and every member keeping his or her place, the

Lord would bless the effort, and satisfy the

poor with bread, and his work would prosper
in our hands, and son- and .laughters would be
brought from East and West, thus enlarging our
borders and uniting us together and increasing

the standard-bearers in the Church militant.

W.Teot.

For "The Fbiend.''

Early Training.

Noticing in The Friend not long since a
brief quotation from Hannah More on this sub-
ject, it seemed to enliven the desire so often felt

that parents might realize the great responsi-
bility resting upon them in discharging their
duty towards the little ones entrusted to their
care, who are soon to become in the course of
nature accountable beings like themselves.

It is lamentable that some parents are so in-

different to the best interests of their children
as to omit the duty incumbent upon them, to

enforce obedience in early childhood. Firm-
ness and decision on the part of those who have
the care of young children, will make them
much happier and prevent a great deal of teas-

ing and peevishness, while on the other hand, if

their little wants, both reasonable and unreason-
able, are often obtained by crying, perhaps
sometimes after they have been denied, they
soon learn that the louder and more persistent
they are the greater the certainty of victory.

We meet with instances of this modern ten-
dency to over indulgence among different classes

of people, in private families and in public
places, and some of us are always sorry to see
it; but nowhere do we so deplore its effects as
among our own people. The writer of this,

however, has felt not a little discouraged from
attempting to show the necessity of parental
authority, because there are so many beautiful
things spoken and written of the great advan-
tage of what is called governing by love, and
whatever is meant by this expression, it appears
to be often understood that we are to gain all

the obedience we can by persuasion, and beyond
this we are to let John do as he likes, however
serious the consequences may be ; and it has
been noticed that serious consequences many
times do follow this sort of early training.
Many no doubt have heard the remark in sub-
stance at least concerning some unworthy young
man :

" He always had his own way, and his

parents are reaping the fruit of their own
doings." Judicious discipline has much to do
in forming the character of young persons, and
to get the full benefit it must commence early,
indeed many times it would be very difficult to

commence at all after naughty ways have be-
come established.

I heard a mother say to her little girl,
" Mary, shut the door," but she was evidently
accustomed to ruling her mother, and she gave
no heed. The command was repeated, I think
several times, and Mary was told what a trou-
blesome child she was, but she didn't shut the
door. In my view the fault lay with the
parent and not with the child, for most chil-

dren, if allowed in it, will be more or less wil-

ful. The first time that Mary refused to mind
her mother in so simple a thing was the best
and easiest time to have enforced obedience, but
considering how many successful lessons she had
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probably been permitted to learn on the page

of disobedience it seemed doubtful whether her

mother would ever turn over a new leal.

Another of long ago conies to mind ;
an only

daughter, and, unfortunately for her, the pet ot

the family, who was deprived in early lite by

ill directed paternal tenderness of that whole-

some discipline which with the blessing of Provi-

might have preserved her in alter time

from a downward course.

The child who at one time is allowed certain

liberties, and at another time under the same or

similar circumstances is refused them, never

knew- what to expect, is made irritable by such

treatment, and really is to be pitied, whereas

he would readily conform to the good habits re-

quired of him if a uniform practice was main-

lined.
. ,.,.,,

It would be very wrong to deprive childhood

of freedom in play and mirth, but it was long

ago written "There is a time to keep silence,"

and the necessity of this can be very early

planted in the tender mind, as has been veri-

fied in many instances ; and how beautiful it is

to see the children in a well ordered family quiet

at the table or when the Bible is read aloud,

indeed the advantage gained cannot easily be

set forth where early submission has prepared

the way for that further crucifixion of the natu-

ral will which it is indispensable for all to

know ; and many have realized, when they have

arrived to mature years, that the government

exercised over them had truly been in love,

and that by it their filial affection had been

increased.

For "The Friend.'

Universal Grace.

If God's grace like the sun, shines on all,

and like showers falls on all people, what need

is there of Christ's ministers to go from place to

place to preach Christ? Because though the

grace of God does indeed thus come, yet owing

to man's blindness and hardness of heart, men
know not of this grace and reject it, and are

like the rock which receives both sun and

shower, yet brings forth no fruit. But the

Lord's people, who hear, receive and know this

grace, are like a watered garden, carefully

tended and walled in.

The power of God's spirit is this wall, which

to them is salvation. And God's laborers are

those v. ho work with Him, in this power, to

eradicate every hurtful weed, which would take

away from the nourishment of any good plants,

and would absorb a portion of the shower and
sunshine. And these laborers take care to

water tin- tender plants, to support the weak,
and to prune any needless foliage. But all

their care, without the sunshine and shower,

would be futile, tor God alone with his blessing

giveth the increase, that this garden, who are

mtii, and the plants, which are the gifts and
graces of God's spirit, may abound in fruit, to

their own salvation, to the joy of the laborers,

and lo ill.- praise, honor ami glory of God, the

great Husbandman. W. W. B.

A letter from a valued friend contains the
following remarks which he leaves me at liberty

to publish in Tin. Friend:
"'I'll.-,' are nol the days to live at all loosely

by that holy religion, which wo make profession
of, bin to practice it fervently from house to

house, and in everything; especially by those
-

i us who are thoroughly convinced of
their truth, and who reverently hold the ancient

li.ai doctrine of redemption and godll

ness; of redemption, through the one blessed

sacrifice for sins forever, the pure life and blood

of the Lamb. And of godliness through the

indwelling and governing grace of the one Holy

Spirit of Christ and of God. For it is these two,

working together in us the production of an en-

tire new man, which can truly deliver us from

the binding, the guilt, the captivity and service

of sin."

THE BEST WAY.
ALICE CABY.

Children who read my la)',

This much I have to say :

Each day, and every day,

Do what is right

—

Eight things in grtat and small

;

Then, though the sky should fall,

Sun, moon, and stars, and all,

You shall have light.

This further I would say:

Be you tempted as you may,

Each day, and every day,

Speak what is "true

—

True things in great and small

;

Then, though the sky should fall,

Sun, moon, and stars, and all,

Heaven would shine through.

Figs,"as you see and know.

Do not of thistles grow
;

And, though the blossoms blow
White on the tree,

Grapes never, never yet

On the limbs of thorns were set,

So, if you a good would get,

Good you must be.

Life's journey through and through,

Speaking what is just and true,

Doing what is right to do
Unto one and all,

When you work and when you play,

Each day, and every day
;

Then peace shall gild vour way,

Though the sky should fail.

All my d;dly tasks were ended,

And the hush of night had come,
Bringing rest to weary spirits,

(Jailing manv wanderers home.
'He that goeth forth and weepeth,

Bearing golden grains of wheat.
Shall return again rejoicing,

Laden with the harvest sweet."

This I read and sweetly pondered
What of seed my hand had sown,

What of harvest / was reaping

To be laid before the throne.

While my thoughts were swiftly glancin

O'er the path my feet have trod,

Sleep sealed up my weary eyelids,

And a vision came from God.
In the world's great field of labor

All the reapers' tasks were done;
Each one hasted to the Master
With the sheaves that he had won.

Some with sheaves so poor and scanty
Sadly told the number o'er;

Others staggered 'neath the burden
Of the golden gniin they bore.

Gladly then the pearly gateways
Opened wide to let them in,

And they sought the Master's presence
With their burdens rich and thin.

Slowly, sally, with the reapers,

Who had labored long and late,

Came I, at the Master's biddiug,

And was latest at the gate.

There, apart from all the others,

Weeping bitterly, I stood
;

I had toiled from early morning,
Working for the others' good.

Where one friend had fallen fainting,

By his piles of golden grain,

With a glass of cooling water

I revived his strength again.

And another, worn and weary,

I had held and cheered awhile,

Till, her failing strength returning,

She went forward with a smile.

And the others I had aided

While the golden moments fled,

Till the day was spent, and evening

On the earth her lear-drops shed.

And I to the Master's presence

Came with weary, toil-worn feet,

Bearing, as my gathered harvest,

But a single head of wheat.

Then I laid it down with weeping

At his blessed, pierced feet,

And He smiled upon my trembling,

Ah ! His smile was passing sweet.

" Child, it is enough," He answered,
" All I asked for thou hast brought,

And among the band of reapers

Truly, bravely hast thou wrought."

Then I woke ; but long the vision

In my heart I pondered o'er,

While I tried to see what meaning
Hidden in its depths it bore.

And at length its lesson slowly

Dawned upon my wandering mind-
Never mind what others gather,

Do whate'er thy hand can find.

Those who seek to serve God's servants,

And to make their labors light,

They shall share the gathered harvest,

And Christ's welcome, glad and bright.

A Curious Chinese Product.

One of the most curious products in Chin;

insect wax, of which one million five hund I
and thirty-nine thousand two hundred I
eighty-seven pounds, worth four hundred Hj

sixty"thousand dollars in gold, wereshippedfiJF

Ichang, on the Yang-tse River in 1879. It W
product of the western part of the Province f-

Sze-Chuen, in Central China, where the it

insect flourishes best and finds its food mostabr*

dant. Early in thespring numerous brown, ]f

shaped scales appear on the bark of the bou

and twigs of the Chinese evergreen tree. T
contain amassof small animals, like flour, wl

movements are almost imperceptible. The

male wax insects develop the scales and dep

their eggs in them, and the males excrete

substance known as white wax, which is i

posed to be intended by nature to protect

scales. The wax is spread over the w:
1

branch to the depth of a quarter of an

When the deposit appears to be complete,

branches are cut off and as much of the wa'

possible is removed by hand. The rest if

cured by boiling the branches, which dest

the scales and larvae. The wax is put into I

ing water, where it melts, and, rising to

surface, is skimmed off and put into molds. J&i

white wax is a substance of great utilit U
China. It melts only at a high temperaiW

and is used chiefly to cover caudles madtf

animal and vegetable tallow, to prevent?!

rapid combustion. It is used also as sizing ofii

paper and cotton goods, a glaze for silk, a

polish for furniture. Minister Denby an<H
Hosie, the British Consular Agent in Sze-CfcpW

says that the proportions of this industry

W

enormous. Immense quantities of the wax Vty

been shipped from other ports of the YanWi
River, and some of it sent across the moun

to Canton. Minister Denby has seen thou9«5l

of pounds of it, in large, round cakes, stjsfcl

away in a single room.— The Interior.

Satan is the father of vain thoughts; hi*!

getteth them in the mind.
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Do You Know Jesus?

was walking hastily along a crowded street,

3n ray steps were suddenly arrested by a

b behind me uttering the words, " Sir, do

know Jesus?" For the time and place it

a strange question. It was high noon, and
ny were hastening to the Exchange near by.

was in the centre of a busy thoroughfare

ough which hundreds were pressing, each

upon his own particular errand. In the

1st of the temples of Mammon, and of the

ongs of his worshippers, I heard the strange,

illiug question, "Sir, do you know Jesus?"

•stranger still, when I turned to see the per-

4 who uttered these words, I could not fix

In any one of the numbers behind me as the

Jaker. I did not see, either, to whom it had

bm spoken. If it had fallen from the clear

si above me it could not have had less of per-

scality about it. The air had borne it to my
62, but from whom I could not discern, and

tl words, so unusual in that place, and at that

tie, seemed to have become doubly strange,

tit their speaker had so quickly vanished.

*. turned away and passed up the street, pon-

ding over the question which I had so mys-

teously heard. I thought of the declaration

<wJesus"to know "him is " life eternal," and
tin I forgot the strangeness of the query in the

8tse of its overwhelming importance. I ques-

tiied my own soul, " Dost thou know Jesus,''

tl eternal life? I applied it mentally to those

wo passed me so hurriedly, eager in their pur-

Hi of present good. One I recognized as a

sljewd and practical financier. He knew some-

tlflg of the secrets of the banking-house. He
pderstood the vast system of exchanges which

sjeads over our country like a net-work. He
c«ld discourse fluently upon the crisis and its

ejises. Did he know Jesus? If not, he had

Dpsed the highest knowledge. He knew not

tin in whom infinite treasures of wisdom and
t.ce are found.

«L passed on further, and I saw a well-known

n;rchant ascending the steps of the Custom
IfUse. He was an adept in his business, thor-

o>;hly versed in all the departments of trade.

E knew the value of commodities at a glance,

al could predict the turn of markets and
sjculate wisely upon the changes in commerce
nde by the manifold changes of the times.

I was an oracle in the counting-house and on

'(^ange. But did he know Jesus? was my
timght. In his calculations has he ever com-
p;ed the worth of his soul, or the value of

Crist's services offered for his redemption?
1:1 he know Christ Jesus as his Saviour, and
hirtily receive Him as his sacrifice before

Qd? If not, what was his acquired knowl-
ei;e but a guide for a few years, to be utterly

uJess when God should call him to give up his

psessions on earth.

Farther on, I met another familiar face. It

ws pale, and an air of abstraction spread over
il. The man of science was conning some new
pblem, or pondering over some novel facts.

h had much and varied knowledge. He knew
t

;

! laws by which the stars move, and the

vters flow. He had analyzed and combined
util he understood many things in their ele-

cts, and the processes by which these ele-

r iits were united in many different forms. He
lew the history of the past, and could tell

' ere the mountains had been built up, and
Sis spread out. Did he also know Jesus?
'lat is the great question.

Header, do you know Jesus? Do you know
his power to save from sin, and the fear of im-

pending judgment? J'" you know how free

his mercy is? how full his grace? You must

know Him, or miss eternal life.

"God so loved the world that He gave his

only begotten Son, that whosoever believelh in

Him should not perish, but have everlasting

life" (Johniii: 16).
" He was wounded for our transgressions ; He

was bruised for our iniquities " (Isaiah liii : 5).

" By his knowledge shall my righteous ser-

vant justify many, for He shall bear their in-

iquities " (Isaiah liii: 11).

" This is life eternal, that they might know
thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
thou hast sent" (John xvii : 3).

"Acquaint now thyself with Him, and be at

peace" (Job xxii ; 21,23).— The Watchword.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Use of Aluminum in Steel.—The addition of

aluminum to steel just before "teeming " causes

the metal to lie quiet and give off no apprecia-

ble gases, producing ingots with much sounder

tops. It is claimed that the aluminum either

decomposes these gases and absorbs the oxygen

contained in them or it greatly increases the

solubility in the steel of the gases which are

usually given off at the moment of setting, thus

form blow holes and bubbles. The latter theory

is probably the more correct. The addition of

too much aluminum to the steel will be liable

to form deep " pipes " in the ingots. Experi-

ence has proved that good results are obtained

with from one to three-quarters of a pound of

aluminum to the ton of steel. The addition of

aluminum in quantities of from two to three

pounds per ton is of advantage where the steel

is to be cast into heavy ingots which will receive

only scant work. In the manufacture of nickel

steel, aluminum, when added thereto, insures i

homogeneous alloying of the nickel to the steel

The additions of aluminum are most always

made by throwing the metal, in pieces weighing

a few ounces each, into the ladle as the steel is

pouring into it.

—

American Manujadure.

Ladybird Beetle*.—Since the last century, as

observed by De Seer, ladybird beetles (Cocci

nellids) have been seen to give out from the

joints of the legs drops of a dark yellow fluid

which is very offensive to other insects. This

fluid is the blood and not a glandular secretion.

Not only Coccinella, but other beetles, as the

oil beetle (Meloe'), cautharis and other vesicant

or blistering beetles emit drops of their blood

which is repugnant to other insects. There

were various opinions as to how the blood finds

its way out of the legs, but Lutz has recently

discovered the minute opening at the end of the

femur of each leg through which the blood

oozes. It is situated externally to the sinew of

the extensor muscle of the tibia or shank. The
blood is voluntarily extruded by a strong con-

traction of the hind body and of the flexor

muscles of the tibia. The blood of these beetles

is a means of defense against the attack of other

insects, as it is extremely distasteful to carniv-

orous or scavenger insects, also to lizards and
amphibians. No experiments seem to have

been made with birds. Spiders also will not

eat them. Thus Lutz offered the garden spider

two flies which had been sprinkled with the

blood of a Coccinella. After the lapse of about

five hours it killed one of them, and let it re-

main hanging in its web uneaten. An old fe-

nale spider (Epeira diademata) was offered flies

prinkled with the beetles blood, but did not

touch tin-in. Another kind of spider ran away
from flies thus treated. A garden spider ate a

portion of the front part of a fly whose abdo-

men, however, had been smeared with the blood

of a ladybird, but did not touch the abdomen.
Auother Epeira spider which had fasted for five

days rushed at some flies which had been -prin-

kled with Coccinella blood, and were hanging
in its net, but came to a stop at the distance of

a centimeter, or less than half an inch, from
them, and returned to its former place without

disturbing the flies. It seized other flies not

thus treated, but half an hour after Lutz offered

it blood stained flies, which after some deliber-

ation it quickly spun up as spiders do, though
it held it far away. It again approached it

nearer and bit into it behind the head, then let

it alone and for some minutes was engaged in

drawing some of the threads of its web through
its jaws to cleanse them from the distasteful

blood. Beauregard also states that a lizard

which had seized an oil-beetle (Meloe) dropped
it, sprang backward, and then rubbed its jaws
on the grass to remove the irritant fluid. Cuenot
placed the abdomen of a mole cricket, sprinkled

with the blood of an oil-beetle, in a large glass,

with four lively and hungry Carabus beetles.

It remained untouched for three days ; but was
often seized by the beetles and as often quickly

rejected. On the third day it was eaten," either

the protecting fluid had disappeared or hunger
had overcome their loathing." From these ex-

periments it follows that the blood of the Coc-

cicellids and vesicant beetles is distasteful to

insect-eating animals, and it is thus explained

why they have so few enemies. In the gayly
painted ladybird beetles we see that their bright

tints, or spots, are warning colors; inedibility

being associated with these warning colors, as is

also the case with the Zyg;ena moths of Europe.

It is fortunate for the agriculturists that the

Coccinellids are thus protected, as they devour
bark-lice and plant-lice in the larva state, aud
do incalculable service to our fruit trees and
other plants.

Rescuing a Wren. — One afternoon I was
strolling along a garden walk which skirts the

open common, when I overheard some boys
saying, " Here is the nest, she can't fly," etc.,

and fearing some cruelty was going on, I quick-

ly went out to the lads and asked what they

were doing. They pointed to a tiny willow-

wren sitting on the ground unable to move be-

cause her wings were glued with bird-lime.

It was the work of some bird-catcher ; he
had placed the sticky bird-lime on bracken
stems around the poor bird's nest, which was in

a tuft of grass and heather, and as she alighted

with food for her young ones she was caught and
held fast. It was a piteous sight ! The five

hungry little nestlings cheeping for food, the

bright eyes of the mother-bird looking up at me
as if appealing for help. The boys were as

grieved as I was ; but what were we to do? I

could not let the poor victims die of starvation,

so I resolved to take the willow-wren and her

family home and see if I could feed the little

ones and release the glued wings so as to give

the mother-bird power to fly once more. "With

great pains I did succeed so far that the bird

could plume her feathers, and, after a few days,

she could again use her wings. I fed the young
birds, and in this duty the tender little mother
aided me, and would even take food from my
hand and put it into the gaping beaks that were
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always ready for small morsels of raw meat or

meal-worms, on which diet the young wrens

new and flourished, until I was able one hue

§ay to release the mother and children and re-

the thought that their innocent lives had

been saved from a cruel death.—Brighiwen.

Sensational Journalism.

The following paragraph is clipped from the

English telegraphic dispatches:—
^

'•A circular signed by one hundred and hve

members of the House of Commons, has been

sent to the editors of the prominent daily news-

papers throughout the United Kingdom, ask-

in- them to cease to demoralize the people by

reporting sensational eases of immorality or

brutality, and in other ways appealing to the

sensual nature of man."'

We cannot but rejoice at this movement on

the part of those who are supposed to have the

welfare of the nation at heart. The marvel is,

that action has not been taken sooner ;
that

men of thought have not realized long ere this

the terrible danger to the future character of

the people which lies in the crimes columns of

our daily newspapers.

We would fain believe this to be an evil

with which we Canadians have no need to

wrestle. We hear it said, again and agaiu, that

the moral tone of our country is high, very

high. Recently, at the missionary meeting of

the .Montreal Conference, we heard an eminent

missionary enlarging on this fact. Let us not,

however, blind ourselves with self-praise. We
cannot l>e too thankful for the solid foundation

which our grand pioneer forefathers have laid

for us, but, oh, with what care should we build

thereon '.

Whether we all realize it or not, there is a

subtle evil creeping in among us, a deadly evil,

which, if left to work its way, will in time sap

our be.st life-blood. Does not the growth of

sensational literature in Canada, as elsewhere,

justify Lord Tennyson's almost, despairing cry ?

" Rip your brothers' vices open,

Srip v.'iir own t'>ul passions bare;

Down with Reticence, down with Reverence,
Forward, naked, let tlieni stare.

THE FRIEND.

" Feed the budding rose of boyhood
Willi the drainage of your sewer;

Send tbe drain into the fountain,

Lest l lie stream sbould issue pure.

ir best to charm the worst,

To low< r the rising race of men
;

Have we risen from out the beast'.'

I hen bacb into the beast again?"

Tick up almost any of our dailies, and you
will tin'! at least from one to two columns, and
often of the front page, devoted to harrowing
a< nuts of murder, and assaults, and still

worse, to vivid de-cripiioiis of the grossest im-
moral outrages, dwelt on in disgusting detail.

the pages thai we thoughtlessly and
smilingly allow our sweet, dainty girls and in-

ii... a nt, lighl hearted boys to peruse at their

pleasure I This is the food with which we al-

low our public press to satisfy the natural crav-
ing which all healthy young appetites have for

the heroic and imaginative! Mothers and
fathi re, does nol your blood freeze within your
veins al the thought of what this may mean to

your children and grandchildren '! To lessen

ll i nial journalism, banish
from your home the paper that prints it.— Cur.

of" Chi '
' m," Toronto.

Untruths.— Above all things tell no un-

truths, no not even in trifles.

—

Sir Henry Sydney

Mistaken Views of Forgiveness.

Forgiveness is the blotting out, or covering

up, or taking away, or pardoning, of an offense,

or a wrong, or an "injury, or a crime. The basis

of forgiveness is a spirit of love on the part of

the one against whom the offense has been com-

mitted, or the wrong done. Real love is not

conditioned on strict justice. Real love is ever

outgoing and ongoing. The loving one does not

give his love only where it is desired or de-

served. If he truly loves one, so long as he is

he and the other is the other, he continues to

love that one, because he is himself and the

other is the other's self. Love is not necessa-

rily mutual. God's love includes the unthank-

ful and the evil; and all love that is patterned

after God's love is constant and true in spite of

the unworthiness of its object, or of its lack of

response or recognition.

Proffered forgiveness may indeed not be ac-

cepted. In such a case, the one who has done

the wrong will not consent to be forgiven, even

while the one wronged is in a forgiving spirit.

But the spirit of forgiveness is not dependent

on the spirit or conduct of the one who needs

forgiveness. Even if there be no confession of

wrong, or sorrow for an offense, or reparation

of an injury, or asking of pardon, the spirit of

true love on the part of the one injured, will

cause him to be in the attitude and spirit of

forgiveness, although he be unable to manifest

that spirit and attitude, from lack of an oppor-

tunity. An unforgiving spirit is incompatible

with love, and he who is unforgiving toward

his fellow-man, cannot in the nature of things,

be forgiven by his Father in heaven, who is also

the Father of his erring brother. Hence, if one

who has been wronged must wait until his for-

giveness be asked for, or be deserved, by the

wrong-doer, before he can have the spirit of for-

giveness, he can be kept back from the possi-

bility of acceptance with God until his evil-

disposed fellow has changed his mind aud course

of action. But he who has a loving heart can

forgive freely, even where forgiveness is neither

sought nor merited.

A love that forgives, that blots out, that covers

over, that, wipes away, that pardons an offense

committed, forgets that offense as an offense, for-

gets it as an injury to the one against whom it

has been done. Hence forgiveness includes for-

getting, so far as the personal wrong goes. But
forgiveness does not necessarily include absolute

forgetfulness of the facts, so far as they are in-

dicative of the qualities of mind and character,

and the distinctive liabilities and tendencies, of

the wrong-doer. A remembrance of those facts,

for the sake of him who has done wrong, may
be a positive duty on the part of the one who
has gained this knowledge through his experi-

ences. And here is Where mistaken views of

forgiveness are common among men.
If a business man were wronged by a trusted

clerk, who betrayed his confidence and misused
money given into his charge, he might be ready
to forgive that clerk unqualifiedly

; but it would
not follow that he should be willing to trust

him with like responsibilities aud like opportu-
nities another time. For the clerk's sake, the

employer might see it best to keep him away
from temptations in the line of his disclosed
special weakness. If a mother found that her
nurse-girl had a disposition that caused her to

enjoy tormenting little children, and that she
had already injured for life the baby given into
her care by putting one of its eyes out, tbe duty
of forgiving the wrong done to her by this ser-

vant would not conclude the duty of considej

ing that servant a fit person to take care

little children in her family or in anoth

I

household.

The wrong-doer, who is peculiarly liable

fail at one point or another, who shows himaj

untruthful, or dishonest, or impure, or quic

tempered, or inclined to drink, may, indeed,
j

forgiven for his special offenses; but his pec]

liarities should not be lost sight of by him w
]

has learned them to his bitter cost. Love ml
cover the old offense, but it ought not to b 1

out a recognition of the tendency and dangi

of one's nature and disposition. Forgiven I

of a personal injury does not necessarily all

the injured one's eyes to the essential weaknl

of the forgiven one's character. Love may gil

go out toward one who cannot be trust

Many a mother loves a son whom she knowM
be unworthy, and many a friend loves unwsj

eringly a friend whom he could not recommt

I

to another as worthy of confidence. Forgjj

ness does not in itself change the nature oft

who is forgiven.

A sensible New England clergyman hat

wayward son who betrayed and injured

father agaiu and again, obtaining money fin

him on false pretenses, and having assuraft

of forgiveness after every offense. When ye

of this kind of experience had passed, the fab

received a loving letter from his long-abs

son, who was now on the Pacific coast, saw

that he was at last converted, and purposed

ing a new life, and he wanted an assurance-,

his father's forgiveness, while he would also

a check for fifty dollars to begin life anew w

The father wrote back in substance :
" I am v

glad to hear, my dear son, of your purp«

change of life. I gladly send you the assura

of my hearty forgiveness, but I cannot s

check for the fifty dollars. I am afrait!

might prove a temptation to you, and I w*

not endanger your safety in such a way.'?] 1

was a loving and prudent way of looking

the matter. Forgiveness of the wrongs don;

him by that son did not renew the father's c

deuce in fae son's integrity; so he wisely,

warded the forgiveness, but withheld the c

Even God's forgiveness will not mak
past as though it had never been ; it wiDj

restore to a man a leg that he lost through e

transgression, or give him back his sight, i

eyes were put out in a season of wrong-d<

Man's forgiveness cannot compass more U
God's can. God's love goes out unfailing H
sinners, and ever desires their forgiveness

; |
God's forgiving love to aged sinners canno

store to them the early freshness of their

cent child nature, or make their minds as th.:

they had never filled them with impure thou

Men who, in God-likeness, forgive the inji

received at the hands of tbe fellows, may
a duty to say " We forgive you freely, bu

cannot see our way clear to commend
others as trustworthy at the poiuts when
have already failed so often."

True forgiveness goes out toward those

have wronged us, without waiting for

tion or penitence, or even for a request

pardon. But forgiveness does not shut th«

of a wise man to the lessons of the past in

bearings on the future. A man may b<

given seventy times seven times, by onepW
ought to know better than to recommend B"1

to others, even once, as trustworthy an(|f-

right.—S. S. Times.

The principal fountain of Truth is TruthV
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Items.

-The New Ynrk Evening Post, of Second Mo.
9), remarks : "'A very striking and encouraging
lence of a healthy change in public sentiment,
inhis Stale, toward war, i- to be seen in the action

tie Assembly at Albany, last evening. A reso-

jon was pending before it, urging Congress to

ease the navy, construct elaborate coa.-t de-

Be», form a closer alliance with other republics

this continent, and ' acquire Cuba, preferably
bjittrchase.' When this came up for considera-

, Mr. Kempuer offered as a substitute a series

ofesolutions saying that the true grandeur of

Boris lay in the arts of civilization rather than
in.he wasteful, bitter violence of war, declaring

th the legislature eann stly de-ires Congress and
tb. President to make permanent provision for

He wise method of international arbitration, and
jesting the Governor to forward a copy of the

lelutions to the < lovernois of other States in the

on, asking them to co-operate in the movement
Ik national conference upon the subject at Wash-
fon. This substitute was adopted with only one
dienting vote, that of the author of the first reso-

Ipn. Members of both parties thus went upon
th record against jingoism, and their action gives

unistakable evidence that the 'war party ' in this

Be is a very insignificant minority."

—

Herald of
Pee.

Ij-The opium Commission appointed by the In-

fti Government, which closed its investigation

Bqe time since, has been acted upon by the Gov-
erment. There are varying opinions in regard to

The commission itself takes the position that

lb use of opium is practically on the same footing

ishat of liquor, and that any absolute prohibition
absolutely impossible, that the Government has
ireed gone further in the direction of restriction

tha any government in England would dare to go
inhe restraint of the liquor traffic, and that efforts

at being constantly made to increase the vigor of

th supervision and make the Government control

It only more direct but more searching. With
teird to the prohibition of opium smoking the
Kimission states that liquid or solid preparations
iundia are used as a febrifuge, a stimulant and a

rerictive, and that its use is not productive of any
wespread evils, such as are caused by the use of
abhol in England. On the other hand it is

cltned very strongly that the investigation carried

Dpy the commission was farcical in its incomplete-
ly, and that pains were taken to secure only such
teimony as would be favorable to the opium
tilic.

.-Just what the Russian State and Church think
(Religious liberty can be learned from the court
pceedings at Ufa, where recently fourteen young
pple were charged with having denied the Or-
tlrlox faith and become Mohammedans. The de-
ftJants declared that they had never been Chris-
tiis, and did not want to be, and that the investi-
giions of the officials showed that their parents
hi indeed, many years ago, submitted to forced
h'tisin, and were entered in the Church records
a.':onverts, but that the accused had been reared
i Mohammedans. On the basis of existing laws
tl Church declared that they had been guilty of a
i>ial of Christianity, and decreed that they should
buut into a cloister, and that their property should
confiscated until they would return to the Chris-
til religion. Essentially the same principles of
pcedure and laws are in vogue in the dealings of
tl Orthodox Church with the Protestants of the
tlee Baltic Provinces.

till we die. May there never be any jealousy,

distrust, coldness or dissatisfaction between us,

nor occasion for any-

—

nothing but kindness,

forbearance, mutual confidence, and attention

to each other's happiness. And that we may
be less unworthy of so great a blessing, may
we be assisted to cultivate all the benign and
charitable affections and offices, not only toward
each other, but toward our neighbors, the hu-

man race, and all the creatures of God.
" And in all things wherein we have done

ill, may we properly repent our error, and dis-

pose us to do better. When at last we are

called to render back the life we have received,

may our deaths be peaceful, and may God take

us to his bosom. All which may He grant for

the sake of the Messiah."

Working by Love.—When I was a lad try-

ing to learn my multiplication table the teacher

gave us some examples to do which were intend-

ed to put the knowledge already acquired into

practice and develop facility in using it. Each
example seemed an insuperable task—a harder

one I have not met with since. I would strug-

gle over the first product, and after that was
obtained by recurrence to memory or reference

to text-book, usually the latter, repeat the same
process, and so on till after the slowest possible

progress the final result was reached, and then

that was as likely to be wrong as it was to be right

;

but after I had become perfectly familiar with

the tables, after I had wrought them into the

very fiber of my brain and made them a part

of my mental consciousness, multiplication be-

came an easy, almost an involuntary, thing, and
the examples about did themselves. Ho it is

hard to fulfil the commissions we carry, to con-

secrate our lives to others, to work the works of

God in the earth, so long as we do it all me-
chanically or by rule; but let love enter our

hearts and become a part of them, and obeying

God, blessing our fellow-men, doing our lifework,

translating our self-consciousness into character

and conduct, will be the easiest tasks of our lives,

the natural and necessary functions of our being,

the sure, inevitable goal of all our attempts and
attainments.

—

John Balcom Shaw.

The Devil goeth up and down the earth, seek-

ig whom he may devour.
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The following prayer, dated 1820, just pre-
?us to his marriage, was found among William
Glen Bryant's private papers after his death:
"lay God Almighty mercifully take care of
or happiness here and hereafter. May we
e-'r continue constant to each other, and miud-
P of our mutual promises of attachment and
t th. In due time, if it be the will of Providence
c.y we become more nearly connected with each
°ier, and may we tread a long, happy and in-

tcent life, without any diminution of affection

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING CONTINUED.

On Third-day, the meeting agreed to re-ap-

point the former clerks, Joseph Walton, and
John E. Carter, assistant.

During the consideration of the Queries and
Answers, and indeed at other times in the course

of the business, much religious exercise was felt

which led to the giving of earnest and atfec-

tionate counsel, tending to unite different ages

and classes in a sympathy for each other; and
to lead them to an increased earnestness in the

great work of preparation for future happiness.

The Scripture exhortation was revived, "Ye
younger, submit yourselves to the elder; yea, all

of you be subject one unto another, for God
resisteth the proud and giveth grace unto the

humble."
The solemn and tendering feelings that at

times spread over the assembly were comforting
and encouraging.

With the approval of the meeting, Joseph

Rhoads paid a visit to the women's meeting
;

of their ministers, Abigail W. Vail,

came into the men's meeting, sin- exhorted

Friends to abide under the government of

( Ihrist, SO that they might find safety in any time

of trial that might be approaching.
The clerk stilted that two communications

designed for the Yearly Meeting had been re-

ceived by him. In accordance with the usual

custom, these were referred for examination to

a verbal committee. At a subsequent sitting

this ( mittee reported that one of them was
an epistle from Dublin Yearly Meeting, ex-

pressing a feeling of brotherly love to Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting, and proposing a re-

opening of correspondence. The committee had
felt a desire to reciprocate the kind feeling, but
in view of existing circumstances, after careful

consideration, had come to the conclusion that

it would not tend to the real benefit of either

Dublin or Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, to re-

open correspondence at this time ; and there-

fore advised that the epistle should not be read,

but that the clerk should send a kind acknow-
ledgment of its receipt. This course seemed to

meet the general approval of the meeting, and
was adopted with very little, if any, opposition.

There was much expression of kind feeling to-

wards Friends of Dublin Yearly Meeting, and
it was evident that the decision not to correspond
at this time, was not founded on a want of love

for our Friends in Ireland.

The other communication was a proposition

to join with other Yearly Meetings in the estab-

lishment of a representative body that might
represent the whole Society in this country in

the treatment of reform questions. This also

was not read. This; was in accord with the long
continued policy of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing to avoid entangling alliances.

The Indian Boarding School at Tunesassa
was reported to be in a flourishing condition.

It educates an average of about 45 scholars, and
is much valued by the Indian parents. The
report of the Committee who have charge of tbis

concern, awakened much interest, and 82,500
were appropriated by the Yearly Meeting, to

aid them in carrying on the work.

The report of the Committee toencourage the

primary education of children was also inter-

esting. Their request for §2,000 was granted.

John W. Biddle, who for many years had ac-

ceptably acted as Treasurer to the Yearly Meet-
ing, was released at his own request, and Wil-

liam T. Elkinton appointed in his place.

The vacancy in the Yearly Meeting's repre-

sentation in the Meeting for Sufferings, occasion-

ed by the decease of Richard Esterbrook, was
filled by the appointment of Edwin P. Sellew.

The reports on the use of intoxicating drinks

represented some improvement among our mem-
bers on this subject ; although the abundance
of apples and cider in last year had a tendency
to increase the number of persons who had not

practised total abstinence in some places.

An interesting and instructive memorial of

Deborah B. Webb, a deceased minister, was
read.

The reporls on education showed that about
three-fourths of our children were being edu-

cated under the care of teachers in membership
with Friends.

The concluding minute acknowledged the

goodness and condescension of our Heavenly
Father, and after a time of solemn and impres-

sive silence, the meeting separated.

During the course of the week, it became
known to some Friends that a person was in at-
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tendance from one of the Western States, who

Bciated in the performance of the rite of

water baptism. It was publicly stated in the meet-

ing that this was entirely inconsistent with the

views of the Society of Friends; that if one of

our own members were to perform a similar act,

he would be broughl under disciplinary deal-

ing and be debarred from the privilege of at-

di-cipline until he had

itisfaction to his friends for this depart-

ure from our principles, and it was plainly in-

timated that it was improper fir a stranger to

-ii in our Yearly Meeting who was similarly

circumstanced. This exposure was made, not

;:iv ill will towards the individual con-

cerned, but that it might be clearly shown that

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting retains the ancient

testimony of the Society to the spiritual nature

of ( 'hri-t's baptism.

We print in another part of our columns a

communication from a Friend in Iowa, whoevi-

dently feels uneasy at the delay in the proposed

organic union between Hickory Grove Quar-

t> rly Meiting in Iowa i a branch of Ohio Yearly

Meeting) ami the Conservative Iowa Yearly

Meeting. On general grounds such a union

would seem desirable, but we are too far re-

moved from that State, aud have too little ac-

quaintance with the local circumstances, to

render it prudent for us to give a positive

opinion. Yet as the concern of our friend

seems an honest one, we publish it (somewhat
abridged |, with the desire that it may be instru-

mental in removing ill-founded obstructions to

tin- proposed union, and in increasing the spir-

itual unity of the members there.

SUMMARY OK EVENTS.
UNITED States—On the 22d nil., the New York

Assembly passed the (iieiter New York hill over the
Mayors Strong, of New York, and Wurster,

of Brooklyn, by a vote of 78 to 69. The Senate has
already passed the measure over the vetoes, and it now

. ernor Mi rton.

Ii lias been deei led by t lie Republican Senators at

Albany not to pass any bill amending the Raines law
at this session. Verbal and other errors in the law-

will be considered carefully and be corrected next
vear.

Dennett, the agent of Dr. Parkburst's Society for
the Prevention of Crime, says that there are as many
policy shops in existence in New York to-day as there

They are loeated principally, he says, in

"I house di-t rids, and spring up in a night.
It i- bis firm belief that the police are c. die. ling as

oney fn m the policy backers as ever, but he
admits that lie cannot prove it. The statement made

' i ise up the
policy writers he claims is all nonsense. Dennett de-

crusade against the
polnysh.ps, but it has procured the arrest ol on
two offenders, mid has strung rases against them.

Reports from S3 of ;io ,.,, unties in Indiana to the
3l ite < lommitlei show :; 290 saloons

Nicholson law took died, and 2,Stll now. Of
-hips reported, 41:; have sal is and 5o7

n six-ienihs of the territory of the
od the work has bardie

fairly begun yet.

Arhor Day has been celebrated in Nebraska by the
trees between Bunrise and

Premiums lor the largest plantinc

o,d the result will
rahle event in the histo

',
W:| -

I

'"'"' lr v
Fourth

Month ,ird. lie previous record for early p
irth .Month 27th. Those

i

fourth Month l,t were of line quality and bize

UJul accounts pot. s were
the Alaska .1111 in.' r.-«i.,„-

li is noted in Southern California that siiu-e th e
- alyptus in

toe,., nave been i, i droughts such as form.,,

The rainfall is increasinggreat suffering and
every vear.

On the 2-ith of last month, a tornado of tremendous

force passed over Clay County, Kans. Five persons

were killed outright. 'Of the 'twenty or more injured

it is thought three will die. The damage to farm

property was very heavy; rain followed the wind and

Hooded the devastated district.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 656, which

is an increase of 29as compared with the week pre-

vious, and 93 more than the corresponding week of

last year. Of the foregoing, the sexes were equal in

number: 65 died of pneumonia; 6-1 of consumption;

47 of heart disease ; 32 of convulsions ; 24 of marasmus
;

20 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 19 of

cancer ; 1 S of old age ; IS of inflammation of the brain
;

16 of apoplexy ; 14 of Bright's disease; 12 of inanition
;

11 of typhoid fever; 11 of diphtheria; 10 of cholera

infantum; 10 from casualties; 9 of bronchitis, and 9

of paralysis.

Markets, <vc— U. S. 2's, 95 a 97 ; 4's, 1907, reg., 10X.1

, a

109; coupon, 109i a 110; 4's, new, reg., 117| a 117|;
coupon, 118J a H8f j 5's, reg., 112| a 113; coupon,

113Ja 114.1 ; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

Cotton.—Middling uplands ruled steady at Sj'jC.

per pound.
Flour.— Winter super, $2.50 a 52.75 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.40 a §3.50
;

do., do., straight. $3.55 a $3.70 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.25 a $3.55; do., do., straight, $3.60 a $3.75; do.,

do., patent, $3Ml a $4.00; spring, clear, $2.85 a $3.15
;

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ;
do., patent, $3.60 a $3.85

;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2.65

a $3.00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3.60 ;" do., straight, $3.65

a $3.75 ;
do., patent, $3.85 a $4.00. Rye Fi.OUR, $2.60

per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70J a 70|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 35 a 35ic.

No. 2 white oats, 251 a 26c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4} a 4Jc;
medium, 3; a 4Jc; common, 3.V a 3|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4 a 4Jc; good, 3| a 3Jc;
medium, 3 a 3]c ; common, 2 a 2^c. Lambs, 3.1 a 5c.

Spring lambs, $2.50 a $6.00.

Hogs.—5J a oje. for good "Western ; other grades, 5]
a 5.1c. ; State, 5c.

Foreign.— It was stated ;n the House of Commons
on the 27th ult., that the latest communication on the
Venezuelan subject, which had been received from
the United States on the twenty-fourth ult., was now
under consideration. It deals with both the general
question of arbitration and the Venezuelan dispute.

It is estimated that there are 210,000 acres of or-
chards in Great Britain.

Sir Hercules Robinson, Governor of the Cape Col-
ony, has received and cabled to the Colonial Office in
London, President Krueger's reply to J. Chamber-
lain's invitation to the Transvaal President to visit
London and discuss the situation in the South African
Republic. President Krueger finds it impossible at
this time to accept Great Britain's invitation to visit
London. The British Government has reluctantly
withdrawn the invitation.

Advices from Cipe Colony are that it is the inten-
tion of Hofmeyer, the Afrikander leader, to make a
motion in the Legislature of Cape Colony approving
an offensive and defensive alliance between the Or-
ange Free State and the Transvaal. He will further
demand the withdrawal of the charter of- the British
South Africa Company. The prospects of the British
regime in South Africa are not of the brightest.

It is declare! by the officially inspired press of
Germany that Oreat Britain's encroachments in South
Africa are not confined to the Transvaal, but extend
to the whole Afrikander interests, to which Germany,
these journals assert, is now inclined to tender her
moral support, and even diplomatic intervention.
lean Baptiste Leon Say, the celebrated French

statesman, died, Fourth Month 21st, aged seventy
years.

Baron Maurice de Hirsch, financier and philan-
thrope died on his estate at Presburg, Hungary, on
the night ol lourth Month 20th.

n the Reich-
passage of a

oiinmg the practice, is becoming gene-

1 he futility of the debate on duell
stag last week, which resulted in
resolution cond
olv ,eoogni7.cd. The sum' of the matu^is ti^thc

personages in the country refuse to take de-
risive measure, to check, and thereby condone, the
continuance ol the custom.

I be St. Petersbu

unparalleled influx of forei
during the last two years, w

spondent of the London
is being drawn to the

crease. It has been calculated that within a verj

short time thirty-one new industrial undertaking*

have been started in Russia bv the Belgians alone

with a capital of 181,000,000 roubles. Most of these

undertakings are in the metallurgical industry in tht

south of Russia.

Professor Flinders Petrie says that the granite tab

let recently discovered at Thebes, Egypt, contains thi

first inscription found on Egyptian monuments that ii

any form makes mention of the Israelites. The table

was made under the direction of King Merenp
and records that during his war in Syria, about

B. C, he fought the people of Israel and spoiled t

A discovery of platinum is reported to have
made near Cordobolin, New South Wales.

~

ounces of metal had been obtained, by last ad

containing 75 per cent, of platinum.

An editorial of the Public Ledger of this city, s
,

respecting the Cuban war, ''Evidence that Captai

General Weyler is waging war principally on m
armed and inoffensive Cubans, while the armed ii

surgents suffer little at his hands, is accumulate
rapidly. Much of it, of a negative sort, is from 1

own information bureau, since that institution,

is careful to magnify every skirmish into a glori

victory, reports no great operations and n

of importance. The truth appears to be that We
is shut up in Havana, the bulk of his army is

ing the trocha, and the insurgents have all of I

island, except a few of the larger cities, entir

their mercy."
A dispatch from El Paso, Texas, says that Addisc

Munzeiiburger, a prominent business man of that ci

who owns mining property in Mexico, returned
the twenty-third of Fourth Month from theCorrali
mining district, Mexico, and says " The people th

are wild over the re-discovery of the famous Guint
Mines, in the Sierra Madres, on the Rio del Arra

The mines are said to have been worked in 1764,

b

the entire colony was exterminated by Indians.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage 1

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.)
and 2.53 and 4.32 P.M. Other trains are met wh
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ceo
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To rea

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phone!
Zebedee Haines, Sup'tl

Died, on the sixteenth of Tenth Month, 1895, M
her home, Moorestown, N. J., Elizabeth C. BorW
in the seventieth year of her age ; a member of Ches-

Monthly Meeting of Friends, New Jersey.
, Martha S. Bailey, wife of Jehu Bailey,

the twenty-sixth of Tenth Month, 1895, at her ho
near Winona, Columbiana County, Ohio, aged se'

two years. She was a deeply interested member of'

religious society of Friends, was faithful in tbe
|

tendance of meetings when her bodily strength WO'

admit of it. For many years her health had been

dining, and when unable to attend meeting, as

hour approached, she would turn aside from
worldly engagements, and spend the time in reti'

raeut, reading her Bible or some other religious be

She bore a painful illness with much Christian f<

tude and resignation, frequently petitioning for

tience to support her to the end. She remarked
her family and friends several times that she
nothing in her way, and entreated them not to

her. Thus she passed quietly away, leaving thei

fortable assurance that her peace was made.
, on the twenty-fourth of First Month, 189t

her residence Mt. Laurel, N. J., Amy Borton, in

seventy-eighth year of her age; a member and m
seer of Evesham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, First Month 31st, 1896, near Americus, ll
Co., Kans., Mary Ethel Hinshaw, daughte: f

Zimri and Hannah N. Hinshaw (the former deceasl,

aged five years, five months and ten days. TkoH
greatly missed we feel our loss is her eternal gain Ijj

, on the afternoon of the fourth of Third Mow
18:16, at his residence near Damascus, Ohio, EdB
B. Fogg, in the seventy-third year of his age; IM
loved member of Upper Springfield Monthly and P"

ticular Meeting of Friends. He expressed entire *

ignation to the Divine will as to tbe terminatic >f

bis disease— pneumonia. Although much misse 'T

his family and friends, we humbly trust he has f
gathered as one ripe for the heavenly garner. I
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I Do Friends Not Have What by Others

Are Called Prayer Meetings?

P certainly is not because we do not have

wings for prayer, for it is written, " My house

lip. be called a house of prayer for all people"

'felvi : 7.) And no more is Jerusalem alone

ilisplace to worship and to offer sacrifice and
Wise, " for, from the rising of the sun even to

Igjoing down of the same, my name shall be

rrct among the gentiles, and in every place

jjpse shall be offered to my name, and a pure

Wing, for my name shall be great among the

ifchen, saith the Lord of hosts" (Mai. i : 11,.

•per, to be acceptable to God, must be in the

s»it, and, to be in the spirit must be from the

•iiit, and without the spirit's unction is uu-

Alid for at our hands. For in the patterns of

Ihii heavenly things, that fire only taken from
tholtar of burnt offering was to be used on the

dtr of incense. This holy fire was never to be

liked to go out.

I 'he awakened soul, living and abiding in

DKst, breathes in prayer to God at all times,

th' fulfilling the Lord's command, " Men ought
ih'iys to pray, and not to faiut" (Luke xviii

:

l)ind that of his apostle, " Pray without ceas-

inj (IThess. v: 17).

t appointed times the priests entered into the

teiple and offered incense on the golden altar.

11, feasts, rites and ceremonies of this outward
la- were regulated by each cycle of the sun.

n followers of Christ, who abide with Him and
ar.led by the Spirit of God, like Him, must
bae their seasons regulated by the Sun of

R hteousness, for He alone " openeth, and no
mi shntteth ; and shutteth, and no man open-
et;' (Rev. iii: 7). He is the Great High
Pt;st to those who are gathered in his name to

Wiship the Father, and no appointed or set

pirers have place in this temple, for neither
th temple uor the altar therein, are the work
ofaen's hands, but all things are governed by
tbspirit of promise, which was to "lead into

altruth," and to " teach all things." Christ
ishe Head of his own Church, and his prom-
is is, " Lo, I am with you alway, even unto
tl end of the world. " (Matt, xsviii : 20)
We know not what we should pray for as

I ought, but the Spirit itself maketh iuterces-

sn for us with groanings which cannot be ut-

tered," and thus " helpeth our infirmities."

(Rom. viii : 26). God, then, according to his

promise, pours out upon us " the Spirit of grace

and of supplication" (Zech. xii: 10). He, by
the revelation of his will, makes known to us

our needs, and, asking according to that will,

we receive, that our joy may be full.

The one simple injunction as to the public

worship of God is, " Not forsaking the assem-

bling of ourselves together" (Heb. x : 25), which
doing, all else is left to Him who hath prom-

ised, " Where two or three are gathered together

in my name, there am I in the midst of them"
(Matt, xxiii : 20).

To his Divine will, then, we each and all

should submit our heart and await his coming.

Through Christ Jesus, the one mediator, in

whose name we have gathered, we all may find

"access by one Spirit uuto the Father" (Eph.
ii : 18). There God's blessing and refreshment

to souls oft-times falls silently as the dew, or

distils in gentle showers on thirsty souls. At
other times He is pleased to give vocal utter-

ance in words of prayer, praise or thanksgiving,

or it may be of exhortation cr instruction in

doctrine. But Christ rules in his own house,
" whose house are we, if we hold fast the confi-

dence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto

the end" (Heb. iii: 6). He presides in our

midst. He breathes on those who are thus

gathered in spirit to Jesus, baptizing them into

the Holy Spirit, in which they are united to the

one body, whose life is Christ. These, there-

fore; are of one mind and one heart, and in

sweet fellowship and unit)', can, with one voice,

praise and glorify their Creator and Redeemer.

David's prayer in the spirit was, " Keep back
thy servant also from presumptuous sins" (Ps.

xix : 13), and this he calls " the great trans-

gression." "Presumptuous" means taking upon
oneself that which one is not authorized to do.

Such was Uzza's sin, in steadying the ark of

God. Such was Uzziah's sin in offering incense,

also that of Korah, Dathan and Abiram, all of

whom were objects of God's displeasure. But
Jesus said, " I receive not testimony from man"
(John, v: 34), from which we cannot but infer

that it should only be that of the Spirit through

man or immediately, which is the spirit of

prophecy. Thus the sons of Sceva were re-

buked. No one then but priests may offer in-

cense in the temple. None are priests but such

as are anointed, and even they must necessarily

wash each time before entering to perform that

service. But may not all Christians be made
kings and priests to God? True, but only

through the Spirit's power alone, and then only

as they walk therein. And these know a special

call to public service, and should see to it that

they are prepared therefor by " the renewing of

the Holy Ghost," for, though a king, he must

not take upon him the function of the priest.

Apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers,

helps, government, each member in his respec-

tive place, according to his particular service,

gift and place assigned to him in the body.

There is no schism here. Each member min-

isters to and has a care fir every other one, all

abiding under the one Holy Head, and Christ's

seamless garment of holiness and charity is

thrown around all.

Thus, abiding in the patient waiting for the

coming of Christ, we are preserved from draw-

ing nigh to God with our lips, whilst our hearts

may he far from Him, for if " we know not what
we should pray for, as one ought," it is very

evident that prayer offered up in our own will,

however right the words may seemingly be, may
still be far apart from the Divine will, which,

as we patiently wait upon the Lord, He will

not fail, in his own time, to reveal to us (See

Eph. i : 17).

This waiting upon and worship of God in

the silence of all flesh was an essential part

of the worship, as instituted at the Temple
in Jerusalem, for, whilst the Temple stood,

synagogues were not properly places of wor-

ship, but more for the purpose of teaching

and receiving instruction in the law. Whilst

the priest entered within the vail to offer in-

cense (e, g. Zicharias, see Luke, i : 10), or when
the high priest entered into the holy of holies,

and sprinkled the blood of atonement upon and
before the mercy seat, the people meanwhile,

with bowed heads, in perfect silence, worshipped

God, and the tinkling of the bells on the skirts

of the high priest's garments alone announced
his entry into and exit from within the vail.

And these are emblems of Christ's officiating in

his Church, which is " the temple of the living

God." And this promised, and to us fulfilled,

presence of Christ in his Church was not un-

known to King David, who says, "They have

seen thy goings, oh, God ; even the goings of

my God, my King, in the sanctuary" (Ps.

lxviii : 24).

William Penn sets his seal to the same truth

in these words, "This I certainly know from the

Lord God thatliveth forever, that retirement and
silence before God is the alone way for (any one)

to feel the heavenly gift arise, and come forth

pure and unmixed. This only can aright preach

for God, pray to God and beget people to God,

and nothing" else." (See passages from W.
Penifs Writings, p. 197. ) Could stronger words

be used, oh, ye who profess to follow in his foot-

steps?

The one thing needful to us, then, is like

Mary, to wait upon Him, that we may hear and
do his holy word ; that our spiritual faculties,

being brightened by his glory, we may see, hear

and know of his guiding presence, and, through

Him, Christ Jesus, our one Mediator and great

High Priest, may offer spiritual worship accept-

able to the Father, that all glory may redound

to Him who alone is ever worthy.

This we truly believe to be the blessed ful-

ness of liberty, which we enjoy in the Gospel of

Christ Jesus, our Lord and Saviour, our Teach-

er, Prophet, Priest and King. And may the

Lord graciously enable us to hold fast therein

steadfastly till He come.

We cannot, therefore, engage in vocal prayer

whenever we will. We cannot pray at the bid-
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ding or call of our fellow-man. We cannot ap-

special time to pray, and another to sing

praise. So doing, we would encroach on the pre-

rogative of the Great Master of assemblies, and

giving way to the carnal will, should soon lose

true liberty in the spirit.

It is as we hear and continue in Christ's

word, and learn of Him that we are his dis-

ciples indeed ; through this we know t lie Truth,

and the Truth doth make us free (See John,

viii : 31, 32). W. W. 15.

Undone, yet not Undone.—What man
has done, man can undo,—yet not undo. Men
lay the foundations of great buildings which
stand for ages, but men can dig them up again

;

they make burglar-proof vaults, but those who
make them can bore through them. With ut-

mi st ingenuity, men construct unpickable locks,

which in due time men find a way to open.

Tiny roll armor-plates which no projectile can
pierce, and they then make projectiles which no
plate can resist. And yet the time, the brain

energy, the moral and mental effects of the in-

tercourse of the men who have worked together
over these things for good or evil, for strength

or weakness, are not undone, nor rendered null

and void, but remain as life influences, inextri-

cable. Men can think hard thoughts, speak
harsh words, break promises, trifle with things
serious, with the reserve and the intention to

undo them, if necessary, at a convenient season.

They depend upon apology as an unfailing re-

source. But the undoing of these things which
ought not to have been done, is an undoing only
in very small part. Natures have been wound-
ed and healed only to leave ineradicable scars;
countenances have become pallid, wrinkled, or
hardened

; confidences have been weakened
;

lime has been lost; habits have begun and
have started on courses demanding energy
to turn them back. All these are in chief
pari beyond undoing, whatever else may be
undone. Too much dependence upon the pos-
sibility of undoing has made men too care-
less about what they do. If at this moment the
right thing be done, nothing will need to be
undone.

A South Skv King.—In the year 1818,
Tamatoe, the king of Huahine, one of the South'
Sea islands, embraced the Gospel. Some of the
heath. -o islanders resolved on the destruction of
him, and of those who with him, had become
followers of Christ. The enemy laid their plan,
and had purposed to burn to death those whom
they Beized. Hut the plot was discovered

; the
small band of Christians were on the shore in
readiness to meet their foes as they leaped from
their canoes, and soon gained a complete vic-
tory. And now these heathens looked for noth-
ing but death, and that a cruel death. How
great, then, was their surprise when the Chris-
Man- assured them that they meant not to touch

1 their heads, because Jesua had taught
• Mireal kindly

went further—tl

and asked thecaptives iush aown a
s, ""' "'' l1 ''-" were bo amazed as to be unable
l " ,: '-''-' Al lasl o, |- the heathen leaders
arose before them, declared himself no longer a
follower of help!

, | his cruel inten-
tiona had he been successful, but thai this utterly
unlooked-for kindness of the Christians had fair-

7 overcome him, so thai he could only admire
their humanity and mercy. The result of all
was that in a few days every idol in the island
had been cart away; for the heathen, melted by
all this kindness, joined the ('!,,,

; ,
; ,

From the " London Friend

Work of Friends for the African.

Generation after generation the abolition of

slavery has rested to a large extent upon the

Society of Friends as a great religious duty.

Last week we dwelt on the remarkable way in

which this religious solicitude for the slave had
influenced the destiny of Friends in the South-

ern States of America, and on the bright hope
and enlarged sphere of service that has, since

emancipation, dawned upon Friends in North
Carolina. Nothing perhaps more effectually

called forth the latent powers of American
Friends than their self-sacrificing work in stand-

ing by the freedmen in the great emergency of
their emancipation. Not only were the colored
people in the South immensely aided in the
crisis of their history, but Friends were spiritu-

ally invigorated by the effort they made. This
week it is a pleasure to observe the straight-

forward protest made in the House of Commons
on the 27th prox. on behalf of the slaves in

Pemba and Zanzibar, by our friend Joseph Al-
bert Pease. On the authority of Sir John Kirk
he affirmed that the number of slaves in the two
islands had probably trebled in the last twelve
years owing to the absence of continuity in the
anti-slavery policy of British Governments. He
justly demanded that our Governments should
fulfil the pledges given by one Administration
after another that the slaves should be set free.

The late Government and the present have made
public announcements of their good intentions,

but " waiting for reports " or some other excuse
has been made for avoiding immediate action.
Arthur Hardinge, the present Consul-General,
has admitted in a recent despatch that at any
rate the legal status of slavery might be abol-
ished, " if proper precautious were taken, with-
out danger of any disturbance of a serious
nature." The Sultan of Zanibar is, however,
himself the largest slaveholder in the islands,
having about thirty thousand slaves, and a firm
hand is essential in facing " vested interests."
G. N. Curzon on behalf of the Government ex-
cused the dilatoriness of the Foreign Office by
reference to an insurrection on the mainland,
and hoped to arrive at a decision upon the
actual measures by which to put a new system
into operation on the return of Arthur Hardinge
to England in two months. The suggestion was
made that it might expedite action if the islands
were placed under the care of the Secretary of
State for the colonies in lieu of the overcrowded
Foreign office. To this suggestion the Secretary
replied that it was essential that some of the
arrangements should be under the cognizance
of the Foreign Office, and that therefore to re-
fer the matter to the Colonial Office would be a
great waste of time, and would compel them to
do the work twice over. P. Smith reminded
the House that our efforts at sea to suppress the

have signally failed ; the fact being
hat only about one in twenty or thirty of the

I'M.-n-i h,.! They slaves exported from the mainland are liberated
J

.

prepared a sumptuous teas,, by our Government vessels. Sir E. Grey plead-
l?wn and partake, ed earnestly for action and not for the mere

announcement of difficulties. Difficulties exist,
but it is for us, having repeatedly announced a
policy ot emancipation, to devise the means for
overcoming them. G. N. Curzon again repeated
he assurance that the present Government in-

ten, Is to carry out the pledge given by the late
Government and confirmed last autumn. He
also gave a further assurance that the repre-
sentative of the ( tovernment when he went back
to Zanzibar should carry with him instructions
to abolish the legal status of slavery.

Some definite action will, therefore, probabl
be taken during the coming autumn, and itm
mains for us to consider whether there is an

practical way in which we can assist the Gfff

eminent, and assist the slaves when they ai

freed. The abolition of the status of slavei

must create friction, and must for a time dial

cate work on the clove plantations. Transitifli

of this kind require much watchful patienc

The Secretary of the Foreign Office is quite rigl

that we have to be prepared for such continge
cies as that "the slaves enamored with the

8

tractions of the town, may leave the plantatiot

for the towns." This, if possible, must 1

avoided. When a vast amount of labor h
been accomplished under slavery, it is not

simple matter to stem this kind of drift wh(
emancipation is effected, and every one wl

pleads for the liberation of the slave ought
recognize the added responsibility resting upc

us as soon as the boon is conferred. When \

remember that as far back as 1890 decrees ai

treaties were signed by the Sultan agreeing
the abolition of slavery, it is with feelings

shame that we find 266,000 remaining slay*

underour Government in the two islands throur
six years of delay ! The rest of the popnlatw;
of the islands appears to consist of about 2f!

Europeans and Goanese, 8,500 East Indiatij

and possibly about 125,300 Arabs, Mohamm
dans and aborigines.

G. N. Curzon refers to the Manumissii*
Homes that have been established in Egypt
an illustration of what may possibly be temp
rarily desirable to establish in Zanzibar. 8tt>

Homes may do real good under emergency, b
much more complete organization than this

requisite with regard to the permanent welfa'

of Pemba if its commerce is to be maintain
The one main staple of the trade is the culti

tion of cloves. The shambas, or plantations,

!

most of them mortgaged to the East Indi

money-lenders. Donald Mackenzie found th

946 mortgages on Pemba, representing a val

of some 1,764,000 rupees, were registered at I

British Consulate of Zanzibar. This fertile a

prolific coral island is only about forty mil
long and some nineteen miles across, with
berless creeks and mangrove swamps. Ygfa

seems capable of producing cloves for thei

world. The slave labor at the port of Zanziti

in loading and unloading and coaling steami 1

is a very different question from the labor qu
tion on this fertile clove plantation, and c|
be re-arranged by the steamboat cotnpani'

Donald Mackenzie reports after his visit
f»

behalf of the British and Foreign Anti-Slave
Society: "If all the slaves of Zanzibar ajj

Pemba were freed to-morrow, I do not think :!

a moment it would disturb the prosperity
'

these islands. The freed slaves could not li

|

on their freedom, they would have to work ll
their living. The necessity for labor on shamiU
and in port towns would not cease with the alu

lition of slavery
; the Arab would require lal!

for his shamba, the merchant would require irj i

for loading and discharging cargo. If the sla*;

were free they would receive their pay in fijtl

work more willingly and better for their eW
ployers." At the same time we entirely unw
with G. N. Curzon that it will require gni

care and supervision " to avoid social and e'

nomic disorganization."

It has been suggested that the most practi •

course would be for Friends to purchase alail

clove plantation and to establish on Pemba I
Agricultural Industrial Mission on whjB
to employ freed slaves under Christian oversij •
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•teaching. Preliminary inquiries of the own-

Jespectiug a promising clove and cocoanut

Jtatiou, well situated on the island of Pemba,

J>eiug made, and a very practical opportu-

Ifor rendering help to the African iu the

ft of his fate may thus be opened out if

,'ide the means. Such au indus-

ii: mission can scarcely be undertaken by our

i*ing British and Foreign Anti-Slavery So-

le'. It must be dealt with by Friends on an

Jpendent footing, although it would dotibt-

leceive the cordial sympathy of the Anti-

jjery Society. It is suggested that the man-

Aentof such an industrial mission iu Pemba
Hid be under the care of a suitable Christian

ment, who must be a man of busiuess, pre-

u d to dedicate his business powers to the ser-

mof his fellow-men. He might be assisted

bSative overseers trained in one of the Chris-

iifindustrial institutions of East Africa. Such

jKitre in Pemba of Christian effort for meet-

lihe exigencies of the freedmeu may become

tMpst valuable agency for cooperating with

tiaEnglish Goverument in the direction iudi-

eJI in Parliament, in seeing that the freed-

sM have fair play, and in proving their ca-

pa ty for work when offered fair wages. It will,

Xurse, be very necessary to inquire respect-

indiealth of situation, water supply, and other

loci circumstances, before any European is sent

to -side there. The presence of such an indus-

tri. mission would alter the moral tone of the

whle island. God has many ways of working,

an, many instruments fitted for each distinctive

en; He can use the commercial talents of men
of usiness in his service for the uplifting of our

fel'W-men quite as truly as gifts of language or

o||.oquei]ce.

|,.fter associations and Churches have had

gn.t subjects like slavery upon their hearts for

ye'-s, opportunities open out for giving praeti-

caeHect to long-pent aspirations. Such an op-

po unity now appears to be dawning upon us

wu regard to the down trodden slaves of the

E;t coast of Africa. Working under the shel-

terjf the English Protectorate, and embodying

ou principles in practical action, we may do

m;h to solve the very difficulties our Govern-

m<it recognizes, and may have the privilege of

caying out the thoughts of those who in a pre-

viis generation have done their part nobly for

thabolition of slavery. It remains for Friends

to.onsider whether they are prepared to enter

ujn the work if the golden opportunity is

pisented.

The Nature of True Religion.

:
'he religion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Gist begins frequently with a little light or

miifestation of the Divine will as to some point

onart of duty. And as obedience is yielded

tohis small manifestation, greater and greater

derees of light and of strength are afforded to

foow on to know more and more of the Divine

w. and of Divine things.

ts in Christ are hid all the treasures of wis-

dn and knowledge, so, as we are brought iuto

a ;ate of true waiting and dependence upon
Hn, and upon the manifestations of his Spirit

oithe soul, we are in the way to be rightl

trluced, from time to time, into such degrees

olknowledge in Divine things as is truly bes

fc us, and best adapted to the state of our
Kids; and that it is not consistent with Divine
wdom to communicate the treasures of heav-
eiy mysteries but as the mind becomes, through
tie obedience, refined anil prepared for the re-

d tion of them.— William G rover.

Stephen Grellet.

In 1824 Stephen Grellet, in the course of a

religious visit in the Southern States, had a

meeting at Natchez. Of this he says :

"It wus much thronged, but remarkably quiet,

and, beyond my expectation, it proved to be a

Bolemn, good meeting. The power of Truth was

felt. The doctrine I proclaimed was indeed

very new to many, who have seldom, if ever

before, been a^ a meeting for Divine worship,

or heard the terms of the Gospel and salvation

by Christ held forth to them. The heart- of

many were tendered, and several came to me
after meeting in a loving and affectionate man-

ner. Among those who called at my lodgings

was a colonel, a rich planter, who resides about

sixty miles distant in the country. He told me
that for many years he had been a man of

pleasure, seeking only the gratification of sense

and animal enjoyments, living out of the fear

of God, not even thinking that he had a soul to

lose or to save. About three years since, the

Lord, iu his love and mercy, brought him to

feel his sinful condition, and the depth of misery

into which he must be plunged for eternity,

should he continue iu such a course of life, and

die iu his sins. By the operation of the Divine

Spirit, who couvinceth man of sin, of righteous-

ness and of judgment, his mind was directed to

Christ, the Saviour of sinners. He was induced

to peruse the Holy Scriptures, and, by degrees,

the Lord opened his heart, which became ex-

panded in love to God and man. He now felt

that, if God, through Christ, had iu his mercy

so loved him, he ought also to love his fellow-

men. He looked upon his slaves and felt that

the love of God is towards them, that Christ has

died for them, and would have them to be of

the number of his saved ones ; that therefore he

ought to love them, and seek their good, tem-

poral and spiritual. Now, he said, he longed

for their salvation as for his own. He felt for

them as his brethren, whereas, before, he had

only considered them as slaves or chattels. He
had about four hundred on his plantation. At

first he thought he would invite them to meet,

that he might read the Scriptures to them, and

try to persuade them to love the Lord, and

earnestly to seek for the salvation of their

'"But,' said he, 'how should they believe grace

toward- him, as he has manifested towards them.

Of their own accord they have go worked, and

the Divine blessing has SO attended their labors

that, although his expense in providing for

them have been great, yet his yearly income

has nearly doubled. A few months since he

received a deputation from the planters who

reside for miles around him; they came with

l,,ud complaints against him, saying, ' By your

conduct you not only expose us all to be ruined,

but to have our lives also destroyed, for you

put our slaves in such a state of discontent and

ferment, that they are ready to rise upon us.'

' What have I done,' replied the colonel, that I

should be the means of bringing such an evil

upon you?' 'You give so much liberty,' said

they, ' to your slarves
;
you treat them so well

;

you allow them also to meet together, under

pretences of Divine worship, and opportunities

are thereby given them to plot together to de-

stroy us.' He answered, 'If this is all I have

done, I can but advise you as your greatest se-

curity, and for your interest, to treat your slaves

as I now do mine. By the steps I have taken,

I am so far from being in the way of ruin, that

my income has nearly doubled, and my life has

never been more secure. I, like you, some

years past, never went out without being well

armed ; I also, as you, kept during the night

my sword, pistols and gun close by my bedside;

the barking of a dog, or the rustling of the

wind among the trees alarmed me as it does

you ; but now I take no such precautions, for I

have no fear. I feel myself so secure among

my people that I know every one of them would

expose his own life to preserve mine. There-

fore, I can only strongly advise you to follow

my example.'
" What would be the result of this appeal

the colonel could not say, though he had but

little hope they would take his advice. He
much deplores that the laws of the land do not

allow him to give liberty to his slaves; but he

treats them as free men. He is aware of what

will probably be their condition after his death,

but he hopes he may succeed to have them sent

into free States. He is at present in a very

tender state of mind, and is a striking example

of the force of truth and the efficacy of the

and love of Christ. This man seems to

that I was really concerned for their sou

less I gave them proof that I was equally en-

gaged to promote their outward well-being ?'

Accordingly he collected them together, told

them what the Lord had done for him, and

what he believed He would do also for them,

and that he would endeavor to promote their

good as far as he could. ' To convince you of

my sincerity,' he added ' from this day the lash

of the whip shall no more be lifted upon you,

by any direction of mine; your food and cloth-

ing shall be increased, and I will promote your

general comfort. I have confidence in you that

you will try to conduct yourselves well, and do

your best on the plantation, and be industrious ;

but, rest when you are tired, and when sick I

do not wish you to work ; on the contrary, I

desire that good care be taken of you. His

slaves were like men amazed at the hearing of

such language: but much more so, when, from

that day, they saw all these promises fulfilled.

They collect daily at his house, when he or some

one else reads the Scriptures to them, and prays

with them. He also offers to them, at times,

such words of instruction, comfort or encour-

agement, as the Lord* puts into his heart. The
slaves, on their part, appear disposed to do their

best; for they are as ready to evince their love

be clothed with a meek and gentle spirit, and

is in the simplicity of a child."

The Mesquite Tree and its Uses.

It is a common saying in the arid regions of

the Southwest, that the natives climb for water

and dig for wood. This, being interpreted,

means that the water for drinking purposes is

kept in an earthen jar, or olla, upon the top of

the house, where, by means of more rapid evapo-

ration, caused by this direct exposure to the

sun's rays, the contents of the jar are kept con-

tinually cool. And the digging for wood is

explained by the fact that the only timber

through much of that region is the mesquite, a

low-growing shrub rather than tree, the roots

of which are very hard and make an ex-

cellent fuel. For a whole winter I have been

warmed by them, broken into little pieces, for

they are too brittle to chop, and have found

that they give out an amount of heat that is in

undue proportion to their bulk.

The mesquite groves are a striking feature of

the wide, level expanses of these regions. From
a distance they look like peach orchards, only

their vast extent precludes the idea that they

are such. As timber a man accustomed to liv-

ing among real forests would hardly give them
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a thought; but they are very much better than

no timber at all.
' When in New Mexico re-

cently 1 found that the tree had another use

• that of supplying fuel. It produces a

bean which is an important article of food

among the Indians, and iu times of scarcity

with the Mexicans as well. The bean is pro-

duced in pods which are seven to nine inches

long, and of a buff color. They begin to ripen

in midsummer, and, as they have the quality

of preventing thirst as well as of satisfying hun-

ger, they are often of the greatest value to trav-

ellers through the desert country. The Indians,

who know their value, do not hesitate to go

a long distance away from water if they can be

assured of a supply of mesquite beans along

their route.

When used for food the beans are prepared

in various ways. When fresh and newly ripe

they are put into a mortar of stone or wood,

and bruised, then emptied into an earthen dish,

mixed with water and allowed to stand for a

few hours. The result is a kind of cold por-

ridge i>r mush, which has a very agreeable blend-

ing of sweetness and acidity, and upon which
many of the people would willingly exist the

year through. As the fruit or bean pods ripen

they are gather. d for winter use, thoroughly

dried and stored in cylindrical-shaped baskets,

made of twigs, and covered with grass or earth

to keep the rain out. In this way they may be

preserved for a long time. When needed for

food the pods are reduced to a fine powder, by
means of a mortar, and this flour cooked as

fancy may dictate. The flour thus prepared is

also often kept for a long time. Sometimes in

its pulverized state, and again by being mixed
with a little water and then pressed into large

cakes of - veral pounds' weight, which are dried
in the sun and put away until needed. Among
certain of the less civilized of the southern
tribes of Indians, such as the Cucupah's, who
live along the Colorado River in Lower Cali-

fornia, the mesquite beans form an important
part of the winter food supply. The only labor
needed to secure them being" that of gathering
the crop, they appeal especially to these indo-

lent people, who are constitutionally opposed to

the labor of cultivating a crop. The mesquite
has also other uses besides those of supplying
fuel and food, as Indian women make rope and
twine of the bark, and weave it into baskets.

II irses and cattle fi ed upon the beans, which
are very nutritious, and often find sustenance,
ami indeed the very menus of keeping alive, iu
them, when grasses of all kinds are burned up
by the drouth. James K. Reeve.

The Collar of Honor.—In France there
exists an order of merit, founded by the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, (if

which the members are dogs who have distin-

guished themselves by deeds of bravery. A
tastefully designed "collar of honor" is awarded

n iminees of the order. Among the ani-
mals decorated in this way one of the raosl
celebrated is Bacchus, a huge bulldog, whose

" il is t" -top runaway horses by jump-
ing up and seizing them by the bridle. Bac-
chus's masti r resides in tin- Rue Biscoi
is calculated that the intelligent animal has al-
ready saved the live- of eight persons, if not
mure, in this way. Pautland, another bulldog,
received a collar in 1887 for saving his mis-
tress from the attack of a footpad, and Turk, a

i Newfoundland, ha- ha, I a similar honor
for saving three young children from drownin"
on different occasions.— /•,.,; /

For "The Fkiend.

CONTENTMENT.
TheTeacher hath with patience wrought

;

With loving patience teaches still

;

He gives me for my thought his thought

;

He gives rue for my will his will.

'Tis never any more too late

;

No day is lost or even spent,

Since I liave learned, whate'er my state,

Therein, therewith to be content.

Contentment is desire made whole;

It is not less in any wise.

'Tis Christ's own life within the soul—
His very presence in the skies.

WHEN MITHER'S GANE.
I mak's a change in a'thing room

When mither's gane.

The cat lias le-s contented croon,

The kettle has a dowie tune,

There's naething has sae blythe a soon,

Sin' mither's gane.

The bairnies gang wi' ragged claes,

Sin' mither's gane.

There's nane to mend their broken taes,

Or laugh at a' their pawky ways

;

The nichts are langer than the days,

When mither's gane.

Wha cheers theai when there's ocht amiss,

Sin' mither's gane;
Wha takes their pairts in that or this,

And oot o' trouble mak's a bliss,

Wi' kindly word an' guid nicht kiss-
Dear mither's gane.

The father's there; but losh ! puir man,
Sin' mither's gane,

Altho' he does the best he can,

He hasna' sic a tender han'

—

The bottom's oot o' nature's plan,

When mither's gane.

O! lonely house, O! empty chair—
The mither's gane.

Yet fancy often sees her there,

Wi' a' the smiles she used to wear,

Whilk bring oor heart maist to despair

To think she's gane.—Detroit Free Pr<

A Sea-side Ramble.
(Concluded from page 321.)

A small piece of plank, broken, I suppose,

from the wreck of a vessel, illustrated in an in-

teresting manner the ravages of a sea-worm, the

Teredo navalis. The outer surface was full of
very small holes, as if made by the prick of a
pin. Inside, these enlarged into tubes side by
side, like the cells of a honeycomb, only not so
large, separated by the thin partitions of wood
left by the devouring worms. So thoroughly
had these performed their work that very little

of either the substance or strength of the wood
was left. These pin-holes were probably the
points of entrance made by the young teredos,

and may answer for the entrance of sea-water
necessary to the continued existence of the
worm. The perforations are said to be generally
made in the grain of the timber, but when the
worm meets with a kuot, it accommodates itself

to circumstances by bending around it. In the
East Indies a very large species is found, more
than live feet in length and three inches in
diameter.

Another piece of wood was filled with much
larger rounded cavities, the home of another
wood-eating mollusc, the Pkola truncate.
A piece of sponge much branched and finely

divided had washed on to the strand. It was
the Microciana prolifera. There is a bright red
sponge which is often met with in summer, and
which sometimes spreads as a coating over dead

shells, eating into their substance and perfoit

ing them with numerous holes—one of the*

strumentalities of nature for the decay of w»
matter, and reducing them into a form adapi

for again entering into the cycle of organnJ

existence.

The scallops abound in Narragansett I
and contiguous localities, but living specinw

are rarely seen on the New Jersey coast. Lw
shells are occasionally found there (and we N
with one), but mostly somewhat broken, sj

the beauty of the colors defaced by long i

posure and the action of the waves. We a

posed it had been brought from further no

by the ocean currents. One peculiarity of 1

shell (a species of Pecten), is that one on
valves is strongly arched, while the otheil

nearly flat. They are capable of motion, i

even of leaping a short distance, by openb

and then rapidly closing the valves. Thew
a species which grows in the Mediterranet

which pilgrims were accustomed to wear in tl

hats, as a sign that they had visited the shrt

of St. James, at Campostello. One of the Brill

species is six inches broad. The species t

found was Pecten irradians.

Attached to a piece of wood was a bundle

what seemed a fine gray moss, which a cl<

examination showed was a coralline (Tubvfa

indivisa), the threads being hollow cylind:

in which, when alive, the little polyps wbt

had constructed them resided. Under a re I

nifying glass, it was an interesting object. Til

polyps feed on still more minute animalculal

Of the Natica we found two kinds. They 1

both univalve, spiral shells, rather large I

nearly globular. The Natica duplicate is I

handsomer of the two, owing to a patch of I

flesh color of the interior being appareil

folded over on the outside. The N. /ier»J

generally rather larger, and has an opening!

if the shell in building its spiral left a sn

I

hole unfilled. The animals which inhabit tin

shells are carnivorous. They have a tonJ

armed with hard points, with which they boil

hole through the valve of their prey, and tl
consume the flesh. It is not at all unconup
to find on the shore the shells of their victil

in which a small round hole has been bo:l

generally pretty close to the hinge where I

two valves unite.

We saw several of the black egg cases of I
skate, flat and thin, with long arms extend I

from each of the four corners, by which i«

fastened to the sea-weeds on the bottom. Til
cases are open at both ends, so that the \at>

can circulate through them, and when theyo 1

}9

fish is matured it can readily make its esci|«

I suppose that later in the season we wol
have met with a greater variety of object!

interest, but we felt well repaid for oure:i

tions, although the day was so cold and h
wind so strong as materially to interfere y*-

our comfort. One of the party, mindful of <l

advice not to wear good clothing on suebjj

excursion, had put on an old silk hat vft:

a stiff rim. A gust of wind took it off his hifei

and it rolled over the sand on its rim, sIB

wheel, and although he started in pursuit, it *

the faster of the two, until it plunged into •

sea, and the water retarded its speed, so I*

the owner was able to wade in and regain i

J.
1

Half the literature, half the intercourse, >

half the pleasure of half the human being:

»

the world, consist in holding the other hal <>

ridicule and censure.
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Introduction of Reindeer Among the Alaska

Indians.

fc Be arctic circle the earth yields no food

he service of man ; there is no such thing
agriculture; they can neither sow nor reap,

gather into barus, all their subsistence must
from the sea. They live almost wholly on

)lubber of the whale and the walrus, which
ong since were being rapidly exterminated,
whale fishery was not pursued for the oil,

h had been almost driven out of the mar-
by petroleum. But there was one thing
petroleum did not supply— whalebone!
would seem to be of small value, but we

l.old that the bone taken from the mouth
Sfood sized whale sells for eight or ten thou-
dollars—sometimes for much more! That
ed, the carcass is left to its fate, what re-

s of it, which may not be much, since it is

s in the days when the whale was pursued
small boat and speared with a harpoon

;

teas now he can be shot from a howitzer on
•ftp's deck, that sends a bomb into his body,

Ae it explodes and tears him to pieces, when
^fragments of his huge bulk float away, to

»atized by all the devourers of the sea.

either is it necessary to spear the walrus
ifich is hunted for its ivory) ; it is shot from
ship's deck with a repeating rifle that

jiispose of a whole herd in a few minutes,

tbi the tusks are torn from the bodies, which
«feft to drift away upon the waves. Thus
teea hunt becomes a war of extermination of
almighty game, which may be a happy dis-

fflh for the hunters, but is death to those

i»: whom this ruthless slaughter takes away
iharneans of subsistence. Such was the con-

Iftfa of the Esquimaux in the summer of 1890.
phere was relief to come from? Not from
heshalers, who were carrying on a war of ex-
amination of the whale and the walrus, their

ml means of subsistence. Civilization did
i*ting for them. It only robbed them of
Me food and left them to starve. And, as if

-ha were not enough, it sometimes hastened
he extermination by introducing among them
hejjhirst for fiery drinks and other vices of
!»|zation. There were rovers of the sea, who
vet little better than pirates in keeping up a
ec:t and contraband trade in ardent spirits,

n mch they debauched the natives and rob-

•edthem of their furs—the only thing they
lacto sell—in exchange for rum, which de-
toed both body and soul. The result was
outlines one of indescribable horror. One
unaer a revenue cutter sailing north touched
* ts lower end of St. Lawrence Island, and the
aij-s went on shore to revisit a group of vil-

ag>s which they had left the year before with
ix;undred inhabitants. But as they approach-
d te spot they were appalled at the mysteri-
rasiileoce. They came to the little huts and
>as ges to the underground habitations in which
heeople had burrowed, but not a sign of life

tppired. As they pushed their way into the
lap interiors they found the late inhabitants
iK in death. As the arctic cold had pre-
en.d the bodies from decay, the forms were
till.here, stretched upon the cold earth, doub-
ed p in some shape that showed how they had
fried in agony. The glassy eyes were "allr as if they glared at the intruders upon
he lace of the dead. Mouths were open, as if
miry for the food which did not come, and
iars clenched as if grasping for some last hope
»ef e they were frozen in death. It was an
Lrc; Pompeii, where gaunt hunger had done

what the ashes of Vesuvius had dime in another
age ami another part of the world.

Of course, there was a possibility of account-
ing for this universal destruction by the break-
ing out of some pestilence, which in thi ir igno-

rance they did nut know how to combat. But
the more probable explanation seemed to Wi-

thal a piratical schooner—low built and painted
black, as became its horrible errand—had stol-

en into this harbor and smuggled in a cargo of
rum, which was left behind to do its fata! work.

After such a horrid sight, it were vain to ex-

pect the preservation of the Esquimaux from
what some called the "natural laws of trade."

Their rescue, if it came at all, must come from
another source. What could not, or would not,

be done by whalers and walrus hunters, or other
traders to the arctic regions, was done by a

simple-hearted American missionary. For some
years Sheldon Jackson has been the agent of
the Government, as well as of the Missionary
Board, to visit the stations in the far north to

look after the schools, and in 1890 he visited,

for the first time, Arctic Alaska in the Bear,
which had just come from the coast of Siberia,

on which an American ship had been wrecked
several years before, and the natives had shown
a kindness to the only survivor thut the Gov-
ernment wished to acknowledge by the sending
of presents that the Bear was to deliver. Here
they found a people very much like those on
the American coast ; with only this difference,

that the Siberian Esquimaux were living in a

land of plenty, where they were well fed and,

of course, were hale and hearty, fat and flour-

ishing.

What made the difference? It was all ex-

plained in one word—the reindeer, which sup-

plied the Siberian Esquimaux with four distinct

necessaries of arctic life : food, as the flesh is

equal to the choicest venison from the deer of

our plains and forests; milk, which is rich as

cream; clothing, as the fur of the reindeer is

more impenetrable by cold than the much
heavier bear-skin ; and last of all, transpor-

tation, for which the reindeer are better than

horses (if horses could live in this arctic cold,

as they cannot), for a team of reindeer, har-

nessed to a light sledge, will easily make a hun-
dred miles a day over the untrodden snow.

Besides, they take care of themselves ; thev

have neither to be housed, nor blanketed, nor
fed. If you build a shed for them, they will not

go under it, preferring life in the open air.

They even drop their young when the tempera-

ture is thirty degrees below zero. They need
neither barns nor haystacks. For food they
have but to strike their sharp-pointed hoofs into

the crusted snow, and underneath they find in

the hidden mosses and grasses an abundance of

succulent and nourishing food. Was not this

a beneficent provision of nature, or rather of the

Father of all men, for the preservation of life

in those who dwell in the uttermost parts of the

earth?

But the reindeer were in Siberia, and it was
on this side of the Pacific that they were needed.

It was too late that season to recross the sea.

But as soon as the Bear had returned to San
Francisco, and Sheldon Jackson could cross

the continent, he told the pitiful story of the

starving PZsquimaux. But, pitiful as it was, it

did not at first make much impression. It

seemed a visionary project to transport a herd

of reindeer from Asia to America. And, after

all, ihe Esquimaux were so far away—a plea

which is often used to quiet our troubled con-

sciences.

But in »pite ofall this indifference, our brave
missionary kept pegging away, and the next

'Hied to Siberia with a lew hoe In d
dollars, with which be purchased 3ixteen rein-

deer—eight pairs—that were transported in the
Hear safely to America. It was a small I i gin-

ning, but it was enough to prove the 8UC - i'

the experiment. The beautiful creatures n< eded
not to be acclimated, but soon made themselves
as much at home in America as they had been
in Asia. ThiB encouraged him to ask of friends

at the East the means to carry out the experi-
ment mi a larger scale. The' late Mr. Elliott
F. Shepbard contributed generously, as he did
to so many other good causes, as the result of
all which there are now about seven hundred
reindeer, with the prospect that the herds will

increase from year to year, so that in time the
reindeer will spread over all northern Alaska,
and thus the first of all problems—that of how
to be able to exist—will be solved.

H. M. Fikld.

For -'The Friend.''

Our Title to Church Existence.

A friend has called our attention to an article

on this subject, written by the late James Back-
house, of England, in 1871, and published in

the London Friend about that time. She thinks
it is appropriate to the present day.

It was written in reply to a sarcastic article

by George Dawson, who had remarked that
" Quakerism has nothing to say touching its

own peculiar doctrines. It busies itself in little

outside philanthropies; but the Quakers have
forgotten the faith of their fathers, &c."

In commenting on these strictures, James
Backhouse remarks, " Is it not true that many
say, 'Let these things in which we differ from
other Christians be kept as much in the back-
ground as possible?' Do not some even think
tha.t it is a matter of regret that all Christian
sects do not cast aside their peculiar doctrines,

as so many hindrances to the spread of plain,

practical Christianity?"

James Backhouse further remarks that the
Episcopalians, Independents, Methodists and
Baptists do not originate their " peculiar doc-
trines " because they desire to be different from
other churches; but because each believes that
its views are nearer the views of the apostolic

church, and more in accordance with the teach-
ing of the New Testament than those of other
sects. Our tide to self existence as a separate re-

ligious community, depends upon these 'peculiar
doctrines '— our views on war, on the sacra-
ments, on oaths, on the spirituality of the Gos-
pel dispensation, and on the immediate teach-
ing of the Holy Spirit, are spoken of as " non-
essential " and "secondary," and are not held
by many with whom we agree on other primary
doctrines of Christianity. Yet to us, who are
convinced of their truth, they are essential doc-
trines, which it is needful for us to faithfully

uphold for our own sakes individually, and
without which we have no right to a separate
church existence. "We are preeminently respon-
sible for the clear upholding of those special

points of doctrine which have been given to us,

as a people, to display to the world.
" To put these aside, and to act as though it

were little matter whether our views on these
points were known or not, is merely to say in
effect that we are not convinced of our own
principles.

"As surely as our light is a ray from Heaven,
so surelv will its fearless manifestation before
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others be instrumental in helping them onward,

and in advancing the great cause of truth and

-

Good Old English "in the Tennessee

Mountains.

r.Y HAXFOKD A. EDSOX.

The curious corruptions of English which are

, mountains of Eastern Tennes-

Wesb rn North Carolina have been suf-

ficiently illustrated in Miss Murfee's and other

similar publications. Too little attention has,

. been paid to the good old English

surviving here and almost characteristic of the

region. According to tradition the population

mountains hits descended from Colonial

Revolutionary and ante-Revolu-

periods. The common family nam -

the tradition. Maes are everywhere, and
A' . and the like,

point unmistakably to a British origin. These

people having come have remained. < (ccasion-

ally a bold adventurer goes down into the world
;

but he is sure to come back, homesick for his

mountains. There is little immigration. The
i is not here. Visitors from Boston and

New York miss the new arrivals from Erin. Am
African is rarely seen on these trails. Wh it

we find is a homogeneous native-American popu-

lation of British ancestry. A century has made

little change. The primitive habits sometimes

seem primeval. Should we be surprised, there-

fore, that, in an atmosphere so conservative, old

torn,- of speech remain?

Said an old s ddier, of defeated rebels: " They
dered an' let eout." A Sunday-school

superintendent remarked that in the fine weather

'•the scholars : .lit smart." This

intransitive use of squander appears in "Rob
Roy" I

Introduction, p. 1 1 i, where it is said that

some troopi rs ".-pi it and squander." Sir Walter,

however, is careful to inclose the word in quo-

tation marks.
',/, is common instead of write,

writing. Strangers are apt to think the unusual

word appropriate for the rare accomplishment.

inline to Halliwell, this is a current

Northumberland expression.

What shall be said of the ridicule by popular
writers of our mountaineers' good English for

"never a," "ever a?" Why should the dialect,

novel- insist on printing "nary" ami " ary'
when our obsol arly mean ne'er c

and i
'< r • /

'

III is the prevalent substitute for cross, quar-
-

I
i small boy when men robbing

a bee tree were' suffering from stings: "Then
ill I s."

ts; posies, for

posts; ghostes, for ghosts, and the like, seem to

put one anion- the pilgrims at Canterbury Inn.
lit', for it, is an almost universal substitute.

Shall it be regarded as a surviving grain of the

broadcast British aspirates?

A pail filled with rolls of butter was carried
up the mountain without sufficient ear.', and the

disordered mass was not attractive. The native
criticism was:

I as lob lollied the
butler." TheCentury Dictionary explains: "A
dialect word ofvarious trivia I applications, mean-
ing a lump or lumpish mixture." By II

Markham is quoted :
" Whole grits boyled in

water till they burst, and then mixt with butter,
and so eate i with spoons, which ...
call simply by I I- ii not
intereil

, ., belonging to

i still be

holding its way in places so removed from both

schools and sailors?

"Smouch," to kiss, "obsolete or provincial

English," is not uncommon.
Poke (Fr. pouchej! for small bag, recalls "a

pig in a poke.'' The word was good English iu

Addison's time.

If these descendants of Britons exhibit such

admirable taste or trusty instinct in keeping

alive forms of good English which others neglect,

it is not to be wondered at that their own inven-

tion of phrases is often most happy. "They

have a good farewell to 'em," said a peach grower,

thinking of the after-taste of the fruit. " Come
down and see me, and we'll joy round and eat

apples," was a matron's invitation to her cabin.

" He's as shifty as a wild hog," was the summing-

up of a neighbor's character. A "short cut"

is here a "near walkin' way." A lame mule,

going on three legs, was " oypherin' along"— put-

ting down three and carrying one. " Yes, broth-

er, it's sorry water here," was a woman's regret-

ful remembrance of the sweet spring further up

the valley. "I didn't have the milk-sick; it

was hard livin' sick," diagnosed another. " Be
good to yourselves, you fellers," was a hunter's

good-by. " Yes, boys, that'll pass an pass right

on," was a youngster's rapturous appreciation

of home-made candy.

Sometimes it must be acknowledged that the

original devices of speech are of more question-

able taste. " He'sfitified," was the description

of an epileptic. A good elder prayed for " the

bereaved parents whom we are funeralizing to-

day," on the occasion of a funeral discourse for

four children who had died within a period of

eight years.— The Independent.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Coast Range Wild Cattle.—The youthfulness

of the Coast. Range and its typically volcanic

origin doubtless explain the occurrence of locali-

ties which are literally inextricable mazes of

narrow canon, leading into and out ofeach other;

many beginning with a precipitous waterfall,

ending in much the same fashion. When it is

borne in mind that in these recent formations

every canon opening upon the main valleys

has a bewildering number of tributaries, and
every tributary sub-canons ramifying ad infini-

tum from both sides, each an exact counterpart
of the other, the statement that there is a great

deal of country among the San Rafael and Sierra

Madre del Sur Mountains untrodden by man or

horse will be given ready credence.

Thus it happens that there are wild cattle

running among these labyrinths which have
never seen a human being and probably never
will. Scarcity of water and feed drives stock
into unwonted places, and a percentage never
finds its way back. The exploration of these
canons, therefore, is attended with c instant sur-

prises, mostly unpleasant, as a steer eight or
nine years old, unaccustomed to the sight of
man, is as undesirable a companion in a narrow
gulch as a grizzly.

Fled a- a deer, and entirely without fear of
horse or rider, their capture and subjugation in-
volved a display of nerve and horsemanship
surely without parallel. Tail in the air, the

mid race up the mountain the moment
be caught sight of the vacqueros. Up the steeps,
through the brush, over barrancas, the vaeque-
ros, neither spiring horse nor heediug obstacles,
would succeed in heading off' the fugitive, who
would imm idiately -how fight. While making
a rush at one rider, as quick as a Hash the steer

I by another round the horns, and check-

ed with a jerk which flings its hind quarters t

j

wards. Before the astonished animal can gal
its wits the vaquero who has him by the hi
turns his horse and begins to drag the s]

toward the main band. Other vaqueros be;
;

on the flanks with their riatas and seek to ol

come the brute's reluctance byjostling and k]

g it from behind.

In this manner, with mauy wild plunges!

J

side to side, the open-mouthed bullock is sna]

close to the rest of the cattle, lassoed by
J

hind feet, stretched out, thrown, and the
]

slipped from off its horns. As he rises the st

I

hind feet are allowed to free themselves. ^1

rule, a refractory beeve, after such a dreasl

will at once join the main band. Our nine-)
J

old friend does nothing of the sort. Wsl
bellow and a rush, seeing every other chal

blocked, he cuts right through the herd an]

oft at a swinging gallop. Before many yard]

covered he is again " lass'd," dragged bacl

the herd, thrown and released. Nothing dal

ed with lowered horns he makes a vicious I

at one of the horses, which is either avoid©!

if unavoidable received on the thick leather!

from which the stirrups are pendant. Recti

ing for another charge, the now thoroughl I

furiated brute finds himself strung up bjl

head and heels aud thrown on his side. I

time one horn is secured to a front foot hi
the steer is allowed to rise. It is found nl

sary to handicap more than a dozen heal

cattle in this manner many being broncho <]

as wicked iu every respect as steers. Fifty 1

1

and more they travelled on three legs a 1

hobble.

While the condition of the majority o:l

stock was indifferent, a proportion being rej>|

by the butchers with contumely, the wild cl

were sleek and fat, their flesh firm, sweet 1

of splendid color.

Dr. Nansen.—In ability and physical I

botes Dr. Nansen is an ideal explorer, ancl

following anecdotes of his promptitude of a I

may be aptly introduced to show his iron J
acter and his readiness of resource.

The Nansen brothers are both accompli
skilobers. In the depth of winter they I

travelled over most of the mountains of 1

native land. My narrator says: "I csl

mind a little incident when the Doctor's 1

ence of mind saved a young Englishman!
was then a novice on ski. We were at that!

travelling over some almost unknown coil

in the Vottenheim, or Norwegian Alps.l
knowing that a village was near and nighl
coming on, one of the party proposed a I

cut, which necessitated a long glissade do!
snow slope. Off we went, the Doctor first!

the Englishman following. Alexander Nl
bringing up the iear. When three parts (I

way down, to the astonishment of his folio!

the Doctor was seen suddenly to wheel. 1
ping on his ski within their own length, I
which few who had not been accustomed t|
mode of travelling from their youth up!
could accomplish, he thrust out his ski staiM

tripped up his companion, who was at thll

stant rushing past him down the slope at esl

speed. The motive of this seemingly ex V
dinary action was soon manifest ; we were vh

a dozen feet of a sheer precipice some thouB
of feet in depth, down which, but for the 1
tor's ready resource, we should surely havcp
dashed."

Another, but amusing, incident I hesl
the famous explorer during his first visit, tof
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It was his first appearance in the great

of London, and it happened to he the day
drawing room at Buckingham Palace. Al-

lied by t he gathering crowd and hearing that

Princes of Wales was about to arrive Nansen
Ified himself into the front of the spectators

at the instant of the royal arrival. He sud-

Wy felt a hand seize his watch chain and tug

rously. Quick as lightning the young Nor-

an seized the pickpocket's wrist and held it

is vice-like grip, while, with his other hand,

k off his hat, and joined his neighbors in

eer in his best English. When the royal

iage had passed he called a policeman and
the thief in charge. One amusing point

that during the whole affair he never even

iped the umbrella which he had under the

of the hand by which he was holding his

>ner. It is stated that the watch thief,

le wrist was nearly crushed, said he would

;r go to jail for a month than let a gentle-

get hold of him again ; and the Doctor

he " only held him lightly."

Lust the Teaching of War in History Text-

Books.

BY .TOSt A II

Particularly by the study of the ancient

s and historians," it was justly remarked

IVilliam Ellery Channing, " the sentiments

arly and barbarous ages on the subject of

are kept alive in the mind ; and although

stian by profession, some of the earliest and

Bfiest impressions are received in the school of

nvilized antiquity." On the same theme the

Blent essayist, John Foster, wrote: "Who
kjtell how much that passion for war, which,

it the universality of its prevalence, might

Ki inseparable from the nature of man, may,
lie civilized world, have been reinforced by
Enthusiastic admiration with which young
a have read Homer and similar poet*, whose

^us transforms what is, and ought always to

p;ar, purely horrid, into an aspect of gran-

lk" It was, hence, a sufficiently frank ad-

Mion that was lately made in a leading re-

jj'iis journal by an apologist for the Boy's

lt;ade scheme, that " all healthy boys have a

)' of soldiery born in them," leaving as a

tunfair inference the corollary that the youth
'f did not resent an attack upon his rights or

In back when assaulted must be weak and
lijalthy.

'. is a lamentable but natural sequence of

b emulation of the false heroic models found

largely in pagan classics, as contra-disting-

Led from those molded upon the pure Chris-

is type, which heretofore have been kept too

l'h in the background, that the school history

K-books of our day are so largely what they
fa compend of the battles of one's country,

'ha very pronounced bias under the label of

«iotism for " my country, right or wrong."

It was, therefore, a much needed testimony
eied by Rector Alex. Mackay-Smith in

eonding to an invitation to be present at

h' conference on international arbitration in

impendence Hall on last Washington's birth-

is, in which he said, " Our children are nur-
ud on stories of British cruelty in the Revo-
uinary war; the devil, to them, has a red

Ri, and carries a Queen Anne musket. My
?it grandfather was an officer in that war, but
ish we could forget the whole conflict. My

'> children are growing up to dislike England
>uuse of that old war as told in their school-

Iffl. It is time to stop it. Patriotism is the

noblest virtue, but it must not be nurtured in

hate. A little common sense as well a< Chris-

tian charity on both sidi s is m i d< d."

A( the meeting bere referred to, Prof. \V.

Hudson Shaw, of Oxford, England, d< precated

the undemocratic policy and some of the lang-

uage of the premier, believing that they did not

fairly represent English public sentiment, which

he .-aid was largely in sympathy with American
institutions and for lasting peace between the

two countries. He found fault in a mild way,

however, with the textbooks used in American
schools, which inculcated enmity toward the

mother country in the minds of our youth.

Felix Adler, of New York, indorsed Professor

Shaw's mild protest against uncalled for auti-

Briti.-h sentiment in American text-books and
said he felt at liberty as an American to make
the protest in stronger language. The audience,

the newspaper report says, heartily applauded

reference to the subject.

It was to control this most pernicious method
of acquainting our young people with the his-

tory of their country, that I brought out in

1877 my United States History, and some years

later, my smaller history, more specially for the

use of schools (several editions of each of these

were issued, but as there are none now for sale,

I shall not be charged with advertising the

books). In the prefatory note to the first issue,

the following avowal from my personal experi-

ence of the pernicious pedagogic battle-drilling

referred to is thus stated :

" This persistent indoctrination of warlike

ideas resulted in producing an intensely parti-

san feeling so that the very name of ' British
'

or 'Mexican' became a hateful sound to our

patriotic apprehensions. Indeed, our principal

concern appeared to be to learn how much
greater was the battle loss in killed and wound-
ed on the part of the British, than was that of

the Americans. It is not using too forcible an

expression to say that there was begotten in our

youthful minds something of the malignant sen-

timent of murderers. Of the moral loss occa-

sioned by a state of warfare, together with its

exceeding expensiveness, we had no conception.

To supply, in a measure, this lack of informa-

tion, and to promote the knowledge of those

things in the past and present history of our

country which tend to its peace, prosperity and

true renown, are the purposes of this work."

The rule of political action recommended may
be concisely expressed by that vigorous Anglo-

Saxon word—straightforwardness.

We have lately had some very recent exem-
plifications of this teaching of international an-

tagonism, on the part of the lads and the young
men in some of the public schools, colleges and
universities of Spain and the United States re-

spectively. The Philadelphia Record tells of a

small boy who made a quantity of crayon col-

ored paper flags of Spain, which, in an explosion

of patriotism he threw one by one into the kitch-

en fiie, and then "solemnly loaded his Fourth
of July pistol with caps and fired a salute in

honor of the event."

For a number of years Herman Molkenboer,

of Bonn, Germany, has been corresponding with

editors, essayists and teachers in various coun-

tries of Europe and America for the purpose of

propagating information upon this matter, aud
seeking, by representations to governments and
school boards, to effect a change in the usual

harmful way of presenting patriotism in the

history text-books. In an address last year to

schoolmasters and teachers in Stockholm, Swe-

den, by M. F. Rasmussen, the mischievous effect

of the present almost universal pollution of

school books and popular histories with the war

spirit and eulogies of the battlefield was vigor-

ously presented. It was declared to be a na-

tional curse. " The war .-pirit is the evil spirit

of schools; and the war -pirit is the evil spirit

of the community." In Denmark a handy
manual of history has been lately issued, in

which the author, X. L. Hojberg, has endeav-

ored to give the warrior a " back seat " in com-

parison with the useful citizen, the philanthro-

pist, the artist, the inventor, the engineer. In

Glasgow, Scotland, since the first of this year,

the local school board having been memorial-
ized on the subject of the presentation of peace

and against the teaching of unfriendliness to-

ward foreign nations, acceded to a request that

a lecture, illustrated by limelight views of scenes

described on the battlefield of eastern France,

be given the scholars, and that copies of the

anti-war essay of M. Sere, a irovernment school-

master of France, which obtained the prize of-

fered by the International Arbitration and Peace
Association, be distributed to the teachers.

In the year 1883, 1 laid before the then United
States commissioner of education, John Katun,

the disirability (as it seemed to me) of issuing

a bulletin of the bureau of education, supplying
data upon this matter for the information and
right stimulation of our teachers, proffering some
material if such was desired. The commissioner
in reply said that while he could not promise

to use such material as a bulletin, he would be

greatly obliged for any statement of facts I

might be able to send him, and, subsequently,

upon receiving such statement further respond-

ed : "I desire to express my sincere thanks for

your letter of the 18th inst,, enclosing a state-

ment relative to the teaching of war in school

histories. This interesting material will be care-

fully filed for reference, with other statements

of a similar nature that may in future be re-

ceived."

Now the forgoing statement I herewith submit
to the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
for practical present use, enjoining that it be not

laid away in any "bureau" drawer, nor folded

up in a napkin. The point is readily to be ap-

prehended, that whereas you have a scientific

temperance department, which has succeeded in

most usefully supplementing the ordinary teach-

ing of physiology and hygiene in the public

schools by the requirement that the noxious ef-

fects of alcohol, narcotics and opiates be like-

wise fairly presented and studied, so also should

the teaching of history in which our children

are regularly drilled be of a character commen-
surate with our profession as a Christian nation.

To be steeped beyond all things else in acquain-

tanceship with its wars and its battles, and bow-

many of our troops and how many of the " ene-

my" were killed aud wounded in this engage-

ment and how many in that, is totally unworthy
our civilization and Christianity. The nations,

every one of them, urgently need an interna-

tional court to adjust all their differences, and
the writer of history text-books for the school

children should see that it is his place to occupy
the view-point.— The Union Signal.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 9, 1896.

There is a danger that the testimonies as to

unworldliness which have long been borne by
the Society of Friends, especially those which
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speech, behavior and ap-

parel, may come to be regarded by some of our

n erely distinctive marks

ter profession : and that they may over-

look the solid religious ground on which they

-!. i lur early Friends did not adopt

any peculiar dress. Tbey wore clothing similar

to that worn by the sober people of their day,

and discarded that which was merely ornamental

and useless. This and their refusal to follow

the constantly changing fashions of the day,

goon made them peculiar in their appearance.

A- persecution abated, and the children of

Friends grew up, it was natural that some of

them should feel it a cross to differ from their

associates of the same age in their outward ap-

pearance. The experience of many of them

shows that the Divine blessing did not rest on

any attempt to evade the cross, and to manifest

their unwillingness to be known as members of

a 6 iciety which practically believed in the

command, " Be not conformed to the world, but

be ye transformed by the renewing of your
minds.'' The records preserved of these young
people show that they were already convinced,

that if they would be the obedient disciples of

Christ, they must submit to the requisitions of

his Spirit, and one of these they felt to be too

consistently uphold the testimony to plainness.

Our late friend, Deborah B. Webb, in her

early years objected to that simplicity in dress

which the Truth enjoins; but being powerfully

visited by the Day-spring from on high, she

was convinced that it was her duty to put away
her gay attire, and become a Friend. This
was a test of her obedience to the Lord's will,

and as Bhe was favored to bow in submission,

elie became one of the Lord's dear children,

and prepared for usefulness in his church. If

she had proved a rebellious child there is no
reason to Buppose that the Lord would have
bestowed upon her the gifts and graces which
marked her character.

May our dear young people be concerned
abovi everything else to become just what the
Lord would have them to be ; may a holy fear

possess their minds, of offending Him, by re-

fusing to comply with his requirings. Then we
believe they would become more closely united
in feeling with their older friends, and be pre-

pared to be useful servants in the Lord's hands.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The United States Treasury debt

statement Bhows a net increase in the public debt, less
cash in the Treasury, during Fourth Mon'h, of $5,-

ii in (lie l'r. ,-urv, sm;v79:i,.V,i;.

Id n serve at il, close „( business mi
ii i -i I :.t 5123,789,771.

i Irenni i! ses i m of the Metho-Hsl Episcopal
General Conference began on the 3rd in-t., in Cleve-
land, Ohin. The roll call revealed the presence of
fniir women deleg -. and they were dulv so, led.
Their eligibility was formally challenged, however,
"'".I :> r< .,,!,• i providing for (lie ap-
pointmenl of a committee to investigate the question.

n wrote a
letter, firmly staling their belief in the right lo -it in
the conference, but that they withdrew in the interest
ol harmony.

Professor Goodspeed, of the University of Pel a yl-
I

i he time h.r taking :t'n X-rav pho-
( (graph in four and a hall seenn Is,

!' '* rep rted in Butte, Montana, that the Roths-
childs, who recently h,,„,

interest in the Anaconda Cupper Company. ;.

er quarter for $10,i

!""'•' »'lh •' capiti.l uf M ,oii(i has l,een
'""ned i

i building a railroad to (he
glaciers of Mi. Tao ma.
The newi onnecticnl forestry m p

one-third ol the State is given up to wo ids. The ares

of woodland has been increased by the growing up of

what were once pasture lands.

Forty thousand acres of forest in Northern Idaho

will soon be turned over to a big syndicate. It is ex-

pected that this area will yield more than 400.000,000

feet of while and yellow pine, red and white fir, cedar

and tamarao.

Twelve and a half tons of silver bullion, valued

approximately at $375,000, will shortly be shipped

from the Eureka Hill. This, it is said, will be the

largest and most valuable single car shipment ever

made from a mine in Utah, and, it is believed, in the

world.

Diamonds which are said to be " as pure as anything
found in South Africa," are alleged to have been found

in Waukesha County, Wisconsin.

Two of the most prominent orchadists of Orcas Is-

land, Washington, have cut down and uprooted their

prune orchards this spring, which were among the

finest in that county, and jnsl coming into bearing, and
will set out pear trees instead.

On the 29th of last month, the business portion of

Cripple Creek, Colorado, was destroyed by fire. It

was the work of incendiaries. Three lives were lost,

and 15 or 20 persons injured. One of the dead men
was a thief, who was shot by a policeman. Buildings
were blown up with dynamite to stop the spread of

the flames. The loss will not fall short of $1,250,000.
One thousand persons are homeless.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 401, which
is a decrease of 152 as compared with the week pre-
vious, and 67 less than the corresponding week of
last year. Of the foregoing, 194 were males and 210
females: 60 died of consumption ; 51 of pneumonia

;

.'in' of heart disease; 23 of old age; 15 of convulsions

;

15 from casualties; 13 of diphtheria; 11 of inflamma-
tion of the stomach and bowels; 10 of inflammation
of the brain ; 10 of cancer ; 10 of Bright's disease, and
10 of apoplexy.
Markets, Ac— U. S. 2's, 941; 4's, reg., 10SJ a 109};

coupon, 109* a 110.]; 4's, new, 1 1 7 J a 117$; 5's, 112V
a 113; currency 6's, 103 a 1071.

_
Cotton.—Firm but quiet. Middling uplands offi-

cially quoted at Sic. per pound.
Flour—Winter super. $2 50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.25 a $3.50
;

do., do., straight, $3.55 a $3.70 ; Western winter, clear,
$3.25 a $3.55; do., do., straight, $3.00 a $3.75; do.,

do., patent, §3.80 a $4.00 ; spring, clear, $2.85 a $3.15
;

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patenl, $3.00 a $3.85
;

do., favorite brands, higher. Citv mills, extra, $2 65
a $3 00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3.00 ;' do., straight, $3.05
a $3 75 ;

do., patent, $3.85 a $4.00. Eye Flour, $2 55
per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68| a 69c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34 a 34.1c.

No. 2 white oats, 25 a 25
J c.

Beep Cattle.— Extra, none here; good, 4| a 4fc;
medium, 4 a 4!c; common, 3$ a 3Jc.
Sheep and Lambs were fairly active at a decline of

a fraction, except for clipped lambs, which were firm :

Extra, 3;; a 4c; good, 31 a 3.1c; medium, 2} a 3c ; com-
mon, 2 a 21c Lambs, 31 a5',c Spring lambs, $2 a $0.
H0OS were in fair demand, and all sold at 5} a 5.1c.

for Western

Foreign.—Sugar dealers in London state that the
visible supply is 320,000 Ions less than in 1895. New
York is buying there largely. Sixty steamers are
1 ling at English ports with sugar for the United
Stales to meet (he shortage in the Cuban crop. It is

estimated that the increased sowings in Europe dur-
ing the current year will amount to fifteen per cent.
A London dispatch dated Fourth Month 30th says

|'An explosion occurred in the Micklelield Colliervj
in Yorkshire, to-day, cutting oft" the escape of one
hundred men, who are now entombed in the mine.
SearehinL' parties are endeavoring to find and rescue
them. I he explosion is ascribed to (he use of naked
lights. Twenty-five men have been rescued from the
^ lll! I'-held pit, all of them terriblv burned It is
leared thai the others have perished, "but the searchers
are still at work, in the hope of saving more lives."
A proposallot marriage for the hand of an Egvptian

princess, made 35.10 years ago, has been discovered in
be British Museum. It is in the form of an inscribed
brick, and is not only ihe oldest, but the most sub-
stantial love Idler in existence.

A sign of the enormous growth of the bicycle trade
is the recent sale of the Dunlop Pneumatic Tire Com-
pany 8 properly, in Dublin, for $15,110(1,000. Whenmed a lew years ago, the company's capital was

' subsequently increased to $520,1100.
""",615 in divi-

5112,500. It i _. .

The shareholders have "received"

dends and premiums, and will receive $14,437,'

more from the proceeds of the sale.

An Anarchistic plot to murder King Humbert 1

been discovered in Naples. A number of arrestshs

been made.
Five of the leaders of the National Reform Ct

mitlee at Pretoria, who pleaded guilty of high ti

son, including John Hays Hammond, the Araeri

mining engineer, were condemned to death, "j

death sentences, however, have been commuted,
has not yet been decided what form of punishm
will be substituted for that which has been at

doned.
The Shah of Persia was shot and killed on the

inst. by a revolutionary fanatic, while visiting a shi

near the city of Teheran for devotion. The assassin

disguised in the garb of a woman. On the 2nd i

Muzafer-ed-Din, the second son of the late Shal

Persia, was enthroned at Tabriz, the capital of

province over which he has been acting as C
ernor.

There are to be about 200 railway stations dist

uted over the new Siberian Railway. The toV
stock will comprise 2,000 locomotives, 3,000 passei

cars and 30,0011 go ids wagons. The passenger tr

will be almost exclusively confined to third or foil

classes, and the tariff will be very low. The worl
connection with this great undertaking are b

pushed on with much energy, and the work is
I

peeled to be completed in about six years. T
of this line will shorten the journey around the\
by about twenty days.

The Japanese have again given evidence of tj

practical ideas. Instead of presenting medah
soldiers who especially distinguished themselvsi
the late war with China, the Government has

j

chased 18,000 watches, at $2.50 each, in Switzerlij

which will be given to the men.
Advices from Honolulu state that Mount Mil

Lna was in violent eruption at seven o'clock onl
morning of Fourth Month 20th. The fountain of 1

on the summit of the mountain was estimated b'j

servers at Hilo as 4,000 feet hi^h. The light w!I
brilliant that it was seen from Lahama, 110 il

away, the next night, and the glow was seen I

at Diamond Head, 180 miles distant. This I
cates an eruption of the greatest magnitude.
A cablegram received in Washington from Man!

on the second instant, announced that the rebel f*
in Nicaragua had surrendered, and that the rebel
in that Republic had ended.
The quantity of bananas shipped from West Ir I

and adjacent ports into the Unued States now ami I
to 13,000,000 or 14,000,000 bunches annually, vil
at considerably over $20,000,000.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenn

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stagiM

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met ei:

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen its

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To M
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester PhoiW

Zebedee Haines, St L

A Friend wishes a position as companion, jl

wait on an elderlv person, or to assist in housekef hi

Address P. O. Box 226, Trenton, N. J.

DIED, on Fourth Month 3rd, 1890, at West CI (W
Pa., Ann B. Pitfield, widow of William F. Pifffl

aged seventy-seven years ; a member of Birmin am

Monthly Meeting of Friends. Of her it was m
said she was " patient in tribulation," and though*
call was sudden, it is believed that she was in ttt)

prepared for the solemn change, and that her et|«l

peace.

, on Fourth Month 24lh last, in Haddo|el&
N. J., Sarah K. Baily, aged eighty-four ye |_5i*

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of (ill
-

delpbia.

, Third Month 1st, 1896, at Garrettfon
Edward J. Garrett, son of George S. and Ms
Garrett, in the twenty-fourth year of his age ; a I

her of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, Pe

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS
No. 422 Walnut Street,

ii
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Life.

. . ] an age when, the energies of the young and

(femre-loving seem so entirely devoted to a

HB2S9 seeking after noveliy and the amuse-

fcts of this present world, it is refreshing to

;.a e a little and glance over the record of an

west, self-denying life, where talent, intellect

10* time were consecrated to the higher pur-

poi of aiding struggling, suffering humanity,

H>< striving to elevate the moral and social

Miition of our fellow-beings.

i 'tie life of Amelia Sievieking has afforded

-filial interest, as showing what a single woman,
witout extraordinary advantages, or gifts, can

Mmplish, owing, as her biographer expresses

jt>,:>"that consecration of heart, that single-

etof purpose and harmony of operation which

•rdraparted by the unreserved surrender of

thuoul to the service of God."
melia Sievieking was born in Hamburg,

Gemany, in the year 1794, and we find exem-

pted in her case—as is often in the history of

th>e who have been useful or helpful to the

wed—that the stern discipline of pain and
entrance has been greatly blessed in the forrna-

tic of their character.

ne lost her mother before she had completed
hefifth year ; and so loveless and joyless was
Jiechildhood, that she was often found weep-
in,alone, from the chilling sense of desolation,

an she and her brothers grew up in their deso-

la; home in much loneliness, without the en-

^de-ments which render home happy, and what-
bv happiness they had, they found among
thnselves, and from their own limited resources.

Tly were taught in a dull and formal manner
thusual matters of education, and had the mis-

fouueto have a teacher who like many others
of is class in Germany was material, or as they
tea it, naturalistic in his belief, and this gloomy
ta tofinfidelity hung itsshadows over herspirit
evi after she reached womanhood ; when, after
Io» and painful struggles, the mists were mer-
« Hy cleared away, and she was able to find
tl rest of faith, she had been so earnestly seek-

"j; and to rejoice in the Lord Jesus, knowing
Hn to be indeed her Saviour.
^.bout her eighteenth year she made some

efrts in what afterwards gave her great de-
li it and satisfaction — the education of the

young; her first attempt being brought about

by seeing a poor peasant girl rejected from the

confirmation class of which she herself was a

member, for readiug badly ; and finding her

weeping bitterly under a tree as she went home,

Amelia offered to give her lessons in reading.

She contrasts her satisfaction in such work as

now opened before her, with her dislike of her

former occupation (which had been forced upon
her by necessity of circumstances), that of em-
broidery, and she speaks with great aversion of

spending perhaps a whole day in embroidering

a pillow case for some one who would " sleep

just as well on a plain one," and we would re-

commend her feeling on this subject to that large

class, who, "afflicted with the dire affliction of

nothing to do," are allowing their energies to

run to waste upon yard upon yard of embroidery

and trifling little ornaments of attire.

Her educational labors, always gratuitous,

began with a little school of six pupils, after-

ward increased to twelve and more, and when
she found her applications for pupils exceeded

in number what she could fully superintend,

she reduced the number, feeling as she ex-

pressed, " that we ought never voluntarily to

extend our sphere of labor, so that our activity

becomes an inharmonious, disorderly struggle,

in which we constantly lose that power of calm

reflection and clear mastery over our life, on

which so much of our own best happiness and
usefulness to others depends."

Her younger brother Gustavus was bound to

her by more than ordinary ties ;
being younger

than herself, something of the protective care of

the mother, mingled with the devoted love of

the sister in her feeling toward him ;
their cor-

respondence when absent from each other was

intimate and perpetual, each pouring out to the

other the inmost feeling of the soul. Her grief

was indeed overwhelming when a sudden illness

terminated his life at Uerlin before she could

even see him or exchange a parting word, and
from that time forward she speaks of this sorrow

as a turning point in her life, and how the

memory of this noble brother should make her

more heavenly-minded. From her earliest wom-
anhood, it had been a sort of waking dream
with her, to found something like a Protestant

order or sisterhood of charity for the sick poor,

whose wants had continually forced themselves

on her attention, and engaged her warmest

sympathies. Did time permit us, it would be

interesting to dwell upon the earnest enthusiasm

with which she entered into this project. In

one of her letters she says, " The life and soul of

all our endeavors must be to glorify Him who
has suffered and died for us, and who loved us

first with surpassing love. This must constrain,

in all that we do for our brethren, that so, they

too may learn to praise his holy name. We will

carry the Gospel to the poor man's hut, that

however sorely weighed down by life's burdens

he may yet rejoice and sing for joy : beside sick

and dying beds we will proclaim the words of

eternal life, that the soul of the sad sufferer

may be refreshed by the blessed hope of heaven,

:

in the child's heart we will plant the mustard

seed of faith, that it may grow to a mighty tree,

to give shadow amid the sultry days of trial

and temptation yet to come."

When trials came upon her; amid the re-

nunciation of hopes which gilded the future,

instead of sitting down and becoming useless

under suffering, Amelia Sievieking found in it

the stimulus to a higher and nobler develop-

ment of life.

One entry in her Journal speaks thus. "My
heart has been forced to tear itself from a bright

hope, and there have been hours when life has

seemed to me so utterly empty and dreary, but

I have taken heart again. What has been de-

nied me by the poverty of my outward life shall

be made up to me by the completeness of the

life within. Heavenly Father! guide me as it

pleaseth thee !"

When in 1831 that dreaded disease, the

cholera, made its appearance in Hamburg,
Amelia Sievieking, amid the clamor of her ac-

quaintances, devoted herself to hospital service,

and stood nobly at her post, amidst almost in-

credible fatigue and danger, until all need of

her service was over, which was not for some

months ; when again she assembled her little

school, and returned to her usual routine with

great gladness and thankfulness. Her system

of training the young girls under her care was

marked by unusual thoroughness, seeking not

only to inform the intellect, but to train their

hearts to find that true happiness which can

only be found in a life of usefulness* and to be-

long to that class who have sufficient resources

within themselves to escape the miseries ofennui,

and are " lifted above the turmoils of vanity, up

to those heights where the great idea of com-

passionate ministering love can form itself in

their hearts and unfold its powers of blessing."

And it is this principle which can set woman
free, not from her vocation of quiet retirement

and domestic virtue, but from the dominion of

vanity and that eager self-seeking which crowds

out all which does not minister to its own self-

love.

During all these years when her life seemed

pressed to its utmost" extent by the variety and

extent of her educational and philanthropic

works, her character is beautifully shown in its

domestic relations, by her unwearied care and

love for her adopted mother, whose health and

sight had greatly failed, and Amelia sacrificed

her projects of every kind, in order to minister

to her comfort; often sitting up after a most

fatiguing day, to read to the invalid until late

at night, then, snatching a brief period of rest,

to rise the next day and resume the same toil-

some round of duties.

When after years of tender care and affection

her adopted mother died, and she was left with-

out any near ties of kindred, except the family

* Perhaps it would be a safer form of expression to

sav, "that happiness can only be found in a life of

eubmissiim to the Divine will—a state in which 'the

peace of God, that passeth all understanding,' fills the

hearts and minds of bis obedient followers."
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of her oldest brother who had for many years

resided in England, she .-till continued un-

wearied in her active efforts for the good of her

native city, establishing a children's hospital,

model lodging houses for the industrious poor

of Hamburg, training schools for the prepa-

ration of women teachers, and various other

benevolent plans, which the limited space of

this little sketch will not allow time even to

mention.

F..r three fears there was a gradual decline

in her health', but she kept up and exerted her-

Belf bravely and cheerfully, until nearly the

dose of her life; amid the weakness and suffer-

ing of the body, her spirit was sustained with

the same blessed promises which have comforted

the true disciples of the Lord through all ages :

lunging for his coming —feeling no claim of

worth or merit in anything she had done for his

cause or service, but in deep humility adopting

the words of the old German hymn :

" Lonl ! Thy deep humiliation

Paid for all my sin and pride !

I ne«d fear no oondemnatii n,

Since for sinners Thnu hast died,

Thousand, thousand thanks to Thee!
Dearest Lord, forever be!"

The mortal life of Amelia Sievieking ended

peacefully on the first of Fourth Mouth, 1859,

and in order to carry out, to its fullest extent,

the principle of humility which guided her ac-

tions, she requested that she might have just

such a funeral as the poorest of the poor in Ham-
bur.', desiring thus to combat their prejudice in

that respect.

Hut. as the plain board coffin was borne
through the streets on the " paupers' bier," it

was covered with garlands of (lowers from the
hands of affection, and crowds of friends, rich

and poor, surrounded the grave, testifying with

tears how much they loved her.

In conclusion, it m ty be truly said of her—
"She never sought the voice of popular praise,

tint counting earihlv triumph as but dross,

Seeking to kre|i her Saviour's perfect ways,
Hearing in the still path his blessed cro-s,

She made her life, while here with us she trod,

the will of God."

Swing Pew.—Fifty years ago, it was a com-
mon thing, in a \.\v England meeting-house,
f.r colored people to be denied a place on the
main Boor with the whites, and relegated to the
gallery. Even in the gallery there was a clear
distinction between blacks and whites. There
was .1 boa pew in the corner of the gallery, some-
time- behind the gallery door, for the blacks.
It was raised two or three feet above the floor,

with steps to it, like a short ladder. In one
sense, this gave blacks the highest seat in the
meeting-house, but in such a way that they
would not feel "set up" b v it. In some meet-
ing-houses this gallery pew for colored people

pi oded, or swung, from the ceiling by
iron rod.-, ami was therefore known asthe"swing

the gallery. I If this the editor can
.-peak from personal observation and met v.

bavin- often .-cen it in various parts of una]
.New England. Hut othi rs have borne testimony
similar to his. I„ William Root Bliss's "Side
plimpsi oh nial Meeting-House" it

'a >:li '' w< re plai ed in the further-
leries, and sometimes in

the Walls above the L
, a ||, n ,../'

Jflen-
ade, by i;ii-.-, of an emam ipated -lave

in Connecticut, who, on being received into
chur

,?
n
,

' 'bership in "ye yere of our Lorde
god, 1801, was placed m a gallery pew whose
front was boarded up so high that he could not

see the congregation from his seat, and, being

offended because he was not treated as a '
Chris-

tian brother,' .... he at last refused to go to

meeting. For this disorder he was excommuni-

cated." A strange lack of charity, on the part

of that colored man ! And these were the good

old days of our fathers!—S. S. Times.

Temptations to Drinking.

BY THEODORE L. CUYLER.

Nine-tenths of all the articles written or

speeches made on the temperance question deal

mainly with the saloons and the drink traffic.

That traffic is fed and sustained by the drinking

usages, and a very large amount of intemper-

ance begins outside of the dramshop. The habit

of using intoxicants is formed, for the most part,

not in the accursed saloons, but at home or in

social gatherings or in clubs or at the restau-

rants or elsewhere. The saddest fact of all is

that this fatal habit is often the direct result of

temptations that are either carelessly or wanton-

ly presented. The tempter does not intend to

ruin his or her friend when the intoxicant is

offered
;

For example, the hospitable master and mis-

tress of a house invite an evening company, and
spread their table with a lavish provision of

meats and drinks. On that table the lady of
the house, at the dictate of a sinful fashion,

places several choice brands of wine, and on a
sideboard stands a bowl of inviting punch. In

that company is a young man who is tempted
to take his first glass, which unhappily, dues
not prove to be his last glass. Among the guests

is also a husband, who has promised the wife of
his early love that he will never again yield to

his awful appetite and turn their home into a
hell. That punch bowl is too much for him

;

he drinks, and goes reeling home, with his shame
stricken wife, to awake next morning in the
agonies of remorse. According to the good old

Jewish law, "if a fire breaks out, and catches
in thorns, so that stacks of corn are consumed,
he that kindled the fire shall surely make resti-

tution." Who kindled the fire in that mansion
where a false hospitality put the bottle to a neigh-
bor's lips? The master and the mistress of the
mansion

; and a poor " restitution" can they
make for a ruined home and broken hearts!
This is no fancy sketch. Some time ago a pro-
minent Christian gentleman in this city gave
an elegant entertainment and provided no in-

toxicants. At the close of the evening a lady
came to him, and with tears of gratitude thanked
him for one of the happiest evenings of her life.

She. said :
" This is one of the few houses to

which I dare to bring my husband ; here he is

safefrom temptation." In some other houses that
poor wife had found that very respectable people
could be very dangerous incendiaries.

It is time that all people who claim to have I

a Christian conscience faced that declaration of 1

God's Hook that "it is good neither to drink
wine or anything whereby thy brother stumbleth."
This means that no one has a moral right to do
anything the influence of which may work mis-
chief to his neighbor. I have a legal right to
attend a theater and witness a salacious play;
but I have no moral right to go, not merely be-
cause I may -oil my own soul, but because I
am giving my money and the sanction of my
presence to what is a slaughter-house ofall purity.
t>n the same principle— not merely of self-pres-

ervation, but of its influence on other peopli

I have no right, as a Christian, to abet the dri

ing usages. If a glass of wine on my table \

entrap some one into an evil habit, then at

thoughtlessly setting a trap for his life. I
his tempter. I give the drink customs my ss

tion, and to him the direct inducement to
|

take of that glass, in which the serpent maj
coiled. If the contents of my decanter m
my "brother stumble," he stumbles over

If he goes from my table and commits si

folly or some outrage, I, too, am to a cer

extent guilty ; for I have a partnership in e\

wrong he may commit, and every wound he i

inflict on the hearts of his loved ones while ui

the spell of my " Madeira," or " Bourbon.' :

gave him the incentive to do what otherwise

might have left undone. Nor is it only in dir

ly offering an intoxicant, but in affording

example of drinking that I may be a temp;

None of us liveth unto himself alone; ourJ

fiuence is as inseparable from us as is our sha

on a sunshiny day. " Why don't you tat

glass of wine with me?" said a distingui.

cleryman at a public table to a gentleman
sat beside him. The quiet answer was, '

account of my example." The minister blusj

and concluded that he had better heed Ptj

precept that a bishop ought not to be give:]

wine.

In discussing the temptations to drinkin.j

must not confine it to the venders of intoxic
j

in bar-rooms and saloons who deal out dj
by the dram. The custom of "treating]

fraught with enormous evils. It is said t]

increasingly prevalent among business men 1

wish to win customers, or to compliment a
j

tomer after a bargain. All this is playing
j

fire. I once labored hard to reform an ineb i

in my congregation. After several relapstl

became perfectly sober, and gave good ho]|

permanent reform. His wife said to me:|
my husband falls again, it will kill me!" i

months all went well, and the dark bom
(|

came filled with sunshine. One day the refoil

man met a business friend who invited hi jf

go and lunch with him. Liquor was furnisi

and the entertainer pressed the reformed I

briate to " take a glass with him." The unh;

I

man swallowed one glass, and it unchained B

demon in a moment! The old habit came cl

with redoubled power, and the poor sla'l

the bottle never got upon his feet again.

was the greater sinner in that wretched t i:

action ?

Human lives turn on the pivot of single !t)

which may not at the time seem important'

I have in my possession a most pathetic I
written by a gentleman of good edncatioi'rji

an almshouse. He wrote to me: "All thea
ery of my wretched life was caused by theW
'sherry cobbler' that I ever drank; it wjl
the solicitation of a Mr. K, at a hotel irfl

lumbus, O. ; and I drank it under protest])!

am the embodiment of the fatal fruits of kl

one drink." On the summit of a hill in M
same State of Ohio is a courthouse so singuH
situated that the raindrops that fall on on<H
of the roof descend into Lake Erie ; thoseH
trickle down on the other side pass inhthi

Ohio, the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mtco
A faint breath of wind determines the dcW
of these raindrops for three thousand milesjw

a single act determines often a human de inj

for this world and the next. The writer o:w
pathetic letter had such an experience. A jB
man who had partially reformed from halflOl

tion was offered a glass of wine by if»
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feconate but thoughtless sister; in yielding he

relidled a thirst which swept him hack into

jrAkenness. Tl)e hand that ought to have

idmiued him laid him low.

fecial drinking customs are on the increase

iff ;ir country. The decanter is stealing hack

ig^a on to the dinner tables of people from

whui we should expect better things. Intoxi-

cats are more frequently offered at weddings

»n<in social gatherings. Club life is becoming

no: popular, ami there are very few clubs that

areinder restrictions of total abstinence. Bet-

tin and bottles are the two concomitants of the

t'ooiall matches and rowing matches which at-

traj thousands of our college students. To pro-

hil the sale of intoxicants is bootless business

idling as the use of intoxicants is on the in-

crease. We need a tremendous arousing of con-

duces all over this land to the growing havoc

af ;.e drink usages; the saloon keepers are not

thonly sinners; the parents who offer tempta-

tio; to their own children and to their guests

ma be as guilty as they before God. " Woe
ant him that giveth his neighbor drink, that

pueth the bottle to him and maketh him drunk-

snj Let that thunder over the land!

—

The

impendent.

-j "Ip Gospel Messenger, a paper published

it It. Morris, Illinois, in the interests of the

jeman Baptist Society, contains an editorial

»cynt of a voyage to the East Indies in a ship

)n hich were a number of missionaries going

julo labor among the people of India. Among
bisellow passengers was a " Mr. T., a Quaker
niionary," with whom, the Editor sta'.es, we
lamiueh conversation, not only in regard to

niionary work, but as to the progress being

lias by the Society of Friends. As we hold

lit: to peace principles, plain dressing and
»rj other points, we had some things in com-
no. to draw us together. We give a part of

>u»:onversation, as it may be helpful to us all.

I nliced that Mr. and Mrs. T. did not wear the

se'known Quaker form of dress, and he in-

wed me that the English Friends had en-

iry given up the form, but insisted very
togly on plain dressing, plain speech and
)lai living as Bible principles. In answer to

hequestion, "Since you have given up the

^t,ker form of dress, how has your society

weeded in maintaining plain dres-ing?" He
&i' "The question is somewhat difficult to

Uirer; there are always some who go to ex-

Tees and we can hardly restrain them." It

vaapparent that in giving up the form the

wbiple went with it.

J. this juncture of the conversation the wife
if e missionary came up and joined us. She
fa^dressed quite as fashionably as any of the
aci missionaries on board the steamer and wore
hi; gold rings, one of them with a small dia-

lled set. Further talk on the subject I found
faembarrassing to them, but Mr.T. explained
nt the rings were gifts from very dear friends

in>were worn as keepsakes. On another part
>f te deck some young people were dancing,
mia young man came to where we were and
Q\ed Mrs. T. to join them. She declined, and
fr-i he had gone away she said rather indig-
ialy, " What did he mean by asking me to
la:e? What does betake me for?" Then
'ft; a moment's thought she said, " Well, I am
ui of oue thing

; if I had been dressed in the
tO'. old Quaker garb I should not have been
'shl to join the dancers." And here our con-

[ re,ation closed.

')mment is unnecessary. Give up the form

and the principle goes with it. Some will dress

plain without a form, but these are only the ex-

ception to the rule. If people only had com-
mon sense enough to give up adorning the body
for the higher adorning of the soul, the dress

question would be forever settled. But as long as

church members are foolish enough to spend the

Lord's time ami money in the useless adorning

of the body, so long will it be necessary for the

church to have a form of dress as a means to an

For "The Friend."

"Verbum Dei."

The above is the title of a book ; being a

"Course of Lectures on Preaching," delivered in

1893, to the "Yale Divinity School," by Robert

F. Horton, M. A., of Oxford, England. Many
of the author's views are so eminently .spiritual,

and the standard of preaching which he raises,

is so far above that which is held and practised

by many of those making the ministry a pro-

fession, that some extracts from the book may
interest those readers of The Friend, who have

not read it.

In the first lecture he states his theme: Here
is the theme: "Every living preacher must re-

ceive his message in a communication direct

from God, and the constant purpose of his life

must be to receive it uncorrupted, and to deliver

it without addition or subtraction.

It is a truism, but, I think you will all agree, a

neglected truism. If in our brief better moments
we see it, we constantly are tempted to recede

from it. Not without some suspicion of what

may be involved in unflinchingly accepting it

as true, we are apt to take refuge in modifica-

tions, compromises, denials. Flesh shrinks, and
the heart cries out, Let some one else go up

the rugged steep of the mountain and see Him
face to face. Let some one else stand awestruck

in the passing of the Almighty. I will do some
humbler task. Let me read the lessons, or let

me recite the creed, or let me be a priest, clad

in the robes of office, which are a discharge

from personal fitness. On many grounds and

in many ways we disclaim our calliug. . . .

The world notices our disclaimer, and accepts

us on the level of our own elected degradation.

It is a truism ; but are we ready, in face of

what is involved, to grant that it is true? The
message must be received from God in a direct

communication! The preacher is indeed a

prophet. The full meaning of this dawns upon

us as we look at the alternatives. He is a

prophet; that is, he is not merely a recitor or

rhetorician ; he is not merely a lecturer or phi-

losopher ; he is not, above all, he is not merely a

priest. . . The lecturer may under inspiration

become a preacher, but woe to the preacher if

under some sinisterinfluences he becomes merely

a lecturer. Again, the priest, I am charitable

enough to suppose, has a sphere of his own, but

it is not the preacher's. I say, I am charitable

enough to suppose, because I find it impossible

to form a conception of what place sacerdotalism

could have in Christianity as Christ conceived

it ; the notion that men can by virtue of their

office mediate spiritual and moral blessings to

others, when they themselves do not possess a

spiritual or even a moral life, seems to cut at

the root of that inward and vital religion, the

law of which was summed up by its Founder in

the two-fold command to love, and the ritual of

which was explained by the same authority on

the principle that God is a spirit, and they that

worship must worship in spirit and in truth.

But leaving aside this subject of contention, and

even conceding that a human priesthood is

needed in the Christian Church, the preacher's

function is essentially different from the priest's.

If the checkered history of the church proves

that now and again priests have been true

preachers, it has been not by virtue of their priest-

hood, but by reason of their entering into a

totally different region of the religious life; and
broadly speaking, the orders of preachers have

risen up outside the ranks of the priests in sa-

cerdotal churches, while, as a rule, preaching in

its noblest and richest sense has flourished and

wrought its wonders only in those churches in

which the priesthood has been abolished, or at

least successfully repressed.

We have to face the truism, the neglected

truism, that every living preacher must receive

a communication direct from God. This is in

the last resort the only justification of preaching

at all. The man is set apart to address his fellow-

men, sometimes men who are his equals or his

superiors in knowledge and ability, perhaps even

in speaking power and copiousness of language.

Why should they listen to him? There i- no

reason why they should unless he has been in

the secret call of the oracle and has heard God
speak. And indeed practically they will not,

unless the authentic note is in him, and Thus

saith the Lord tacitly introduces all that he

teaches. Has he never heard the voice? Is he

not repeating a message? Then assuredly he

will fail. No man taketh this honor to him-

self. To be God's mouthpiece when God is not

speaking through him is a fraud of the palpable

kind, which men will not away with. . . .

All manner of sins may be forgiven a preacher

—a harsh voice, a clumsy delivery, a bad pro-

nunciation, an insufficient scholarship, a crude

doctrine, an ignorance of men ; but there is one

defect which cannot be forgiven, for it is a kind

of blasphemy against the Holy Ghost ; it can

not be forgiven him if he preaches when he has

not received a message from God to deliver.

Woe unto those prophets whom the Lord hath

not sent. . . There is no disgrace in frankly

avowing that no word of the Lord has come to

you ; but there is shame and sorrow in preaching

when the word has not come; it is a source of

delusion to preacher and hearer alike. . . .

Things which are happening in the world around

you, things which you have studied in books,

all the material of preaching may he useful or

useless. It is nothing in them themselves which

determines the alternative. What settles the

question is, whether or no the preacher has re-

ceived these things from God to deliver in that

form, on that occasion, and with that applica-

tion. . . To be firmly persuaded of religious

truth is not in itself a call to preach. Every

man should have this persuasion—every man
should have his orthodoxy and hold by it. But
every man is not required to offer his orthodoxy

to others. The articles of his faith, whenceso-

ever derived, are for him, and for him alone,

until God adds this other article to the rest,

"Go and tell my people." . . Before utter-

ance is obligatory, the word must be burning

within like the seething lava fountains in the

heart of a volcano, and demanding outlet by a

Divine compulsion. When God bids a man
speak, it often chances that the man has few

truths to utter, and those in a chaotic condition
;

not infrequently his Xabi, or seer, is one with a

poor rauge of thought, and many big lacuuse

in his knowledge; such a man as no earthly

sovereign would select as an ambassador, and

no university would pass as a graduate, but the

Spirit of the Lord comes upon him ; he speaks
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,r and halting word, but il goes like a

"bolted breath," and is wedged in a gnarled

heart that no erudition or eloquence could

touch. . . Perhaps it is a good and safe rule

that unless a message can touch men in una-

dorned simplicity, it is better unadorned, so

that its nakedness may appear. Unless a ser-

mon can be effective in 'a hayloft or by the way-

side, it will be useless in a cathedral. . . .

Nor, strange as it sounds at first, is even a per-

sonal experience of vital religion in the soul a

sufficient warrant for preaching. God will often

give a man bread, yes, and wine and oil, to

strengthen and gladden his heart, and yet by

no means require him to dispense to a multi-

tude. The loaf will not bear pulling—or its

tenuitv becomes innutritious : and his cruse is

empty long before the first round. Though a

real preacher receives the word in his experi-

ence, and, like the one to whom I just referred,

finds his message quick and powerful on that

condition only, yet no delusion could be greater

than that he has to preach his own experience

—that alone, or even chiefly that. What soul

is large enough to box the compass of the winds

and to travel all seas of the religious life ? If

God never gives a man a message except the

narrative of a limited round of personal ex-

periences, . . let him not attempt to preach.

He is certainly not called. . . Here is the

one thing needful. The preacher is called upou
to go direct to God, to receive God's word into

his heart, and to utter it, it alone, with all the

power that is in him. If the word is not God's
—if it is not received from Him—received in

that shape and for that occasion, he were better

silent."
(To be continued.)

Sir Donald Smith.
More than half a century ago a young Scotch-

man came from his native land to take a place
in the Hudson Bay Company, which (we can-
not doubt from what we know of his character)
he served with scrupulous fidelity. Yet one day
an Indian runner came to him with an order to

leave his post in one hour (he was not even per-

mitted to wait to pack his clothing, which he
was informed would be sent after him), and be-

take himself to Labrador! This was like an
exile to Siberia

;
yet no explanation was given.

The reason was a profound mystery. Yet for
him who received it there was but one course

—

that of instant obedience:

" Not lii-i to ask i tie reason why.
His but to do or die,''

and he obeyed. With ui a word of remon-
Btrance he left the place where he had begun to

home, an 1 bel iok himself to a distant
and inhospitable -' ore where ho was kept for
twenty-three years ! when on the death of the

or, he was recalled, and as he had borne
himself with the utmosl fidelity in all this try-
ing tim

|y i n the service of the
Company, and finally became it- Governor, an
office which he -till holds, sitting in the seal of
the very man who Bent him into exile! His
elevation did not upset him now any more than
his humiliation before. He came back, not
BOOred Or embittered against the world which
had treated him so harshly, but with all the
sweel of his nature kept fresh and pure.
In hi- new position he grew in the esteem of his

n is to-day no nan
honored in II the Dominion than that of Sir

H. M. Field.

For "The Friend."

FIRST WILD FLOWERS.
Lord, once again Thine olden word is spoken,

For us bv small sweet ministers renewed;

The lingering Winter's death-like spell is broken,

Life bursts from brown barest d and rugged wood;

Life waves in furry calkins from the bough,

Life blooms in delicate Mowers, tender hued,

Quick springing wheredead leaves a re thickest strewed.

Life reigns ! Thuu Uveal ! Life's full fountain Thou !

Each tiniest blossom is of Thee a token,

A syllable of that fair alphabet

Wherein the lesson of the Spring is set—
The lovely Easter message of Thy word,
'

I am the resurrection and the life;"

"Because I live, ye shall live also." Lord

I thank thee thal'despite the winter's stormy strife

Spring comes, with this strung word in all her pulses

rife! _ ^ H.O.

THE CARPENTERS SON.

MVKA GOODWIN PLANTZ.

They said " The carpenter's son." To me,

No dearer thing in the Book I see,

For he must have risen with the light,

And patiently toiled until the night.

He too was weary when evening came,

For well He knoweth our mortal frame,

And He remembeis the weight of dust,

So his frail children may sing and trust.

We often toil till our eyes grow dim,

Yet our hearts faint not because of Him.,
The workers are striving everywhere,
Some with a pitiful load of care.

Many in peril upon the sea,

Or deep in the mine's dark mystery,

While mothers nor day nor night can rest;

I fancy the Master loves them best.

For many a little head has lain

On the heart pierced by redemption's pain.

He was so tender with fragile things,

He saw the sparrow with broken wings.

His mother, loveliest woman born,

Had humble tasks in her home each morn,
And He thought of her the cross above,

So burdened women must have his love.

For labor, the common lot of man,
Is part of a kind Creator's plan,

And he is a king whose brow is wet
With the pearl-gemmed crown of honest sweat.
Some glorious day, this understood,

All toilers will be a brotherhood.

With brain or hand the purpose is one,
And the master workman, God's own Son.—S. S. Times.

A HANDFUL OF PARAPHRASES.
NINEVEH.

(Zephauiah ii : 13, 15.)

He will stretch out his mighty hand.
Assyria destroy

;

Make Nineveh a barren land
All desi late of joy.

For in her midst the Hocks shall lie
;

Wild beasts from lands afar draw nigh
;

The cormorant and bittern dwell
Upon the lintels high,

And from deserted windows swell
Their mournful melody.

On every threshold, cedar-laid,
Shall desolation cast its shade, 4
This is the joyful city that carelessly has dwelt,
And "There is none beside me," within her heart has

felt

;

How is she left all desolate! the wild beasts fill her
land,

And every one that passes by shall hiss and wag his
ii in. I.

(Nalmm
Thy crowned are like the locusts
That through the chilly day

In hedges camp, but with the sun
Itise up and flee away.

herds with thy nobles sleep;Th

Thy people wander far and wide
With none to gather them.

There is no healing of thy bruise;

Grievous thy sorrows be;

And all who hearken to thy bruit

Shall clap their hands at thee.

SELECTED

HE 'WAS NOT THERE.
I sat amid the worshippers: my mind went forth

thee;

But where the congregation met, thy form I cot

not see.

The wings of Ancient Goodness were hovering o

the place,

But 'neath their canopy of love thy form I could i

From heaven came down fresh manna, the hunj

souls to feed,

But there thou gathered not a crumb to stay thy hi

of need,

The Holy Spirit ope'd the door, and living prayen
heard,

But ah, no incense from thy heart before the thn

appeared.
Baptized in suffering, faithful ones the ehureh'ss,

rows bore,

But ah, thou drank not of their cup, nor tasted of tr|

store.

"Let there be light," said Mercy's voice—Hope's r|

around them shone,

—

But all these holy beams of joy were to thy soul.]

known

!

The world has won thee from the church ! Would

t

we knew the way,

To pluck thee from its strangling grasp, before

cross to lay !

In youth the Saviour found thee, thy vows to l]

were true,

And love of Christ came on thy heart as gentle fall

dew:
But now, at Mammon's altar thou daily may'stj

found,

Groping in darkness after wealth, in triple fell

bound!
Yea, such a galling slavery, unhappily is thine,

|

As their's who dig for filthy gold in Peru's darJ

mine!
Yet know, this soul-bought treasure, quick from

j
grasp may flee,

For " they shall perish " is inscribed on all eail

pageantry !

Oh, would that when the worshippers meet in I

house of prayer,

Thy heart and presence might be found among ' I

people " there

!

Adverse Aid.—Adverse circumstances 1

not to be taken as an adverse Providence. I

who has a definite purpose in view must n|
late his procedure by that purpose. He I

seem inconsistent, digressive, unstable, in I

way of living, but he must not mind the ri

seeming so. What appears unstable in him B

the oulooking world which either knows noti|

of or has no sympathy with his final pur|H

may be a real evidence of his stability and A
sistence. A vessel has sometimes to sail agfjG

the very wind that is its only reliance for I
puls'on. To do this, it pursues a zigzag co'«

or " tacks" from side to side. No mere onloM

could tell whether the sailor was heading^

the shore, or whether his goal was a distant {

H

down stream which must be reached in the t tB

of the wind. Every one who has a well-dei'BQJ

purpose in life, must make up his mind tha jl

wind will often be against him. Shall he IW

up? Shall he reef his sails, lie idly in thet*

torn of his boat, and say that he will drift jlfl

the wind? Circumstances seem adverse t<!W

original purpose. Shall he abandon all tr-

pose? Providence has turned the wind ag '*'

him, not that he may give up to it, but ths he

shall develop his wits and his energy in msflB

use of it. A boy of fifteen made up his :PS

that he would be a professor of science. B8

started as a typesetter, ran a small grocerjMfi

tained a clerkship, entered college for a ftp

tific course, worked where he could duriii [*'
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UOf 1)

onthi

tit): I

we in

hifto

anpu
the,"

,
headed tlie college athletic association,

i a tutor in a new and rising college, and
ally elected to a professorship. " iv> ry-

lamed me," he says, " for not sticking at

ng, but I had my eye on this from the

was fifteen." He had no money to start

But he had a fixed purpose. He had to

is vessel so that he was censured as un-

ind fickle. But he knew that God's hand
the opposing wind, and that God meant
find out how to grasp that almighty hand
11 himself along by it. " It is a fortunate

he says, " that I had no money at the

Opposing circumstances proved to be a
mtial aid to the man whose life was given
ervice of God.

—

Selected.

Natural History, Science, etc.

fhtcls in Richmond Park:—We flushed a pair

of ild drakes from a shallow ditch, and almost

athe same moment a tame duck .-hurtled dis-

trtsfully from the same spot, and moved off

sidy, with apparent difficulty, in a direction

paillel to the lake. The counterfeit was to

rearkable, that had we not caught a glimpse

of small black object dashing into the marsh
wlch lay a few feet from the drain on the op-

pote side to the course taken by the duck, no
sujicion as to the reality of her disablement

wild have occurred. Meanwhile, the old bird

in ted pursuit, lying down, as if unable to

nve further ; and, resolved to see the end of

SDiourageous a piece of acting, we accepted the

in tation and gave chase. For twenty yards or

me the bird shuffled and stumbled through
th rhododendron bushes, until she made for

th,lake-side, where the ground was more open.
Tire, running fast, with her head up and dis-

easing all pretence of lameness, for another
twnty yards, she took wing, and flew slowly

ju before us, at about three feet from the

grand, until she reached the limit of the en-

cl ure, when, uttering a decisive quack, she rose

sw'tly above the tiees and flew7 out over the

laj. Anxious to see the sequel to this beauti-

fuinstance of maternal affection, we hurried

bik to the little marsh where the ducklings
we probably hidden, and sheltered under a

rldodendron-bush, awaited the return of the

bons to their nests and of the wild duck to her
biod. In a few minutes she re-appeared, fly-

in swiftly in circles among the trees, and after

sisfyiug herself that the danger was past, she
aldited among some wild currant bushes about
tfty yards from the marsh. There she stood
fo a moment, still and listening, with head
eict ; and, seeing nothing to alarm her, ran
b tling down to the drain. After realizing
tit no harm had overtaken her brood on the
sit where they had been surprised, she climbed
tli bank and tripped lightly into the marsh,
were in answer to her low quack, we soon
bird the piping voices of the ducklings, which
ti then had remained motionless and invisible

ii:he few yards of grass and rushes near. In
aiw seconds the whole family were united, and
whad the pleasure of seeing the old bird swim
p-t at the head of an active fleet of eleven
b ck-and-yellow ducklings, making for the
c^tre of the marsh.

Fresh-ivater Springs Under the Sea.—The hot-
t't region on the earth's surface is on the south-

ern coast of Persia, on the border of the
Irsian Gulf. For forty consecutive days in

t; Seventh and Eighth months the mercury
h been known to stand above 100° in the
Bide, night and day, and to run up as high as

130° in the mid. lie of the afternoon. At Bah-
rein, in the centre of the most torrid part of
this most torrid belt, as though it were Nature's

intention to make the place as unbearable as

possible, water from wells is something unknown.
Great shafts have been sunk to a depth of one,

two, three and even five hundred feet, but always
with the same result—no water. This serious

drawback notwithstanding, a comparatively nu-

merous population contrives to live there, thanks
to copious springs which burst from the bottom
of the gulf more than a mile from the Bhore.

The water from these springs is obtained in a
most curious and novel manner. Machadores
(diver), whose sole occupation is that of furnish-

ing the people of Bahrein with the life-giving

fluid, repair to that portion of the gulf where
the springs are situated and bring away with
them hundreds of bags full of water each day.
The water of the gulf where the springs burst

forth is nearly two hundred feet deep, but these

machadores manage to fill their goatskin sacks
by diving to the bottom and holding the mouths
of the bags over fountain jets—this, too, without
allowing the salt water of the gulf to mix with

it. The source of these submarine fountains is

thought to be in the hill of Osmond, four or five

hundred miles away. Being situated at the

bottom of the gulf, it is a mystery how they
were ever discovered, but the fact remains that

they have been known since the dawn of his-

tory.

Guttapercha.—Living on interest instead of

capital, represents the coming revolution in har-

vesting that most valuable of gums, guttapercha.

Until lately it was obtained by felling the trees

to get the sap. Now a Mons. F. Hourant has
made a harvest of the leaves, which, on being
sent to France, yielded 7° of guttapercha, or as

much in two pluekings as was obtained by de-

stroying the tree. That, moreover, had to be
twenty five to thirty years old before it was
worth cutting. Moreover, it is of far superior

quality being obtained pure and dry.

Harvesting Ants have recently been studied

at home, near Sonora, Mexico, by Prof. W. J.

McGee, of the United States Government Scien-

tific Corps. They are most advanced agricul-

turalists, sowing and reaping grain, generally

of the buffalo grass, as sytematically as the best

human farmers. Their crop, too, like wheat
and barley, would quickly cease were they to

remit their labors, the grain having become
specialized just like our own cereals. They de-

pend entirely upon this harvest for food, and
plant the seed systematically every autumn.
Each nest is surrounded by a clearing, five to

thirty feet in diameter, kept stript of the desert

vegetation. Round this is a ring three to twenty
feet wide. In this space no other plant is per-

mitted to grow ; even the cactus disappears.

Roadways, their width measured by inches, in-

tersect these rings, joining farm to farm, and
often the better part of a mile long. Further,

it must be remembered, this is all done in what
is to all intents a desert, the ant farms forming,

practically, the only sign of vegetation. Scores

of square miles are covered by these industrious

creatures with their luxuriant crop. The ac-

count given does not say how they manage for

irrigation.

Birds Best Not to Meet is the natural verdict

on reading of Phororhacos longmimvs, and Bron-
ternis Burmeisteri. L:i Nature recently gave
an illustrated description, figuring, for instance,

the scull and beak on the same scale, but far

larger than, a horse's. The creaturrs have, for-

tunately, been long extinct, having lived in Pa-

tagonia, with kindred spirits, probably while
the London clay was enclosing its own strange

specimens of toothed birds in our country. They
appear to have combined the peculiarities of
the vulture, the dodo, and emu. The strong,

deep, powerfully-hooked bill indicates a rapaci-

ty which could have boded no good to its queer,

lizard-like fellow-natives. The legs of the former
bird stand over four and a half feet high, with
toes up to ten inches long. Bigger still, biggest

indeed of all known birds, was the Brontornis,
for with legs, five and a quarter feet long, its

great neck must have lifted its head to a height
of thirteen feet at least. That they did not fly

is shown by the worn state of their claws from
walking, resembling those of the ostrich.

A horse's memory was tested in a striking way
lately at Portland, Maine. Eleven years ago
"Old Tom" was stationed at No. 2 fire station,

and did his work well. After six years he was
disposed of, and has worked at carting. The
other day he was passing the station, when his

old driver recognized him and had a talk with
his present owner. In the course of it he re-

marked that, should the horse be put in his old
stables and hear the gong, he would, as of old,

rush at once to his place iu front of the engine,

ready to have the harness buckled on. The
owner was incredulous, but agreed to try. The
fifteen year-old horse started instantly at the
gong and tried to go quick as of yore ; for this,

however, strength failed, but the veteran did
his best.

One-sixteenth or one eighth of an inch added to

their tongues would be worth millions to us,"

writes a correspondent of his bees to the Country
Gentleman. This is because red clover flowers

are too deep for the ordinary bees to reach the

honey, except a few of the most impoverished
blossoms. Hence the red clover is but imper-
fectly fertilized, and consequently its money and
food value greatly lessened. The writer speaks
further of the possibility of domesticating the
giant bees of the Madras Presidency. These,
being one-third larger than the common bee,

would settle the red clover problem in the most
satisfactory manner.

The Dispensation of the Spirit. — The
dispensation of the Spirit under which we live

differs widely from former dispensations, while
the fundamental principles of the divine govern-
ment are unchangeable. The universal and
perpetual obligation on our part to keep every
commandment of the moral code was made
known to the race in olden times largely through
visible signs and ceremonials, which, in the wis-

dom of God, were forever abolished when Christ
had fulfilled his mission upon earth and the
Spirit's reign had been fully inaugurated. It

is true that these signs and ceremonials are of
permanent value to us, even though they have
been done away, because they show in an im-
pressive way what God's relations to man are,

and also what are man's relations to his fellow-

man. But the fact that God has chosen to change
his method of revealing truth in ancient periods

of times does not weaken by any means his au-
thority to promulgate his eternal law as a rule

of our life in a manner which infinite wisdom
shall dictate. Ours is the dispensation of the

Spirit. It is the Spirit's office, now that these

ceremonials are no longer binding, to write God's
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commandments upon the tablet of the heart.

.. jje [l rter] will guide you into all

truth." rhis is the marked distinction 1""' a

our >wn and all former dispensations.

The importance of having a clear apprecia-

tion of this distinction is beyond all question.

It is evident that an increased sense of respon-

sibility comes to each individual in proportion

to the measure of this disclosure. It is written

thai a portion of the "Spirit is given to every

man to profit withal." But this is not a full

measure of the divine provision ; a large increase

cf th: Holy Spirit ic promised t: svtrycne wh:

will sincerely and reverently yield to his graci-

ous monitions. Under this inward instruction

the soul comes to a knowledge of God's will in

all those things which pertain to this life and

to that which is to come.—Excha

For "The Friend."

"
i hrist, the image of the invisible God" (Col. i: 15).

i rod said : Let us make man in our image,

after our likeness, . . . (v. 27). So God
created man in his (own) image, in the image

. created He him, male and female cre-

ated lie them" (Gen. i: 26).

Thus created, man in earth, as God in heaven,

bad dominion over all things created. Made in

G id's likeness, he was holy, harmless, pure,

gentle, peaceful, full of love and truth. By sin

he lost this image.

Whilst he remained in obedience and inno-

cence, evil was wholly without him, nor did any

latent seed of sin lie hidden in his heart. That
sin might be, he knew, for God's law forewarned

him, and God, who gave the law, left him not

without power to keep it, and to resist tempta-

tion to evil coming from without him. By yield-

ing to temptation he fell, and tasting of sin, he

fguill and death. Sin left him prone to

evil, weak and unable to resist the temptations

of the enemy, subject to envy, malice, jealousy,

lying, lust, hatred and every evil passion.

Before his fall Adam had of the Divine life,

for "God breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life." By sin he lost this life, and became
spiritually dead.

\fior man's fall, whilst thus subject to death,

''Adam begat a son in his own likeness" (Gen.
v : :; I, who afterwards grew up to be the wicked
Cain, who slew his brother, became a murderer
and " went out from the presence ot the Lord"
I

< len. iv : 16). So we si e death passed upon all

men. "As in Adam all die" (1 Cor. xv: 22).
In order to redeem man from this lost state,

God sent his Son "in the likeness of sinful

flesh" i Rom. viii : 3), the beginning of a new
creation, not of Adam, though "in his like-

ness," tempted in all points, as we are, in our
Weak, lost state in Adam. And to lie so tried

it became essential that He partake ofourweak-
- was He withoutsin and sin was wholly

will, .mt Him, and 11.- was uodefiled therein-, for
sin found no entrance, even in thought, to his

lean
; ami not like Adam, who, through weak-

ness, fell, bul Christ, inwardly fortified by the
almighty power of Cod, resisted even to death.
Ho overcame and vanquished Satan, sin and
.1. ath.

Though Christ appeared in the form ami
fashion ot a man, yet, by tin power of God's
Spirit, the Apostles were quickened and their
eyes opened t . behold in Jesus tie- express im-
age of the substance of tie- < iodbead, thai image
which, in measure, rested on Adam al

tion and which he lost, now appeared in the
fulness of it- Divini glory and remained on

Jesus. He was full of holiness, truth, purity,

power and life.

And to those who now believe in Him and

Him (for He conies to all) He gives

power to become like Him and to regain this

life and Divine image of God, this image in

which man was first created and which he lost

through sin. And all, in every age of the world,

have had this life by grace offered to them,

through the obedience of faith.

And since sin, whose wages are death, first

caused man's separation from God, and now
holds all by entail in its bondage, it became
necessary that man's covenant with death be

annulled, and that God make a new covenant

with man ; and this He did through his Son.

Whilst in the flesh, Christ overcame sin, re-

sisting even to death. As a spotless Lamb,
having no blemish of sin, He tasted that death

which alone was our due." The chastisement of

our peace was upon Him, and with his stripes

we are healed" (Is. liii: 5). Thus was God's

law magnified, its demands fulfilled, opening up
a way whereby God might be just, and yet,

withal, towards man, be merciful. And though
this great offering took not place until men had
multiplied on the face of the earth and much
time had elapsed, yet in God's purpose of grace
was it all determined, prospectively, as it were,

when Adam fell, to whom God promised re-

demption in the seed of the woman who should

bruise the head (or life) of the serpent, which
had, through the woman, beguiled Adam. But
herein, as the Apostle points out, consists the

incomparable greatness of God's love, compas-
sion and long suffering mercy in Christ towards
his creatures. By God's law, one sin demanded
death, so by one act of disobedience Adam fell,

aud so death passed upon all men. Whereas
God has provided a way whereby He may for-

give our many and multiplied transgressions,

washing them all away in the blood of Jesus
and freely forgiving our sins " for Christ's sake"
(Eph. iv: 32). Aud this gift of life by God's
grace applies not alone to the many transgres-

sions of each individual, but collectively to

those of all. Divinity alone can ever fathom
the weight of sins that pressed so heavily on
Christ Jtsus as He hung upon the cross. Divin-
ity alone can ever fathom the depth of God's
love towards man in Christ, in redeeming man
at so great a price.

For man, through death, He purchased life.

"As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all

be made alive" (I Cor. xv : 22). This life which
comes from God through Christ is " the grace
of God that hath appeared to all men," the true
light that lighteth every man who cometh into
the world." It is the Spirit or word of God
which the wicked reject, resist and rebel against,
but by which the obedient are brought to salva-
tion by being born again of that incorruptible
seed that liveth and abideth forever, and which
is not subject to death.

Christ Jesus then, though truly man, was very
< rod. He who is the Truth himself said, I anil
my Father are one" (John x : 30). "Ye be-
lieve in God, believe also in me" (John, xiv :

1): whilst to Philip he said, "He that hath
seen me hath seen the Father." (v. g.) And
these all are Jesus' own words, recorded by his
beloved disciple and friend, John, who " leaned
on Jesus' bosom at the Passover supper." His
mighty works, such as casting out devils, raising
the dead, cleansing the leper, opening the eves

nd, and unstopping the ear of the deaf,ofth
and all by his word, proclaim Him to be that
W ord which John testifies " was with God and

Loly Spir

whom " God hath given to them that obey Htm
(Acts v : 32), sets his seal and testimony to J.

sus as the " only begotten of the Father, full (

grace and truth."

But because Adam's being made as a mani
the likeness or image of God, did not the^

make him more than man in his proper na

so, neither because the Eternal Word took up
himself the likeness of flesh, and was "found
fashion as a man" (Phil, ii : 8), did that mal
Him any less than such as He truly was, ai

as "the mighty God, the everlasting Fathf

the Prince of Peace" (Is. ix: 6). W. W. B

Selected !

The Yellowstone Park is not a hunting groun

Fishing is permitted, though only with hookaij

line, but not hunting. Indeed, this is the

thing that is forbidden, and forbidden

penalty of the law. The reason for this is i

ous. One object of setting aside the park i

have a national preserve for the elk and
baffalo, and other animals that are native tot

plains and our mountains, but that are in

ger of becoming extinct. Already the

loes that once covered the Western prairies i

exterminated. Here there is a herd of thr

four hundred that are kept in this preser

the hope of increase, that there may be at lei

a remnant of these native Americans,
any of them should be shot, no man is allow

to bring a gun into the park. If he pW
innocent intentions, and only wishes to

it when he goes away, he is required tog;

security for his good behavior in having

trigger strapped and sealed so that he cani

fire it off; and if he breaks his faith, his gut

taken from him and he is arrested,

quickly the law takes him in hand, I sawlj

night at the Hot Springs Hotel, when I
pj

ceived a stir in the hall, occasioned by a m*
showing himself who, some months since, 1

shot ten or a dozen buffaloes. He was at oil

tapped on the shoulder and marched over to

guard house.

Thus watched over by good angels, this pi
1

is the paradise of dumb animals, and indeed

all God's creatures, except where man
smitten it with a curse. Strange as it i

seem, it is said by old woodsmen and hunt
that the elk and buffalo know that they

under a kind of protection. This I didn't

lieve at first, and don't quite believe

but they say that if any of the herds stray act

the border, and come within the range of

hunter, and hear the crack of a rifle, they si

in a wild stampede for the park, and stop

until they are within the pale of safety,

not only elk and buffalo, but wild animals g
tame. Man and beast have renounced hos

ties, and are brought into friendly relatii!

Even bears, that are so much of a terror to

tiers in the woods, have joined the peace soci-

and if they do not " eat straw like the ox,"

they seem so far domesticated as to cease to

objects of fear or of danger. We were told 1

they come about the houses and make themse

at home. To be sure, this devotion to a dot

tic life is not altogether disinterested, fortpl

are, like Tammany politicians, after the pi
ings and stealings, and, like the said politic >

again, they have sensitive nostrils to tell H
where to find what they are after. If thereB
been a big dinner at a hotel, they snuff the U
grance from afar, and it is a temptation thajjli

bear's virtue can resist. And so at ni

they come out of the woods, and begin to i\
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aifnd the kitchen, and put their nosea into the

tulwhich contain the refuse of the feast.

K the Fountain Hotel, where we spent the

fianight, they told us the bears were such fre-

qJt visitors that they did not take any notice

uflieni. " Why, only hist night," said one of

tlftoys, we hail quite a posse of them. Big
lAittle, old bears and cubs, I counted thir-

it! They came round to the kitchen behind

»house, and poked into everything, and
ballots of fun." But a bird in the hand is

ivoh two in the bush, and a bear that I can
. itli nry own eyes is worth a dozen that I

ha about. So I answered :
" You say you had

»Izen last night; show me one." "Well,"
I the buy, apparently chagrined that I did

i.o!|ui:c tiust him, " there is one out in the lot

nMS" " Where is he?" I cried ; "show him to

me Whereupon he led the way across the

SM in the rear of the house to the edge of the

wOtls, and sure enough th^re stood a huge cin-

Dflpn bear, nosing among some tiu cans for

tlt'emnauts of delicacies that might still be

tipsome to his royal taste. He did not show
awfiercemss at our appearance, but now and
the rai.-ed his head and looked us in the face.

Qloourse, if he had taken a step toward us, we
li< Id have found discretion the better part of

vair, but as he did not move, we plucked up
oiiiage to advance a little nearer, followed, at

tkfe distance, by stragg'ers from the hotel

;

tA-eupon Bruin, instead of charging upon us,

lined his huge bulk, and moved off, not rap-

iill but with proper dignity, back into the

wojs and partly up the hill. But he was a

pe^eable old gentleman, for he walked right

nt a pasture where the cows were grazing,

In did not even raiss their heads, but went on

ircping the grass. They let the bear alone,

an<he let them alone! As to the " humans "

alije other side of the fence, if the bear had
W>;thoughts about it, no doubt it was that

evere very uncivil to intrude upon his do-

niii. But, as we did not attempt active hos-

tilies, he, like the king of Spain, having
maihed up the hill, now marched down again,

M' was soon engaged in what is one great

ill: of bears as well as of men, eating his sup-

pei whereupon Mabel and I, like two foolish

jhilren, real " Babes in the Woods," ran to-

tals him. Of course, if he had stood his

jrtnd, or moved a single step towards us, we
ihdd have been frightened out of our wits and
nil for dear life. But, lo! the monster once
no "turned tail," and retreated into the for-

Stnhere, for obvious reasons we did not care

» jrsue the subject. Of course, we were im-
nesely set up by our victory, though it stig-

fcj;d to me a moral reflection, that what is

»!;d victory is not always owing to the cour-
lgiof the a-sailant, but quite as often to the

;o;vrdice of his opponent—H. M. Field.

n 1730, Franklin was chosen Clerk of the
S^eral Assembly of Pennsylvania, his first

Wmotion, as he calls it in his narrative. The
Jn'cewas annual, and the year following, anew
nober made a long speech against his re-elec-
'itf Hereupon he records:—"As the place
»s highly desirable for me on many accounts,
t (1 not like the opposition of this new member,
w was a gentleman of fortune and education,
M talents that were likely to give him in

m, great influence in the House, which
D'ed, afterwards happened. I did not, how-
M, aim at gaining his favor by paying any
eiile respect to him. hut after some time took
a other method. Having heard that he had

in his library a certain very scarce and curious

book, I wrote a note to him expressing my de-

sire of perusing that book, and requesting that

he would do me the favor of lending it to me for

a few days. He sent it. immediately, and 1

returned it in about a week, with another note

strongly expressing my sense of the favor.

When we next met in the House, he spoke to

me, which he had never done before, and with

greal civility; and he ever after manifested a

readiness to serve me on all occasions, that we
became great friends, and our friendship con-

tinued to his death. This is another instance

of the truth of an old maxim I had learned,

which says, 'He that has once dune you an kind-

ness will be more ready to do you another than

he whom you yourself have obliged.' And it

shows how much more profitable it is prudently
to remove, than continue inimical proceedings."

For "The Friend. '

Armenian Relief.

[The letter that follows was sent to Asa S.

Wing, of the Provident, who has kindly for-

warded a copy of it for insertion in The Friend.
The note from him accompanying it, says] :

As many Friends have responded to the ap-

peal made for funds for Armenia for Edward M.
Wistar's work under direction of Clara Barton,

I think they will be interested in the enclosed

copy of letter just received, giving some account

of what is being done.

Ayaz. Pacha., Constantinople, April 23J, 1896.

Mr. Asa S. Wing, 409 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

My Dear Sir :—Your remittance of £64-4-10

has just been received and placed to the credit

of Miss Barton, in Turkish liras at 110 J £70-98.

Total, net, from you to date, £253-0 11, equiva-

lent in Turkish liras, £279-13. We have been

able to sell all our sterling pounds 110 @ 110l',

as we could hold until prices suited, and still

not interfere in any way with our work. Ex-
change rates are about as incomprehensible us

our American tariff. They do not seem to de-

pend upon anything in particular, and are gov-

erned by no rule apparently, an arbitrary thing

that none of the bankers can, will, or are able

to explain.

In behalf of Miss Barton, Mr. Wistar, and
this greatest of all relief fields, please thank

your contributors for their generous gifts.

Mr. Wistar's expedition has had the money
you have sent and about five hundred pounds

sterling besides. You may have heard direct

from him, but a brief outline will be admissible,

I doubt not. On the 19th of March our second

relief expedition with supplies, under Mr. Wis-

tar, sailed from Constantinople for Alexandretta.

There the second joined the first, under Dr.

Hubbell, and journeyed together as far as Ain-

tab. From Aintab the second caravan went to

the east as far as Orfa, and last Monday, the

twentieth, left that city and is now en route to

Harpout. Dr. Hubbell's party went to Marasch
from Aintab, and remained several days in that

ill-fated city. On the seventh of April a third

expedition, composed entirely of doctors with

medical supplies, left Beyrout, arriving at Ma-
rasch on the eighteenth. The day after Dr.

Harris' corps of physicians arrived. Our Gen-

eral Field Agent," Dr. Hubbell left, and is

now en route to Malatia. Both the first and

second parties are amply supplied with all things

needful for relief, and splendid work is being

accomplished. They are in the very center of

the most distressed portions of the country,

where but little if any relief has reached, visit-

ing places where no foreigner has been since

tin- massacres occurred, and many places from

aoinf ination has com*' out. You will

understand the vital importance of our work
when you know that ours i

j the only movable
relief in the interior. Tin- mi-.-ioiiari< •-. ol.h-

men and Women, though accomplishing great

good in tin- cities ami adjoining country, are

stationary, and have more work than they can

possibly compass. We are working in perfect

harmony with all other relief, and yet entirely

independent. Our endeavoris not only to supply
immediate need in the way of food ami clothing,

but to furnish also and specially, seeds and
simple farming tools, so that the relief will be

permanent.
You may know that in Marasch and Zeitun

there are four distinct epidemics—typhoid, ty-

phus, small-pox and dysentery, seven to ten

thousand sick, and naturally many deaths every
day. Until our own physicians arrived, there

were no doctors, save one or two great-hearted

men, who rushed from their own heavy work in

other cities, to do what they could and then
back to their own posts again. Most of the

consecrated workers who were laboring with
the sufferers were taken with the fever. I think
only two heroines remained when Dr. Harris
took control. We are gathering physicians

wherever we can and sending them on. The
supply is limited, however, as they must, be ac-

climated, and also be able to speak and read
Turkish, Armenian or Greek. Much has been
written and told in America about our relief

being under Turkish direction or in their hands.

It is all absolutely false and malicious. The
authorities are guarding us against the wild

tribes, are furnishing us with military escorts,

but we distribute in city, town and village, and
go where we pltase, and distribute to whom we
choose without let or hindrance.

This is but the barest outline, but we trust

our friends and Friends will understand the

situation. Very sincerely your friend,

George H. Pullman.
For Miss Barton.

Waiste Time.— It is startling when we re-

flect that all the time and energy of a multi-

tude of persons of genius, talent and knowledge,
are expended in endeavors to demonstrate each
other's errors.

—

Professor Playfair.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 10, 1806.

The Apostle Paul in writing to the Corinthians

tells them, "Know ye not that the unrighteous

shall not inherit the kingdom of God!" And
after enumerating several classes of evil doers,

he adds, " And such were some of you ; but ye
were washed, but ye were sanctified, but ye were
justified in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by
the Spirit of our God." Isaac Penington savs

that his hope of salvation lay in what Christ had
done for him, without him, and in what He did

for him within him. That experienced Chris-

tian, while he maintained his faith in the aton-

ing sacrifice of the Son of God, was well con-
vinced, that " faith without works is dead," and
that the true follower of the Son of God must
listen to and obey those manifestations of the
Spirit which are graciously dispensed to man-
kind for their guidance in the path that leads

to eternal life.

George Fox said that so far as a man is
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sanctified, so far he is justified, and no further.

aaintained that the two conditions are

inseparable. In harmony with this strange

Btateuient is the Christian doctrine, that noth-

•

is unholy orimpurecan enter the king-

dom of heaven." It was those who had gotten

the victory over the Beast that John saw in the

if light, standing with harps in their

hands singing the song of Moses and of the

Lamb, and saying, " Great and marvellous are

thy works, Lord G d Almighty; just and true

are thy ways thou King of saints." But the

u in.- ..V the wrath of God was reserved for those

who worshipped the Beast.

In another part of the Book of Revelations,

John says, he saw a great multitude clothed in

white, surrounding the throne of God, and was

instructed that " these are they which came out

tribulation, and have washed their robes

and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."
It is indeed a most wonderful proofof the good-

God, that He has provided a way by

which man may be not only pardoned for the

commission (if past sins, through the ottering of

our Saviour; but be enabled by the power of

Ids Spirit so to live as to have his robes made
white, and be in a state of acceptance with God.
This is an essential part of the work of salva-

tion, and it ought not to be overlooked or lightly

steemed.

S line preachers so dwell on the importance

of faith in the atonement, as apparently to

neglect the practical work of redemption from

the power of sin and Satan, so that an incautious

hearer might he led to suppose that a belief in

tie- outward manil'estalh u of Christ, in what He
did and suffered for us when in the prepared
body, was all that was needed to procure salva-

tion—a most grievous and fatal error.

friends' freedmens' association.

The Thirty-third annual reportofthe Friends'

Freedmen's Association shows that the attention

ofthe Executive Committee during the past year
has been mainly centered on the school at Chris-

tianburg, Virginia. The average attendance of
scholars at that Institution has been one hun-
dred and ten. The sewing class has averaged
nineteen, the cooking class twenty, and the class

in carpentry and in the theory of agriculture,

each over twenty.

Appeals for money brought contributions
amounting to one thousand four hundred and
sixty dollars.

Encouraged bylhesuccess which has attended
the Tuskegee .Normal and Industrial School, of
Alabama, the committee had induced its prin-
cipal, Booker T. Washington, to undertake the
supervision of the Christianburg School. He
asks that the annual appropriation for the
school he increased to two thousand dollars.

And the Committee rely upon the generosity of
Friends to furnish the necessary funds.

SI" MM \KY~7f EVENTS.
United Si ites \ general -i I i a ,-,•„-:.- ni

the worl I for the year I! ia asked tor by the Inter-
-mistical Institute. It etui lie taken, if slight

11- in the time of their regul ir censuses are
ii i :n I- by the chief countries in the world.

1 ineral production, last year was a remarkably
-

i i

- 'i of 884,41 1,447.
- *2(n,uiin, -,,, j„_

"ease I
| prod n tin , ,f iiimininous

coal in' i
' (88

Kep irts from thi that'nev'.;r in the
history of the W

,
i \tm .,.,„_

the steamers for Uaska. Tin: ili-

gold in

'

.r-e. ili- aura tion i r many ol the visitors;* but the

increased facilities for transportation and the possi

bility of seeing some of the grandest scenery in tin

world, have induced many tourists to choose Alaska

rather than Europe as their objective point.

In the Methodist Episcopal General Conference,

Cleveland, on the 7th instant, the Committee on the

Eligibility of Women to Serve a* Delegates reported

a compromise, which was adopted by an almost unani-

mous vote. The women elected retain their seats on

the understanding that it shall not establish a prece-

dent and an amendment to the constitution, specifically

authorizing the election of women as delegates, is to

ie again submitted to the annual Conferences. The
General Conference adopted the amendment, the af-

firmative vote being 425 out of a total of 523.

According to a despatch from Duluth, Minnesota,

"vast beds of anthracite coal, which are said to rival

in richness and extent those in Pennsylvania, have
been discovered in the northern part of that State,

and James J. Hill, President of the Great Northern
Railroad, their sole owner, has begun to develop the

property." It is not likely that anthracite coal has

been discovered as represented, in Minnesota; proba-

bly the material is lignite.

At the request of the United State* the Spanish Gov-
ernment will postpone execution of the death sen-

tences upon American prisoners captured on the
schooner Competitor, until the view of the United
Slates respecting the application to their cases of the

treaty of 1795 and the protocol of 1877 can be pre-

sented and c msidered. It is thought that either a
new trial or a commutation of sentence will be granted.

Governor Morton has signed the Greater New
York bill. It is now a law and goes into operation

First Month 1st, 1898.

Cedar woo 1 is now beingexported from Argentine to

the United States by way of trial.

It is estimated that there are 40,000 women voters
in Utah, and 10,000 more who may become natural-
ized.

Potatoes are so plentiful in the eastern sections of
Brrks County, in this State, that farmers give them
away for nothing. Several weeks ago they were of-

fered at eight cents a bushel. Now they can no longer
be sold, and many of the farmers are glad to get rid

of the vegetables. Some farmers have 2,000 bushels

Many of the orchards in and around Burlington,
Kansas, are being rapidly rained by an insect. The
trees from a distance look as if firehad run through
them and burned all the leaves. This troublesome
pest is believed to be the " canker worm," an I is

the most destructive that ever infested an orchard.
Deaths in this city last week numbered 409, which

is an increase of 5 as compared with the week pre-
vious, and 45 less than the corresponding week of
last year. Of the foregoing, 211 were males and 198
females: 50 died of consumption; 45 of pneumonia;
30 of heart disease

; 20 of apoplexy ; 17 of convulsions

;

1-1 of diphtheria; 13 of old age; 13 of cancer; 13 of
typhoid fever; 12 of marasmus; 11 of inanition ; 11 of
Bright's disease; 11 from casualties; 9 of bronchitis,
and 9 of nephritis.

Markets, <fcc— U. S. 2's, 95 a 97; 4's, reg, 103J a
109]; coupon, 110 a 111; 4's, new, 117.', a HS;5's, 112*
a 113| ; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

Cotton.—Middling uplands quoted at 8Jc. per lb.
Flour.—Winter super, $2 50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,

$2.7-) a $3.00
;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, S3 25 a S3 50

do., '!o, straight, $3.55 a $3.70; Western winter, clear!
S3. 20 a $3.40; do., do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60- do
do., patent, $3.75 a $3.911 : spring, clear, J2.S5 a $3.15

j

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50
; do., [latent. $3.00 a $3.85

;

do., lavonte brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 05
a $3 00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3.00; do, straight, $3.05
a 83 75 ; do., patent. 83.85 a 84.00. Eye Flour was
quiet and unchanged. Choice Penn'a., $2 55 per bbl
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69} a 70c.

No, 2 mixed corn, 35 a 35}c.
No. 2 white oats, 25 a 251c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none here"- good 4' a 4
!iiediuni,3; a Uc; common, 3.

1

. a 3|c.
Sh eep and Lambs.—Extra, 4 a IJc; good, 3i a 3ic;

"""'"'u., 3 a 3ie;, „„,,„, 2 a 2]e. Lambs, 3ia 5ic
Spring lambs, $2 a $5.

"

[Io.;s._5| ., .-,..,. for Western, and 4| a 5c. for State
* 0B

?J
a»-—

I?,? speech delivered on the 8th inst.,
in the House ol Commons, Colonial Secretary Cham-
l-erhun repeated his promise to make a searching in-
piiry into the anions of ,|, e British South Africa

'"'>'; '"•tniaiiilained that s.u-1. inquiry must not
'"j "!""•. I until the.pidieial proceedings against those

V" !',"',
a " ,'"

1

Ve
l

' :
"'

t '" t,ie rail1 int" lhe Transvaal
Should be ended, as such an investigation as it was

proposed to make might in some way militate aga
the interests of the defendants. He added thatw
these proceedings were concluded he woul 1 pro|

the appointment of a joint committee of memben
the House of Commons and House of Lords to tl

oughly sift the affairs of the South Africa Compi
and ascertain what responsibility, if any, attache

the company's officials for the Transvaal raid. ]

stated that the sentences imposed upon the convi
members of the Reform Committee at Pretoria wil

reduced to nominal fines. The British Ministry
not closed its eyes to the fact that war is the poss

outcome of the pending negotiations with the Tr
vaal. A question that has been debated in the 1

isterial circle is whether the retention of South Al
is worth a war that would involve an immense ex
diture of money and men. The almost unanio
feeling inside and outside the Cabinet is for

should the Boers declare the convention abrogi

and unite with the Orange Free State and the (

Afrikanders in defiance of Great Britain.

The Bank of England contains silver ingots w
have lain in its vaults since 1696.

There are al the present time no less than 150
citties in Germany, organized for the protectio

young women of the working classes anil devote 1

their interests. A weekly journal, with a circuls

of 13,000 copies, is printed' for their benefit.

A German statistician makes the assertion

there are in Bulgaria 3883 centenarians, or oil

every thousand inhabitants. It appears that lorj

ity in this country excee Is that of all other coun 1

A census of the gypsies in Hungary has been ti

They number 274,940, about half settlers in towns
villages, while the other half keep up a nomadic I

Of the total number, 82,045 can only speak the Tsi-J

or Roman language; 104,750 speak Hungarian!
as their mother tongue

; 67,046 Roumanian, 98571
vak, 5S01 Servian, 2396 German and 2008 Ruthe-J
A despatch was received in Madrid from Hal

on the 9th instant, announcing that the five prisil

captured on the schooner Competitor have been!
tenced to death. The names of the prisoners arl
fredo Laborde, a native of New Orleans, the leatl

the filibustering party ; Owen Milton, of Kansas ; I
liam Kinlea, an Englishman, and Elias BediaJ
Teodora Mazo, both Cubans. The accused men j 1
ed not guilty, and witnesses admitted that wheii
men were captured they were not armed and o I
no resistance. The prosecuting officer demaudel
conviction of the prisoners and their condemn!
to death. United Stales Consul General Will
made a written protest against the trial.

A company of capitalists has been formed in .1
to build eight steamers of 5000 tons capacity eil
be placed on regular routes between Japanese rl

New York and Europe.
Recent advices from Guayaquil, Equador, stabJ

earthquakes of some violence continue at intervM
the mountain provinces of Manobi and Bahia. H
slight shocks were felt in Guayaquil on the nijl
the 9th.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveiyl

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stagj
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46B
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are metfl
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen-Il

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To| I
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phc I

Zebedee Haines, 5 J.

Westtown Boarding School.—TheG<
mittee meet at the School, on Fourth-day, th
inst., at 8 A. M. The Committee on Instriictior

the previous evening, at 7 p. m.

Wm. Evans, C

The Western Quarterly Meeting of M
and Elders will be held Fifth Month 21st a
Grove, Pa.; the Quarterly Meeting the next
London Grove. Arrangements have been ns

convey those coming by train leaving Broad
Station, Phila., at 7.17 o'clock on the 22nd fror
Grove to London Grove free of charge.

Died, on Fourth Month 9th, 1890, at her h
Haddonfield, N. J., Sarah B. Cope, wife of
W. Cope, and daughter of Joshua T. and L
Ballinger, in the thirty eighth year of her agi
was a member of Haddonfield Monthly Meetin
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| Lecture 2. " The word of the Lord came."
'. Horton says: "The difficulty in the

3krch has seldom been to believe that the word
we, but always to believe that it comes. Most
>f s are believers in a revelation that was ; few

d revelation that is." Speaking of the prophet

.jiiuel, he says :
" There is a pathetic interest

ilut this man because he lived iu one of those

rfods far too common in the world's history,

v n ' the word of the Lord is rare, and there

Bio open vision,' a period of formalism, of

Hstliness instead of religion, when every one
tf ready to believe that the Lord spoke long

tf to the fathers, but not that He was able to

irtk still."

igain the lecturer says :
" But it is possible

_!<n at this stage to give two or three illustra-

iis taken from our own century, and from
ri who have lived among us and been of us,

YUrow discredit upon the faithless supposition

;;lt the days of the word of the Lord are in the

5t, and on that incredible article of faith

K.ch is implied in much of our modern relig-

c, that God who was so near to patriarchs and
'ophets in Canaan that they could hear Him
•]ak and receive directions from his lips, is

ur all these ages of growing light, and after

J consummation of his spiritual revelation,

* near, less tangible, less audible, less real to

i
. . The examples shall be Stephen Grel-

M (the Rev.), C. G. Finney and (the Rev.) Ed-
2'ton Young.
Here is a passage from the life of Stephen

Pellet :

Through adorable mercy, the visitation of
tiLord was now again extended towards me, by
'• immediate openings of the Divine light on
i' soul. One evening as I was walking in the
xds alone, my mind being under no kind of
tigious concern, nor in the least excited by
vthing I had heard or thought of, I was sud-

^(nly arrested by what seemed to be an awful
--'ice proclaiming the words, " Eternity ! Eter-

y ! Eternity !" It reached my very soul ; my
Mole man shook; it brought me, like Saul, to

.'e ground. The great depravity and sinful-

na of ray heart were set open before me, and
jfc gulf of everlasting destruction to which I

'is verging. I was made bitterly to cry out

'

—it must be remembered that at this time he
considered himself an atheist. '"If there is no
God, doubtless there is a hell,' I found myself
in the midst of it. . . After that I remained
almost whole days and nights exercised in pray-

er, that the Lord would have mercy upon me,

expecting that He would give me some evidence
that He had heard my supplication. But for

this I was looking to some outward manifesta-

tion, my expectation being entirely of that

nature.'

This was the commencement of a life—lived

in the early part of the present century—hardly

less remarkable than the lives of Isaiah and
Jeremiah. It is easy to say that the event just

described was merely subjective, or even that it

was a hallucination, But they who take such
a position in the matter will say that the call

of Isaiah was hallucination, and the conversa-

tion between Jeremiah and God was merely
subjective. The purpose for which I cite this

illustration is simply to show that the word of

the Lord comes to men to-day just as it came to

the prophets of Israel. The second example is

a personal experience of (Mr.) Finney's, which
must be given in his own words :

' When I

came out of the pulpit in the afternoon, an aged
man approached and said to me, " Can you not

come and preach in our neighborhood ? We
have never had any religious meetings there."

I inquired the direction and the distance, and
appointed to preach there the next afternoon,

Monday, at five o'clock, in their schoolhouse.

. . . I went on foot to fulfil this appointment.

The weather was very warm that day, and be-

fore I arrived there I felt almost too faint to

walk, and greatly discouraged iu my mind. I

sat down in the shade by the wayside, and felt

as if I were too faint to reach there, and, if I

did, too much discouraged to open my mouth
to the people. When I arrived I found the house

full, and immediately commenced the service by
reading a hymn. They attempted to sing, but the

horrible discord agonized me beyond expres-

sion. I leaned forward, put my elbows upon
my knees and my hands over my ears, and
shook my head withal, to shut out the discord

which even then I could barely endure. As
soon as they had ceased to sing, I cast myself

down upon my knees, almost in a state of des-

peration. The Lord opened the windows of

Heaven upon me and gave me great enlarge-

ment and power in prayer. Up to this moment
I had no idea what text I should use on the oc-

casion. As I ross from my knees the Lord gave

me this : " Up, get you out of this place, for the

Lord will destroy this city." I told the people,

as nearly as I could recollect, where they would
find it, and went on to tell them of the destruc-

tion of Sodom. . . While I was doing this

I was struck with the fact that the people looked

exceeding angry about me. Many countenances

appeared very threatening, and some of the

men near me looked as if they were about to

strike me. This I could not understand, as I

was only giving them, with great liberty of

spirit, some interesting sketches of Bible his-

tory. ... I turned upon them and said

that I had understood that they hail never had
any religious meetings in that neighborhood

;

and, applying that fact, I thrust at them with

the sword of the Spirit with all my might.

From this moment the solemnity increased with

great rapidity. In a few moments there seemed
to fall upon the congregation an instantaneous

shock ; the Word seemed literally to cut like a
sword.' I need not quote more. At the second

visit (Mr.) Finney learned for the first time that

the place, on account of its wickedness, had been

nicknamed Sodom, and the old man who had
invited the preacher to visit it was nicknamed
Lot because he was the only professor of relig-

ion there.

I do not know any instance in the old Testa-

ment of the word of the Lord coming more
aptly and powerfully, or in circumstances of

greater need and dejection to a Moses, a Sam-
uel, an Elijah, or any of the prophets whose
writings have come down to us.

My third example shall be from a page of

modern missionary enterprise. The narrator

spent many years in preaching the Gospel to

the Indians in the Canadian Dominion. He
says:

' On the banks of a wild river, about sixty

miles from Beaver Lake, I visited a band of

pagan Indians, after a painful and difficult

journey, who seemed determined to resist every

appeal or entreaty I could make to them. My
faithful Indians, my companions, did all they

could to rouse them by telling them of their

own happy experience. But the people sat

shrouded in their blankets, smoking in a sullen

indifference, upright and motionless as mum-
mies. Tired out in body and sad at heart, I

threw myself upon the help of God and breathed

a prayer for guidance in this hour of sore per-

plexity. God heard me, and springing up I

shouted, " I know where all your children are,

all your dead children ! Yes, I know most cer-

tainly where all the children are whom death

has taken, the children of the good and the bad.

I know where they all are." The Indians quickly

uncovered their faces and manifested intense

interest. I went on :
" They have gone from

your camp fires and your wigwams. The ham-
mocks are empty, and the little bows and arrows

lie idle. Your hearts are sad, and you mourn
for the children you hear not, and who come
not at your call. But there is only one way to

the beautiful land where the Son of God has

gone, and into which he takes the children, and
you must come this way if you would be happy
and enter in." As I spoke, a big stalwart man
from the side of the tent sprang up and rushed

towards me. " Missionary, my heart is empty,

and I mourn much, for none of my children

are left among the living ; very lonely is my
wigwam ; I long to see them again and to clasp

them in my arms. Tell me, missionary, what

must I do to please the Great Spirit, that I may
enter that beautiful land and see my children

again ?" He sank at my feet in tears, and was
quickly joined by others who, like him, were
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broke >n with grief and anxious for in-

struction.

Was not thai exclamation " I kuow where all

your dead children are," a veritable word of

Did ever any saint in Old Testament

times receive a more direct or manifest message

to deliver? It was the one point where the cal-

lousness of that congregation was penetrable.

The missionary had no means of knowing what

that one point was. And the word of the Lord

came to him. He gave it, and with such result

as might be expected."
1T0 be continued.)

A Christian Conductor.—I was travellinj

a Few years ago, says Bishop Potter, in Florida

and encountered a man who was a very import

ant personage in his bearing. He had taken

the only private sal 1 or stateroom on the car,

and something in that saloon or stateroom gave
him offense and be summoned the colored por-

ter and addressed him in language which I hope
never to hear repeated, ami then sent for the

conductor.

There was obviously no grievance in the case

—the man had lost his temper, was irritable

and unreasonable from last night's debauch
and. if possible, his language to this younj
man was more brutal and insolent and unwar
ranted than to the colored porter.

I sat through it all, and may as well confess

here that a sensation tingled at the tips of my
fingers which was strictly unepiscopal, and
which, if it could have found expression at the
moment, would have landed me in eternal
disgrace.

This young man who was a generous type of
a Southerner, gave me his name when it was all
over. When he told me who he was, I recog-
nized his old Virginia stock. It was just after
the war. and he had to go to work for the first

time in his life. This young man, this conduc-
tor, who through it all had illustrated the only
gentlemanly speech and bearing I had witnessed
came to me and said :

" I beg your pardon, but you have seen what
has happen* d '?"

"Yes," I said, "and if you want to refer
to me, have no hesitation about doing so. I
want to congratulate you on the spirit you
have shown and thank you fir an exhibition of
good manners in the face of the boor who in-
sulted you every time he spoke, and to felicitate
you tor the dignity with which you have home
tin-."

"Oh, sir," he said, •'when ;i man lias come to
h-arn how his Master controlled himself, he
ought to !» ashamed not to be able to illustrate
'" 'east an equal control under less painful and
trying circumstances."

1 [l - 1 " 'I was the lin, si testimony to the
P >wer ot the religion of Jesus Christ I had ever

nvileged to listen to, and I thought it

was a very noble and beautiful, and to nie a
very rebuking illustration of the way in which
by consistent Christian conduct, a man may al-
ways bear his witness to the power of thai Divine
fellowship in which and und
and serves!- -Selected

God." That desire, which was once uttered by

the aged Simeon (Luke ii : 25-32) was also the

greatest and last desire of this old Romish coach-

man. Tholuck says that none of the many beau-

tiful, grand and sublime things which he was

privileged to see in Italy made such a powerful

and blessed impression on him, as this very in-

cident.— Selected.

rbich he lives

The well-known Professor Tholuck once trav-
elled through Italy, and on his journey formed
the acquaintance of an a-ed coach,,,:,,,'. When
he was about to have, the Professor asked the

1 whal .!„• greatest desire for the re.

^'nder of h,s life Upo„ this earth was. Withoul
?ny hesitation the old man answered: "Moire
"Pare eon Dlo!" "To depart in peace with

Baron de Hirsch.

We have now to record the life and death of

a man to whom modern civilization affords no

parallel, the Baron Maurice de Hirsch, who died

of apoplexy on his estate, at Presburg, Hungary.
He was born in 1831. His parents were Jews,

and his father, who attained wealth as a cattle

merchant, was ennobled in 1869 for services to

the State. The Baron inherited a large fortune

from his father, and also his title to nobility.

He became one of the richest men in the

world. His first great stroke was the building

up of a broken-down Belgian bank, making it

one of the first money institutions in Europe.
He married the daughter of the senior member
of the banking firm with which he was associ-

ated, and she brought him a fortune. He then

vent into projecting and building railroads no-

tably a road leading from Buda-Pesth, the capi-

tal of Hungary, to Varna, in Bulgaria, on the

Black Sea. This was divided into three sec-

tions, and there were three contractors, of whom
the baron was one. They decided by lot which
section each should construct. That which fell

to the ban.n was the most difficult, but owing to

his ability it was the only one out of which a
profit was made. Fulfilling his contract to the

letter, he made four million dollars, while the

others lost money. He attributed his success to

his German engineers, his mastery of detail, and
his economy in small things. His other great
operations were even more successful, his entire

fortune being estimated at two hundred millions
of dollars. He had one son,Lucien, who died,
after which he adopted two boys.

Since 1890 he has dispensed in beneficence
over fifteen million dollars a year. His theory
was that men who have wealth are responsible
to mankind for its proper use. He once said :

" I am an old man and childless. I have been
eminently successful with all my business ven-
tures.- With my money I hope to raise out of
ignorance and despondency the most helpless
and persecuted race in Europe, the Jews of
Russia and Austria." When he subscribed ten
millions to the stock of the Jewish Colonization
Association, he said :

" I devote my money to
these poor wretches simply because all the rest
of the world is turning a cold shoulder to
them."

In European and Asiatic Turkey and in
Egypt he founded many industrial schools, and
maintained them. In Galicia alone, he ex-
pended two millions for educational purposes.
He offered the Russian government ten million
for schools, provided no distinction as to race
or sect should be recognized in its distribution,
but the offer with his condition annexed was
refused.

His greatest single project was founded five
years ago. Its purpose was to colonize Jews in
North and South America. For the success of
the scheme in the Argentine Republic he set
apart ten millions; and for the benefit of the
large nun, hers coming from Russia to the United
States he gave two million four hundred thou-
sand, the interest of which was to be devoted to
their relief. He responded to applicants for
every kind of charitable purpose, for all sects

and various countries. Wherever one trai

he finds something which the baron establisl

Those who wish to see a specimen of his w,

can be gratified without leaving the city of J
York ; for at the Hirsch Trades School hundi
of Russian and Roumanian boy refugees

taught the principles of citizenship and trail

in body and mind to earn their own living.

At Woodbine, N. J., twenty miles nortl

Cape May, is one of his colonies, composed
about nine hundred persons, settled on fifty-

hundred acres of land. The streets are nai

after Emerson, Lowell, Bryant, Longfell

Franklin, Webster and Paine ; the aver
after the Presidents. The business portion

mile square. There are one hundred and tw€

farms of thirty acres, on each of which thei

a family, and they are doing well. One 1

dred and fifty thousand dollars have been SJ

in improvements. There are good railroad

nections, two clothing manufactories, a p,

etbook manufactory, tool house, lumber y
etc. The superintendent is Sabsovitch, es.

structor in the Russian Agricultural Col

at Moscow, and more recently professor ini

Colorado State Agricultural College.

In his benevolent works he had the sympi
of his wife. She was his first secretary, but

i

labors were so burdensome that an office
j

established, with a corps of clerks whose
j

duty it was to look after his charitable proje
j

indeed, for the proper distribution of his ell

ties he had established offices in all the Ej
pean capitals. Until the time of his deatl]

own fortune and that of his wife, as were tj

principles and feelings, were united iu thep t

cution of good works. Some years ago she m
j

to a friend, " It is a great and terrible res|

sibility, this possession of wealth—that is i

distribution of it."

Of late years, the baron was at his offui!

seven o'clock in the morning, dictating I
large force of clerks the messages that we it

be sent to all parts of the world. He al y

kept in constant touch with his charities.

Of the personal characteristics of such at ii

traordinary man, all will desire to knowsW
thing. He was not highly educated, but fB

derfully well informed. His manners were '

I

of a cosmopolitan ; in eating and drinkirui

was almost a stoic. He took a great de
j

exercise, and was particularly fond of wal jig

He was never needlessly extravagant. In id

ing a telegram iu which he authorized thirif

of fifty thousand dollars to a charity, he |0l

as much pains in trimming the words to r(W
the expense as if he were a poor man. H((8t

residences in London, Paris, and Vienna fit

a large number of country estates scatrtt

throughout Europe. His chief sports werestot

ing, fishing, and the turf. What his horseiroi

he gave to the London hospitals, without
ducting their cost of keeping and other exp, Sea

There are fifteen thousand Jews now siiled

in the Argentine Republic, and it is belM
that in twenty years the number will 1 j

in-

creased to two hundred thousand. The |UU

are so immense that it is difficult to deteiine

what the end will be.

Though a Jew by descent, the baron w; not

orthodox. If he could, he would have had *ry

Jew baptized, and hoped that the time'flld

come when they would give up their rel ous

narrowness. Dr. Gottheil, of the Temple Ei Du-

el, of this city, says: " He wished it undeiood

that he belonged to the Jewish race. He vjied

it also understood that he did not share thi Wth

of Israel's race."
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jhis account of the amazing financier and
pbanthropist has been made up by a compari-
soiof many different dispatches from Europe
annincing his death.

i v
re think it not extravagant to say that the

anils of human history cannot present a par-
all to his career.— Christian Advocate.

A Peculiar People.

I don't like so much talk about religion,"

ia a rude stranger in a city boarding-house.

to* lady opposite, who had been answering
so'e questions with regard to a sermon to which
jhhad been listening. "I don't like it. It's

goething that nobody likes. It's opposed to

evything pleasant in the world. It ties a man
ujliand and foot. It takes away his liberty,

tai it isn't natural."

Oh no !" answered the lady, " it isn't natural.

W have the best of authority for saying
'le natural man receiveth not the things of
th Spirit of God, neither can he know them,
fothey are spiritual/;/ discerned.' We are all

'I nature children of wrath even as others,'

ai nothing but grace can make us differ. True
region is rowing up stream ; it is sailing against
w'd and tide."

j"nk pause for a few moments followed ; then
th stranger began again :

" People who speak
ai think so much about religion are queer,
aibow. They are always out of the fashion,
ad seem set upon being* odd, and particular.

I ish they could only know how people speak
all think about them : nobody likes them, for

try are like nobody, they are so very peculiar."
Allow me to interrupt you again, sir," said

tl lady :
" but I am so impressed with the man-

n in which your language accords with Bible
hguage, that I shall have to introduce another
qitation from that blessed book. ' Ye are a
cisen generation, a royal priesthood, a peculiar
piple.'

"

'Does the Bible say they are peculiar, then ?

lat's odd. That Book, somehow, has got a
die for everybody. Yet, ma'am, you must
aaw that the commands that Book lays on us
pr sinners are hard. It is ' thou shalt not,'

ai ' thou shalt not,' all the time. Why, its

pxepts and views of things are not only sys-
toatic tyranny, but they are narrow, very nar-
rv."

' Yes replied the lady, " they are narrow, for
t; Bible says they are. ' Strait is the gate, and
trrow is the way that leads to life.' We have
t struggle hard to keep in this narrow way, if

^ once get in it. It is too narrow for pride,
vrldliness, selfishness and sloth. It is too uar-
w for the service of two masters. It is too
irrow for coveteousness, envy, and all other
<il passions. Hatred can find no place for so
nch as the sole of its foot in the narrow way.
«)od deeds, kind words, faith, hope, and charity,
;cupy all the ground, and will continue to hold
ito the end."

The stranger listened, surprised and annoyed,
id at last arose and left the room, apparently
more thoughtful, if not a better man. There
e many around us who raise these objections,
whom the truths referred to need to be men-
ded very plainly : and yet it is wonderful
at they do not see them for themselves.

—

Se-
ated.

dent recently printed in the Evening Post con-
cerning a statesman famous for tin- apparent
simplicity, fluency, and naturalness of In- style :

When Thiers was President of the French
Republic he was about to issue some important
manifesto, and submitted the draft to a critical

friend. " Yes," said the critic, "the matter is

clearly expressed, but I miss the ease and fluen-
cy of your usual style." "Ah !" replied Thiers,
"I have not worked those in yet. The ease will

cost me much labor, and the fluency I shall have
to drag in by the hairs of its head."

—

Christian
A dvocate.

The composition which seems to flow the
ost naturally, and which the uninitiated might
'ink cost the author the least trouble, is fre-
uently the result of the most painstaking ap-
hcation. This is well illustrated by an inci-

For"THE Friend."

From our Yearly Meeting held in Burlington,

the seventh of Seventh Month, 1692.

To the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings in

East and West Jersey, Pennsylvania, or else

where, as there shall be occasion :

Dear Friends, brethren and sisters in the
holy relation and Divine fellowship, into which
the Father of Mercies hath begotten and gra-
ciously gathered us by the Word of Life, do we
salute you with near and dear affection and
travailing bowels, that grace, mercy and peace
from God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ
may be multiplied, and abundantly increased
amongst you everywhere, to the glory of God,
and your unspeakable consolation. Amen.
Dear Friends, the Lord hath been good to

us, at this, as at other times, and blessed and
honored our assembly with his refreshing pres-

ence, the sense of which is with us, and the
savor of life upon us at this time, constraining
us to exhort all that have been blessed with a
sight of the glorious day which is now dawned
and growing more clear and bright, to continue
and honestly walk in the light of it ; and all

that have known the revelation of God's strong
and righteous arm in the day of their distress,

for their deliverance, to reverence aud acknowl-
edge and depend upon it; and all that have
purchased truth with their all, not to sell it.

Oh, dear Friends, can we forget the day of
Jacob's trouble, the days of affliction, the worm-

id and the gall ? God forbid ! Let our souls
still retain the remembrance of them to our
humbling and God's honor. And was not the
language of our souls in that day with much bit-

terness and little hope, by whom shall Jacob arise,

for he is small ? Then, oh, then, did the God of
our deliverance cause us to hear and understand
his ravishing voice, saying, Fear not worm,
Jacob, I am with thee. To which our souls
with surprising joy replied, It is the voice of

y beloved, I will receive him and render him
his own, even my whole heart. Dear Friends,
something of this have all Zion's travailers

known, and these are things never to be for-

gotten. And oh, what manner of love was
sed in us, and to be shed abroad in our hearts.

This made our unity great and our consolation
not small. And as we here abide we shall not
prophanely sell our birthright.

Dear Friends, labor to hold the unity of the
Spirit in the bond of peace, and so much the
rather as we are sensible of the endeavors of
Zion's enemies to break it. Oh, how comely and
comfortable is the precious unity amongst breth-
ren : it is no ways to be attained nor maintained,
but as we are in unity with Christ our Head, and
never to be broken but by forsaking of Him.
Therefore, hold fast the Head, by which the
whole body receiving nourishment, as by joints

and bands is knit together: And be not weary
of well doing

; especially neglect not your duty
cf waiting upon the Lord in such poverty of

spirit as becomes us in our addresses to Hi in,

for the blessing of the Lord is unspeakable to

such, and the kingdom of heaven is theirs; then

shall you be nourished with the flesh and blood

of Christ, which i- incut indeed, ami drink in-

deed, without which none have life in them.

And take heed of sir- rring from the audi id. Rock

of our salvation; and be not of them that having
found the way of peace, depart from it and are

subject to change. But be ye steadfast, immova-
ble, and abounding in the work of the Lord

;

forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not in

vain in the Lord ; ami take heed of slighting that

low appearance of the Son of (!od in this day,

under an apprehension or expectation of higher
and more glorious discoveries ; for this hath de-

eeived many. But improve the talent received

of God, which is the way to possess much. And
beware of the sour leaven of separation with

which many are leavened this day, to the chang-
ing of their very natures into a degeneracy not

ouly from a charitable and Christian commun-
ion, but even from good neighborhood, and are

now become judges of evil thoughts, aud active

in hunting for evil against those whom formerly
they would have done much to have served.

So dear Friends, keep low and down to the

gift of God in yourselves, in which only is safety

and certainty ; for if once by any means we are

drawn from this, we are subject to be imposed
upon by the craft of cunning and designing

men who seek their own exaltation, and not

the Lord's, whom God will abase in due time.

And now, dear Friends, having this day
heard the testimony of our dear and well es-

teemed Friends and laborers in the Gospel
given forth at their Quarterly Meeting held in

Philadelphia, the twentieth day of the Fourth
Month, 1692, against George Keith (for his

vile abuses and ungodly speeches against God's
people, and also his separation from them and
exposing of them in print, and otherwise en-

deavoring by his misrepresentations of them to

make them the derision of the heathen and the

scorn of fools, as also against all others joined

with him in this evil work of separation, and
having also heard divers testimonies concurring
with the same testimony from several of the

Quarterly Meetings belonging to this meeting,

and he and they still persisting, and like evil

men and seducers, waxing worse and worse in

the aforesaid wicked practices, we find it our
duty to join with our brethren in their testimony

against that spirit of reviling, railing, lying,

slandering and falsely accusing, which hath
risen up and appeared notoriously in George
Keith and his adherents, and hath led them
into a mischievous and hurtful separation. Aud
we do hereby declare that we have not nor
cannot have unity in spirit with any of them,

until they return and repent of their evils afore-
' '

; and therefore, dear Friends, all you that

love Zion's peace and concord amongst brethren

d regard your own everlasting welfare, be-

ware of being taken or defiled by that spirit

;

d forasmuch as contention and strife is its

food, avoid as much as may be all contests and
debates with those that are in it ; and the God
of peace preserve us and be our habitation, and
increase love and unity amongst us, to the com-
forting of us and disappointment of his and our
enemies, is the labor and travail of your friends

d brethren in the covenant and fellowship of

Life, Light and Grace.

Given at our Yearly Meeting at Burlington,

the seventh of the Seventh Month, 1692.

Signed by Thomas Janney, Milon Stacy,

Arthur Cool, Samuel Carpenter, Richard Guy,
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Thomas Oliver, Richard Gove, Wra. Biddle,

with above two hundred Friends more.

A GiKt in POOB Company.—Coming down

to the office on a train a few mornings since we

noticed a girl of our acquaintance eagerly read-

ing a book. Our seat was just behind the one

occupied by her, and it was almost impossible

-ee the title of the volume she was de-

v wing. It was a well-known sentimental novel

of questionable moral teaching. That evening

we chanced to meet this young friend just as we

reached tie station, and upon entering the coach

we sat down together. Presently I said :

••
I was sorry to see you in questionable com-

panv on the train this morning."

The young woman looked startled and said :

-Why, you are certainly mistaken; I was

alone."
" No, not alone," we said ;

" and you seemed

to be very much delighted with your company."
" What do you mean ?" our young friend de-

manded, her eves Hashing with indignation.

" Simply this," was the reply ;
" you were read-

ing a simple book. You were reading it with

evident relish. You were so held by its fascina-

tion that you noticed nothing that was transpir-

ing about you, and looked up in real surprise

when you "found yourself at your journey's end.

A book is a companion. A silly book is a silly

companion. A silly companion is a question-

able "tie. A questionable one is a dangerous

one. You judge people by the society they seem

to enjoy. Is it not fair to judge them also by
the books ihey choose?"

The question was not pressed, and we passed

on to more agreeable themes.

The books and periodicals we read influence

us tremendously. Next to the people with whom
we mingle, the literature we devour shapes our

sentiment, determines our convictions, and makes
us what we really are. We cannot afford to spend

one day, one hour, one minute in the company
of a questionable book.

—

Selected.

Sim t von; Eyes!— Blessed be eyelids! The
sense of sight is easily shut off because so often

it ought to be. One often closes his eyes when
suddenly he finds himself confronted by a dread-
ful accident or horrible tragedy. He does not
want to see it, nor to remember it. He says he
could not stand it So with the mind's eye. We
ought to close it more often than we do to thoughts
and imaginings better unseen. If our sensitive

physical nature would close the natural eye to

that which affects our nerves unpleasantly, our
moral nature oughl to be sensitive enough to

close the mind's eye to that which affects char-
acter harmfully.—& S. ZYm< i.

Dr. II. B. Warren, Economic Zoologist in

the Department of Agriculture, says the fur
trade of Pennsylvania amounts to many thou-
Banda of dollar- a year in spite of the great de-
struction of animal life in the State. In York
County last year the revenue derived from the
sale of pelts of muskrat, .-kunk, opossum, rac-

coon, mink and fox amounted to about twenty
thousand dollars. A West Chester man has for
\ear- Bold from three thousand to live thousand
dollars worth ofskins obtained in Chestercounty.
The hunters and trappers of Wayne county real-
ize large sums annually by the Sale of furs and
pelts obtained there. Dr. Warren says Arm-
strong, .1. Hereon, Merrer and Lawrence counties
send from fifteen thousand t,, twenty thousand
dollars worth of -kunk hides every year to the
London market.-. &

For " The Friend."

THE MASTER'S TOUCH.
1 He touched her hand and the fever left her."

lie touched her hand as He only can,

With the wondrous skill of the Great Physician,

With the tender touch of the Son of man ;

And the fever-pain in the throbbing temples,

Died out with the flush on brow and cheek,

And the lips, that had been so parched and burning,

Trembled with thanks that she could not speak;

And the eyes, where the fever-light hadfaded,

Looktd up, by her grateful tears made dim,

And she rcseand ministered in her household,

She rose and ministered unto Him.

'He touched her hand and the fever left her."

Oh, we need his touch on our fevered hands !

The cool, still touch of the Man of Sorrow,

Who knows us and loves us, and understands.

So many a life is one long fever,

A fever of anxious suspense and care,

A fever of getting, a fever of fretting,

A fever of hurrying here and there.

Ah, what if in winning the praise of others,

We miss at last the King's " Well done?"

If our self-wrought tasks in the Master's vineyard

Yield " nothing but leaves " at the set of the sun ?

'He touched her hand and the fever left her."

Oh, blessed touch of the man Divine !

So beautiful then to arise and serve Him,
When the fever is gone from your life and mine

;

It may be a fever of restless serving,

With heart all thirsty for love and praise,

And eyes all aching and strained with yearning

Toward self-set goals in the future days,

Or it may be a fever of spirit-anguish,

Some tempest of sorrow that will not down,

Till the cross at last is in meekness lifted,

And the head stoops low for the thorny crown.

Or it may be a fever of pain and anger,

When the wounded spirit is hard to bear,

And only the Lord can draw forth the arrows,

Left carelessly, cruelly rankling there.

Whatever the fever, his touch can heal it;

Whatever the tempest, his voice can still

;

There is only joy as we seek his pleasure,

There is only rtst as we choose his will,

And some day, alter life's fitful fever,

I think we shall say in the home on high,
' If the hands that He touched but did his bidding,

How little it matters what else went by."

Ah, Lord ! Thou knowest us altogether,

Each heart's sore sickness whatever it he;

Touch Thou our hands ! let the fever leave us,

And so shall we minister unto Thee.
E. G. C.

THE PROMISE.
Trust in the Lord and do good,

(The Spirit through David has said),

So shalt thou dwell in the land

And verily thou shalt be fed.

Delight thyself also in Him
;

(The doing is only a part),

Delight thyself richly in Him
Who will.give thee the wish of thy heart.

Commit thy way unto the Lord,
(Though thy journey be fleet as the grass),

Do good and believe and be glad
And He shall bring it to pass.

<t
F. B. D.

Selected for "The Friend."
Let the great man, his pleasures possessing,

I'oinpand splendor forever attend,
I prize not the shadowy blessing,

I ask the affectionate friend.

Tho' foibles may sometimes o'ertake him,
And his footsteps from Wisdom depart,

Yet my spirit shall never forsake him,
If he own the affectionate heart.

Affection, thou soother of care,

Without thee, unguarded we rove;
Thou can'st make e'en the desert look fair,

And thy voice is the voice of the Dove.

'Mid the anguish that preys on the breast,
t )r the storms of mortality's state

;

What can lull the afflicted to rest,

But the joys that on sympathy wait

!

What is fame, bidding envy defiance,

The idol and bane of mankind,
What is wit, what is learning or science,

To the heart that is steadfast and kind?

Even genius may weary the light,

By too fierce and too constant a blaze,

But affection, mild planet of night,

Grows lovelier, the longer we gaze.

For "The Friend,

i

A Few Natural Objects.

In the early part of the Fourth Month, I

cold weather that had previously prevailed v

followed by a few days of unusual warmth,

which, during the hottest part of the day,'

thermometer stood at about ninety degn

The effect of this was to bring forward veg{

tion with remarkable rapidity. The lawns

came clothed with fresh verdure, the suN

maple trees in front of our house put fort!

covering of leaves, which secured a shelter fr

the eyes of our neighbors ; the few magnolias

the yards of our village presen ted a compact m
of white bloom ; the twigs of the Judas tree w
thickly covered with red-purple flowers, s

many of the wild plants came suddenly i

bloom. We seemed to have passed at one s

almost, from winter to early summer.
For the last week or two the weather has b

more like that which usually prevails at t|

season of the year; and vegetation has r|

gressed at its ordinary rate. On the aftermj

of the thirtieth of Fourth Month, I accompanj

a group of young people in an exploration
(J

piece of woodland which is adjacent to our 1

lage. They were a lively set, whose eyes ; 1

ears were open to all the sights and sound; I

nature. The motions of a bird flitting ami I

the tree-tops were closely watched, and evi

song or whistle raised the question astowi
species of songster it emanated from. Oml
the party spoke of a young man of our acquil

tance, who had commenced his observations v
J

the year, and whose list of birds recognized i v

amounted to sixty-eight kinds. The mostl
vorable part of the day for such observatiori

the early morning. The student rising by da b

and going into the fields and woods, finds a

birds singing and moving about with greil

freedom than in any other part of the day. a

the course of the next few weeks, we may 1

pect a large number of bird visitors, who me)
If

stop a few days in their journey to more no V
ern climes, where they nest and raise till

young. The flight of migratory birds is mow
made in the night, and at considerable eli *

tions. Some observers have seen flocks desc( !i

ing in the morning from the upper sky and IP

ing themselves on tall trees.

My young friends, on the present occaapi

were most successful in gathering plants. '16

list of our find included twenty-three spe'lsi

Among these were three of the Buttercup fat
|y

(Ranunculus)—R. bulbosus, the common buffr

cup, the yellow petals of whose flowers ares: Ji

ing on the inner side, as if varnished ; R. Fm
cularis, a woodland species, whose roots ain

bundle of thick fibres, and R. abortivus, alf

woodland species, whose petals are very sn I
We found also three violets—the hooded vibi

(Viola cucullata), with blue flowers, and ity

abundant; Viola pubescens, a yellow-flowiid

species clothed with soft hairs, and Viola)*

color, a small plant with pale, light blue flovw

which bears leaves along the stem and contii I
growing and flowering during the summer. I
is said to have been introduced from Euroti

The most abundant species we met with I
the Spring Beauty (Claytonia virginicxi),tW-
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jaD'3 upon thousands of which were scattered

DVethe ground in the woods, and on the sides

of |e lane leading to it. It well deserves its

08IJ of Spring Beauty, for it is a charming
lilt plant. The simple stem is rather weak
Mioiucculent. It bears a single pair of thickish

leats, long and narrow, and carries at its sum-
iQi:i few flowers of white and pale red color,

mated with purple veins.
r
.ie smooth, shining leaves of the Dog's tooth

nOft {Eryihronium America/mm), marked with

pnt'le spots, almost covered the ground in

may places. The flower is yellow and purplish,

ma) than an inch in length. Notwithstanding

itsornmon name, it is not a violet, but belongs

toje family of lilies. It is not an abundant
idpoier, as there was probably not one flower

(0 I hundred plants. Indeed, in some seasons

jitve scarcely been able to find a single flower

unag thousands of plants.

'ae largest flower that we found was the

Spited Crauesbill (Geranium maculatum). The
lion's are purple in color and an inch or more
in iameter. The generic name (Geranium),

istrived from a Greek word meaning Crane,

nu was given to the plant because its seed-ves-

jel'are long and pointed like the beak of a

cne.
•

- would probably be tedious to my readers

toiiumerate all the species of plants which my
qUjk-sighted companions observed, but there is

onjof such an interesting character that I must
B0|passit in silence— that is the Indian Turnip
L^swrna tnphyllum), a member of the Arum
mtily, which abounds in the tropics. They are

pl^ts with a very acrid or pungent juice, hav-

iityhe small blooms crowded on a central stem
«aed a spadix, which is sometimes surrounded

hjjn envelope, called a spathe. An example of

thi family is the Catta, or Egyptian Lily, a

hqse plant commonly cultivated, which has a

h.e white flower. The spathe or floral en-

v^pe in the Indian turnip is green, variegated

wii dark purple or whitish stripes or spots,

an the summit is arched and bent over so as

to<roleet the flowers inside. The plant has a

taerous root-stock, of a turnip-shape, impreg-

Bfcd with an intensely acrid juice, which is

sqewhat poisonous, but is dissipated by dry-

in or boiling. It contains starch, and is proba-
bl edible when properly prepared.

)a our return homeward, our path was along
tf banks of a small stream, where some small,

O'l water-beetles were rapidly circling. Their
eirts to secure some of these, called forth a

diree of youthful excitability and innocent en-

jqment, which had an enlivening effect upon
Use of the party who had been sobered by a
gater weight of years.

The whirligig beetle is a very familiar sight

tone who wanders along the brooks in our
fid. Around and around each other they dart,

tiping graceful curves on the water. They are
stial in their disposition, and are often found
iinumbers together. They rarely dive, but
a so agile that it is difficult to catch them
nhout a net. They feed upon flies and other
sail insects that fall into the water ; and are
f nished with wings, with which they can fly

fm one body of water to another.
We noticed also on the side of this small
seam, several openings in the mud, formed by
t'J Crawfish. The animal had brought up from
How pellets of earth, and piled them around
U mouths of the holes. In one case it had
Jilt up a rough chimney, of six or eight inches
i height. The Crawfish closely resembles a
siall lobster in shape. In the family of Crus-

tacea—crab-like animals, covered on the out-

side with a calcareous shell—there are several

distinct groups, to one of which the lobster and
crawfish belong. These have the body length-

ened out, and terminating in a widened tail-

fin, which enables it to swim backward with

considerable rapidity. It has five legs on each
side, the front pair of which are developed into

powerful pincers. These are their principal

weapons of offence and defence, and the animal
is disposed to use them freely, and often engages

in fights with its fellows, which frequently end
in the loss of one of its limbs. But this is a less

serious misfortune than it would be with many
other animals, for a new one soon grows and
takes the place of the lost member.
The crawfish feeds on almost any animal or

vegetable substances it can procure, apparently

preferring flesh which has begun to putrify.

The species which is common over much of

Europe is known as the Antaeus fluviatilis, and
on the continent is largely used for food. None
of the family are found in Southern Asia or in

Africa.

On the Pacific slope of the Rocky Mountains,

Crawfishes are found, which belong to the same
genus (Astaem), as those of Europe, but between

the Rocky Mountains and the Atlantic, there

are numbers ofanother genus called Oambarus, to

which our Jersey crawfishes belong. Our species

grow to a length of three or four inches, but

those found in Australia attain a foot or more
in length, and are as large as full-sized lobsters.

Our crawfish are not confined to streams, but

in the prairies of the West their holes may be

frequently seen, but it is said that they only

live where they can reach water by burrowing.

In the Mammoth Cave and the neighboring

caverns of Kentucky and Indiana a blind craw-

fish is found. In these the eye-stalks remain,

but the optical parts have almost entirely dis-

appeared, probably for want of use in the sub-

terranean regions it inhabits.

France—A War-Weary People.—The
Paris Figaro contains an article warning the

Government of the danger of attempting to ex-

tract the last sou from the long-suffering French
taxpayer. The debate in the Chamber of De-
puties on the proposed loan of eighty million

francs to tide over difficulties in Tonkin has

given rise to many expressions of opinion hostile

not only to the continued waste of money in

French Indo China, but to the fiscal methods of

the Government. The enormous load of taxa-

tion is telling slowly but surely on every class

in the community. The peasant, says the Figaro,

silently ploughing his field, the workman labor-

ing in the mine or the factory, the bourgeois

reckoning up his investments— all are beginning

to feel that somehow life is becoming more dif-

ficult in proportion as the Government enters

upon fresh and glorious enterprises. M. Derville,

President of the Tribunal of Commerce, draws

an alarming picture of the dispressed and even

sterile condition of French commercial enter-

prise, which he attributes entirely to political

and fiscal causes. The truth is, France, by her

greed for territory and by keeping up enormous
armaments, is overtaxing her strength. A few

days since, half a million francs were despatched

to Madagascar to meet administrative outlay

there, and, as we have said, a loan of eighty

million francs is projected for Tonkin, which

for many years has been a bottomless sack for

French gold. The Indo-Chinese possessions of

France will never be colonised, and must always

be a burden to the home country. There have

been as yet no signs that Madagascar will ever

attract French settlers, and as for the new ter-

ritories which the Republic is trying to obtain

in various parts of West Africa, there is not a
sou to be made out of them. The Figaro says

that the French people will pay as long as they
can, but asks how long their patience will last,

when they are required to contribute to ambiti-

ous projects from empty purses?— Herald of
Peace.

For "The Friend."

DWIQBT, Kansas, Fifth Month 4th, 1896.

The communication from W. Test, in the is-

sue for last week of The Friend seemed so
congenial to my feelings that, with the Editor's

permission, I feel like enlarging a little upon it

for the consideration, Dot only of members of
Ohio and Iowa Yearly Meetings, but also those
concerned for the welfare of Zion and the en-
largement of her borders in other places.

1 believe the knowledge of the stand taken
in the "Larger Body" by those now included
in what are called the Conservative Yearly
Meetings of Friends, was received by all sin-

cere lovers of the Truth with gladness, inspiring

them with hope that the tide which had for so-

many years been carrying those claiming the
name of Friends in that body back into the
very practices from which our worthy fore-

fathers were called, as I believe, by the unerr-
ing spirit of Truth, had received a check. I

believe that with this hope was born a profit-

able feeling of love and nearness, which led to

the appointment of a large and weighty com-
mittee in Ohio Yearly Meeting to visit these

scattered remnants, and report to it their sense
of the condition of these small bodies of Friends
for their consideration.

Following the report of this Committee, after

deliberation, it was given forth as the judgment
of Ohio Yearly Meeting that they be recognized

as co-ordinate bodies of the Society of Friends,
which they by this action virtually received, as

members in full—as such to be accorded all the
rights of members in their own body.

The situation, however, of a Quarterly Meet-
ing of Ohio Yearly Meeting within the limits

of Iowa Yearly Meeting, gave rise to a feeling,

with many in both meetings, that being united

in religious faith and fellowship, the proper
course was to join both meetings into one or-

ganization. This feeling led to the appointment
of Committees in each bod}' looking towards
this result, but as the published statements in

regard to the conference of these committees
show there were some points raised in the minds
of some that seem to stand in the way of a pres-

ent union of Hickory Grove Quarterly Meeting
and Iowa Yearly Meeting.

Now while, from several years' association

with members of Kansas Conservative Yearly
Meeting, and more or less knowledge of Iowa
Yearly Meeting, I would feel it exaggeration to

claim for either of these bodies the high spiritual

standing maintained by our " Early Friends,"

yet I cannot help believing that both are in

full as good condition as when such recognition

took place, and I feel like saying to my dear
friends of Ohio to bear with patience, and treat

with tenderness, those things which have seemed
as barriers between us, in the meekness of Christ

showing us in the " more excellent way" that the

bond of love be not broken but grow stronger

and stronger, until each can esteem more worthy
than himself the other. And my dear friends

of the Conservative Meetings, may we know a
following on in the " footsteps of the flock of
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Christ's companions;" until all that is with us

or among us that the righteous controversy is

with be '1 me away, an i there be no unrig

. id am mg us. An 1 may all who esteem

the Truth, in whatever organization found, fol-

low the Spirit which makes alive, not allowing

the " letter" which kills to keep us from that

love which exalts the Truth and knows no sec-

tarian bounds.

As this becomes our individual concern, I be-

lieve we may know of being brought nearer and

Dearer together and witness all dividing and

hindering things to be taken away, only keeping

in the " unity of the .Spirit, which is the bond

of peace."

In, 1 believe, a portion of that universal love^

which would unite all under the one banner of

the Prince of Peace, I remain your friend.

For "The Friend."

Tin: Universality of the Light of Christ

does sot Preclude the Necessity of

Preaching the Gospel.
" I'.v grace ye are saved through faith

;
and that not

of yourselves . it is the gift of Uod" (Kph. ii : 8).

And this grace of God, the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ, " that brings salvation, hath ap-

peared to all men." By this grace was Abra-

ham railed of God, from among his fathers the

( lentiles who worshipped idols beyond the river;

by obeying this grace, his faith in God was

strengthened, till he through obedience, was

called the Friend of God, and the Father of the

Faithful, and these are found (not only among
those) of his seed according to the flesh, but it

also includes all those who have been born again

and live and walk in the same spirit, for

he heard the word of God and kept it. The
centurion, Cornelius, was by faith a son of Abra-
ham though not a Jew, and God's angel said

to him, " Thy prayers and thine alms are come
up for a memorial before God" (Acts x : 4).

Cornelius was a just and devout man, and one

thai feared God with all his house, who gave

much alms to the people, and prayed to God
a I way."

Now Abraham by faith saw the day of

Christ and rejoiced. And not only to him did

God make promise of the land in which he so-

journed for a possession to his seed according to

the flesh, but also that " in his seed (i. e. Christ),

-h mil all the nations of the earth be blessed."

Abraham himself was blessed in this. And yet

many of his descendants, Israelites and Jews,
did not retain this blessing, but were wicked
men. and why 1 Because they rejected the grace
or word of God, by which Abraham walked in

faith bo as to pleas,. God, and did wickedly.
'I'm such the Lord Jesus denied their right to

call themselves children of Abraham, as they
did not do his works of faith and righteousness.
If they, like Abraham, had believed and re-

I hrist as he came in spirit to them, they
would not have rejected him as he came in the

flesh.

It is equally vain for men now to claim to

and believe in Christ as I [i came in the
flesh, and lay claim to be saved by what He
then did tor man, by his sacrifice on Calvary,
if they do not also receive Him as He comes
in spirit, by his -race, which teacheth to deny
ungodliness and wordly lusts, and to live so-

berly, righteously and" godly. The grace of
• ached to

Abraham, and " ( Ihriat'e gospel is
i lie power of

God," i a, for ii gives
powei to the ,in,,er to lum to < id and to be-

jodly. And if a man bee,, me ool - his

faith and his boastiug is vain, for if he continue

to serve sin he is not the servaut of Christ, but

of Satan.

Neither is that the faith of God by which man

is justified bsfcrs Him n:ns it the faith cf" Abra

ham, for Abraham's faith was manifest by its

works of righteousness, and without these faith

is dead, like a body without the spirit.

Cornelius had that faith by which he became

"just" (Actsx: 22), and yet as to Christ's com-

ing in the flesh, he knew not. But on the

preaching of Peter, he believed, and receiving

the Holy Ghost, was baptized. So here was

Christ by his spirit, in the hearer, as in the

preacher, present to bless and to save. And
Peter in thus preaching the Gospel to Corne-

lius the Gentile, was simply fulfilling the Lord's

command, " Go ye into all "the world, and preach

the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth

and is baptized, shall be saved ; but he that be-

lieveth not shall be condemned " (Markxvi: 15,

16).

They who receive this word, receive it not as

the word of man, but of God, for God's witness

for truth in every heart bears testimony there-

to. So this faith does not stand in man nor in

man's word, but in the power of God. For as

the rejection and hating of Christ's light in the

soul is the cause of condemnation, so the com-

ing to and receiving the same, leads to justifica-

tion by a living, saving faith in Jesus, a faith

of which He is the author and finisher, a faith

that works by love, purifies the heart, and to

which are all God's promises in Christ Jesus.

As the spirit of Christ iu the prophets fore-

told to them the sufferings of Christ as He
would come in the flesh and the glory to follow,

so did they rejoice in hope. Job, as rendered in

the marginal reading said, " After I shall awake,
though this body be destroyed, yet out of my
flesh shall I see God. Whom I shall see for

myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not

another " (Job xix : 25, 26). Here then is his

belief in the resurrection ; in Christ, who said,

" I am the resurrection and the life ; he that

believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall

he live; and whosoever liveth and believeth in

me shall never die " (John xi : 25, 26).

Great then is our joy who not having seen,

yet believe in the fulfilment of the prophets'

hopes, by the coming, life, sufferings, propitia-

tion, death, glorious ascension, aud mediation
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Eye
witnesses testify to the glory of his appearance,
the Holy Spirit of Promise sets his seal to these

blessed truths, and Christ Jesus who proved his

love to fallen man by giving himself for his

ransom, now breathes into his servants a travail

of spirit for the spreading of these joyful tidings

to that world whom He came to save. And his

command loses none of its force to those who
are now called and sent to preach the Gospel
to every creature. And as it is done according
to his direction and will, He will not fail to ac-

company that word with power, giving the bap-
tizing influence of his spirit as He did to the
household of Cornelius.

That truly worthy and eminent servant of
the Lord, George Fox, after a life spent dili-

gently in the service of his Divine Master, im-
bued with a godly zeal, which cruel beatings and
long and sore imprisonments failed to quench,
in labor, extending over Great Britain, Ireland,
parts of the Continent and America, has by his
own example and by earnest precept, pressed
upon us theduty of thus being faithful to every
call of God to labor in his vineyard, and to
make known, in his power the glories of his

grace. Let me quote a few of his own wo
" Now, all my dear Friends, my desires

that ye may all be valiant in this heavenly «
for God and his truth upon the earth, •>

spread it abroad, answering that of God in i

that with it the minds of the people may
turned towards the Lord, that He may comi

be known, served, and worshipped; and t|

ye all may be as the salt of the earth, to m
j

the unseasoned savory" (7th ed., 2 vols., p.'A

also ibid. p).

And in watering others, we ourselves she]

also be watered. Not like the stagnant, ml
marshy places given to salt, but planted on

J

banks of the flowing waters of life, like a

planted by the river, that bringeth forth f
j

in its season to the praise and glory of the G
j

Husbandman and to our own eternal prj
" Blessed are ye that sow beside all waters, :

j

send forth thither the feet of the ox and
|

ass" (Is. xxxii: 20). W. W.lj

From the "Leisure Hon:!

Insurance Companies.

[A friend in Ohio requests the printing]

The Friend of an article originally publis
j

in the "Leisure Hour," an English period I

which he thought contained such a simple
j

plain statement of the plan of conducting in I

ance business, that it might enable its readei
j

understand the matter more clearly than mj
do.

We are aware that some persons feel a
j

scientious objection to the application of in j

ance principles to what is called " life insurail

—To these, it seems to us the advice of the a J

tie Paul in another case would be appropij
—-" Let every man be fully persuaded in

J

own mind."

—

Ed.]

One of the most remarkable instances of 1

benefits which may be secured by the print I

of co-operation, when directed to the attaint I

of proper objects, and developed under the g II

ance of sound maxims, is furnished by the I

cess of insurance societies, especially as reald

in our own country. The subject of iusural

though much more popular than formed I

yet far from being sufficiently understood I

appreciated among the community, morecf
cially the operative portion of it; and we It

pose giving in the present paper a brief vie jo

its history, nature, actual position, and econ ii

cal importance.

A large source of the failures which < I

attend the enterprises of man, is found in IB

events which, because they lie beyond the rtsl

of human control, are styled contingent. I

individual may act as prudently as possibLp

may work day and night with an industryB
knows no rest, and yet be irretrievably rup

by a single accident. A fire at home, or a s ' ii

at sea, may destroy the fruits of manyyti
toil, and leave him penniless. The magnid
of such a calamity, and the uncertainty wd
its probable occurence threw around everyin

dertaking, would naturally rouse at a veryI
period the ingenuity of a mercantile people, tti

various plans would be set on foot in ordfl

cover the contingency. Accordingly, we »
the principle of insurance acted upon very Cl]

in the history of modern Europe. It is o !

(

the numerous offspring of the commercial s«fl

which characterized the middle ages. NoB
rough instances of insurance can be pointed!!

in ancient times. It is true, government sM
times came forward to guarantee from losB

individual who ventured his property inp
service of the public, but this was a poli I
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ootii commercial transaction ; it did not rest

)n .simple calculation of profit and loss. It is

i n.tter of dispute what country lias the honor

jf 1st applying the principle to the chances of

wnuerce, but in all probability it belongs to

Spn. An ordinance relating to insuiance was

ssid by the magistrates of Barcelona so early

is
(

35, but by the commencement of the next

jetiiry it had spread to Italy, the Netherlands,

incBritain. Several articles on the subject,

,vhh are still employed on the Exchange at

Lejiorn, date as far back as 152:i, and orders

>f similar kind are in existence which were

sgtd by Charles V. to the merchants at Ant-

»ei. Insurance is mentioned in a statute of

3u;n Elizabeth as having been then of im-

ne'orial usage, so that we may fairly fix its

ntduction into this country at the beginning

rf lie sixteenth century, if not earlier. Thus

farhe principle had been applied exclusivtly

lo larine losses; but about a century and a

ha ago, its application was extended so as to

?mrace accidents by fire, and its tesults under

thiform have been very extensively beneficial.

A. .:ry large proportion of the consumable pro-

per of Great Britain is insured ; the whole

anunting, besides farming stock, to the value

Of 563/1(58,571. A still more useful extension

of ie principle was made about the beginning

of ie last century. By a charter obtained from

Qien Anne, the Amicable Life Insurance Com-
pa,' was established in Loudon, for the pur-

po of securing, in consideration of certain stip-

iihed premiums, a sum of money to the relations

ofie parties insured in the event of their death.

Tl example thus set has been extensively imi-

tad ; and fresh societies, with new, and in many
cas improved, claims, are continually starting

iu existence. Nearly sixty offices are opened

inhe metropolis for the transaction of life-iu-

siunce business alone ; and the whole number
ofiives insured throughout England, Ireland,

Scdaud, the British colonies, and the entire

cctinent of Europe, is stated at 250,000.

he foundation on which all insurance socie-

t'u rest is calculation applied to experience.

L us recur to the occasion which first led to

tbr establishment— the losses which happen
atea. These were much more frequent three

ctturies ago than at the present time, when
viages are much quicker, and crews are pro-

vied with all the aids of recent science. Sup-
pe that a merchant had wished to insure a

v?el laden with a rich cargo. The first point

wild be to ascertain the amount of actual risk,

inrder to fix the sum which it would be fair

ft hitn to pay to ihe party, whether an associa-

te, or a single individual, who might think

P'per to give him the required security. This

wild be at once ascertained if it were known
vat proportion of vessels, sailing under similar

ciditions, actually suffered shipwreck. Sup-
pe this proportion had been fixed, by repeated

enervation, at one in sixty ; the chances then
tit any particular vessel would meet with a

fal disaster would be as one to sixty, and the

pper amount of premium to be paid would be

j t one-sixtieth part of its value ; excluding, of

cirse, the additional sum which would be re-

tired to remunerate the insurer for his trouble.

A similar course must be taken in order to

certain what is equitable for a person, who
Vshes to insure his life in a certain amount, to

iy in the shape of premium. Life insurance
'iy be effected either by the payment of a
sigle sum, or that of smaller sums annually.
- both cases, the first thing requisite is to as-

•rtain the average age which is reached by

individuals in the same state of life as the one

desirous of being insured. Supposing this is to

be fixed at forty-five, that the sum for which the

person is desirous of being assured is £100,

and his present age twenty-five, the premium
he would have to pay is just that which, if put

out at a certain rate of compound interest, would
in twenty years amount to £100, together with

what would be required for profits. The more
usual method is, however, to pay smaller sums
annually. In this case, the amount of each an-

nual payment must be such that the sum of all

for twenty years, calculated at compound in-

terest, would produce £100, the policy required.

In order to secure the stability of any associ-

ation established for the purpose of insurance,

it is of the first necessity that the facts which it

assumes should be correct. If, for instance, the

proportion of casualties at sea, which is adopted

in framing its scale of charges, should be less

than the real average, it will, in all probability,

be soon overwhelmed with very severe losses.

If tl e number of vessels lost amounts to one in

forty, instead of one in sixty, the calculation on

which it is based will be wrong to the extent of

one-third. By assuming a proportion higher

than the real average, a similar wrong would

be perpetrated upon the assured. In order to

escape both evils, it is requisite to make our ob-

servations wide enough. Here statistics ap-

pear pre-eminently as a branch of the inductive

sciences. To establish any scientific truth, it is

well known that we must interrogate nature by

examining facts ; and those principles are the

best proved which have been gathered from an

observation of the greatest number. If we draw
our conclusions from single facts, or from a very

few, or even from many in the same circum-

stances, we might overturn some of the best es-

tablished truths in the range of experience. If

we confined our attention, for example, to the

phenomena of the torrid zone, we might easily

prove that water is incapable of being congealed,

and it would be only by examining a greater

number and variety of instances that we should

discover our error. If, during the past year, a

single house had been destroyed by fire in a

town containing a thousand houses, it would be

premature to couclude that fires happened in

the proportion of one a year, or that one in

every thousand would represent the amount of

risk which an insurer would incur. But if the

same were found to hold good during a course

of fifty years, there would be sufficient reason

for assuming it as the proper ratio. By watch-

ing a thousand lives we might come to the con-

clusion that one individual out of every three

arrives at the age of fifty ; this, however, would

afford very unsafe data for our calculations

:

but if, on extending our observations to five

hundred thousand or a million, and carrying

them a century back, we find, with proper al-

lowances, the same rule apply, we may be en-

titled to regard it as sufficiently correct for all

practical uses. On this score the public need

anticipate little danger. Tables of mortality

have been constructed with so much care, that

events which seem to happen in obedience to

no law, are characterized, as a whole, by all the

certainty of science. A change in the ratio of

mortality may be expected in the future, but it

will be one for the better. As the improvements

which have taken place in medical science, and

the sanitary regulations of towns, have issued

iu a marked prolongation of human life beyond

the average term of two centuries ago, we may
expect, from the same cause, a progressive dim-

inution of disease, and increase of longevity.

N .v this will evidently tend to enlarge the pro-

tit of societies, which have been established on

the supposition that tin- existing rate of mor-

tality will continue, and must ultimately result

in a lowering of the scale of premiums.
(To be concluded.)
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When Saul returned from the war with the

Amalekites, instead of destroying the herds of

the conquered people, as the Lord had com-
manded him, he saved alive the best of the

sheep and of the oxen. When the prophet

Samuel questioned him about this, he replied

that he had saved them to sacrifice to the Lord.

Samuel answered him, "Obedience is better

than sacrifice, and to hearken to the voice of the

Lord than the fat of rams."

The principle thus laid down is of universal

application. No substitute which man can offer

will ever be acceptable to the Lord as in place

of the Divine requirin;rs. In the dealings of

our Htavenly Father with his children, He often

demands little sacrifices— sacrifices which seem
so little and unimportant that they are humili-

ating to our pride, and we would gladly substi-

tute for them something that seems to us more

important. We are, like Naaman, the Syrian,

who, when told to dip seven times in Jordan,

and he should be cleansed of his leprosy, was in

danger of missing the healing because it seemed

so simple a requiring. " If the prophet had
commanded him to do some great thing," he

would have cheerfully undertaken it. But the

Lord knows just what discipline we need to

humble us and instruct U3, and no service, os-

tensibly for Him, that we undertake in our own
will, can answer the purpose He designs. It

has been a frequent temptation to those who
have been awakened to a sense of the import-

ance of working out their salvation, to shrink

from some of the humbling demands of the

Lord's Spirit, and offer in lieu of them services

which He does not call for, and which will be

less crucifying to the fleshly nature. But such

shrinking and evasion never yields that peace

which follows unreserved obedience to the Di-

vine will.

William Lewis records in his instructive Me-
moirs, that at one period in his religious exper-

ience, the silent waiting on the Lord to which

he felt drawn, became irksome to him, because

it was not attended with that degree of spiritual

comfort which he had before experienced. In-

stead of patiently enduring this time of drought,

he substituted for it religious conversation with

a neighbor. But this was followed by a falling

from grace, in which his soul was left in a state

of barrenness.

We doubt not that many of our members have

felt that it would be an acceptable sacrifice to the

Lord to clothe themselves with such plain and
simple attire as would evidence that they were

members of a Society which professes to observe

the apostle's command, that their adornment
should not consist in outward apparel, but in the

ornament of a meek and quiet spirit. But there

is reason to fear that some of these have been

tempted to consider this as a matter of so little

account that they have neglected to yield that

ready obedience which the Lord requires, and
so have failed to make that spiritual progress

in the heavenly journey which was designed for

them.
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Thomas EIlw 1 relates that when, through

1 1 xl. his mind was awakened to

importance of obedience to the law of

i, the light of Christ condemned those

fruits and effects of pride that discover them-

selves in the variety and superfluity of apparel.

lience to this inward law he took off from

his apparel those unnecessary trimmings of lace,

ribbons and useless buttons which had no real

service, but were set on only for ornament.

A.-iiin, the giving of flattering titles to men

was an evil to which be had been much ad-

dicted. This, also, he was required to cease

from, so that thenceforward he durst not say,

" sir," " master," " my lord,'' " madam," or say,

" v.iur servant" to any one in whom he did not

stand in the real relation of a servant.

The practice of uncovering the head and bow-

ing the knee or body in salutations he felt to be

an >-vil which he must put away. So also were

the use of the plural language to one person,

and other evil customs which had sprung up in

the night of apostacy.

A- Thomas Ellwood submitted to the com-

mands of the Lord, he grew in grace and be-

came established as a pillar in the Church, and

when the end of life drew near he frequently

cxprr-sed the resignation, peace and joy which
he felt in the prospect of a speedy transition to

a never-ending state of being. No one can sup-

pose that this would have been his happy ex-

perience if he had persistently disobeyed what
he felt to be to him a Divine command.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
UNITED States—A bill was favorably reported to

the House on the 13th inst, providing fur the appoint-
ment liy (.lie President of a commission of five persons,

whose duty it shall be to investigate the alcoholic
liquor traffic, ils relation to revenue and taxation, and
it- general economic, criminal, moral and scientific

ui connection with pauperism, crime, social

vice, the public health ami general welfare of the peo-
ple, and also to inrpiire into and take testimony as to

the practical results of license and prohibitory legis-

lation fur the prevention of intemperance. An appro-
priation of $10,000 is made to defray the expenses of
the inquiry.

The claim of Henry A. DuPont for the vacant seat
in the United States Senate from the State of Dela-
ware has been decided adversely to him by a majority
of i !>• ol the Senators, the vote' being 31 to 30.

("he I I States Treasury gold reserve at the
cli.se of business .in the lsth' instant stood at -S1 12

-

Che coal fields of the United States have an area of
nearly 200,000 square mile*, or ten times that of all

the other coal-pr dui ing ntries of the world.
First Month 13th, John E. Lewis, of Ansonia, Conn.,

wl| i.e ph _
|

ng Holmes i through a tele-
n the pi .;

i the path of a large me
•Mug us

_
phec am..ng certain stars. Prof. If.

A. Newton, of Vale, made a very careful computation,
pi bably fell al a pla :e

ab..ut two miles north of Danbury, Conn, Last week
Prof. Newton receive I intelligence of the finding of a
mete inle at almost exactly the computed point.

line of the greatest inventions ever added to the
granite , •.. „ : , i„. t ,,, Montpelier,

' iot. The machine is for
sawing granite, and, if it pruves satisfactory, it will go
down in history with the cotton gin. The machine

nit of diamonds, and the t. lal con-

\~ a pan ..i the exhibit of the wonders of electricity
at the Electrical Show in New Y, ,

n the night of the 10th in-
stant, in the pre-. ,. ,,,1,.. ,,, w |10m a„_

ei 111 f the ,,„..<;,,,,
and ih.- receipt there.. I' by the firin- ..I r „ |, v

ly. In its transit the mes-a-e?, tv.

"' ' '" '-"'. '•- Angeles
enr-e thr mgh Can

and Montreal to I anso, by cable to L m 1 n nd on
Gibraltar. Malta. \l,':,ai, '.

,'

,

and B mbay to Madras. Then,,- by way
langhai and Nagasaki it was sent to Tokio

Japan. For want of a cable under the Pacific it was

sent back by the same lines to New York, the distance

being 27,500 miles. Telegrams were also sent by way

of Galveston, Texas, to Mexico, around the South

American Continent to Lisbon, London and back to

New York, a distanceof 10,000 miles. The message over

the route 27,500 miles long was received by Thomas A.

Edison, an old-time expert, fifty minutes after it had

been sent. The message over the 10,000 mile route

was received twenty-one minutes after it had been

sent.

The estimated population of the Greater New York
is about 3,200,000, which will exceed largely the pros-

pective population in 1897 of the City of Paris, and

put the Greater New York second to London.

The farmers of Oxford County, Me., are nearly all

taking to bicycles. The other day one of them rode

three"miles to the store on a wheel, carrying a pail of

butter in one hand and a basket of eggs in the other.

Another lashed a bag of meal to the handle-bar of his

wheel and rode home wilh the load, passiog a neigh-

bor who was returning in a wagon.

A vast acreage of grain has been sown this season

in Klickitat Comity, Washington, and all bids fair to

produce an abundant yield. One observer estimates

that the wheat crop of Klickitat County will this year
be somewhere near 1,000,000 bushels.

A New York statistician has, after careful study and
inquiry, reached the conclusion that the consumption
of wheat in this country is a little less than four bush-
els per capita.

The Woman's Relief Corps, of Blue Ridge, Kansas,
has concluded that Decoration Day is so entirely given
up to horse races, baseball games, cock-fights and other
sponing events, that it is a desecration to observe it

any longer, and they will, therefore, decorate the
graves of the soldiers on Fifth Month 29th, when,
they say, they will be able to perform this ceremony
" without the yells of baseball rioters ringing in their

ears, or the yawps of the tin-horn sports who attend
the memorial horse-races."

A tornado struck Sherman, Texas, on the afternoon
of the 15th inst., and carried devastation into the In-
dian Territory. It is estimated that 200 persons were
killed and 100 more injured, 40 of which are not ex-
pected to live. The property loss exceeds $1,00O,iiO0.

A dark-brown worm, ranging in length from one-
half to two and one-half inches, has appeared within
the last few days in alarming numbers in several
parts of Portage County, Wisconsin. They advance
over the fields quite like the army worm, destroying
whole fields of grain in a single night. Local scientists
have been unable, as yet, to identify them.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 409, which
is the same as the previous week, and 35 more than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-
going, 210 were males and 199 females: 4S died of
consumption; 43 of pneumonia; 37 of heart disease;
22 of apoplexy ; 20 of convulsions ; 15 of Bright's dis-
ease

; 15 of marasmus ; 1 3 of cancer ; 1 2 of old age ; 1

1

of typhoid fever; 10 of inanition; 10 of inflammation
of the stomach and bowels; 10 of diphtheria, and S
from casualties.

Markets, tie.—V. S. 2's, 94,5 a 97; 4's, reg., 10SJ a
I09J : coupon, 109J a llo'>: 4's, new, 117 a 117.5

;
5's

1 1 2| a 1 131-
; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

COTTON sold in a small way to spinners on a basis
of Sic. per pound for Middling uplands.
Feed.—Spot bran ranged from $12.00 to $13.00 per

for winter in bulk, and from $11.00 to $12.00 for spring
in sacks.

Flour— Winter super, $2.50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,
$2.7.". a $3.00

;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ;'

do., do., straight. $3.55 a $3.70; Western winter, clear,
$3.20 a $3.40; do., do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60; do.,
do., patent. $3.7., a $3.90; spring, clear, $2.S., a $3.15

;

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patenl, $3.00 a $3X5
\

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 .05
a $3.00; do., clear, $3.50 a $3,110 ;' do., straight, $3 05
a $3.75

;

do., patent, $3.s.j a $1.00. Rye Flour. —
$2 oil per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain-.—No. 2 red wheat, 09.5 a 69|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34J a 34£c.
No. 2 white oats, 25.5 a 26c."

Beef Cattle.— Extra, none'here
;
good 4] a 4"e-

medium, 1 a 4Jc; common, ;; a 3Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.— Extra, 3 :

; a 4c; good, 31 a3ic-
medium, 2'} a 3c ; common, 1.5 a 2.5c. Lambs 3! a 5 ' c
Spring lambs, $2 a $5.
Hogs.— 5 J a 5.5c for Western, and 4Jc. for State

_

I'oitEiGX.—The Uriel, <,„; ,./.t, the official publica-
tion, prints a warning to Hermans emigrating to

'iien, a. the warning being especially directed to
clerks, teachers, officials, students, officers, govern-

esses, nurses and farmers, all of whom would be li

to be possessed of some money, and they are
larly cautioned against the danger of purchasing
in the United States, which, the paper says, is ei

obtained.

It is said that Spain and the United States hav
rived at an amicable understanding regarding
men captured on the Competitor. The prisoners

be tried again in a civil conrt, under the provisio],

the existing treaties.

It is stated that the Czar, on the occasion ol

coronation, will abolish every form of corporal
ishment in Russia.

A Shanghai despatch says that the Russians
taken possession of a tract of foreshore at Che
China, which is claimed by a British firm. Am
account says that the land seized comprised pa jj

the British concession.

The Russians are preparing to leave Corea. '

j

will first restore the king to power.
The Sultan of Turkey has not yet recovered

|

the fright into which he was thrown by the nei]

the assassination of the Shah of Persia. A mm
of Armenians and Young Turks have been am

j

and exiled.

As a result of the action of the foreign Ambasss
]

and Ministers, the Porte has ordered that the!
forced conversion of Christians to Islamism, at B I

jik, be stopped. The Sultan has ordered the mcj
and the Christian church recently destroyed to b 1

built.
_

"

jA private telegram received in Berlin says the I

tences of the members of the Johannesburg Re 1

Union have been commuted to imprisonment 1

1

term of five years.

President Kruger has expressed his unboundel
tonishment at the British Government's defen 1

Cecil Rhodes and the British South Africa Compl
He says those who engineered the recent plot agl
the Transvaal must be punished, and there will 1

1

rest in South Africa until this is done.
A London syndicate has secured the right to i

for petroleum over a large area of country in I

tralia.

The loss of stock in New South Wales by the r 1

drought is estimated at 10,000,000 sheep, valu.J
4s. each; 303,000 cattle, valued at 40s., and 21
horses, valued at 60s., amounting in the aggregattl
total value of $2,666,000.
The Venezuelan Government has agreed to pa

j
£1,600 demanded by Great Britain for the Urual
cident (the arrest and imprisonment of a Britis k

lice officer), on condition that it will not be consii I
as affecting the boundary dispute.

A telegram from Valparaiso says that the signi II

a protocol between the Governments of ArgeJ
and Chile has removed a threatening situation!

exchange has risen to 17*. It is believed that |
is now no cause for anxiety.
A despatch from Pueblo, Mexico, says that]

J

dent Diaz has promulgated an order removinjjll

duty on corn at the port of Vera Cruz in order I
600,000 pounds of that grain may be imported fol
tribution in the drouth-stricken "sections of neigl
ing States. The greater portion of the grain |i

come from the United States, and will be sold I
poor at cost price.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveuM

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stag.ll

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 f
and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met l«

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen I
on special trips, twenty-fivacents each way. To M
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phoijl

Zebedee Haines, St I.

Wanted.—A young woman Friend with a k|w

edge of kindergarten work ; to enter upon her .fit

the first of Ninth Month next. Address B.,

Office of The Friem

Died, In Westerly, R. I., on the twentieth of F5
Month, 1896, Clara Foster, beloved wife of Gj
Foster, in the seventy-eighth year of her age. SI I

a kind and much esteemed member of our S<]
and bore a long and distressing pulmonary i i

with exemplary patience and cheerfulness, exhij
the meek and quiet spirit which were hers in ail

nent degree. Her close at last was sudden and *

pected, yet she was enabled to meet it with J
readiness and composure, as awaiting a suns
which lost its terrors for her, in the brightness <1

hopes set before her.
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From the " Leisure Hour."

Insurance Companies.

(Concluded from page 351.)

J^hen once an insurance company is based

0F3ound principles, the greater t he number
ofts members the safer and more profitable

trj it become. Among a few there is no

rcn for the development of the law of coni-

zation, by which a loss in one direction is

mle up by a gain ill another. The wider

th range of operations, the more perfect will

bfhe balance between the occurrences of all

ktfs. If the members of an insurance society

di not exceed fifty or a hundred, and dwelt

chfly in the same locality, an epidemic dis-

Ki might sweep all away in the course of

a ingle year; but if they amounted to five or

te thousand, and were distributed all over

tl country, the superior healthiness of another

n^hborhood might make up for any loss in-

cfred, and render it almost imperceptible.

though the fundamental principles of every

inrance society must be the same, yet con-

shrable variation may be permitted in point

(Constitution. In this respect, existing com-
plies may be distinguished into three kinds:

'h Proprietary, the Mutual, and those which,

petaking of the peculiarities of the two former,

ny be termed the Mixed. On the proprietary

s;tem, a number of persons subscribe as share-

hdersto a common fund, which is invested,

aa guarantee to the assured that the amount
o every policy shall be duly paid. In return
f this guarantee they appropriate the profits

o he entire concern, binding themselves simply
t meet the stipulated demands of the assured
a they become due. On the mutual system,

rfund whatever exists apart from that which
irormed by the premiums of the assured ; the

Iter are themselves the shareholders, upon
Join the entire control and responsibility of

, t: institution devolve, and they divide among
' tjmselves the aggregate profit or loss. Those

siieties which are called " mixed," consist of
fbody of shareholders distinct from the as-

'red, who appropriate not the whole of the
lofits, but a certain share ; while the rest is

ifided, in accordance with specified rules,

iiong the insured.

While the entire question of life insurance
'is an experiment, it was natural that the
ioprietary form should be preferred, but at

the present time a large proportion of existing

insurance societies adopt the mutual system,

and many of these, though presenting as low
a scale of premiums as others which rest on

a proprietary basis, give every indication of

success. The fact is, that the tables of mor-
tality most commonly employed, having been

compiled chiefly by men connected with the

business of life insurance, err, as it is quite

likely they should, on the safe side; and, in

addition to this, a considerable allowance is

often made, so as to place the stability of an
association beyond all doubt. Hence, in the

ordinary course of things, very considerable

profits may be expected ; amply sufficient, as

some think, to dispense with the guarantee

afforded by the creation of a separate fund,

and to render the principle of mutual assurance

quite adequate to any exigency which may
arise. It is asserted also, that societies on the

purely mutual system can boast, not only of

having distributed among the assured the larg-

est amount of profits, but of being in possession

of the largest accumulated funds. On the

other hand, we notice that one society which

has adopted a mixed constitution, deems a

moderate paid-up fund preferable to the mutual
principle, but thinks that " a capital of a quar-

ter of a million of money divided into 25,000

shares of £10 each, will be quite sufficient for

every purpose, whether as affecting the efficiency

of their operations, or enabling them promptly

to meet all their engagements and liabilities."

It does not fall within our province to decide

upon the respective merits of these rival sys-

tems ; but the following facts, which are stated

on good authority, will be interesting to our

readers, as showing the large profits which well-

conducted insurance societies can realize. An
office established in the year 1806 has declared,

as arising from the profits of forty-four years,

£743,000. Another, established in the year

1821, has declared, as arising from the profits

of twenty-eight years, £770,000. Another es-

tablished in 1834, announces as the profits of

sixteen vears, £207,000; while three others, es-

tablished in the years 1823, 1824, and 1825,

declared in 1849, as the profits of the five

years immediately preceding, sums amounting

in the aggregate to £597,000. These profits arise

from the proper investment of the deposits of

the shareholders, and the premiums paid by

the insured. In the use of this money, the

directors act just as private individuals pos-

sessed of the same amount would act; always

aiming to make it bear the highest rate of in-

terest which can be secured with safety. It is

understood that some of the London insurance

offices are among the largest purchasers of the

encumbered estates of Ireland.

It is astonishing to what a variety of uses

an insurance society can be applied. The ad-

vantages they offer to persons in every grade of

life have only to be understood, to multiply

the number of their members a hundred-fold.

Its most beneficent application is that which

enables a father of a family to provide for his

wife and children in the event of his death. To
how many cases is such an application appro-

priate. Take that of a person moving in the

higher walks of professional life. He lias, per-

haps no private fortune, but secures by his pro-

fession an income of £1000 a year. If Provi-

dence spared his life, he might in time lay by
sufficient to make a permanent provision for his

family ; but then life is most uncertain, and his

premature removal would leave them destitute.

By means of a comparatively small annual pay-
ment to an insurance office, such a person may
insure his relatives at his death, whenever it

happens, a sufficient sum to maintain them in

comfort. This plan is equally appropriate to

those whose income may not amouut to more
than a tenth of the above. A hundred pounds
would place the widow and family of a work-
ing-man in a position of virtual independence;
and yet this may be secured at an outlay, if he
begin at one-and-twenty, of about eight-pence

a week, a sum which might easily be saved by
laying aside a single luxury. If it is preferred

to have the benefits of insurance during life,

with the design of softening the ills of declin-

ing age, this may be done by a trifling addition

to the annual premium. Should a person be
in circumstances which necessitated the borrow-

ing a sum of money—say £500, he may pro-

vide, by means of the insurance office, for its

repayment in case of death, without burdening
his relatives, simply by insuring his life to that

amount. In the same way, a nobleman whose
estates will pass by entail to his eldest son, may
secure the payment of large sums of money to

the younger or female members of his family,

or may provide for the extinction at his death

of a mortgage with which his property may be

burdened. A creditor may avail himself of

life insurance to screen himself from total loss

on the death of his debtor. He may feel mor-
rally certain that in a i'ew years the latter will

be able to repay him ; but what will he do in

the event, of his death ? An arrangement, by
which the debtor should pay some three per

cent, annually upon the amount of his debt into

an insurance office, and place the policy in the

hands of the creditor, would meet the case.

But the advantages of lire insurance are

most apparent in connection with the provision

which they enable us to make for the comfort

of surviving friends. Providence charges every

man with the temporal welfare of those who are

bound to him by ties of blood. It is impossible

for him to enter into the relation of husband
and parent without increasing his responsibility

;

and, if we exclude the obligation of moral cul-

ture, the most important item in his account of

duty is that which binds him to secure, in the

event of his own decease, the comfort of those

he may leave behind. How distressing the

thought on a dying bed, that those whom we
have been the means of bringing into existence

should be left, through our want of forethought,

to the scanty aid of willing but crippled friend-

ship, or turned out as paupers upon the world.

In this, as in every other matter, we have no
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right to calculate upon the help of Providence,

unless we Bret make use of the various means

which He bas placed within our reach for help-

ing ourselves.

In concluding these remarks, we shall be par-

doned for reminding the reader that, as an im-

mortal being, be requires assurance of a higher

kin. I than that which merely guards him from

present misfortune. Assinfui creatures, we need

an assurance of our interest in that blessedness

which will endure forever. Happy is it that

He win. only can grant us such a boon, is al-

ways willing to bestow it on those who seek it

in the manner pointed out by the Holy Spirit.

This assurance may be gained "without money

and without pricej" while the prize insured is

not less than eternal life through Christ Jesus.

Athletics for Women.
A few years ago the question as to muscular

exercise for girls and women was scarcely con-

sidered. Intellectual growth was of a paramount

importance, hut that the body should be culti-

vated as well as the mind seems not to have

been thought of. It was only when confronted

with the pioblem as to what to do in order to

prepare the body for the increased demands
made upon women in the field of letters, of

business, in society, and even in the home, that

the need of systematic bodily training became
apparent. Therefore, we find that the thinking

element ha- not been slow in making provision

for this need. Our leading colleges, both North
and South, have well-equipped gymnasia, with

special instructors. Physical education forms

part of the regular school curriculum. Many
of our larger cities have launched into enter-

prises, both public and private, for the physical

upbuilding of the. race. In many of the States

normal schools have already taken decided
steps; while in several instances legislation has
been active. The necessity for it has been felt,

and the means of meeting it are at hand.
The question that confronts us is not so much

the lack of exercise among our women as its

I io where you will, the American ,_

of to-day is nothing if not athletic. Tennis,
golf, basket-ball, bicycling, swimming, rowing
Bkating, horseback-riding, all. in their season,

have their devotees. Instead of discussing new
patterns in embroidery, our American girl is

telling the good points of her "Columbia" as
opposed to her friend's " Victoria," "Rambler"
or - Monarch." Instead of counting the stitches

around a well-knit stocking-heel, she is figuring
the miles she can ride in a day. Indeed, one
might easily assert that exercise has become a
craze, for with ber whole heart and soul, the
American girl has taken to athletics. History,
with a warning glance backward to Greece,
tells us that when the purpose of exercise was
lost sight of in the training for the Olympic
games, Greece no longer sto d as a model for
tic- world, ihat with these games came the
physical degeneration of the Gn

adds her protest, and in no un-
certain voice proclaims that excessive exercise
is injurious; thai the body is a stor< I - of
energy, and tint just assoon as we call

|

than i- contained therein, we undermine the
constitution. Then, in cheerful torn-, she bids
U" make intelligent use of all the mean, to Be
cure physical perfection. We ii,„l athletics to
'>' of ihi - when the end in view is simple
recreation. If we had an ungainly walk, we
would hardly r rt to bicycling in order to

it. If we had lateral curvature of the
spine, horseback riding would not he a means

of straightening it. If the luugs were poorly

developed, foot-racing would not improve their

condition. We might go swimming every day,

vet not learn to breathe correctly. The place

of all others that should meet the physical needs

of humanity is the gymnasium. Not that we

all have the physical defects mentioned, but

many of us have "some such trouble, and we all

need" regular daily exercise. The gymnasium

fills this~need. There we have exercise systematic

in its application, harmonious in Us development,

and rational as to its purpose. All other forms

of exercise, out-door sports, etc., are but ad-

juncts, serving to enlist our women in all

'healthful pursuits. Athletics, then, are but a

means aiming to fill the recreative needs of our

daily lives. They cannot substitute the syste-

matic work which is needed for harmonious de-

velopment, and which will enable us better

than anything else to enjoy recreation without

excess.

When we have learned to know our personal

needs and how to meet them, we will avoid

many mistakes, and life itself will be better,

richer for that knowledge.— Clara Gregory Baer

in Gymnasium Journal.

For " The Fbiend.''

"Verbum Dei."

(Continued from page 340.)

In Lecture 3, " The Word in the New Tes-

tament," R. F. Horton says, " When we realize

that this is the gist of the New Testament—the
Word of God is incarnate, and men have ' be-

held His glory, glory as of the only begotten of

the Father'—we are compelled to face some

very searching questions which suggest them-

selves from the standpoint of the present in-

quiry. We have been arguing all along that

the word of the Lord comes directly as a mes-

sage from God to the individual soul, and that

this immediate communication is the condition

of real preaching. But if the examples we have
examined in the Old Testament belong to an

imperfect and preparatory stage of revelation
;

if it is the mark and the characteristic of those

kings and prophets in that elder time that

Vainly they tried the deeps to sound
E'en of their own prophetic thought,

When cf Christ crucified and crowned
His Spirit in them taught

:

But He their aching gaze repressed

Which sought hehiiul the vail to see,

For not without us fully hlest

Or perfect might they he;

if the historic Person of Jesus, the Christ, was
the utterance in its completeness of the Word
which had only been given in portions before,

perhaps we may be driven to the conclusion

that, with the Incarnation, the prophetic ele-

ment in religion—by which I mean the imme-
diate revelation of God to the individual soul,

and the deliverance of a message through a
human mouthpiece—passed away. At first sight

it might seem that the absoluteness of the truth
that Christ is the Word of God, refutes and nul-
lifies the argument of the present lectures. . .

. . We shall find that the first impression was
wrong. The appearance of the Word in the
flesh was not to abolish the prophetic element,
but to make it general by realizing the aspira-
tion of the first great prophet, ' Would that all

the Lord's people were prophets !'
. . . So

far from the new order nullifying the old pro-
phetic inspiration and reducing the ministers
of the Gospel to a position in relation to God
inferior to that of the older prophets, it, as one
might have expected, fulfilled and realized the

promise in that old relation, and substituted

the occasional coming of the word to a^
favored individuals at exceptional times, a ii]

mal state for believing men which could thus

described by a Christian writer, ' The wij

of the Lord dwelling in you richly in all i

dom ; teaching and admonishing one anotj

with psalms and hymns and spiritual soil

singing with grace in your hearts unto G
. . . Our historian, in describing thecal

of John the Baptist, uses the familiar expj

sion, ' The word of God came unto John,
j

son of Zacharias, in the wilderness.' ThefJ
announcement of the coming Messias, of 1

One who already stood among the people, tho]

they knew it not, was a word coming to an I

dividual whom all counted as a prophet, an J

word coming, as we have observed it often d
j

in the wilderness. But the Incarnate W> !

of God, thus designated by the word of (j

that came to John, does not immediately ap]

to the world as The Word. On the

trary, He speaks the word much as the prop

spoke before Him, though with more full)

We are told that ' the multitude pressed u

Him, and heard the word of God' (Lufaj

1). He speaks of His teaching as ' the won
God,' in the parable of the Sower and the

(Luke viii : 2), and He counts it a marl
relationship with Him to hear the word of J

and to do it (Luke viii : 21), for to hear«|

word of God and to keep it is more blessedl

declares, than to have stood to Him in
j

beautiful relation of mother (Luke xi: 28)1

would seem that even in that clearer revels I

of Himself, the gist of which is preserved ill

Fourth Gospel, He did not actually desil

Himself as the Word of God, though His J

tion to that Word is not obscurely hinted
|

the remarkable argument, ' If He called II

gods unto whom the word of God came, I

the Scripture cannot be broken, say ye of 1

whom the Father sanctified and sent intel

world, Thou blasphemest, because I said 1

1

the Son of God ?' (John x : 35, 36), the 1
port of which would seem to be that, if the I

mentary reception of the Word which carl

the men of old gave them a certain title til

vinity. He, the Son of God, might well

supposed to have the word of God in its fuW

and to express it perfectly.

Still, it remains true that the Christ ' IK

the flesh' does not, while He is in the fl

stand forth before the world as the Wo;t
God. It is only when He has gone away,N
was expedient for Him to do, that, on thtfe

hand He appears as the full-orbed utteraru

God in His historic manifestation, and Old

other hand, through the gift of the HolySJB
a way is provided by which the Word'!il

fulness can be communicated to those whpi

lieve.

The main body of the New Testament pi

ings is occupied with this two-fold theme- to'

Christ is the Perfect Word of God, andW
men receiving Him receive the word, W
realizing Him inwardly, are filled witljW

word, and, proclaiming Him, declare the pr

of God, all by the operation, or rathe -tl

manifold operations, of the Holy Spirit."

Referring to Eph. vi : 17, " The sword ;th

Spirit, which is the word of God," the leij?

says: "No theory could be more misleiWj

or more likely to devitalize the teaching <|W>

New Testament than that which identifit th

' sword of the Spirit, the word of God,' wiW
text of Scripture. The most prevailing vn\}

the Acts of the Apostles was the proclantlo
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ofesus, the Word of God, not the quotation of

Scpture. And though it is true that the Spirit

W) frequently bring the words of Scripture to

thpiind of the Bible-reader, words not con-

taied in Scripture may be just as truly given

bythe Spirit, as, for example, we saw in the

\ti lecture that (Mr.) Egerton Young received

ftsi God the word, ' I know where all your
del children are.' . . . It is very evident

th whatever knowledge St, Paul possessed of

thsubject-matter of the Gospels, he made little

ono use of it. It is almost equally evident,

thigh it would take us too far afield to show
it i detail to one who was disposed to question

it.that though he constantly quotes ttie Old
Teatuent Scriptures, he does not derive his

m<sage from them. Quite the contrary, he
foes them to give his message. So absolutely

su: is he of the word which he has to deliver,

th 1

, he is very apt to quote from the Law and
th.Prophets language which supports his teach-

in without any inquiry whether he is express-

in
1 the thought of Ins authorities

Nv, without pressing any further this illustra-

te of our theme, derived from theXewTesta-
-niftt writings, it is legitimate to observe, and
in;ed no one will be Inclined to dispute, that

thone condition of success in all the ministry

bihe Word to-day is the repetition of the ex-

igence which the first apostles enjoyed. We
mst not allow ourselves to be misled by the
willy unscriptural dogma that what happened
tohe apostles must not be expected to happen
wis. Their own words are a sufficient refuta-

tii of this baseless and ignoble theory : They
diired that we should be imitators of them, and
«t we should be in all points such as they,
btause they knew that the continuance of the
wk after their death would entirely depend on
K)ter men arising—successors to the apostles
iieed—who would press as they had done into
tr inner circle of the oracle, who would re-

cwe, as they had done, the authentic word of
Ci from God himself, and would declare this

V)rd of God, as they had done, not in the dead-
n>s of the letter, but in the fulness of the

••writ, that it might ' grow and be multiplied'
(cts xii : 24), each new believer becoming a
hv organ of the Spirit and each new preacher
reiving the office of a prophet. In this way
tiy had learned Christ, the perfect Word of
GJ, not as a peculiar treasure for themselves
t' possess and to manipulate, but as a vast
tasure open to all, a living source of life and
i truction and power which every believer
rght humbly approach and appropriate, and

' ery veritable preacher might administer and
c-pense. Gentlemen, I would commend to you
ts Apostolic Succession.'

"

Lecture 4 is entitled "The Bible and the
'ord of God," from which the following brief
sections are taken :

"The habit of calling the Canon of S.icred
iripture the Word of God, a term so signifi-

'nt and so unique, a term employed so specific-
»ly, in more than one place, to describe the
l.viour Himself, is likely to give rise, and has
•ten given rise, to serious misconceptions. There
no authority for the usage in the Bible itself
even a very ordinary attention to the character
id composition of the Book shows that the
signation is quite inappropriate—and to con-
se the understanding of believers and unbe-
'vers by treating elements which are obviously
id characteristically human as if they were
laracteristically and authoritatively Divine, is

• cast stumbling-blocks in the way of the weak
id the ignorant.

I say there is no foundation in the Bible itself

for the common practice of speaking of it as the

Word of God. Boldly challenge those who
thoughtlessly employ the term. Ask them,
' What reason have you for the pre-supposition,

what support in Scripture, whal assurance of

prophet or apostle, what hint of the Lord Him-
self, that this collection of writings may be fitly

described by so august a name?' Startled, as

many good people are, by the question, they

yet, if they are honest, are bound to admit that

the usage is without scriptural authority ; ifthey
are dishonest they angrily turn upon those who
put the question and denounce them as infidels.

. . . The loose and careless habit of describ-

ing the Bible as the Word of God is, more than
any other single cause, responsible for the infi-

del literature which has flooded the Protestant

world in the last century and the present. Poor
Tom Paine shattered his soul and made ship-

wreck of faith in a frenzied protest against the

obvious error, and was met by the sleek ortho-

doxy of the Eighteenth Century with loathing

and vituperation, I have in ray possession a

volume entitled God and His Buok, written by
a living author, who is treading on the stony

path of Paine, and plunging down the same
hopeless precipice. Starting with the unthink-
ing dogma of orthodoxy that the Bible, as such,

is the Word of God, he has little difficulty in

culling innumerable passages which present, on
that showing, insuperable objections; passages,

the ascription of which to the mouth or the fin-

ger of God is indeed a kind of blasphemy ; and
then, involved in these sinuous toils by the in-

considerate error of Christendom, he writhes

and shrieks until the heart of the true Christian

sickens with pity and sorrow for him. . . .

Many of the greatest preachers have found
the Bible so inexhaustible that they have laid

aside all other books, and meditated in this

Law day and night. Mistaken as this course

may be, it need afford little ground for wonder.
. . . . The Book will not be superseded

—

other truths will grow, but their germs will be

found there; new knowledge will be gathered,

but it will only interpret the old. He (the

preacher) began with the Bible, and such is its

quality, its Divine quality, that he will end with

it. . . . He would seem to be a somewhat
one-sided minister who is more than a twelve-

month from any part of the book. Our fading

impressions need a frequent renewal, and the

warped coverlet of our own experience must be
constantly stretched and fastened on the tenter-

hooks of the whole compass of the Book."
Speaking of scholarship, he says, " I would

not lay too much stress on this requirement.

There is an idolatry of learning, an esoteric

spirit of the specialist, a superstitious reverence

for the 'original tongues,' which will ruin any
preacher. I do not advocate the sentiment

which was expressed by the father of Coleridge,

when he used to speak, with bated breath, of

Hebrew ' as the immediate language of the Holy
Ghost.' To my mind the old countrywoman
was considerably nearer the mark when, on

hearing a minister quote Greek in the pulpit,

she exclaimed, indignantly, ' Bless you, you
don't suppose the Apostle Paul knew Greek

!'

It is a far saner state of miud which supposes
that Paul was ignorant of Greek than that

which imagines that a mysterious and Divine
value attaches to the tongue in which, as it

happened, the great communications of God
were first made."

(To be concluded. I

The principal fountain of Truth is Truth itself.

For "Thk Friend."

Visit to Wawa.
On the second of Fifth Month, in company

with a botanical friend, I made a trip to Wawa,
in Delaware ' lounty. The time was selected in

view of the display of Mountain J'ink
I
Phlox

subulata), which covers a hillside two or three

miles from the railroad Station.

The vicinity of Wawa is rich in varieties of

plants, owing largely to the different -oil- which

are found in the neighborhood. Most of the

country is covered with a rich soil, resulting

from the disintegration of gueiss rock. The
wooded hillsides in this area abounded in in-

teresting plants, so we enjoyed much our scram-

ble through the woods. We found many speci-

mens of the Yellow Puccoon, or Orangeroot
i Hydrastis Canadensis), a plant I had never be-

fore seen in bloom. It has a thick, fleshy root-

stock, which is said to have been used by the

Indian natives in dyeing goods yellow. The
flower-stem, which shoots up from this has

near its summit two lobed, wrinkled leaves, and
a flower which shows a white mass of stamens.

The envelope which had enclosed these when
in bud falls off as the flower expands. I brought

home with me a specimen dug up by the roots,

which soon seemed to feel at home in the bed

where it was placed, and I am in hopes it will

mature its fruit, which is a curious berry, like

a strawberry in appearance.

Another interesting plant was the Adam and
Eve (Apcleclrum hyemale), an orchid of which
we found only the leaves, lance-shaped, pointed

and much wrinkled lengthways. These were

the growths of the previous summer, and will

soon disappear, as they already showed signs of

decay.

The fibrous roots bear rounded tubers about
half an inch to an inch in diameter. These
are generally found in pairs, and from this cir-

cumstance, we believe the popular name, Adam
and Eve is derived. In some specimens four

or five of these tubers are found. The flowers,

which will now soon make their appearance,

are of a dingy, greenish brown color and not

very showy. I remember the boys at Westtown
School, sixty years ago, were great admirers of

this humble, inconspicuous plant, and often

transferred it from the woods to their gardens.

The presence of the two subterranean tubers

seemed to exercise a fascinating influence on

their imaginations.

The Adam and Eve belongs to the orchid

family, which, as a rule, presents great attrac-

tions to botanists, partly because many of the

species are rare, and so like gems, are prized not

only for their beauty, but still more for their

scarcity. As we were riding over the country,

one of our hosts pointed out a locality some
distance from the road, where he had acciden-

tally found another small and inconspicuous

orchid, the Adder's Tongue (Microstijlis ophio-

ylossoide-*). The whole plant is a yellowish green.

It sends up a single flower stalk a few inches in

height, bearing a single oval leaf about two

inches long, which clasps the stem. The flowers

are pale green, and the whole plant has so little

about it to arrest the eye, that its presence is

detected more by accident than research.

It was a matter of interest to remember that on

a botanical excursion made last fall to the vi-

cinity of Salem, X. J., we found in low, damp
ground a species of fern, also called Adder's

Tongue ( Ojihioyhssum vuigatum), which had a

singularly close resemblance to this little orchid.

The fern was also small, and its frond was a

pale green, embracing a single stem, on the
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summit of which was a spike of capsules. The

two pin posed to be near rela-

oot that they belonged to such

very 'different natural orders—one an orchid,

and" the other a fern, which has no flowers.

The Pink bill is in the serpentine belt. It is

a field of cellular quartz, from which the Ser-

pentine bad decayed and been removed by the

weather, leaving the harder quartz to cover the

The soil is considered barren and un-

productive by the fanner, and is of little value

agriculturally, but well adapted for the growth

ral wild plants. At this season of the

year the wild pink predominates, giving a red

tint to the field. The grasses, which mostly

e >ver our fields, do not thrive, and their absence

gives space for the wild plants to grow. Next

in abundance to the Phlox was a species of large

flowered chickweed (Ceradium arvense var ob-

longifolium), which in Chester County, Dr. Dar-

lington says, is almost confined to the serpentine

soils. A blue violet, the arrow-leaved Viola

Saijittaia, was also abundant.

In the low ground along a rivulet (Dismal

Run), that borders the pink hill, we found a

tender, succulent little plant with divided leaves

and minute, solitary flowers. It was the False

Mermaid (Fhcrkca proserpinacoides.) It disap-

pears early in the season, and by the last of the

Sixth Month not a vestige of it can be found.

In the same vicinity were numbers of the

Bishop's Cap (Militia diphijtht), so called from

a fancied resemblance of the flowers arid seed

vessels to a bishop's mitre. It is a neat and at-

tractive little plant. The leaves, which spring

directly from the root, are mounted on long foot-

stalks. The flower-stem has about its middle
two opposite leaves, and above these the small,

white flowers are arranged along the stems.

The approach of train time put an end to

our exploration, in which, if circumstances had
permitted, we could pleasantly have spent a

longer time. But having found more than
twenty species which we had not seen before

during the present season, we felt that a good
degree of success had attended our researches.

|

J. W.

" Whereas, On the twenty-ninth day of Jan-
uary, eighteen hundred and ninety-six, the Rev-
erend Benjamin W. Arnett, D. D. of Wilber-
force, I >., Senior Bishop of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, President of the Board of

- of Wilberforce University and member
oi man) learned societies, was refused entertain-

ment at certain reputable hotels in the city of
Boston, I- cause he was a colored man, in spite

of the statue law on discrimination on account
i

; therefore,
• /.'• ofoed, That the Senate and House of Re-

presentatives of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, in general court assembled, successors

bodies which repeatedly elected Charles
Sumner to the Senate of the United States and
for four years received messages from John A.
Andnw, hcr.-by i spress thi ir severest reproba-
tion of .-neb discrimination and their firm con-
viction of the truth of that clause in the I ><

i la-

ration wherein all men are
declari .

| qual. And it is further,

foed, Thai Still more to be reprobated is

of any part of the public against
any class of our fellow-citizens whereby such
discrimination i- n ndi red possible, and that a

is campaign for Btatute rights, by the
ill tneel the hearty

approve
.

.„ f ,|„ two branches
iurt."

—

Selected.

AFTER THE QUARANTINE.
II. sears and family, who lately

l scarlet icver, ,-ix of the family
<* which time the care and most

of the nursim; rested on the husUand and father, who
passed main sleepless nights a. 1m i

mst. rim; to their

wants. The quarantine lasted nearly a month.

Lines written for'W
iassed thi'niiiih a sieg
M-ini: sick a <!!. di

We have read within otir Bibles,

Of three holy men of old,

Who refused to worship idols,

Made by men from shining gold.

And the king in wrath commanded,
When thtse men his servants found,

That they should be brought before him
And, in iron fetters bound,

Cast into the furnace, heated

To a fierce and burning heat,

"In their coats and hats and hosen,"

Bound in chains, both hauds and feet.

They who cast them in all perished

;

But these three in safety trod,

And another walked beside them,
' Like unto the Son of God.'

They were saved and all promoted,

For they had been purified,

As they walked the fiery furnace,

With the Saviour by their side.

And I've thought your late baptism,

'Neath affliction's iron brunt,

Was so like that furnace, heated,

Seven times more than it was wont."

But, while you were walking through it,

While you passed beneath the rod,

There was One who walked beside you
And it was the Son of God.

And I think that you are feeling,

Precious lessons have heen learned,

Through this season of affliction,

While the furnace fiercely burned.

That a very great deliverance

He in love and mercy wrought
As from out the fiery trial

All your dear ones He has brought.

Marvellous the strength He gave you.

All your duties to perform,

Through those days and nights of suffering,

Through the winter's cold and storm.

And although the cares and duties,

Sometimes threatened to overwhelm,
Loving hearts were bravely watching

Close beside the trembling helm.

And the husband and the father,

Captain-like, walked to and fro,

For the comfort of the dear ones

And their every need to know.

One dear child, a patient sufferer,

Still is lying on his bed,

But above his couth of suffering

Hope's bright rays for health are shed.

And the loved and aged mother
Weeks and months of pain has known

;

But our ever present Helper
Will not leave his child alone.

Stronger ties of love now bind you,
Sweeter sympathies now flow,

For all those in deep affliction

As from quarantine you go.

Deeper, fuller comprehension,
Of our Heavenly Father's love,

Thrills your hearts which now are dwelling
Nearer to his throne above.

Since you know that while He chastens
With one hand He yet sustains

With the other, till our losses

Often prove our heavenly gains.

From your heart-depths prayers are rising
Tied your daily lives be seen

Better, purer, and more noble,

Baknesvji.le, O., Third Month 28th, 1896!

lOOlS.
j

;eague, :

al aeaii

Military Drill in the Public Schools.

The American Humanitarian Leag

Providence, R. I., has issued an appeal agair]

a bill introduced into Congress, which providj

for the instruction of the boys in public schot
J

in military drill. From this, the following pi

sages have been extracted :

There is a growing conviction that Ame
children should have healthier, better

plined bodies, which, in these days of inti

civilization, must be secured through syste

physical education. Under cover of this,

tary drill is brought to the front as a train

which meets a great need. Army officers

not deceived as to the true object of this
|

in our schools ; but the people at large i

the recommendation of a War Secretary w
misty understanding, if not positive rnisapp

hension.

Able specialists declare, from a physiolc

cal standpoint, that military drill, in itself, d

not meet the physical requirement of boys ;i

in the growing period.

ON THE EFFECTS OF MILITARY DRILL I
BOYS.

Dudley A. Sargent, M. D , Director of !

Hemenway Gymnasium, Harvard Universe
1

Cambridge, Mass., says:
" My principal objection to military drill

a physical exercise is that it does not, to *!

extent, meet the physiological demands of
:

body. . . It does not increase the respirat

and quicken the circulation to a sufficient

tent to secure the constitutional benefits t

should accrue from exercise."

Col. Thomas F. Edmands, of the Bosj

Cadets, says

:

"The modern drill regulations are by I

means adapted for work in schools under ;]

circumstances. They need a man's brains I
muscles."

MILITARY" DRILL FOR BOYS.

An editorial in New York Nation, Foii

Month 11th, 1895, says:
" The gravest objection is that the bil'J

make military drill in the Public Schools c
|

pulsory, springs from the samesenseless and 1 ti

tal war-spirit that is making wreck of so ml
public reputations, and continually threateni

to embroil us with other uations. What its
j |

moters really have in mind is, not physical e I

cise, not parades and displays, but the spnlj

iug in childish minds of the idea that figh g

is the noblest occupation of man. Now,«|

boys have too much of this idea already. \V ji

they need, together with their fellow juver-M

in the United States Senate, is, not military dj^

but instruction in good manners, in the arts id

love of peace, and in ambition to make jA

country decent and habitable, instead of fea.li

We are confident that the humane and educt I
sentiment of the State needs only to be appet<M

to in order to show that it is solidly and stroiJj

against compulsory drill in the schools."

W. Evans Darby, L.L. D., says

:

" In drilling children by military discip I
there is implanted in them the spirit boriw

the character and associations of the drill, w
spirit of the soldier who is trained to kill id

to destroy ; there is developed in them the I
spirit, the spirit of murder. It is in vain teffr

pect that the drill can be used and the mH
influence of its associations be escaped. Ifi

tary drill, therefore, of necessity favors andw
ters ideas and practices which belong top*

brute and barbaric side of human nature, rs«
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.tlj. to the cultured and civilized, the develop-
rJjt of which is the object sought in the very
eSence of the school. It familiarizes the young
up the idea of the taking of human life. ItA for granted a series of terrible fallacies

jfl war cannot be dispensed with, that the
Jjral state of man is hostility to his fellow

ma. It sanctions and assumes the militarism

of 'hich it is a part and for which it is train-

jjf Disguise it as we may, the simple fact is

*tlt the primary object of establishing mili-

tar drill in our schools and colleges is a pro-

feftjnal one, that is, to give instruction in

aii ary tactics to educated young men, in order

tb( they may be of service to the country or
comiunity in case of war, and to prepare the

nt and file of future armies in the primary
an; elementary schools of the land. . . .

'By all means let mind and body be devel-

ops to the utmost, but let it never be forgotten

thf there is a higher purpose in all this cul-

tnrthan mere destruction, that the human race

handier possibilities than can be reached on
thneld of conquest, or by wasting its energies

in uitual conflict ; and that the dash and vigor
mesprit de corps developed by school games
an, physical exercises may find higher spheres

x>( ;tion than the battlefield, and a fitter outlet

an more beneficent achievements than any

tty can be covered by the term ' Military.'
"

•fivery careful student of human life knows
til the ideals and thoughts which fill the ho-

rizji of childhood color all after life. If dur-
imthe formative period the ideals which fill

thichild's mind lie essentially noble and bu-
rnt e, if he be taught that his mission is to help
sulue the savage in man, to transform swords
inlploughshaivs and spears into pruning-hooks,
oru other words, to become a savior of life

an a dispenser of happiness instead of a slayer

of is brother and an angel of darkness, he will

gre to manhood brave but gentle, manly but
lcag. . . .

In the other hand the child who is drilled

in'he manual of arms has constantly before
hi; the hour when he may draw the trigger
whh means death to a fellow-man

; he comes
toive the sound of the drum beat, and learns
tomg for a chance to shoulder the murderous
git. He turns to the lives if Alexander,
Crar and Napoleon ; dreams of fame through
ekghter, of power through devastation and
deruction, fill his mind, and by coming to be-
lies it is legitimate to kill his fellow-men when
onred to by a superior officer, the highest and
first elements in his mind are benumbed. And
I By say here, what I most profoundly believe,
th\ there can never bean approach tociviiiza-
h( so long as the child mind receives military
oil, for the associations, ideals and dreams
wich necessarily follow in the wake of warlike
in ruction are so at variance with the ideals
w ch alone can redeem the world from hate,
gud and injustice, that until children are
ta^ht to entertain a profound reverence for
nuan life, human rights and for justice in its

Widest sense, humanity will not know what
m civilization is. B. O. Flower.

Some Ancient Minute Books.

iBENEZER Worth, who was among the
aiient and honorable of the elders belonging
tcJaln Quarterly Meeting of Friends, in Penn-
S3?ania, said, " He thought it was not accord-
I to the natural feeling of mankind to be truly
ttnkful for favors received; but that it pro-

ved from the work of Divine Grace in the
h rt of man."

When recently in England, the opportunity
was afforded of perusiog some old monthly
meeting books, which dated back to aboul the
year 1070. My observations were compressed
into an aggregate of only two or three hours,

yet that short time sufficed to reveal the earn-
est care which Friends of two hundred years ago
exercised over one another, and their honest
zeal in the cause of the pure Truth. Herewith
are presented a few typical circumstances of
which slight notes were made at the time, aud
which may prove interesting to some readers of
The Friend. The penmanship within these
old volumes is generally clear aud boldly writ-

ten ; the paper is yellow and worn with age.

First, I recall a minute in Earith Monthly
Meeting book, which charges that was
"keeping company" with a certain young
woman not a Friend, with the view of marry-
ing her. A committee was accordingly ap-
pointed to visit the delinquent individual. Sub-
sequent minutes during succeeding months refer

to the case. One opens with the remark that

he "still persisted" in courting the young
woman in question. Evidently he was a faith

ful lover, for in spite of the care of his exer
cised friends he eventually married the girl of
his choice. Yet the old pages show that labor
was still being extended towards him. The cli-

max of this quiet old love tale is ultimately
reached, when we read that he told the meet-
ing he was sorry he had been obliged to

disobey its behests, and asked to be retained

a member within its fold, also desiring that his

bride might be granted membership. Their
request was acceded to, and their names in that
connection appear no more on the records.

Tradition tells us that in their generation they
became useful Friends. Their descendants are

to-day almost the only representatives of Qua-
kerism in the village of Earith.

Our early Friends applied disciplinary pro-

ceedings in a very simple manner; and the

records of these methods are just as unconven-
tional. For instance, when a committee was
appointed, the minutes would state that so-and-

so had been " ordered to speak " to the party
with whom the business was to be transacted.

Thus in one place we read, "Ordered, that

Thomas Murford and William Woymer speak
the second time to Robert Goodwin concerning
the taking of his wife contrary to the truth."

Evidently Robert had " married out of meet-
ing."

Another minute book states that a committee
was " ordered to speak to " a certain Friend who
had drank so much " as to lose his senses." It

is to be feared that, to use modern language,
this unfortunate brother had become quite

drunk.

A funny thing in a book in the county of
Norfolk is the following rather ambiguous
minute: "A bill for entertainment of the
Friends' horses that visited our last Monthly
Meeting by appointment, was here sent in by
Samuel Abbott, being £1, 9s. 9d."
Amongst the curious charges made against

delinquents, is that regarding one Isaac Gross.

The quaint old record tells us that during a re-

ligious discussion he had quoted " a ballad to

be Scripture." Like some good people in our
own day, he apparently had gotten poetry and
the Bible somewhat mixed. But did these

honest Friends let him off easily? Not at all.

He was asked " to come to a true sense thereof

and condemn those words," which it seems, an
acknowledgment be bad previously submitted
to the meeting, "did not fully do." It i- to be

presumed thai Isaac al lasl adjusted matters
to the sati.-l'ai'tion of his truth-loving Friends.

A tale of Quaker carefulness and godly zeal,

is read between the lines of rom minutes in the
old minute-books of Norwich Monthly Meet-
ing, two and one-quarter centuries ago. Fir.-t,

we read how some of the " Young Friends"
felt that a larger meeting-house would be de-

sirable. After mature deliberation, the " older
Friends " decided to proceed in such an under-
taking. In the collection of funds, a definite

amount to obtain from both the younger and
older people, was mutually agreed upon—the
older brethren taking much tlie larger part of
the financial burden. In a ihw months the
" young people " reported to the Monthly Meet-
ing that they feared the original plans were not
ample enough. When the older Friend- again
condescended to the zeal of the younger ones;
and also in few but loving words minuted a
recommendation that the youth should be care-
ful not to exceed their financial ability when
subscribing to the building fund. At last the
house was completed. It stands to-day sound
as a dollar ; its thick stone walls and heavy
timbers attesting to the lasting workmanship of
those primitive days of our Society.

One of the interesting things found in the old
minute book of Norwich, is a copy of an epistle

written in 1676 by the Yearly Meeting of Lon-
don, or "Solemn General Meeting." This docu-
ment was addressed to all Friends within its

jurisdiction, is couched in quaint language,
and is a production I have never seen anywhere
else. Each separate matter referred to within
it is numbered, and given a more or less suita-

ble title.

The fourth subject discussed in this epistle is,

concerning " sighing, groaning, and singing in

the church." Apparently all three of these
manifestations of feeling were recognized as
having a place in public worship, if kept within
what were considered proper limitations. " It

hath been and is our living sense and con-
stant testimony, according to our experience
of the Divine operations of the Spirit and
power of God in hia church, that there has
been and is a serious sighing, seasonable
groaning, and reverent singing, and breathing
forth an heavenly sound of joy ; in that grace,
and in the spirit, and with understanding,
in blessed unity with the brethren whilst they
are in the public labor and service of the
Gospel, whether by preaching, praying, or
praising God." The document then "goes on
to recommend that whilst these exercises are
" not to be questioned or discouraged by any,"
Friends are to be careful not to " abuse the
power of God," or to be immoderate or do any-
thing by imitation, and where such is the case
they are to be privately admonished " for that
life, spirit, and power is risen in the church
which doth distinguish and hath power accord-
ingly to judge."

Subject number seven, refers to offenders
against the discipline, and exhibits a deep feel-

ing of love towards any erring brethren. It
concludes with the beautiful request that "after
any Friend's repentance and restoration, none
among you to remember his transgression as to
cast it at him, or upbraid him with it : for that
is not according to the mercies of God."
Number nine is headed, " Concerning Pro-

pounding Marriages." The natural inference
conveyed by this caption would be that young
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men are instructed how to " propose,"
;

in. irrect Friends are

•d that intended marriages are to be

aded "
to all Monthly

;
-. Then all having been " cleared,"

r is given that the contracting parties

. d—not in any slow fashion—but

i epistle,
' in a -rand and

\ of friends and relatives."

This d icument was signed by many promi-

nent early Friends, including William Penn,

J. Parker, John Buruyeat, John Banks, and

others.

To sum up, tlmse old minute books reveal a

tendi r care for each other amongst our primi-

tive Friends; and a rare thoughtfulne3S that

none bring any reproach upon the militant

church. So, whilst we possibly may be amused

at their ancient phraseology, let us in our day

seek t.. imitate the zeal and virtues of the foun-

ders of our Society, whose successors we desire

to be.

In an article in the British Friend ou the

smallness of the members of the Society of

-, by J. W. Graham we find the follow-

ing paragraphs:

—

No doubt we lose constantly in the compe-

tition of the Churches by having no paid repre-

sentative
—

' canvasser,' if the term may be ex-

tended a little. But we should lose everything

we have to offer if we took to that line. Our
' line' is a special one. It is remarkable how,
in the business world, Quaker firms take special

line-: how often they give the best article and
charge a high price. They do not generally

aim at cheapness and ' the million.' Nor do we
as a religious Society. 'The million' will not

have our quiet meetings, destitute of the element
ofentertainment; nor our organization, in which
service is asked rather than pastoral visits of-

fered ; nor our central idea, which is not out-

ward enough to be easily absorbed. The single

fact of the exclusion of music from worship must
prevent large numbers of people from joining

US. I) is partly our excellences, and not only
our defects, which must keep us a comparatively
small body. To maintain a pure testimony,

rather than to be attractive to the multitude, is

our true call. I know of no exception to the
rule that the purest forms of religious faith have
always been held by the relatively few; and
that the most popular forms have often been
permeated by superstition, worked by terrorism,

and made attractive by appeals to" the senses.

I am tar from satisfied with our present numbers,
they an- intensely disappointing; but there exists

this steady inevitable reason, a reason not to be
ashamed of—why we can never be as numerous
as tie- Methodists. Probably our forefathers
have had unconsciously the alternative of at-

tracting numbers or of creating a type of char-
ve both was out of their power.

i
-lie other constant source of

diminution, seldom valued at it, lull weight :

and that is our phenomenally low birth-rate'.

Our gain on admission into membership is nut
by a steady excess of deaths over births of one
hundred per annum. When the Quarterly
Meeting of Lancashire and Cheshire n ports
that it has admitted seventy si ven adults and a
large Dumber of minors into membership since
its last Triennial Report, but that it- net increase
is very slight; and when out of every three per-

the Society of Friends in Great
Britain only one enter- by birth, we

this is. Two considerations modify it.

One, that in a society which replenishes its num-

bers bv admission in the middle periods of life,

the deaths tend to preponderate over the births,

for each convinced Friend appears in the list at

his death, but not at his birth ; and further that

only those children are birthright members, both

of whose parents are Friends. When all de-

ductions are made, however, the situation re-

mains grave from a numerical point of view,

though free from any reproach from the side of

spiritual fidelity."—'TJie British Friend.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Tlie Pitcher Plant—The visit of F. W. Bur-

bridge to Borneo was mainly for the purpose of

collecting plants for the collection at Kew.
Among the most curious of these were the dif-

ferent species of Pitcher Plants (Nepenthes). In

these, the stem of the leaf is prolonged beyond
its usual termination, sometimes for a considera-

ble distance, and it ends in a sac or pitcher,

which varies in size in different species.

Preparation of Sago.—The trees are cut down
just as they attain maturity, the time being
known by^the production of the branched in-

florescence. The leaves are removed, and then

the trunks, which are ten to fifteen feet long,

and as thick as a man's body, are split longi-

tudinally into two halves. A man then cuts

out the pith, with which the whole centre of the

trunk is filled. This is carried to a rudely con-

structed vat, besides a river or brook where
fresh or clear water is plentifully obtainable.

Here the pith is trodden, and the result is that

the fine sago starch is washed through and set-

tles in a trough below.

Alligators as a Defence against Thieves.—
Burbridge relates that when W. B. Pryer went
to reside on the island of Lulu, he was a good
deal annoyed by the natives coming at night
and stealing his rice. This they did by making
a hole through the bags with a spear, so that
the rice ran through the interstices of the lath

floor, and was caught in a vessel held beneath
for that purpose.

One day, however, a tolerably large and
healthful alligator was brought in for sale. The
ugly creature was purchased and confined be-
neath the house, and it is needless to add that
the nocturnal pilfering in that direction was
immediately discontinued.

The sun-birds of Borneo are the representa-
tives in the East of the humming birds of the
Western tropics. As the sunbeams glitter on
their bodies, they sparkle like so many precious
stones. Burbridge says, " I well remember a
certain dark-leaved tree with scarlet flowers,
that especially courted the attention of the sun-
birds, and about its blossoms they continually
darted with eager and vivacious movements.
With this tree they seemed particularly de-
lighted, clinging to the slender twigs and co-
queting with the flowers, thrusting in their
slender, curved beaks, and probing with their
hush-like tongues for insects and nectar, hang-
ing suspended by their feet, throwing back their
little glossy heads, chasing each other on giddy-
wing, and flirting and twittering, the gayest of
the gay. Some were emerald green, some vivid
violet, and others yellow, with crimson wings."

Co operation of Plants, Insects, etc.—Beccari,
during his travels in Borneo discovered a sin-
gular plant—Myrmecodia— parasitic on low
jungle trees. The young seedlings, when about

an inch in height, are punctured or bitten 1

an ant, an operation which causes the stem

become gouty and eventually hollow, in fact,

natural living hive in which the ants th<

shelter themselves. This is their own gain, ai

they in return rush out to resent any attai

which may be made on their living nest.

Burbridge, in his travels in Borneo, say
" I saw this plant daily for a long period, at

often amused myself by attacking it in ord

to see how invariably the ants rushed out

force to repel the intruder."

A large red kingfisher inhabits Borneo, whi

nest is said to be pendulous, and invariably

be accompanied in the same nest by a b

which is peculiarly vicious, so that the n
can only be robbed after destroying the bees

An Honest Example.

James Pemberton, of Philadelphia, was widn

known in the business community as a man
sterling integrity. The following anecdote

lustrates this point in his character: Duri
the war between France and England, in 17

j

the brigantine Hannah, Captain Donnell, owiJ

by James Pemberton and Peter Reeve, wit

valuable cargo of molasses, coffee and suf
from Jamaica to Philadelphia, was captured

the French privateer La Fier, from New
j

leans, commanded by Jean Hinard. Capt i

Donnell, knowing the value ofthe cargo, treat

with Hinard for the ransom of the brig, i

engaged, if released, that on its arrival at Ph'

delphia, or any other port in the adjoining pi

inces, its owners should pay eight thousandi

lars as ransom money. For the faithful
j

ment of this money Captain Donnell ga^

bond for that amount, signed by himself,
|

mate, and one of the crew; and as further!

curity. the two latter went on board the pr.l

teer as hostages: Hinard, leaving on board!
brig a person who was authorized to receive!

ransom money from the owners.

The Hannah arrived safely in Boston, 1

the knowledge of the above circumstances I
speedily transmitted through New YorKI
Philadelphia. The merchants in Boston I
New York informed the officer that as the I
had safely arrived in an enemy's port, he c I
not possibly expect to obtain any part of I
money, as the bond was given without M
owners or consignees' knowledge or consent, id

therefore not legal ; and that "they would

I

give him much for the debt." He told the 1
broken English, " Me no fraid ; me got a Qu I
to deal with." He was informed of the sanli

legality by the merchants at the cofFee-housM
his arrival in Philadelphia, to whom he ve

the same answer. The merchants also entflj

ored to persuade James Pemberton nottcji
the bond, to which he gave them nosatisfaiirj

reply—having no doubt in his mind but jai

the commander of the frigate had heard of nd

in some measure was acquainted withFrldl
and their principles. When the officer cm
upon him with the bond, he informed hi ;

he

should discharge it as soon as advices should
received that the hostages were arrived sW
in a French port— a stipulation intend I to

prevent the possible necessity of paying ad-
ditional amount as salvage in case of theiibp-

ture by the English. The hostages, hovW
escaped and reached Philadelphia in safetiM
two weeks afterward the officer, Joseph Mj>&
was paid the sum of eight thousand dolla'by

James Pemberton, who took a writing oM*

knowledgment and discharge for the sain*
1
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fc>r the punctual payment James Pemberton
raved the transient censure of the trading

Jof the community. The officer conducted

hBelf with propriety, ami appeared to be a

wlbred and polite man ; and informed James
Fiberton of the opinions that bud been ex-

pired by some of the merchants respecting

twransaction. But " the satisfaction " James
pKberton experienced " outbalanced the sneers

amblarue of unprincipled men ;" and upon re-

lal|g these occurrences to a friend, he expressed

akh "that all under our name would in their

dfjngs among men take the precious Truth
f*:heir guide, walk by the same rule, and
mi 1 the same thing—in order that the mouths
oliainsayers might be stopped, and the noble

pfeciples we professed be exalted."

For "The Friend."

jjlnd are they, and other Friends, good ex-

anles in these respects?"

(i has seemed to the writer that the conclud-

b^paragraph of the third query is not the

I important part of the inquiry addressed by

oaj Society to those of its members who are

pl^ed iu the responsible position of rearing

Mil instructing children.

I i it possible for the human mind to con-

cfcie the influence that a parent unconsciously

cwts on his tender offspring? and is it possi-

lwto gauge the weighty impressions so oftene on the youthful minds, by the apparently

moticed word or deed of parents, either for

gol or for bad? Do not circumstances, often

»|rivial, that we of maturer years scarcely

gi| them a second thought, produce on the re-

oelive mind of childhood, impressions which
Births and years, yea, even a lifetime, will not

plicate ?

I not the parent the highest earthly standard
kEwn to the youthful mind, and does it not

w|irally look, first and above everyone else, to

thjparent for advice and instruction, and also

ffmxample t

should it not then be a cause for deep and
ariious concern to the parents, that they neither

ofad, nor cause one of these little ones to

stmble and fall ; but rather, that their lives

Bik be so consistent, and their actions and
tils so imbued with the love and power of

Gl, that the child cannot fail to realize and
ao:pt the parental influence, as proceeding
fro a higher source than human wisdom?
Can the blind lead the blind ?" and can the

pent who has not known the subjugation of
hi own will to that of his Lord and Master,
W:> has not tasted of, and struggled under the
wght of the cross, and who has not been
closed in the laver of regeneration; can he
eject that by his example, his children will

h?e instilled in them, a love for the strait and
Dirow way ?

\nd as the time draws near when the schools

M return to their homes the children entrusted
tcheir care, is there not an added responsibility

tQ'ou who are parents?
•s it not more than likely that the young

lEids will want to throw off some of the re-

stdnts so crossing to the natural will ; it may be
itlress, or in speech, or in social euvironment

;

ail will they not naturally look to you to see
wither you will encourage or restrain them?
>Iy parent Friend : art thou prepared to meet

"i issue? Dost thou realize that on thy con-
«t or disapprobation, much may depend

;

tit thy word of constraint or restraint spoken
"season, may turn or stem the tide of conflict
"the young breast; that when a parental de-

cision is required at thy hand, thy demeanor, if

dignified with wisdom from on high, will often

carry with it deeper conviction than the spokeD
word ?

How my heart does crave that the parents

may be good examples in these, and in all other

respects ; that they may be baptized into a sense

of their children's dependence on them, and of

their own dependence on a higher power for

wisdom to train the youth ; that they may be

a strength and comfort to the young, some of

whom may be in the valley of conflict ; and that

they may be concerned to set up and maintain

the standard of Truth in its ancient and Gospel

purity. As this concern exists, there will be a

drawing of the parents unto the children, and

of the children unto the parents, and the earthly

and natural love will be sweetened and mel-

lowed by the spiritual love for each other's

soul's welfare. W. C. C.

It does not always happen that the industrious

accumulate much of this world's riches. Some-

times their Heavenly Father sees the need of

crosses, even in temporals, and administers to

them losses of various kinds. But the Lord's

dedicated children can often perceive his hand

in these dispensations, and being therewith con-

tent, still find godliness great gain. Our aged

friend, Abel Thomas, was a man active and
prudent iu his worldly business. A Friend who
admired his industry and management, said to

him, " I suppose thou art growing rich, Abel."
" No," said the old Friend, seriously, " I have
been mercifully blessed with many losses!"

—

Selected.

Two Pictures.— In an eloquent address

given by a missionary recently, two pictures

were vividly placed before us which, reproduced

here, may be a fresh revelation of Jesus to

some heart that needs to see Him more plainly.

In far-away India the children of a certain

household came to the knowledge of Jesus as a

personal Saviour. The love born in their own
hearts constrained them to be ministers of grace

to all in the family. Every servant of the

family was brought into a Christian experience

except one—the dearest and most longed for of

all—the old nurse who had cradled every one

of the children in her arms, and to whom they

were very dear. When they would plead with

her to give her heart to the Christian's God, she

would say :
" What, can your God care for the

heart of a poor old woman like me ? No, no
;

it doesn't matter what becomes of a poor old

heathen such as I am." "But, Rumi," they

would plead, "our God loves you; He really

loves you, and He wants you to love Him."
"Ah," she would answer, " you children are so

good, and you love your poor old Rumi, so you
think your God loves me too ; but no, no, it

cannot be." But they continued to bring the

light as best they could to the dark soul, and to

pray for the blessed Spirit to open her mind to

the truth. One day the master of the house

was called to Rumi's bedside ; she was dying.

She had passed beyond the reach of human
speech, so that no word of the life eternal could

be given her again ; but as they bent over her,

unconscious as she was of any human presence,

they heard her murmur :
" Yes, there is room for

me ; it is true ; He does love me. Jesus, Jesus,

Thou art the Saviour of a poor woman like

me."
Years after, Rumi's mistress having come

across the sea to this Christian land, foliowed

her faithful old servant into the land of shad-

ows. As her children bent over her, uncon-

scious that they were near, they heard her

whisper the same Bweel name: "Jesus, Jesus,

Thou lovest me; Thou art my precious Jesus."

And, recalling the parting words of Rumi, they

rejoiced in the thought of the one universal,

ever-present, persona) Saviour, as able to bring

a dark heathen SOUl into glorious light a- to

satisfy with his salvation the cultured hearl and
mind reared amid Christian opportunities and
privileges. To each He revealed himself in

the same way— through the simple faith of the

heart accepting and believing his love.— The
< 'hrixtian AiJrnruli

.
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In the introduction into the Society of Friends

of a well ordered system of discipline, George
Fox declared that be was impelled by the same
Divine power that in the beginning sent him
forth to proclaim the spiritual nature of the

religion of Christ. He had taught his disciples

to look primarily to the Lord's Holy Spirit as

the guide and helper of his people; and it is

not surprising that some of these reasoned, that

if all the members of the Church were under
the influence of the Lord's Spirit, they might
depend on it for guidance in every emergency,
and that therefore there was no need for rules

and order in the outward visible church, nay,

that these were impositions which ought to be
rejected. There is no reason to doubt that some
well-inclined Friends were for a time bewildered

in their judgment by these insinuations, and did

not realize that these regulations came from the

same Divine Source as the doctrines of the

church, and that the spirit which opposed them
was the evil spirit that lay at the root of ranter-

ism—an undue confidence in their own ability

to distinguish the impulses of the Spirit from
the insinuations of the enemy, and an unwilling-

ness to listen to the advice of others of greater

age or experience.

George Fox and others of the early Friends

frequently met with Ranters, and had contro-

versies with them. He mentions that at one
place they sung, whistled and danced. They
appear to have been quite numerous in England
at that time.

It is no unusual stratagem for the enemy of

all righteousness to confuse the minds of Christ's

followers by suggesting to them that certain

things to be done or to be left undone are Divine
commands, wheu it is not the case. This is a

trial to which more persons have been exposed,

than perhaps is generally supposed. Thomas
Ell wood states that when he was reached by
the Spirit of God, and had made up his mind
to follow its leadiugs, " the enemy transforming

himself into the appearance of an angel of light,

offered himself in that appearance, to be my
guide and leader into the performance of relig-

ious exercises." Accordingly he read abund-
ance in the Bible, and prayed often and at

great length. But he found this will worship

was a hurt and a hindrance to his spiritual

growth.

Thomas Ellwood's experience in reference to

John Perrot, is instructive. This man advanced
the idea, that in time of public prayer, it was
not right for the audience to remove their

hats, unless they felt an immediate motion at

the time, to put them off'. John appears to

have been a man of weak judgment, but very
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Bcient— yet his imprisonment at Rome,

whither he had "gone "" itn a fancied mission to

convert the p ipe, made it easier to spread his

peculiar views among sympathizing Friends

—

and Thomas says, " I was catched in the snare,

and was taken with the notion, as what then

seemed to ray weak understanding suitable to

the doctrine of a spiritual dispensation." But

as he had no evil intention in the matter, he

Bays, " The Lord, in tender compassion to my
Boul, was graciously pleased to open my under-

standing."

Under a concern for the restoration to unity

of those who had been misled by John Perrot,

a meeting was appointed by George Fox to be

held in London. Of this, Thomas Ellwood says,

- When that s >Iemn meeting was appointed at

London, for a travail in spirit ou behalf of

those who hail thus gone out, that they might

rightly return, and be sensibly received into the

unity of t he body again, my spirit rejoiced, and
with gladness of heart I went to it, as did

many more, and with a great simplicity and
humility of mind, did honestly and openly ac-

knowledge our outgoings, and take condemna-
tion and shame to ourselves." The meeting

continued for several days. Thus in the motion

of life, were the healing waters stirred, and
many, through the virtuous power thereof, re-

stored to soundness, and indeed not many were

THE SALVATION ARMY.

[A postal card recently received from a valued
Friend in England alludes to this subject in

the manner quoted below. We reproduce it

here for the sake of giving an additional cau-

tion to those of our readers who may be tempted
by the show of good works connected with the

movements of that body of professors, to desert

tin- spiritual standard followed by our prede-
cessors in profession, as to religious labor, and
to follow the commands of an earthly leader in

th^ place of Christ Jesus, who is Head over all

things to his people.

—

Ed.]
" Thirtieth of Fourth Month, 1S96.

" I can scarcely forbear sending a Hue or two
to confess how thankful I felt for the plain ob-
servations and wholesome warnings in No. 39
of The Fbiend, headed 'The Salvation Army.'
I feel much tor those of our younger Friends
who have been latterly induced to join it, and
to resign their right of membership by birth,
tor the sal f doing so.

lie- ( reneral,' as he is called, was in Leeds
recently, and I saw large portraits of him car-
ried through tin- streets on an advertising wagon.
He also spoke to a large assembly in one of the
theatres in a very sensational way. Much good
may have been done for a time under their in-

strumentality. I5.it it was inevitable from the
first, thai the system nin-l some day before long
relax, and corruption enter."

sf MM u:y OF EVENTS.
Uni ren States - Sp - i il k irning i i the danger-

ous icebergs men cmj - ', < ,,,,• ,, , ,
i

.,
, N

United 3l ite Na il I i rdrographer
whose numerous reports from v.— U aii-u-nc at
Eastern ports Bhow an abnormally great number of

'
Si. John's an.] I 'ape Ha. v, .Irifling to the

regular pese,i-.T hiea r roul.es, of whirl, many
already lie in the adopted tracks, where, until they
are dissolved in course of time by the Gulf Blream,

will l.av.- to exercise the greatest caution hi
avoiding them. Vessels to the north ..I il

1:1,1 "' r,, i'" ri ''""' li-l'l-. wiih very little open
water, still drifting south, indicating that the maxi-
mum cnii.lilioii ..f danger for this year has n it vol
been reached on the (iraud Banks.

Three months ago it was announced that as a result

of hw Year's trip of the whaler Active to the Green-

land whale fishery a dividend of about 360 per cent,

would probably he paid to the "farmers" of the ves-

sel. These anticipations have been more than fulfilled.

It is announced that Nikola Tesla has solved the

problem which he set before himself many years ago

and which may revolutionize the system of electric

lighting. It is, electrical experts say, the nearest per-

fect adaptation of the great force of nature to the use

of man. In Tesla's laboratory in Houston St., N. Y.,

is a bulb not more than three inches in length, which,

when the current is turned into it, becomes a bulb of

light. The mat is almost imperceptible. With it a

very large room is so lighted that it is possible to read

in any corner. Yet this is done without the attach-

ments necessary in existing lights. The rays are so

strong that the sharpest photographs may be taken

by them. No new dynamo is required to produce the

current. There is no danger of harmful shock in its

use. Tesla has been working for many years on his

theory of the necessity and the practicability of the

conversion of electricity. The present incandescent

gives only 3 per cent, of illuminating power. The
other 97 per cent, is wasted in heat. The bulb which
he has perfected gives 10 per cent, of light and loses

10 per cent, of energy. Tesla declares that he will,

with the aid of a few more experiments, be able to

produce 40 per cent, of light, so that the waste will be
reduced only to 00 per cent, or 37 per cent, less than at

present. The principle of the light is vibration. The
illuminating is secured by means of what — Tesla
terms a vibrator within a bulb, which holds the vi-

brating needle within a vacuum. The needle vibrates

so rapidly that the figures per second sound imagi-
nary, but it is this intensity of energy which gives the

light its brilliancy and its apparent steadiness. The
lights do not have to be renewed.
A New Orleans man thus speaks of that city in the

Washington Times: ''The metropolis of the South is

really in a phenomenally prosperous condition at the
present time, and the citizens have some claim for

their dreams of greatness. In the last nine months
17,000,000 bushels of corn were shipped from New
York, while 15,000,000 bushels were exported through
New Orleans. Other figures of exports are corres-

pondingly large in comparison, and it is not at all

improbable that the traffic of the Southern city will

soon rival, if not surpass, that of New York."
J. E. Dain has in view the unearthing of a mam-

moth meteor on his gold claims at South Pass, Wyo.,
within a few weeks. Last year when Dain was work-
ing his mining property he went out with his gun one
morning and found where a mighty meteor had torn
up the earth for two hundred or three hundred feet,

mowing the brush in its way as a mower would cut
grass.

The Michigan Black-knot Commission has finished
its work at Kalamazoo, and found that two-thirds of
the 5,000 plum trees within the city limits are dis-
eased, and they have been ordered removed. This
means the destruction of SI 5,000 worth of trees.

A cyclone swept across Polk County, and into the
eastern edge of Jasper County, Iowa, on the 2-lth

inst. Twenty persons are known to have been kill-
ed, and as many more seriously injured. The path
of the storm was nearly twenty miles long, and forty
to eighty rods wide, and everything in its w iy was de-
stroyed. At some placts the people had timely warn-
ing, and were able to seek safely in eaves and'cellars.
About midnight of the 24th, a cyclone half a mile

in width, passed through Mingo, Iowa, killing lour
and injuring five persons. At Durango and Bloody
Pun, same State, eighteen persons were drowned a
few hours previously by a cloud burst.
On the 25th, cyclones passed over several places in

Miehigan, killing upwards of twenty people.
Deaths in this city last week numbered 304, which

is 15 less than the previous week, and the same as
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-
4 ii_, 193 were males and 201 females: 51 .lied of
consumption; 40 of pneumonia

; 32 of heart disease;
1. ( diphtheria; 13 of apoplexy

; 12 of convulsions

;

12 ol nephritis; 11 of old age; 11 of cancer; 11 of in-
llamiiiation ol the brain; 11 of inflammation of the
stomach and bowels

; 10 of Bright's disease; 10 from
casualties; '• -holera infantum, and 9 of marasmus.

Markets, &e.—U. S. 2's, 91.'. a »6; 4's reg los :l- a
101",

;
coupon, Hlli;, a 111) 1

; fs, new, 116? a 117! • 5's

112; a ll:;.1

,
; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

COTTOH was in limited demand from spinners and
sold on a basisofN'c. per pound for Middling uplands.

Spot luan was dull at §12.00 a $13.00 for
winter in bulk, and $11.00 to $12.00 for spring in sacks.

Flour.—Winter super, $2 50 a $2.75 ; do., exta

$2.75 a $3.00 ;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a$$j

do., do., straight, $3.35 a $,",..j5 ; Western winter, cle

$3.15 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.35 a §3.55; 'c

do., patent, $3.70 a $3.85 : spring, clear, $2.80 a $3.1

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent, $3.60 a $U
do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2
a $2.65 ; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.45 ; do., straight, $3
a $3.65 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.00. Eye Flock.
$2 50 per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68 a G8}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34 a 34J-C
No. 2 white oats, 25} a 25Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 4J a 4J ;
good, 4$ a 4

medium, 4J a 4jc; common, 3J a 4c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3J a 4c; good, 3\ a

3

medium, 2:} a 3c; common, 1£ a 2£c Fall lambs,

5}c. Spring lambs, SI.50 a $-1.50. Hogs—5 a 5fl
Western, and 4J a 4Jc. for State.

Foreign.—The total membership of the Boys' ]

gade for the United Kingdom is 35,000 lads, with 2,

officers.

A despatch from Pretoria of the 2Ht inst.,

that the sentence of fifteen years' imprisonme
posed upon the leaders of the Johannesberg
Committee, who were originally sentenced to

for high treason, is regarded with disfavor
"

public there and has caused a great revulsion off
among the Afrikanders.
The Spanish Minister of the Colonies statt

General Weyler's order prohibiting the exporl

of tobacco from Cuba, affects only the better <

tobacco, called Habana. There is no prohibiti

the exportation of inferior quality— the kind in

generally by manufacturers in the United Stati

Navarro Reverter, Spanish Minister of Fil

will present to the Cortes a bill authorizing the (

eminent to issue a loan of 1,000,000,000 pesetas, t]

guaranteed by tax or treasury rentes as the Cortes i

decide.

A movement is on foot in London, Paris and 1

1

sels in favor of a reconciliation of the Armenians 1

Turkey.
It is stated that the release of the Italian prise I

by King Menelek was brought about through the
J

diation of Russia.

Dr. Brandes, of the University of Halle, has I

ceeded in rendering directly visible the X rays
J

covered by Prof. Rontgen.
The triumphal entry of the Czar and Czarina I

Moscow took place on the 21st instant. The spec I

was magnificent, and the Czar was greeted with gl
enthusiasm by the multitude. The Imperial pi
were quartered at the Kremlin. The coronation • I

monies took place on the 26th. The regalia and I

rations of the Czar and Czarina were of the I

costly and magnificent character. The crown I

by the Czar is valued at 1,100,000 roubles, being!
mounted by the famous Orloft diamond. It wastl
for Emperor Paul, in 1797.

A cholera miasm, similar to that of 1883, overlfl

Cairo. The deaths are about ninety per cent, cl
seizures.

A poor prospector named Martin Neilly mil
mo,t remarkable find at Rossland, B. C. While • I
ingadry bed of the Columbia River below Trail ( 4
he discovered a huge boulder of ore that will il
no less than 60,000 tons. Three assays made ft I
ran from $47 to $63 in gold. The huge nugget hi
posed to be a slide from Lookout Mountain, at tie I
of which it was found.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—Forconverwj

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stag m
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 ||
and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met M
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen M
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To IS

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester PhoiM
Zebebke Haines, Sii.

Died, on the ninth of Sixth Month, 1895,
home in Moorestnwn, N. J., George Willia:
the forty-sixth year of his age; a member of C
Monthly Meeting of Friends, N.J.

, on the eighth of Fourth Month, 1896,

residence in Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa , JohnH.
in the fiftv-first year of his age; a member of

Monthly Meeting, Pennsylvania.
, on First Month 20th, 189G, at his ho

Elkland, Pa., Joseph McCarty. in the eightietl

of his age ; he was a member of Muncy Monthly
ing of Friends.
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•X Lecture 5.—The Word of God Outside

ttyBible, K. F. Horton says: "It might seem
alnst impossible to exaggerate the importance
rfie Bible or to attach au undue value to the

W,'d of God which is for all time delivered by
it. Yet even this apparent impossibility has

be<. effected by the narrowness and ignorance

of en. For it has sometimes been implied, or

evt expressly taught, not only that the Bible

is 'e Word of God, but that it alone is God's
W-d, as if He had not otherwise spoken to

nas, and while everything within the covers of
IhcCanon is the word of God, nothing is the

wcl of God which is not written there. It is

Befless to say that the Bible itself does not

tetfh this one-sided doctrine. I am not sure

th the Church ever taught it ex aithfdra. It

is
' superstition that is born, like many other

9U:rstitions, of indolence. 'If the Word of

G( '—so seems to argue the sluggish human
mid— ' is really to be found, whole and sole, in

tnall volume that I can put iuto my pocket
an. regard as a complete vade mecum, then I

»hl do well. I need not trouble to study any-
thgelse. The strenuous and often agonized
exjrieiices by which holy men of old received

th'Word were vicarious, they were meant to

spe me labor and sorrow. Many centuries

agthe Inspired Writers—"sacred penmen" they
hfe been called— through travail and pain,

th.ugh watching and waiting and prayer, re-

ceed the whole and the final counsel of God,
ar wrote it in a book, which I can purchase
foa few coppers. I need not distress myself to

aj- roach the sacred mount myself, or to pene-
tre the vail before the Holy of Holies. No
nd for me to go away into Arabia, or in the

pt-ecuted solitude of Patmos to hear the voice
til the sound of many waters.'

t is painful to be obliged to confess that the
pillow doctrine of Scripture which Protestant-
's has hugged for two centuries or more is

si ply the product of indolence and unbelief.
Ad it is doubtless very painful to those who
he rested content with it to find that it all

enables away directly any one rises out of the
slither of dogmatism and ventures to put a
fcet question :

' What proof is there in the
Bile or out of it, that the word of God is in
&)• sense confined within the Bible itself?' . .

There is nothing to show that God has not been
speaking to His saints, His prophets, His preach-
ers since the first century, in the same way that

He spoke to men of old, and that in their writings

there are not precious words of God which every
man of God would wish to receive and to obey.
There is much ground for thinking that in other
religions besides Christianity and in other sacred

literatures beside the Bible, He who has never
left Himself anywhere without a witness has

spoken with a fulness and a richness which will

greatly enlarge our conception of the God who
is the Father of every family that is named in

heaven and earth. . . The Bible is all-im-

portant, but it is not all that is important. . . .

There is, I believe, no conceivable authority for

saying that the deliverance of inspired or pro-

phetic messages to men came to an abrupt end
when the Canon of the New Testament was
completed. The Apostolic utterances had come
to an end ; the men who had been contem-
poraries of the Lord Jesus passed away; and
there was every reason for carefully gathering
together and preserving as a priceless treasure

all these testimonies from the circle of those

who ' had seen the Lord.' But neither the

apostles themselves nor their Lord gave a hint

that the direct communication of the Spirit of

God with believing men was thenceforward to

cease. Rather they gave many express decla-

rations to the contrary. . . . Certainly that

operation of the Spirit on the human mind
which is called inspiration had not ceased in the

days of Athanasius and of Augustine. And not-

withstanding the corruptions of the Church, and
the constant tendency to silence the prophets at

the fanes of the priests, the word of God has

come to His chosen age after age with a direct-

ness and power which were hardly surpassed in

apostolic times. . . . And even the savage

and barbarous races, which, according to John
Locke, showed no trace of a faith in God, have
been found on closer acquaintance to retain the

distinct marks of that witness which God has

given to Himself in every nation and tribe of

mankind. ... If any justification were
needed for listening diligently to the voice of

God which sounds outside of the Bible it might
be found in this, that penetrated with those

more varied, vague, and vagrant words of God
which are in our ears on every hand, we return

to the Book to find indeed that ' God has more
light and truth to break forth from His written

Word.' "

In Lecture 6.—" On Receiving the Word "

—he says: " We are told in the life of Samuel
Rutherford, one of the most immediately inspired

men in that period of inspiration, the time of the

Covenant and of the Confession—the mid-seven-

teenth century— that during his ministry at

Auworth it was his custom to spend hours at a

time in a little wood near the manse, seeking

and undoubtedly enjoying a direct communica-
tion with Christ. He would pace up and down
in the exercise of prayer ; he would wrestle and
toil until the heavy veil grew thin—and the

Person of his Lord was manifestly before him.

. . . Not only the little parish of Anworth
on the Solway Firth, but the whole county of
Galloway, was moved by this man's ministry.

People came from afar, ostensibly to hear Ruth-
erford, really to see Jesus. I am not able to say
whether this Scotch divine was a man of natu-
ral eloquence—all that has come down to us
from him is already so saturated with this

Christly communion that it is not possible to

discriminate surely, or to mark precisely, where
Rutherford ceases and Christ begins. But one
can not help feeling that the effects produced
by his ministry were decidedly independent of
eloquence. Indeed eloquence is a gift which
the Lord does not often use much for His pur-

poses—it is a prancing palfrey which the Son
of Man rarely rides. Moses was not eloquent,

Aaron was. The word of the Lord came con-

stantly to Moses. Aaron had gifts of speech,

but he made a golden calf. Jeremiah was not
eloquent— his opponents apparently were. Jere-

miah stands on the summit of prophetic work,
and the wordy men who gained the popular ear

in his day are pilloried in the history of the

Kingdom of God as deceivers. Paul was not
eloquent, so he tells us—Apollos was, and mighty
in the Scriptures, too. Yet we gather that Paul,
with his poor presence, his involved periods, his

arguments like the fiery grinding of a wheel on
granite, received and delivered more of the word
of the Lord than Apollos. It would be danger-
ous to take illustrations nearer at hand. And
it is enough simply to say that natural elo-

quence may easily be a snare to a preacher.

Words may come so abundantly that he will

not wait to hear the word of the Lord. To ob-

tain the copious flow of ideas and images and
feelings may be so easy to him that he will not

take the trouble to traverse the barren wastes

which lie between him and the Mount of God,
or to climb the dizzy path to the gloomy cavern
where the still small voice is heard. If, of

course, he does not shrink from the toilsome

conditions and does actually receive the Word,
his eloquence may stand him in good stead.

Eloquence is useful if the Word is there, but it

must not be mistaken for the Word. . . If

study is the contemplation of visible things,

then meditation is the study of things unseen
;

and while much of the Word of God can come
to us in the facts which appeal to the senses,

when they are rightly interpreted by the Spirit,

the Word of God in its fulness does not, and
cannot, come through the senses—' eve does not

see, ear does not hear, the heart does not con-

ceive.' Unless the man of God has got access

within the veil, unless he is accustomed to

handle things unseen, unless his inward eye is

occupied with the immediate revelation of God,
unless the communications of God come to him
in an immediate and authentic way, he will

never be able to show to men
The little path that is both steep and long,

which leads upward to the Spiritual City . . .

No one is likely to enter the path of meditation

and to quiet his breast for the task of reception

unless he believes that there is an overarching
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Being that waits to impress itself upon the pre-

pare. I spirit, thai there isa God who draws nigh

to them that draw nigh unto Him. As a rule

men have m>t faith enough to Meditate. They
have just faith enough to study, to acquire

knowledge, to accumulate facts, and from a

wide induction to make a venturesome guess at

the origin or author of things. But it is a

deeper and rare faith to he well persuaded that

the Author of things is not far from the con-

Bcious mind, and watches for the ruffled waters

to be .-till that He may mirror Himself in their

bosom and semi the gleam of His glory along

their shining surface . . . A man must walk

as seeing Him that is invisible if he is to show
God to men. Most people are well content with

echoes, he must have the Voice. The hirelings

about the house of God will be satisfied with

recitation- of past visions and the droning of

things which others heard. The true prophet

will hear for himself, or not speak.

Prayerless study may make an erudite or even
an eloquent man, but never a preacher. Pray-
erless meditation may issue in poetry or art, in

tumult of stirring thought or passion of excited

feeling—'while the heart muses the fire may
burn '—but not in a revelation of God, or an
authentic message from His lips. A man who
is to be the spokesman of God must be much in

prayer ; nay, why shrink from the fine apostolic

hyperbole?—must pray withour ceasing."

The remaining quotations are extracted from
Lecture 7—"The Logos"—and Lectured—"The
Preacher's Personality." " It is said that David
Hume, whom we are not accustomed to think
of as very susceptible to the message of the

preacher,onceexclaimed on hearing John Brown
of Haddington, ' That is the man for me; he
means what he sa>s; he speaks as if Jesus
Christ were at his elbow.' One might have sup-
posed that to touch David Hume a preacher
would have to be a great metaphysician, learned
in what was then * modern thought,' and with
a ready armoury of proofs or arguments or evi-

dences. Hut it was not so. The most forcible

arguments would probably have been turned
•n the polished shield and breastplate of the
sceptical philosophy. Appeals to the feelings
would have been equally vain

; for rationalism
counts it a point of honour to cover all the hu-
man i motions with the close, buckler of criticism.
But a man speaking as if Jesus Christ were at
hi- elbow was an argument, an appeal, which
the greal thinker was not studious to rebut.
And we may say without undue censoriousness
that the rarity of preaching which possesses
tin- subtle quality accounts to a large extent
for the prevailing indifference to sermons. . .

I- Christ lifted up? Is He evidently set forth
before their eyes? Are they sent away ravished
with the thought of Him, drawn to Him, filled
with Him:' Then they will be very lenient to the
preacher who, though not learned or eloquent
or attractive, had submitted his body as a whole
offering to God for the manifestation of Christ
to the people.

. . But this may be safely ad-
vanced, thai the personal contact with Christ.
experienced along the covert path of meditation,
is precisely what the preacher wants in this as
in every ago.

There never was a stronge a stranger
image used by a religious teacher I ban that.

command which the Lord gave His disciples to
•at Bis flesh and drink His blood, [tssignifi-

i and u i
- icting thai wecannol

wonder if men have tried i,, evade itssearching
di mands by eating and drinking the bread and
the wine of the Sacrament with the robust faith

that this is what He meant. But no one who

reads the sixth chapter of St. John would for a

moment suppose that he was speaking of any-

thing so external, so material, or, let us say it with

all deference to those who differ from us, so trivial

as this. It is evident that the figure of speech

must be interpreted in a spiritual experience,

for as He says, ' It is the Spirit that quickeneth

;

the flesh profiteth nothing; the words that I

have spoken unto you are spirit' (vi. 63). . .

We are so accustomed to think of prayer as an

utterance to God that we sometimes overlook

the other side of it. But Christian prayer is as

much an utterance from God, for the Spirit

within makes the intercession, the voice of God
speaks through the soul like the wind in the

strings of a harp. A true preacher must be

much in secret prayer, and in prayer of a specific

kind, viz., prayer in the name of Jesus. It is

not enough that he should wrestle with his

doubts, as John Foster did—marking a little

track in the isle of his chapel, where, through
the long nights, he paced backwards and for-

wards in spiritual exercise, and gradually de-

clared victory. While prayer is only a conflict

with doubt, or even a resistance to the enemy,
while it is a toilsome climb up a narrow steep

to heights that have not been sighted, it may
be very necessary, very useful, and even very
helpful to the preacher who has to address sou

in doubt, but it is not yet prayer in the name
of Jesus. To pray in His name means to occupy
His standpoint in prayer, to pray with His con-

victions, with His assurance, with His results

It is therefore the outcome of an identification

with Him, when the soul, passing the foam
drenched headlands, and crossing the bar, lie:

in the still haven of the Lord's own serene con
sciousness with the Father. The Father always
heareth Him. The Father always hears those
who thus stand in Him, enveloped in his pe
sonality, filled with His Spirit, and pray. Prayer
was the breath that the Son breathed on earth,

and he who is in Christ, and is assimilating
Christ, breathes the same atmosphere ; his bosom
rises and falls with the same rhythmic move-
ment . . . Only so can he show, what is

indeed the fact, that all real prayer is the op-
eration of God in the soul, the preliminary pro-
cess by which He carries out His great spiritual

purposes. In one sense no man ever prays for

God, for when he prays God is already there.
' Devotion is not to be acquired in

the joyousness of feast, and festival, but in sor-

row and silence. All joy that comes not from
God [Kisses quickly away, and leaves the soul
stained and wounded '* Prosperity and joy are
the bane of prophets and of apostles. God does
not inflict on them that bane. The true argu-
ment against asceticism is that it is unnecessary

;

it is the wilful adoption of a discipline which
God carries out better in his own way. The
Askesis, or spiritual gymnastic of the man of
< rod, is determined by the very conditions of his
work. He has to receive the Word of God for
himself— that Word in its fulness is a suffering
and a crucified Saviour, and to receive Him
must mean to suffer with Him, and to be cruci-
fied with Him. Let a man be resolutely set on
thus receiving, that he may preach, the true
Word of God, and he will find himself com-
mitted to a way which is more laborious and
painful than the hair-shirt of (he anchorite or
the whip of the Flagellant. His face will be
anointed with joy, and deep down in his heart
will sing the quiet waters of peace that flow

*Thotnas 4 Keuipis, Garden of Rosea, p. 24.

from God and to God, but the joy and the pe
will be of the kind which the world would (

sorrow and conflict. For the path he tread

the way of study and meditation and praye:

study of Christ, the Man of Sorrows and
quainted with grief, meditation on Christ ui

Christ is formed within him, prayer in Ch
until the wells of supplication which are

sealed in the closing chapters of the Fou
Gospel, in Gethsemane and on the cross,

rising and throbbing in him. . . .

I have certainly spoken in vain unless I

are prepared to admit that while God may'
doubtedly speak to men in many ways, ;

without any human intervention at all, He I

not, even if He could, use evil men to be>

ministrants of His Word. Evil men may se

as priests, no doubt. Evil men may make
orous and loyal ecclesiastics. But, as in thtsj

external covenant they must be pure who I
the vessels of the Lord, so in the spiritual-

ciety of Christ no man can see God unless h

pure in heart, and no man can either receiv
deliver the Word of God unless he is inwan
cleansed, his unclean lips touched with a p
fying coal, and his conduct made a not altogel

imperfect mirror of Him whom he is caller

preach. . . . My attention was called si

time ago to a clergyman in a fashionable

glish watering place, who not only practi

but even preached, the doctrine that the pei

were to do what he told them and not whayj

did
; his conduct was openly and notorioij

out of harmony with the gospel, but he fell fcj

on the Articles of his Church, and encouraj
his hearers to believe that the grace of I

Church was flowing through his own eloqil

but insincere lips. It is a melancholy illus
]

tion of the degradation which is resulting I

Eugland from the revival of a debased eccj
asticism, that this church was always crovj
with young men and young women who'j
only too glad to find a doctrine which cl
reconcile a certain religious profession witll

unmodified worldliness . . .

And before I go any further, let me utter 1
protest against the danger of popularity. P

I

lar preacher! it is a term that fills one with I
giving. What has the preacher to do I
popularity ! Is it not enough that the disci

should be as his Lord ? Was his Lord a pi
lar preacher ? Yes, perhaps, in the sense 1
the people felt compelled to listen, but no, I
tainly no, in the sense that they were prepjJ
to give Him a high social standing, a tribu-1

admiration or veneration, or a large en

ment of earthly good. Popular the Master as

in the greatest way. He has for nearly im
teen centuries drawn men unto Himself, id

His brief utterances have riveted the atteijll

of one generation after another. But the pfl
larity of this noble kind was secured lfl

method and a preaching which roused al llB

orthodoxies of His day into bitter opposffl

and led to his crucifixion at the hands oll»

ecclesiastical authorities of His nation. Ti S
he only popularity which the minister of Cpf
should covet or expect. . . .

When a man has begun to admit to hi: ml

that, in order to receive the word of Godhl

must quiet his spirit and lie bare before Mr
like the placid waters of a lake which recW
the image of the Infinite Heavens, and thsJJW

fore he can deliver what he has receivew
must permit it to have free course and be ;Wi
iied in his own person, until the light begijW I

shine not only as a reflection on his face, ti*l I

a lamp that sends its rays up from within; |« :
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high call of God sounds in his heart that he

shiulil first practice what he is to preach, and

sluld first he what he invite- others in become;

His set on a way of rigorous self-discipline and

Biful wrestling with hydra-headed monsters,

Kch has little tendency to puff him up, but

her keeps him forever concerned and watch-

fuaud indescribably humble.

That is the true egotism, the retention of the

al'ul I, that was to be crucified with Christ and

*< not, and the perpetual flaunting of the ini-

pe
:

'ections of the soul, which was to have been

aulued and quickened by the power of the

R:m Christ and is not. Unhappily, the humility

Kch refuses to accept the great responsibility

)ecoming, through a lively faith, a true ex-

bition of Christ's saving power, proves to be

Doing but a limitation of his saviug power
K a slur upon the fulness of his salvation.

Lie priest, like people. If the very pa-tors of

Clist's flock refuse the command of God, ' Be
holy, as I also am holy,' it is no wonder that

th standard of Christian achievement is low

»D;Ug the sheep of His fold. ' If gold shall

ru, what will the iron do?'

[conceive, therefore, the real preacher of the

p as one who is, before all other things, oc-

Olied in keeping clean the vessel which is to

ever and distribute the things of God, ' purg-

ingim self from all defilement of the flesh and
of he spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of

Ej.' His chief concern is not to prepare ser-

ous, but to prepare himself to deliver sermons.

His no vender of simples that he has not

tril, but the supreme instance of the effect

wl'h his simples can produce.

I[.e preaches the Atonement, and there is

mce than one fault of logic in his exposition,

buhe is so obviously at one with God Himself
th; the severest critic inclines to follow hi< way,

if it to use his arguments. He blunders, pos-

lit
T

, in his presentation of the Trinity, uses a

trial illustration, and you would think has

sei a score of his most thoughtful people over

to'nitarianism. But no, he was himself the

be illustration of the Trinity, for the Sou of

Gi was manifestly to him the means of resting

in lis Father's bosom, and the .Spirit that gave
villity to his imperfect words was more sensi-

bl! Divine than the Athanasian Creed had
pie it."

'eaelessxess is God's Service.—Confi-

de :e in authority gives assurance to him who
re esents authority. The mounted policeman

. wise horse is stationed in the center of a crowd-
. ed'Jerlin street has no fear that his position will

bencroached upon. He is the representative

of le German government, and he has implicit

co idence in that government. The unmounted
Ltdon policeman, who, without show of club

or eapon, raises one hand, and brings to a halt

th carriage of the Lord Mayor or the coster-

mi ger's cart, is the representative of the British

go>rnment; that thought is all-iuspiring to

hi in his duty-doing. The man who is in God's
Be) ice, mounted or on foot, is the representative
of greater power than the empire of Germany
or f Great Britain. With what God-given as-

su nee should he act in the interests of his

Kg

'EiNG an acknowledged minister amongst
Fi-nds, and frequently engaged in Gospel labors
fo the good of others, Peter Yarnall found it

nelful to watch against his natural eloquence
*d the fervor of his own spirit in the Lord's
ca ie.—Selected.

Western Quarterly Meeting.

In company with some other friends, the

writer attended this meeting on th.' twenty-

second of Fifth Month. The recenl rains and

damp atmosphere had greatly refreshed vegeta-

tion, so that everything wore a pleasing appear-

ance, and the country looked as beautiful as it

is common to see it.

Western Quarterly Meeting is held at Lon-

don Grove, three or four miles from Toughke-
namon, the nearest point on the railroad. This

renders it somewhat difficult of access to stran-

gers from a distance, and this had given some
support to the plan to change the place of hold-

ing it to West Grove, which is a railroad sta-

tion. But it had long been held at London
Grove, where a large stone house, numerous

horse-sheds and roomy grounds were available.

So, after deliberation, it had been decided to

make no change at present, but to make ar-

rangements for the free transfer to and from

London Grove of such Friends as might come
by rail to West Grove. So, on dismounting

from the cars, we found a Friend ready to

take care of us. The ride of five miles iu a

carriage was an interesting one. Directly after

leaving West Grove, we passed through the

beautiful Harmony Valley, where, long years

ago, an Irish Friend found a spring of water and

a home, which had been shown to him in a

dream in his own country before he had crossed

the ocean, and which, for a number of genera-

tions remained in the possession of his descend-

ants. We soon after passed a large quarry of

limestone, which has been extensively worked

for building stone. The owners of the quarry

had made explorations by sinking holes with

diamond drills, and had satisfied themselves

that the surface stone was underlaid by a bed

of white crystalline marble, and in one corner

of the great excavation they had quarried down
far enough to expose this, and even to procure

some blocks of the marble. An intelligent

Friend of the neighborhood said that just above

the marble there was a layer of darker stone,

resembling talc in its appearance. It would be

a matter of some geological interest to know
what this material was, but we had no opportu-

nity of examining it or of obtaining specimens.

Our mission had a different object, and my
companions were far more concerned about the

spiritual welfare of the people they were visit-

ing than the geological features of their country.

Yet the woman Friend had an observant eye,

and as we were riding along she made an ex-

clamation of delight at the bloom of a tulip

poplar by the road-side. It was a tree which

does not grow in her distant home, and she

seemed much pleased when the carriage was

stopped and a branch loaded with flowers and

leaves was placed in her hands. As we rode

through the woodlands, the ferns arrested her

attention, and she admired the peculiar Aspid-

ium aerostichoides, which also was a stranger.

Indeed, the rapid development of vegetation

had brought forward many species of plants,

which, under other circumstances, I would have

been glad to have collected and identified

After taking my seat in the old stone house,

I remembered many of the worthies who in the

last sixty years had passed from works to re-

wards, such as Samuel Swayue, Isaac and Sarah

Hayes, John Letchworth, William Walter, Ben-

jamin and Margatet Maule, etc., and the desire

was felt that, through submission to the heart-

changing power of Divine grace, many of those

present might be prepared to fill their places as

faithful servants of Christ. A somewhat similar

concern seemed to be a prominent feature in

the- vocal ministry of the meeting. We were

earnestly and affectionately exhorted to seek to

enter in at the narrow gate of self-denial, to

bear the yoke of Christ and to seek, first, the

kingdom of heaven and the righteousness there-

of. A sweet degree of tendering and contriting

power attended the public declarations. The

promises held up to view, while proceeding

from the love and mercy of our Father in

Heaven, were contingent upon our individual

faithfulness. On the whole, it was believed to

be a solid and profitable meeting. J. W.

From "The BBITISB 1-kiend."

Western Quakerism.

The growing similarity of the view- and prac-

tices of Western Friends in America with those

of the Evangelical Churches around them is

evidenced in the printed reports which appear

week by week in The American Friend. The
methods adopted in many of their meetings

seem closely allied to Methodism. We gladly

recognize the vigorous Christian work carried

on in the West, and the earnest efforts of de-

voted men and women to influence for good the

populations around them. We cannot doubt

that much blessing is brought to human hearts

by the instrumentalities that are used, just as is

the case in sincere religious effort under every

branch of the Christian Church, not excepting

even the sacerdotal system of Roman Cathol-

icism.

But our sympathy with all efforts that make
for the betterment of human life, and lift it up

out of lower to higher conditions, by whomso-

ever and howsoever wrought, does not alter our

regret that the message and work of Quakerism
in the Western States should have lapsed in so

many respects. In not a few ways their meth-

ods have become a mere imitation of those of

other Churches, and the practical application of

the principal features which characterized the

Friend, and made the Quaker organization of

the past a high and worthy spiritual force, has

undergone fundamental change.

Any English Friend reading these reports,

and that of the California Yearly Meeting just

held, will be struck with the fact that most of

the religious meetings are " conducted," whether

as ordinary or special meetings, that they com-

mence with congregational singing, and have

the routine of prayer, reading, preaching, and

song, under the regulation of a " conducted"

control or pastorate.

Our Non-conformist Church services in this

country are "conducted" services; they are

usually led by a salaried minister who controls

and guides the procedure. We see but little

real difference in the recorded accounts we so

often read of the meetings and religious activi-

ties of our Western Friends, and the methods

exhibited in the free Churches of this country.

We read an interesting article in a recent

issue of the same Journal on the "Solemnizing

of Marriages by Friends," written by the Editor

of the now absorbed Christian Worker. From
this it is quite evident that the new system of

the WT
est has followed the popular method. The

Quaker pastor performs the function just as the

Methodist minister does. It is true the pastor

disclaims a priestly office, but it is difficult to

perceive the difference in essence in the attitude

the pastor assumes.

The paper states:—" I close by giving a de-

scription of an ordinary wedding where a minis-
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tering Friend serves. Standing before the bride

and groom, the minister usually makes some

appropriateremarks, rending from the Scripture;

at his request the parties join their right hands:

he then repeats a ceremony something like this:

' Dost thou, A. B., in the fear of the Lord and

before these witnesses, take D. E., to be tby wife,

promising, with Divine assistance, to be unto

her a faithful aud affectionate husband until

death shall separate you ?' The man responds,

'I do.' He then repeats similar words to the

woman, and after her response, he says :
' Trust-

ing this marriage is consummated in the will of

God, I do now, by authority vested in me as a

minister of the Gospel, pronounce you to be

husband and wife.' This is followed by prayer,

uttered by the minister or some one else. The

reader is left to judge as to whether in this sim-

ple service there is anything of sacerdotalism."

\V( do not call in question the solemnity of

the occasion nor the sincerity of all concerned,

any more than we do that of the Anglican or

Nonconformist Churches; but we do say it is

out of harmony with our ideas of the functions

of a minister in connection with the solemniza-

tion of marriage, as these have ever been held

by Friends. In this Society ministers never as-

sumed that " authority was vested in them as

ministers of the Gospel to pronounce," man and

woman to be husband and wife.

If our Friends of the West are satisfied to

allow their spiritual independence and liberty

to pass out of their control—a freedom pur-

chased at so dear a price by the fathers who
have fallen on sleep—the result which has al-

ways ensued iu the history of the Churches will

inevitably come, and real Quakerism will only

represent an historical cause.

Yet all the time we have bodies of Friends
in those parts sad at heart and pained in spirit

at the departures and changes that have come
in their day, to whom our Yearly Meeting might
offer continuous brotherly sympathy. Why our

Yearly Meeting does not come forward and
give them a full recognition of fellowship it is

difficult to explain. We are very ready to con-

done, or to find excusing reasons for the new
methods of the West, and to accept the state-

ment that Friends there are only adapting them-
selves to their environment. If we had the

honesty to extend the dictum so often usrd to

the new " Friends' Church" of " being all things

to all men," we should surely be less unwilling
to reach out our hand- to those who are our
natural brothers in religious fellowship and
practice, and who both need and deserve our
warmest sympathy, generously and not grudg-
ingly extended.

The following communication was published
in Th< Frini'h' liitii/ii/r,ir, randJournal, Fourth
Month 11,1896. Its statement of existing facts

only confirms the sentiments we have expressed,
and needs no further comment.

"A letter published in one of the southern
California newspapers, and which a Friend on
that coast -end- us, is headed ' The Quakers do
-ill-.' and nad- as follows

:

"Whittier, March 1, 1896.— To the Editor
of the 77,,,. .

;
I desire to correct a statement

made by Mr. Sankey in the Christian conven-
tion last Saturday, that the Quakers do not like

singing, and that they have always ignored it.

In this, Brother Sankey isal least twenty-five
years behind the times." The truth of the mat-

the Friends are just as fond of singing,
and practisi it jusl as much as any other body

- d i Ihristians.

"In all the Yearly Meetings of Frii

this continent, except Philadelphia and Balti-

more, singing is recognized as a part of Divine

worship, and very few meetings are held where

more or less siDging is not heard."

For "The Friend.''

OUR JOURNEY.
In the east a glorious sunrise

Hung on the desert's farthest rim,

And a pilgrim began his way
On an unknown path to him.

The day with its toil and burden,
i

The heat of the sultry noon
;

The thirst for the running waters

Made weary all too soon.

In the west a peaceful sunset

And a roseate afterglow
;

The vision of palms accomplished,—
He knoweth the way we go !

No mirage of the desert

Could seem one-half so grand

As the oasis found at evening

In the midst of a weary land.

The trail on the boundless desert,

The thirst for the wayside well
;

Whatever the Father meted,

Whatever in life befell;

The day with its heat and burden
And strife, if strife be best;

But like to an angel's visit

Is the sweet oasis rest.

If the weary way seemed long

And the sands were wet with tears,

The evening blossomed with song
That gladdened the coming years,

For the wastes of life were wide
And they seemed more good and fair

Because of the bright oasis

Of one earnest, answered prayer !

G. G. M.

Selected for "The Friend.''

"Not only for some task sublime
Thy help do I implore

;

Not only at some solemn time
Thy holy spirit pour,

But for each daily task of mine
I need Thy quickening power;

I need Thy presence everywhere,
I need Thee everv hour."

^_J__ T. H. Gill.

For " The Friend."
" Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teach-

ing for doctrines the commandments of men "

(Mark vii : 11).

What though it be in vain to republish to the

world that which lias been written, however
good, yet, it is man's highest duty to worship
God iu Spirit and in Truth, also to pray accord-
ing to the teachings of the Holy Spirit. Wor-
ship and prayer should become the theme to

dwell upon by every professor of religion.

Worship is not confined to time or place,

neither to circumstance public or private. The
lover of supreme good delights to hold spiritual

communion with God and to serve Him day and
night in the heart's Holy Temple. The patri-

arch Jacob worshipped God leaning on his

staff. In old age, especially, the advantage of
religion is very great. "Oh, that men would
praise the Lord for his goodness and for his

wonderful works to the children of men." It

is the religion of Jesus Christ that adorns the
human character whether young or old. How
wonderfully it is needed when crippled with in-

firmity and without earth's comforts; then to

realize that there is in Heaven an enduring
treasure laid up in store, yes, according to the
experience of an apostle,'" A house not made
with hands—a building of God Eternal in the
heavens." Phebe R. Gifford.
Providence, Fifth Month 13th, 1S96.

For "The Friend

The Ogden Land Company.

Many of those who have been interested

the welfare of the Indians on the Alleghs]

and Cattaraugus Reservations in southwest*]

New York, have frequently heard of the clr

to these reservations held by the company un

the above name, and also probably at times

the active efforts it has made to obtain pos

sion of these lands. In the last report to

Yearly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia

the Committee appointed by it to assist in
j

improvement of these Indians, this claim •

again referred to, and mention was also madij

a legal opinion upon its nature and value, wb

from the official approval which has been I

corded to it at Washington, has been felt to 1

of unusual interest and importance. It r]

be satisfactory to the readers of The Frii]

to review some of the facts connected with I

origin and history of this Company, aud ll

events which have brought it into prominej

at several periods during the present centum
The rights or powers which this Comp I

possesses date from the year 1786, whe a

settlement was made by the States of New Y

I

and Massachusetts of a controversy which I

arisen between them, as to a large territory^

eluded in the State of New York, which I

J

York claimed by reason of a grant of Chal
II, King of England iu 1664, and MassachusJ

claimed under the grant of King James I, to I

Plymouth Company in 1628-9.

It was decided by this Convention which I

at Hartford, Conn., to settle this controvtl

that New York should have the right of
"(J

ernment, sovereignty, and jurisdiction,"
J

Massachusetts the "pre-emption of the soil

the native Indians and all other estate (ex I

sovereignty and jurisdiction)" in the dispil

territory; which rights were mutually grail

and released by each State to the other b; I

agreement signed by ten Commissioners, I

of whom were appointed by Massachusetts I

six by New York.
By one of the articles of this agreemei I

was provided that "the Commonwealth of ] 1

sachusetts may grant the right of pre-emptkt

the whole or any part of the said lands and B

ritories to any person or persons, who by vi|

of such grant shall have good right to exlf

uish by purchase the claims of the nativefl

dians; providing however, that no purclj

from the native Indians by any such grantt

I

grantees shall be valid, unless the same sha I
made in the presence of and approved 1

j
superintendent to be appointed for such I
pose by the Commonwealth of Massachu.'H

and having no interest in such purchase, I
unless such purchase shall be confirmed bjbj

Commonwealth of Massachusetts."

In 1791 Massachusetts granted its titled

interest in about 5,000,000 acres of this laijtt

Robert Morris, widely known as a final M
during the Revolutionary War, who after IP

chasing different tracts of land from the Inc Ini

disposed of a large part of it to the HolWI

Land Company, whose operations subsequtity

spread over a wide area in Western New TtfMi

The Holland Land Company in 1810 so
(J

David A. Ogden the right of pre-emptio

I

six tracts reserved to the Indians, among tf«'

are the Alleghany and Cattaraugus Rest**

tions, 197,835 acres in all, forfifty cents per »*

In a recent letter of the Secretary of thfj

terior respecting this matter, submitted to »*

gress, he states :
" The claim of the Ogdet A

is a peculiar one, and the problem of detei"1
'
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Hits exact legal nature is complicated and
peilexing. J ust what right-! New York had

Brant and just what rights Massachusetts had

Ire or then acquired, may be difficult to de-

Hiine definitely." He also states that the

Ipority which Massachusetts acquired was

He right of purchasing before others." This

Wijthe only interest in the land which Massa-

Ajsetts assumed to sell to Morris, the only

rift which Ogden acquired for himself and his

9S:ciates, and the only right which their suc-

Iprs now have." De Witt Clinton, formerly

Hernor of the State of New York, explaining

lbl claim to the Indians on a certain occasion,

H, "All the right which the Ogden Company
has to your reservations is the right to pur-

chi ;e when you deem it expedient to sell them.

Tty can buy your lands but no other person

ca:"

Ajomparatively harmless as the powers of this

Ccipany, thus defined, appear to be, it soon be-

cae apparent that it was capable of produc-

injgreat trouble among the Indians by unceas-

inj efforts to induce them to part with their

lai.s; causing distrust and divisions among
thia ; obtaining possession of large portions of

ihjr reservations, and exciting apprehensions

of irther unsettlement, which have continued

to greater or less degree to the present time.

>he pre-emption right was acquired by David

AJgden from the Holland Land Company in

18). He soon afterwards associated others

wi him, and the Company thus formed has

«ib been known as the Ogden Land Com-
paq. Their efforts to induce the Indians to

seltheir lands began almost at once.

k.ii the Seventh Mouth, 1811, the Friends re-

ridig at Tunesassa wrote that " Great commo-
tio has prevailed among the Seneca nation on

acunt of certain persons having purchased

frqi the Holland Company the pre-emptive

rigt of their lauds; considerable exertions

has been used to induce the Indians to sell

an move to the westward." One of the imme-
die results of this commotion among the In-

dus was to awaken suspicious even in regard

to leir best friends, and doubts which had pre-

viisly been felt by so.me individuals among
thti respecting the disinterested character of

th' efforts which the Quakers had long been

m:lug for their welfare, and which may prob-

ab have been fostered by designing white

mi, desirous of lessening the influence of

Frnds, found expression in a general desire

th the Committee would furnish them with a

wring that no demand or claim would ever be

m;e against them or their posterity by the

Soety or their descendants. The Friends at

1
1 esassa in forwarding this request wrote

"lie chiefs say, if they had such a writing it

weld help their influence to advise and gov-
eritheir young men, and they would keep this

wring for the use of posterity to prevent all

su icions." Such a declaration was soon pre-

paid, engrossed upon parchment, signed by
ninbers of the Committee, and forwarded to

tha.

) rapidly had the efforts made to unsettle

thlndians succeeded, that in 1811 they were
iii'ieed to hold a council at Buffalo in which
anAgent of the Ogden Land Company, for-

mly desired them to accede to the request which
ha been made to them to sell a portion of their
la Is and remove westward. The character of
hiaffer and the feelings of the Indians in re-

gsl to it at this time are clearly seen by the
to iwing reply which was made to it before the
Ccncil ended :

Brother:—We opened our ears to the talk

you lately delivered to us at our Council Fire.

In doing important business it i- best Dot to

tell long stories, but to come to it in a few
words. We therefore shall not repeat your
talk which is fresh in our minds. We have
well considered it and the advantages and dis-

advantages of your offers. We request your at-

tention to our answer, which is not from the

speaker alone, but from all the Sachems and
chief's now around our Council fire.

Brother:—We know that great men as well

as great nations, having different interests, have
different minds, and do not see the same subject

in the same light, but we hope our answer will

be agreeable to you and your employers.

Brother:—Your application for the purchase
of our lands is to our minds very extraordi-

nary ; it has been made in a crooked manner;
you have not walked in the straight path
pointed out by the great council of your nation.

You have no writings from our great father the

President. In making up our minds we have
looked back and remembered how the Yorkers
purchased our lands in former times. They
bought then piece after piece for a little money
paid to a few men in our nation, and not to all

our brethren, until our planting and hunting
grounds have become very small, and if we sell

these we know not where to spread our blank-

ets.

Brothers :—You tell us your employers have
purchased of the Council of Yorkers a right to

buy our lands— we do not uuderstaud how this

can be—the lands do not belong to the York-
ers, they are ours and were given to us by the

Great Spirit,

Brother: — We think it strange that you
should jump over the lands of our brethren in

the East, to come to our Council Fire so far off

to get our lands. When we sold our lands in

the East, to the white people, we determined

never to sell those we kept, which are as small

as we can live comfortably on.

Brother:—Y"ou want us to travel with you
and look for other lands. If we should sell our

lands, and move off into a distant country, to-

wards the setting sun, we should be looked

upon in the country to which we go as for-

eigners and strangers, and be despised by the

red, as well as the white men, and we should

soon be surrounded by the white people, who
will there also kill our game, come upon our

lands and try to get them from us.

Brother :—We are determined not to sell our

lands, but to continue on them—we like them

—they are fruitful and produce us corn in

abundance for the support of our women and
children, and grass and herbs for our cattle.

Brother: At the treaties held for the pur-

chase of our lands, the white men with sweet

voices, and smiling faces told us they loved us

and that they would not cheat us, but that the

King's children on the other side of the lake

would cheat us. When we go on the other side

the lake the King's children tell us your people

will cheat us, but with sweet voices and smiling

faces assure us of their love and that they will

not cheat us. These things puzzle our heads,

and we believe that the Indians must take care

of themselves, and not trust either in your peo-

ple or in the King's children.

Brother :—At a late Council we requested

our Agents to tell you that we would not sell

our lands, and we think you have not spoken to

our Agents, or they would have told you so, and

we should not have met you at our Council

Fire at this time.

Brother:—The white | pie buy and sell

false rights to our lands, and your employers

have, you say paid a greal price for their rights

—they musl have plenty of money to spend it

on buying false rights to lands belonging to

Indians— the loss of it will not hurt thel I, but
our lands are of great value to us, and we wish
you togo back with our talk to your employers,
and to tell them and the Yorkers I hat they have
no right to buy and sell false rights to our lauds.

We hope you (dearly understand the ideas we
have offered. This is all we have to say.

The speaker on this occasion was Sa-go-ye-

wat-ha or He-Keeps-fehem-Awake, a name "be-

stowed upon him on account of his remarkable
ability as a public speaker, though generally
known among the whites by the name of Red
Jacket.

(To be continued.)

Natural History, Science, etc.

Nest-building Fishes.—While the habits and
ways of birds have been carefully studied and
described, those of the fishes— the birds of the

sea— have received little attention. The resem-
blance between the birds and the fishes is very
marked. The latter are as richly colored as the

birds. Especially the tropical forms vie with
the brilliant parrots and birds of paradise in

the variety and splendors of their colors. I have
seen fishes that even flashed the colors of an
emerald.

The fishes live in an atmosphere of their own,
and have many interesting ways and habits.

Many possess the home instinct, and in the

tropics I have found the same fishes about an
old wreck month after month.

Certain fishes may well be compared to birds

in their methods of nest-building. Thus many
of the gulls form a simple depression in the sand,
the trout and salmon do the same, the nest be-

ing a furrow. The oriole builds a pendulous
structure, interwoven in a marvellous manner,
and the little fish Antennarias builds a nest of
sargassum or gulf-weed, binds it together with

bands of a glutinous secretion, and deposits its

eggs on the branches. I have frequently found
these nests in the floating weed of the tropics,

some as large as a Dutch cheese, others not

larger than the closed hand.

The little fish is always found near the nest

lying on the surface of the weed, often on the

nest, its grotesque fins waving partly out of

water. So remarkable is the protective resem-

blance of these fishes, that it is almost impos-

sible to distinguish them from their surround-
ings.

In building the nest the fish drags the bits of

weeds together, which are supported at the sur-

face by little buoys, then passes around it, rub-

bing its abdomen against the mass, taking from
a special pore a glutinous thread that hardens
in the water and securely holds the nest to-

gether.

Not only does the fish resemble the weed, but
its very shape has a protective resemblance,

singular barbels of flesh bedecking it here and
there, while even the peculiar white incrusta-

tions upon the fronds of weed are imitated in the

delicate patches of color on the mimic.

The common stickleback builds a nest as

complicated as that of many birds, and the

various species have as many tastes and fancies

in their architecture. When the building sea-

son begins, the little fishes assume a brilliant

nuptial garb of pink. The male—for it is he

who builds the nest—now selects bits of soft

material, which constitute the timber of the
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neat. These are woven in and out and fastened

secretion taken from a

i the fish can he seen rubbing himself

the material. Finally, when the mass

- an oval shape, as large, perhaps, as an

(Ub b >res through it like a bobbin,

ning that extends through the

[nto this the female is driven, and the

eggs deposited, and in a short time a filmy

P little fishes will he seen, which are zeal-

j urded until they are large enough to

care for themselves.

. while rowing in one of the little, se-

cluded havs ..f the St. Lawrence River, my boat

suddenlv grounded on a heap of small stones,

which arose to a height of three or four feet. 1

supposed, at first, that it was a coal-dump from

am launch. The heap presented a sin-

gular appearance, rising directly from the bot-

i.mi. with no stones in its immediate vicinity.

Several other heaps were found in the bay, some

representing an accumulated weight of over a

ton.

These stone-heaps were the nests of a fish

—

Buliimu—which carries the stones, one by one,

and drops them in a place selected, until a

eap is the result In this the eggs are de-

posited and the young find security. The nests

are built by several fishes, and are the results of

luativ seasons of work. One nest I observed

reached so near the surface that it was frozen

in with the surface-ice every winter. It was ten

feet across at the base, at least four feet in

height and made up of thousands of stones,

which had been collected from far and near.

More wonderful than this, as a communal
enterprise, is the nest of the lamprey eel. One
observed in a New England river was from

twenty to thirty feet iu length and three or four

feet in height, and presented a perfect curve

against the stream. Dozens of lampreys were

employed iu its construction, and stones as

large as half a brick were transported by the

fish. Their method was to search up stream,

and, when a stone was found, to fasten the

Bucker-like mouth upon it, and by a wriggling

movement lilt it from the bottom, when the cur-

rent would bear them down to the nest, where
it was dropped. Theeggs were deposited among
the stone-, and the crevices of the stone fortress

afforded the young protection until they were
able to care for themselves. This nest was added

after year, and ultimately became a

menace to the navigation of small craft, and a

monument to the construction ability and en-

ergy of.-, rtaio fishes— ( karles Frederick I Tolt ler.

A Troth-Loving Girl—In Lossing's his-

tory of the life of Martha Washington we find

this incident regarding Nellie Custis' love of

truth:

"She was young and romantic, and was fond
of wandering alone in the woods of Mount Ver-
non by mo mli.-lit. Her grandmamma thought
it wrong and unsafe, and scolded and coaxed
her into a promise that she would not wander
into the « 1- again unaccompanied. But the
young lady was missing one evening, and was
finally brought homo froi ted woods
to tin drawing-room, where the General was
walking up and down with his hands behind
him, according to his wont. Mrs. Washington,
-.air I in her great arm chair, opened a severe
reproof. Po 'f Mi-- tfellie was reminded of her
promise, and taxed with her delinquency. She
admitted her fault, but assayed no excuse, ami
wh.n there was a slight pin-.-, moved to retire
from the r n. She wasjusl shutting tin- door.

when she overheard the General attempting, in

a low voice, to intercede in her behalf. 'My
dear,' he was remarking, ' I would say no more.

Perhaps she was not alone.' His intercession

stopped Miss Nellie iu her retreat. She re-

opened the door, and advanced to the General

with a firm step. 'Sir,' said she, ' you brought

me up to tell the truth, and when I told grand-

mamma I was alone, I hope you believe I was

alone.' The General made one of his most

courtly bows. 'My child,' he replied, 'I beg

your pardon.'"

—

The Presbyterian.

Dublin Yearly Meeting.—The meeting of Minis-

ters and Elders was held on Third-day, twenty-

eighth of Fourth Month. Certificates and minutes

were read on behalf of the following Friends, to

whom a cordial welcome was given : Jonathan E.

Khoads, from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and his

companion, Ephraim Smith ; James Gary Thomas,
from Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and his companion,

James Carey, Jr., Robert Firth Crosland, from
Brighouse Monthly Meeting. Luke and Elvira

Woodard were also present, on whose behalf cer-

tificates were read in Yearly Meeting last year.

The Clerk mentioned that Archibald Crosbie, a

minister from the smaller body of Friends in Iowa,

with which we do not correspond, was on the

premises, and asked permission to be present, which
was freely granted, as also to his companion, John
Anderson, of Ardrossan, Scotland.

The reports from the Quarterly Meetings of Min-
isters and elders contained some very encouraging
features, and gave evidence of the existence of in-

creased religious life. The number of ministers re-

ported was in Ulster 22, in Leinster 14, and in

Minister 6 ; total, 42 (last year 44). Elders in Ul-

ster, 41, in Leinster 37, in Munster 14 ; total, 95
(last year 98). The time given to the considera-

tion of these reports was one of deep religious ex-

ercise and profit.

James Green pointed out afresh the importance
of our being individually faithful to the pointings
of duty if the body is to prosper, and that we must
be fed ourselves before we can feed others.

Jonathan E. llhoads counselled ministers as to

the need of kuowing the Lord's restraining power,
so that the message He may entrust to us to deliver
may not be obscured by our speaking on several
other subjects.

On Fourth-day morning, Fourth Month 29th,
the Yearly Meeting began witli a meeting for wor-
ship at ten o'clock, followed immediately by a
joint sitting of men and women Friends.

Certificates and minutes of the Friends present
at this Yearly Meeting in the work of the ministry
as read at the Meeting of Ministers and Elders,
were again read.

The Clerk said there was a certificate on the
table on behalf of Archibald Crosbie, of Iowa, from
one of the bodies with which we do not correspond,
and suggested that, as was done last year, the
minute should be read and not recorded. Several
Friends having expressed approval, the certificate
was read. Henry Wigham desired to extend the
word of welcome to Archibald Crosbie, who was
for many years a member of London Yearly Meet-
ing, then living in Glasgow.
John Orr Green expressed sympathy with our

friend Archibald Crosbie. John Gough united,
and wished that there was some way to recognize
hi- presence at our meeting. Henry Thompson
concurred, and thought it a pity to leave it entirely
unrecorded. The Clerk, while regretting the dif-

between US and this meeting in America,
said that until a change comes in the relationship
between us, it would he unwise to place upon our
minutes these records. Frederic Wood and E. H.
Bell having also spoken, Archibald Crosbie said
ih" before leaving home he quite knew the differ-
ences existing, and since he had come amongst us
he had been received in a manner above what he
had experied. He felt a bond of unity with us

hat is merely associated with organization.alio'

Fourth-day afternoon, the representat
' mended the reappointment of George Grubb as

e felt

:a

amc

:

it™
iwn a

Clerk, and Henry John Allen and Edwin Squi
as Assistant Clerks, for the ensuing year. Mai'

Friends expressed approval, and the reappointme
was accordingly accepted.

Epistles were next read from Canada, New Yoij
New England, Baltimore, North Carolina, Oh

|

Indiana, Wilmington, Western, Kansas, Iowa ail

Oregon Yearly Meetings.
Henry Wigham said we should make allowao

for the peculiar circumstances in some of th<

meetings; and so long as they did not change 1

1

rules of this religious Society, a great deal of l:j

erty should be allowed ; but it has always been o j

derstood that one of our great principles is tj

freedom of the Gospel ministry, and anythi
J

which encroaches on that must be looked up

with a considerable amount of anxiety.

Fifth-day morning, Fourth Month 30th,

epistle from California Yearly Meeting was rei]

Jonathan E. Rhoads said, iu connection with WH
passed in our meeting yesterday, that he feltfl

this meeting gave a firm and decided protests

that which has taken place so manifestly s

the meetings of the American continent it i

not be without its effect. It may be set down I

settled truth, as our firm conviction, that to j
people for preaching is not consistent with 1/

freedom of Christ's Gospel. He wished to ends

age Friends here to guard against any encroai

ment in connection with this matter, and ki

their hands clear, so as to be able to speak m
effectively to those meetings in America wty
these practices are carried on.

The statistical returns from the Quarterly i

ings were read, showing a total members!)
_

the Yearly Meeting of 2,610, a net increase of
"6

last year. Ulster Quarterly Meeting has increai

30, Leinster Quarterly Meeting decreased 7, S,

Munster decreased 17. The " attenders" ram,
428 (exclusive of " children of tender age"). Th]

have been 11 marriages of members according

rule, and 12 otherwise.

A letter was read from the Clerk of Philadelp

Yearly Meeting, explaining the reason for

reading the Epistle addressed to that meeting

year. In the course of the letter, he wrote:';

performing the duty thus devolved upon me, 1
1

J

pleasure in testiiying to the kind feeling thatil

vailed in the meeting towards Friends of Dull
Yearly Meeting, as shown by the expressiori

many of the members."
Joseph Radley thought we should feel grab!

for the spirit shown in that letter.

Henry John Allen considered that the kindlit I

and sympathetic tone of the letter from their CI I

must suggest the probability that as time goes!

difficulties may be removed and these bondsdril

still closer.

Many Friends gave utterance to the same se I
ments, and a minute was made heartily reci|l

eating the feeling of brotherly kindness expresl

iu this mes-age from Philadelphia, and desiil

the strengthening of the bonds of Christian !l

between us.

In reference to American correspondence,^ 8

stated, that "Some of the meetings with whicfp

correspond have practices with which wedisag »
whilst there are some smaller bodies with wlfl

we have unity and yet have no correspondent

No minute was made on this subject, thems*
being left to the consideration of Friends.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 6, 1896.

Although it has been a number of y»
since the following remarkable narrative H

originally published in the British Friend, 8

lesson of instruction which it conveys is notjj

of date at this time.

Ou r early Friends laid great stress on the v 1
of the Holy Spirit in the heart of every i«
and placed their hope of salvation on thegH
ness of God as shown in the atoning sacrifi »
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>eloved Son, and also in the visitations of

)ivine Grace, which tend to humble man
ring him into a state of faithful submis-

to the will of God. That deeply experi-

elder, the late Jonathan Evans, says in

of his letters that the operation of this

e power which brings the creature into

ust, is the great object of the Enemy's
1, at which he is ever aiming his shafts;

F he can bring people to believe that their

tion is secure without experiencing that

Ration and change of heart which follow

repentance, he is satisfied.

e unsanctiiied heart shrinks from the hum-
communion with the spirit of God, in

a its own weakness and depravity are felt,

t finds nothing to please itsown vanity and
jve ; and would fain climb towards heaven
ime other way.

le Society of Friends has ever accepted the

:d Scriptures as a true record of the events

relate, and of the doctrines they proclaim.

iu it has also taught, that the deep spiritual

Jms they are designed to teach can only be

«ly learned and appreciated by those to

-h n they are unfolded, and made clear by the

nation of that Divine Word, which giveth

ulirstanding to the simple. Although they

laid the Holy Scriptures as a help from the

:Iel of the Church, yet their main reliance

Miipon the help of the spirit of Christ to en-

ar their spiritual capacity, and to teach them
lijays and enable them to walk iu it. Hence,

hlligh their faithfulness iu waiting upon and

MJing of their Divine Master, there were

Hd up from the ignorant classes noble in-

itriUentsin the Lord's hands, who were deeply

eajed in the school of Christ. Robert Bar-

jlaiin his Apology, bears this testimony :

m[n our day God hath raised up witnesses

fcfrtimself, as He did fishermen of old ; many,
pdamost of whom are laboring and mechanic

nfei who, altogether without that learning [of

Ksh)l divinity] have, by the power and spirit

)f od, struck at the very root and ground of

BaMon ; and iu the strength and might of this

povr, have gathered thousands by reaching

the) consciences, unto the same power and life,

ffhi as to the outward part have been tar

no! knowing than they, yet not able to resist

ihe;irtue that proceeded from them."
Lt only as a preparation for the ministry,

butor their individual growth in grace, Friends
froi the beginning have depended upon the

tarings and openings of the spirit of Christ,

ss le foundation of all true knowledge of Di-
rin things, and have regarded the Scripture
reo'ds as useful helps, but by no means as es-

ienally necessary. In this they differed from
ioni other Christian professors, who looked to

:he;5ible as the source of all spiritual knowl-
Jdg and in some measure limited the agency
)ft3 Spirit to the unfolding of its meanings.
As consequence of this view, they endeavor to

areire persons for the exercise of the miuistry

3y ie study of the Scriptures, and think it one
)f e most important requisites in a minister
-ha he should be familiar with the Bible,H the true Friend relies more on the voice
>t drist in his own soul, and the experience he
aasiad of the operations of the work of grace.
lorn their view as to the source of Divine

pledge have arisen the caution Friends
ha\ felt about encouraging the systematic study
if e Scriptures, and their jealousy of Bible
3ch)ls, lest they should too much fix the at-

;
en.an of the reader on the letter and divert it

ro: the Spirit.

The narrative alluded to is as follow- :

'• In the year 1 835 great excitement pre^ ailed

in the religious Society of Friends in conse-

quence of a secession in the meeting of .Man-

chester, induced by Isaac Crewdson adopting

and preaching doctrines called by him "evan-
gelical," and attacking the doctrine- held by

George Fox, Win. Peon, Robert Barclay, El-

ward Burrough, Isaac Penington, Samuel Fill-

er, Thos. Ellwood, and other prominent Friends

of their day. Subsequently he wrote and pub-

lished a book called the Beacon. Isaac Crewd-
son was an accredited minister in the Society of

Friends, and for a period in unity with the

body. To subvert the orthodox doctrines as

held by George Fox and his cotemporaries was
the object of Isaac Crewdson and his adherents,

and, 10 achieve it, Friends in many meetings

were weekly furnished with printed extracts

from the early writers of the Society. Some
of these were garbled, word or words being left

out or added in parentheses, materially alter-

ing the sense. One of these was sent to me
directed by the hand of a Friend of our meet-

ing at Exeter, beloved by very many of his

friends for his kindliness of disposition and prac-

tical benevolence. Not content with sending

these extracts weekly into almost every house

of Friends belonging to Exeter Particular Meet-

ing, he made visits to denounce the early

Friends as fanatics. A visit from this dear

friend to me lasted three-quarters of an hour,

wheu he inveighed most vehemently against the

early Friends and their doctrines, finishing by
these awful and remarkable words' viz :

' I

hesitate not to say that the doctrines of the early

Friends are nothing short of the delusions of the

devil.'

" A pause of several minutes ensued, doubt-

less to give me an opportunity of replying or

making a remark, either in favor of his asser-

tions or the reverse. I could have said some-

thing, much, for my heart was full and sorely

grieved, but the restraining power was put

upon me by the Lord's Holy Spirit—I was not

permitted to utter one syllable— I sat silent,

and then this dear Friend again addressed me,

fearing he had offended me, told me his motive

was to rescue me from spiritual death and con-

sequent ruin of my soul. I simply told him I

was not offended, he took hold of my hand, and
bade me an affectionate farewell.

"The next day he called again, and evidently

was much dissatisfied with himself on calmly

reflecting on all he had said. I did not feel

forbidden to say something to him then. The
substance of my words was, as well as I can

recollect
—

' My friend, I believe thou did not

mean to offend me by thy language yesterday
;

thou hast not offended me, but I am grieved in-

deed that one naturally so kind should express

himself as thou hast done towards the worthies

of a brighter day than this, and call in question

what thou wast taught in thy youth, and pro-

fessed until lately, whether thou believed it or

not.' We ever after remained and met in social

good will, but the religious bond was severed.

I watched him for years straying from one
mountain to another. He left, as might he ex

pected, the Society of Friends, and joined the
' Plymouth Brethren,' having unity with them
for a good while—met them in breaking bread,

preached among them, and seemed to have
found an ark of refuge in communion with the

'saints.' But eventually he became dissatis-

fied, and went to the Wesleyan body to find

food for his unsatisfied soul. For a time he

rested in that ark of refuge, but here he did

not remain. Strange to say, he who proclaimed

in town and in the country, by way side and

on the sea shore, ' the unsearchable riches of

Christ,' told of the great atonement on Calvary,

of the Lamb slain for the sins of mankind, of

the efficacy of that blood to cleanse sinners from

fill defilement, should by some new light he

thought he had received go to the L'nitarians

and receive their doctrine— to what extent I

cannot say, for there are degrees even in this

way,— but in this profession of religious belief

he was found when the angel of death was sent

to hover over his dwelling, and in the fluttering

of his wing to tell him his earthly race was
nearly run—the sands of time would soon be

run out. I went to his house to inquire how
he was, hearing he was ill. I sent up my name
to his chamber, and was immediately invited

to go to him. I found him in an agony of soul,

his arms beseechingly uplifted ; he gave me his

hand, saying, ' Pray for me, oh pray earni -tly

for me!' My sympathy and distress were so

great that I could not reply for some little

time. I then said, ' Oh, pray thyself, the door

is open for all to come boldly to the throne of

grace.' He turned quickly upon me with a

fixed gaze, saying, ' Hear me, mark what I say

and tell it—tell it as my dying testimony. The
Society of Friends hold the truth, the very

truth— their doctrines are the very truth ofGod
— if they are only carried out' (this he repeated

twice, if they are only carried out.) He paused,

and then with a loud voice said, 'Oh God, look

down in thy wonted mercy and pardon or re-

ceive me.' He then signified to his wife that I

might leave the room for a short time, but to

come back to him again. I parted from him
in agonized silence with a warm pressure of his

hand and a look of deep sympathy. I was

asked to sit in the parlor, but I went home to

my own house and to my bed-chamber, where,

on bended knees, I supplicated for him as if for

my own life. Suddenly, like a flash of light-

ning, all access of words or Spirit were with-

drawn, and I rose from my prostrate position

and sat down amazed at my feelings. Not long

was I left in uncertainty. A knock at my door

by a servant revealed to me that the spirit of

my friend had left its earthly tabernacle, which

accounted to me the cause of my strange posi-

tion when pleading for my friend. It has ever

appeared to me a most remarkable thing, that

on his death-bed he should so solemnly revoke

his assertions respecting the Society of Friends

and their doctrines, and to the very person to

whom his words of deprecation were addressed.

It becomes us to be very cautious how we indulge

iu a spirit of judgment ; and necessary indeed is

it that we build on a sure foundation, and that

we are not carried about with every wind of

doctrine, ' but keep the faith,' which stands not

in word only, but iilso in power. Faith gives

victory over sin, which separates from God.
" It is now thirty-two years since these events

happened, yet they are vividly before me in

memory, and remembered to my profit and
establishment (I trust) in that truth I have
professed and loved. I may add, I know of

no other profession of religion so truly and en-

tirely in accordance with Christ's teaching as

read in Scripture, than that professed and pos-

sessed by the early Friends
;
and my desire is,

above all else, to possess the eternal substance

myself, and to follow them as they undoubtedly
followed Christ Jesus, our only Advocate with

the Father.

Elizabeth Knott.
Rathangan, Sixth Mouth 21st, 1867.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States —The ilel't statement shows a net

increase in ilie public debt, less cash in the Treasury

durin- Fifth Month, of $5.1n>.73h. Total cash in the

Treasury, $m',!,76i;,"-70. The Treasury gold reserve at

II 5S .in the 1st instant Sf 1 at $106,-

I! ,1, of the world's product of quinia is used in the

United States.

. IT. liil.ition I onvention, on the <J8tb

nit., nominate 1 Joshua Levering, of Maryland, for

President of the United States, and Hale Johnson, ot

r Vice President. The " dominant issue"

was ado| ted, the suppression of the liquor traffic, no

utterance on the financial question being given. The

seventh plank, which declared that the citizen should

not be denied the right to vote on account of sex, was

adopted only by a small majority. Other clauses are:

That all citizens should be protected in their right to

one day's rest a week. Non-sectarian schools to be

taughl'in the English language. Election of Presi-

dent, Vice President and Senators directly by the

people. Exclusion of pauper and criminal immi-

grants. The naturalized citizen not bo vote till a year

alter naturalization. Favoring arbitration. After the

convention had nominated Levering and Johnson, the

"free silver" element bolted the convention, adopted

a platform of numerous planks, including that of free

silver, and nominated C. E. Bentley, of Nebraska, for

President, and J. II. Smthgate, of North Carolina,

for Vice President. The bolters style themselves "the
National Party."

Work, it is reported, will shortly begin on a rail-

r. a t from Nampa, Ida., to the Snake River, an outlet

for the gold mines in the Owyhee .Mountains. Its

length is seventeen miles, and it is the intention to

exteml it to Silver City, a distance! f sixty-three miles.

West Virginia fruit crop reports show that the yield

of peaches this year will be enormous.
The Indianapolis.Vtr.i says, " Israel Hogel and, for-

merly of this city, now of Chicago, has patented a de-

vice which will allow a farmer to plough his field,

harrow it, put in the seed, and, when the crop has

grown, to harvest it by electricity. The power is

brought to the farm from a power-house that serves

an entire c immunity within a radius of ten miles

from the farm. The electricity is brought through a
feed-wire to a wire erected in the fields running on
all lour sides of the field. The farm machinery is

provided with a trolley, which consists of a wire so

arranged that it will wind or unwind on a cylinder on
the back of the machine. The part that touches the
feed-wire is not like the street-car trolley-wire, but
lit- over the wire, and will slide along as the machine
goes from one furrow to another."

A i a refill count shows that 02,000 bicycles went
down the ( oi.cy Maud cycle path at New York on the
•24th ult. It is not surprising that there were several

A district comprising 720 city blocks in St. Louis
pi by 2 tornadoes on the 27th ult. Scarcely a

building escaped injury, and thousands are in ruins.

Steamers in the river in front of St. Louis were sunk
irsion boats wrecked and their passengers

drowned. Railroad trains were overturned and those
on board killed. The tornadoes were followed by lire

1 by tl.e lightning which came with the'
Nt inst,. eporl made that the

known dea.l in St. Louis were 196; unknown de:
-

;
fatally injured in St. Louis, 18 ;

missing
in St. Louis, lis. Known dead in Fast St. Louis,
11".. unknown dead in East St. Louis,:;; f.itallv in-

jured in Fast St. Louis, 2. Total fatally, 490. Re-
in towns in Illinois and Missouri, outside of
which were visited by the tornado, show

Ih ll many pers lis were killed and injured.

1 be si., rui which p:,«s,-d over Frie County, Pa., has
been very disastrous i,, tl,,. fruit crop. The

done to tin rape I >p all along the lake

15

shore. The loss is estimated I i be about one-third of
tl mire grape crop.

; :i m let i iiinly, Pa., was the most
terrible ever known 1 1. ere. resulting in t wo being killed
and 3] inj ired, and in greal propertv.

i ippe ifl :.. be the i entre of the storm, while
Lam aster e-caped with a heavy rain. Much damage
was done in M ntgomery I Bucks C ities by the
sam. storm.

in thi- city last week numbered 426, which
re than the previous week, and 21 m ire than

the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore
id 'Jos females: 56 dii I ol

consumption ; 39 ol hearl d T pm amonia :

18 of old age; 17 of diphtheria; 10 of nephritis; 1G

of inflammation of the brain; 16 of convulsions

of tvphoid fever; 13 of apoplexy ; 13 from casual

13o"f inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 11 of

cancer, and 11 of marasmus.
Markets, &c— U.S. 2's, 94; 4's, reg., 107| a 108;

coupon. Km] a 110; 4's, new, reg., 1161 a 1 16; :
coupon,

1 in. a I in; ;
Vs. 112] a 113*; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

Cotton.— Middling uplands, 8}c. per pound.

Feed.— Bran was quoted at $11.50 a §12.50 for

winter in bulk, and §10.75 to SI 1.50 for spring in sacks.

Flour— Winter super, $2.30 a $2.65: do., extras,

$2.65 a S2.H0 : Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.30

;

do., do., straight. $3.30 a $3.50 : Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.35; do., do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent. $3.55 a $3.75: spring, clear. $2.80 a $3.10
;

do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent, $3.60 a $3.75 ;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 50

a $2.65 ; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.45 :' do., straight, $3.45

a J3.65 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.00. Rye Flour sold

in a small way at $2.50 per bid. for choice Penn'a.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 65 a 66c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 33 a 334
L
c.

No. 2 white oats, 25| a 26c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 4£ a 41; gooJ, 4J a 4}c;

medium, 3-| a 4c; common, 31 a 3Jo.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4 a 4|c; good, 31 a 3|c;

medium, 3 a 3Jc ; common, 2 a 2|c. Fall lambs, 31 a

5}c. Spring lambs, 3 a 7c.

Hogs.—5 a 5Jc. for Western, and 41 a 4Jc. for State.

Foreign.—Of the 29,000,000 inhabitants of Eng-
land and Wales at the last census, 20,800,000, or over

two-thirds, lived in towns and cities, and only 8,200,-

000 in the country. In Scotland, one-half of the popu-

lation lived in towns of more than 10,000 inhabitants,

though in Ireland the proportion is about one in six.

Bicycling has become so popular in fashionable

Hyde Park, London, that the First Commissioner of

Works is to be asked whether he cannot exclude car-

riages from the bicycle track for two hours in the

forenoon, as they are a source of inconvenience and
danger to the bicyclists.

It has been discovered by two French scientists that

most precious stones, such as the ruby, the sapphire
and the emerald, can readily be told from their imi-

tations by means of the Riintgen rays.

The General Electrical Society at Berlin announces
that an improvement has been made in the Riintgen

process that enables the interior of the head, the
larynx, and the action of the lungs and the heart to

be observed on a flourescent screen.

The release of all the members of the Reform Com-
mittee, with the exception of Hammond, Rhodes,
Farrar and Phillips, the leaders, who were originally

condemned to death, has caused widespread rejoicing

in the Transvaal. The release of the four leaders was
announced on the 2nd instant.

A terrible accident, resulting in the loss of 1100
lives, more or less, occurred at Moscow on the 30th
ult. The popular fete of the coronation ceremonies
was held on the Hodynsky Plain, opposite the Petrofl"

sky Palace, and it is estimated that fully 500,000 per-
sons attended. Great booths had been constructed on
the plain, and from them were distributed free food,

free beer, and also mugs as souvenirs of the occasion.
Barriers had been erected in the vicinity of the booths
to prevent excessive crowding. The people in front
were swept against these barriers, where ihe enormous
weight of the surging mass in the rear was thrown
against them. Mad with pain and fright, the people
who were crushed against the barriers struggled to get
away, but their attempts were fruitless. Their shrieks
were heard, and this had the effect of further inciting
those in the rear to get forward. Suddenly the bar-
riers gave way, and, with a rush, the immense throng
swept forward. Hundreds of men, women and chil-
dren were thrown down, aud to stumble and fall meant
death or serious injury, for no power could check the
rush oi the people, many of whom were in a condition
of panic. The authorities were helpless, and for a time
the scene baffled description. Many persons were
killed by beirg crushed against the 'barriers before
thej .'no way, and a greal number met their deaths
by being trampled upon. The Czar has taken a most
practical way of showing his sympathy with those
families who lost a member in the calamity. He has
ordered that the sum of 1,000 roubles be paid to each
bereaved family.

On the 26th of last month, an electric car, upon
which there were eighty persons, in crossing Point
1
Hi" bridge, near Victoria, British Columbia, left

the track, and crushing through Ihe railings fell into
'
beb.w, a distance of seventy live" feet. All

the passengers were carried down with the car. Fifty-
three bodies have been recovered from the bridge

wreck, and at least three more are known to ben
ing. It is said that the bridge which collapsed

known to be unsafe, and that heavy cars were

over it in spite of that fact.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage •
i

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.J

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met i

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cej

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To I

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Pho
Zebedee Haines, r

Westtown Boarding School. — The next

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month 1st.

plications for the admission of pupils should be it

to William F. Wickersham, Prindjx

WesttowD, Chester Co.,

A man Friend—a carpenter, familiar with

vork and machinery desires employment.
Address " R. II.," Office of The Fries

Died, Fifth Month 20th, 1896. at the resident

her daughter, Mary B. Evans, Meadville, Pa.,

E French, widow of the late James French, i

eighty-first year of her age. From remarks l

pressive of her wish as to the issue of her
(which was short), it was evident to her friends

she was in mercy prepared for the solemn chal

and that her end was peace. She was a niembe

Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting of Friends, 1

ford, N. J.

, on Fifth Month 7th, 1896, Phebe CoutA
Greenwich, Ohio, in her one hundred and first 3

She was the daughter of Zephaniah and .A

and was born in Orange County, New York, ]

Month 22nd, 1796. Some time after her marri

Jasper Coutant, she removed with her husb
Monroe County, Pa., and entered upon an active, i

denying life in her household. From the mortj
fine I surroundings of her early home, she accel

the situation on a rocky, sterile farm, with the rul

environment, and with a cheerful philosophy 1

Christian courage. Here their large family of
j

dreu were trained, and nearly all their bodily w I

were supplied within the home. F'rom the wool tl
from the sheep, to the lindsey-woolsey home-il
clothing, the work was all done iu the household

]
As oxen were better adapte I to clearing the si I

and rocks from the fields, for some time they ha J
horses, and at this period our dear Friend frequi

J
walked to meeting, a distance of six miles ovl
rough up-hill and down road. She managed ami

J
these exacting home duties and hard work to hi I

little school for her young children, and invited f
of the neighbor's children to join them—an inflcJ

far reaching in that rough country — no neigl I

within half a mile at least. Her influence with I

children was almost wholly by example. She r I;

gave advice, but her daily life was the mostiml
sive preaching. Their devoted faithfulness to U

through this long life, was the spontaneous outpoi 1
of hearts drawn closely to her from childhood. 'I

had few books, and it was before the periodical j
but the Bible was at hand daily ; she read it wit N
most natural and appreciative spirit, nothing ft j
or sanctimonious. Siie made those around herlij

to read it and to feel she found help to go forward i
faith and serenity, ever looking for Divine guid

U

and closely following her dear Lord and Master m
the children grew to maturity, they emigrated n

the rocky hill country, to the North Western ReN
Ohio, and among them her closing years were sM
loving and beloved. The last birthday, First 1 Uj

22nd was a memorable occasion, children, gld

children and great grand-children, with a large !H

her of loving, interested Frieuds gathered a;fl

her; and while her interest in passing things waW
ing away, the Bible was by her side, and Hea a(

things were uppermost. She was frequently hea W
pealing portions of the Scriptures, and in expreM
of thanksgiving and praise. Without disease or M
suffering she '' was not, for God took her." ShH
throughout her life a full believer in the docH
and testimonies of the Society of Friends.
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. I The Power of the Spirit of God.

'["his is the word of the Lord unto Zerubba-

leliaying, not by might, nor by power, but by
BjSpirit, saith the Lord of Hosts" (Zech. iv:

j). These are the words of the Lord by his

orchet Zechariah to Zerubbabel, the prince of

Jni.h, encouraging him to rebuild the temple

it.msaleru, after its destruction by Nebuchad-
ae?ir. And if we consider the dealings of God
wit his people at all times, the clearer shall we
belld this truth. The Lord by his Spirit has,

very age, done that for his people, which
mais unaided arm could never do ; for things

missible with men are possible with God.
Se(;r since Israel had become a kingdom had
:hi word of encouragement been more oppor-

Iue But a small remnant, some forty-two

ihcsand men, not being so many as one tribe

aloj could muster when Israel first entered the

praised land, nor so many as the one city Je-

ruslem, before the captivity, could arm, now
ret-ned from Babylon. The country was deso-

latl, the cities in ruins. The walls, as after-

wals viewed by Nehemiah, were a mass of

riilish, and the temple had been burnt with

Sn The country was yet tributary to a

heihen monarch, and the children of Israel

»e found weeping beside the streams of Chal-
ie; But God's word went forth ; not by power
no by might, not by sword nor by bow did

tht redeem themselves, nor regain possession

of aeir forfeited inheritance. God softened

tovrds them the hearts of " Cyrus, Darius and
Anxerxes, king of Persia." The Jews them-
sel« were humbled by God's chastisements.
At now God's promise comes to Zerubbabel
th:as he had laid the foundation of the temple,

30 so should his hands finish it. Fit emblem
of ir Lord Jesus Christ, who builds his temple
of ving stones, spiritual worshippers, of whose
foil He is the Author and Finisher, himself
tlnfoundation and corner-stone. And though
to he eyes of the ancient ones who had seen
th magnificence of the first temple, the glory
of lis one appeared dim, yet was this the Lord's
prnise to them that " The glory of this latter

ho;e shall be greater than the former, saith the
L<d of Hosts, and in this place will I give peace,
sai the Lord of Hosts " (Hag. ii : 9), alluding
to ie coming and presence of the King of Glory,

even Jesus Christ, the lineal descendant and
rightful heir to the throne of David, who with

kingly authority in this same temple com-
manded, " Make not my Father's house an

house of merchandise " (John ii : 16).

And this promise of peace Christ Jesus re-

newed in his covenant to a thousand genera-

tions, to all those who being sanctified by his

Spirit, live in love, keep his commandments,
and meet together in his name, as a holy tem-

ple, in which the Lord, by his Spirit, may for-

ever dwell.

How manifest was this when the Lord brought

forth his people out of Egypt. Who compelled

Pharaoh to let Israel go free? Was it not the

Lord by the power of his Spirit ? Who opened

up a way for his people through the Red Sea?

Who brought forth water from the rock, and

made streams in the desert? Who caused the

manna daily to descend as the dew around

the tents of Israel, and the quails, wherewith

He gave them flesh ? Who nerved the arms of

Israel's sons so as to cause the discomfiture of

Amalek ? Was it not in answer to the prayer

of Moses? Why did neither their clothes nor

their sandals wax old during their long sojourn

in the desert? Who caused Jordan, at the time

of its flood, to withhold the flow of its waters,

so that Joshua and his army passed over dry-

shod? Who is this mysterious one, who with

drawn sword in his hand, reveals himself to

Joshua, as " the Prince of the host of the Lord,"

whom Joshua was' constrained to worship in

obedience to his command, " Loose thy sandal

from off thy foot, for the place whereon thou

standest is holy" (Jos. v: 15). Who could it

be but the angel of the covenant, who confirmed

the same to Abraham over the altar on which

Isaac lay, and who appeared to Moses in the

burning bush ; even He, foretold by the prophet

Malachi, as the one in whom in these Gospel

days God's people should delight, Israel pa-

tiently waited during seven days for the coming

of the Lord in the power of his spirit, when,

without digging trench or raising a mound, the

walls of Jericho fell down flat, and Israel took

possession
;
yea, the very elements, fire and hail,

sun and moon, proved faithful allies to Israel

in the destruction of their enemies, the wicked

Canaanites. Truly, then, they got not the land

into their possession by the power of their own
sword, nor of that of an arm of flesh. And are

we so dull of hearing and so slow of heart as not

to perceive the lessons God would give to us by

these things? If in earthly things the guiding

and protecting power of God's spirit was so essen-

tial to the success of Israel in overcoming their

temporal enemies, how much then is it to the

soldier of Christ, who wars not with flesh and

blood, to enable him to overcome his spiritual

enemies, and to enter into his inheritance in

Christ's kingdom. God, by his pillar and his

cloud, guided them by day and by night. He
directed them when to journey and when to

pitch their tents. His guiding presence was not

only their chief glory, but their place of sure

safety and victory.

And now in these latter days, which ie Christ'fl

dispensation, when God according to his promise

"pours out of his spirit upon all flesh," when
" the light of the moon shall be as the light of

the sun, and the light of the sun shall beseven-

fdd as the light of seven days" (Isaiah xxx :

26), can we in any way so exalt the Lord our

God, as by abiding under his anointing and
guidance in all our words and doings, and more
implicitly so, when engaged in acts of worship?

The Lord by his prophet Isaiah declares, " My
thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are

your ways my ways, saith the Lord. For as the

heavens are higher than the earth, so are ray

ways than your ways, and my thoughts than

your thoughts " (Is. Iv: 8,9). Therefore, in

drawing nigh to God, our first aim is to with-

draw from our own thoughts into silence before

Him. This is the true place of waiting upon

Him, the audience chamber of the King of

kings. And as our acts, or endeavors, or even

pravers, without the leadings of God's spirit,

are futile in bringingdowu the rain from heaven,

so we wait patiently upon the Lord," until that

He is pleased to refresh his heritage with showers

from on high. Christ himself has promised to

meet with even the two or the three who are

thus gathered together in his name, and by " the

power of his coming, he " casts down imagina-

tions and every high thing that exalts itself

against the knowledge of God and brings into

captivity every thought to the obedience of

himself" (2 Cor. x : 5). Now is the soul pre-

oared to hear the voice of its beloved, and hear-

ing, to obey. Its doors are closed to every

earthly thought, and He breathes upon them
and communes with them. As vessels of the

sanctuary, by his Spirit he cleanses and sancti-

fies his people, and pours therein a pure offer-

ing ab of incense. What if these feelings of

devotion do not always frame themselves into

words? Is it then any the less true worship

iu spirit and in truth to that God, who himself

is a spirit? If all be "baptized by one spirit

into one body," with one heart and feeling, and

one voice, the language of the Spirit, whose

most secret breathings are audible to his om-

niscient ear; it is that pure language, the same

among all nations, and among all tongues of

those who shall form that innumerable throng

of redeemed ones who surround the throne of

God and of the Lamb. And all present whose

hearts are sanctified and whose spirits are thus

gathered to Jesus, may through Him, the one

mediator between God and man and the great

High Priest of his people, unitedly offer that

holy, spiritual worship which is well pleasing

and' acceptable to God. But not seldom He
touches the lips of his servants with a live coal

from off the altar, when his language of the

body, which is the church, is framed into words,

and the voice of prayer, praise, thanksgiving

and exhortation is heard. These as brought

forth by the power of God's Spirit, and in uni-

son with the movings of life, are as living

streams from the fountain of life, and give true

refreshment to thirsting souls. Nor can any
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child of grace find anything more conducive to

advancement and growth in the Truth and the

power of godliness, than the daily practice of

this silent retirement before the Lord. For, the

main roots of true religion are found in the

heart and not in a mere knowledge of doctrines

held in the head : for knowledge is good in its

place, but virtue must be at the helm.

Without this knowledge of God and of Christ

as He comes in the power of his Spirit to re-

deem the soul from sin, all other knowledge will

n..t avail at the day of judgment.

Whilst in Kadesh, Israel acting in their own

will, refused to hearken to God's command to

go up aud possess the land, for their faith in

God failed them. In that same will they after-

wards presumed to cut short their wilderness

journey, and take possession of the promised in-

heritance, thus striving to do what God had once

commanded them to do, but what was not now

in accord with his present counsel and will.

Thus acting, God let them see the impotency

of their own arm, or their own will, acting in-

dependently and out of subjection to the Divine

will; and in place of an early enjoyment of the

good land and its fruits, they were doomed to a

long sojourn and eventually death, in the wil-

derness.

The faithless spies acknowledged the land was

good, but not trusting in God, gave way to fear.

Bo now, to all who will lend a willing ear, does

the enemy of souls whisper needless discourage-

ments to them who seek an inheritance in Christ.

To Joshua and Caleb, strong in faith, the diffi-

culties were not unseen, but above all they saw
the power of God's proffered hand, and in the

hour of conflict it proved to be their strength,

aud rendered them invincible, so that they

placed their feet on the necks of their enemies.

Wouldst thou seek an early entrance into

the inheritance of the saints? then follow in

their footsteps. "Watch ye, stand fast in the

faith, quit you like men, be strong" (1 Cor.

xvi: 13). Bear in mind it is not by might,

nor by power, but by the Lord's spirit or grace,

through which thou wilt be made a victor;

therefore diligently seek to know its operations
nn thy heart, redeeming thee from sin, and
strengthening thy hands in righteousness. God's
will is expressed by his Word. By that will,

He sent his Son to be the Saviour of the world,
and that will towards man is mercy and love.

By thai will He sanctifies all who believe in

Jesus, who himself was begotten of God's spirit,

and received of the same in all its fulness and
power. Through that eternal Spirit "Christ gave
himself for us an offering and a sacrifice to God
for a sweet smelling savor" (Eph. v: 2), and
by the power i.(the same was raised again from
the dead, and ascended on high, there to appear
in the presence of find, as our Advocate and
Intercessor with the Father. He who " tasted
death tor (.very man," now liveth for evermore.
He now comes in spirit and in power to his
people, and pours out of this like rain on all,

ju>t and unjust, that through this grace be-
stowed they may know Him and the power of
his coming.

" By grace are ye saved, through faith, and
that not -i yourselves; it is the gift of God."

it
_W. W B.

Is\ BBTIGATION8 mad, by Dr. Carl Midler,
and reported in Himmel und Brde, show that

ike certain kinds of trees.
1 ndei the din < tion of the Lippe Detmold De-
partment of Forestry, statistics were gathered.
showing that in eleven years lightning struck

fifty-six oaks, three or four pines, twenty firs,

hut not a single beech tree, although seven-tenths

of the trees were beech. It would seem, then,

that one is safer in a storm under a beech tree

than any other kind.—Selected.

Carborundum and the New Works at Niagara

Falls.

Owing to the limited facilities for producing

this new abrasive material, its use has been re-

stricted to the finer trades, such as the dental

and manufacturing jewelers', fine tool grinding,

and kindred industries. In the dental trade,

in the form of discs, lathe and engine wheels

and cloth finishing, carborundum is rapidly dis-

placing all other abrasives; so also in the form

of wheels and powders it is used in grinding and

polishing delicate wheels and springs in the

jewelry industry. Owing to its hardness the

finest impalpable powders have remarkable cut-

ting powers, which greatly enhances its value,

making it applicable to larger fields when the

cost shall have been sufficiently reduced and

the quantity of production unlimited. The
original plant of the Carborundum Company is

located at Monongahela, Pa., where steam power

is used to produce the current for the furnace,

the daily capacity of carborundum amounting

to only three hundred pounds. To produce

carborundum at the lowest cost the company
have installed a large plant at Niagara Falls,

which was quite recently put in operation.

One thousand electrical horse power is at pres-

ent utilized.

The crude materials-from which carborundum is

made are coke from the Pennsylvania bituminous

coal fields, white sand from Ohio, salt from New
York State salt works, and sawdust from the mills

of Tonowanda. The coke is ground and sifted

into assorted sized grains, which are mixed with

the proper proportions of salt, sand and saw-

dust. The work is done by automatic machinery
at the least expenditure of manual labor. The
mixture is ready for the electric furnace, which
is a crude, rectaugular brick box made without

cement, mortar, or other building material. In
the centre of each end is placed a large bronze
plate, and these are connected by means of four

massive copper cables with the copper conductors
conveying the current. Connecting with the

inner surfaces of the bronze plate are one hun-
dred and twenty carbon rods, sixty to each
plate, about two feet in length, and passing
through the end walls of the furnace, and ex-

tending towards each other, thus constituting

the interior terminals. A core or cylinder of
granules of crushed coke extends from one
carbon electrode to the other, and around this

is packed the mixture alluded to above. The
high pressure current is transformed down to

low pressure, thus increasing the quantity, the
latter producing the heat.

The current of one thousand electrical horse
power is sent through the furnace by means of
the electrodes, cylindrical core, etc., for a period
of twenty-four hours, making a total expendi-
ture of energy of twenty-four thousand horse
power hours, which would cost, at the rate
charged for current in our city, five cents per
horse power hour, twelve hundred dollars. This
vast amount of energy is transmitted to the
core, twenty-one inches in diameter, and about
nine feet long, and heats it to about seven thous-
and degrees, the temperature of graphite forma-
tion. At the end of the run one end of the fur-
nace is removed, and surrounding the core in
the form of a cylinder is a beautiful crystallized

formation, solid near the core and loose in si
j

ture at some distance. The size of the cry
j

also diminishes as the distance from the (I

and further out occurs a black mass, comp]
of the original mixture, which has not I

acted upon. The crystalline material is car
j

of silicon, and has been named carborun 1

by E. G. Acheson, the discover of the sam«
j

About two tons of carborundum are prod I

from one furnace run, and provision has
j

made for five furnaces. After the indivi I

crystals have been separated, they are trej

with an acid to remove all solubles, then gro
j

dried and sifted in the various sizes used iij

market.

—

Scientific American.

The Ogden Land Company.
(Continued from page 365.)

This effort to induce the Indians to sell

lands entirely failed, and was not immedi:

renewed. The Friends residing at Tune
wrote under date Second Month 22nd, 1

that " The Agent of the Company who has*

ly purchased the pre-emption right of the In.

Reservations has paid us a visit (under a ph

ble pretext) and appears very desirous wes"

desist from our operations of aiding the n

on the lands they now hold, and join in prr

ing them a more permanent residence and 'A

move our establishment, as the most likely!

to effect their civilized improvement, etc.,
j

ing at the same time an ample reward to i

as should be active in bringing said lueasui

bear, but finding his endeavors to fail, hi]

clined calling the Indians together, ami
have heard but little about him since." I

In 1817 strenuous efforts were made to in
j

the New York Indians to remove to a trsj

land in the neighborhood of Green Bay, I

consin. The Senecas were prevailed upt^l

send delegates to examine this country, dele
j

from other tribes of New York Indians a<j

panied them, and the reports made upon
|

return caused great differences of feeling at I

the various tribes, some in each being favo I

to emigration and some opposed to it. Ail

chase of lands of the Menominees in Wise!
was finally made, and some of the OneidasSjj

bridge and Brothertov/n Indians were incj

to leave their homes and remove westward. I

Senecas, Tuscaroras and Onondagas as a I

determined to remain in New York.
The efforts of the Ogden Land Compan;)

been in the meantime directed to obtaini

!

portion of the valuable tract belonging till

Senecas, upon which the City of Buffalo (

stands, and their efforts fur several years c;k

great dissensions among them. Finally in il

a sale was agreed to, in which bribery is ssj

have been used to obtain the consent of p J

nent chiefs: thirty-three thousand six hurt*

and thirty-seven acres of this tract were I)

together with other lands in New York, i I

about eighty-one thousand five hundred J

sixty-six acres, for forty-eight thousand*

hundred and sixteen dollars, or less than t

cents per acre. The value of a consideb

part of the Buffalo Reservation at that t

was said to be at least one hundred dollaip

acre.

In alluding to this sale the Committee re I

in a report to the Yearly Meeting in 1827 ;J

relates to the general improvement in ag
J

ture, etc., we have little to communicate I

circumstance attending these people at this*

not being calculated to encourage the

exertions of this kind : as since our last H
the Seneca Nation has been induced to»
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Bit very large bodies of their lands in different

)la?s to the pre-emption holders, aud it is to

jtfared that this may be a prelude to their

OBjng with the remainder at no very distant

la' Notwithstanding this and other diseour-

igeients which have occurred the Committee
H persevered in their attention to the services

Mired by their appointment, believing that

l^jontinuing to do so, so long as there remain
^prospects of benefit to these poor, injured

licle, the object contemplated by the Society

rilbe best promoted."

. 1'ie sale made in 1826 it was said by the

(nan's was accomplished by fraudulent means,

in< Red Jacket and some other prominent In-

lia; went to Washington to protest against its

tpjoval. In consequence of these representa-

aoi the Senate of the United States by a vote

rf venty to twenty, refused to ratify it. An
t)utigatiou was made by direction of the Pres-

det, but nothing was done to prevent the con-

Btnatiou of the bargain and the occupation

i\e land by the whites.

4 jie attempt of the Odgen Land Company to

mice the Indians in New York State to sell

fl Reservations and remove to Green Bay
IB fiscousiu having proved largely a failure,

AeJompany directed its efforts to obtain their

m;ut to emigrate beyond the Mississippi, in

iv h h movement it was said the Government at

W.hiugton was disposed to co-operate.

* Vrae members of the Committee of Friends

I visited them at this period (1837) remark
jference to the considerations of those im-

soant subjects, "It is affecting to behold or

BMsmplate these feeble descendants of the

po.jrful tribes who were once the undisputed

Dijs of the soil, imploring permission to repose

I eace on their present scanty pittance of the

ax'nsive possessions which have been wrested

t'rc them, partly by violence, and partly by a

nebtant consent aud for a very inadequate re-

alteration."

The offers which were said to be made to

thti in the West, however flattering in appear-

M:, present to our minds a very dreary pros-

per They are probably less fitted for a re-

BNial to the wilds of the West, than they were
win Friends commenced their labors among
tbn. They have acquired too many of the

wats, and too few of the habits of civilized life,

toe removed, without the most disastrous con-

sciences, to an uncultivated wilderness.

It appears to us that our duty is a plain

on That we ought to exert such influence as

wepossess to induce them to hold fast their

prent possessions, to improve themselves, and
the land as rapidly as possible, and to become
noonly a civilized but a Christian community.
Ifley should be induced to accede to the flat-

teiig offers which are so industriously presented
toaeir view, it appears to us that a few more
fle.ing years will join their name and memory
wii those which are no longer known except
oahe historian's page."

a conformity with the sentimeuts thus ex-
ptised, it was evident that earnest efforts must
nc be made to defeat the measures by which
it as proposed to obtain the apparent consent
of lie Indians ti such a sale and removal. In8 a pretended treaty was signed by which
tb Indians agreed to surrender their lauds in

Mr York and accept certain lands west of the
Alsissippi, notwithstanding the remonstrance
of large number of their chiefs and other influ-
enal men, who stated that the treaty was made
n minority of their people, many of whom had
bm induced to sign it, not in open council, but

in private in taverns, and by fraudulent means.
In order to assist a delegation of Indians who
had left their homes to represent at Washington
the true character of this treaty, some members
of the Indian Committee accompanied them
from Philadelphia, aud two of them Samuel
Bottle and Thomas Evans, spent several weeks
there at different times during that year ou this

account. Joseph Elkinton, who during his resi-

dence at Tunesassa many years before, had ac-

quired their language, and was now a member
of the Committee, was associated with them.

The result of these transactions is stated in a
brief form, in a History of Cattaraugus County,
New York, published in 1879, as follows: " In
the year above named (1838), a part of the

Seneca Chiefs were induced—by means as indi-

cated below—to sign an instrument, purporting
to be a treaty in due form, conveying to this

Ogden Land Company the entire remnant of

the laud belonging to the Seneca Nation in the

State of New York, being about one hundred
and twenty thousand acres. While this treaty

was under consideration by a Committee of the

United States Senate, the Indians came before

them and charged that bribery, fraud aud per-

jury had been used to obtain signatures to it,

and that a majority of the chiefs neither ap-

proved of nor had signed it. Upon this the

Committee remodeled it, thoroughly changing
its character, and reported it back to the Senate,

which body on the eleventh of Sixth Month,
1838, adopted a resolution providing for a re-

consideration of the (Amended) treaty by the

Indians ; but that it should have no force what-
ever, nor be understood as having been assented

to by the Senate, until, with the amendments,
it should have been submitted anil fairly ex-

plained by a Commissioner of the United States

to each of said tribes or bands, separately as-

sembled in council, and they had given their

free and voluntary assent to said treaty, as

amended, and to their contracts connected there-

with, in which case only it was to be binding.

The matter now stood referred to President Van
Buren, who, in his message to the Senate of

First Month 13th, 1840, said : "The provision

of the resolution of the Senate of the eleventh

ofSixth Mo., 1838, requiring the assent ofeach of

the said tribes of Indians to the amended treaty

to be given in council, and which was also made
a condition precedent to the recommendation
to me of the Senate of second of Third Month,
1830, to carry the same into effect, has not been

complied ivith as it respects the Seneca tribe," and
in allusion to the charges of bribery and perjury,

which were abundantly proved, the President

said :
" That improper means have been employed

to obtain the assent of the Seneca chiefs there is

every reason to believe, and I have not been able

to satisfy myself that I can, consistently with

the resolution of the Senate of second of Third
Month, 1839, cause the treaty to be carried into

effect in respect to the Seneca tribe." Notwith-
standing which the amended " treaty," which
stripped the Senecas of the last vestige of their

inheritance, passed the Senate and became the

law of the land.

When information reached the Indians that

the treaty, as it had beeu amended by the

Senate, was ratified, and that by it their lands

would be taken from them ; aud further, that if

they did not voluntarily surrender aud leave

them they would by compulsory measures be

forced to do so, and be driven into a distant

wilderness, where they fully expected poverty,

disease and death awaited them, they were
plunged into the deepest despair. In a letter

from one of the chiefs, he said: "On the an-

nunciation to the Indians of this result, con-

sternation and gloom were everywhere spread

over our villages. Relying upon the protection

of the Government, ami the justice of our

cause, we were not, after the disclosures of the

means employed to obtain that treaty, prepared
for this issue, and on being apprised of it the

deepest distress was manifested; our women
were seen on all sides weeping in their houses,

and along the roads as they passed to their oc-

cupations, and in the fields whilst employed in

their labors."
(To he continued.)

For "The Feiend."

Cyrus Cooper.

As " The memory of the just is blessed," aud
it seems as necessary now as ever it was, to

gather the fragments, and glean here a little

aud there a little from the pen of those who
have long since departed this life, I have thought
it right to send a few extracts of letters of my
honored father Cyrus Cooper (deceased Twelfth

Month 1857;, for The Friend (if the Editor

thought proper), that they may not rest in ob-

livion, but may be the means of throwing a
little light on some one's pathway.

E. C. C.

Second Month, 1837.

" Dear Sister.— . . . Attended Quar-
terly Meeting (Cain), I think I may say much
to my satisfaction. . . . We had the com-
pany of Ebenezer Roberts, whose companion was
Henry Warrington. He reminded us (E. R.)

that our fathers and mothers and those we had
been looking up to, were removed, and remov-
ing and gathered home ; and that we were now
filling their places, and should walk in a right

manner in the steps of those worthy examples
who had borne the Ark of the Testimony."

Second Month, 1840.

"To the Same.— ... At Westtown
(Fifth-day), we arrived there just as the schol-

ars were collected for meeting ; we went up with

them, and a precious meeting we had. We
had the acceptable company of Elizabeth Evans
(Sr.), who delivered a lively testimony to the

Truth for nearly an hour. She expressed her-

self, that she felt unusually impressed with the

belief that there were some present who were

almost despairing of hope, that the enemy cared

not whether to raise us too high and lofty, think-

ing much of ourselves, or, by bringing us down
below hope, or like this in substance—that hu-

mility was the safe abiding—that once in grace

was not always in grace—for if we were not

always watchful in true humility, it was pos-

sible for our names to be removed from that

most to be desired Register, but that we should

in fear aud trembling fill up the measure of our

days. She also related a circumstance of being

at a meeting, when she felt unusually disquieted

and unsettled, for which she could not for some

time see the cause, until late in the gathering

of the meeting two or three young persons came
in. As soon as they entered the door, she felt

these were the cause of her anxiety ; and these

were the persons they were waiting for. She
then felt quiet and composed. She concluded

with a considerable address to the children." . .

Sixth Month, 1845.

" To the Same.—I have at times thought a

few lines in the way of remembrance and affec-

tionate regard, would be due from me to thee.

Time creeps on apace, one fleeting year fast fol-

lows on its successor, thus ourdavs are hurrying
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away. It seems but a little while, when we

were under our parental roof; dow, parents

ourselves, our children looking up to us, as we

in limes past did to our parents. O, may we

c ime up to them.

••A remark of Samuel Fothergill's in a let-

ter to a friend, seems worthy of revival.

•• • Let all our conduct demonstrate that we re-

member the worthy deceased with due affec-

tion, and though they be dead with respect to

the body, yet let them speak. I have found it

my duty and great advantage to place in view

my worthy father—and in matters of import-

ance, or dubious cases, to consult what would

have pleased him, who was ripe in experience

and judgment. I believe this reverence to the

memory of a worthy and religious parent is an

oblation of sweet incense before the everlasting

Father.'
" May we, their seed, merit the blessing of

our father's God. I have at times been led to

take a retrospective view of our worthy ances-

tors, who in their day composed no small part

of the Church Militant, some of them pillars in

it. Now their descendants behold the con-

trast ; if we sum them up within the pale of

society, they are like the gleanings of the har-

vest. Can we muster more than the few in

number, in comparison with the small company
that Gideon took to overcome the Midianites,

aud why the cause ? In the first place, a want
of a guarded education ; for as it is said, ' Train

up a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old he will not depart from it.' In the

second place, the way seems too narrow—not

liberty—not room enough— and so in many in-

difference has followed. Thee is aware of all

these things, dear sister, without telling thee of
them, but still reminding us of what we already

know—sometimes stimulates us afresh. I think

I feel desirous at times to do, or wish I could
do what would be right, but the cares of the

world, if not the unlawful pursuit of lawful
things, as Buuyan's lion chained in the way (as

thee remembers the Progress), often intervenes

to retard our progress. We have a great deal
bestowed upon us ; I am afraid we (myself
in particular), are not improving according to

knowledge. Our being placed within the pale
of society I know cannot do for us alone. But
I do believe, and I think the longer I live I am
more confirmed in the belief, that the Society
of Friends maintained on its ancient founda-
tion, ranks high above all others in the earth
• • .if its doctrines and testimonies are
maintained, as first promulgated by our worthy
predecessors. . . . I know it is much easier
to preach than to practice what we preach.

dear sister endeavor so to bring up our
children in thai simplicity and endeavor to in-

slil in their minds the right value and inesti-

mable worth of Friends' principles, for I think
much depends on it. I do think, although it

is .-aid in humility and fear, our particular
family have been highly favored in this respect,
and 1 trus| we will ever keep in mind our pre-
cious privileges—myself the most unworthy."

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting in
in Month, 1866.— In looking over

wme ..1,
1 letti rs, the writer met with the fol-

low m.j iles.-ripti.»n of a Quarterly Meeting held
in Philadelphia, about thirty years ago:

(

" I thought we had a g I meeting. Thomas
po) e al considerable length, taking as

bis text the leaven hidden in the measures of
meal. Like the leaven, the operations of the

Holv Spirit were from within outward—often

much hidden from the eyes of men, and most

effectually performed in a quiet, settled state.

We were"told that some, in whom a good work

had been commenced, forwant of abiding quietly

under the operations of this holy leaven—by
becoming actively engaged in works even good

in themselves, but not called for at their hands,

had lost ground, and the work had not been

fully accomplished in them.

We were earnestly and affectionately en-

treated to seek for comfort from the pure streams

of heavenly consolation ; and not to look for

enjoyment to the muddy streams of this world's

enjoyments." ^
For "The Friend."

The following lines, composed by Ann Bran-

son, were suggested to her mind on reading an

article written by Newman Hall, under the

heading
NOW."

" Ye?, now is the time ; my heart says amen !

It is time to reform, it is time to begin
;

This moment I'll ponder, the next I'll forget,

Or say to myself, it is time enough yet.

Unspeakably strange and lamentably true,

But this is the course mankind mil pursue;

This moment we ponder, the next we forget,

Or say to ourselves it is time enough yet."

Selected for "The Fries
SUBMISSION.

Rest in the Lord and wait patiently for Him

"Since thy Father's arm sustains thee,

Peaceful be,

When a chastening hand restrains thee,

It is He.
Know his love in full completeness,
Feel the measure of thy weakness,
If He wound thy spirit sore,

trust
y spn it

t Him

With,: murmur, uncomplaining,
In his hand,

Leave whatever things thou canst not
Understand.

Though the world thy folly spurneth,
From thy faith in pity turneth,
Peace thy inmost soul shall fill,

Lying still.

Like an infant, if thou thinkest
Thou canst stand,

Child-like, proudly pushing back
The proffered hand,

Courage soon is changed to fear,

Strength—doth feebleness appear,
In his love if thou abide,

He will guide.

Fearest sometimes that thy Father
Hath forgot?

Though the clouds around thee gather,
Doubt Him not.

Always hath the day-light broken,
Always hath He comfort spoken

;

Better hath He been for years
Than thy fears.

Therefore, whatsoe'er betideth
Night or day,

Know his love for thee provideth
Good alway.

Crown of sorrows gladly tike,
(iratefid wear it for his sake;
Sweetly bending to his will,

Saying still,

To his own thy Saviour giveth
Daily strength

;

To each troubled soul that boweth,
Peace at length.

Weakest lambs have largest share
Of the louder Shepherd's care.
A«k Him not then, ' When ?' or ' How?'

Only bow."

Child Life in Syria.

It was more than twenty years ago n
having stepped from the little boat which
brought me from the steamer to the sho:

found myself for the first time on the so

Syria. A storm was threatening, and mom
an odd little crooked-necked donkey, I peerei

from under my umbrella to get my first glii

of the laud so new to me, and yet so very,

old. I had not progressed far when I spi

little urchin with baggy blue cotton trot1

red tarboosh and short jacket, carefully ma
his way along on a narrow curb, striving, i

placed one foot just before the other, to s

slipping from his pathway. Why, that is

actly what I have done many a time, wh

,

child going to school, in America !" I excla;

to my companion. " Children are alike al :

world over." And my heart warmed wi

sense of kinship to the little fellow I me>

this my first morning in Syria.

In prefacing these remarks on child li:|

Syria, I would remind any who may read

words that it was a child, in the adjoining],

iuce of Palestine, whom our Lord set "ir

midst" of the group of his disciples whei

taught them that matchless lesson of hum
They also were children of the Orient whor
took in his arms and blessed, aud who sugg

the kind words which have been sweetly 1

since by so many generations of little

"Suffer the little children to come unto

and forbid them not, for of such is the kind
of God."

I shall seek, as far as possible, to describi

Syrian child life, divested of the modifyin I

fluences which missions and Western ideas I

exerted. There are now many cultivated n
j

Christian homes in Syria, where a high civ)

tiou reigns, and modern ways and many ^1

ern ideas prevail. It is rather to the townif

villages scattered over mountain and plain, I

or less remote from the sea-coast, to whicf
must turn for the genuine primitive life, i

The little Syrian baby, on its first advei I

if it be a boy, received with a warm welt I

and the birth is announced to the father t

delight. The child is from the first calleijl

arees (" bridegroom"), or aroos (" bride"),
f

very singular how, from the first day of a c I

life, this idea of its future marriage is prli

Betrothals have even been arranged on th jl

of its birth, and marriages, though not ml'

early as in former years, have frequently lit

place at the age of fourteen or fifteen on thiB

of the boy, and ten or eleven on the partttl

girl. Little girls are far less welcome than
jj

and in some cases, when a man has been ifl

as to the number of his children, he has
:J<

to enumerate his daughters.

When a boy is born, bowls of " mugleba
sent to all the friends and neighbors. This B!

palatable dish is composed of pounded id

boiled, sweetened and seasoned with cinm o

caroway or coriander seed. On the surfat B

|

scattered almonds and other nuts. The etti

the infant at its birth is marked by some I

liarities. Salt is applied to the body, eith:

the water in which it is washed, or it is pjiK

in a rag, which is moistened, and the skirl

ped with this. Sometimes, I believe, the m1

is rubbed with salt. This salting is consi

«

quite essential to growth and strength. '!«

is a reference to this custom in thesixtbl

chapter of Ezekiel, where Jerusalem, i'»

abasement and wretchedness, is compared 3

neglected infant, unsalted and unswaddle

was told by a young Syrian physician, wh ;M
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Dec long enough in America to understand the

.aeiing of some of our college expressions, that

n syria, when a youth was thought rather

'fjsh," they said that he had " never been

»l|d." Oil is also frequently used, and a

joiler made of pounded myrtle leaves. The
:iti one is placed on a :-quare of cloth, which

» yapped about it, and then a bandage wound
•oiid and round the form, keeping every limb

naonless. It is thought that this prevents dis-

0Q.ion or injury to the soft little body. The
wtds are blackened along the edge with kohl.

4. ip, with perhaps a blue bead to keep off the

kj eye, surmounts the funny, mummy-like
itt' bundle. This strange superstition of the

jvieye has great influence, and there are vari-

(usneautations used to break its power. In

•alng to see an infant, the expression, " Ism

al.h alayhee" ("The name of Allah upon

fa') is frequently used as a protection from

.hiimaginary harm. The glance of a blue eye

Binsidered especially dangerous. There are

may nursery rhymes in the Arabic referring

toiiis and other superstitions. A low, solid

wojlen cradle is common, with a bar across the

tojirom one end to the other.

#'ae usual way of carrying children, as they

»re larger, is astride the shoulder, the little

on. holding on to the mother's head. Some-
tins they are slung across the back. Mother

lo\ is strong in the heart of the Syrian and
Aibian woman, though often passionately and
igirantly expressed. Noisy threatenings, and

CT' beatings, will be followed by extreme and
UDjise indulgence. One of the things which
mij: impressed me, in my early life in Syria,

wathe loud and perfectly unrestrained crying

ofie children. A mother does not hesitate to

deive her child, if she can purchase by this

80(3 temporary relief. Disregard for truth is

deily ingrained in the Eastern nature. In

nodng is renovation more needful, since the

ditstrous and pitiful results of such an atmos-

pb'e of untruthfulness breathed by a child

fry his earliest years cau hardly be exagger-

ate

7ith all this practical and ignorant injury

toiheir little ones, parental affection is often

teilerly expressed. Children are spoken of as

tbj ones " preserved of God." " Kaif hal il-

maroos?") (" How is the preserved one?") is

a minon way of inquiring concerning a child.

Tly are often addressed as " Ya ainee" (" Oh,
ra eye!") " Ya kalbee !" ("Oh, my heart!")

"a habeebee !" ("Oh, my beloved!") and
"'ikburnee" (May you live to bury me!")
Ang with untruthfulness, a child learns from
ib-radle a very irreverent use of the name of

Gl.

'he play period of a child's life in the East
isrief, for the burden of existence comes early.

Aaost as soon as a little girl can toddle, she

caries a tiny jar on her shoulder to bring water
frn the fountain, and before her strength is

ecal to the task she lugs around on her back
a hunger brother or sister, and brings thorns
oi ticks to keep the pot with the family dinner
biing. She pats out the bread for the oven,
ai is, in short, even in her pastimes, a little

wnan almost as soon as she emerges from baby-
h'd. One delight she has, and that is to play
am, or bride. The whole performance of the
wilding is enacted by her and her companions
wh great delight. Dolls are a Western im-
ptation, and yet I have been informed by an
e.erly native woman that she has always seen
tl home-made rag baby, which also is used in

inersonatiug the imaginary aroos.

Both boys and girls, however, have some
games. Their playthings or implements are
very simple. They are ingenious in turning
stones, reeds, bones, acorns, etc., to good ac-

count. There are many more games played by
the boys than the girls, and these, as a rule, are
less active than these common in our own clime.
Something similar to marbles is played with
small stones. Another of their games is called
ka'b ("ankle-joint"), and in it the ankle bones
of sheep are used. One is laid down, and then
each player in turn tosses up one. If, when it

falls to the ground, the upper side corresponds
to that of the one first placed, the player gains
it, and another is put down in its stead, and so

on. The one gaining the greatest number of
joints wins the game. The word " ka'b" in its

plural form is the name for dice, and gambling
with dice is common. There are some half-

dozen ways of playing with these joints. There
is a game played by rolling acorns down an in-

clined and smooth surface, with the endeavor
to strike one previously placed. The successful

player wins the acorns. Young men skirmish
with lances on horseback, and the boys have
various games involving the throwing of reeds,

in imitation of the throwing of the lance.

The food used by both old and young is

largely bread and olives, or onions, though
meat, rice, vegetables and wheat in various
combinations are also to be found. In the gath-
ering of the olives many children are employed,
and olive oil is much prized. Children of Syria,

like those in other parts of the world, love

sweets, and there are some very nice ones. The
most ordinary kind is what is called hummus,
and is of the nature of a roasted pea covered
with a thick coating of sugar candy. Dried and
candied figs, apricots and dates are also common.

In reference to education, the primitive Syrian
girl received none, except that given by life it-

self. Very rarely indeed was a girl taught to

read. Her brother was sometimes sent to a
school where he was instructed in reading and
writing, and the simplest rudiments of arithme-

tic. If he were a Moslem he learned also pas-

sages from the Koran. The wealthier and more
aristocratic families sometimes gained higher
educational advantages for their sons. The
schools founded under the auspices of the mis-

sions have stimulated an extensive native edu-
cational system, extending to many parts of

Syria, so that even among the Moslems there

are now a number of schools for girls.

The ordinary dress of the country children is

of coarse cotton, (tyed an indigo blue. That of

a little girl is a skirt and simple waist, or short

jacket. A boy's garb consists of full trousers

and a sort of loose wrapper called a r/umbaz,

which is folded about him and fastened in at

the waist with a bright girdle twisted around.
Sometimes there is a short jacket of cloth, which,
for gala occasions, is embroidered with gold
thread. The girl wears a bright-colored hand-
kerchief tied over her head, and the boy a red

cap or tarboosh. In the cold weather, a small
shawl is sometimes worn over the fez. The girl

also, in some places, wears a tarboosh, and, as

soon as she reaches early maidenhood, she drapes
over her head and shoulders a thin cotton veil.

If she is a Moslem, her face is also covered when
in the presence of men not of her own family.

If a Druze, one eye and her mouth are hidden.

There is no general social intermingling of

the young after the age of childhood is passed.

Customs vary to a certain extent in different

sects, but in country and mountain villages life

is simpler than in the cities. The girl has very

little to say about her marriage. She is in the

bands of her father and brothers, and they
marry her to whom they will. A dowry is paid
by the bridegroom, a portion at least in coins,

which is worn by the bride in a head-dress, and
belongs exclusively to her, and is not used, ex-
cept iu severe emergency. I should seem to be
passing beyond the limits of child life in men-
tioning the subject of marriage, were it not that

this is often entered upon at such an extremely
early age.

Children all over the world love freedom and
play, but those of Syria have always seemed
less merry than those I have known elsewhere,
and carry, perhaps unconsciously, the inherit-

ance of ;i burdened and oppressed ancestry. In
nothing are the fruits of an enlightened Chris-
tianity more discernible than in the blessing it

brings into the lives of the young. This, I think,
was foreseen by the old prophet Zechariah,
whose thoughts about the highest prosperity in

a restored Jerusalem were associated with a
vision of the city " full of boys and girls play-
ing in the streets thereof."— Sunday School
rimes.

For "The Friend."

Abel Thomas.

Some extracts from a letter written by him
to the late T. and M. Wistar, of Philadelphia,
while out on a religious visit in the State of
New York, in 1813, then in the seventy-sixth
year of his age, are suggestive and instructive.

"Although I have had a prosperous journey,

it has been a rough one, in which I have often

been almost ready to faint; but He whom my
soul loveth more than all below, did interfere

and make hard things easy and bitter things
sweet ; because He did know that I loved Him,
and He did manifest beyond imagination and
shadow of doubt that He did love me, because
He knew I was doing all I could to please Him,
and so I feel myself well satisfied, richly paid
for the little service required of me

"It is not likely that I have accomplished
more than one half of the visit set before me,
last Spring was one year. I let no one know,
no, not my wife, the extent of my visit until I

was, as it were, raised from the dead in your
city, where my Master let me know that He
would go with me; which he hath fulfilled to

this day, which is consolation great to me, in-

somuch, that I feel no desire for home to see

my dear wife and children. I have so far fol-

lowed the path that was pointed out to me more
than one year past without erring, to my know-
ledge, either to the right hand or to the left.

And I do see the path as clear before me open-
ed as in the beginning, and it is my greatest,

pleasure to walk on it, without being anyway
daunted by what may befall this body in this

cold, freezing winter. From what is above writ-

ten concerning my wife and children, do not
judge that I esteem them lightly. I cannot
judge there is any husband that has nearer or
dearer affection for a woman that I feel for her
and for my children ; but I maintain that I love

my Master more than wife or children, houses
or lands, or any created thing in this lower
world ; for when He is pleased to hide his face

from me for the [trial] of my love to Him, my
wife and children are of but little account to

me, neither all the world the glory and pleasures

thereof. .... Dear Thomas, one thing
more I desire thee to oblige me in, and that is,

if any of my people inquire where I am and
what I am about, so long from home, tell them
that the old pedler is moving about all weath-
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ere, from house to house, and from one meeting

to another, frequently offering his goods at pub-

lic .-ale; and although he had but a very small

[Kick when he left home, it was so unaccounta-

bly heavy that he could not walk straight under

it, but that as he has continued to advance he has

parted with a great quantity of goods, and yet,

it appears admirable, he cannot perceive that

his |iack is the least diminished, but has con-

siderable more goods in it; so that he judges

himself to have as good an assortment of goods

as almost any in his occupation, and although

not so flashy, are proved to wear as well. Wheth-

er it is from the profit on the sale of his goods,

or whether he has grown stronger he must leave
;

however, his pack being now much larger and

fuller of goods, he says he can carry it along

with ease, and walk straight without groaning

or [h.ing] in the least weary of it. The old

pedler does know most certainly that the goods

are not his own, but a living profit is allowed

him hi the sale of the goods. He is anxious to

make what he can for himself, but the poor old

pedler is sometimes much disappointed in the

sale of the goods. His Master will not suffer

him to carry the key of his pack, so that when
he comes to the market among his customers,

he must wait until his Master gives him the

key: and sometimes He stays long, and some-

times He comes not at all. Then the poor old

pedler is very low, seeing his customers out of

patience, and laying all the disappointment to

him. Why did he call us here to buy and
would not offer his goods on sale? truly from
the reasoning of men, it is provoking. But
truly the poor pedler cannot help it. He is so

little, so unlearned, so ignorant, that it is not
worth while for him to attempt to make a tem-
porary key that he might open his pack when
he pleases.

" Do uot understand that the pedler is any-
ways likely to murmur, or is uneasy that he
undertook so long a journey, for I heard him
say, in a solemn frame of mind, that his yoke
was easy and his burden was light, and in strict

obedience to his Master's pointings he was never
happier in his life, nor more clearly and dis-

tinctly understood his voice.
" My beloved friends T. and M., it seems as

if I have been and am in conversation with
you in a good degree of love and freedom, and
I hardly know how to stop. The old pedler
has found out the reason wdiy his little pack
was so unaccountably heavy that he could
hardly live under it; which is this. His Mas-
ter told him last Spring was a year, that he
Bhould make ready to go on a long tour a ped-

lle wanted to know whether 1

might take the Jerseys last winter, which he
found lie. dom to do. On his return he found
he had made considerable profit for himself by
the sale of the goods he dealt away. When he
came home he was easy and so happy that be
was once more with his little family that were
so near to him, that he did not know how to

hi m again, more so, his wife which [to
lie Was 90 nearly united. When the

Lord'- hand was not heavy upon him, he want-
excused, and soon fell into a train of

reasoning by which his Master was offended,
and .-poke io him, as it were, in sour language
to make ready, take his pack and go on; and
so, it was admirable to me, my endeared wife
whom 1 did love more than all else in this world'
soon became bo withered in my view, that I saw
'•tt'f """ comeliness in he,'-. Now the poor
pedler's troubles began ; he thought he had of-
fended bis Master BO I hat he hid his fact Iron,

him and he could not find Him anywhere: yet

he could see the way which He had marked out

for him to travel in, with a woe sounding in his

ears frightening the poor pedler until he was

almost distracted. He had to bring his case

before the judges for some encouragement, but

there were so many it's and ands, they would not

express unity, without some addition of human
strength. Here the poor, weak pedler added
greatly to the weight of his little pack by offer-

ing to speak in his own defence, which he ought

not to have done. He ought to have left that

to his Master without meddling with it, though

he did know at the time it was his Master's will

that he should go on this visit, and so self was
the cause of the poor pedler's little pack being

so very heavy." . . .

God's Promises.

The solvency of a bank or the strength of a
government gives their value to the notes they

issue. So it is the infinite solvency of the Di-

vine Ruler that makes all God's promises to be
"exceeding great and precious." And on them
rests the true Christian's assurance and his

peace of mind in the darkest hours. It was
happily expressed by an old negro on a Vir-
ginia plantation whom a friend of mine once
asked :

" How is it, Csesar, that you are always
the happiest man on the plantation ?" Because,
sah, I always lays flat down on de promises, and
I prays straight up." Humble, happy soul, he
was not the first man who had eased an aching
heart by laying it on God's pillows, or the first

who had risen up the stronger for a repose on
the unchangeable words of the infinite love.

God's promises are as "great " as their Giver.
Opea thy casket, my brother; pour out the
golden ingots stamped with the image and sup-
erscription of the King! Count over the dia-

monds that flash in thy hand like stars! Com-
pute, if you can, the worth of this single jewel,
" He that believeth on Me shall have everlast-

ing life," or this other one, "Ask and ye shall

receive, seek and ye shall find, knock, and it

shall be opened unto you." Then remember
who it is that made these promises and to what
poor, unworthy creatures they are given. When
Julius Caesar once gave a man a great gift, the
man said, "This is too great for me to receive."
And the noble Roman replied, " It is not too
great for me to give." The smallest promise in

our Bible-casket is too much for us poor sinners
to deserve; yet the largest promise is not too
large for our Heavenly Father to make good.
Many people commit the grievous mistake of

forgetting that nearly all the Divine promises
are conditional. God as a sovereign has a right
to prescribe the terms on which He will bestow
his priceless blessings. The Bible sparkles with
promises of salvation ; but to whom? Are they
made to any man unconditionally? Not that I
can discover. God commandeth all men every-
where to repent, and makes repentance of sin
one condition of salvation. Another condition
is—faith on the crucified Son of God. "He that
believeth on the Lord Jesus Christ hath ever-
lasting life; he that believeth not is condemned
already, because he hath not believed on the
only begotten Son of God

; he shall not see life,

but the wrath of God abideth on him." These
tonus are explicit enough. Is it not strange
that any one should expect to be saved who is
nullifying all God's promises by refusing to
comply with God's terms? Salvation is a mat-
ter oi covenant. God lavs down his conditions
in the Gospel, The blood of Christ cleansetb
trom all sin

;
and he that cometh to Christ shall

in no wise be cast out. Observe how thic

the precious promises are strewed around
spot—the cross of Calvary ; there they an
sparkling as the diamonds in the sands of (

conda. My friend, if you desire the benefi

these promises, which are large enough to awe
the envy of an angel, you must go to Caly
for them ; that is your hill of hope, and

3
mount of mercy.

The Cross itself—in its stupendous signi

tion—is one eternal unchangeable promise,"
ceediug great and precious." But to be aa

you must go to the Saviour; and your goin

Him in sincere penitence and faith is your
in complying with God's sovereign conditi

This age has discovered many new things

has discovered no new terms of salvation. 1
are as old and as glorious as Calvary.
As we have said of the promises of full

vation that they lie beside the cross of the a

ing Jesus, so it may be said of the promise
regard to prayer ; they are to be found be

the mercy-seat. "Ask and ye shall recei

There is no receiving without the right aski

no finding without the right seeking; no o

ing to us unless we knock with the right sf

If you have ever gone to that mercy-seat
come away empty, it was because you as

amiss. If you regarded iniquity in your he
:

if you carried only the cravings of pride

selfish lusts instead of the supplications of

missive faith, then the very promises bee

warnings to seal your lips. God makes his

conditions. To penitence and faith He g
liberally; to selfishness or unbelief nothing,

loves to give when we will let Him give

;

never better pleased than when we impi

Him with his own words, and plead befor

his own promises. Yet there is a fearful an
of skepticism, even with many profe

tians in regard to the answering of praye
Good people often forget that there are n

sincere and proper petitions that we cannotex
to see answered at once. Many a faithful motl

prayers for her children have brought d

precious blessings upon them long before th<

has grown green over her slumbering <

The first martyr, Stephen, prayed during
j|

agonies of death for his persecutors; whetl
was iu paradise the young bigot who wasai

j

complice in his murder became a trophy o I

deeming grace. Let desponding parents am 1

spondiug churches remember that God cjj

puts perseverance to the test, and delay \

not mean denial. God sometimes puts a I

date to his promises. David does not come fl

his promised kingdom for many a year,!

Abraham does not see his promised sonuntjlj

is an old man. The young grain that is fi

gladdening the fields with greenth slept uifci

snow and frozen clods all through the Jj

winter. How often I think of the reply o. JM

simple-hearted old nurse to the mother who I

worrying over her sick child :
" Ma'am, yot I

trust God ; he's tedious, but He's sure." I cH
believe that there is such a thing in the his jt]

of God's kingdom as a right prayer offere M
the right spirit that is forever left unanswed

For honest, fervent prayers are often a

swered in a different manner from our exp'A

tions. God blesses the good intention, bi hi

does not grant the strict letter of the req st

Jacob, when he blessed the sons of Joseph .id

his right hand on the son who stood at hii3fl

side. So our Heavenly Father takes ofiW

band of his blessing from what we askeiJI

and lays it on another something that is •"

for our good to have. Paul besought GodliW
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tJHJs over that the " thorn in his flesh " might

aeiken away ; God heard him, and answered

ilic-not by removing the thorn, but by the

'iwdt assurance " my grace is sufficient for thee,"

mnPaul's victorious patience has been a lesson

nrjnillions of suffering saints to this present

iv God works on long lines, but with an

inuring hand ; in this life we look at the weav-

ugtapestry of li is providence on the raveled

iid< in eternity we shall see the tapestry beau-

.ifiily finished without one thread of his prom-

georoken.

feaven itself is now only a promise to the

oeq man or woman on this wide globe. No
Mian eye sees it ; no human ear listens to its

far way songs of rapture. No departed friend

jBt.'S back to us in shining raiment to tell us

uswhere and what it is. God keeps his great

lecftt well. But, oh, impatient brother, mark
po<this

—"a promise is left us of entering into

tbfi rest." God has said that ; and is not that

>n(gh? On that promise millions upon mil-

lion have pillowed their dying heads and fell

asl^p in Jesus. All that I ask is that the lamp

sf mt glorious promise may light me through

thelark valley until the lamp is swallowed up
in te blaze of Heaven's glory, or the stars of

nipt vanish with the coming of the conquering

wtaf day.

!

"O Sion the golden !

My eyes stiil are holden,

Thy light till If-ee;

And deep in thy glory,

Unveiled then before me,
My King, look on thee !"

-Theodore L. Ouyler, in Independent.

Geologist on the Destruction of So-

do—Of the sixty-four pages composing the

las issue of the Journal of the (ierman Pales-

tin Society, vol. xix, No. 1, no less than fifty-

nit are filled by a single article on the subject

of' lie "Origin and History of the Dead Sea,"

byDr. Max Blanckenhorn, a geologist from
thdjniversity of Erlangen containing the re-

fill); of special researches undertaken at the ex-

,pe:e of the Society itself.

'he destruction of the oldest seats of eiviliza-

tio and culture in the Jordan Valley and the

Dol Sea districts, namely that of the four cities

of odotu, Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboim, is

onof the fixed facts of earliest tradition, and
foi he critical geologist the phenomenon pre-

set no difficulty, as far as it can be traced at

all The tragedy was caused by a sudden break
of ie valley basin in the southern part of the
Dfd Sea, resulting in the sinking of the soil, a
pniomenon which, without any doubt was in

inmate connection with a catastrophe in nature,
orn earthquake accompanied by such sinking
of'ie soil along one or more rents in the earth,

wrreby these cities were destroyed or"over-
tu ed," so that the Salt Sea now occupies their

ory. The view that this sea did not existteii

atll before this catastrophe or that the Jor-
da before this period flowed into the Medi-
Njanean Sea, contradicts throughout all geo-
local and natural science teachings concerning
th formation of this whole region.

'robably the catastrophe to which the ac-
cont in Genesis refers was comparatively small
inxtent and consisted in the sinking of the
fo'ner southern banks to the extent of about
or hundred meters in depth. The waters that
tin rolled over these cities could in the course
of me have produced the formation of the banks
ar surroundings that now exist. Probably the
n<:hern and larger half of the Dead Sea exist-

ed already at the time when Sodom was destroy-

ed, while the space now occupied by the south-

ern and smaller half, which is only from one to

six meters deep, extending from the Li.-au pen-

insula southward was, previous to this catastro-

phe, fertile bottom land, the edge of the valley

of'Siddim. Among other things, the presence

of asphalt in the neighborhood of the southern

part of the sea speaks for this view as to the

position of the valley of Siddim with its pitch

deposits (ef. Josh, ii : 1 and 3:1; Joel iii : 23).

That the Pentapolis at one time was situated in

the southern part of the Dead Sea, is proved
also, among other things, by the probable loca-

tion at this place of Zoar, the place which es-

caped destruction in the days of Lot ; in accor-

dance, too, with the writers of antiquity and of

the Middle Ages, including the Arabian geogra-

phers. As yet nothing certain can be deter-

mined concerning the location of the four other

cities, viz: Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah and Ze-

boim.— The Independent.

The Coming Eclipse.

The astronomers are beginning to put them-

selves in motion for the observation of the

eclipse on Eighth Month 9th. It begins in the

morning off the coast of Norway, and the track

of the shadow passes over Finland, Northern
Russia, Siberia and Yezo, the northern island

of Japan, where it arrives in the afternoon.

In Norway and Finland the sun will be very

near the horizon, and the duration of the ob-

scuration will be less than two minutes. In

Siberia, where the eclipse takes place at noon,

the astronomical conditions will be the best;

but considering the ease of access and the prob-

able conditions of the weather, the Japanese sta-

tions have the advantage, and offer the best

chances of success. The most important ex-

peditions will go there.

From this country two parties have gone or

are going. The largest, of nine persons, is

under the charge of D. P. Todd, of Amherst
College, and sailed from San Francisco about

the twentieth of Fourth Month on A. C. James's

yacht " Coronet," The heavy and elaborate

equipment of apparatus was sent around the

Horn last winter upon the yacht, and is suffi-

cient to fit out three stations, provided, as is

likely, that enough amateurs can be found on

the ground to assist in the use of the instru-

ments. The apparatus is so largely automatic

that no great amount of special astronomical

experience is needed for many of the proposed

operations, which are for the most part photo-

graphic, the visual spectroscopic observations

are also provided for, as well as polariscopic

and photometric. A. C. James and wife accom-
pany the party, and D. P. Todd's wife goes with

her husband.

The liberalitv of Colonel Crocker and other

friends in San Francisco enables the Lick Ob-
servatory to send out a second party, headed by-

Professor Schaeberle, who with a six-inch pho-

tographic lens of forty feet focal length, special-

ly constructed by Brashear for the occasion,

will attempt to repeat and improve upon the

remarkable results he obtained during the Chil-

ean eclipse of 1893. On his plates the image
of the moon will be nearly four and a halfinches

in diameter, and the corona will be more than

a foot across.

Burckhalter, with a lens of twenty feet focus,

will make photographs of just half the size,

using an ingenious contrivance of his own,
which, by means of a star-shaped screen revolv-

ing swiftly in front of the photographic plate,

gives to the outer regions of the corona an ex-

posure many times longer than that allowed to

the lower and brighter portion. It i- hoped in

this way to bring out satisfactorily on the same
plate the whole extent of the corona in a single

picture—a thing never yet accomplished. On
negatives that show the outer portions well the

inner portions have hitherto l>een entirely over-

exposed, and their interesting details quite ob-

literated.

From England Christie, the Astronomer
Royal, takes out a large party equipped to oc-

cupy at least two stations. A party also goes

from France in charge of Deslandres of the

Paris National Observatory ; but we have no
information as to its composition and outfit, ex-

cept that their work is to be mainly spectro-

scopic; nor do we yet know whether Germany
will have a party in Japan.

In Siberia a number of stations will be occu-

pied by the Russian astronomers, and some of
them will be very thoroughly supplied with pho-

tographic apparatus, though most of them will

make only visual observations.

In Norway and Finland the observers will be
numerous, though for the most part amateurs.

There will, however, be at least one English
party provided with instruments precisely like

those taken by Christie to Japan, so as to give

strictly comparable results ; and America will

be fairly represented by several observers. But
the sun will be rather low, and the duration of

totality so short (less than two minutes), that

the results are likely to be much less satisfac-

tory than those obtained in Siberia and Japan.
The special aim of the observations will be,

of course to get information about the corona—
its structure, the variations, if any, which oc-

cur during the two and a half hours while the

shadow is travelling from Norway to Japan, and
the peculiarities of the coronal spectrum. The
identification of terrestrial helium a year ago
has naturally much intensified the interest in

the thus far mysterious element, provisionally

called coronium, which produces the most con-

spicuous line in the coronial spectrum, and has

hitherto been found nowhere else, unless, per-

haps, in one or two of the so-called " new stars."

It is earnestly hoped that on this occasion we
may get some new light on the subject.— The

Independent.

Countess Schimmelmaun.—The intrepid

courage of a German Countess who has devoted

her life to the welfare of others, is illustrated by
the way in which she went into the midst of a

vast mob of anarchists in Berlin during the

bread riots. The police were utterly unable to

control the mob who congregated by thousands.

But the Countess, giving them what help she

could to appease their hunger, threw herself

into their midst. " My soul," she says, " was so

filled with compassion that there was no place

left for fear. They might have torn me to pieces

for the privilege of being allowed to bring to

them the Gospel of Christ's redeeming blood

and to entreat them to come back to his arms
of love." Thus she felt herself " encircled with

a power" that sheltered her from evil, and,

strangely enough, the men stood round her, and
would suffer no one to do her harm.— London.

Friend.

Ambrose Rigge, a little before his departure

out of time, made the following declaration, viz.,

that " If Friends keep to the root of life in them-

selves, they would be the happiest people in the

world."
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We have received a Report of Friend's Asy-

lam for the Insane, located near Frankford,

Philad'a. The capacity of the Institution is one

hundred ami thirty patients. The applications

for admission are more than the accommoda-

tion-. This fact seems to point to au increase

of accommodations, but the Superintendent be-

lieves that in an institution of moderate size,

there is more of a home-like feeling than in

very large establishments; and he thinks the

available limit of capacity is reached, when a

larger number of patients are received than can

be daily visited by one medical superintendent.

II:- report is of interest in its reference to

one source of mental disease:

" Through failure of self-discipline, injurious

emotions assert their way and evil propensities

subjugate the good, until the mind, overwhelmed

in its own disaster, becomes an easy prey to

mental disease. Modern social life is much at

fault in granting too much freedom to the

youth of both sexes, making them impatient of

control aud encouraging an unwholesome crav-

ing fir excitement and other harmful extremes.

These conditions are quite sufficient to vitiate

in time the integrity of the mind, and to pro-

duce instability and weakness that end in the

wreck of happiness and health. The numerous
excesses, which are today feeding upon the

vital energies of the nation, are chiefly due to

vicious methods in the training of children.

Dr. Carpenter, in speaking of the importance

of firming correct habits of thought and living

in early life, says: ' It is in that period of life,

when the youth is first left to his own direction,

and has to make his own choice of the princi-

ples which are henceforth to be the guide of his

life, that the value of a resolute determination
to turn to the right and keep straight on, is the

greatest ; and it is only the established habit of
self-direction and self-control that can give real

steadfastness to a resolution, real force to a de-

termination. And thus, we may truly say that
the power which the mind of any individual
can exert in a great crisis, is the resultant of
hi- whole previous life, being proportional to

tin- degree in which he has habituated himself
to keep the spontaneous activity of his nature
under volitional control, instead of allowing
himself to be the sport of his intellectual va-
garies, the slave of his passionate impulses.'"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— The ratifications of the Bering

Sea claims treaty were exchanged in London on the
i.i. The treaty will not lie made public here

until it- promulgation in London, as it is desired to
have it appear simultaneously in Great Britain and

2nd instant, the hill to prohibit the issuance
of 'mien I ilhoul the consent of Con-

"} 'li" 1 nited States Senate. All
amendment- and a motion to postpone were voted
down by a majority of seven, ami the hill was passed
by a like majority—thirty-two to twenty live. The

lity ol this blow at the credit of the nation
I

i he three political parties.
1 he fi"

'-' "I I r.-|
. i

.--« -mauve . v.-hh-h is de,-id,-,|ly op-
posed lo the action of the Senate, it is believed will
' " •• no s< 1

1
t. on the bill, for political reasons.

.'''"-' ''"
-
v.d the act exempting dis-

-
'"• provision relating to

except as ti, the tax there
' immisM.iiier of Internal Revenue

may dee i ,1 , <„, lin,| ,|„. .„., ,., ..„,,| ln „

jon Ol the Wilson I'anll law makm
tax alcohol used in manufacture and the arts.

There are two violet farms in the United States,

both managed entirely bv women.
.lames Laritte Smith, a clerk in the Washington

Post-office, is the post-office clerk who sold the first

postage stamp and the first stamped envelope ever

used by this Government, and who registered the

first letters that were presented for registry. He en-

tered the post-office as a clerk in 1847, and is now 79

vears old.

The Chicago Post-office, which cost the Government
more than $1,000,000, has been sold for $15,0011, and

the Government was fortunate in getting it off* its

hands before it tumbled down and killed somebody.

When Tennessee entered the Union as a State it

had about 40,000 population, or an average of less

than one person to each of its 42,050 square miles of

territory. In 1890 it had 1,707,518 inhabitants, or

an average of nearly 40 persons to a square mile.

Nearly all this increase is from the native stock, only
20,0-29 being foreign born and only 33,257 of the na-

tive born being of foreign born parents.

In the Gallatin Valley, Mont., this year, the prin-

cipal crop will he barley, and virtually the entire

product will go for expo'rt. The 30,000,000 pounds
of barley raised in the valley last year, exclusive of

the Manhattan plantation, all found a ready market
at a figure which makes it by far the most profitable

crop the Montana farmer could raise.

The late frosts have done much damage all through
Sanla Barbara County, California. Fruit has suffered

most. Apricots will scarcely be a quarter of a crop.

Peaches are not damaged so badly.

The Mayor of St. Louis has formally requested
Governor Stone to call an extra session of the State
Legislature to make appropriations for rebuilding
the city institutions destroyed by the tornado.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 354, which
is 40 less than the previous week, and 51 less than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-

going, 172 were males and 1S2 females: 41 died of
consumption

; 38 of heart disease; 30 of pneumonia
;

20 of diphtheria; 18 of apoplexy ; 13 of inflammation
of the brain; 13 of convulsions; 12 of cholera in-

fantum; 11 of old age; 10 of marasmus; 10 of typhoid
fever; 10 from casualties; 9 of membranous croup, and
9 of cancer.

Markets, &c— U. S. 2's, 94* a 96; 4's, reg., 107| a
108}; coupon, 109} a 110; new 4's, 116* a 117; 5's,

112f a 113}; currency 6's, 100 a 105.

Cotton.— Spinners bought sparingly on a basis of
8c. per pound for Middling uplands.
Feed.— Spot bran, $11.50 a $12.00 for winter in

bulk, and $10 75 a $11.50 for spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super, $2 25 a $2.50; do., extras,
$2.55 a $2.75

;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25

;

do., do., straight. $3 30 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,
$3.00 a $3.25; do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50; do.,
do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75 ; spring, clear, $2. SO a $3.00

;

do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40
; do., patent, $3.55 a $3.80

;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra $2 50
a $2.05; do., clear, $3.20 a $3.40;' do, straight. $.",.40

a $3.60
;
do., patent, $3.75 a $3.90. Eye Flour, $2.50

per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 67| a 68}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 33} a 34}c.
No. 2 white oats, 25 a 25}c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 4g a 4A
;
good, 4J a 4}c;

medium, 3J a 4c; common, 3} a 3|c.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 3} a 4c; good, 3] a 3.]c;

medium, 2$ a 3c; common, 1.5 a 2.'c Spring lamb-7 5
a7,!c. Fall lambs, 3i a 5c.

Hogs.—5 a 5}c. for Western, and 4$ a4}c for State,
with prospects for an advance.
Foreign— It was expected that the bank of Eng-

land would, in a few days, release another $5,mm,mm
of the money lying to the credit of the Japanese Gov-
ernment, to be followed possibly by the release of
another $5,000,000 in a week or ten days. The money
will be used to pay for ammunition, stores, etc., bought
in this country.

In 1874 there were 3,630,300 acres of land devoted
to the growing of wheat in Great Britain, and 188,711
acres in Ireland. In 1895 only 1,417 641 acres were
thus cultivated in Great Britain, and 36,529 acres in
Ireland. During the same period the area of perma-
ni in pasture increased in Great Britain from 13 178 -

-112 acres in 1874 to 16,010,563 acres in 1895. '

Gloucester, in England, sixteen miles from Berke-
ley, where Jenner made his discovery of vaccination
has h.-en visited with an epidemic of small-pox. The
"antis" in the place have for years been vociferous in
their opposition to vaccination, hut when the outbreak
o| the disease began to assume alarming proportions
almost every one of them hastened to get vaccinated'

Some of these had the honesty to confess that

had been in error, but the majority said nothin
all, being vaccinated quietly, some even goinj

towns at a distance from Gloucester, in the hope
the fact of their apostasy from the cause of the ''ai

might escape publicity.

Glashier, the aeronaut, has noticed that the voi

a woman is audible in a balloon at the height of a
two miles, while that of a man has never reai

higher than a mile.

The Paris Eclair learns that in the disaster on
Hodynsky Plain at Moscow recently, on the occs

of the distribution of free food and drink to thep
lace, 3,873 persons were killed and 4,000 injured.

The annual crop of mushrooms in France is va
at over $2,000,000. The wholesale price to deale

from $22 to $25 per 100 kilograms (220.46 poui

In Paris alone there are sixty wholesale firms dei

exclusively in mushrooms.
The Madrid newspapers are demanding a pa

mentary inquiry to cover the entire system of the

val Department.
A bomb was exploded in Barcelona on the nig'i

the 7th inst., while a religious procession waste
place. Five persons were killed and forty wour
Anarchists are blamed for the outrage, and mania!
has been proclaimed in the city.

The outbreak in the Island of Crete has incre

the vigor of the policy pursued by the Turkish
thorities, and 1,800 suspects have been arreste

Constantinople.

A dispatch from Cairo of the 3rd inst., says, "T
was on Monday twenty-five deaths from cholera
and five at Alexandria. The chief leaders of the

here yesterday, growing out of the scare occasion!

the cholera, were killed when the police fired oi'

In a battle between Egyptian troops and Derv,
at Firket, in the Soudan, 1,000 Dervishes werek;

1

The Egyptian loss was 70 killed and 82 woui
1

The number of Egyptian troops engage 1 in theh

'

was 4,000, while the Dervishes are estimated to •

numbered 4,500.

Elephants in Africa are becoming so scarce th

is proposed to establish protected reservation! i

them on territory under British protection, lik<

maliland.

The Chinese army, commanded by General 1-j

has been defeated with great slaughter by the r

in the province of Kansuh.
General Weyler, it is asserted, now owes his ti

more than two months pay, and the Havana h

am! cafes are full of Spanish officials, who insist
\

being paid before resuming their several comn
|

in the field.

The Spanish losses in the field or by illness ii

last twelve months are privately estimated as up
of 45,000 men, and, the rainy season having bi

|

the mortality is rapidly increasing. The hospital

all full and others are being hurriedly built. I

vicinity of Holguin a strange disease has made it
J

pearance, puzzling the army surgeons and the
j

dent physicians. It resembles cholera, and carri
j

its victims within forty-eight hours. Along thetrj

between Mariel and Majana, smallpox is on thl

crease.

Four companies of women are now in Gene
ceo's army. In a recent engagement these An
fought with great fury.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — The ne:

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month Is

plications for the admission of pupils should f

to William F. Wickersham,
~

Westtown, Chester (

A few Friends can be accommodated with desi j>

rooms and boarding at Barclay Home by early ill

cation to the Matron,
Helena J. Conneb,

No. 326 North Walnut Str .

West Chester, Pa. [

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Fourtlli

Arch Streets, Phila., on the fourteenth of Fifth II

1896, William L. Meloney, of this city, to Latj
|1

Bonsall, daughter of Jonathan Bonsail, of Sale i*

Died, at her residence, Eoxborough, Philad't.l

Fifth Month, 11th, 1S96, Hannah W. HuttoN, I

of the late William Hutton and daughter of tb»
Richard Wetherill, of Chester, Pa., in the seijt;

sixth year of her age. She was a member of

«

mautown Particular and Frankford Monthly Me ,H
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.^withstanding the action of the President

ndj3enate of the United States in affirming

his(raudulent transaction, the chiefs and head

Kgibf the Senecas generally expressed their

jmintentiou of remaining on their Reserva-

im. unless they were forcibly expelled by the

Jo^rnnient. Congress adjourned in 1839,

ritlut passing an act appropriating money to

ar into effect the measures which would be

Acjsary for the removal of the Indians, and
u le interval prior to the next meeting of

Joriress, the suffering case of these Indians,

,nd;he injustice which had been done them,

ectae more widely known, and the sympathies

f (nest hearted people in New York State

adelsewhere were enlisted in their behalf.

Shftiext session of Congress was a short one,

•rnhhe necessary appropriation of money was

lot'iade, and in 1840 a change in the political

apit of the country was accomplished by the

lefijt of the Democratic party, and the acces-

iosto power of another class of men. The
lOfj; of the Indians of being allowed to remain

n (jeir ancient homes became stronger, as also

if ,eir friends in their behalf. About this

«r^d a suggestion was made by Daniel Web-
tenvho, with other prominent men at Wash-
ngjn had been approached on this subject by
i c'niuittee appointed by Yearly Meetings of

>ho who had separated from Friends in 1827,

•ha an attempt be made to compromise with

>lie)gden Land Company. The suggestion

Wicted on by Johu C. Spencer, the Secretary

)f rar, under whose care the supervision of

- [nun affairs was then placed, who wrote to

Thnas L. Ogden (as stated in the History of

Jauraugus Co.), and suggested to him that

'cusidering the efforts that would be made,
»ni the powerful influences that would be en-

istl, to befriend the Indians, whatever might
ae ie issue of a suit, as the contest would lead

V protracted litigation, and involve very heavy

Wises, would it not, therefore, be most to the
nt est of the Land Company to endeavor to

^nlr into some compromise, by which they
-'milt come into an undisturbed possession of a
pcnon of their purchase;" and he added, "if
thi course should be approved he would en-
ieior to assist in carrying it into effect."

Without entering into further details," the

account in the History above mentioned goes

on to say, " it is sufficient to add that the adroit

argument of protracted litigation, involving

much delay and heavy expenses, had its effect

with the Ogden Company, and induced them

tvconsent to a compromise", by which some fifty-

three thousand acres of the Indian lands, in-

cluding the Allegheny and Cattaraugus Reser-

vations, were restored to their owners. The Com-
pany might well be satisfied with this result, for

it retained its grip on nearly two-thirds of the

entire area, including the more valuable tracts

of the lands. This much had been secured easily,

with but little delay, and no very considerable

expense beyond that which had been incurred

in procuring the "treaty" of 1838; and it was cer-

tainly the most judicious course which the com-

pany could pursue to accept this situation,

avoiding litigation with its attendant costs and

delays, and to wait in apparent quiet for a

future opportunity to purchase the remainder

of the Indian lands."

It should be remarked that the efforts thus

made to induce the Indians to consent to a
" compromise " treaty were entirely disapproved

by the Indian Committee of our Yearly Meet-

ing, who believed that with the information

which had been communicated to President

Harrison and others at Washington in regard

to the treaty of 1838, and the well known fact

that it had not received the assent of two-thirds

of the Senators present, which the Constitution

of the United States required, to authorize its

ratification, that no appropriation would be

made by Congress to carry it into effect. In

accordance with this belief, they advised the

Indians not to be hasty in agreeing to the

modifications of the treaty of 1838, as proposed,

but without avail. It was accepted by a ma-

jority of them at a Council held in 1842, al-

though one of their chief men declared his be-

lief that the willingness of the Ogden Company
to restore the Alleghany and Cattaraugus Res-

ervations was an evidence that they considered

the existingcontractto be fraudulentand invalid.

Among the Indians who were parties to the treaty

of 1838 was a band of Senecas residing on the

Tonawanda Reservation, of about twelve thous-

and acres in Genesee, Erie and Niagara Coun-

ties, N. Y., whose case was a particularly hard

one, as of out of the six hundred persons who then

composed the band but one individual, and he

residing on another reservation, had signed the

treaty. This Reservation was not restored by

the compromise treaty of 1842, and after it had

been proclaimed, they declined to receive auy

of the money which it stipulated should be

paid them. They also refused to allow arbi-

trators to go on their land to make an appraise-

ment of the value of their improvements. In

the course of time a lawsuit was brought to

expel one of these Indians by force, by which

the matter was brought into court.

For several years litigation continued, but a

settlement was finally made in 1859, by which

their claim upon the remainder of it, containing

about seven thousand five hundred acres, which

the Indians have since held in fee simple.

In reviewing the transactions by which the

Indians of New York State have been thus in-

duced to part -with so valuable a part of their

land-, largely without their free and full con-

sent, it is not to be wondered at, that in dis-

cussing the manner in which the Ogden < 'orn-

pany has dealt with them, the rights which it

claimed to possess, and the source from which

they were derived, the Indians should express

surprise that the " discovery " of America by

white men, is supposed to confer such great

power over their soil. A question which was

once put by an old man who had long been a

participant in the anxietiesand hardships caused

by the operations of the Ogden Land Company,

at a council at which some Friends from Phila-

delphia were present, was to this effect, " If a

party of Indians should cross the great water

and ' discover ' the island of Great Britain, what

rights to that country would the Indians have

acquired thereby?"
The Ogden Land Company has asserted that

the title to the Indian reservations in New
York was in them, subject only to the right of

occupancy by the Indians. The Indiaus be-

lieve that not only the right of occupancy is in

them, but the ownership of the soil, while others

maintain that should these Indians disappear,

the title to their Reservations would be vested

in the Government of the United States.

The claim of the Ogden Land Company since

the treaty of 1859, remains only upon the Al-

legheny and Cattaraugus Reservations, and

possibly a small part of the Reservation occu-

pied by the Tuscarora Indians, near the Falls

of Niagara. Of latter years the efforts of the

Company have been exercised mainly in the

attempt to dispose of this claim for a pecuniary

consideration.

Bills to effect this purpose have been intro-

duced into Congress at different times, and have

given no little concern to the Indians, who

justly fear that if the money was paid by the

general Government to extinguish this claim,

ft would be subsequently taken out of their

funds in the hands of the'Government.
_

In 1894 a provision was introduced into the

Indian Appropriation bill at Washington au-

thorizing the Secretary of the Interior "To
make a thorough investigation of the facts

touching the so-called Ogdeu Land Company,

its organization and the original history of the

alleged claim of said Company to any of the

lands of the Seneca Nation of Indians in the

State of New York, and also the condition of

said Indians, their progress iu civilization and

fitness for citizenship, their number and system

of government, and the propriety of allotting

their lands in severalty, and to make to Con-

gress a full report with such suggestions and

recommendations as he may deem proper in

view of all the facts ascertained."

liance with the above, a letter was
the Ogden Land Company obtained about five 1

In comp
rr,r,„ a„nrl nnrpa of this tract, and relinquished I transmitted to Congress upon these subjects,
thousand acres
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Second Month 1st, 1895, and was printed by

the Senate as Executive Document, No. 52.
1T0 be concluded.)

Pulpit Plagiarism.—A few years ago the

Lord Mayor of London delivered a sermon at

the Polytechnic before a society of young men,

ami when the sermon was published it was found

to be in some places identical and word for word

with a sermon that Spurgeon had preached and

published twenty years before. There was no

question of coincidence, for portions of the Lord
Mayor's sermon were indisputably copied from

that of the great Baptist preacher. Spurgeon's

attention was drawn to the circumstance; but,

instead of feeliug the least annoyed, he said he

was highly complimented by the Lord Mayor's
appropriation of his thoughts, thunder and all,

and that it was a matter of congratulation that

he was being used by God, through the power-

ful instrumentality of the chief magistrate of the

city of London, for the salvation of the souls of

men. The London papers drew attention to

the subject, but no explanation was offered by
the Lord Mayor himself. It was, however,
stated by an evening paper that the Lord Mayor,
being a very busy man, had no time for writing

sermons ; and that he had employed and paid
si .mi one to do it for him, and that this indi-

vidual had appropriated a portion of Spurgeon's
sermon.

Spurgeon's complacency reminds me of a
story related by Dean Ramsay. A country
curate, in Scotland, preached a sermon which
was not his own. Upon leaving church he was
accosted in the churchyard by a farmer, with,

as he thought, a crushing accusation. " La sir !

I ha' gotten thik sarmon at huom on a shilf."

The curate rose to the occasion, and attacked
the farmer in such a way as to make him sneak
off discomfited, leaving the plagiarist trium-
phant. Looking the farmer straight in the
face he said :

" So, sir, you tell me you have got
that sermon which I preached this morning in

your home. Go liome sir. Read it, study it

well, and may it make you a better and a wiser
man !"

Dean Swift tells us that when he visited the
village of Church Streton, Shropshire, a pretty
country place within ten miles of my home, he
heard the curate of the parish preach one of his
-the Dean's i sermons. But instead of getting
angry, J Kan Swift complimented the curate
"1 the expression and character and originali-
ty which he had given the sermon, and begged
him to accept of a small present.— Thomas P
Hughes in Tin Independent.

Rawdon Lee has placed on record a most
remarkable instance of which he himself was a
witness, illustrating the great Dane's memory
»l an injury inflicted by a cropper. He was
once attending a Crystal Palace show, and was
engaged in i versation with a man far-famed
among fancii-rs f,,,- |,j s proficiency with the
-hears. - Walking past the benches," he writes
in In, hook on sporting dogs, " where the Dams

bained, we were startled by a terrible
growl and furious lunge, a huge brindled do«-
springing up and making violent attempts to
react the man to whom I was talking. Lucki-
ly for him, the chain and collar and staple held

.

'"' v,
:

r Baw «> ' * ferocity depleted on the
l: "

'.v animal whatever as there was on the
countenance of thai greal Dane. Ii would have
.'"'" bad for that man had it gol loose. Need
" oesaid we soon gave if a wide berth? -What
was the meaning of that?" Baid I to the fellow
who was

, n reaiity V(ry much frighteDed .m( j

shaken by the occurence. " Well," said he.

know the dog ; he was badly cropped, and about

five months ago Mr. Blank called me down to

his place to ' perform' on his ears again. We
had a terrible job with him, and I guess the dog
just recognized me and wanted to have his re-

venge. I shall have nothing more to do with

cropping boarhounds again," continued the whi-

lom operator, " nor do I think I shall go near

his bench ; no, not if I know it."

From "The Independent."

Summer Care of Sick Children.

John P. Faure, Secretary of St. John's Guild
and Commissioner of Department of Public
Charities, New York City, relates the following:

" One hot morning in 1873, George F. Wil-
liams, then city editor of the New York Times,

sent his wife and children to the country for

the summer, and while crossing the City Hall
Park he saw five little residents of lower New
York sitting under the shade of the nearest
tree to the fountain on the easterly edge of
the Park, and overheard the words, 'Let us
play we were in the country.' The man's ears

heard the words, but the father's heart took up
the thought and bridged the space between
those little ones in the burning city and his lit-

tle flock in the health-giving Catskills.
" On entering the Times office, the incident

was related to Lewis J. Jennings, the editor-in-

chief, and but brief thought was needed to pro-
duce an editorial which was read the next
morning by Charles H. Marshall at his break-
fast table, and whose first act at his office that
day was the sending of one hundred dollars to

the New York Times, and thus was begun,
twenty-three years ago, that for which hundreds
of thousands of men, women and children have
since devoutly said, 'Praise God, from whom
all blessings flow,' the 'Fresh Air Work,' the
joint outcome of a need voiced by a little child,

and responded to by the heart of a tender and
sympathetic man.

" It was during the same summer season that
Willard Parsons was enjoying a beautiful land-
scape and an exquisite sunset in Central Penn-
sylvania, when the thought was burned into his
soul, 'How many a poor, feeble child in the
great hot city would enjoy this scene.'

"The outcome of this was the founding by
him of the ' Fresh Air Fund,' first through the
Evening Post, and soon after through the New
York Tribune. How firmly that merciful work
is now interwoven into the hearts of good peo-
ple in more than thirty States of the Union, no
reader of this article needs to be told.

" Williams began his work by gathering the
newsboys and bootblacks, and taking them for
a day's sail up the Hudson River, or out on
Long Island Sound, sandwiches and milk being
the chief material features— but a chance to get
out into God's pure air and to drink deep
draughts from the inexhaustible fount of Na-
ture, forming a much more important element.

" In 1875, the first trip of the ' Floating Hos-
pital of St. John's Guild' was made, carrying
one thousand or more sick babies, small, feeble
children, and worn and exhausted mothers,
thereby inaugurating what has since developed
into one of New York's most unique charities
because of the rigidity with which its managers
have adhered to their original purpose, i. e., the
care and cure of the baby and child sulKiin.r
from summer ailments, for which the ozone of
Hie salt air is Nature's great remedy, and side
by side with this labor with the sick infant the
"ist ruction and uplifting f the too often igno-

rant mother, both efforts having great
rightful claims in spreading a knowledg
and stimulating a love for, better living bj
plain people, for which so much benevo
work has stood during the past few decs
and than which there is no more promistDj
fruitful agency through which we may hop
meet, and successfully wrestle with, man;
the social problems of to-day.

" The Tribune ' Fresh Air Fund' prov
transportation, at reduced rates, to com
homes in more than thirty States, to poor «

dren of seven years and over, who are grace!
made the guests of good people in thousanc
clean, respectable Christian homes, where

j

influences surround the city children du
their fortnight's visit, that cannot but ha\
beneficial effect on the lives thus brought
the surroundings described. And this, in a
tion to good food and pure air in abunda
leaves no further argument necessary to pi

that a blessed mission is being worked out

the great journal and its many friends,

continue to make it the beneficent force the

is, and for which many thousands are anna
grateful.

"The railroad journey which must be ta

to reach one of the homes thrown open by
operations of the summer charity which we 1

just described, naturally prevents it from b.

of much practical benefit to the sick infam
child under six, and to the mother, from w.

personal care neither can be taken ; and -

in its ministrations to this most helpless gi

of the human family that 'St. John's Gu
finds its great place among the charities of '.

York.
"The Special Summer Corps of Physician

the Health Department, dispensaries, out-pa;
|

departments of great hospitals, day nurseries

charitable societies, in great numbers, gl J

avail themselves of the opportunity to distri

the tickets for the 'Floating Hospital'

starts on three mornings of the week from
|

side of the city, each ticket admitting a
j

baby in mother's arms, and any little brol

or sisters, under six, who cannot be left a I

Doctors and trained nurses attend the very I

in the wards, while those partially ailing!

seated on the spacious upper deck, where i

after hour, as both upper and lower bai|

New York are traversed, the ozone of tB

thousand miles of the Atlantic Ocean is inh tl

to save the infant lives as no medicine can. IS

to strengthen and rebuild the other feebler D

bers of the family.
" Thirteen miles from the Battery, the 'F|

ing Hospital' is daily anchored, and thosew*
condition demands, and who can arrant U

leave home, are taken to the Guild's Sell

Hospital for children, at Cedar Grove, M
Dorp, S. I., for care and treatment until c A
the average stay being about ten days. If

again, physicians, trained nurses and all j*

pital surroundings are provided."

From a Letter of Jonathan EvakM
Mildred Ratcliff.—"Keep to thyexe«l
and whenever thou feels the Good Shephe ol

the sheep to put thee forth to spread it i a'

assemblies of the people, do it in simpl tjl

keeping close to the opening of the gi •*•

humble reliance upon Him who can ma'ft

effectual to the promotion of his cause, thg*

the poor instruments maybe ignorant thi'O?

and at times assailed with apprehensions »»•

they have labored in vain, and spent 8K

strength for naught."
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For "The Friend."

The Power of Faith.

foust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou re-

M' (Gen. iii : 19), was God's sentence on

\.d''U, whom he had " formed of the dust of

^•round." So says the preacher, " Then shall

hefost return to the earth, as it was, and the

!pi; shall return to God, who gave it" (Ec.

31 7). Into this dust God "breathed into

lie ostrils the breath of life, and man became
iIHngsoul" (Gen. ii : 7 > The living man,

;he, has the soul, the immortal part, breathed

nfc him of God ; and the body, the mortal

op subject to pain and death.

Wie life of God, breathed into man, fitted

nisfor an eternity of bliss with God in heaven.

rh»ugh sin man lost this Divine life, and so

necme subject to the death of the soul. But
{S in his mercy and love to man, gave his

jnl begotten Son to die as a propitiation for the

»io;of all mankind, and, through Him, again

ga' to man the seed of Divins life, moving in

whh, man might again attain to life Divine

antcommunion with God. In Christ then is

tbilife, and this life is the light of man. This

lig. manifests to man the motions of sin and
repves sin. It makes plain the way to life

anito God. So said Christ, " I am the way,

tbdVuth and the life. No man cometh unto

thfFather but by me." And of Him the Apos-
tlesays, " He is the true light that lighteth

ewy man that cometh into the world," that

alliaen, through that light, might believe, and
beliving, might become " children of the light,"

an so children of God, for " God is in the

bey alone believe the light, and are true

bebvers in Christ, from whom the light comes,

wrobey it, and follow it.-: teaching. Since the

ligi condemns sin, for which Christ died, it

nessarily leads into righteousness; and since

thilight comes from God and makes clear his

wi, this righteousness is " the righteousness of

Go," which is necessarily found in those who
arthe sons of God, for " they are the sons of

G( who are led by the Spirit of God."
ut this belief in light is Faith. And as the

ligt is God's gift to man for his salvation, so

feh also is the power of that Divine life in

mn, enabling him to perceive, obey and follow

^leadings of the light of Christ.

s, then, motion in the body is an evidence
ofie natural life, so faith, which alone is made
vifile to others by its works of righteousness,

is a evidence to all men of that Divine life

wlch exists in the souls. And, as the motions
ofhe infant, as his days increase, become more
ar more rational, so, as faith increases, a man's
wik and conversation become more Christ-

lil. A child lives, thinks and acts as a child,

ar as such fulfills the purpose of his creation,

bi he could not possibly perform the duties of
a lan. So the Christian, born of God and
acpted into his family and household, rejoices

tb souls of those who are older in the faith, and
rejives favor from God the Father. The place
ofa child is to be humble, teachable and obe-
diit, but if the child usurp the place or duties
oihe elders, assuming to himself powers which
hdoes not possess, he disorganizes society and
b aks the Divine harmony. But, as each mem-
b< looks to and obeys the head, love abounds
ail a sweet fellowship one with another and
wh God, is experienced.
Jhrist calls his disciples into a life long battle

wh siu and the powers of sin. To each soldier
ges He power to overcome, and permits not
tl powers of evil to press him harder than what

He enables him to bear. Abiding in that power,
he comes out victorious. His faith by every
trial is strengthened. But no man should desire

to be tried, for Christ Jesus knows best what we
are able to bear. So He has taught us to pray, I

' Lead us not into temptation." And as it is only
is we lean on Him from whom all power comes
that we can overcome temptation aud sin, so,

when temptations assail, prayer becomes, " De-
liver us from evil."

What a life-like picture of these truths have
we in the example of the Apostle Peter, a man
of like passions with ourselves. Our Lord, about
leaving his beloved disciples, their hearts filled

with sorrow. Therefore He enjoins them to

love one another, and to them He gave this

badge of discipleship, "By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love

one to another" (John xiii : 35).

To Peter's inquiry, " Lord, whither goest

thou ?" Jesus answered, " Whither I go thou

canst not follow me now ; but thou shalt follow

e afterwards." This we know from subsequent

events and from the same evangelist's exposition

ofa like saying (John xxi : 18), referred both
to the Lord's death aud also to that of Peter,
" by what death he should glorify God" (v. 19).

How often did the Lord say to those whom He
desired to heal, "According to thy faith be it

unto thee." But here, Peter, misjudging of his

power of faith, by his own natural love to his

Lord, said to Jesus, " Lord, why cannot I follow

thee now? I will lay down my life for thy

sake?" Jesus answered him, " Wilt thou lay

down thy life for my sake ? Verily, verily, I

say unto thee, the cock shall not crow till thou

hast denied me thrice."

Alas ! to prove him, and to make both Peter

and us to know the truth of Jesus' saying,
" Without me ye can do nothing," He per-

mitted Peter to be tried. His faith failed him.

But God gave repentance. His faith grew, aud
the time came when Peter was indeed made
willing to go to prison and to death for Jesus'

sake. Peter's walking on the waters of the Sea
of Galilee was just such another instance.

May, then, our humble cry to the Giver of

every good and perfect gift be, " Lord, increase

our faith," that as we grow in years we may
grow in wisdom, knowledge and strength, so

that we also may be enabled to glorify our Holy
Lord, who has done so much for us, and to

praise and magnify his name which is forever

worthy. W. W. B.

For "The Friend.''

The position that mission work is a necessary

outgrowth of religion is one which it is difficult

to reconcile with the views of Christian duty as

held by Friends.

It is true that in the days of G. Fox, the

ministers were so active, and their labors so

abundantly blessed, that they were an effective

band of missionaries. But even then it was far

from being every one " whose heart had been

touched" that was called to labor in the Word.
For every one whose mouth was opened as a min-

ister, there were probably ahundred, ofequalsin-

cerity and depth in religion, who quietly pursued

their routine of duties amid their relations in life.

Such as these preached by example, and per-

haps, in that way, exerted more influence than
if they had continuously used their tongues in

speaking to those they esteemed unconverted.

The case of William Dewsbury may repre-

sent that of many others, perhaps the whole
body of such as had experienced regeneration,

but were not at once called to public or private

exhortation. He was fully convinced of the

Truth, without human instrumentality, before

G. Fox had reached thesa at tain men i. When
the question came beforhim, Whether be should
now speak to others of his precious discovery,

out of concern for their perishing souls, he re-

ceived a rather definite answer that he should

defer it for five years.

About at the end of five years, G. Fox came
through those parts of the country in the work
of the ministry. After this, W. Dewsbury was
released to become his co-laborer. With many
others who have been thoughtful whether they
should begin this momentous work, the injunc-

tion has been to suspend, not for any definite

period, but until the Master should call and
send them. For reasons we know not, in many
cases such call never came.

The Head of the Church knows his selected

instruments. Some of these have evidently

been chosen in early life, and led through a
train of remarkable experience, to fit them for

some peculiar line of service. One of this class

was Stephen Grellet. Who but a Frenchman
would have been so well qualified for the labors

in Europe through which he was led? And
why was it that from the millious in France,

this one young man was snatched from the

bloody turmoil of the Revolution, brought to

the United States, and, through the baptism of

regeneration, prepared for his appointed work?
Verily the Lord knoweth his instruments, and
if on their part there is faithfulness like that

of S. Grellet, he employs them as his efficient

messengers. I would say nothing in derogation

of the missionary labors of pious men and
women of other sects. I doubt not that many
of those have been truly called to the work, and
an abundant harvest has borne witness to their

efficiency. I cannot forget the German Mora-
vian who

" Fired with a zeal peculiar could defy
The rage and rigor of a Polar sky,

And plant successfully sweet Sharon's rose

On icy plains and 'mid eternal snows."

nor the Methodists who carried to the South
Seas the banner of the cross, and at first risked

their lives among hordes of selfish, cruel idola-

tors. Their zeal, along with their methods of ac-

tion, have been instrumental in effecting changes
that are marvellous, and which Friends laboring

under their restrictions of discipline could not

have so well accomplished.

After the rich harvest gathered among Friends

of the seventeenth century, there was a period

of stagnation. There continued the same ear-

nest ministry, but its fruits appeared but sin-

gly, instead of by multitudes. Instead of the

unrest and inquiry that had attended the time

of Cromwell, which had proved a fruitful soil

for the good seed sown by Friends, there was a
lengthened period of lethargy in regard to re-

ligion. The Methodists were especially raised

up to labor in this field, and we know the great

religious awakening that ensued, especially

among the poorer classes. But Friends of that

period did not, either through jealousy of the

success of others or mistrust of their own posi-

tion, abandon their ground to emulate the labors

of the new sect.

At a later period we have the example of a
single man in Cornwall who was instrumental

in turning many to righteousness. Both his

natural character and his methods were pecu-

liar, yet his spirit and his works had the Divine
stamp. But the ordinary Christian, however
devoted, would find it impossible to do as he

did. Thus does God choose his instruments
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and lead ihem in paths of his own election to

work out his designs in the Church.

One consideration that it might be well tor

some who are burning with desire for activity

[er is, it is only the "grace ot God,

which bringeth salvation," and this grace has

appeared to all men."

It' it were true that people in the world

around us, or our fellow-creatures in other

lands, could have uo knowledge of the way of

salvation until told by others, it would add

plausibility to the idea of duty to tell them the

good news.

But when we consider that the sound ot this

Gospel has gone into all the world, and its

words unto the ends of the earth, it relieves us

of what would otherwise be a tremendous re-

sponsibility—to convey to all individuals of all

nations the knowledge that Christ died to save

them. I do not see how to avoid the conclusion

that, in different ages and countries, servants of

God have been raised up for a work perhaps

peculiar to the time. But in this connection we

find some who have mistaken their calling, and

have brought reproach on the good work, though

with the best intentions of helping it.

Martin Luther performed the work of his

day, the Cornish miner his mission, Wesley and

Whitfield did their share of the service, the

Moravians and Mennonites theirs. And the

Society of Friends, occupying a plane more

nearly the true Christian standard than either

of them, have doubtless a duty to be carried

out within the restrictions of their long-tried

principles. ^
Faithful obedience to the duties shown us

by the light of Christ in the heart, connected

with a watchful attention to the gentle point-

ings of that light, is the sure way to grow in

grace and in spiritual knowledge. The scrip

ture language is still true, " He that doelh the

will, shall know of the doctriue." We may
study theology from the Bible and other books,

and rear up for ourselves an apparently goodly

edifice of doctrinal belief, buttressed with texts

and strengthened with critical disquisitions on

the force of particular words; ami may think

we are fully able to give many reasons for the

hope that is iii us, and yet our whole building

may be only one of the towers of Babylon, which
i- doomed to destruction. The natural man
knoweth not the things of the Spirit of God, be-

came they arc spiritually discerned. It is only,

therefore, as we are brought into subjection to

that Spirit, and become leavened into its nature,

by its effectual operations, that we can have a
true understanding of the heavenly mysteries

—

things hidden from the wise and prudent, and
d unto babe-. Let none, therefore, who

in simplicity and integrity of heart are endeav-
oring to tread the narrow pathway to Heaven,
be discouraged, when they compare their own
littlen - with the lofty pretensions

of others, ho can speak fluently of their know-
ledge and attainments, but who do not give evi-

If-denying life, that their

m is anything more than sounding brass
and tinkling cymbal.

That a plan! appreciated by the cultivator
in one ci try is but a weed in another, is ex-
emplified by the sensitive plant. In our gar-
dens few are more v .100100. In [ndis it

n pesl thai il i- regarded with as much disgust
as the < anadn
torious plants are by the American cultivator,

the vilest weeds

Selected for "The Friend.''

WORK AND REST.
] laid it down in silence,

This work of mine,

And took whathad been sent me—
A resting time.

The Master's voice has called me
To rest apart

—

" Apart, with Jesus only,"

Echoed my heart.

I took the rest and stillness

From his own hand,

And fell this present illness

Was what He planned.

How often we choose labor

When He says "Best."

Our ways are blind and crooked,

His way is best.

There is a blessed resting

In lying still
;

In letting Ids hand mould us

Just as He will.

His work must be completed,

His lessons set;

He is the higher Workman :

Do not forget.

Ii is not only working

—

We must be trained
;

And Jesus learned obedience,

Through suffering gained.

For as his yoke is easy,

His burden light,

His discipline most needful,

And all is right.

We are but under-workmen
;

They never choose

if this tool or if that one
Their hands shall use

In working or in resting,

May we fulfill,

Not what we would, but only

The Master's will.

— S. K., in Faith's Record.

For "THE FRIEND.'

BEAUTY.
All things in season beautiful He hath made,
Oh, precious sense of beauty ! rooted deep,

Whose silver chords the rhythmic measures keep,

By Nature's gentle hand so softly played

—

By form or color stirred, by light or shade.

The Source of beauty Thou, O Friend Divine

!

These chords responsive link my heart with Thine.
O'er all the earth, wherever man has strayed,

E'en where none dwell, on lonely desert isles,

By unknown lakes, and valleys mountain-walled,
On ocean or on shore, what beauty smiles!

For thine own pleasure into being called;

Lord, in Thy love of beauty everywhere,

I thank Thee, that Thou givest me a share.

L. P.

To sit in silent waiting on the Lord,
I'ntil the voice of God speaks through his child

;

No word prepared by human intellect

;

But just to sit and wait for God's own voice

—

This is the worship of the humble Friend.
And, when the Father wishes truth revealed,

lie will inspire and fill with words, the mouth
Of him He chooses fur bis servant here.

And, though he be an humble man, and poor
In conversation, when God bids him not;
With inspiration, words come forth like fire,

And he will e'en forget his bumble self,

So much divinity absorbs his soul.

And such convincing truths he utters then
;

Men wonder where the man could learn so much
Ah: cannot God a greater teacher be
And teach more truth in just one little hour,
Than men in a whole lifetime e'er can teach ?

It is the voice of God speaks to the soul,
And fills the heart and mind so full of truth,
That man ran have no peace with his lips sealed,
I

1 hi I he gives God's message to mankind.

The silent voice keeps urging him to speak;

And by his words great truths are oft revealed.-;

Such Friends inspired, true ministers should,.Id

And is it not religion pure and sweet

—

So simple that Gcd's children all may learn ; '

And He will be the Teacher to instruct? 1
True, some there are who do not preach for 6(|

And utter words from leadings of their own;
But such are not divinely led, true Friends.

Oh I is it not a wondrous privilege, when ;

The Father calls, bids you his servant be? I
And how could Friends, who are not chosen tJ

E'er dare to preach of Godly things, untaught

Friends are a people who are few indeed;

But God will love and ever near them dwell,

If they will always live as He shall lead.

Ah ! what religion e'er could purer be
;

Than just to speak and act as God shall will?

Martha Sheppard Lippinco
Moorestown, N. J.

For "The Friei

Along Crum Creek.

On the thirtieth of Fifth Month, the \t

made some examination of the woods s

Crum Creek, to the north of the Balti-

Pike, in Delaware County, Pa.

One of the first plants to arrest the atteu

was a large cluster of the Cowparsnip (2j.i

leum lanatum), in the low ground neani

water. It belongs to the natural order of I

belliferre, in which the flowers are groupedj

clusters, the individual stalks or pedicel

which spring from the same point ou the

and are so arranged as to form a flat-topp

slightly convex head of flowers, as may be>j

in the common parsnip and the wild ci

Of the numerous plants that belong to the-

belli feraj, the Heracleum is our largest,:

times rising to the height of eight feet, w

stalk nearly two inches thick, heads of H
one foot across, and very large leaves I
are cut into lobes.

It is said that the young stem roots 0:

plant were used as pot-herbs by the abori;

and this may have been so, although

the plants of this order are very poison^

such as the Water Hemlock. An Ell

species is used for feeding pigs. The H.

.

turn is the only species described in Gray'

any, but in other countries there are se

species, one of which, a native of Siberia,

to the height of ten or twelve feet, and

stem three or four inches in diameter.

Near the Heracleum was a dense thic

coarse, forbidding-looking plants, whicl

Darlington calls a " vile nuisance." The I

were four or five inches long, bristling

hairs. The flowers were small, greenish

and clustered in leafy spikes at the top. ll

the nettle (Urtica dioica). Knowing some I

of the character of the plant, I cut off a
j

men with my knife, and cautiously takinij

end of the stem between thumb and il

transferred it to my collecting-box. N»j
standing my care, the forefinger was pill

by one of the hairs of the plant, and the I

was perceptible to the feelings the foil!

day. On cutting off a thin shaving of thej

with its attached hairs, and placing it undl

lens of a microscope, I observed that in ad I

to uumerous finer hairs, there were a ml
of larger ones which resembled trans] p

needles, each mounted on a green gland oj

jection of the skin of the nettle. These nl

ended in a fine point, so that I could undeil

how easily they would penetrate the skin I

hand which came into contact with the)

supposed that the gland at the base sel

the poison which the needle-like stimmil

veyed to the hand, and which causes the I
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ijfehat these plants produce. I noticed that

•harp points, instead of projecting at right

fts to the stem, were nearly all inclined up-

Ms, so that if the stem were grasped by the

I with an upward motion, it might be done

i comparative impunity,

gie stinging effect of the needle did not last

Jog as I have mentioned, but the needle

h'ii penetrated the skin remained there, caus-

ig sensation similar to that made by a small

jlter of wood or other substance,

liere are many species of nettle, and some of

m possess stinging qualities far more severe

m those of the Urtica dioica. One species

,» 1 in New South Wales grows to the di-

lutions of a large tree, and the sting of its

fts is exceedingly virulent, producing great

ring, not unattended with danger. The
K of the sting of a species found in the

ad of Timor is said to last for twelve months.

some parts of Europe the tender tops of

lliettle are eaten as a vegetable, but they are

jito be gritty from the quantity of crystalline

ijer deposited in the cells of the skin,

any of the nettles produce a tough fibre in

ie stems, which is utilized in making ropes.

liKentucky hemp ( Urtica cannabiva), is one

fiy attention was soon attracted by a rich

nflower, which I recognized as belonging to

spider-wort (Tradeseantia Virgirded). The
Bit is very smooth, the flowers in clusters at

Bummit, and the leaves long and corapara-

ly narrow. After flowering, the flower-

ns curve downward, so that the seed-vessels

ai; drooping. The stem is remarkably filled

it slimy mucilage. The filaments of the

Mens are densely clothed with blue hairs,

ii h under a lens appear beautifully jointed.

ifter following the banks of the creek for a

H distance, I came to a very narrow valley

been two steep and wooded hills. A stream
ll/ater was flowing along this. In places

bag the grass in this little valley were num-
Bof the pretty violet-flowered sorrel (Oxalis

tycea). It has a bulbous root, and sends up
l&talks from six to eight inches long, at

Mtop of which grow a cluster of the violet-

bple flowers. The leaves also start from the

M, so that the plant has no stem.

We are many species of oxalis, and they
^remarkable for containing an acid juice

—

)B of them produce bulbs which are large

pjigh to be cultivated for table use.

i mattered through the grass was another at-

racive plant, the long-leaved Star-wort {Stei-

ns longifolia), with delicate, white star-shaped

olers and narrow leaves, about two inches in

iijth, the stems so slender as apparently to

el the surrounding grass to support them.
i8?rin the day, in the water of a small rivulet

ywhich I lunched, I found another species

fotar-wort adhering to a stone and much
niched, which I supposed to be the Stellaria

oialis.

imong the eighteen or twenty plants seen in

der, or in fruit if ferns, for the first time,

Bipresent season, perhaps the most showy was
b

!Wild Sweet William ( Phlox metadata). The
oers, which are a bright purple color, form
)od sized cluster near the top of the stem.

ti.specific name, maculata (spotted), was given
Jihe plant because its stem is spotted with
at purple.

here are several species of Phlox, but they
rail natives of North America.
-lthough not so showy, yet equally beautiful

n attractive, was the Four-leaved Milk-weed

{Asclepias quadrifolia). The flown-- are white,

with a tinge of purple at the base, and the

whole plant has a somewhat delicate look

—

quite unlike the coarser and in,, re common
Milk Weeds.
The natural order to which the asclepias be-

longs contains one thousand species, mostly na-

tives of the tropics. The genus asclepias are

found principally in America. They have a
milky juice, and are all more or less poisonous,

although the young shoots of one species (As-

clepias syriaca), are said to be eaten in Canada
as an asparagus.

I had hoped to meet with the Yellow Noah's
Ark

( Cypripedium pubescens), which I had not

found growing for perhaps fifty years, but as I

was wandering about I met the proprietor of

the ground-—an old school-fellow—and he told

me the plant had all been rooted up, and that

he had latterly looked for it in vain. I re-

membered the remark of a fellow-botanist, that

the orchid family, to which this plant belongs,

were the gypsies among plants—here to-day

and gone to-morrow. As it was, I felt well

pleased with my success, and cheerfully took

the cars homeward. J. W.

From "The Acstbalian Friend."

A Friend of a past generation speaking of

Christ, the Divine Head of the church, and re-

ferring to our branch of his church, goes on to

write, " who has called us, as we reverently be-

lieve, to be for his own time and for his own
purposes a distinct and separate religious peo-

ple." To the little flock of the people he re-

ferred to, scattered over this fifth quarter of the

globe; over a space of some fifteen hundred
miles from North to South, and, with New Zea-

land, two thousand miles from West to East,

and numbering all told, eight hundred and
fourteen by the latest report, the thought of a

Divine purpose in our separate organization,

and consequent diversity on religious grounds
from the fellow-Christians amongst whom we
live, suggests many weighty considerations. Is

there a purpose in our being here? Have we
transferred to the southern hemisphere an ex-

emplification of Christianity which it were well

to have left behind, when we started without a
history, with a fair and opeu field before us, to

build up a new national life? Is our testimony

and our practice needed, or is it merely adding
one more to the divisions of the Christian Church ?

The answer is that we are bound to our testi-

mony, that it is our conscientious belief, that if

we are true to our convictions, we have no choice

but to hold on to our principles, and strive to live

up to them. We cannot if we would, individu-

ally or collectively turn back. And if we have
not all the truth, we do know that we hold very
precious truths, and such as are really the heri-

tage of all. There is the grand truth, that no
one is to come between man and his God but
Christ. Who can estimate its importance or its

value? To us it is simply self-evident. Yet
how generally is it abandoned for human medi-

ators ! To such an extent that this belief alone

justifies us in standing apart, for it is a fact we
cannot possibly ignore. But it is not in doc-

trine only but in conduct that we have a testi-

mony to bear. We are to take in all things and
everywhere the high ground of Christian prac-

tice. I think we know, it is the life that tells.

Doctrine may be disputed, utterly rejected, but

to live "the sermon on the mount," we may al-

most say, is accepted by every man, in whose
presence it is lived, as something to be regarded
with respect and worthy of imitation, something

genuine and true. \ clear sense of our duty to

keep "
'i e, !i-i'i, nee void of ')H'i lie t - IVN :i P I

- < '1

and man," is felt, we may trust, in greato r or

less degree, by every Friend. If n,,t why do
any, in this part of the world, remain Friends?
The shepherd knows his sheep, and we must ask

Him to make us all what He would have us to

be. He said, " without Me ye can do nothing."

May He so lead us and teach us, that our dwel-
ling here and there amongst our fellows may
not be wholly in vain! "A little leaven" will

tend to leaven the lump : this is cheering for us,

and in the power of each to act out, if we lay
ourselves out to walk consistently—to live our
principles. We are to be " as lights in the
world :" a candle in a cottage window may
guide and save a wanderer.

As Friends, we find at present no great things

to do, but we are not excused on that account
from doing what we can ; and this is felt and
acted on by fellow-members in various directions.

To be discouraged avails nothing; what is this

or that to thee, " follow thou Me." There was
a time when the Society of Friends was a soci-

ety of two, George Fox and Elizabeth Hoc-ton.
Others gathered to them and it pleased the true
Bishop of souls to ordain and anoint, generally
from the ranks of humble life, preachers of the
truth, whose grasp of the doctrines they pro-
mulgated appears to us marvellous. They went
up and down without previous training, or with
very little, and with baptising power they con-

vinced and converted their fellow-countrymen
and women by thousands ; and some of the best

and most successful preachers among them were
quite in early life. We do not see it just so in

our day and in these lands: we need these men
and women of the Lord's ordaining, or more of
them ; or, so we think. Perhaps the Lord thinks
not, for " His hand is not shortened," and He is

in our midst. We do not set the world on fire,

as they did in those early days: we are set in a
lowly place. And yet I cannot say that the

raw material, the men and women of our days
and time, are less capable or less suitable, or

that they are not of themselves just as incapable
and unsuitable as were their predecessors of the
seventeenth century to be taken as seedling

plants for the care of the Great Husbandman,
and by his watering and training and qualify-

ing to make as powerful, devoted and success-

ful instruments for his service, as in any previ-

ous age. " God is able of these stones to raise

up children unto Abraham." The enduement
of power is from on high, and of the Lord alone.

Well, let us remember that to be comes before

to do : and by Divine Help we may all be. There
is a Christian life to live, which has in the past

been a manifest characteristic of the true Friend.

We must walk in the Light which illuminates

the narrow way, and shows the pitfalls and the

snares on either hand. To bear a quiet testi-

mony for the right and the true, is assuredly
not to live in vain. We are professors of the truth,

and however the word is used, we are bound to

be truthful ; it should be congenial to us to be
transparent, to see that the outside represents

the inside, that we say what we mean, and mean
what we say, be always just and fair, and so

commend the truths which we profess. The
world largely glories in its selfishness : the Chris-

tian (and the Friend is a Christian if anything)
tries to keep self subordinate, to remember
others' interest and welfare, and always to ac-

cept the rule of doing to others as he would be
done by. Happy is he who believes " it is more
blessed to give than to receive,'' and who finds

more real pleasure in seeing others joyful and
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happy than in any measure of happiness he

ever called his own.

Scripture Illustrations.

"Jerusalem Compassed with Armies."—

No tale of horrors in any history, ancient or

modern, can parallel the hideous story of the

last siege of Jerusalem, of which we have full

details from an eye-witness of the whole tragic

drama from its "commencement, Josephus, as

well a^ from Roman sources. After two years

of rebellion, the Roman general, Titus, the son

and successor of the Emperor Vespasian, having

utterlv devastated Galilee and the north, in-

vested Jerusalem just before the passover, A.

D. 70. The city was crowded with visitors at

the time,—Josephus tells us, more than a mil-

lion. Tacitus, probably more near the truth,

puts the number at six hundred thousand. The

besieging army numbered not less than eighty

thousand. The Jews had twenty-four thousaud

trained soldiers for the defense, whilst the num-

ber of irregulars—that is, the whole able-bodied

—was probably not under two hundred thou-

sand. The city was defended by three walls,

the third and second respectively enclosing a

much larger area than the first, within which

latter were the citadel of Mt. Ziou and of the

temple, each of which was considered impreg-

nable by any then known method of attack.

Thus, in" fact,"five fortifications had to be stormed

before the place could be reduced. After baffled

assaults by mines, mounds, and military engines,

Titus was driven to form an impenetrable block-

ade, bv building a vast wall enclosing the whole

city, and rendering egress and ingress hopeless.

The whole country around was denuded of every

tree and living thing, so that concealment was

impossible. Even after this each wall had to be

carried by storm, amid the most fearful slaugh-

ter. Not until after a bloody struggle of five

anil a half months was the last fortress of Mt.
Ziou stormed, famine within co-operating with

the foe without.

" Let them which are in Judea Flee to
tiii: Mountains."—Not a Christian remained
in the doomed city. Our Lord's warning had
been brought to mind by the tragedies of the

previous three years, and before the arrival of

Titus the few that remained went forth and took

refuge at Pella, a village on the other side of
Jordan, on the northern edge of the mountains
of Gilead, a sequestered spot, a sort of terrace

on tin- mountain side, about a thousand feet up,

well watered, but long since deserted,— a quiet

retreat, far removed from the march of armies,

suggestive of repose and security. It has been
for ages deserted. A few mounds and tombs,
but no inscriptions, are all that remain of the

Christian city of refuge, now known as Fahin.

"They Shall Fall by the Edge of the
Sword, and Shall be Led Away Captive."
— How literally this prediction was fulfilled, the
histories of the lime only too fearfully attest.

Thousands of non-combatants, pressed by star-

vation as the Biege progressed day after day,
escaped into the Roman lines, imploring per-
mission to depart into the country

; hut. in vain.
All were butchered. Men, won* n, and children
were indiscriminately crucified, in front of the
city walls, to terrify the defenders. I housands
more were pushed forward close under the walls
while the besiegers made their attack. Josi phus

tt( i the lossof lifi al eleven hundred thou-

rat ion : vet

after the final capture, after all the aged, infirm!
ami -ieklv had been butchered in cold blood.

ninety-five thousand men and women were sold

as slaves, and thousands more sent to work in

the mines. Forty-five thousand had escaped at

the beginning of the siege, before the wall of

circumvallation was built, aud thenceforth Je-

rusalem has been trodden down by the Gentile,

Roman, Saracen, Crusader, Arab, and Turk.

—

H. B. Tristram in S. S. Times.

Natural History, Science, etc.

Frightened by Bladders.—The groundless ter-

ror of two elephants at some blown bladders af-

forded amusement to the visitors at the Zoologi-

cal Garden, Philadelphia, a while ago.

" You know that elephants are afraid of small

objects," says the head keeper at the garden.
" Last July we gave our elephants a bath every

afternoon. We threw half a dozen inflated

bladders into the pond one day when they went

in to swim. At first the bladders almost scared

them to death. Then Empress struck at one

with her trunk, and when it bounded into the

air both trumpeted and scrambled out of the

pond. Venturing back soon after, Empress, who
has the curiosity of her sex and a mind of her

own, gently fished one of the bladders out of

the water, and then kicked at it with her hind

feet. No serious results following, she contin-

ued her investigations, which ended by her put-

ting her front foot on the bladder. It exploded

with a loud report and the two elephants scam-
pered home in terror."

And it would be easy to fill a volume with

interesting accounts of the intelligence of ele-

phants, one of the best of which is that doubt-

less familiar to some of our readers, in which
an elephant put its trunk inside a tailor's open
window, expecting an apple or some such luxu-

ry. The tailor pricked it with a needle. The
elephant withdrew its trunk, went to a dirty

pool, filled its trunk with muddy water, and re-

turning, poured it over the tailor.

The Instincts of a Strange Pet.—Passing under
an oak, I saw what appeared to be one of those

warts so common to this family. It was between
two twigs, and at their intersection, which last

alone attracted my attention. It was round,
showed the structure of bark, and was almost
covered with bits of greenish gray moss, like

other excrescences on the same tree. I found
it to be the nest of a humming bird. Two eggs
the size of a white bean lay within on a bed of
down and hair. As a work of art, of conceal-

ment, and of structure, it was a wonder. The
place it held, the patches of moss, and the fib-

rous bark in the outer coat showed great skill.

It was not only a convenient, but a secret home,
though it hung just above my head. Now at
first sight this might seem to be the outcome of
thoughtful deliberation in the selection of place,
material, and structure. But I have found
many such nests since, only to find them niar-
velously alike in every particular, so that I am
forced to conclude that there is a certain mental
pattern followed by these birds, as well as a
certain instinctive choice of place. If at any
time there has been a freer choice, that freedom
has been lost in succeeding generations. Now
there is one pattern, one situation, and one
method of concealment for all.

I had often, in ridding the rooms of our sum-
mer home of wasps when visiting it in the spring,
wondered how they entered a closed house in
such numbers. This secret was opened by find-
ing one wedged in a lock which worked with
difficulty. I have seen them also examining,
in the fall, the sides of the houses near the roof,

and making their way into the garret thro

knot holes and cracks. All who have ever

plored country garrets know how they abo

there in the early spring. Like everybody.

I have had to kill some who too obtrusr

showed objection to going outdoors. In

such battle I beheaded a large wasp. On p
ing up his body with a pair of tweezers the \

curved toward the tweezers and the sting

protruded, apparently by the curving of

body. The wasp cannot curve the body
ward to any great extent, if at all. There
natural and easy curving downward. This

interpreted to me a fierce and deadly batt

had previously seen between a blue mud 1

and a large geometric spider. The wasp
slightly entangled by a single foot. The sf

danced arouud him watching for the right

ment to strike. No panther leaped with a I

certain aim. He had the wasp fast under

neck. In an instant the body of the wasp cu

inward and touched the spider's abdomen,
spider shuddered, drew in his legs close toi

body, and fell from his web dead. The I

soon freed himself and buzzed angrily al

looking for his enemy, who lay dead six

below him on the ground. It seemed tc

then, and does now, that the death of the 8[

was due to the inevitable incurving of the w,

body and the consequent extrusion of the!

when the wasp is pressed on the under

But no cat could be more circumspect thai'

spider appeared to be in waiting for the mot

to strike.

In walking through the woods I notic

purple grackle lying on its back in the sc

grass under a pine. It was newly dead, wit

a wound. I left it where I found it. The
day it was in the same place, but buried a

one third its thickness. I examined it on

cessive days, to find it completely buried 01

third day. I found the spot with some diffic

Winged ants had acted as undertakers,

had carried out the earth from under the

letting it sink into its growing grave by its

weight. The place of burial was care;

smoothed over. Bits of leaves and little

had evidently been replaced. I saw thet<

fact, doing this. I was too late to see it

smoothing the ground. This is no more'

derful than that the humming bird should;

ceal its nest by covering it with bits of

and making the outer coating of the ne

bark fibers. I have seen dogs, when bui

bones, carefully smooth the ground with

noses and leave no trace of the digging. I

never before seen ants do this, but had kf

beetles to act as undertakers for small ani

and birds.

—

Bishop Goodsell.

Durability of the Cypress.—The cypress

notoriously slow-growing tree, and its ww
just as notoriously durable. It is capab

not only resisting the action of the weatbj

a manner totally different to all other I
but is wholly uninfluenced by immersk

water over a long period of years. It has i

curious chemical properties, which hold its

and other constituents together so indisso

that the ordinary changes which break I

the tissue of ordinary woods are in cypress I

ly resisted.

Instances are known where the wood H
cypress had endured for more than one thotl

years, leaving it still in a solid condition, si
j

only to the attrition of the elements, such i

gradual wearing away one sees in exposed 1

1

In the lower valley of the Mississippi a s;J
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•Jbress is extremely abundant. And in New
Jfns lately, while some men were excavating

Ich, a cypress stockade was found which

Jn-ected in 1730 by the French as a protec-

Jjjgainst the Indians. Some of the pieces

Ared twenty-one inches in width, with a

*iess of about twelve inches, and, though it

Aeen buried for so many years, it was in

Jbt condition when exhumed, even the tool

MS being still clearly visible.

f| a series of experiments extending over

in years it has been found that the cypress

«Sendures the varying conditions of green-

Is better than any other wood. Green-

ajjs exposed to all the vicissitudes of heat,

i«ure and changes of temperature, show the

Mss timber used in their construction to be

Xcally unchanged after more than fifty years

ic ; and, being sufficiently tough for the

U«)se, it is probable it will come more gener-

jnto use lor building where a wood of great

jfng power is required. Many old doors

Jt by the early Spaniards in America are

ilks serviceable as ever, although exposed to

ju-t trying climate.

—

Pittsburgh Dispatch.

Wral—From Third to Tenth months the

Jh of Sardinia and Sicily are alive with fish-

Si after coral. In Eleventh Month these

rir it to Genoa, Leghorn, and Naples, and

m to the establishments where it is worked

ttiThe value of the coral fished in a single

^[amounts to about six hundred thousand

3] rs.

'meer Shepherd-dog Bird.— The natives of

ftjzuela and adjoining countries on the north

idof the river Amazon often avail themselves

4ke services of a native crane to care for

He poultry, and also, in the place of collies

'Fgepherd dogs used by North Americans and

jjjitpeans, to guard and herd their domestic

dais. This remarkable bird, which the In-

Ik; call yakamik and ornithologists Psophia

Mans, is (according to J. C. Beard, in the

$Mar Science News), found in a wild state in

herreat forests that lie between the northern

Ha. of South America and the Amazon River,

jwicularly in Venezuela and British Guiana,

fhibirds never leave the forests unless shot or

fcpred.

. ^e yakamiks are very readily tamed, and
wqe valuable servants to the Indians, who do-

neticate them, as they are very courageous,

Uitarill protect animals entrusted to their care

it [irery risk to themselves. Even dogs are

>b!;ed to yield to their authority. They may
Je rusted with the care of a flock of sheep or

loisstic fowls, and every morning will drive

Aducks and poultry to their feeding places,

m» carefully collecting any stragglers, bring

ihei safely "home at night. A yakamik soon

ieais to know and to obey the voice of its

aiaer, follows him when permitted, wherever

he.oes, and appears delighted at receiving his

causes. It repines at his absence, and wel-

comes his return, and is extremely jealous of

nj rival. Should a dog or cat approach, it

Bi« at it with the utmost fury, and, attacking
it uh wings and beak, drives it away.— West-

muter Gazette,

-It would be a matter of great interest to

knw whether the gaseous contents of the air-

8a< of birds and of the air tubes and sacs of in-

sec; is lighter than air, and what the nature of
tbair or gas is; and so with the gas in the

swaming bladder of fishes. As bearing on the

subject, during the last scientific voyage of the

Princess Alice, owned by the Prince of Monaco,
Richard analyzed the gas in the swimming
bladder of several species of deep sea-fishes:

Sen-anus, from a depth of sixty metre-, and
congers from a depth of one hundred and sev-

enty-five metres, showed more than eighty per

cent, of oxygen. The rest of the gas was nitro-

gen, with traces of carbonic acid. The pro-

portion of oxygen was such that it was easy to

perform the well known experiment of lighting

a candle by holding one in the gas, having

previously lighted and extinguished it, leaving

only a spark to start combustion. Another fish

(Simenehehjx parasiticus), from a depth of one

thousand six hundred and seventy-four metres,

showed seventy-eight per cent, oxygen, which

is less than in Serranus from sixty metres

depth. The law stated by Biot, that the pro-

portion of oxygen increases with the depth is

in default. Some other influences must be

taken into account.

—A poisonous bivalve mollusk (Spondylu*

Americanus), has been found in Lower Cali-

fornia. It emits an odor of sulphuretted hydro-

gen, strong enough to disgust even a famished

creature, hence it is never preyed upon for

food. M. de Rochebrune has isolated the poi-

sonous principle by the Stass method, obtaining

an unctuous olive green extract with an acrid

odor and bitter taste, which produces a burning

sensation, and burns with a vivid yellow flame;

.001 grain kills a frog in twelve minutes, after

first producing paralysis; .003 grain kills a

guinea pig in twenty-five minutes. The poison

is allied to ptomaines and leucomaines, very

similar to muscarine the toxic product of a

mushroom.

—The habits of our ants have been reported

on by G. B. King, in the entomological journal,

Psyche. He has found forty-one species in Essex

County, Mass. ; and while Wasmann mentions

thirty-four species of mites dwelling as fellow-

boarders or parasites on ants in Europe and

elsewhere, King has found half that number al-

ready in Massachusetts. He also finds that in

winter ants do not descend below the reach of

the frost, but that they hibernate near the sur-

face as well as lower down. They freeze and

then thaw out. He has found the common,
large black ant in hollow trees in the woods

imbedded in ice, taken them home, thawed them

out, when they became lively and appeared

well and healthy, going to work in his artificial

nest. The mites are usually found attached to

the legs of the ants, their hosts. In summer
they sleep in warm days. In one of the warmest

days last summer no ants (Formica obscuripes),

were observed ; the doors of the nest were all

closed, but on removing a little of the loose

covering of the nest, not more than two inches

deep, the ants were found in great abundance,

and to all appearances they were asleep.

Lingering Traces of Darkness.—Not-

withstanding the fact that the rays of the Sun

of Righteousness have penetrated the darkest

lands, the light is growing brighter and brighter

with each passing year, there may be some dan-

ger in speaking in terms too complimentary

about ours being times of special enlightenment

in regard to certain kinds of amusements.

Something came under my observation not

long since which forced me to the conviction

that a little of the spirit of cruelty which called

together the crowds in the amphitheatre ofRome

had been handed down to us, escaping the rays

of this great Light.

While crossing a river (not the Tiber), I ob-

served a crowd of people on the bank intensely

interested in something. Boxes had been placed

some distance from the Bhore on the ice of the

river, from which pigeons were released at in-

tervals, and as they rose to fly away were brought

down dead by gun shots. Presently one was

set free from the cage, but did not fly. It bad

evidently been a pet—fed and cared for by

some one. Looking around for a moment, it

saw the men and hoys on the bank, and in con-

fidence, apparently, of being received and pro-

tected as formerly, walked directly toward them.

When within a few feet of then), one person

stepped out from the crowd, picked up the

beautiful bird, throwing it as far in the air as

he could, only to have it fall dead upon the ice

amidst the cheers of the crowd that the man
with the gun did not miss his aim.

While there are other forms of amusement
displaying a more cruel spirit than this, yet it

can be said with all sincerity that these are the

exceptions and not the rule as in former times.

Those who view them in the light of Christianity

point the finger of disapproval at them.— Win.

Harrison Decker in The Presbyterian.

Items.

Notes from British Friend, Sixth Month, 189C—
"Dublin Yearly Meeting has been greatly con-

cerned over the now avowed pastorate prevalent in

the West. Luke Woodard explained that the system

had come to stay, and would go on whatever mes-

sage was sent from Dublin. This is no doubt the

truth. The only reason for our remarkably pa-

tient treatment of the relapse of the Western
Yearly Meetings, viz: that we ought not to throw

away the influence we believed we had with them,

has clearly been a mistaken one. We have no
decisive influence. A stronger and less compromis-

ing course would have been more satisfactory to

ourselves, and would have encouraged the minori-

ties, who, whether they have separated or not, are

resisting the transformation of the Society. We
regret the Yearly Meeting should hesitate to rec-

ognize the position they hold as guardians of

Quaker testimonies in presence of an unsympa-
thetic majority."

" At London Yearly Meeting, Harriet Green
opened her prospect of religious service in the

Yearly Meetings of the American continent. She
produced Minutes from Thaxted Monthly Meeting,

and Essex and Suffolk Quarterly Meeting, liberat-

ing her for the service. After a cordial expression

of sympathy and encouragement, her liberation

was confirmed."
"Permission was asked for Archibald Crosbie,

formerly a Scotch member, and now connected

with one of the American Yearly Meetings with

whom we did not correspond, to attend the sittings

of the Yearly Meeting. Several Friends expressed

their hearty'desire that Archibald Crosbie should

be allowed to attend, and William E. Turner in-

cidentally expressed his regret that members of

those bodies of Friends in America with whom we
did not at present correspond should have any dif-

ficulty in being present at London Yearly Meeting.

The desired consent was given, and also in the

case of John Alexander Tonjoroff, of Philippopolis,

the husband of a Friend there engaged in mission

work."
"A letter from J. E. Rhoads was read, stating

that he had completed his service in this Yearly

Meeting, and had visited two hundred and seventy-

four meetings, besides Quarterly and Monthly
Meetings, and was about to return to Philadelphia

with his companion, Ephraim Smith. He grate-

fully acknowledged the kindness of Friends, and

the help vouchsafed by his Lord in the service to

which he felt called."
" The Clerk notified the presence of Ephraim

Smith, the companion of Jonathan Rhoads, who is
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still in Ireland, who had come from thence to be

t the Yearly Meeting."'

Bear in mind that yon cannot sow bad seed

ami reap a good harvest.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 20,

We have received by mail a small pamphlet

by William Tallack, of London, reprinted from

the Frit Examiner, which upholds

the view that it is necessary in every meeting

of Friends that words of exhortation should be

uttered, " It is not merely to be ' waited' for
;

though prayer is constantly to be made for help

in its exercise, or attempted exercise. But it

has to be attempted." And it says, " If young

Friends do not find such help in their own

meetings, they are well warranted in going

elsewhere."

It endeavors to find Scriptural authority for

these unfriendly views by referring to the ap-

pointment of Elders in the primitive churches,

which it assumes meant exhorters or teachers;

and by such charges as that given in the epistle

to the Hebrews, " Exhort one another."

It seems probable that the Elders of those

days were officers somewhat similar to our

overseers, charged with the oversight of the

flock, and who might have frequent occasion

to exhort those who were careless or in danger

of going astray, but who ought not to be con-

founded with ministers or preachers. Such ap-

pears to be the opinion of the learned Adam
Clarke, who says the Elders were the most ex-

perienced and advanced in the Divine life, and
were appointed to watch over and instruct the

rest. In another place he speaks of Elders " as

persons well instructed in Divine things, who
should be able to instruct others, and observe

and enforce the discipline of the Church."
The duty that devolves on all the living

members of the church to watch over one an-

other in love, and to advise and exhort each
other as occasion requires, we know of no one
who would deny ; but it seems to us an unwar-
rantable inference to conclude from this, that
our meetings to wait upon and worship our
Father in Heaven caunot be rightly held with-

out words of public exhortation, "indeed, the

proper service of such meetings may be greatly

hindered, if not prevented by declaration;, which
are not accompanied by a measure of the Di-
vine anointing, and whose effect is to lead the

listeners to depend for comfort on the words of
• it hi-rs, instead of on the overshadowing influence

of the Head of the Church.
li is a matter to be regretted, that any of our

young pe iple should grow weary of the patient
waiting for the arising of Divine life in our
meetings, when held in silence, and should go
elsewhere to seek for instruction or entertain-
ment

; bul il would be a .-till stronger cause for

Borrow changing the character
of their religious meetings, and for the sake of
pleasing the inexperienced, introducing changes
which will prevenl the accomplishment of their
original object, to wail upon God, for the ex-
tension of hi- Lighl and power, which alone
can . •nalilc us to worship Him in Spirit and in
Truth.

We regard the preparation and issue of this
pamphl evidencesof a departure

'
- of the s

,ciety of friends,
which has become sadly apparent in many
:

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States. — Both Houses of Congress ad-

journed on the 11th instant. The appropriations made

'at the session of Congress just closed aggregated $515,-

759,820. The President sent nearly 1,200 nominations

to the Senate during the session of Congress just

closed. Three were rejected and sixteen were not

The Governor of Missouri has notified Mayor VVal-

bridge, of St. Louis, that his request for a special

session of the Legislature to appropriate money for

the reconstruction of the municipal and State institu-

tions damaged by the tornado of Fifth Month 27th

was denied. Governer Stone says that the necessity

is not so great but that it can wait for the regular

session, and in the meantime suitable temporary quar-

ters can be provided by the city.

The Board of Education of this city referred to the

Committee on Boys' High School formal protests

against the introduction of military drill into the

schools from the Philanthropic Committee of the

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting of Friends [Race

Street], and the Friends' Temperance Workers of

the meeting at Seventeenth Street and Girard Avenue.

By virtue of an act of Congress all the small post-

offices within five miles of the limits of the city are to

be consolidated with the Philadelphia office, and are

to be served and controlled like the sub-stations

within the city limits.

American capital, through negotiations successfully

concluded by Philadelphians, is to be invested in es-

tablishing a plant in Russia for the building of loco-

motives, and nearly all the necessary machinery and

tools are to be sent from this city.

The system of leasing in vogue at Idaho Springs, Col.,

has reached a point where it has proved advantageous

to both the owner and the lessee of a mine, and as a

result there are a large number of properties being

worked under this plan. The older workings at the

Lamartine mine are on this basis. Within one year

thev cleared about 8200,000, and since then the owners
have taken out 83,000,000 worth of ore.

A brick concern in Epping, N. H, recently received

an order for 46,000,000 from a Boston firm, the con-

tract to be finished in three years.

Chicago's new inlet tunnel, which was completed
week before last, has a capacity of 12,000,000 gallons a

day.

A Fort Worth, Texas, despatch says that an irriga-

tion and land company has been financed in London,
to reclaim over half a million acres of land between
Engle, New Mexico, and Fort Quitman, Texas.

Progress in the settlement of Minnesota was never
so marked as at present, the sales of State, Govern-
ment and railroad land being very heavy.
The canker worms are making sad havoc with the

trees in some parts of Western and Central Massa-
chusetts, and a small green worm is reported to be
destroying fruit in Delaware County, N. Y.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 372, which
is 18 more than the previous week, and 20 more than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-

going, 179 were males and 193 females: 35 died of

consumption
; 34 of heart disease; 25 of pneumonia

;

20 of convulsions; 20 of cancer
; 16 of cholera infan-

tum ; 15 of marasmus; 14 of old age; 13 of apoplexy;
13 of inanition ; 12 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels; 9 of whooping cough, and 9 from casualties.

Markets, &c— U. S. 2'a, 94 a 96; 4's, reg., 10S a

108J; coupon, 109} a 110]; new 4's, 116J a 117 ; 5's,

112; a 113}; currency 6's, 100 a 105.

Cotton.— Middling uplands were officially quoted
at 7-}Jc. per pound.
Feed.— Spot bran, 811.50 a $12.00 for winter in

bulk, and 810 50 a $11.50 for spring in sacks.
Flour.— Winter super, 82 25 a $2.50; do., extras,

$2.55 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25

;

do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.25; do., ,lo., straight, $3.30 a $3,50; do.,

do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75 ; spring, clear, $2.75 a $3.00
;

do., straight, $3.20 a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75
;

do., favorite brands, higher. Citv mills, extra, $2.50
a >2i;:,

:
,!o.. clear. $3.20 a $3.40;' do, straight, $3.40

a $3 60 :
do, patent, $3.75 a $3.90. Rye Flour was

inactive but steady at $2 50 per bbl. for choice Penu'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 64 a G4.!c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 32| a 33c.
No. 2 white oats, 24', a 24|c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 4; a 4.1
;
good, 41 a 4Jc;

medium, 3; a 4c; common, 3J a 3Jc.
Sn v.kv and Lambs.—Extra, 3» a 4c; good, 3} a 3Jc;

medium, •_':; a 3c ; common, 2] a 2',c.; culls, 1 a 2c;
lam lis, -1 a 6Jc.
Hogs.—5 a 5jc. for Western, and 4£ a 4|c for State.

Foreign.—The question asked on the 12th ii

in the House of Lords by ex-Prime Minister B
berry, who desired to know if Lord Salisbury wc
explain the extent and object of the An»lo-Egyp
campaign in the Soudan, brought forth the first D

isterial declaration that the complete reconquer
the Soudan was contemplated by the British

Egyptian Governments.
A dispatch of the 9th inst, from Cairo says, "'

Egyptian cavalry at Firket pursued the fleeing I

vishes after the battle at that place, killing a 1;

number of them. The Dervishes took the rout*

Suarda, which was the Khalifa's largest camp,?
the exception of Dongola. The cavalry, upon rei

ing Suarda, found the place deserted. The tw
occupied the place and seized enormous quantitie

stores of all kinds and a number of camels.

A speed of a mile in fifty-eight seconds is claii

for a motor cycle exhibited at the Imperial Instit

London.
Recent Austrian observations in the Mediterrat

Sea prove that the deepest spot in that body of w
is 2,406 fathoms, or nearly three miles.

Field Marshal Yamagata, who went to Russii

the representative of the Mikado at the coronatio

the Czar, has exchanged contracting notes withl

Russian Government, agreeing that Russia and Ja

shall act together in the maintenance of ordei

Cotea, and that each power shall keep a small f

of 500 troops in Seoul, the capital. This force is

to be increased, except by mutual consent, unles

the case of the landing of men from warships of

contracting powers in the event of sudden necessi

According to the Illustrated American, the Bus
Government expects to appropriate $20,000,00(1

payment of expenses connected with the coronatioi

the Czar, commencing Fifth Mouth 18th, andconti

ing twenty days.

Phillips, Farrar and Hammond, the Johannesl

Reform Committee leaders, paid a fine of £25,000f
and signed a document pledging themselves to aba
from interference in Transvaal politics, after wl

their banishment was cancelled. Colonel Rhodec
fused to sign the document and was banished for

African natives universally know how to pre|i

intoxicating liquors from such simple materials as

tops of broom corn, sugar-cane juice and coco*

milk.

A Consular report from the City of Mexico
that "the Mexicans are taking advantage of

scarcity of Florida oranges and are shipping t

supply of the fruit to this country. Last season

carloads were shipped to the United States, but >

season fully 600 carloads will be exported."

The Canadian Fisheries Department has recei

returns of the spring catch of seals by the Cana>

schooners, taken off the coast of Washington
British Columbia, which shows a falling off of ne :

1,000 skins, the figures being 8,928 this year, as ag»

9,853 last spring.

Wood-pulp making in Canada has, in a dea
grown to an industry with an annual output vai

at £200,000 and with an invested capital of £600;

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.— The next '

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month 1st.

plications for the admission of pupils should ben
to William F. Wickeesham, Prineip

Westtown, Chester Co.,

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveni

of persons coining to Westtown School, the stage,

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A>

and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met «.

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen c

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. Tor
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phon

Zebedee Haines, Suj— ' - «

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Maid
Chester Countv, Pa, on the third instant, Thc

W. Fisher, of Malvern, to A. Ruth Smbd
daughter of Thomas Smedley, of Reading, Pa.

Died, at her home in North Stonington, C
twenty-third of First Month,J896, Eliza G. S

field, widow of Samuel Sheffield, aged ninety

;

and four months, an esteemed member and elrji

South Kingston, R. I, Monthly Meeting of Frii

She was a diligent attender of meetings as lot

circumstances permitted, and serviceable in Socie

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS.
No. 122 Walnut Street.
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The Ogden Land Company.
(Concluded from page 378.)

:<Ms to be observed that in addition to the ex-

nyjition of the claim of the Ogden Land
lonany, the propriety of allotting the lauds

f Ipse Indians was to be reported on. The
dto subject is one which has lately been much
Mjed, not only upon the reservations iu West-
Mi «w York, but elsewhere, in conformity with
r^jtiment held by many of the friends of

laiidiaus that such measures would speedily

Wpte the general welfare of nearly all the

J». In addition, however, to the objections

'let as Indians the Senecas continue to feel

»B|;h a division under the white man's laws,

Mil has been the well grounded fear, that

Wi4 they become citizens, and disband their

ribj organization, their right of occupancy to

aeijands would be greatly endangered. Cau-
ion'in this direction have been given them
w (any years past by some of their friends in

Ve\im New York, to whom they have been
cctiomed to look for legal advice, and the
enie document above referred to contains
ie [Rowing remarks from the Commissioner
fllian Affairs which favors this view. "The
noledge of the Indians that severance of
heiitribal relations means immediate enforce-

lenof the claims of the [Ogden Land] Coni-
«n is, as has been heretofore stated, the prin-

ipareason why they have not wanted to take
llolients and become citizens."

Iiregard to dividing their lands and holding
her in severalty, differing views have been
eleby their friends and by the Indians them-
BJvt. In this connection it may perhaps be
Uoable, as germane to this subject, to intro-

uc the following remarks lately made by
Vilam B. Bate, a member of the present Con-
;resfrom Tennessee, upon an amendment pro-
•osig to allot the lands of the five civilized

fib in the Indian territory then under con-
ittation in that body: "Tribal relationship
'f te Indian is the ideal relationship for him.
Jeuve him of that and you make him a
'4g)ond. This amendment strikes at that
'itapoint. It means to allot the Indian's land
nd.et him own it in severalty. It means to

id'idualize him and to give him the power toU land to the white man, who goes there
pdjives him liquor, if he wants it, or shows
unsold or silver if he wants it, or trinkets, or

anything of that kind with which to purchase

his laud from him. What becomes of the In-

dian ? He is then without a home, and falls

back into the spurs of the barren mountains,

without a guardian and almost without a God.
Keep him from that ; let his tribal relations

remain, and allow him to go on and on, as he

is now doing. This amendment strikes at the

root—the pith and marrow—of that relation,

and whether intended or not, it will destroy

him.

"You hold out to him a beautiful and peace-

ful picture. You say to him, when your laud

is allotted, you will have your home; you will

have your family around you
;
you will have

the right to dispose of your property in your
own way, and all that. This pleasing picture

fascinates him. To him it is a blushing rose,

but beneath that rose there is a serpent coiled

to bite the hand that plucks it. This pleasing

picture held out to him is but a dagger behind

a smile ; and that dagger in the end will pierce

the red man's heart. Let the tribal relations of

the Indians remain. Do not allot their lands.

Let them continue as they now are in their

progress, civilization and Christianity, of which
we shall be proud, and in which we should be

glad to give them a helping hand."

The dangers here adverted to, it is probable,

will attend to some extent the allotment of the

lands of even the most civilized tribes; and it

is obvious that a careful consideration of the

circumstances of the Indians concerned should

be made before such a division is proposed on

any of these reservations, and that such allot-

ments should be made only with their free con-

sent and with the proviso that the separate

holdings of the Indians should be inalienable

for a long period and in such a form that the

Act establishing it could not be hastily repealed.

To return again to the claim of the Ogden
Land Company, after the letter of the Secre-

tary of the Interior and accompanying docu-

ments previously referred to had been duly con-

sidered, a clause was placed in the Indian Ap-
propriation bill near the close of the session of

Congress, in the Third Month, 1895, authoriz-

ing the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate

with the Ogden Land Company for the pur-

chase of the interest said company may have,

if any, in the Cattaraugus and Allegheny In-

dian Reservations; and also to negotiate with

the Indians as to the terms upon which said

Indians will consent to the United States pur-

chasing the interest of said company in said

reservations if such interest is found to exist.

In compliance with this authority, the Sec-

retary of the Interior appointed Philip C. Gar-
rett, one of the Board of Indian Commission-
ers, and a member of the Society of Friends, to

enter upon these negotiations. Philip C. Gar-

rett before engaging in this labor, desired that

competent authority should decide upon the

character of the title of the Ogden Company.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs accordingly

requested the Attorney General of the United
States to render a decision upon the question of

title. He referred it for examination to W. A.

Poucher, U. S. Attorney for the Northern Dis-

trict of New York, who in turn referred it to

Joseph R. Jewell, also an attorney, and at this

time the agent for the New York Indians, re-

siding at Clean, in Cattaraugus County, New
York. It is the opinion prepared by the latter

which was forwarded by the Secretary of the

Interior to members of the Committee on In-

dian Affairs of the House of Representatives,

who were then engaged iu considering the bill

making appropriations for the Indian depart-

ment for the present year.

This opinion thus receiving the favorable

action of the Interior Department, contains

statements upon two important points—as fol-

lows—first in regard to the title: "It is beyond
question that the Indians are entitled to occupy
their lands from generation to generation, and
until they become absolutely extinct, and when
they do become extinct, the title is in the Gen-
eral Government.

- '

Secondly, in regard to the legal effect of

making the Indians citizens and allotting their

lands: "There seems to be no prospect that the

Indians will abandon their lands and homes
they have so long occupied. A large portion

of the lands are cultivated and improved, and
many of the Indians have fine homes. If, as is

contemplated, the Indians at some time are

made citizens by the General Government and
their lands allotted to them in severalty, the al-

leged claim or title of the Ogden Laud Com-
pany, would, in my opinion, be dissipated and
worthless. The Indians, or any of them, could

sell to whom they chose without the consent of

the General Government or of the State, and
if others than the Ogden Land Company should

purchase, the Ogden Land Company could not

dispossess the purchaser, and it is difficult to

see how it would be entitled to any damages.

"In my opinion, the United States are under

no obligation, moral or otherwise, to refuse citi-

zenship to the Indians, and the allotment to

them of their lands in severalty until a purchase

is made from the Ogden Land Cjmpany of this

alleged claim. As has before been said, the act

of making them citizens and allotting to them
their lands in severalty, completely evaporates,

in my opinion, this alleged claim of the Ogden
Land Company.

" It has been said that this alleged right of

pre-emption in the Ogden Land Company con-

stitutes a cloud upon the Indian title. In my
opinion, that cloud is not of sufficient density

to cause any serious embarrassment in the fu-

ture, or to be of any considerable value : and
the same will be entirely dissipated as soon as

the Indians are made citizens, and their lands,

which they and their heirs forever are permitted

to occupy, shall be allotted to them in severalty."

This opinion was dated in the Second Month
of the present year. An immediate effect pro-

duced by it has been the striking out in the

House of Representatives of an item of $250,-

OOQ, which had been inserted in the Indian Ap-
propriation bill, for the purchase by the United
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f the interest of the claim of the Ogden

Land Company.
(jr. J. O.

Philadelphia, Fifth Month, 1S9G.

The British Naval Budget.

PEACE SOCIETY'S APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM.

" March, 1896.

"Fellow Countrymen .—Less than two years

ago a memorial was promoted with the knowl-

edge and sympathy of the leaders of both the

political parties in this country, asking 'that

communications should be opened with the

European Powers, in order to ascertain whether

il may not be possible, as a first step toward ar-

resting the further growth of national arma-

and reducing burdens already almost in-

ile, to secure a common and general agree-

ment that, until the close of the century, no

State will sanction any increase of its military

and naval expenditure beyond the maximum of

the estimates of the present year.'

"This action was the outcome of a discussion

which was then in activity throughout Europe,

concerning the steady and alarming growth of

armaments, and expressed both the alarm oc-

casioned by that growth, and the desire to check

it in time.
" Owing to political changes and exigencies,

no opportunity was found of presenting that

Memorial (which represented altogether over

165,000 persons), and meanwhile the anxieties

and fears, and even the prudence, which made
bo many concur in it, and in the discussions

from which it arose, have apparently died away.
" For, the naval estimates which are now

under discussion, reveal a sudden and unpre-

Ci dented development of what Gladstone re-

cently called 'the monstrous and barbarous mili-

tarism ... in regard to which England
has to bear no small share of responsibility.'

"Evidence of this responsibility lies 'in the

fact that on every occasion of fresh expenditure

by this country, the military burdens of all our
neighbors have been at once made appreciably
heavier. What these mean the following figures

will show :

" In the interval between 1869 and 1892 the
annual cost of the armies and navies of Europe
ro-e i,,,,,, ci 16,702,583 to £200,050,000, and.
since then, to over £230,000,000. In 1872 the

national debts of Europe, which are almost en-

tirely the results of militarism, had reached the

ring sum of 84,689,014,000, whereas
now they have risen to over .£6,000,000,000,

and are still increasing, so that the period is

rapidly approaching, anticipated by M. Gam-
betta, when not only Frenchmen, but the whole
of Europe will all be ' beggars in front of a
barrack.'

"These enormous expenditures leave the
nation- engaged in this ' mad rivalry ' in rela-

tively the same position us before, while each
involves a permanent addition to the annual
expenditure.

"Our naval estimates for the present year
amount to the unparalleled -urn of nearly twen-
ty-two millions of pounds, which is £4,456,900
more th of the last year

$81, the Navy Vole was £10,-
511,840; in l.siH. Cll,l25.::o.s. with an addi-
tional El.428,571 for naval di fences; in 1895

I 000; and iii |S!Hi, C21,N20,000. It will
thus be seen that in fifteen years the annual
naval expenditure, besides the special vote of
£1,428,000, which went on for several years,
has more than doubli d.

"In addition to this, a special expenditure

has been determined upon for ship-building

and naval works of £17,450,000.
" Exclusive of this, however, the total ex-

penditure on the Army and Navy, which in

1881 was £25,784,000, is, as stated recently in

the House of Commons, over forty-one million

pounds, which, together with the twenty-four

millions for the National Debt, reaches the

enormous and unprecedented total of sixty-four

millions.

"Nothing has occurred during the year to

necessitate this enormous outlay, and what is

most noteworthy is that this enormous expendi-

ture is discussed with scarcely a word of regret

that such an outlay is believed to be necessary.

" If it were indeed essentia], it is not the less

a discredit to our international relations that it

should be necessary. But no necessity is sug-

gested. It is simply the inevitable result, the

direct and natural evolution, of that process of

growth which has been going on for years, and
is accepted as a matter of course.

"This society, however, looks upon the mili-

tary spirit and the military preparation and

defences of a nation as its weakness rather than

its strength, and considers all increase of mili-

tary establishments as tending rather to aug-

ment the probabilities of war than to diminish

them. But however this may be, the immediate

and inevitable results of this continuous devel-

opment of military preparations must be disas-

trous. It is a menace to the liberties of a coun-

try. It multiplies the elements which produce
the miseries and wretchedness of society. It

misapplies, and so wastes, the wealth of a nation,

which is imperatively required for the comfort

and even the sustenance of its enormous popu-
lations. It demoralizes the character of a na-

tion, and fosters the habit of looking upon
brute force as the final law of society, thus in-

stilling a doubt as to the supremacy and suffi-

ciency of moral forces. The very religious spirit

and character of the nation are necessarily in-

juriously affected by such developments, a fact

which is evidenced by the very silence with
which they are received, and by the tone of the

discussions by which they are promoted. Re-
liance on the right arm of force is inconsistent

with clear perception of, to say nothing of faith

in, anything higher.
" How long are these things, which are a

travesty and contradiction of the religion we
profess, and which contravene all the principles

of economic policy, to continue unchecked and
without protest?

"The present, when the tendency to mutual
distrust and menace has greatly increased, offers

a singular opportunity for this nation, foremost
among the civilized nations of the world, to

lead the way into a more rational system of in-

ternational intercourse, and, at the very zenith

of its power, to begin by reversing this mis-
taken and fatal policy of nations, so as to pro-
mote and to secure peace by preparing for

peace, by exhibiting to the world the illustrious

example of a simple reliance iu the practice of
universal justice and obedience to the Christian
law of universal love, to the entire exclusion of
all dependence upon brute force in the relations
existing between itself and the other nations of
the earth, and by promoting the adoption of a
legalized system of arbitration, which would
render war, in time to come, all but impossible."

Beak in mind that the man who lives on the
wrong side of the truth will be very apt to die
there.

For " The Frieh

The recent article in The Friend advoca

Insurance, particularly Life Insurance, was

ten from a worldly or mere business poir

view ; but is there not a religious or Chrii

standpoint from which comparatively few I

to look at this subject?

Risk and chance are familiar words in

nection with insurance, as they are also in

nection with lotteries and gambling. 1

words imply an uncertainty—a lack of ki

edge of future events : and is not insurai

speculation upon this uncertainty or wai

knowledge ? If all the future of our lives

known to us at the start, who that was to

to a good old age would insure his life?

that foresaw that his house would not be bu

would insure it? In wisdom the future is hit

from us; so that we can live only one day

time :
" Take therefore no thought for the

row ; for the morrow shall take thought foi

things of itself. Sufficient unto the day ii

evil thereof" (Matt, vi : 34).

Against Life Insurance the following o

tions are urged

:

1. It fosters and encourages the spir

speculation—the desire to acquire wealth

denly without giving any equivalent fo

This is the spirit of gambling, which ha

duced so many to become patrons of lottt

If a person lives to a certain age, it is cone

by the advocates of insurance that the am
of premiums, if otherwise invested, will pro

greater returns; but the uncertainty of li

considered ; hence the investor in insui

pays a part of his savings as a wager or sj

lation upon the length of his life. If he ha

other object than a prudent saving of a po

of his earnings, another form of invest

than insurance would be sought.

2. The operations of Life Insurance ms

beneficial in particular cases but are oppre

in others. The extreme poor, who most

the benefits of it, are entirely unable to pn

them. Many with larger incomes are al

pay the required premiums only for a

until they are thrown out of employmer

sickness and death in their families in

them in extraordinary expenses. Unable 1<

to meet the necessary payments, the insu:

lapses, and they suffer loss; besides being ui

to use their savings at a time when they

need them. The temptation to those thu

cumstanced is to keep up their insurance ;

expense of their grocer, baker, butcher

landlord—that is by not paying their hj

debts.

The article recently printed in The Fbj

gives figures, showing that many compani)

gaged in Life Insurance have found the I

ness very profitable, enabling them to cl

large sums among the stockholders, in ad',£

to the large salaries paid to the officer!

agents. If the poor are those who reeeivf

benefits of insurance (which is doubtec>

not the poor pay these large salaries andl

dends ?

3. Insurance is a temptation to crime*

has been found to be a not infrequent cab

it in some form or another. The news])j

and the court records often bring to our fi

criminal acts—suicide, murder, arson and H

crimes—the commission of which can 1)1

rectly traced to the temptation of insu M

The history of the notorious Holmes, re ill

executed in Philadelphia, is one among a HI

ber of striking examples that might be d 0<
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I parents have insured their children's lives

nilhen murdered them for the insurance.

IjBut, above all other objections to Life In-

ira--e for Christians, it is regarded as a dis-

•ifbf Divine Providence. When the farmer

afiieseed into the ground he does not depend
p^any uncertain chance, but upon Him who
jijetn his sun to rise on the evil and on the

jo< and sendeth rain on the just and the un-

I8|jand who hath said "seed time and har-

asjhall not fail." He cannot know whether
- il will be rewarded with much or little

;

iifche has been " diligent in business," as well

ilfrvent in spirit, serving the L'>rd," he may
Bllisured that his diligence will be rewarded
iAthat measure of prosperity which is best

r 1 u. However little we may know of the

itu ,
there is One who knows it all. Are we

i |ueve that the events of our lives depend
p«l uncertain chance? or rather that our
i^br holds them in his hand, and dispenses

has He sees meet? This appeal is written

iripse who believe in an over-ruling Provi-

snc— who accept the testimony of Christ:

i#not two sparrows sold for a farthing?

.mime of them shall not fall on the ground
unit your Father. But the very hairs of

MStead are all numbered. Fear ye not there-

«,;e are of more value than many sparrows
"

L x: 29-31). If He who numbers the

eclairs of our heads, sees best to remove us

onithis earth before we have had time and
[ipitunity to provide a store of worldly goods
irt'-i benefit of those who are dependent upon
>, uy we not trust that He will care for

K^from whom He removes us? He has said:

MBi'e thy fatherless children, I will preserve

KBjiIive ; and let thy widows trust in me "

Firjclix 11). "A father of the fatherless, and
jn'je of the widows, is God in his holy habi-

uSc" (Psal. lxviii: 5).

Dwe not distrust these declarations when we
Iteiinto an alliance with other men to pro-

bfcor our families in the event of our death ?

jo k not doubt the omnipotence of God or
is litherhood ?

•Tis whole subject should be carefully con-

fer! in the light of the " Sermon on the
[out"

I Uy not up for yourselves treasures upon
irtl where moth and rust doth corrupt, and
hef thieves break through and steal : but lay

p fr yourselves treasures in heaven, where
BJtlr moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where
lie's do not break through nor steal : For
hei your treasure is there will your heart be
Iso/Matt. vi : 19-21). " Therefore I say unto
ouXake no thought for your life, what ye
laleat or what ye shall drink ; nor yet for

oirbody, what ye shall put on. Is not the
fe ore than meat, and the body than rai-

wn 1

Behold the fowls of the air : for they
>w ot, neither do they reap, nor gather into
wr: yet your heavenly Father feedeth them,
-re.-e not much better than they? Which
' J.1 by taking thought can add one cubit
otrhig stature? And why take ye thought
•r iment? Consider the lilies of the field,

owhey grow ; they toil not, neither do they
>in And yet I say unto you, that even Solo-
•onn all his glory was not arrayed like one
ftkse. Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass
' B field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is

»stnto the oven, shall He not much more
«fc you, O ye of little faith? Therefore
raeao thought, saying, What shall we eat?
<", 'hat shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall

* 1 clothed ? (For after all these things do

the Gentiles seek): for your heavenly Father
knoweth that ye have need of all tin-— thinga.

But seek ye first the kingdom of God, ami his

righteousness; and all these things shall be

added unto you" (Matt, vi : 25 :;:; I.

For "The Friend."

The Salvation Army.

The articles under the above caption, which
appeared in recent numbers of The Friend
are calculated (uo doubt inadvertently) to cre-

ate some erroneous impressions as to our own
religious Society, as well as to the organization

named and its offshoot, the "American Volun-
teers." The larger part of the methods of these

organizations are mainly of such a character that

Friends cannot participate in them, but as is

the case with the Stundists of Russia, they hold

some views in common with ourselves which are

not accepted by any other sect. It is this, and
this only, that makes the "Army" an object of

interest to Friends.

Amid the flood tide of sacerdotalism and ma-
chine religion which has swept over the Protest-

ant world (affecting even ourselves, as indicated

in what is known as the pastoral system), the

Salvation Army has pleaded earnestly for a

cross-bearing religion, and has almost touched

bottom as to the true call to the Christian min-

istry. It repudiates the notion that scholastic

education is necessary to engage in preaching,

and holds that, when the Master calls, sufficient

ability goes with the call for all practical pur-

poses. It denies the necessity of what are known
as the sacraments, and in some other particu-

lars, especially as respects preaching by women,
sees further than most sects. It is entitled to

our sympathy as far as it holds to views in har-

mony with our own, but there our sympathy
must stop, and we should be careful not to par-

ticipate in its meetings and thus violate our

principles. The putting forward of a paid min-

ister as an authority in one of the articles ad-

verse to the Salvation Army, seems to give to

such individuals a standing before our mem-
bers which is hurtful. This critic is a certain

" Rev." John B. Devins, a preacher in the Pres-

byterian sect, who conducts a " mission" in jSew

York City. The grounds of his objection are

wholly different and in an opposite direction to

our own. He deplores the fact that he and his

kind do not get the money which goes to the less

expensive and more effective work of those he

criticises. He assails them for views which they

hold in common with ourselves. He sneers at

their humble dress and self-denying life, and
pleads for the expensive and fashionable cloth-

ing, which he is pleased to call " becoming," of

those who work with himself.

He claims that the Salvation Army has won
away from other denominations, by flattery, at

least twenty-five persons within his own ob-

servation. Flattery is largely used by the class

known among us as hireling ministers, but it is

difficult to understand how it could be a factor

in drawing persons to this organization. He
does not tell, and it is likely he would not be
able to comprehend, what is most probably the

case, that these persons so " won away" were
mere nominal Christians, who had never known
an awakening before, a typical ease of which is

that of Maud Charlesworth, the daughter of an

Episcopal clergyman, occupying an excellent

social position, who was brought up in fashion-

able life, and knew only the machine religion of

her sect. When the great awakening came to

her, she tore the rings from her jewelled fingers.

cast her fashionable attire aside, and from that

time to this baa lived a life of Belf-denial and

cross-bearing with the lowly, which mi

to shame some among our own highly professing

Society.

So far as the work of our critic in thi

of New York is concerned, he mainly pursues

the same methods that Friends object to in the

Salvation Army, and a very large part of what
he condemns in that organization i- what we, as

Friends, would approve.
This is evident from one principal line of his

attack, which is as much aimed at Friends as

at the Salvation Army. This is what our
" reverend" critic says :

" The pastor of a leading church in thi- city

was invited to speak at a parlor conference,

where the work of the Army was to be consid-

ered. Before he accepted the invitation, he

wrote to the prominent official who invited him,

asking the attitude of the Army on these points:

(1) The sacraments of baptism and the Lord's

Supper; (2) The ministry of the Word."
"The reply was diplomatically worded, and

was in substance: '(1) We do nut observe the

sacraments mentioned, but we have whatwe
consider a substitute for them' [that is, a spir-

itual baptism and supper]; '(2) We have no
ordained ministry, but we have what we con-

sider a substitute for that' [that is, a ministry

under direct spiritual call].

" The pastor did not speak at the confer-

ence !"

" When it is considered that the command of

the Saviour to his disciples to baptize all na-

tions in the name of the Father and the Son
and the Holy Ghost is deliberately set aside aud
another service substituted, and that the com-
mand to observe the Lord's Supper is appar-

ently disregarded, the statement that the Army
is a rival of the Church [that is, of the sects

that are sacramentarians] will hardly be ques-

tioned."

Those of us who reject all priestly interfer-

ence and hold to direct spiritual communion
through Christ alone, can give no weight to the

sentiments of such a writer. His attitude is

that of seeking to strike down an organization

which rejects piiestcraft, a system which our

religious Society has ever testified against, and
which is to be justly considered among the

greatest obstacles to the advancement of true

Christianity.

My object in this paper is not only to point

out some particulars in which the Salvation

Army holds principles in harmony with our

own, but also to discourage our members from

taking part in its meetings, on the one hand,

or giving countenance to views of religious

thought represented by such persons as John
B. Devins on the other. If our members engage
in the services of the Salvation Army, they are

certainly travelling in the opposite direction to

those worthy people and descend to a lower

plane than that maintained by our Society.

If they attend at places of worship where a

paid ministry is supported, or give countenance

to views generally promulgated under such min-

istry, they descend to a still lower level. Such
is especially the case with the Episcopal persua-

sion, which maintains an advanced form of

human priesthood, wdiere true religion is held

much in bondage under ceremonial observances.

G. V.
Bkyn- Mawr, Fifth Month 20th, 1896.

In order to be satisfied even with the best

people, we need to be content with ii
j;

bear a great deal.
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The Eruption of

BY SEK.EN0 E. BISHOP.

After over fifteen years of inaction, the sum-

mit crater of our greater volcano, Mauna Loa,

i- again in magnificent activity. Several per-

a large party, who visited the scene

lately, have returned' and reported their ex-

periences.

The last summit eruption of the great moun-

tain was at the time of the immense lava stream

of 1880-'81, which ran for nine months, extend-

ing forty-five miles, burying some twenty square

miles of country with about ten feet of average

depth of rock,"and nearly reaching Hilo Bay
and town. It happily exhausted its force be-

fore damaging either the valuable harbor or the

beautiful village. This flow had its source in

a fissure torn open by the force of the eruption

on the northeast flank of the mountain about

one thousand five hundred feet lower than the

summit. Most of the summit eruptions force

an outside escape in that fashion although, as in

the present case, they occasionally discharge

entirely within the great caldera pit of Moku-
aweoweo, which yawns broadly in the centre of

the summit plateau with an area of about four

square miles and an average depth of five hun-
dred feet.

There was, however, an intermediate eruption

on the great Kau spur of the mountain at Kah-
uka in 1887. This burst out with immense vio-

lence, about six thousand feet up, and ran for

a week ten miles to the sea, where it built out

about three hundred acres of new laud into

deep water. I tramped over some of this the

day after it ceased running, looking into crevices

whose interior was still at white heat.

As might be expected after so long a rest, the
new eruption has appeared in immense force.

It first appeared on Fourth Month 21st, soon
after midnight, in the form of a column of bril-

liant fire projected from the summit some four
thousand feet aloft, where it fanned out into a
' j-i bi dy of dark smoke. It was so seen from
both Hilo and Kawaihae, each over forty miles
in a direct line. It was seen at the same moment
from a steamer leaving Molokai, one hundred
and thirty miles away, as a bright vertical line,

suddenly appearing a little above the horizon.
The bright glow on the clouds above the erup-
tion has since been a conspicuous object, not
only at Lahaina, one hundred and ten miles,

bul ale i on heights near Honolulu, one hundred
and eighty mile- away.

That initial lire-column seems to have lasted
about four days, when the fire fountains sub-
sided below the walls of the crater, and the
heavy pall of -moke disappeared, to be succeed-
ed by the usual volcano-cloud of steam, always
overhanging great heated masses and brightly
reflecting their glow. Such invariable vapor-
cloud owes its existence to the indraft of air
over the fire, which air, becoming heated, rises,

and, reaching a sufficient height and rarefying,
precipitates its former burden of water vapor
in the form of cloud. Such an isolated mass of
white , loud always hangs about one thousand
11 ''' '"' the Ealeamaumau cra-
ter at Kilauea. Such a cloud now nightly flings
out it- fiery banner over Mokuav

ruption having thus finished its initial
explosive Btage, has now settled down to its re-
gular work of vomiting up an enormous ll 1

:i ,:1 ™. This i into the
1

'era, instead of bursting oul in the
usual way and pouring down the outside of the

mountain to menace and, perhaps, devastate

villages and plantations which have grown up

on districts desolated by the ejecta of the vol-

cano in former periods. While it is not impos-

sible that the lava may even yet find such an

outlet, it seems more likely that the initial ex-

plosion being exhausted, no force remaining will

be adequate to rend open the mountain side to

create the required outlet,

What was seen lately in the bottom of the

caldera pit was a fire lake of one thousand five

hundred by nine hundred feet, or about thirty

acres area of live lava, surrounded by a fresh

overflow of cooled lava, covering about one

square mile. The lake was constantly brim-

ming over its built-up rim of twenty feet in

height. Near the middle of the lake, about four

hundred feet apart, rose two colossal fountains

of lava, which were about one hundred and fifty

feet in diameter at the base, and stood quite

steadily at a height of two hundred and fifty feet.

The dimensions were carefully estimated by an
engineer expert. The bodies of these fountains

were composed of massive lava which fell with

terrific crash into the lake. From the top of

the fountains feathered up copious discharges of

fire-spray sometimes one hundred feet higher,

as well as bombs hurled in parabolic lines, often

to a height of four hundred feet.

In order to form any clear apprehension of

the character of this eruptive action, it seems
necessary to understand something about the

true nature of the force which generates this

stupendous activity. The dimensions of the two
fountains enable one easily to estimate that five

hundred thousand cubic feet, or sixty thousand
tons of molten rock, are projected out of the

earth's interior every second. And this im-

mense weight has been forced to a height of thir-

teen thousand five hundred feet above the sea-

level, in addition to the estimated twenty-five

miles of thickness of the earth's crust. The
molten stream rushes out of the shaft, or duet,
in which it ascends, at a speed of one hundred
feet in a second, or over one mile in a minute.
Here is an enormous, continuous, steady force

to be accounted for. What is it?

After long personal observation of volcanic
phenomena and study of various theories, it

seems to me that the true key to the nature of
this mighty upheaving force is to be found in a
sentence in the Krakatoa Report of the Royal
Society written by the eminent volcano special-

ist, J. W. Judd

:

"As I shall show when I proceed to discuss
the nature of the materials ejected from Kraka-
toa, the cause of the eruptive action was due to

the disengagement of volatile substances actual-

ly contained in those materials' (p. 27—italics

by Judd).
The truth seems clear that the whole of the in-
tensely heated molten interior mass of our globe
is saturated with gases, minutely incorporated
with the molecules of its metallic elements, just
as a meteoric stone is found to be saturated with
hydrogen and other gases occluded in its mole-
cules. The nebulous disk which generated the
globes of the solar system was doubtless itself

generated by the ingathering and collision of
vast meteoric streams, heavily charged with
gases. Metals and volatile substances were in-
discriminately borne together into the interior
of the resulting fiery spheres, and have never
since been separated.

Our globe is thus beneath its thin crust a
molten mass of metallic compounds surcharged
with volatile element-, all in a state of such in-
tense heat that the latter will at once leap into

the gaseous state, the instant that pressure i

moved. Since the magma is of a glassy, v
constitution, an enormous effervescence oi

viscid fluid ensues. When an opening thn

some fissure in the crust occurs, the molten
pours forcibly up in a fiery foam. Wher
struction to escape exists, as is invariabl;

case, from the shaft being clogged, or from w
interposing, the gases accumulate, and at le

burst out with the terrific explosions v

usually begin eruptions. As Judd says of

katoa

:

" The checking of the activity, by the ii

into the molten mass of vast quantities of

sea water, would have the same effect as fs

ing down the safety valve of a steam b
while the fires below were maintained in

activity."

Hence, as in the present eruption, the

action is highly explosive, and a vast boi

commingled rock and gases leaped high

the air in a brilliant fire column, expandir

its summit into a vast bulk of dense smoke
posed of its lighter constituents, the heavie

Sing back to the surface. While this est-

violence soon ceased, a strong effervescence

continues in the emerging lava, as is shorn

the feathering spray upon the summits o

fountains. Such effervescent condition I

variably exhibited in the fresh lavas of Kil 1

whose surface is composed of several incl

depth of irridescent, dark glassy foam orsj

of great beauty. This sponge is filled with

vesicles or bubbles. In the surface rock i

lava flows, the stone is extremely vesiculai

a sponge, showing it originally to have '

minutely pervaded with gases.

Keeping Faith With the Children

"If that's a falsehood, mamma," said a

who had been reproved for making a net

excuse, "you told one yourself last

Mrs. B . You said you would meet I

three o'clock, and you stayed by the fire

ing till it was too late, and then sent 1

you had been unavoidably detained."

A mother had promised to assist in tl I

teriainment of some working girls, but fi |

disinclined when the evening arrived, si
j

sired to excuse herself. " But you proij

mamma," pleaded her young daughter, 1

those girls will be so disappointed. Theji
disappointed at the last meeting because E

S said she would talk to them, and a

sent word she was ' quite worn out.'
"

Boys and girls in business life often talll

sons in bad faith from employers. " Wbl
you not tell Mr. C that we had r&fl

his letter?" asked a man of a girl clerk, 'fl

could I tell him what was not true?" '1

has not been long enough in busines g
said a lad from his desk. " Hereafter fl

, when you have any little difficult; f(

your conscience, just call on me, and I'll 9 M
for you."

Some who would be shocked by direct
Hj

hood are careless about keeping promise 8*

betray confidences without scruple. Ifthe U|

people under their influence do not lea' »

path of truth altogether, they walk it <*

tainly.

A woman who was about to undergo a f
ration that might prove fatal, rememb'i*

few moments before the entrance of tl'Sj

geons, that she had not fulfilled a promislj

case of her death, or long illness, excuse M
be made for her, but a girl had trusted h(M
failure to keep her word might caui'l
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fig friend serious embarrassment. Her neg-

Hfthed through her mind, as thought flashes

ktreme emergency. She rose from her bed,

hti the necessary letter in her desk, wrote

m directions, and, a moment later, heard the

Ethat announced the arrival of the surgeons,

hishe had been faithful to her promise.

ILschool teacher had resigned her position,

«was about to move to another town. On
Bast day in the primary department, she

Si an apple from a little fellow, promising to

efn it to him after school. So many things

fended her attention, that her promise es-

:i] 1 her mind, until she suddenly recalled it

Tie evening. The night was cold, the snow

deep, and there were heavy drifts on the

Btry roads to the child's home. But none

Itese things moved her. She had to leave

,01 by an early morning train, and she could

lotwe "sure that any one in the house would

nil a promise to take the boy an apple with

mssage from her. So she selected a rosy one,

, n < -et out through the drifts, arriving at the

jttge with her dress crusted with snow. The

itt fellow was wide awake in bed in the com-

ijsitting-room and bed-room. At the sound

Air voice, he stood up in his night-dress, and

rii ,
" Oh ! it's teacher, and she's brought my

ipjii. She always does what she says."

jt's too bad you should have had such a

Bip through the snow, ma'am, for a little

;ii;- like that," said the mother ;
" but he has

foiled terrible about that apple. I never re-

Sjber his talkin' so about anything before."

* 'th! dear Mrs. Arnold," said the teacher, in

Styer voice, " I don't think it's a little matter

leak a promise to a child. He has always

lued me, and I cannot tell what harm I might

fiim if I betrayed his trust. My own father

Jltnother broke no promises to their children

Mi. try to honor their memory by keeping

ait with others."

*-4id as she went out of the door, she heard

hery of the child, " I knew teacher would do

riil she said."

—

M. Bourchier Sandford in Sun
ktfehool Time.?.

A Reminiscence.

living recently read in the Philadelphia

Fe:nd an article on the subject of "Dealing
r7h Offenders," it brought to my remembrance
locurnstanee related to me about forty years

»g(oy one that had been an offender. My in-

ibrant being at the time a much older man
'.ha I was made it the more impressive, I think,

»n iy mind. We were alone, at work, when
ae marked, " In my early manhood I became
»n iject of disciplinary censure in the Society

)f riends. I knew when I did the act that

nic would be the case, but I cared not, neither

lie. intend to make an acknowledgment. The
meings travailed in the case, a committee vis-

pme, and 1 withstood them, feeling no dispo-

sing whatever to make any acknowledgment.
Th- reported to the Monthly Meeting that it

wa.heir sense that a testification be issued, with
*hh the meeting united, and a nomination
•fabeing made for that purpose, when," says

mjinformant, "thy father proposed that the

meing wait a little on the young man, per-

ha a change may take place in his feelings,

"hh," says my informant, " when I heard, I

thtght very unlikely.

I The case was continued in the committee,
*il thy father added to it. When we met I felt

»ei resolute, but thy father was clothed with
>U( authority that he at once broke down all

m
) trong defence, and I was directly willing,

yea, glad, to make a full acknowledgment, and

I retained a very warm feeling for thy father

ang as he lived, and have often thought that

it' it had not been for him, I should most likely

have remained a man of the world all my days."

My father lived to see this individual in the

station of a minister, aud travelled with him as

companion. I have seen them sit side by side

in meeting many times, and knew the speaker

to the end of his days. Wm. Dewees.

International Arbitration.

The Second Conference on International Ar-

bitration was held at Mohonk Lake, N. Y., on

Sixth Mouth 3rd, 4th and 5th, 1896, and was at-

tended by. a large number of influential citizens

prominent in their various callings—jurists,

lawyers, educators, ministers of the Gospel and

men of affairs—ex-Senator George B. Edmunds,
of Vermont, presiding. A business committee

was appointed to shape the action of the con-

ference, aud to follow up its work during the

year, consisting of Dr. Lyman Abbott, of Brook-

lyn ; Samuel B. Capen, of Boston ; Rubert M.
Johnson, associate editor of the Century; John B.

Garrett, of Philadelphia ; Robert Treat Paine,

of Boston ; Judge John H. Steiness, of Rhode
Island, and Benjamin F. Trueblood, of Boston.

Hodgson Pratt, of England, chairman of the

International Peace and Arbitration Associa-

tion of Great Britain, was present, and gave an

interesting accouut of the progress of this move-

ment, both in Great BritaTn and on the Conti-

nent of Europe, and stated that the House of

Commons had recently unanimously passed a

resolution in favor of arbitration. Dr. Martin,

who has for many years been the head of an

educational institution in China, and author of

several books translated into the Chinese and

Japauese language, expressed the belief that

promptly after the adoption of a tribunal of

arbitration between the United States and Great

Britain, Japan would apply to participate in

this movement and this mode of settling inter-

national differences.

The following questions were presented by the

business committee as central topics of discus-

sion :

" Is a permanent tribunal for the settlement of

international controversies desirable and prac-

ticable '!"

"Should it be urged, at first, fur English-

speaking people only, or for other nations

also ?"

" How shall such a court be constituted?"
" Is any increase of our army, navy or forti-

fications needed at. the present time?"
" What measures can be taken at the pres-

ent time to develop public opinion in this coun-

try in favor of the substitution of law for war in

the settlement of international controversies ?"

These subjects were discussed from every

point of view with great ability, and while it

was acknowledged that there were some d

culties in the way of an international court or

tribunal, they were not considered insurmount

able, and the general consensus of opinion was

that such a tribunal would be established be-

tween the United States and Great Britain, and

the United States and France, in the near fu-

ture.

The following declaration was adopted and

directed to be sent to President Cleveland and

other members of the government, and the busi-

ness committee were requested to bring the

matter to the attention of members of Congress,

the press and others, that these views may be

thoroughly disseminated :

" In the >< tfclemenl of i» n mal

civilization has substituted the appeal to law

for the appeal to force, it is liL'h time for a

titution of law for war in the settle-

ment of controversies between nations. Law
establishes justice, war simply demonstrates

power. Such a substitution of law for war re-

quires a permanent tribunal to which all na-

tions may appeal. Its personnel may change,

but its judicial life should be continuous. Its

mere existence would often prevent controver-

sy, and its decision would become a recognized

interpretation of international law. It would

not impair the sovereignty, lessen the dignity,

nor hazard the honor or safety of any nation.

The enforcement of its judgment might be

safely left to the moral obligations of the na-

tion concerned and the moral sentiments of

mankind.
"Such tribunal should be so constituted that

all civilized nations may, if they choose, by ad-

hering to the treaty constituting it, avail them-

selves of its benefits. Disarmament of the

nations should follow such recognition of, and
provision for, the reign of reason over the pas-

sions of mankind.
"The facts that during the past year the

Inter-Parliamentary Peace Union, containing

parliamentary representatives from fourteen

European powers, has formulated a plan for an

international tribunal ; that France has offici-

ally proposed to this country a permanent treaty

of arbitration, and that it is semiofficially re-

ported that negotiations are pending between

the United States and Great Britain for a simi-

lar treaty, justify the belief that the way is now
open to create between this country and Great

Britain, and between this country and France,

and perhaps other powers also, some permanent

system of judicial arbitration as to the essential

safeguard of civilization.

" We assure President Cleveland that a great

majority of his countrymen will hail the con-

summation of such a treaty as the auspicious

harbinger of welfare to the world, assuring

peace among leading nations, security and ex-

pansion to industry and commerce, steadier

employment at more remunerative wages to

workingmen, more exalted civilization, a con-

dition of the world more in accord with the en-

lightened conscience of man and the loving will

of God.
" We earnestly call upon statesmen, ministers

of every faith, the newspaper and periodical

press, colleges and schools, Chambers of Com-
merce and Boards of Trade, organizations of

workingmen, and upon all good men and women,

to exert their influence in favor of this move-

ment, both in making known to the President

their desire for a permanent tribunal and in

helping to create a larger public sentiment

against war, which shall be an efficient and

constant support of the new judicial system thus

to be founded."

It is encouraging to observe that these prin-

ciples, which the Society of Friends, from its

rise, have upheld, and for which many of its

members have suffered, are being generally

recognized, and will probably soon be adopted,

by some of the leading nations of the earth.

"Canst thou imagine a more desirable condi-

tion ofmind than that ofWilliam Dewsbury, who,

on his death-bed, said, 'The life that dwells in

this mortal tabernacle ascends above all, out of

the reach of death, hell and the grave, and im-

mortality and eternal life are my crowu for

ever aud ever.'
"

—

Extract from a Letter.
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Items.

London Yearly Meeting.—The following account

of the proceedings of London Yearly Meeting is

' Friend.

In reference to the epistles received from the

Smaller Bodies in America, that Journal, under

the heading. ''The Sound Yearly Meetings of the

Western States," has the following editorial :

" We would particularly call the attention of our

readers to the admirable Epistles from the Western

and Kansas Yearly Meetings with which we at

present refuse to maintain church relations. They

are broad and catholic in spirit, quiet and precise

in their statements about the methodising ot the

Society of Friends. Here are authoritative Yearly

Meeting documents eudorsing all that has appeared

in these pages for years past, regarding the relapse

of the West. Our correspondents are naturally in

doubt about how far we have in England gone

along the same path, as we continue ' fraternal re-

lations ' with the pastoral congregations. The fact

that we do so can only be explained by lack of

knowledge of the real situation on the part of most

Friends, and a correspondingly feeble interest in

it ; whilst the difficulty of ' drawing the line ' is felt.

The best way for us, as this journal has long urged,

would be to write a letter to all who bear the name
of Friends, which by its very universality, would

show its non-committal character. Ultimately,

perhaps, the pastors will disown us. The weighty

words of the Kansas Epistle, pointing out how we
have, under misleading advice, helped the decay

of Quakerism, and thrown our weight against its

suffering supporters, is painful reading; and we
deserve every word of it. Nevertheless, our Friends

in Kansas may rest assured that a large majority

of the Friends in England would belong to their

body if they lived among them. It is instructive

to note that the doctrines objected to by the

Friends who separated are just those denials of

essential Quakerism which seem to go with a paid

pastorate. The presence of the Holy Spirit is

limited to ' the converted,' and the preseut opera-

tions of the Living Spirit are crushed by a use of

the Bible, impossible to those acquainted with its

history and true meaning.
" We sent six Epistles, but have only received

three replies. We understand that two have not
had time to send their answer yet. Ohio decided
not to reply because the letter was addressed to an
individual, not to the Ohio Yearly Meeting. It is

a title they cherish, and it is surely better to ad-
dress letters as the recipients wish to be addressed.
Such was, we are sure, the wish of our Yearly
Meeting.
"This is one of the symptoms of the only par-

tially representative character of London Yearly
Meeting. Its arrangements are such as can only
1"' nut by the wealthy and the leisured. They
were not so intended, but changed circumstances
make most of our members unable to spend a fort-

night or even a week in London in Fifth Month.
Four hundred men is a very large sitting of the
meeting, two hundred and fifty is a common num-
ber to have present, and this year the Epistles
from the smaller bodies were read in a thin meet-
ing of far less than that number. They were, un-
intentionally it is true, relegated to the fag end of
an evening sitting instead of forming part of the
material for the discussion of the whole American
correspondence. Their weighty testimony bad
actually nut Keen given to the meeting when it

was decided to write once more to the ' Friends'
Church.' This was not a fair arrangement."

It appends the Epistles from Western and Kan-
sas \ early Meeting to its narrative of the Yearly
Meeting. They are as follows:

" nil. EPISTLES lltOM THE SOUND YEARLY
MEETING8.

" From Western Yearly Meeting of Friends, held
at Sugar I Ireok.near Plainlichl, Hendricks County,
Indiana, by adjournments from the 7th to the 10th
inclusive, of Tenth Month, 1895.

" I'o London Yearly Meeting of Friends.
"Dear Priendt :— Your short communication

addressed to this meeting was received and read.
" v^'e have thi

i ighi to the re m-
brance of year- past, when we were accustomed to

ith interest and profit to Epistles issued byisten

your meeting.
" Dear Friends, you say you deplore these sepa-

rations. We most 'sincerely deplore that cause for

them existed, and that there should ever have

been a necessity for parting asunder the strong

ties which bound us as with a three-fold cord, to

those with whom we were in Christian fellowship.

But we rejoice in the realization that there is a

bond of union, even a precious and invisible bond,

that extends to and binds together, all of whatever

creed and profession who in truth and sincerity

love the Lord Jesus, and walk in his way as it is

ade known to them.
"Our worthy predecessor, Robert Barclay, in

writing of Church government and fellowship, says,

Now I say, we being gathered together into the

belief of certain principles and doctrines, without

any restraint or worldly respect, but by the mere
force of truth upon our hearts, these principles and
doctrines, and the practices necessarily depending
upon them are, as it were, the terms that have
drawn us together, and the bond by which we be-

came centered into one body and fellowship and
distinguished from others.'

" We recognize this as the proper and necessary

basis for theoutward union ororganization,and that

only as this basis is preserved in good degree,

that we or any organization, can consistently main-
tain fraternal relations as co-ordinate branches of

the church.

Dear Friends, this bond has been broken. Not
only so, but the breach is evidently widening. We
desire to call your attention to the following extracts

from a document entitled ' A Testimony for Truth,'

ssued by our Meeting for Sufferings in 1878, a few
months after the separation in the Yearly Meeting,
which briefly sets forth some of the causes which led

thereto, to wit, ' Much of the teaching of the min-
istry for some years past has been diverging from
the doctrines held by early Friends, and tending
to weaken the faith of the rising generation in the

ty of living that humble, self-denying, cross-

bearing life that our Saviour declared his followers

should live ; and as the minds of the people became
prepared for it, the teaching assumed a more de-

cided and definite form, tending to undermine
some of the fundamental doctrines of Christianity

;

denying that there is any light, seed or grace in

man to show him the wickednesses of his heart,

and lead him to repentance and amendment of
life, till he is converted. Also, that we need not
look for any further revelation of the will of God
to man, than we find recorded in the Holy Scrip-
tures, and that they are the primary rule of faith

and doctrine. The various changes which have
taken place in our meetings for Divine worship
within a few years past, we cannot believe are in
the ordering of Divine wisdom, nor owned by the
Head of the Church ; as the practice of reading
the Scriptures and commenting on them ; also the
use of hymn-books and the formal singing of
hymns. In some meetings, a minister or other in-
dividual assumes the prerogative of governing or
leading the exercise of the meeting by calling on
this or that person for some special vocal exercise— in prayer, exhortation, singing, or in giving
their experience to the congregation, and checking
others who may have a message from the Master to
the people, thus virtually denying the headship of
Christ in the Church. Also the practice of minis-
ters calling certain classes of individuals to the
altar or mourners' bench to be prayed for, and as-
signing this service of prayer to some person or
persons who are expected to engage in the exer-
cise, whether they have felt any moving of the
Holy Spirit thereto or not, and often calling on
the congregation to manifest, by rising to their
feet, their love for Jesus, that they are saved, and
saved now, or some similar proposition. Many of
this class of meetings have been held under the
immediate care of the Yearly Meeting and its Com-
mittees, and received the sanction and encourage-
ment ot that meeting regardless of the serious ob-
jection of many Friends to such a course.'

"These teachings have borne their legitimate
fruit, so that now there is an almost complete
abandonmenl of many of the most prominent
distinguishing features of the Society of Friends

"Now it is common with those from whom
were separated, for Ministers to euter into a b

gain, and contract their time and service as a M
ister for a certain stipulated sum of .noney. Ta<
with the arranging and publication of a program,
for the varied services of a meeting, includ

ministry, prayer and singing by a select ch>i

with the teaching and practice of vocal and .

strumental music, constitute in our estimation

near a complete abandonment of the princi

and essence of true spiritual worship, that it is

palling when performed and sanctioned by th

called Friends.
"How far your members individually or

church collectively sanction and encourage th'

things, we have but little information, ei

through your continued fraternal greetings, i

intercourse with those meetings.
" Yet we have grounds for assurance there

yet a goodly number who have not followed th

delusions. For such our earnest yearning
prayers are that you may be preserved, i

we beseech you, stand steadfast to the law and >

of our God as by his everlasting power it is

vealed unto you. In steadfastness to Him,
protecting wing will cover you. In bufferings i/

perils and trials of your faith He will be ron

about you.
" Notwithstanding our strippedness and bu

ings, we have often been sensible of the lo

favor of the Lord. Our assemblies are often

ered as by his majesty and power, and we b

been made to rejoice in the excellency of his t

" Signed by direction and on behalf of the
'

ing, " Abel H. Blackburn,
" Sarah Ann Johnson, Clerk

"FROM KANSAS.
" To London Yearly Meeting.

" Dear Friends.—Your epistle of greeting I

love was received and read by unanimous cons!

in our Yearly Meeting. It brought afresh to I

minds of many of us the time from childhood
J

to seventeen years ago, when we heard with ui
j

the annual counsel of your General 1'pistle, 1

after so long a silence it was a comfort to n I

feel a clear sense of unity with your declaratio; I

our common faith.
" More than all else, both before and after I

separation, we have been closely tried in the
]

fence of the doctrines and principles of wore I

so clearly set forth in your epistle to us.
" You say that Christ is ' the true light i

lighteth every man that cometh into the wo;

I

and that his spirit is given to all men to I

them to Him, and that no other guidance or hi I

ship should be known amongst us, or in our ml
ings for worship, but the power and guidancl
Christ as our only Head.

" In your General Epistle of 1893 you sa< I

support of the doctrine of a prophetic minis 1
that it should not be confined by human arrai£

ment, that it ought to be, and you believe it is I

from that professional assumption which someti i

hinders the access of the gospel to the heart)!

men. We can and do fully unite with these cflS

testimonies to the truth of these fundamental I
trines of our faith.

" It may be of interest to you to learn officijF

from us that it was the ever proceeding encro H

ments upon, and the laying waste of these priK

pies by the controlling element in the bodies 'I

which you correspond in America that brougbU
through suffering and sorrow to the place w H
we felt it our duty to withdraw ourselves ra?t

than abandon the practices and mode of wor.p

consistent with these doctrines.

"If you are rightly informed of the condit"

now prevailing in the bodies with which you *

respond in America, by which these precious ] I
tuples have been laid waste, and have not ffl

misinformed for the last twenty years, it is diffijH

for us to understand how, if under the sense i^

full measure of your accountability for these *i

ditions, which to a large degree have beenrW
possible by your official recognition, you caW
clearly uphold the truth in word and so aid in I*

ing it waste by your official action. You will I
with us as we say with Christian frankness, at

»
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.efcfer love, that during all these years ol our suf-

eriLr testimony for these truths, we have keenly
what all the great weight of your prestige as

jjtaother Yearly Meeting of Friends, has been
awn in the balance against us by your official

ujjn with most of the American Yearly Meetings.
•j'aul ' withstood Peter to the face,' because he
but again the tilings he once destroyed.' If such

i p test was by Divine inspiration required from
mjipostle against another in order to maintain
Mlmre principles of the Gospel in the apostolic

Sjvve feel that faithfulness to duty demands no
eipf us to-day against a like encroachment on
heruth.

Iwe deplore the necessity that makes separa-

ioia remedy for worse evils in the church ; but
vlj we behold how the old worship has passed
.\vi, and human arrangement and forms of wor-
Hjhave taken its place ; and the rapid growth of
Iforinciple of Episcopalian supervision of the
ikry, under the specious guise of ' pastorates,'

UMsuperintendents ' among those with whom we
MB once in fellowship, we feel in view of this

filling of the breach that the time of our union
i#)them is now as remote as it has ever been

;

btjfBcial arrangement and supervision of the
nwtry so prevail at this time that no union is

HBjble, without the entire abandonment on our
mot our waiting worship, and a waiting minis-
rt^rawu from the congregation by the fresh

triOiting of the Holy Spirit.

fye can adopt with thanksgiving the words of
rodGeneral Epistle this year :

' That a delightful

<ebf of the Lord's presence has been with us in

JuWearly Meeting.'

"|he weight of this covering in some of our
learns has never been exceeded in our experi-
mp We hail it with gladness, as an evidence of
itrjiewed visitation to our people. A precious
Kill of this Divine power rested upon us during
te|onsideration of your Epistle. And we ac-
epd it as a Divine testimony that a large part of
rouYearly Meeting are truly in unity with us in

hejirinciples of our common faith, and we can
ru; say to you, that our love for the truth is such,

iwjf the time shall ever come, that fellowship with
KiflYearly Meeting does not involve any iucon-
listkcy in our relation to the truth, we would re-

oiqto renew and continue the official connection
)f (jier years with London Yearly Meeting. Until
wcja time shall come, we are unable to see how
ihejause of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
x>» be advanced by such official relationship.

'Relieving as we do, in all sincerity, that the
writ of the disintegration, going on since 18*),

» tiich you refer in your Epistle to us, depends
rerflargely on the future attitude of your Yearly
Medng toward the now existing conditions in the
oocl'S with which you correspond in America, we
welarnestly desirous that the counsels of Divine
wislim may so wholly prevail in the future, that
itite power and love of the Gospel, you may so
plai judgment on all that now leads away from
onijncient principles, that from this time we may
witftss a renewed gathering to them under the
lea^rship of Christ Jesus as our Holy Head.
"Inder a fresh sense of the weight of the words

iveitpress, we hope that we with you may so dwell
in lie measure of life, and mind the same things,
tliajf in anything we be otherwise minded, God
iha reveal even this unto us; so that, in the
uni- of the one Spirit and in the bond of peace,
wenay again become one people. With a saluta-
tiowf love, we remain your Friends,
^igned by direction of Kansas Yearly Meeting,
'jEVI Bowles, Hannah M. Vernon, Clerks;

Ek h Carter, Varck, Kan; Andrew Hinsiiaw,
Ala J. Smith, Emporia."

(To be concluded.)

*ili and Argentina.—While the question of ar-
oittion is being discussed so widely, it is of in-
ter,t to hear that Chili and Argentina have re-
cery afforded a practical illustration of its ap-
P'ltion to a frontier dispute which threatened to
invlve the Governments concerned in a serious
qusrel. Happily, however, the two Governments
(inlieir acknowledged response to the invitation
of ie English Peace Society), determined to try

arbitration as a settlement of tlnir dispute, and
an appeal was accordingly made t" tin- Pope to

act as arbitrator. The Catholic Times states that

the Pope immediately accepted the overtures, and
instructed the Archbishop of Santiago in < hili, and
the Archbishop of Buenos Ay res in Argentina, to

examine the claims of each Bide on the Bpot. The
result was entirely satisfactory. The two arch-

bishops drew up a report as the basis of an ar-

rangement between the two countries, and its rati-

fication by Leo XIII. was finally accepted by both
Governments.

—

Herald of Peace.

A Clerical Dialogue Forty Yearn Ago.—Susanna
Corder was travelling in a stage coach in England
with three fellow passengers, one an elderly man
who proved to be a minister of the Establishment,
and the others two collegians from Oxford. The
latter engaged earnestly in conversation on the at-

tempts which they alleged were being made to in-

troduce Popery into the University. After some
time, the clergyman exclaimed, "Young men, I

believe if it had not been for the Society of Friends,

the Church would have been in papacy long since."
" How, sir ;

what do you mean ?" " Why, I mean
that the fact of a Society maintaining the principle

of the uselessness and undesirability of all form in

the worship of the Almighty, has prevented us

from going to the length to which we might other-

wise have gone; and I further believe the day is

coming when our altars, crosses, robes and sur-

plices, and much more of our paraphernalia will

go to Babylon, whence they came."
The collegians were much surprised, and one of

them said, '' Sir, if your bishop knew what you
have said to us, you would in all probability lose

your gown." " Ah ! young men," replied the cler-

gyman, " my bishop knows much more than I have
told you. He knows for one thing, that it is not
long since I have dared to administer baptism, as

required by our Church." Then, turning to S.

Corder, he said, " Madam, I can easily see the way
from us to you, but I cannot see the way from you
to us."

—The extent of the inroad of ritualism into the

Protestant Episcopal Church is indicated by the

complaint made to Bishop Starkey, of the diocese

of Newark, N. J., against a certain rector who as-

sumes the title of " Father." He is accused of

teachingtransubstantiation, of hearing confessions,

of frequently signing himself with the cross, of
commending holy water and incense, of blessing

and kissing palms to be placed where prayer is

made at home, of commending ashes for Ash Wed-
nesday, of praying for the repose of souls, of using
beads and crucifix, of maintaining that inasmuch
as the Church was founded before the Bible was
written, one should be more careful to obey the

priests than the Bible, and of declaring other
churches godless, and that it is a sin to attend
them. Certainly the last of these charges implies

the sin of uncharitableness, although most of the
others are concerned with the mere forms of re-

ligion.— The Independent.

A Testimony of the Late Martha Jef-
feris.—" It is one of my greatest pleasures to

get alongside of Martha jefleris, and mingle in

social intercourse. The great end of life is so

manifestly kept in view, and common occur-

rences are so apt in her mind to elevate the

thoughts to something higher, whether by anal-

ogy or contrast, that I feel a hope of imbibing
a little good, when in such a situation."

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH

The Editor has received a letter from a
Friend in Great Britain, to whom a copy of
the Extracts from the Minutes of our "late

Yearly Meeting was sent, which contains some

sentiment- that may be profitable to others than

the immediate recipient. It say-:
" 1 trust the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia

may still be kept, to the praise and glory of God,
and its members as standard-bearers of the

Truth as revealed in Christ Jesus, bo that there

may be a succession of those among you true to

God by obedience to the convictions of the Holy
Spirit, so that when we are gathered home, from
among the young and the strong may stand

forth those who will be more faithful than we
have been, and whose testimony in life and con-

versation will be to the reality of the in-dwelling

power of God and the purifying grace flowing

therefrom. There is Still need of whole-hearted

men and women, for there is abundance of half-

hearted ones, under the name of Friend, as well

as among others, so that the honest and true

heart cannot but desire and often, in secret as

well as openly, pray the prayer, ' Thy kingdom
come; thy will be done on earth as it is done
in heaven.' And assuredly as we are exercised

iu secret before God thus for the arising of his

own light and life, we shall know a being fed

with our needed daily bread, and being made
partakers of the mercy of God, will readily ex-

ercise it toward our fellows, thus proving our-

selves children needing not to be ashamed, and
in due season, shall know again and again how
to divide the Word given aright, to the praise

of the Giver, our owu peace and the health and
comfort of others.

" Dear friend, may thou and I, as well a*

others who have heeu aod are favored with the

reuewings of God's grace, hold on our way with

singleness of purpose, having the eye single to

God, who will not forsake us even when flesh

and heart faileth, but will of his abundant
mercy be our portion forever.

"It is no light matter to write thus, but in

the fresh flowing forth of his goodness, I feel

justified in thus putting pen to paper for thine,

as well as the encouragement of the sincere and
upright-hearted everywhere, whose desire is to

serve God and obey Him according to the light

and understanding given."

Some weeks ago, at the request of a Friend
in Ohio, who is not connected with the business

of insurance, we republished an article on the

subject which had been printed in The Friend
thirty or forty years ago. It was not designed so

much to plead the cause of insurance as to ex-

plain the principle on which it is founded, and
which must be observed if the insurer obtains

any reasonable security for the repayment of

the fuuds he advances.

As was to be expected, the article has awakened
criticism from those who feel that there is some
principle involved in insurance, beyond the

simple business considerations to which people

generally look, and we have received an article

which is published in another column of this

issue, setting forth objections which its writer

feels. We do not wish to enter into any pro-

longed discussion of this subject, but we felt

willing, as the former article had been pub-
lished, to give place to the reply to it.

While we sympathize with our correspond-
ent's concern that we should have faith in the

goodness and superintending care of our Heav-
enly Father, we do not see that this neces-

sarily conflicts with that foresight and prudent
care which leads men to provide for the future

wants of themselves and families.

We can freely commend his article to the

thoughtful consideration of the reader, repeat-

ing the remark we made when the former ar-
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- published, "Let every one be fully

persuaded iu his own mind."

In reference to the article on " The Salvation

Army," published in the present number of The
FBIEKD, we desire to remark that the article

published Fourth Month 18th, which it criti-

cises, does not quote from J. B. Devins some of

the statements which G. V. considers objection-

able (and we unite with him therein). The
concluding paragraph of the article of Fourth

Month 18th, which expresses the views of the

Friend who prepared it, appears to be in har-

mony with those of our present contributor, and

we do not see in it any indorsement of sacra-

mentarianism or ritualism.

\\'.' sympathize with the object of the writer

—to guard our members against ritualism in

the place of vital religion, and, at the same
time, to warn them against entering upon re-

ligious labors that do not depend for their au-

thority on the pure movings of the Head of the

Church. We think it allowable to rejoice over
sound sentiments advanced by any one, even if

in other things he may be far astray; so that

we do not censure the writer of the former ar-

ticle (as we do not understand our present con-

tributor intends to do) for quoting from J. B.
Devins, although J. B. D. may hold many
opinions with which we have not unity.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
I'vitkd States.— The National Republican Con-

vention at St. Louis, on tho 18th inst., nominated
William McKinley, of Canton, Ohio, for fresi.lt-.it,

and Garrett A. Hobart, of Patterson, N. J., for Vice
President of the United Slates.

The Republican platform affirms allegiance to the
policy of protection and reciprocity ; against free coin-
age, without an international agreement, and the
maintenance of the gold standard; that the Govern-
ment shall "actively use its influence and good offices

re peace and gise iulepemlence to the island of
(
'ill. a ;" to end the atrocities in Armenia; to enforce the
Monroe doctrine by preventing European powers from
extending their possessions on the American Continent
" under any pretext ;" to exclude those who can neither
read nor write, from admission to the United Slates,
and 'i.l irses I ivil Service reform. The greatest ex-
citement was on the rejection of a free silver plank by
a vot,- ,,f 818J to I05J. Twenty-one members of the
e invention seceded from the hall as a result.

iana Supreme Court lias given a decision
upholding tin- Nicholson liquor law passed by the last
Legislature.

Are nling to offi ial figures the annual consumption
ot l.e.-r iii this country has tripled within the past
twenty years. The present enormous output of a
thousand million gallons annually, gives a consump-
tion officially stated at II llo gallon.-, per head of poptl-

niisl i',.<; gallon-, per head in 1876.
pro-re" is being ma !e -.n i he Ureal Eastern

Canal, which is expected to irrigate 250,000 acres in
Name, Halt audColiax Counties, Nebraska. The tirst
live mile, have U-en completed. Five grading ma-
chines are at work on the big canal and fourteen
scrapers.

A Wisconsin land improvement company, with a
rigalion .anal twenty feet wide ami six feet

reclaimed twentv-iive square miles of good
farming laud in the Muskegon Lake region.
Wyoming is to have a new national park. A treatv

has I,.-.-,, concluded with the Shoshone and \r.ipaho'e
,r, '"'~

'
' rnmeiit of :i section

..I land Jen miles square in 01 .rn.-r of the reserva
tton. The purchase include- the famous hoi springs

Big llo,„ River, in the Owl Moun-
paid is ittio.ollll.

utativ.s ,,f the Society of friends and the
' niversal Pi i e I m . app.-ar.-.l I, .,,,-,.

t |le , •„,„
""" " Central High School of the Board of Edu-
cation on the 22nd inst.. I, prole -t attains! the pro-
po-cl introduction of military drill in il„

i

< anion, i thio, has adopted prohibition.
Deaths in this city last week numbered 111, which

IS 12 more than the previous week, and 55 more than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-

going, 174 were deaths of children under five years of

age ; "'210 were males and 204 females : 46 died of con-

sumption : 3-3 of heart disease; 32 of cholera infantum;

28 of pneumonia ; 26 of marasmus ; 22 of convulsions
;

16 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 13 of

apoplexy; 13 of inanition ; 11 of old age; 11 of paraly-

sis; 11 of inflammation of the brain; 11 of diphtheria
;

of nephritis, and 7 committed suicide.

Markets, &C.—U. S. 2's, 94i ; 4's, reg., 10SJ a 109;

coupon, 109J a 110; new 4's, 117f a 118; 5's, 113 a

113A; currency 6's, 103 a 109.

Cotton.—Spinners bought sparingly on a basis of

7Jc. per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.— Spot bran, $10.50 a $11.50 for winter in

bulk, and $10.25 a $11.52 per ton for spring in sacks.

Flour.—Winter super, $2 25 a $2.50; do., extras,

$2.55 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25;

do., do., straight. $3.":',0 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.25; do., do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50; do.,

do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75 ; spring, clear, $2.60 a $2.85 ;

do., straight, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $3.75
;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 50

a $2.65; do., clear. $3.20 a $3.40; do., straight, $3.40

a $3.60; do., patent, $3.70 a $3.1)0. Rye Flour.—
$2 50 per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 65 a 65Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 33} a 33Jc.
No. 2 white oats, 24 a 24Ac.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 4 J a 4| ;
good, 4J- a 4fc;

medium, 4 a 4Jc; common, 3J a 3£c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4 a 4}c; good, 3i a 3|c;
medium, 3 a 3|c; common, 2k a 2|c; culls, 1 a 2}c;
lambs, 3 a 63-0.

Hogs.—5 j a 55c. f, >r Western, and 4i a 4Jc. for State.

Foreign.—The trial of Dr. Leander S. Jameson
and his fellow officers in the Transvaal raid has been
fixed to begin in the Queen's Bench division of the
High Court of Justice on Seventh Month 20th.

The Foreign Office officials deny the truth of the
report that a conflict has taken place between Vene-
zuelans and British at Point Barima, in the disputed
territory of Guiana. The Foreign Office is not in-
formed that there has been any trouble in the dis-
puted territory whatever.

In speaking to a deputation of the International
Arbitration League, Lord Salisbury said he was glad
to say that mailers presented a great deal more hope-
ful aspect in the matter of the differences between
Great Britain and the United States.

Sir Charles Dilke, who is especially interested in

the Republican plank referring to the Monroe doc-
trine, said to an American reporter, " It is the usual
interpretation of the Monroe doctrine, and does not
surprise me that it should be embodied in the Repub-
lican platform, because it represents the general tone
of feeling among the people. As to the reference to
the withdrawal of European Powers from the West-
ern hemisphere, it is a delicate question, about which
1 do not care to give any opinion."
Great Britain, France and Russia, it is said, have

agreed to insist that the Porte shall execute reforms
in Crete.

A curious illustration of the red-tape methods of
the British Post Office Department comes from Nor-
folk. A letter-carrier, with a long country round, re-
cently purchased a tricycle, which enabled him to
get over bis district with greater ease to himself and
a more convenient promptness to the public. In some
way or other the department became aware of this
fact, and sent down an official censure to him for hav-
ing dared to buy his machine without having received
permission from headquarters.
A dispatch received in London on the 17th inst. re-

ports thai the British steamer Drummond Cuttle, which
sailed from Table Bay, Fifth Mo. 28th, for this port,
with ::.iil persons on board, has been sunk near
I shant, the most western of the islands off the coast
pi Brittany, France. Two of the ship's company have
been picked up by a fishing vessel.

It is stated that the powers have addressed a col-
lective note to Turkey advising an immediate meet-
ing ol the Cretan Assembly, the revival of the Hallpa
treaty, and a promise of the eventual autonomy of
« tele uniler a system similar to that ot Satuos.

I he Egyptian Government has determined to com-
1111 nee a geological survey. The work will be begun
tins year, and will take about three years for its com-
pletion. I |,e estimated cost is $125,000. Capt. H. G.

;

V

i'i'~' u-
l
\' T'

1 " U at
'
,resent engaged under the

I ul.lic Works Department of the Egyptian Govern-
ment in superintending the excavation of the ruined
temples in Phil.-e, will have charge of the survey.

A d.spatc b from Tokio, received in San Francisco,
dated Fifth .Month 31st, says, "The famine in Kwang

Si province, China, has become so severe that 1 I
selling for $10 or $12 a picul, or about eight to I
cents a pound. At such a price only the wealth I
suns can afford to use this staple article of diet. I
stated that in view of the impossibility of suppi I
life in the poorer families, permission has been gi I
to sell children, and that girls from twelve to foul
are offered in the open market from $3 to $30. I
The British Consul at Canton has taken sti «

form an estimate of the ravages of the bubonic
j. I

in that city. By counting the coffins as they |fl

out of the gates of the city, he concluded that 1
240 people are dying daily. The population of 1
ton is something like a million and a half.

It is stated that only one-fourth of her require

are now imported by Japan, as against 67 per a
six years ago.

The following dispatch, dated Yokohama, tfl

Month 17th, has been received, "Shocks of I
quake, accompanied by a tidal wave, have ra 1
the northern part of Japan. The entire town I
maishai has been destroyed, and 1,000 persons I
killed. During twenty hours there were 150 din
shocks of earthquake."

Secretary Glney has received the following dii to

from Secretary Herod, of the United States Le; .id

at Tokio, " Deaths caused by tidal wave estima j
over 30,000. In reports to date (21st), no mort id

among Americans."
Forest fires are raging on all parts of the Is I

of Tehuantepec, Mexico. Thousands of acres of

cotton and tobacco plantations have been burnec
and several railway bridges on the National TelB
tepee Railway completely destroyed.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — The next m

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month lst.il

plications for the admission of pupils should beM
to William F. Wickersham, Princ M

Westtown, Chester C ft

Westtown Boarding School.—ForconveiB
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stae I
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 9
and 2.53 and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are met let

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen flj
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. ToH
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester PhcH

Zebehee Haines, S i. i

Died at his home, West Branch, Cedar C|
Iowa, Fifth Month 18th, 1S96, William H. Olip jjl

a touch esteemed member and elder of West I flj

Monthly Meeting, aged eighty years and fourm
His health had been declining for several M
which affliction he bore with much patienc ran

resignation.

, at the same place, Sixth Month 14th !9|

Anna Clara Gruwell, granddaughter of the >H
and daughter of Charles C and Anna S. G veil

(the latter deceased), aged neirly eleven years, flj

dear child was of an unusually gentle and thou tM
disposition, and after a few days' illness, quietly Ml
away, seeming to have fulfil lei her mission pM
earth, and ready to be transplanted to an he-frfl

home.
, at her home in West Branch, Iowa, til

evening of the twenty-eight of Fifth Month,W
Eliza Branson, in the seventy-ninth year of h »*
She was born in Columbiana County, Ohio, Ten 'J&i

8th, 1817, was married to William D. Bran 111

Salem, Ohio, Sixth Month 26th, 1840. She, wi.|ttW

husband and family, emigrated to Iowa in 185; She

was a birthright member of the religious Socjrol

Friends, much attached to its primitive priitfa

and testimonies, and a diligent attender of in. "V
when able. At the prospect of death she ex| teed

entire peace of mind and resignation to the flM
will ; said religion was not in the learning and ypOM

of ihis world, but in the still small voice, that t iskM

as man never taught. She bore her suffering »it»

Christian patience and resignation. And whiwa
mourn, it is not as those without hope, for ».W
the c uuforting assurance that our loss is her ipiW

gain. She was a sister of the above William .
Oli-

phant.

, on the evening of Sixth Month 1st, 16,»'

his residence near Flushing, Ohio, of paralysing
a lingering illness of eight weeks, Daniel Wii*W
in the eighty-third year of his age; a menjrol
Flushing Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTER*
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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BK the Gift of God's Love for Man's

Salvation.

'?or God so loved the world, that He gave

iinly begotten Son, that whosoever believeth

jim should not perish, but have everlasting

a (Jno. iii : 16).

'jiat Christ is the gift of God's love to man,
t all his saving efficacy, is equally true of

ij, both as He came in the flesh and poured out

ijfe for man, that man, dead to God in tres-

es and sins, might live; and as He now comes
oirit, and gives to those who believe in

i: of his life, that they may live in Christ,

icwith Him live forever. Whosoever, then,

ngh faith, hath entered into this life and
li'jth therein, faithful to the end, dieth no
Dj, for because Christ liveth, he shall live

jj

flirist came in the flesh, of the seed of David,
ie great Teacher, Prophet and Exemplar of

s>eople, and, above all, as a suffering, pro-

titory sacrifice for the sins of the whole
pi. He came in love and pity to man, tak-

gjpon Him our form, our infirmities, that

enight be made a sympathizing High Priest

\ in things pertaining to God ; for, touched
ita feeling of our weaknesses, He now maketh
t<cession for man. In his last bitter agony
s pirit breathed a prayer for his persecutors,

Fther, forgive them, they know not what
ie do." And now, about to be exalted on his

a er's throne, He said to his apostles, when
'Sliding them that they were " to preach re-

iuince and remission of sins in his name
Big all nations, beginning at Jerusalem"
iii:e xxiv : 47).

l)w Jesus, in his open confession in court
we the high priest, answered his cpuestion,

A. thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?''
»u " I am, and ye shall see the Son of Man
ttg on the right hand of power, and coming
i e clouds of heaven" (Mark xiv : 62). He
tth thereon, as on a throne of judgment,
ld.ng righteously, dealing mercy and forgive-
esto those who obey Him and keep his laws,
ulvrath and indignation to the obdurate who
'•1 lly and persistently reject his overtures of
e£5 and mercy.
low was it with the guilty city of Jerusalem

mits disobedient children, who knew not the
a.' of their visitation ? For did Jesus not,

according to his promise, come again to his

loved disciples? " I will come to you" (John

xiv: 18). "At that day ye shall know that I

am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in you.

To those, then, who love and obey Him and

keep his commandments, this same Jesus comes

now as the Comforter, and dwells in his people.

Well, then, might the apostle speak to the Co-

lossians and to us as Him whom he preached,

"Christ in you, the hope of glory" (Col. i

:

xxvii). And of his thus tabernacling among
them, Jesus said, "Lo, I am with you alway,

even unto the end of the world." Indeed, this

indwelling of Christ, by his light, word or

spirit, in the hearts of those who receive Him,

together with that spirit's essential fruit, love

to the brethren, is given on apostolic authority,

as the surest touch-stone whereby we may assure

our hearts that we are Christ's. John says, " If

we love one another God dwelleth in us, and

his love is perfected in us. Hereby know we

that we dwell iu Him and He in us, because

He hath given us of his Spirit" (I John iv: 12,

13). And Paul charges the Corinthians, "Ex-
amine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith

;

prove your own selves. Know ye not your own
selves how that Jesus Christ is in you, except

ye be reprobates" (II Cor. xiii : 5). From which

who can help concluding that whoever ignores

the light of Christ and its enlightening, saving

presence, is still in ignorance thereof, and walks

in darkness, and his knowledge is merely no-

tional, in words, and not in the power of godli-

ness.

But to return to the unpenitent Jews who
kissed not the Son, He poured out of bis anger

and accomplished that concerning them which

Moses foretold should they reject the Lord their

God.
Again, is it not said of Him " whose name is

called the Word of God," by whom all things

were created, both in heaven and in earth,"

who was with God and was God," that He " was

in the world" (not the earth, but the people on

the earth ; that is, among and in the people),

"and the world knew Him not?" So is it

equally true now, that He abides with his peo-

ple forever, but the world—which comprises

many professors, but not possessors, of Christ

—

this world and these formal professors neither

know Him nor yet his people. Yet truly does

Christ now come in spirit and in power, as "a
light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of

his people, Israel." And by Israel is not meant

Israel after the flesh, who rejected and still re-

ject Him who, if received, would be their glory,

but the Lord's Israel are those born of the seed

to whom the promise remains sure, even Christ.

" God is able of these stones to raise up children

unto Abraham," and they are the children of

Abraham and heirs of the promises who are of

the faith of Abraham and walk in the steps of

obedience.

But do not all these things contain deep lessons

for us, if we, by faith, be children ofAbraham and
heirs of God, according to the promise ? Do we
hear and obey hb voice who says, " Behold I stand

at the door and knock. If any man hear ray

voice and open the door I will come into him,

and sup with him and he with me." Again,

He says, " My sheep hear my voice and they

follow me." Why, then, should we be aa

Pharaoh, who would say, " Who is the Lord,

that I should obey his voice? I know not the

Lord, neither will I let Israel go" (Gen. v: 2).

But the grace, light, spirit or word of Christ

appears to all men. By this He speaks to their

souls. And they who, believing, obey his com-

mandment, of such, like as God spake to Abra-

ham, so doth Christ speak to them, " Ye are

my friends if you do whatsoever I command
you." These, then, who hear Christ's word and

obey are the seed of Abraham and heirs to the

promises of God in Christ the Seed. They wait

on his word, and his word is to them their law,

in the doing of which they find life. These live

ami walk in the Spirit, and will not yield to the

carnal lusts of the flesh.

The apostle says, Christ " nailed to the cross

the handwriting of ordinances," and he gives

an apostolic command concerning all outward

ordinances, "Touch not, taste not, handle not,

which are all to perish with the using after the

commandments and doctrines of men" (Col. ii :

21, 22). And he who, in this day, uses them,

by so doing dims the precious life and substance

oi' the Truth, if he do not mislead men by teach-

ing them to gaze on what once were shadows,

but where none should now, in this brighter

Gospel day, appear. For God, with Christ, gives

unto us eternal life, and this life is in his Son,

and he who abideth in the Son lives and walks

in this life, which is the light of men, and in

this walk with God the precious fruits of the

Spirit are brought forth, and every act of the

life done in God's fear is pleasing to God.

God, then, gave his Son to save the world, as

a sacrifice for sin, through whose blood they

may have life and light, in which He pleads

with them to come to Him. and, coming, they

receive of this life more abundantly, and, re-

maining in obedience to his word, they abide in

Christ and Christ in them. God's promise to

these is life and peace in this world, and eternal

life and glory in that which is to come.

As Christ died for all, then were all dead, for

" by the grace of God, he tasted death for every

man," and God willeth not that any should

perish, but that all should come to repentance,"

therefore He gave his Son that all might live,

and the invitation includes all. "The Spirit

and the bride say, Come. And let him that

heareth say, Come. And let him that is athirst

come. And whosoever will, let him take the

water of life freely" (Rev. xxii: 17). But they

who reject God's gift, who rebel against the

light, disobedient children loving darkness rath-

er than light, reject Christ, who now comes to

them in mercy that they may repent and live,

even now do they lie in the condemnation, and

continuing impenitent therein, there is laid up

for them " indignation and wrath, tribulation

and anguish," but mercy and peace to every

soul that doeth good. W. W. B.
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Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting.

This meeting convened on the eleventh of

Sixth Month lit Mt. Laurel, N. J. It was a

beautiful day, the weather pleasant and the

road* in eood condition, so that outwardly all

seemed favorable. The meeting gathered quite

promptly and settled down into a state of quiet

waiting on the Lord, in which a degree of sol-

emnity was felt that was comforting and en-

couraging.

A minister, after a time, quoted the expres-

sion, "When Zion travailed she brought forth

children," and proceeded to encourage those

present to abide under religious exercise for

their own preservation and for the spread of

the Redeemer's kingdom among men. Such

fervent exercise of spirit would not be without

its corresponding fruit, and the Lord's blessing

would rest upon it.

Later in the meeting our attention was called

to the truth that the natural man cannot know
the things of God, because they are spiritually

discerned, and that a measure of Divine life

must lie communicated to us from the Father

and Fountain of all mercies before we can ex-

I
erience that travail of spirit to which we had

been exhorted. This infusion of life from above

is the commencement of that work of regenera-

tion—being born of the Spirit—which our Sa-

viour taught Nicodemus, was essentially neces-

sary.

In the course of the meeting, some other

points of doctrine were brought before us, and
it was believed that desires were raised in the

hearts of at least a portion of the assembly for

greater faithfulness and more fervent devotion

to the cause of religion. So that it may justly

be regarded as a good and profitable meeting.
Among the minor concerns that arose in the

succeeding meeting for business, was a caution

to Friends not to allow themselves to become
unduly excited by the political controversies of
the (lay, because the effect would be unfavorable

to their own growth in grace.

Mt. Laurel, on the sides of which the meeting-
house is built, is one of a series of low hills

scattered over southern New Jersey, such as

Mt. Holly, Arney's Mount, etc., which are be-

lieved to have been formed by the gradual
washing away of the intervening land in the

i many ages. These hills have been pro-

tected by strata of gravel or other material,
which possessed more power of resisting the
wearing effect of rains and streams, and thus
remain as evidences of the former elevation of
this section of the State. Much of Mt. Laurel
is covered with a growth of timber, principally
of pine and oaks.

In the lower land which lies between this

mount and the ridge on which Moorestown is

built i- a little copse of woodland, containing
willow-leaved oaks, an interesting

are much the shape of an
ordinary willow, although not so pointed. On
showing them to a young woman who was not
a botanist, it seemed to require the fact that the
tree bore acorns to convince her that it was
really an oak tree.

We noticed Beveral plant- of interest on the
roadside. The mosl showy of these was the Sun
Drop < (Enothera fruticom . the large, bright-
yellow flowers of which
Another was the Yellow Thistle

i ( ni>

li has a stoul stem, less branched than
Boi fthe oilier thistles. The Bowers are pale

and large, and the leaves are long and

comparatively narrow, cut into several lobes,

which are armed with spines. A wild rose

(probably Rosa hiclda), was abundant on some

of the banks, and the white bloom of the Sand

Blackberry (Rnbus cuneifolhis) was scattered

about. This species of blackberry is abundant

in the pine barrens, and it is readily distin-

guished by its low habit of growth and its thick,

wedge-shaped leaves and abundance of prickles.

The fruit is very palatable. Although common

enough in southern New Jersey, it israrely found

in the richer gneiss soils of Chester County, Pa.

Dr. Darlington gives but one locality for it in

that county—on dry hills in Nantmeal Town-

ship. J- W.

Chinese Justice.

So manifestly corrupt is the whole system,

and so difficult is it to bring influential onmi

nals to justice, that a periodical " ridding-up"

is necessary. The imperial authorities at Pe-

king every ten or twelve years, appoint some

high official, with power over all provincial

magistrates, to go through the empire and ex-

amine into long-standing grievances. This storm

of justice clears the air, and has done not a lit-

tle to prolong the life of the Chinese Empire. I

happened to be in Tek-chham once when this

" avenger of blood" was making his rounds.

There lived near the city a local magistrate, who,

for many years, had oppressed and imposed

upon the farmers and fishermen in his locality.

He was always able to bribe the superior mag-
istrates, and was carrying on his extortions with

impunity. When it was known that the impe-

rial official would visit Tek-chham, a petition

was prepared complaining of the local magis-

trate's conduct. As these poor people would

not presume to enter the great man's presence,

they availed themselves of constructing an effigy,

or " grass man," on the side of the road, in

whose hands they placed their petition. When
the judicial cortege passed that way, attendants,

seeing the " dummy," brought the document,
and the official read the appeal as he was car-

ried along. On arriving at Tek-chham, he made
inquiries, and finding the complaints true, he
summoned the magistrate. Everything was
pre-arranged. The magistrate prostrated him-

self before the high official, but while he pro-

tested that " the little child would not dare to

do such a thing," a signal was given, and with-

out warning, the executioner severed his head
from his body. This had fine effect on the com-
munity and on other magistrates.

Criminals are sometimes punished by proxy.
If the guilty party cannot be found, or if he can
bribe the magistrate, some careless fellow can
easily be procured to suffer the punishment. A
little "cash" will do it. Once when complaint
had been made that a certain man had plun-
dered one of our chapels, the mandarin at
Bang-kah reported to the British consul that
the man was under arrest. With several stu-

dents, I accompanied the consul to the yamen.
No sooner had we entered than a man was
brought in wearing a cangue. I at once saw
that he was not the right man. When the con-
sul told the mandarin that this was not the man
charged with the offense, he confessed that it

was a case of proxy, but argued that by punish-
ing this man the real culprit would be so afraid
that the moral influence would be quite as salu-
tary. Another instance happened at Sa-ting-po,
on the way to Kelung, where the chapel was
ransacked by runners of the mandarin. Com-
plaint having been made, the mandarin inves-
tigated the case, and two men soon appeared

before the chapel, wearing the cangue. I

staying there at the time with my students

was an open secret that these men had not

to do with the case, but were bribed to
|

cangue for six weeks. We treated them ki

and in wet weather allowed them to coraei

the chapel, and in other ways relieved

They did not forget this kindness, and

afterward, when the mob howled after i

the streets of Bang-kah, one of these men
up in my defense.

My first experience of the duplicity am
righteousness of the yamen was in the & mi

year of my work. A merchant at Chin- '., t

large village near Bang-kah, had hear ^J
preach at other points, and invited i

village, and gave a room for a preaching

The work grew wonderfully, and soon the

try for many miles around became inter

and on the Sabbath packed the hall and the:

Among the converts was a teacher and his

father. As the work grew the enemy be

more enraged and insolent toward the con

A prominent clansman forcibly seized the

er's small rice-fields, and the head-man n

to give redress. The teacher and his

prepared an appeal to the mandarin at

kah. But meanwhile their enemies had

stalled them, and prejudiced the minds

yamen men, telling them that the whole cc

around was in rebellion, joining the "b
ian." A plot was laid. When the teach'

his father, accompanied by six other coi

one of whom was my friend, the merchan

sented themselves before the mandarin
yamen, and when the old man was on his

before the judge, he was told by the Grea

that it was insolent and disloyal to forsal

religion of their fathers and to follow the oar-

barian." Then the plot was revealed. 1 at

once the constables shouted, rushed hitht and

thither, caught the Christians by the up
jostled them, and, holding up long kni s in

the air, they rushed to the mandarins, <!
" The converts brought these knives to i asjj

nate you." The mandarin pretended
j

6t

furious, and gave orders to shut the doo tun!

chain the prisoners. One of these was a b ,tltt

son of the teacher, but, being under s jeajb

was allowed to go. His little companklw*
chained along with the others. They w i Wt

dragged to the prison and put in the stc is m<

the darkest dungeon. Mock trials wen \m
during which they were compelled to kc f <•

red-hot chains. Again and again the Were

bambooed and otherwise tortured. The; WOT

then taken down seven days' journey i Tai-

wan i'u. and imprisoned. The teacher al hi

father were dragged out one morning I
tW

execution ground. The son's head was cljipM

off before his father's eyes. The old mt| tt

then executed, and the two heads wererjintfr

buckets and carried slowly back to Bar jkab.

All along the way and at every stoppin plans:

the crier called to the multitude to see ti»t*

of those who followed the "barbariatj A

poster with the inscription, "Jip kon 'lang

than" (Heads of the Christians), was f:M
over the buckets. In this way they suitw™

in terrifying the people. The iieads were pu'j

put on the gates of the city of Bang-kah T»

others of the party were brought backttlWi

kah and imprisoned. Two of them die if"11?

torture and starvation. The merchan Jived

eight years longer, during which time 1|#

tinned' faithful to Christ and ceased notp e*1

hort other prisoners to accept the Savioi
'

M
first it was very difficult for me to receivi^"
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ibim. Several were sent enclosed in small

too quills. After some years the strictness

^relaxed and I received letters from him
;arly. The substance of all was this, " I,

iBu-bi, believe all things, heaven and earth,

j a and men, were created by the great God.
«eve our Saviour, Jesus, became man and
ijfor Su-bi. I believe God loves me in

p, and his Holy Spirit gives me comfort

keeps me cheerful. I thank God that the

sal came to Tamsui." The last letter closed

Ithese words, " I believe Jesus my Saviour
rower to save me and give me eternal life."

|ied shortly afterward. The instigators and
•tipauts were never brought to justice, but

l| after they all confessed the plot and that

[hristians were entirely innocent.

—

In For-

The Teacher.

<imes 1 : v). " If any of you lack wisdom, let

nj.sk of God, who giveth to all men liberally,

l|pbraideth not ; and it shall be given him."
bjtd, happy is the man whom God correcteth.

Afore despise not thou the chastening of the

aghty. The wonderful condescension and
if the Lord, who watches over his children,

lot suffer them to commit sin without his re-

ic and if we will in humility obey Him, He
Lerfect us, to his own honor and glory. But
oiever shall offend one of these little ones

cftelieve on Him, it were better for him that

ad-stone were hanged about his neck and
toe were cast into the sea.

Effect love casteth out fear. Every good
Iberfect gift cometh from the Father of

;l. Thou, therefore, gird up thy loins and
sftnd speak unto them all that I command
e Be not dismayed at their faces, lest I

ifmd thee before them. Who are those

Protest against a man-made ministry and
ids for training in elocution, gestures and
i<lations, who govern the features and pro-

n be the polished instruments of the Most
gi God? Oh, that mine head were waters,
iiine eyes a fountain of tears, that I might
efday and night for the slain of the daugh-
sf my people. An altar of earth thou shalt
ik unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon thy
n offerings, thy sheep and thine oxen, in all

ic; where I record my name. I will come
tehee, and I will bless thee, and if thou wilt
ik me an altar of stone thou shalt not build
Aewn stone, for if thou lift up thy tool upon
hi hast polluted it. God gave our forefathers

M to the tree of life, until they partook of
i ee of knowledge, after which He placed a
mg sword, which turned every way, to keep
'. *ee of life.

Aove all things, let us take the shield of
tl wherewith we shall be able to quench all

5 iry darts of the wicked, and take the hel-
ittf salvation and the sword of the Spirit,
ii< is the word of God.

J. Jennings.
-Icebrook, Ontario.

Te smallest things become great when God
Jtes them of us, they are small only in
etelves. They are always great wheu they

j
me for God. ... It seems to me that

so which sincerely desires to belong to God
H looks to see whether a thing is small or
M it is enough for it to know that He for
!" love it is done is infinitely great, and
atit is his due to have all creation wholly
^ed to his glory, which can only be by fui-
lu; his will.

J ;

For "The Kbiend."

Our Sun.

The volume of the International Science

Series on this subject, prepared by C. A. Young,
professor of Astronomy in the College of New
Jersey, gives many interesting results of modern
investigation into the nature and peculiarities of

this, perhaps the most wonderful natural object

with which man is acquainted.

While the Sun is only one among the mil-

lions of stars in the universe, thousands of which
probably excel it in brightness, size and power,

it is the only one near enough to the earth to

affect it in any sensible degree. To it we can
trace directly nearly all the energy involved in

all phenomena, mechanical, chemical and vital.

" Cut off his rays for even a single month, and
the earth would die; all life upon its surface

would cease."

One of the most important and difficult of

astronomical problems is to determine the dis-

tance of the sun. We know with considerable

accuracy the diameter of the earth ; and if we
could observe with entire precision the differ-

ence in direction of two lines from the earth to

the sun, from points separated by one-fourth of

the earth's surface, it would be an easy calcu-

lation to find how far the sun is from us. The
angle contained between two such lines is be-

lieved to be known so nearly, that at a distance

of eight hundred feet there cannot be a greater

error than the width of a hair. And the sun is

found, as the result of numerous observations

and calculations, to be ninety-two million, eight

hundred and eighty-five thousand miles from us.

In endeavoring to give some conception of

the immensity of this distance, Professor Young
quotes a curious illustration—that if we could

imagine an infant with an arm long enough to

touch the sun and burn itself, he would die of

old age before the pain could reach him, for it

would need one hundred and fifty years to

make the journey.

Over all the circumference of the earth's

tremendous orbit, the sun exercises his domin-

ion, and every pulsation of his surface receives

its response from the earth.

The diameter of the sun is about eight hun-
dred and sixty thousand miles, so that its bulk
is more than one million three hundred thous-

and times that of the earth. If the sun were

hollowed out, and the earth placed in its centre,

the moon would have scope for all her motions

far within the enclosing surface.

The sun is believed to be a mass of vapor,

and its density is less than that of the earth, so

that although its size is more than one million

three hundred thousand times as great, its mass
is only three hundred and thirty thousand times

as great as that ofthe earth. The force of gravity

at the sun's surface is twenty-seven and a half

times as great as at the earth, so that a man of

one hundred and fifty pounds' weight, would
then weigh nearly two tons, and be unable to

stir.

To a philosopher living one or two hundred
years ago, the suggestion that men would ever

be able to ascertain what elements exist in the

sun, would have seemed very unreasonable and
even absurd. But it is now believed that to

the sun belong many of our common metals,

such as iron, copper, lead, calcium, etc., and
several of the non-metallic bodies, such as hy-

drogen and oxygen. These conclusions are

derived from a study of the solar .spectrum. It

had long been known that when a ray of sun-

light is passed through a triangular prism of

glass, held at a certain angle, it is separated

into different colors, as the rainbow is formed
by a Minilar action of drops of rain on light.

Early in the present century, it was discovered,

by the use of improved apparatus, that the

spectrum of the sun showed thousands of lines

which were always present and invariable. By
patient experimenting, it was found that the

lines of the spectrum were due to the presence

of certain substances, and were a proof of the

existence of those substances in the flame from
which the light came. Thus if the light from
alcohol burning over a piece of salt be admitted

into the telescope of a spectroscope, the spec-

trum will show a well marked yello-v line

which is characteristic of sodium—and this line

is always present in the spectra of flames which
contain sodium. It is present in the solar spec-

trum. Hence, astronomers conclude that so-

dium is one of the substances present in the sun.

When an observer with suitable telescopic ap-

pliances observes the surface of the sun, it is seen

to be composed of granules of intense brilliance

floating in a darker medium. These granules are

irregularly rounded masses, measuring some
hundreds of miles each way. There are to be

seen also irregular streaks of greater brightness

than the general surface, which are crests of

luminous matter, rising above the general level,

and protruding through the denser portions of

the solar atmosphere.

It is almost certain that the visible surface of

the sun is a sheet of self-luminous cloud, like

the clouds of our own atmosphere, and that the

solar atmosphere in which they float is the

flame of a burning fiery furnace, raging with a

fury and an intensity beyond all human con-

ception.

From time to time dark spots appear on the

surface of the sun—sometimes as much as fifty

thousand miles in diameter. These last for a
few hours to many days. From the comparison

of a multitude of observations on their motion,

it has been estimated that the sun revolves on
its axis in about twenty-five days.

Many theories have been suggested to ac-

count for the formation of these spots, but none
of them as yet obtain the general assent of

scientific men.
Sunlight is the intensest radiance at present

known. Even the most powerful electric arc

interposed between the eye and the sun's sur-

face appears as a black spot upon the disc. A
few years ago, Professor Langley made a care-

ful comparison between the solar-radiation and
that from the blinding surface of the molten

metal in a Bessemer converter. The brilliance

of this metal is so great that the dazzling stream

of melted iron, which at one stage of the pro-

ceeding is poured in to mix with the metal al-

ready in the crucibles, " is deep brown by com-
parison." He found the sunlight fifty -three

hundred times brighter than the dazzling radi-

ance of the incandescent metal. It is believed

that the light of the sun would be several

times as great as it is, were it not that a con-

siderable portion of it is absorbed in passing

through the sun's atmosphere.

The amount of heat received from the sun is

as far above our comprehension as in the case

of light. Sir John Hersehell made some ex-

periments from which he deduced the conclu-

sion that the amount of heat received at the

earth's surface from the sun, when at the zenith,

would melt a sheet of iron of one inch in thick-

ness in about two hours and thirteen minutes.

From which our author estimates that if we
could build a solid column of ice, two miles and
a quarter in diameter, through the inconceivable
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abyss of ninety-three millions of mile?, and if

ihould< centrate ita heat upon it it

would dissolve and melt in a single second;

one swing of the pendulum and it would be

water; seven more, and it would be dissipated

in vapor.

Of this enormous outflow of heat, the earth

of course intercepts only a very small portion.

What ultimately became of that which radiated

into space, we know not.

Whilst the inteusest artificial heat probably

does not exceed four thousand degrees Fahreu-

heit The effective heat of the sun is calculated

bj ECosetti as eighteen thousand degrees Fahr.

This is adopted by Professor Young as probably

nearer the truth than the higher estimates of

some other scientists.

As to the source whence is derived the enor-

mous amount of heat, the prevailing opinion is

that it is due to a very slow process of conden-

sation in the sun's substance. Taking this for

granted, it is calculated that the total life of

the solar system from its birth to its death is

included in some such space as thirty million

years. Of course there may be ways, to us un-

known, by which the energy apparently lost in

space may be returned, and burned out suns

and run-down systems restored.

The sun, as already stated, is believed to be

a mass of gas, but under the enormous pressure

to which it is exposed in its central portions, it

must then come to be denser than water, and

would probably resist motion like pitch or

putty. J. W.

Faith.—" It is a precious thing to have faith,

and to be always looking unto Jesus, the author

and linisher of it; and to be growing and in-

creasing in it from one degree unto another.

They are the blessed people who wait, walk and
live together in this faith, which Jesus is the

author of, and is the same which was once de-

livered to the saints, being the gift of God and
not man ; the least measure of which is very
powerful. Though but as a grain of mustard-

seed, it is able to remove mountains, and all

that know the growing and increase of it, and
persevere therein, come to know Jesus not only
to be the author but the finisher of faith; not
only the beginner, but the ender of it. For
faith hath an end, even the salvation of the

soul, and all who attain to that end can rejoice

in tin- salvation of God, which is come nearer
unto them than when they first believed.

Let all the professors of religion who talk of
having faith in God, try and examine what
their faith hath done for them. If it hath not

removed mountains of darkness and ignorance,
it" it hath not purified their hearts, if it bath not
given them victory over the world, saved them
"it of the evil thereof, enabled them to please

God, to live unto Him and to find acceptance
with 1 1 i in, if they know not these things wrought
in them and for them, they may infallibly con-
clude their faith is dead, and is none of that

faith which is the gift of God, once delivered
to and received by the primitive saints, which
Jesus was the author of, but is a faith of their
own making, and is like the faith of devils, who
believe and tielnble."

William Shewen.

Tin true way to love our neighbor i- in love
lien, in < iod and for God. ... lie love of
God, I. .viii- friend.- aparl fi self, knows how
to love them patiently with all their faults, and
does m.i insisl in finding in 's friends what
God ha- not placed there.

Via Solitaria.

Via .Solitaria was written by O. M. Conover,

LL. D., long connected with the University

of Wisconsin. His full name was Obadiah

Milton Conover, and he was a native of Dayton,

Ohio. His ancestors were from Holland, and

settled in New Jersey, where Professor Conover's

father was born.

In 1819 he was married, and after fifteen

years, during which time three children were

born, he was bereaved of his wife.

" She who gave the world its beauty

Was in her grave."

Out of this trial sprang the poem " Via Soli-

taria." It was written in the early summer of

1863, and was published in the Independent

over the initials O. M. G, dated " June, Madison,

Wis.," and was republished in Littell's Living

Age, Oct. 10th, 1863. On April 13th, 1882,

the Independent again published it as " an un-

published poem of Henry W. Longfellow."

From Frederick K. Conover, the son and

successor of Dr. Conover, we have secured a

copy of Via Solitaria which was prepared for

private circulation by his father, and contains

his autograph at the close of au introductory

note stating that " Via Solitaria " had been re-

cently published and widely diffused in a rather

incorrect form. This is the true version thus

prepared

:

VIA SOLITARIA.

Alone I walk the peopled city,

Where each seems happy with his own;
O friends, I ask not for your pity

—

I walk alone.

No more for me yon hike rejoices,

Though wooed by loving airs of June
;

birds, your sweet and piping voices

Are out of tune.

In vain for me the elm tree arches

Its plumes in many a feathery spray
;

In vain the evening's starry marches
And sunlit day

;

In vain yuur beauty, summer flowers
;

Ye cannot greet those cordial eyes

;

They gaze on other fields than ours

—

On other skies.

The gold is rifled from the coffer,

The blade is stolen from the sheath
;

Life has but one more boon to offer,

And that is—Death.

Yet well I know the voice of duty,
And therefore life and health must crave,

Though she who gave the world its beauty
Is in her grave.

1 live, O lost one ! for the living

Who drew iheir earliest life from thee,

And wait until, with glad thanksgiving,
I shall be free.

For life to me is as a station

Wherein apart a traveller stands-
One absent long from home and nation,

In other lands

—

And I, as he who stands and listens,

Amid the twilight's chill and gloom,
To hear, approaching in the distance,

The train for home.

For death shall bring another mating ;

—

Beyond the shadows of the tomb,
On yonder shore a bride is waiting

Until I come.

In yonder fields are children playing,
And there—O vision of delight. !

—

I see a child and mother straying
In robes of white.

1 li. .11, then, the longing heart that breakest,
Stealing its treasures one by one,

I'll call thee blessed when thou makest
The parted—one.

Believing it impossible that one who cc

write such a poem should have written notb

else, we asked F. K. Conover if he knew of s

thing of his father's of similar elevation of 8

and spirit, and were informed that as he pai

out of the deepest shadows of his bereavem

in the following year—1864— he composed

other poem, entitled Reconciliation, of wl

F. K. Conover courteously furnished us a a

RECONCILIATION.

Forest Hill Cemetery, near Madison, Wis.

The sun lets fall a pleasant light

Upon this woodland space,

Where loved ones, vanished from our sight,

Rest in the earth's embrace.

His splendors mock the griefs that speak

From each memorial stone,

And me, who linger here to seek

Communion with my own,

When skies were dark and March winds ble

By yonder oaken shade,

That heart, so loving, large and true,

Beneath the turf was laid.

But still yon gleaming waters leap

Rejoicing to the sun,

And, careless who may laugh or weep,

The circling hours run.

These skies, with grand, untroubled brow,

Bend calmly over her.

And heedlessly ihe south winds blow,

And light the oak leaves stir

;

While mated birds, on happy wing,

Flit through the oaken shade,

Or pause above a grave to sing—
The grave where she was laid I

All Nature seems to give consent,

And makes no sign of pain;

"A human life to earth I lent,

Then took it back again.

" What is it to the circling hours,

The life they take or bring ?

What is it to the dews and flowers,

Or birds on happy wing?"

But I and Nature are at strife,

Nor can I rise and say,
" 'Tis well you gave me that sweet life,

'Tis well you took away."

Odumb and deaf—O bard and blind!

What can you know or feel ?

With reckless smile our hearts you bind

And break upon your wheel.

What is it to the circling hours,

The life they take or bring?
What is it to the winds and showers?

They know not anything I

But somehow, ere I am aware,

There comes a hush and thrill,

For all the sunshine and the air

A Presence seems to fill;

And from the sudden-opening sky,

A low voice seems to say,
" I am ihe Resurrection, I

The Life, the Truth, the Way.

"This Nature, which you idly blame,

Is but the robe I wear;
From Me the human spirit came,

And all its griefs I bear.

"The smile whose light thou canst not see,

The grace that left thy side,

Though vanished from the earth, with Me
Forever they abide."

With Him I cannot be at strife

;

Then will I kneel and say,
" In love He gave me that sweet life,

In love He took away.

" And love's unfailing life, in Him,
Outlasts this arching sky

;

For worlds may waste and suns grow dim,

But love can never die." ;

— Chri-iiou Adi
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;
How Bang-kah Was Taken.

ie authorities of Bang-kah issued proclama-

JOE calling on all citizens, on pain of impris-

mrnt or death, not to rent, lease or sell houses
>r|ier property to the "barbarian" mission-

iryt But, in the year 1877, the time came
brstablishing a mission there, and in spite of
iHiheir attempts to prevent our entrance, I

mcieded in renting a low hovel on the eastern

;iil( On getting possession I placed a tablet

if uper on a wooden frame above the door,

vit. the inscription, "Jesus' Holy Temple."
jhc;ly afterward several soldiers, who were re-

ar ng to their encampment near by, came,
.too, looked up, read the inscription, and im-
neiately threatened me with violence. Then
hejreturned to their encampment and reported

te general, who dispatched a number of of-

ice to order me out of the place, stating that
heiite belonged to the military authorities. I

len.nded proof of their statement. It was pro-

lud, and it was at once evident that I could
lotnaiutain my position there. We must re-

pe> Chinese law and act wisely, if we would
wcissfully carry on the Lord's work, and so I

it tee admitted their claim, but stated that as

[ hi rented from a citizen, I would not leave
bauight. Till long past midnight angry sol-

lie: paraded the streets, shouting threatening
w«s. At times they were at the door, on the
roi.of smashing it, rushing in and disposing
i ;e with their weapons. Again and again
he. approached, and it seemed in that dark,
lam place as if my end were at hand. On
eang the place in the morning great crowds
re* in front, others followed after, jostling and
neing, and many viewed me from their low
ood houses, and flung filth and missiles at
ne. It took me several hours to make my way
. s'irt distance to the river's bank. Entering
. bit, I went down the river to the Toa-liong-
lot chapel, three miles away, to find my stu-

leili. We spent the rest of 'the day there, and
a le evening, after preaching in the chapel,
re itered the little room, and prayed to the
iO'of heaven to give us an entrance into the
it;nf Bang-kah. Rising from prayer, we re-

ur;d immediately to the city. It was dark,
lutsome lights were visible. Not knowing
xstly whither we were going, we met an old
na and inquired if he knew any one who
wd rent even a small house for mission work.
3," he replied, " I will rent you mine." We
ccupanied him, and passing through dark
tr<ts and over rubbish, came to a small back
o( opening into a dirty room, with mud floor.

Ventered, and began to write a rental paper,
'h house had to be rented by a native, for
Jrgners cannot hold property away from the
re:y ports. To be particular, I said, " Do you
w the site ?" " Oh, no," said he, " but I can
Jc-e the owner this very night." In half an
01 the owner was with us, another paper pre-
aii and both contracts signed and stamped.
vs in full possession, and that according to
h ese law, by midnight. He gave us posses-
10 at once, crept out a back way and disap-
eted.

-: the morning I put up a tablet over the
oc with the same inscription as before, " Je-
isHoly Temple." In less than an hour
reds filled the streets, and the open space in
m of a large temple was thronged with angry
lt; - ns

- People came and went the whole day
»D. The second day the whole city was in
a proar, and the hubbub produced by their
irsand voices fell very unpleasantly upon our
» btill I walked the street among them, now

and again extracting teeth, for we had friends
even among so many enemies. On the third
day lepers and beggars and other lewd fellows
hired to molest us, passed around with their
swollen ears and disgusting-looking features.
They tried hard to rub against us, expecting us
soon to quit the premises. About four or five

o'clock the excitement grew to a white heat.
Hundreds had their cues tied around their
necks and blue cloth about their loins, to signify
that they were ready for the fray. One stooped
down, picked up a stone and hurled it against
the building. In a moment their screams were
deafening. They were on the roof, within and
without, and the house was literally torn to

pieces and carried away. No material was left.

They actually dug up the stones of the founda
tion with their hands, and stood spitting on the
site. We moved right across the street into an
inn. No sooner had we done this than scores
were on the roof and many more climbing t

walls. The crash of tiles could be heard as they
attempted to force an entrance. By this time
the shouts and yells were inhuman. One who
has never heard the fiendish yells of a murder
ous Chinese mob can have no conception of
their hideousness. The inn-keeper came to us
with the key of the door in his hand and begged
us to leave, lest his house be destroyed.

_
Then there was a lull. The Chinese rnanda

rin, in his large sedan chair, with his body
guard around him, and with soldiers following,
was at the door. Just, then, too, her Britannic
Majesty's consul at Tamsui put in an appear
ance. We sat down together. The Chinese
official told the consul to order the missionary
away from the city. The consul quicklv re-

torted, " I have no authority to give such an
order. On the other hand,*you must protect
him as a British subject." I love British offi-

cials of that calibre. When the consul left I

accompanied him to the outskirts of the city.

On my return the mandarin was literally on
his knees, beseeching me to leave the city. I

showed him my forceps and Bible, and told
him I would not quit the city, but would extract
teeth and preach the Gospel. He went away
very much chagrined, but left a squad of sol-

diers to guard the place. In two or three days
the excitement subsided. In a week I was of-

fered a site outside the city and the promise of
help from the Chinese authorities to erect a
building there. I refused point-blank. As I was
lawfully in possession of the site, as well as of
the building which had been destroyed, I was
determined to have our mission building in

Bang-kah, and on that spot. The officials then
said I would not be allowed to build in that
place again, because it was within only a few
feet of the examination hall, although, in fact,

the hall was a mile and a half away. Having
exhausted their whole stock of excuses and sub-
terfuges, they yielded. I erected a small build-
ing on the original site—not one inch one way
or another—and opened it, with soldiers parad-
ing the street to preserve the peace. Still the
three strong clans continued to be bitterly op-
posed to us and our work. Every citizen who
dared to become even a hearer was boycotted.
The former owner of the site had to flee for his

life. In time a few became friendly. We pur-
chased a larger site, and erected a good, com-
modious place of worship, roofed with tiles.

—

Mackay'g Formosa.

The pious man often succeeds better, even
with the great ones of this world, than the am-
bitious and the intriguing.

Natural History, Science, etc.

1( attr-Spidt TB.—The water spiders were very
numerous. We secured a number of these and
kept them iu a glass bowl planted with weeds,
where we could watch their movements. They
would dive down below the surface, carrying
with them a large bubble of air that is held in

place by the hind legs. In the weeds the fe-

male spins a dome-shaped cell, with the open-
ing downwards; she then goes to the surface,

procures a bubble of air, and taking it down,
discharges it into the nest, displacing a small
quantity of water. She will return to the sur-
face again and again for further supplies of air,

until the nest is full ; here the spider live.- and
deposits her eggs, and hatches them off without
ever getting them wet.

—

Bickwetts Queensland,

The Pawpaw Tree.—At Kano, and in the
northern part of the Hausa States, there is

scarcely any fruit at all to be had. Almost the
only one worth eating is that of the pawpaw-
tree ( Carica papfiya). It bears a red juicy fruit

about the size of a small melon. The leaves of
the tree are used by the natives for rendering
tough meat tender. If a leaf of the tree is put
into a pot in which the meat is boiling, or if

prior to being boiled, the meat be wrapped up
in a leaf for half-an-hour, the toughest meat will

become quite tender. We experimented in this

way on one or two occasions, and satisfied our-
selves as to the genuineness of its reputed powers.—Hausa-Land.

Tlie Water in Soudan.—A former inhabitant
of the fen country in England, on settling in
London, is said to have written to a friend whom
he had left behind, complaining of the water
which he was compelled to drink, because it

possessed neither taste, smell nor color. There
were comparatively few occasions during the
course of our recent journey when a complaint
such as this could with any justice have been
made

;
in all too many instances the three char-

acteristics above mentioned were present to-

gether.— Hausa-Land.

The Niger Paver.—The river finds its way out
to the sea by a large number of different mouths.
The banks on either side of the innumerable
creeks, of which the delta is composed, are
covered with mangroves, the mangrove being
a spreading tree from ten to forty feet high,
growing by preference in liquid mud in which
it would be impossible for a man to walk. The
mangrove swamp extends itself by the several
trees dropping hanging roots, sometimes twenty
feet long, from their boughs; these eventually
touch the water or mud and become regular
roots from which new trees or branches arise.

A sickly odor is given off by these swamps, the
general appearance of which is as uninteresting
and monotonous as can well be imagined. After
going some thirty miles up the Benin Creek,
we anchored in sight of about half-a-dozen Eng-
lish oil factories, the inhabitants of which are
unable to walk more than a few yards in any
direction, and should they wish "to visit each
other, can only do so by boat. The oil, which
is taken on board by the steamers at these fac-
tories, is used in England as train oil and in the
manufacture of soap and candles; it is obtained
from a palm which grows amidst the mangrove

nps, the value of the annual export from
the delta being about half a million sterling.

—

Hausa-Land.

Marching Aids.—The last night we spent in
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Zaria was rendered specially uncomfortable,

owing to the invasion of our house, soon after

mi.iin -lit, bv a countless host, ofsmall black ants

with a particularly aggravating sting. These

ants called by the natives (kwan-kwassa), travel

long distances from place to place in search of

i hey may often be seen crossing the path

in the daytime in long compact lines, the large

tilts forming a kind of escort ou either

They move in a sort of

bee-line across the country, no ditch or wall

serving, even for a moment, to interrupt their

march.' Everything edible iu the neighborhood

of their line of march is promptly devoured by

them, after which they move on without leaving

behind even a straggler. As it was obviously

impossible for us to wage war againgst them,

we were compelled to beat an ignominious re-

trial, and spent the rest of the night in a porch

at a respectful distance from them. On return-

ing to our house some four hours later, not a

single trace of the invaders was to be seen.

—

tl • t-Land.

in Australia.—We were enjoying our

meal when one of the boys entered the tent and

told us that there was every appearance of a

change in the weather. Heavy banks of inky

black clouds were coming up at a great pace.

Very soon we felt the wind and atmospheric

disturbance that is always the precursor of a

storm. Not a moment was to be lost; extra

lines were got out and the tent doubly secured,

and Field and I set to work to dig a deep trench

on the upper side of the tent, to carry away the

water, ami keep the patch of ground inside the

tent dry. We worked away with a will, and

very soon had dug a deep cut ou the upper

-numd
; Scarcely had we finished this than the

wind suddenly increased, and down came the

rain. I have been in many a tropical storm,

but I shall always remember this one as the

most awful I ever saw. For hours the light-

ning played around, and every now and again

ild hear between the deafening peals of

thunder the crash of some fallen tree that had
been struck. At times the lightning was so

vivid that the whole landscape was brilliantly

illuminated, and as the rain was descending all

the while in a perfect sheet of water, the effect

was in ist extraordinary. Conversation was im-

possible. 1 got inside my waterproof sheet, and
took the guns and ammunition with me, for I

feared at any moment the water that was now
pouring down the face of the hill on which we

imped would overflow our trench, deep
as it was, and wash through the inside of our
tent ; or, worse still, I thought that the tall tree

to which we had made fast the tent would be
struck by lightning, and the whole party killed.

Hour after hour the Storm lasted, and the rain

descended in sheets of water. In the midst of
the din, thai was added to by thousands of frogs

ng their peculiar cry, which sounds like
" more pork, more pork," I fell asleep, for we
had had a long and tiring day, and when 1

awoke the sun was shining brightly, the storm
had passed, and the sky was almost without a
cloud. The doctor was lying alongside of me,
but Field and the two boys had gone in search
of the horses. The doctor had been awake all

night. He said he had heard the constant roar,

and ho« 1 coul 1 sleep peacefully through such
a night he could not understand.— BickweWs

Thm fj
i n Pond.

—The mice which haunted my house wen- nol

the common ones which are said to have been

introduced into the country, but a wild native

kind not found in the village. I sent one to a

distinguished naturalist, and it interested him

much. When I was building, one of these had

its nest underneath the house, and before I had

laid the second floor and swept out the shavings,

would co:ne out regularly at lunch time and

pick up the crumbs at my feet. It probably

had never seen a man before, and it soon be-

came quite familiar, and would run over my
shoes and up my clothes. It could readily as-

cend the sides of the room by short impulses,

like a squirrel, which it resembled in its mo-

tions. At length, as I leaned with my elbow on

the bench one day, it ran up my clothes, and

along my sleeve, and around and around the pa-

per which held my dinner, while I kept the

latter close, and dodged and played at bo-peep

with it, and when at last I held still a piece of

cheese between my thumb and finger, it came
and nibbled it, sitting in my hand, and after-

ward cleaned its face and paws, like a fly, and
walked away.

A phiebe soon built in my shed, and a robin,

for protection, iu a pine which grew against the

house. In June the partridge ( Tetrao umbellus),

which is so shy a bird, led her brood past my
windows from the woods in the rear to the front

of my house, clucking and calling to them like

a hen, and, in all her behavior, proving herself

the hen of the woods. The young suddenly dis-

perse on your approach, at a signal from the

mother, as if a whirlwind had swept them away,

and they so exactly resemble the dried leaves

and twigs that many a traveller has placed his

foot in the midst of a brood, and heard the whirr

of the old bird as she flew off, and her anxious

calls and mewing, or seen her trail her wings

to attract his attention, without suspecting their

neighborhood. The parent will sometimes roll

and spin around before you in such a dishabille

that you cannot, for a few moments, detect what
kind of a creature it is. The young squat still

and flat, often running their heads under a leaf,

and mind only their mother's directions given

from a distance, nor will your approach make
them run again and betray themselves. I have
held them in my open hand, and still their only
care, obedient to their mother and their iustinct,

was to squat there without fear or trembling.

So perfect is this instinct that once, when I had
laid them on the leaves again, and one accident-

ally fell on its side, it was found, with the rest,

in exactly the same position ten minutes after-

wards. The remarkably adult, yet innocent,
expression of their open and serene eyes is very
memorable. All intelligence seems reflected in

them. They suggest not merely the purity of
infancy, but a wisdom clarified by experience.
Such an eye was not born when the bird was,
but is coeval with the sky it reflects. The woods
do not yield such auothergem.— Thoreaus Life,
by Page.

Mantis.—"The praying mantis." What a
misnomer. The " praying" is really waiting in

that attitude in which he can seize the prey,
which seldom escapes his vigilant glance. This
insect, is savage and cannibalistic in habits. A
large female came near my study-room one day.
She was captured and put into a paper box
with a perforated top. I watched her move-
ment- closely, and soon had the rare privilege
of seeing her deposit one hundred eggs in°a

pongy bag, which she produced and af-
fixed to the side of the box. This spongy bag
hardened, and in a fortnight eight dozen small

cannibals came forth and were soon devour i

one another without mercy. These empt
J

bags are seen on thousands of brauches, bu I

never met a native who knew what they wi]—Mark Forman.

The Anthracite Supply.—The question of
]

ration of supply of anthracite coal is of mi ,

importance to large numbers of persons \l

depend upon this coal for their domestic f I

and of even greater importance to others \ j

hold the bonds and snares of the anthra I

carrying roads. The Bond Record, a mont
j

financial publication, has been publishing
|

series of articles upon these points, by the w 1

known mining engineer, William Griffith, I
ing much interesting data upon this difnij

subject.

The computations are based upon the kn< I

area of lands bearing coal, with estimates of
j

veins from the workings, so far as these h 1

been prosecuted, together with an allowance 1

such things as pillars, which altogether hi
limited ihe amount of coal that could be i|

from the ground to less than half of the 1

1

supply.

According to the estimates of these artici

the life of anthracite coal mining is one hum)

I

and nine years, based on our annual output I

same as in 1895. It is also stated that the li I

of tonnage which can be mined and shippeifl

any year, on the basis of present capacity
fl

about sixty million tons, and will be reached

ten years.' The output for 1895 was forty-tig

million tons.— The Independent.

Elements of Wheat—The tiny grain of H
developed wheat measures about one-quartet

an inch in length and an eighth of an inctn

diameter. Magnify this eighteen diamets

That reveals at one end a rough beard, con ft

ing of tough, fibrous threads. Cut it acrosa

centre, and a little world of wonders is reveal

The outer skin, a fibrous or woody coating, U

tabling silex or flint, consists of three la

that, under ordinary milling operations, c .e

off as one layer, and form what is popul.jjj

known as "bran," but under the delicate I
dling of the expert chemist, with bissolv(S

and his stains, these three layers are each sh A
to have a " graining" produced by its cons M
ent cells of different size, shape and direct a.

Next to this bran layer is one containing sie

oil and albumen, and inside that a layer ii

consists of gluten and mineral elements—ps-

phates of potassa, magnesia, lime, soda, id,

some sulphur and, in addition, oil and su r.

These elements are all called the gluten i.t,

and this coat, besides its frame-work of cellM

tissue and the mineral salts, contains gh:"V

albumen, mucin and cerealin, which bringlM

to the interior of the grain, formed of a cell ar

structure filled with starch grains, some s*
minoid bodies and a slight percentage of |te

and the embryo, which, in its elements, is cl(|ly

related to the gluten coat.

—

Selected.

For " THE FKIE> I

As our very great privileges as members oiM

Society of Friends are believed to depend ion

upholding the standard set up by our fouiSK

in regard to a pure and free Gospel minimi

it is hoped that we will be on our guard ag pat

encouraging an intellectual or stated mini!?

of any kind. Mere ability to converse free! jo*

religious subjects from a knowledge obtfed

by reading, or even by association, doesIM

qualify any one to preach the Gospel, il
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^"The Lord saith, when the Lord hath not

:{ them."

F we give up the high standard upheld by

I; Barclay, Penn, and their coadjutors and

ciediate followers, and trust in and encour-

I a ministry set up from study of the Bible

i a knowledge of Biblical and religious his-

ij—a paid pastorate will follow as a natural

U logical sequence, in Philadelphia Yearly

[iling, as it has done in other places.

io endeavor to counteract this tendency, at-

1

sjion is called to the following passages from

tfBook of Discipline, as there appears to be

Bker on many sides in regard to our testi-

fy in this respect.

age 5. " As it hath pleased the Lord in

tile latter days, by his Spirit and power, to

aier a people to himself; and releasing them

r«i the impositions and teachings of men, to

Hire them with degrees of the same universal

)1 and good will by which the dispensation of

biGospel was ushered in — these have been

bilged to meet together for the worship of

}« in Spirit, according to the direction of the

Ly Lawgiver," etc.

rom pages 7 and 8 :
" Friends are aftee-

irJately desired and exhorted to be diligent in

hlattendance of them [meetings for worship

a discipline], and when met, humbly seek to

idothed with the spirit of wisdom and charity :

h; will divest the mind of a dependence on

mown strength and abilities."

jage 80. "We exhort all to a Christian ex-

ittse and zeal for the performance of worship

o Jmighty God ; and as we are not capable

nur own strength to perform this great duty,

rerecommend to a diligent waiting in true

ihce and retirement of mind for the renewed

ete of the inward power and virtue of his

Spit, whereby alone we can be qualified to

vtship Him in an acceptable manner."
age 84. "Let us keep in remembrance, that

t :under the immediate teaching and influence

>fhe Holy Spirit that all acceptable worship

s Tformed, and all true Gospel ministry sup-

|i"
age 86. " It is our earnest desire, that min-

strs and elders may be as nursing fathers and
mcaers to those that are young in the ministry

ini with all care and diligence advise, ad-

mcish, and if they see occasion, reprove them
in: tender and Christian Spirit."

•iester Co., Pa., Sixth Month 17th, 1S96.

Characteristic Incident in the Life
df.'hat Remarkable Man, Stephen Grel-
le—'-We had engaged to take tea that evening
atne Baron d'Escheles,' whose residence is four
rah out of the city and very near to the pal-

aoof the emperor. We expected to be with
thi>aron's family only. Great, therefore, was
ou surprise when we found ourselves in the
mist of a numerous company, mostly of the
nolity, who, it appears, had been invited on
ou account, but entirely unknown to us. It

wsan opportunity that we could not have ob-
taiad by efforts of our own, for the police are
so trict that we cannot appoint any public
nxtings. We are well aware also that we are

§« strictly watched, for even the valet-de-
phe, who is the servant that attends upon us
at ie inn, or who goes out with us to show us
thiway to the places we visit, is an emissary of
tn.police. They contrive to place such over
ev y stranger, that all their movements may
belosely watched. The whole of the company
sp'e French. Our communication with one
in her was, therefore, without an interpreter,

on my part at least. We were for a while en-

gaged in answering the inquiries of some who
collected about us for the purpose. But after a

time way was made for our having a full op-

portunity to proclaim before them all the glori-

ous Gospel of Christ, the King of kings and

Lord of lords, the Head of the Church and the

only Saviour. We told them that He alone can

save from sin, and if those who wish to try to

enter his kingdom by any other way than by

Him who is the Door, are accounted in the

Scriptures but ' thieves and robbers,' how much
more are to be accounted as such those who as-

sume the power to open or close that Door, at

their pleasure, to others. We directed them to

Christ, who is 'the Way, the Truth and the

Life,' without whom none can come to the

Father. Finally we 'commended them to God,

and to the word of his grace,' which is 'able to

build us up and to give us an inheritance among
all them which are sanctified.' Great serious-

ness prevailed over the whole assembly. The doc-

trine was new to man}' of them, but the faithful

Witness in their hearts brought home the con-

viction that it was ' the truth as it is in Jesus,'

therefore no objection was raised by any one.

Our spirits have magnified the Lord for his great

goodness in thus making a way for us to pro-

claim his great Name as the only Saviour, in a

place where we seemed to be hedged in on every

side."

—

A udralia n Frien d.

J. Tindall Harris, in his commentary
"On the Writings of the Apostle John," says,

" Prayer according to our own will and fancies

is not true prayer. Prayer in the name of Je-

sus is that prayer which the Spirit of Jesus in

us speaks. All such prayer is according to the

will of God. Prayer in the name of Christ, our

Lord, is not merely a form of words, ' I beseech

Thee in his name,' but it is such an abiding in

Christ, such an identity with Him, such an in-

corporation into Him, that the utterance of the

soul is the utterance also of Christ, the Lord, in

Items.

London Yearly Meeting i concluded).—The Quar
terly Meetings make report of their condition to

the'Yearly Meeting once in three years. The Re-
port from "the General Meeting in Scotland, where,

especially in the southwestern parts, there had
been some increase in number, awakened consid-

erable interest. Dr. Richard H. Thomas, of Balti-

more, said that his wife and himself had been much
impressed during their recent visit by the opening

that there was in Scotland to receive the message

with regard to the indwelling of the spirit of the

Lord in the hearts of men, the openness to receive

the spiritual truths which Friends held and
joiced in. He had seldom been in any place where
he was more impressed with this. Most Friends

were familiar with the work carried on in Ayrshire,

and he believed that there was an openness there

for the presentation of the work of the Lord Jesus

Christ, from the spiritual standpoint especially. It

was a great comfort to him to find so many persons

—not members of the Society of Friends—ready to

receive this message. There was a hungering and
thirsting after a message that would be emphasized
on both sides—the external history, and the inward

revelation of the Spirit bearing upon that history

and its meaning in regard to the daily life.

Luke Woodard said" the chief instrumentality in

building up the Church, both in evangelization

and edification, was the ministry. He believed he

saw very clearly that if some who were properly

gifted should feel called to go and reside in such

places as Dundee or Aberdeen, their services would

be of great value in the way of building up meetings.

Archibald C'rosbie said that he was at the very

beginning of the work in Ayrshire thirty years

ago ; and within the last two months he had at-

tended forty meetings there, many called at his

own request. While we knew the importance of

the mini-try of the mouth, there was another and

more important ministry. Many of those who bad

been gathered to us there were brought in, not as

the n -nit of outward mini-try, but rather be might
say the reverse; they had come out from the

churches to avoid outward ministry. They were

DOW growing in the truth, not altogether as the

result of outward teaching. He thought too much
tress might lie laid upon the ministry of nth ranee

u the .li-ngard of the mini-try of the- life. These

ncn and women who had joined us in Scotland

had a 'bead of anything like clerical influence.

Let us beware of that influence within our borders.

It was devastating some of the meetings in America,

and a great responsibility would rest upon us if we
permitted it within this Yearly Meeting.

A discussion over the question of how the dif-

ferent meetings might exercise an increased in-

fluence on behalf of vital religion, issued on the

adoption of a minute proposing that Preparative

Meetings should arrange for special meeting- to be

held three or four times a year, to consider their

responsibilities to their own members and to their

neighborhoods.
In view of the desire manifested to increase the

number of Friends by bringing into the Society

those who attended its meetings, a caution was ex-

pressed, not to create difficulty by admission of

those opposed to our distinctive views.

The Yearly Meeting of Ministry and Oversight

proposed a series of visits to its subordinate meet-

ings by a committee of its own body.

It was decided to issue an appeal" to Friends for

funds for the relief of the Armenians.
When the Epistles from the Conservative Yearly

Meetings of Iowa, Western and Kansas were read,

it was felt that they were instructive and touching,

but the conclusion of the previous year, not to

enter into a regular correspondence, was sustained,

and the Clerk was instructed to send a reply of ac-

knowledgment and brotherly greeting in a private

letter.

A proposal that the Quarterly Meetings should

report once in five, instead of three years, was not

adopted.
A consideration of the position of women Friends

in meetings for discipline, resulted in a decision

that in future thev should be considered a con-

stituent part of all meetings for discipline, and
should form a part of the Meeting for Sufferings.

It was decided to ask the Government that urgent

attention should be given to the settlement of the

dispute with Yenezuela.
A document was adopted which was to be sent

as an Epistle to the Yearly Meetings in America,

with which London Yearly Meeting corresponds

—also the draft of a short' letter to Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting,
After the reading of the General Epistle and a

period of worship, the meeting was brought to a

conclusion.

A Circumstance Related by Jos. Thomp-
son (at J. S. Elkinton's, Sixth Month 15th,

1896).—I was sent for, while pastor of Bethel

Church, to see an old lady who was a member
of Bethel Church. I called on her at the time.

She said to me that she wanted to see me be-

cause she would never be able to come to the

church again. She rose up, sat up, and seemed

to be quite vigorous for an old person, as she

was. She said :
" Tell my leader I will not see

him again, or meet his class. Tell him it is well

with me— well—aud that I have not lived as a

Christian for fifty years for naught.

"Tell the church that I shall not ever see

them again. Tell them my way is clear ; there

is not a cloud nor a doubt in my mind. My
work is done. I shall soon be at rest.

"This is all; I wanted to just tell you this

before I died."

I did not think that she was near her end.

I knew she was aged. She had sent for me
several times that day. This was between four
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and five iu theafteruoon. She died about seven

that evening. But she had waited all day just

to Bay that to me.

Titk Haebok.—Many have landed safely

after a rough passage, and have eventually been

comforted within the confines of a calm and

quiet harbor.

—

David Sands.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 4, 1896.

In The Friend of Fifth Month 23rd was

published a short article referring to the ob-

structions in the way of union between Hickory

Grove Quarterly Meeting belonging to Ohio

Yearlv Meeting, and the Iowa Yearly Meeting

x ative). We have recently received an

artiele from the pen of the same Kansas corre-

spondent, making some additional explanations.

From this we infer that the refusal of Iowa

Yearlv Meeting to adopt the review of Joseph

Joh n Gurney's writings contained in the "Ap-

p. al for the Ancient Doctrines of Friends," is-

sued by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1847,

had raised doubts in the minds of some of the

Hickory Grove Friends, as to their own doc-

trinal standing.

In reference to this subject, the Minutes of

Iowa Yearly Meeting of 1894 say: "While not

questioning the propriety of such action at that

time, in view of the length of time since elapsed,

with its fuller development, etc., we feel that

such action on our part at this time is not re-

quired; holding as we do that the fact of our

withdrawing from the confusion at the sacrifice

of us of much that was dear ; and re-

organizing our meetings, that we might hold

them in accordance with ancient usages and

practices, as set forth in the preface to our Book

of Discipline: and the endorsement by our

Yearly Meeting in 1885, of the Address of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to its members, in

1883 "is a more virtual testimony at this latter

day."

Although, in view of our distance from Iowa,

and our imperfect knowledge of the circum-

stances of the case, we do not desire to express

our opinion as to the expediency of the pro-

rganic union, yet the explanation of the

motive- that intluene d Iowa Yearly Meeting

iu withholding its endorsement of the" Appeal,"

seem to us sufficient to relieve it of any sus-

picion of want of unity with the doctrines ad-

vocated in said " Appeal," which might have
1,, .i, Higgestcd by its decline to indorse that

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States Communications are being ex-

belween the United Slates mid Prance in re-

ard t..tl„ c. hi the treaty wilh Madagascar,
The p -iiini f the Unite I States and that of England
an- identical, although there is no concerted action ol

Wright, in the Circuit Court at Champaign,
Illinois, has decided that the State law requiring the
national Hag to be displayed ovei every schoolhouse
in the Sts hool houi un onstilulional
and void.

wheal more cheaply than
any other |.:.rt of the United Stal

rhich ilic rent of ground per acre is

11.26.

o- weighing 22,000 pmiuds
turned up in n Joplin M mine lately.

Marriage License Clerk Silm nson, of I

the other day, whirl, indi-
ilf a million of Chicagoans

during a period of twenty-five years.

A despatch from Duluth says that one of the richest

deposits of gold found in this country has been dis-

covered on the Foley property. About 18,000 tons of

ore, valued at $472,000 are said to be in sight.
_

A local paper says that a mine of pure mica has

been discovered on the mountains near Cranberry

Creek, a few miles from Gloversville, N. Y.

It is stated that since trees have been extensively

planted in Southern California, the rainfall of the

region has become much more uniform and favorable

to agriculture. But there are other parts of the State

in which the saw mills are wiping out the forests and

planting the desert in the midst of nature's bounties.

A despatch from Spokane, Washington, says that

the Pend Orielle river lias overflowed its banks, flood-

ing the entire Calispell Valley, and spreading ruin

and disaster to settlers for twenty miles.

The order for 1,000,000 feet of 'bicycle tubing placed

with an American manufacturer by a bicycle maker

of Birmingham, England, is interesting as showing

another revolution as wrought by the wheel. As re-

cently as last year the United States imported tubing

to the value of §507,041 from Birmingham.
A series of explosions, culminating in a terrible fall

of rock, occurred at three o'clock on the morning of

the 28th nit. in the Twin Shaft Colliery of the New-
ton Coal Mining Company, at Pittston, Pa., and a

number of miners, estimated1 at fifty-eight, are en-

tombed in the mine, with hut faint hope of their be-

ing rescued. The mine had been " working" for some
time, and a special force, under the leadership of the

superintendent, acting Mayor Langan, of Pittston,

were engaged in an effort to strengthen the supports

in the gangway. Rescue work was begun at once, but

slow progress is being made.
It is staled that the whole south coast of Cuba, from

Cienfuegos to Baracoa, is a "plague-spot of small-

pox." Quarantine officers in the United States are

advised to be on guard to prevent the transmission of

the disease to this country.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 498, which
is 84 more than the previous week, and 60 more than

the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-

going, 161 were under one year of age ; 261 were
males and 234 females: 74 died of cholera infantum;
35 of heart disease; 34 of consumption; 26 of pneu-
monia; 26 of marasmus; 21 of convulsions; 18 of in-

flammation of the stomach and bowels; 17 of inflam-

mation of the kidneys; 17 of old age; 17 of apoplexy ;

16 of cancer ; 15 of inanition ; 14 of diphtheria ; 13 of

inflammation of the brain; 11 of dropsy, and 10 from
casualties.

Markets, Ac. — U. S. 2's, 95 a 97 ; 4's, reg., 10SA a
109; coupon, 109J a 1105 ; new 4's, 116J a 117J

;
5's,

113 a 113J ; currency 6's, 100 a 105.

Cotton.—The market ruled steady, with small sales

to spinners, on a basis of 7Jc. per pound for middling
uplands.
Feed.— Spot bran, $10.00 a $11.50 for winter in

bulk, and $10.00 a $11.50 per ton for spring in sacks.

Flour.—Winter super, $2.20 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.65; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.20;
do., do., straight. $3.25 a $3.40 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.00 a $3.20; do., do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40; do.,

do., patent, $3.40 a $3.65 : spring, clear, $2.60 a $2.85 ;

do., straight, $3.15 a $3.35 ; do., patent, $3.40 a $3.05
;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 25
a $2.40; do., clear, $3.00 a $3.2<l : do., straight, $3.25
a $3.40 ; do., patent, $3.60 a $3 80. Rye Flour.—
$2 50 per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 62| a 63c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 32! a 32Jc.
No. 2 white oats, 221 "a 23c.

Foreign.— It is stated that the British Government
views the present staleof the Venezuelan question with
the gravest apprehension. The arrest of Harrison
has increased the tension.

1 >r. Jameson and his associates in the Transvaal raid
were indicted in London on the 23rd ult., "for viola-
tion of the Foreign Enlistment act."

The Spini-h Senate has rejected, by a vote of SS to
44, the proposal for the abrogation of the protocol of
1877 with the United States.

The Spanish Chamber of Deputies has adopted a
bill enabling the government to raise the sum of
T'' 1 "'. ,"00 on the security of the tobacco monopoly,
the money to be available for war expenses.

Spain has made arrangements to send 40,000 troops
to Cuba during the Eighth Month.
Baron Edmond de Rothschild has established an-

other colony in Palestine. The new colony, which is
situated in Galilee, not far from Damascus^ consists of
a village of 3,000 acres, with numerous springs and
the sources of the river Jordan. This settlement,

which will be colonized by fifty farm laborers of

experience, will be interesting as an experime
home rule. In the other settlements an adminisi

and a staff of officials manage the affairs of the

nisls, but the new colony will regulate its own a

Four hundred Armenians are said to have
massacred at Van during the outbreak on the

ultimo.

The wheat crop of India is 235,000,000 bushel,

Dr. Saulie, a member of the Pasteur Institt

Algiers, has just discovered a vaccine which wil

vent sheep-rot. He has made many experii

which he declares to be conclusive. All the

nated sheep get a very mild attack of the diseas

recover.

Dispatches from South Africa convey rumors,
capture of Fort Salisbury and the massacre of £

the white inhabitants by the Matabele.
Portugal has given England permission tc

troops at Beira, in the Portuguese South Africa

sessions, for the purpose of marching them a

the rebellious Matabele.

The survey of the volcano Popocatepetl, M 1

for the purpose of determining the best location

ferial cable railway to the summit has just beer

pleted. This new railway will be a great attr

to tourists, who will now be able to make the e

to the summit, 18,000 feet above the sea, and all

scend to the crater, where the process of extr I

sulphur is being carried out.

The elections in Canada have resulted in thl
cess of the Liberals. A large portion of the pis

|j

of the party is devoted to the subject of reci I

trade relations with the United States.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School. — The nex 1 1

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month 1st J
plications for the admission of pupils should b< 1

to William F. Wickersham, /Vinci
Westtown, Chester Cl

Westtown Boarding School.—Forconvei
of persons coming to Westtown School, the sta{ I

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.461

and 2.53 and 4.32 p.m. Other trains are mell
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen I
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. Tc 4
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester Phi si

Zeiiedfe Haines, I 'I

Friends' Library. — The Library will 1

1

during the Seventh and Eighth Months on Fi (0

afternoons only, between 3 and 6 o'clock.

A few Friends can be accommodated with iil

ble rooms and boarding at Barclay Home, Vi

Chester, Pa., by early application to the Matroj i

Helena J. Connor,
No. 326 N. Walnut St., West Chester I

Died, Third Month 31st, 1896, at the home I

niece, Hannah J. Reid, West Grove, Pa., jAji
TERS, in the ninety-sixth year of her age. A rtfl

of Birmingham Monthly Meeting. "Blessed }t

poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of hea S.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, Fifth OH

18th, 1896, Mary Ann Smith, in the sixtjfl

year of her age. A member and minister tl

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

, at his residence, near Barnesville, Ohio, {III

first of Fifth Month, 1896, Aaron Frame, aged $bl

one years. A member and elder of Stillwater >M
Meeting of Friends. By the death of his fathi »h'

he was eight years old, he was deprived of d|
the protecting parental care often enjoyed lp
dren ; but, by giving heed to the early visita'M

Divine love, he was, in a good degree, preserv W
the many snares incident to youth, and gre i>P

consistent Friend, and throughout a long lifelslO

firm for the doctrines and testimonies which Ht
were called to bear before the world. A waBp
upon the wall, he viewed with sorrow thede|jtt>'

in principle and practice so prevalent of latteilB"

He was a kind husband and father, and end M"

conscientiously to discharge his whole duty H"
his children. It was increasingly his conk
bodily infirmities came upon him, to live eacl W
though it might be his last, and we have thepw

ing belief that, though suddenly called, he wip* 1

watching.

J
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Christian Progression.

s in nature, so in grace, there is a being born

fn
of the incorruptible seed, being babes in

st, children, young men, strong men, fathers

tlj mothers in Israel. There is a Christian

ware to be accomplished, an enlistment under

planner of the cross, a putting on of the ar-

id of righteousness, a contending with the

(is of the adversary and the allurements of

h^vorld and the flesh, an overcoming in the

h!e of the Lord, and a crown of victory, the

ty'are being accomplished.

jhese are a few of the many similes found in

Mioly Scriptures, exemplifying this irnport-

n truth. Let not, then, the young disciple,

7b, has tasted of the good word of God and
«i made partaker in the joys of believing,

Where. Let him lean more upon the Lord's

h;tion, and, cleaving closely to Him, accept
vfy dispensation of his grace as coming from
li who has loved us and washed away our
iq in his own blood. He doeth all things

je, He leads us by a way which man know-
thot. But He is our guide, and whether that

a, lie through green pastures or through
\<k and barren solitudes, He knoweth what

,i 1st for us. It is He who gives to us a hun-
etig and thirsting after righteousness, that He
iS fill us of his fulness. And the first is none
Ik ess his gift Divine than his bountiful sup-
lj)f our need. Through all, his supporting
ail is underneath, his supply of the heavenly
iana is constant and the nether springs cease
oi,o flow.

.5 these pilgrims to glory are found faith-

W following their Divine Leader through all

a«.'icissitudes and changing seasons of God's
to, glorified in the wintry seasons, as in the
singly more fruitful ones of summer and
U'nin, in his own time spring will come, and
ktrees of righteousness planted by the Lord's
w hand, the recurrence of each succeeding
-am will find them more mature, more pro-
gin bearing fruit to the praise of the great
iibandman.

is through faith we become heirs to the

Raises of God, and this same faith, which is

M'ift of God (for Jesus himself is the author
f ie saints' faith) is that which justifies them

r
eire God, for it purifies their heart and causes
"servants of sin to become the servants and

saints of God. But these must know an increase

in their faith, as the apostles prayed of their

Divine Master. And the apostle Peter enjoins

us to "Grow in grace and in the knowledge of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ" (2 Pet. iii

:

18). In this, then, consists the growth of the

Christian, the hearing of Christ's word and the

doing of it, for herein God's blessing rests on

those " who hear the words of this prophecy and
keep those things that are written therein"

(Rev. i : 3). For God's promise to those who,

through faith, enter into Christ's new and ever-

lasting dispensation and covenant of grace is,

"They shall be all taught of God." And this

Christ, who is the great Prophet of his people,

does, by his grace, which comes to all and
teaches all who w.ill hear, what to do and what

to leave undone, in order that they may please

God and follow Him in the way wherein He
would have them to walk.

These, having heard the voice of the S in of

God, are raised, by his power, out of a state of

sin and death into righteousness and newness

of life. They are made partakers in the prom-

ises of God to those who have a part in the first

resurrection. Over such the second death hath

no power, but they are made " priests of God
and of Christ," to offer unto Him holy, spiritual

sacrifices, acceptable to God through Christ,

their Great High Priest and Saviour. And be-

ing grafted into Christ, the vine, they partake

of the life of the vine and grow therein. But,

as the husbandman prunes the vine, that it may
bring forth choice fruit, so do tribulations and
trials seemingly wound these in order to wean
them from things below, and centre their affec-

tions on heavenly things. These are but the

knife in his hand, whereby his people become

fitted to bear more acceptable fruit to God.
Jesus, by his apostles, forewarns all. " Ye

must, through much tribulation enter into the

kindomofGod" (Actsxiv). But if we suffer with

Him, weshall beglorified together. Why shrink,

then, when these trials come? Why murmur
because our lot is in the way of a cross to the

flesh? By this way the Lord of Glory passed

when He opened up a new and living way. By
this He leads those whom He loves and whom
He would purify in the furnace of affliction,

that they may be sanctified in body and in

spirit, that they may serve Him in newness of

life.

And as Christ's word abides in them, so do

they abide in Him and bear heavenly fruit.

Daily do they partake of the king's portion,

and are fair to look upon, and grow in grace,

wisdom and knowledge, and in love to God and

man. Continuing faithful, they are made " pil-

lars in God's Church, who shall no more go

out."

This is the goal of God's high calling in

Christ. But it is grace begins and grace that

carries on the work. Jesus Christ is both the

foundation and the corner-stone, the Alpha and

the Omega, the begiuningand the ending. " Fol-

low me" is not alone the first call, but the daily

watchword. They are the sons of God who are

led by the Spirit of God, and the armies of the

saints in heaven follow Him whose name is

" the Word of God."
In Ezekiel's vision of the Holy Waters issu-

ing from under the altar of God and flowing

into the sea, bringing life wherever it flowed,

the prophet experienced a greater and greater

depth according to the measure of the angel.

And this accords with Christ's prophecy that

the Spirit of Promise whom He would send,

would teach them all things, with this expressed

proviso—when they should be able to bear it.

Here, then, is a continuous and progressive

path corresponding to each one's growth in the

Truth. Therefore are they manifestly in error

who would limit God's grace, confining it to

two distinct and separate times and acts, as

though, these being accomplished, there were
no further advance in holiness possible.

Christ's command is, " Be ye, therefore, per-

fect, even as your Father which is in heaven
is perfect." But who can say, "My way is

perfect before the Lord." So saying, thou
condemns thyself, ami justifying thyself thou

art not justified of God (Luke xvi: 15: Job
ix : 20). For the perfect man, in his humility,

knoweth not his own righteousness, any more
than did they who were called to the right hand
of the judge. Still may man walk with a con-

science void of offense toward God and man.
That man is accepted of God who walks up-

rightly according to the measure of God's gift

of light or grace, according to the depth of

Christian experience to which he has been
brought. And as God has created us anew in

Christ Jesus, He would transform us into his

likeness, and this is done, as the apostle says,

" by the Spirit of the Lord," whereby, as we
faithfully follow on, we advance from glory to

glory, from strength to strength, from one degree

of grace to another, till Christ the Refiner sees

in us his own image. Infinite as is the disparity

between Christ the Eternal Word and Creator

and mortal man, his creature, yet as He ap-

peared, in his humility, clothed in humanity,

so closely did He identify himself with his peo-

ple, and now does He purify them to himself

by his indwelling Spirit, that the beloved Apos-
tle John writes, " Because as He is, so are we
in this world" (1 John ix : 17). And they

being born of God, He is not ashamed to own
them as brethren, as He said, " I ascend unto

my Father and your Father, and to my God
and your God" (John xx : 17).

And though the Christian's strength may be
according to his days, and so, well pleasing to

God, yet does there ever remain a place for a

growth in the Truth towards the fulness of

grace and stature of our Holy Master, the Lord
Jesus Christ.

Christ's command to each one of his disciples

is, " Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give

thee a crown of life." With the command,
comes to him who will receive it, power to obey,

for all power is of and from God. It is not by
works of righteousness which we have done, but

according to his mercy, he saved us, by the
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washing of regeneration ami the renewing of

the Holy Ghost which He sheds on ua abund-

antly, through Jesus Christ our Saviour"
(
Titus

My heart tenderly yearns for those who, dis-

1 with the fading pleasures of time, and

yielding to the wooings of Christ's grace, long

to separate themselves from the world, with

its false professions and wilful walk of pleas-

ure, who would seek the paths in which Christ

leads his flock, that they may know of a lying

down securely in his fold. For, though the

gate lie narrow, as is also the way, both are

wide enough for thee and thy Lord, who is thy

guide, to walk together. He that loves the

Lord must serve the Lord, for "his servants ye

are to whom ve ohev, whether of sin unto death,

or of obedience to righteousness. Hear, then,

Christ's words to them who desire to love and

serve Him, " If any man serve me let him fol-

low me ; where I am there shall also my servant

be" (John xii : 26).

Into this way of faith, this walk with God,

unto which Abraham, the father of the faithful,

was called by God, saying, " Walk thou before

me, and be thou perfect," Christ now calls thee,

oh, reader! The way that leads to the heavenly

city is free to all who will come, and its gates

shall not be shut, neither by day nor by night.

I>avid tasted of its sweetness, saying, "How
amiable are thy tabernacles, oh, Lord of Hosts."

Again, "They go from strength to strength,

ev( ry one of them in Zion appeareth before

God" (v. 7). And this is that same Zion, the

heavenly city, the new Jerusalem, to which the

apostle said, "ye are come."

Let us, then, steadfastly press onwards and
strive lawfully. Thus will salvation be inscribed

on our banners, and prosperity and peace be
found within our borders. For, as we serve the

Lord faithfully and unreservedly, He will be

in our midst, and He will put his name upon
us and write it on our foreheads, and as we dwell
in love it shall be known " the Lord is there"

(Ez. xlviii: 35). W. W. B.

A Meteob when in Business.—We owe
our immunity to our atmosphere, which serves

as a bullet-proof cuirass for the world. When
a meteor enters the atmosphere the friction pro-

duced by its gigantic speed makes it flash up.
The ingenious experiments of Lord Kelvin have
shown that the heat thus produced, just as a
brake Bhowers sparks from a carriage wheel, or
a lucifer match lights on the box, is sufficient

i" consume tbe meteor as if it. were suddenly
cast into a heated furnace. Obviously the smal-
ler meteors are utterly consumed before they
have penetrated far into the atmosphere, which
their fate has shown to rise to a height of about
one hundred and twenty miles.

Only a very large our can descend, as that of
Madrid is -aid to have done, to within twenty
mill "i the earth before being burst by the ex-
pansion due to boat and by the resistance of the
air. The fact thai fragments do occasionally
reach the earth is tbe best ofproof of the great

the meteors that we encounter.
If il w< re not for the " blessed air," the explo-

I with the accompanying fervent
ould take place in our midst. It is aafe

at such a state of things would render
our great towns uninhabitable. In L Ion we

ii what inclined to gird at theatn
"'<" '"

ad its east wind!
But none of us ran tell how often it has saved
him from a terrible and invisible fate, in being,
" Boot with a rock." If we are mon- inclined n,

recognize the atmosphere services in future, the

Madrid meteor will not have exploded in vain

—Spectator.

Slavery and Slave-Raiding.

Slave-raiding and the traffic in slaves, to

which ii ministers, is the great overshadowing

evil of the Central Soudan. There is no tract of

equal size in Africa, or indeed in the world,

where the slave-trade, at the present moment,

flourishes so largely and so entirely unchecked

by any European influence. So much has been

said and written about the slave-trade of East

Africa, that it is certainly somewhat disheart-

ening to learn that, bad as matters are on the

east coast, they are immeasurably worse on the

west. To make the case still more distressing,

from an English stand-point, the whole of the

country where this slavery and slave-raiding is

flourishing so luxuriantly, is British territory,

or, if this expression be objected to as prema-

ture, is within the British " sphere of influence,"

having been definitely recognized as such by the

treaty of Berlin. By claiming for ourselves this

vast tract of country, we have claimed one of

the most important and most valuable sections

of equatorial Africa, but we have at the same
time claimed for ourselves a great responsibility,

from which we cannot, if we would, set ourselves

free. The great majority of the slaves in Hausa-
Iaud are obtained, not from foreign or outside

sources, but from villages and towns the inhab-

itants of which are of the same tribe and race

as their captors. The practical result is that

the country is subject to nearly all the evils of
perpetual civil war. There is no real security

for life or property anywhere. At any moment
the king in whose territory any town or village

lies, may receive a message from the king to

whom he is himself tributary, ordering him to

send at once a given number of slaves, on pain
of having his own town raided. He thereupon
selects some place within his own territory, and
without, perhaps, the shadow of an excuse, pro-

ceeds to attack it and to carry off its inhabitants
as slaves. The attack is usually made in over-
whelming numbers, so as to prevent any serious

resistance. Any who attempt to resist are mas-
sacred on the spot, the rest are made to march
in fetters to the town of their captors, whence
they are either passed on to some central slave
market, to be sold, or kept for a while in order
to be included in the annual tribute payable to

the Sultan of Sokoto. Anyone who reads the
"Autobiography of a Slave," by H. H. John-
son, who was formerly a consul on the west
coast, and who is now Commissioner of Nyassa-
land, will gain a most realistic idea of the suf-

ferings entailed by slavery, as at present carried
on in Hausaland. Moreover, the evils resulting
from slavery should by no means be regarded
simply from the point of view of the person en-
slaved. As I walked through one slave market
after another in the various Hausa towns, it

often seemed to me that the persons most in-
jured, i. e., most degraded by the slave-trade,
were not the slaves, but the slave-owners. If the
latter only had to be considered, it would still

behoove every one who cared anything for the
development of the African native to use his
utmost endeavor to remove what is at present
an insuperable oustacle to his advance.
During the course of our march from Loko

to Egga, via Kano, a distance of about eight
hundred miles, we had frequent opportunities
of observing the general insecurity of life and
property which the existence of the slave-trade
produces. Soon after leaving Loko, we entered

the town of Nassarawa, where we were o
pelled to wait the return of its king fror

slave-raid, on which he was then absent,

reaching Jimbambororo, a village a few m
further on, we were told that its king was
" feeling sweet," owing to the fact that twe

of his subjects had that very morning b

seized as slaves by the people of an adjao

town. On leaving this village we passed at

where, two days before, fifteen native merchi
had been carried off as slaves ; and ag
shortly before reaching Katchia, we were sb<

another point on our path where, within the

previous days, a similar fate had befallen

other travellers. On arriving at the large t

of Zaria, in the market-place of which we
about two hundred slaves exposed for sale]

were once again informed that the king
j

absent on a slave-raiding expedition. Du|
our stay in Kano about a thousand slaves i

brought into the town on a single occasioi

the result of such an expedition. In the co

of our march from Kano to Bida we p»:

towns and villages, literally without nuno

which had been recently destroyed and t

inhabitants sold as slaves; and this, as has I
already explained, not by any foreign invsj

but by the king in whose territory the plj

themselves were situated.

Slaves form, to a great extent, the currj

of the country where larger amounts aril

volved than can be conveniently paid in *

ries. Where, for instance, a native is abo'I

travel for any considerable distance, he I

usually take with him slaves proportional I

number to the length of his proposed JoujB

After travelling perhaps a hundred mileifi

will stop and sell one of his slaves, and wit!|

proceeds will travel another hundred na
when he will sell a second. He will probabijs!

arrange that, by the time he gets home all

he will have sold all the slaves which he pi

with him on setting out, with the excepticlq

his personal attendants.

—

Hausa Land.

Feeding the Hungky.—Providing foe Jhj

the hungry is a commendable act of an Hi

vidual, or of a government. But there mi jh|

wisdom in the method of this provision,
j

ii

will fail of its purpose. It were better, as a lie,

to provide the hungry with employmertj
which they can feed themselves, than to to

them food without employment. In auyejQl

a single meal or a single day's food to the s rtl

iug is a minor matter, and its proffer mt be

rather an aggravation than an assistance. 'jHJ

are crowds of hungry ones in Russia. Ijfl

there have starved. Others have longejfor

more. With good intentions, an attemp *aa

made to provide a full supply of food, fo.t

full meal to the hungry, on
coronation of the Czar. As t

multitude rushed to the loaded

the effort to avail themselves of this p jwr
:

hundreds were trampled to death. Moij in-

deed, while striving to reach the offered pod

than would have starved if they had bee left

without this temporary supply. The cost o!h»'

banquet might have been a help to thou Ms

had it been well expended, but, misapply >'

was a means of death instead of life. The are

good and bad ways of giving.

—

Sunday .W
Times.

How can you expect God to speak itM
gentle and inward voice which melts thepul,

when you are making so much noise witl'0"'

rapid reflections ?
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itimony of Lisburn Monthly Meeting Con-

jrning the Late William Green, a Minister.

In remembrance of our late dear friend, Wil-

li Green, we believe it right to place on

rf>rd our sense of the rvalue of his labors as a

liister of the Gospel and a consistent upholder

Ihe principles and practices of the Society of

jiends. In doing so, it is not with any desire

tixalt the creature, but to magnify the grace

plch enabled him to overcome the hindrances

pjch beset him in the exercise of his gift—in

ahfulness to his Divine Master. We also de-

ii to encourage others to trust in the Lord,

\i in obedience to follow his guidance.

[Villiam Green was born at Annahilt, North

isbro', on the twenty-ninth of Fifth Month,

i'2, and died on the twenty-ninth of Third

tfbth, 1895, having almost completed his

liiity-third year. He was educated at Pros-

it Hill School, Lisburn. In 1825 he married

Siabeth Green and settled on a small farm

idr Ballinderry, which meeting he attended

ligeutly, and having acceptably exercised a

;iliu the ministry, he was recorded a minister

n'.nity by Lisburn Monthly Meeting in 1844.

5<jn after this he was deprived, by death, of

uldear wife. This trying event increased his

lere to be faithful in the performance of every

dice called for by his Lord, and he was lilie-

•ad to visit Friends in Leiuster Province, be-

n|accompauied by his friend, James N. Rich-

Utson, of Glenmore, then in the station of

illr. In 1846 he was married a second time,

;o!31izabeth Swann, who for thirty-six years

M his devoted, patient helper in his long ab-

tej:es in the work of the ministry. He occa-

lically visited other parts of the Society in

[rand, but his chief service, out of his own
aa'ting, consisted in extended visits to Friends

nlnierica, the first of these being undertaken
in he year 1857.

a the year 1859, under a constraining sense

sf uty, he offered his services (in conjunction

wit his wife) for the responsible duties as heads
of he school at Prospect Hill, Lisburn, and
dung this period was liberated for a second
vir, to America, provision being made to set

hi, at liberty from the school. In 1865 he
viced Friends in Canada and attended some
oflie Yearly Meetings on the American Conti-

neft. On this and other similar occasions he
ha many remarkable experiences of his Heav-
en' Father's care and guidance. Soon after

hireturn he and his wife took up their resi-

des with their son and daughter, near Bess-
bnk, in the bounds of Lurgau Monthly Meet-
in

he call was again given to enter into active
wck, and the Committee of Brookfield Agri-
cuural School cordially accepted his services
an those of his wife in watching over the varied
in rests of that Institution until the year 1873,
win, in obedience to the clear intimation of
hi Heavenly Father's will, he, for the fourth
tiie, crossed the Atlantic on a visit to Friends
in America.

_
le spent the last twenty-two years of his life

in
i peaceful cottage residence within the de-

m'ne f the Marquis of Devonshire at Hills-
br. Here he was occupied in such pursuits as
wt3 congenial to him, and, liviug close to the
ni. ting-house, it was his delight to extend lov-
"i hospitality whenever opportunity occurred.
Finds and neighbors from far and near re-
eled a warm welcome. Amongst the latter
*fe some of high social position. For these as
W as others he sought to embrace opportuni-

ties for solid and improving intercourse, faith-

fully exhorting, encouraging or reproving in

obedience to the call of his Divine Master. Tin-

call was not unfrequently heard by him when
engaged in social converse, and a reverent still-

ness would often be the prelude to a faithfully

delivered message. We believe many can re-

call such occasions as times when they were'

helped and blessed. His communications in the

ministry were with marked weight and fervency,

being characterized by a loving, warning and
pleading spirit. He was often led to call upon

the careless and indifferent to mind the day of

their visitation, and to flee for safety to the Lord
Jesus Christ, the only Saviour of men. The all-

sufficiency of Divine grace, the need of holiness

for the heavenly inheritance and the terms of

discipleship were themes he often dwelt upon.

Although deprived latterly of outward hear-

ing, he was remarkably led in harmony and
sympathy with others. He continued to attend

meetings, and was exercised in the ministry

therein to within a few months of the close of

his life. He was deeply attached to the prin-

ciples of Friends, and we believe it was in the

consistency of his walk as a witness for Christ

amongst those who observed him that we find

the key to the high estimate formed of him by

all classes around him. Among the many bless-

ings for which his heart was ever full of grati-

tude, was that of having the constant, devoted

care of a faithful daughter. His mind was pre-

served in clearness to the end, and his testimony

to the all-sufficiency of his Redeemer was clear

and full. He frequently acknowledged that

goodness and mercy had followed him all the

days of his life, and he had the blessed assur-

ance that he would be permitted to dwell in the

house of the Lord forever.

Signed on behalf of Lisburn Monthly Meet-

ing, held twelfth of Ninth Month, 1895.

Joseph C. Marsh, Clerk.

Gambling in the Parlor and in the Hollow.

Upon two occasions recently, information was

given by the Ledger to its readers concerning

certain progressive euchre parties; that the

several dozen of tables provided were well pat-

ronized, and that the proceeds were designed

for the charitable objects which were then named.

The soundness of the oft-cited maxim, that " The
end does not sanctify the means," I think, will

justify me in the suggestion of an inquiry as to

the particular method which was thus employed

in the way of benevolence.

In his charge to the Grand Jury of Hamil-

ton County, Tenn., perhaps two years ago, Judge
Moon, at Chattanooga, used the following clear

language :
" Not only is gambling carried on

in regular gambling resorts, but people of high

standing and respectability gamble. They may
not put down money, but they set an example

for others in playing for prizes and awards. In

these progressive euchre games these persons

play for fine pictures or gold-headed canes.

Examples are set that are a violation of the

law, and it is just as demoralizing as common
gambling. A conviction of one man of a higher

class is better, as an example, than the convic

tion of only ordinary people for common gam-
bling."

Similarly, Judge Green, of Kentucky, in his

charge to the Grand Jury of Boone County, in

that State, took occasion lately to give his view

of the difference between progressive euchre as

known in society and what is spoken of as com-

mon gambling. He said :
" I don't know any-

thing about progressive euchre, but I know that

when two 'one-gallus' fellows play cards for

money or other property down in a hollow that

is gambling. Progressive means advancing,

and when parties clad in silks, satins, broad-

cloth, diamonds, gold Watches and gold chains

meet in a parlor ami play a series of games and

upon the result of the series the property in the

prizes changes ownership, I think the game has

progressed very far from the ' one-gallus' fellows

in the hollow, but it is still gambling."

The bicycle is an apparatus with which the

idea of progression is very intimately associated,

but it is greatly to be regretted that the thought

of a good many people as to the best way of

obtaining one for themselves should have pro-

gressed to the point of getting it through a pro-

cess of gambling. In West Chester, a local

paper states, " several wheels have been chanced

off at a cost of only a few cents to the winner."

When passing a cigar store near the City Hall,

recently, I noticed, in the window, a bicycle,

to which a label was attached, informing pros-

pective buyers of the weed to be had within the

store, that they would also be given a chance

to become owner of the wheel. Calling the at-

tention of the policeman at the corner beyond

to this device, which I had no doubt was an

illegal lottery, he removed his hat from his

head, and exhibiting one of the numbered cou-

pons of the scheme which he had kept under

the hatband, laughed at the absurdity of alleg-

ing that there was anything wrong about such

a thing. Had he called the attention of the

Lieutenant of the district to the matter? Oh,

no. It was a satisfaction to note later that the

District Attorney's attention had been called to

the scheme ; that he had defined it as undoubt-

edly an illegal lottery, and that the police au-

thorities had given orders " to notify each store-

keeper to discontinue the offer of coupons for

such prizes, otherwise he would be proceeded

against at once."

Having lately had occasion to make a little

inquiry concerning the enactment of the State

and national Anti-lottery laws, it may be worth

while to quote the opinion of President J. Har-

seu Rboades, of the Greenwhich Savings Bank
(also President of the Association of Savings

Bank Presidents of New York), about the lot-

tery—that " the evil is a great one—worse even

than the liquor traffic—and it should be stopped

in every State in this Union, through the pass-

ing of the most rigid laws with the severest

penalties attached to them for violation." John
Bigelow, ex-Secretary of State of New York,

biographer of Benjamin Franklin, and execu-

tory trustee of the Tilden Trust, writes of gam-
bling as " in some of its senses the most demor-

alizing of all vices and the most incurable,"

while Chauncey M. Depew, railroad President,

European traveller and well-informed man of

affairs, has been quoted in the Ledger's columns

as saying that " there is one vice that is growing

with tremendous rapidity over the earth, and
especially among civilized nations. This vice

is gambling." The President of our staunch

Philadelphia Saving Fund in speaking of the

suppression of the Louisiana Lottery, and the

speedy enactment thereafter of the national

Anti-lottery act, expressed the opinion that be-

yond any consideration founded upon the with-

drawals of savings institutions' deposits for the

practice of the lottery vice (and he had no doubt

that such withdrawals and withholdings had

been very large in some of the cities), it was

nevertheless an aroused moral sentiment upon

the subject the country over that had decreed

the lottery traffic's suppression.
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Now the BUStentatioD of every scheme of gani-

bliog or of gain getting through merest chance

iic one malign t. It is a bad thing

fur the Italian newsboy to pitch pennies and to

throw dice. It is a bad and risky thing for the

negroin the " Blums" to be found playing policy.

The merchant's clerk who has so far surren-

dered his sense of self-respect as to gamble for

a bicycle ought to bend very low over his un-

worthily and unlawfully acquired wheel at the

re© Election of the loss of moral uprightness that

it has cost him. The lady possessor of a sofa

that has been gotten by progressive euchre, as

she blandly waves her visitor to be seated,

—

Well, it isn't altogether reassuring to reflect

how the uou-discriminatiug Kentucky Judge

ranges progressive euchre winners with the com-

mon .-anihling " 'gallus' fellows in the hollow."

lifestations of the lottery distemper are

many and very varied, and may afflict (when

not withstood) all classes and conditions of so-

ciety. A sound, moral sentiment in the com-

munity regarding it will most effectually hold

it in check. Josiah W. Leeds.

Typhoon.

The position and topography of Formosa ex-

pose it to the dreadful typhoon, which sweeps

across the Malay Archipelago, over the Philip-

pine Islands, and then northward to Japan,

taking Formosa in its course. The name is

from the Chinese tqfung, or " great wind." The
intense heat in southern latitudes conspires with

other causes to produce this fearful outbreak of

the elements that results every year in untold

loss of life and property. As the main path of

the typhoon is along the Chinese sea-coast, the

gn an st destruction is on the ships and islands.

Trees are torn up by the roots, buildings are

swept away like chaff, great ships are broken

to pieces or lifted from their anchorage and de-

posited elsewhere, and thousands of lives are

lost My first experience was in 1874, when
the great typhoon swept over the land. I was
hurrying alone from Kulung to Bang-kah. I

came to a deep stream, and was feeling my way
narrow plank bridge when a great roar

was heard, and before I reached the opposite

bank the typhoon broke. I was hurled head-
long through the darkness into the mud and
water below. How I regained the bank and
made my way through the storm-swept bamboo
and along the narrow, winding path I cannot
tell. It was nearly midnight when I reached
Bang-kah, and right glad I was to find some
shelter with tin: students there. That night a
British steamer hound fir Tamsin was struck,

outside the Kelung harbor, and in the morning
only the fragments of a wreck could be seen.
Nearly all on hoard were, lost, and now, ou a
rock, a white marble cross commemorates their

loss.

afterward, with Sun-a, one of my
- I was travelling to Kelung. When on

the last mountain, we looked seaward across the
harbor, and, behold, a black wall stood between
the troubled sea and the lov ring heavens.
Thousands of sea-gulls were pressing forward,
with long, loud cries. We understood the signs,
and mad- all haste. .Inst as we were enteriug
the town, with on.- indescribable roar, the 3torm
bur>t. First a few drops of rain, then the wind

nts i-ll. Every living
creature -ought refuge. We rushed intoa half-
finished hut, ami were companions in distress
with a number of black pigs. There w<
the whole night, listening to thi furj ol the ter-
rific gale.- and mrging wavi - Early in the

morniDg we looked out to see the streets two

feet deep in the water, gardens and rice-fields

flooded, and everywhere marks of destruction

and loss.

—

Mackay's Formosa.
~ Selected.

Lines Composed on the Emmigration of Wm.
Penn from England to America, in 1682.

The Quaker stood under his smooth broad brim

Ami olain drab suit so simple and trim,

'Twas better than roval robes to him,

Who looked at the inner part

;

Foregoing the wealth and the honors of earth,

He emptied his breast of the praise of birth,

To seek for a treasure of matchless worth

Reserved for the pure in heart.

And he heaved a sigh at the lofty look

Of the miter'd head o'er the gilded book,

And a view of the costly drapery took

With a meek and a pitying eye.

Alas I said he, as he turned away
From the splendid lemple and grand display,

What honors to worldly pomp they pay

In the name of the King most high.

Then he looked around on his own proud land

Where those of his faith were a suflering band

Chained in their conscience and under the hand

Of a merciless power oppressed.

I will seek, said the Quaker, a happier shore

Where I and my people may bow before

The shrine we erect to the God we adore

And none shall our rights molest.

Sick of the sounding of empty things,

Of beggarly pride in the land of kings,

His dove-like spirit unfolded her wings

For a bold and venturous sweep
;

She wafted him oft' o'er billow and spray

'Twixt the sea and sky in a pathless way,

To a beautiful sylvan scene that lay

Far over the boiling deep.

And when he came down unruffled and staid,

Along the skirts of the peaceful shade,

Where the Schuylkill and Delaware rolled and made
Their friendly waters unite,

The Indian sprang from his light canoe,

The birds to the topmost branches flew,

And the deer skipped up on the cliff to view
The new and unseemly sight.

The tomahawk dropped from the red man's hand
As he saw ihe Quaker advance and stand,

Presenting his purse to share the land
He had come to possess with them.
And scanning his bland and noble face,

Where goodness was all his eye could trace,

He haughtily smiled at his hiding place
Far under his hat's broad brim.

'Thou wilt find," said the Quaker, "in me and in mine
But brothers and friends to thee and thine
Who will abuse no power and admit no line

'Twist the re.i man and the white,

Save the cord of love as a sacred tie

For our one Great Father, who dwells on high,
Ilegards that child with an angry eye,

Who robs from his brother's right."

So the red man passed, and the Quaker stood,
The righteous Lord of the shadowy wood,
Like the genius of thought in his solitude,
Till his spirit, the inner man,
Became too mighty to be repressed
Beneath the drab on his ample breast,

And with meekness moved and in plainness dressed,
Came forth, as his lips began

—

" I may not swear but I prophecy
Those lofty forests which tower so high,
Shall bend and their stately heads shall lie

On the lap of their mother earth
;

The stroke of the axe shall their pride subdue,
Their branching lienors the ground shall strew,
And some of their bodies shall be reared anew,
To shelter the peaceful hearth.

Where n..w the poor Indian scatters the sod
With ollerings burnt to an unknown God,
By Gospel light shall the paths be trod
T. ih. courts of the Prince of Peace.
Here shall < lmerce appoint her mart,
I he marble shall yield to the hand of art,
Vnd the gun of science his rays shall dart,
And the darkness of nature cease."

The trees quaked, too, at the things he spoke,

For they knew that the knee of the knotted oal

Must bend e'er the vow of the Quaker broke,

And they bowed and kissed the ground

The hammer and axe abjured repose,

The mountains rang with their dismal blows,

The forest fell and the city arose,

A mark of great renown.

Her laws were as righteous, as pure and as plai

To bind the strong with a silken chain,

As the warm in heart and the cool in brain,

Could in wisdom and love devise.

The tongue needed not the bond of a vow,

And man to his fellowman need not bow,

Nor doff the screen of his open brow

To any beneath the skies.

Thus did the vision of prophecy
Expand and blaze in the prophet's eye,

Till it grew so vast and arose so high,

That the gentle words which hung
Like a string of pearls from his cautious lip,

On a silver thread he was fain to clip,

Lest something more than the truth might sli;

For once, from the Quaker's tongue.

So the Quaker passed on from land to land,

With a loving heart and an open hand,

Of one who felt that he soon must stand,

And his final account give in
;

For long had he made up his sober mind
That he could not depart and leave mankind
With the ample field of the world behind,

No better than it had been.

Bright was the spot where the Quaker came,

To leave it his hat, his drab and his name,
Which will swiftly sound in the trump of fa:

Till the final blast shall die.

The city was reared from the sylvan shade,

Where beautiful monuments are made,
And long have the rivers their pride displaye

In the scenes now rolling by.

Hannah F. Gotj

ixth

For " The F:

Friendly Conversation.

The evening of the nineteenth of SU_
was spent in pleasant social conversation rs

small group of members ofthe Society of Fri ds,!

who were seated on the piazza of a houiii'

West Chester, which was the home of ttldR

their number. There was no jarring eleent

among those who were thus gathered, for leyl

were so attached to the doctrines and int< Bts

of Friends, as to permit of a free intercl IgB

of sentiment; so that each could expresbil

feelings without fear of giving offence
;

of

awaking opposition.

The conversation took a wide range, in \ Ich

the characters ofOliver Cromwell and Nap
Bonaparte were discussed—but the most fa'

topics were those relating to prominent

bers of their own Society—of whom many
dotes were told.

A remarkable conversation between the

Samuel Bettle and the late Morris Copi I

revived. Many years ago, at the close oone

of the sittings of Philadelphia Yearly M&ng,

Samuel Bettle requested Morris Cope to main

in his seat, and when the others had withd wn.

gave him at length his views on the g€ sral

condition of the Society of Friends. He lid.

that in the controversies which had ag >ted

this country in regard to the doctrines pre bed

by Elias Hicks, they had had the help of wn-

don Yearly Meeting; but in the contnsrsy

then agitating the Society over the vw9°l

Joseph John Gurney, its influence was o the

wrong side, and its name had so much infl-nw

among many in this country, that most <
the

Yearly Meetings would be unable to with Mid

it—so that he considered it of vital impoiinee

that Philadelphia Yearly Meeting should at-

tain its ground as a defender of the a lent

doctrines of the Society of Friends.
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}j further expressed his conviction, that in

»}- to this maintenance, it was almost neees-

j; that some method should be adopted to

let the circulation among our meetings and

eibers of ministers from other meetings im-

18 with sentiments with which we are not in

ij-, and he thought that the most practical

iqjffective means of discouraging such visits

Did be for our Yearly Meeting to discontinue

loistolary correspondence.

Tere is reason to believe that this conversa-

nt made a deep impression on the mind of

[ois Cope, and he probably was not surprised

hi, at a subsequent Yearly Meeting, Samuel

ele proposed that all correspondence with

b Yearly Meetings be dropped—a sugges-

owhich was adopted by the Yearly Meeting,

[ois Cope possessed a very retentive and pre-

Benemory, and one or more of those present

icheard him relate this incident in a very

itosting and lively manner,

grauel Bettle was a man of unusual ability

lcforesight, There was probably no other

eiberof Philadelphia Yearly Meeting so capa-

lei'f judging correctly of the future results

: ny particular course of procedure. One of

ie;roup gathered on the piazza had been a

ih.ar at Westtown many years before, and

soiled the mannerin whichSamuel approached

ayubject on which he desired to counsel the

shears. His opening remarks did not indicate

leioint to which he designed to come. His

ia;ier was like that attributed to Chief Justice

[a, hall, by his biographer, William Wirt. He
oil lay down some general proposition, which

seiBcl so innocent, as to disarm the hostility of

isliponent.but that proposition once admitted,

leonclusion at which he aimed would follow

it all the force and certainty of a demonstra-

oof a proposition of Euclid.

le conversation turned on the absurdity of

in of the claims of what is called " higher

ritism," by which some critics have under-

iki from the internal evidence of the style,

.c,to arrange several of the old books of the

lib. The recent archaeological discoveries in

Igjit and Syria have disproved many of the

fusions of these critics. Perhaps the most
Je,ive means of showing the liability to error

ivved in these literary discussions, would be
) fply the same process to well known modern
rings, and note the absurdities which would
eiolved. It was on this principle that Arch-
isl'p Whately endeavored to counteract the

ttiks on the Christian religion of infidel

rirs, by his pamphlet on Napoleon Bona-
ar.

, In this he reasons that it was morally
npssible that such a series of events as are

jcded in his history, ever could have hap-
ed, and therefore that we must consider him
s srely a mythical character, of whom there
r reliable evidence that he ever existed.

Sveral anecdotes were told of that remarka-
lerio of brothers, David, Samuel and Morris
o], who were not only valuable ministers of
leJospel, but were men of much originality,
Qi possessing valuable traits of character,
hh rendered them useful in their respective
enborhoods. About all of the company had
ee well acquainted with them, and could ap-
reate the remark made by a young man re-

>eing one of the brothers, that it was a pity
icmen could not live to be two or three hun-
re years old.

h n amusing anecdote was related of Jane
\«on, a minister from Ireland who visited
nsountry many years ago. During her travels,
uu Friend, an elder, who was conveying her

in one neighborhood, was so rude as to question

her about her remaining unmarried, when a con-

versation somewhat in this form took place,

" Jane, thou art a good-looking woman, bow is

it that thou never had a husband ?" " I was Dot

so easily suited as thy wife."

Our late valued friend Israel Johnson was

remembered—a man of a benevolent disposition,

but possessing some well-marked peculiarities.

One of the company related an anecdote of him

which was instructive. When a growing boy

he was sent to be initiated into business to the

store of his uncle, who was an importer of

Chiuese goods. His uncle's partner was a Pres-

byterian. Israel had been brought up in the

practice of attending meetings for worship, both

on First and week days, and considered it a duty

to do so. When meeting day came, his Presby-

terian master objected to his leaving his business

for this purpose, telling him that he might go to

meetings on First-days, or in the evenings, but

that his business hours belonged to his employ-

ers. The boy was greatly tried, and prayed

earnestly to his Heavenly Father to be rightly

directed in this emergency.

A new invoice of goods had been received,

and Israel was set to work to unpack them.

He soon saw that his master was so shaping

business as to prevent his going to meeting.

Among the goods was a case of buttons, and he

was sent out with a sample card of buttons, and

a list of merchauts who dealt in them, with di-

rections to call on them and endeavor to sell

the case. This commission was cheerfully un-

dertaken, and Israel speedily made the circuit,

but without any success in selling. The last

store on his list was in the neighborhood of

Second and Vine Streets. It was then about ten

o'clock, the hour at which Friends assembled

for worship in the neighboring meeting-house

on New Street, below Second. He requested

permission of the storekeeper to leave his sample

card for a time on the counter, and went to the

meeting. It so occurred that while he was

absent a customer came in, and being pleased

with some of the samples on the card, left an

order for them with the storekeeper. So when
Israel returned from his meeting the man told

him he had altered his mind, and agreed to

take the case. When he reached his own store,

Israel said to his employer, " I have sold the

case of buttons." He replied, " That was a great

deal better than going to meeting." " I did go

to meeting," said Israel, " if I had not gone I

would not have sold the buttons." From that

time forward there was a tacit understanding

that Israel was at liberty to attend his week-

day meeting, and his employer did not allude

to the circumstance for many years. His health

failed and he gradually declined. Israel was a

natural nurse, and spent much time in waiting

upon the sick of his acquaintance. Among
others he was often with his former employer,

who seemed unwilling to have him out of his

sight. It was during this period that he made
his first allusion to the incident above related.

He told Israel that he could not express the

thankfulness that he felt that his former store-

boy had been faithful to his conviction of duty.
" If you had yielded to my wish, it might have

been the beginning of a downward course for

you ; and now, with the near prospect of eternity,

I might have felt that your blood was required

at my hands."

This incident forcibly illustrates the respon-

sibility which rests upon us all for the influence

which we exert over others.

On one occasion Israel Johnson was riding in

a railroad car, when he felt an impression to

change his seat, lie did so, and shortly after

a stone came through the window in such a

direction that it would probably have struck

him on the head if he had remained in his first

seat.

To attempt to reproduce all the interesting

incidents and remarks that enlivened this social

gathering would prolong this resume to an un-

reasonable leugth.

About nine o'clock we retired into the parlor,

and after the reading of a portion of Scripture,

separated for the night. J. W.

Trades for Boys.

Carpenters' tools have a fascination for most

boys. Before he has reached his teens the

young mechanic likes to handle the sharp-edged

chisel, saw, hammer, and plane. The desire to

shape and mold rough pieces of wood into use-

ful and ornamental articles is born in us, and
while young we should give the inclination free

play. A box of tools makes a pleasant and
useful holiday present for an ingenious boy.

The tools are packed in neat wooden chests,

consisting of small saw, hammer, screw-driver,

wrench, awls, files, braces, planes, and measur-

ing-rod. This amateur tool box has given many
a pleasaut time to children, and has been the

means of developing latent talents for carpentry

and cabinet-making.

A good carpenter is a genius. There are

many carpenters who are not even good me-
chanics. They cannot put up a simple house

without the supervising directions of a "boss."

Such men have missed their calling. The young
lad who takes up this trade for a living should

first find out if he is in love with the work, and
then proceed deliberately to master all of its

details. The factory worker is a mere machine
compared with the skilful carpenter. The for-

mer does the same work over and over again

day after day almost automatically. After once
masteriug his simple duties he requires no brains

to perform them. Such work is stultifying to

the mind ; it makes mere machines out of the

workers. Yet thousands of our American boys

are entering the factories to waste away their

lives in making a pin head or some other small

object, while the trades are urgently calling for

good skilled mechanics. The work of the car-

penter grows and develops each day under his

manipulation. It makes brains as weH as mus-
cle, and is far more noble and more healthful

to the whole body and soul than the machine-
like operations of the factory hand.

Moreover, a good carpenter sees a chance
constantly of becoming independent. Our mod-
ern system of housebuilding demands men with

something more than the mere gift for hand-

ling tools skilfully. Brains of a higher order

are needed to give the modern improvements to

handsome houses, and workmanship of this class

commands high salaries. The cabinet-maker

has work to do as delicate as that of the watch-

maker, and as he carves and shapes his designs

he finds a healthful mental enjoyment that

makes labor sweet.

In our industrial schools of to-day boys are

taught to handle tools quite intelligently before

they have reached the age of serving an ap-

prenticeship under a skilful carpenter. All of

this early preparation in the schools is a great

advantage, and the pity is that we are not sup-

plied with more industrial schools, where every

child could be taught to handle tools and other

implements in an intelligent manner. A gradu-

ate of one of the industrial schools has a de-
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cided advantage over another boy who has never

had the opportunity of studying in one.

Boys should place themselves under some

good carpenter as soon as they have finished

their schooling. There should he no waste of

time between the closing of the school life and

the taking up of the duties that are to decide

his future. It does not follow that all other

should cease, however. On the con-

trary, there is all the need of studious habits,

and the hoy who starts out with the right habits

is sure to succeed. An hour a day or evening

spent in book study will greatly help the baud

and mind in performing the daily labors. Habits

of study formed at this time will cling to one

throughout life. Because school life has ended do

not throw off all study and let the mind deterio-

rate. Change the lines of studies, selecting books

that are instructive and pleasing. Many boys are

so enthusiastic over their new trade that they

arc ready to read anything concerning it. They
should then be supplied with books and period-

icals upon their chosen work. Every boy is

enthusiastic over the particular work in hand;

it may not last long, but it should be encour-

aged "while it is in him. The chief thing is to

form the habit of daily study and reading. In

time, then, he will select his own reading with

pro]*r discretion.

A great deal of the glamour and enthusiasm

of trade is worn off after the first six months in

harness. There are many hard days, unpleas-

ant tasks, and hasty orders that must be en-

dured. After spending this length of time in

handing boards up to other builders and in

pounding nails into sideboards and beams, one

begins to feel a little weary of the whole job,

and wonders if after all he has not made a mis-

take in his trade. Other boys who are not

learning a trade may make more money a week
and the labor may seem more congenial. The
young apprentice does not receive much. If

he gets bis board and clothing for the first two
years, he is doing well. He may never have
pocket money, except when he earns it in doing
Bpecial jobs. But must persevere and not let

some side issueswerve him from his work. One
of the saddest tilings is to see a young fellow

give up his trade to take up some unskilled la-

bor because it happens to pay better at the

time. All of his early apprenticeship then

counts for nothing. We have many such peo-

ple in this world, men who to-day regret that

they ii- voi- finished their apprenticeship to some
trade They are now classed as unskilled labor,

ami it i> exceptional for them to get wages half
a- large as those paid to a skilled mechanic.
When despondent the youngapprentice should

take consolation in the thought that he is pre-
paring tor the future, and that the day will

come when ho can stand head and shoulders
above those who to-day are earning more money
than he, hni are learning nothing.

After two years the young carpenter should
understand pretty well how to do the rough
work in building- -how to square a hoard, how
to eel and dovetail joices, and even how to make
the Irani, work of a simple building. He will

have had experience in setting window frames
ami in measuring and making window blinds.
II fill know how to make allowances for chim-
ney and fire places, and how to arrange the
interior for winding and straight stairs. In
short, ho will ;,,

, f architecture

;
' ntry. Be will understand the

nature of good foundations, and in theory at

will understand theerecti fa build-
ing.

But now he should adopt for his evening

studies another phase of his work. He should

study in the daily papers the price lists of build-

ing materials, and begin to calculate how much
plaster and how many laths, boards and shingles

a building of a given size would take. When
a building is to be erected he should try to

make itemized calculations as to its cost. He
must do this work later, if he would ever be a

master builder, and the sooner he becomes ac-

quainted with the practical figuring part the

better it will be for him. During the third

year he ought to receive wages besides his board

and clothing. If he is bright and willing to

work he will get his pay. A carpenter knows
the value of his assistants.

In order to make himself a perfect builder

there should be constant progress, and the field

is unlimited. Brick and stone buildings must
be erected as well as wood, and the young car-

penter must make himself acquainted with the

fundamental laws of physics. What is the re-

sistance of certain stones and of walls built of

stoue and brick ? How deep must a foundation
be sunk in order to hold a wall of a certain

height and thickness? What allowances must
be made for the action of frost and heat? All
of these questions will open up fields of study
and reading that will keep the boy busy every
night. The weight and tension of building ma-
terials must be understood, as well as the cost.

Then the cabinet-making branch of the trade
is an important one to study. Handsome build-

ings must be finished off in hard wood, and this

is a science almost by itself. The exquisite
carvings and mouldings must be made and
placed in position carefully. A study of fine

cabinet work will give one a greater valuation
to his employer. In short, the young carpenter
can find plenty to do and read to make himself
a perfect builder, and when once he has become
thoroughly proficient in his trade he need never
fear about a good living. Such men are really

rare, and they are in urgent demand most of
the time. Those out of work are generally the
unskilled laborers or those who only half know
the trade. Let enthusiasm, perseverence, and
thoroughness mark every step of progress, and
the builder at thirty will find himself a strong,
independent, and useful member of any com-
munity.— Chrktian Advocate.

For "The Fkiend."
" In the Hand of the Lord there is a cup ; it is full

of mixture" (Psalm lxxv: S).

In our en vironmeuts we are met with good and
evil—and being composed of parts both mater-
ial and immaterial—each cleaving to tendencies
of its own, it becomes a matter of choice as to
which shall gain the ascendency, and in pro-
portion as good prevails man realizes the good
while sensible of the mixture which remains
By the aid of reason, man may make an exhibit
of moral excellence—fulfilling its requirements
—but to become a real Christian, he must ac-
cept the gift of Grace Divine without which
there is no salvation for his immortal soul.
Tis written in the written Word, " By grace,
through faith, are ye saved, and that not of
ourselves, it is the gift of God." When saved
what becomes of the " mixture in the cup." Is
il not disposed of by the acceptance of grace re-
ceived through our Lord Jesus Christ who
thanked God his Father who gave Him the
victory, and to all of his followers who endure to
the end, when it shall he proved that in having
the victory the ascription of praise is due to the
Father, Son ami Holy Spirit.

In these latter days there is so much of J

ture that in order to be a Christian and I

the peace of God which passeth human ul
standing, one need be employed continua I
assorting among thoughts whatever is gooil
merits Divine approval from the pure wl
for God in the individual mind— keepiil
view that salvation is from the Lord, ami
from fellow man.

Phebe R. Giffo I
Providence, Sixth Month 22nd, 1898.

For " The Fan I

Berlin and its Environs.

A letter from our lively correspondent, . I
beth S. Kite, dated Berlin, Fifth Month I
gives an accountof a visit to that city at th ir

of an industrial exhibition there. She wl
companied from Hanover by a Scotch girl i
acquaintance.

After speaking of an extensive collect I
representatives in wax of persons and hist A
incidents, she says, "What amused us trfl

all was the room of mirrors. In some ycl
drawn out and look as thin as a darning n 1
in the next you are proportionately broaij
when you smile the effect is simply appalling

there are others in which parts of the i ire

are lengthened or shortened or combinati A
both. After you get used to it the most fl

ing thing is to watch the newcomers who II

unsuspectiugly along and on seeing thencll

turn horror-stickeu away, then look arouM
see if any one is looking and take anothei fl

and then stand and shout with laughter. Fo

twenty pfennigs we went into ths'Irrgej
it looked like endless avenues going in ill

rections, but was really only one passage aili

of mirrors set at angles and so arrangeijll

only on the minutest inspection could orBfll

where they joined. The sport was to fit lb

garden without running into the glass; hei

we came to it it looked likewise limitletai

crowded with hundreds of people, but in M
was a three sided place about seven fee m
way, and there were not ten people in al W<

tried to count ourselves, but it was e W
every image was mirrored over again ,fc

oppo.-ite one until it was too small to be
guished. It was very amusing.

" The next day we spent at the expositi I I
was very interesting but like all others II

kind was very tiresome. If we could

M

taken it all in it would have been very vttQf

tive, but that was impossible, it was prim ally

the manufactures of Berlin, and of course
:

ery-

thing was very tastefully arranged, at tie

buildings and grounds beautiful. We Mid

see all sorts of things being made. Bu »bat

attracted me most were the colonial exhiiioM

from the German possessions in South . rio«

There were hundreds of natives living iilMl

artistic villages of palm stems and leav
;

and

the pictures, minerals and productions fw
these places also from the South Seas wbe*
tremely interesting. Then they had '0 Bo-

liu,'also very full of interest for me wljM
the old so much; it seems to have beei'nade

of wooden framework covered with plasl,Md

this formed and then painted to represtold

bricks and stone tiling. So perfect is fM
one can hardly believe that they are n<wj
veritable ancient German town. ThciW*
mostly fitted up with counters full of t

?kel»

for sale, but we resisted all temptatio; W*

bought nothing because I have learnecio"'

collect trash. All the sales people and ^a

in the restaurants were dressed in antic* 1**
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mii so that it brought one right into the

He ages; it was all very well gotten up,

nstructive as well as entertaining. But

ie ost interesting of all was Cairo.

ur must interesting day here we spent at

^saru, about twenty minutes ride on the cars

(riBerlin. Frederick the Great built two

lists there and lived there mostly. The so-

ul! 'New Palace' is at present occupied by

le.mperor and so was not on exhibition, but

ft Id not mind that, we drove around the

irlaud saw it from the exterior and in the

Dr'ng we walked up the main avenue, we
id he satisfaction of seeing the entire family

.li li consists of the Emperor and his wife

itrjsix boys and one little girl) drive by.

he were in all i-ix carriages, and we had to

lil.bout for an hour and a half before they all

idfone by, but we knew that they would be

m:g along so we decided to wait, and we felt

Bll'epaid. The Empress is very much he-

re, because of her simple, quiet ways and her

»rj. of charity, she does not seem to feel her-

|f uy better than any one else, and one hardly

iptts that in one raised to her rank. She
ill and bowed to us as she rode past. The
llfthree year old princess is a very sweet

^bjig child, and all the boys are nice-looking.

Btihe most interesting place in Potsdam is

enlace Sanssouci (which is the French for

ritout care. 'J Frederick lived there mostly

idled there. It is a low, one storied building,

luted upon an elevation, and is reached by
mione hundred and thirty steps in six ter-

ce Things are left about as they were when
i i jstrious founder occupied it.

"p-day I took the pressed specimens of Cali-

rn, plants to the museum. I sent a note to

rOrUrban asking when I could see him and
i iit a very cordial one in return. I took
erthis A. M. Thee remembers the Brande-
e'gave them to me. He seemed delighted to

ivphe collection and was very well acquainted
peally with Katheriue Brandegee, through
x.ritings."

Why Silver is Cheap.

[J friend has kindly sent us the following
ttg, which contaiiis an explanation of the
e; change which has taken place in the rehi-

re alues of gold and silver bullion. We pub-

If, not as an item of politics, but as one of
ihble information. As to the accuracy of
egures given, our readers must trust to the
piation of the paper that first issued it.]

la " reply" to the public statement which
-'cretary Whitney recently put forth, ex-
ovrnor Boies reiterates the preposterous fal-

cj hat the depreciation of silver is due to the
Jne of 73," and demands that the "law
albe made to restore to the people of this
nil what the law has taken away from them."
st s see just how much the " law" has had to
1 'th the fall in the price of the white metal.
Fan 1792 to 1872, inclusive, a period ofW years, the total silver product of this
u ry was 8154,150,000. From 1873 to 1894,
chive, a period of only twenty-two years, the
W product reached the stupendous total of
..('2,699,000. During the former period the
e.ge annual product was less than 82,000,-
|0. From 1792 to 1860 it was less than 825,-
»0 During the period of 1873-'94 the average
'nil product was over 850,000,000.
1 the two years of 1892 and 1893 alone we
O'iced more silver than during the whole
?lp years of the existence of this republic

prior to 187:!. In 1872 the total silver product
of the entire globe, the United State- included,
was about $80,000,000. Iii 1892 the (silver

product of this country alone was millions

greater than that of the entire world twenty
years earlier. On the other hand, the gold out-

put of the United States was practically the

same in 1894 that it was in 1873. Between
1869 and 1892 the domestic silver output leap-

ed from 812,000,000 to 882,000,000 per annum.
More significant still is the change which the

commercial value of the white metal has under-
gone. In 1873 the market ratio of gold to sil-

ver was 1 to 15.92. In the face of this single

fact, what nonsense it is to assert that the free

coinage of silver maintained the value of that

metal. In 1873 le-s thau 300,000 silver dollars

were turned out of the Federal mints. An ounce
of silver in 1873 was worth 81.30. To-day it is

worth about sixty-eight cents. The bullion value
of a silver dollar in 1873 was $1,004. To-day
it is about half that sum.
The only "law" concerned in the deprecia-

tion of silver is the economic law of supply and
demand. Silver, like any other commodity, is

suffering the penalty which universally follows

over-production, and no fiat of government can
make it otherwise.

—

New York Commercial Ad-
vertiser.

God's Adoption.

There was apparently only one luxury to

which the Apostle Paul treated himself, and
that was the belief that things were coming out
right. He parted with all other luxuries with-

out complaint, but this he would not give up.

And a luxury it certainly is, and thousands
there are who do not dare to use it. There is a
widespread unconscious feeling in the Christian

word that about the only way for' things to turn

out right is for us to continually think they are

coming out wrong, and that it is almost a Chris-

tian duty to take into account all the obsta-

cles before we dare enter into any great expec-
tations.

It seems to a great many good people that

there is nothing more pious than to deplore the

world and its ways and its tendency, and there

seems to them something deceitful about that

way of looking at life which reveals God at the

head of it, and leading it all for good. It has
been forages a part of the world's confession of
faith to speak slightingly of this poor, beautiful,

motherly, and misunderstood world. But Paul
and the poets who, as Dr. Munger says, " have
never given approval to any great error," have
always given themselves the luxury of finding

God at the heart of his world.

Paul and the poets both are full of the idea
of God's adoptions, full of his wonderful " mak-
'ng the wrath of men to praise him." Paul,
sitting in prison, unable to do the one thing
that his heart is most set on, preaching Christ,

and finding that the only way in which his Gos-
pel is getting abroad is through the gossip of
household servants, finds too that this is turn-

ing out to the furtherance of the Gospel ; so that

every way, whether in pretense or in truth, Christ
is preached. Great is the man who can make
his enemies do his work for him when they most
think they are doing their own against him.
We get into a good part of our trouble in. this

world by trying too hard to get out of it, and
the man who can wait long enough may come
to find that his troubles at the farther eiid turn
out to be very often the greatest conveniences.
It has been a characteristic of great mimls like

Paul's that thev came at last into the calm of

seeing that there were ways out of evil, even if

they did not find them; that just at that, point

where they ought most logirally to be most wor-

ried, they were waiting with a robust expectan-

cy for something that they had not seen. Man's
education has progressed just so far as his con-

ception of this world as a spiritual world. When
at last, after all his worries, all bis patching up
of trouble from day to day, one comes to realize

that the great tides of lite are working toward
God, working with Him, then conies rest and
self-possession, he enjoys hi- work, and it car-

ries more impressiveness with it.

God is always overturning the logic of men's
evil, and turning it to good. One of the de-

lights of the spiritual soul is to sit and see God's
beautiful overturnings of evil, and the world
seems like one great water-shed, which turns all

that falls upon it slowly and after whatever
wanderings down into the inevitable channels
and back to God.
The world is full of movements which, started

against his will and law, God has adopted for

his own purposes. There have been great com-
mercial schemes whose inception was in greed,

and whose development in defiance of the laws
of men and of God. They have swept in care-

less brutality over the rights of citizens and
commonwealths; they have, to compass their

end, corrupted legislatures and courts ; they
have crowded to the wall thousands, and have
wrested away from men their fortunes, and driv-

en them to despair. Their corporators have
become heirs to all the woes pronounced on the

oppressor of the poor, and, after having done all

that their one-eyed greed inspired them to do,

at last the scheme has been turned to blessing.

God has converted their perversions back to the
good of the world. It may be in some com-
modity put more than ever within the reach of
men ; it may be through fraud and oppression,

but civilizing at last some great region hitherto

shut off from the world. But the man against
whom, God establishes blessing is not blessed,

neither is he the author of the blessing.

Many a sermon has been preached from un-
worthy motives, the praise of God being perhaps
the last thought of the preacher. Man's logic

would be to send every soul that heard it empty
and hungry away. God may have adopted it

to do good to some souls. A notion gets set go-
ing in the minds of men without a care on the
part of its author wdiether it do good or harm,
and it enters into men's minds and corrupts and
perverts them, and at last, after having led

many astray, it creates a new disgust, that, react-

ing, sends more men back into the good, to stay
there longer than before. Controversies have
arisen which began in the attempt to lessen the
majesty of the character of Jesus, and men for-

sook Him, until at last the controversy was at
an end, and more believed in Him, and better,

than before, and the world fled back to Him
with a great eagerness and hunger that enabled
men to know Him as never before. " Ye can
do nothing against the truth but for the truth."
" Whether in pretense or in truth Christ is

preached."

The man who works for the good of this world
only by accident is a manikin ; the man who
intends it is moral. Years may turn the ruins
of a temple beautiful, but they do not forgive
the hand that ruthlessly wrought the ruin. New
affections for the faith may spring up, as the
years go by, in the hearts that come and go and
learn of the love that sprung the arch that now
stands solitary in the sun, but he is not forgiven
for the wrath" that robbed those old affections
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of their jov. Perhaps the great impulse that

was sriveo to the heart of the nation when Lin-

'coln died, and that has grown stronger with

every year, was worth more to the nation, in

S

:at plan, than a k-w more years of ser-

vice might have been; but his murderers were

neither tin- authors nor the inheritors of the

blessing. Of those who did these things we

may say, " Verily they have there reward."

They have all they asked for,—the good of the

world and the glory of God. If a man asks for

finds Him. and with Him also all things.

If he asks only for the earth, he may have it,

and nothing else.

But there are other adoptions, nearer and of

more encouragement to the Christian thau these.

God sometimes adopts our mistakes and blun-

ders after we really become hiss. The tempera-

ment which was angry and turbulent and defi-

ant and full of peril becomes sturdy and oak-

like when turned over to God. The passions

which disfigured the natural and selfish life are

adopted for strength and beauty for the spiritual

life. The powers which made men sinners added

to the glory of the saints. The crimson itself is

made like wool. It is all in the direction we
give to our passions, our tastes or talents. The
rich imagination which led us into all manner
of evil now leads it a brave and adventurous

way into thoughts which are delicate and dis-

tant. The sensitiveness which was our curse is

now our passport to the richest things in life.

God not only can adopt these things, but He
wait- to adopt them, and his adoption of them
is turning them back into their original pur-

pose.

There is a terrible purity working toward its

vindication in the life of the impure, a relent-

less recovering of all things to Him by whom
they were made, a purpose lying deeper than
man's deepest device, which cannot be thwarted.

There is a generousuess gnawing silently at the
root- of what greed has heaped up for a few,

.-lowly dragging it down for the good of many,
and that which grew rich and strong for the use

of a family shall fall for the use of the world.

The Bighl of all this leads the spiritual man
back into his labor with a new restfulness and
courage. It is only the gazer who, seeing how
things turn out for good, thinks it is no matter
what he does, or whether lie does anything. God
adopt- men's doings, but He does not adopt idle

men ; and the man whom this vision misleads
into idleness gives < rod cause to do against him
instead of through him. Only he enters into
the L'lorv of ( rod's works who works with God.

rimes.

In the meeting tor business of Philadelphia
Quarterly Meeting, in the Second Month of
1866, Thomas Evans spoke of what had taken
place in Bome cases of marriage, in which the
Sunlight had been excluded and artificial light
used. It seemed like conti mning one of the

outward blessings that had been con-
ferred upon US. Tie- only reason lie bad ever
heard for the practice was that the complexions,
dress and ornament^ of tin- company showed to

h antage. Such a reason, founded on
pndc and vain .-how, was unsuited to lie occa-
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The United States Treasury debt statement shows a

net increase in the public debt, less cash in the Treas-

ury, during Sixth Month of $1,820,853.50. The total

cash in the Treasury is $S53,'.mi5.o35.

According to the statistics of the Department of

Agriculture, wheat land in Kansas rents at $2.10 per

acre. Threshing an acre of wheat is estimated to cost

S1.18, while the housing, after the threshing is com-

pleted, costs thirty cents.

Captain J. II. Wiborg, of the Danish steamer Horsa,

has been recommitted to the Eastern Penitentiary in

this city, to serve the term of imprisonment to which

he was sentenced last Third Month after being con-

victed of violating the neutrality laws in taking a

filibustering expedition to Cuba.
Harriet "Beeeher Stowe, author of " Uncle Tom's

Cabin," died in Hartford, Conn., on the 1st inst., aged

eighty-four years.

Sixty per cent, of the buckwheat fields were in New
York and Pennsylvania when the last Federal census

was taken, and they continue to hold the lead.

Potatoes brought only eight cents a bushel in some
Vermont towns last Seventh-day, about one-half the

price of a quart of strawberries.

Swarms of grasshoppers are doing great damage to

vegetation in Michigan. The excited farmers say

that the "hoppers" will even eat the fences when
they can get noihing else, and that they average fifty

bushels to the acre in some places.

A Prescott despatch says that cattle are dying from
starvation in all directions on the ranges of Arizona,
the lack of feed being due to the drought.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 522, which
is 2-1 more than the previous week, and 35 more than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-

going, 191 were under one year of age: 85 died of

cholera infantum ; 51 of consumption ; 37 of marasmus
;

25 of inanition ; 25 of heart disease; 22 of pneumonia ;

20 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 17 of

inflammation of the brain; 17 of convulsions; 13 of
cancer; 11 of diphtheria; 11 of apoplexy; 10 of ty-

phoid ferer; 9 of paralysis, and 9 of inflammation of
the kidneys.

Mnrkds, dc.—U. S. 2's, 94J a 96; 4's, reg , 108} a
:o-:

;
coupon, 108| a 100}; new 4's, 116} a 116| ; 5's,

113 a 113J; currency 6's, 100 a 105.

Cotton.— Quotations of 7\\c. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

Feed.— Spot bran, $10.00 a $11.50 for winter in
bulk, and $10.00 a $10.50 per ton for spring in sacks.
Flour.— Winter super, $2 20 a $2.25 ; do., extras,

$2.25 a S2.40 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $2.90 a $3.10;
do., do., straight, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, clear,

$2 90 a $3.10; do., do., straight, $3.20 a $3.35; do.,

do., patent, $3.35 a $3.CO : spring, clear, $2.50 a $2.75
;

do., straight, $3.15 a $3.35 ; do., patent, $3.35 a $3.60 ;

do., favorite brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2 00
a $2.25; do., clear, $3.00 a $3.20;' do., straight, $3.25
a $3.4ii

; do., patent. $3.40 a $3.75. Eye Flour —
$2 50 per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 60 a COJc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 32 a 32Jc.
No. 2 white oats, 22} a 22|c.

Foreign.—Twenty-four governments, including the
United States, Japan, China, Persia and nearly all the
European countries, have given official notice that
they will exhibit in Paris in 1900.

The esiimates of the yield of the potato crop in
Great Britain show that on 533,000 acres a crop of
3.053,005 tons was secured, against an almost exactly
similar quantity produced on much larger acreage—
753,000 acres—in Ireland.

The British and Foreign Bible Society has issued
nearly 140,000,000 Bibles, testaments and portions of
the Scriptures.

It is announced that a French physician has dis-
cvered that leprosy is due to a microbe, and has cured
a number of cases. This intelligence, if confirmed, will
take away much of the popular dread of that horrible
disease. •

Hansen, the Norwegian ski runner, is going to the
New Siberian Islands to inspect the depots of provi-
sions left there for Nansen, and to search for traces of
the expedition.

Three expeditions to observe the Eighth Month
Bolar eclipse have already left St. Petersburg. One,
sent out by the Academy of Science, lias gone to Nova
Zemhla. Another, sent by the Astronomical Society,
is making it* way to Olekminsk, on the upper waters
ol the Lena, while the Geographical Society's party
"'" " ! -cue the clips,. Com the Mouman" coast, in
tie extreme north of European Russia, northwest of
the White Sea.

Advices received in Constantinople on the Gth in-

stant from the Island of Cyprus say that severe! 1
of earthquake have occurred throughout the il
and that the inhabitants of the towns of Limosi 1
Larnaca have deserted their houses and taken • I
in the open fields, where they are living in tent 1

It is stated that the German Foreign Offije i 1
cerned over the situation in Macedonia. It is as I
that the alliance of Servia, Montenegro and Bu 1
under the approval of Russia, means Russia's er

tion of the Porte.

As an outcome of the insurrection in Crete afl
Turkish rule, the Christians of the island, on t I
instant, elected a provisional government, andd,«
to proclaim the union of the island with Greec |
The packet-boat Rahmanieh, bound from S A

for Suez, was wrecked on the 1st instant, and m
persons were drowned.

It is estimated that the drought in New td

Wales has caused the loss of 9,500,000 sheep. 1
catastrophe, together with the constant reduct 1
the number of lambs, will make a great differe 1
the supplies of mutton and wool for this year a 1
next.

Western Australia's supply of jarrah and kai th

hard woods used for street pavements, is prac il

inexhaustible. Thejarrah, Eucalyptus maxginali, 'd

14,000 square miles of the country, and the ka 1
diversi-cotor, 2,000 square miles more.
The list remaining election in connection wi tl

general elections for the House of Common: I
place in the constituency of Algoma, Ontario
week. A. E. Dyment, Liberal candidate, was re n
hy over twelve hundred majority. The stand

the parties now is: Liberals, 116; Conservativi
Patrons, 4; Independents, 8. The Liberals thu J
a clear majority of 19 over all partits.

The London, Eng., correspondent of the Met*
Star cables that he learns from sources in close jjfl

with Wilfred Laurier that, despite Lauder's
tive acceptance of Joseph Chamberlain's zollfl
proposal, the first act of the next Canadian !
Ministry will be to send a commission to Wash
to negotiate a treaty of reciprocity, and also lil

will petition the home government for permis ia
appoint a Canadian agent at Washington. Til
respondent adds that no one there doubts that Je

mand from Canada for discrimination against til

goods and in favor of the United States wonlM
the worst possible blow to the growing cause o.m
rial unity.

A fungus is destroying the pea crop in the v nl
of Picton, Ontario.

NOTICES.
A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a position as eta

in a private or family school. Address until iatfc

Month,
" L," Box 54, Toughkenamon, Chester Co 'a.

Westtown Boarding School. — The nes ten

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month Is 'A
plications for the admission of pupils should b bul

to William F. Wickersham, Prin 4.

Westtown, Chester I, ft

Friends' Library.— The Library will IM
during the Seventh and Eighth Months on Fi><h|

afternoons only, between 3 and 6 o'clock.

A few Friends can be accommodated with «i»

ble rooms and boarding at Barclay HomeJV*!
Chester, Pa., by early application to the Matrt

Helena J. Connor,
No. 326 N. Walnut St., West Chested

A letter recently received from Rachel C. n'"

'

states :
" I am in urgent need of funds to keep oi 'flit'

missions in provisions another month. Plea 'mf
us once more." Should any of our readers !'_*

clined to respond to this appeal, their contritlOM

may be forwarded direct to

Rachel C. Mather, Beaufort, South Car M,

or, if preferred, will be received and forwarde )i

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., ill*

Died, at Lima, Pa., on Fourth Month Stl JW
Josei-ii E. Trimble, son of Dr. Samuel and \*1*
Trimble, aged twenty-five years.

, at his residence near Haddonfield, N. . P*
Month 31st, 1896, John Gill, aged sixty-sever**
Through many long years of exceeding SIHI
borne with exemplary patience, he has final! i*86*

to his eternal rest. " Lo, He giveth his belovet WP'
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An Unsuccessful Hunt.

(n the twenty-fourth of Sixth Month, iu

)i»any with a valued botanical friend, I made
xcursion to Goshen, in Cape May County,

Jersey. The special object of our trip was
iltivate an acquaintance with the King-

rqs or Horse-shoe Crabs as they are often

ilil (Limuhis polyphemu.s), the largest of the

rulaceaus which frequent our coast, and one
ih|h possesses many curious traits. Its home
ii(thennid in brackish water, such as is found
i te lower part of Delaware Bay. In spring

nearly summer it crawls to the edge of the

eaies, and scratching out a small cavity in

beiand, deposits its eggs. These are soon

oved by the sand washed over them by the

loin of the water, and as the tide recedes,

be feel the warmth of the sun's rays, and are

atied by it, without any further care of the

ant crab. It is an interesting instance of the

Jsficts implanted in his creatures by the all-

li&Creator of the Universe, that this process

f sawning is said to be performed only at the

ina of full moon, when the extra high tides

ffeftil—so that the nests of eggs deposited

eathe edge of the water, are left where they
ril )e exposed to the warmth of the sun during
heieriod that intervenes until the following
ullnoon.

Ci inquiry as to the most accessible place to

'it'.ss the operation of spawning, and in other
B] extend our knowledge of these animals,
'e ad been advised to go to Goshen, which
;e ere led to believe was almost directly on
be lore of Delaware Bay, and in a part where
in crabs were abundant. On reaching the
tat.n, we found it about two miles from the
ill^e of Goshen, and that it was several miles
eyid that to the spot we were in search of.

ls was not probable that we could carry out
uririginal plans so as to return to the city
oa evening—and not wishing to be stranded
a at gravel bank, we endeavored to content
drives with collecting such flowers and plants
s e met with in our walk. The time of the
ea was less favorable than either earlier or
*t«, yet our list gradually swelled to near
Kj species, which I had not seen in bloom
He the present season, including several
?e.2s of the

One of the most showy of the plants we saw

was the Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tuberosa).

Large patches of this grew by the roadside,

and the numerous bright orange flowers were

very conspicuous. It is a long lived plant. My
companion said that he had known one clump
of it for forty years. Nearly all the species of

Asclepias or Milk Weeds, have a milky sap or

juice, but the A. hibcrosa has not this character-

istic.

While on the cars we noticed, as we were

passing through a piece of low, wet meadow
which was overflowed by the tide, many flowers

of a bright purple color, intermingled with the

tall grass. They were probably specimens of

the Loosestrife (Lythrum). If wishes alone could

have obtained them, we should soon have had

these beautiful objects in our hands. But the

train swept ruthlessly along, and they were

soon lost to our view.

I was interested in noticing that in this sandy

soil the most abundant species of the Sun-

drops (
CEnothera), was a small plant of a few

inches in height, with correspondingly small

flowers. The edges of the leaves are wavy or

sinuous, whence its specific name sinuata. Al-

though abundant in the pine barrens of New
Jersey, it does not grow in the soils of Chester

County, Pa., so that when I came to explore the

fields and woods of New Jersey it had the

special attraction which a new plant has to the

botanist.

In places, trailing on the sand, we saw a

slender vine, trailing and prostrate, with very

small oval leaves and violet purple flowers. It

was the Creeping Bush Clover (Lespedeza pro-

cumbent. It is a member of the Leguminosw

or Legume family, in which the seed is con-

tained in a legume or pod, like the bean and the

pea.

We found several other plants which belong

to the same family. Among these was the

Goat's Rue (Tephrosia Virginiana). Its flowers

are large, yellowish white, marked with purple.

The plant has a hoary look, being clothed with

soft whitish hairs. To some of the plants the

flowers were still adhering, but iu others they

had fallen and been succeeded by the slender

pods.

A still more interesting plaut of this family

was the Wild Lupine (Lnpinus perennus). The
long spikes of beautiful bright blue flowers had

faded, and the seed pods had taken their place,

but the foliage was peculiar and attractive. From
the summit of the leaf-stem eight or nine leaflets

of one or two inches in length radiate. We saw

also two species of clover which are Leguminosce

— the Rabbit's foot (Trifolium arvense), and

the small yellow clover (trifolium procumbens).

Indeed this immense family is found in nearly

all parts of the world. Many, such as the clover

and lucerne, are cultivated for fodder ; others, as

peas and beans, for pulse. Licorice is obtained

from the roots of one species. Other kinds

yield dye stuffs, as logwood and indigo; and

others again furnish gum, such as gum traga-

canth and gum arabic, and balsams of copaiba.

The branches and leaves of tephrosia are used

in the West Indies for stupefying fish.

I was pleased to meet with an old Chester

County acquaintance in the Yellow Gerardia

(Gerardia jluva). The stem is two or three feet

high, and but slightly branched, the leaves are

entire or nearly so, and the yellow flowers are

large and showy.

As we walked along the hard gravel road

our attention was arrested by the bright rose-

colored flowersof a wild pink (Dianthus armeria).

Like many others of our plants, this has been

introduced from Europe and has become natu-

ralized. The travels of plants is an interesting

subject of research. Dr. Darlington says of a

species of pu rple Gerardia ( Gerardia aurkidaia),

that it is remarkable for making a transient

appearance at long intervals. A single speci-

men was found near West Chester in 1816. It

was often fruitlessly sought for after this until

1827, when it was detected among the stubble

of a wheat field near that borough. A few

plants were observed near the same place the

following year, but since then not a vestige of it

has appeared. Our valuable grass, Timothy, is

a native of America, and was taken over to

Europe about the year 1720 by one Timothy
Hanson, from whom it has received the name
Timothy. In New England it is known as

Herd Grass. The Trumpet Creeper (
Tecoma

radicans), which bears a profusion of large tubu-

lar funnel-formed scarlet flowers and beautiful

compound leaves like those of a pea in shape,

is frequently cultivated at the North ; but we

saw it meandering over the bushes in the unre-

strained wildness of nature. It is common in

the Southern States, where it may be seen

climbing the fence posts like poison vines do

with us. I suppose southern New Jersey must

be the northern limit of its natural growth.

On the edge of the salt marsh, we found the

two species of cat-tail growing side by side

—

The common or broad leaved (Typha latifolia),

and the narrow leaved (Typha augustij'olia). In

the latter, the spike as well as the leaves, is

much narrower than in the former.

We ate our lunch in a wheelwright shop by

the roadside at Goshen, and then called at a

house near by for water. Here we were kindly

received, treated to a desert of milk and cake,

and felt that we had formed an agreeable ac-

quaintance. The owner was a sea-captain, and

his young wife, during his absence of several

weeks at a time, found a means of passing her

time in the rearing of a flock of chickens.

Although we were disappointed in the main

object of our excursion, yet we did not feel, on

our return, that the day had been wasted.

J. W.

The crosses which we make for ourselves by

a restless anxiety about the future are not

crosses which come from God. We tempt Him
by our false wisdom, wishing to forestall his

arrangements, and struggling to supplement his

providence by our own providence. The fruit

of our own wisdom is always bitter.
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Extracts from George Fox's Journal.

• About the beginning of the year 1646, as I

was going into Coventry, a consideration arose

in me, how it was said that 'All Christians are

believers both protestants and papists,' and the

Lord opened to me that if all were belien >*, tin n

born of God, and passed from death 1o

Hi, ; and that none were true believers bid such;

and though others said they were believers, yet

they were not." (Page 5.)
"" When I was in the deep, under all shut up,

1 could not believe that I should ever over-

come ; my troubles, my sorrows and temptations

were so great, that I often thought I should

have despaired, I was so tempted. But when

Christ opened to me how He was tempted by

the same devil and had overcome him, and had

bruised Ids head ; and that through Him and his

power, light, grace and spirit, I should overcome

also, 1 had confidence in Him. So He it was

that opened to me when I was shut up, and had
neither hope nor faith. Christ who had en-

lightened me, gave me his light to believe in,

and gave me hope, which He himself revealed in

me, and pave me his Spirit and Grace, which I

found sufficient iu the deeps and in weaknesses."

(Page 8.)

"As the light appeared, all appeared that is

out of the light; darkness, death, temptations,

the unrighteous, the ungodly; all were rnani-

fest and seen in tho light. After this a pure

fire appeared in me ; then I saw how He sat as

a refiner's fire, and as the fuller's soap. Then the

spiritual discerning came into me, by which I

discerned my own thoughts, groans and sighs,

aud what it was that veiled me, and what it was
that opened me. That which coidd not abide in

the patience nor endure the fire, in the light I

found to be the groans of the flesh, that could
in,/ give up to the will of God; which had so
veiled me that I could not be patient in all trials,

troubles, anguishes and perplexities; could not
give self up to die by the cross, the power of
God ; that the living and quickened might fol

low him, aud that which would cloud and veil

from the presence of Christ, that which the sword
of the Spirit cuts down, and must die might not
I, kepi alive, I discerned the groans of the
Bpirit which opened me and made intercession

to God. In which Spirit is the true waiting
upon God for the redemption of the body and
of the whole creation. By this true Spirit, in

which the true sighing is, I saw over all the false
ighing* and i/ran,,;,!'/*. By this invisible Spirit

I discerned all tin- ml,, hearing, the/u&e seeing
and the falsi smelling, which were above the
Spirit, quenching ami grieving it; and that ali

that were there, were in confusion and deceit,
where the fnine asking andpraying are, in deceit
and atop, in that nature and tongue, that takes
God's holy nana in rain, wallows in the Egyp-
tian sea and asketh but hath not; for they hate
the light, resist the Holy Ghost, turn the grace
into wantonness, rebel against the Spirit, and
are erred from the faith they should ask in, and
from the Spirit they should' pray by. He that
knoweth these things in the true Spirit can wit-

'. The Divine light of Christ mani-
fested all thin-,, the spiritual fire trieth and
Bevereth all thii g ." Pages 9, 10. •

"The law of life fleshly minded men do not
know, yet they will tempt youtodraw you from
Ihi Spirit into thi flesh, and so into bondage,
Therefore, ye who know the love of God and
the law of his Spirit, and the freedom that is in
Jesus Christ, stand fast in Htm, in that Divine

faith which He is the author of in you, and be not

entangled with the yoke of bondage. For the

ministry of Christ Jesus, and his teaching bring-

eth into liberty and freedom ;
but the ministry

that is of man and by man, which standeth in the

will of man, bringeth into bondage, and under

the shadow of death and darkness. Therefore

none can be ministers of Christ Jesus but in the

eternal Spirit, which was before the Scriptures

were given forth ; for if they have not his Spirit,

they are none of his. Though they may have

his light to condemn them that hate it, yet they

can never bring any into unity and fellowship

in the Spirit, except they be in it ; for the seed

of God is a burdensome stone to the selfish,

fleshly, earthly will, which reigns in its own
knowledge and understanding that must perish,

and its own wisdom that is devilish." (Page 11.)

Weighty Testimony.

Dr. Georg Ebers, the great German Egyptolo-

gist, has been reported to have changed his views,

renounced Christianity, and become a Buddhist.

This report originated in the United States,

and on hearing it he was greatly displeased,

and wrote a letter to his friend, Elizabeth A.

Reed, of Chicago, who has given the Independ-

ent, of this city, authority to publish it. It is a

document of rare interest and importance, es-

pecially the next to the last paragraph :

" It is true that I find in Buddhism many
true and beautiful thoughts, but I am far from
being an advocate of that system. ... It

seems to me as if that which we call Christianity

has absorbed much which is in opposition to the

true intention of its founder, and a reform is

necessary; but that has nothing to do with the

person of Jesus Christ, who is to me supremely
worthy of love. The son of a virgin, born in a
manger—He who was spit upon, crucified upon
the cross—how much dearer He becomes to the

weary and oppressed than the philosophical

prince of India!
" Who bequeathed warmer, happier love than

He who bore the cruel crown of thorns, than
He who was himself love and gave it first to the

world? Before He came the circle of one's love

was confined to his people, his state, his family,

or some chosen ones ; but Christ gave the world
the great love which embraces all mankind.
Never could I desert Christ, for I love Him,
and He knows love so well.

"No, worthy friend, I have not become a
Buddhist; I remain Christian to the end, and
also educate my children as Christians. I teach
them to love the Holy One as earnestly as my
mother taught these truths to me, her only son

;

and my warm-hearted Christian wife stands side

by side with me in this matter.
" It naturally follows that I would be glad

to discredit this wonderful bit of information (?)
which had its origin in America, and show your
people that nothing is further from me than to

become disloyal to Christ by attaching myself
to any other religion. You, dear friend, will

do me a great favor if you will impart to your
countrymen the fact that I remain that which
I have always been

—

a Christian.
" My convictions are grounded upon earnest

thinking, and especially upon outer and inner
experience, upon which I can rely.

"Next March I shall be sixty years of age,
and I have loved much, erred much, borne
much, and worked much.

" With kindly greetings,

"Truly yours,
" Georg Ebers."

Blessings of Bereavement.

One blessing from the breaking of a 1

1

circle is, that thus we are helped to thin 1
our better home. Ifthings went always smocl
with us here, if no flowers ever faded, if 1

1

were never any interruption in our earthly 1
we should not think of the enduring thinjl

the invisible world. It is when earthly 1
fails us that we learn to set our affection I
heavenly good. Many a man has never fil

his home in God till his human nest was i
lated by the storms of sorrow.

A bereavement in a household also drav a
the family closer together. Love never res tj

its sweetest and best till it has suffered. H a
which never have been broken may be very h A
in love, and very bright with gladness, but ei

sorrow has been a guest there, there is a c a
in the love which was never experienced beta

It is a new marriage when young parents inj

side by side by the coffin of their first- rK

Grief is like a sacrament to those who shi i|

with Christ beside them. It brings them i )a

holier fellowship than they have ever k: mi

in love's unclouded days. Many homes >vi

been saved from haishness of spirit and s rg

ness of speech, from pride and coldness, 1
sorrow which broke in upon the thoughtles fa

The tones were softer after that. There v a

new gentleness in all the life. Most of us la

the chastening of pain to bring out the b H
our love.

A bereavement ofttimes proves a blessi:]!

those who remain, through the laying upon m
of new burdens and responsibilities. MaM
son has become a man the day he saw his fa ill

form lowered into the grave, and turned tiA

to take up the mantle that had fallen I hi:

feet—the care of his mother and the mag»
ment of the business. Many a thoughtles ;id

has become a serious woman, as in a day, leu

she returned from her mother's funeral, an Did

her hand to the duties that now must be 1 II

the home is to be maintained. Many a ma i*

grown almost instantly into beautiful gent el

when the taking away of the mother of his ttlr

children compelled him to be to them 1 iw

forth both father and mother. Heretofc h«

had left all this care to the mother. Hand
never doue more than play with his baby hen

it was happy. Now he has to be nurse i it,

soothing it when it cries, crooning lullablto

hush it to sleep. It is hard, but it brinjjouS

in him beautiful qualities never suspectejbft-

fore. Many a woman has been transf lied

from weakness to strength by the bereav lent

which took her husband from her side, le'ing

her with little children to bring up. It s- ined

as if the burden would crush her, but ifnij

brought out noble things in her soul—co age,

faith, energy, skill, love—as she took ujher

new double responsibility. Thus the bntwg

of a home is often the making of the IM «»

which the sorrow falls.

Few bereavements cause more disappoin lent

than when little children die. But even ii nese

there are consolations. That the baby awe

was a blessing. Life was never the same (the

home after that, never could be the same, 'hen

its stay, whether it was for one day, one roM

or a year, was like the tarrying of a hea soly

messenger. Nothing can ever rob the h- ie ot

the benedictions it left there in its brie *&)'•

Ofttimes the influence of the beautiful lif *ven

for a few days or weeks, is greater in the |orue

and upon the lives of the household tha jtbat

of another child who stays and grows up ma'
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uyears. This is one of the sorrows which, in

i^j'hristian home, is changed into joy. It is

6<r a bitter grief, it has no thorns in it. There

n'ver any anxiety about the baby in heaven,

1 jere is ofttiraes about the child that lives

aijgrows up amid the world's temptations,

hlraother of a dead baby knows where her

ii| is, in whose keeping, and never has any

a for it. Thoughts of it are benedictions

h;h fall even out of heaven into her heart.

1 one of Browning's poems she suggests the

le:ing of the memory of a little child in the

I out of which it had been taken :

"iod lent him, and takes him," you sigh

—

|
Nay, there let me break with your pain :

iod's generous in giving, say I,

[ind the thing which He gives, I deny
' That He can ever take back again.

look up, friends ! You who indeed
Have possessed in your house a sweet piece

.'f the htaven which men strive for, must need
le more earnest than others are, speed
Where they loiter, persist where they cease.

foil know how one angel smiles there,

;
Then courage ! "f is easy for you

fo be drawn by a single gold hair
'1 that curl, from earth's storm and despair

1 To the safe place above us. Adieu !

Mother blessing of bereavement is the prep-

»pn for sympathy and helpfulness which

»n;s through sorrow. We have to learn to

Sgatle—most of us, at least. We are naturally

ilfi), self-centered and thoughtless. Other peo-

lelgriefs do not touch us, save in a superficial

aj. Sympathy is not a natural grace of char-

!t^ even in most refined natures. Of course,

e {11 feel a momentary tenderness wheu a

n: I or a neighbor is in any trouble. We
in,)t pass a house with crape on the door,

ndaot, for an instant at least, experience a
ibiiing, quieting sentiment. But the power
i eter really into sympathy with one in grief

r pin comes only through a schooling of our
wrieart in some way. While a home is un-

roi:n, the sorrows of other homes do not find

spsive echoes in the love that dwells there,

ru "love knows the secret of grief," but even
>v^;hat has not suffered cannot fully under-
ar. the heart's pain. But wheu a home has
Jeibroken, its inmates have a new power of

Rainess. Crape on a neighbor's door means
oi after that. Mrs. Paull never wrote any
IK words than in her "Mater Dolorosa,"
rinn after she had laid her own baby away
ntthe white blossoms:

Tcause of one smail low-laid head, all crowned
With golden hair

Irevermore all fair young brows to me
A halo wear.

I:iss th«m reverently. Alas ! I know
The pain I bear.

lcanse of dear, but close-shut, holy eyes
Of heaven's own blue,

il little eyes do fill my own with tears

—

Whate'er their hue;
j'd motherly I gaze their innocent

Clear depths into.

Icause of little pallid lips, which once
My name did call,

* childish voice in vain appeal upon
My ears doth fall

;

lount it all my joy their joys to share
And sorrows small.

Icause of little, dimpled hands
Which folded lie,

^1 little hands henceforth to me do have
A pleading cry;

Hasp them as they were small wandering birds
Lured home to fly.

Because of little death-cold feet, for earth's
Rough roads unmeet,

I'd journey leagues to save from sin or harm
Such little feet,

And count the lowliest service done for them
So sacred—sweet.

Thus it is that sorrow in our own homes makes
all the world kin to our hearts. An emptied
heart is a wonderful interpreter of other's griefs.

The power to be a true helper of others, a binder
up of broken hearts, a comforter of sorrow, is

the most Divine of all enduements. Surely,

then, it is worth while to pay any price of pain
or suffering to receive the Divine auointing to

such sacred ministry.

—

Sunday School Times.

Learning Chinese.

I had no teacher, and there were then no
books of much use to a beginner. My Chinese
servant, who returned with me from the trip

down the west coast with Messrs. Ritchie and
Dickson, was my only helper. I spent hours with

him, pronouncing words and imitating sounds.

He was not used to that kind of service, and at

times would look at me doubtfully, as though
he thought me a little daft. I kept away from
the main street, and wandered out into the

country, in the hope of meeting some peasant
with whom I might converse and from whom
I might learn something of the language of

the common people. Out on the downs I s.iw

a dozen boys herding water-buffaloes. As soon

as I went near they yelled, " Foreign devil!"
'• Foreign devil !" jumped on the ground, waved
their large sun-hats and disappeared behind
boulders. The next day I tried them again.

They looked at me in silence, but on the alert

and ready to run at the first sign of dan-
ger. The third day I spoke to them, and
as I had carefully practised my words, they

exclaimed, in utter astonishment, " He knows
our language!" That the "barbarian" could

speak even a few of their words interested

them very m«ch. I took out my watch and
held it up for them to see. They were apound
me instantly, feeling my hands, fingers, buttons

and clothes. The herd-boys and I became
friends that day, and ever after they would wait

my coming with eager interest. I was out there

on the plateau with them every day for four or

five hours, talking to them, hearing them talk,

noting down new words and phrases, until my
vocabulary began to grow with a rapidity that

quite amazed my servant. I learned more of

the spoken dialect from those herd-boys than

in any other way, and years after, when they

grew to manhood, they continued friendly, and
were always delighted to recall the first days
on the buffalo-pasture. Several of them became
converts to Christianity, one a student and
preacher.

—

Mackay's Formosa.

A witty rejoinder is not always an argu-

ment, but we have not lately seen a cleverer

reply than was given in the course of a debate

on the subject of Church Establishments in

Scotland. A minister once submitted an ac-

count for tithes to a blacksmith, whose exclama-
tion, " But I don't go to your church !" was
met by the rejoinder, " No, but the door of my
church is always open." Next day the black-

smith submitted an account for shoeing to the

minister, whose exclamation, " But my horses

are not shod at your smithy !" was met with the

rejoinder, " No, but the door of my smithy is

always open."

—

Selected.

Let everything in you yield to Him the mo-
ment he makes Himself felt.

Standing Armies.

General P. S. Michie, Professor in West Point

Military Academy, says in an article in Tlie

Independent: "The results of the Franco-Ger-

man War have demonstrated that the elements

of success are a thorough training of the able-

bodied men of the nation in time of peace

through the instrumentality of a standing army,

completely organized, thoroughly equipped, and
always ready for war ; and an efficient machinery

for rapid mobilization by means of which the

fighting strength of the nation can be operated

by a single directing mind. All nations have
reconstructed their military systems in accord-

ance with the above principles, and we find in

each case an active army equipped and ready

for war ; a reserve of trained soldiers fresh from

the active army ; a landwehr organized for im-

mediate mobilization ; and a landsiurm of the

mature ablebodied men, trained and untrained,

who would be called out as a levy en masse, in

case of invasion. Military attaches at every

court acquire information, bureaus of military

intelligence collect and classify it, and the

world is flooded with military literature ; every-

thing concerning the military resources of each

nation is known to the others: and yet the

struggle for military supremacy among the

greater nations still goes on, and the lesser ones

follow closely in their footsteps.

" With the single exception of England, where

the army is recruited by voluutary enlistment,

all European nations have instituted compulsory

military service by legal enactment. Such is

the case in Belgium, Denmark, France, Ger-

many, Greece, Italy, Roumania, Russia, Servia,

and Spaiu ; while the Netherlands and Portugal

fill their armies partly by enlistment and partly

by conscription. This development of militarism

is one of the most striking things of our modern
civilization, especially as it is contemporaneous

with the decrease of autocratic rule and the

growth of representative government.
" The extent of the burden which is imposed

upon the people of Europe by the exactions of

the existing military establishments is exhibited

in the following table, wherein are shown : (1)

the yearly contingent to maintain the army at

its peace strength
; (2), the annual expenditures

for the support of the army and navy.

"1. Russia 275,0U0 $252,176,870

2. Germanv 300,600 143,687,807

3. France.." 225,000 181,180,002

4. England 32,000 174,339,670

5. Austria 103,100 59,449,100

6. Italy 98,000 05,397,143

7. Spain 35,000 29,711,281

8. Netherlands 20,000 14,958,459

it. Sweden and Norway 18,000 11,701,876

10. Portugal 14,000 9,620,007

11. Belgium 13,300 8,983,713

12. Roumania 12,000 7,793,065

13. Switzerland 17,500 4.327,210

14. Greece 12,000 3,901,914

15. Denmark 3,500 3,533,148

16. Servia 10,000 2,368,350

Totals 1,188,400 $973,206,215

" In addition to this it may also be stated

that the Continental nations of Europe are, as a

general rule, increasing their national indebted-

ness. The total debt of France is estimated to

be about 32,000,000,000 of francs, which can,

in part, be accounted for in considering the enor-

mous sums she has expended for armament, war

ships and fortifications since 1870. The debt of

Germanv, which was 411,000,000 marks in

188i-'85, was over 1,915,000,000 at the end of
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March 1894 The annual budgets for the pay-

ment of the interest on the funded debts, all ol

which were mainly incurred in the prosecution

of war are in themselves enormous; thus, that

of France is over si':',4.inh>. ; Itussia, 8203,-

I [Germany, 8177,000,000; Austria-Hun-

gary, 8117,000,000, and Italy, 8115,000,000.

""These exhibits furnish abundant food for

thought. During a time of peace we find such

a condition of things that it is deemed necessary

to force over a million of the physically best

yoimg men to give up two or three of the best

yearsof their lives to engage in an active mili-

tary preparation for war; to sacrifice all pros-

pect of advancement in their trade, business,

profession or occupation. Their recompense is

a meager pittance, a bare support, and a belief

that their sacrifice is necessary for the safety of

the fatherland. In addition to the uncounted

loss to the country by their withdrawal from

their chosen occupations, nearly a thousand

million dollars are yearly spent to maintain a

peace force of three and a half millions of men

as an insurance agaiust war. These burdens

fall upon the common people, and there are

evidences here and there that they are begin-

ning to grow restive under them. So long as

Europe continues to be a vast armed camp and

a state of war in time of peace lies like a blight

upon the people, there will be an apprehensive

unrest, for the slightest incident may topple

over this state of unstable equilibrium.
" The question as to what is to be the outcome

of this precarious condition of things, is, indeed,

a most momentous one; it engages the serious

attention of the ablest of statesmen, and it puz-

zles us all. The greatest element of uncertainty

lies in the postures of France and Germany, who
for twenty-five years have kept pace with each

other in strengthening their frontiers, develop-

ing their armaments, enlarging their armies,

and making ready for war. The wonderful re-

cuperative power exhibited by France after the

War of 1870 has astonished the world and
aroused the gravest apprehensions in Germany,
which is nut, by any means, unwarranted. Al-

sace and Lorraine, have, indeed proved costly

trophies of war. The question is complicated

by the troubles in Turkey, the purposes which
control Russia, the financial condition of Italy,

and the struggling for colonial possessions in

Africa."

Isa \< Peningtoh's words concerning prayer
are doubtless well known to some of our readers,

but they will bear repetition, "God, by the

breath of bis Spirit, begets a man, out of the

spirit and likeness of this world, into his own
image and likeness. He that is thus begotten
wants nourishment ; wants the Divine warmth,
the clothing of its Spirit, the garment of salva-

tion : wants the bread oflif'e to feed on ; wants
the water of life to drink ; wants strength against
the enemy's assaults, wisdom against his snares
and temptations ; wants the arm of the Deliv-
erer to preserve and carry on the work of re-

demption daily
;
wants faith to deny the fleshly

wisdom, so that be may trust and feel the virtue
ofthear f tin Deliverer. . . . Now the
breathing of this child to the Father, from the

: these wants tor his supply—that is

prayer
;
nay, though it be but a groan or a sigh

that cannot be uttered or i xpressed, yet that is

prayer, Hue prayer, which hath an acceptance
with the Lord and receivelh a gracious answer
from Him. And He that begetteth the child
teacheth him to pray, even by the same Spirit
that begat him.

A SPELLING LESSON.

A pretty deer is dear to me,

A hare with downy hair
;

I lnve a hart with all my heart,

But barely bear a bear

;

'Tis plain that no one takes a plane

To pare a pair of pears;

A rake, though, often takes a rake

To tear away the tares.

All rays raise thyme, time razes all
;

Ami through the whole, hole wears.

And writ in writing "right" may write

It " wright" and still be wrong;

For " wright " and " rite " are neither " right,"

And don't to write belong.

Beer often brings a bier to many,

Coughing a coffin brings,

And too much ale will make ua ail,

As well as other things.

The person lies who says he lies

When he is but reclining;

And when consumptive folks decline,

They all decline declining.

A quail don't quail before a storm,

A bough don't how before it

;

We cannot rein the rain at all,

No earthly power reigns o'er it.

A dyer dyes awhile, then dies;

The dye he's always dyeing,

Until, upon his dying bed,

He thinks no more of dyeing.

The son of Mars mars many a sun
;

All deys must have their days;

'Tis meet that men should mete out meat

To feed misfortune's son
;

The fair should fare on love alone,

Else one cannot be won.

The springs spring forth in spring, and
Shoot forward one and all

;

Though summer kills the flowers, it leaves shoots,

The leaves to fall in fall.

I would a story here commence,
But you might find it stale

;

So let's' suppose that we have reached

The tail end of our tale.

— Educational Oazilte.

THE DUMB PROPHET.

S. P. MCL. GREENE.

"Take this message from your King, to his peoplt

He that sheweth it completes!,

Shall have meed of me the sweetest,

IU-ra:ds of the Prince on high,

Tell it clearly, tho' you die;

>Ione shall on this mission go
Who hath faltering voice or low."

One whose heart within him burned, and whose li

As with tire were eloquent,

Kissed his Master's feet and went
Till the pale and suffering host

He confronted as a ghost

;

To his tongue no speech would come;
He was stricken—stricken dumb I

Forth he crept into the streets, white with
But a lost child, piteously,

Kan into his arms, and he
Bore it to its home. And one
By the world's cold scorn undone,
Stony, by the drear wayside,

Looked upon his face, and cried.

Lost, his message evermore; but his feel

hasted.

Low he bent to every need
That his toiling hands could feed;

And the sick and dying bed
Still his mute fate comforted.
Still, through every woe and loss,

Iiimib, he pointed to the Cross.

Came the hour when, bowed and gray, t

called him.
" Lord," his soul cried, "Thy great word
None from niv poor lips hath heard.
I have failed." But, for Thy grace,
Give these souls about me place.

Let me wander hence nnblcst,

So Thou take them to Thy rest."

Conquerors from every clime through the King's:

hasted
;

Heroes famed from lands afar,

Captains in his holy war,

Souls triumphant, God-forgiven,

Singing—but the King of Heaven
Saw, without, the prophet dumb,
Weeping, and he called him, " Come !"

And there followed in a train, clutching at the

mute's dress;

In his arms was a wan child,

And the great King looked and smiled.

"Son," he said, "1 bade thee show
God's great depth of love ; and lol

Thou hast come with regal token
;

Thou supreme o'er all hast spoken !"

— The Independe

The Other Side.

There are two sides of life's road,—the

on which are lying the wounded, the suffeil

the needy, the despoiled, the dying, and M
" other side." The " other side " is a well-tB

den side. It is the easier side to go on. T re

is nothing to interrupt you. You do not I

to lose time in stopping to help people whcl
sick, weak, fainting, wounded, or in any I
or trouble. You will get along faster on

"other side." You will save yourself a; J
deal of inconvenience and annoyance, and u ii

uncomfortable feeling. It is very trying a

man or woman with tender sensibilities til

suffering, or to look upon one who has bee I
jured. Some good people cannot stand it a II,

—they faint when they see blood. It is ha M
do anything for unfortunate people; it ]M
one's heart even to look at them in theii I
tress. So we see that the side where the suffe

the poor, the troubled, the needy, the falle.

is not the easy side. It has much that is pfl

ful to a tender heart. It hinders one, t< ;ia

his journey, if one stops to do anything foilg

relief of these hurt ones. Then it costs, I it

takes both effort and money to give any na

of effective help.

The "other side" has nothing on it tojfl

one's sensibilities. It is said that when a c« tin

empress was once journeying through Fr Cft;

the command was given to keep from the n>

side all sick, lame, blind, deformed, and e for

ing of all classes, that there might be no li$

to pain the gentle-hearted woman in al H
course. That is the way the "other s\d\jt

kept. You can go that way, and nothinj fill

distress you. There will be no appeals to OUI

sympathy which you will be inclined to pd>

no calls for your help, no hands reache Mt

for kindness and charity. You will get tog

swiftly, for there will be no interruptior no

loss of time in relieving any one. The " OSt

side " would seem the better side for us tojta

Yes, if comfort and speed and the saving (but

money and earthly success be life's real ids.

But do you know where the " other side'JoM

to? If you will turn to the twenty -fifth jap-

ter of the Gospel according to St. Matthi^W
will see the farther end of this delightfully

road. "Then shall he say also unto thilon

the left hand, Depart from me, ye cursec |nto

the eternal fire which is prepared for the&V»

and his angels."

That is where the " other side " comes

the eternal world; for the Judge says of J8*

people, " For I was hungered, and ye ga me

no meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave i'»

drink : I was a stranger and ye took me n 'B:

naked, and ye clothed me not; sick, a| 1D

prison, and ye visited me not." They hi not

hurt any one,—these people ou the left &<*
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Jjjy
were not robbers. They had not wounded

t one. They were good people who had not

[Imed even a dog or a worm. They had only

lj turned aside to relieve the suffering. They

riy passed by on the " other side." Yet when

i veil is lifted we see that the " other side
"

ejte to the place " prepared for the devil and

jiaDgels."—»S'. S. Times.

A friend has sent to us an address, written

itrly sixty years age, to the inhabitants of Rah-

frj', N. J., and its vicinity, who are engaged in

leing spirituous liquors for other than raedici-

II purposes. It seems to us to be written in a

3Hstian and moderate spirit and calculated to

Miken serious thoughtfulness in the minds of

fce engaged in this traffic. In the hope that

jtjiay be useful to si me who may read it, we

teroduce it.

—

Ed.]

duch has been said and written within a few-

Mrs, against the sinfulness of telling spirituous

Biiors as a common drink.

:'he energies of many of the great and good

oflur country, have been put forth against it,

IB some of those engaged in the evil traffic,

hie, through the power of truth and public

Bpion, given it up.

i'he quantity that is now daily sold and drank

imilahway and its vicinity, is matter of painful

okrvation and regret to many of its iuhabit-

sffi. I do not believe that a serious aud rerlect-

inmind could take a view of our inhabitants

atarge without being brought into sorrow and
gyipathy for the degraded and miserable con-

dfon into which some of them are fallen, nor

fat to deplore that so many more appear to be

foning those habits which, if continued, must

ec in the same fatal wreck of character.

Jelieving that there is something which each

01 can do to help slay the force of this evil

toent, and impelled by a sense of this duty

ar my feelings of deep regret at beholding its

Ba effects around me, 1 raise my voice against it.

I'o attempt to dissuade those of my fellow-

ci'iens who, in all the various stages of intem-

pance, are your customers, to desist from

biing and drinking this enemy to their hap-

pJ3ss, seems almost vain. Those of them who
aialready spellbound by its awful fascination

w: turn away from the most forcible and af-

feing appeals which can be presented. Those
w> are not so far gone think they are in no
diger, and, in offended pride, will turn a deaf
eato all remonstrauce.

o you, therefore, who are daily selling spir-

ihms liquors to these persons, I address myself.

Amblic sentiment, which is entitled to regard,
ess loudly upon you to desist from a traffic in

anrticle destructive to soul and body, aud one
oithe greatest scourges of the human family.

"Werever it has been introduced, confusion,

dnord, poverty, disease, crime and moral and
indlectual degradation have been its sad fruits.

Ts tree of intemperance in Rahway, whose
rets you are watering with this poisonous
liuid, bears before your eyes this fruit in sor-

rcful abundance. You say, "It is true, we
8e this liquor, which, we admit, is capable,
w:n taken to excess, of producing much mis-
er and disorder in society, but we do not wish
ai who buy of us to drink to excess and bring
tl misery upon themselves aud families, and
if ley will do so it is their own fault." What-
eijr influence this plea may have upon your
Duds now, I believe when" that day arrives
wch shall weigh our acts in the scales of
uirring justice that you will find this will be

no shield from the condemnation pronounced

upon those who put the cup to their neighbor's

lips.

There are those among you whose characters

in many respects are worthy of esteem, and it

is to be regretted that such a stain should be

found upon them. I do not believe that you

wish to see poverty, vice and wretchedness

abound in our village, visiting innocent chil-

dren, heart-broken wives and mothers, brought

upon them by an intemperate husband and
father, who, by degrees, has sunk into brutish

insensibility. Can you appeal to your Creator

and say that you, and those who have been in

the same business here before you, have not

been instrumental in bringing some of these

individuals and families into this lamentable

condition ? " Cease, then, to do evil, and learn

to do well." Do you not, in moments of calm-

ness and reflection, hear a something in your

own bosoms which cries out against your traffic

in this article?

Oh, let me entreat you to obey its admoni-

tions and give up this unrighteous trade before

your lives are brought to a close and the day of

reform and repentance is past forever. Be en-

treated, then, to do it now, and throw your in-

fluence, the remainder of your lives, on the side

of temperance and of God. This will be redeem-

ing lost time and making some amends for the

injury you have done.

Turn your minds to those inhabitants who, in

a period of a few years past, have fallen victims

to their appetite for spirituous liquors, and whose

bodies now slumber in the tomb. Suffer your-

selves, for a few moments, to dwell upon their

sad end, and listen to the warning and instruc-

tion which flows therefrom. Does not their

blood, like one of old, cry from the ground for

vengeance upon those who were in any degree

concerned in their being slain ? I can remem-
ber some of them, who were in the meridian of

life, possessed of qualities which would hav

made them useful and respectable members of

society, but for this debasing vice. Like some
of those to whom you are now selling, they once

drank so little as to spurn the name of drunk-

ard, aud take umbrage at the most kind and

gentle reproof. But, little by little, this appetite

rose into dominion, until everything else lay

prostrate before it. Prospects of success in

business, of honor and usefulness in society, the

regard and «steem of their fellow-citizens, the

hopes and dependence of innocent children, the

tears and affectionate entreaties of bosom com
panions, aud the earnest appeals of relatives

and friends, all failed to stop the dreadful work,

all were insufficient to call them away from the

maddening bowl? Dead and deaf to all that

gives title to the name of man, they resigned them-

selves, willing victims, to their liquid slaughter.

What do you suppose would be their language

to you, were they now permitted to send a voice

to your ears from the realities of eternity ? They
have left a voice behind them which you may
hear, in those hearts which still bleed, in those

bosoms which still mourn and sigh over the

unhappy end of their departed friends.

Oh, what pitiable degradation, what dreadful

ruin and what indescribable suffering has been

caused by drinking spirituous liquors ! Is it not

enough to arouse all that is moral and virtuous

within us into action to behold even one instance

of such awful destruction of body and soul ?

Can you seriously believe, in view of all this,

that those who supply this unfortunate class of

our fellow-citizens with this destructive liquid

are entirely innocent of their blood, and that

God, in the great day of judgment, will require

none of it at their hands?
It is not improbable that most of you have,

among your customers, some who already have

the seal of this destructive monster set upon

them, and others who, in all the various stages

of the broad way, are approaching the same

awful state? Oh, think whether, in dealing out

liquor to these, you are doing that which is well

pleasing in the sight of our Heavenly Father

!

Consider whether this employment will yield

you peaceful reflections in the hour of death,

and abide the scrutiny of Him who is to judge

the world in righteousness.

And now let me ask, what is the powerful

motive that impels you to continue this evil

trade, against the entreaties and protestations

of many of the inhabitants of the place. This

powerful motive is money! Oh, foolish men!
What are a few dollars, which you can poesesa

but for a short time, compared with that peace

or anguish of mind which shall never end?
May He who has commanded all his rational

creatures to walk uprightly before Him, to flee

from that which is evil and cleave to that which

is good, so touch your hearts with a sense of the

sin of selling spirituous liquors as a common
drink, that you may henceforth act as those who
feel the near approach of death, judgment aud
eternity.

Rahway, 1839.

Wisdom of Bees.

Some years ago I was camped out at the " Pal-

mita" mines in Nicaragua. We had a cosy lit-

tle bungalow. Between the posts supporting

the verandah were suspended a number of ham-
mocks, and above each of these hammocks was

slung a hollow log of wood, each containing a

bees'-nest. The ends of the logs were stopped

with clay, and a hole about the size of a half-

crown was bored in the middle of the log to

allow the bees to enter. I used to lie in my
hammock for hours and watch the bees at work.

Sometimes they would be all powdered red,

another day yellow, according to the color of the

flowers they were at work upon. In the round
hole at the entrance to the nest would be placed

a sentry bee, and as those at work brushed past

him, he would be thickly powdered with color.

Suddenly one day, as I lay smoking my pipe,

I observed a most unusual commotion amongst
the bees ; the sentry at the doorway became
greatly excited, and flew to meet each bee as it

came "towards the nest loaded with honey ; and

I noticed that as the bees came in with their

loads, they remained inside the nests and did

not go out again to work, although it was not

yet mid-day. Soon after, they all appeared to

have come in, and then they commenced build-

ing up the entrance hole with wax, and in the

course of a short time it was completely stopped

up. I was greatly interested in what I saw, for

the bees were great friends of mine ; and on

getting up and looking around the verandah, I

found that all the other bees (there were eight

nests) had closed their doors and gone through

the same performance ; not a bee was to be

seen, although it was but twelve o'clock, the

hour when they were usually most busy.

Just then one of our men, who had been out

horse-hunting, rode up and said, "The ants are

coming!" I went out with him and about one

hundred yards from the bungalow we came on

a regiment of enormous black ants. They were

marching four or five abreast, aud their line

was fully one hundred yards in length and look-

ed like a huge black snake creeping and wind-
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ing alone over the sand y ground. On they came

straight for the camp, marching in excellent

order. I observed at intervals that there were

twos and threes marching apart from the main

column, and probably directing operations. Ar-

rived at the bungalow, the army broke up, and

apparently orders were given to overhaul the

place. In a short space of time there was not

a room or part of the camp that was not swarm-

ing with these black ants. They ascended all

the columns of the verandah and went for the

bees'-nests, but found the doors closed and did

not attempt to remove the wax. About two

hours after their first appearance they com-

iii. med to assemble again outside, aud then

began to march off in the same manner as they

had arrived, and in an hour's time not an ant

was to be seen. We did not interfere with them

in any way. I now began to wonder if the bees

would come out, and lay down in my hammock
and watched until darkness came on. None

came out; but in the morning, when I went to

see how they were getting on, I found all the

nests open and the bees at work again as usual

;

the little colored sentry standing in the door-

way, and business going on as if nothing had

happened. After I saw this I was always fond

of bees. They must have seen this army of ants

coming, and communicated the fact to each

other, and decided to retire inside their homes

until theirenemies had gone.

—

Bicknell's Queens-

land.

Military Service in Germany.

The complaints in Germany against the hard-

ships of compulsory service in the army are

Bteadily growing. A long series of pamphlets

and books, and a great many newspaper articles

keep the public well advised on the subject,

aud censorship of the press and prosecution in

the courts and severe punishment cannot stop

the increasing discontent. In the smaller Ger-
man kingdoms there is a greater license allowed

by the authorities than in Prussia. In Munich
a professor of history attracted a great deal of

notice by his satire of the present German Em-
peror, whom he described as Caligula, and in

Stuttgart there is a publisher whose business

i sists largely of strong protests against the

arbitrary power of the army. Some of his

pamphlet- have an additional interest from
long array of blank spaces, showing the part
Stricken out by the Censorship, itself a confes-

sion of the weakness of the Government to pre-

vent complaints by tines and imprisonment of
the writers. These indeed make capital use of
the attention thus directed to their attacks, and
return to them at every opportunity. The
steadily increasing respect for the rights and
firivileges of the enlisted men of our little regu-
ar army, and tie- constant attention to the best

interests of our National Guard and other mili-
tary organizations, may well be contrasted with
the hardships inflicted on the German people
by the vast -landing army of the Empire, and
the harshness with which the private soldier,

Bervine with no good-will by compulsion, is

treated by the officers, while the officers too
have their own well grounded complaints of
their superiors, and the political dissatisfaction
i- largely increased by the soldiers returning to
civil life after their unwilling service. No doubt
military training bas it- good effect en an ig-

norant peasant, but the educated university
student, the industrious workman, or the man
of busk o or three years from his
regular employment, naturally submits with
reluctance to the strict discipline of the army.

These are the men who swell the growing ranks

of the Socialists and the Democrats and the

other parties opposed to the military spirit of

the German Empire. They elect their repre-

sentatives to the Imperial Diet and to the Par-

liaments of Prussia and other German States,

and to the municipal councils. Their number
and influence are steadily increasing, and the

Government has to reckon with them in its

legislation. No doubt in time of war these men
would be good soldiers, but in time of peace

their voices are raised in every part of Ger-

many in protests against that army spirit which

is the dominating influence to-day in the Em-
pire. The demand is made for better treatment

of the soldier for greater respect for his rights as

a citizen, for more consideration of his claims

as a man, for fewer restrictions on his liberty of

speech and action, and for less irresponsible

control by the officers of the army and the

civilian employees of the Government. No
doubt in time something will be conceded to

the growing strength of the opposition to the

supremacy of the military element, but it yields

slowly. It is this constant pressure from above
that keeps up the spirit of unrest in Germany,
and that brings so many of its young men to

this country, where they can live and work
free from the harsh and severe army discipline

that makes their lives at home burthensome.
Then, too, the enormous cost of the army, both
in the heavy taxation to supply the expense of

maintaining it in the highest state of efficiency,

and the loss of wages to the great number
drafted every year into the ranks with no pay,

must make the struggle for decent livelihood

very hard on the great mass of the people.

This is the price that Germany pays for its

Empire and for its army, and the young Em-
peror cannot silence the discontent by dwelling
on the glorious achievements of his grandfather
and the great deeds of his army. The war spirit

is all very well for the ruler and the ruling

classes, but it is by no means shared by the in-

telligent woikman.the industrious manufacturer
and merchant, and the teachers who are ham-
pered and restrained by military rule.—Selected.

Natural History, Science, etc.

37(e Kola Nut.—There is one article scarcely
known even by name in Europe, which far and
away surpasses in importance every other arti-

cle of commerce throughout the whole of the
Western aud Central Soudan. Though not
found originally in any part of the Hausa
States, there is nevertheless no village or ham-
let, however small or remote, in which it is not
constantly used. The article to which I refer
is the kola-nut. It is the product of a tree
called "Sterculia acuminata," which is found in

greatest perfection in the country to the back
of the Gold Coast Colony. It is also found as far
east as the river Gambia, aud with more or less

frequency, in all the intervening country. The
fruit resembles a large sized chestnut, and is

incased in long pods, each containing four to
six nuts. It grows like chestnuts, in bunches
of three or four on the tree. Round the kola-
nut there is usually a black line, sometimes two
at which it can be divided or sub-divided. The
color is generally brick-red, though in some
countries, especially in the far west, there are
all sorts of intermediate shades between red and
white. In the country of the Barnbarra tribe
the kola tint plays an important part in private
and public life: the color in this case has a
-pecial significance: a white kola is always a
sign of friendship aud hospitability

; proposals

of marriage, acceptances or refusals, defianc :

declarations of war, etc., are conveyed by t J
sending a number of kolas of the prescrib

color. The kola from Gandja, which is of I
uniformly red color, is the one most frequent
brought to Kano, as it keeps better than a: I
other. The most minute care and attention I
the part of the merchant is necessary in orol
that the kolas may reach the market in go J
salable condition. They are carried for t|
most part in Kano-made baskets, each of whi t

contains three or four thousand kolas, while 1

1

of them form a donkey-load. If treated wl
the utmost care the nuts may be preserved fwl
two or even three years, but in order to sew 1
this they must be kept constantly damp. If <1
posed to the air aud allowed to dry, the kil
opens along the black line mentioned abo I
wrinkles, aud becomes as hard as wood. In 1

1

condition it has lost ninety per cent, of its val I
During the march the nuts are packed in bl
kets aud covered with fresh green leaves. Ev<I
four or five days they ought to be repacked,
order that the leaves may be renewed, and tl' I

the nuts which are touched with mildew a 4
be removed. The large profits obtainable M
the sale of those which reach the various mM
kets in good condition compensate for ther«
and trouble of their carriage. At Gandja I
average nut costs five cowries; at Say, on 1 41

middle Niger, seventy to eighty ; at SokoWB
hundred ; at Kano, a hundred and forty to 1

1

hundred and fifty; at Kuka, on lake TehM
two hundred and fifty to three hundred.
What, then, one may naturally ask, are M

peculiar virtues of this fruit, which forms fj

far the most important article of commerce<B
Central Soudan '? The fact that for generati *
past it has been eagerly sought after by rfl
and poor alike, and that men will constat 1,

spend the last cowries they possess in buy

;

one to chew, seems clearly to show that it i

something more than a mere luxury. The sc: -

tiric analysis of the nut shows the existenci f

a large quantity of tannin of an alkaloid an: •

gous to theine and cafeine. The natives beli 9

that it keeps off' the pangs of hunger and el--fl

bles them to work for long periods without ft i.

As a stimulant it takes the place which tea ; 1

eoffee occupy with us, both of these being IB

practically unknown. Owing to its extreir f

bitter and unpleasant taste we were preveri

from giving the sustaining properties of the 1

B

a fair trial. On the occasions when, thro a

lack of food, we would have gladly made fl

experiment, we were unable to obtain thet.

Whatever its real virtues may be, it is cer n

that the commercial power of Kano is to a \ J

large extent dependent upon the million: if

kolas which its market contains.

—

Hausa-hl

are founcn

:es, but n[»

Poisonous Fish.—Poisonous fisl

large numbers and in many pi;

especially in the tropics. They are quite H
mon in the Brazilian aud West Indian watft

and also in the East Indian and Austra o

waters. Three kinds of fish belonging to p
mackerel family are poisonous. One is cap

thejurel, and is found in the West Iudie:jn

large numbers. It can be distinguished fa
the common mackerel, which also abound in

the same waters, by certain peculiarities I
marks. Thus the jurel has no black spof'H

the gill-covers; it has scales on the neck, wis

the harmless kind has a black spot and nose to

on the neck. The poisonous kind grows la ft

and often weighs as much as twenty pou|«,

but the others seldom run over two pou «•
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Hckerel weighing over two pounds are not

iwed to be sold in the Havana markets. The
jjcaro is another kind of poisonous mackerel.

j|s also found in the West Indies, but the na-

tes of those islands do not regard it as daii-

Jous. The meat of the chiearo is not fit nor

ii to eat at certain times of the year, espeei-

if during the spawning season. Then it be-

xjies highly poisonous, and the people of Guad-

ilipe sometimes use pieces of this fish, which

ire been caught, to poison rats. The bonito

B! kind of mackerel that is most dangerous at

sain times of the year. Usually it is a very

ihsant and palatable bit of food, but every

ine in a while people are taken with colic after

«ng the bonito, so it is best to let it alone.

to kinds of herring are known to be poison-

ii The meletta, or tropical herring, is found

lljalong the Atlantic cost as far north as New
Sf-k. Within recent years there have been

e;ral cases in which people have died after

sang this fish. The spawning season seems to

M.he time when the herring and other tropical

is should be let severely alone. The part

ifich is considered most dangerous is the roe.

r? meletta which is found in East Indian and
Vitralian waters is always poisonous, and it is

hmost dangerous because it is not easily distin-

;iihed from another kind of herring which is

ioparatively harmless. The poisonous kind has

i.ack nose and a black spot on the dorsal fin,

if,le the other has not these marks. The poi

sopus meletta resembles a herring, being five

)rsix inches long, with silvery scales and a

i>bish-green back. Some fish are poisonous in

jeain localities and harmless in other places,

!»e are poisonous at certain seasons of the

per and at other times wholesome. And, finally,

is note of warning, we would say that visitors

lOjTopical countries should take no risk of eat-

in fish which are not known to be safe as well

is alatable.

—

Medical Record.

piders in History.—Spiders have played a
writer part in history than most people are

iv(re of. Everybody knows how the perse-

mnce of a spider encouraged Robert Bruce
to;gain his kingdom of Scotland, but not so

may know that, according to a Jewish tradi-

lic, a spider saved David's life. Saul was
biting for him, and his soldiers approached a
ca

;: where David was hidden. Shortly before,

hcever, a spider had spun her web at the
nuth of the cave, and the soldiers, taking it

granted that, if he had taken refuge in the

Hi, he must have broken the web, departed,
fretting the web might have been spun after
as ell as before his entrance.

spider saved the life of the great-uncle of the
Gtrnan emperor. Frederick William was king
of russia, and an attempt was made to poison
nn in a cup of chocolate. By chance a spider
felinto the cup, and for this reason, the mon-
ar' gave the chocolate to a dog, who imme-
diyly died. Inquiry was made, with the result
thi the cook was hanged—and a large spider
"Tight in gold now decorates one of the chief
rons of the Winter Palace at Potsdam, in

muory of the king's escape.—Popular Science
Wis

m from Sarah (Lynes) Grubb to Henry Hull.

''cond Month 2nd, 1854.—Faith in the aton-
uf acrifice is abundantly enforced, while there
s ttle said inviting us to yield up the will,
*u the affections and lusts to be cruci6ed.
ou without this knowledge of the power and

Spirit of Christ, what will a literal faith do for

us, or how can we learn duly to appreciate the

adorable love and mercy which brought tin-

Son of God among men in a body of flesh to

live a life of sorrow, and die in ignominy ami
in agony for sinful man, the just for tin- un
just. They tell us that we are come now to the

dispensation of reconciliation, and to that which
speaketh better things than the blood of Abel,

etc. Yes, but how can we, as individuals, ex-

perience this, or how receive the ministration of

justification, save as we know the day of the

Lord to be come to our souls, which burnetii as

an oven, even inwardly and powerfully, wherein
all the proud and all that doth wickedly is as

stubble, and the root and branch of the corrupt

tree are destroyed. Truly some of us have not

so learned Christ as to conclude that He doth

the great work of salvation for us without us,

or that we have nothing to do with co-operation.

But fleshly indulgence is what we naturally

wish for, and here is a newly devised bait of

the serpent to ensnare us in this country ; for

he knew that the same make and shape in the

way of temptation which laid waste in America
would not allure here just now, and he has suc-

ceeded in a sorrowful degree—so that there are

those in the ministry who appeared to be estab-

lished in the true faith of the Gospel, who for

want of dwelling deep with the humbling power,

preach up a literal Gospel, as well as a literal

faith, to be comprehended by the human un-

derstanding alone ; at least this is what I gather
from their sermons. But sometimes it is the

case that the most orthodox among us can by
no means object to the doctrine held forth, and
yet the life seems wanting, even "the demon-
stration of the Spirit and of power."

Affection foe Pigs.—The pig is a great

pet among the Chinese. It is always to be found
about the door, and often has free access into

the house. In our missionary journeys we fre-

quently found ourselves room-mates of an old

black pig with her litter of little ones. The af-

fection of an Englishman for his dog is scarcely

stronger than the affection of a Chinese for his

pig. Foreigners in China should remember
this, and not thoughtlessly excite enmity and
antagonism. Not long after my arrival, when
in my house at Tarusui, I heard loud voices and
hurried tramping in the street in front. On
opening the door, I saw several European sailors,

from a ship lying at anchor in the harbor, run-

ning in wild haste down the street toward me.

As they came near, one of them, mad with rage,

asked if I had a gun. They were followed by
a mob that seemed to be furious and eager to

overtake them. I directed the sailors down a
narrow lane, by which they escaped to their

ship. Turning to the crowd, I asked the cause

of the disturbance. They replied that the sailors

had been striking the pigs belonging to one of

their families with their walking-sticks. The
people were very indignant, and had they over-

taken the sailors, there would have been trouble.

I appeased them by the assurance that should

the offenders misbehave again, complaint would
be made to the authorities.

—

Mackays Fonnosa

A Gift Blindeth the Wise.

The trustees of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary
elected a Trustee, Frank Jones, of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, a wealthy brewer, who has a

large reputation as a very liberal contributor to

educational and benevolent enterprises. It is

supposed that the leading motive in his election

was the hope of securing a part of his donations.

The Christian Advocate of New York, a leading

Methodist journal, makes the following com-
ment- on their acts

:

" If he were a Methodist, he could no! carry
on tin- business in which In/ is engaged and re-

tain his connection with any Methodist church.

The election of such a man as trustee of that

ancient and honorable Methodist seminary,
which must be done merely in the hope of get-

ting money from him, is an unendurably in-

consistent act. That the trustees should have
performed it is only to be explained on the

ground that the need of money utterly blinded

their eyes to the fitness of things and to the

consequences of their acts. Any other hypothe-

sis would be a general, instead of a particular,

reflection upon them.
Take away from Methodism its principles on

the temperance question, and one of the strongest

reasons for its separate existence as a body
would disappear. To violate them by acknowl-
edging that a man whose fortune had been made
in the manufacture and sale of intoxicating

liquors is a suitable person to be a trustee of an
institution for the education of youth of both
sexes, founded and sustained by the sacrifices

of Methodists for the purpose of promoting
Christian education, is—as far as these trustees

can do it— a repudiation of all that Methodism
stands for.

Scripture Illustrations.

"Father, forgive them; for they know
NOT what they Do."—This is in strong con-

trast, not only with the spirit of Judaism, but
also with the whole spirit of the Orient as un-
touched by the influence of Jesus. The old law
prescribed the exaction of an eye for an eve, a
tooth for a tooth ; every injury was to be aveng-
ed by the infliction of similar injury upon the
aggressor. And the unwritten but sovereign
law of the Orient still is "blood for blood;" a
staiu of honor can be cleansed in nothing but
the crimson stream drawn from the foeman's
heart. If a man be done to death, his claim to

vengeance passes on to those most closely related

to him. To forgive the slayer would be regarded
as pusillanimous and ignoble in the last degree.

And so the stern figure of the avenger still bulks
largely in the eye of the Orient. His weapons
have changed with the lapse of centuries, but
the unchanging spirit urges his pursuing feet.

Nor may we hope that it will be otherwise until

that proud people learn to know and yield hom-
age to Him who, in life's extremity, prayed for

his murderers, " Father forgive them."

"They parted his raiment, and cast
lots."—The garments of the crucified were the

perquisites of the executioners, who claimed
equal shares. Lots were cast to determine the

destination of one garment, which, being with-
out seam, woven in one piece throughout, they
thought it a pity to divide. The rabbis say that

in such a coat Moses was accustomed to minis-

ter. It was white, they say, and made with a
single thread,—not like the ordinary clothes

which had their sleeves sewed to the body with
a seam. Classical and Hebrew antiquity alike
furnish abundant evidence of the custom of re-

ferring difficult and delicate questions to the
arbitrament of the lot. What was done with
careful observance of prescribed conditions by
accredited officials, came to be done light-heart-

edly by the people themselves ; and instead of
being the means to discover the will of God, it

was often made to minister to the avarice of the
trickster.— William Eiving in S. S. Times.
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The Society of Friends exercises much care to

provide ;i good education for its children, and

it is not surprising that others are willing to

avail themselves of the same advantages; so that

in some of its schools, where those who are not

members are admitted, a large proportion of the

scholars belong to this class.

While we naturally feel pleased with this evi-

dence of the public appreciation of our efforts,

ami may rejoice in the hope that the children

brought under the influence of our schools will

imbibe sound sentiments which will prove per-

manently useful to them, yet some thoughtful

parents are uneasy lest the effect of this mix-

ture should be hurtful to their own children.

No! B0 much because the children of others are

more corrupt and more evilly inclined than their

on n. I nit because, having been trained differently,

their influence in measure counteracts the efforts

of the teachers to train them in that self-denial

and avoidance of worldly amusements and in-

dulgences which Friends believe to be desirable,

and to which the mind is naturally averse. Where
a large percentage of the scholars, perhaps a ma-

jority, are non-members, it may readily happen

that the prevailing influence of a school may be

unfriendly, and thus the guarded religious educa-

tion of our children, which is the object in view

in building up such institutions, may not be

attained. The criticising remarks of those who
are not Friends are likely to have a very dis-

couraging effect on those who otherwise might

have cheerfully acquiesced in the proper re-

straints to which they are subjected. So that,

unless the prevailing tone of the school can be

kept up to a Friendly standard, we believe it is

nnsafe to admit others.

In proportion to the amount of outside in-

fluence, will be the difficulty to make and en-

force such regulations as are desirable in a

Friend's school. For example, if any considera-

ble number of the scholars at Westtown were of

this class, we believe the inevitable result would
bea gradual relaxation of the Friendly features

of the discipline maintained there, and a laying

waste of the concern in which that Institution

originated, and which has been largely instru-

mental in promoting its usefulness for so many
years.

A Friend who attended the late Yearly Meet-
ing of New England (Larger Body), says,

" Disciplinary matters were conducted in har-

mony," but adds that she " would have been
very glad to have seen tokens of the good old
way being restored to its primitive simplicity.

For want of which she heard secretly a voice
ae in Rainah, lamentation and mourning, Rachel

for her children, refused to be COm-
f irted, because they were not."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
I'm i i i - .

;

i i i,. I lei ratic I invention at
Chicago lasl week nominated William .1. Bryan, of
Lincoln, Nebraska, for President of tl„. United' stales,
and Arthur Sewall, of Buth, Maine, a millionaire ship-
builder, for Vice Prea dent. The platform declares
for the free and unlimited coinage of silver at 16 to
1

!
oeni i boi ids that the

power to issue circulating notes be taken from the
declares for a tariff for revenue only,

luw »ould I
1 a to the b

'"try
;
declares for a ,,

I order to secure a majority vote for the constitu-

tionality of the income tax; extends sympathy for the

Cubans iii their present struggle with Spain; demands

that pauper immigrants shall he kept out of the coun-

try; declares for liberal pension legislation; de-

nounces the Pacific Railroad Funding Bill, that has

been reported to the Senate ;
opposes a third term as

being in violation of one of the cardinal principles of

the Democratic party, and denounces the extrava-

gance of the last Republican Congress.

The Illinois Sound Money Democrats have issued

an address, inviiing the co-operation of Sound Money
Democrats in other States in a movement for the

nomination of candidates for President and Vice

President.

The gold withdrawals from the Treasury on the

13th instant amounted to 5057,200, leaving the reserve

at the close of business at $98,420,635.

The Government's statistics are always for the fis-

cal year ending Sixth Month 30th. Therefore the

annual report of Superintendent of Immigration Sen-

ner, just issued, covers the operations of that fiscal

year. The immigration amounted to 203,709, against

100,928 the year before, an increase of 72,781, which
is notable in view of the business depression in this

country. The total immigration includes 48,804 who
had been here before, 95,269 who came to join their

families, and 118,633 entirely new settlers. The Ital-

ian immigration amounted to HC.,4 45. From Austro-
Hungary came 52,085 ; from Russia, 39.S59 ; from
Great Britain and Ireland, 38,226, and from Germany,
24,230. Of these German immigrants it is significant

that only 410 could not read or write, while 30,728
Italians, nearly one-half the Italian immigration,
could not read or write. The total amount of money
brought by immigrants during the year was $3,534,-

399. Immigrants from Spain had the highest average
per capila, the average being $71.62. Hungary was
the lowest, with §5.89.

The Department of Agriculture states that the ave-
rage cost of fertilizers for an acre of wheat in New
Hampshire is $5 59. In the newer States this item
cuts little figure.

Two young men have made the trip between New
York and San Fiancisco, on their bicycles in thirty-

seven days.

John D. Hart, charged with preparing and carry-
ing a filibustering expedition from Jacksonville to

Cuba, on board the steamer Laurada, was discharged
by United States Commissioner Craig, who held that
the evidence against Hart was insufficient.

A pest has appeared as a menace to cherry trees in
Michigan. It is a small red bug, and at the present
may be seen in large quantities devouring the foliage
of the trees. The eggs are deposited in and around
the base of the tree, underneath the rough bark. The
insect seems also to have a liking for" currant and
gooseberry shrubs.

A pest which is destroying lawns, grapevines, trees
and every vegetable, has appeared in the vicinity of
Altoona, Pa. Lawns and fruit trees which have taken
years to cultivate have been destroyed in a day. The
pest is a small green worm about an inch in" length,
and is of the thickness of a match.

Reports from Blair and Luzerne counties tell of the
appearance of a pest believed to be the army worm.
Much destruction to crops has been wrought bv the
worm, and farmers are at a loss to rid their land of
the invaders.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 532, which
is 10 more than the previous week, and 51 less than
the corresponding week of last year. Of the fore-
going, 299 were under five years of age ; 293 were
males and 293 females: 107 died of cholera infantum

;

42 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 41 of
consumption

;
32 of heart disease; 29 of marasmus

; 24
of convulsions

; 21 of pneumonia : 20 of old age ; 19 of
inanition; 13 of cancer; 12 of inflammation of the
brain; 9 of diphtheria, and 9 from teething.

Markets, &C.—U. S. 2's, 94$ a 96; 4's, reg., 1073 a
"'*'•

;
< p»n, 1081; a 109; new 4's, 116 a 116! • 5's

1 12.1 a 1 13J ; currency 0's, 100 a 105.
Cotton was quiet and official quotations were re-

duced ,',(•. per pound, middling uplands being quoted
at i

v. per pound.
Feed — Spot bran, $10.00 a $11.50 for winter in

bulk, and $10,110 a $10.50 per ton for spring in sacks.
'7-' lV

.

K--W
,

imer s"Per, $2 00 a $2.25; do., extras,
•-' ,;l --' lll

i
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $2 90 a $3 10-

•lo do., straightJ-A.-^r^; IJ^ern winter, clear,
' ""'

:

ii-'K *|KllJP-:!0 a $3.35; do.,

do., straight, $.S«ra^o73.^rrfo., (Stent, $3.35 a $3,611 •

do l.-,vor,te brands, higher. City mills, extra, $2.00
a 52.25; do., clear, $3.00 a $3.20; do., straight, $3.25

a $3.40; do., patent, $3.40 a $3.75. Rye Flodi
$2 50 per bbl. for choice Penn'a.
Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 60 a 60 4

lc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 31 J a 32c.

No. 2 white oats, 22 J- a 22}c.

Beep Cattle.— Extra, 4| a 4| ;
good, 4 J a 4

medium, 4J a 4jc; common, 3J a 4c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4|c; good, 4 a4
medium, 34 a 3|c; common, 3 a 3}c; culls, 1 a 2

lambs, 3 a 6jC.

Hogs.—5ic. for Western, and 4J a 5c. for State.

Foreign.—The drought has been so severe in So
Devon, England, that many birds have been unt

ta find food, owing to the ground being like i

The rooks have been starving, and could be i

searching the roads for food, just as in a bad frost

The Times publishes its initial report of the
sin of the crops in Great Britain, showing their'

dition to have been somewhat below the norm*,

the beginning of Seventh Month, but well above
at the corresponding time last year. Taking 100
cent, as representing the average, the wheat i

works out 101 per cent., barley, 89, and oats, 8E

against 79, S3 and 76 per cent, respectively, in 18

Advices have been received in Paris that the Frt

have proclaimed a state of siege in the disturbed
tions of the Island of Madagascar.
The Japanese Minister at Washington ha

a telegram stating that, according to official :

collected up to the twenty-second of last month
total number of lives lo6t by the tidal wave, Tt

swept the northeast coast of Japan on the fifteent

Sixth Month, was 26,999. The number of persor

jured was 5,793, and 5,920 houses were swept a

The loss of life and property is confined to the

inces of Aomori, Miyagi and Iwate, the latter I

the chief sufferer. The belief is prevalent in J
that the tidal wave was caused by an earthquafe

the sea off the northeast coast.

A despatch dated the 7th inst. from Bulwayo ; I

" On Sunday last British troops made an attack II

the Matabele position at Imabaia and were repti j

They made another attack upon the place on Moil
and were successful in capturing the native st:

|
hold and driving ihe defenders away. The Mat 1

loss was one hundred killed and the British lo 8
killed or wounded."
The London Daily News says: "The ravages ill

rinderpest in South Africa are said to be more a| ft

ing than any cattle plague which has affected th |
gion within living memory. As an instance c itj

rece

.1 ret

onth,

devastation wrought in Bechuanaland, it re)

that Khama, the paramount chief, who, with Ba>

'

and Sebele, recently visited England, has lost iH

his private herds alone 8,000 head of cattle!
Pitsani, at last advices, the cattle were dying b in

hundred daily, and Dr. Hutcheon, who has jiisi)8'

eluded a tour of inspection, is reported to haid*
clared that unless something occurs to stay the ec

tion—which seems very unlikely—not a sing! 0*

will, within a few weeks, be left in the Bechuanlnl
Protectorate. It is estimated that the cost o Jlfi

plague will be over £5,000,000. To the South Aid
native cattle are a medium of exchange and .pit

diet."

An American firm has obtained a concession toiM

a railroad between Seoul and Chemulpo, in f«,

a distance of thirty miles.

The Government of Costa Rica is issuing a Jm

withdrawing its present system of currency a »
tablishing a gold standard.

The average life of a theatre is twenty-three^
From 1861 to 1S67, inclusive, 187 theatres wereiwt

down, and twelve every year since has been abe tt>

average!
A plague of caterpillars is one of the troubles ' th«>

dry season in England, especially in Surrey.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, two dollars has bei I

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 7C

Samuel Woolman, N. J.; Pardon Tucker, >.

Mary Randolph, Phi la. ; Elizabeth K. Hutclii

Phila.; Caleb Wood, Phila.

Westtown Boarding School. — The nex term

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month lsi Afi

plications for the admission of pupils should b nad(

to William F. Wickebsham, Prin «l

Westtown, Chester i
:,

Pi.|

Died, Third Month 21st, 1896, at her latere: end

West Chester, Deborah Davis, aged eighty jiBI*

member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting.














